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me sketch of character

here given was dedi
outed to a reporter by Prof. Nelson Sizer without
any knowledge of the name or work 01'the subject.)

say that whenever

are

you

impressed

it

it

unfavorably in regard to any affair you
should let
go and not allow yourself
to be persuaded or argued into
by any
body.
If you ever make mistakes in
business,
will be when you fail to fol
low your ﬁrst distinct impression.
You
are not very likely to follow other peo
it

it

4

is

3

is it

is

plc's advice, because among men that
we meet there
not one in ﬁve thou
sand that has as much individuality as
you have. Sometimes we call
stabili
ty of purpose.
Sometimes
called
independence.
Self-esteem, ﬁrmnesss,
approbative
ness, and conscientiousness
constitute
the crown section of your head and the
strong part of your mental makeup.
Your head measures 21
inches where
the hat ﬁts.
It ought to measure from
one ear to the other over the top 13 3-4
inches.
It‘ measures 15 inches, so that
the seat of government
in the crown
of the head. You have as much of
what people sometimes call push, ob
stinacy, and independence as we gener
ally expect in
man whose head meas
ures 23 inches in circumference.
You
are organized admirably for
superin
tendent, to overlook men, and decide
and direct matters. You see at once
what ought to be done and how to do it.
You have the will, power, and posi
tiveness to direct and control, and pro
cure to be done that which
at hand.
You could take ﬁfty men and so employ
them as to accomplish as much in a week
as the average superintendents of men,
who are so engaged, would accomplish
with ﬁfty—ﬁve men. So you would save
the time of ﬁve men out of the ﬁfty by
that readiness of thinking and planning,
and by the positive ﬁrmness of your de
cisions and the ability to urge them to ac—
ceptance and fulﬁllment. If you have the
charge of men they do not expect to dis
cuss matters they simply want to know
what you say and what you wish.
is

a

a

a good constitution for
and power.
If you live
rightly, you will be likely to hold on to
life and duty and the power to perform
it to a good old age. You inherit from
your mother your type of thinking,
while you inherit from your father your
type of feeling and character.
Some
times this is reversed. A man will think
as his father does, logically, coolly, and
He may be emotional like
patiently.
his mother, and have tenderness, sym
pathy and affection.
Another has a
quick, keen, sharp, intuitive intellect,
and a tendency like the mother that
reaches conclusions without argument,
and hits it right about as often as trap
pigeon shooters bring down their birds
without seeming to aim.
They never
bring the ‘eye to the gun, but somehow
the gun is aimed by instinct.
You have
that tendency to form judgments with
out going into a mathematical plan in
respect to it. There are men in this city
who will visit a cattle yard and buy a
hundred
oxen in a hundred minutes
and get within ﬁve pounds of their
weight, and the weight will be so much
more than estimated.
Your ﬁrst
You have good judgment.
impression of that which you ought to
know something about is sound. A
clear conclusion comes like a ﬂash of
lightning in the night, and is the line of
action which you ought to adopt. Por
ing over and pondering the subject does
not throw any additional light upon it.
For instance, if you were in the granite
business you could tell the amount of a
given block of granite near enough for
the purchase of material by the lump.
If you were buying timber, you could
tell the height and size of a tree sutﬁci
ently near to know how much to oﬁ’er
for
or for a hundred trees. Let us

health

;

OU have

If
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about what

it

it,

a

if

if

I

if

if

if

I

is

it

is

is

it

it

my than
of a grasping, speculative
best for a man like you
spirit, and
to be an executive factor in the carrying
out of a business which has general
rules.
For instance, railroading, tele
graphing, and manufacturing have gen
eral rules.
Then in such a business as
quarrying, or lumbering,
or house
building, or the building of a railroad,
or a steamship, general rules can be es
tablished by experience.
When that
shall be done you are the man to take
these rules and put them into practice.
You would plan and direct with such
deﬁniteness that the men would lose no
time in studying to know whether the
plan were a good one. If you were on
a jury, you would be likely to be made
As a boy among boys, you
foreman.
were one ot the captains to play a game
of ball. You are generally on the ex
ecutive committee wherever you are, in
church, or business, or pleasure.
You are ambitious to rank well. You
think a good deal of the good opinion
of the people, and no matter
you were
rich or inﬂuential, you would like to
have every man think that you were
about right. If you are doing or saying
and
something which looks strange
doubtful to others, you will sometimes
am posted."
say, “It
all right;
Then you go on about your business.
Your hope leads you to expect favor
able results. Your energy, self-reliance,
ah‘d‘practical :skill will enable you to
make a success from ordinaryjcircum

was past due as soon as decency, and
propriety, and good fellowship would
warrant, and
somebody thought you
were in a hurry, you would say, “ Short
settlements make long friends.”
You
would show that you wanted the busi
ness done up promptly, but you would
not want a man to think that you felt
the necessity of collecting at once, for
fear you never would get it.
You
would get your customers in the habit
of knowing that the bill would come in
the remittance did
pretty early, and
not follow
somebody would be there
to save them the trouble of sending it.
If people whom you owe let their bills
lie over, you would see them and say.
“ Why don’t you send in that bill? am
keeping the money in the drawer to pay
or watching the cash account, so that
can be paid instantly." You would
make a capital buyer
you were backed
by plenty of capital.
If you were a
buyer for
wealthy ﬁrm or house, you
would get the bottom ﬁgures in afew
If you did not get the bottom
minutes.
ﬁgures, you would, say to the salesman
that you had better say good-morning,
and that when he wanted to take your
ﬁgures. he might let you know. You
would keep him good-natured.
Then
he would call you back and say, “We
will divide it." You would say, “No,
my ﬁgures are a ﬁxture;
you want
them, all right." So you would waste
but little time.
You would have good
judgment in regard to merchandise, as
to whether
came up to the requisite
standard for the price.

it

‘

a

is

is

a

it

doubt

a

not much

your purposes are. They generally come
out right.
You have mechanical judgment, and
you are generally able to adapt yourself
to business and to plan the details of
that which
Your desire for
required.
gain
more
spirit of judicious econo

stances, and even to wrench success out
of doubtful and difficult conditions. You
thing as much as can
can get out of
be laudably obtained from
and do
about as quick as anybody.
If you
were appointed Receiver of some busi
ness that needed one, you would manage
to close up quicker than most men who
are so engaged.
If you were in a busi
ness in which there were colleetionsto be
made, you would keep them up snugly.
Your idea would be to get that which

it it,

there

is

;”

it,

it were absurd they would do
because
“the boss said so
consequently, you
do not have divided counsels where you
have the right to be master. People
suppose you know, and generally you
do. Your directions are so deﬁnite that

THE PHRENOLOGICAL

You can not
covert method.
manage matters in that way, or if you
long
would be
should try to do
You could make three off
process.
a

it

it,

cuitous,

is

it

is

hand bargains where you could consum—
mate one by this indirect method.
A
man that makes off—hand transactions,
as you do, does not awaken in the pub
lic mind the feeling that there
some
concealed trap. You will carry yourself
in such away that men will have the
feeling that
open and above board,
and square and true; therefore, they
need not put themselves on their guard.
You talk well on subjects which you
understand, and you talk frankly and

is

If
aloes,
accepted as that.
made to look like sugar when

it

if

it

;

is

it

directlytoyourfriends. They know just
about where you stand in everything that
they have the right to know. That
which they do not have the right to
know, you say nothing about. You are
a good judge of strangers.
You gener
ally hit
right. When you think of
men with whom you are well acquaint
ed, you consider every time what kind
of men you are dealing with and adapt
yourself to them. If you are dealing
with a man that
tricky and indirect,
you surprise him with your frankness.
You take him unawares.
You do not
give him time to ﬁx up statements, so
you get along with him by your frank
ness. You will succeed with him better
than most men, because you disarm him
of any idea that you have some secret
plot to consummate. You do not sugar
coat the pill
therefore,
looks like
is

con
aloes or something else, people
will learn to be suspicious of you.
If you were a public speaker, you
would be masterful in controlling the
thought and action of the hearers. In
the pulpit, on the lecture platform, in

it

_

tains

politics, or temperance, you would take
an inﬂuential place. There
nothing
dull in your methods, nothing slow or
weak in your thoughts or words.

In speaking of his career in aseries
of papers entitled “HowI became
Home Missionary,” Mr. Puddefoot says:
was born in the little town of West
erham, Kent, England, May 31, 11:42,

a

men who are constitutionally indirect.
They must bring about results by a cir

[Jam

is

times ask you, “Is itall right; do you
know about it 'i’" You will say, “ I be
lieve it is all right.” If you were in it
yourself, you would say it was all right,
and most men who knew you would
think it was as you stated. There are some

JOURNAL

it

Your power among men consists in
your quick decisions, and in your ability
to be your own master and make people
feel that you are your own master, and
in that way you master other people. A
man without any spirit of independence
or eﬁort is always made the butt of peo
ple’s caprice, just as a cow without horns
is always knocked about by youngsters
who have horns.
"Your social nature makes you loving
and affectionate.
People believe in you,
but you do not have a great many inti
mate conﬁdants.
You try to treat people in such away that if they were to
become enemies they could not hurt you.
You will treat people who are not your
friends in such a way that they may be
come your friends.
The consequence is
that you have more off-hand speaking
acquaintances in the community than
almost anybody else. If a man sees you
walking on the other side of the street,
he will throw you a. good morning. Men
are not likely to whisper some conspir
acy into your ear and ask you to join it,
Somehow you carry yourself in such a
way that people do not feel that you are
'
one of the kind to conspire.
You want
to have what you do as square as mathe
When you
matics, and about as clear.
ﬁnish a thing, it is done. When you
propose some line of business, people
know very quickly what you are at.
You could do well in real estate. If
you were in that line of business people
would come to think that if you had an
interest in a certain entei prise it would
do to think about it. A man will some

I

8
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“ man of Kent,” though
nota “Kentish man.” Before becom
ing a Home Missionary I was a con
ﬁrmed skeptic of nearly twenty-ﬁve
years standing.
My mother was a su
perior Christian woman spiritually, but
my father was an agnostic, and much
stronger mentally than my mother, and
of course inﬂuenced a boy more; how
beit that which is lowest in the spiritual
is higher than the highest in the mental.
I was often kept in to mind the store,
so that

I

Cook's Journal,” “The Illus
trated London News," “Punch," “The
FamilyHerald,” “The London Journal,"
I became a very miscellaneous reader.
Nothing came amiss. I stumbled over
the big words in Milton’s “Paradise

“Eliza

at Pickford & Co., thegreat carriers.
Then I worked on the ﬁrst Atlantic
Cable ; after which for a few months
served as errand boy, and knew Old
London from Westown Schools, where
I used to get my hands spanked while a

am a

and as we sold periodicals, such as
" Chambers‘s Journal,” and their other
“ Dickens‘s Household Words,”
works,

9

I

boarding-school boy there, to Old Lon
don Bridge.
My father came over the Atlantic to
I was getting to be a burden
Canada.
at home, and although I was fool enough
to despise a trade and wanted to be a
felt I must not longer be a
burden on my father, for his means had
been sadly crippled.
therefore began
to learn shoemaking, and after eighteen
months’ experience, having been three
times apprenticed to that trade,
started

lawyer,

.

I

I

I

off with my broken indentures asafull
ﬂedged journeyman, and at that trade I
worked- nearly twenty years.
Mr. Puddefoot seems to have passed
Lost" before I was ten. In the same
“ Dr. Ure on the through a long series of experiences in
lumber—room I found
Cotton Manufactures of Great Britain,” connection with church work before he
and Capt. Marryat‘s “Pirate," and the ﬁnally decided to avow himself 0. Chris
“ Three Cutters."
tian. A good singer, and much interested
Those were the days of Chartism, and in music, he took part in church choirs,
but like very many people found today
soon after came the “Trsctnrian Move
ment,” which seemed to make papists of in the organ gallery, he sang merely
from love of music itself, not for the
Dar
some, and rationalists of others.
win lived a few miles north, Rev. F. W. sake of its spiritual association. He was
Robertson was preaching in the next past thirty-ﬁve before he yielded to the
of his surroundings and
county, and, although I knew nothing impressions
of these things at the time, nor indeed concluded to join the Methodist church.
until I had become a Home Missionary, Going to Michigan he acted as superin
I can see plainly that through my father, tendent of a Sunday-school, class-lead
who was an intense Radical, I was much er, lecturer, and chorister, discovering
influenced by them.
I remember put— qualities as a speaker that were as much
ting such awkward questions to the a surprise to himself as to others.
At that time the Reynolds Temper
Sunday—school teacher in regard to the
six days’ geological story that I was ance crusade was in activity in Michi
promoted by being discharged ; but not gen, and there was much demand for
until my ears had been pulled sundry speakers. Mr. Puddefoot responded to
times; all of which helped me into un
the call, and addressed audiences with
belief.
Of course such questions are such success that people thought that
more skillfully dealt with now.
he should leave his bench and shoe
I was taken from school at thirteen making and devote himself to reforma
years of age, just when I was beginning tory work, but before he had arranged
to study, and sent to learn the carpen
to do so an experience at a camp meet
Being too young the in
ter's trade.
ing, where he spoke with much effect,
determined his entrance upon the work
dentures were cancelled, and I clerked
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of the ministry. Objection was made
to his assuming the part of a pastor in
the Methodist church, because’ of his
lack of training. However, a temper
ance address in a little room up in a
corner of Michigan
settled
newly
brought him into correspondence with a
leading minister of the Congregational
church, and the result was he left the
Methodist church to take service with
the former, his ﬁrst pastorate being at
He was or
White Chapel, Nebraska.
dained in 1880. After about seven years
he was
of settled church connections
and
ﬁeld,
to
the
missionary
transferred
in
itsince.
actively
most
engaged
has been
His early life has proved a training
for this most useful sphere of Christian
endeavor that exceeds much in practical
eﬁicacy the didactic teachings of insti
tutes or seminaries. Knowing the needs
of the people from much personal con
tact, especially people in the newly set
tled districts ,of the Northwest, he can,
with his natural ease of adaptation and
his benevolent spirit, minister to them
as few men from the schools of the East
could, whatever their privileges of men
tal culture and development.

LJan

Mr. Puddefoot is a man of ﬁne physi
development, dark hair and eyes,
and an exuberant ﬂow of good nature.
His manner is sympathetic and winnin g
his address off-hand, frank, and thor—
oughly unconventional. On the plat
form he is apparently dominated by one
impulse, to tell the story of his work
cal

among the poor, neglected, vicious, and
desperate classes of the far West. He
speaks with great earnestness and ra
pidity, mingling humor and pathos in a
continuous stream, often speaking for
an hour, and apparently taking a breath
only now and then. By some his speak
ing is compared with a cyclone, so fast
and strong do the sentences or phrases

follow each other.
He has something
to interest every one who has a vein of
sympathy, of true human nature, in his
constitution.

Generally Mr. Puddefoot ﬁnds a large
audience wherever he is announced to
speak, and his fervor, his earnestness,
his naturally dramatic spirit, born of
years of experience among the very
scenes he so impressively pictures,
awaken a profound sympathy in the

—M—
hearers.

PHYSIOGNOMY.

STUDIES IN LAVATER.-— THE TRUTH OF PHYSIOGNOMY.

ORE than

a hundred years ago
the illustrious Lavater wrote his
wonderful work on Physiognomy. He
had already gained great reputation as
poet, preacher. and writer. He was the
eloquent pastor of St. Peter’s church at
Zurich, admired for his genius, and uni
versally beloved for his noble, benevo
lent, and blameless life. Wherever he
preached enthusiastic crowds gathered
to hear him, and his published sermons
were read all over
But this new work which he
“ Physiognomical
Fragments
named
for the Promotion of the Knowledge
and Love of Mankind,” greatly extend
in foreign countries.
ed his celebrity
Plato,
Long before him Aristotle,
and correspondence

Europe.

and

Galen had

written

and

taught

Hippocrates had a sys—
physiognomy.
tem of his own, based upon the colors
of the complexion, and other men had
added their contribution to the litera
ture of the subject.
Lavater made the ﬁrst elaborate attempt to reduce physiognomy to a sci
ence. He had long believed that char
acter could be discerned by the cast of
the features, and in his work he gathered
Its
the fruit of many years of study.
publication at once made the new sci—
ence everywhere studied and discussed,
assailed, ridiculed, admired, and praised.
Great men visited and corresponded
with the author. He received the high
est honors

from kings, and princes, and

1890.]
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the royal families of Europe. He was
invited to visit the Emperor Joseph 11.,
who said to him, after a long conversa
tion with him, “Should you be able to as
sign precise principles, and your observa
tion become a certain and attainable sci

of human observation.
nothing had been pre
in facial interpretation.
a constant collision of
opinions, always “crushing the voung

ence,whata revolution you must produce
in the world. All men would view each
other with very different eyes." Said
“ Lavater is the best,
the poet Goethe,
wisest,
sincerest of all mortal
greatest,
and immortal men I know.”
Zimmer
man, the illustrious physician of Hano
“ Your penetration
ver, said,
appears to
me more than human, many of your

Aristotle, or collected together a great
many contradictory assertions. Lavater
asserted nothing but what accorded
with his own observations.
When a
boy, nothing gave him greater pleasure,
he says, than to see objects of any kind
"Every building ap
unusually large.
Every tower
peared to me too small.
too low, and animal too diminutive.
When I saw or heard of a high tower
my heart palpitated with a kind of rap
ture, and my greatest delight, notwith
standing my natural timidity, was to as
cend such lofty ediﬁces, and, looking
down from them, to see everything be
low me little, while what was near me
alone was great. This love of seeing
high towers has almost become a passion
in me. In my journeys, even in the
latter years of my life, I have found
myself, as it were, impelled by a kind of

choicest ﬁelds
Before Lavater
cise or deﬁned
There had been

est and the weakest."

irresistible

Most had copied

necessity to ascend the towers

of Strasburg, Augsburg, St. Ulric, and
that which is still higher than these at
Landshut ;" and so through life Lava
ter’s mind was occupied with great
themes and lofty views, his soul always
climbing to something higher, beyond
where he could look down on the small
JOIIANN GAsPAH LAVATER.
things below, and at the great truths
judgments are divinely true. No book around him. He wrote and talked as if
from some serene spiritual height, where
ever made on me a more profound im
pression, and I cerlainly consider it one truth glows richer than imagination,
of the greatest works of genius and he over-leaps it on all sides.
morality that ever appeared. You may
He began each day with this noble
rely on my encouragement and support resolution, which he kept throughout
life, “Every day shall be distinguished
in every possible manner.
How hap
"
by at least one particular work of
py am I in the friendship of Lavater l
Lavater says of his work: “I must love."
His ﬁrst public act, when only twenty
repeat the full conviction I feel, that my
was a fearless protest against an
life
would
one,
whole
be insufficient to form
any approach toward a perfect and con‘ inﬂuential public oppressor.
Defender of truth from the ﬁrst, while
It is a ﬁeld too vast for
sistent whole.
me simply to tell." But Lavater has en
encouraging and relieving the wounded
riched and cultivated for us one of the soldiers in the streets of his native city,
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at the taking of Zurich by Massena,
he received himself a fatal wound, and

lingered many weary months refusing
ever to reveal his assailant‘s name. He
died breathing words of forgiveness.
Lavater's simple faith, like light with
in a vase, glows through many a page of
his book, and we love the man who puts
so much of his own soulin his words,
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were so unbounded he was always will
ing to overlook the defects, and very
seldom heard to speak of them. Always
forgiving, he delighted to ﬁnd good in
his enemies, praising their virtues with
marvelous magnanimity, and so, of all
men, was most able to judge impartial

ly and

candidly of the character from
He studied the form of the
body, the signs of the counte
nance, in the composition of the
features.
As an artist, observing

the face

a

landscape,

he observed

each

particular conﬁguration or cast
of face.

After ten years of daily study
says, “I am not any more
convinced of the certainty of my
own existence than of the truth
of tie science of physiognomy,
or that this truth may be demon
he

strated, and that I hold him to
be a weak and simple person who

shall affirm that the effects of the
impression made upon him by all
possible human countenances are
equal.” He also adds, uI have
heard, from the weakest of men,
remarks on the human counte
nance more acute than those I had
made ; remarks which made mine
appear trivial.” Lavater had very
early a great taste and talent for
drawing portraits, and comparing
proportions, features, similitudes,

GRACE AND SYMMETRY OF FORM.

and without prejudice We read what he
His ﬁrm belief in the “ irnesistibility
of prayer,“ the correspondence between
humanity and divinity,like “the celestial
says.

chair of Homer,” traverses through all
the interval that separates the power
which creates from the soul which con
His esteem for great capac
templates.”
ties, and his joy at discovering them,

and varieties of the human coun
Unce it happened that
tenance.
he had drawn two faces whose
features
remarkably resembled
each other.
This awakened his
attention, and his astonishment
increased when he found these
persons as similar in character as in
feature.
He found that every man had
some peculiar trai n of thought into which
he falls when alone; this, to a degree,
molds the man.
He may try to seem
better or lovelier than he is in the pres
ence of others, assuming an expression
foreign to his nature, but this dissimu
lation affects only the movable features ;

'
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the face at rest, the real countenance or
the basis of those features is beyond
'dissimulation.
The scientiﬁc claim of physiognomy
rests upon the assumption
that the ha
bitual exercise of any feeling will leave
upon the face a certain impression by

never find two exactly similar.
have
only partially succeeded in baking two
similar little cakes, or cutting and chisel
ing two pieces of maple sugar so much
alike that two little people would not
From this we
prefer one to the other.
infer that there mustbe a certain native

enlarging, strengthening, and rendering
permanent in position the muscles as—
sociated with such emotions.
Says Lavater : “There can be no
doubt of the truth of physiognomy. All
countenances, all forms, all created beh
ings are not only different from each
other in their classes, races, and kinds,
but are also individually distinct.
Each
being differs from every other being of
its species. No rose is perfectly similar
to any other rose, no egg to an egg, no
eel to an eel, no lion to a lion, no eagle
to an eagle, no man to a man.
Conﬁn—
ing this proposition to man only, it is
the ﬁrst, most profound, most secure,
and unshaken foundation stone of physi
ognomy that however intimate the an‘
alogy and similarity of the innumerable
forms of men, no two men can- be found
who, brought together, will not appear
to be very remarkably different.
Nor is
it less incontrovertible, that it is equally
impossible to ﬁnd two minds as two
countenances which perfectly resemble
each other." I myself have seen two
brothers who very strikingly resemble
I was well acquainted with
each other.
one, Mr. Edward, and had never been
introduced to the other, Mr. James. I
met Mr. James one day on the street,
and, thinking it was Mr. Edward, bowed
Not stopping to speak, as Mr.
to him.
Edward always did, he gave me a ra
ther surprised bow and passed on. I
learned afterward that Mr. Edward was
out of town and I had bowed to the
wrong man. Meeting both brothers in
the week after, I found,
a carriage
though very much alike when apart,
when together there were striking dif.

analogy between the external varieties
of the countenance and form and the
internal varieties of the mind. Is not
the internal variety the‘cause of the ex
ternali Does not the mind inﬂuence
the body, and the body the mind? The
Universal Mind stamps upon every liv
ing thing the signet of its heritage, and
those who open the book of Nature’s
truth may read and ﬁnd the true history
written on the face of every thing. Every

ferences.

I

have often tried to please

two children by giving them two roses
just alike, but in a large garden I could

SIIILARITY IN BLOOD.

stone, every grass blade, and sand grain
“ is
impressed with the thought of God,
and relates His wonders." In the sim-.
plest things close to us we read the mys
tery of the most distant, most marvel
ous phenomena.
In the silent amber
the secret of the thunder, in the small

drop of water the explanation of
the rainbow ; the darkest coal interprets
“ Is the soul alone
the diamonds glow.
dumb and blind to the divine harmonics
of creation?" Through her curtained
windows she reveals the lights and shad
ows of the world within, and reﬂects
All
the glories of the world without.
truths of form and color come to meet
her love of beauty.
Light brings truth
to her thirty three millions of leagues
farther still may come
away, and
est
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through telescope-glass starry streams
Through
quintillions of miles away.
the ears, her sounding boards, come
truths of tone, and the voice of all Na
ture is raised to charm her. Through
sensation, smell, and taste, come balmy,
delicious, delightful truths.
Nowhere are these varying emotions
seen more clearly than in the face of a
little child who has never tried to hide
the true, or assume any false expression.
Just as my little friend May was having
her picture taken with the sedatest of
faces, she was shown a stuffed cat, with
the head off, which she thought so very

[.lan,

one. An active and vivid eye and an
active and acute wit are frequently found
in the same person. Is there no relation
between the active eye and the acute
mind? Is this the effect of accident
only when we perceive the eye gleam
and the face glow the very moment
when the understanding is most acute
and the wit the mostlively’lI The mo
tion and the ﬁre of the eye undergo at.
that moment the most visible change.
As lightning reveals the stormy sky, and
the sunshine the smile of Heaven, so
clearly does a smile, genuine and joy
ful, reveal the sunshine of the soul.
The‘ face is the mirror of Divinity.

Shall not its harmonies and revelations
more clearly expressed and deﬁned
than all lesser things? Howsoever de
nied, we all intuitively acknowledge
this in our language.
We speak of
“the heat of passion,” “the light of
knowledge,” " the harmony of feeling."
be

One person, we say, has “a cool, reas
onable style of mind ;" another, “a
warm and loving heart.” We talk of

ﬁre.” A New York
Verdi, composer of
Trovatore, as having “ flashing eyes ;”
" burn,” the heart to
words are said to
“boil with indignation." When we say
the heart boils with indignation we arev
literally correct, as the heat of the spirit
ual forces causes a hot condition of the
heart which sends the blood into a boil
ing motion.
Writers on “ Chromo Mentalism “ say
that the eye can ﬂash real ﬁre ; only of
a higher grade than ordinary ﬁre; that
mind and body work after the same
There is a ﬁne spiritual some
laws.
thing emanating from a noble, ani
mated face that we call sparkling and
There are some countenances
radiant.
eyes

paper

v v
,4,’ ' I
r,
.1 , ‘1/ '
PORTRAIT.

funny,

that

.

.' _/

/

-

/.

HARMONY AND SYMPATHY.

her

face

immediately

from its very sober look to the
I
hilarious expression of the picture.
never saw a child look happier.
changed

“A sympathetic,kindl_v soul has a sym
pathetic, kindly face. Sunshine within
Fire within will
will beam without.
burn without. The laws in the spirit
ual and intellectual forces are as abso
lute as those which work in the physio
logical and ordinary natural conditions.
We are quite safe in judging of the un—
known by the known. the unseen by the
Unity of
visible, the whole by a part."
principle rules in every department of
the universe, and binds the whole in

“flashing
speaks

of

that seem to us always noble and won

derful, but a careful observer of faces
will see in each countenance, at times,
No change can
something remarkable.
take place in the soul without some cor
responding act of the body. No “mental
action takes place till the convolutions

1890.
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of the brain have been awakened into
life by the sweep of ﬁne ethers as well
as blood through them, justas in a land
scape a tempest brings all urrounding
Volition and men‘
objects into action.
tal action make the maiden‘s cheek
blush, end life currents to the heart,
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man more.” “ He can not look any ‘per—
son in the face."
“His appearance is
against him.” Hear servants talking
of their mistresses, or noblemen talking
of their peers—all are judging alike by

physiognomy.

"Each insect is acquainted with its
friend and foe, each child loves and
fears, although it knows not why."
Physiognomy is the cause ; nor is there
to be found a man upon earth who is
not daily influenced by physiognomy,
not a man who can not ﬁgure to himself
a countenance
which shall appear to
him exceedingly lovely or exceedingly
hateful ; nor a man who does not more
or less, the ﬁrst time he is in company
with a stranger, observe, estimate, com—
pare, and judge him according to ap
pearances, although he might never
have heard of the word or thing called
physiognomy.
ICCINTIICITY.
There is a bond of unity between
mal currents to expand them, and bring mind and matter, or the mind could
never act upon matter or matter upon
about a hundred other kinds of effects.”
spirit. In some faces there is a harmoni
The powers of this busy brain are mi
Imperfect as
raculous and illimitable.
the science of physiognomy is, folded
in it are rules and formulas by which
the whole empire of matter is worked.
There is no prosperity, trade, art, city,
or great material wealth of any kind
but if you will trace it home you will
ﬁnd it rooted in a thought of some indi
vidual man, and that individual man
will have eyes, brow, lips, lines of face
peculiarly his own, and he who earn
estly and often studies that face will
have found something grand in the man
before the world knows it.
Let any person for two days note all
he hears or reads among men, even
ARTLSHS, HAPPY CHILD.
from the adversaries of physiognomy,
in forehead, eyebrows,
ous gradation
and he will continually hear expressions
like these : “You might have read it in cheek, chin, and mouth, as in the pic—
“The look of the man is ture of the beautiful Queen of Delhi,
his eyes.”
drawn by a native artist on ivory, her
enough.” “He has an honest counte
“ His manner sets every person hair progresses from lines of beauty
nance."
“He has evil eyes.” above to lines of grace below. To look
at his case"
“You read honesty in his looks." at this face we think there must be some
“ Should he deceive me I will never trust harmony of character.

cause the paleness of fear, send electric
currents to contract muscles, and ther
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“All men," says Lavater, “absolute—
ly all men estimate all things whatever
by their physiognomy, their exterior,
temporary superﬁcies."
By viewing
these on every occasion they draw their
conclusions concerning their internal
properties.

What

merchant.

if

he

be

unacquainted with the person of whom
does

not estimate his
purchases,
wares by the physiognomy or appear—
ance of those wares?
If he purchase
of a distant correspondent, what other
means _does he use in judging whether
he
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from his countenance? Will he not,
almost before he is out of hearing, pro
nounce some opinion upon him and say,
This man has an honest look 7 What is
it to the purpose whether his judgment
He judges, though
be right or wrong?
not wholly; he depends in part upon the
exterior form, and thence draws infer
ences concerning the mind. Does not
the physician pay more attention to the
physiognomy of the sick than to all the
accounts that are brought him concern
ing his patient?

QI‘EEN OF DELHI.

other? Why weigh a third in his hand ?
Does he not determine according to its
color or impression, its outside, its physi
ognomy? If a stranger enters his shop
as buyer or seller, will he not observe
him ? Will he not draw conclusions

it,

The father's fault and the mother's
weakness may also come with the fa
ther's mouth
or the mother's
nose.
Knowing this, and owning up to
the
fault may be early checked, the weak
ness helped.
To recognize this physi
ognomical fact might be world of com
fort to the earnest father or mother who
would have their children wiser, hap
pier than they have been, as the ﬂorist,
a

they are or are not equal to his expecta
tion? Is not his judgment determined
by the color, the ﬁneness, the superﬁcies,
\Vhy
the exterior, the physiognomy?
does he take one guinea and reject an—

by

cultivating, gets a larger, sweeter
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rose ; so where we have failed, our chil
dren may be taught and trained to win.
From the rock of our manifold mis
takes they may sail forth on the sea of
life far better voyagers than we; their

future glowing with our own unattained
ideals. Had Caesar's mother tried to de
velop in him the moral sentiment which
animated Cato, Rome would have been
Had Alexan—
free, and Caesar greater.
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der been early taught the sentiment of
the beautiful that animated Socrates,
instead of conquering the world, Alex
ander‘s ambition would have been to

“ A generous thought
render it happy.
in the soul of a mother was the only
thing required to save the human race."
“ My child looks like
me, she shall not
make my mistakes ;” here the science of
physiognomy is a help. L. A. MILLARD.
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DOM PEDRO 11.,

Late Emperor of Brazil.
THE retirement of Dom Pedro II.
from the throne of Brazil, announced a
few weeks ago, must have startled many

head. For eighteen years
has hovered over the broad ex
panse of that country, and its prosperity
and advancement have made it a theme
of admiring interest to many political
Why, then,‘ should this
economists.
necessity have arisen for so radical a
change in the form and policy of the
a crowned
peace

Brazilian government? Observers ﬁnd
reason for this change in the growth of
ideas among the people from their con.
tiguity and relations to the South Ameri

can republics, and from the powerful in
ﬂuence exerted in South American af
fairs by the United States ; and further,
the liberal spirit of Dom Pedro himself
has helped greatly to nourish the devel
opment of a desire for more liberty and
a representative

system.

The manner of the emperor's with
drawal from the place he had occupied
so long and usefully, appears in itself to
have been a foregone conclusion, and a
He may
conclusion not unwelcome.
not have realized to the extent that some

of his contemporary rulers have realized
the "uneasy lies the head that wears
the crown,” but in his advancing years
he probably expects, as a private man.
and hap—
t9 enjoy more what of peace
he
would be
than
can
afford
piness life
at
the head
remaining
ﬁnd
by
likely to

of a nation that combines so many di
verse interests and types of population.
Thirteen years or so ago we met Dom
Pedro, and were impressed by his kindly
manner, and earnest attention to meth
ods and institutions that had for their
object the instruction and improvement
of the masses.
He was then of an ob—

serving, inquiring turn, and avoided as
much as possible everything that savored
of parade and display.
He preferred a
visit at a great manufactory, or well
equipped school, in company with two
or three, to a brilliant reception, where
time and patience were expended in a
round of superﬁcial courtesies. He was
then studying what other and older
countries
had in common
use, and
which might be applied to the good of
his people.
The portrait, if taken from a recent
photograph, represents him very nearly
as he appeared then. He was atall man,
of large frame, with a voluminous head,
a bright eye, and abundant
hair and
beard, then gray.
The face and head
struck us as those belonging to a

thoughtful,

benevolent
sympathetic,
character.
His strength of will lay
more on the side of kindness, self-help
fulness and tact than on the side of force
and compulsion.
He evidently read
men well, and possessed
more than
average power, as a ruler, to win their
interest and co—operation.
At times, in
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his career, he has shown the spirit and
energy of the aroused lion, but, as a
rule, his policy in governing has been
the policy of kindness.
Dom Pedro IL, or as his name is
when written out, Pedro John Charles

Leopold Salvador Vivien Francis Xa
vier Francis de Paul Leocardio Michael

[Jan.

brought about a crisis which compelled
his abdication, and after establishing his
son on the throne under a regency, he
retired to Europe to spend the remainder
of his days in quiet. That was a peace
able revolution, and until 1841 the boy
head of the ancient house of Braganza
was the subject of his tutor and the Re

DOM PEDRO.

Gonzague d’Alcantara,
was born December 2, 1825, and was
crowned “Emperor and Perpetual De
tender of Brazil,” when a mere child,
April 7, 1831. His father, the head of
had
the royal house of Braganza,

Gabriel Raphael

achieved
his
but

the

independence
leaning toward

of Brazil,

absolutism

gent Minister. On July 18, 1841, Dom
Pedro II. was solemnly invested with
all the authority and dignity of his po
sition as Emperor, but his coronation
was made the instance of an uprising
on the part of the Republican faction of
the people, which, however, was put
down after eighteen months of turbu
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lance. From the beginning of his reign
Dom Pedro has been the friend of liber
ty, and through his efforts a Brazilian

contingent fought with the Argentines
for the independence of that country
rom Spain in 1851 and 1852.
In 1843 Dom Pedro married Theresa,
daughter of Francis 1., titular King of
Naples and the two Sicilies. By her he
had two daughters, Leopoldina and Isa
The princi
bella, the latter still living.
pal events of his reign have been the
troubles with England in 1862, which
were arbitrated by the King of the Bel
glans; the war with Paraguay, beginning
in 1866, and ending in 1870 ; and the de
cree, promulgated in 1871, providing for
the gradual emancipation of the slaves
in Brazil.
The war with Paraguay was a long
and bloody one, and it was in this war
that the imperial n'avy, under the great
Admiral Barrosso, won its ﬁrst laurels.
Since that time the emperor has, until
the “revolution,"
the outbreak of
only by the
in
disturbed
reigned
peace,
and
the
natural
of
politicians
intrigues
Never
cares that encompass a throne.
did a monarch see such changes in the
country and the people he governed.
When the boy of sixteen ﬁrst assumed
the crown, his vast empire was practi
with
cally an unexplored wilderness,
a few miserable cities scattered along its
coast.
tangle
The capital itself was a
of narrow, ill paved, undrained streets.
Now there are long avenues, bordered
with warehouses and costly residences,
the smoke of sugar reﬁneries hangs over
the Bay of Rio, and the boom of the cot
ton-mill is heard by the walls of Marau
ham. Throughout the entire length of the
Amazon busy steamboats ply, and every
A
harbor is crowded with commerce.
which
commands
navy has been created
the respect of even the great European
Every art and science has a
powers.
home in Brazil.
The late emperor may look back from
his new European home and say with

'
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pride, “Brazil owes what she is to me,
and is my monument."
PRINCESS ISABELLA

OF BRAZIL.

VERY like her father, it must be said,
this portrait of the Princess Isabella
shows her to be. There is similarity of
forehead, eyes, ears, and side head, a
somewhat stronger cut of nose, anda
more lively temperament, and a more
elastic disposition. The character of this
ladyhas many masculine elements: prob-t
ably she has derived much from her ma
ternal grandfather. The princess’ dispo
sition is marked by spirit, courage, and
independence;
possibly, if she had had
much to do with affairs in Brazil lately,
and her vote had been necessary to its
the change from an em
consummation,
pire to a republic would not have been
so easy.
She is ambitious, and likes
while
she may not be severe or
power,
harsh in its exercise. The princess was
born in 1846. At eighteen she was mar
ried to the Count d’Eu, son of Louis
Philippe, who, it is said, has shown in
his life no disposition to act more than
the part of an amiable and rather in
ert husband.
In 1877 Dom Pedro visit
ed the United States, and later traveled
considerably in Europe, and during his
absence from Brazil the Princess Isabel
la acted as Regent.
Some discontented
men, taking advantage of the emperor‘s
But
absence, began to foment discord.
they soon found in the Princess Regent
a ready and powerful opponent, who
nipped that rebellion in the bud in a

manner which will long be remembered
by Brazilians.
The puincess combines the religious
fervor of her great namesake of Castile,
with the strength and energy of her an
In her the
cestress, Maria Theresa
Bourbon and Hapsburg blood is more
strongly marked than that of the house
of Braganza. A devout and rigid Roman
Catholic, she has oscillated between the
state and festivities of court and the
One night a
ascetic life of a penitent,
stranger in Brazil, having the entry of
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the court circle,might have seen the heir—
of an empire surrounded by the
music, lights, state, and splendor of the
Botofogo palace. The next day, visiting
some dim lit church, he might have seen
a plain—faced woman in a coarse gown
sweeping the ﬂags of the paved ﬂoor,
and people would whisper to each other
and say, “There is the Princess "
ess

aged wife to Europe—this time also leav
ing the reins of government in his
daughter's hands. While he was absent
great popular measure was accom
plished, and largely through the insist
ance of the princess.
She had always
been an ardent advocate of the abolition
of slavery, and not content with the

a

slow process of emancipation

PRINCESS ISABELLA

She has three sons—— Pedro d’Alcantara
Louis Philippi, Louis Maria Philippi,
and Antonio. Her only sister, the Prin
cess
Leopldina, wife of the Duke of
Saxe-Coburg Gotha, died in 1871.
Again, in the year 1887, the emperor
being in feeble health, went with his

[Jam

which her

OF BRAZIL.

father had inaugurated, in April, 1888,
she dismissed the ministry which her
father had left her, and appointed one
The Bra
pledged to immediate action.
zilian cabinet is modeled after that of
England, and like that holds oﬂice until
a vote of censure is passed by the legis—

AND
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lative body.
The bold action of the
Princess Regent in dismissing her min.
isters occasioned considerable
excite
ment in political circles in Brazil, but
the sentiment of the people generally
was with the princess.
The politicians

21

saw in it another evidence that Isabella
was determined to both reign and rule.
The result was what she desired, the
hastening of the day when property
in human lives no longer existed in

_N——
Brazil.

HOUSEKEEPING IN

WRITER in

the Forum holds out
cheerful prospect for the mod
We
ern housekeeper, in the following.
can easily imagine our lady readers who
are daily fretted and worried by the
annoyances that have crept into modern
househole management, saying heartily
“ Speed the day.”
In cities and villages the kitchen and
cooking stove and hired girl are all to
Clothes
be banished from the home.
making, soap making, starch making,
laundry work, coﬁ'ee browning, yeast
making, butter making—all are gone.
Send after them—or rather say that or
ganized industry is already taking along
with these—the remaining work of
cooking and cleaning. This state of
things is coming as sure as fate; and
when it comes the deliverance will be so
great that generations yet unborn. shall
rise up to bless the workings of this be
neﬁcent law.
The city of the future will not build
houses in squares, giving every house
an individual kitchen and prison-like
It will rather build them
back-yard.
all around an open square, and the part
now disfigured with the kitchen will be
given over for a household sitting-room
or nursery, opening into a great green
where children shall play in
space,
safety, and through which the free air
of heaven shall blow into the houses
surrounding it. In every square willbe
found a scientiﬁcally constructed build
ing containing a laundry and a great
kitchen, supplied with every modern
appliance for skilled and scientiﬁc cook
ery, and also for sending into ever din
desired quantity or
ing-room any
variety of food.
a

EDITOR.

THE FUTURE.
The

individual

home table
the kitchen

will

of

the

home

preserved,
smells and waste
“ hired" girl will all be banished.
be

and
and

and
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THE INNER LIFE.

WEknOW there isa life within the life
Of each who, toiling, treads the conquered
wav;

Ever a ﬁercer strife behind the strife
That each is seen to wage from day to day.
We find ourselves contending with a world
ln which ambition rules and pride holds
sway;
We drink and scoff, like others. are possessed
With zeal to grasp the baubles as we may.
50 we are judged to be alike as base
As he who sells for pottage all he hath—
Who yields not only love and joy and truth,
But yields for this his soul's immortal worth.
Be thou serene before this heartless judge,
Brave heart that hath _with unseen valor
fought;
Strive not to hold against the world a grudge,
And sell the sunshine of thy life for naught.

The world can never know thee as thou art,
Much less with truth can judge thee as it
ought;
But if thou hast with courage done thy part.
For thee there's nothing ;further to be
sought.

’Tis well for us to foil and strive to win
All that our health and our comfort require;
But let the angel still within us reign,
That we may aid the world to something
higher.

Then let the inner life be full and free—
Let mind rule with the scepter of its might;
Let heart and soul with aspiration turn
Toward all that’s great in nature, grand in
thought.
Then he the world in judgment true or false,
The heart secure in consciousness of worth
Can ﬁnd within its battlemems of truth
The greatest pleasure possible to earth.
ROBERT LIVINGSTONE.
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PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.
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horse very alarming. We are astonished
that he has not sense enough to know
that
not dangerous.
But
an un
usual and uncommon exhibition, which
looks to him as though
might be dan
gerous, and he gives himself the beneﬁt
of the doubt and perhaps runs away.
be remembered,
Cautiousness. let
has no knowledge.
It does not think
or reason. It
simply afraid of that
which may seem alarming. The hoist
ing of an umbrella will frighten horse.
The slapping of
window-blind will
make many persons jump and shriek.
People are trained to be afraid of the dark,
and many persons in sitting in
room
with
light burning, even though_the
doors were locked, as the outside doors
MENTAL MECHANISM N0. 5.
of houses generally are,
the light goes
HOW FACULTIES WORK TOGETHER.
out, children and women and some
HEhE are certain mental states in times men manifest a sense of fear till
whlch single faculties seem to act. the light is restored. The sense of dan
Other mental states reveal the activity ger often unnerves effort and prevents
of two or three of the
persons from doing what they are quite
faculties,
and others again seem to involve three
able to do. Any person of ordinary
fourths of the man's entire mentality. muscular balance could walk the length
Cautiousness, for instance, gives natur
of a room on a common board of the
ally fear. It gives a sense of anxiety in ﬂoor which six inches wide,and would
backward and forward a
respect to danger, but the objects which walk over
we fear are sometimes not dangerous at hundred times and not step off, but,
we take away every other board of the
all. Every driver of a horse will re
member instances in which pieces of floor, leaving the space open to the next
story below, most persons would feel
wrapping paper, or part of an old news
been
rolled
along the street by unsteady about walking on the same
paper has
The builder, the seamen, and
the wind, and the horse has reared and width.
men
accustomed
to walking on high
and
manifested
or
timidity,
shyed
the
tendency to run away; whereas, if he and narrow places would walk on the
beam six inches wide,
had been driven along and the article edge of
were ten or twenty-ﬁve feet high, and
had lain still on the ground, he would
The steadiness
not feel giddy or afraid.
or make graceful
look suspiciously at
curve, and pass on, but when the thing of his head and his habit of walking in
looks to the that way would disarm his fear.
rolls over in the wind,

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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We have seen a toy made of short
pieces of paste-board, and hinged by
twine joints representing aspotted snake
two feet long, painted in such a way as
to look quite natural.
A boy had

Each faculty seems to
play into the hands of the other.
Self-esteem, located between the two
organs of [Approbativeness helps to ﬁll
and elevate the center of the crown of

worked a day making it and was enjoy
ing the sport of holding it by the tail
and letting it weave snake fashion from

the head. This faculty leads to dignity
and pride, a spirit of domination, a sense
of the ﬁtness of power and the ability to
supervise and control and regulate others
and dominate their action, and also to
give one independence of feeling and

turned, an older brother picked it up
and put it forward of him, and the boy
shrieked and almost tumbled over back
ward.
His cautiousness was taken by
surprise. His intellect knew that he had
made the thing and knew that it was
not a snake, and not dangerous, but the
memory of the terribleness of snakes
was ﬂashed upon his consciousness on
seeing the imitation, and he felt for the
instant exactly as he would if an
adder had been displayed in the same
way.

This feeling of caution works with
other faculties.
Sometimes it promotes
the exercise of courage, its very opposite.
Ifa cat be cornered, it will ﬁght dogs
and men until it gets free, and then it
will make haste to leave the scene of
danger. The dog has more courage than
He will ﬁght best in the open
fear.
ﬁeld, where he has every opportunity to
run and escape the danger ; he faces it ;
he secures safety by means of courage
executiveness,
and
means of retreat.
and
Cautiousness

rather

than by

Approbativeness

Peo
lying side by side, work together.
public sentiment.
ple are afraid of
Approbativeness gives the desire for ap
proval and a dread of censure and dis
with
acting
Cautiousness
grace.
Approbativeness

impresses

a

person

with a watchful regard to anything
which may impair the reputation, or
bring one into disrepute, and it most
always happens that large Approbative
ness and large Cautiousness go together
and they work in pairs, or co-operate in

Yet, this faculty depends
character.
for its success largely upon its co-opera
tion with other faculties.
It seeks posi—
tions of authority, inﬂuence,and power,
and Approbativeness
gives a thrill of
joy when the altitude of distinction is
reached.

Firmness works with Self-esteem. In
fact it is not common to ﬁnd large Self
without correspondingly large
Firmness.
Self-esteem leads a man to
feel, “ I will rise ; I will control ; I will
hold my position." Firmness seems to
be an assistant, like one of the legs of a
tripod, or three-legged stool.
Firmness, Conscience, and Self es
teem, working as a ~triunity, make a
pretty solid basis for the assumption of
dignity, inﬂuence, and control. When
Self-esteem wants power and authority,
Conscience may or may not approve. If
it be strong and can approve the pur
poses of Self-esteem, it gives it aid, and
Firmness is ready to make stable what
ever the other faculties,
acting in
harmony with
indorse.
Hope, located in the vicinity of Firm
ness, Cautiousness,
Approbativeness
and Self-esteem, acts as one of the ad
visory committee.
Hope rejoices in the
It looks for the
prospects of success.
bright side of affairs, while Cautiousness
takes charge of the dark side. Hope ex
pects that every egg will hatch, and
every chick will live to full growth, in
time for the Christmas market.
Cau
tiousness fears whatever might damage
esteem

it,

side to side to scare his brothers and
sisters, although they had seen him
working at it and knew what it was.
When the maker of it had his back

their influence.

the prospects—the unhatchable eggs, the
sneaking weasel, or the predaceous
hawk, whose inroads may reduce by

moist and make

I

it

I

it

1

it

a

:

I
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Let us

F. W. OLIVER.

Z0:

PLEASANT

CHAT 0F PATRONQ.
N. C., Aug.
1889.

PROF.

NELSON

2,

L—,

Sizes—Dear

Sir:

FTER studying

the phrenological
chart which
received at your
hands on the seventeenth ult.,
am
that you
most thoroughly convinced
were correct in each and every detail
relative to my character.
You slated
positive facts to me, in your examina
remarked to an elderly lady
tion, and

I

before leaving,
supposed to be the widow of
Prof. Wells, that
was pleased to ob
serve the perfect precision and correct
ness you displayed in my examination,
in its entire detail, and facts stated about
whom

I

which was decidedly positive you knew
nothing, personally. You made “ hits ”
must
every time you touched me, and
truly astonishing how you could
sayit

I

I

I

I

in your establishment,

I

recently in Audubon,
had
Iowa, and just before
there,
lectures
of
course
my
begun
was invited by Dr. R. L. Osborn to ex
amine a skull he had in his'possession,
the individual whom he had known in
life. He said: “I have some faith in
you can give me the
Phrenology, and
of this person you will
characteristics
only serve to strengthen my belief."
At my request he produced the skull,
small, rather round and heavy one,
and remarkably developed in the basilar
The parietal
regions.
and occipital

I

OF THE BONES.

T'HILE

if

DR.

now.”

is

201

W

H—.

porter of Phrenology
hear from others.

I

mellow for future use.
ANOTHER READING

prostitute, and at one time tried to shoot
She at last hung herself in
a negro.
jail at Greenﬁeld, Iowa. Her home was
was one who helped
at Creston, Iowa.
It was the notori
make the autopsy.
am
Yes,
ous Ida
ﬁrm sup

if
it

haps, also, to keep

it

it

it,

public have no concern or business. If
men advertised by words or otherwise
their plans and all their private pur—
poses, it would be simply ridiculous and
absurd, but when weakness is notable
to cope with strength, it employs con
When a dog
cealment and strategy.
for the
satisﬁed
or
is
has killed game,
he
his
bone,
with
gnawing
time being
as
buries
hole
and
a
carefully digs
from other dogs, and per
to conceal

that no doubt she was a murderess
As
closed my brief delineation, Dr.
Osborn's physiognomy was a study
self, and as
laid the skull upon the
“ Doctor,
table, he quickly remarked
you have told the characteristics of that
woman very accurately.
She was

I

It sugar coats the pill. It
the design.
also teaches people to conceal their own
purposes, to be judicious in the state
Individ
ment of facts and experience.
uals and families have facts in their
history which relate to themselves and
not to the public, facts with which the

was a female skull, and
told him that
that the personhad the bilious tempera
ment predominating; that her tastes
were low, her passions enormous, and
her general character very reckless
told him she was governed by her feel
ings and passions, was rather mascu
critical, sarcastic nature, and
line, of
a person likely to be contentious, and

I

sly, reticent, and guarded in operations.
sets the trap and snare.
Secretiveness
It takes or aids in making the conspir
acy, and hides the purposes, and conceals

bones were somewhat depressed, also.
examined
carefully, and in substance

a

reached.
It is interesting to study the inter
action of Secretiveness, Cautiousness,
Secretiveness gives
and Combativeness.
policy, the tendency to be covert and

[Jam

I

one-third the chickens that are hatched.
to say nothing of the unpremeditated
accidents and emergencies. So, between
the counsels of the different faculties,
a medium or average of expectation is

a
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have done so, when you had never been
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institution to which

I

can go for

Very truly yours,
F. A. H.
:0:

J.

B. Harris, of the class of 1888,
has been an earnest worker during the
last year, in extending the circulation of
the JOURNAL and the sale of books. His
orders are frequent, and his words of
Mr.

courageous cheer evince that his heart
is in the work.

In his

address to the class he said r

‘

‘Dear Teachers and Olass-mates:-With
set a new resolution to
this occasion,
live more nearly up to the grand teach
Let
ings of the science of Phrenology.
each one of us, my brothers and sisters,

I

follow closely the guiding star of this
man-unfolding and woman-redeeming
science.

'

Coming in contact with our teachers,
whom I had often read of and corre
sponded with, only proves to me that
they, in teaching others, seem to be ful
ﬁlling their phrenological principles,
whicha past correspondence has taught
me to believe.
I, for one, will attempt, in my
to direct
those who
way,
humble
seem to need a truer light, to the great
science of Phrenology, that they
may become faithful workers in
ﬁeld of usefulness.”

too
the

vaca—

Institute.
The course has been of great value to
me ; I think every minister could be im
proved by a course; we would have
men then who would know the great
book of Human Nature as well as the
‘
Book of Life.’ If one is needful, so is
the other.
Time ﬂies, it seems hardly a
year since I saw you ; wish I could ‘sit
at the feet’ of the faculty that I have

learned to love in an especial manner.
Success, prosperity, happiness, and joy
to all concerned.

With

best wishes,

Yours sincerely,
A. n. snowman.”
Aug.

21, 1889.
to:

J

a

NEWARK, N. ., Oct. 13, 1889.
Having for some timelpast noticed
that my memory and power of continu
ity have seemed to be failing, will you
kindly inform me of some method to
develop these faculties?
F. W. G.

Answer.—Memory, like every other
faculty, is strengthened by legitimate
use. But we have many types of mem
ory, one of objects—Individuality; one
of form ; one of magnitude; one of
colors; one of places; one of historic
incidents.

When you read a sentence, or impor
tant statement, read it a second time;
close the book and try to talk
and
put into your own words. When you
in your brain in that way,
have lived
form
into phrases of your own, and
will be more readily recollected.
For the cultivation of continuity,
divide your time between whatever du
ties you have to perform, and stick to
ﬁnished.
each one until you get

it

best

that purpose.

I

did the last one, commencing
the ﬁrst Tuesday in September, at the
as

it,

I

tion

it

was the most beneﬁcial investment that
I ever made, or ever expect to make
again, except a similar one for my
“other half,” if ever ﬁnd her.
My intention is to start to college im
mediately, to prepare myself for the
practice of medicine, and with this view
I request you [to advise me as to the

“ DEAR MR.
SIZER:
I wish I could spend another

it

which I have for a long time desired to
qualify myself for.
The money paid for my examination

From Rev. A. M. Growden, a gradu
ate of the American Institute of Phre
nology in 1888, now settled in Sacra
mento, Cal.

it

I

in my presence one moment before
entered the examination room.
You
named for me a profession, medicine,
and engineering, the ﬁrst of
law,
which suits my taste and fancy, and
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CHILD CULTURE.
BEING

BY THE AUTHOR

or “an

AND

DOING.

Amv'rin’s NOTIONB

T

ABOUT CHILDREN,"

are,

ETC.

is uttering a truism to say that this
is the age of sham.
Few things
are really and truly what they represent.

to know that we should never meet the
recipients of it again. In nine cases out
of ten the old-fashioned “ kind regards”

Gold that has not the smallest particle
of gold in it : leather that shows but the
surface grain of leather;silk that is
some clever preparation of cotton, and
stone that is only stucco, come the most
readily of a score of illustrations that
one might meet with in a single half
hour‘s walk. We have become resigned
to it; the universal make-believe
has,

would serve all purposes of politeness
and express the utmost of the cordial
feeling we entertain.
Then again, how do we praise and af
fect to admire the work, or singing, or
housekeeping of some one upon whom
we call, and, arrived at home, proceed to
ﬁnd more or less fault with near] y every
thing over which we were “ gushing”
not half an hour before. The excuse
that we do it to give pleasure, by no
means exonerates us. Truth must come
before all; and although it is right to

to a certain extent, defeated itself, and
we are not for a moment taken in by
the outside appearance
of half the
things we see.
But I wonder how many of us ever
seriously consider, for our own beneﬁt
that of those whose
education
may lie in our hands, how common,
how wide-spread is the character-sham
Any who
m'i'ng of daily social life?
have done so can not but be appalled by
the ease with which the most honest
meaning of us slide into small hy—
pocrisies, and how heedlessly we teach
the same to children.
That “sending of love,” what non—
senseit often is 1 a mere form of words,
Mrs. Brown has
an empty compliment.
seen Mrs. Jones twice, and meeting a
relative of the latter when walking in
the [street one day, must, of course, say
“ Be sure and give my love to
sweetly,
Lily, by her mother’s
Mrs. Jones!”
side, recollects that, not two hours be
and

fore, mamma remarked to papa, that she

couldn’t “ see much in that Mrs. Jones,
that the Smiths should seem so fond
of her i" It is “love” here, “ kind love ”
And
there, “much love ” everywhere.
perhaps it would not trouble us greatly

cherish a spirit of love (evidenced by
actions rather than a glib and frequent
utterance
of the word), and to avoid
wounding by crude criticisms the feel
ings of those about us, sincerity surely
demands that our actual sentiments
shall at all times measure the warmth
of our speech.
Besides
such hypocrisies as these
taught to the young by example, another
is sedulously promulgated among them
of “company
by the encouragement
manners." “How wrong of you, Tom
my, to come bouncing into the room
like that, when Mr. So-and-So was
here!” Well, either the bouncing re
ferred to was really wrong, or it was
If it was an act of rudeness or
not.
carelessness, then it would have been
of reproof,
equally deserving
had
“ I am
mother or father been quite alone.
surprised at you, Julia, showing off your
" As
temper before Mrs. Blank!
though
the presence or absence of anybody could
make such an exhibition either better or
But that such teaching as the
worse.
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above widely prevails, and produces
the desired impression upon children’s
minds, is proved by the fact that so many

of them behave quite differently in the
presence of strangers from what they
do when with those they know well.
I
am not going to say that the unnatural
primness, frequently exhibited in the
former case, should be the constant rule
of behavior, for it is usually overdone ;
but it is the hypocrisy of it that I most
condemn.
But a child who is taught
always to be good is not likely to do
anything disgraceful either in company
or out of it.
Again, in the matter of naughtiness
which demands apology to some one,
what a grave mistake it surely is to
either bribe or threaten a child into ex—
pressing contrition which he does not
feel I I confess I can not but admire the
boy who will say bluntly, knowing that
his punishment will be prolonged there
by, “I‘m not sorry, and I'm not going
to say I am 1" If you can get him, by '
putting the case in its properlight, to
see for himself how wrong his conduct
has been, and be genuinely repentant,
the expression
of it, with judicious
will naturally follow;
management,
otherwise

better let him remain a rebel
than become a hypocrite.
It is an error
of the same nature to compel children
who have quarreled to “kiss and be
friends,“ while their cheeks are still hot

with anger, and resentment is burning
within. \Vait until the passion has
cooled and gentler feelings supervene ;
then, if tenderness and magnanimity
toward the offender can be awakened,
a genuine desire for reconciliation will
inspire the pardoning kiss; but don‘t,
don't make little Judases of them, even
if the feud should last for days. In
calculable harm is done to children’s

sincerity of character for life, I feel
sure, by the early forcing of expression
of one sort and another that has no
spring within.
Allied to the above is the habit, far
too popular, of extracting from the

27

young premature declarations of relig
“ Do you love Jesus?”
ious sentiment.
is the favorite formula to start with, and
what can the little creature thus button
holed do but answer “Yes!" though
it may so far have no conscious feeling
whatever on the subject.
Other queries
of a like nature follow, and they must
all be replied to with the proper aﬁirma
tive or negative, as the case may be, or
the grave surprise and uplifted eye
brows offsad concern will be brought
into play to make the small victim feel
like a reprobate, and evidence, as it is
regarded, of full-blooming piety is thus
out, while possibly the actual
squeezed
is
not yet showing above
sprout
ground.
The ﬂower does not produce the root,
but the root the ﬂower ; and compelling
from young people the words and works
of religion—‘the religious phrases, the
missionary contributions, and the Dor
cas sewing—will not make youthful
Christians of them, any more than as
siduous attention to their outward te
havior will ensure their being good
girls and boys. But hyprocrisy, which
is simply doing without being, will be
greatly fostered thereby.
Nothing short of going back to the
source of action and dealing with mo
tives will, either in ourselves or others,
be of any real use in the formation of
character. Let nothingsuperﬁcial satisfy
us, no amount of external gloss and ﬁn
ish be thought worthy of a moment’s
care, save as the faithful indication of
what is within. Let us be loving before
"
we send love ;" let our courtesy be the
natural expression of a kindly desire for
others’ comfort and welfare; let our
outward religious life follow and not
precede, still less be a substitute for, the
Life within ; and let us train the young
folks under our care, even in this, the
only honest fashion—truly praying,
each and all, “Create in me a clean
heart, oh God, and renew a right spirit
within me.”
JENNIE CHAPPELL.

THE PHRENOLOGIUAL
A NCIENT
as far back as we may in the
of man, we ﬁnd that he

GO study

has always possessed many, if not all,
the qualities that he claims to-day.
In
the remains of those ancient nations,
Chaldea,
Babylon, Arabia, Greece,

Egypt, that ﬂourished with a high de
gree of civilization thousands of years
ago, the modern explorer now and
then brings to light objects that have
an interest to all—the young as well as
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TOYS.
brought to light a collection of buried
articles that are appropriately noted in
this part of the JOURNAL. Mr. Petrie
discovered, in the early part of last year,
the famous labyrinth described by Hero
dotus, and also the tomb of its builder,
and a. little later, near the remains of
the labyrinth, he unearthed a cemetery
of extensive size, belonging to the
Here a great
Graeco-Roman
period.
variety

of funeral objects were found,

ASCXEST GREEK TOYS.

old—because
of the similarity of
habit and taste that they reveal between
ancient life and modern. The old Egyp
tian or Greek mind is shown to have
the

been ruled by humors. caprices, motives,
and ambitions quite identical with those
that rule the European and the Ameri
can mind in the circles of what is called
the better society of to- day.
A recent ﬁnd in Lower Egypt by that
industrious observer, Mr. Petrie, has

and among them many
children that had been
their bodies. Just as we
in some cemeteries the

things dear to
entombed with

may see to-day
favorite play
thing of a child placed upon his grave,
in a glass case, perhaps, or in the vault
with the little casket, so in that ancient
Egyptian cemetery are found many
toys that were dear to the child-heart in
life.
The illustrations of some of these toys

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH

a small image bound to 1t;
the second, the framework of a toy bed
stead.
Three is a. terra cotta doll, part
of one leg being broken off.
Our doll
makers to day do not make better. At
4 we have two tops, that look as if they
had come from a modern shop, the pat
tern being identical with those our boys

are often seen whipping on the pave—
ment.
No. 5 is a pigeon or dove on
wheels, which the little one, we can
imagine, was accustomed to draw about
with a string. Six shows a boy croco
a

miniature sedan
ﬁgures; 9 is a

in its wooden

metal,

if

Thus we see that the child mind of the
any at all, from
past differed little,
The question
the child mind to-day.
have differed?
may arise why should
These were similar necessities as now—
which stimulated the action of the brain
for

its growth and
corresponding
In the primary
mental development.
exercise of mind that belongs to child
hood there was but little difference
between the mode of action of the facul

And the ancient parents, their
to the same emotions as
susceptibility
similar expression of
today, led to
concern and interest as shown by modern
parents, in providing the little ones with
ties.

the means of diversion.

a.“

5* ~ we pap-.3“
PL

dile, 7 a rag baby, 8
chair with movable

mirror of

case.

it

charm with

toy

a

show that the little Egyptian enjoyed
the same things that the American boy
or girl is accustomed to play with. The
ﬁrst illustration represents a papyrus

29
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THE HEBOIC LITTLE
T will

be many years-before the ter
rible disaster of Johnstown, Penn
sylvania, will be forgotten. One or two
similar calamities have occurred, but
none in this country like this total en
gulﬁng of a city in the Conemaugh
Valley. Furnaces and mills in active
operations, banking houses, churches,
shops, and many hundreds of private
houses were swept suddenly from their
foundations, and became piles of ruins
The loss of life
hard to distinguish.
A card from
was never ascertained
Dr. B. L. Yeagley, June 3, four days

later, estimated it at ﬁve thousand ; the
newspapers made it much higher. Some
of the dead bodies ﬂoated away; more
remain yet buried beneath the mud
and rubbish.
It has been usual for the Conemaugh
to rise above its banks in heavy rains.
The normal breadth of the stream has
been reduced by the encroachment of
buildings upon the shores, and the oc
currence seldom gave rise to alarm.
Such was the case this time, till it was
observed that the rise of water was un
usually high, and threatened damage to
Dr. W. C. Beam, who per
property.
ished that day, remarked to Dr. Yeagley
that he expected trouble, and had taken
the precaution to secure his valuables
about his person. When his body was re
and
that of his
covered, however,
brother, Dr. L. T. Beam, they had been
riﬂed of everything. But great as was

river, it
the peril from the swollen
proved, as we know, the merest triﬂe
compared with the actual danger from
the Great Pond.
Mr. Duncan was an ofiicer of the street
railway. That fatal morning he had been
There had
called out before daybreak.
been heavy rains all night, and the
water from the river was ﬂooding the
tracks, so that cars could not be taken

through. He remained away from home
until the occurring of the great disaster.
His family, consisting of wife, three
daughters, a babe of ﬁve months old,
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MAID 0F JOHNSTOWN.
They
and a maid, were in the house.
arose as usual, breakfasted, and then
repaired to the front room to watch the
swelling of the water. It was more
threatening than usual, and they soo'n
perceived that it was necessary to take
precautions to save their furniture. Car
pets, chairs, and other movable articles
were conveyed to the upper ﬂoor of the
house.
The lower rooms were now
ﬂooded, and the mother, fearing for the
health of her infant child, went out
with it to the house of the nearest
neighbor, a Mr. Bolsinger, which stood
on higher ground. She attemped later
to return, but could not.
The water in the Duncan House was
now three feet deep. The younger of the
girls, Elvie, about twelve or thirteen,
was terriﬁed, and begged help to go to
her mother.
A young man, Arthur
Fill, who lived near, came to her assist
ance.
Making his way in, he lifted her
and carried her to a rear window. Then
getting out, he took her upon his shoul
ders and waded to the other house. The
water was then as high as his waist.
Young Fill was one of those who per
ished that day.
There were now eleven persons at the
Bolsinger house—women and children,
and a Mr. Cook. By this time the
water was going down.

watching

Every one was
Suddenly there was a
Miss Elvie herself thus relates
it.

change.
the story :
“ All at once the water came gushing
through the house like a river. The
South Dam had burst ! But we did not
know it then. Mr. Cook screamed at
the top of his voice: ‘To the attic! to
the attic as hard as you can go 1’ We all
ran.
The water was then only going
over the ﬁrst ﬂoor; but before thelast
one got to the attic it was ﬂowing over

her

feet.

“Then

the

houses were

falling

to

pieces, and going off their foundations;
roofs and people came sailing around us
on the water. We saw our own house

AND
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come over to the one we were in. The
attic where we were was cracking and

caving in all around us. The house it
self had upset a little. The water was
up to our knees and we thought we were
all gone, when all at once we saw a tin
roof ﬂoating right near us. Mamma
said : ‘Come, quick; let us try to make
this roof.’
We all got on but Mr. Cook
and the colored help; but they were
very good swimmers and were saved
somewhere else.
“ When we
got on this roof we sailed
the
away down the street, passing
Campbells’ house, which is forty feet
high. The back-water here caught us
and turned us around, and sent us up
the stream to Kernville, a mile and a

quarter from where we started. The
debris here was so heavy that it stopped
us.

" We

saw a brick house still standing.
Mamma thought we could make it. She
made a jump with the baby in her arms;
and what should I see but them both
go down!
I could not stand it any
I took a minute to think, and
longer.
then plunged into the water after them.
I caught her by a heavy cord which was
on the bottom of her wrapper, and got
her up as far as the elbows.
I then
thought of the baby, and looked and
saw him lying on a little board in the
water, his little arm swaying backward
and forward. The water was just about
running over his face when I grabbed
him.
All this time he was laughing at
the top of his voice.
“I was now losing my foothold so
fast that I did not know what to do. I
made a spring out of the water and
alighted upon the brick house. Holding
the baby in my one arm I looked back
to see whether mamma had got to the
saw her crawling back
other roof.
on her hands and knees to the roof
had come off from. She looked around
and I held up the baby as high as my
arms could reach.
She waved her
hand to us in answer.
“The baby was wringing wet; the

I

I
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water dropping oﬂ' his clothes like a
shower of rain.
It had been raining
all the time. The water was not in the
was
second story of this house where
now; so I crawled down off the roof
did
and went in at the bay window.
not know what to do with the baby ; so
took him in the back part of the room
and took oil’ his clothes.
Then
took
my skirt and wrapped it around him till
found a piece of a blanket and wrap
ped him in that.
“All this time mamma was sailing
down the stream, and ﬁnally the back
water brought them back to a school—

I

I

I

I

I

house, right across from the street from
where
was.
Some men then climbed
up the lightning rods and pulled the
women in with ropes.
had nothing for the baby to eat.
So Mr. Miller, a man who had got to the
same place, said that his house had just
upset, and there was a baking of ﬁve
loaves of bread in his attic which he
would get if he could.
He did so, and
got the bread and brought it to us. Over
at the school-house they caught a barrel
of whiskey, and sent some to us, for
which we gave them some of the bread.
got some, crumbled it up, put cold
water over it—for that was all we had—

I

“I

I

aud then put some whiskey with it and
fed it to the baby.
“By this time it was getting very
dark. Then big ﬁres set out and lasted
all night. It made it nice and light for
us ; for we could not strike a match for
fear the gas would explode.
The baby
took little sleeps in my arms, but would
held him all night.
not lie down. So
“When it was getting daybreak we
could see that the water had fallen three
or four feet. The men then made a path
with the debris over the water to the
school-house, and then over slippery
roofs and boards, so that we reached
Sherman street. Then we were on dry
landl We went to Horace Rose‘s and
got some dry clothes and something to

I

eat.

“Here

we found papa.

He had at
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tempted to reach us in a skiff, but when
the dam bursted could get no further,
and had to ﬂee to the hill to save his

own life.

" All

this time my two sisters and our
girl had been in our own house. They saw
this terrible thing coming, and went and
lay down on our middle. room bed. The
front of the house caved in, and one of
the sides ; and the brick house that stood
next door caved in on top of them.
They sailed on the water for a quarter
mile, and then the back-water
caught them and carried them to Cam
Next day
bia City, to Haines‘s mills.
my uncle found them there, and took
them home with him to Morrellville.
He then went in search of the rest of us,
of a

and
found us on Saturday after
noon.
“ We
went over the hills on Sunday
and found my sisters; Katie, our dear
We were not all
girl, being drowned.
till
however,
Thursday, at
together,
therefore
all saved and
dinner. We are
well, but have no home."
This narrative of the adventures of
one family may doubtless be repeated
Its artlessness, simplicity.
many times.
and almost total unconsciousness of hav
in g done any remarkable act, commend
it to admiration beyond any description
which an accomplished editor could
Other witnesses affirm its literal
give.
accuracy.

‘*0

ALEXANDER

WILDER.

i4____

'I‘HERE’S A BOY IN THE HOUSE.
A

GUN in the parlor, a kite in the hall,

In the kitchen a book, and a hat, and a ball,
ihe sideboard a ship, on the bookcase a
ﬂute,
And a hat for whose ownership none would
dispute,
And out on the porch gallantly prancing no

On

where
spirited hobby-horse paws in the air;
And a well-polished
pie plate out there on
the shelf,
Near the tall jelly-jar which a. mischievous

A

elf
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as slyly and as slick as a mouse,
it easy to see There’s a Boviin
House.

[implied
Make

the

A

racket, a rattle, a rollicking shout,
Above and below and around and about;

A

whistling,
nails,

a hammering

a pounding,

of

-

The building of houses, the shaping of sails;
Enlreaties for paper. for scissors, for string,
For every unﬁndable, bothersome thing;
A hang of the door. and a dash up the stairs
In the interest of burdensome business aﬁairs,
And an elephant hunt for a bit of a mouse,
Make it easy to hear There’s a Boy in the
House.
'

But, oh, if the toys were not scattered about,
And the house never echoed to racket and
rout;
If forever the rooms were all tidy and neat,
And one need not wipe after wee muddy feet;

If

no one laughed out when the morning
red,

was

And with kisses went tumbling all tired to
bed;

What a wcarisome

work-a day world, don't
you see.
_
For all who love wild little laddies 'twould be;
And I’m happy to think, though 1 shrink like
a mouse
From disorder and din,_Thcrc's a. Boy'in the
House !

——<<‘-»—
‘

‘VVEP—A well-known merchant said:
would not give much for a boy who
does not say ‘we’ before he has been
with us a fortnight.” The boy who says
“ we ” identiﬁes himself with the con
cern.
Its interests are his. He takes
pleasure in his work, and hopes some
day to say “ we" in earnest. The boy
will reap of what he sows if he keeps up
his grit and sticks to his job. You may
take off your hat to him as one of the
solid men of the town. Let his employer
do the fair thing by him; check him
kindly if he shows signs of being too
big for his place ; counsel him as to his
habits and associates, and occasionally
show him a pleasant prospect of ad
A little praise does an
vancement.
Good luck
honest boy a heap of good.
“ we.”
to the boy who says
“

I
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HEALTH
S we were created, health is natur
al, the unavoidable result of the
harmonious action of the various or
gans of the body.
It is as natural for the unvitiated ap—
petite to prefer and select nutritious,
wholesome, easily-digested food—if such
can be found among fallen creatures—
as it is for the ox to select the green
grass and the vegetables of the ﬁeld;
these constituting a very simple diet.
capable of affording strength, while it
is as natural for a healthy stomach to
digest such food, changing it to blood,
by which the vitality of the system is
sustained.
It is as natural for the heart
to contract and propel the blood into
every part of the body as it is for the
rain to fall and sink into the soil, vlvi
fying the vegetable world, and as na—
tural for this blood-current to deposit
the elements of nourishment just where
they are needed, and so to promote

growth and repair waste. It isas na
tural for thelungs t ) breathe,thus aerat
ing the body and purifying the blood—a
very important means of promoting
the health, as only a reasonably pure
body can be healthy—as it is for the
winds to blow, sending the foul gases
where there is sufficient vegetation to
These lungs labor
them.
appropriate
day and night, from the dawn of life till
its close, fulﬁlling conditions of health
It is as natural
of absolute necessity.

NATURAL.
for the secreting vessels to gather up the
waste and poisonous matters and expel
them from the body, that it may be pure
and uncontaminated by dead particles of
the ever-decaying body, as it is for the
streams of earth to ﬂow. and the vapors
to rise, that the earth may be refreshed
by the rains and snows. I repeat, health
is perfectly natural, as natural as for
vegetation to thrive under the genial
inﬂuences of the light of the sun and
the showers of heaven.
If we havedisease, pain, and suﬂ’erin g,
it is because we violate the laws govern

ing vital conditions, and sin against the
Creator; since He established the laws
of the body, mind, and soul, any viola
tions of these laws being alike sins
against Him, differing only in degree,
of course. There is no effect without a.
cause ; while it is as easy to understand
the laws of the body as it is those of the
eternal world, the laws of gravitation,
and reproduction ; as easy to under
stand the relations of cause and effect,
those relating to the health of the body
as those of the development of the mind
and soul.

Obedience to God's laws, the
health as certainly
as
the body, or water
satisfy the thirst, or fertilizers nourish
the crops.
It is absurd, therefore, to talk of the

will insure
warmth will heat

physical,

“ mysterious

dence,”

since

of Provi
dispensations
it is as easy to trace the
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to build a house, feeling as certain of
the result in both cases, for both are se
cured in obedience to ﬁxed and deﬁnite
laws. Therefore, if intelligent and self

is

it

it,

denying, we may as certainly secure
health, in a certain sense buying
as
we may buy a barrel of ﬂour.
And
here
may say that
fortunate that

I

is

the most wholesome food
the cheap
within the reach of the poor, the
most nourishing
pound of wheat con
taining about the nourishment of three
of beef the easiest of digestion and the
most palatable, at least to those who
have unvitiated tastes.
DR. J. H. HANAFORD.
est

(a

relationship of cause and cﬂ’ect in the
matter of health as in intemperance,
debauchery, the pollution of the body
by a licentious career, or the squander—
ing of an estate by alife or‘ indolence
and prodigality. There is no more mys
tery connected with a headache, indi
gestion, an affection of the liver, a
fever, and the like, than in the produc
tion of drunkenness, venereal disease,
resulting from drunken
or wounds
They all occur in accordance
ﬁghts.
with ﬁxed principles, laws which no
more change than those of the "'Medes
and Persians." I would as soon con
tract to produce dyspepsia, if right, as

[Jan.
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BURIED

TALENT.

a

'9

better

than

I

Mrs. Shelburne.

“I

could

serve myself far
expect any hired

help to do. Brains tell in houseworkas
well as elsewhere, and the domestic
machinery always moves more smooth

ly

I

when
am at the helm.
Moreover,
am nervous, and do not always ﬁnd
easy or pleasantto be obliged to plan
and direct
girl's work, to humor her
whims, and to avoid friction.
never
servant her wages, for know
grudged
from experience that she well earns the

it

I I

money, generally. But
do feel badly
to see supplies thrown away, as
were.
Probably with a larger income, this
would not fret me so much. Under my

it

is

not distasteful to
“Dish-washing
quietly replied Mrs. Shelburne.

me,”

am out of all patience with you,
Vinnie, for working daily beyond your
strength,” continued Miss Germaine,
who, once launched on her favorite
topic, was as diﬂicult to stop as a small
“ Why will you persist in
tornado.
doing your housework against the ad
vice of your friends ”
“ For a. number of reasons,” answered

I

I

!

a

amused listener.

“

a

it

I

positing in the shining rinse-pan.
The elder only smiled, as she contin
ued her work, for similar speeches
were of frequent occurrence and argu
ment availed little.
“ don't believe you, either,” re
sumed Miss Germaine, her nimble ﬁn
gers proceeding with the drying process.
“ Why, even wiping dishes makes my
Just look at yours!
hands rough.
They
They are like nutmeg-graters.
do
look like those of ascruh~woman.
like to see lady’s hands look as though
“
emphatically,
they belonged to a lady
her blue eyes sparkling.
“Hands that have not been in the
kitchen for 500 years,” laughingly
quoted Mrs. Germaine, who was an

smile.

I

how

toyonr
can you reconcile
conscience to pretend that you really
like dish-washing, scrubbing, and all
such disagreeable tasks?” vehemently
inquired pretty Miss Germaine. as she
poured hot water with mock emphasis
over the unoﬂ'ending breakfast dishes
which her married sister was deftly de

a

INNIE SHELBURNE,

“ Plenty of hot water and pure
soap rob
of more than half its terrors.”
_
“ Not for me,” protested her sister.
“ Nor for me," asserted the mother,
looking up from her knitting with

I

Chapter

it

“

I.

IN T‘VO CHAPTERS.
'
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own management, I know that there is
no unnecessary waste of fuel or food.“

“ Most ladies
would think their hands
full, with the care of several young
children, their clothes, the superinten
dence of the home, not to mention the
reading, etc., obligatory to enable one
to keep up to the times,” wildly remon
strated Miss Germaine.

“I

feel tempted to add, that Vinnie
would rather sweep than read,” dryly
observed- Miss Germaine, as her sister
took up the woman's weapon.
A ﬂush of\mingled shame and pain col
ored Mrs. Shelburne‘s thin cheek. Itwas

in
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day than they would have felt
to accomplish
in twice the
strength
They were blind to the fact that
time.
this showed plainly how the burden
“Work out rather than rust
galled.
out, " thought Vinnie, somewhat bitterly,
a

spurring the weary body by force of
will,when tired nerves protested in vain.
“ A woman of stronger physique could
do far more and not feel so worn out,’
she often murmered to herself, in vexed
discouragement, forgetting that Provi
dence has wisely placeda limit upon all
our powers, which those who overstep
must pay the penalty.
“Why need you sweep so often ?”

with an evident eﬂ’ort that she checked
reply that sprang to her lips. now expostulated Mrs. Germaine. “You
Did Minna Germaine realize how her look all tired out, this morning. Do let
“ while
taunt wounded the proud spirit? the me have the broom,” coaxing'y,
you rest a little."
would not heed, for she had resolved
Mrs. Shelburne yielded with a weary
upon a course of heroic treatment, to
win this idolized
She disliked to have her mother
sister
to higher sigh.
feel that she must do so much to help
things.
To both Minna and her mother it was her, while making this visit, but it was
a continual source of deep regret that true, assistance was most acceptable.
Vinnie should (as it seemed to them) The realization was at length coming
throw away the best years of her life, home, that to go beyond one’s strength
It
persisting in doing that for which she day after day is the height of folly.
is
the
direct
inroads
unﬁt,
making
upon
was physically
and mentally un
capi
suited, having received early advantages
tal intended to last a lifetime.
of a high order. From their standpoint
After a brief interval Vinnie brought
she was foolishly usurping a position forth a basket of neatly rolled pieces,
which must be ironed before night, in
better suited to one of stronger frame,
The
but less keen intellect, instead of ﬁlling addition to the regular routine.
They
numerous
white
dresses
thought
sphere.
simply-made
yet
proper
her_own
it a sad mistake for one capable of brain in which the baby was always so fresh
work to‘sacriﬁce the mind, to so over and sweet, took a good while to iron,
and Miss Germaine ﬁnally exclaimed,
task the body, that the spirit, naturally
“ I'd
partaking of the weary condition result as she watched her patient sister,
ant, must also thereby be rendered unﬁt hire this done if it took my last cent!
for its own highest exercise. Not that Ironing is such tedious work. Makes
my hand feel six times its natural size."
either lady considered housework de
Her air of assumed disgust was so
They fully realized the im
grading.
portance of a practical understanding comical that Mrs. Shelburne could not
helpsmiling.
of the subject, and, did occasion de
“Your opinion, sis, has a positive
mand, could properly perform all neces
value, being acquired through the oc
Their creed, however,
sary branches.
casional smoothing of a few handker
was intelligent supervision rather than
chiefs or towels.”
actual labor.
The young lady laughed merrily, as
sorrowful
they
With
impatience
“ Fact
work and never
watched Vinnie turning oﬂ’ more work she replied :

I

is,

the hasty
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“ If
looking up from her embroidery.
I could play as well as you do, I
should be earning money by giving les
sons, instead of trying to work myself
to death, doing housework to save Ia few
dollars.”
“How easy it is to decide for others !"
Handsome,
intelligent, accomplished,
Minna Germaine only lacked the spur thought Vinnie, coloring, quick tears
of necessity to become an exceptionally springing to her eyes. But she con
capable woman._ She was now well on trolled herself sufficiently to reply,
toward thirty, and since her graduation gently, “I should hardly feel like setting
up for a teacher without taking less ms
had led a life of no practical value,
ﬁrst, for it is certainly twelve or more
either to herself or the world in general,
years since I studied any."
with the inevitable result of oft recur
“ You play better than many who do»
ring periods of discontent and vain dis
teach,” asseverated Minna. “However,
She was apt to speak of her
quietude.
why
self depreciatingly, as one who had no since you are so conscientious,
don’t you take lessons?”
talent for anything. Rather, so versatile
“ If turnips were watches l’d
wear one
was her talent that she might have done
by my side."
well in almost any line, given the con
“Use some of the money that poor
ditions of ardor, perseverance, and un
dear Pa left you, instead of saving it to
ﬂagging energy.
Vinnie had married young, had educate your children. It will do you
more good than it would them.”
led a more or less struggling ex
“ It would be of no
istence with a man whose profession
advantage for me to
take lessons of any but a ﬁrst class mas
was such as to afford only comparative
ter, and it seems like a large outlay for a
comfort at best. Repeated sicknesses,
doubtful result. Besides, my ﬁngers are
the care of children, and of a household
which must be ordered as economically stiff, and my hands have grown, for I
as possible, had been a severe discipline
require a larger glove.
I fear I could
for a girl brought up in comfort. Its never regain the delicate touch which
fruit had not been a contented spirit. In
once was my delight. Music is an ex
wardly, Mrs. Shelburne had often acting schoolmistress, demanding con
stant, unswervi 1g allegiance.”
Occasional,
repined.
hasty outbursts
had disclosed to her patient husband the
“Everything worth having, costs,”
true state of her feelings, but his for
sententiously remarked Minna, wh-le
giving nature made quick excuses for the mother added, “You would soon
these ebullitions. As for her mother and
ﬁnd your ﬁngers limber, only keep them
sister, Vinnie was far too proud to allow out of dish-water, and away from all
Indeed, menial employments."
either to see her dissatisfaction.
it was her apparent contentment which
“I fear you are partial judges,” re
aroused their opposition most fully.
plied Vinnie, as she folded the little
That evening as they assembled in the garment so neatly repaired, and laid
parlor, Mrs. Germaine said, “ Comey
aside the basket.
It was never empty.
"innie, lay aside that work, and play But it did not occur to Minna that her
You have scarcely touched slim, dainty hand could do such plain
something.
the piano for a week."
work as well as embroidery.
She de
“In a few minutes, Mother, dear ; I tested sewing, especially the prosaic
ought to ﬁnish this mending first."
kind which falls to the lot of the house
“ \Vhat‘s the use of your having such mother.
Miss Germaine usually disliked
a nice piano !”‘ exclaimed
Miss Minna, anything of a purely practical nature.

I

I

do not
did agree.
am thankful that
belong to the laboring class.”
To look at her, even an uninterested
observer could readily have told that
she was one with whom mentally, at
least, work never did nor would agree.
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Willing

to help when requested, she
simply forgot to put herself out for other
people, unsolicited. She often assisted
Vinnie, under protest, as it were, feeling
that she was conniving at the sacriﬁce
by so doing. Better far to expostulate,
if Vinnie would be so silly as to work
every minute; which (to do Minnajustice)
she did upon the slightest occasion with
all the vehemence she could command.
“ You play too well to drop your mu
sic so entirely,” said Mrs. Germaine, as
Mrs. Shelburne arose after an excellent

rendering of a Beethoven sonata.
Vinnie Shelburne did play well, she
knewit. Music had been a passion with
her.
But little by little its place had
and she had mourned
been usurped,
in secret. In the privacy of their cham
“ I do wish
ber she said to her husband,
that Mother and Minna would not say
so much to me about practicing. If I
had all my time to myself as Minna has,
I might try to amount to something,
but at my age——”
“Hush,” interrupted Mr. Shelburne,
kissing her, “you are certainly spend
ing your life more nobly, and to more
For years you
purpose than Minna.
have exercised continual self-denial, be
cause my income has been so small that
there has been imperative demand for

I, at least, have an
closest economy.
loving
spirit which has
preciated the
caused you, not considering yourself,
to do the work nearest at hand; to be
servant as well as home-keeper, wife,
Your motive has been a
and mother.
commendable one. Only you have tried

than your strength
That has been the grave
I blame myself deeply for not
mistake.
having recognized this, for, had I done
so, I should have over-ruled the appar
ent necessity. and guided your choice to
ward mental rather than physical labor.
‘
Besides, dear,” with a smile, ‘you are not
old, and you shall not call yourself so.”
“
I shall certainly never be younger,”
answered his wife, attempting to laugh
away her emotion.
to accomplish

would permit.

more
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Sweet though her husband's approba
tion was, it could not quell the tumult
which had been aroused in her soul. In
the still hours of the night, while others
slept quietly, she lay wide awake, mourn fully reviewing the slow procession of
events passing before her mental vision;
events which had shaped her life into
its presentform. Circumstances, which
at the time had seemed insurmountable,
dwindled into insigniﬁcance in the
clearer light of her sharpened vision.
A newly awakened sense of justice to
her own nobler self forced her to ac
knowledge that she had decided foolish
ly. Her music. which would have been
an elevating influence, a never-ceasing
inspiration and comfort, had been laid
aside.
Her delicately-reared
frame,
wholly unsuited to hardships, had been
while the ,naturally
over-burdened,
bright mind, helpless partaker of the
tired body’s fatigue, had unavoidably
grown rusty.
“ I thought I was doing right,"
she
mused, sadly, “but now every thing is
blurred and I can no longer distinguish
my duty. I believed it wrong to be
ashamed of the performance of common
tasks, however humble. Were they disa
greeable, so much the more reason for
me to overcome
my natural dislike
House work plainly appeared to be my
life work. It seemed only right that I
should take up the burden as cheerfully‘
What if I have been mis
aspossible.
taken all this while? Was there an
other path open to me which would have
been as truly a fulﬁllment of duty?
I
know I have injured my health, perhaps»
permanently. I see now that I might
have earned far more than I have
saved.”
The baby

in the crib beside her nestled
uneasily.
Carefully re-covering the‘
little one, she 'tenderly kissed the
murmuring. “At
precious ﬁnger-tips,
least I have tried to be a good mother.”
This crumb of comfort gleaned from
the consciousness of the unswerving de
votion she had laid on the altar of
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motherhood,

soothed her inexpressibly.

The aching eyes grew tear wet, the vex
ing problem slipped from her troubled
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thought, and blessed
the tired sense.

[J an.
oblivion overcame

_—M

Teutonic audience seemed no whit sur
prised, and was moving out tranquilly,
when the king rose and commanded the
to keep their places. The
musicians
audience sat down again, and waited
patiently on events.
In less than a quarter of an hour the
re-appeared and spoke as
and gentlemen,
have the most unfeigned pleasure in
informing you that our prima donna
is completely cured of her sore throat,
and will have the honor to sing before
Surely enough, the
you to-night."
famous singer soon appeared, and never
had she sung better. Her triumph was
The king's prescription had
complete.
been a very simple one. The prima
donna, having dismissed the unhappy
manager

follows:

“Ladies

I

manager, was sitting comfortably before
the ﬁre ‘in her own room, actually
pleased with having spoiled the pleasure
of several hundreds of persons, when
the door was violently thrown open, and
there entered an officer, followed by
‘‘
Mademoiselle," quoth
four dragoons.

the oﬁicer, “the king, my master, has
sent me to ask after your health." “The

it,

I

;

is

feel better."
“The king
anxious, mademoiselle, that you should
feel quite restored, and even that you

think

should sing to-night.” “I will try,"
murmured the prisoner.
“Back to the
theater I" cried the oﬁicer to the coach
man.
Arrived there, mademoiselle
began to think she had yielded too
“ will sing, since his
easily.
Majesty
commands me," she said, “ but Heaven
knows how.” “ You will sing," returned
the ofﬁcer, “like the great artist you
are." “ shall sing like an artist with
a bad cold.” “I think not.” “And
why? " “Because a couple of dragoons
will be in attendence, and at the least
couac they have Orders to carry you off
again to the military hospital.”
The
hoarseness was now completely gone.

————.-.4__
THE COOKING

SCHOOL.

1.

day a certain opera was to be performed
At
at Berlin before the king himself.
came
hour
the
manager
the appointed
“ Ladies and gentle
forward and said,
men, we grieve to inform you that our
prima donna has a sore throat, and
that the representation announced can
The stolid
not, therefore, take place.”

king is very good. I have a bad sore
throat." “His Majesty knows
and
has charged me to take you at once to
the military hospital, where you will be
cured in a few days."
Mademoiselle
turned pale. “You are jesting," she
but Prusian oﬁicers. she was
simpered
informed, never jested.
The lieutenant
gave the orders to his men, who seized
mademoiselle and carried her out.
A coach was in attendance, the lady
was deposited therein, the officer took
his place beside her, and off they went,
the dragoons riding alongside.
In a
few seconds, “Stay," said the lady, “

I

is a curious story told of the
manner in which Frederick the
Great dealt with a prima donna of the
period who was inclined to disappoint
the public with little reason.
The great
artist seemed to catch a cold. which had
the effect of rendering her hoarse, and
consequently unable to sing, when any
body or anything displeased her. One

HOARSENESS.

I

HERE

F03

I

IMPERIAL CURE

“ WHERE are you going to, my
pretty maid P"
" I'm going to cooking-school, sir," she said.

II.

“ And what do you do there, my pretty maid?"
" Make waﬁles and biscuits, kind sir," she said.

III.

"And then do you eat them, my pretty maid?"
“ do not care to die yet. sir,” she said.
_

I

AN

ADA E. H.
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INVALIDISM

OFTEN

DUE

TO

T

is my belief that every disease, no
matter of what nature, may be found
to have its origin partly in the deranged
or perverted action of some mental func
tion, and that much suffering might be
avoided by seeking a mental cause rather
than a physical. There is a certain

condition to which
women
especially are liable, though men are
not by any means exempt, which can
not be designated as any particular dis
ease, but usually goes under the name of
bodily

“nervous trouble.” The control of the
nervous system is partially lost, the
stomach is disordered,the liver deranged
—in‘short, not an organ of the body
performs its work properly. The physi
cians are at a loss to locate the cause,
every disorder seemingto be consequent
on some other disorder, but the cause
itself is obscure ; in other words, can not
be found in the body.

It is as much
the body, and the mental
suffering is much more excruciating
than the physical. When we come to
sum it all up it is found that this feeling
of intense mental pain may be expressed
in the one word fear, than which, .What
can be more
wearing to mind and
But what of the mind i

disordered

body

as

if

I know a case, which is only the
of thousands of others,
representative
of a lady who went into a decline pre-,
sumably from loss of children, develop—
ing heart trouble, stomachic disorder,
serious types of female complaints,
and
in time a general giving way of the
whole system.
Her nerves were a
complete wreck, she was constantly in
fear that something would befall her
one remaining child. Were her husband
half an hour later than usual she was
sure an accident had occurred. The
slightest
sound
startled
and
her,
she would sometimes
lie awake the
greater part of the night, after waking
from a frightful dream, in the fear that
the family would all be murdered in
their beds, unless some one kept watch.
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MOBBID CAUTIOUSNESS.

She could not be left alone in the house
even for a short time, and grew to be in
a constantly terrorized condition ; or, as
have before said, the slave of fear,
induced by the death of her children.
Medical treatment of various kinds,
springs, traveling, were tried, but with
out avail. Finally, by the “ mind-cure,”
or hypnotic treatment, the excessive and
action of cautiousness was
perverted
allayed and a sense of security-and safety
recovered.
With the mental calm, and state of
restfulness which followed, the physical
ills vanished without a drop of medi—
cine.
Her strength returned, so that
from being unable to be on her feet, she
could take plenty of out door exercise.

I

While recovery

was slow, from the
tendency to relapse into the
fearful state, by perseverance and the
exercise of will she maintaineda fair
degree of health, which increased as the
months went by until all tendencies to
illness were overcome.

natural

The case is not at all hard to explain.
Fear disturbs the action of the heart to
such an extent that if long enough
continued disease results.
Fear arrests
digestion

and

deranges

the

stomach.

The food not being properly digested
produces that condition of the blood
called anaemia,the tissues do not receive
their proper nourishment, and all the
organs of the body become weak and
inert. The muscle are relaxed, and
those of the abdomen giving way,
cause prolapsus and kindred ills. Con
stipation helps to swell the train of evils,
and medicine proving useless, long years
of invalidism result.
Not only is the
patient extremely unhappy and robbed
of all joy and comfort, but the influence
extends to family and friends.
We
read in stories of helpless invalids who
are supremely happy, and shed only joy
and sunshine around them, but such
cases are deplorably rare in real life.
Who does not pity the child who must
grow up under the shadow which always
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As well
a sick parent.
in the
is
constantly
a
ﬂower
that
expect
rain to develop into perfect symmetry
and beauty.
Henry \Vard Beecher, in describing
surrounds

"

the fruits of the spirit, said that “peace
(he might have said health) “is that
condition of the mind in which all
legitimate faculties are harmonious with
each other and are impleted and receiv

ing their appropriate
ment.”

food and nourish
'

When the soul is hungering and
thirstingI the body will likewise be
ill-nourished; for the latter is but the
reﬂection of the former, and when the
needs of the soul are satisﬁed the body
mav well be left to care for itself.
M. C. F.

O
FRIENDLY PERBECUTION m SICKNESS.
—How many invalids would protest, if
they dared, against the persecution they
are compelled to endure from friends
who feel it their duty to call and con
One sufferer breaks
dole with the sick.

out in this manner:

“I feel as if I had just been to my
own funeral, and it was a very sad af
fair.”
" How so 2"
“ I was killed by a friendly call. My
neighbor over the way, with a face as
solemn as an owl, has just been in to see
me, and he kindly remarked that I was
so changed he shouldn't have known
me, and he hoped I’d pull through,
which meant I’m sure you can't last
long, poor fellow ; and had I heard that
J-—-, who was taken sick at the same

time I was.had been given up by the doc
several
other
He mentioned
tors?
equally cheerful items, which made me
feel as if I should ﬂy into a thousand
pieces

l

A call like

that is enough to kill
anybody who doesn’tknow how to resist
the influence of such sympathy. Heaven
I
save the mark if that is sympathy!
I do wish my friend
call it torture.
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would talk to me of something besides
look, and how I feel,
myself, and how
for
am reminded of all that far too
often. If they want to show their lriend
ship and help me get well, they will help
me to forget myself and all my difficul
ties. Pray throw open the windows and
let in the sunshine to dry off the damp
ness and gloom
of that neighborly

I

I

call."

'

v...

BRAVE MErL—The coolest courage in
time of war is not always shown by the
oﬁicer or soldier.
The surgeon and
ambulance nurse carry on their work
of saving life as undismayed
in the
midst of shot and shell as the men whose
unhappy work it is to take it.
An anecdote is often told by the sea~
faring folk who live on the shores of
Buzzard’s Bay of a certain Dr. Ebenezer
Swift. who went from among them to
serve in the Mexican war.
He was sur
geon in General
Kearney’s division
under General Scott through all the
battles of the campaign .
During the battle of Molino del Rey
he was so busily occupied with the
wounded that he did not perceive that
the American lines had fallen back, and
that he was left exposed to a raking ﬁre
from the enemy.

General Worth, passing, ordered him
sharply to fall back, adding:
“ You are
drawing the ﬁre from
Chapultepec !"
The busy doctor glanced up at the
clouds of smoke and dust, and answered,
absently:
“ In a moment,
sir."
A similar story is told of three Ameri
can surgeons who volunteered
their
services to the Russian army during the
War of the Crimea.
They soon were
disgusted with the povertyof surgical aids
and the butcheries on both sides; but in
every battle they were in the thickest of
the ﬁght, dragging out the wounded
and aiding them. although repeatedly
warned to fall back to the surgeons’
tents in the rear.
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Vacant Farms in "er-morn..—

Mr. Valentine,
Vermont official, says that,
while standing with other officials on
hill
in Bennington County, and looking over the
valley of the West lliver, tributary of the
Connecticut, they counted fifteen farms, of
hundred acres each, all fenced,
perhaps
and with dwelling houses and barns in at
least tolerable condition, without
single
inhabitant. Beyond, toward the Connecti
cut, but hidden by the maple groves in the
valley, were, as they knew, ﬁfteen more,
also deserted, yet all well situated, and still
showing signs of their former fertility.
Statistics show that
similar condition pre
vails all over the State.
In Windham
County alone are more than forty thousand
acres of land, once cultivated, but now de
serted, and in the whole State the number
of abandoned farms, complete with houses,
fences, barns, and outbuildings, must be
Yet Vermont
several thousand.
one of
the pleasantest, healthiest, most fertile States
in the Union.
The reckless agriculture
which has made portions of the South nearly
barren, has never been favored in Vermont,
where
century or more of stock farming
has rather enriched than exhausted the soil
yet the people who once found happy
homes there have crowded into the towns,
or have left the State altogether.
In thirty
years, from 1850 to 1880, the increase of
population in Vermont was ﬁve per cent.,
while the population of the whole country
more than doubled, and that of the adjoin
increased
by
ing State of Massachusetts
nearly eighty per cent.
a

a

is

,

Sun Dlals.-—Charles Lamb was possi
bly not far wrong, says The Horolagioal
Journal, when he conjectured that Adam
Dials are prob
had a sun dial in Paradise.
ably older even than alchemy. The Baby
lonians had them; though the Egyptians,
that wondrous people who knew most of
the things the moderns have rediscovered,
The Babylon
seem not to have used them.
ians gave them to the Greeks; the Greeks,
to the Romans; and the Emperor Trajan is
credited with an epigram upon the art of
dialing. \Naturally dials are most frequent

in lands where‘the sun shines, as a matter of
course, and not as a rare complacence.
French and Italian gardens
are full of
them.
To the walls of sunny ahateauz they
are fixed in hundreds. In the old days,
when there was time for sentiment,
and
room for
sun dials were favorite gifts
from great personages to one another—from
people to princes, and from princes to peo
ple. Cosmo d’ Medici. whose ﬁtful humors
so angered Benvenuto Cellini, gave one to
the Florentine students of astronomy; and
on the wall of Santa Maria Novella
still
marks the time of day.

a

States

a

the

a

into
groups, the six New England States are cred
ited with a forest area of 19,193,028 acres;
the four Middle States, with 17,630,000; the
fourteen
Southern States, including Mary
land and leaving out Missouri, with 232,800,
000; the nine Western States, with 80,358,
768; four Paciﬁc States, 52,630,000, and the
It will
seven Territories, with 63.034.000.
thus be seen that of the entire 465,645,895
acres of forest included in this estimate, the
fourteen Southern States possess fully one
half.
These statistics show that, while the
process of denudation has been carried to
in the
an unwise and injurious extreme
Eastern, Middle, and a few of the Western
States, the forest area still remaining in this
If the estimates of
country is very great.
the department are approximately correct,
the timber lands of the country, exclusive
of Alaska, cover an area equal to ﬁfteen
If proper
States the size of Pennsylvania.
measures are taken to prevent the rapid and
unnecessary destruction of what is left of
our forest domain, it should be equal to all
reasonable
requirements for an indeﬁnite
With the adoption of a policy of
period.
judicious tree-planting in the prairie States,
and a system of State or government reser
vations in the mountain districts. which are
the sources of the chief rivers of the coun
try, the evil effects which have followed
denudation in Europe and some portions of
Asia would never exist here. The States
should be
and the National government
moving in this matter in good earnest.
separating

it,

The Forest Area. of the United

States—By

a

NOTES
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Chemical Transformatloln—Al
cohol, one of the best-known products of
chemical industry, may serve as evidence
to what degree of perfection the composi
tion and decomposition of chemical com
pounds has been brought.
As the chief
constituent of intoxicatipg beverages. alco
hol, together with carbonic acid, originates
by fermentation from sugar; but this is not
the only possible way to produce it. The
brightness of electric lights, by which pub
etc., of our cities
lic places, roads,
storesl
now are illuminated at night, is emitted by
an electric current passing between two
When such a passage of
carbon points.
electricity takes place in a glass balloon
ﬁlled with hydrogen,
the electric current
causes this gas to unite with carbon, form
ing acetylene, a gaseous compound, which
in contact with more hydrogen readily takes
it up, formingr a second gaseous compound
—ethylenc—which is the chief light-giving
constituent of illuminating gas. Ethylene,
when brought into contact with sulphuric
acid, forms a liquid combination, and this,
when treated with potassium
hydrate, is
into alcohol. Having thus built
up from its elements a substance formerly
known only as a product of fermentation,
we may proceed at once to decompose it
We can easily re
again into its elements.
gain the carbon which it contains, by heat
ing alcohol with sulphuric acid, which
again converts it into ethylene; and this gas,
when mixed with chlorine gas and lighted,
burns away, leaving carbon, which, as a
dense black smoke, ﬁlls the vessel—Popu
Im- Science Monthly.

converted

How to Climb Stalrs.~A

profes

sional athlete has said truly that there is a
knack in climbing stairs easily that but few
learn. “ To throw the body forward, bend
ing at the hips, more than doubles the work.
The weight of the body is a load that the
muscles of the legs and loins must carrv.
and they carry it easily if the center of
gravity is kept directly above them. Bend
ing forward imposes on the muscles of the
trank the unnecessary task of holding the
load from pitching forward.
This is like
carrying a load at arm's length instead of on
the shoulder or on the head, as many Euro
Athletes lift enor
peans carry burdens.
mous weights by bringing the strain on the

[.lan.

pelvic arch and legs, keeping their backs
straight.”
We think stair climbing is not the only
climbing where this advice may be used to
A boy beginning to mount the
advantage.
stairs of manhood will ﬁnd, if he looks at
the matter closely, that there is a “knack."
indeed, in climbing.
To lean forward to
ward the groveling things of earth more
than doubles the load. Instead. do as above
advised :—“ Keep the center of gravity di
rectly above you, do not hurry, step ﬁrmly
and leisurely, and keep erect."

A Hudson River Mountain
Railway—A company has been formed
for the purpose of building

a

spiral railroad

to the summit of Dunderberg Mountain in
the Highlands of the Hudson.
The peculi

arity of this road is that the route up the
mountain will not be the same as the route
down, the latter being far more direct than
the former, which is described as "circuL
tous." It is not a great undertaking to con
struct a railroad to theTtop of this moun
tain, which is hardly more than a “ sizable"
hill. The pioneer railroad was that which
scales the steep sides of Mount Washington.
This has been in operation nearly twenty
years, and there has never been an accident
on it, but when the plan was ﬁrst broached
in the New Hampshire Legislature it was
met with derisive laughter from the Solons
at Concord.
Humanly speaking absolute
safety is secured by the various devices em
ployed to prevent accidents, and‘ the trains,
both ascending and descending, run so slow
ly that if a fairly good walk were placed
alongside the track a man with good legs
could outwalk a train.
A train on the
Mount \Vashington Railway, by-the-way,
means a single car, for more than one car is
never attached to an engine when the big
climb is to he made. This road, however.
will fall into comparative insigniﬂcance if
the scheme of building a tubular road up
Pike's Peak is ever consummated.

A Woman’s lnventlom—We

are

told that Mrs. W. A. Cockran, of Shelby
ville, Ind., has placed her name on the roll
with the great inventors of the world. the
result of her genius being a practical dish
washing machine.
She began experiment
ing ten years ago. Her husband, the late
W. A. Cockran, was then Circuit Clerk of

_
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Shelby County, leaving her financially un
able to complete her undertaking.
By the
aid of friends, however, she ﬁnally suc
ceeded, and has a machine

designed

to do

the work now done by the thousands
of
girls and 'women the land over. The ma
chine is made for both hand and steam
power, and is capable of washing. scalding,
rinsing, and drying from ﬁve to twenty
dozen dishes of all shapes and sizes in two
minutes, the number, of course, depending
on the size of the machine.
Mrs. Cockran
has disposed of her machine to an Illinois
manufacturing firm for a iarge sum of
a good royalty
money, and will receive
besides.

Imllatlng Ground Glasia—Thc
effect of ground glass can be secured per
by roughening one side of the
manently

hard with a leather pad
with fine emery.
Fine emery-cloth, used
If too coarse,
by machinists, will answer.
the emery will scratch the glass too con
spicuously.’ Fine scratches, to remove the
polish and ‘diffuse the light by refraction
and reﬂection in all directions. serve to
soften the light without diminishing it.
This is really ground glass, when thor
oughly done. A similar effect may be pro
duced by tying a piece of soft white putty
lll a bit of muslin, and “dabbing" uni
formly over the clean glass surface, and
afterward varnishing with clear Damniar
varnish to protect it. A crystalline appear
ance may be secured by washing the clean
transparent
glass. inside, with a saturated
hot solution of epsom salts (sulphate of mag
nesia), containing sufficient gum arabic to
insure adhesion,
and carefully varnishing
when dry.
glass by rubbing

Alhlnos.—The

word Albino is from the
Latin albus, white, and was first used by
the Portugese, who applied it to designate
the white negroes who were occasionally
seen in Africa.
It has since come into gen
eral use to designate certain freaks in both
the animal and vegetable kingdom.
In the
latter, however, they are more generally
In negro Albinos the skin
called sports.
assumes a peculiar whiteness, the eyes are
of a pinkish hue, the woolly hair is white,
sometimes tinged with yellow.
But Albinos are not confined to the negro
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races, as they appear in various countries,
among white as well as black or dark

and

Sometimes
only one child in a
family will be Albino, and at others all or
every alternate one. As a rule, Albinos are
not so healthy and strong mentally or physi
cally as persons of‘ the normal color; but
some have been known to have lived to a
good old \age, exhibiting moderately well
developed mentality.
Albinos appear most frequently in hot
climates,
and among the darker skinned
people, which fact has led scientists to at
tribute the cause to some skin disease per
haps akin to leprosy. Instances are on rec
ord of Albinos bearing children of the
normal color of the race, and of others with
an apparent
mixture of their parents and
grand parents.
Among animals Albinos are more or less
common
in all countries. The white ele
phants of India are well-known examples
of Albinoism. These animals are venerated
by the natives, who believe they are inhab
ited by the souls of men. If the fact that
white horses, cattle. and other domestic ani
mals are descendants
of Albinos is not
proved, it is not at all improbable that the
original white blood came in through the
appearance of some Albino in the early his
tory of the different species.
In this country Albinos have been found
A friend assures me
among our wild deer.
that he had personal knowledge of one hav
ing been killed in Missouri some years ago.
White raccoons have been frequently found,
and in one instance of a litter of five, two
were albinos.
Among black squirrels a1
binos are occasionally found, and less fre
people.

quently among

gray and red
white mice are quite common.
One

might

suppose

(scolops aquaticus)

the

ones, while

ground

mole

that lives entirely under

in darkness,
ground. and. consequently,
would be unlikely to produce albinos, but
such is not the fact.
Mr. A. S. Fuller has
in his cabinet a specimen taken in Bergen
County, New Jersey, in 1875.
Among birds albinos are often seen.
White crows and white blaekbirds are not
unfrequently met with, while robins, ori
oles, swallows, and others are occasionally
seen, although they are far from being com
mon.
L.

A. ll.
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the inﬂuences

[Jan

of evil that might assail

There are men and women who
been favored
by surroundings

him?
have

much of the kind described, and who
appear
cal

11

to live in the midst 'of society

Their habits are un

and serene.

affected by the disorder and impurity of

NEW YORK,
January,

THE MORAL LIFE

1

“

the world. They are
selves,"

a

law unto them

so to speak, and it is easy for

them to do the right and speak the true.

890.
_ —__.'—,;-_4

AS A GROWTH.

MORALISTS generally tell us that life

their expression, their
language show nothing of contest with
Their manner,

in their souls, and

so

far

as choice

of

the right as against the wrong is con

is a constant struggle between the good

cerned theykno w nothing of hesitancy in

and evil principles within us, and we
are good or bad according to the tri—

suggestion of action. To them there seems

umph of one or the other in our con
duct.
This seems to be a hard, grim

duty and right.

view of human

nature, and

it

is.

To

it seriously would drive

contemplate

most of us to extremes of thinking, and
to

of fatalism.

convictions

not conceive

a

one

relation in which the in
to thought and

are conducive

ﬂuences

Can

the matter, for decision

comes with the

to be but one side, and that the side of

The fact of the educability of faculty,
and of organism
resolves

that lies behind faculty,

this matter.

Out of the edu

cation and association—which

is

another term for education—come

but
the

and habits of life, the expres

manners

“But

of a pure and noble type, and
evil
suggestions have no place?
where
Imagine a child surrounded from in

sion of faculty.

fancy by people who were kind, sincere,

that must be taken into account, and it

just, and courteous; whose language was

will,

actions

refined,

and
always clean,
and who indulged in no'intimations of
courteous,

vulgarity,

and avoided any discussion
and

of the vice
would

it

be

would contract

crime

of the world—

likely that such
habits

of

a

child

an immoral

nature? Would he not, on the contrary,
grow up with certain principles of think

herited

bias of

“that

say,

to

a.

there is the in
" one
will
disposition,

greater

or less extent, color

the product of teaching and association.

Yet this color is not necessarily an evil or
vicious impression; the very character
istic that in one case by unwise manage
ment

will

tend to make one

case, where the

pas

management

is intelli

gent and wise. will make him strong, en
ergetic,

ambitious,

noble.

It

stepped into the world, would

makes the man or woman.

teaching and example of childhood and
youth give him power of control over

willful,

sionate, malicious, dishonest, in another

ing and acting dominant in his mental
nature? And when at maturity he
not the

Yes,

is to be considered."

digniﬁed,

upright,

is the use of faculties

that

Oh, the splendid men and grand wom
en

who

have

been wrecked

on

the

_
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shoals

of false

education!

Yes, how such have

Struggle

In

l

the training

45

of children

he is the

best teacher who bravely insists

struggled against

upon

the bias of habit and tendency woven

the effects of training—and encourages

into the very texture of their intellect

every one

duty as-parents,
make

I

It

capacities

The kindergarten teachers

is our

much can

teachers, guardians, to

to

know that

with little children,

be done

whatever maybe their derivation. It
matters not if gathered from homes of

life less aﬁeld of contest to the

young minds given to our care, than

inferior

exercise, as far as possible, what he has.

ual and moral being by habits that were
formed and fostered in youth

with

a

ignorance, and vice, how soon

ﬁeld for the free exercise of the powers

squalor,

God has given. The inculcation of good

they show improvement in conduct and

motives, of proper ambitions,

language!

of

a

love

of truth, of temperance, sympathy, and
courtesy will eﬁ'ect this, in that it will
inspire

self-respect,

distrust

and

Their reasoning and aesthetic

faculties, kept dormant and depressed by
the disuse and oppression of their home

of

environment, awake to the call of the
teacher, and a new

everything that would lower one’s con

kind and earnest

sciousness of integrity.

and promising life opens to them. They
need but the light of intelligent culture

their eyes to possibilities of
growth that may be as fruitful in beneﬁt

AN argument is found in Evolution
that has

a most

to open

pertinent application in

the philosophy of practical mental sci

According

ence.

to the community as to themselves.

It

to the environment

so is the organic development,
told by the Darwinist.

is

the want of exercise, training,

culture, use of faculty, that results

we are

The eye was

in

failure, waste, incapacity, unhappiness,

made for seeing, but not until there was

degradation,

light to render things visible was the eye
created by the process of evolution. The

nal record in every State shows that
seventy-ﬁve
per cent. or more of the

necessity for seeing did not exist.

offenders against

The

ﬁsh in the waters of the Mammoth Cave
are sightless
eyes

in

;

those dark springs.

therefore

But trans

‘natures

;

the practical and

the useful elemems

in their

have not been brought out by

fer those ﬁsh to outer waters where the

exercise.

sunshine lightens up the'liquid depths,

important means of self—control

Being then without the most

and the progeny of those sightless ﬁshes

have yielded

will in time show an eye growth, and

and

that is normal to their

the adaptation
new habitat.

cies

and

upon organization, yet

effort,

exercise,

agement.

Heredity may impose

obstacles, and difficulties,

will in

time

So

long

ceives the difference

as

disorder,

ness and cruelty, so long
'

ceptible

the mind

honesty and dishonesty,

deﬁcien

modify the original stamp of nature.

is a proba

man
per

between order and

training,
greatly

inﬂuences

bility of reform under judicious

the economy of mind, and most happy
are its results.

to corrupting

they

drifted into the channel of crime.

But even at this time there

This principle is active in

pe

law have no trade or

any business training

they have no occasion for

The

vice, and crime.

will it

be

kind
sus

of changes through education

and example.
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A NEW

has written a poem

YORKER.

[J an.

At this New Year

FUTURE.

OUR

JOURNAL

in heroic measure, which discourses of

tide is it not well

for us to review the past

;

not to grieve

or despond over the errors and misfor

man in that state of much advanced de

tunes that mark its current, but rather

which is symbolized by the
“ millennium.”
term
So far as we can

that here and there have brightened

velopment

this writer speculates with regard to

see,

of human conduct at that

probabilities

indefinite era when selﬁshness

and sen

will no longer

dominate

sual indulgence

the mental and physical life of men, but
sympathy,

kindness,

fection will

friendship, and af

to rejoice in the successes and blessings
way, and from them

to draw much of

hope and courage for the future.
“The glories of the Possible are ours."

To believe this is the ﬁrst step toward
of things

the attainment

essential to

___.M__.

human happiness.

the cardinal principles,

be

the

to know and to enjoy all that is beauti

A PUZZLER IN SOCIAL EVOLUTION.
NOW that woman is showing her dex

ful and desirable.

terity in many employments

every one

and

This

will

aim to help others

projection of thought forward

a

but it is nevertheless

permitted to try his hand in the arts and

of

a

philan

practices

that have been her exclusive

To

thropic spirit that recognizes the unequal

territory.

distribution of nature’s gifts, and would

celestial has for centuries

hasten

the time when the cravings of

higher faculties will

the

of

man, it is but fair that man should be

out-reach

legitimate

considered

ago

not long
domain

and irrational

may appear unnecessary
to some logicians,

the special

be

met.

We

be

sure the

bevel-eyed

shown

a pe

culiar skill in washing soiled linen, and
sons of France have won

the emotional

man's life when he raises his eyes from

enduring fame for their management of
the pots and kettles of the kitchen, but

the ground and ceases to think and plan

as a rule there has not been

for personal gain or advantage; when

the civilized wearer of exterior bifurcat
ed garments that facility of adaptation

believe that there are moments in every

feels that

he

life has higher interests

those that center in his shop or

than

thrill
long society will

ofﬁce, and his soul warms with a

of true hope that ere
be emancipated from the bondage of
self-seeking,

lation

and a sincere fraternal re

Such moments should come to all of
us oftener

to woman's work in the household

than they do, for it is when

life.

How

rare

himself at the stove except by get

ting his ﬁngers burned or well covered
with black

1

And if he essays the wash

many minutes do not pass before

we stop to think that the best inﬂuences
are exercised, and the best opportunities

he is

for real and lasting growth occur.

the disagreeable

He most lives

Who thinks most, feels the noblest,
.,

Acts the best.”

is it that in an emer

gency a husband and father distinguish

tub

“

that

the heroine of the petticoat has shown
in many lines of outside work-a-day

es

be established.

shown by

found in

a bad

humor because of

effect of the soap-suds

upon his respiration,

and the constant

slopping over that results from his awk
wardness

and excited manipulation of

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

linen and

department we

will not

describe

it,

American household to run the ironing
for

temper

is

disaster dire to hands, the wash, and the
a sure accompaniment.

Not long ago, according to the news
papers, a man in Baltimore offered his

in

services to help

the family washing,

and was blown out of the kitchen or
somewhere by an explosion
or one of the tubs.
of indiscretion or

of the stove

Another

sad case

awkwardness,

or of

something that does not appear in the

that of the man who, at Day

is

account,

ton, was struck by lightning while tak

would

seem

as

if

ing down the wash from the line.

It

nature, the elements,

and other forces that rule in affairs hu—
man were against the encroachments
man in the domain of woman,

of

while

the favor of the powers mundane seems
to be with woman when she invades the

gest that

it

is

territory of her big brother. Well,what
to be done about it? Some one may sug
would

be the

part of wisdom

for man to retire from the ﬁeld of uni
activity and let the women have

versal

Doubtless

their

sweet way.

would

be pleasing to that large

of trousered

idea

proportion

folk, who are already dis

sit in the shade or on the fence

when any work

is

posed to

the

to be done.

Another

large proportion that admire the man
ners that are becoming in aboriginal life
would welcome a proposition of the kind
because they would like to stand by with

47

JEFFERSON DAVIS.
THE death of Jefferson Davis has re
moved the chief ﬁgure on the Southern
side in the late war.

He was eighty-one
years of age, a Kentuckian by birth, a.

At

by residence.

Mississippian

of twenty he was

at West

graduated

Point, and from that time on showed a
preference

for military

relations.

ery, and was promoted

to a Brigadier

Generalship, although he declined the

In

commission.

1852 he was Secretary

of War in President Polk's cabinet. He
also served in Congress with distinction.

His

career as President of the Confed

eracy
few,

well known to the world. Very

any, other men could have sus

tained a contest so long where
advantages

of his side were

Yet opinions,

South

differ as to the wisdom of measures that
were put into execution byhis command
at

times of

serious emergency.

The puzzling question

is,

a

a

plan.

such

what

to do with that class of male society?

This,

however, would be the case at any time

of crisis in any country, and regarding
any leader. ,The last years of his life
were

spent quietly on an estate in Mis

sissippi

that

had been given him by a

wealthy lady friend, and to the last day
of his life almost his mental vigor was
retained to a remarkable degree, while
his physical state
strong.

appeared

unusually

—-——u>o-.¢-———

THE BOUND OF LIFE.
OVER and over again,

jobs. But another large proportion that
against

great.

as well as North,

No matter which way we turn,

strong protest

the dis
so

We always ﬁnd in the Book of Life

enter

In

the Mexican war he showed great brav

hands in pockets and boss the different

like to work, for various reasons, would

the age

3

As for the at
element in an

the

is

muslin.

tempt of the masculine

if

1890.]

Some lesson we have to learn.
We must take our turn at the mill,

We must grind out the golden grain,
\Ve must \vork'at our task with a resolute will,

Over and over again.

is

Tm; EABS.—S.E.-——ID the books devoted
to physiognomy, some attention
given to
the signs in the shape and quality of ears.
is

Perhaps there
not as much said about the
external organ of hearing as about the eyes,
nose, mouth, etc., because people are not as

is

a

a

is

a

it

much interested in
as they are in those
features which are directly associated with
the face. To one who makes
careful study
of cars, their variety in shape, quality, con
dition, position relative to the head, face,
ctc.,
more and more surprising, and the
signiﬁcance of this variety becomes natur
ally
matter of consideration.
In back
numbers of this magazine articles have been
published on the ear. In the book entitled,
“ New
Physiognomy,”
resume of the fea
tures
given.
Lnuousoss

or rm: Womb—E. J.—The
in philology divide the
languages of the world into twelve classes,
viz.:
Papuan;
Hottentot;
Catfre
or Bantu; 4. Negro;
Australian;
Ma
layo-Polynesian; 7. Turanian or Mongolian;
Arctic;
American; 10. Dravidian; 11.
Nubian;
12.
Mediterranean.
While the
original or primitive types
language may
be said to be comparatively few, the total of
researches

6.

of

9.

8.

5.

3.

2.

1.

latest

It

natures does not exceed 850.

BRAIN Wsionr IN MAN

AND

Worms.—

Queatiom—Docs sex have any inﬂuence upon
the weight of the brain or its quality?
DOUB'I‘FUL.

Answen—We are not aware that sex in
itself has any inﬂuence upon the weight of
the brain. Man, as compared with woman,
larger and heavier, and the proportion of
size and weight
naturally exhibited in his
brain. To be sure M. 0. Bon has found
several cases in which males and females of
the same weight showed a. difference
of
brain weight that was in favor of the
former, but the data are not full enough for
fair analysis, we think. Men of short
stature, below the normal, often have heads
that properly belong to tall, heavy men. So
we meet with women below the average
size who carry large heads.
Often nature
appears to put growth or development into
the head that should have been distributed
elsewhere.
As regards quality of substance,
we are inclined to think that the brain of
woman fully equals that of man
does
not exceed it. If we are warranted in judg
ing from the quality of her general organ
ism, we should be led to ascribe
higher
degree of ﬁneness to brain and nervous
of woman.
Some investigators
system
claim for her
larger proportion, in respect
to size, of gray substance.
the intimate
physical basis of mental expression.
if
it

is

Ws can NOT UNDERTAKE T0 ss'runs UNAVAILABLI
contributions unless the necessary postage
pro
vided by the writers. In ALL cAsEs, persons who
communicate with us through the poet-oﬂlce should,
if they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or
what is better, aprepoid envelope, with their full
address.
Personal and private matters addressed
¢o the Editor in the professional capacity
of a phy
stcian will also receive his early attention.

a

If

WHAT TRADE '1‘0 Lanes—Question.—
Throwing aside organization, what trade
among many would you advise
young
a

ALWAYS write yourfull name and address plain
you use a pseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.

(u.

is

if

a

or "Gsssiuu. Ls-rsnss'r " only WILL
Qum'rzoss
be answered in this department.
But one question
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
pounded,
a correspmident shall expect us to give
him the beneﬁt of an
earl]! consideration.

luny over forty years ago that there were
upward of 3,060 languages and dialects, dis
tributed as follows: In Asia, 987; Europe,
587; Africa, 276; America, 1,214. Authori
ties to-day add 2,500 or more to the number
of Adeluny, so that 6,000 may be said to be
about the total. This, of course, takes into
account differences of speech among peo
ples who occupy different provinces of the
The
same country and are closely skin.
number of languages quite distinct in their

is

ilnrrrspnndents.

languages and dialects spoken extends into
the thousands.
was computed by Ade

a

in.
@ur

in

the

f
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man who is anxious to get on in the world
L. U.

to take up?

Amman—We could scarcelydispense with
organization as a primary requisite. We do
not know how a young man is to get on in
the world, no matter what he takes up, un
less he has some ﬁtness for it by organiza
tion. We might say in general terms that a
trade or business that is absolutely neces
sary to mankind, and therefore permanent,
would be in the line of preference.
Not
withstanding the advantage that such a
trade possesses in itself, we could not assure
success and fortune to him who should take
it up unless he had capacity for understand
We have heard of
ing and prosecuting it.
“a business running itself,“ but must con
fess we never saw in all our experience
with men and affairs any such business.
Some

one

must

be at the helm

to manage

When a business is left to run
A
itself it soon goes into the ground.
young man who wants to get on in the
world should take up something that will
make him independent of others, something
he can run on his own account, and not be
4
subordinated and made a machine of.
and control.

Farm is run Rnuanv

R.
of faith as
The
very essential in medical treatment.
in his
patient who does not feel conﬁdence
medical adviser, and looks upon the pre
scriptions that are left on his table as so
much trash, is not likely to improve. Doubt
or uncertainty is an important obstacle to get‘
ting well, while faith, assurance, and hope
If the medicine
are of incalculable help.
has a grain of application to the case, and
the faith of the sick in the physician is an
bounded, the prospect of recovery is, we
might say, almost certain.
-—Yes,

NEOESSARY.—B.

we regard the element

Ran Noam—J. R.—This rather unhappy
is avoidable in a great majority of
If you will carefully examine your
cases.
habits of eating, and dressing, and living
generally, you will probably ﬁnd several
things that could be improved or dispensed
with, and they will be likely to bear some
Drink
relation to the color of your nose.
ing strong liquors, eating spices and highly
seasoned food are among the causes, and
But there
the more conspicuous causes.
are many people who are troubled in this
respect who are very careful in their diet

49

never touched alcoholic mixtures ; yet
error in dress, the
clothing may be too tight, the feet may not

and

then, there may be some

be warmly clad, the hands,
that of a lady, may not

if

the case be

be sufﬁciently pro

tected in cold weather.
Any cause or habit
that prevents free circulation of the blood
may have something to do with the trouble
at the end of the nose.

__

‘a0

_,__

PERSONAL.

J

Da. AMI-8 Pnasoo'rr Jon'uc, F. R. 8., the
discoverer of the mechanical equivalent of
heat, died at Sale, near Manchester, Eng
land, October 11th. He was the son of a
brewer in Salford. and was born in 1818.
His ﬁrst contribution to scientific literature
was made when he was about twenty years
old, in a paper describing an electromag
netic engine. His great discovery was made
after patient, independent investigation and
experiment, with extremely simple appa
ratus constructed by himself.
He con
of greater carry
structed electro-magnets
ing power than any previously known, and
made other valuable researches
in elec
tricity, physics, etc. He lived mostly in
retirement, where he could pursue his in
vestigations with comfort.
MR. AND Mas. EDMUND Rnssxu. are lec
turing on the principles of art criticism ac
cording to Delsarte, in New York city. As
of the great master of expres
exponents
sion, they are worthy of the interest their
very entertaining and suggestive addresses
awaken wherever heard.
Major Pond has
engaged both Mr. _and Mrs. Russell for a
tour in America.

W
WISDOM.

feature

“ Thou must be true thyself,
If’ thou the truth would teach."

Tue prodigal robs his heir. but the miser
robs himself.
ONE man makes up his accounts
wants.

from his

Another from his assets.

IT

is good in fever and much better in
anger to have the tongue kept clean and
smooth.

Doormsss

are

of use only

as

thev are.
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practiced. Men may go to perdition with
their heads full of truth.
Laavn the mere rude explicit details; ’tis
Speech
but brother's speech we need.
where an accent’s change gives each the
other's souL—Brmrning.
Vnmi'a is no enemy to pleasure; her
proper oﬂlce is to regulate our desires. that
we may enjoy every blessing with modera
tion, and lose them without discontent.

.__—>M———
M IRTH

.

" A little

nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."

IF man is descended from the monkey, the
must be, as the lawyers say, “In
tale.”
descent

A Mann: man was out with a temperance
“ How Goliath was
lecture with the title:
Killed with a Sling."
Gus (patbetically)—How I do suﬂer with
hay fever! I'm almost dead! Jack (heart
lessly)—Never mind. ‘Sneezy death.

A eounruv editor speaks of a contempo
rary as “ so dirty that everytime he goes up
stairs there is a rise in real estate.”
“ So,” said a lady recently to a merchant,
“your pretty daughter has married a rich
“Well,” slowly replied the
husband?"
father, “I believe she has married a rich
man, but I understand he is a very poor
husband."

in all

Smith. 16mo, pp.
H. Kerr & Co.
This

[J an.
238.

Chicago. Charles

of a class of books
to-day, and is the out
come of thought that is responsive to views
frequently expressed by people who claim
to be scientiﬁc or “ agnostic," and who will
not have, or pretend they will not have,
aught to do with any considerations that
concern a future condition of the human
soul, because, forsooth, that is merely a
sentimental
Of course, taking the
idea.
Christian view, heaven or paradise awaits
the believer’s
spirit. We can not say that
such books as this are unnecessary, for their
reasoniugs and suggestions
bring comfort
to many a heart that has somehow or other
gathered doubt, and we are willing that
they should be circulated.
The author is a very earnest thinker,
and it is in the belief that what he has
written will be of service that the book has
been printed and oﬁered to the public. His
own convictions appear to be strong enough
and he expresses them in this fashion:
“Death is but the beginning of ahigher
*
*
* At the close oi’ man’s
life.
he enters upon another,
career
earthly
* "
which may be of a far superior order.
Immortality in ever widening vistas
is an inevitable logical conclusion from a
true idea of God.” The plan of the book
is much like that of “ The Little Pilgrim :"
the writer assumes that he has crossed the
dark river, and ﬁnding himself in new
scenes reports of their nature, the charac
ter and conduct of the people he meets
with, etc. Considered as a story having a
moral stamp, we think that its inﬂuence
would be generally good.
that

is an

example

is increasing

-*-I

In this department we give short reviews of such
Essay
on Munro“.
a
PNEUMATOLOGY;
New BOOKS as publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
Clinical,
and
Physiological,
Therapeutic
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
By John N.
Investigation of the Gases.
with such information as shall enable them to form ‘
Demarquay, Surgeon to the Municipal
an opinion of the desirability of any particular 11)]
Hospital, Paris, etc. Translated, with
umeforpersonal use. ll is our wish to notice the
Notes,
etc., by Samuel S. Wilian, A. M.,
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
M. I).
Illustrated. 8vo, pp. 300. F. A.
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
Davis, Publisher, Philadelphia and Lon
Vl'e can usually
mental and physiological science.
don.
aupplll any of those noticed.

'

Oven THE BORDER, or, Light on the
Normal Life of Man. By Benjamin G.

FROM

The idea of employing oxygen and other
in the treatment of disease is by no
means new, but the idea has been taken up
gases
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in late years and wrought into a systematic
Several physicians of capability
method.
have studied methods and applications care
fully and thoroughly with results that war
in ascribing, to oxygen at least, a
In
place among the remedies of nature.
this work we have a complication of ex
periments
and studies, more especially re
to
the
etfect of oxygen when intro
lating
duced into the system by inhalation or in
rant

us

jection.
The American translator is somewhat en
thusiastic in his advocacy of the oxygen
treatment, and deems it very valuable in
surgery as well as in the ordinary treatment
It is the reviver par e:
of the physician.
cellence according to both the French and
Cases are recited of
the American writer.
shock from accident and surgical operations
in which oxygen produced eﬂ’ects little short
of marvelous, and restored patients to life
when they were apparently on the verge of
Illustrations of the various
dissolution.
apparatus employed in oxygen treatment
are given with much detail. In wasting
diseases, in nerve depression, in consump
tion, in skin troubles. rheumatism, and
other inﬂammatory disorders,we are assured
that oxygen gas will prove a valuable ad
juvant toward recovery or relief.

Lraa

ELEGANTIARUM,‘

A collection of

some

of Vers dc Societe
d’cccasion in the English
and Vera
Edited
Deceased Authors.
by
language,
16mo, pp. 360.
by Frederick Lockyer.
Paper, $1.

of the best

specimens

Vignette
By Owen Meredith.
edition, with one hundred new illustra
12mo,
M. Gregory.
tions, by Frank

LUOILB.

pp. 420.

Two, Tarzan, Form. New illustrations
in colors and in monotint, by Maud Hum
New verses by Helen Gray Cone.
phrey.

0213,

Small quarto, thick ‘paper.

Price $1.

New illustrations.
Bases or rm: NATIONS.
Verses by Edith
Humphrey.
By Maud
M. Thomas. Small quarto. Price $1.50.

“ Ammroa, Mr COUNTRY, ‘Tis or Trina." By
Illustrated. Small
F. Smith.
Samuel
quarto, gilt.

Price $1.50.

GONDOLA AND PALACE.
and selections

P. Yriarbe.

With colored prints,

from the text. By Charles
Quarto. Illuminated cover.
\
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THE CALENDAR or run Snasoss. With fac
similes of water-color designs. By Maud
Price 50 cents.
Humphrey.
The above noted publications are fresh
from the press of Messrs.Frederick A. Stokes
& Brother. 182 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Each is a beautiful specimen of the book
maker’s art, and suitable for holiday uses.
Lyra Elegantiarum is an elaborate com
pilation of pieces in rhyme and meter from
known and unknown authors of the past
four hundred years.
Very pleasant reading
are these pieces, and at the

same time the

book is a welcome addition to the library,
because it contains many specimens of old
to
English writers that are inaccessible
1
most of us.
Of Lucile this new edition is one of ele
gant character; the illustrations are dainty,
and the text clear, on paper of fine texture.
With an appropriate binding one would
have a real edition de have.

“ One, Two, Three, Four,” and “Babes
of the Nations,” are charming picture books
for children ; that with the second title has
a series of little ones in the costumes pe_
culiar to different nationalities. The artist
to show the features and
has endeavored
in most cases, and quite suc
temperament
cessfully; for instance, the Dutch, French,
Spanish, German, and Swedish faces are
striking.
The ﬁttings of “America” are admir
able: it is a charming book. Scenes in
color from all sections of the United States
deck the pages, and render one proud of
his country as he examines them. A ﬁtting
gift from any one to any body.
“ Gondola and Palace ” at once suggests
the romantic island city of Venice- Fac
ﬁnely-colored
similes of well-made and
photographs of such famous structures as
the Doge‘s Palace; the Bridge of Sighs. the
Arsenal, and the Piazza San Marco, are
given, each a picture worthy a frame and a
place on the wall.
Mornan‘s Ponrrouo. A Book for Every
Mother, etc. Illustrated.
Quarto. Pub
lished by Alice B. Stockham & 00.. Chi
cago.

volume this of over 400
pages, and ﬁlled with material of service to
Its
mothers,
and teachers of children.

A

handsome
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are the methods and occupations of
kindergarten, and mingled with the
very interesting sketches of kindergarten
practice are stories that attract children,
and at the same time instruct them in truths
and principles of the most important nature.
Not a little taste has been shown in the se
lection of the larger pictures that adorn the
book, and are enticing to the eyes of older
folk. There are also essays from educators
of authority, and musical compositions ap
propriate to the subject of the volume.
sources

the

J

HAYES,
AMES
Bnsonsan
Rn'rnsnroim
AND Cmzs'rsn
ALAN
Arman GARFIELD,
Aa'rnun. By William O. Stoddard. 12mo,
Frederick A. Stokes &
pp. 105, 96, 72.
Brother, New York.
Another volume is added to the series
of brief biographies of the Presidents, and
this time we have three worthy men includ
ed in one cover. Of Mr. Hayes the writer
of the sketches speaks well, and rightly so.
We have been of opinion and still entertain
the thought that Mr. Hayes's administra
tion was a remarkably clean one. Not a
brilliant man, not anxious to compel atten
tion by some great stroke of policy, he never
theless showed himself an industrious and
faithful executive ; with a good knowledge
of human nature he selected associates
whose records were clean and who surren
dered their portfolios when the time came for
such surrender without a blotch upon their
cabinet record.
Of the unfortunate Garﬁeld the presi
dential record is necessarily short, but we
are given realizing glimpses of his early
life and political career by Mr. Stoddard,
and shown how industry and determination
will promote advancement, avoid the diﬁi
culties and hardships that beset the man
born with no prestige of family or fortune.
Mr. Arthur, coupled by the uncertain
vicissitudes of politics with Gen. Garﬁeld
in the Republican victory of 1880, and so
soon to be clothed with the chief authority
after his associate’s tragic death, receives
scarcely that attention from the writer that
seems to us beﬁtting him, his career in office
being rather brieﬂy reviewed. He was the
gentleman. par excellence, of the trio, and per
haps did more than any President had done
for many years to exemplifyAmcrican capaci
ty for the most reﬁned andlelegant amenities

[Jan.

of oﬁlcial life. For young people, and all, in
not time to spend upon
elaborate volumes, this series of the Presi
dents is well arranged and written.

deed, who have

Manors Bssnroan‘s CLUB. By Joanna H.
Mathews, author of “ Uncle Rutherford’s
Attic," etc.
Illustrated.
New York.
Frederick A. Stokes & Brother.

A pretty story that will interest our girls.
Designed as the first sequel to “ The Bessie
Books," it is written in the manner of those
always nice books to the well-bred girls
that are favored in the well-appointed pri
vate schools of our cities. The club Maggie
formed was composed of kindred spirits
who attended Miss Ashton's school, and its
ambitious aim was to be literary. How
they succeeded is well related and entertain
ing, and the pranks of the mischievous
monkey, and the troubles and heart-burn
ings he caused, incidentally woven in, may
interest even more than the “literary " ef
forts of the club. This is one of the very
few good juvenile stories that we have
seen for some years past
PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
CHRISTMAS BooK‘SunLa—Being
the Christ
mas number of the Publishers’
Weekly.

Franklin

Square,

New York.

Ahandsomely illustrated pamphlet con
taining a very full and varied list of books
suited to the season, and very helpful to the
public.
or Alcohol. on ma
Srsrim, especially as used in

INrLnssos

HUMAN
beer and

wine.
Viewed from a scientific standpoint. by
the eminent Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chicago,
is a contribution of notable value to lem
perance literature.
Published at 10 cents a
copy, in paper, by the Nat. Temp. Society,
New York.

Cososass,
Msnioo-Lao/u.
New York, June 4, 5, 6, and 7, 1889.
Transactions and Banquet, with Officers,
Committees, Members, and Delegates.
8V0, pp. 112.
Published by the Medico
Legal Journal Association. New York.

INTERNATIONAL

Tm: NATIONAL

Tasman/mos.

Tas'ronum's YEAR

ALMANAO

AND

BOOK for 1890.

Contains oﬂlcial statistics bearing on the
liquor traﬂilc, lists of societies, sketches,
illustrations. etc., etc. Price 10 cents. J.
N. Stearns, Agt., New York.
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Paris Exhibition, 1889.

obtained the

only gold medal awarded
solely for toilet SOAP
in competition With ALL
THE WORLD.
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Is widely

in America and Europe, having been
a place in literature
exclusively
HUMAN NJTURE in all its phases, including Phrenology,
ology, etc., together with the “SCIENCE or HEALTH,"
to make it the best publication for general circulation,
known

years,

and

better

physically,

may better
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approval
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to govern and train
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know how
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reading
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N. Y. Trihuu says: “ Few works will better repay
perusal in the family than this rich storehouse of in
struction, which never tails to illustrate the practical
ﬂiilosophy ofhte, withitslivel ex siti0ns,appr0 ri
ate anecdotes, and agreeable
etc esot distinguis ed
individuals."
N. l’. Tim: says: "Tim PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
proves that the increasing years of a periodical is no
reason for its lessening its enterprise or for diminish
lngits abundance of interesting matter. lfalt maga
zines increased in merit as steadily as Tn: Pmumo
more“. JOURNAL, they would deserve in time to show
equal evidences of popularity."

Gn‘m‘an Union says: "It is well known as '\ popu
It teaches men to
lar storehouse for useful thought.
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the highest interest to intell' ent readers, and has the
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advantage of having always
with
the times," but a lift/tin advance. Its popu arity shown
the result of enterprise and brains.”
Sunday-Sch»! Times says: “ A great amount and
variety of useful and and instructive matter ﬁnds in
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W. DAWSON.

THAT is a philosophical face, and a
face that sends us back nearly acentury
from our best comparisons to ﬁnd its like

among the old thinkers of the Scotch
The type is of that strong, ve
school.
racious, dogmatic sort that stands so
prominent in Scottish thinking in the
Brown, Stewart, etc.
days of Kames,
The broad head intimates energy and
action, ability to organize large enter
prises, to enter into details also. We
could easily conceive such a man lay
ing out the plans of an important ex
pedition, and while the object of the
expedition ruled his thought and made
him fully appreciative of its extent he
would enter with earnestness into the
consideration of the details of supply,
the
and be more ready in suggesting
little essentials than most any of those
He
interested withhim in the matter.
recognizes the value of small things,
and aims to be complete and thorough
Hence he is
in what he undertakes.
“
what a woman would call particular, ”
when speaking of that spirit of order
and neatness that is shown by a few
His thinking is broad
housekeepers.
in its applications, and also of critical
He likes close thinking and
nicety.
Talkers
well marked discriminations.
and writers who mix their points and
illustrations, who run oﬂ“ on side issues
apparrently forgetting the leading topic
of their discussion, fare badly at his

Triﬂing lapses and inconsist—
hands.
encies are detected promptly by his
keen eye, and if worth while turned to
advantage on his side. He has power
of language that indicates itself, we
think, more in the clearness and ful
ness of the writer than in the ﬂuency of
He speaks and writes to
the speaker.
be understood not merely to be heard,
and so does not seek occasions for talk
ing unless he has something to tell that
has a useful bearing upon some ques
tion of interest. He is a man of econo

mics and does not believe in wasting
At
time or brain in trifling objects.
the same time he should be known for
breadth of sympathy and sterling kind
ness—which
are manifested in most
cases
without anybody’s
prompting,
and in his own manner.
Principal Dawson, as he is called up
in Canada, is a gentleman whose schol
arship has given him fame in the world

of science. He was born at Pictou, Nova
Scotia, in October, 1820, probably, it
his physiognomy does not lead us to
mistake, of Scottish parentage.
Hav
ing studied at the schools of Pictou, he
was sent to Edinburgh where he took
up a course of study in the old Universi
ty. Returning home he applied himself
with much zeal to the study of natural
history and geology making Nova Sco
tia and New Brunswick his ﬁelds.
In
1855, he published
a work embracing
the results of his study which is entitled
“Acadian
Geology ”—and which at
once took a leading rank among scien
tiﬁc books.
Other works followed at
intervals, interspersed with numerous
contributions to scientiﬁc periodicals.
At the meeting of the Geological Socie
ty of London, in 1881, Sir (then Mr.)
W. W. Smyth remarked that when he
referred to Sir J. W. Dawson's pub
lished‘papers he found that they num
bered nearly 120, and they give the re
sults of most extensive and valuable re
searches in various departments of geol
ogy, but more especially upon the Pal
aeontology of the Devonian and Carbon
iferous formations of Northern Ameri
ca. In 1850, Mr. Dawson was appoint
ed Superintendent of Education for No
va Scotia, and in 1855 he became Prin
cipal of the great McGill University at
Montreal, where he still remains, and of
which seat of learning he is also Vice
Chancellor.
In 1854 he was elected a Fellow of the
Geological Society of London, and of
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He is a
the Royal Society in 1862.
and in
Master of Arts of Edinburgh,
1884 he was granted the degree of LL.D.
by McGill. In 1881 he was the honored
recipient of the Lyell medal for his em
inent work and discoveries in geology.
In this year also he was created 8. Com—
panion of the Order of St. Michael and
was selected by the then
Governor-General of the Dominion, the
Marquis of Lorne, to be the ﬁrst Presi
St. George

;

dent of the newly organized Royal So
ciety of Canada,and was also President of
the American Association for the ad
In
vancement of Science in 1881-2,
1884 he was Knighted by her Majesty.
In 1886 he presided at Birmingham over
the meeting of the British Association,
of which he is now one of the Vice—
He is also Fellow of the
Presidents.
Royal and Geological Societies of Lon
don, honorary Fellow of the Geological
Society of Edinburgh, and of the Liver
pool Geological Association, and hon
orary member of the Philosophical So
cieties of Liverpool, Glasgow, Manches
ter and Leeds.
The following are among the princi

J.

W. Daw
pal published works of Sir
1855
;
son: Acadian Geology,
Egypt
and Syria, 2nd ed., 1887; Fossil men
and their modern representatives; 3rd
ed., 1888; Handbook of Zoology, 1886,
2nd ed., 1888; Modern science in Bi—
ble lands, 1888; Origin of the world,
5th ed., 1888.
Principal Dawson,is one of the stronger
supporters of Christianity and his scien

inquiries and publications have
champion as
made him a recognized
against the extreme evolutionists.

tiﬁc

SARAH ORNE JEWETT.

IN this era of novel writing and
novel reading—which is the bigger craze
may need some thought to determine~
itis pleasant to be able to indicate aliv
ing writer here and there whose stories
have a. healthful inﬂuence, and are not
to be reckoned among the riﬁ'raﬂ' of
preposterous sensation that loads the

55

bookseller's counters.
While it mustbe
said that some of the most useless writ
ers of ﬁction are women, it is due to
the sex to say, that some of the most
useful are women, and their work in
great part seems to be an attempt to off
set the moral damage
done by their
reckless sisters, to the reading sentiment
of the public. Such a tone of face as
that in the portrait of Miss ewett could

J

not be interpreted as belonging to that
quality of mind that is ready to barter
talent and aspiration for “so much a
volume "—to write cheap, ﬂashy, low
underlined, machine tales that will sell
—because the uneducated masses want
them.
There is kindness and humor, spirit
and pride in those features ; there
is evidence of the enjoyment of success,
but we read her mistakenly if she would
glory in the success of a book that did

not contain the expressions of a true
and earnest motive, that carried in its
elaboration of incident and detail of
character, lessons of value, and in its
denouement
a golden
truth clearly
cut and practically useful.
There is
much of the old New England charac
ter in that face. and it must needs come
out in the manner and the doing of the
The earnest, sincere, conscien
lady.
tious habit of viewing affairs that belongs
to that character rendered her early ma
ture and gave her rank in the commun
ity. She could always enjoy with a
hearty zest the merry and jolly sides
where coarseness and impurity were
not allowed place, forher mind loves
the healthful reactions of pleasure, and
would escape awhile from the restraints
of that grave, prosaic routine that an
earnest woman natually enters.
Into
her books, Miss ewett has written her
self as very few writers of the day have
written themselves,
because so few
deal with such true and personal
histo

J

ries as she does. and are so sincere in
expression.
Miss ewett was born in South Ber

J

wick, Maine,

a

manufacturing

village
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near the coast.
dore

H. Jewett,

Her father, Dr. Theo
a physician of wide

reputation and practice, died several
years ago, leaving a widow and two
daughters, who still reside in the pleas
Aside from his
ant family mansion.
professional
possessed

acquirements,
and

historical

Dr. Jewett
antiquarian

JOURNAL

[Feb.

as'they drove along the road he recounted
to her fragments of family history, an
ecdotes and observations gathered dur
Miss
ing his long medical experience.
Jewett thus amassed a fund of infor
mation from which many of those in
and those
imitable character-sketches
equally admirable reproductions of sea

SARAH ORNE JEWE'I'I‘

tastes, the natural outgrowth, perhaps,
of a. residence in one of the most inter

estlng neighborhoods in New England,
where almost every foot of ground has
its history or its tradition.
His daugh
ter, to some extent, no doubt, inherited
these tastes.
She often accompanied
her father on his professional round, and

and shore in and about York, Kittery,
and Berwick have been drawn. No
one who reads Miss ewett’s stories can
fail to perceive how strongly these sur

J

roundin gs impressed themselves uponher
own character.
To a spiritual and im
aginative nature, the grandeur and mys
tery of the sea furnishes an inexhausti

AND
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ble theme. The emotions it awakens
are clear and unmistakable. Yet she
is always simple, natural, and unaffect
ed.
The tens of thousands who go to
the New England coast for a summer's
vacation see it all again in her stories.

Every well known head-land, clump of
pines, or heap of rocks in the offing,
is
to her a personal friend.
Miss Jewett also ﬁnds much inspira
tion in the habitations of a former gen
eration and the tales they have to tell.
Sometimes it is a humble roof, but
that life is everywhere

story reveals

the
the

same.
The simple annals of the poor
are touchingly narrated.
Sometimes it
is a decayed colonial mansion and a
sad story.
And what is so saddening as
the ruin of a family that has seen better
days? Sometimes it isa mere wreck with
a poor half-crazed creature clinging to it.
Miss
ewett sees in old houses so

J
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talk naturally and not a bit by the
book.
We at once recognize in them
old acquaintances.
ewett varies
Miss.
occasionally the writing of short stor

J

ies, so evidently her true vein of liter
ary success, with poetical co :nposition.
In this ﬁeld she has already written and
printed what would make a small vol
urne if collected.
Her poetry breathes
a strong religious feeling, usually calm
and contemplative, rather than brilliant
or passionate.
Miss ewett began writing for publi
cation when nineteen.
She is now
about forty, with a future of undoubted
Besides the vol
promise before her.
stories she has
umes of her collected
been a frequent contributor to the lead
ing periodicals.
She enjoys an un
questioned popularity with a multitude
of readers who have become acquainted
with her chiefly through the pages of
the Atlantic Monthly, in which most of
her stories have appeared.
We need
hardly say that out-of'door life is with
her a passion.
Expert with the oar, an
accomplished horsewoman, it is her de
light to live in close companionship with

J

many mysterious conductors into the
past, so many monuments to the lives
and fortunes of their occupants.
A
keen sense of humor is also characteris
tic of this author. Her humor has a
healthy and contagious quality denoting
appreciative discernment and feeling for nature.
all sides of character.
Even while as
Of her books the following have ob
sisting at a country funeral we ﬁnd the tained a wide recognition among those
odd sayings and doings of the mourners who read thoughtfully and not merely
sometimes too much for that decorous
to gratify in semi~drowse an idle hour:
gravity suitable to the occasion.
But “ Deephaven, " “ Country By-Ways, "
“ A Country Doctor, ” “ A Marsh-Is
this is in no irreverent spirit. It is simp
ly a genuine touch of human nature.
land,” “ Old Friends and New. ”
Her people are all very life-like.
EDITOR.
They
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HAPPINESS.

AN lives in

the future and the
Unconscious of the bright
days he could enjoy in the Eden which
is his, he forever yearns for a more
convenient home, and a better age.
Men have been led into error because
past.

they so often failed to apprehend the
Life has
duty and meaning of life.
been likened to a multitude hurrying in
one door to take a feast, and then rapid

ly disappearing at another

;

or to a jour

ney which wise men make with great
alacrity.
Happiness depends as much upon
inner, as upon outer conditions.
The
dream of a happy future where we can
eat and sleep all day long, where there
are no clothes or dishes to wash, where
babies do not cry, where Italian organ
grinders will have a good time all to
themselves, where newspaper men al
ways tell the truth, and where milkmen

THE PHRENOLOGICAL

this fact, that happiness is the
Not only are all our or
gans and faculties madeto afford us pleas
ure in use, but to lead us to the ultimate
accepting

very end of life.

it,

consideration that, God aslove, wills
that we shall be happy.
Phrenology
has this divine mission, in the earth,
to so impress men with the signiﬁcance
of the philosophy of optimism, which
Professor Fowler, and his able contin
gency have maintained, is the only re—
liable cultus in life, that they will look
forth to the day, when truly God will
dry all tears from human eyes, and
when sorrows will be no more.
It is
without
a question
the
sublimest
argument of the school of transcendental
ists, such as Emerson and Olcott repre
sent, as well as the fundamental tenet
of phrenologists, as I take
that“ there
nothing good or bad, but thinking
makes
so
that love
the means to
the end of life and
pleasure, which
that evil, (which as generally appre
hended
not amisnomer), in reality
but the law of the universe, driving
home that old saw of Pope that “what
ever
If theobject of our
right”.
being
happiness, we shall miss no
thing by a wise discrimination as to What
actions or conduct ,will afford us the
maximum of pleasure, with the mini
mum of pain, and
will be our study
so to shape our lives;
that we may
keep in the path of the least resistance,

is

is

is

”;

it

,

is

it

world. Little Cinderella at the fire-side
and poor Bessie listening to the song
and romance of the tea-kettle, are the
miniature portraits of the great world
piling in the air unsubstantial dreams.
Maude Muller and the Judge are real
seen in the harvest ﬁelds
characters
of New England, and in the drawing
rooms of Boston and New York. The
one with no greater emotion or intensi
tv of will longs for the wayside wells
or closes his eyes on his garnished room,
dream
of meadows and clover
to
the other, sitting in the
blooms, as
kitchen sees in a reverie, the Judge
“ gazing at her with timid grace", the
tallow candle transforming itself into
an astral, and the narrow, damp walls
stretching away into stately halls.
These are some of the stern realties
which oftentimes dim the brightness
of the spirit, and cause men to drift out
into the dangerous oceans of human
activity. We muse upon the ghosts of
past possibilities and hopes, undervalue
and allow our
present opportunities,
selves to trample underfoot the ﬂowers
which blossom by the wayside. To
a great degree we look to the evanes
cent thlngs of the universe for reliable
Whenever I read the beau
happiness.
tiful poem of “Mignon Regretting Her
Native Land ”, by Goethe, I feel a sym
pathv for that sweet spirit who was so
lonely, amid the population and palaces
of great cities.
How lonely is a lone

is

banks of the river Tiber, yellow with
the dust of other ages, or mingle with
the ruins of the Forum and Coliseum.
The circling steam sluggishly ﬂoating
away on the air carries with it the
of a saddened
dreams and reveries

[Feb.

some heart, in stately chambers, and
sculptured halls! Nature has so organ
ized man that he loses the pleasure of
what might be called his speciﬁc gravity
with the universe, the moment he
places himself, amid what seem to be
unfavorable conditions. Human life
is a zoological plant. as Professor Fowler
usedto say, that needs the proper sur
roundings and conditions for growth
And hence our need
and happiness.
of interest in whatever seeks to amelior
ate human life, and tends to make man
kind happy.
Although I believe that
or
a great many are “unfortunately
ganized " yet, have no hesitancy in

is is

do not skim the milk on the top, and
then turn it over and skim it on thebot
tom.
We long to go to Europe to see
the sights, to visit the art galleries
stand upon the bridge of Sighs which
Byron spoke of, or the leaning tower
of Pisa which Mark Twain fancied he
was going to upset, tread the streets of
romantic Venice, wander along the
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forever gravitating toward the eternal
love of God. We will accept virtue,
honesty, truth, benevolence, charity,
duty, not as ends good in themselves,
but rat-her as means good

in their

OF HEAL TE
And our joy will

come and never depart

in love with the universe,
losing ourselves in God to find ourselves
as we become

in

bliss.

J.

ends.

——-—M——

VARIETY IN EXPRESSION
Two people, with similar faces and
will often have similar tastes,
temperaments, talents, and with certain
striking resemblances of head and face
will surely have striking resemblances
We go from the
of gifts and character.
Our steps are
. probables to the sureties.
simpler and surer
easier, gradations
when we go in the line of families,
where children, resembling either par
ent, particularly in some striking fea
ture perhaps very peculiar or prominent,
do resemble that parent; often in voice,
movement, step, and manner there is
always a similiarity of character modi
ﬁed or toned, aggravated or improved
by a new training, surroundings or cul
ture, buta chip of the old block still in the
granite doggedness of some imperious
father, or the gentle grace of some noble
Do we not see it here, there,
mother.
everywhere ‘l Does not everybody re
cognize it in Greenland or Jericho, in
Paris or Africa, in Maine or Georgia?
The boy has the father’s aggressive nose,
and the boy is aggressive as his father
“Always kicking up some row,
was.
stirring up some rumpus, getting every
body at loggerheads, bringing out every
body’s ill feeling.” I once knew a prin
cipal of a boarding school with one of
I never knew a woman
these noses.
better ﬁtted to bring out the belligerent
in others. She said, when a girl, it was
her greatest delight to walk around her
father’s large garden with a long stick,
“touching up those queer green bugs,”
and making them bring out their horns,
and it seemed to us girls, as she told us
of her enthusiasm in this pursuit, that
she had been going around the world
ever since touching up everybody’s

C. F. GRUMBINE.
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horns; if there were the least vestige of
a horn, she would try to touch it up.
“There is something in noses, no mis
take,” said a bright, uneducated man to
“ I allays keep clear of a man
me once ;
with that kind of poketty, peeketty fol
low-up-everybody-nose. I don’t like to
of it in meetin’, or walk
set alongside
the street with a man that owns it ; he’d
make a saint swear in a week.
I’m not
sure about ears and mouth," he said,
“ but you can’t fool me with that sort
of
a nose.
I don’t care if it belongs to a

AGGRESSIVE NOSE.

deacon or

parson."

So we

go

from

possibilities to perhapses, from probabili
ties to certainties, and having always
found that sort of man with that style
of nose, we have one fact at least to
start from.

The illustrious German thinker, Her

der, was born the same year as Lavater,
and died two years after him. His love
for humanity was intense, pure, passion
“ No writer," says Lavater, “ who
ate.
physiognomy seems to
has mentioned
me so profound, so exact, so clear, so

THE PHRENOLOGIC'AL JO URNAL

it,

and soul.
Ican conceive no spectator
to whom the forehead can appear unin
Here all the graces revel, or
teresting.
all the Cyclops thunderl Nature has
left it bare that, by
the countenance

may

be enlightened

or darkened.

At

its

[Feb

lowest extremities thought appears to be
changed into act. 'The mind here collects
the powers of resistance.
Here reside
the cornua addita pauperi.
Here

;

headlong obstinacy and wise persever
ance take up their ﬁxed abode.
“ Beneath the forehead are its beau
teous conﬁnes, the eyebrows a rainbow

is

I

of promise, when benignant; and the
bent bow of discord, when enraged;
alike descriptive in each case of interior
know not anything which
feeling.
can give more pleasure to an accurate
observer than a distinct and perfectly
arched eyebrow.
The nose imparts
solidity and unity to the whole counte
nance.
It the mountain that shelters
the fair vales beneath. How descriptive
of mind and character are its various
parts the insertion, the ridge, the carti
lage, the nostrils, through which life

is

;

inhaled.

“The eyes, considered only as a tangi
ble object, are, by their form, the win
dows of the soul, the fountains of light
and life. More feeling would discover
that their size and globular shape are

is

not unmeaning. The eye bone, whether
gradually sunken, or boldly prominent,
equally
worthy of attention,“ as‘ like
wise are the temples, whether hollow or
That region of the face which
smooth.
includes the eyebrows, eye, and nose,
also includes the chief signs of soul;
will or mind in action.
that
The

if

occult, the noble, the sublime sense of
hearing nature has placed sideways, and
half concealed. Man ought not to listen
entirely from motives of complaisance

it

is

to others, but of information to him
self; and, however perfect this organ
devoid of or
of sensation may be,
nament, or delicacy
depth and expan
sion, such are its ornaments.
now come to the inferior part of
the face, on which nature bestowed a
mask for the male; and, in my opinion,
;

great; I had almost said so sacred, as
Herder,” and these passages from his
“ Plastick ” nearly contain the system of
physiognomy in a nutshell.
“ Where is the hand that shall
grasp
that which resides beneath the skull of
man 7 Who shall approach the surface
of that now tranquil, now tempestuous
abyss l Like as the Deity has ever been
adored in sacred groves, so is the Leb
anon the Olympus of man, that seat of
the secret power of the Divinity, over
shadowed ! We shudder at contemplat
ing the powers contained in so small a.
circumference,
by which a world may
be enlightened,
or a world destroyed.
those two inlets
of soul,
Through
the eye-Hid the ear, howl wonderful
are the worlds of light and sound, the
words and images that ﬁnd entrancel
How signiﬁcant are the descending
locks that shade this mountain, the seat
of the godsl their luxuriance, their
partition, their intermingling l"
“ The head is elevated upon the neck,
Olympus resting upon an eminence in
which are united freedom and strength,
compression and elasticity, description
of the present and the future. The
neck it is that expressses, not what man
was originally, but what he is by habit
or accident become; whether erect in
defence of freedom, stretched forth and
curved in token of patient suffering,
rising a Herculean pillar of fortitude,
or sinking buneath the shoulders, the
image of degradation ; still it is incon
testably expressive of character, action,
and truth. Let us proceed to the coun
tenance, in which shine forth mind and
divinity.
“ On the front
appear light and gloom,
joy and anxiety, stupidity, ignorance,
and vice. On this brazen table are deep
ly engraved every combination of sense

is,
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Here are displayed
not without reason.
marks
of
those
sensuality, which ought
to be hidden.
All know how much the
upper lip betokens the sensations of taste;

desire, appetite, and the enjoyments of
love; how much it is curved by pride

and anger, drawn thin by cunning,
smoothed by benevolence, made ﬂaccid
by eﬁ'eminacy; how love and desire,
sighs and kisses, cling to it by indescrib—
able traits.
The under lip is little more
than its supporter, the rosy cushion on
which the crown of majesty reposes. If
the parts of any two bodies can be pro
nounced to be exactly adapted to each
other, such are the lips of man when
the mouth is closed.
necessary

to ob

AN

is

I

it

is

“ The chin
formed by the upper lip,
and. the termination of the jaw-bones.
the
If may speak ﬁguratively,
picture of sensuality in man, according
more or less ﬂexible, smooth, or
as
is

to be dreaded."

Lavater says: “ How does the present
though concealed Deity speak in the
human countenance with a. thousand
tongues! How'does He reveal himself
by an eternal variety of impulse, emo

STHETIC BROW

serve the arrangement of the teeth, and
the circular conformation of the cheeks
The chaste and delicate mouth is, per
haps, one of the ﬁrst eommendations to
be met with in the common intercourse
of life. Words are the pictures of the
mind. We judge of the host by the
portal. He holds the flagon of truth,
of love, and endearing friendship.

it

carbuncled; it discovers what its rank
The chin forms
is among 1118 fellows.
the oval of the countenance ; and when,
as in the antique statues of the Greeks,
it is neither pointed nor indented, but,
smooth, and gradually diminishes, it is
then the key-stone of the superstructure.
A deformity in the chin indeed, much

tion, and action, as in a magical mir
ror
Is there not something inconceiv
ably celestial in the eye of man, the
combination of his features, in his ele
vated mien? What elegance, propriety,
and symmetry through all the forms of
the human body—unity in variety, vari
ety in unity! How imperceptible, how
inﬁnite the gradations that constitute
this beauteous whole
In the image of
God created He him.
And there he
stands in all his divinity, the likeness 0.
God, the type of God and nature, the
compendium of all action, of the power
I

is exceedingly
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and energy of the Creator!
All your There is no window, door, gateway, to
“ We
heroes and deities, whatever their or
the mind but through the body.
igin, form, or symbolic qualities, the might as well try by sitting down beside
most perfect ideal angel that Plato or an Alpine mountain, gazing at its rocks,
Winkelmann ever could imagine, or avalanches, and ice-covered peaks, to
gain a perfect knowledge of the God of
thatQthe waving lines 'of Apelles or Ra
phael could portray, the Venus Anady
nature, as expect to read human charac
omene and Apollo, to man these are far ter from the head alone.
Just as God
These with him compared are lives in universal nature the mind is
unequal.
disproportionate as shadows lengthened
diffused through the whole body.
We
by'_the settingfsun.
In vain would art judge of the mind not by one particular

THORWALDSEN.

tion."
is

All that art has ever done, that art
can ever do,
to copy closest and best
the more perfect forms of real ‘,men.

part of the body, but by all. As in
nature so in man, the point of union

is

is

is

between nature and its Creator, there
called the law of correspond
what
“ As the dial
to the clock so
ences."
On
are
the human face to man.
written not only his mental powers, his
moral strength or weakness, but also his
physical capacities, powers, weakness,

it

is

ists and poets collect visible riches and
Man, ‘the
powers of luxuriant nature.
image of God, the essence of creation,
exuberant in the principles of motion
and intelligence, formed according to
the council of the Godhead, ever must
remain the standard of ideal perfec

and predisposition to health or disease.”
Says Lavater:

“Intellectual

life or

1890.]
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the power of the understanding and the
mind make themselves most apparent in
the circumference and form of the solid
parts of the head, especially the fore
head, but intellectual life, or the powers

of the understanding and mind, will
discover themselves also to an attentive
and accurate eye in every part and point
of the human body by the congeniality
and harmony of the different parts."

A MKLODIUL'S BAR.

"The same vital powers that make
the heart beat give motion to the ﬁngers.
That which roofs the skull arches the
ﬁnger nail. The ﬁnger of one body is
not adapted to the hand of another;
each part of an organized being is an
The blood in the
image of the whole.
extremity of the ﬁnger has the charac
The same
ter of the blood in the heart.
congeniality is found in the nerves, in
the bones. As from the length of the
smallest joint of the ﬁnger the propor
tion of the whole, the length and breadth
of the body may be found, so also the
form of the whole from the form of
When the head is
each single part.
long, all is long or round; when the
head is round or square, then it is
The human body is a plant,
square.
each part of which has the character of
the stem. ‘One and the same spirit is
stature, com
manifest in all—form,
plexion, hair, skin, veins, nerves, bones,
voice, walk, manner, style, passion,
A man of fashion has
love, hatred.
told me that at a masquerade, with only
the aid of an artiﬁcial nose, he entirely
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concealed himself from the knowledge
of all his acquaintance.
So much does
Nature reject what does not appertain
to herself."
One of the greatest of
modern physiognomists carries out the
idea of Lavater in these words: “It is
not within the power of any individual
to do or perform anything which does
not already exist and reside in his or
A man need not attempt
ganization.
to become a good carpenter or architect
if he is not himself constructed on the
mechanical principle, with square form
and provided with large bones; he will
not deal well with square objects or
things, with angles and straight lines.
He would utterly fail in any attempt to
expend his energies in an architectural
or mechanical direction.
If a man
would do and judge well of round work,
he must himself be built on the round
If a man
plan of human architecture.
has little color in his organization, thou
sands of pounds may be vainly spent in
Color is
trying to teach him to paint.
shown sometimes by a decided color of
the eyes, skin, and hair.
It is also
shown in the arching of the center of
the eyebrows, as seen in the face of

DULL EAR.

Guido Reni. Persons that are color
blind almost always have a depression
of the eyebrows at the center. This
central arching of the eyebrows is often
an inherited feature, transmitted from
ancestors who have cultivated their
sense of color in diﬂierent trades or pro—
fessions.
You see it in poets of vivid
imagination, as in the pictures of Long

fellow;

his

eyes were

cerulean

blue,
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eyebrow,

increased,

perhaps,

by

the

is

therefore

muscle

is

is

raising of the lid and brow constantly,

musician should have both ears alike.
round, vthin, and standing well out from
the head. Musical ears are generally
red, because the vibratory motion with
which they so readily respond to the
waves of sound draws the blood to the
surface of the organ.
All roundeared
animals love music, while long eared
animals are indifferent to or dislike it.
mainly instru
The muscular system
in producing sound, as the
mental
larynx, where sound
originated in the
human voice,
composed of muscles
and ligaments; the bones have no part
in producing sound. One element of
its waved or curved motion,
sound
is

and his face had a ﬂesh tint con
spicuously bright and beautiful. You
see this central arching of the eyebrows
in the faces of artists whose paintings
are rich in color.
A Boston artist, fa
mous for his glowing sunsets and strik
ing marine views, has this contour; so
has a Brooklyn artist I know, who has
a life-coloring in her pictures ; she likes
a trace of color in everything dull and
dark in life. You see in her face the
roundness and size of the muscles of the
eye and its orbit, and the arching of the
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SIR WALTER SCOTT.

as all artists do in their work. An eye
comprehending a long range, and tak
ing in everything beautiful at a glance,
will be found invariably to stand out
from its socket, thus turning conven

it

iently within a great visual range. Many
musicians have round ears, round noses,
The
round, muscular bodies.
and
round or rounding ear set out from the
head asserts more of the passing musical
waves, and conveys them with more
force to the tympanum or drum of the
also conduces to musical
ear, and
Flat ears are unmusical
judgment.
A good
and generally dull of hearing.

1

is

',

is

giving forth and receiving of sound.
Men built on the tall, slim plan are agile
and
Lavater calls this
sprightly.
strength of tall, slim persons elastic
General Washington was
strength.
built on this plan. It said that he was
an excellent runner, and could jump
So
twenty-two feet at a single bound.
there was no more industrious, quick
motioned man in the American army
than General Sherman, tall and slim
and so
Weston constituted, well
known as America’s rapid walker, walk
ing 112 miles in less than 24 consecutive
hours.
Animals and men with long, slim,
pointed noses are formed on the active
plan in every department of their na
ture and bodily build. Animals and
men of similar conditions have similar
qualities; those on the broad plan are
strong, on the long and narrow build
The best men often remind
are agile.
can see in
us of some noble animal.
the face of Sir Walter Scott a striking
resemblance to a noble Newfoundland
dog. This noble man and the noble
animal have alike a great memory, sa
gacity, patience, and forbearance, strong
affection and great endurance; one so
long stemming the tide of misfortune to
save his name and home, and the other
the overwhelming
so often stemming
waves to save some struggling child.

1,890.]
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Each frequently repeated change of
form and state of the countenance,
says Lavater, impresses at length a du
rable trait on the soft and ﬂexible parts
of the face. The stronger the change
and oftener repeated, the stronger, deep
er, more indelible is the trait. The like
is made in youth on the
impression
An agreeable change by
bony parts.
constant repetition makes an impression
on and adds a feature of durable beauty
to the countenance.

A disagreeable change by constant
repetition makes an impression on and
adds a feature of durable deformity to
the countenance.
A number of such
beautiful changes, when combined, if
not counteracted, impart beauty to the
face, and many deformed changes im

part deformity.
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are like a highly polished stove, with
but
elaborate nickel ornamentations,
no ﬁre in it on a cold December day.
We all keep a directory of faces in our
hearts, we know where to ﬁnd our com
forters, tormenters, or helpers.
One
may inherit regular features or fair com
plexion, but by bad associations or disa
greeable habits of thought may grow to
One with the
be hideous in our eyes.
plainest features may have so cherished
and loved noble thoughts that the face
to us may be lovely and attractive. How
precious these handsome homely people
are! They fascinate us like sunshine
on a rugged mountain cliff. On one of
these soul-illumined faces a. child will
look steadfastly and with pleasure, and

Morally beautiful states

of the mind impart beautiful impressions;
these, if incessantly repeated, stamp du

rable expressions of beauty on the coun
tenance. The whole countenance, when
impassioned, is a harmonized combined

of the present state of mind.
Frequently repeated states of the mind
give durable traits of deformity or
beauty impressed upon every part of the
expression

countenance.
The true beauty and deformity of the
countenance is in a just and determinate
proportion to the moral beauty and de
formity of the man.
The morally best the most beautiful.
The morally worst the most deformed.
There are lines of beauty of soul in
the face that are more excellent, more
expressive, more noble, than those which
are more corporeal. How often we hear,
“She is a handsome woman, but her
“ Peo
face is very disagreeable to me.”
ple call him an ordinary man, but he
grows handsomer to me every day.”
On a dark brown background what
beautiful ﬂowers Nature paints. So on

a plain face how the soul blossoms forth,
sparkling with thought's dew-drops i
There are pink and white faces with
china doll blue eyes, but no soul illum
ining them, and we tire of them. They

turn away and violentl}7 begin to cry,
when one of these fair and more regular
faces without the soul enkindling, tries
with blandest smiles and softest tones to
win its answering smiles.

A baby is often a good physiognomist.
have seen a baby of three months look
with as much rapt enthusiasm at a

I

bunch of pinks held before it as ever
painter
gazed_;at an Italian sunset,
its whole little frame thrilled with en

thusiasm, swaying backward and forth,
and its eyes dilating with wonder and

admiration.
A gorgeous sunﬂower
could not gainithe child's heart and eye
as these dainty, delicate, rose colored
pinks. Faces with soul in them are
like ﬂowers with perfume.
“How
grand was Lincoln's plain face with
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goodness, beautiful with tranquillity the
countenance of Washington, majestic
with Titanic strength the face of Web

ster." Who that ever saw Longfellow
in his own home could help seeing in
the sincerity and humility of his face
the humility and nobility of his nature?
His face was a positive index of his
character, its rugged lines showing great

JOURNAL

ﬁrmness

and intelligence.
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His

was a

soul

shining through a face
“glowing with a beautiful carnation
more suggestive of youth than old age."
How often have we seen the faces we
love best at our own ﬁreside, faces
grow suddenly beautiful when glowing
with some noble thought or tender
LYDIA M. MILLARD.
emotion.
poet’s

‘N

THE PSYCHIC SENSES.
" The outward doth from the inward roll,

now, in the midst of trial and discipline.
There is a material, and there is a spir
HE physical senses are not the limit itual, magnetic, or nerve-projected body
of the universe around us, but which occupies the material body dur
ing life. and gives it all the sensation
they are the limit of our animal life.
and life which it has. The dissolution
We live strongly possessed by the il
lusion that our visible world and bodies of these two bodies we call death.
The fundamental laws of the two worlds,
are the great essentials ; the most im
portant matter in the universe and life. spiritual and material,are united in man;
Through the grosser, visible elements of and can onlybe studied in him and by
our organisms we are brought into con— him ; since he alone possesses the proper
ties of both. Recognizingthe fact that we
scious relation with the grosser elements
and powers of the world about us. But live now in the internal, and also in the
what of the unseen elements and forces? external, as the starting point of physi
Science already assures us that we even cal and psychic philosophy, and you are
in the focal point of light. A number of
now possess an embodiment of ethereal,
facts in the history of mankind demon
unseen matter; that by far the greater
strate the existence of powers in the
part of our bodily organism is consti—
Thus we human mind, which transcend the or
tuted of this invisible matter.
and dinary processes of sensation, percep
organs
developing
are growing and
those
grosser
tion, and reasoning. There are psychic
arodnd
and
senses within
use.
consciously
senses that are reached partially through
and
we
know
ones that
or—
our
of
or
the
These senses in
body
physical senses.
part
invisible
This
our
to
grosser
intuition,
clude
related
clairvoyance,
clairau
is
ganism
dience, prevoyance, and the psychome
seen body and life, much as the insect
form within the chrysalis is related to tric faculty, which are latent in every
Remember.
soul, and become manifest in proportion
the old, dying pupa case.
The ex
then, that while we consciously live in to the spiritual development.
istence of such powers has been demon
and through the visible forms we wear,
stated more clearly and made more fa
we are unconsciously. growing and de
veloping organs and senses in a more miliar by the experiments of mag
ethereal form, that rest upon and folds netizers, which have proved the exist
ence of clairvoyance,
about our visible one, even here build—
clairaudience,
and mental or magnetic
prevoyance,
ing up a more perfect organism for high
Every human soul has sympathy, as powers common to the
er existence.
possibilities within it for unfolding, and human race in the somnambulic state.
All mental action comes through ner
we are to measure every man and W0
vous action, and all mental operations
man by what they are capable of doing.
We are living in two spheres here and are physically conditioned.
Lucidity is
And the inward dwells in the inmost soul.“
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no gift, but a universal possibility of
race. It is latent, or still mind
Clairvoyance is an art like any
power.
the

other, its elements exist. but to be useful
Clairvoyance is a
must be systemized.
term employed to express various de
grees and modes of perception by which
we know facts, things, etc., without the
use of the ordinary avenues of sense.
Psychometry is a nervous sensitiveness,

whereby the subject comes in magnetic
contact with the peculiar material, ema
nations, or sphere, given off from every
person or object in existence. Intuition
percep
is the effortless, instantaneous
tion of facts and results ; the difference
between these faculties is that the ﬁrst
feels, and the third
sees, the second

knows instantly.
We have no consciousness of how we
think in relation to the brain, or of the
circulation of the blood, or of digestion,
or any other mechanical acticn of any
physical function. We are still in foetal
life in regard to how we do these things ;
it is simply instinct. Life is the me
chanical action of the soul on matter.
The brain is the center of man, both
psychical and physiological. The soul
acts through the brain, giving mind or
intellect, and through that on the body.
The brain is the instrument of the
mind, through which it acts on other
minds, and reveals their presence to our
The body is the
senses and reason.
soul's instrument of action on external
nature.

The soul is an entity, which possesses
Its at
an inﬁnite capacity to receive.
are perception, sensation, and
passion, and it exists not without them.
The soul is a relativity of the attributes
Magnetism is also
of consciousness.
one of the unseen forces of nature. All
being is the basis of phenomena, and its
qualities and attributes are inﬁnite. Un
foldment is the power expressed by the
action in differentiation of motion in the
molecules of the brain, ever changing,
tributes

The mysterious,
progressing.
which is continally taking place around

ever

6?’

exercise of those faculties
which belong to the soul, and are not
dependent on the body fc-r their exer
cise. Development of the soul, or psy
chic senses, stimulates the mind to the
largest investigation and freest thought
on all subjects, and gives spiritual sight
and knowledge,
independently of the
material avenues of sense. Great dis
coveries, in any branch of science, are
the result of inspiration, an inﬂux of
ideas from the higher realm of life and
intelligence, light from above.
Thought is an internal sight or vision.
To know and to see spiritually are iden
The efﬁcacy of thought-forces on
tical.
the outward plane will be in proportion
to the soul power of him who generates
The invention must
these elements.
become a living image in the mind of
the projector-before it can be created
in such form as to be visibleto other
'
minds.
These wonderful powers of humanity
lie at the junction of the spiritual and
material. There physiology blends with
psychology, there man is connected
with God, the limited and gross with the
limitless and immaterial. Mind does
not connect with the whole body in
mass directly, but communicates with it
through the brain. It connects not
with the whole mass of brain directly,
but with a particular central portion,
from which it irradiates the Whole; as
the brain is to the body so is this region
to the whole brain, the source of mental
life; the sun which illuminates the
whole.
The center of intellectual con
sciousness is the interior center of mem
ory. The region of intuition is located
on the median line of the forehead, ex
tending from the root of the nose to the
lower edge of comparison, at the interior
edges of the front lobes of the brain.
The lowest portion is the region of physi
cal clairvoyance, the middle of mental
clairvoyance; the highest is the region
of prevoyance or prescience.
The cen
tral portion gives the power of recogniz
ing mental conditions, or mental action,
us, is butthe
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the power of thought-reading. When
these powers are exercised in the som
nambulic condition the lower part ca
pacitates for the description of places or

[Feb.

persons, the middle for the perception
of character, design, or emotion, the
upper for prediction.
M. J. KELLER.
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SKETCHES
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PHBENOLOGICAL

FRANCIS JOSEPH

NEW YORK, Oct. 3rd,

E it known that

1889.

we, the assembled

of the American Insti
tute of Phrenology, realize the need of a
concise manual of biographical sketches
of the leading phrenologists of the world,
of all times, and that we believe Mrs.
Charlotte Fowler Wells to be possessed
of all essentials to the writing and com
pilation of such work, therefore
Resolved, That we hereby request and
pray that Mrs. Charlotte Fowler Wells
students

prepare, at her earliest convenience, the
desired manual, and that the same shall
contain her autobiography.
The above resolution was unanimous

ly

adopted.
,

.
R. O. DIEUIS,
bommltteel D. H. CAMPBELL.
In response to the above request Mrs.
Wells will prepare sketches, to be pub

J

OUBNAL,
lished in the PHRENOLOGICAL
who
dis
Gall,
Dr.
with
commencing
who,
although
and
science,
covered the
he did not claim to have perfected its
arrangement, put it in such a form that
others might take hold of it where he
left off, and carry it on toward its best
condition. Others had discovered that
the brain was the organ of the mind,
long before Dr. Gall’s day, but it was
original with him, and he reduced his
discoveries to a useful and practical sci
C. F. W.
ence.

Francis Joseph Gall was born March

7th, 1758, in the village of Tiefenbrunn,
in the Duchy of Baden in Germany. His
father was a merchant, and mayor of
the village. His parents being Roman
Catholics had intended him for the

church, but as his inclinations ran in
quite a dilferent direction he chose the

BIOGRAPHY.

CALL.

His liter
healing art as his profession.
ary education was acquired in his native
village at ﬁrst, and continued at Baden,
at Brucksal, and at Strasburg. Vienna
being more noted for its medical school
than any other of the German speaking
cities, he decided to pursue his medical
studies there, and when in his 23rd. year
he went to that city in 1781, and after
his studies settled
he had completed
there, and commenced
practice as a
physician, in which he gained an excel
lent reputation, had access to all its pub
lic institutions, and was thereby fur
nished the best opportunities for study
ing the characteristics of abnormal and
peculiar persons.
He appreciated and
embraced the advantages thus afforded

for accumulating facts in substantiation
of the new study of mind and human
nature that had begun to unfold to him.
After an earnest investigation, covering
a long series of years, he gave his ﬁrst
lecture in Vienna, in 1796. He gained
many converts, and many came to con
trovert his philosophy, but could not
gainsay the facts and illustrations, for,
as great minds run in the same chan
nels, so Bacon

and

Gail

adopted

the

plan of facts ﬁrst, then conclusions
or deductions from the facts, and his
opponents were theorists without his
substantial
foundation. The adoption
of his new philosophy would necessarily
require the abandonment of their own
theories, which was very hard for them.
Boardman says:
“ The truths of Phrenology had always
but had never been clearly recog
nized till the coming of Gall. He gave him
self to their reception with singleness of
heart, and to their transmission with un
paralleled ardor. The father of Phrenology
existed
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threw down the accumulated superstruct
ure of ages,cleared away the rubbishJaid the
foundation of the new temple broad. and
deep, and reared by far the greater part of
its massive walls and its everlasting towers.
He demonstrated
the unsatisfactory nature
of all existing explanations of mental phe
nomena, and of the functions of the brain,
and the true method of investigating such
He alone
phenomena and such functions.
established all the great fundamental prin
He discovered three
ciples of Phrenology.
fourths of all the organs yet known. He
discovered and developed the natural lan
He pointed out, in a
guage of the organs.
general way, the applications of Phrenology
to insanity, education, and jurisprudence.
He indicated the mode in which men and
the organs might be classiﬁed, and in which
investigations should be continued. Finally,
he discovered
the great leading facts con
cerning cerebral structure; in developing
which, those who followed him had merely
to pursue the same course.
Truly did he
himself remark that ‘The foundation of
this useful doctrine is established, and it
should be as ﬁrm as the facts, the materials
of which it is constructed.
But Iam far
from believing that the ediﬁce is ﬁnished.
Neither the life nor the fortune of one man
can be sufficient for this vast project.‘
I
think it can not be shown in the annals of
the human race, that any man labored more
assiduously, or more successfully, than did
Dr. Gall, or that any man ever presented to
his race so rich a boon.”

Gall’s lectures. the zeal manifested in
the presentation of his new philosophy,
his rapidly increasing popularity drew
the attention of all classes toward him,
until ﬁnally fear and envy marked him
for their prey, and a man who was in
debt/ed to Gall for the high position
which he occupied, returned that kind
ness by endeavors to injure the man to
whom he was thus indebted, and being
continually near the person of the em—
peror he represented that the doctrines
taught by Gall were inimical to religion.
The ﬁnal result of these misrepresenta
tions was, that after Gall had, for more
than ﬁve years, been teaching and lec
turing in Vienna, the Austrian govern
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ment, on the 9th of January, 1802, is
sued an edict, in the form of a general
regulation, prohibiting all private lec
'
tures, unless a special permission was
obtained from the Public Authorities.
Gall knew that this edict was pointed at
him, but he would not seek that permis
sion from the Public Authorities; he
refrained
from lecturing.
This edict
served to draw still more attention to
him and his science; he had more in—
quirers,

and made

more

converts,

ac

quired new facts, and made more rapid
progress. Thus we see that opposition to
truth is its greatest aid to advancement,
and veriﬁes the adage about “
blessings

in disguise.” He continued his practice
as a physician, but sent a Petition and
Remonstrance to the Emperor of Aus
tria, in which occurs the following :
“ 3. To this
perilous injury to my repu
tation, involving the loss of all the advant
ages arising from the hard earned conﬁdence
of the public, must he added a consequence
deeply affecting my interest.
ltIy collection
of plaster casts—of the skulls of men and
animals, and of the brains of men and ani
mals, in wax—have cost me about seven

thousand guldcn, ,' and I have already made
very expensive preparations, exceeding the
amount of ﬁfteen thousand guldenﬂ' for a
splendid work on the functions of the brain,
which has been universally demanded of
me ; this property will be rendered
useless
by destroying my reputation."

Elliotson says of him

:

“Till

Gall established himself in Paris,
and rose to a very ﬁne practice (he was
physician to many ambassadors), he kept
himself poor by spending, upon his phreno
logical pursuits, all he gained, after abso
lutely necessary expenses.
And although
he lived then in the most private manner,
with the comforts, indeed, of a handsome
lodging, a carriage, and a garden with a
small house in the suburbs, he had saved so
little, that had his illness been protracted,
his friends, in a few months, must have
supported him."

After the Austrian edict against Gall’s
* A zulden is something less than ﬁfty cents in
American money.

I
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lectures, his petition, with its remon
not
to the Emperor being
strance
granted, he was forced either to cease
his labors, or tear himself from friends,
home, and a rich and extensive practice.
He, however, pursued his usual course
in Vienna for three years under these
sometimes
circumstances,
depressing
struggling with them, and at other times

rejoicing at unexpected successes.
John Gaspar Spurzheim became an
He
interested inquirer and student.
was also a medical student in Vienna,
and became an excellent anatomical sur
geon, and in course of time became
Gall‘s assistant giving demonstrations in
the dissection of brains, while Gall gave
Thus they
a description of the same.
Dr. Gall had a hos
worked together.
pital patient in whose case he was much
interested—a hydrocephalic case—and
“ which led to the discovery of the un
folding of the brain." She was a small
woman, and “in spite of her hydroce—
phalus, appeared to have intellectual
faculties in no respect inferior to those
generally possessed by women in her
station.” Her head was so large that
Dr. Gall thoughtit must contain at least
four pounds of water. Her death oc
curred in her ﬁfty-ﬁfth year, and he
found, in fact, more than four pounds
of water in the cerebral cavities, which
had distended ‘the superior portion of
the brain to a smooth and thin surface,
instead of a mass of corrugated convo
lutions. Taking it to his home, he and
Spurzheim spent the evening in its
study, and to the inspiration then ob
tained we are indebted for this import
ant anatomical lesson. Previous to this
discovery it was supposed by anatomists
that the acridity of the water liquiﬁed
the brain.
In the struggles with opponents to his
views Dr. Gall met with the same ina
bility to understand the plain truth that
still exists. They quoted, as from him,
opinions which he did not convey, and
then demolished those opinions. That
same class of minds still exists, and
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read from some
“science" magazine, a long
disquisition on Phrenology, and using
these same misquotations, imputin g them
to Phrenology or phrenologists,
if not
directly to Dr. Gall, but they always
fail to give the chapter and verse, or the
volume and page of the quotation.
I
once heard a lecture of this kind before
the American Association for the Ad
vancement
of Science. The lecturer
told us about the “Old Phrenology,"
which he demolished, and then gave an
account of recent discoveries by savants
by means of vivisections which made a.
very different science of what he called
the New Phrenology.
Later, an oppor
tunity was improved to sav to him that
no phrenological advocate had ever
given voice to the views he had credited
to the Old Phrenology which were only
“a man of straw,” built from the un
belief of opponents.
Dr. Gall, by both pen and voice, cor
about once a year we

(so‘called)

rected these errors, but the opponents
never quote his replies.
Why? Is it
because it is so hard for one to acknowl
edge ones-self in an error, or is it be
cause another has advanced the new

truth 2
Dr. Gall said

:

those, whose
“Everywhere,
judgment
conllding public awaits, not only at
tribute to the author of a discovery the ab
surdities of their own prejudice, but even
renounce truths already established, as soon
as they are opposed to their ends, and re
suscitate
exploded errors, provided they
will serve to ruin the man who allows them
their due weight.
Such is a faithful picture of what has
happened to me.
I have, therefore, some
reason to be proud of having experienced
the same fate as the men to whom the world
is indebted for so great a mass of knowl
It would seem that nature had sub
edge.
jected all truths to persecution, in order to
establish
them in a more solid manner.
History shows us that all the efforts and all
the sophism, directed against a truth once
drawn from the abyss, fall like dust, raised
by the wind against a rock."

the
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In his works, Gall gives the history
of the discovery of every organ he nam
ed, as follows:
1 Amativeness,
2 Love
of Young. 3 Attachment, 4 Propensity
to oppose, or Combativeness, 5 Propen
sity to injure, or Destructiveness,
6
Secretiveness, 7 Acquisitiveness, 8 Self
esteem, 9 Love of Approbation, 10 Cau
11
tiousness,
Educability
(afterward
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He also considered it proba
ble that there were organs for love of
food and for senses of Order, and Time,
and love of Home,
Wonder.

“He

for not arranging
discover
ies, but with the foundation, which he laid
and the facts he collected, it was easy to
erect the ediﬁce.
It was believed by the
has been censured

and systematizing his views and

FBANCXB JOSIPH GALL

by Spurzheim and the Edin
burgh phrenologists to be compound,
and to include the organ of Individual

discovered

ity and of Eventuality), 12 Locality, 13
Form, 14 Language, 15 Color, 16
Tune, 17 Number, 18 Constructiveness,
194 Comparison, 20 Causality, 21 Wit,
22 Ideality, 23 Benevolence, 24 Imita
26 Firmnes,
27
tion, 25 Veneration,

faithful

followers

of Mohammed

that

Ya

stone already hewcd and ﬁtted for its place
in the temple of Mecca, came from every

mountain in the world.
So with the phre
nnlogical organs. All at ﬁrst seemed confus~
ed and unrelated, but gradually they group
ed themselves together each in its proper
place and formed before the admiring eyes
of the great investigator a system of wond—
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rous harmony and of matchless
and beauty. ”

symmetry

After Dr. Gail's lectures were closed
in Vienna by the Edict, he continued his
medical practice, and added to his store—
house of facts connected with the study
of the brain. As a physician to the pub—
lic institutions, asylums for the insane,
prisons, hospitals, and schools he saw
many phases of character represented
both normal and abnormal. At length
a letter from his father, on the ﬁrst of
January, 1805, induced him to travel
and lecture, and he thus expresses him—
self,upon the results of these travels.
“ Moreover it is impossible that these
not understand what immense
we must have derived from
advantages
our travels, without which, my
doc
trine would never have been thoroughly
known out of Vienna. " “ My travels have
in fact, advanced
this science in a few
years, more than the best written books
would have done in as many centuries. ”
men should

Can we ever fully appreciate that
boon for which we are indebted to the

inquiring mind of Dr. Gall? In an
account of the manner in which he was
led to the study of the talents and dis—
positions of men, and which resulted in
the formation of the prenological system
Dr. Gall gives us an insight to the many
struggles through which he had to pass.
Scientiﬁc men and associations were
curious to learn his new theory, and
ﬁnding that if they admitted what he
claimed they would have to acknowl—
edge an error in their own, endeavored
to silence him by one means and anoth—
er.

Some published

books

and

others

lectured with a view to counteract his
teachings, but in so doing they usually
failed to quote him correctly and thus
laid themselves liable to a gentle scath—
ing from his trenchant pen. He felt
called upon to ﬁght for the truth of his
declarations.
As previously intimated, Dr. Gall ex
perienced the force of the adage about
blessings being sometimes disguised, for,
after his lectures in Austria were inter
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dicted by the government,
he found
more listeners in private, more inquir
ies, and more progress than before. We

know that opposition often draws atten
tion, and hence, in a good cause, gains
adherents.
Look at his likeness and
judge whether such a head and body
would be likely to accept or adopt a
theory without investigation; and ‘the
more he studied the more thoroughly
he understood
his subject and became
better prepared
opposition.

to meet and dethrone

The following is the description of him
given by his biographer :
“The person of Dr. Gall was well de
veloped; he was ﬁve feet three inches and
two lines in height, with a large chest, and
strong muscles; his step was firm, and his
look vivid and penetrating. His features,
though not handsome, possessed a mild and
pleasing expression.
Every part of his
head was strikingly developed, measuring,
above the eyebrows and at the top of the
ears, twenty-two inches and two lines (or
twelfths) in circumference, and fourteen
inches and nine lines from the root of the
nose to the occiput.
“ Many people in Paris called him selfish.
He was not generous in the common un
derstanding of the term; but it must be
considered that in his domestic economy he
failed in method, and consequently was al
ways pressed by unforeseen and urgent
wants. If he were selﬁsh, let me ask what
kind of selﬁshness it was? He educated
and supported his nephews. and other young
people of talents, and his table was free to
everybody. We may say he had a love of
property, but that his intellectual powers
placed him above its control.
“ Another faculty which he possessed in
a remarkable degree, was that of elevation,
pride, or high opinion of one's self. * *
* In describing the organ of self-esteem
he has delineated
himself. ‘ There are cer
tain men,‘ says he, ‘ with minds suﬂ‘lciently
strong, who are so deeply impressed with a
sense of their own value, and so indepen
dent withal, that they know how to repel
every external inﬂuence which tends to sub
As far as practicable, they
ject them.
choose the freest countries to live in, and
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devote

discovery often

that

an

a

if,

That was the result of his efforts to
obtain the privilege of examining the
while they
heads of those who died,
alive,
he
had
observed
peculi
were
or in
form
of
their
heads
the
arity in
their character.
is

is

“When any discovery or new doctrine
announced, the question
usually asked,
how the author conceived the ﬁrst idea. Al
though the same experiments may not lead
different individuals to the same medita
tions, yet when these same experiments are
collected and presented in order, they give
rise to ideas in the mind of the reader so
analogous to those of the author, and the

is

‘

I

is

I

it

‘

I

?
’

a

a

a

a

;

childhood we
are
rarely liable
led astray by prejudice; we take
things as they are. Among our number we
soon formed
judgment who was virtuous
or inclined to vice; modest or arrogant;
liar;
truth teller or
frank or deceitful;
peaceful or quarrelsome: benevolent, good,
or bad, etc. Some were distinguished by
the beauty of their writing, some for their
facility in calculation, others by their apti
tude to acquire history, philosophy, or lan
One shone in composition by the
guages.
elegance of his periods; another had al
ways dry, harsh style; another reasoned
closely and expressed himself with force.
talent or a
Alarge number manifested
taste for subjects not within our assigned
course. Some carved and drew well; some
devoted their leisure to painting, or to the
small garden, while their
cultivation of
were engaged in noisy sports;
comrades
others enjoyed roaming the woods. hunt
ing, seeking birds’ nests, collecting ﬂowers,
insects, or shells.
Thus, each of us dis
tinguished himself by his proper character
never knew an instance, where
istic and
one, who had been
cheating and faithless
true and
companion one year, became
faithful friend the next. The schoolmates
most formidable to me, were those who
learned by heart with such facility, that,
when our recitations came, they took from
be

a

for his own head

In

to

a

fears

stories were told about me, when

so natural

I

how many
I under
Men, unhappily,
took such researches.
that
have such an opinion of themselves,
each one believes that I am watching for his
head, as one of the most important objects
of my collection."
one

he

a

gard to human skulls; you know how every

that

- ments.

;

In speaking of the application of gen
eral principles, Gall says :
“ We shall ﬁnd many diﬂ‘lculties with re

appears to him

ready to exclaim,
Why had not made
long since?’
“This
precisely what has happened
with respect to my doctrine, the origin of
which rests on very ordinary facts.
Most
of those who have heard my lectures have
said to themselves, and
doubt not but
most of my readers will say likewise,
How
is
possible that these truths have been so
long overlooked
“From my earliest youth have lived in
the bosom of my family, composed of sev
eral brothers and sisters, and in the midst
of companions and schoolmates.
Each of
these individuals had some peculiarity, tal
ent, propensity, or faculty, which distin
This diversi
guished him from the others.
ty determined our indiﬂerence, or, our mu
tual attraction and aversion, as well as our
contempt, our emulation, and our attach
event,

it

themselves
to an employment,
renders them independent and ex
empts them from the caprices and favors
of the great.
That domination over their
interiors which becomes slavery under an
absolute master would be insupportable to
them. The honors and distinctions that are
withheld from merit while theyr are lavished
on insigniﬁcant men are but humiliations in
their eyes.
If they prosper it is only by
their own efforts; like the oak, they are
sustained by their own strength, and it is to
their own resources that they would be in
debted for all they possess.’
He was, in
fact, proud and independent. He never
was anxious for titles. As a political man
he loved liberty and good laws.
“ There is another sentiment, vanity, am
bition, love of glory, approaching the pre
ceding in its nature, but still quite distinct
from it, which was feeble in Dr. Gall. We
always observed him to be indifferent to the
praise and approbation of the multitude, as
he was also to their blame and ridicule.
IIe labored for the love of science, and un
der the impression that his ideas would tri
umph in the end."
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me the honors, which I had gained by my
compositions.
“ Some years afterward I changed my
abode, and I had the misfortune still to
meet individuals endowed with a surprising
facility for learning by heart. It was then
that
remarked, that all these resembled
my former rivals in their large, prominent
Two years afterward I went to a
eyes.
university; my attention ﬁrst ﬁxed itself on
those of my new fellow students, who had
large, prominent eyes projecting from the
head.
Such generally boasted of their ex
cellent verbal memories, and though in
many respects by no means the ﬁrst, all of
them had the advantage
of me, when the
object was to learn promptly by heart, and
to recite long passages with correctness.
This same observation having been con
ﬁrmed to me by the students of other class
es, I naturally expected to ﬁnd a great fa
cility of learning by heart, in all those in
whom I should remark the prominence of
the eyes. I could not believe that the union
of the two circumstances which had struck
me on these different occasions, was solely
the result of accident.
Having still more
assured myself of this, I began to suspect
that there must exist a connection between
this conformation of the eyes and the facility
of learning by heart.
" Proceeding from reﬂection to reﬂection,
and from observation to observation, it oc
curred to me that, if this kind of memory
were made evident by external signs, it
might be so likewise with other talents or
intellectual faculties. * * * * By de
grees I thought I could ﬂatter myself with
having found other external characteristics
which were constantly met with in great
painters. musicians, mechanics, and which
consequently denoted a decided propensity
to painting, music, the mechanical arts, etc.
had, in the interval, commenced
the
study of medicine. We had much said to
us about the functions of the muscles, the
viscera, etc., but nothing respecting the
functions at‘ the brain and its various parts.
recalled my early observations, and im
mediately suspected, what I was not long in
reducing to certainty, that the difference in
the form of heads is occasioned
by the
ditference in the form of the brains. But I
never went so far, as to imagine that the

I

“I

I
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cause of the moral qualities or the intel
lectual faculties resided in such or such a
place in the bones of the cranium.
“ Was it not, then, very natural to expect,
that in discovering and demonstrating, in
men, endowed with remarkable propensi
ties or talents, the existence of some exter
nal signs of their qualities, this discovery
would lead me to a knowledge of the func
tions of the brain, and of its parts? The
hope of having it in my power to determine,
some day, the relation of the moral and in
tellectual forces with the organization, the
hope of founding a physiology of the brain,
was so powerful an encouragement, that I
could not but form the resolution to con
tinue my researches, until I had attained my
end, or was convinced of the impossibility
of reaching it.

——M——
IN SEASON.

WHY doth the sweet rose pale and die
And the rare red leaves drop away from the
stem ?

You do not answer, then must

I

I,

have found the reason—and this is why
The June days fade and the rose with them.
We tire of seeing the self-same ﬂower,

And noting its bloom ;
’Twere better to die, and fall in its tomb,
Than to live one hour
After its beauty and rich perfume
Have ceased to awaken our ﬁnest sense.

The warm red leaves and heart intense
Have burned out the length of their beautiful
days ;
There are thousands of roses more to come,
And in various ways
Elicit praise,
When this one goes to her natal home.

This is our life ;
And we need not mind if we pass so soon—
’Tis better to die in the ﬂush of noon,
In the heat and strife,
And to fall like the rose in a timely tomb,
And give our place to a warm new bloom,
Than to faint and lag
And hang like a drag
On the wheels of the world.
For the world must move.
She can not
wait,
With her great sails furled,
While you and I,
Deigning to try,
Finish the work we began too late.
ALMEDA COSTELLO.
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PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.
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NELSON

BIZEIL]

__...—
which he had never seen.
He would
hide
nut under my coat collar, down

HEAD.

a

RHRENOLOGICAL

if

it

a

the back of the neck, and when he had
disposed of pint of walnuts in that
way, in many different places, he would
take the last one and run up on some
elevated place and deliberately eat it.
If he wanted another, he would go
around the room until he had found one
he had buried and pick out and re
peat the process of eating it. He had
food.
seen no squirrel steal another‘s
The nuts had never been hidden away
from him. He always had plenty, yet,
he were in the
he would hide them as
makes one
afraid.
suggests stratagem to get
The opossum
out of or avoid danger.
suddenly surprised will pretend to be
will act as
were
dead, orif beaten,
carried home by the hun
dead, and
forest.

Caution

a.

do that naturally, without experience
had a tame gray
and without logic.
squirrel in the house which was taken
from the nest before his eyes were open
It amused
ed, and was raised by hand.
us, when a dish ﬁlled with walnuts was

I

if

it,

it,

set on the ﬂoor, tosee him look them
over and determine which were good,
and if there was a poor one in the lot,
He would take
he would throw it out.
a good one in his mouth and gallop
around the room till he found a place
or bury it. It
where he could hide
would be perhaps, under the foot mat,
or the edge of the carpet, between the
nails. He would show wonderful skill
in pulling up the carpet with one paw
and putting the nut in with the other.
Then, he would pretend to dig earth
he were in the open ﬁelds,
as
over

if

it

it

ter, he may be thrown down in the
yard, his nose turned up to the sun,
and he will lie there half an hour, or
until he sees a chance to escape, and
then “make his disappearance.”
a bigdog
met by
little one,
and the latter cannot make his escape,
he will lie down in a helpless way on
his back and by his very weakness dis

“If

a

is

employs Secretiveness
to hide away his stores, and this
blind instinct which impels him to

arm the possible inclination of the big
unmolested,
dog to molest him and,
he takes the earliest opportunity to de
If the small dog were then to
part.

if

HE squirrel

is

6.

;

MECHANNll—No

if

MENTAL

HOW FACULTIES WORK TOGETHER.

if

Secretiveness

equal. his Approbativeness,
which joins secretiveness,and cautious
ness, would combine with Combativeness
and
and lead him to strut and threaten
growl and raise the tuft of fur on his
neck, as much as to say, “I am able to
It would be better for you
meet you.
” and so these
dogs
to avoid a conﬂict,
will walk around each other and strut
meet his
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And so, every faculty
and growl,and try to show off their eat, or drink.
If a dog as large as two of can foster the pleasure which Approba
greatness.
tiveness gives to the other faculties, and
them should come on the scene, they
can work with Cautiousness, with Ac
would instantly crouch and be humble
in his presence, and thus disarm his quisitiveness, with intellect and with
Thus, faculties work with Benevolence.
ﬁerceness.
each other and one excites another to
Some think it strange that the facul
ty of cruelty, or Destructiveness
activity. One seems to enforce and en
can
courage the action of another, and they ,manifest itself with Benevolence, which
is the sympathetical and kindly element
as notes in
supplement one another,
of human nature.
Destructiveness
music, or as the parts of a structure co
is
and
not always exercised in extermination.
make
the
whole.
operate
complete
It aids very much to give a man strength
Every faculty seems capable of assisting
the other faculties, sustaining them in and force to overcome the impediments
their efforts and making up the char
which lie between himself and the ob
In the ject of charity. More than ﬁfty years
acteristics of joy and pleasure.
“
saw two men, in a blizzard. trav
Human Nature Library,” the num
ago,
el a mile in the height of the storm,
ber XI, is devoted to Approbativeness,
it is shown how a man’s happiness is when the snow was waist deep and the
enhanced by the coordinate action of temperature dangerously cold, each with

I

'

with Approbativeness.
faculty
Those who are studying phrenology,
or who would learn how the faculties

each

can combine and assist and sustain each
other would ﬁnd in that exposition a
very full and interesting elucidation of
the subject.

Approbativeness is proud of the con
It is happy when chil
quests of love.
dren are developed into playfulness and
wit.
Approbativeness
rejoices in the
home and conveniences and comforts.
Courage gives it security, and men are
ambitious to serve others with strength,
skill and power as they are to win any
When two chick—
other achievement.
ens have a ﬁerce conﬂict for the mastery
and one has come off the victor, it does
Etmtake him long to ﬂap his wings and
crow, and then they go

at it again,
and sometimes, the one that was at ﬁrst
apparently defeated becomes the master,
and he crows and rejoices in the success
of his combat.
\
Men through the activity of Appro
of
bativeness boast of their acquisitions
in
business
matters.
and
success
money
Acquisitiveness furnishes the occasion

for ambitious pleasure. Alimentiveness
leads some to boast of how well they
live at the table, or how much they can

of provisions for a poor old man
and his wife, who lived at a distance’
from neighbors, and were supposed to
be out of provisions.
Occasionally they
would stop and look back and measure
the distance they were from home, and
think of the distance they had yet to go
and the weary labor they had undertak
en, and then Destructiveness,
or exec
utive force would rise and help them
move onward until they reached their
destination, and found asthey had ex
a bag

pected that the aged people had eaten
that morning the last of their provisions,
and were wondering if the end were to
come. Other men had pity for the poor
old couple, and doubted if they had food
or fuel, but they lacked the Executive

energy to conquer the diﬂiculties and
go to their rescue.
In fact, most of the faculties are set
over against each other, not exactly as
antagonists, but as co‘operative
ener

sets of
gies, as there are two opposing
muscles, one of which ﬂexes the arm
and brings it up to hit, and another set
of muscles being on the other side to ex
tend the arm, as in giving the blow.
There are some horses that in traveling
lift one hind foot very high. The
nerves which operate the muscles that
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lift the leg are strong and vigorous,
the nerves

that

but

operate the muscles
which are on the other side of the leg
and that hold in restraint and steady its
lifting, and naturally hold it to harmo
nious action, are weak,
and the sin
gular action and mode of action is call
ed spring~halt, or string—halt.
Some
mental organizations in like manner,
have force that makes a rush, but, they

7?‘

ECHOES FROM EXAMINATIONS.
W——— C—-, Minn., July 15, ’89.
To Ma. NELSON SIZER :—Dear Sir :

OME

sixteen years since,

I

received

from you a description of my or—
physically, mentally, and
ganization,
morally, coupled with advice in regard
to the proper mode of living, occupa
tion, and so on. Among other things,
lack the prudence to regulate, and with
you advised me to work at the carpen
out that prudence they are reckless and
ter’s trade, and also, that I would make
rash in their action.
Some men have
Well,
a good phrenological examiner.
toomuch Caution without force, and I have acted on that advice, have fol
they stand in their tracks and let dan
lowed the carpenter and building busi
ger run them down. Some animals be— ness since, and in the mean time have
come so thoroughly paralyzed by fear studied and practiced Phrenology among
that they fall, and it takes them some my associates and acquaintances,
but
time to muster courage and move.
I not for pay, but for practice and study,
have come upon rabbits in the ﬁeld, or and have often been told that my de
forest, so suddenly, that they would scriptions of character, as developed by
jump right up and down without mak
Phrenology, agreed with that of many
ing any progress. After awhile they of the traveling professors of the science.
would come to themselves and make
This is to show you what you have
tracks in a straight direction towards
done for me, and also to express my
safety.
deep gratitude and sincere thanks for
Character in its best condition, re
timely and needed advice, at a time I
quires the harmonious action of all the did not know what to go at.
When one has great Com
faculties.
Having got hurt last' winter—two ribs
bativeness with little intelligence and and an. arm broken— and not being
less prudence, he is always in hot water.
able to continue working at my trade, I
Others are so prudent and so lacking in have concluded to adopt Phrenology as
courage that they are always hesitatng,
I did in
my sole business hereafter.
pondering and thinking, and are com
tend to come to the Institute this fall,
So,
character
paratively worthless.
but shall not be able to close up my
means the combination and harmony of business before October.
If the Lord
diverse forces.
permits, I shall come at the next session.
" These mixed with art, and to due bounds
There is this that you can depend
conﬁned,
upon, that I shall strive to use every in
Make and maintain the balance of the mind;
ﬂuence in my power to make mankind
The lights and shades, whose well accorded
purer and happier, by teaching them
strife
Gives all the strength and color of our life."
temperance, moderation, and purity in
morals and conduct, and uprightness
I01
God and man ; and to the young,
before
II‘ we would know the truth of ourselves, we
abstain from tobacco, and
wholly
to
interrogate
Phrenology,
and
follow
out
her
must
teachings, as we would a course of religious train
everything that can intoxicate, as well
ing, after we had once become satisfied of its
habits that
as the many questionable
truth. . . . The result of my experience for
ruin both body and soul.
something over two-score years is this: that
Phrenology is a revelation put by God himself
Besides using my eyes and ears on the
within the reach of all His intelligent creation, to
living
subjects, I shall endeavor to em
be studied and applied in all the relations and in
leisure moments in studying
ploy
my
of
llI8.—H0ﬂ.
Nun.
Joas
all the business
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the works of those who are authority

in

these matters.
Hoping I may see the
time that I can receive from your lips,
and those of your associates, the words
of wisdom, truth, and experience,
close, praying that the blessing of the
living God may rest upon you and
those with you, now and forever.

I

D
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“gravitation was too strong.” He said
would make a good teacher; well, here
am, after a chequered life, engaged in
what I ﬁnd a very congenial occupa
I
tion, that of teaching stenography.
hope Mr. Sizer is still in the land of the
living and with you. If so, will you
kindly mention to him the incident and

I
I

the result.

Yours respectfully,

:0:

MUSKEGON, Mich., July
NELSON SIZER- Dear Sir:

HAVE

‘

the description of
character with
great
pleasure
which you wrote for me from photo—
All you said of me is true.
graphs.
You could not have made it more ac
curate if you had been personally ac
quainted with me, and
believe phre
nology is a true science.
received

I

Yours truly,

:Q:—

-———J

A BEMINISCENCE.
CANADA, Nov. 14, 1889.

Massas. FOWLER

6t

WELLS 00.:

days ago I was looking
over some old papers and I
found my “character,” told by a gentleman named Nelson Sizer, at your
establishment in New York, just twenty

FEW

ﬁve years ago.

I

was then

:0:

5, 1889.

editor and

proprietor of a daily paper in Br. Mara
time Provinces. After the stenographer
had ﬁnished his work on my “charac
ter,” I read it through. Many of the
traits mentioned I was not aware then
that I possessed.
I have not read it
since, until the other day, and my char
acter having been fully developed and
tried in the crucible of time and experi
ence, I am now bound to say that Mr.
Sizer was a remarkably clever delinea
Indeed, he was pro
tor of character.
Everything in the document to
phetic.
the minuest detail has turned out true.
I
One of his statements, somehow,
the
but
always,
have fought against

A MOTHER'S

LETTER.

Fowmm & WELLS 00.:
a boy whom I wish to bring
to your ofﬁce for examination.
Will you please inform by note what are
your office hours and price for making
examinations of children 7
One of my neighbors has a boy that
difficult to manage,
was exceedingly
indeed she could do nothing with him ;
she punished him severely and tried
every device she could think of to im
press him, and he grew no better, but
rather worse, and was a terror of the
Masses.

HA'VE

Some one advised her
neighborhood.
to consult Prof. Sizer, the examiner in
your office, and that he would tell what
She accordingly
to do with the boy.
visited your office, and the Professor
told her that whipping would make him
worse, that he had good moral and
intellectual powers, ‘and she could appeal
to his reason, tell him the causes and
consequences; though it might take a
little time, it would in the end be eﬂ’ect
ual. If I did not know the parties, and
had not seen for myself, I could hardly
believe it possible that the little gentle
man of today is the same person as the
naughty boy of a year ago. He seems
to be entirely changed, and to act from
different motives.
I wish to know what my boy’s natural
traits are, so thatI can train him rightly
before he gets off the track, and beyond
my control.
Yours respectfully,
Mas. B———.
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CHILD CULTURE.
A

SUGGESTION

T0

PARENTS.

Re
gret will not return lost opportunities,
or remorse undo the wrong of the past.
Retrospection avails nothing unless by
its aid we learn from experience to avoid
Perhaps in contem
future mistakes.
plation we still err, by attributing our
failures to a wrong cause. As we reckon
up our moral account at the close of the
year, let us not fail to take into consid
eration the unfortunate condition of
food, air, and clothing, which without
doubt have had more to do with our
moral failures than natural depravity

Is this econ
sioned by this very thing.
omy? The growing organs not having
room to expand, are crowded upon each
other and thereby prevented from per
forming their functions properly; dis
ease and all the after consequences of
doctors’ bills and general uselessness is
the inevitable result of such folly.
It is an undeniable fact that our chil
dren are in a great degree what we
make them. How often we hear people
wonder that the son or daughter of such
and such parents should turn out badly.
Although they have, to all appearances,
been brought up in a conscientious

has.

manner,

No person, old or young, can be
thoroughly good while living in a vitia
ted atmosphere, eating unhealthful food,
and wearing improper clothing. It was
never intended that we should do so,
and therefore there was no law made to
Some people
cover such conditions.
actually force their children into evil
ways through just such means, and then
What right
wonder at their perversity.
have we to condemn our little ones for
getting up cross, it we have compelled
them to spend the night in an unventi
lated apartment? Neither is there justice
in our blame if they show unmistakable
signs of discontent and general ugliness
after a breakfast of fried meats and
strong coffee or tea. If we allow them
to wear uncomfortable, ill-ﬁtting gar
ments, how can we expect them to be
cheerful and happy ?
Sometimes, for the sake of economy,
a mother permits her little daughter to
wear a dress which has become too tight
across the shoulders or around the waist.
I have in mind at this moment a middle
aged lady who has suffered her life
long from a trouble in the side occa

thing in their surroundings which was
not conducive to good morals.
It was
not a lack of prayer or precept, probably,
but a want of hygienic conditions and
ignorance of physiological laws.
All our habits, tastes, and inclinations
should be in accordance with the laws
of health, says a wise writer, and so
they would be were our surroundings
in childhood such as were conducive to
health.
Oh, how much of our misery
through life is directly traceable to the
ignorance or carelessness of our par
ents 1 If we may not overcome the evil
in our own bodies, resulting from this ;
if we were not taught the laws of health
in our youth ; if we have never taken
the matter into serious consideration in
our later days, let us now, for the sake
of our children, resolve to make every
reparation possible, by acquaintin g our
selves with the laws which God has
made to govern our being.
In this way
alone shall we be enabled to perform the
duties incumbent upon us as parents,
and to teach our children to live wisely
and healthily.
Sterne, the brilliant essayist, says :

HE old

year with its mistakes
its failures is gone forever.

and

there must

have

been some

'
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“0, thou blessed health, thou art above
all gold and treasure; ’tis thou who
enlargest the soul, and openest all its
powers to receive instruction and relish

[Feb.

virtue.

He that hath thee hath little
to wish for, and he that is so
wretched as to want thee, wants every
thing with thee.” MRS. s. a. KENNEDY.
more

—p>~—

PRACTICAL EDUCAT10N.

ally.

Personal or family friendship con
trols half the teacher’s situations and
scarcely half the remainder are chosen
for their ability to educate. How few
teachers think of trying to educate the
most important of the faculties,
the
A person who has been
perceptives!
taught to observe carefully and correct
ly, will be half educated.
Then give
him thorough training of the hand in
some simple, mechanical trade like has
ket-making, scroll—saw work or type
writing, that will require care, exact
ness and order, the training thus ac
quired in connection with exact, plain,
simple, graded lessons, in reading, spell
ing, writing and lessons in the ﬁve

it hates.
Such training injures the
mental powers.
No mental forcing
should be allowed with any but strong,
lazy pupils.
The methods of Froebel‘s Kindergar
ten, are the true methods for develop
ing young minds. The child must ﬁrst
become acquainted with objects around
in its daily life. It must handle,
smell, taste and pound substances to

learn their qualities.
This
nature’s
way to unfold their faculties.
There is
no other.
And breaking playthings,
striking and
struck, falling,
being
hitting head and hands, all these are
lessons in knowledge.
The Kindergar
ten takes up the child’s education at this
point and by simple songs, plays, bead
stringing, playing with colored balls,
weaving knots of colored paper and
similar devices, teaches to the child,
of mate
color, form, length, strength
rials. and a vast deal of facts concern
ing leaves, plants, woods, stones, ani
mals, fabrics and numbers
and thus
prepares the young mind to pursue the
simple studies of primary schools.
What our primary schools most need
not simply thorough training in books
but continued exercises upon
objects
that will keep their minds open to ob—
serve, aud their memories to retain.
Probably not half the teachers in our
schools pay any attention
to systematic
training of the memory; they do not

'

I

cally and without strain. It is a great
mistake to insist upon a child's learning
what it does not understand,
or what

is

in Higher English.
know students graduated from col
lege who canInot spell correctly, or read
decently, or compose a tolerable essay,
or write a decent hand.
They have
slipped through because they could
learn mathematics, or some specialty.
Students of that sort are not scarce in
any college in the land.
The primary departments of the public
schools, are mainly taught by young
of the
girls who have no conception
value of correctness in every word,
and tone, and who have no knowledge
of mental methods. They often dull
and blight the budding intellect instead
of aiding it to expand and grow natur
givelessons

simple rules of arithmetic, will develop
the mental powers regularly, systemati

it,

is much talking and writ
about practical
education,
yet the same old routine of imperfect
culture continuesin practice.
A mere
smattering of thecommon
branches is
gained at the public schools, for the
higher departments are so occupied in
teaching languages and higher mathe
matics, that there is not opportunity to

ing

is

HERE

even so much as trouble themselves
to
read the many excellent works upon the
Probably not half the teach
subject.
ers in New York City care
or try to

.

-
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gain any true knowledge of mental
science, and how the faculties may com
bine to advance learners and how the
cultivation of certain organs may aid
in the development of others less prom
inent.
We hope the day is drawing near

when education will be the opening of
the pupil‘s mind, giving ability to write
books himself, that is, to be able to com
pose treatises upon the subjects, instead
ot‘ crowding his memory with the dead
works of some other mind.

-—+H—_

TRAINING

IN

OW quickly children learn who

is

pet and caress, and then feel compelled
to punish I From two to ﬁve the tem
per and affections develop quicker than
the reasoning powers; but constant
ﬁrmness will subdue and regulate the
most passionate of children, without
resort to corporal punishment, if itbe
but exercised steadily.
It is at this age

that a child's training for after-life more
seriously begins ; not in book learning,
but in little actions of utility; of little
household matters, and little offices that
teach a child that it can be of use in the
world. Proudly a little one of four or
ﬁve will talk of “my work," if it be
given some little task that its tender
years can manage—some help to mother,
or nurse, or servants, done well and
carefully ; and such small tasks lay the

foundation for a son or daughter that
shall be useful to the world they live in.
The day is almost past when handi
work is considered derogatory to anyone.
Is a man less a man if he can clean his
boots better than his servant? Even at
the tender age of four or ﬁve, a little
task of usefulness within its power will
make a prattling little one proud and
than the tear

ing to pieces of twenty toys.
It is from the age of ﬁve that the
seriousness of life begins with a child.
Lessons (call them not tasks) have to be
“ Heaven’s noblest
learned, and work,
gift," performed.
seriousness should

vERoNIQUE

PETIT.

USEFULNESS.

just, and ﬁrm, and exact with
them i and how they pour out their love
more upon those who act thus than upon
the over-indulgent and weak ones who

happy, and more satisﬁed

81

But here this very
be made the joyous

ness of an occupied life; each charac
teristic of the child developed and not
crushed.
\Vell has Goethe put it when
he sees in “self-will" future ﬁrmness
and resolution; and yet, how many
parents ‘and teachers try to crush out
self-will as an evil thing, instead of
directing it into self-reliance and ﬁrm
Temper, too, is
ness, and resolution 1
crushed ; whereas, if guided, it may
mean immense power of purpose; un
guided. it does mean awful misery and
untold grief.
Lessons to most children are a pleas
ure; it is the teaching and the school
that are irksome, and sometimes hateful.
All children are proud of knowledge,
and will not mind the trouble if they but
see the end and aim of their trouble.
How early 9. little child's thinking and
reasoning powers are made use of by
itself was aptly illustrated the other day
by a mite of four, on hearing'of the
German Emperor’s death, asking, “And
now he's gone to heaven, isn't he, mam
ma? And will he see little baby up
there?
And what will he talk, German
or English?
And will he know little
baby?” and then suddenly, after some
words of explanation, “And will little
baby understand him 1” Such thinking
and reasoning powers can be developed
delicately and gently, even in children
thus young ; but in most of our schools
they are crushed out by a child's being
set to learn tasks of inexplicable gram
mar from not-to-be-understood primers.
Because an exceptional child shows
to understand
power
mathermatics
we must

and
grammer
have a system
for all children on his mental plane.
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“

THE HOME
OYS,

FUN

wise, here comes a
fool l" exclaimed a great theo
logian, ceasing to amuse himself by
jumping over chairs and tables, as he
saw a solemn, pedantic friend approach
ing. “You don‘t know the luxury of
be

playing the fool,” said Lord Chancellor
Eldon, as he danced in his own draw
ing-room to a tune of his own singing.
“ You are a father, Signor Ambassador,
and so we

will ﬁnish our ride,”

OF

GREAT

LFeb.

MEN.

The patient was suffering from a
swelling in the throat, and the doctor,
turning his wig, appeared at the bedside
with the face and voice of “Punch."
The sick man laughed so heartily that
the swelling broke, and a complete cure
followed.
Man is the only animal who can
laugh; he, therefore, relishes a little
nonsense.

said

Henry IV. of France, when the Spanish
minister discovered him riding round
the room on a stick with his son.
Dugald Stewart, the philosopher, was
once found by a friedd, trying to bal
ance a peacock’s feather on his nose,
His competitor in this contest of skill
was Patrick Fraser Tytler, the historian.
Dean Swift used to amuse himself by
harnessing his servants with cords, and
driving them up and down stairs, and
through the rboms of the deanery.
Faraday played marbles and ball with
little boys, and took part in charades,
“ learned pig.”
playing once the
to romp with
delighted
William Pitt
with
playing
was
once
He
children.
trying
were
who
and
nephews,
his niece
to blacken his face with a burnt cork.
A servant announced that two members
of the cabinet desired to see him on busi
“ Let them wait in the other
ness.
room," said Pitt, catching up a cushion
and belaboring the girl and boys. They
got him down, and were actually daub
“ Stop ; this
ing his face, when he said,
will do. I could beat you all, but we
must not keep these grandees waiting
longer."
A basin of water and a towel were
brought in, and the great prime minister
washed his face, hid the basin, and then
received the two lords.
Doctor Battie, an eminent London
physician, used to amuse himself by
gazing at the Punch and Judy show.
He was such a successful mimic of
“ Punch " that he once saved a patient’s
life by imitating that character.
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MOTHER AND HOME.
A little
A child

child in the busy street—
with a shy face, ﬂower sweet,
And brown eyes, troubled and half afraid ,
By the noise and hurry quite dismayed.

I

lifted the baby hand and said—

Smoothing the curls on the golden head——
“ Where is
your home, my little one?"
For the summer’s day was nearly done.
And the swift tears came to her reply,
As she trusting answered, sweetly shy-—
“
Home is where mamma is, you know,
Won't you take me there? I want to go."
Wherq'mother is ! Oh, the world of love !
No matter how far our feet may rove ;
when weary and worn in constant strife,
Mother and home are the best of life.

’

Blessed is he who may smiling say.
“
I’m going home to mother to-day.
God's mercy hallows that home so dear,
Where mother our footsteps waits to hear.
Bless the busy hands and cheery smile
That brighten and comfort all the while ;
Nothing on earth can with home compare
When a loving mother waits us there.

_—M

TRUTH,

[10W WON.

GREAT truths are dearly bought. The common
truth,
Such as men give and take from day to day,
Comes in the common walk of easy life,
Blown by the careless wind across our way,
Great truths are greatly
chance,

won, not found

by

Nor wafted on the breath of summer dream,
But grasped in the great struggle of the soul,
Hard buffeted with adverse wind and stream.
Wrung from the spirit in hard hours
Of weakness, solitude, perchance of pain.
Truth springs like harvest from the well

[ And

plowed ﬁeld,
the soul feels it has not wept in vain.
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A

SLAVUNIC

SUN

CURE.

HE hydropathic institution is com successful as indications of holiday
mon in Europe and doing good sentiment than as havens of rest.
To this romantic little shrine sun
work for thousands of patrons yearly,
come during the summer
worshippers
are
other
establishments
many
but there
with various names, but mostly of a to offer sacriﬁces, whileﬁa larger num
hygienic nature that have their zealous ber of pleasure seekers ﬂock in from
from all parts of Germany’,
of these ; isolated Trieste,
advocates.
One
What
among the Carinthian mountains of Poland and the north of Italy.
Eastern Europe, is certainly but little I lost in the society of the amiable and
known about on this side the Atlantic, the wealthy I never knew, for they
“ air—
and its peculiarities are such that Mrs. lived down on the lakeside in the
Mona Caird‘s description, given awhile hut colony,"'while I remained in the
village at some height above the lake.
ago to an English newspaper, will prob
“ air-huts” are little wooden
The
ably interest the JOURNAL readers.
Hidden among the mountains of dwellings for sun-cure patients, consist
ing of one large room which has three
Carinthia lies the little wooden-roofed
village of Veldes, or Bledu, in the irre’ walls instead of four, the fourth side
being open to the air, and protected
sponsible language of its Slavonic in
It stands on the shores of a only by curtains. These curtains may
ha bitants.
small lake of deep blue water, so blue be drawn on very rare occasions of
almost unheard- of disturbance among
that one begins to patch up one's shat
the elements.
From what I could gath—
tered faith in the veracity of landscape
painters of a certain school, and to feel er, it seemed that the doctor would hear
of no excuse for drawing them short of
that after all nothing is impossible.
The village creeps up by the inland a tempest combining wind, thunder,
escarpment of the castle cliﬂ“ ; a little rain and hail, and the hailstones ought
to be not less than a certain very impos
nest of broad, gray, wooden tiled roofs,
It has ing size.
half drowned among foliage.
To the average German, who lives in
rough little streets like river beds,
an hermetically—sealed
where the rain pours down in torrents,
dwelling, and
for it can rain in Veldes, this village of thinks that bathing is trying to the
the Sun 1 By the lake, hotels and villas constitution, the regime of air and water
These are ‘one and all which he undergoes at Veldes is proba
congregate.
brilliant and festive dwellings; the hotels bly exceedingly invigorating, and he is
thus enabled to resist the effect of the
have gardens which are always more
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There seems
damp without difficulty.
to be no other way of accounting for the

fellows, especially the

For their

village street. The diet is strictly vege
tarian, and the meals are taken in a
long wooden room, with one side open
tothe air. Some of the rebellious pa
tients live at the hotels or in furnished
rooms.

The life of the health-seekers presents
a startling contrast to that of the ordina
‘Vere it not for

its monotony it would be very fresh,
and free, suggesting the spirit of the
old Greek life, but alas ! without the
intellectual brilliancy or the all-pervad
ing beauty which gave the charm to
The first duty of the day
that existence.
is to take the “light air-bath.” The
doctor believes that the light has a

‘peculiar and most beneficial action on
sends his
the skin, and he therefore
patients to walk in the early morning
hours in airy, ﬂowing garments, with
bare feet, providing for them an enclos
ure set apart for this salubrious prome
It is thought that the blood is
nade.
brought to the feet through walking
without shoes, and that a particular
electric action takes place at the soles.
The same kind of action is produced at
the upper part of the arm when exposed,
and this is very desirable for the health,
according to the oracle of Veldes.
_
The scene at the air-bath ought to
have been beautiful, for the background
of wood and hill forms an effective con
trast to the ﬁgures,
but unfortunately
the doctor had decreed a surprisingly
ugly garment for his patients, consisting
of purple linen and blue tarlatan.
The
presence of ﬁve or six of these awe
inspiring “ toilettes" mars the charm of
the whole.
Among the rebels who
chose their own costumes were two
Englishwomen who had aberrated so
far as to provide themselves with white
and these
garments of Greek design,
created great excitement among their

German contin

Three hours are supposed to be spent
in the air-bath, but few have the heroic
courage to stay to the bitter end. There
is absolutely
nothing to do, except
ﬁght with t.1e wasps, which come in
swarms to feed upon the honey which
the patients take with them to eat with
their bread and milk. The wasps aside,
monotony is the curse of the air-bath.
The place is too small, and nothing has
been done to provide occupation for the
women patients.
The men’s air-bath,
on the other hand, is a small principality,
comprising mountains, valleys, fishing
streams and grouse-shooting—so,
at
least, complain the many rebellious
Englishwomen. Everythingthathuman
ingenuity can devise has been done to
appease the savage bosom of man, while
for the woman
!
Having left an interval of about two
hours, the patients trudge down to the
bathhouse on the lake, for their sun
bath. The ﬂat roof of the bath—house
has been inclosed by a tall fence so that
only the sky is visible from the enclosure.
Here with heads carefully shaded from
the hot rays, each in a wooden compart
ment, the patients frizzle for about an
hour, or an hour and a half. This process

dwellers,

ry civilized European.

[Fe

gent.

meals, the air-hut
come daily to the “anstalt,”
a large peasant's house 1n the straggling
fact.
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is both pleasant and
as it may appear.

soothing,

strange

The sun-god rewards

his devotees.
Now and then a voice calls above the
divisions for a glass of water, now and
then a sigh over the heat escapes a
worshiper; otherwise the place is quiet
and reposeful.
Reading or mental

exertion,of any kind, is forbidden, and
indeed severely punished by headache
or exhaustion. Uninspired must be the
drowsy observations that mingle now
and then with the humming of the ﬂies,
and no one attempts to break this rigid
law. Even the execrations wrung from
the sufferers by the persistent attacks of
these insects ought to be of the mildest
character
possible,
the
considering

provocation.
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During the last ten or twenty minutes
faithful are wrapped up in blankets
like mummies; a tepid bath and a rub
bing follows, and then the long suffering
one is released, but only to repeat the
Through the
process in the afternoon.
opposite actions of the cool air in the
morning and of the sun at mid-day,
very great things to the advantage of
the patient are said to occur.
Dr. Rikli
traces a large number of illnesses, ner
vous and other, to the want of vigorous
skin-action and the consequent strain
on the other parts of the body to do the
work which the lazy skin is neglecting
to do. Thence breakdown, after a cer
tain time, of whatever part of the system
Whatever the theory
may be weakest.
may be, there is no doubt that the regu—
lar outdoor life, the extreme change
from the accustomed routine, the large
amount of exercise which must be taken,
generally sends the patient home con
siderably better than he came, and one
hears also of startling cases of dying
men brought back from the brink of
the grave after their friends had dispair
ed of their recovery.
the
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Dr. Rikli’s system is an adaptation
of the “water-cure” with the addition
.of the light-air-bath and the sun-bath.
He uses packs and bandages and steam
baths, and he states that he was moved
to establish the system through having
his life saved by these means after being
given up by all doctors. He now enjoys
the most astonishing good health and
seems to be able to do more
than most
young men, though he talks about re
tiring in his “old age ” and handing the
work on to some one else. He utterly
scorns and condemns the use of medicine
of any sort or kind. The “wet pack”
is his most frequent remedy in serious
illness.

For good walkers the place oﬂ’ers
endless attractions, no scenery could be
more beautiful or more suited for excur
sions, either driving or on foot.
The
climate can not be praised so heartily,
for the place is subject to spells of most
disturbing rain, which is generally very
obstinate until snow appears on Mount
Triglau, the highest peak of the Julian
Alps, and then the sun breaks out

_M-——
INFLUENZA

a

is

it‘

a

porary experience of its unpleasantness.
“ Just a cold that I‘ve
somehow taken,”
An additional
might be his opinion.
handkerchief to meet the need of over
few days he
charged nostrils, and in
But the man with a
quite recovered.
mucus membrane,
susceptible
or
little out of tone as regards stomach and
liver,
attacked by the insidious mala
likely to ﬁnd himself decidedly
dy,
ill in
few hours after the sneezing
prodroma that announces the advent of
the foreign invader. Some have called
“ aristocratic,” because of
the malady
the large proportion of well-to-do people
who are taken with
the reason being
easily referred to the sluggish overladen
state of the excreting organs of so many
of this class. Good feeders who take
insufficient exercise out-of-doors
for

a

if

is

it,

the remark in a promi
nent New York daily that physi
cians are treating their cases for the most
part by guess, and alo noting the an
nouncement of the Board of Health of
this city, that it is at a loss to advise any
special measure for the suppression of
the epidemic, it seems in place to consid
er the subject from the side of hygiene.
A survey of the ﬁeld of attack shows
that large variety of symptoms that is
met with in acute colds or catarrh, but
the victims of the Russian inﬂuenza
show a general similarity with regard to
headache, nervous depression
and a
peculiar collapse of appetite and of
A man in good physi
stomach power.
cal condition as regards digestion,
and
the functions of excretion,
affected by
likely to have but
the malady
tem

a

OTING

EPIDEMIC.

is

THE

again.
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normal freedom of the animal functions,
their liver, kidneys, lymphatics, blood,
skin being unable to throw off the waste
and excess, are the easy prey of a dis
ease thatﬁnds its m'dus in a disordered
mucus tissue, just as they are an easy
prey to ordinary acute affections.
But what to do in such cases? Obvi
ously the ﬁrst cure should be to relieve

JOURNAL
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catarrh, or inﬂuenza.
First thorough cleansing of the intesti
nal canal by tepid water enemas, a
good fountain syringe being used, so
that nerve irritability and poisonous
effects occasioned by old foecal accum
ulations shall be avoided. . In the ma
jority of cases the headache, or other
cerebral distress is greatly relieved by
this simple procedure.
Next a hot foot bath, or a sitz bath, the
patient being well covered meanwhile,
from the neck downward with blankets,
so that free perspiration shall be induced,
course of acute

to pro
the clogged, congested organs,
mote freedom of the excretory and
secretory functions, and that by means
as hygienic and physiological as possi
“ scientiﬁc ” contem
ble. Many of our
poraries resort to quinine and other cool wet cloths to the head to subdue
“antipyretic ” drugs, especially one no ‘congestion and excitement there. Some
or
table and costly nostrum derived from simple, cooling drink like lemonade,
“ antipyrine,” exhibiting these raspberry vinegar, may be given the
coal tar,
patient while in the bath, and if there
be a tendency to heat and dryness of
the mouth and throat this drink should
be at hand for continual use.
We have

found in many cases an alkaline spring
water of mild quality and pleasantly
cold, to be very refreshing.
Reaction being obtained by the bath,
the skin acting well and the patient
feeling comfortable, he should be quick

it,

lyrubbed dry and put to bed, blankets
and all, and allowed to sleep, if so in
clined.
In a house that is provided
with all the apparatus of bathing more
thorough treatment than this may be
given, if the symptoms require
but
then the attendance of some one who
understands hygienic procedures should
be at hand, as much
injury can result
from the bungling management
of a
tyro. The blanket bath should be admin
istered in
warm room, so that in dry
ing and rubbing the patient, no expos
uretocold shall occur.
When put to
bed however, the room should be well
ventilated and of normal temperature.
One of the features of la grippe,
fail
ure of appetite and a vague, unpleasant
ache in the stomach region. Hence
best not to force solid food upon the un
willing digestive organs, but merely to
take such liquid nourishment, as can be
assimulated without discomfort. {Nature
it

is

is

a

things in large doses, and that with a
knowledge that certain results may
follow them that may be as disastrous
A
to the patient as the inﬂuenza itself.
very intelligent physician of more than
forty years experience, remarked to me
in the course of a discussion of la grippe,
that it was a matter of surprise to him
“ scientiﬁc”
that men calling themselves
should resort toa nostrum or even to
quinine to treat what in its general
symptoms was little else than a cold,
when there were old and well under
stood remedies that could be depended
upon for effect, and which did not in
duce a condition in the patient that
might be grave enough itself.
The old school treatment would have
Calomel to induce
been of this nature.
intestinal movement, Dover’s powder
to produce freedom of the secretions,
perspiration, nervous calm, and sleep.
A restricted diet, and refrigerant drinks
Con
would be ordered in this system.
sidered all around as a drug method, is
the modern antipyretic treatment with
any advance of
its decided margin,
conjecture on the old? We think not.
But there are the resources of hygiene,
what of them ? Speaking from personal
observations, we know of nothing more
and benign in effect than
immediate
in
the
hygienic applications early
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To
tation, inhalation of steam relieves.
should be given time to relieve and re
adjust herself, and if but little besides the water may be added a few drops of
cooling drink be taken for 48 hours, the the extract of pine needles, or of any
With
like listerine.
patient will be likely to recover appetite good germicide
swelling and soreness of the throat,
and functional tone the more quickly
afterward. One patient under my ob a simple antiseptic gargle is of course
indicated.
Free expectoration
and
servation, in whom the tendency toward
free breathing should be promoted: as
pneumonia was marked, was not allow
ed to take anything solid for a week, a much as possible, for with the main
little milk soup, or a soup ﬂavored with tenance of the respiratory function, the
oysters was the only thing that could disease is not likely to make any head
be swallowed with acceptance, and this way, orto affect the lower bronchial
In this passages. In emergencies like this
tided him over a serious crisis.
case there was very severe headache,
practitioners are apt to forget the silica
from which great relief was obtained by cy of simple measures and resort some
In some cases a hot what blindlyto what is experimental,
the wet compress.
water compress is more effective than with results that are disappointing.
If there be much nasal irri
the cold.
H. s. D.
0-

MODERN

N

OVER

when

the days of our ancestors,
our grandfathers, and perhaps even
the fathers of some of us, obtained their
education mainly during the invigorat
ing days of winter, when theseason was
unpropitious for the plow, and their
school-houses were built of materials
which their own hard hands had hewn
from the forest, over mental strain from
too much study was but a mythical pos
sibility, and underpower was one of
those fabulous gods of the imagination
for which their incredulous heads and
hands provided no Pantheon. Their
organisms were hardened and strength
ened to their surroundings by ample
sunlight and fresh air, pure, plain
food (well relished), timely and unde
pressing recreation and ample rest after
each day's work for mind and body.
Our fathers lacked, and they did not
require’ the wisdom of self-care that we
must have in order to survive, if duty’s
in our time are answered.
demands
With all the added stimulants to over
rnental activity about us, which did not
press upon our fathers, it is a possibility
and a certainty (unless we are wiser than
they were) for us to run our race much
more swiftly and perish sooner than

STRAIN.

they could have done under the mental
pressure of their time.
Their environ
ments conserved their powers, ours tend
to destroy.
The necessities of existence
imposed upon them more personal phys
They did largely a divided

ical effort.

mental and physical work, and they
could not if they would so readily run
all night and scarcely note the ﬂeeting
hours as we can. We have reached a
time when, in view of the many in
ﬂuences about us tending to accelerate
our mental movements, it seems far
less ﬁguratively than heretofore to be
but a step from the cradle to the grave.
Most of us are willing and are probably
anxious to go to heaven when we die,
but most of us, I think, want to keep out
of the grave as long as we can.
Over-pressure is the power which bears
us there.
How may we have the pow
er to resist this pressure to the farthest
natural extent? The problem of life is
in this question, and the problem of
health upon which depends the power
of body and mind is involved in it like
wise.
We make provision for action, always
action, in our social, political, and ed
ucational

organizations,

and reform and
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manipulators of markets and managers
of “the machine” of party politics. To
these we add the neural prod and whip
and spur of artiﬁcial, alcoholic (and
even tea and coffee) stimulation at the
wrong time of day, when an inclination
to repose and not over action of the
nervous system and mind should be

and never rest are our watch
words ; and yet our frame is so consti
tuted that adequate rest is one of its
chief organic needs and essential pre
“ Tired nature‘s
liminaries to progress.
sweet restorer, balmny sleep," is not
progress

“Sleepl
courted as she ought to be.
second
nature's
1
minds
hurt
balm of
that
Sleep,
1
bath
labor‘s
course! sore
of
care”
sleeve
raveled
the
knits up
and compensates the waste and wear
and worry of our mental life, is too

encouraged.
DR. 0. H. HUGHES.

O.‘
A Pno'roeasrn Savas LIFE.—In Le

much ignored in all of our arrange
amuse
ments for work of mind. Our
mainly
are
too,
recreations,
and
ments
provided for during hours which were

Messager, of Liege, Belgium,
lowing incident is related :

the fol

“A Wealthy young girl of London
had died, and the parents, desiring to
preserve the image of their beloved
child, summoned a photographer to
The remains
have a likeness taken.
were placed upon a sofa and a negative
was made, which, not appearing suffi
ciently distinct to suit the photographer
To his great
he took a second one.
difference
marked
he
found
a
surprise

best devoted to rest and sleep.
To us the night cometh not now, as
in the ancient days, when no man can
work ; night with us when the brain
ought to be at rest, has become the chief
time of action. At that part of the day
when the heart-throbs should be lessen
ed and the overtaxed organ allowed a

little repose between its beats, its pulsa—
between the proofs of the two negatives
tions are accelerated to meet the impera
as if
and
and particularly about the eyes,
unrest-ing
tive calls for blood, of an
of
He
notice
moved.
gave
cells
had
they
ideational
unrestful brain whose
in
called
who
turn
the
watcher
in
to
this
are
kept
and percipient centers
ceaseless activity by the demands of a physician, and the latter appearing
upon the scene called back to life she
late school work, midnight committee
manufacturers,
whom they thought to be dead.”
merchants,
meetings of

—-
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DISINFECTING

often prevalent, of
practice,
burning sulphur in the sickroom,
or in thehabitable rooms of the house,
during the continuance of a case of
diphtheria or other contagious disease,
is productive of evil, and should not be
allowed.
The theory that the continual burn
ing of a little sulphur would destroy
the germs or poison of the disease, and

HE

thereby protect these of the household
notalready infected, is wholly an er
roneous one. Many experiments have
been made, which show that the density
of sulphur fumes (sulphurous acid) must
be much greater than can be tolerated

BY SULPH UR.
byahuman

being in order to destroy
the germs of disease.
The air of the sick-room, should be
and not be
kept as pure as possible
vitiated by the fumes of any irritant, or
choking substance. The latter acts as
an irritant to the air passages, against

which the lungs protest, besides consum
ing some of the oxygen of the air which
is so necessary to the support of life,
thus doing a positive harm to the pa
tient.
Still more, it impairs the natural
and
powers of resistance to disease,
thereby indirectly becomes an agent to
bring about acondition its use is popu
larly supposed to retard.

AND
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Sulphur fumigation will not destroy
the germs of disease unless a large quan
tity is burned in closed rooms, and the,

spoonful of alcohol, and allow the room
toremain closed for 24 hours.
For a
room about 10 feet square. at least three
pounds of sulphur should be used ;for
larger rooms,
larger
proportionally

process continued several hours. Agree
able deodorants may be used in the sick
room, and antiseptic solutions should
always be employed; but by no means
resort to the practice of burning sul

quantities.
Heavy woolen clothing,
silks, furs, stuffed bed covers, beds, and
other articles, which can not be treated
with ﬂuid disinfectants, should be hung
in the room during fumigation, their
surfaces thoroughly exposed, and pock
ets turned inside out.
Afterward they

phun
The followingis a good method for
The house
fumigating with sulphur.
must be vacated.
Heavy
clothing,
blankets, bedding, and other articles
which can not be treated with disinfect
ing solutions, should be opened and
exposed during fumigation, as directed
below.
Close the room as tightly as
possible, place the sulphur in iron pans
supported by bricks placed in wash tubs
containing a little water; set the sulphur
on ﬁre by hot coals, or with the aid of a

NOTES
American

mainm—At

should

be hung in the open air, beaten
and shaken.
Pillows, beds, stuffed
mattresses, upholstered furniture, etc.,
should be cut open and their contents
spread out and thoroughly fumigated.
Carpets are best fumigated on the ﬂoor,
but they should afterward be removed
to the open
air and
thoroughly
beaten.

IN SCIENCE

Prehistoric

Re

of the
Academy of Anthropology, Gen. 0. W. Dar
ling, Cor. Sec. of the Oneida Historical Soci
ety, read part of a very comprehensive paper
on “ The Prehistoric Archaeology of Ameri
ca." Starting with California, he gave an ac
count of the discoverie in that State, in
Mexico, in some of the States in the Missis
sippi Valley, and in Central America.
Though it is not. usual to go further back
than to the glacial epoch to determine the
age of man, man appeared to be present in
California during a part of this period. Re
mains had been found beneath tablets of
lava erupted in the pliocene epoch. Man
lived then, built mounds, wrought imple
ments, and left behind records that can not
be deciphered. The opinion is held by Dr.
Thomson and others that the time will come
when, perhaps by the aid of the ancient
learning of the East, the records can be
As yet, however, the riddle of the
read.
prehistoric race in America is unsolved.
One of the most remarkable monuments
found is in San Luis Obispo County, South
A great rock rises 150 feet
ern California.
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above

the plain of Carissa, and, in the dis

tance, looks rugged and forbidding. On near
approach it is seen to have on its eastern side

the December meeting

'

an opening 25 feet broad, which leads into
an inner temple or court, with level ﬂoor
225 feet long and 125 feet broad at its wid
est part.
The ceiling is 60 to 100 feet high.
This great natural cathedral is a wonder to
geologists, but. is more wonderful to arch
aeologists. It was evidently used by pre
historic men as a temple of worship or a
capitol of government. On the walls are
paintings in red, white, and black, doubt
less having a meaning.
There are ﬁgures
representing ﬁelds, suns, forts, spears, men,
and animals. The colors are apparently as
bright as when ﬁrst laid on. The wonder
was discovered by Franciscan missionaries
a hundred years ago, and there has been no
since.
When or
change in its appearance
by whom the walls were decorated no one
knows. The Indian tribes had no tradition
concerning the work, and regarded it with
Until recently the
superstitious reverence.
plain was frequented by wild horses, but
now the temple affords shelter for the ﬂocks
of the shepherds.
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Gen. Darling discussed the buried cities
of New Mexico, of which there are many,
and the prehistoric remains in Central
America.
in Yucatan alone 67 prehistoric
cities have been found, though the obstacle
presented
by climate and savage people
make travel in that country nearly impossi
ble.
The conclusion was, that the remains
in all the Southwest were older than the
Aztecs. The older civilization was in many
ways remarkable. Ruined cities were found
in Mexico. including great palaces of hewn
stone 300 to 400 feet in dimensions. They
contained sculptured ornaments in baa-re
lief. Skulls were found that, in their cranial
character, were equal or superior to the
modern
average
race.
Many wonderful
things have been discovered in Nicaragua,
Brazil, and Peru. One monument indicated
that a ship was wrecked on the South Ameri
can coast, with subjects of Alexander the
Great.
Skulls are found that showed that
the art of trepliinillg was known andfprac
ticed in a rude way.

The Educational Conventions.
National Educational Association
of Education have decided to
hold their next Annual Conventions at St.
Paul, Minnesota, July ‘.4 to "111, 1890'

~—'I‘he

and Council

Twenty thousand teachers are expected to
be present from all points of the Union. The
Western railroads have agreed to give half
plus $2. membership fee. to all
persons who attend, and Eastern and South

rates.
ern

roads

will make low

be announced early.

ized

St.

rates which

Paul

will

has organ

local Executive Committee, and ar
are being made to make the
meeting a great success. There will be am
accommodation at reasonable
ple hotel
rates.
Local excursions are being planned
to all important points of interest in the
Northwest and on the Paciﬁc Coast.
The
otﬁcial “Bulletin," containing programs,
rates. and full particulars, to be issued in
March. will be sent free. Mr. S. Shcrin is
secretary,
local executive committee, St.
Paul, Minnesota.
a

rangements

A Floating lShlIllL—One

of the
of
water in the world is Henry‘s lake in Idaho.
It is situated on the dome of the continent
in a depression
in the Rocky Mountains
most picturesque and remarkable bodies
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called Targee‘s Pass. It has an area of
forty square miles, and all around it rise
snow-capped peaks. some of them being
the highest of the continent’s backbone. In
the lake is a ﬂoating island about three
hundred feet in diameter. It has for its
basis a mat of roots so dense that it sup
ports large trees and a heavy growth of un
derbush.
These roots are covered with
is
several feet of rich soil. The surface
solid enough to support the weight of a
horse anywhere, and there are places where
a house could be built. The wind blows the
island about the lake, and it seldom remains
twenty-four hours in the same place.

An Old Norseman

Clty.—Great

interest was

excited last November among
archaeologists.
by the announcement of
Prof. Horsford. of a discovery of the site of
the ancient and traditional city of Norum
bega, which he claims was founded by the
Northmen, about 1,000 A. D., or nearly
ﬁve hundred years before the voyage of
Columbus. The site claimed is near Waten
town, Mass, afew miles west of Boston, in
the valley of the Charles River.
Prof.
Horsford says that there are relics of the
Nortbmen on every square mile of the basin
of the Charles.
As evidence of this, he
points to a canal, walled on one side for a
thousand feet along the west side of Stony
Brook, and to the dry canal near Newton
ville. He has found remains of canals,
ditches, deltas, boom dams, ponds. ﬁsh
trap , dwellings. walls. and amphitheatres.
The evidence tending to prove the discov
ery and occupation of the region around
Massachusetts Bay long before the date usu
ally assigned to the discovery of this conti
nent, is constantly growing stronger, and
there seems to be little reason to doubt that
" so well known to the Norse
the “ Vinland
adventurers was a part of the country re
discovered in later centuries.

A Canvas-Back Duck

ﬂies

at an

habitual rate of 80 miles per hour, which is
increased in emergency to 120.
The mal
lard has a ﬂight of 48 miles an hour; the
black duck, pin-tail, widgeon, and wood
duck can not do much better.
The blue
wing and green-wing teals can do 100 miles
an hour, and take it easy.
The red-head
can ﬂy all day at 90 miles per hour.
The
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gadwall can do 90 miles.
The ﬂight of the
wild goose is 100 miles per hour.

‘
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ably is when applied to the arts.

Improve

ment in military riﬂes and small arms seems

to lie in the direction of smokeless powder
N. Y. and electric ﬁre.
Tribune says: The Chief of Ordnance in
The Little Men of African—The
his annual report to the Secretary of War
Akkas are described by Dr. Junker as the
discusses the subject of smokeless powder
only voluntary nomads of the Central Af
for military uses, and records the failure of
rican regions. They construct their little
chemists and experimenters to produce a
huts in the shelter of the
serviceable compressed cartridge of that cone-shaped grass
trees of the woods, and live in a district as
nature.
Lnview of the unsatisfactory re
long as the chase lasts. They prefer to
sults of-trials with smokeless
powder, he
abide among some tribes and avoid others.
does not deem it expedient to introduce in
The rulers welcome them, and they, being
the army a small calibre riﬂe adapted for
practiced archers and cunning warriors,
its use. It is certainly prudent to defer
are employed in the invasions of the terri
measures for the improvement of the small
tories of neighboring tribes. They possess
arms now employed, since some satisfactory
no industry, and buy even their arrow
kind of smokeless powder will inevitably
heads in exchange for meat, the produce of
he invented in the course of a few years.
the chase.
They are timid and suspicious,
It is also probable that a radical change in
and Dr. Junker only once saw about one
the method of ﬁring cartridges will be
hundred and ﬁfty of them together.
They
An English syndicate has recently
made.
cannot properly be described as dwarfs, but
been formed to develop American patents
only as relatively very small men.
for supplying electric ﬁre from a battery
placed in the stock of the gun. It is not
has been discovered that a large por
improbable that the armies of the near fu
tion of Utah is underlaid with a body of
water which may be reached by boring
ture in Europe will be armed with electric
wells from one hundred to two hundred
guns. The mechanism of the modern maga
feet.
The wells ﬂow so liberally that onc
zine riﬂe, and the use of high-power com
of them will water ﬁve or six acres thor
pressed powders seem to require at the ﬁr
trust—
oughly. The desert is literally “made to
ing-point an agency as precise,
blossom as the rose."
worthy, and efﬁcient as electricity invari

Smokeless P0wder.—The

It

tissue degeneration

or changes from the

normal in form and relation of parts, or
waste of convolution or membrane,

unusual multiplication

of ﬁssures,

cided want of correspondence
areas in the hemispheres,

of long
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anemia

are noticeable,

practice

or the effects

As

there is

a.

OF

IN every well

BRAIN PATHOLOGY.
ordered asylum for the
is given to the

insane some attention
examination of the brains
who die in the institution.

which should

large and

possess

with more

a result

accumulation of pathological

THE STUDY

or of

they are taken

a record made

or less particularity.

de

of similar

continued congestion

accountof, and

or

of this

growing
minutiae,

high value in the

of forms of insanity, but
in
which
fact does not appear to con
determination

of patients

tribute much

If

Some observers, for instance Luys, Gre

marks of

as yet

in that direction.

.
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ding, Meschide,

some

make

distinct and usually

or general

mania,

or acute

brain

extensive

alterations to melancholia,
paresis,

general

relation of certain

as to the

inferences

little

but

attempt is made to deﬁne how

a special

[Feb.

to the world, because no

little service

deﬁnite and useful results can be drawn

from them.
What the world wants is information
with regard to the management of the
so that the

insane,

kind of cortical breakdown will affect

portion of recoveries

the mental economy.

increased.

In forms
have

of chronic mania where there
states it is

mental

been excited

usually found that the membranes

are

small

present

shall

pro

greatly

be

The same information will

have its application

in the extra~asylum

world as a means of preventing insanity
—the really grand thing to be sought.

be distributed

\Vhat seems strange to some observers

through the layers the remains of capil

is that there is so much indifference in

dilatations or hematomae.

the rank and ﬁle of the medical frater

thickened,

lary

or there may

dura mater

may

adherent

be

The
to the

If

nity to follow up a clue.

there be

skull, and the softer membranes to the

acute mania, for

brain substance,

the history of this acute mania,

a condition showing

instance, why is not

the existence of grades of inﬂammation.

cedent

In

peculiarities noted t—what

that form of in

cases of dementia,

sanity attended with
mental

both

power

gradual loss of

a

intellectual

and

loss of size

moral, there is a noticeable

and

faculties,
active?

present,

recorded,

for example,

Why

ante

and its

feelings or

are

specially

is not the head carefully
measured,

inspected and

say after the

method of Dr. Clapham?

If

process of shrinkage, the frontal convo

topsy the pathologist tind

evidences

lutions, especially the second, becoming

congestion in certain parts

;

weight,

We are shown,

atrophied.
blood
the

undergoing

clots, a hyperzemic

brain

vessels,

a

also, how

condition of

pressure

of

bone

through accident or adventitious growth,
speciﬁc

disease,

fever,

mental disturbance

With all

may

produce

and insanity.

this array of causes, or states

of brain coincident with irritability or
want of integrity of mind, we have yet

with extravasation,

at the au

of

local tracts

or certain areas of

down tissue, or thick

softened, broken

ened and hardened membranes

or alien

growths, or atrophy and loss of sub
stance;

then noting the character of the

lesion and making comparison
record of mental

likely to lead

‘to

and

the brain

We wish that

with the
would

disturbance

be

some conclusive result.

a fraction of the interest

to ask for their analysis on such a defi

shown in motor function were appropri

nite and logical foundation that we shall

ated to the impartial study

be able to trace the

relation between a

given type of mental disturbance and a
Until
certain pathological condition.

of mental

function, even that the bearing of the
motor lesions were taken into account,
and as careful an examination of the

the principles
formulated all the histological examina

mind history of patients affected or sup

tions of brains that asylum and hospital

were

attendants so zealously prosecute are of

W'e are sure that in many of these cases

for such

analysis are

posed to be affected

by motor lesion

made as of the muscle

history.
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results

that have a meaning and use

would

be

insanity,

obtained,

and the study of

well as the study of normal

as

result.

“run”

In all

'1

like the well

kept

evenly,

probability,

watch,

he would

harmoniously, and for

The watch that is kept
clean, free from dust, will vary little in

—.+.——

from day to day. So the
man who keeps himself free of dirt will
“ go" rightly. When the little grit of

its readings

A WATCH ANALOGUE.
a

the

a long time.

mind action, be materially promoted.

THE man who has

be

93

good watch is

disposed to take good care of it.
winds it up at a certain hour

;

He

he keeps

it in a certain pocket of his vest, perhaps

in a close ﬁtting leather

case,

that it

that

habits,

unwholesome

often

are

formed unconsciously through associa
tion, gets into a man it disturbs his ma

chinery, producing friction and irregu

articles in the same pocket, and at night

larity, which, if not corrected by the
removal of the intruding stuff, will de
velop into absolute disease and ﬁnal

on retiring does not lay the watch down

breakdown.

may be kept as free from dust as pos
sible.

He does not carry hard, rough

where its position is much the same as

Now, keeping a watch in good order
demands the formation of a habit of
daily attention to its needs, so the human

while he carries it during the day.

machine with its double acting organism

on the bureau

or mantel-piece, but

stows it in a secure

Suppose a man

be

and handy place,

should treat himself

his watch, feeling that the

as he treats

of body and mind can only be kept in
But
good order by habits of precision.
much

pulsating organ in his left side needs as

many—too many—don’t take

much care for its regular, effective

care of themselves, especially the mental

tion as the little
time for him.
be as

ac

machine that marks
he should

Suppose that

regardful of his personal

part, as they do of their watches.

exercise,

food,

—-—-O.o———

needs,

out‘of-door

and sufficient sleep.

Suppose

that he should avoid unnecessary

ex

THE BETTER SIDE. The more we reﬂect
upon the results obtained by careful, in

telligent training in every department
of human life, the less we are inclined

posures to severe weather, sharp winds,

to

dust storms, and, just as he would not

atavism,

overwind the watch lest

intentionally

he should break the main-spring, so he

‘What

a mistake l

regularly and carefully winding himself
up by taking proper

as

the

deplore

inﬂuence of heredity

parental impression,

the schools

etc.

In

for the idiotic and feeble

minded, in the reformatories

for men

would not attempt to do things physical

and

or mental that were likely to overstrain

blind and for the deaf and dumb, at the

and weaken
he avoided

his powers.
the rough

Suppose that
and coarse sides

women, in

schools

the

asylums for

the

for Indians, and in those noble
the slums, where

missions

set

of life, and so incurred little risk of

friendless

and neglected

forming habits that were wearing upon

are rescued from the streets and futures

the physical machinery and pernicious

of vice and crime, we have

to the mental

economy.

What would

among

boys and girls
a demon—

stration of the susceptibility of human
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nature to improvement.

However low

to the help

the organization, however

dull

and

tal the mental

and bru

state, well adapted in—

struction produces

marked

in

effects
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of the mentally disturbed
One who realizes

imperfect.

the

work that is being done to ameliorate
the condition of the unfortunately born,

raising, brightening, purifying and re
ﬁning the expression of the faculties.

and is thus enabled to grasp in some de

As

ment, were the common

gree the possibilties

of human develop

surgery comes to the aid of
the child born with distorted limbs, or

ences permitted

imperfect features, so modern education

away, can not help declaring himself an

modern

by a true psychology comes

now by society swept

optimist.

all the substance of Peruvian bark. It
must
to be found in every drug store, but
be of the very best.”
Advice
given by some advertisers to
use
preparation of strychninc, or tinc
ture of capsicum, or ginger. All such re
sorts are deceptive in the main.
They con
tain alcohol as rule, and so but supply, in
form, the very thing that we
modiﬁed
would have the intemperate avoid. If one
would be cured of his unfortunate habit,
were better to get into such relations: that
oﬁer little or no temptation to drink, and
to use
diet that in itself is non~exciiing
or heating.
Adopting vegetarian food has
been found very helfpul in the cure of in
ebriety.

ilnrrespnndenis.

ALwAYs write your full name and address plain
ly. If you use a pseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.
Wn can NOT rmnnn'raxn 'm na'rurm muvarunnl
contributions unlesl the necessary postaqe is pro
vided by the writers. IN ALL CASES, persons who
communicate with us through the post-oﬂlce should,
if they expect a reply, incloae the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
address.
Personal and private matters addressed
to the Editor in the professional capacity of a phy
sician will also receive his early attention.

Tux Hxans

0N

‘rm; COVER—S.

M.-The

heads that appear in the semi-circle on the

cover are intended to represent
of form and expression rather
than portraits.
They are like certain emi
must be admitted, and
nent persons,
you would know the names, we have no ob
The central
jection to imparting them.
like that of Goethe, that on the left
face
resembles Charles Sumner, that on the right
Mr. Gladstone, to the left of Sumner,
“ George Eliot,” to the right of Gladstone,
Mr. Seward; the other proﬁles are mainly
fanciful.
JOURNAL
real

types

dark or light colors

worn at any season

for

Which
clothing

is

.'

Crormso Coma—Question
better,

?

is

is

a

a

a

a

To CURE 'rns: In'rssrraaa'ra Hanna—S. B.
—We see in the papers good deal of ad
vice on this subject, and many advertise
ments of mixtures “ to destroy the taste ”
for liquor. This is from an item that has
been going the rounds of the press:
“Let the person have within his reach
small vialpf tincture Peruvian bark, and
when the craving for liquor comes on him
let him take
'teaspoonful of the tincture
few days taste for
every two hours. ‘In
liquor
desroyed, and destroyed while
indulging in it, for tincture of Peruvian
bark
spirits into which has been drawn

it

if

him the beneﬁt 0/’ an early consideration.

if

wru.

it

our

a

ls-rnas-r "

is

“Gmmi.

a

Quas'noss or

be answered in this department.
But one question
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,

a

a

a

is

@111’

i“

it

is

enlightened

malign inﬂu
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Amwma—We think that shades of gray
or light drab, or mixtures that give a light
tone to to the material are better than dark
or black tones for steady wear. As regards
the warmth of a fabric much depends upon
its thickness and quality, but weight for
weight dark clothing is warmer than light
colored, because of the fact that dark
shades absorb heat more. You may remem
ber the old experiment of placing pieces of
white cloth and black cloth on snow, and
observing that under the black the snow

rapidly than under the white.
White cloth, while it repels heat, also re
tains it.
Hence it is that animals in the
Arctic regions have white or light gray, or
light brown fur.
melted more

THE Moron AND IDEATIONAL FUNCTIONS.
—Que.rli0n .- According to the results of mod

ern

experiment
the motor functions have
in the convolutions—in
regions
where the “ideational"
centers are located
according to Phrenology—how do vou ex
plain this, can these two orders of functions
be related ?

"centers”

Anrwcrz—If we are to accept the motor
center doctrine as established—and
there are
prominent authorities who are not ready to
give it their acceptance—we do not see how
it conﬂicts with the "ideational” centers or
On the contrary, if movements, as
organs.
faras the hands and muscles of the face, are
to be interpreted as indicative of feeling they.
in most cases, are conﬁrmatory of an associat
ed relation with the “ ideational " or phychic
if you have read the IouRNAL of
organs.
the past year you must have seen one or two
articles in which this point was discussed.
The motor centers are given a great deal of
room, because their exact margins have not
been determined.
And as nerve function is
constituted there is abundant room for the
psychic or phrenolngical centers.
BREADTH OF THE Face—Miss A. S.—We
must beg leave to remind this and other cor
respondents that we can not reply to more
than one question at a time. So that if half
a dozen questions are inclosed in one letter,
it must be expected that many months will
those more important and of
pass before
"
can be considered.
"general interest
We do
our best to meet the wants of our friends in
this respect, and are only limited by space and
time.
The breadth of the face depends ﬁrst upon
the size and expansion of the cranium with
its zygomatic attachments to the lower face.
Second, upon the thickness and fullness of

95

the tissues.
A strong face is strong by virtue
of the impression
of the bonv framework
that gives prominence and emphasis to the
lines and angles. A plump, fat face rarely im
presses one as possessing the quality
of
strength, but a massive square jaw, prominent,
wide-apart zygomas, a broad forehead with
emphatic ridges and orbital angles, although
well covered with ﬂesh, will distinctly mark
the man.
The motive or osseo-muscular
temperament
imparts these characteristics,
and you probably know that such a tempera
ment imparts force and power to the mental
expression.

l

%

@lgat— @131)

%

Communications are invited on‘ouy topic of inter
est ,' the writer‘s personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects being preferred

Plutocracy in Amerlca.—Pluto

cracy, so-called,

in a republic, may be re
garded as an excrescence on the body politic.
It is nourished by the vitality of the organ
ism, yet is not in keeping with its design,
or the normal workings of it. At another

view, it may be regarded, perhaps more ap
propriately, as a kind of unhealthy over
growth, like the rickets in children, de
ranging the functions, and, at last, produc
In this view, also, the
ing fatal results.
basis of it is found in the natural order;
but it is wholly divergent from the natural
order.
.
The fundamental principle of a republic
is, equality of natural rights and corre
spondent equality before the laws enacted
or administered. But the essence of plu
tocracy is, a system of caste and privileged
legislation upon class distinctions ; not
avowed, indeed, but none the less certain.
This growth has a foundation in a constitu
ent element of human nature itself; which,
unless suppressed, exerts, and was intended
to exert, a controlling inﬂuence in all pub
lie and private affairs. Isay, unless sup
pressed. There has been only one complete
suppression in the history of the world;
viz., in Sparta, where iron money was de
creed,
and commerce was thereby
de
stroyed ; and when the laws of Draco were
"written in blood," Then,'a rigid system
of artiﬁcial self-abncgation comprised all
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that was left of either private or public
virtue. It developed national strength, in
deed, in the way of military power; but
lost the essential properties of national vir
ility. How it continued so long will always
remain a mystery.
With this solitary exception, an inherent
desire for possession
has dominated in
every age the enterprises of the world, and
that, too, whether of a private or public
nature.

'

Agassiz, indeed, declared he had no time
make money.
He meant only that he
would not abandon his distinguished career
of investigation and discovery for the mere
purpose of accumulating money; even he
was no exception to the rule that a desire
for possessing, and a desire for money as
the symbol of possessions already attained,
are the legitimate motive power of business
progress in all directions of development
or improvement. Success always wins ap
This, also, is due to a primary ele
plause.
ment in human nature,
alluring on to
achievement, just as appetite incites the
seeking of food. And one who honestly
succeeds in earning money deserves credit
for it. Here, then, is a deﬁnite sphere pro
vided for the legitimate operations of the
desire for money; which, conﬁned within
its due limits, is not merely proper, but
to

necessary.

But when it becomes excessive or abnor
mal, the consequences are proportionately
ruinous. No one can respect a miscr; be
cause his innate desire of possession has
been indulged until it has bereft him of
manhood; having overridden every other
faculty, and tending to no purpose. Pre
cisely on the same pr.nciple it ia that a
glutton is despised ; because he makes that
an end which was only intended to be a
means to an end.

The Scriptures denounce an inordinate
love of money, declaring it to be a “root
of all evil'.” They proclaim covetousness
as “ idolatory ”--false worship supplanting
true; and thereby subverting the
the
foundation of true morals. Thus, they
have given a perpetual warning against the
central principle of corruption.
Now, where there is a rage for money
makinz, by whatever means that may be
available, there is a miserly restriction
Where there is a
which bodes no good.
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supplanting admiration of moneyed men,
as such, without regard to the methods
whereby their wealth has accrued, or the
purposes for which it is used, the laws in
evitably become distorted; a disposition
prevails among those in authority to pam
per wealthy men; caste is created as abso
lute as that of India; and the spirit and
intent of the republic are thenceforth in
deadly peril.
There is but one remedy for the evil,
whether individual, or public ; and this lies
in the realm of morals; and it is nothing
more or less than a
constant outgoing in
behalf of mankind. Sometimes, we term
it charity ; sometimes philanthropy.
If the rudder of equality be broken or
displaced we can not guide the ship of
state.
The currents will inevitably carry it
into the tumultuous seas of passion. Or,
leaving this ﬁgure. what the politicians
call “ boodle " will be the prevailing power
in everything; universal corruption must
sooner or later ensue, and there be an end;
for. in such case, the republic is already a
shattered wreck wholly incapable of effect
Are we
ing the design of its institution.
not now rapidly drifting in that dlrection ?
Does not the wide-spread mania for specu
it; and venlal elections?
lation reveal
Does not the universal clamor for subsidies
indicate the course of the rushing current
bearing us on ? Bearing us on; whither?
There can be but one destiny to a “ boodle”
career.

It is certainly disheartening to ﬁnd that
while some State legislatures are protesting
is silent; that eminent men are
Congress
apologizing for, and even
encouraging
every effort for hasty gains ; that class dis
tinctions are prevailing, more and more, in
the enactment of laws; and that the cry is
" Onward ! ” in the race for pelf. Surely it
is a time for earnest thought by true men
and patriots.
Can we avoid the maelstrom
whose dismal roaring is even now borne in
to the attentive ear? Or will we proceed
with our dance of death and neglect all
precautions until, within its vortex, we
ﬁnd it too late to save the ship of State
from remediless destruction in the whirling
.
waters ?
My views may seem founded on pre
sumptions that are extreme, yet will the re
ﬂecting observer deny that the situation is
not menacing?

J.

c. WELLS.
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BIT OF HISTORY.

April of 1889, while lecturing in
the city of Little Rock, Ark., the
writer became involved in litigation,
inwhich some interesting legal ques
tions, bearing upon the status of Phreno
N

logy and the rights of phrenologists
Believing that the pre
were decided.
cedent so established should be known
to our brethren in the ﬁeld, I relate the
facts herein exactly as they occured.
On the second day after our consulta
tion rooms were opened we were con front
ed by a policeman, and a demand for a
license of ten dollars per week, which
the city council had authorized the city
‘collector to levy upon each and every
phrenologist prosecuting his vocation
within the city limits. Having served
the goddess of Justice, in the capacity
of an attorney for some years before
entering upon our career of public lec
turer and examiner, we felt constrained
to investigate the grounds of the dcL
mand before paying the license.
The rule of law in such cases is that
a municipal corporation, can not im
pose a tax upon any vocation, except
where authority to do so has been express
ly conﬁrmed by act of the Legislature.
A careful examination of the Statutes
in such cases made and provided, dis
closed the fact that the Legislature had
authorized the city to tax fortune tellers,
gaming establishments, pedlers, and a
number of other vocations. but with an
evident appreciation of the beneﬁt which
the citizens of Arkansas might be able
to derive from the proper promulgation
of Phrenology, the Legislature had
omitted to classify us asan object of
suspicion and subjectto police regula
tion.
Taking this view of the case we
notiﬁed the city authorities of our
determination not to pay the license
An arrest followed as a matter of

Court of Pulaski County, left
the case, being placed in charge of
Hon. W. S. McCain, one of the ablest
lawyers in the Southwest, while we
continued our tour. On the 2d day of
December the case came toa hearing
in the Circut Court when the real battle
was fought.
We had just closed a succesful course
of lectures in Memphis, Tenn., when
a message from Judge McCain, caused
us to hurry to the seat of war.
In the
Circuit Court the interests of the City
were represented by Hon. W. L. Terry,
Circuit

of great legal ability, but
who in private conversation, as well as
in the conduct of the case, evinced as
a hostility to the science of
great
Phrenology as Sir. Wm. Hamilton him
self could have done. When the case
was called the City Attorney, realizing
that our position on the law was impreg

a gentleman

nable, changed his tactics, and substituted
the charge of“ Fortune Telling by means
of Phrenology”, in order to bring the
case within the legislative enactment.
Realizing that we were about to be tried

for “ Fortune Telling”, and understand
ing that issue would be simply whether
Phrenology isa phase of fortune tell
ing; we accepted that issue, donned
our war paint, and entered the court
room fortiﬁed with skulls, callipers, the
Institute diploma, , copies of various
forms of charts, and other phrenological
literature includingacopy of the JOUR
NAL, and threw down the gaunlet.
The case was hotly contested. The
city attorney proved our location in
the city, our refusal
to pay license,
our methods of business, and introduced
our advertisements in the daily papers in
which we had had the temerity to declare
that we would point out the talents of
those who consulted us, advise them in
We appeared in the police regard to matrimony, the choice of pro
course.
court, made our argument, were prompt
fessions and “how to accumulate a
ly convicted, and sentenced to pay the fortune, and prolong life. ”
vline of ten dollars.
A bond was immed
We opened our batteries, and assured
iately ﬁled, an appeal taken to the the court that a science which could
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its followers such men as
Henry \Vard Beecher, Horace Greely,
Horace Mann, and Charles Dickens, was

name among

entitled
to respectful
We cited the deﬁnition

consideration.
of Webster for

fortune tellers “one who predict-s future
events," and assured both judge and
jury that we were guiltless of any such
were introduced
Witnesses
attempt.
who testified to the nature and correct
ness of the examinations, and beneﬁts
derived from them.

The City Attorney subjected us to a
rigid cross examination in which he
tried to entangle us in the question of
our skulls
“bumps. ” We unloaded
upon him, and demonstrated the theory
of Phrenology, by which the amount
of sensea man powesses is measured
not by “bumps,” but by estimate of
temperament, quality, health and size of
brain.
“Where do you locate the emotive
faculties,” was one of the questions
ﬁred at us by the City attorney.
“There are no such faculties known
to the phrenological classiﬁcation, we
replied.

“ Yes there is, Webster gives them in
"
his Phrenological Chart.
\Ve assured the distinguished legal
deﬁnitions
that \Vebster‘s
luminary
probably contained an allusion to the
emotional nature of man, but that even
with this correction, the treatment of
the subject in Webster's Dictionary was
nearly as contracted asthe city attorn
ey’s own views, and that he should seek
elsewhere for an accurate knowledge
In our argument to
of the subject.
the

jury

we assured

them that we were

ﬁghting simply for the jewels

of pro

We
and reputation.
fessional
pride
could have escaped tedious and expen—
sive litigation by the payment of ten
dollars, if we had felt so disposed to
rest under the stigma of being classed
with disreputable occupations. “"e were
not fighting for our rights and priveli
alone, but in behalf of the noble
ges
army of men and women, who were
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laboring for the advancement of science,
and the welfare of the race in a better
understanding of the mental, moral, and
physical
relations
of man.
We ex
plained our methods fully, reviewed the
evidence and the law of the case, and
submitted the issue to what we believed
was an intelligent and impartial jury
of our fellow countrymen.
The city attorney followed with a
vindictive onslaught, in which
he
charged that we were simply humbug—
ging the people, telling fortunes, and
“
”
reaping a harvest of golden shekels.
That we were now trying to get an en
dorsement from the court, which would
enable us to advertise our business as
He urged the juryto protect
legitimate.
the people of Little Rock from the grasp
of a charletan.
After the heat and
acrimony of this discussion it was re
freshing to hear the presiding judge,
Hon. Joseph W. Martin, digniﬁed, calm
conscientious and impartial, instruct the
jury that Phrenology was a legitimate
science, and business and its practice
not subject to license.
That a fortune teller was one who at
That
tempted to predict future events.
if they were satisﬁed from the evidence
beyond a reasonable doubt, that the de
fendant attempted to predict future
events in his practice, they would con
vict, but that an estimate of capacity
for business or professions, or directions
for conduct, or matrimonial selection
based upon the science= of Phrenology
and Physiology was legitimate, and not
included in the term “fortune telling. "
After a brief deliberation, the jury
returned with a verdict of “ Not Guilty”
and we were at once surrounded by an

crowd of attorneys, court
enthusiastic
officials and
spectators, and
made
the recipient of hearty congratulations.
In this connection it is only just to
say that throughout this litigation we
had the united support of the press and
people of Little Rock . as against their
own city otlicials.
WILLIAM WINDSOR, LL. B.
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PERSONAL.
Sm HENRY AARON ISAACS, the new Lord
Mayor of London, has two daughters who are
deaf and dumb, but they have been so well
educated on the oral system in Holland, that
understand readily
they can, by lip-reading.
what is said by others. They have such bright,
intellectual faces that few imagine them to be
deprived of two senses.

Rev. HENRY W. LYLE, M. A., a deaf mute,
has just died in Philadelphia, where he was
rector of All Souls’ Church.
He was born in
China, his father being a missionary, and com
pleted his education at Yale, after studying for
a while at Cambridge, England, and two other
European colleges.
HORATXO ALLEN, of Montrose, New Jersey,
that was ever used in
this country. He was sent to England in 1826,
by the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company,
to buy the rails and three locomotives
for a
railroad of sixteen miles, which they wished
to build in connection with their mines in the
Lackawanna Valley. Having built the road,
Mr. Allen could ﬁnd no one to act as engineer
on the locomotive he had imported, the task
being considered too dangerous , so he took
hold of the lever, and ran the engine several
miles down the track and back, to prove that
it was safe. Mr. Allen studied law when
young, but left that profession for the more
congenial pursuit of civil engineering.
ran the ﬁrst locomotive

—-4a-.+*_
WISDOM.
"Thou mustbe true thyself,

It thou

the truth would teach.“

GIVE fools their gold,and knaves their power;
Let fortune's bubbles rise and fall;
Who sows a ﬁeld. or trains a ﬂower,
Or plants a tree, is more than all.— Whittier.
THE love of glory can only create a hero;
the contempt of it creates a wise man.— Tal
leyrand.

I LIKE the laughter which opens thelips and
the heart,—that shows at the same time pearls
and the soul.
It‘ is a terrible moment in youngllives when
the closeness of love‘s bond has turned to the
power of galling.
THE ﬂowers which scatter their odors from
time to time, in the paths of life, grow up
culture
from
without
seeds scattered by
chance."—Sam’ljalmron.

IFa

man would

but truly and impartially
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examine himself, he would ﬁnd but little cause
to judge severely of his neighboL—A. Kzmpir.

O.

MIRTH.
“ A little nonsense now and then
In relished by the wisest men.“

WHEN a youug farmer's wife made her ﬁrst
boy’s pants precisely the same before as be
hind, the father exclaimed:
“Goodness! he
won't know whether he's going to school or
coming home."
THE Duluth woman who put the kerosene
can on the stove-hearth while she went out to
trade with a. peddler, is now keeping house in
a barn, kindly loaned for the occasion.
ON their wedding journey.—She: “This is
Minerva."
He: "Was she married?" She:
“ No, she was the goddess of wisdom.”

Docron: "Take these powders as directed
and your cold will be gone in two or three
days." Patient: “ You seem quite hoarse, doc
tor." Doctor: “ Yes, I’ve had a bad cold for
four weeks."

In this department we give short reviews of such
NEW BOOKS as publisher: see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satin
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them toform

an opinion of the desirability of any particular ml
umefm- personal use. It is our ‘rich to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with‘ recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
lVe can usually
mental and physiological science.
mpplu any of thou noticed.

,

A

SHORT HISTORY OF THE WAR or Sncns
1861, 1865. By Rossiter Johnson.

SION,

Author of "A Short History of the French
War, ending in the Conquest of Canada,"
and a “ History of the War in 1812-’15."

At the distance of nearlya quarter of a
century from the strife that wrought so much
sorrow and loss to our common country, the
trained observer can hope to review the facts
of its origin with impartiality, and follow its
course from the siege of Sumter to Appomat
tax with a considerate regard for the bravery
of the Confederate
soldier
and devotion
ﬁghting for his home, and a respect forthe
Northern soldier as bravely resolute in he
to ,maintain the unity of this
determination
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is

tions of court in their correspondence with
medical opinion are passed in review.
There
no pretence of ﬁne writing or of the
higher scholarship in the making of the book,
more—viz., an evident purpose on
but there
the part of Dr. Hamilton to supplya book
that shall be of essential use, in giving the
lawyer and physician information covering
a wide ﬁeld of inquiry and that in a deﬁnite
brief style.

izmo, Cloth. Price
York City.
E, B. Treat, publisher, New York.

$2.75.

is

A condensed treatise relating to one of the
most important topics of modern science.
The author, with but a short introduction ex
planatory of the typical conditions of mental
disease, enters into the consideration
of the
phases of unsoundness,
subject, illustrating
be they related to illusion, hallucination, de
lusion, acute or chronic mania incbriety, epi—
lepsy, etc., by cases drawn from actual obser—
of court.
Vatiun, and the records
Many
muses celeb”: relating to wills are detailed,
and the peculiar neurosis that this or that de
analyzed carefully.
cedent suffered from
is

So far as medico-legal inquiries are concerned
well furnished, and the adjudica
the book

t

by
is

it

If we wish to interest young peo 1e. those
yet attending the preparatory schoo 5. getting
the elements of education in moral principles
by means of story telling, we can do
better
by short, lively tales, than
long and more
or less intricate ﬁction. In
new book up
ward of a dozen little sketches of life are
given and with neat illustrations, forming a
group that will please any intelligent boy or
girl.

Tm:

SHELTERING

ARMS.

y

is

Twenty-ﬁfth Annual Report of the work
done by an admirable socict
in savin
and
caring for homeless and neg ectcd chi dren.
This society
now twenty-ﬁve
cars old and
in that time has cared for near
two thous
and little ones.
Miss Mary R. Chauncey.
Madison avenue, New York, 15 Secretary.

“BRICK”

Vol.

LIBRARY.
No. II. of
"Ourselves and Nei hbors,"

POMEROY

2, entitled

a character expression of the
omeroy
Its topics are certainly
style of writing.
Price, 25 cents.
funny, curious, and various.

A

STRANGE Conruc'r.
By john M. Batche
lor. A Strange People.
By the same au
thor.
Price 50 cents.
Paper.
S. Ogilvie,
publisher. New York.

].

or MEDICAL Juiusraunaivcs,
MANUAL
with special reference to Diseases and In
juries of the Nervous System. By Allan
McLane Hamilton, one of the consulting
physicians to the Insane Asylums of New

ing House.

TWELFTH ANNUAL Rsroar of the Commis
sioncrs of Prisons on the Reformatory
Prison for Women, with the Annual Report
of the Superintendent.

A powerful showing of the effect of syste
matic training on the vicious and criminal.
Too much credit can scarcely be given to
Mrs. E. C. johnson the able manager of the
institution for the excellent results obtained.
A YEAR or Goon Wisiiss.

j.

A

THE JONAS FUND and other stories.
By
Mrs. julia P. Ballard, author of “ The Bro
ken Rock," etc. tomo, 161 pp. New York.
National Temperance Society and Publish

Pauline

Sun

ter.

A dainty fascicule of pretty water-color
sketches, chieﬂy marine and hill-side views,
one lor each month.
Price 50 cents. Fred
Brother, New York.
erick A. Stokes
6:

it
is

and
carefully, thoughtfully, conscientiously,
with a regard to the effect of his opinion upon
the reader. In a small compass he has packed
a great amount of detail. As a book for popu
certainly a success.
lar reading

PUBLICATIONS , RECEIVED.

is

a

it

i

it

is

a

it,

There have been many volumes
country.
written on this great drama in our nation’s
in it
life. Soldiers who have participated
States
have written out their observations.
giving the color of their
men have reviewed
liter
personal opinions, and here and there
ary man has tried his facile pen at describing
But few, with that
the scenes of battle.
to be obtained only
needed experience that
by special studies in history, have taken up
with
the theme. Mr. Johnson approached
" prentice hand.”
something more than the
He had already done good service for Ameri
can readers in making two excellent volumes
of condensed history, his account of the war
of 18 2-’15 especially showing an adaptation,
the power of scientiﬁc analysis, required by
In
him who would write acceptable history.
other respects a disciplined writer, with an
easy, simple style that few litterateurs acquire,
Mr. johnson took up his pen for this short
history of the civil war with good prospect of
accomplishing successfully a difficult task. In
this book of 550 pages he aims, ﬁrst, to
" How did
happen that
answer the question
careful ex
the war took place at all ” by
of the state of affairs social and
amination
political, South and North, for many years.
Then he proceeds to marshal the occurrences
in its course, and to interpret their signiﬁcance
in the brief terms required by the limitation
of space. He writes in this volume as ever,
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the affairs of life, he gave himself up to
his work with so much earnestness that
there was a tendency to forget self, to
neglect those conditions which relate to
the maintenance of health, with the re
sult of physical depression, so that in
the latter part of his life it was quite
probable that he suffered much from

We
functional or organic deﬁciency.
say this, because naturally he was of
very strong and enduring constitution.
His energy and activity, the spirit with
which he threw himself into his aﬁ'airs,
particularly as his bpsiness interests
multiplied and grew upon his attention,
drained gradually his strength, so that
when sickness came, he did not possess
suﬂicient strength to resist its encroach
ments.

This is a courageous organization. In
defense of his interests, he would be very

fully

analyzed circumstances.

The power to know and to know for a
certainty whatever came within the
range of his observation and power of
analysis, was his ‘distinguishing intel
lectual characteristic.
The realm of
things was to him a revelation, and
nothing from the pebble under his feet
to the starry universe above, escaped his
attention, his thought, and criticism.
where
Science in the realm of things
such an organization
at home.
Not
one in ﬁfty thousand do we ﬁnd with so
large
development of perception and
ability to gather and retain knowledge,
and while he gathered, he criticised, and
formed his opinions in connection with
became to him both
facts, and then
science and history. Experience blended
with all he saw and thought and did,
is

that kind of stock.
One might infer
from the portrait that while he was most
strongly practical in his consideration of

reins and keep his forces under control.
He had excellent judgment in regard to
the association and working of details,
and being
thoughtful man he care

is

hesitate or drift along. He was no time
server ; he waited for no tide in his
affairs to carry him forward to fortune.
Nationality is clearly expressed in
those features.
The old hardihood and
emphasis of the Scottish mountaineer
seems to have run in- the veins of his
family, and he inherited a large share of

a man who recognized his power, there
fore, through what he had accomplished’
as time went along, there came
and
occasions for the expansion of his busi
ness relations he knew how to hold the

it

man of persevering, we might say perti
nacious, industry. With him to be con
vinced of the expediency of a measure,
was to enter directly and earnestly upon
its prosecution.
In general character,
he differed from the majority of men,
there being nothing of the tendency to

of Caution. WVith all his energy and
industry he was not the man to attempt
enterprises that involved much risk. He
did not go outside of his experience, and
his advice would be against venturing
into the ﬁeld of the unknown. He was

a

the lower forehead, and the breadth and
positiveness of the nose, the fullness of
the cheek bones and expression of the
mouth, indicate energy.
The tempera
ment is entirely on the side of action ; his
mental faculties ﬁnd in the temperament
that push and stimulus which mark a

At the same time, he possessed
strong.
a great deal of discretion,
a discretion
founded, not only upon good practical
judgment, but upon a natural instinct

if,

is a strong head and face ; the
breadth of the head, the mass of

a

HIS

so that his knowledge was ever at his
tongue's end. He could make anything
that he understood of practical service.
He had an orderly cast of mind, and

with a remarkable memory he had. the
power of arranging, codifying, sifting,
and coordinating facts, making them
seem clear and practical to other people.
His massive upper forehead indicates

1890.]
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the grasp, the grip, the power, the scope
that enabled him to take in large ﬁelds
of thought and effort, and while he was
master of detail and particulars he was
scarcely less strong in the power to
comprehend ideas and principles. Then
his ample strength of talent joined with
Ideality gave him an inventive, pro
gressive ability always to select the best,
where a selection could be made, and
make inventions and improvements
where they were possible.
He must have had a good deal of dry
wit, the power to see the absurd, as well
as to see and appreciate the congruous
and the reasonable.
The knowledge of
men made it easy for him to move easily
among men ; but with his strong power
to think, with his self-reliant determina
tion, his strong sense of duty and obliga
tion, he would organize his line of duty

for himself and others, which made it
necessary for him to carry out, and to
have others carry outin conjunction with
him, that which seemed to him to be

right; hence he was a leader, a master
People of his age and ex
among men.
perience would wait to see what he had
decided upon asto the best methods, and
generally be had the best methods.
If he had been trained to the higher
forms of professional life, for instance,
engineering in its broadest sense, litera
ture in connection with science, law in
connection with ethics. and government
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One of the victims of the ﬁerce inﬂu
enza that recently invaded our country
was Mr. Peter Henderson, a man of
high prominence in the calling that he

Probably, in
horticulture,
no
man in the
practical
United States had achieved a higher rep
utation. The business that he founded
in New York City had grown to colossal
dimensions and employed a large num
ber of men and women, while his green
houses and gardens from which the New
York warehouse drew its best supplies,
were regarded as inferior to none in the
world for perfection of arrangement and
completeness of equipment.
Mr. Henderson was a native of Scot
land, and born at Path Head, a village
near Edinburgh, in 1823. His father was
land steward to a gentleman in the neigh
Peter was educated at the
borhood.
parish school, where he proved a fore
At the age of fourteen he
most scholar.
became the clerk of a liquor store—what
is called in this country a bartender—in
Edinburgh, and was there subjected to
great temptation,but his moral stamina
fortiﬁed him against the temptation of
his place.
At the age of sixteen he was
had pursued from youth.

apprenticed to a gardener, where tempta
tions again assailed him. It was the
practice of the lads of the establishment
to go to a tavern every Saturday night,
but against this practice he set his face
so ﬁrmly that he nearly abolished it, and

from that time he was an uncompromis
ing champion of temperance principles.
In this congenial employment he quickly‘
showed the enterprise and ambition that
have characterized his life, for although
he commenced his apprenticeship in a
company of ten, before he was eighteen
years of age, he had twice successfully
competed for the medals given by the
practical ability. The power to make Botanical Society of Edinburgh for the
himself master of his surroundings, his best herbarlum of native and exotic
The competition was open to
capacity for usefulness, the performance
plants.
of duty, and the acquaintance and diffu
the whole of Great Britain. It gave him
sion of knowledge would have made him that practical knowledge of botany,
eminent among men in any department
which has been a great beneﬁt to him as
a horticultural writer.
of useful endeavor.

or theology, he would have been a strong
man there! The length from the open
ing of the ear to the root of the nose,
shows a very strong development of the
intellectual brain. Then his perceptive
development, making him absolute mas
ter of details and particulars and a keen
analyst of things, thoughts, and affairs,
laid the foundation for scholarship and
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While he was yet an apprentice, not
content with the education he received
at school, he and another youth walked
ten miles twice a week for two years to
attend a mathematical school in Edin
burgh. This illustrates the diﬁiculties
encountered by young men in those days
to obtain a good education, especially one
of a technical character.
After serving
his apprenticeship in Scotland, he emi
grated to this country, arriving in New
York at the age of twenty. Here he
worked one year at Thorburn's Nursery,
Astoria, Long Island, and another year
with the late Robert Buist, of Philadel
phia. Mr. Buist was a life-long friend of
Mr. Henderson. From Mr. Buist Mr.
Henderson went into the employment
of Mr. Charles Spang, of Pittsburg, and
remained with him three years, or until
he had accumulated a small capital with
which to begin for himself.
It was in 1847 that he started as a
market gardener on‘ a plot of ground
that he hired in the then suburbs of
Jersey City, and for many years this was
his principal business. Gradually, how
ever, as the taste for ornamental garden
ing increased and the New York market
demanded supplies of ﬂowers and ﬂow
ering plants, his early botanical training
came in use, and the market gardening
part

of his

business

was

abandoned.

“
Gardening for
book
His famous
Proﬁt,” of which 100,000 copies have
been sold, was published in 1866, and
it helped to give him an extended

STUDIES

reputation.

In

1875 he published

[Man

“Gar

dening for Pleasure,” of which more
than 25,000 copies have been sold.
His last book is entitled “ Henderson’s
New Hand Book of Plants and General
Horticulture,” which is now in press.
This work was originally published in
1881, but has been enlarged and brought
down to date.
Besides his books Mr. Henderson has
been of necessity a contributor to agri
cultural and horticultural publications,
his authority on many essential features
of his vocation being accepted as scarcely
second to the opinion of any man in the
country.
Certainly, on the side of the prac—
tical, his views were
most highly
as the sale of his books have
evidenced.
The gardens and green
houses that were established on land
that he had purchased on Jersey City
Heights cover many acres of ground
and give employment to an average of
a hundred hands throughout the year.
He was a member of the New York Hor
ticultural Society, the Society of Ameri
can Florists, the New York Florists’
Club, the Seed Dealers’ Association
of the United States, and also chair
man of the ﬁnance committee of the
Bergen Improvement Association.
He
avoided active participation in politics,
although he served on several pub
lic committees from time to time, and
took a deep interest in the local and
general improvements of the city.
esteemed,
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FROM

LAVATER.—3.

THE ADVANTAGES OF KNOWING HOW TO READ THE FACE.

AVATER says: “Who

views the

antique gems must see enlarged
intelligence in Cicero, enterprising reso

lution in Caesar, profound thought in
Solon, invincible fortitude in Brutus, in
Plato godlike wisdom, or in modern
medals the height of human Sagacity; in
Montesqueu, in Waller, the energetic,
look and most reﬁned
contemplative
taste; the deep reasoner in Locke, and

the witty satirist in Voltaire.”
In the
lines and curves of the great painters’
faces we trace the finer lines of the soul
within revealed in the beautiful lines
and curves their hands create. Those
painters were the best, says Lavater,
whose persons were the handsomest—
Rubens, Vandyke, and Raphael possess
ing three gradations of beauty, pos
sessed three gradations of the genius of
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painting.
been

“

All

the great painters have

or remarkable looking
Tintoretto had a grand and sol

handsome

men.
emn face, Da Vinci a noble and beauti
ful face, Rembrandt a. sagacious and
profound face.
Our own sculptors,
Brown, Ward, Palmer, and Thompson,
look as if illuminated by a ray of the
ideal.”
The ﬁnest faces in Europe were
Shakspeare, Moliere, and Goethe. Po

and men of science think
on a higher plane; they walk together
over thought's mountain tops, and the
lines of their faces often resemble each
other.
Of varied descent they have a
ets, painters,

kindred nobility of their own. Milton,
the scrivener’s son, and Burns, the plow
man’s; Virgil, the porter’s, and Homer,
the farmer's boy; Demosthenes, the cut
ler's son, and Claude Lorraine, the
pastry cook’s ; Horace, the shopkeeper’s,
and Shakspeare, the wool stapler’s son ;
and Moliere, the tapestry makcr‘s—all
these, with fadeless faces and fadeless
fame, look down from the gallery of
immortals, silent, resistless witnesses of
the great soul rising through all obsta
cles and glowing in the face and life.
The face of Albert Durer was the best
evidence and type of his genius. In his
harmonious features we read the truth
" Who
of physiognomy. Says Lavater:
ever examines this countenance can not
but perceive in it the traits of fortitude,
penetration, determined persever
ance, and intense genius.” In this face
there is dignity and sublimity, and his
works in dignity and sublimity are
His drawing was
masterpieces of art.
perfect; he thought out his work, and
never altered a line. He was the first
German artist who taught the rules of
perspective and insisted on the study of

obtain them. He had a strong and noble
frame, and even when a child drew with
great exactness parts of the human body
and even whole ﬁgures, also lines and
circles at the ﬁrst stroke, without rule

or compass.
The face of Thorwalsden, the Danish
sculptor, says his countryman Holberg,
had the plastic characteristics of one of
When he
his own admirable statues.
moved in the midst of a crowd it would
separate as if it felt the presence of a
superior being. His masterpieces, Christ
and the twelve Apostles, in the Cathe
dral church of Copenhagen, are unri
valed by any statues of contemporaneous

deep

He invented etching, and
anatomy.
raised wood engraving from its feeble
infancy to be a pattern for all time. His
pictures of Christ, of the Virgin, of the
Apostles, the Magi, the Martyrdom, the
Adoration, and the Great Passion, show
the dignity, the sublimity of his genius.
All the chief cities of Germany strove to
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RAPHAEL.

art in dignity, simplicity, and deep feel
ing—a dignity, simplicity, and deep
feeling revealed in his own illuminated
face. The wavesof the hair, the lines
of the face remind one of the most beau
His favorite
tiful pieces of sculpture.
studies when a boy were the classic
marbles, and his Venus and Cupid and
Psyche were the most successful imita
In after years his
tions of the antique.
and
so
well
known and ad
Day
Night,
mired, were modeled at a single sitting.
His face was best beloved in all Den
mark, and ever welcome in her royal
palaces.

(See

February number)
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We turn from the greatest of sculp
tors to the face of Raphael,
Diurne,
“the Divine.” “ In Raphael most of all

Il

painters,” says Lavater, “is simplicity,
greatness of conception, tranquil superi
ority, sublimity, most exalted. Raphael
never can be too much studied, although
he only exercised his mind on the rarest
forms and the grandest traits of counte
nance.” “ N o earthly renown was ever
so unsullied by reproach, so established
by time." Cut off by death at the early
age of 37, his last and greatest picture,
the Transﬁguration, the ﬁrst oil painting
in the world, was suspended over the
couch on which his dead body lay in
state,‘ and afterward carried before it at
his funeral, while the last traces of his
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This belief in our own and all men's in
dispensability and individuality is one
of the noblest fruits of physiognomy.
Much positive good may be found in the
worst of men."
“ The worst of faces is still a human
face, and may be still more debased, or,
to a certain degree, be improved or en
nobled.
Each individual can be what
he can." * * He may arrive at a. cer
tain degree of perfection, which scourg
ing even to death can not make him
surpass." Each man must give his own
As each man has a particu
standard.
lar circumference of body, each man
has a certain sphere of action To force
a man to think and feel like me is equal
to forcing him to have my exact fore
head and nose, to give the eagle the
slowness of the snail, or the snail the
swiftness of the eagle.
Each man is a
sovereign prince, small or great,- in his
own principality.
This he may culti
vate so as to produce fruits equal to one
twice as large, or that shall be left half

uncultivated.

Be what thou art and
become what thou canst. Physiognomy
“ As the
says to man,
pines which grow
upwards of a hundred feet high in

North

RUBENS,

yet wet upon the
canvas.
In the head of the Saviour, on
which Raphael lavished all his powers
of majesty and beauty, we see an eiful
gence of eternal glory, an air of Divin
ity, the last perfection of art and the last
work of the immortal master.
“What object so important to man as
master

man?"

hand

If

were

all physiognomical knowl

edge and sensation were lost to the world,
how perpetual
the vexation
of the
eternal uncertainty in all we should
transact with each other. Physiognomy
distinguishes what is permanent in the
character from what is habitual, and
what is habitual from what is accidental.
Each creature is indispensable in the
The place
immensity of God’s creation.

of no man can

be supplied

by another.

Carolina. are small enough in
Spitzbergen to be enclosed in a letter
without doubling the postage, so each
man has his distinctive type and gift, he
may degenerate into a mere human ant,
or give, by dwarﬁng and stinting his
natural powers, as little growth and
beauty as a Spitzbergen pine.” Physiog
nomy, by studying the inherent facul
working of the mind through
every part of the body and taking every
part into account, will show where man
will fail most and where most excel.

ties, the

It perceives in child,
Says Lavater:
pupil, friend, or wife any discordant
trait of character, endeavors to restore
the original congeniality, the equilibri
um of character and impulse by acting
upon the still remaining harmony by
co operating with the yet unimpaired
essential powers.
It will unfold what
nature is desirous of unfolding, give
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what nature is capable of receiving,
and take away that with which nature

would not be encumbered.
It will
bring out and beautify the real charac
ter, and as little seek to add a new char
acter as to add a heterogeneous

nose.

Physiognomy will give philanthropist
and reformer these most powerful levers,

WIAK. ILLITEBATE NOSE.

to regenerate mankind.
It will teach
man to feel that his countenance is im
proved as his heart is ennobled, that an

inward reformation is the sure forerun
ner of a beautifying reformation on the
outward visible marks of the counte
nance, and that vicious, basilisk faces
are beacons warning all of life shoals
and shipwrecks that no assumed appear
ance or borrowed robes of virtue can
ever take the place of regal virtue her
sell‘.
We have touched the borders of
the beautiful, immutable truth of physi
ognomy, revealing itself clearest and
As
brightest in earth's noblest faces.
we draw nearer its central heart we shall
ﬁnd its harmonious laws intervening
all, written over and under all art
and all science, all of life and faith, the
key to all, and the helper of all.
“ The countenance is the theatre on
which the soul exhibits itself,” says La.
vater, “here must its emanations be
studied and caught.
The nose is the
foundation or abutment to the brain.
Whoever is acquainted with the Gothic
arch will perfectly understand what I
mean by this abutment, for upon this
the whole power of the arch of the fore
head‘rests, and without it the mouth
and_cheeks would be oppressed by mis
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erable ruins.

Without gentle archings,
slight indentations, or conspicuous un
dulations there are no noses which are
physiognomonically good or intellectu
ally great."
Faces are like houses. Sometimes we
look for a home. We ﬁnd a mansion,
stately and commodious, with lofty ceil
ing, solid masonry, broad verandahs,
and beautiful outlook : but disorder has
broken the windows and defaced the
woodwork; ﬁre has seamed and black
ened the walls. and water, bursting
from the neglected pipes, made every
room damp and unhealthy.
Dingy
cobwebs wreath the archways.
The
bell-wires are broken, you can not read

Air
the name on the dusty doorplate.
and sunlight have been kept out so long
all the house is dark and cheerless.
There are paintings of the old masters
on the walls, but some blundering hand
covered them with muddy varnish, and
through the overlying dust the master's
The silent
name 1s completely hidden.
clock on the mantel is the best of work
manship, there are jewels shining with
in, but it looks perfectly good for noth
ing. The garden is full of weeds; all

s'rnoim,

DBBTINATE Ross.’

I

the morning glories and heartsease are
dying. Boys have been in and trampled
down the forget-me-nots.
In one cor—
ner you see Love lies bleeding, and
a few widows’ tears.
Crown imperials
shone there once, but all are gone ; yet
we say, “That is a beautiful elm in
‘See portrait of Dr. Gall, this number, for type
of a refined nose.
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admires the house, and
one passing
at its transformation.
wonders
The
weeds are all gone, red roses are bud
shin
ding in the garden. and the sun
ing on the widows’ tears. We take
great pride in having found out the real
So there are faces
value of the house.
with noble lines, and curves, and once

[Man

a

it

has been, and might be, so
shows what
the marred, blighted face may reveal with
the souls present poverty wonderful
Lavater
powers of beautiful restoration.
says: “ Be not discouraged so long as
child or a brother,
a friend or enemy,
a

though transgressor, has good, well
still
proportioned open forehead there
much certainty of improvement, much
“
Herodotus tells us
cause of hope."
was possible many years afterward on
the battle-ﬁelds to distinguish the skulls
of the eifeminate Medes from the manly
Persians.”
How far more possible
through the open eyes of the living
face, to distinguish the soul's eﬂ’eminacy
or manliness.
Faces are altars and
is

it

a

it,

front, and what a magniﬁcent view!”
The house is well built and faces the
sun.
The walls can be repaired.
Fire
can dry
and skill restore it; air and
sunshine refresh and brighten it. There
can be so many ﬂowers in the garden
there will be no room for weeds.”
We
buy the house, the clock, and the pic
tures. In month what a pleasant home
we have. Happy children look through
the bright windows, and loving friends
pass in and out the open doors.
Every
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confessionals
and cloisters,
Therein are
cathedrals and pantheons.
thoughts, processionals and transﬁgura
tions, matins and masses, Magnificat
and Benedictus,
remorseful sack-cloth
These all in mar
and darkest ashes.
shrines,

diversity and gradation, glory
or desolation are now veiled, and now
Noblest
revealed in the human face.
of tasks, the study of the faculties of
man “diffused throughout the whole
“ The man who
body, soul, and spirit.”
a mechanic
has a mechanical faculty
from the crown of his head to the soles
of his 'feet.
The man who has the
an enduring
faculty of endurance
man,through and through—not in one
bone but in all.
He who has the scientiﬁc faculty
constructed for scientiﬁc purposes all
throughout his organization, and the
not musical in part, but
musical man
from the centre to the circumference of
his being
permeated with the faculty
of music.”
Watch him at organ or
piano, how his whole being thrills and
sways with the power divine.
the wonderful power
In no being
of nature and culture together more
clearly revealed than in the musician.
Many pass through the world and never
know or use their own best native
The common sparrow in its
powers.
native state only gives an unmelodious

a

it

living

yet. We only see growing here
and there Love-lies-bleeding and wid
ows’ tears—as says Lavater: “All the
most excellent qualities are stifled by
The common unprac
weeds of error.
a

ticed eye can see only
desolate wilder
ness there, yet beneaththe dark embers
on the hearthstone may be smothered
the sparks of goodness, perhaps the ﬁre
of genius,” and as the desolate house

is

The
ruined the beauty within.
ﬁres of passion and envy have swept
over
and scorched
and
blighted
all.
There may be
garden in the
soul behind the face, but the morn
ing glories and heartsease and crown
imperials are gone, their roots may be

is

workmen,

half

is

FACE.

but evil habits, like bad
have marred and defaced and

eyes,

is

A PERVERTEU

bright

is

is

velous

AND
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chirp and spends its laborious days in
carrying caterpillars from the garden to
the family nest, sometimes two birds

will

take

home

three

thousand

three

hundred and sixty in a week—but early
taken from their nest and educated
under the musical linnet with an occa
sional lesson from the sweet-voiced
goldﬁnch, the sparrow learns and sings
a song blending the beautiful notes of
both, and a linnet educated under the
skylark learns its soaring song. A bull
ﬁnch in the woods has but three cries,
none of them tuneful.
If it bears often
the carter’s coarse whistling, he 'will
whistle
after them
with the same
But if he is
strength and coarseness.
carefully instructed and hears often
finer, mellower strains he will imitate
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mind by study develops new
in itself, and these, bearing
upon others, propagate themselves in a
remarkable
manner.
The lower more
animal faculties are common to all ; the
higher, more reﬁned, and spiritual are
much the product of culture and
growth.” “The gestures and words of
our friends," says Lavater, “become our
own ; so in like manner does often their
appearance; whatever in the circle of
affection does not change us into itself,
we change as far as may be into our
In the faces of the children of
selves.”
working

faculties

and surpass the master.
A great bird lover and a very melodi
ous whistler once whistled some difficult
airs and heard a bullﬁnch repeat them,
adding such graceful turns he could
scarcely recognize his own music, the
bird scholar so far excelled him.
Bull
ﬁnchee adopted and petted in a family,
have learned from the children to repeat
expressions so accurately and effectively,
with ‘so tender an accent, that we might
suppose they really felt their force.
Most of the parents of canaries from the
Tyrol have been taught their richest
tones from the nightingale, whose clear,
sweet song is the mellowest and most
brilliant of all birds. Its song, in its
whole compass, has sixteen different be
ginnings and closes, varying delight
fully its intermediate notes, often sing

ing twenty seconds without pauses. Its
clear, sweet song may be heard half a
The muscles of its larynx are
mile.
stronger than in any other bird of its
size.

The bird is the most beautiful type of
man's aspiring soul.
As the sweeter
bird thrills and inspires the other more
silent one, so men’s minds are wrought
upon by minds greater than themselves.
He who has the musical faculty will de
“A hard
velop that faculty in others.

PLAN.

FACE OF CULTURE AND HIGH DIVELOPIINT.

exceptionally harmonious parents we
often see as if reﬂected in the children’s
ways and faces, the father‘s gentleness
and the mother’s cheeriness.
Thus we
see in families some one particular re
semblance in all.

Children of ordinary

parents placed in new, helpful surround
ings, cultivated in health and intellect,

will

astonishing change in face
A late Writer says: “The
human body and mind are regulated by
a system of ‘checks and balances; one
defect is often compensated by some
excellence; where one good trait is
wanting, another trait in excess may
and

show
form.

1l0
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supply the want to assist, as it were, in
balancing the character." These defects
and excellences in a family recognized
and allowed for, may lead to much har
monious happiness.
Unity exists in all
unimpeded
natural growth.”
When
each child has its best gift brought forth
all the family lines blend as perfectly as
the band of hues in the beautiful rain
bow.

There is a great mistake in nag
ging at the faults or defects of child or
friend instead of stimulating and cher
ishing the good quality that thus encour
aged might so luxuriantly thrive as to
overgrow and stiﬂe the fault; better
cheer the good than forever to bark at
the wrong.
The most contemptible
character in the family is the one always
All
hitting the others’ weakest points.
the family toes would not be so often
sorely stepped upon if each good gift

[Man

were
magnanimously acknowledged,
each fault gracefully overlooked, and
then home might be the sure retreat
from outside cares and crosses. Home
life is too often turbulent with unhappi
ness, fault-ﬁnding, harsh retort, and
squabbling over triﬂes. There is one of
the family sometimes like a household
angel, soothing the grief and bringing
out the good in each. These joy-bringers
are nightingale souls awaking the sweet
est bird song from every dumb, despair

ing heart.
This rubbing up faults, hitting

sore

spots is sometimes done heartlessly,
often ignorantly
A woman most care
fully considerate of her birds, chickens,
and cows, in the home perhaps will be
forever stirring up some discomfort,
hunting for some short-coming. She
belongs to the hammer and tongs and
poker brigade—L. M. MILLARD.
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RUTHERFORD,

Private Astronomer.

OF Americans who have carved their
names by their own industry well up on
the walls of the temple of science Mr.
Lewis M. Rutherford is to be mentioned
Perhaps among those
among the ﬁrst.
who in the past ﬁfty years have prose
in science at their
cuted investigations

own expense this citizen of New York
has no superior when the value of his
He
achievements are fairly estimated.
belongs to an old family that in the past
hundred years has produced men ﬁt to
bear part in the council of the nation,
and who ﬁgured in the stern scenes of
military life.
Born in Morrisania, N. Y., November
25, 18l6, he completed his early edu
cation at Williams College, and then
under Mr.
studied law at Auburn
Seward, afterward Secretary of State in
Mr. Lincoln's Cabinet.
Later he had a
desk in the ofﬁce of Mr. George Wood,
of New York City. Entering the prac

tice of the law in 1837, he continued so
engaged until 1849, when he w'ent to
Europe, where he spent several years in
travel. On returning to America he
did not resume his practice, but took up
the study of astronomy and optics, and
found in this ﬁeld sufficient occupation.
He erected an observatory
on the
grounds of his residence, and there his
scientiﬁc work was mainly done.
Of his earlier investigations we may
speak of the conﬁrmation of Alvan

Clark’s discovery of the “ Companion of
Sirius,” his invention of apparatus for
the better determination of stellar spec
tra, and for the correction of chromatic
errors in object glasses.
Later he devoted most of his time to
experiments for the perfection of astro
nomical photography, and in 1864, after
many experiments in various directions,
for the same pur
but all undertaken
pose, he succeeded in devising and con

V
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structing an objective of 11% inches
aperture and about 15 feet focal length,
corrected for photography alone.
This

matic object glass of

instrument was a great success, and was
described by him in the American Jour
nal of Science.
Near us as we write
hangs a ﬁne photograph of the moon
when about eight days old that was
taken on the 6th of March, 1865, by Mr.
Rutherford.
He also was the ﬁrst to show the
double character of the D sodium lines
in the spectrum, ﬁnding that “is re

LEWIS
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solved into fourteen ﬁne and close lines,
with abeautiful and symmetrical band
of ﬁnely doubled lines stretching to
ward A.”

About

the same

time

he published

criticisms on different forms of spectro
scopes that had been used by Secchi,
Airy, and Donati, and in 1865 produced
an automatic form of a six-prism spec
troscope, which still continues the best

in

use.

In

1868

be constructed a new achro
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13

inches aperture,

which could be readily converted into a
photographic objective by the addition
of a third glass. With this the inventor
produced photographs of the moon that
are unsurpassed for fullness of detail
and clearness of outline. Several other
things might be mentioned that Mr.
Rutherford contributed to astronomical
science and thus helped materially to
Out of his
promote its advancement.
inventions and suggestions new and
later methods and instruments have

RUTHERFORD.

grown, so that he must be accorded the
reputation of a pioneer in the vanguard
of a most important branch of science.
In 1883 failing health led to the dis
continuance of his scientiﬁc work, and
in

December,

1889,

he

presented

his

astronomical instruments to the observ
story of Columbia College. These in
clude a retracting telescope, with its
object glass of 13 inches and focal length
of 15 feet, supplied with photographic
correcting lens made after his own de
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is averse to associations and practices at
all questionable and coarse. The full
ness at the temples shows capacity in
mechanism, power to arrange, plan, and

build. He would have shown superior
ability asan architect and engineer, if
he had adopted such a profession, but it
is most likely that his nicety of touch
of intimate relations
and perception
found in his observatory a suitable ﬁeld
for exercise, and hence his great success.

is

is

is

His active, impressible,
householder.
excitable
renders
him
temperament
high-spirited, energetic, and
prompt,
He
a sensitive,
thorough-going.
modest man in the assertion of opinion,
yet while possessing the sagacity of the
not
philosophical phase of mind, he
afraid of the consequences of declaring
his convictions when
may be neces
sary todisclose them. He loves justice
and believes that one of the highest
duties of human life
apractical re
gard for responsibility and duty.
about forty years
Edward Bellamy
old, and was born at Chicopee Falls,
He comes of old New England
stock in which the theological element
appears to be prominent. His father
was pastor for 35 years of the Baptist
church at Chicopee Falls, and aman
well-known the country round for his
it

is

is

‘to

THE living questions of the day are
social, and he who puts forth a book
that discusses one or more of these
questions in the manner of one who has
earnestly studied them and desires to
aid in their solution, and especially
indicate some way by which the great
army of labor shall rise in the scale of
self-support and personal independence,
almost certain of public recognition.
The doctrinaries who write on the side
of capital and for the maintenance of
the status in quo, have their small fol
lowing, but the broad spirited, liberal
mind that sees in every man a brother,
Latterly we
ﬁnds a large audience.
is

ing endowment in lines mechanical and
esthetical.
And the posterior brain
fuller than the average imparting a na
tural disposition to consider social and
domestic affairs. He believes in home
and family life, and would be found in
an emergency
zealous defender of the
rights that belong to the parent and

is

EDWARD BELLA MY.

applies the principle or philosophy that
he deduces from it. He
thereforea
thinker
rather
than
subjective
object
full in the side, show
ive. The head

is

in recognition of his eminent abilities.
The face of Mr. Rutherford is that of
The quality
a reﬁned, scholarly man.
of the organization in itself is much
above the average, and associated with
an unusually well balanced and sym
metrical organization.
The expression
intimates a delicate
and susceptible
mind, readiness of perception, liberality
He has much pride and
and kindness.

is

institution.

elected a trustee of
Columbia, and in 1887 this college con
ferred the degree of LL.D. upon him.
He is a member of several home and
foreign societies and holds orders and
diplomas awarded him at different times
1858 he was

is

In

a

gift to any educational

have writers who urge their views of so
cial economy in the form of novel or
story, and some of them have received
the commendation Ofa large public. It
needless to say that Mr. Bellamy
one of these, for his “Looking Back—
ward ”
one of those books that every
body interested in social progress knows
about.
He, as can be seen at once in the ex
cellent engraving,
aman of ﬁne grain,
and of superior intellectual constitution.
Heisathinking man, both the struc
ture of the forehead and the expression
of the eye intimate that.
He picks
up knowledge, he thinks about it, and
is

sign ; a transit instrument for observa
tions of time ; micrometers for use with
the telescope, and a special micrometer
for measuring photographs, besides a
ﬁne sidereal clock—altogether a welcome
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benevolent

A friend

character.
of Mr. Bellamy in

writing

AND
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of him says: “Pains were taken with
his early education as may well be sup
posed, and his mind is well-stored with
the knowledge that comes from training
and instruction, supplemented by habits
of observation and study.
A partial
course at Union College, ayear of study
in Germany and a period of law study,
resulting in his admission to the bar of
Hampden County, constituted the spe
cial education of his later youth. Then
the appetite for work of a literary char
acter asserted itself, and in
1871 he joined the staff of the
New York Evening Post,
of
under the management
In
he
left
1872
Mr. Bryant.
the Evening Post to take a
desk in the rooms of the
Springﬁeld (Mass) Union,
as literary editor and editorial
writer. During his connec
tion with the Union, which
lasted four years, young Bell
amy took the keenest interest
in national politics, and was
an ardent partisan, wielding
his pen with increasing vigor
as campaigns waxed in in
During this time he
terest.
began what may be consid
ered the ﬁrst period of his
literary career, and besides
his journalistic labor be con
tributed short stories to the

113

and showing
masterpiece,
other the charac—
teristics of his style and the vigor of his
imagination. But this book was never

Bellamy's

more

fully than any

very popular. “ Miss Ludington’s Sis
ter,’ in which the writer pursued the
psychological idea still further, suited
the public somewhat better, though by
no means superior to his previous work.
Of “ Looking Backward” and its pic
ture of a social millennium arising from
the general application of a co-opera

magazines.

In

Mr. Bellamy gave
[From Hvug'lzlon, Mfﬁfz'n 61-‘
Company]
in the Union
desk
up his
a
and
after
some
office
what extended trip to the Sandwich tive system in which the rights and
Islands, returned to his Chieopee Falls privileges of all classes have become
1876

it

ture of the man who wrote
as he pro
ceeds from page to page.
Mr. Bellamy
genial and agreeable
in social contact, ﬂuent and ready in
conversation.

He

is

is

tucket Idyl,” was a very pleasant book
for summer reading and made some
thing of a “ hit ” as such. His next ef
fort was “Dr. Heidenhotf’s Process.”
This appeared ﬁrst as a serial story in
the Springﬁeld
Union.
Many good
judges have pronounced this book Mr.

and individual assumptions
are no longer recog
and prejudices
nized, we need not speak at length.
Mr. Bellamy has put himself largely in
so that the reader discerns the na
to
dissolved,

it,

home and settled down to the work of
the second period of his literary life.
His ﬁrst volume of ﬁction, “ A Nan

modest and want
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ing in self-assertion, though in his en
thusiasm for his new “mission” he has
somewhat
more of boldness
acquired
than he formerly showed. He is not re
ligious in the popular acceptance of the
term.

“This book
piety

he

reﬂects his creed.
For
substitutes morality.
This is

not uncommon now-a-days with writers
who exploit their views on any topic of
current importance; nevertheless, it has
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been forcibly urged against
his book
that it fails to recognize the true agency
of the Christian faith in the regenera

tion of the world. His active interest
in the social problem is of comparative
ly recent development, and in fact its

growth was practically coincident with
the growth of the book under his pen, it
having been started with a very different
purpose, not much out of line with the
motives of his former work.”—ED1TOR.

-_m—

THOUGHTS

How

ABE THINGS.

RESULTS ARE Sam TO BE OBTAINED THROUGH THE Foaon
AND SILENT Powna

I

the most curious intellectual
movements in this age, noted as
it is for mental activity, is what is called
the “White Cross Library," a monthly
publication, started in Boston about two
and a half years ago, and which holds
that thought is a real element, con
stantly put out or received by the mind ;
and that in the government and regu
lation of this element depend health
and fortune, success or failure in life.

The originator of this enterprise, which
in many respects is quite novel, was
Prentice Mulford. A few years since,
he was connected with the New York
Graphic, writing for that journal the
“history of a day,” in which, in a
column of short paragraphs, the most
notable occurrences of the twenty-four
hours preceding the issue of the paper
were pithily and often wittily set forth.
It was while he was connected with this
publication that he conceived the idea of
building himself a house, or hut, in a
Jersey swamp, and made an unsuccess
ful effort to hermitize there. He knew
nothing about building, but he con
structed a house of one or two rooms
which answered his purpose for the
time, and thither he used to repair daily
after he had tinihed his journalistic
It was during this
labors in the city.
of
self-chosen
solitude that he
period
conceived the principle which, in the

THOUGHT
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library referred to, he is now setting
forth. His life has not certainly lacked
variety. He proposes, shortly, to pub
lish his autobiography, in which he will
give an account of his life when a boy
as a sailor on a merchantman ; his ex
periences in a Whaler on the Paciﬁc
Coast ; his trying ordeal as a sea cook ;
his labors as a gold-digger in the early
days of California ; his adventures as a
prospector in the solitudes of Nevada;
his trials as a rancher; his tribulations
as a California schoolmaster ; his reﬂec
tions as a juror; his life as an ofﬁce
seeker, and his career as a. journalist.
At the present time he appears, broadly
speaking, in the guise of a philosopher.
It would be very difficult to classify his
teachings, or to say what particular
school or sect he represents. From some
passagesin his essays it might be inferred
he was a Christian scientist, from others
Now and
that'he was a spirituatistagain there are indications that the
writer has dipped into the philosophy of
Brahma, and occasionally it seems as if
he believed in the inﬂuence of personal
magnetism and the power of clairvoy
ance. He has said that one reason he
does not call himself after the name of
any particular school of thought is be
cause such names are so apt to be mis
understood;
for instance, he called
himself a spiritualist, he would have to
if,

I.
NE of

or

father practices and beliefs of which he
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did not approve, while the term “ Chris
tian” has come to mean, with many, a
belief in certain theological construc
tions and dogmas of purely human ori
gin, with some of which he might not

in sympathy.
To some this objection
to be called by any name may seem
singular and lead silence itself to be
misconstrued, but the essays are really
designed to reach all classes of persons,
no matter what their philosophical or

be

religious belief

may be, the constant
aim being to show how results may be
obtained in all business and art, through
the force of thought and silent power of
mind.
One curious feature in connection with
the enterprise is that the preachers of
this doctrine themselves put it in prac
tice. They say that their enterprise has

grown in accordance with the business
principles they have put forth. They
have readers in every part of the world,
and yet they have used none of the old
methods for securing them.
They do
not advertise their books, and ask no
one to advertise in them.
They have
had no publishing house to put their
scheme before the public. The publica
tion was commenced
in an obscure
studio, and with barely
photograph
enough money to print a thousand
copies of the ﬁrst number.
At ﬁrst they
had not a single subscriber and knew
not where to look for any. They never
sought subscriptions, but simply showed
their books and waited for results. Many
voluntary and favorable criticisms which
have been accorded in various news
papers have been given unsolicited.
The
promoters admit that they have seen
some dark hours, that were needless—
made in their own minds through un
controllable fears. They admit that they
do not practice all that they suggest,
but say that the ability so to do grows,
and will continue to grow. They do
not call their business a “ cause” ; they
solicit no favors or donations for a
“cause." They place a certain value
on the ideas they present, as would be
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done on any merchantable commodity.
As they receive that value, they are
placed above the temptation and error
of soliciting donations for doing a good
work.
They think theirs is a good
work, and believe it is all the better for
making it sustain and support itself as it
goes along.
They expect in the success
of their business to prove a principle and
a

law.

II.

These books, so far as they have been
may be divided into two
published,
classes, the theoretical and the practical,
some set forth the philosophical princi
ple sought to be established, in others
the principle is very ingeniously and

interestingly applied to the practical de
mands and experiences of every-day
life. The ﬁrst number issued bore the
somewhat startling title: “You travel
when you sleep.” This is the idea pre
sented : one-half of our life is a blank to
us; that is, the life of our spirit when it
leaves the body at night. It goes then
and sees people we
to far countries,
never know in the ﬂesh. Sleep is a pro
of self—
cess, unconsciously performed,
When we “go to sleep,”
mesmerism.
the spirit has been, by its day's work
ings, sent widely scattered away from
the body; with so little of its force left
by it the body falls into the trance state
of slumber.
As the mesmerizer draws
the spirit away from the body of his sub
ject, so has our spirit drawn itself away
from our bodies by its many efforts dur
ing the day. Your body is not your
Your spirit (your real self)
real self.
uses your body as the carpenter does
his hammer or any tool to work with.
It is the spirit that is tired at night, be
cause its forces have in thought been
sent in so many different directions
during the day that it can not call them
Every thought is one of
together.
these forces, and a part of your,spirit.
Thought is a substance as much as air
or any other unseen element of which
chemistry makes us aware. Thoughts
are things. A man sends from him in

_
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thought what he (his spirit) is most
built of. “Asa man thinketh, so is
he." Your spirit is a bundle of thought;
what you think most of that is your
Your
Dreams are realities.
spirit.
spirit away from your body at night
goes to and sees persons and places.
The confused remembrance you have
of these matters on awakening is due to
the fact that the memory of your body
can hold but a little of what is grasped
by the memory of your spirit. You
have two memories, one trained and
adapted tothe life of your body, the
other of your spirit.
Your spirit, being an organization
distinct from the body, has eyes and

Your
ears, touch, taste, and smell.
body with its coarser senses is for use,
in this, the coarser level of life; but you
can with your spirit go to a higher and
ﬁner order of life. Having been taught
all your life to deny the existence of the
spiritual senses, through lack of exer
cise they are not in “working condi
tion.” When you leave your body at

night, you are as a person in

a dazed or
state. Your ﬁrst error on
passing from the body in the state
known as sleep lies in thinking that
you are moving about your physical
You must educate yourself out
body.
of that mistake. You must ﬁx it in your
mind before going to sleep that if you
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merizer is for a period entirely oblivious
of his own individual self and existence.
A mortal may mesmerize a spirit, and
this may be done unconsciously. A
before and after conception,
may dwell in thought much upon some
real or ideal character, and this may
attract to her that very character in
spirit life. There are no ideals in the
worldly sense.
The‘ ideal in thought
represents some living type in the spirit.
The spirit in question so attracted to the
woman at the period spoken of, may
woman,

absolutely, though unconsciously,
mesmerized by her.
Its opinions are
swayed and tinged by her opinions more
and more, until at last it ceases to have
be

any of its own. This condition of mind
is constantly seen about us. Thousands
lose their individuality through the in
control
ﬂuence of others.
Mesmeric
means only thought control. To be
much with another person, to have lit
tle other association, to be dependent
for one’s happiness entirely on one asso
ciation, involves the danger of the mes
meric or thought control of that per

son; in other words of thinking their
thoughts and holding their opinions in
stead of your own. This condition is to
be guarded against by variety of asso—
ciation and periods of solitude, whereby
“ ﬁnd our real selves.”
we may
As a spirit, you are a part of God, or
wake up in what you call a dream, you the Inﬁnite Force or spirit of good.
As
are not then using your physical body.
such part you are an ever-growing
You will ﬁx in your mind before going power which can never lessen, and
to sleep, so far as you can, your con
must always increase, even as it has in
ception of yourself as a. spirit, or, rather the past through many ages alwaysin
as the unseen organization which dur
creased, and built you up, as to intelli
The gence, to your present mental stature.
ing the day uses your body.
thought of yourself as a spirit will serve The God in yourself—the ever-growing
asaclew to powerful unseen friends power in yourself—has made you see an
who will come nearer to you, because incompleteness in your character; yet
they want todraw you up to their beau
that incompleteness was never so near
tiful realm where, in part, at least, you arelative completion as now.
Of this
may now belong.
the greatest proof is that you can now
A spirit may be ushered into another see what you never saw or felt before.
life on earth in entire forgetfulness of Every protest of your mind against any
its past existence or identity, even as the fault you may have isapush of the
subject under the control of the mes
spirit for ward. The corner stone of all

bewildered
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effort is never in thought to

few minutes. in asking for the realiza
tion of the highest, happiest, and most
perfected life for yourself and others,
you are accumulating still more of this
constructive unseen force; and as so
you continue to meet, and generate
you will the more and more develop
into an organized power, and send
to operate in more and more channels
for individual and public good, even
expression, it is “God working in and as the larger the boiler, the more force
generated, the greater the num
through us." \Ve are all parts of the in
and the
Inﬁnite Power—a power ever carrying ber of machines moved by
us up to higher, ﬁner, happier grades
more diversiﬁed their use. When you
of being. The God Desire is at work on meet together, or retire apart, having
the lowest drunkard rolling in the gut
chieﬂy in your mind the desire for the
ter. That man’s pirit wants to get out good of all, you draw and acquire
It is agreat evil, often power. That power can never be lost.
of the gutter.
not at all necessary, however, when
done unconsciously, to say or think of It
“
he's
to
man,
oh,
gone
an intemperate
you “sit for power,” that your minds
Its no use doing anything be kept bent or strained on the purpose
the dogs.
more for him!" because when we do in hand.
So long as the purpose
this we
put hopeless, discouraging strong and uppermost in your mind,
Do not “think hard”
thought out in the air. It meets that that
enough.
He or she will feel it; and it is when you send your thought of good
person.
to them an element retarding their pro
will to others. If you are bent on a cer
gress out of the slough they are in, just tain purpose,
not necessary that
as some person’s similar thought has re
such purpose be always present in your
tarded us in our effort to get out of memory.
Your force
acting on and
some slough we were in or are in now,
for such purpose all the same, whether
—slough of indecision; slough of de— you are thinking of
or not.
As in combinations of elements, or
spondency, slough of ill-temper, slough
of envious, hating thought.
chemicals, new substances are formed,
Under this system it is claimed that so in the combination of thought sub
ﬂows and mingles
from
there can be co-operation of thought. stance, as
Such co-operation can be effectual when mind to mind, new thoughts are formed,
the physical bodies of those so using or born. The character and quality of
their thought, or force, are far apart, your thought are shaded, and to great
and (physically) unknown to each other. er or less extent changed, by every per
In other words, if you are daily for a son with whom you associate, as theirs
short time sending out a thought of mingles and forms a new combination
with yours. New thought or idea brings
perfect good will to all, friend or enemy,
strength to the body as well as mind.
you are attracting to you the beneficial
Peoples‘ bodies decay and lose vigor
thought-current of all similarly think
ing. If you set apart a certain time through thinking continually the same
each day, so to desire or pray for the set of thoughts.
Thought
food,’ for
bread food for
good of all, you commence the more to your spirit as much as
the body, old thought
method ize or organize this thought cur
literally old,
If, now, two, three, four, or stale substance, or element. It does not
rent.
more of you meet, say once a week, to properly nourish the spirit, new thought
One
put your minds, or force, if for ever so
:new life, and renewal: of life.
successful

is

is is

is

a

it

it

is

is

it

is

is

is

it,

is

it

it it it,

“All
an impossibility.
acknowledge
things” are possible with God. God
works in and through you. To say
"impossible” as to what you may do or
become is a sin; it is denying God’s
power to work through you. There is
a power to-day working on and in and
through every man, woman, and child
in this planet.
Orto use the biblical
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secret of the eternal life and happiness
be ever pushing forward toward
the new, or “forgetting
the things
which are behind and pressing forward
to those which are before.”
When
Paul said
die daily,” he inferred
that some thought of yesterday was
dead to-day, and cast off like an old gar

is to

“I

ment.

In

its place was the newer

one.

When our spirits are growing health
fully we have done forever with a part
of ourselves at each day’s end. That
part is dead. It is with us a dead
thought, we have no further use for it.
To use it will injure us. It is cast off
as our bodies daily cast off a certain
portion of dead skin. To him or her,
who has increase of new thought, anew
world is lived in daily.
Who are your relations? The man
or woman who is most like you in taste,
motives, and habits of thought, and to
whom you feel most attracted, may not
be brother. sister, cousin, or any physi
cal relative at all. But such a person
is to you a very near relation. Physi
cal or “blood relationship” has very
little bearing on the real or mental re
lationship. As a part of domestic life
every person should have a room en
tirely to him or herself, not liable to in
vasion from others without your per
mission, where you can build up those
“frames of mind” which you desire
permanently to live in. You must be
entirely alone at times to build up such
frames of mind. All rooms are ﬁlled
with the thought-element most put out
by those who live in them, and this ele
ment left there acts on people more or
less strongly, in proportion to their sen
to feel
or capacity
the
sitiveness
For such reason
thoughts of others.
you feel the devotional thought of a
church, even when empty. You will
feel there very different than if in an
empty bar-room.

III.

The most interesting part of this
philosophy is its application to everyday
life.
It is claimed that success in any

[Man

business or undertaking comes through
the working of a law. Your thought,
or spirit, and not your body, is your
real self. If you think, or keep most in
mind, the mere thought of determina
tion, hope, cheerfulness, strength, force

and power, you will attract and receive
more and more of such thought-elements.

Whenever you think, you are affecting
your fortunes for good or ill; every
thought of yours, silent or spoken, has
aliteral value. If you think you can
not do a thing and continually say to
yourself “I can't,” you are working
your thought-power for non~success.
Whatever plan or scheme of business
you ﬁx your mind persistently upon in
the determination
to succeed, it com
mences then as a thought-construction
of unseen element to draw aiding forces
to you. These “aiding forces" mean
an ever growing fertility of mind for
pushing your business, and drawing to
you the best people to aid you in your
You must ﬁrst be sure that you
plans.
can do better service, and then you
must develop the talent for pushing the
art or invention. But to gain the high
est success you must manage your own
business, or a department of a business,
because responsibility alone can bring
out your fullest power and its attendant
happiness ; otherwise you will be fettered
by an employer's demands and condi
tions; you will see your best ideas im
perfectly carried out, because you can
not fully control their carrying out
yourself.
You must stop worrying. It is very
diiﬁcult to overcome this habit, because
our ancestors for generations have wor
ried before us, but that makes no differ
ence as to the

destructive

results

of

taking thought for the morrow. The
law involved goes on working, and is
as certain to run over and crush you if
you get in its way, as the locomotive if
you step before it on the track. Think
hopeful things instead of hopeless things.
Think success instead of failure. People
who think badly of themselves are
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poor or in desiring to be poor. Strong
spirits rich in thought have risen above
poverty in spite of its impediments, and
many a strong spirit the World never
heard of has been crushed by it. The
majority of the impelling spirits of the
The pride that makes a man value him
self is the pride that keeps him from American Revolution — Washington,
Jay, Adams, Hancock, M0rris——were
mean and degraded acts.
A principal means for holding and in relatively rich or prosperous, nor could
both physical and
mental
they have developed that mental or
creasing
in
of
the
mind
force which really carried our
lies
the
spiritual
training
strength
and body to do but one thing at a time ; cause to success, had the incessant phy
in other words, to put all the thought sical drudgerty7 of poverty been imposed
necessary for the performance of any on them. When Christ told his apostles
to take neither purse nor scrip be im
act in that act, and to put aside all other
thought whatever save what belongs to plied that they were not to rely .upon
that act. If, while you are doing one the old and lmaterial methods for ob
act with the body, you are thinking of tmiig what they needed. He wished
something else, you are wasting your them to depend on their own spiritual
By cultivating or mental force for bringing them the
strength and thought.
Your
the power of concentration you can for
best things as they needed them.
forces are your daily, hourly thoughts.
get your trouble, your disappointment,
your sense of loss; you think of some
If you put those thoughts or forces in
thing else, becoming so absorbed in it, one direction, they will bring you
as to forget all things health and the goods of this world to
and enjoying
This power will come to you
you
else.
use and enjoy, but not to hoard
demand it. put them in another they will bring
you pray for it, wish for
will by de you disease and poverty. If you think
and
Open your mind to
grees come to you. Think at times, or poverty, you put out an actual force to
“ con
If in mind you are al
at regular intervals, on the word
attract poverty.
the symbol of a ways seeing yourself growing poorer
centration." A word
but for
few and poorer,
at every venture you fear
So placing,
thought.
mind
on
that thought,
seconds, your
and teach yourself to expect to lose
and you connect yourself with the cur
money;
your heart quakes every time
rent of concentrative or constructive you pull out your purse, you are by an
thought in the universe and as you so in-erv'itable force inLnature, or spiritual
you draw the law, attracting poverty. On the other
connect yourself with
desired element from it.
“Ask and ye hand to think success brings success.
shall be Theology calls this desire for better
shall receive, knock and
” You can ask when be
the great
opened to you
things, prayer, and prayer
hind the counter. You can knock when elevating force in the universe.
When
walking on the street
You can make
you desire or demand anything you
genuine and proﬁtable demand in a pray for that thing, or, in other words,
and seconds so employed are you set at work the force attaching to
second
most proﬁtable.
that thing. You can so pray uncon
right and necessary that you sciously for poor things as good; and if
It
should have the very best of the world’s you do you attract poor things.
If in
mind you see ever disaster, misfortune,
goods—clothing, food, house, surround
You really need all and the poorhouse,
is the same’ as
ings, amusements.
praying for disaster, loss, and the poor
that your higher and most reﬁned tastes
no'merit in being house, and by this law, disaster, mis—
call for. There

if

is

it

is

;

a

is

it

it,

;'

if

a

if

is

it,

it it,

if

;

if

it,

The Scripture
pretty sure to do badly.
remarks : “As a man or woman think
eth, so is he or she." When a man
thinks poorly of himself he goes off and
gets drunk, or does some mean thing.
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one put away money as they gained
and lived on as little as possible, and
continually decreased their expenses,
the world’s business would soon stop,

so much from lack of money lying
useless in chests and old stockings, but
because there would soon be little left
for people to do to gain money.
The

is

basis for attracting the best of all the
to ﬁrst sur
world can give to you,
round, own, and live in these things in

mind, or what
falsely called imagi
nation. Live in mind in a palace, and
gradually palatial surroundings will
gravitate to you. You must not envy
is

'

not

is

is

if

if

is

it,

is

it,

worn trumpery of any sort, through the
mere love of keeping, you are barring
out the better thing coming to you. If
you will keep company with people
who, after all, only tire you and bore
you, who ridicule your ideas if you ex
press them, and are utterly proﬁtless to
you, you keep the better people from
If you cling to the old worn-out
you.
suit of clothes or seedy bonnet, and out
of stinginess hate to give it away, and
expend any amount of your force in
haggling and dickering to sell it for a
dime, you will not near as soon have
the better clothing, for every thought
put in the old represents just so much
force, which could as well have been
put on a plan to bring you hundreds of
dollars instead of dimes. Mere hoard
ing brings nothing in the end to him
who boards but pain and trouble.
One
secret of the kings of ﬁnance is that
they know when to rid themselves of
possessions on seeing how those posses
sions can be of no farther use to them.
Mere hoarding is not business. If every

and growl at people who are better off
than you are, because the growling
just so much capital stock taken from
the bank account of mental force.
The state of mind you are most in
a force pushing for or against your
business and welfare.
The pushing of
any kind of business always commences
in the mind. If you always keep in a
low, unaspiring state of mind,
you
look on the best and most beautiful
things in the world as things you never
can have or enjoy,
you see yourself
always at the foot of the ladder, grum
bling at those above you, then at the
foot of the ladder you are very likely to
you put yourself in
stay; wherever
mind, and persistently keep yourself,
toward such position you will be car
ried.
You may not gain the actual
place aimed at, but you will stand some
where near
which
better than
standing in the gutter of aimlessness
and hopelessness.
You must live in
mind as the head of business, think of
yourself as a leader, and keep away
from discouraged, despondent people,
who arealways expecting and thereby
courting bad luck. The thought of
_others can enter into our being, and
become, for a time, a part of
as
dampness or foul air can permeate your
house or your clothing.
The chief of
American ﬁnanciers secludes himself,
because, consciously or unconsciously,
he lives up to that law of which he re
alizes enough to know that to keep his
head clear he must avoid the confused
thought atmosphere of the great mass
of people.
Napoleon got his plans in
the seclusion of his closet and the coun
try. Again, when you cease planning
expansion and improvement in a busi—
ness that business begins to die. It will,
for a time, seem to flourish, but the
newer enterprise in the same direction,
borne of some other energetic brain,
growing and going ahead of it.
There
proﬁt or loss in associates.
To be much of the time with a gloomy
or despondent person, or one fretful, or
a

If

[Man

it,

fortune, and the poorhouse will come to
you.
It is alaw of riches that use brings
gain; hoarding brings loss.
the tree
held stingily on to last year’s fruit and
leaves, and refused to drop them, the
vents for next year's fruit and leaves
would be choked up. It isa spiritual
law that the old must be cast off ere the
new can come.
If you hold on to half
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put it out with your own. Your
value and charm for others, as a com
panion, depends far more on what you
think, than on what you say. If your
thought is all pure, clean, bright, con—
ﬁdent and courageous, you are a value,
and an increasing value, wherever you

You

go.

Clothing absorbs thought; it can be
rested as much as our bodies. When
you put on the garment you have laid
aside for a period of weeks or months,
although it may not feelas one entirely
it does not seem
If
last worn.
hung accessible to sunshine and fresh
air, it will cast off more or less of your
old
The robes worn by
thought.
Buddhism, uda
of
any
religion,
priests
ism, or Catholicism, are consecrated to
their peculiar use, and wisely so. If
worn by the priest at all times it would
by all of his peculiar
be permeated
The costume of the actor be
moods.
comes saturated with the part he plays.
There is proﬁt in putting on a change
of apparel for dinner or the theater for,
if you wear your business-suit you are
new

still, in

quite as stale

a sense,

as

when

J

I

I

My cure came
profess total abstinence.
from means shall endeavor to set forth
Our thoughts it is
in this chapter.”
claimed, being forces, friends can use
the law of silent demand in the case of
one who is in the habit of drinking im
The man who drinks will
moderately.
feel the craving less if much in the so
ciety of the temperate and self—con

I

trolled. If, in your own mind, you
will say in thought that you do not ex
pect a friend afflicted with this habit to
he will, through the
give way to
of
mind
force
your
acting on his own,
to resist the temptation.

be strengthened

If several

unite in so sending him this
thought, and so seeing him in thought,
proportionately strong
they give him
er force to resist the uncontrollable ap
They are then praying for him
petite.
and praying in the strongest way.
But
we in our minds always see or im
age that man as
drunkard, we are
current of thought which
sending him
will aid the more to make and keep him
The real man
not the
intemperate.
the spiritual man
drunkard; the real
or women. It
only the material man
that becomes drunk.
With him in our
thought we have nothing to do. We
refuse in mind to see him. We see only
is

the ruling mood of hopelessness,
carelessness, and lack of system. Rags,
tatters, and dirt are always in the mind
before being on the body.
Too much
association
with any one of lower
thought may lessen your natural power
to attract.
You may carry a part of
their selﬁsh, cynical, gloomy, or other
evil thought with you wherever you go.

tises

“I

a

adver—

is

slattern

it,

A

a

mind in her dress.

have been here ummarized, that alco
be
cured
holic
can
intemperance
In a pre
through the law of demand.
face to this pamphlet Mr. Muford says:
used liquor immoderately for more
than thirty years.
suffered thereby
in mind, body, and purse. I became
well acquainted with the torments that
That
beset the victim of this excess.
uncontrollable appetite has been for sev
eral years cured and gotten rid of.
suffer from no relapses and I do not

a

discouraged and despondent do not suc
ceed in anything, and live only by bur
dening some one else.
The hopeful,
conﬁdent, and cheerful attract the ele
ments of success. A man’s front or
back yard will advertise that man’s
ruling mood, in the way it is kept. A
woman at home shows her state of

bringing, in that clothing, a. part of
your business self to aplace where all
business thought should be temporarily
laid aside and forgotten, in order that
business shall be the better done next
morning.
It is claimed in one of these Libraries,
the most important teachings of which

is

easily angered, or cynical or skeptical,
or in any way thinking evil or injuri—
ous thought, is for you unsafe.
People
ruled by the mood of gloom attract to
them gloomy things. People always
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in mind that man out of the gutter,
clothed, self-controlled, and in
his right and higher mind. If we see
him in imagination always as a drunk
ard, we help to keep him in mind be
fore himself as a drunkard, and this
helps to keep him a drunkard.
Then, again, he should be trusted.
The feeling that the bottle is put out of
sight because he has entered the room,
has made many a man rush from that
room or place, and indulge in excessive
Instead of a family thinking
drinking.
at the breakfast-table of a son or relative
“I expect he’ll get to drinking again
“
to day,” they should say in thought He
is not going into any excess. He can
govern himself.
He will govern him
self.” If yours is the uncontrollable
appetite for liquor, say in your mind,
not only “I will conquer this appetite,"
erect,

but

“I

have conquered

It

it.

is con

Then‘you join your spiritual
force with those who regard you in
spirit asself controlled. Your real self
or spirit has taken a strong, positive,
The mate
decided hold in this matter.
rial, the body, must follow in time.
It is but natural that the people who
believe in this system of thought should
want a church, or an ediﬁce partaking
of the nature of a church. The sugges
quered.”

J
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tion has already been made by Mr. Mul
ford that such a church should be
erected.
He says it should be aplace
of silence for the purpose of silent de~
mand or prayer.
People who enter it
should not bring with them any frivo
lous mind or thought. It should be a
place of earnest demand for permanent
good, yet not a place of gloom or sad
ness.
Though the believers in this
movement request free-will offerings of
money to erect the ediﬁce, they want it
understood that they rely altogether on
the spiritual power coming of the pray
ers or demands of those in hearty accord
with this special purpose ; the material
means will be sure to follow from the
impulses thus put forth. It is suggested
that the name of this chapel shall be
“The Church of Silent Prayer to the
Within the building
Supreme Power."
these sentences shall be placed so as to
be clearly read :
“ Demand ﬁrst
wisdom, so as to know
what to ask for.”
“Ask and ye shall receive. Ask imperi
ously, but ask in a willing mood for what
the Supreme Power sees best for you."
“ Love thy neighbor as thyself, but
demand good ﬁrst for yourself, that you
may be the better ﬁtted to do good to all.”

—0.-0-.4——
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FRANCIS JOSEPH GsLL.—Concluded.

‘‘

HIS beautiful

would not
if, entirely
at liberty, I had been abandoned wholly to
But, it too often
myself and to nature.
‘
scientiﬁc’ one be
happens, that the more
comes, the farther he departs from the simple
truth ; and this was precisely what I experi
enced.
My imperfectly established convic
tion was shaken, in proportion as I gained
new information, or rather. as I heaped up
errors and prejudices. Philosophers assure
us, said I to myself, that all our facultiescome
from external sensations, or, at least, that
all men are born with equal faculties, and
that the differences between them are owing
either to education, or to accidental cir
have

enterprise

been diﬂicult,

cumstances.
If it be so, there can be no
external signs of any faculty; and, conse
quently, the project of acquiring in this
manner a knowledge of the functions of the
brain and its parts, is a mere chimera.
“But I always returned to my ﬁrst ob
servations.
I knew that my brothers and
sisters, my companions and schoolfellows,
had received nearly the same education, or
rather, that in general they had received
none.
All had grown up in the midst of
the same circumstances and analogous im
I also saw that, ordinarily, those
pressions.
whose education had been carefully watch
ed, to whom the instructors had given less
sons in private, were, in fact, behind other
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in capacity. We were often accused of
aversion to study and of want of zeal;
but many of our number could not, with
the best disposition, and the most deter
mined eﬁorts, raise themselves in certain
points, even to mediocrity, while in others
without
they surpassed their schoolmates
eﬂort, and almost, it might be said, without

in proportion to the talents which we had
received.
Add to this, that I had observed
both in tame and wild animals, of which I
had always a considerable number about
me, differences of faculties and of charac
ter, as in men. One dog was almost of him
self skillful in the chase, while another of
the same race and the same litter could be

mumcxs .iosnPa

perceiving it. In fact, our masters did not
give much credit to the equality of the
faculties, for they thought proper to exact
more of one scholar and less of another.
It
often happened to them to speak to us of our
natural gifts, of the gifts of God; and they
exhorted us in the words of the gospel, tell
ing us that each would render an account

12s

GALL.

trained only with great difficulty. One was
very cross, and quarreled with all other dogs,
while another was very mild and peaceful ;
this one could not ﬁnd his way back even
from a short distance; while that, on the
contrary, though very young, returned,
after being lost, from very distant places.
Such a bird listened with great attention to

J0 URNAL
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searches

were innate.

I

a

long period

as

I

“For

continued my re

had commenced

them. urged

t.

I

it,

I

I

men and animals,

many preconceptions, prejudices, and con
must necessarily met
trary opinions, as
experienced
everywhere, the most ﬂatter
ing reception. Sovereigns, ministers, phi
losophers, administrators, artists, seconded
my design on all occasions, augmenting my
collection, and furnishing me everywhere
with new observations.
" These circumstances were too favorable
to permit me to resist the invitations which
came to me from most of the universities.
By this means my journey was lengthened
far beyond the term which had ﬁrst ﬁxed;
but there likewise resulted so many discus
sions of my doctrine, public and private,
that
arrived at degree of maturity which
few founders of new doctrines have been
able to attain during their lives.
“ This journey afforded me the opportu
nity of studying the organization of great
number of men of eminent talents, and of
others of very limitid capacity, and
had
the advantage of observing the diﬁerence
between
them.
innumerable
gathered
facts in the schools, and in the great estab
lishments of education, in the asylums for
orphans and foundlings, in the insane hos
pitals, in houses of correction and prisons,
in judicial interrogatories,and even in places
of execution; the multiplied researches on
suicides, idiots, and madmen, have con
tributed greatly to correct and conﬁrm my
have had under contribution
opinions.
several anatomical and physiological cabi
have submitted antique statues and
nets;
busts to my examinations, and have com~
pared with them the records of history.
“ After
having used, for more than thirty
years, such diversiﬁed means,
no longer
feared the danger of the reproach of hav
ing precipitated the publication of my great

I

air that was played before him, and
it with admirable facility ; another,
of the same covey, and fed and treated in
the same manner, paid no attention to
and sang nothing but his own note.
In all
these cases
could not suppose either evil
inclinations, the inﬂuence of education or
different impressions on the external senses.
was, consequently, obliged to conclude,
that the propensities and faculties, both of
an

learned

[Mara
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for observation
and reﬂection.
Abandoning
myself to
chance,
gathered for several years all that
offered me. It was not till after having
accumulated
considerable mass of analo
gous facts, that
felt myself in
state to
range them in order.
perceived succes
sively the results, and at length had
in
my power to go to meet observations, and
to multiply them at my pleasure.
“Strongly impressed with these ideas,
and supported by these motives,
turned
all my attention to the ﬁnding of the means
which, in the least possible time, would on
able me to accumulate the greatest number
of facts.
shall speak of these means
when
treat of the propensities and facul
ties and their organs, particularly.
Iwill
here give
single one, which presented
self when
least thought of it, and which
greatly contributed to perfect my works.
“The ﬁrst day of the year 1805, my
father, who resided at Teifenbrunn, in the
Grand Duchy of Baden, wrote me these
words: It
late. and night can not be far
distant: shall Isee you once more
No
thing but such an invitation, joined to the
ardent desire which
cherished in my bos
work."
om of again seeing my beloved parents
after an absence of twenty-ﬁve years, could
In vol.
p. 100, Dr. Gall says
have induced me to leave my friends and
“ Whoever will
convince me of the falsity
few months.
my patients for
wished
of all my discoveries,
will be the ﬁrst to
too, to avail myself of this opportunity to
announce
to the public.
Truth
my ob
communicate my discoveries to the learned
ject.
place that above all personal and
men in the ‘North of Germany. That my
exterior considerations.”
interview with them might not terminate in
One great discovery of Dr. Gall was
propositions and discussions without proof,
the
natural language of the organs, or
took with me
part of my collection.
the
of each organ, as in pan
expression
was always convinced that, without these
tomime,
by
gestures.
and
visible
palpable proofs,
would never
“ It was,"
be possible to ﬁght victoriously against so
says Gall, “the expression of
a

I

it

a

I

I

is

it

I

a

-I

:

6,

1

?’

is

‘

I

I

I

a

it

I

I

I

I

I

it

I

a

I

a

a

it

I

it

on solely by my fondness
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organ of self-defence

‘which ﬁrst sug

gested to me the idea that it is the seat
organ that determines

of the

the nature of the ges
saw two coachmen ﬁght; one
threw himself like a madman on his adver
sary, who was much smaller than himself;
the latter, leaning on one side, clenched his
ﬁst, drew his head between his shoulders,
it slightly, and repulsed victori
depressing
ously the attacks of his enemy by vigorous
blows. In tine, the greater one endeavored,
by turning, to take him in the ﬂank. The
smaller leaned still more, took the attitude
of the ﬁghting gladiator, bent his body for
ward, with head drawn back between the
shoulders, and continued to repulse h‘s
The larger one, in
enemy with success.
the hope of ﬂooring him, seized him in his
arms; his antagonist, with his chin against
the chest, grappled with such force, that he
overthrew him ; the concourse of specta
tors put an end to the combat.
“ While admiring the courage and ad
dress of my little victorious athlete, I made
the following reﬂections :
“ 1st. The organ of self~defence was here
tures.

I

in full activity, and produced all the move

of the combatant.
I was struck
especially with his placing himself with his
legs separated, his body drawn up, the oc~
ciput bent backward between the shoul
ders, a position which gives great steadi
ness to the body, but particularly with his
advancing his chin a little. I naturally at
tributed this act of stiffening the neck, and
drawing the head backward, to the state of
excitement
of the organ of self-defence,
since these movements
took place so near
the seat of the organ ; I was still conﬁrmed
in this idea, when I saw that my athlete
drew back his head toward one of the
shoulders, taking an oblique attitude.
“Above all, I saw manifestly, that when
there is only one of the double organs in
action, the head is turned toward the side
of this action.
At this period I had al
ready remarked, that animals, when they
wish to regard an object attentively, turn
ments

the head sometimes

on one side, sometimes

on the other, according as they look or hear
attentively with one or the other of the
I saw then that the same
eyes or ears.
thing takes place in the organs of the quali
ties or faculties.

125

“Struck by this idea, I considered the
expression of each of the organs which I
had then discovered, and, to my great as
tonishment, I found that this expression al
ways corresponds to the seat of the organ
which acts, and that the movements of all
the other parts, the hands, feet, etc. cor
Never should I have
respond to this seat.
imagined that it was given to man to pene
trate into secrets of this naturc,.and I con
fess, that the joy of having made this dis
covery, which furnished, at the same time,
such beautiful conﬁrmation of all that I
have previously discovered on the subject
of the organs, nearly deprived me of my
reason.
The connexion I establish between
the expression and the seat of the organs is
too new and too profound a thought to be
perceived at the ﬁrst glance. To understand
my ideas on expression requires such exact
knowledge of the organization of the brain,
of the seat of each of the organs, qualities,
and faculties, and of the manner in which
each of these organs manifests itself, that
neither my hearers nor my readers will be
able to agree with me, when this part of my
doctrine shall be presented to them. Most
persons even refuse to admit that expression
exists as I describe it. It is only those whose
attention has been ﬁxed on these objects,
and who, having observed themselves and
others, have thus become convinced, that
the pantomime of the same quality, or facul
ty, for example, of boldness, of devotion,
etc., is essentially the same in all individu
als, that gradually become disposed
to ad
mit that all the movements which compose
-it are involuntary, and that, consequently,
they must proceed from the same determi
nate and immovable cause.
“When we direct our attention further
into nature we soon become familiar with
these ideas.”
When we wonder how Dr. Gall came
the discovery of the natural
language of the organs, let us remem
ber what he says of himself, namely :
to make

“In youth I was a somnambulist, and
frequently saw visions, a certain proof of
cerebral exaltations."
To this'peculiarity of his organization
may be attributable all of his discover
ies, but they were not hallucinations.
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All his discoveries, as well as all his
methods of obtaining proof of them,
were nearly as wonderful—as well as
He says:
original—as that just given.

“I

was curious to ascertain what facul
popular
qualities had attracted
I
notice by their outward manifestations.
therefore collected in my house quite a
number of individuals of the lower classes
of society,- following different occupations,
such as coachmen, servants, etc. I obtained
their conﬁdence, and disposed them to sin
cerity by giving them beer, wine, and
money, and when favorably inclined, I got
them to tell me‘of each other’s good and
bad qualities, and, in short, all of their most
striking characteristics.
“ In their different communications, they
seemed to particularlyvnotice those who were
always provoking_dispdtes’and quarrels-In
dividuals of peaceable habits theyknew very
well, speaking of them with contempt, and
calling them poltroons. As the most quar
relsome found great pleasure in giving me
circumstantial narratives of their exploits,
was anxious to see whether anything was
to be found in the heads of these braves,
which distinguished them from those of the
on
poltroons. I ranged the quarrelsome
ties and

I

one

side, and

the

peaceable

on the other,

carefully the heads of both.
I found that in all the former, the head,
immediately behind and on a level with the
top of the ears, was much broader than in
the latter. On another occasion, I assembled
separately those who were most distinguish
ed for their bravery, and those most distin~
guished for their cowardice. I repeated my
researches, and found my ﬁrst observations
conﬁrmed. It was impossible for me to be
deceived by the false ideas of philosophers,
on the origin of our qualities and faculties.
In the individuals I had to deal with, edu
cation was entirely out of the question, and
the manner in which their character was
manifested, could not be attributed to the
influence of external circumstances. Such
men are the children of nature, yielding
themselves
unreservedly to their disposi
tions, and all their actions bearing the im
press of their organization.
“I therefore began to conjecture, that the
disposition to quarrel might really be the
result of a particular organ, and on the
and

examined

JOURNAL
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known to be cowards. At the
combats of wild beasts, at that time still
exhibited in Vienna, there often appeared a
ﬁrst-rate tighter of extreme intrepidity, who
presented himself to the arena, to sustain,
a ﬁght with any ferocious animal
alone,
whatever. I found in him the region of the
head just pointed out, very broad and
rounded. I took a cast of his head, and
likewise those of some other braeos, that; I
might run no risk of forgetting their par
ticular conformation.
Iexamined also the
heads of some of my comrades, who had
been expelled from several universities for
duel ﬁghting. One of these knew no great
er pleasure than that of sitting down in an
ale house and mocking the workmen who
came thither to drink; and when he saw
them disposed
to come to blows, putting
out the lights, and giving them battle in the
In all these persons 1
dark, chair in hand.
found the region in question formed in the
manner above described, although the heads
in other respects were formed quite differ
ently."
Thus Dr. Gall pursued his investiga
tions and established the functions and
location of the phrenological organs he
other, man

discovered.
Yet he had excesses and
deﬁciencies in his own organization.
For instance, he says a very young dog
of his would ﬁnd its way home from a dis
tance,while his own habit of being easily
lost was well known by his friends.
He gives a. vivid description of his meth
ods of procuring casts of the heads of

individuals. and crania of animals and
men, and his researches of correspon
dences and differences in the brains of
varieties of character, such as maniacs,
idiots, subjects of attacks with all kinds
of mental disease, obtained from hospi
tals and public institutions.
From everything we see or hear we
learn a lesson. What do we learn from
this man's life but to appreciate and
venerate the man who discovered the
useful and true science of Phrenology?
He possesse a philosophical mind which
sought for the causes that produced
the varieties of character, not only in
different individuals, but also in the
same individual under different circum
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stances.- His inquiring mind sensed the
fact that every manifestation ofjcharac—
ter was the result of a cause, and when
he asked his teachers they gave merely

brother,

their opinion, but unsubstantiated. This
not suﬂicient.
Medical teachers
could show him the form and substance
of the brain, the crowning portion of
the human organization, but could not
explain the function of its different
parts, and yet, they knew that a large
brain, well nourished by a strong and
healthy body, was accompanied bya
strong mind, which would at all times
give reliable advice, and that idiocy ac
companied a small and poorly supported

If

was

brain.

What were Dr. Gall's chief or control—
ing characteristics if they were not Caus—
ality which gave him that inquiring
mind as to what caused different results
from apparently similar surroundings;
Continuity which gave him wonderful
tenacity in the pursuit of his investiga
tions; Firmness to decide for himself
and hold fast to what he deemed truth,
notwithstanding the opposition of those
who were thought by the populace to
be the true philosophers; Self-esteem
which made him say he had as good a
right to his own views when he knew
they were correct as they had to theirs
when he knew they were wrong; Com
parison which aided him in analyzing
and comparing truth with error and

drawing his own conclusions; a broad
head which gave him the power and
energy, and enterprise which carried
him through whatever suggestions the
frontal head called for as evidence on
the topic which was of the greatest in
terest at the time; Conscientiousness
which gave him alove of truth for its
own sake, notwithstanding the ridicule
and opprobium heaped upon him. The
fact of his being a seer of visions when
young shows that he had a “ skylight”
in his mental organization which gave
him an intuition ; a resource possessed
by such men as Edison, and other in—
ventors
of intricate machinery. My

Professor
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L.

N.

Fowler,

says:

“A

large

cerebellum generates thoughts
to them."

and new ways of giving expression

that be so, Dr. Gall may have had
aid from that source, for it wa large in
his head, and we know that it gives
motive power, and therefore must have
He was
been useful in his researches.
“ niche " in life
a great man, found his
and did not fail to ﬁll it.
That we may have many more men
—and women—who will ﬁnd and ﬁll

their niche is the wish of the present
writer.
The following is an extract from a
in the Gazefte,
description
published
Birmingham, England, in 1826:
“ I found Dr. Gall to be a man of middle
stature, with an outline well proportioned ;
he was thin and rather psllid, and possessed
a capacious head and chest.
The peculiar
brilliancy of his penetrating eye left an in
dellible impression. Dr. Gall was a man of
originality and depth of mind, possessing
much urbanity, with some self-esteem and
inﬂexibility of design."

Dr. Nahum Capen says:

“He

had slight peculiarities, but they
remarkable only as illustrating self
forgetfulness.

were

Dr. Fossati. of Paris, says :
“ His skill as a physician may be inferred
from the fact, that in 1810 a medal was pre
sented to him, executed
by M. Bane, an
eminent artist of Paris, by order of Count
Potosky, a rich Polish nobleman, who took
this method of expressing his deep grati~
tude to Dr. Gall, who had cured him of an
old and dangerous malady, for which he
had in vain consulted the best medical men
in Paris."
He further says :
“ It was to his
ﬁrmnus that he owed the
success of his researches.
Without this
constancy with which he pursued the same
ideas, the same observations, and the same
researches, it would have been impossible
for him to carry his new science to the point
where he left it.
Gall was exceedingly be
nevolent ; he succored the unfortuna'e :and
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procured them the assistance of his
patients; he encouraged talents. and
dered them all the aid in his power.
more intimately he was known, the
he was beloved."
Capen says

rich
ren

The
more

:

“His views in regard to Deity may be
found in his own language.
‘Everywhere
and in all times, man, pressed by the feel
ing of dependence by which he is completely
surrounded, is forced to recognize at every
instant the limits of his powers, and to
avow to himself that his fate is in the hands
of a supreme power. Hence the unani
mous consent of all people to adore a Su
preme Being; hence the ever-felt necessity
of recurring to Him, and rendering homage
to his rule.‘ ”
Gall‘s ﬁrst essay on the subject of
Phrenology was a letter to his friend,
Joseph Fr.DeRetzer, upon the Functions
of the Brain in Men and Animals, It
was published in the Journal de la So
ciete Phrenologique de Paris, in which
he gives a succinct description of his
discoveries.
“ In 1809 Gail and Spurzheim commenced
publishing their magniﬁcent work, entitled
The Anatomy and Physiology of the Nerv
ous System in general, and of the Brain in
particular, with observations upon the pos
sibility of ascertaining the several intellect
ual and moral dispositions of man and ani
mals by the conﬁguration of their Heads.
Four volumes folio. with an atlas of 100
Price 1,000 francs.
plates.
“ This
great work was continued by the
joint exertions of Gall and Spurzheim to
the completion of two and a half volumes,
and was ultimately ﬁnished by Gail in 1819.
In 1817 he delivered one private course of
lectures in his own house, and two public
courses gratis—one ‘A l’Ecole de Medicine,"
and the other in a hall, “ de l’Institutimt
pour les Aoeuglee."
“ In 1819 Dr. Gall, at the request of the
Minister of the Interior, commenced lectur
ing for the beneﬁt of the Medical Students
of Paris. The lectures, were, like others,
delivered gratis; but he was provided with
the use of an operating-room in the Hospice
d0 Perfeclz'onnement for his ﬁrst course, and
afterward, on account of that being too
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small, with the large examination-room of
the Institution jeune Areugles, which was
well ﬁtted for the purpose.
His audience
amounted to betwixt two and three hun
dred; and so eagerly was he attended that
many more tickets were applied for at each
course than could be given, and the apart
met was regularly crowded half an hour
The French sa~
before the lecture began.
vants listened to him with the same inter
est as those of Germany had done, and the
celebrated Corvisart was, among others,
one of his most enthusiastic admirers. Some
were slow and reluctant to admit the great
value of his labors. ‘ At last,’ however,
said Dr. Fossati, in his funeral ovation on
Dr. Gall, ‘his work appeared, and several
of his eminent contemporaries hastened to
do him justice, and still to follow the line
of investigation so successfully marked out.
by him.’ "

From 1822 to 1826, Dr. Gall published
“ Sur les Fu-nc
an edition of his work
tions du Cerveau," etc., in 6 volumes,
8vo.

In March,

1828, at the conclusion of
of his lectures, Dr. Gall was seized
with a paralytic attack, from which he
never perfectly recovered, and which
ultimately carried him oﬂ" the 22nd of
August, 1828, in the seventy-ﬁrst year
of his age.
His remains were followed to the
grave by an immense concourse of
friends and admirers, ﬁve of whom pro
nounced discourses over his grave, as
is the custom in France, on such occa
His death gave rise to a succes
sions.
sion of eulogiums and attacks in the
French newspapers that has scarcely
ever been paralleled, and public senti
ment was warmly and loudly express
edin his favor. In proof of this we
quote from a letter to Dr. Andrew
Combo, written by a gentleman in Paris,
at the time, who was not a. professed be
liever of phrenology, and whose testi—
After
mony is therefore impartial.
speaking of the political relations of
France, he adds:

one

“You Will, I am sure, be more affected
by the death of Dr. Gall, than by any p0’
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event.

In truth it

is an

immense

Whatever opinion we may
form of the system of that illustrious man,
it must be acknowledged that he has made
an immense stride in the sciences of medi
cine and of man. You must have been sat
istied with the homage paid to his memory
by the side of his grave, by whatever dis
Nothing
tinguished men Paris possesses.
was was wanting to his glory ; not even the
abuse and calumnies of our devotade gazette."
His burial was in that city of the dead,
Pen la Chaise, where his monument was
seen last summer—1889—by George A.
loss to science.

Bacon, of Washington, D. C.
Much more remains that would be
interesting and instructive to recount
and to know, but we leave Dr. Gall
here, feeling that “though dead, he

_M_

yet speaketh."

C.

F. W.

FARM LIFE FOR 'rns: YOUNG. —One
gets near to nature, and lives more
humanly who makes agriculture his life
pursuit.
So the American Garden is
perfectly right in its comments that,
“the farm as a means of reform is at
tracting considerable attention from the
press and those actively engaged in the
amelioration of the condition of the hu
man race.
Wonderful indeed, have
been the results in making useful men
and women, from the uncompromising
material afforded by the neglected child
ren of the larger cities.
Many of these,

old in wickedness, are young enough in
years to be inﬂuenced for good.
Put
upon a beautiful piece of land, most of
them quickly reﬂect the beneﬁts to be
derived from wholesome surroundings.
We wish to suggest that gardening at
home, as a means of prevention, is
equally important and has been some
what overlooked. Give a child a little
garden, of a size that will keep it em
ployed, but not overtax its strength or
resources, and an immediate gain by the
harmless amusement
and absence of
danger is afforded, as well as the found
ation laid for tastes that may prove of
the greatest beneﬁt in after life.
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It is generally agreed that chil
dren, like fowls, are better when living
in smaller numbers. so by all means let
“ children's home” and similar in
the
stitutions be where land is plentiful
enough to afford little gardens, and
much of the care and annoyance will
be taken from those having these insti
tutions in charge, in exchange for a
moderate amount of care and instruc
tion in teaching the little gardeners how
to proceed.
In the Eastern States
especially, where the relative importance
of gardening to larger farmingis greatly

will knowledge gained in
useful, and teach self-help.
In the large institutions, where the
inmates are lighted and watered
and
warmed by machinery, they certainly
do not learn to be self-helpful, and there
is no intellectual stimulus or anything
to develop individuality,
and the ele
ments of character
die out, with no
occasion to provide for their own wants
or opportunity tostudy cause and effect.
We wish all young people who have
been injured in body or mind by society
or circumstances could go back on the
soil to be recruited or cured by mother
nature."
Many a city man ﬁnds an occasional
retirement to the wood and meadow,
the true hygienic remedy for weariness
of body and mind, and return to his
ﬁeld of work with fresh vigor.

increasing,

this way

be

——0M—_

UNCERTAINT Y.—A FRAGMENT.
SHALL I seek my soul’s relief
From the shackles of belief,
And say there's nothing certain—

All

is hid behind a curtain?

Or in Nature's ample pages
Read the history of ages?

within my breast

!

Answer, thou, most secret guest

Hark

!

! a voice

But there comes this one reply

To

my soul's most earnest cry,

'Tis the echo of its crying
Ever sighing, sighing, sighing.
C. c. COLLINS.
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HEAD.

many parts and functions, and invention
and Con
up the combination,
structiveness
the chief agent of in
vention and mechanical work.
The
machine has many parts, and they are
combined so as to work upon and sup
\Ve see the power
plement each other.
loom with hundreds of parts all working
together and accomplishing the object of
the loom, and then, the pattern which is
wrought out
nevertheless
construc
tion, but, invention makes the loom
which works out the complicated pat
tern,
may be a portrait of Washington,
may be the letters which constitute his
name, or all the beautiful forms which
are wrought into the structure of car
The machine automatically seems
pets.
to be endowed with thought. One shuttle
will weave a given number of threads
and drop out; but another will take its
place and_ weave a given number’ of
thread-sTanH‘dropFout of 'tli‘e‘way, and
565th“ takes its plaice~ to_any required
number, each coming into use and doing
its requsite work, as
knew what to
do, and the result
a complete pattern,
and when the pattern
woven, the loom
starts right off and repeats the pattern in
such a manner that the different parts
of the carpet when laid properly make
complete ﬁgure for the whole room.
a deal of Constructiveness
There
in
volved in this construction, and he who

7.

ONSTRUOTIVENESS

it,

with its co
operative faculties is at the foun
dation of the great systems of prosperity
which beneﬁt mankind. We speak of
mechanism as a trait, or talent, and that
it is a kind of central faculty in the sys
tem of construction. It bears something
of the same relation to its co-adjutors,
or assistants in the work of mechanism
that the hub bears to the rest of the
wheel. It being central, the others grow
are dependent upon, and stand
out of

is

related to it.

it

N0.

TOGETHER.

is

WORK

is

MECHANISM

FACULTIES

a

MENTAL
HOW

if

it

it

a

is

is

makes

planned the loom and designed the pat
terns, employed not Oonstructiveness
merely, but, several faculties that work
with Constructiveness, in a manner an
alagous to the diﬂ’erent parts of the loom
working with the other parts toproduce
the ultimate result.

ent parts that constitute a composite
The harness for a horse has
whole.

tiveness

Directly above the organ of Construc
that of Ideality, as the reader
is

a

a

Construction pre-supposes combina
tion of parts, and facts generally will
carry out this thought. While literally,
hairpin, a bodkin and an
we construct
single thing or instrument to
aw], or
be used in the work of construction. A
larger sense of the term would seem to
involve the bringing together of differ
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will observe by looking at the phrenolo
gical head which constantly stands on
the ﬁrst page of this department of the
JOURNAL.
It is sometimes difficult to
comprehend the point where Ideality
leaves off and Constructiveness begins.
the production of work, Ideality is
It imagines a
supposed to relate to art.

In

picture,

a

statue,

a group of ﬁgures
up the picture.

which are to make
Ideality imagines a
artist shuts his eyes,
tains, lakes and rivers

The
landscape.
and sees moun
and their relation
to each other, then Constructiveness
elaborates the picture which Ideal ity has
fancied.

Some artists have the power of de
signing, and that may involve, also,
Spirituality, located still farther up on
This faculty,
the head than Ideality.
Spirituality, in its dreamy longings after
that which is perfect and beautiful, that
which is elavated above mere sensuous
ness and the realm of things. is a kind
Spirituality
of inspiration for Ideality.
imagines the possibilities and revels in
Ideality trans
beauty and excellence.
forms these dreamy fancies into tangi
bilities and representatives, and their
pictures, real and yet not real, like the
misty dream of the artist's mind, as he
looks upon the block of stainless marble,
and sees the angel he proposes to repre
sent, by carving, in the beautiful stone.
Without Constructiveness to elaborate
the work, tochip away the material that
is not wanted. and leave the gleaming
ﬁgure, guided by Spirituality and Ideal
ity, the picture which art fancies would
not become visible. If we have made
the matter clear, this is our view of art,
and Con
working with mechanism
strutciveness realizing that which the
other faculties dream.

In conjunction with Constructiveness
in the work of art, we have also, the
faculty of Form, which presides over
every species of shape. It gives a sense
of harmony in form. In penmanship,
there is uniformity; that is, oneness of
form running through all parts of the
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different letters. There may be a sharp,
angular form, and if it is continued
through a whole page, there is a certain
harmony in it that is not disagreeable,
even though not one letter may be per
fect. Take another hand not especially
angular, and if it runs through line
after line for a page, and is similar,
there is a certain uniformity of style
which is acceptable. There is a way of
making letters by the pen in which each
one is a thing of beauty in itself.
Its
different parts are so related to each
other as to seem each in keeping with
all the others. If one makes a capital
letter with a pen, for instance, “ S.” or
“F," the large base of the letter in its
revolutions should present sides that
harmonize.
All the parts of the letter
are oval.
The outside parts should be
parallel, and then the inner parts should
be parallel with each other and with
those

that

have

preceded, and

then,

Form having completed its perfect work,
Ideality is pleased with it. Mechanism
employs the faculty of Form to guide
the chisel and the graver to produce the
requsite shape. Form sits in judgment
at every blow. Oonstructiveness knows
what it wants, and Form and Weight
guide the tool.

The faculty of Size is also essential in
construction, A person with a deﬁcient
sense of magnitude will make some parts
larger than they should be to harmonize
with the other parts. One who has a
keen sense of distance, as well as form
will make, for instance, letters on a sign~

It is interesting to see a sign
painter with chalk sketching out the
letters which are tobe painted. He runs
them over and ﬁnds he has made the let
ters a little too large for the distance.
He wipes off his chalk-marks, and starts
board.

He may make his letters a little
again.
too small, and when he gets half over,
he sees he has made them toosrnall.
He rubs out what he has done, and does
them over again.
It is interesting to
see how perfect as to relative size all the
letters are, and it is all done without

the

mechanic

proper,

the

workers in stone, metal and wood, work
out the parts, and puts them together
according to the original plan.
We have known several instances in
which the workman who built the struc
ture, or machine had not the slightest
idea what the work was to amount to.

it,

it

it

is

it

it,

it,

work, and can construct the parts which
go to make the same, and have very little
idea. of the higher uses which his work

tosubserve.
We have said
possi
ble for a man to be an inventor, and not
have the skill to manufacture his own
machine, or his own picture.
is

it

it

is

while yet there
no mark of
made.
Then, he goes to work with his pencil
in, and studying its pro
sketching
portions, and when he gets the design
wrought out en masse, he begins to
make the working drawings for the
builder.
Then he measures the propor
tions of the parts, according to his taste,
or according to the rules of proportion
which he has designed to use, and he can
draw the different parts with such cor
rectness that each might be made miles
distant from all the other parts, and
when brought together,
they would
After these drawings are all
match.

it

profession equally and amply developed.
In the construction of houses, the archi
tect that has Spirituality, Ideality and
dreams of the masses
Constructiveness
that are to enter his construction. He
sees the noble design, the pile of archi
tectural poetry glowing in the light,

revolved
the honest Teuton lifted his
hands and shouted, “ Mein Gottl It
talks." He was afraid of
at least he
was astonished.
He had made the ma
chine with his practical faculties, but
had not obtained the higher views of
the mechanical art which was involved
in the combination.
So, a man could make a power-loom,
drawings of which should be given by
the inventor, and he would be astonished
when he saw the new and beautiful pat
terns which the machine would develop.
will be_' seen that the higher
Thus,
forms of mechanism are related and
allied to art, that
good sturdy man can
build structures and do the hammering‘
a

it

idea of his principal, and with his more
excellent mechanical skill, work out the
could.
result better than the designer of
This brings us to say that an artist ought
to have all the organs that belong to his

it

it,

part to elaborate their work skillfully
hence, there are some
and execute
artists who will make the sketch and
put in the spirit; but, others can come
with their constructive talent and elabo
rate the work. Such artist, or mechanist
has enough of art talent to drink in the

[Man

He knew how to follow the drawings,
how to construct and combine the parts,
but did not know what the work, or ma
chine was to accomplish.
It said that a good German mechanic
made Edison's talking machine, or pho
nograph from the drawings furnished,
and did not dream what
was for, until
Edison applied the last part, the tin foil,
and talked into the machine, while he
turned it: then setting
back, he asked
the German machinist to turn
and
when
began to repeat the little hymn,
“ Mary had a. little lamb,” which Edison
had talked into the machine, while he

is

measurement by the eye of the painter.
he puts Size and Form together,
and he is constructing. When he gets
ready to paint the letters, then Ideality
and Constructiveness come in to aid him
to pencil his work and execute it.
There are some painters who have ﬁne
taste as to design. They will sketch cor
rectly; but, they lack the mechanical

Thus,

completed,
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PRACTICAL USES 0F PHRENOLOGY.
BY A Msmaaa'or

onass ‘88.

the study of mind in the
abstract and its physical signs
comes the study of the relations of char
acter and talent to the outside world.
Interesting as the study of mind may
be in the beginning, the intricate prob

EYOND

lems of life that lie beyond, become
fascinating when by the aid of our
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knowledge of mental science it becomes
possible to solve them.
Among the lines of practical study are
those of occupation, marriage, the study
of types and races, effect of education,
etc , and perhaps the most interesting,
and certainly one of the most proﬁtable,
owing to its wide scope, is the cultivation
of the power to appeal at will to any
faculty or set of faculties, the study of
mind as it deals with everyday affairs
and how to inﬂuence and control it in

little things, perhaps, but they go to
make up life with its joys and sorrows,
its pleasures and discontent, and even
all that we call success, either in busi
ness or social matters, depends largely
upon our ability to say the right word
in the right place.
Business men recognize the fact that
shrewdness in dealing with men is the
main element of success. I am sure we
do not devote the time and study to this
subject that its importance demands.
We must not think these problems easy
to solve; we need all that Phrenology
can give us, all that the experience of
the world can give us, and what we
have treasured up from our own expe
rience, and with all this it still requires

others.

We know

that the mental faculties
wonderfully responsive when ap
pealed to in the right manner, and to a
certain extent such influences are irre
sistible.
What a power, then, does it
give over others to him who can thus
rouse in others the feelings he desires.
But how? We have all been learning
something along this line since child
hood, but what blunders we make!
blunders more often from carelessness
and want of close observation
than
through ignorance. How often we ap
peal to others and rouse in them the
opposite of what we desire. We wish to
make others, and especially those in the
home circle, happier for what we say
and do, and yet how often when making
special effort in this direction do we mar
the good results by a wrong word or a
are

thoughtless

hard study, close observation, and con
stant practice to advance in this the
highest of all arts. There is many a
bright intellect that for want of some
thing better is used in snubbing and
criticising others and making its owner
generally disagreeable, when if it were
used in gaining power and inﬂuence
over others through the study of human
nature, the good results would enrich

many a life.
To be able to control the current of
human feeling and direct its course,
would be a triumph indeed, and a study
toward this end becomes positively fas
cinating. If carried on in a spirit of

act.

kindness and good will and a desire to
make others happier, it is the best of an
tidotes for that widespread
malady,
selﬁshness. It takes one outside of him
self, it makes him keenly observant of
the ways and wishes of others ; in imag
ination he is constantly placing himself
in the position of others and trying to
imagine how they feel and how things

The Bible is the best of guides in this
matter; the Golden Rule helps us to
avoid a multitude of errors ; but in ad
dition to this we need a knowledge of
individual character, and particularly of
the present state of mind of the person
and of his hopes, fears, and plans.
Sometimes we wish to say a soothing
word to one who for the time is nervous
and irritated. ‘What shall we say '8 and
just when and how? That which would
quiet one might perhaps only irritate

seem to them with their peculiar dispo
sitions, and how this or that would
At the same time one can
affect them.
study himself, analyze every thought
and motion, and thus detect and check

another.

We wish to encourage the timid, rally
check the turbulent,
the despondent,
and use our inﬂuence over others for
These are
good in a thousand ways.
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a multitude of wrong impulses that
would otherwise escape notice. Such
an uncompromising criticism of one's
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own character is generally needed to
keep down a certain feeling of superior
ity that a close study of human nature
around us is apt to develop ; for human
nature is faulty at best, and if we place
ourselves as among others around us and
review our own characters with the
same searching criticism, it helps us
every way. We are constantly dealing
with people who are more or less warped
in disposition; whose minds are more
or less unbalanced through a combina
tion of strong and weak faculties; and

[Maia

A SHARP TEST.

IX

men and their wives, in Brook
lyn, were excellent friends, and
visited little among other families. They
met once a fortnight at each others’
houses alternately, and dined and spent
\Vhen a lecture, a con
the evening.
cert, or a theater was to be attended,

twelve reserved seats were bought, and
thus they heard and saw the same
things together.
One of the women wasa greatadmirer
of Phrenology, and her friends used to
rally her on the subject. She ﬁnally
while we can not change them perma
“ G0 to Fowler & Wells, one at a
said,
to
nently, it is possible to give direction
time, on different days, take the seat.
‘
I
their thoughts and feelings, and that,
and say to Mr. Sizer, the examiner,
of
char
description
written
want a full
too, without their knowing it.
When he asks
But whatever the dominant feeling acter,’ and say no more.
name at the close, to write it in
your
is
its
expression
may be, the tendency of
your chart, give something by which to
to rouse the same in others, and thus
identify the description—such as X, Y,
Z, or 20, 40, anything—but give no
ﬁrmness is met with ﬁrmness, selfishness
When they are all completed, if
name.
with
kindness
with selﬁshness, and
I
can not tell by reading them through
true
is
particularly
kindness; and this
once, which character belongs to each
of the selﬁsh and animal feelings that of you six men, I will ay to you the
amount of the entire bill."
are usually more active and excitable.
When they were ﬁnished, the lady
this
resist
must
But the phrenologist
was visiting in Philadelphia. The char
the
to
thus
respond
to
tendency
natural
acters were packed up and sent to her,
Surely he must con
feelings of others.
she read them once, and sent back the
trol himself before he a attempts to con
parcel with the names correctly. The
trol others. He must be able to repress wife of one of the other men was tested
the
in the same way, and by readin
as well as express all that is necessary
to produce the desired effect.
Of course we know that men are not
machines; that mind is an active prin
ciple, and all a faculty requires is to be
A piano responds
excited to action.
promptly and accurately to the touch of
the musician, but the mental faculties

can seldom be appealed to directly with
Its very individuality
good results.
seems to resent a direct appeal as an in
dignity, but whatever comes from self
seems all right, and hence a hint, a sug
gestion, or a silent influence that throws
the mind off its guard, and awakens it
in the right direction, is usually the best.
Some practical suggestions through
the JOURNAL along this line of study
by some one of experience, would, I am
sure, be appreciated.
W. P. UNDERWOOD.

characters twice, she assigned eac de
scription to the proper owner. Phre
nology is the true philosophy of the
mind, and character can be correct]
Guess work
described by its
a feat like this.
never performe ‘principles.
:0:

B—— S——-, Ky., Nov. 14, 1889.
& WELLS 00.:
AM well pleased with the written
character you sent me. It is won
derful how well Mr. Sizer can read
I have four
character by photographs.
Mr. Sizer told me ten times
brothers.
I
more than they all could have done.
showed the chart ta some of my friends,
and they did not think it possible to read

FOWLER

character so correctly.
can
am putting in all the time
spare from my business studying Phre
nology. I want to come to the Insti
tute next fall.

I

I

Yours truly,

J.

P. B.
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CHILD CULTURE.
HETTY

DEAN E

HE

prettiest sight in the world is a
family of obedient children,-—the
Mothers coax,
prettiest and the rarest.
threaten, and shut in dark closets by
turn, but as to commanding obedience
by a look, a tone, a simple word, it
seems to be beyond their power.
The
woman who frightens her child by
stories of bears and policemen, 'in order
to bring his refractory spirit under con
trol, is simply monstrous.
She ought
to be shut up in Bluebeard's closet with
his seven ghastly wives, herself in full
This could
possession of her senses.
not be done, however, for it would take
nearly as many closets as there are
women in charge of children, and poor
old Bluebeard, according to history, had
but one of the sort needed. The ubiqui
tous policeman is the bugaboo of the
city nursery, and the Bible story of the
bears and the naughty children is the
corrective demon 0f the country house
hold.

I once knew a quiet, obedient, sensi
tive child who stood many a time mo
tionless with terror, listening to that
bear story as it was administered to her
harum-scarum little brother.
She is a
woman now with children of her own,
but a thrill, akin to the terror then ex
cited, runs through her nerves to this
day as she recalls those monstrous re
As to her brother, he remained
citals.
harum-scarum through childhood and
youth. and is not far from it now that
he wears the heard of a man.
Many a
time did he assure his trembling sister :
“ Bears don't live in our woods, and
old nurse knows it; ‘sides there ain’t
no ’Lijah, either, ‘Lijah don’t live now
I would n’t be such a goose to
days.
be ‘fraid of bears I”
To the nervous, imaginative child the

ON

OBEDIENCE.

story gave

a shock never to be forgotten
to the matter-of-fact boy it was a lesson
as to the veracity of his elders, Whicl
he, presumably, did not forget.
The
effect on the little girl has made the
woman so positive in her opinion that
terror as a corrective is inhuman, that
she says she would lay destroying hands

on anybody who should try it with her
childrem—even were it her own mother
in-law,—and there could scarcely be a
stronger statement than that l
“ But, how in the world do you teach
"
your children to obey you i asked one
of the helpless incompetents
of this
woman.

Simply, by always saying just what I
; by saying it because I mean to

mean

I

be obeyed, and then by seeing that
am
obeyed on the spot," was the ﬁrm an—
swer.
There it is in a nut-shell l The trouble
is that mothers do not begin soon
enough, the child learns that many
commands are not enforced and, so has

no respect for any command, and by
the time his will is well developed the
mother is ready to exclaim :
“ Well, do as you have a mind to,
I will be obeyed, so there 1 "
Silly as it sounds I actually heard a
mother say thi very thing, and the
children went on managing her accord
ing to their own sweet wills, just as
they had been doing ever since they
were born.
But obedience to elders and superiors
is the foundation upon which the whole
structure of home training rests. The
teachers in our schools often remark that
they can tell what the home training of
every pupil is by his manners and con
I wonder how a
duct in the school.
mother thinks her child, in later years,
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can be obedient to the dictates of truth
and right, if he is not ﬁrst taught obedi
ence to home authority. For the mother
should bethe embodied reason and judg
ment for the child till he attains to rea

The truth
son and judgment himself.
is they do not think, or how could they
say, as you often and often hear a mother
say :
“ can not do anything with him; I
am at my wits’ end, for he pays no atten
tion to a word say."
A humiliating declaration, which
should be made, if made at all, only in
the silent confessional of her own heart

I

I

and with an importunate cry for wis
dom. The child who hears this confess
ion from his mother is more and more
conﬁrmed in his wilfulness. Indeed, he
perceives his advantage over her with

out its being proclaimed upon the house
top.

The kind of obedience which is forced
by terror is not the kind the thoughtful
mother desires. She wishes it to come
through respect and a sense of her un
wavering resolution. If she can not win
obedience by what she is and must exact
it by penalties, then she will see that the
penalty never once fails to follow an act
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But if she is the happy
possessor of that indeﬁnable something
which is not only moral force but a
quality of character still greater than
moral force, the child will know by
every inﬂection of her voice, by the eye,
by all that she is, that he must obey, and
obedience once become a habit all is easy
of disobedience.

thereafter.
The gentlest, softest voiced mother
that I ever knew ruled her children in
this way, and to day, in Bible language,
“they rise up to call her blessed."
But, dear me! that brings me to the
consciousness that not one mother in a
hundred knows how either to win or to
command obedience, and so they must
be taught.
apprehend that under this
head will be the most severe training
and the most difficult lessons for them
to master.
But it can be done I
In writing down, as well as I can, the

I

notions of my spinster friend on obedi
ence, I have more than once wished that
my reader could see the sincere feeling,
the earnestness, the depth of sympathy
with children, which her face and voice
convey to the listener. But, alas ! these
can not be transferred to paper.
SARAH E. BURTON.

M

H ARMONIOUS

HE visitor

to Venice must at times
have been impressed by the grace
ful motion and picturesque appearance
of the Italian gondolier, as he stands
ﬁrmly poised on his boat, plying his

single oar with an apparent ease which
dispels all notion of hard or unpleasant
labor.
The necessary swaying of the
body, the seemingly natural and pleas
ant exertion, not too rapid, as if urged
on by excitement or compulsion; not
too slow, as if shrinking from the task ;
aided sometimes by the picturesque cos
tume, combine to make the gondolier
one of the most graceful and attractive
If there were no deeper
of laborers.
meaning in this than the gratiﬁcation of
beholding graceful postures and move

DEVELOPMENT.
ment it might be thought too slight a
matter for serious attention; but the
truth is that it implies much more. It
conveys a hint of perfection both as to
work and workers. All our ideas of
grace, when analyzed, will be found to
be based upon economy of force.
The
hard and angular movements which
betray much effort to little purpose are
never graceful or pleasant.
It is only
when the obJect to be gained is achieved
with apparent ease, or at least without
an undue expenditure of force, that we
call the process graceful and derive

from witnessing it. Now this
of performance and economy of
force, while largely gained by continual
pleasure

ease

practice,

is also

dependent

upon

the
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equable development of the different
parts of the body and powers of the
mind.
\Vithout this health and happi
ness can not be full and complete, and
the healthy and happy man or woman
is both of the most interesting and the
most valuable.
It may seem to the

superﬁcial observer that one set of mus
cles. or one set of powers, exclusively
stimulated, can produce the most per
fect work of a special kind, and that
this authorizes a one-sided training; but
adeeper insight into social needs will
show that no want is so great as that of

-
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and
well - balanced individuals—men
women in whom body and mind have
been harmoniously exercised—in whom
no faculty has been stunted or left to
wither, and no part urged to the point
of exhaustion. All special training will
be most successful when such a soil is
prepared. Yet, supposing some particu
lar work should be a little less perfect in
its details, from such broad development,
still society would be the gainer in the
entire fruits of a life which was healthy
in itself and wholesome in its inﬂuence.
—Philadelphia Ledger.
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SIMPLE

AND

COMPLEX

HE

observing mother cannot fail to
note the difference in the charac
ters of her children.
Some are simple
and harmonious in their organization;

'

their digestion is good, their nerves not
easily irritated; they sleep well; they
are good-natured and easily amuse them
selves. Others are all the time ailing in
one way or another : they dislike certain
articles of food; they are fretful ; they
nearly die in getting their teeth; they
need to be amused and cared for con

tinually.
As these children grow and associate
with their fellows in the play-ground or

at

school

these differences

appear more

and more marked.
One will make
friends with everybody ; the other will
be inclined more to solitude and brood
ing. “ Brutus with himself at war for
gets the shows of love to other men.”
Natural courage in one will make him
foremost in feats of agility and strength ;
natural timidity in the other will re
strain him within narrower limits.
These two types of character we meet
every day, and few indeed there are who
do not delight to analyze and discuss
“ in the proper study
them. This delight
of mankind” may properly be charged
with a great deal of gossip that cannot
otherwise be accounted for. When ele
vated above the region of gossip it takes
the form of historical and biographical

CHARACTERS.

analysis or of studies in Shakespeare or
some other delineator of the human
soul.

The mother who discovers in her child
rather than a simple nature
will, if she is wise, address herself to
the work of instilling such principles
and inspiring such motives in her child
as will give him a clew to lead him
through the mazes of the labyrinth he
must tread, and straighten as far as may
be the tortuous path he might follow. If
he can be trained to speak the truth, to
do the right thing, the unselﬁsh thing,
toobey the parental command implicitly
and without question, she will have done
much to set her complex-natured child
in the way to life and peace.
Speaking
the plain unvarnished truth is the ﬁrst
point to be made when the child can
speak; but this must, in the nature of
things, be after the habit of obedience is
formed, which is done best in infancy,
beginning with its earliest stages and
long before the child can talk. A child
whose word can be depended on, whose
simple Yes or No is as good as an oath,
a complex

can be trained to be depended on to do
right in every thing, no matter how
complex is its character or how great its
tendencies to weakness or vice in any

direction. Theleaven of habitual truth
telling will work in the character till all
is leavened.—Christian Advocate.
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UNHELPFUL

HEY

were beautiful hands, soft,
white, shapely, but they had not
been trained.
They couldn’t keep ac
counts, or use the needle, or the broom,
or the dish-cloth, or the mop, or the
cooking utensils. They had atone time
glided skillfully over the piano keys and
wielded the pencil to some purpose ;
they were graceful hands and made
pretty gestures, or folded themselves
harmoniously over the soft draperies
beneath them.

By and

by the ample provision that
had been left to keep these hands in
idleness was wasted because the hands

couldn’t keep accounts

; wicked men
took advantage of these helpless hands
and stole their treasures from them, and
then days of darkness and trouble came.
The owner of the hands had to board
because she didn’t know how to cook,
and, of course, she had to eat what was
set before her, and so her digestive ap
paratus got all out of order. She had to
hire her dresses made, and was subject
to the dishonesty practiced by some
dressmakers, who charge a good price
for poor work and appropriate a portion
to themselves of the ample pattern they
require for a dress. She couldn’t man
age her business affairs, and so had to
trust them to a lawyer, who, in her case,
proved untrusty, and made exorbitant
charges for work which was poorly done.
At every point where she came in con
tact with the world she lost and lost,
until at last she was glad to ﬁnd a refuge
in the church home which in the days of

her prosperity she had helped to found.
she had only known how to take care
of just her simple self, she might have
lived on the wreck of her fortune in
modest comfort and independence.
This is a sketch from life. Just such
histories are transpiring every day, and
yet girls are permitted to grow to woman
hood without knowing how to do what
is indispensable for their own personal
comfort and existence even. If a girl
can’t learn to cook in her mother’s

If
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HANDS.

kitchen, there are cooking schools where
she can learn. If she cannot sew with
her mother's seamstress, there are sew

ing schools where the children of the
wealthy are taught the use of the needle
in embroidery and plain sewing.
She
can use the broom in her own room.
She ought to have trained hands—Se
lected.

—§.-0-.Q——
TH E FIRST GBANDCHILD.
“

GRANDMOTHER!"
called the father, and there
came
Out through the vine-\vreathed porch a blush
ing dame,

Surprised

and eager at the strange new name.

clock within rang forth the chime for
eight.
“
A message? Read it quick—how can you
wait ?”
Her husband , smiling, leaned upon the gate.

‘The

At

arm’s length holding in his trembling hand
The crisp white sheet, while he the writing
scanned.

Then read once more, with voice almost un
manned;

" Thy

A

salutes

granddaughter

Bell.’
Mother and child,
well."

thank

thee,

God,

are

‘

Baby

doing

moment’s silence on the proud twain fell.

“Grandfather, 1 con
She broke it soon.
grat—-—"
“
What. me?" the good man cried, lifting his
hat —
“ ‘
Grandfather’—me?
I hadn't thought of
that."

-—-_M—
UNKNOWN

1!

EBOES.

THERE are heroes whose prowess never sees
light,
Far glcater than ever was ancient knight.
In many a heart lies a secret tale
That would make the Homeric legends pale

;

And oft is a deed of valour untold
Which is meet to be written in letters of
gold !

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

DRY

AIR

AND

T

the Congress of Climatology,
held in Paris in connection with
the late Exposition, there was a discus
sion of the inﬂuence of dry air on the
sick that disclosed a good deal of com
mon sense in the views of many of the
delegates.

This convention, indeed, of observers,
including many distinguished physi
cians from some of the most renowned
health resorts, was nearly unanimous
in ascribing very little virtue to the cli
mate of such resorts, and, still more
curiously, there was a diversity of opin
ion as to what qualities of climate would
be favorable to invalids, provided they
could be secured with certainty. Dr.
Labat found in the Isle of Bute, on the
coast of Scotland, in the latitude of
Labrador, “vegetation very similar to
“ at
that of the south of France,” while
Nice would be experienced one of the
worst climates of the world,” and he
considered that the real secret of the
good effect of a change of air consisted
in “the choice of the house where the
patient lived," and “the hours and the
Dr.
place where he took exercise.’~
this
Chiais, of Mentone,
supported
theory, and believed that if delicate
persons, staying in the Riviera for their
health, would be more careful'about
their habitations, and the way in which
they spent their time, many lives might
He had found that during
be saved.

CONSUMPTION.
the winter, particularly in January and
February, there were atmospheric per
turbations on the Mediterranean coast,
which were accompanied by a great in
crease of dryness in the air; and these
were “always followed”
perturbations
“ an increase of illness and
by
danger
ous symptoms.”
For this reason he
thought that patients should study the
hygrometer, and, on the approach of
dry weather, should keep within doors
until a change took place, using some
means to evaporate water in their rooms,
to supply the deﬁciency of moisture in
the air.

This observation, remarkable
contradicting nearly all our received
notions as to the beneﬁcial inﬂuence of
dry air in consumptive cases. and in
checking the diffusion of contagion and
malaria, seems to have met with the ap
proval of the Congress, although it wss
agreed, in another part of the discus~
sion, that in the treatment of consump
tion the most favorable climate was a
sunny one, free from dampness and
wind, such as is found in many moun
tain resorts; and that, if these condi
tions are fulﬁlled, a low temperature
was in many cases not injurious.
Be
fore adjourning the Congress made the
as

sensible suggestion that the professed
health
resorts were often so badly
drained and policed as to injure rather
than beneﬁt the persons who came to
them.
Dr. de Valcour, of Cannes, said
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The point in all

that if it had not been for the peitinac
ity of the English visitors no sanitary
improvement would ever have been
made in that town; and it was voted
that in France sanitary legislation was

this is that it is not
or dryness of the
air as it is the purity of it, and the dis
cretion of the invalid in adapting him
self to the weather from day to day.

desirable,

Further, we must not forget the hygiene

to compel hotel-owners
to
adopt the measures necessary to avoid
poisoning guests with noxious ellluvia.

so much the dampness

of change.

H.
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APPLICATIONS

LOCAL

N the treatment of nasal catarrh with
washes, lotions, and other local
applications, the main object is to reduce
the tendency to exudations of an inﬂam
matory character, and to remove accu
mulations of hardened matter, if any
exist. Understanding as physicians now
do the prompt development of morbiﬁc
germs in tissue that has undergone

U
7;‘,
7,“:

ii

.

IN

NASAL

CATARRII.

that diseases of the tissues are due to
changes in the character of the secre

tions by which poisonous effects or
destructive growths are produced. and
in this belief long ago advocated treat
ment that would chemically counteract
the poison and render it inert or destroy
the parasitic growth that had been set
up. The discovery of microbic or bacil
lic forms in the excretion of the throat
and nasal membrane, or in the mem
brane itself, has deﬁnitely settled the
pathology of diseases affecting the mem
brane, and given us light with regard to
the local treatment.
Hard, crusty de
posits may occasion a great deal of pain
aside from their interference with breath
ing through the nose, and in old cases
the formation of such deposits may be
very obstinate. Their removal is a pre
requisite to any treatment of a helpful
sort, and care must be exercised in the
procedure, so that the soreness shall not
be made worse.
Generally warm water
in which a little bicarbonate of soda or
borax has been dissolved is a good solu
tion for the purpose, and the nose tube
of a fountain syringe will serve as the

instrument, the force of the jet being
regulated by the elevation of the water
change
bottle
of
or jar above the nose of the
pathological
degree
any
almost
in
local
The elevation, indeed, should
applica
patient.
involved
principle
the
that
so
the
be
as
what is required is to soften
slight
antisepsis,
of
that
is
tions
of the injurious germs the incrustations, not to force the water
development
in-, up into the sinuses and thus cause pain.
shall be arrested. This done. the
ﬂammatory process will subside, and The recovery of a free respiration on the
removal of the obstructive matter is in
mild, cleansing agents will aid toward
the restoration of a healthy condition of most cases a welcome relief, but there
For years I follows often a marked sensi tiveness of
the mucous membrane.
in
the theory the raw membrane to the incoming air,
have been a ﬁrm believer
NASAL DOUCHE.

('rn unicru’s.)
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for which

a powder of bismuth, subcar
or pulverized starch, blown in
through a tube, will prove soothing.
In acute catarrh the membrane of the

bonate
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any malignant or poisonous elements in
Liste'ine is a ready and
excellent preparation for the purpose,
and so is pinol, application of these being
There
made with an atomizer.
are powerful antiseptics
that
might be named, but it is not
advisable to suggest their use by
with the
persons unacquainted
of nasal
necessary
technique
the secretions.

treatment.

In chronic

catarrh the disease
extends well up in the
post-nasal cavities, so that ap
plications made in front may not
reach the part where the most
trouble exists, and in using a
tube for such post-nasal appli
cation knowledge of throat and
nose anatomy is required and
some skill in handling the tube.
often

(aomsi-ws‘s.)

they obtained their best results in local
treatment by simple measures—a solu
tion of common salt or of borax for

cleansing purposes being suflicient, if
indeed anything more than a douche of
warm water were required.
In cases where the exudation has a
fetid smell the solution should have
an antiseptic quality, so as to destroy

this

%

been shown by a physician how to do
it.
A careful examination with the la-

chronic
dis~

\

character of the

/l‘

\

ryngoscope should be
made in
cases, so as to deter
mine the place and
ease.

\Ve

‘

have known
of annoying,
persistent cough that
nothing in the way
of gargles or a careful diet would relieve.
cases

,

tender that
can not be
have found
are relieved
by inhaling the vapor of hot water from
a simple tea-kettle, or from a good atom
izer. Medical authors suggest a variety
of compositions for inhalation or insuf
Elation, and the manufacturers of surgi
cal apparatus advertise many devices
for the use of catarrh sufferers, but in
practice a few only are found to be effi
cient,and these are of the simple character
shown in the engravings.
At a discussion of common throat and
nose affections that we attended but a
short time ago, and in which some of
our most prominent specialists partici
pated, it was stated by two or three that

Ir:

nose may be so painfully
breathing through the nose
In such cases we
endured.
that the majority of persons

We would not advise a novice in
such things to try his hand at
kind of treatment, before he had

The nose was quite
free from disease and
the larynx appeared
to be healthy.
But a

careful examination
of the membrane high
up in
nares

the

at

posterior

length

brought to view
small spot of inﬂam

ros-r NAsAL aacsu.

areas.
and the ex
istence of that by its reﬂex nervous in

mation,

2

awwaa.

a

A Powoaa
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Cases of

SAND-BOX "

kitchen.
The dog doctor may have read the old
story which tells how that much- married
and most “merrie" King Henry
cured the Abbot of Reading of a weak
stomach.
One day the king, while out hunt
ing, lost his way and found himself
outside of the Abbot of Reading's house.
It was dinner-ti me, a sirloin was on the
table, and the Abbot, taking the king
for one of the Royal Guard, pressed 'him
to dine.
The king laid on to the roast

VIII.

I

:

it,

I

VIII.

been your physician to cure you of your
squeasy stomach, and demand my fee.”
The Abbot returned to Reading lighter,
in heart and purse.
We hear suggestions now and then of
a revival of this “sand-box" method of
treating disease, and think that

it

if

should receive the approval of the
“faculty "
would be found
most
efficient offset to the growing use of
a

simple one. As the dog had been over
fed, dieting would cure the disease.
After the dog doctor had departed, his
secret became known, and children who
refused to eat what was set before them
were told. “Ah! you ought to be put
into the sand-box;” for in those days
when carpets were costly, every family
kept a large box of white sand to sprinkle
on the ﬂoors of the living-room and the

the climax of his emptiness, a sirloin
of beef was set before him. The Abbot
Just
rivalled the king's performance.
as he was wiping his mouth, out jumped
from a closet.
Henry
“ My lord," he exclaimed, “ deposit
your hundred pounds, or else no going
have
hence all the days of your life.

nostrums and chemicals.

.___M—

FLESH-EATING A BARBAROUS HABIT.—
The following quotation from “ Mission
ary Enterprises," by John Williams, so
many years missionary to the South Sea
Islands, puts the matter of a ﬂesh diet in
emphatic form :—
1- That llesh food
unnecessary for
the maintenance of health and strength
in human beings.
one
That the taste for flesh food
natural,
when
the
so unnatural that
series
nonvflesh diet
employed for
ﬂesh
lost.
wholly
taste
for
of years,
is

tor's care, had departed.
In the sand
box the dog remained, until it could eat
a crust of bread. Then it was sent home,
a well dog. The doctor's theory was a

At

a

contrary he gave the dogs nothing—no
medicine, no food, no water—for his
panacea was starvation.
“ Put him in
the sand-box,” was his
only order to his man-of-all-work, when
a lady having left a sick dog in the doc

I

nature.
This successful practitioner,
however, did not heed Macbeth’s advice
to “throw physic to the dogs."
On the

as you do. Alas
my weak and squeasy
stomach will hardly digest the wing of
a small chicken.”
The king departed, and several weeks
afterward the Abbot was committed to
the Tower and fed on bread and water.

is

patients and much gain.
In those days
large doses of medicine were given to
man and beast, for scarcely anything
was known of the remedial power of

beef with such vigor, that the Abbot,
who simply nibbled at
exclaimed
“\Vell fare thy heart, for here in a
remember thy master.
cup of sack
would give a hundred pounds on condi
tion that
could feed as lustily on beef

is

ago there lived in
the city of New York a man who
doctored horses, cows and dogs. Ladies
then fancied poodles and King Charles's
spaniels, and the man‘s success in curing
these pampered pets brought him many

CURE.

I

LONG while

is

“

I

THE

specialists, and they are not easily cured,
H. s. D.
especially if of long standing.

M__

this sort are not rare in the practice of

I

the cough.

[Man

it

fluence produced
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3. That not only the taste
but the
smell of ﬂesh food is repugnant to a

person whose senses are undepraved.
4. That civilized nations have become
so barbarous by the use of ﬂesh food, as
to look upon the vegetarian as a bar
barian.
The extract which we quote below,
is in keeping with this philosophy.
“ It was upward of ten
years after our
arrival in the islands before we tasted

143

beef; and when we killed our ﬁrst ox,
the mission families from the adjacent
islands met at our house to enjoy the
treat, but, to our mortiﬁcation, we had
so entirely lost the relish that none of
us could bear either the taste or the
smell of it. The wife of one of the mis
sionaries burst into tears, and lamented
bitterly that she should have become so
barbarous

as to have lost her

relish for

English beef.”

Q.‘
NATURE'S

TE do

RECUPEBATIVE

not mean to be understood
by penning these items that
But we
physicians are unnecessary.
wish to show that in some instances
patients left to themselves have recov
ered after having failed to do so under

the best approved medical treatment. A
young man suffering from an acute
attack of inflammatory rheumatism and
nervous fever was daily visited by a

leading physician, yet continued grow
ing worse.
After several days the physician said :
“The rheumatism has gone to his heart,
and there is but little, if any, chance for
his recovery. However, be sure to ad
minister these drops every ﬁfteen min
utes until I call again to-morrow.”

A

sister

of the patient

resolved

she

would care for him, and that no one
else should be admitted.
She was care
ful to have the best of ventilation. Every
want of the patient was anticipated, and
the many things done that an experi
enced nurse alone knows how to do.
Every ﬁfteen minutes those drops were
given, and in the morning, when the
physician
see the

called, he was astonished

wonderful improvement

to

of his

patient.

forward the
The sister, bringing
vial containing the drops she had
so punctiliously administered, found she
had not given what the M. D. left, at
all, but instead aharmless decoction of
soft maple bark tea, which her mother
had prepared for her sore eyes, and had

POWERS.

exchanged for the drops, through mis
take.
At ﬁrst, the sister turned rigid through
fear, but soon began to laugh over the
ludicrous position of the M. D., who sat
shaking the via‘, appearing to be In
to the evidence of his own
there was to it
was this: The patient had been gorged
with drugs, and the recuperative powers
of nature held in abeyance. But while
the harmless decoction was being given
doubt

senses.

as

We think all

Nature asserted her rights, commencing
We knew of a lady who
was for a long time ill, at last becoming
in a condition she could take neither
medicine
nor food for many weeks.
Nearly every one thought she would
Yet this ap—
die without nourishment.
peared to be just what she needed, per
fect rest, after which she began slowly
to recover, ﬁnally regaining her health.
Nature ﬁnds much assistance through
her willing handmaidens, pure air and
water, and oft-times, if left to herself,
will, if the patient keeps himself free
from harrassing thoughts, work out for
him a foothold whereby he can once

a recovery.

more regain health.
That the mind wields a powerful influ
ence over the body is admitted by the
Be cheerful,
best authorities.
hopeful,
and content; keeping on the best of
terms with yourself, your neighbors,
Carefully obey ing
and your Maker.
sanitary rules. one will ﬁnd the need for
S. R. S.
physicians much lessened.
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VEGETARIANISM

WRITER in one of our exchanges
writes

:

are good—yes,

Vegetables

they

are

among the best of the many good things
with which Heaven has blessed us—and
if that same kind Heaven should decide
and declare that we must get along
without one or the other, that it must be
all meat or all vegetable, we should un
hesitatingl y cling to the vegetable.
Thanks now to the ingenuity of man,
we depend upon no season for these
has
delicacies ; the art of canning

GROWING.

Baker,

Confectioner,

and Purveyor,

devotes a portion of its columns periodi
cally to arranging vegetarian menus for
the benefit of such places of resort or
residence as need them.
Here is one of
these menus which will suggest to our
ingenious lady readers other lists as good

or better

:

A "EGETARIAN

MENU.

Ste wed Mushrooms.

Carrots in the Flemish Style.

bridged over that dilemma, and green
peas are as common a sight upon our
winter tables as potatoes.
In some of the large cities on the
other side of the Atlantic, vegetarianism
would seem to be more in favor than in
this country. In London, for instance,
there are restaurants and cafes, and even

which pro
hotels and boarding-houses
fess to serve up only vegetarian meals.
What the character of these meals is we
can judge from the menus which fre
quently appear in certain metropolitan
journals whose province it is to make a
note of them. One of these, the British

[Man

Grilled Vegetable-Marrow.
Poached Eggs in Brown Sauce.

Timbale of Ground Rice.
Currant Sauce.
Stewed Pears.

Stewed Plums.

Dessert.

Cherry Plums.

Apples.

Seed or

Plum

Cake.

monstration of the Centers of Ideation
of the Brain, from Observations and
Experiment.”

As we have

published

two or three articles by Mr. Hollander
the reader probably knows the tendency
of his investigations. He has studied
with much care the experiments of such
men as Ferrier, Hitzig, etc., and being

NEW YORK,

convinced of the truth of their bearing
in relation to Phrenology, has made not

March, 1890.

AN ENGLISH
IN

a late

DISALLOW

ANCE.
number of the British Medi

cal Journal
comment

EDITOR’S

a

on

the editor
a

recent

little reputation in England by show

ing how the results
corroborate

by ob

the organic functions

feels stirred

to

formulated and

monograph

by

logy.

“ De
Mr. Bernhard Hollander, entitled

obtained

servers in the field of motor localization
described

as

by Phreno

Mr. Hollander has found oppor

tunity to bring his conclusions to the

AND ‘SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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notice of several

important British so

cieties. and he has obtained the atten
tion of leading scientists, even to the
extent of encouragement

on the part of

some, that there was good

ground for

with the literature of Phrenology, and
like most writers who are compelled

to

testimony, takes for

accept second-hand

granted the statement of one or two men
as next to conclusive,

because there are

claims in favor of Phrenology.
\Vhether or not the success on the part
of Mr. Hollander is taken as an oc

application to medical

casion of offence to the editor of

the

science.

The fact that in medicine most

it is certainly

eminent

men show very little compati

his

British Medical Journal,

some inconsistencies

Of

between them.

course, this mode of reasoning

has no

science, or any

apparent that he is by no means pleased

bility or agreement on essential points

with the status of affairs.

does not operate discreditably upon ra

He goes to

work in his article to discuss the subject

tional medicine,

in that slap-dash style that reminds one

geology, disagreement of leading author

criticisms of

of the attempted

a noted

Scottish writer, who made a ﬁerce attack

certainly not.

So, in

ities does not impair the value of that
science to the world.

It is

not to be there

on Geo. Combe, sixty years or so ago.

fore expected that in the discussion

There is

mental economy with its wonderful dif

a difference,

the Edinburgh

between

however,

critic of that past time

of

ferentation,and the world of opportunity

latter seems to recognize the fact

given for discussion and speculation, that
those who profess adherence to the prin

that the Phrenology of Gall and Spur-z

ciples of Phrenology shall be entirely

and the London editor of the modern,
as the

is not dead, whereas,

heim

his noble

Scottish exemplar claimed that it was.

It

Jour

at one time Phrenology counted
its supporters

among
eminent
and

by the Medical

is recognized

nal that

a large

number of

men in science and literature,

notwithstanding

that

these men

with each other; indeed, the

consistent

very greatness of the subject necessitates
variation of opinions.

If

impartial person

an

should read

Mr. Hollander‘s book, and then read the
British editor's comments, we are pretty
sure that he would not say that Mr. Hol

held to their advocacy of Phrenology

lander was fairly represented.

very earnestly,

dash method of the criticism precludes

yet the modern

critic

The slap

appears to insist that their attitude is no

entire fairness.

reason why we should pay much respect

attempt

to it today, and he seems to believe that

writer that the subject is scarcely worth

there are few men of eminence

today

who hold to the theory of localization of
the different mental faculties in special
parts of the brain
-

145

;

whereas, should he

take pains to investigate

would

be

the facts

he

surprised to ﬁnd a large num

ber who hold ﬁrm convictions on the
subject.

The editor of the British peri

odical does not appear to be very familiar

Besides, there is little

to disguise

his consideration,
voted

two

and

lander

of the

he has only de

columns or so of valuable

space in his organ
has dared

pamphlet.

the belief

because Mr.
to publish

Hol

such

a

We wonder that he should

have presumed

to accord

the phrenolo

gist the honor of so extended a notice,
and the dignity of a notice, too, in double
leaded type.
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\Ve note, that in his brief statement

cordance with their feelings rather than

some of the statements of Mr. Hollander

with reference to the parallel isms exist

according to the light of candor and true
intellectual discernment. we shall give

ing

Mr. Hollander

between

the phrenological organs

and the observations of Prof. Ferrier and

-_—_-0-’———

he does not even discuss them.

others

In

columns.

the last paragraph,

he speaks about

it being “somewhat awkward that Gall

neither admitted Hope nor Alimentive

his opportunity in our

THE DECAY 0F WONDER.‘
SOME time ago, while scanning the

as

columns of an exchange, we noted a
bright little article in which the writer

organs by the later phrenologists.” We
can not see how such a fact is “ awk

exhibited a marked defect of the faculty

ness,

though

they were recognized

ward ” any more than it should

be said

that the American character

remarked

ward that he did not discover many of

of wonder; that even children failed to
exhibit surprise at occurrences that
were novel, but took everything in a

the facts of chemistry that later students

matter

and observers developed.
Now, Gall is
not the all of Phrenology, any more

some warrant for this expressed in the

of Sir Humphry

than

Davy, that it is awk

Sir Humphry

Davy was the all

of chemistry.

In

as this

of the British Medical Journal, there is
one point that may be taken as signiﬁ
cant, and that is the revival of interest
scientiﬁc

in Phrenology.

men

We have noted

a considerable

of “refutations”

of a century in the arts

quarter

number

the past year or so,

in fact, have become so accustomed to
seeing and hearing of new inventions
and new methods in the affairs of busi
ness and society, things contributing to
comfort and convenience, rapidity of

communication, travel,

but, the writers in all cases labor and

they looked
such

ments when analyzed
feature,

knowledge
ject, and

and

and

their state

show one impor

that is,

a want of

of the essentials of the sub
also, a want of that

study of phrenological
can be the true

careful

literature that

basis, only, of a fair

It

seems that

hardlyto

will

current of improvement

as

a

matter of course.

Through

the

elaborate

poly-leaved

of the day news of doings
in all parts of the world streams in
upon the million readers of town and
newspapers

country;

old

and young

con

over

day's edition shall contain a fresh quota

British Medical

of items relating to public and private
affairs, in which every phase of the

would give him an opportunity

to answer, but space for the purpose was
declined.

upon the continuance of

Mr. Hollander expected

the editor of the

Journal

a

etc., etc., that

these newspapers and expect that each

criticism.
that

that

The masses of the intelligent,

day life.

drag in their efforts,
tant

of the past

developments

remarkable

There was

fashion.

have a practical application to every

regard to such publications

among

of course

Such liberality or fairness, is
be

expected

from men who

treat a subject Jeffrey-like

in ac

pleasant

or ugly, attractive or horrible

shall

in some fashion represented.

be

The calamnity of to-day
well nigh forgotten

is stale

and

to-morrow in the

'
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much of its tenderness and delicacy;

W

later occurrences.

qualities most

Such an explanation of what is really
becoming more and more marked in

to those who yet

American character is not to

merely crass and material.

that

THE TRAPPIS'I‘S

what at ﬁrst produces a sharp and lively

in this idea of the loss of the quality of
wonder than the explanation, if we ac
noticed

head

not

fully

sincipital region
the general size

developed

as the

the

while
The region

earlier,

larger.

of wonder,

organ

according

commonly found to

is

Combo,

Certainly there may

pressed.

head slopes off on

which

temples,

rounded,

be

be a

to
de

ﬁne

often is, but usually the

development,
the

in

to the faculty of spirituality’

ascribed
the

Observers

that the later American
as

is

have

is

it,

can account for.

cept

each

side toward

are

usually well

indicative of practical

and

forced
most conspicuously in the life of some

That

religionists.

singular

monastic

fraternity known as the Trappists, for
instance,

an interesting study for the

Setting at deﬁance appar

physiologist.

ently the common regulations of society
as

regards

nutrition, sleep, etc.,

labor,

these monks are known to live to a good
average age and keep meanwhile

of health, that, while
ance,

state

certainly con

sistent with principles of rigid

temper

much more robust than their

habit of severe frugality in eating would

incline most of

us to believe.

Here is a leaf from the daily life of

Correspondent with this in

capacity.

dication the American of to-day shows

the Trappists at Oka, Canada, as related

less disposition to believe the probable, to

by one of

a

credulous listener.

is

circles

it

ﬁnd him

foundation for

Mere ‘statements do not

the theories.

a

In

some

growing habit to affect

based upon old opinion

What will

snubbed.

is

incredulity on all subjects that have not
received the stamp of fact, and belief
often sharply

be the ultimate

re

sult of this tendency to indifference and

a recent dis

The monks rise at one o'clock

selves to prayer.

After this they

set

their

cells in order, which being but six feet
by ﬁve, and provided with a little wooden
couch, a hard mattress,

whip and

the task
meditation

cruciﬁx

a

as

brief one.

follows.

a

he asks for a substantial

course.

in

every morning, when they address them

a

He wants evidence

he argues about theories

the brothers

is

If

and proofs.

a

take things on trust.

straw pillow,

their furniture,

An hour for

Then the brothers

repair to the chapter hall, where each in
his turn recounts

his offences against

Should he omit to state

a fault that has come under the notice

side of human

the duty of the latter
of a companion
to mention it. The penance imposed for

and

character

sentimental

not

a

warm

little, and deprives

of

it
is

one thing

it

the regulations.

affects the

evident, that

it

distrust we are not prepared to say, but
is

‘

itself to extraordinary and
shown, we think,
conditions

to adapt

is

But there is more

0F OKA.

is

ject of indifference.

to interest

THE power of the human organization

becomes by repetition a sub

impression

it

we know

of human activity

is

since

in every department

have time

themselves in things that are above the

is

as unreasonable,

be regarded

beautiful and attractive

a
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offences consists of some bodily mortiﬁ
period of mutual confession

At

8

o'clock grand

and then the brothers go to their labor.

The work done by these monks is
hewingcord-wood in the forest, at which
they

until

are engaged

two o‘clock,

At

when they return to the monastery.

half past two the ﬁrst meal of the day
and then they

is taken,

“dine"

The mills of the

day begins to break.

gods that grind so slowly but so surely

It

are beginning to deliver their grist.

is solemnly proposed to establish a penal

in

colony

Alaska,

that

cold,

monument to by-gone
and the expenditure

com

monly on a plate of soup made of boiled
vegetables, with a service of rice for
dessert. On Christmas day they “ feast,"

says: "The

ONE of our contemporaries

they chant.

mass is celebrated,

PENAL COLOXY.

l‘lIA'I‘

After this

cation, usually a whipping.

[Man

dreary

statesmanship

of $7,000,000.”

As it has been urged again and again
one of the best uses

in this magazine

Alaska could subserve would

be that

of

for then they are allowed two meals, but

national penal settlement.
A proper
plan of organization for this purpose

during the Lenten season their one meal

carried

does not come until four o'clock P. M.

to the country and the
world the great wisdom of the purchase
of Alaska. We are conﬁdent, that aside

We

into effect, would in

a

few years

demonstrate

are told that the Trappist has a

good appetite usually, and we can well

\Ve can easily imagine him

believe it.

a

from all other

uses, that

territory would

like the boy who has emptied his dish of
his favorite pudding. looking with eager

in time, under convict industry, show

eyes and spoon in hand for more.

the state legislatures

The dinner ﬁnished the monks return
to their work, which is continued until
the time for evening prayer.
The

tion to

rarely exchange

brothers
at labor,

“ memento

greeting,

by

a

half ex

largely contributes
Oka brotherhood,

the wood

cutting

to the support of the
and

in that way

a

service having its quality of use is done

Chacun a son gout

do, but

;

these

may enjoy their daily round

many

most

eral times in public—the wisdom

of

them

;

positively

of us in the current of

active life will wonder how that could be.

of it

appeared to obtain at once the assent of
the great majority of our audience,

and

surprise that the

matter had not obtained

the serious at

tention of our public men.

We suppose that

doubt

material

points of view, than the institution of a

some have indicated

be

buried at death.

no

tance, from both moral and

on this topic—and we have done so sev

trench in which he is to

Trappists

of more pressing impor

penal colony. Wherever we have spoken

little time in contemplating

for society.

a matter

and

can not give atten

while

a word

the way, and every day each one spends
cavated

Congress

development.

a

it be the salutation,
"
mori
thou
(remember

except

must die), a rather rueful
a

remarkable

\Ve think,

and our thought is sustained by a calm
and careful examination of the bearings

of the proposition,
problems

of

management

that

penalogy,

most

of the

especially

of inveterate

the

criminals,

and their education and reform,would be
resolved by a penal establishment

apart

and at a distance from home communi
cations.
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We on! No‘; UNDERTAKE 'ro na'ruas UNAVAILABLI
contributions unless the necessary poataqe is pro‘
vided by the writers. IN ALL CASES, persons who
communicate with us through the poat-oﬂ‘lce should,
if they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
address.
Pcnonal and private matters addressed
to the Editor In the professional capacity of a phy
aician will also receive his early attention.

is if
it
is

is

a

if

A LIE ON ITS Facn—j. E. B.~Wc can not
Most
advise the use of any such preparation.
of the cosmetics and " face improvers" are
composed of chemicals that are deleterious.
used constantly, will seriously impair
and
the vitality of the skin; Some will remove
“ pimples ",(acne)for time, but later a larger
likely to appear [0 the disgust of the
crop
A proper diet and an improved gen
person.
eral hygiene are the only rational speciﬁcs for
.a rough cuticle
improvable—and usually
susceptible of betterment.
the worst skin
MAL—NuTmriorL—G. W. CArL—Your

case

;

it

it

it

appears to be a phase of dyspepsia, with prob
How far
ably liver and kidney complications.
would be impossible to
the trouble extends
say without a personal examination, and so
would be useless to give more than the general
advice, to eat carefully and avoid over strains.
Would suggest the stopping of cheese and
puddings, and cakes that have shortening in
You probably are
them of lard or butter.
over concerned about your health, and think
too much of what you shall eat and do for
hence, lend to aggravate the uncomfortable
symptoms.

is

it

it

is

FAIR, WmTa, Sana—A. S.—A skin of this
usually associated with light hair
character
and blue or gray eyes. We sometimes find
an inheritance,
with dark_hair, but then

is

AVERAGE
DEVELOPMENT IN THE Scxas—
H. P.—lf you will carefully observe among
your acquaintances and others you will ‘find
that women in the mass are stronger in pro
portion to the general development of the
Human Nature, and
head in Approbativencss,
A larger degree of Amative
Secretiveness.
ness exists in men, and as regards Spirituality
we are inclined to think that women have
more than men, although our personal inves
tigations have not fully determined the ques
tion. In this liberal, free thinking age the
to modify the function of Spirit
tendency
uality and render its expression and inﬂuence
less marked than formerly in both men and
women of culture.

%

@hat glgcp gap.

w

Communications are invited on any topic of inter
est the writer‘s personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects being preferl'rd.
both
Biology—Lin:
great mystery
Our daily experience
and a plain reality.
our
the enjoyment of its realities, while
privilege to philosophize upon those facts that
have heretofore constituted its problems. The
principle and type-power by which we are ini
tiated into organic physical life may be classed
among the transcend: ital, and must be viewed
We may reason upon
from that standpoint.
the phenomena of life and conclude that na

is

If

it
is

ALWAYS write your full name and address plain
1y.
you use apseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.

if

if

him the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

a

lsraaes'r " ONLY WILL

is

Quas'noss or "Gasman.

But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro~
a correspondent aha-ll expect us to give
pounded,

is

{Enrrrspundenta

It indicates sus
usually from a blond parent.
ceptibility, a ready response to impressions
both of the intellectual and emotional types.
The character of a person thus constituted
may be either agreeable or disagreeable, ac
to the nature of the faculties in
cording
dominance.
The expression of qualities in
the person, unless carefully cultivated,
naturally prompt and strong one way or the
other. As regards the “ rich and solemn" de
livery of a good soprano voice, that must also
depend much upon the faculties, that are spe
cially inﬂuential in the character. The kind
of training the musician has will affect the
the singing, as a
manner of the voice, but
rule, have a thoughtful, earnest tone the moral
active, and Cautiousness and Sub
nature
hmity are well developed.

is

{a
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ture aﬁects the ultimate of organization,
The physical organism from its initiation
into life is subjected to disrupting elements
observing generic and speciﬁc limitations, be
till, ﬁnally, it wanes and death or a more
ginning with chemical action among primarv
elements, but here physical science must stop
marked transition is the result,and the im
as the limit of its domain.
material or substantial part retains the same
Revelation
intellectual and moral faculties.
Development and reproduction are the order
of nature according to generic limitations.
informs us that when God had created man
With unvarying constancy nature unfolds the
from the dust of the earth He breathed into
elements of genera and species as if directed
his nostrils the breath of life and he became
by inexplicable wisdom.
a living soul.
Here we learn facts both about
There is an occultfspark of life antecedent to
man and his Creator ; we learn that man has
all organization which represents personalty;
a physical organism and that it is animated
to this nature answers in physical correspond‘
by a divine inﬂux from the Creator, and that
ences. The ideal precedes the real, or in other
God is a pcrson of intelligence and design,
Biological
words, the ideal is materialized.
and not as some teach. a universal principle
science transcends the limits of the physical
attributable to no personality.—This thought
world and connects the sentient and the tran
was rudely expressed by the ancients as repre
The seed of every species, both
scendental.
sented in the following verse :
“
animal and vegetable, contains the elements
Then God smites his hands together,
of latent vitality that will develop into the mul
And strikes out a soul as a spark,
Into the organized glory of things,
tifarious powers represented by parentage.
From the deeps of the dark."
The materialist can not arrive at the ne plu:
D. N. CURTlS
ullra of the uniformities of succession and
co-existence that obtain among vital phe
A LESSON.
nomena.
The theory of evolution attempts
in
the
freshness of morning,
I
WALK
to break down the immutability of species by
1 walk in the sunshine of noon,
making the accidents of development greater
[walk in the calm of the evening,
than the law, and aims to derive man by de
’Neath the rays of the silv'ry moon;
veloping lower into higher forms of life.
My soul sees the Soul of all being
()ther materialistic views teach that life is a
l’the beams of the Crystalline ﬂood—
forces, and that all
resultant of physical
The Light of all suns through them shining,
thought and emotions originate in molecular
The Life of all life pure and good.
into intellec
action and are metamorphosed
c. c. COLLINS.
But physical
products.
tual and spiritual
the
not
how
spirit
can
explain
science alone
ual and the material can be so united as to
PERSONAL.
result in organization and work out the won
“ PRor."
TAGGART
who recently
JAMES
When its data are ex
ders of existence.
became demented and committed suicide in
will
only
hausted in discussing this subject it
California, was not the Professor Taggart
have shown acounterpart of the philosophy
who graduated at the American Institute of
nor
of life which is neither wholly all of mind
Phrenology in 1880. His name is Charles
all of matter.
Alvan Taggart, and is the last man likely to
mind,
The idealist would teach that all is
become demented or to commit suicide.
is
and matter is not, and that organization
ADMIRAL Sm Pnovo WILLIAM PARRY
effected by the descent of spirit into matter,
WALLIS, whose age is nearly ninety-nine,
which he terms the descending current of in
still in active service in the Englsh navy, is
volution, or that matter is a condition of
the oldest naval oﬂicer in the
spirit and would undertake to explain all the also probably
any
country.
of
Wallis was a second
service
problems of life by intuition. His conclu
"
lieutenant on the Shannon" when she fought
sions are nothing better than baseless hypo
and captured the "Chesapeake.” oﬂ Boston, in
thesis, and the whole fabric of his system is
the
1813, and as the captain Wu wounded,and
founded (if it has any foundation) on imper
ﬁrst lieutenant killed, he took charge of both
He would rise above the world of
sonalitv.
ships, and carried them into Halifax.
sense on the swift wings of thought and end

-§

-———N——

it in oriental lands
nroads at>our_verv doors. “1
combatting

it is making

MR5. CATHERINE GLADSTONE, wife of the
Grand Old Man, was a Miss Glynne half a
century ago. At her marriage she brought
her husband Hawarden castle.
She is the
mother, as her illustrious husband puts
of a
quartette of sons and a quartette'of daughters.
it,

his airy ﬂight in mysticism and pantheism.
has been and now is a
This philosophy
prominent constituent in the religion of many
nations, and while the Christian church is

'AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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Her hair is gray but abundant, and resembles
satin in texture, sooarcfully is it brushed over
her ears and under a snowy little cap of ﬁne
lace and black velvet loops that fall over her
neck in the back. She dresses always in black,
and her velvet basques are made very high in
the collar and ﬁnished with a lace ruche that
reaches quite to the pointed, slightly dimpled

chin,

-—+>-o-‘¢—-—

powerful sight of giggling back thar in the
corner, and it’s got to be stopped, or the Lord
will delegate me to open the door and throw
some one out !” It was stopped.
IN the gloaming: He,with emotion—“ Now,
dearest, that you have accepted my proposal,
She, in a business
let us seal it with a kiss."
way—"What’s the use; your bid has been
accepted, and there’s no need of scaled pro
posals."
BARBER (running his hands through cus
tomer’s hair)—“ Your head, sir, is quite—”
Customer(irritably)—" You gave it a sham
Barber (quickly
poo yourself two days ago."
well
recovering)—“ It's quite a remarkably
shaped head, sir.”

WISDOM.
“ Thou must be true thyself.
If thou the truth would teach.”

JOY never feasts so high as when
course is misery—Suckling.

1'51‘

the ﬁrst

SuREas night follows day, death treads in
pleasure's footsteps round the world.
LABOR disgraccs no man ; unfortunately
you occasionally ﬁnd men who disgrace labor.

“

this,

with

how

poor religious

Compaéed
n e,
In a l the omp of method and of art,
When men isplay to congregations wide
Devotion’s every grace, except the Imzrf,~—"

Trtr: pleasantest

things in the world are
pleasant thoughts, and the great art in life is
to have as many of them as possible—Boner.
“ MUCH as we deplore our condition in life,
nothing would make us more satisﬁed with it
than the changing of places, for a few days,
with our neighbors.”

IF there

is really no such a thing as unselﬁsh
kind
of selﬁshness that prefers the pleasure and
happiness of another before his own.
ness, as has been said, it is a very sweet

———W———
MIRTH.
“ A little nonsense now and then
1s relished by the wisest men."
“ MA, when is your wooden wedding?"
" It was when I married your father, john
nie," she answered, grimly.
OLD lady—“ I hope, my boy, you don't
Small newsboy
sell newspapers Sunday?”
(sadly)-—" No, mum; I ain't big enough to
carry a Sunday edition yet.

Moons—4' Doctor, if I were to lose my
mind do you supposcl would be aware of it
myself?" Dr. Boless——“ You would not ; and
very likely none of your acquaintances would
‘
notice it either,'?
SAID

a Missouri

preacher:

"There's

a.

In fhis department we give short reviews of such
NEW Books as publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form an Opim'r n, of the desirability of any particular vol

umefor personal use. It is our wish to notice the
of books issuing from thepreas, and we
invite publishers to favor fhe Edi tor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way (0
mental and physiological science.
We can usually
supply any of those noticed.
better class

THE A'r'rtc TENANT,
By Mary Dwinell
Chellis. author of "The Temperance Doc
tor," etc. 12 mo, pp. 306, cloth. New York.
National Temperance Society Publication
House.

Another good story of morals added to the
long line of this industrious author. A family
of young people in poor circumstances sud
denly inherit a handsome fortune from an
eccentric uncle. One item of the estate that
furnished a good share of the income was a
Western distillery. The young people decided
to get rid of this as their principles were anti
liquor-making, as well as anti-liquor selling.
So they destroyed the buildings with their
contents and sold the land.
Then turning at
tention to affairs at home they found among
their newly acquired tenants abundant oppor
tunity to play the part of missionary, and at it
they went. The efforts of their philanthropic
work are well told, and in it occurs some very
striking incidents, especially the secret ser
vices of Stoker judd in behalf of temperance.
Evidently the author is deeply radical from
the way in which she illustrates her objection
to the use of wine at the C'ommunivn tab/r, and
we don't know but that she is reasonable.
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one who
claims to be a practical Christian should be
“ attic tenant,”
consistent. Stoker Iudd is the
and proves to be a man of capacity in various

The tempcrancetreformcr,

especially

spheres.
Choice of Pro
0N PHRENOLOGY,
fessions—Matrimony.
By Prof. William
Windsor, LL. 8., Phrenologist and An

LECTURES

thropologist.

Published

by

the

author,

.
1889.
In this series of lectures the author makes
claims for the utility of Phreno
strong
logy in all branches of social life, and it must
be admitted, by all who read the book, that
his points are fouuded on solid principles.
Having studied the science of mental char
actcr with much care and with faculties of
perception and reﬂection trained in a profes
sion that weighs the pro: and (an: of testimony
and argument, Mr. Windsor is prepared to
deal with the facts of human naiureas he ﬁnds
them in his wide ﬁeld of effort. There is no
pretence of new ideas or new discoveries, as we
have noted in the publications of some lec
turers, but an emphatic desire to present the
practical side of a. most important subject, and
this is done in a style at once brief, clear and
The illustrations, if not numer
agreeable.
ous, are well selected and add much to the

value of the text

PUBLICATIONS RECElVED.
By
ENUCLEATION or TUBERCULOUS GLANDS.
Thomas W. Kay, M.D., of Scranton, Pa.
A history of tuberculosis is given with suﬂi
cient reference to authorities succeeding, which
follows a description of several cases in which
the removal of the tumors occasioned by the
was desirable or
development
tuberculous
necessary.
CONCERT TEMPERANCE EXERCISES on HELPS
Collected by L.
FOR ENTERTAINMENTS.
Penney.
These consist of a variety of exercises in
which children can take part. from two to as
They are intended
many as may be desired.
Bands
for use in Sunda '—schools,
egions,luvenile
of Ho e, Loyal’ emperanccdag—schools,
Temp es, cm, and while most of the contents
are good for an ’ occasion, s ecial da '5 are
ew Year 5, ln
for— hristmas,
provided
Day, Washington's Birthday,
dependence
Thanksgiving, etc. Nat. Temp. Society, New

York.

ORLOViE. Der Burggraf Von Raab,a Moham
Herze
from
medan—Sclavisch Folksong,
Krauss.
S.
Dr.
Friedrich
By
govina.
poem obtained by this inde
An
interesting
ethno ogist during his residence in
fatigable
A poem that ivcs
Bosnia and Herzogsland.
us much insight to the religious and socia cus
toms of a semi—barbarous people in mcdiazval
times, and is probably one of the best 5 ed
mcns of early Oriental poetry that have een

JOURNAL
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in the ﬁeld of
by ethnographcrs
Slavo-Mohammedan literature. Published by
the translator at Frciburg in Bresgau.
By E.
Tar. SCIENCE OF PROLONGING LIFE.
T. Craig.
An outcome of a venerable yet vigorous
obtained

observation,
and
experience
man's
and
His
deserves more than a passing notice.
and
phy
hygiene
su gestions are based upon
sio ogy, and have little reference to the
preparations of the pharmacist or thc com
positions of chemistry. He 5 aka of methods
easily applied for the relic of rheumatism,
illustrations of
gout, ankylosis, etc., and
Pubgives
ishcd by author, 6
massage a paratus.
ourt, Fleet St., London.
Salisbury

CURRENT EXCHANGES
The Century January No. has a fine full length
of Emerson in 1859, An Artist‘s Letters

portrait
rom Japan, The Old Band, The Autobiography
of Joseph Jefferson, Washington and Montana,
Chanter,“ A Side
Laramie Jack, The
Abra am Lincoln, How
on Greek Art, uMerry
Light
Sa
Came Through, A Corner of Old Paris, The
Realm of Congo—all these being illustrated.

Monthly. Interesting ex
American Bookseller.
posltor of the industry and trade. New York.
Hahnemanm'an Monthly. A well sustained and
Philadel
organ of the profession.
respectable
p a.
Christian Thought for February treats of the
Service of Free Thought to Christianity, Chris
tian Sclentlsm, Realism, Natural Immortality,
topics that are unusually fresh. New
gyndftlier
or .
Vi orous and
American Art Journal.
Weekly.Yow ork.
enterprising. W. M. Thomas,
Georgia Eclectic Medical. Discusses the new and
the old in Treatment. A strong Southern organ
of Medicine. Atlanta, Ga.
Vick‘: I llustrafed Monthly. Horticultural. Roches
for. N. Y.
New York.
Harper's W'eekly. Illustrated.
Christian at W’ork.
Weekly. New York.

J.

N. Hallock,

publisher.

uDevoted to Preventive
and State Medicine." Not particularly partisan.
Dallas, Texas.
America. “ Devoted to Honest Politics and Good
Weekly. Chicago.
Literature."
Weekly. Portland, Oregon.
West Shore.
Teams Health Journal.

The BrooklynrlledicalJour-nal.

tical features.

Monthly.

Growin
Brooklyn,

in prac

.Y.

“An Illustrated Weekly News
azine," representing the Am. Episco
paper-Ma
Churc . Weekly. New \ork.
pa
Saturday Globe. Weekly. A Review in the Dem
interest, and decidedly partisan. New
The Churcliman.

gvcraktic
or .

Harper's Magazine for Februarv is attractive.
The frontispiece portraysa British lnfantr Sol
olse
dier with new magazine riﬂe. General
ley, K. R, contributes "The Standing Army of
Old,"
“Jamaica,
and
New
Great Britain."
" Benvenuto Cellini,” “The Lake Dwellers."
“ New York Banks,“ “ A Majestic Literary Fos
sil,“ " Nights and Days with De Quincy," are the
leading features. New York.
Homileti'c Review. International Monthly of Ra
Dis
ligious Thought and Sermonic Literature.
cusses in March No. the Ethics of Hi h License
topics
basis,
ot
or
and
strong
Temperance
a.
on
of interest. Funk & Wagnalls. New York.
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CARNEGIE.

THE SUCCESSFUL MANUFACTURER.

THE very spirited engraving of this
widely-known man which is printed on
the ﬁrst page is the basis of the follow
ing rapidly drawn sketch of character :
This portrait indicates a marked or
of wonderful
ganization—a person
health and great power of endurance.
It appears to be large and remarkably
full in its development. There seems to
be little deﬁciency anywhere. The vital
temperament ithat nourishes and sus
tains brain and body is very strongly
indicated, hence the plump and child
like fulness of his ﬁgure and face. The
front head is massive, showing ample
development of all ‘,the perceptive or
gans, enabling him to gather knowledge
from whatever quarter, and hold it with
a. tenacious memory for future use.
He has a historical mind; instead of
dealing in dry statistics he is naturally
inclined to work them into historical
form, and must be a great story-teller—

for he will illustrate a point by some
marked incident in his own history or
otherwise.
Such an intellect is gener
ally loaded with many kinds of valuable
information.
If he were devoted to
iterature it would be difficult to start a
topic on which he could not converse
intelligently.
There is a wonderful development of
the faculty called Human-nature; hence
he reads mind and motion in strangers,
and knows how to adapt himself to each
man.
He is known for systematic ar
rangement, for an orderly, methodical
He is
way of thinking and working.
inclined to classify and tabulate his
knowledge, and to regulate and control
his affairs by system.
He ought to be good in mathematics,
The region of
and also in mechanics.
the temples lS remarkably full ; there is
great breadth amounting to a swollen
appearance in that region. He under
stands machinery at a. glance, and can
make improvements

whenever necessity

calls for them.
The head appears to be
broad from side to side, above and about
the ears also, and part of that section is
related to power, force, earnestness, ex
A little higher up on the
ecutiveness.
side head there is Acquisitiveness, or the
sense of property, which, with such an
intellect, gives talent for ﬁnancial opera
tions. Then he has secretiveness enough
to keep his plans and purposes well un
der control. While he is capable of mak
ing voluminous explanations he is also
capable of restraining himself in the
expression of that which does not seem
to be called for ; and he would manifest
smoothness and shrewdness in present

ing a. subject which is liable to criticism
or objection.
If he were in a legisla—
tive body he would not only be a lead—
ing man on the ﬂoor but a ﬁrst-rate
chairman of a committee, for instance,
of ways and means. He would do especi
ally well as a member of a conference
when the houses were in disagreement.
People have a feeling that they would
like to agree with him, he brings such a
cordial inﬂuence, such a smooth method
in expressing his views, that it seems
fair, and men are willing to conform to
him as far as they may. As a. lawyer,
he would master a jury and yet seem to
He
be only their assistant and helper.
does, by suggestion, a thousand things
that others try to do by dogmatism and
coercion.
Yet wherever he moves in
affairs there is a kind of dynamic
power that people feel, and they are
more or less drawn into the current of
his progress.
He evidently inherits his
mother’s face and intellect, the features
are small for so large a face, and there
is a peculiar smoothness and lack of an
gularity which a man can rarely inherit
A many-sided
except from his mother.
man, with varied powers of intellect,
and wonderful adaptation to manage
complicated affairs, and to push what
ever course he adopts with an earnest
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ness and a force that are well nigh irre
sistible.
His large Language enables him to
express, smoothly and easily, the pur—
poses and intellectual forces that belong
to life. Few men work as easily; few
men bring such power to bear upon
their work as he.
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in that city of furnaces, which
even then was rising into prominence

ment

Young
a producer of iron work.
telegraph
Andrew obtained a place in

as

a

1890.]

office, where he learned the art of oper
ating in a short time and became self
supporting. A Mr. David Brooks, then
manager of a telegraph station in Pitts

1,11

i@

THE CARNEGIE LIBRARY,

a

Andrew Carnegie was born in Scot
land about 1835, and was a mere boy
when his parents came to America to
seek in the western world a home and
better fortune than had been theirs in the
land of their fathers. Going to Pittsburg,
Pa., the elder Carnegie found employ

ALLEGHANY

CITY, PA.

burg, hired him at $2.50 a week, and thus
gave him his ﬁrst start in what became
in the end an exceptionally prosperous

life.
Mr. Carnegie has frequently said that
he owes his fortune to a game of check
ers.
As an incorrect account of his
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beginning life is going the rounds, we annihilating space, instinct with throb
publish what he himself told of it in a bing spirits, conveying the intelligence
speech at a banquet given last fall in of the world. This was my ﬁrst glimpse
New York to a pioneer telegraphist.
of paradise. I was in my proper ele~
These are his words : “ Mr. Brooks there ment at last, thanks to Mr. Brooks.”
was very fond of draughts, although I
Later Mr. Thomas A. Scott, of rail
honestly believe I could beat him at way fame, who was then Superintendent
that Scotch game.
He played often at Pittsburg of the Pennsylvania Rail
with my uncle, and one day asked him road, and having also an instrument in
if he knew where he could get a boy his oﬂice, wanted some one to work it.
Uncle told him of me. Brooks recommended young Carnegie,
messenger.
How well I remember that when my who took the place. Mr. Scott became
uncle spoke to my parents about it my interested in him, and favored him in
father objected to my trying it because many ways, giving him opportunities
I was them getting one dollar and to speculatelin oil and coal, by which be
twenty cents per week for running a. derived considerable proﬁt.
Pushing
small engine in a cellar in Alleghany
ahead and investing his money shrewdly
City, and uncle said the wages were two Carnegie has risen to pre-eminence
dollars and a half a week as messenger. among the iron masters of his adopted
This seemed so much that my father country, controlling of one of the lar
thought that I would not be able to earn gest establishments in the United States.
In late years he has shown a disposi
it. I was, however, so keen to go, and
there was one whose judgment was un
tion to apply some of his wealth to uses
erring and whose ambition for her boy of a philanthropic nature—one of these
never ﬂagged, and so I was allowed to uses being for the promotion of popular
On ‘the 20th of February
go over and see the dreaded Mr. Brooks. education.
I was then about thirteen.
Father last a ﬁne building was formally opened
to the public in Alleghany City, for
went with me through the Pittsburg
the purpose of a free library.
streets, but when the door was reached
This
Iturned and said: ‘Now, father, you building was built and furnished by Mr.
must leave me I must go through this,
Carnegie, and is certainly a handsome
Pluck, pride, structure, as the engraving represents
and stand or fall alone.’
United, you see, three it. Mr. Carnegie has ventured into lit
and poverty.
erature by the publication of a book
grand elements for a boy.
“Mr. Brooks eyed me with those entitled “Triumphant Democracy," in
penetrating eyes, asked me if I thought I which he sets forth, in rather earnest
I said I just terms, the advantages that America
could make a messenger.
wanted a trial.
He seemed pleased, possesses in political and social respects
He has
thought I would do, and asked me when for growth and advancement.
I could come. ‘ Now,’ I said. He ﬁxed but recently married, viz., in April of
tomorrow morning, and then I was last year, being a bachelor till then.
Amid the cares of a growing business
If you want an idea of
launched.
heaven and earth, imagine what it was Mr. Carnegie has sought to compensate
to me to be taken from a dark cellar for the lack of early education, and his
occasional appearance as a speaker, or
where I ﬁred a boiler and ran an engine
writer on important questions of labor
from morning till night, and dropped
into a large oﬁice where the light shone or politics shows that his mind is well
from all sides, and where lay around me stored with general information, and
does not lack the training essential for
books and papers and pencils in pro
the proper discussion of what concerns
fusion ; and oh 1 the tick of those mys
terious brass instruments on the desks, the substantial interests of society.
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LETTER

TO

SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
THE

BRITISH

N

the March number the editor of
this magazine took occasion to re
fer in terms, not unreasonable, to a
criticism that had appeared in the above
entitled publication.
The following let
ter of Mr. Hollander in reply to said
criticism was refused a place, and space
is accorded here to show the spirit of
fairness that animates at least one side
of the discussion :
13th

January,

’90.

To the Editor of the
British Medical Journal.

Sui—You were kind enough to de
vote a leading article to a paper on
" Phrenology ” read by me before the
Anthropological Institute in February
last year.
As the same is calculated to
mislead your readers with regard to the
nature of my work, I shall be obliged
if you will insert these explanatory lines
in the next edition of your Journal.
You start with the statement that “you
are not inclined to subscribe anything
to the credit of Gall and Spurzheim,"
and go on to say: “At one time Phre
nology counted as its supporters a num
ber of men, eminent in science and lit
erature.
Amongst those may be men
tioned Broussais, Bouilland, Jules Clo
quet, Auguste Comte, Ferrus, Vimont,
and Voisin in France; and in Britain,
Dr. Elliotson, Dr. Macnish, Sir William
Ellis, Dr. Evanson, and Dr. William
Gregory.” I might add Prof. Bain,
and Herbert Spencer.
I think you stand alone in denying
Gall the credit of having been an emi—
nent anatomist and physiologist—quite
apart from his creation of so-called
Phrenology, a term which he never ac—
knowledged—and it is very singular,
that all the above mentioned men, some
of whom are of immortal fame, should
have been in error. The truth is, that
Prenology has been judged by inferior
publications of some of Gall’s followers,
and that the founder’s work on the Ner
vous System has not been read in Eng
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land at all, for no translation of it (with
the exception of a very deﬁcient one
in the United States) has ever appeared.
Granted that the subject is no longer
under the consideration of scientiﬁc
men, you must admit that it still num—
bers many adherents, who, whatever
may be the arguments against the sys—
tem, are convinced of its truth by the
correct descriptions made by practical
phrenologists.

Now, with regard to your criticism of
my own work, perhaps the most satis—
factory way would be to state my mode
of reasoning, and to leave your readers
to judge between us.
Take the following example. Gall,
after having made numberless observa—
tions declared the posterior portion of
the middle frontal convolution to be
connected with a talent for imitation of
the gestures of other people; he found
this part prominent in all mimics. Now,
what could happen if a galvanic current
is applied to this region of the brain—
cortex but a movement of the facial
muscles, and this is actually the result
of Prof. Ferrier’s experiment.
What happens if a galvanic current
is applied to the phrenological organ of
destructiveness
or irascible emotion?
The animal retracts its ears, opens the
mouth, growls, and gives signs of emo
tional expression, such as spitting, and
lashing the tail as if in rage.
Mr. Herbert Spencer gives in vols. 1
and 2 of the “Zoist” his reasons why
he thinks that the brain-area,
which
Gall supposed to be connected with
“ visions,” is the centre for reviviﬁca
tion of ideas, and Prof. Ferrier declares
this area to be the centre for the move
ments of head and eyes, which, he
“ Functions of the
argues on page 464 of
Brain," “react back on the center of
vision, and keep the ideal Object in the
ﬁeld of clear consciousness, and through
this ‘recall’ its various elusory and
motor associations.
It is not essential
that the object revived in idea should
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clearly revived in the visual ﬁeld
actual object itself. There are
great differences in this respect among
diﬂ’erent individuals, and there is no re
lation between the vividness of mental
imagery and the faculty of attention
and abstract thought,” and so forth.
be so

as the

It

is quite

impossible to demonstrate

of one hour’s duration, the
whole topography of the brain as map
ped out by Ferrier and Gail, and it is
therefore unfair to criticise a pamphlet
of 13 pages as if it were a complete
work of 500 pages.
For this reason your remark is un
justified, that “it is singular that Mr.
Hollander has missed the only good
point which Gall really made.
He
placed the organ of language in the or
bital portion of the brain,” etc.
Why should I take up a point, which
even you, who “are not inclined to sub
scribe anything to the credit of Gall”
in

a lecture

admit to be correct, when there is such
a wide ﬁeld of detailed localization,
which is still questioned?
I have de

NOTABLE

monstrated some other localizations of
Gall and their harmony with the results
of recent researches, in a lecture de
livered at the last meeting of the British
Association, and I hope some day to be
able to publish a complete account of
the evidence which I am collecting in
In the mean
favor of Phrenology.
time, it is gratifying to me to possess the
individual encouragement of a number
of those who are best qualiﬁed to judge
my work, i. e., the experimental brain
physiologists, and I draw a lesson from
the history of Mesmerism, the followers
of which were at one time considered
nothing less than either fools or impos
tors, but whose subject is today an ac
knowledged study, and practiced at least
in some Continental hospitals under the
changed name of hypnotism.
There are several other points in your
article on which I might comment, but
I fear have already taken up too much
of your valuable space. I am, Sir,

I
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PAUL BLOUET (MAX o’RELL).

THIS gentleman has won a reputation
a few years, that to most literary
men would seem enviable.
Six years
ago he was a scarcely known teacher in
a London school, but the thought struck
him one day to write a little book on the
manners and habits of the English peo

in

ple as they occurred to his observation.
He did so in French, and the book was
published in Paris in a modest way.
This book, John Bull et ‘Son Ile—John
Bull and his Island—made him famous.

Its keen wit and caustic satire at once
attracted the attention of the critics and
the public; the book was abused by the
Paris correspondents of the English
into English.
press, then translated
American reprints of “John Bull and his
Island" have had a very good sale, and
later, in response to a desire to see and
hear an author who had amused us so

cleverly, M. Blouet, who has had some
experience as a lecturer in England,
came over the Atlantic and gave a series
of readings.
That was two years ago,
and now he is with us again to repeat
his tour.
M. Blouet was born in Brittany in
1848, was educated for a soldier in Paris
and obtained the degree of B.A., a
prize at the Sarbonne, and the rank of
Officier d’Acadernie before he entered
the French army. He came of age just
in time to ﬁght for his country against
the Germans, and be captured in Von
Moltke's mouse-trap at Sedan. After a
brief imprisonment he was released, and
returned to the army to encounter his
own countrymen in the war of the
Commune. A wound in the right arm
incapacitated him for further military
service, and he retired upon a pension.
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offered him a means of in
creasing his income, and he went to
London as the correspondent of one of
Energetic
the smaller Paris papers.
many
he made
and accomplished
friends in London, and by them he was
of
recommended for the appointment
Becoming
teacher in St. Paul’s school.
comfortably established he married an
English lady, and so, very much of an
Englishman, and was enabled to study
the society of the Briton at his ease.
Other books written in the same vi
vacious style as “John Bull and his
Island," have come from his pen. “ Drat

Journalism
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minds us of the relics of the ancient race
found in the drift beds of Western
France, the Cro-magnon class of head
especially.

He should be a frank, open-hearted,
brisk man, clear in statement, earnest
and sincere, without much respect for
still‘ formality or convention. His in
tuitions are prompt, and so his judg
ment is quick and sound as a rule. His
social nature is warm ; the relations of
friendship and domestic life ﬁnd in him
a ready sympathy and responsiveness.
He enjoys life very much on the sensu
ous side, but is not without those checks

PAUL BLOU ET (MAX O'RELL).

“John Bull’s Womankind,"
“ The Land of
the Mounseer,” are among

the Boys,”
these.

One of the latest, to be expected

of course, after his tour in America, is
“Jonathan and his Continent.”
As shown by his portrait, a pretty
good one, Mr. Blouet is very much of
the Frenchman yet, notwithstanding
his years of English life and domestic
discipline. We note the peculiar type
of head that belongs to the French char
acter, the ready perceptive talent, the
liveliness, emphasis, and elan. There
is a squareness of the cranium that re

of delicacy and moral discernmentithat
protest against excesses and improprie
ties. Consequently,
in every-day life
he makes a good impression, and wins
friends and esteem.
His complexion is dark, and hair also,
his features, as shown, being quite regu
lar, the plumpness of the face intimat
good health and enduring qualities. As
a. reader or lecturer he engages atten
tion 'at once by his lively manner, and
the slight
clear,
precise language,
French accent adding to the general in
terest exhibited by his audiences.
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ALFONSO
The Baby

He has

XIII.

King of Spain.

NOT long since the political world and
the social world were much concerned
about the condition of the little boy to

whom belongs the crown of Spain. He
was reported dangerously ill, and at

a large

[Apn

head, as we see in the

pretty picture, and that type of organi
zation that suggests great excess of the
'nervous organism.
Such a child is al
ways hard to raise, andwe are not sure
that the so-called advantages or privi
leges of royal birth are very conducive
to strong and vigorous development.

KING ALFONSO OF SPAIX.

supposed to be in a dying
now he appears to be on the
road to recovery.
Inheriting a weakly
organization from his father's side, the
little king's career has been from birth
a matter of anxiety to mother and all
interested in the royal family of Spain‘.

one

time

state, but

From all accounts, however, the Queen
mother is very practical in her manage
ment of the child, and tries to prevent
his being exposed to exhaustive forms
and ceremonies.
She knows what great
susceptibility resides in such an organi
zation and the necessity for ample

is

is

is

otherwise the boy will always suffer
from its exhaustive effects, and probably
not live to full manhood.
We can well believe that Queen Chris
experiences
great difficulty in
little
monarch those
procuring for the
are
enjoyed and
childish pleasures which
tiana

is

always
needed by all children. There
the fear of causing jealousy, and there
every kind of intrigue to be reckoned
with.

Then there

that terrible Span—
is

in spite of which
ish etiquette,
youthful
almost impossible to prevent
from breaking the many
playmate
it

a

is

;

a

that shows caution, intensity, and excita
bility, the height, spirit, ambition, and
pride, qualities that have yet to develop
The excess of
into mature inﬂuence.
the nervous organism must be reduced,

Spanish king
regulations with which
sur—
hedged about.‘ Usually, he
rounded by grown up people, and this
no help toward a natural child
EDITOR.
growth.
is

it

it,

is

worry him very much. The photogra
always on the look out for him.
Scarcely
week passes without
de
mand from some photographer to be al
lowed to take his portrait. He has been
photographed standing, sitting, in his
her lap,
or
arms,
mother's
upon
with
holding her
by the hand
his hat on and his hat oﬂ"; full
face, proﬁle, and, in short, in every
It the ambition of
possible position.
every Madrid photographer to possess a
negative of the king, since his portraits
pher

now about four years of age—a
He
triﬂe older than when the portrait we
As shown, how—
have here was taken.
ever, he has that breadth of the head

a

but, since he is
does not
usually unconscious of

up people to madness;

tures.

a

ry who gallops bravely by its side and
forms the only escort. He dines alone
at a well-garnished table. King Baby
has only one trouble in life.
It is a
trouble which might drive some grown

sell by the thousands, not merely in
Spain, but in most civilized Europe.
not all. He has been painted
And this
in oil, he has been engraved and etched,
the original of numberless minia
and

is

come in,” was her peremptory decision ;
“ he is
Then queen and duch
asleep.”
ess retired smiling.
When the weather is ﬁne the little
king is taken out for a drive. Naturally
he possesses his carriage, with an equer
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is

nourishment, sleep, and freedom from
excitement.
It is said that the careful,
intelligent. nurse that attends him is al
lowed alnost absolute authority.
On
one occasion a great lady wished to see
the king, and the Queen accompanied
her to the boy's apartments; but the
nurse barred the way.
“You can’t
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in

the image and likeness of the
;

Creator Himself so that in the proper
performance of these uses not only the
individual so doing, but also his com
munity, and even the human race, shall
The Scrip
be helped and made happy.
tures are full of directions and examples,

showing uses
shall perform
But there
for which

which one person can and

toward others.
no other use mentioned
so clearly stated that man
was especially prepared in the begin—
Man was,
ning as that of marriage.
for this purpose, created male and fe

male; and after the woman was taken
out of the man the commandment was
given “ Therefore shall man leave his
father and his mother, and shall cleave
unto his wife; and they shall be one
therefore a divine
Marriage
ﬂesh.”
the
conditions are,
institution of which
a

made

FAILURE.

is

is

is

it

OD created everything for a good
purpose, and said of all He made,
“ Behold,
was very good." The pri
mary object of all creation was un
endowed with
doubtedly man who
wonderful faculties, capable of develop
ment for innumerable uses. He
even

NOT

it
is is

TRUE MARRIAGE

A

-o>--.+——
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a

a

other.
It was ﬁrst said that the husband shall
cleave or hold to his wife,and she shall be
to him meet or proper help. This clearly
implies that each has a special love for
the other; that their respective loves
and desires are adapted to each other’s
wants.
The man‘s love of cleaving to
his wife implies
desire of not doing
aught without her and also to provide
for and protect her. While her love of

;

is

is

In consideration of the manydivorces
and separations of this kind that are
now sought and granted, and the un
loving and unhappy lives which others
live under such legal marriages, the cry
a fail
has been started that marriage
ure. But, notwithstanding these violent
marriage troubles the number
very
large and no doubt increasing of those
who live most happily together, even
under the most adverse circumstances,
sharing each other's joys and burdens
is

to whom separation during life would
for them
be far more painful than
to be parted by death; though the dy
ing of the one does seem to the
other as the dying of one‘s own better
half. The cry that marriage isa fail
ure does not come from these. The bus
band and wife who are so thoroughly
one in love and purpose as to constitute
together one man or “one ﬂesh” ac
cording to the Scriptures, could never
be induced to take up this unholy cry
even marriage were not divinely insti
tuted, and
every married couple
around them would quarrel and seek

if

union in purpose, mind and body. In
union the husband and wife are
each a distinct lpart. so that in no re—
spect can the one take the place of the
this

[Apr

it

is

:

is

it

2,

1

is

‘11

that a man “ cleave unto his wife ;" and
the wife shall be “ a helpmeet for him.”
In all that
said in the Scriptures
about the creation of man, and the re—
lation between husband and wife they,
the male and female, are together treat
ed of as being one ﬂesh; as the man,
or as one person. In Genesis v.,
and
“ This
stated
the book of the
generations of Adam. In the day that
God created man in the likeness of God
made he him; male and female crea—
ted he them; and blessed them, and
called their name Adam, in the day
when they were created." This oneness
can imply nothing less than a perfect
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divorce.

That man and that woman who are
truly united in conjugal love, or who
are capable of so loving, providing a

The legal ceremony of asking a man
women whether they love each
and
other, and are willing to hold to each
other as long as both live in exclusion
of all others, and then pronouncing
them husband and wife,
they both

utter exclusion of all others of the op

Is

a

The marriage which thus unites man
to
woman
the greatestfof all suc
cesses. It
divinely ordained success.
Whether
marriage will prove to be
happy or unhappy depends, ﬁrst, upon
is

a

a

is

made, that ceremonial marriage
again
annulled by the same authority that
made it.

No friendship, whether from a per
son of one‘s own or the opposite sex,
can at all meet the yearnings of the
heart for another self that loves more,
and
more beloved, than one’s own
Such a self no one can be to an
self.
other, except a single wife to one man,
and one husband to ajsinglelwoman.
is

is

if

is

thus married afterward seeks separation
by declaring that the other has not
proved faithful to these promises, and
there
legal recognition of the charges

posite sex.

a

is

if

a

make affirmative answer,
not in itself
And
one of the partners
marriage.

is

suitable partner
found, can have no
fear that true marriage will ever fail in
making men and women most happy,
and in forever binding body, mind, and
soul of one man to one woman to the

is

helping him
mainly that of approval
and encouragement.
His part
more
the intellectual and active, to desire and
do; and she has the aﬂ’ectionals to ap
prove and accept.

1890 1
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or object the contracting
persons have in getting married ; and
then upon their lives. If both are moved
in the start by true conjugal love. there
can never be a desire by either for
And if this love is found
separation.
only on one side the effort or desire for
a closer union will not die out of the
one who so loves, unless the affec
tions of the other are so fully diverted
of true love
that the manifestations

distinct parts of humanity, in matters
wherein neither is complete without the

from this one only add to repulsion from
the other.
If even publicans, who are
regarded as very hard hearted, love those
who love them, that man or woman
who can repel the loving wife or true
husband is probably the worst of all

When children
blessed with children.
are regarded as atrouble and a responsi
bility that it is desirable to avoid there
may be something very wrong ; for car

the motive

sinners.
In the mere physical love of the sex
no special desire for marriage exists;
but _the male or female principle is also
in the mind jand aﬂ’ections of all per
sons of either sex, in which is grounded
a chaste love of sex which can desire

only

one of the other sex, to whom the
person so ‘loving delights in being as
true as to himself, and with whom he
ever wants to be as one.

other.

Marriage is also the divinely institu
means for continuing the human
Children, well
race upon the earth.

ted

born and developed, are a precious
blessing, and an appreciated comfort to
those who are in the marriage of re
ciprocal love. Yet, a marriage can not
be called “a failure” when it is not

ing and providing for children is a work
which a husband and wife who love
each other usually delight in doing.
Who can not see that the most perfect
state of human society can only be at
tained when all love others as them
selves.
Then no person could suffer
want unless the general supply were de
ﬁcient.
So when all would be in that
love of the sex which ﬁts them for true
marriage there could be no fornication
0r adultery. For a person to do all things
in divine order is for him to be a true
Christian; therefore the true Christian
can not seek divorce except when the
married partner has absolutely discard
A large number of di
ed him or her.
vorces and unhappy marriages in a com
munity indicate therefore a low state of
morality there. The good example of
a Christian is even a protection against
evil to others; for by letting his light
shine others are induced to follow his

Since every person shall love all
others as himself, marriage requires
greater love than this even, in order to
It is the
choose one out of all others.
love in which one Jives for the other.
All social and business relations are di
vinely instituted upon the basis of each
loving others as himself, to the end that
each shall do to others as he desires
them severallyto do unto him. Mar
riage is, however, instituted for a more example when they see the happy re
divine purpose than all these; for a sults that follow obedience to the laws
greater and purer love than can exist of life.
Is the divine law of marriage, which
in any other human relation.
There is a far more intimate- relation requires husband and wife to bead—one
ﬂesh," more neglected than the social
between parents and children than be
tween neighbors, friends, and citizens; law, whereby each person shall love his
neighbor as himself? And is there, in
but in all these relations males and fe
All are human; either case, now more violation than for
males ﬁgure alike.
merly? The power of oppression was
and in loving others as ourselves there
isa union of humanity without regard to once so great that resistance was rarely
But in the marriage union of one attempted ; but as those who were
sex.
known as the “lower classes " are being
man with one woman is a union of two
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not always suf
the man from
marriage vow;
that divorce is

Courtship is generally the ﬁrst step
toward marriage, and it is too rarely
treated as a very important matter in a
person’s life ; but too often it is made a
game to win.
Young people, let this be your great
concern, that when you marry love
and devotion may be on both sides such
as to make the union in the order of
heaven ; and that in your case marriage
may never prove to be a “ failure."

J.

wide apart as the beetles and the stars.
“My father never understood me; my
mother never appreciated me," how of
ten we hear it. Says Lavater “ each man
isa man of genius in his large or small
sphere. He hasa certain circle in which
he can act with inconceivable force. The
less his kingdom the more concentrated

OF PHYSIOGNOMY.

it,

is his power, consequently the more ir
resistible
is his form of government.
Thus the bee is the greatest of mathe
maticians so far as its wants extend.”
In the family, ﬁrst, the genius of each
should be found out and nothing should
hinder its growth and culture. If father
and mother can‘t ﬁnd it or see
some
one wiser may help them.
The most judicious parents, the most
successful ministers,
most skillful doc
tors and ablest lawyers, are good natur—

al physiognomists.

Without knowing

perhaps,
they have carefully studied
faces and character.
This character
with a rare few an intuitive
reading

gift, thousand-f old perfected by study
and practice.
know an able lawyer
who will so study judge, jury, client,
and witness,
that he reads all and
reaches all, and almost always wins his
He treats a rogue as
case.
he be
lieved him honest; an avaricious man
as
he were generous; a hot-tempered
man as
he were reasonable; giving in

if

I

scholarly men,
carefully heads
and faces, and the human structure and
mind and character through them re
vealed, as papa John is studying the
head, face and structure of the Image.
They believe with Lavater “that the
lowest of men is more noble, more
wonderful than the most beauteous,
most perfect animal; that to discover
the radiance of the Creator in the visage
of man, is the pre-eminent quality of
man; it is the summit of wisdom and
benevolence to feel how much of this
radiance is there to discern this ray of
divinity through the clouds of the the
most debased countenance
and to dig
out this small gem of Heaven from amid
the ruin and rubbish by which it is en
cumbered.”
These
men
thoughtful
when taken into consultation, might in
troduce the father to the real nature of
his boy. Many a boy’s nature never
reaches the father's
understanding or
heart.
Father and child are almost as
as

R. HOFFER.

LAVATER.—4.

APPLICATIONS

are wise,

who study

by

is

PRACTICAL

FROM

than

if

HERE

women

M——-—

STUDIES
SOME

by

a

obtained, she is, perhaps,
ﬁciently careful as to
whom she accepts the
and the consequence is

sought

it

once oppressed classes are in danger of
the most exacting.
And
becoming
when the wife was regarded almost as
the absolute property of the husband
she patiently endured very cruel treat
ment; because there was no way of
But now, since divorce is easily
escape.

oftener
men.

his manner to every man the credit of
the virtu re he most lacks, and possibly
really believes himself possessing. Most
high-tempered men think they have the
best reason for anger, and everybody
else unreasonable, and will not tolerate
any display of temper in others.
once
heard this celebrated lawyer addressa

I

elevated toward the universal brother—
hood of all mankind violent conﬂicts
take place, and now even those of the

[Apr.
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jury of

the most stupid looking twelve
ever saw, and he gracefully com
plimented them as clear-headed, paying
great deference to their supposed sagac—
ity. It was a case of damages laid
against the city corporation. A man had
broken his neck by his cart-wheel get
men

I

ting into a hole in the street. Fastening
jury's mind on the insigniﬁcant size
and peculiar shape of that hole, con
vincing them that it could not have
been so terribly dangerous after all; that
it was either too round or too square, I
forget which, his complimentary and
defercntial consideration so won them,
and they felt so wise, intelligent and re
the
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physician was lately summoned for the
ﬁrst time to see a lovely young lady
As soon as he
suddenly taken sick.
came he looked at her and said to her
with very calm voice and manner,
“ This is a very
dangerous case of pneu
monia.” After he left she said as I came
in. “ Do you think am going to die? ”
The doctor had nearly frightened her

I

I

intoa. raging fever.
was obliged to
say all the reassuring words I could. He
was not sent for again, but another doc
tor came who cheerfully gave direc
tions as to her treatment and nourish
ment, inspired her hopes, and rallying
from the fright she recovered in a few

sponsible, that they decided the case as
very much less serious than it deserved.
I verily believed he could have con~
vinced them had he tried, that some un
usual cat he had seen had six feet or

two heads.

He read their faces perfect
So the physician must have added
to his skill a power of reading human
character and temperament, its natural
strength or weakness through the face
and form.
He should never depress,
alarm, or irritate his patient. He can,
I y.

“

says Lavater,
by repeatedly examin
ing the ﬁrm parts and outlines of the
bodies and countenances of the sick,
without difﬁculty predict what are the
disesaes to which {the man in health is
most liable. He can say to the healthy
you naturally have some time in your

life to expect this or that disorder. Take
the necessary precaution against such
and such a disease.
In the countenance
frequently is observed the ﬁrst and only
sure symptoms of danger.
The pro
gress and change of the disease is also
principally to be found in the coun
tenance and all its parts.
If a man
whose natural aspect is mild and calm
stares at me with a ﬂorid complexion
and a wildness in his eyes, it prognosti
cates approaching delirium. The move
ments of the hands and the position of
the body are also symptoms of disease.
The best position in sickness is the pa
tient‘s usual position in health.
A

A SYIPATH ETIC ORGANIZATION.

days, looking eagerly every day for the
kind doctor’s coming.
Patients are al
ways studying the doctor’s face. ‘Twere
well could all doctors read theirs.
When a physician is sympathetic and
skillful, his step is as welcome, his smile
as longed for, his voice as inspiring as a
Ofall men he is often
visiting angel’s.
best beloved and most trusted.
“The
soul permeates the
human frame
throughout, manifests itself in the face,
hands, neck, hair, and every habitual
movement.
The degree of intelligence
within is faithfully portrayed in the
lineaments, and in highly endowed be
ings we have the reproduction without
of the fertile soul within, in a picture of
the most sparkling brilliancy.
The
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light of intelligence and genius ripples
over the visage making a
picture, a delightful resting place for
This, says Lavater “is the
the eye.

and dances

of the countenance
actual intense
existence when the soul with all her fac
ulties rushes into the face like the rising
sun; when the features are tinged with
heavenly serenity." The happy moment
fortunate

moment

of man, the moment of

of this sunrise of the soul sometimes
“ At the
glows on the artist's canvas.
extremity of the opposite scale of faces,
we ﬁnd
barrenness
and vacuity of
There is absolutely nothing
thought.

photograph or physiognomical equiva
lent“ become more and more conspicu
ous, or less and less evanescent. Physi
ognomy will yet so formulate this uner
ring reproduction of the pencil of na
ture herself as to enable its student to
read the message from the interior with
unfaltering accuracy.
The picture will
at last become engraved
deeper and
deeper, be read during sleep or in wak

ing hours withlthe predominant passion
active and at work."
The man who
reads this book of the face most and
best will adapt himself to each charac
ter can attract, guide. understand,

sway others.
animal life

and

The laws of
are patiently

Ani
studied and classiﬁed.
the
over
mals are diffused all
world, man alone possesses
it. Animal’s shells, hairs and
fur are examined with all
possible glasses and appli
ances, but animals have their
climatic habitations and do
minion, and their powers of

FACE

reindeer

sands, the camel, in the marsh, the
buffalo; the dog in all parts of the
world." Thus man travels over the
“ he meets with
earth, and everywhere
servant and brings with him a friend.”
In India, where man languishes most

a

within, and there is and can be nothing
without.
The face is the faithful sign
board of the empty ware-house within.
In the ﬁrst, the intelligentface, we have
a speaking countenance, as in the face of
the artistin the picture.
In the other,
vacuity.” Both faces tell a truthful
story, one of the vast wealth of the
world within the other of its desolation

improvement limited, while
without native shells or furs
man always reappears
as
In
the object of creation.
every latitude, in every clime
an animal always attends
him, to relieve him and to
share his labors. “ The horse
and the ass on the plain, the
cows on the mountains, the
goat among the rocks, the
amid the snows; amid the

in the heat of the sun,
his strong,

the elephant,
servant, his strength
to the weakness of his
is
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willing

and poverty.
Between these two ex
tremes of face, is a long ladder of de

proportioned
master.

grees—faces innumerable.

Every evening the horse and the 0!
stop before the door of the farm house
where the hardest labor awaits them.

“ In propor
tion as any particular emotion. or set of
emotions sway the breast, so does its

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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The dove travels ﬁve hundred leagues
in three days to return to the dove-cote
man has made for him.
Besides these,
everywhere willing servants and help
ers, the air and the sea are ﬁlled with
an annually
cohort for
traveling
man’s help and blessing, “bringing to
our shores the ﬁshes of the North, and
to our ﬁelds thebirds of the South.”
Minds of all ages have studied the na
ture of these, mans’ friends and helpers,
but man, the lord of them all, the high
est of all. crowned
with glory and
honor, is less known, less studied than

all. Everywhere men are gathering a
little knowledge from faces as a traveler

in

crossing a ﬁeld gathers, here and
there, a solitary wild ﬂower, yet they
seldom ever think of pursuing the study
of physiognomy systematically and ac
curately, when of all the ologies it is
most logical of all philosophies,
most
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God, for each individual by which his
quantity of life, his kind of sensation,
his capacity and activity are determined,
and that consequently
each body has
its individual temperament or peculiar
degree of irritability, whose four princi
pal qualities of corporeal ingredients
are the humid and the dry, the hot and
the cold, the four temperaments corre
sponding to earth, air, ﬁre, and water;
the choleric, phlegmatic, sanguine, and

melancholic. “These,” says Lavater,
“are predominant in, or incorporated
with, the blood, nerve. juices, and in
deed, in the latter, in the most subtle
and utmost spiritual active form ; but

philosophical, giving eyes and hands
and tools for artisan and artist, an in
comparable aid to every craft and col
lege.
MAN CLASSIFIED

AND

DEFINED.

“ Standing at the apex of all creation
is man, the very epitome, sublimiﬁca—
tion and essence of all creative energy.
He can," says Lavater, “both suffer
and perform more than any other crea
ture, uniting ﬂexibility and fortitude,
strength and dexterity, activity and
rest, he can the soonest yield and the
In his high organization
longest resist.
are found all the components of the
lower creatures." Literally made of the
dust of the earth in man “as a chemi
cal compound, will be found made into
solid bone, muscle, brain, blood, and
tissue, not only the dust of the earth,
but also nearly all the elements con
tained in the earth.” Every sand-grain,
and every star, and all life and forms
between have these constituents, chemi
mathematical,
cal, architectural, and
‘‘
There
that form also man's organisms.
is,” says Lavater, “if I dare use the
metaphor,

mixture

a particular recipe or form of
the great dispensatory of

in

A BLAKE FACE‘.

these four temperaments are so inter
mingled that innumerable others must
arise and clearer distinctions may here
after he found." Man has been often
classiﬁed by the color of complexion,
eyes, and hair, but the most advanced
have arrived at the
physiognomists
conclusion that “form is a simpler,
more decisive factor in the interpreta
tion of character, and as either of these
four temperaments are modiﬁed or pre
dominant, so are the forms of the body
Form is the ‘grand deter
produced.

mining, dominant principle, underlying
all others.‘ ” "The sum total of tem
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“

be
will
says Lavater,
perament,"
sought in the outlines of the body at
rest, the interest of the sum total, in the
motion of the eyes, eyebrows, and
complexion.
mouth and momentary

The temperament or nervous irritability
of organized life, terminates in'deﬁned
0r deﬁnable outlines—from the curva

J

O
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They are epicurean in
indolent,
good-natured,
taste, prudent,
and spend
making
of
fond
social, and
to adi
are
inclined
They
money.
ing
an
accummulations,
and
have
pose
abundance of the vital ﬂuids." In the
thoracic form the thorax is relatively
Cicero was a good example of
large.
this form, also Thomas H.
“This conforma
Benton.
tion is found more in moun
More emi
tainous regions.

domnal

region.

123456789

(KW/ff!
PAC

I

LIKES.

ture of the proﬁle line, the degree of ir
ritability may be found. The head is
We learn
the sum total of the body.
face,
or of
the
of
much from the proﬁle
line
ap
each
more
The
the forehead.
the
oval,
an
rather
or
circle,
proaches a
less it denotes choler, on the contrary,

it most denotes that temperament, the
more oblique, more inter
straighter,

nent men have come from
the granite shore of Aber
deen in proportion to its

population than from any
other county in Scotland.
The Julza Indian living on
the mountains of South America, have
very large and long lungs, they some
times have prolonged their lives to two
Birds habitually ﬂying
hundred years.
high have largerlair vessels than those
remaining in the lower air. The wild
pigeon, going sometimes three hundred
miles an hour, has both lungs and heart

See diagram above.
rupted it is.
ne plus ultra of phlegm.
the
1. Denotes
2.

Sanguine.

Different gradations of
6.
choler.
excessive
Some lines of melancholy,
7, 8, 9.
that is to say characteristically strength3,

4.

5.

'

ened.

“ Bodily strength or weakness,” says
Lavater, “ are shown in the proportions
and motions of the form. A celebrated
modern physiognomist designates the
different classes of men by their differ
ent physical forms, ﬁve in number. The
Abdominal, the Thoracic, the Muscu
lar, and the Fibrous, the Osseous or
Bony, and the Brain and Nerve Form.
Those having predominant the abdomi
nal or first developed form, have full
one or more
cheeks, double chin,
short and
neck,
the
around
wrinkles
forehead,
the
on
wrinkles
irregular
a. round
eyes,
sleepy
and
almond-shaped
nose, and

general

fulness

in

the ab

ABDOMINAL ORGANIZATION.

large in comparison with any other
birds not migratory. The mountain
bears have lung power very superior to
the bears living in the valleys.
Even
the ﬁsh in mountain streams and lakes,
have larger air-vessels than those swim
ming in the sluggish waters of the low
Mountain air and mountain
lands.”

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH,
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climbing increases the thoracic form.
Pioneers, discoverers,
warriors, the
world over, have this form. “As
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illustrations of this form. They“have
usually
large nose, expanded nostrils,
prominent and wide cheek bones, pro
a

1890.]

tuberant veins, and moderate
brain and abdomen.”
Her
cules and Alexander the
Great possessed the muscular

form, Prof. Wilson, of Edin-.
burgh, Lord Palmerston,
Lord Brougham had remark
able muscular strength and
activity as well as profound
learning. “Shakespeare car
ried the mortar with which
to build the tabernacle in
which he afterwards perfor
med his plays before Queen
Ehzabeth." This muscular
form
developed by ener
getic and healthful muscular
exercise.
Elihu Burrett, the
great linguist, laid the foun
dations of his greatness “ in
is

\r\\\.\\_\‘>

.

.

rule they retain their youthful vivacity
and spirits to an advanced age.
ulius
‘.msar, Bonaparte,
Patrick Henry are

0UB LOVED

M
ONES

THEY live! the loved companions of the' heart,
Though hidden from our view,
And oft the blessings that their smiles im
part

Our faltering steps pursue.
We feel their presence as a living light
About our pathway led;
And oft we hold, in watches of the night,
with the dead.

DIE.

NEVER

They sing to us a sweetly soothing strain
And teach us lessons of divinest worth.
There
no winter in their friendship dear;
No dreary autumn to our hearts they
bring;
Though flowers of summer fade and wither
here,

T/m'r low knows only

perpetual spring.

come
Unterriﬁed across death's dusky plain,
And give us promise of a brighter home.

They whisper peace to us, when grief and pain
Call the wild tempest of our passion forth;

may be, by our mortal sight;
where morning

They tread the airy paths
strays,

And talk with

us in dreams by day and night.

Why should we droop, then, ’neath our load
of care
Or falter in the path we’re called to tread?
Have we not strength the martyr'scross to
?

2

They weave about our hearts golden chain;
They beckon us with shining hands to

Unseen,

it

They walk with us—the loved of other days—

'Our dead! we call them so, forgetting
Our loved ones never die,
But live where love, no buried hopes regret
ting,
Looks on a cloudless sky.

bear?

With such high fellowship what need we
dread

?

Communion

bone and muscle, whilelabor
ing as a blacksmith, he was busily en
gaged forging out id aas on the anvil of
his mind.
L. M. MlLLARD.

a

CICIRO

is

TB ORACIC ORGANIZATION.

BELLE BUSH.
Belvidere

Seminary,

New Jersey.
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PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.
[CONDUCTED

BY PROF. NELSON

SIZER.]
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PHRENOLOGICAL

in

a common cause, and this is one of
the most interesting thoughts in the
whole domain of mental investigation.

HEAD.

The faculties hunt in pairs; they work
in groups; they combine in a common
effort, and each seems to supplement
others, and thus enrich and invigorate
the functions.
Occasionally, we ﬁnd ideality devel
oped very high up, as if it were working
with spirituality and imitation. That
was the case with Edgar A. Poe. All
his pictures show an immense develop
ment in the region of the temples, in

volving spirituality,

sublimity. ideality

and constructiveness, and all his poetic
work is a marvel of ingenious combina

have learned to understand, that where
such a development occurs, the facul
ties have been accustomed to work to
gether in harmony. Constructiveness

has taken on the characteristics of in
ventive ideality, and ideality has been
accustomed

to mingle its work

with

In other
elaborating constructiveness.
words, the organs lean together to work

Sometimes,

we

ﬁnd Acquisitiveness,

which is located directly behind eon
structiveness apparently working back
a large de
and there
ward to meet
velopment half way between the two
A man, having such a devel
organs.
he feels an anxious desire to
opment,
make money, will contrive some in
genious method, and will invent a ma
chine, or apparatus, on which he may
patent, and thereby gratify ac
obtain
constructiveness had
quisitiveness, as
to in
acquisitiveness
by
been employed
in
had
that
money
something
vent
a
for
while
being
acqnisitiveness
and
the inspiration and basis of desire for

it,

ity, and the upper half of constructive
ness where they lie together. were
largely developed, while the upper part
of ideality and the lower part of con
structiveness were not well developed;
and sometimes it is diﬁicult for the phre
nologist to know whether to call the de
velopment ideality, or constructiveness.
we
By a long course of observation,

is

the studying of faculties, especial
and Ideality,
Constructiveness
we sometimes see a development which
seems to be about half way between the
two organs, as if the lower half ot'ideal

ly

it,

N

if

now FACULTIES woax TOGETHER.

tion.
Constructiveness is not conﬁned
of bridges,
alone to the elaboration
mills, tools, implements and apparatus,
but it seems to have a relation to the co
ordination of forces, mental or moral,
to bring about desired results.

if

8.

a

MENTAL MECHANISM—N0.

the completion of the work.
At other times, we ﬁnd constructive
ness developed further forward towards

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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the perceptive organs, and downward
rather than upward.
In such a case,
we look to ﬁnd a person who is ingen
ious to elaborate work.
If it is a wo—

to: shield the inhabitant from
the inclemencies of weather his acquis
itiveness does not have much stimula
tion.
What does the dweller in the tor

man, we say, she has nimble ﬁngers
that can put material into proper form;

rid climate need of house, except as a
shelter from the sun and rain, and then
a very cheap, rude affair will serve that

organs, or perhaps, constructive
ness poorly developed at the base, or
practical part of it.
located just for
The organ of Tune
and we ex
ward of constructiveness,
pect to ﬁnd skill of performance on in
struments with the, organ of construc
forward,
low down
and
tiveness
cooperating with tune and the percep
is

ive

is

it

if

were accustomed to
tive organs, as
tune
and
the perceptives.
work with
the .desire for
gives
Acquisitiveness
the
of that which
for
gaining
possession,
which
we
lack.
and
Where
we desire
fruits and other foods are developed by
as in tropical
nature spontaneously,
climates, and all that the hungry eater
within his reach, without the
needs
labor of cultivation, or manufacture,
and where houses are not needed for

a

a

is

is

is

ness, Constructiveness and Secretiveness
are located.
He does not need property
and therefore needs neither ingenuity
to construct, acquisitiveness
to obtain
and save, or secretiveness to hide away
and secure that which
needful.
But, when men strayed from warm
climates and took up their abode where
there are six months of winter, they
needed houses, clothing, machinery,
is

ers seem to be all thumbs, clumsy, awk
In that
ward, untrained, untrainable.
case, we expect to ﬁnd moderate per
ceptives, and constructiveness developed
away from and not towards the percept

his invitation any day in the year, does
not need his barrel of salt ﬁsh, or his
quintal of dried ﬁsh. If the orange, the
plantain, the banana ripen within his
reach, and there
asuccession of fruits
which makes them perennial, he needs
no commerce to bring oranges from the
Indies and Florida and in so far as na
ture in its Abundance furnishes material
for the animal wants, acquisitiveness
ceases to be active, and ultimately be
comes weak.
And accordingly, the
head of the African
narrow above
and about the ears, where Acquisitive

of various kinds, and thus
their ingenuity, economy, thrift, policy
apparatus
and

executiveness

became

developed.

As matter of fact, the negroes of the
Northern States who have lived in a
cold climate and have, for several gen
erations been obliged to struggle for
subsistence, as their white neighbors do,
have acquired, by habit and inheritance
larger development of the organs
which give economy, industry and skill
a

a

if

it,

about a house and making everything
look harmonious in it. There are others
who have good sense, but everything
looks ill at case, what is called “mussy.’
There is not an easy grace to anything
they do. They can’t make a bed so that
It
it looks as if it were easy in itself.
as
ifa
raw
looks strained and queer,
or
girl unused to it had tried to make
consented
to
in
man
had
oﬁiciate
as
the work with his untrained hands. We
have seen people who could not shake
up pillows and put them on the bed so
that they would look easy and ﬁnished.
They would be askew and twisted, or
not in good form. Some people’s ﬁng

not needed, ex
purpose.
Clothing
or decency, and
cept for ornament,
such people want~ to wear little. Natur
ally, their wants are few, and therefore
they do not need to be ingenious, do not
need to accumulate.
He that lives by a
spring does not need elaborate water
works. He that lives by lake, or the
sea abounding in ﬁsh which respond to

a

she can tie a new ribbon in bows and
not muss the fabric. She has skill in
draping and arranging decorations for a
church at Christmas, for tidying things

comfort
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than their brethren in the warmer sec
tions of the country who have not been
called on for the exercise of such pru
And, it is also a matter of fact
dence.
that forty years ago, the Southern
white men, not being obliged to econo
mize and think of property all the time
had narrower heads in the region of the
organs of economy and policy. It is
proverbial that they were easy-going in
their ﬁnancial matters. They were lib
eral and generous.
They were noted
for their frankness, for open, out spoken
statement.
And, as phrenologists, we
know that their heads were narrower in
that part than the head of the North
erner in Europe and America. We
know another thing, that since the war,
a generation
of Southern people who
have been called to exercise ingenuity,
and show policy, have acquired broader
This is
heads than their fathers had.
as natural as it is for people to acquire
a larger development of their muscles
in proportion as they have had to work
with their hands
I knew a person who recently sprained
an ankle, and was obliged to go on
crutches for a few weeks, and the calf
of that leg decreased in size an inch and
as com
a quarter, by measurement,
pared with the other that was kept in
use all the time. When the ankle re
covered, and the limb was again brought
into use, a few weeks served to bring up
the muscles to their normal standard.
If the skin on the hand will grow tough
and thick by using implements of labor
for afew months, and then, when we

J0 URNAL

THE INFLUENCE

[Apn
OF PHRENOLOGY.

HRENOLOGY

has had far more
inﬂuence upon religious, political,
and social doctrines than is generally
supposed.
People are more liberal in
opinion and practice now than at any
other time, probably in the world‘s his
tory. Almost it may be said that the
lion and the lamb liedown together.
People of all religious creeds and of all
shades of
political opinion become
friends, eat and drink and enjoy life and
business together.
There have been
many causes for this, but Phrenology
It has
justly claims to be the chief.
taught men their natural brotherhood,
and how they may be friends and useful
to each other.
It has been lectured on
and illustrated in thousands of country
school-houses where other sciences have
hardly shown their older faces. It has,
during the last ﬁfty years, occupied
platforms in great cities as often as other
sciences, and frequently attracted as
large audiences as have theatrical com
panies.
_
on the subject have
been
Books
sold to thousands of families whose only
other purchases in the book line have
been the Bible, Shakespeare, and a few

When
works on medicine and morals.
truth of Phrenology
he sees a connection between mind and

a man discovers the

matter,

soul and body, that

will

widen

him in his views of life and duty ever
Phrenology is a philosoph—
afterward.
ical leaven, a little of which will leaven
the whole lump of an inquiring mind.
Electricity, Astronomy, Geology, have
lay aside the labor, the thick skin will beneﬁted the world, but most modern
peel oil‘, as is the case with the farmer
ideas, most of the modern humanity of
boy when in school, and then blister in man to man, owe their conception and
the spring and become thick again by growth in a greater degree to the direct
constant use, and so repeat the process and indirect inﬂuence of Phrenol
summer and winter, while he alternates
ogy.
between school and work; why should
JAMES MC BLAIN.
not the brain, which is the seat of intel
San Francisco, Ca].
lect and emotion become large and
:0:—
strong, or remain small and weak, ac
Boys are soon to be men ; train them
cording as it is exercised, and show that
and treat them accordingly.
We know that it does.
development?

—
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if

an

earnest desire to spread the glad tidings, to
aid in the uplifting of every man, woman.
and child with whom he comes in contact.
a

Let us not look at this matter from
point of view only, for, while that
we are to earn
quite essential
living
as teachers of Phrenology, or in the lecture
ﬁeld, still there is nobler side to this sub
lies within
ject. The very thought that
our power to help even one poor struggling
soul to'an understanding of his weaknesses,
or consciousness
of his strength and abili
ties should be suﬂlcient satisfaction and
And,
we receive no other.
payment.
when we realize that even in
common
place life, such as the most of us will pass,
may be possible to so aid thousands of
human beings,
with feelings of awe we
appreciate our responsibilities.
Classmates,
when an opportunity offers
to do good let us not stop to consider
whether there is money in it, but lend
helping hand.
Encourage when you can,
do good while you may.
do not advise
talking continually upon the theme of Phre
business

a

it

We, as
class, have enjoyed advantages
which few classes coming after us may
enjoy. We have received instruction from
both Mrs. Wells and Prof. Nelson Sizer.
Together they have worked in the harness
for many years.
Together they have plan

hope and believe each one of this class

will go out from this Institute with

a

is

is

is

it

her.
a

.

harvest.

it

Drawn hither by this desire we left our
and families and came here from all
parts of the country to take advantage of
the experience of such able instructors as
Mrs. Wells, Prof. Sizer, and Dr. Drayton,
to the end that we might ourselves become
prepared to go out into the world and
preach the true gospel of Phrenology.
The time allotted to us has been all too
with some trepidation we
short, and
realize the fact that we are about to step out
into the great ﬁeld of life to gather the
harvest which
waiting for the laborers,
abundant but the labor
for " the harvest
ers are few.”
has been
We feel thankful to-day that
our privilege to listen to the gentle voice,
the loving words, and the personal experi
We are glad to
ences of clear Mrs. Wells.
have known of her struggles, her efforts,
and her successes in the science and busi
It
ness that she has made her life work.
has drawn us all into closer sympathy with
homes

a

tain head.

I

is

it,

standing of Phrenology and its sisterfsci
enccs Anatomy, Physiology, and Physiog
nomy.
We came to this Institute with an earnest
purpose, that of investigating the science
We believed in it, yet we
of Phrenology.
desired to learn more than books could
teach us. We wanted to judge for ourselves
observation, by being with
by personal
by weighing every
those who practice
thing for and against it, whether this science
all its advocates claim for it. We longed
to drink in knowledge from the very foun

a

friends, who have

if

to you, kind

done so much to help us to a proper under

a

also

it
is

to our lecture room. to each other,

adieu
and

time

separate; bid

if
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has arrived when we must

I

BY MRS. UP'I‘ON, 01-‘ MAIN!
(By a mistake left out of Institute Ertra.)

Together they are here
to-day to listen to our thanks, feebly ex
pressed, to take our hands, to bid us God
It the sincere.
unspoken, hope
speed.
of all present that these two, who repre
sent to us Phrenology in America, may be
permitted to continue their good work these
many years, and again and again meet with
their pupils on occasions such as this.
In after life we shall always feel proud to
be able to say we were instructed in the
principles of Phrenology by the renowned
Prof. Nelson Sizer himself, and in the his
tory of the .science by the venerable Mrs.
Charlotte Fowler Wells.
To Drs. Drayton, N. B. Sizer, Ordronaux,
Gunn, and the Rev. A. Oushing Dill, we
wish to express our respect and apprecia
tion of their labors in our behalf so freely
we seemed to them
given; and say that
to comprehend but small part of all they
have so patiently tried to teach us, we beg
them to believe that the seed fell in good
ground, and, with the faith of the husband
man who, having sown his seed, turns
hopefully, waits for the growth and the
ned and executed.

is

ADDRESS FOR GRADUATION
DAY,
CLASS OF '89 AMERICAN INSTI
'
TUTE 0F PHBENOLOGY.
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nology or Hygiene. Do not become a bore
or a fanatic, but when you see some one ig
norantly eating or drinking that which you
know will directly injure that person, if it
can be done, kindly explain to him what
the result will be. When you see a child
suffering either
physically or mentally
through lack of knowledge on the part of
parents, if possible instruct the parents and
aid the child, whether or not it yields you
any pecuniary proﬁt. When you see a per
son evidently in the wrong kind of business
and a little of your knowledge will set him
right and make his life what it should he,
don't hesitate to help him, because your
meeting is not professional.
Opportunities
of this nature will be of frequent occur
rence, do not be blind to them.
Of the kindness and generosity of the
members of the Fowler 62 Wells Co. we all,
perhaps, have some idea.
Through the six
weeks that we have been in this city they
have, individually and collectively, done all
they could to make our stay pleasant and
our visit to New York proﬁtable.
We ex
tend our thanks to them. We shall carry to
our homes pleasant memories
connected
‘
with them all.
Did time permit I should be glad to tell
you howI came to be interested in Phre
nology. what it has done for me, how many
favorsI have received from the Fowler dz
Wells 00., and how I happened to attend
this course of lectures after eight years of
anxious waiting for this very opportunity,
but it would take too long. I will say,
however, that the past weeks have been a
season of keen mental enjoyment. In addi
tion to the satisfaction experienced in at
taining a._long-wished
for but unexpected
pleasure, and in passing the time in a con
genial atmosphere and occupation, I have
met with some kindred souls, and gained
some friends.
I go home strengthened
and refreshed, beneﬁted bodily and men
tally.
Hoping we shall prove a credit to this In
stitute. an addition to the cause of Phre
nology and morality, and a source of pride
to our teachers, I bid one and all good
by witlgbest wishes for the success of each
member of this class in his chosen work.

—101

Phrenology is the true mental philosophy,
and the basis of education and government.

PLEASANT CHAT
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PATRONS.

NEW YORK, March

1,

1890.

Paor. NELSON Sizes—Dear Sir:
'

S you promised, the written descrip

tion came by this morning’s mail.
Accept my thanks.
As I read it over it vividly recalled my
visit to your oﬂice, yet I missed your earn
est and enjoyable way of expression, in the
verbatim report of your lecture.
It is mar
velous to me, how accurately and wonder
fully you can read the very breathings of
one’s better nature; you told me things that
were only (I thought) locked in my own
bosom. I mean the longings to be what you
say

I

can be.

Your advice

as to the building up of my
physical structure. I deem valuable and shall
follow it. My wife remarked to me that she
would rather pay you for the prevention of
disease than the same sum to the physician
for its cure.
Thanking you heartily,
I remain, yours truly,
M. R.

M
. Kansas.
Feb. 17th,
Psor. Nansen Sizes—Dear Sir:

INCE I have

received

1890.

from your hands

the phrenological chart,

I

have been

constantly laboring for an opportunity to
follow your advice.
I have often read and heard from you as
being able to describe one’s character from
photographs hut never quite understood
how it could be done, and I had my charac—
ter described out of mere curiosity. To my
surprise, you told me more about myself
than my mother could have done.
Your description is so deﬁnite and correct
that I have concluded to follow your ad
vice, and ask you to kindly name the best
institution for that purpose.
Very truly yours,
H. F. J.

6‘

FROM A LADY GRADUATE.
CAN never express my gratitude

for the valuable information I re
ceived at the ‘American Institute of Phre
nology.’ As regards the laws of health,
how it has helped me by the side of the
sick bed, and in a thousand ways, and, as
my husband says, as far as expense is con
cerned, the course of the Institute was one
of the best investments we ever made."

AND
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G. SPURZHEIM.

SPURZHEIM,

education at the university of Treves,
where he matriculated in 1791 in the
15th year of his age. His parents in
tended him for the profession of a Luth
eran clergyman, and he began his
studies with that object in view, and
made himself a master of divinity and
philosophy. When the French army
invaded that part of Germany, in 1799,

Spurzheim had made himself familiar
with anatomy in the medical school of
Vienna, and about the close of 1799 he
became interested in Gall’s doctrines,
and early in 1800 attended his lectures,
where a Mr. Niclas was employed to dis
sect the brain while Gall explained
but being dissatisﬁed with Mr. Niclas’
method, which was then in vogue in

it,

a branch of the Rhine.
His father cultivated a farm of the
rich Abbey of St. Maximin de Treves,
and John ‘Gaspar received his college

many persons ﬂed for their lives to
Vienna. Among them was youg Spurz
heim.
Herein the capital of Austria
he became amember of the family of
Count Splangen and teacher of his sons.
At that time Gall was popular in Vien
na, and as a physician had charge of
hospitals and other public institutions
while investigating his new conception
regarding brain and mind.

was born at Longvich, Prussia,
December 31st, 1776, the last day of the
year of the Declaration of Independ
ence of the United States of America.
Longvich was a village on the Moselle,
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schools, be was dismissed

and

Spurzheim took the vacated

position,
ideas of Dr.

and adopted the advanced
Gall, which they soon improved upon
by pulling the brain apart, minutely
dissecting it instead of slicing it hori
zontally. Thus it came to pass that
Spurzheim made the dissections at all of
Gall’s lectures, both public and private,
and in 1804 he became associated with
Dr. Gall in his investigations
and lect
ures, anda master of the art of brain
dissections by the new methods.
When Gall’s public lectures were in
terdicted by the Austrian government,

J

O

URNAL
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System in general, and of the Brain in
particular; with Observations upon the
possibility of ascertaining several intel
lectual and moral dispositions of “Man
and Animals, by the conﬁguration of'

their Heads;" a work in 4 volumes,
folio, with an atlas of 100 plates. This
great work was continued jointly by
them to the completion of one and a
half volumes, and was ultimately ﬁn
ished by Gail in 1819.
In 1813 their partnership ceased, and

each pursued later the subject by him
self.
Having studied the English language
in January, 1802, they still continued; for six months with the purpose of con
theirprivate teachings till 1805, when tinuing his scientiﬁc travels, and intend
ing that England was to be the ﬁrst
they began to travel and lecture, visit
ing more than thirty cities or towns with ﬁeld of his labors, Dr. Spurzheim paid a
their universities between March 6, 1805 visit to Vienna in June, 1813, to receive
and November, 1806, remaining at each his degree of M. D. After a few month's
place from one week to six weeks or residence there he left for England and
more. In November, 1807, they reached
arrived in London, March, 1814. Here
Paris where Gall decided to remain and Dr. Spurzheim had to contend against
At that many obstacles, and very wisely opened
make his permanent home.
time his lectures were allowed to be giv
en in France, and in the following
winter Spurzheim demonstrated
the
anatomy of the brain, in Paris, while,
as before, Gall lectured on and de
scribed to the auditors the dissections of
Spurzheim.
Here they continued and enlarged
their labors, formed new associations
with eminent men of science, called out
much inquiry, made many worthy con
the opposition of
verts, and gained
Napoleon. The seed they planted here,
germinated, notwithstanding powerful
opponents, and those who began in—
vestigations with the purpose of silenc—
ing them, became, themselves, convinc~
ingand distinguished advocates. Thus
the phrenological ball progressed and
increased in momentum, while Gall and
Sipurzheim also increased in ability to
the truths which were by
promulgate
them so highly prized.

About 1809 Gall and Spurzheim com
menced the publication of the ‘Anato
my and Physiology of the Nervous

of the
campaign by a dissection
brain, at the Medico-Chirurgical Society
in Lincoln's Inn Fields; the novelty, as
well as the truth of the demonstration,
that this viscusis composed of ﬁbres,
created no small surprise among the
He delivered two
learned audience.
courses of lectures, (his ﬁrst) in London,
but to small audiences, owing to' preju
dices which were inspired by agencies
at work before his advent there, yet he
made converts of inﬂuential men.
He afterward gave successful lectures
in Bath and Bristol; thence went to Ire
land, where he lectured in Cork and
Dublin. Returning to London he pub
lished his ﬁrst book, in 1815, under the
title “The Physiognomical System of
Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, founded on
an Anatomical and Physiological Ex
amination of the Nervous System in
General, and of the Brain in Particular;
and Indicating the Dispositions and
Manifestations of the Mind.
By J. G.
Being at the same
Spurzheim, M. D.
time a Book of Reference for Dr. Spurz

the
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heim's Demonstrative
Illus
Lectures.
trated with Nineteen Copper Plates.”
In this work Dr. Spurzheim changed
the names of some of the phrenological

organs from those given by Dr. Gall,
and also announced some new organs
which he had himself discovered, and
good reasons for changing the
French names given by Dr. Gall to
what in the English language would
seem more appropriate.
The preface to
the second edition of the book is dated
June, 1815. Inthis same month there
appeared a severe critique of the views
of Gall and Spurzheim (as explained in
gave

their publications) in the Edinburgh
Review, a Medical Quarterly. It was
also pounced upon by The Eclectic, the
British, the Critical and the Monthly,
and by the London Medical Repository
and The British Critic. All of them
exerted their powers of ridicule, invec
tive and argument, with not one re
viewer to defend these new truths as
elucidated by Gall the discoverer
Spurzheim his coadjutor.

and

'I‘he vehement opposition thus aroused
determined Dr. Spurzheim
to visit Ed

inburgh, the seat of this mental turmoil
and "beard the lion in hisden," therefore
he obtained letters of introduction to in
ﬂuential literary persons in the Scottish
Athens, and among others to Dr. Gor
don, the author of the most scurrilous
review. in which he declared that “the
writings of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim
have not added one fact to the stock of
knowledge respecting, either the struc
ture or the functions of man; but con
sist of such amixture of gross errors,
extravagant absurdities, downright mis
statements, and unmeaning quotations
from Scripture as can leave no doubt,
we apprehend, in the minds of honest
and intelligent men as to the real ignor
ance and real hypocrisy, and the real
empiricism of the authors,” and much
more to the same effect.
Such was the
beneﬁcent harbinger that preceded the
advent of Dr. Spurzheim to Ireland, in
November,

1815, where every mind was
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poisoned against him by these liberal
effusions,” says Mr. Carmichael, of

Dublin.
He continues,
“It was with difficulty

I could be
persuaded to enter his lecture room;
of leisure
but having abundance
thought a few hours would not be much
misspent in indulging an idle curiosity
and reaping some little amusement

I

I

could hope for little informa
listened to his ﬁrst lecture ex
pecting it to breathe nothing but ignor
rance, hypocrisy, deceit, and empiri~
cism.
found it fraught with learning,
and inspired by truth ; and in place of a
where

tion.

I

I

hypocrite and empiric

I

found

a

man

earnestly imbued with an
unshaken belief in the importance and
value of the doctrines be communicated.
“ listened to his second lecture, and
deeply and

I

I

was satisﬁed of
the importance and value of those doc
trines,
and exulted in participating
those treasures of knowledge, of whose
enjoyment the Edinburgh Review had
well nigh overreached and swindled me.
listened to his third lecture and per
1

adopted his belief.

I

ceived with all the force of conviction,
that there was nothing of any value in
the metaphysics of ancient or modern
schools, except so far as they coalesced
and amalgamated with the new system.
From that hour to the present I have
regarded the science with increasing
conﬁdence
and unalterable devotion.
More certain or more important truths
the divine ﬁnger has not written in any
of the pages of nature, than those which
Spurzheim, on this occasion, unfolded
to our examination — our study— our

admiration.”
In January,

1816, he went to Cork,
where he gave two courses.
In Febru
ary he returned to Dublin and delivered

two concurrent courses, giving in the
evening the same lectures he had given
in the morning. In March he left Ire
land and arrived in Liverpool, where
he found that the reviewers had formed
the public opinion as well as elsewhere.
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However, he delivered a course (to a
small class) in order to give a better
opinion of the objects of Phrenology to
those who attended his lectures.
In
May he visited the public institutions of

Manchester and Lancaster.
In June he
made an extensive tour in Scotland,
studying its people and its rugged scen
ery of mountains, valleys, lakes, and
found many things to interest him.
On the 24th of June he arrived at
Edinburgh, that city which was then

He
up in arms against his doctrines.
presented his letter of introduction to
Dr. Gordon, the man who had maligned
him, and Dr. Thompson,
his partner.
They treated him civily, and he break—
fasted with them, and attended their
medical lectures in their hall before
their students, and made many converts
on the spot. Dr. Gordon listened to the
lectures, but when he demonstrated his
views lby dissectings Dr. Gordon could
not see what the students saw, viz.,
the ﬁbrous structure of a part, of the
brain.
He triumphed over the reviewer
by proving to the most eminent [mem
bers of the faculty in Edinburgh, the

truth and importance of his teachings,
yet the reviewer disputed about words
and deﬁnitions, and made believe that
his review was true. Finally he lost his
temper and charged Spuizheim with
teaching things that he had never advo
cated.
September 23rd he wrote to Mr. Car
micha-el': “The ground on which
stand is much more solid than I expect
ed.
was prepared to be much longer
aﬂoat in this city, but I can assure you
it was quite easy to take a strong posi—
tion. From what have done, the great
est curiosity is excited.
The unfavor
able impression which the reviewer had
propagated is mostly removed from this
Our doctrine is no more quack
place.
ery or trash, on the contrary there is
more anxiety here to become acquainted

I

I

I

with it than in any other city in the
United Kingdoms. Since I left Ger
many I have not observed a greater en

JOURNAL.
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I have far the greatest num
thusiasm.
ber in favor. Only Dr. Gordon and his
satellites are opposed to me,” and much
'
more to the same effect.
Before Spurzheim left Edinburgh he
delivered two public courses which were
received with great approbation by the
numerous auditors who attended them.
Among these, however, was not to be

found Dr. Gordon or any of his

sustain—

ers. "None of them had candor enough
submit to
to look at the proofs which
It seems the opponents
my auditors.
ﬁnd it more easy to deny than to ex

I

amine."
Before leaving Edinburgh Dr. Spurs
heim published aprospectus of the anat
omical propositions maintained by him
self and Dr. Gall, to which Dr. Gordon
issued a pamphlet in reply, wherein he
did not attempt to defend the statements
contained in his Review, but used his
forces in attempts to prove that their so
called discoveries were not original, and
that their teachings about the anatomy
of the brain were given to the world a
hundred and ﬁfty years before.
It was at this visit in Edinburgh that
George Oombe was induced to listen to
Spurzheim’s teachings and became the
enthusiast he was, notwithstanding his
previous attestations and ridicule against
the subject, having obtained his ideas
from the criticisms anu untrue asser
Spurzheim’s
tions of the reviewers.
labors in Edinburgh were crowned with
success. Here he remained, lecturing,
discussing, teaching, dissecting, visiting
the various public institutions, (schools,
workshops and wherever he could teach
and learn, and after seven months of
great activity he returned to London
early in 1817, delivered another course
of lectures, became a Licenciate of the
Royal College of Physicians and Sur
geons, and published “The Physiogno
mical System of Gall and Spurzheim ; ”
“Outline of the System," a valuable
work on Insanity and an answer to the
reviewers.

In July,

1817,

he returned to Paris,
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he lectured on I’Anatomie, la
et la Pathologie du Cer
veau, et des Ses Exterieurs.
Each
of these courses lasted three months.
where

would

Physiologic,

be necessary
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law would
as a guide; but not know
ing the circumstances in which he had
been placed, he could not say what his
Dr. Andrew Combo attended these actions might have been.
At the conclusion of the lecture, a.
lectures, and describes as follows an in
teresting scene which occurred at one of young man, an eleve inteme of the Ho
them.
“In the middle of the lecture of tel Dieu, came forward and said, that
the 1st of December, 1818, a brain was the brain was that of a suicide, who
had died in that hospital, and that the
handed in, with a request that Dr.
Spurzheim would say what dispositions dispositions inferred by Dr. Spurzheim
it indicated.
Dr. Spurzheim took the coincided perfectly with those manifest
brain without any hesitation, and after ed during life. As I was at the same
‘premising that the experiment was not time following the surgical clinique of
a'fair one, in so far as he was not made the celebrated Dupuytren, whose patient
acquainted with the state of health, con‘ he was, and as the case was interesting
stitution or education of the individual, both in aprofessional and phrenological
all of which it was essential for himto point of view, my attention had been
be aware of before drawing positive in
particularly directed to this very indi
ferences; he added that nevertheless he vidual from the day of his entrance into
would give an opinion on the supposi
the Hotel Dieu to that of his death, a
tion that the brain had been a sound one period of about fourteen days; and I
and endowed with an ordinary activity.
was thus better able to appreciate the
After which he proceeded to point out perfect accuracy of Dr. Spurzheim’s
the peculiarties of development which conclusions, than if I had merely trusted
The man, it
it presented , and desired his auditors to to the report of the eleve.
remark the unusual size of the cerebel
appeared, had been a soldier, and had
lum, and the great development of the for some time suﬁ'ered ignominious
and of part of the middle
posterior,
punishment, and had been dismissed
lobes of the brain, corresponding to the from the army. He returned to Orleans
organs of the lower propensities, the to resume his trade of barber, but every
convolutions of which were large and one shunned him; and suspecting his
rounded, forming a contrast with the wife to have been his enemy he attempt
deﬁcient sizes of the anterior lobes ed to kill her with a knife, and being de
which are dedicated to the intellectual feated in this he stabbed himself in the
faculties.
side, was carried to the hospital, and
The convolutions situated under the died of the wound.
As he lay in bed,
vertex, and toward the top of the head,
the head sunk in the pillow, its size
belongingto the organs of self-esteem seemed to be small, but this arose from
and ﬁrmness,
were also ‘very large,
the anterior part, or the seat of intellect
while those of veneration and benevo
(which was very deﬁcient) being alone
lence were small. These peculiarties
visible, the whole bulk consisting of the
were so well marked,
that Spurzheim organs of the propensities.
Dupuytren,
felt no difficulty in inferring that the when commenting on the case, in his
individual would be very prone to sens
lecture, made daily complaints of the
ual indulgencies ; that his natural ten— man’s mauvais moral, imperiousness,
dencies would not be toward virtue;
and violence of temper, and represented
that he would be what is familiarly
these qualities as great obstacles to his
termed in French un mauvais suiet, a recovery, so that, altogether, the close
very comprehensive term for every va
between
coincidence
the facts with
riety of bad disposition, and that he which I was familiar, and the remarks
be one to whom the
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of Spurzheim, who had never seen the tion in reference to the origin of Christi
skull, and judged from the brain alone,
anity were true, the stream must rise
as it lay misshapen on a ﬂat dish, made a above its source and thus contradict an
A miracle
deep impression on my mind, as it went established fact in nature.
in
be
introduced
far to ‘prove, not only that organic size would then have to
of
for
the
of
order
to
progress
had a powerful inﬂuence on energy
account
spirit,
universal
for
its
function, but that there actually were Christianity, and
in contrast with the narrowness of the
differences in different brains, appreci
di—
of
Platonic philosophy. A careful study
able to the senses, and indicative
w.
C.
F.
of Plato and Paul will convince any
versity of function.”
reasonable man that Paul had a source
be
continued.)
(To
of inspiration far superior to anything
known to the intellectual Greeks.
PLATO AND PAUL—Plato was born in
Paul had a knowledge of immortality
Athens ; Paul in Tarsus of Cilicia. Plato unknown to Plato. Among the Greek
lived more than four hundred years be philosophers, the Epicureans were Ma
fore Christ, during the Peloponnesian terialists, the Stoics were Pantheists,
war; Paul was contemporary with Jesus, while the disciples of Socrates, Plato,
and lived just after the age of Augustus. and Aristotle were believers in the im
Plato belonged to the most intelligent mortality of the soul. The doctrine of‘
race of the great Indo-European family;
Materialism was as ably presented then
Paul was a Hebrew, the most advanced
as at the present time ; and considering
race of the Semitic family. The native
the then condition of physiological sci
language of Plato was Greek; that of ence the doctrine of immortality was as
Paul was Hebrew. Plato was the great
ably discussed by the Greek philoso
est of philosophers; Paul the greatest
phers as by the philosophers of the pres
of apostles.
ent time. Philosophy has no new argu
The
The superiority of Paul to Plato con
ments to present on the subject.
sisted in the superiority of his profession
distinction which Paul made between
Had the spirit and the soul was not clearly
to that of the immortal Greek.
Paul never been anything more than a made by Plato. nor does philosophy at
disciple of Gamaliel, he would have the present time fully recognize it.
never reached a higher position in the
The Christian doctrine of the resur—
world than did the disciple of the great rection gives immortality a force which
It was in the fact that Paul was but poorly understood by the an
Socrates.
became a disciple of Christ, that'he has cients.
There is a great difference be
wielded such an inﬂuence over the na
the
dreamy spiritland of Plato,
tween
His inﬂuence towers above that and the eternal house of Paul, where
tions.
of Plato as a great mountain towers
will dwell the man who has been re
The time has not been deemed body, soul, and spirit. Paul
above the sea.
when Paul had a greater inﬂuence in clearly teaches that in the future state
It will be a
the world than he has at the present
man will have a body.
It is because the inﬂuence of spiritual body, but still a body. '
time.
Christianity is greater now.
While Plato‘s philosophy provides for
It is claimed by some that Christianity the soul, that of Paul takes care of
was borrowed from the philosophy of body, soul, and spirit. We should not
Plato. How does it happen, then, that look with contempt upon matter, for
this religion rises so much above what
these bodies have each a grand princi
has been called the divine philosophy 2 ple that will become spiritual, and be
In nature we know that a stream can associated with spirit in the eternal state.
If this posi
J. W. LOWBER, PH. D.
not rise above its source.
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CHILD CULTURE

I

it,

actually believe that baby under
for he hasn't laughed
stands about
out once to-day, and his eyes follow us
about in such a strange way,” said a
Roy's pa
neighborly hearted woman.
rents were dead, but he didn‘t know

it

a

;

that, but there was something very dif
ferent in the manner of every one about
him of course he didn't laugh as usual
when there were so many tears and sor
What won
rowful voices everywhere.
der that there was a sensitive quiver
about the little mouth and
tearful
glisten in the eyes, yet he didn‘t know
And what
what was the matter.
was
to be an orphan the child perhaps never
realized, for an uncle took him under
his care, an uncle wise and intelligent
as he was kind.
This uncle taught a
school of boys, and gossips said he had
some very cranky notions, and now they
.supposed he would begin practicing on
.this poor orphan boy that had been left

a

a

eyes.

nearly nine years old often visited by
his uncle he had learned to love him
dearly, and one day when he proposed
to take him awayto school he consented
willingly, although he know only as
much about schools as did the sheep and
lambs he played among.
How the gos
A boy nine years old
sips gossippedl
and had never been in
school-room,
couldn't so much asspell cat and dog,
why, their children could do more than
that when not half as old! It was
shame to let a child grow up in such
ignorance, so the neighbors said, and
very much more. But they could not
deny that the boy was a model of physi
healthful gladness seemed
cal beauty
a

Roy.i’
Perhaps it was the pleasant tone of
utterance that always so lighted up the
baby‘s face, for Roy was only a baby
then.
But one day everybody said Roy
in such a sorrowful tone of voice that
the baby face grew verv sober, and there
was a look of wise wonder in the bright

;

‘I

gladness back to the sobered baby face.
Out in the beautiful country where
apple orchards blossomed and bore the
mellowest fruit, and birds sang the
loudest, sweetest notes, Roy existed in
one dream of happiness and health until

to permeate

his every movement,

and

although brimful of life and joy he car
ried
poise and grace of manner that
was deferential, kindly, polite.
“Train
the body well and cultivate the heart
life first,” was one of the schoolmaster’s
whims, at which the neighbors turned
up their noses.
In nature's school Roy had found out
good deal about many plants and ani
mals, he knew the names of different
trees, birds, and insects, with the habits
of many animals.
But the school of
new world to him.
books opened
a

granted as something applying specially
to himself, and smiled and crowed and
looked happy whenever anybody said

about him, and he gave his little charge
in the keeping of
motherly woman
who soon brought the sunshine and

a

the other children called him Roy, and
as every one said Roy when they spoke
to the little fellow he soon took it for

in his care. But this whimsical uncle
had moral courage enough to do what
ever appeared to be the best thing with
out regard to what people were saying

;

was only a mechanio’s son, but
when only a baby somebody
formed a habit of calling him “Little
Royalty." The name clung to him, and
when people were in a hurry, as they
usually were, they called him Roy, then

a

HE

“

BOY.

ROYAL

a

A
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Those odd looking marks called letters
and words were dull, inanimate things,
he didn’t like them and didn’t wish to
learn their names; he puzzled himself
over the alphabet and reasoned about it;
he could not see why A might not just

well be called B, and B called Q.
The master showed him a large libra
ry and told him that by learning the
as

names

and

meanings

of

the crooked

marks in the book given him he would,
after awhile, be able to read all the
books contained in that great library.
The boy’s eyes opened wide in astonish

“I

never want to
ment and dismay.
say all the words in that great pile of
books; I don‘t like at all to learn them
in my one little book.”
But the little boy loved his uncle, and
to obey his every wish came to be a
ruling motive of his life, and although
he could not at ﬁrst see the use or reason
of book learning he applied himself in a
diligent way and soon his strong, vigor
into new
ous brain gained entrance
realms of pleasure ; with strange delight
read his own story books, and one
day he was reveling in some charming
fairy tales, when he conﬁded to his
uncle that when he became a man he
intended to have a very, very large
library of wonderful fairy books, and he
would just read and read until he
His uncle
couldn’t read any more.
“ Only do my will in
smiled and replied,
he

things as you did in learning to
read, and you will ﬁnd opening to you
many a source of happiness."
Some stirring incidents, hard work,
sports, frolic, and temptations common
to schoolboy life, were Roy’s experi
other

ences.

Not always perfect in his doings,
but any yieldings to wrong were turned
from with an added tinge of humility in
his after conﬁdences with his beloved
teacher, so closely allied became Roy‘s
inner life with that of the schoolmaster
that his character seemed to be forming
itself after the same pattern, and a har
monious union of idea and sentiment

[Apr.

their association together pecu
pleasant.
But there came a time when Boy was
a schoolboy no longer; his inclinations
had been consulted, advantageous op
portunities given him, and with all his
physical vigor and cultured intellect
and heart he pursued a course in life so
showered with blessings that a happy
usefulness grew all along his way.
Years passed on. In a sunny clime
made

liarly

a world-renowned artist ; his pal
atial home betokened wealth.
One day
a white-haired old man was seen ascend
ing the steps. Some one inside awindow
glanced out, and before there was time
to knock for entrance a middle-aged
man of noble bearing came to open the

dwelt

Quickly were the two men
“My
in each other‘s arms.
"My pupil l” were words
masterl”
uttered in joy. Roy and his teacher had
met again after long years of separation.
How glad they were, and how much
there was to talk about.
Their old love
for each other seemed to have become
intensiﬁed in the years gone by.
The artist had much to show in his
beautiful home.
In the studio the
teacher found a life-size portrait of him
self, a ﬁne painting ; surely loving
thoughts had mingled with the artist’s
door.

clasped

colors, and his gifted t .uches had shaded
the features into so much expression.
In another room was a large library.
The old man stood looking over the vast
range of compiled knowledge, and saw
represented science, history, literature,
“These are not all
poetry, religion.
fairy books, I see,” he ﬁnally said, “ as
remember the little schoolboy thought
would be the sum of his manhood’s de
light.” “So it will be,” he added so
berly; “in the Great Hereafter there
will be new worlds of beauty opened to
us.
In this world we are like little chil
dren with our toys and pleasures, our
thumps and heartaches, but we have a
Father in Heaven who leads us by the
hand, and if we cling to Him and trust
Him fully all along the way, we shal

I
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ﬁnd that all has been for a much greater
good than anything we could have
chosen for ourselves.
“ Our existence in this world is but
the germ life; we are as little children
learning our daily lessons, slowly de
veloping our faculties, and in the eter
nal future what our enlarged capacities
may delight in we can as little compre
hend as you in your boyish dream sup
posed a library or fairy stories would be
the sum of manhood‘s happiness.
Now
you have realms of thought and pleasures
opened to you of which you once could
have formed no conception.

“My

beloved master,”

exclaimed

the

rising and throwing his arms
around the dear old man’s neck, “ I can
never thank you enough for all the good
you have done me ; and your own lovely
nature will always bring joys to you.
artist,
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But whatever blessed hings await you
in the world to come, I hope you may
yet be long detained here, and that we
may have many more of our delightful
talks together.
When you ﬁnally walk
the golden streets I doubt not there will
be One by your side who has had you
always in His keeping, and in full
hearted joy you will repeat “ I owe it all
to you I _I owe it all to you 1 ”
The tinkle of a tea-bell recalled the old
man and his pupil from their wanderings
in high places, and arm in arm they
walked down the stairs to a well'spread
table where surrounded with the art
ist’s family they were in doubt whether
there was more pleasure in the real or
At any rate there was happiness
ideal.
somewhere that ﬁlled the atmosphere
with the most fragrant sweetness.
~

LISSA B.

-——->.-o-.4—-_
display consider
anxiety concerning their
children's welfare, especially while yet
young, and of the numerous questions
which arise for family discussion, a large
proportion emanates from this source.
No doubt the decisions rendered by dif
ferent families are often greatly at vari
ance, and it necessarily follows that
able

BE

KEPT
“

AT

HOME?

I

I know can’t go,” says one,
pa and ma never let me go any
where." “Oh, that needn’t make any
difference, I'd go anyhow,” says another
mates.

“for

with a. toss of her head. Surely both
of these cases bespeak something wrong
in their respective families.
But what
is
and how may
be remedied?
Spurzheim says, “No faculty of hu
man nature can be bad in itself." The
fact that each one
endowed with the
organ of friendship,
proof enough
that the gratiﬁcation of this organ
right, then how wrong must
be of
parents to forbid their children the
pleasure of society the desire for com
a perfectly natural one, and
pany
should not be hampered and chained
down by parents, who think that chil
dren should be kept at home at all times
lest they should get into bad 0 mpany.
it

ARENTS always

CHILDREN

it,

SHOULD

if

if

is

it

is

is

is

error frequently prevails, either through
a lack of judgment or a wrong educa
tion, and may lead to very harmful re
Parents can not be too careful
sults.
with their children, but they should
know what it is to be careful.
One question which will rise sooner or
later in every household, and which
must be answered, is : Should the chil
dren be permitted to go out into society ?
In every home this question is answered,
for good or ill ; too often for the latter.
they are kept at home they
In proof of this fact we have but to listen Indeed,
and gloomy, tired
become
school,
ill-tempered
to the chat of young people, at
of
almost
of life. Is this
home,
weary
homes.
A
small
in
their
own
or even
condition
to
which
children
in
the
schoolroom
the
should
gathered
group are
On
the
other
hand,
the
be
reduced?
coming
birthday
they
discussing
eagerly
force
them
to
to
one
of
their
inti
are
diso
you
strong-willed
given
be
to
party

,
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Your permission in one sense
the source of the very power by which
you will be enabled to restrict them,
and keep them at home when
best
to do so; and further, by continually
is

is

them.

it

forbidding parents soon teach their chil
dren that they do not do
from princi—
as produc
ple, anda lack of principle
tive of discontent in children as
in
grown folks.
is

children do not mind their parents as
they should ; they go into all kinds of
society, and half the time I have no idea
where they are or what they are doing,
but I know it is not my fault, I have
done all in my power to keep them at
home, but all to no avail."
in reality, not her fault after all
Was
Had she not forbidden her children those

places as may afford them pleasure and

enjoyment, being careful only to keep
them out of society that will tend to lower

it

tempt to train up their offspring accord
ing to their own idea; those who have
followed their own wills, despite the
most persuasive teaching of their parents,
attest to the truth of this.
_
A disappointed mother says “ My

little privileges and pleasures in the
ﬁrst place, she had not lived to see the
time when they would disobey her, and
bring to her grief instead of joy.
When children reach such an age as
to desire company let them go to such

it

bey their‘parents; for if forbidden they
will seek companionship for themselves,
and when left to their own judgment
are likely to choose amiss.
Let those who have failed in their at

[Apr.
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EDITH s. CRAIG.
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TRUE EXALTATION.

I

I I

is

I

it

I

I

it

I

I

went to my Heavenly Father with my
sin, but often returned to my work with
the same feeling of heaviness with which
found that
had sought my closet.
should ask Di
was not enough that
had sinned against
vine forgiveness.
had also sinned
true, but
Heaven,
could not ﬁnd
against my child, and
So
had forgiveness there.
peace until
learned to go to my children, older or

it

a

I

a

I

I

I

humbled demeanor and repentant words
always to ﬁnd their dear little hearts
opening wider to me than ever before.
am willing to add my testimony to
that of my friend, and assure all weak,
erring mothers that both myself and my
children have obtained much beneﬁt
from my new rule of action.
It
not
is

I

I

I

im
circumstances,
these
Under
patience became my besetting sin, and
often upon the impulse of the moment
have uttered words which in my calmer
‘
have sadly regretted.
moments

uttering them.”
My friend’s counsel left a lasting im
prcssion upon my mind. During the
too
press of overwork and weariness
often found myself speaking hasty words
in a tone of irritation.
resolved to
watch myself closely, and when
fell
into error to make all the reparation in
am sorry to say that
my power.
soon found occasion to test my new
resolve, and not only once but many
times have
gone to my little ones with

I

body.

“Yes, very hard, and that perhaps
was the reason why
proved such
learned in time to speak
help to me.
less hastily, to weigh my words before
it

a

my children were small— there were
seven of them as near of an age as they
could well be—I could only keep them
comfortable at great cost to mind and

very hard

I

I

have asked pardon
ones for some hasty speech
conscien
or unjust reprimand,” said
tious little mother to me.
My face perhaps spoke my astonish
“
When
ment, for she hastened to add,

be, and ask

I

formal than when

of my little

younger, as the case might
their forgiveness.
“Did you not find
thing to do 'i’” inquired.

I

never received more
from a duty per

beneﬁt

real

I

THINK

I

tt
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an easy one to follow, it is true, but the
result has shown that it was well worth
all it cost. Are you afraid of losing
self-respect by such a proceeding? To
whom, think" you, will children be likely
to give the greater honor—to one who,
overtaken in a fault, humbly acknowl
edges her error, or to one who no less‘
quietly goes on in her pride as though

A
(See

nothing had happened, ignoring both
the fault and the rights of her little ones?
Children are quick to perceive the
ﬁner points of right and wrong, and we
may be certain that we shall lose none

by humbling our
\Ve lose respect by
selves before them.
sin, but never by acknowledgment
MRS. s. E. KENNEDY.

of our self-respect

BURIED

TALENT.

January Number.)
CHAPTER

HE

subject of Vinnie’s misappli
cation of her powers was not
allowed to drop by either Mrs. or Miss
Germaine during the remainder of their
stay. So persistent were Miss Minna’s
remarks, that poor Vinnie often rebelled
inwardly, asking herself in perplexity,
“ Why can not they let me alone? Be
fore they came I was contented—more,
I was happy, or believed myself to be. ”
Again, recognizing the many grains
of truth in their often exaggerated opin
ions,

the

question

repeatedly

185

arose,

unbidden, “ Have I buried my talent f”
In an unpretending way, Vinnie Shel
burne sincerely tried to lead a Christian
life, and therefore such queries had the
greater weight, and could not be readily
dismissed from consideration.
A triﬂe eventually turned the scale.
How many of the most important de
cisions of our life hang upon just such 1

II.

The chance remark of a caller in re
gard to a young servant girl who had
received only a very ordinary education.
but who was naturally so intelligent
that it seemed a pity to put her into the

kitchen, being certainly “worthy of
better things."
How that idle speech
stung!
“ Worthy
of better things!”
“Then what of me i” was her inward
“ My dear, lost father spared no
query.
My ad
expense upon my education.
vantages were such as to ﬁt me for a
more than commonly high standing
among people of culture. My girlhood
undoubtedly gave great promise. Yet
have succumbed
to adverse circum
stances, when I ought to have sur
mounted them. Many of the best years
of my life have slipped away, but I will
make the most of those that remain.”
Her slow decision once reached, was

I
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With a character of so
unalterable.
much force, to resolve was to act. Mrs.
Shelbourne soon had a girl installed in
the kitchen, and immediately devoted
herself with great earnestness to faith
ful study under a competent master.

had no idea you were so prettily
situated,” exclaimed Mrs. Germain the
morning after their arrival, Vinnie with
quiet pride having exhibited every nook

The foundation of her musical education

quiringly.

in

“Only a few dollars a month over
what we were paying for rent, with
nothing to show for it. Now, in less
than ten years, this conveniently are
ranged modern house will be our own.
I feel amply repaid for the effort by the
pleasure we take in the consideration of
the fact that we are permanently settled
and that whatever we spend upon the
place we shall enjoy for years to come,
if our lives are spared."
“ There is just one thing I miss
in this

house I" exclaimed Miss Minna, criti—
cally viewing Mrs. Shelburne’s careful
toilet.

“ And that

" The print

is

i"

dress in which you always
washed dishes.”
The ladies laughed at this sally.
“ How I shall regret having lost 'my
”
chance to dry them 1 lamented Minna.

“

I

no doubt Bessie would be
of occasional assistance,"
replied Mrs. Shelburne, indicating the
tidy Swede who was proving a real
very

have

glad

house help.
“ guess it will be occasional," cried
“ I'd rather do almost
Miss Germaine.
anything else.”
“ For instance, go out to give lessons

I

in this drenching rain ‘3"
“ Hardly," with a shrug. “ But who
looks after the children when you are
gone

I

I

“ The eldest attends a good school
near by, and for the others
hire a nur
sery governess at ten cents an hour,
who takes nice care of them. Even the
has already learned many
youngest
things from listening to the others, and
all consider their lessons very pleasant."
“ A most excellent arrangement," said
Mrs. Germaine.
“'Yes, for
could not teach, were

I

The extravagant ambition
impossible.
of the mother and sister, who really
thought Vinnie capable of performing
upon the concert stage, was, of course,
not destined to be realized. Vinnie, her
self, did not dream of it. But she did
aim to become a thorough, conscien
tious (teacher, and eventually this hope
was crowned with success.
Vinnie did not allow the home life to
be interfered with by her earnestness in
musical work. Her children continued
to be as well cared for, her husband
proudly averred, better, than when
their mother's over-taxed energies took
from her the vitality necessary to a full
exercise of intelligent supervision.
Some two years after the visit referred
to in the ﬁrst chapter Mrs. Germaine
and Minna again came to the Shel—
bournes. During the interval they had
traveled both in their own land and in
Europe. rl‘he young lady had returned
rather more elegant in her appearance,
a triﬂe more airy in manner, inexpressi
bly more bored in spirit. Poor Mrs.
Germaine had often wearied for the
quiet of a home, and it was with a secret
sense of deep satisfaction that she domi
ciled herself and her restless daughter
for the winter in the restful atmosphere
of Vinnie‘s tasteful home.
i Mr. Shelbourne having had his atten
tion called to the advantage of well
managed Building Loan Associations,
had, after careful consideration, con
cluded to join one, and had decided to
locate in a growing suburban district
delightfully situated on high ground,
and convenient to a neighboring older
town of larger population.

1'”

i,”

had been so solid, and her present de
termination to succeed was so intense,
that failure to advance was practically

and corner of the dainty cottage.
“ It must have cost a great deal
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to worry about

them.
When
by as good help as Bessie,
things really move quite smoothly.”
"No doubt you are sorry you have
obliged

supplemented

OF HEALTH.
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But they were joyful tears, born of a
sweet content.
So we take our last look at Vinnie
Shelburne, a lingering one, for there is
something peculiarly interesting about
this countenance, irradiated by such a
calm, strong, living intelligence. To
be ,sure it is a face now past the bloom
of youth, the soft, brown hair being
streaked with white; but the trustiful

;

7,

'

l”

it,

changrd your line of work?" half sar
castically.”
“ No,” gently, “for I
am far happier
in this. But,”- with a pleasant smile, “ I
am very glad you realize that I do still
work, and hard too."
“I am anxious to hear you play, eyes, and cheerful mouth are exceed
Vinnie,” said her mother that evening.
ing pleasant to behold. The whole ex
"Probably you will observe little im pression charms far more than mere
provement except in repose of manner,
Vinnie is happier now than
prettiness.
and conﬁdence of touch. My study has in the old days, and her altered condi
been principally directed toward the best tion reacts more favorably upon all the
method of teaching. I have also striven members of the domestic circle.
to acquire some knowledge of harmony,
Are there not many others like our
-of which I was entirely ignorant.”
heroine, trying so hard to be patient and
“ I am proud of you,
my dear,” said brave, as they mistakenly follow the
Minna, kissing her sister enthustasti
supposed path of duty, while all thetime,
cally, as she ﬁnished the piece.
“ We all are," echoed Mr. Shelburne, would they but see, a higher, more
inspiring road lies opento them ? A way
looking at his wife with a tender smile. not opposed to, but rather, abroader and
“Vinnie doesn't look like the same more harmonious fulﬁlment of duty.
person we left two years ago," observed
Oh the joy, the satisfaction of being
her mother.
“Her physical condition able to feel conﬁdent that however
is far better. The weary look which so
small the talent intrusted to our use,
distressed me, has disappeared.”
we
have made the most of
and are
" Yes,” assented Mr. Shelburne,
therefore entitled to receive the blessed
gravely. “Her active mind no longer reward—
cries aloud in its starvation. Its powers,
" Faithful servant
I
kept alert and vigorous, are satisﬁed.
ADA H. HAZELL.‘
can not be too thankful that your words
and Minna’s, distasteful though they
at Plainﬂeld, N. J., of pneumonia,
Died Jan.
It is with much regret that this
were at the time, opened my‘ eyes in Ada H. Hazell.
is made. Mrs. Hazell was young,
season to the very unnecessary, yet none announcement
talented, earnest, a. thoughtful observer, and one
the less noble, sacriﬁce which my brave whole pen was always enlisted in those things
wife was making to a Lmisconceived
that concern the true interests of home and social
life. She sought to help, instruct, not to amuse
idea of duty.”
to be true to her womanly instincts, not to gratify
There were tears in Vinnie‘s eyes as a passing {humor or an unworthy ambition.—
her husband's look of aﬂ’ection met hers.
Eorroa P. J., &o.
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of the commonest
questions
that the physician hears from the
or shall eat? And
sick is, what can
yet it is a question that few physicians
can answer properly, because few are
intelligently and scientiﬁcally versed in

I

I

SICKNESS.

A writer in
dieietics or food hygiene.
the Dietetic Gazette says
“ Laborious investigations have l'very
accurately classiﬁed the various articles
of our food according to its chemical
constitution and physical characters,
:

DIET
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and physiology very plainly and attrac
tively points out how each and every
one of these different kinds are effec
tively attacked and digested by the se
with which the alimentary
cretions

canal is successively ﬂooded. We not
only know how many ounces of meat,
bread, butter, water,

etc.

are

required

for the healthy maintenance of the hu
man being at any given age, but have
elaborate tables of the amounts and re
lative proportions of carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, etc., requisite for the
same end, and painstaking and painful

[Apn

symptoms. The books classify these fea
tures into a variety of forms: nervous,
atonic, and acute dyspepsia; but we
doubt whether any such arrangement
would modify the dietetic treatment. To
comprehend these symptoms it is neces
sary, of course, that the physician

should be familiar with the physiology
of digestion, and of chemical charac
ters of the various classes of food. That
sugars, fats, and starches by means lof
organisms swallowed with them are all
fermentable and convertible into irri
table gases and ichorous acids, which

experiments by the score are recorded
wherein it has been proved that man
can not long survive upon a pure diet

not only'distress by their physical pres
ence, but hinder the normal processes
A patient
by their chemical properties.
of any one of the proximate principles presenting such symptoms should'im
of his body. In fact, the physiology of mediately be put upon a natural plan of
nutrition has now been brought almost living. It will not do to put him oﬂ"
to the condition of an exact science, so with general instructions to eat and
far as what takes place in a healthy in— drink ‘what agrees with him.’ The
dividual is concerned.
general catarrhal condition of his muc
“Under a normal state of affairs it ous membrance, of which he now com
never occurs to one, when he is hungry,
plains so much, may be cured by copi
to calculate the relative proportions of ous draughts of hot water before meals.
albuminoids, carbohydrates, and hydro
Antiseptic and astringent sprays to the
In— upper air passages may be necessary,
carbons in the dishes before him.
stinct teaches him to so regulate his ap— but our experience and belief is, that
petite as to adapt the supply to the the whole track will clear up when
physiological demand. This is what the physiological life is resumed. Washing
lower animals do, and it is what we do out the stomach is rarely called for,
‘
when, as Herbert Spencer says, we are except in extreme cases.
in perfect harmony with our environ—
{it
‘I
1k
*
ments.’

“ Here is the trouble. Our physiologi
cal organism is out of tune with the
concert pitch which characterizes the
requirements of modern business and
pleasure, and we feel conﬁdent that our
readers will hear us out in this state—
ment, that one of the ﬁrst evidences of
this discord will be manifest in the di
Right now, if we are
gestive organs.
serious and
alert,
subsequent
the
on

fatal degenerations can be averted. The
are
of derangement
manifestations
generally ﬂatulence, a sense of weight
or pain in the stomach, palpitation,
dizziness, hypo—
nausea. constipation,

chondria, and

many

other

familiar

The great difficulty will_be to hold
the patient to strict diet. In order to
obtain success, however, this must be
done, and in the majority of cases the
result will fully justify the effort.”
4-

THE SECRET or ms Success—A writer
in The Canada Lancet says that the
secret of a very distinguished American
“ a natur
physician’s success is due to
ally keen intellect, a profound knowl
edge of human nature, particularly of
the frailer portion of it, and living faith
in the value of dietetic and hygienic
measures in the treatment of the sick."
This is true of all real physicians.

'

A

HE illustration
vice

by Mr.

NEW
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THERMAL

shows a recent de
D. M. Small, of

Providence, for the application of hot
water to any part of the body for the
relief of inﬂammatory or painful condi
tions.
Mr. Small is a strong hygienist,
and believes in the use of methods that
are simple to prevent or cure the com
mon ailments of the body.
In a letter
to the editor of the PHRENOLOGICAL he
says:
Among nature's marvelously simple
and marvelously effective
remedies,
none equals heat when properly applied,

189

APPARATUS.

vey the water as heated from and to this
heater, through whatever
appliance
may be connected therewith—the
apli
ance being placed higher than the heat—
er, as much higher as desired.
The receptable is ﬁrst ﬁlled with water
and the air all expelled by holding the
with the tubes
heater up when ﬁlling
The
hanging down.
and appliance
water can be heated in ﬁve minutes. and
it,

AND
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will circulate

about forty hours without

attention.

Ditferent shaped appliances are used
for different parts of the body, and any
temperature can be main
tained therein by regulat
ing or setting the lamp or
burner at any point.

a

is

The appliance for the
chest, bowels, or baLk
ﬂat. oblong, and slightly
‘concave, about 1-8 of an
inch thick, with a space
between the two surfaces
for the circulation of
thin ﬁlm or sheet of water
central partition
also

a

There
round,

is a

around

small,

concave
needed.

connection

deemed necessary.
The circulation
of the water, of course, depends on the

it

law of gravity, the speciﬁc gravity of
hot water being less than cold, the heated
water ascending
through the upper
tube, and when cooled, down through
the lower one. The appliance being air
can be placed as high above the
tight
heater as desired, when we have the ap
parent anomaly of water ﬂowing higher
than the source from an open boiler,
for
found to work just as well with
the top off, as the water can be seen
it
is

which should generally be in connec
tion with moisture and maintained long
enough and hot enough to accomplish
the desired results. This, he claims, has
been found impracticable with any de
vice heretofore known, and goes on to
describe his apparatus in the following
terms : It consists of a small metallic
vessel, holding about a cupful of water,
under which is placed an adjustable al
cohol lamp (special in design and abso
lutely safe), which is best secured to car
pet with little hooks so that the appara
us cannot be upset. Flexible tubes con

Flannel bags or wet
cloths may be used in
with the appliances,

if

SHALL TH BRILL APPLIANCE.

application

is

a

plano-concave ap
pliance for boils, car
buncles, and any part
small, ﬂat, or
where
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who use it tolerate only by learning to
do so, directly or indirectly—though this
fact is no guide for us in the selection of
our food, judgment and an enlightened
conscience being our guides, not morbid
tastes.

it,

The fact that we like (“love ") an ar
ticle of food is no good reason why we
since that preference may
should eat
be the result of a bad habit, as in the
The ma
case of the relish for tobacco.
terial diﬂ’erences in the matter—tastes
aside from very rare dietetic monstrosi

a

I

uries,_thus
appetites.

being controlled by morbid
DR. J. H. HANAFORD.

-—_M-—

A BREATHING CoMPosrriom—A

school
years old, handed in the follow—
ing as his composition on “ Breathing.”
The intruction was “Tell all you can
about breathing."
“Breath
made of
air.
We breath with our lungs, our
boy,

14

it

lights, our liver and kidneys.
If
wasn‘t for our breath we would die when
we slept. Our breath keeps the life ago

ing through the nose when we are asleep.
Boys that stay in a room all day should
not breathe. They should wait till they
Boys in
get out doors.
room make
bad, unwholesome air.
They make
carbonicide.
Carbonicide
poisoner
than mad dogs. A heap of soldiers was
in a black holein India, and a carboni
cide got in that therehole, and nearly
killed every one afore morning. Girls
kill the breath,with corosils that squeeze
Girls can’t holler or run
the diagram.
like boys because their diagram
was
squeezed too much. , If
girl,
had rather be
can run and
boy, so
holler, and run and have a great big
'
diagram."

is

ture we can learn to like anything that
is ever eaten—as illustrated by the use
of that “ vile weed,” tobacco, which all

persons say that they can not eat certain
articles of food, which simply means
that they will not, that they prefer lux

I

bad habits had been formed, to reject the
mother's milk—when both are in good
health—clamoring for another kind of
mother?
food, or milk from another
is
“Milk for babes”
the universal rule.
But in the elasticity of our present na

foods, such as the true bread, the grains,
peas, beans, rice, and the like?
Here
will remark that there a better 11 \tural
relish. aside from habits, for plain and
simple foods, in a moderate variety, as
we might infer from the very small
range of articles eaten by the hardy ox,
elephant, etc., grass and leaves being
the staple articles.
We frequently hear

is

To
application of the laws of heredity.
illustrate, the lion, tiger, ox, etc., are
substantially the same as in the dawn of
creation, man having a more elastic
The ox of to-day is sustained
nature.
by the same food, in kind, that he was
thousands of years ago, while the tastes
of the lion lead him to slay and eat as
his ancestors did ; no two, unless trained
in the menagerie, differing in the kind
of appetite. They are never poisoned
by eating what the others, as a class,
do. Who ever knew an infant, before

apples, pears, peaches, the berries as
whole, the more usual vegetables, as
the potato, with the more substantial

is

that human beings, as a distinct
class, were originally created in the
same type, the present differences result
ing from self-creations, modiﬁed by the
pose

Taking into the account the whole age
of man, who ever knew one who did not
naturally relish mother’s milk, and la! er,

a

haps, aside from very rare exceptions,
dietetic moustrositles.
(It is probable
simply
author
of
this
falsehold
that the
for
in
to
excuse
himself
many
wished
dulgences and excesses not usual among
his associates.) We have reason to sup

APPETITES.

ties—result from bad habits, these differ
ences being as unnecessary and unnat
ural as the morbid relish for tobacco.

is

deny the truth of the
adage so often quoted by sensual
ists—claiming that every man should
“be a law unto himself "—that “ what
is one's meat is another’s poison,” per
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IN SCIENCE

some Items in the Crown
“'ater Snpply.—It is a curious com
mentary on the demands of modern civiliza
tion to observe the effect of building this
The
dam
(the new Croton water dam).
million people in the city need a reserve
of drinking water, and twenty-one families
must move out of their quiet rural homes
and see their hearths sink deep under the
water. The entire area to be taken for the
reservoir is 1,471 acres. Twenty-one dwell
ings, three saw and grist mills, a sash and
blind factory, and a carriage factory must
A mile and a
be torn down and removed.
quarter of railroad tract must be relaid,
and six miles of country roads must be
A road twenty-three miles long
abandoned.
will extend around the two lakes, and a
border or “ safety margin " three hundred
feet wide will be cleared all around the edge
to prevent any contamination of the water.
This safety border will include a carriage
road, and all the rest will be laid ,down to
As the dam rises, the water will
grass.
spread wider and wider over ﬁelds, farms
and roads. Every tree will be cut down and
carried away. Every building will be carted
off, and the cellars burned out and ﬁlled
with clean soil to prevent any possibility of
injury to the water. Fortunately there is no
cemetery within the limits of the land taken
for the reservoir. Had there been one it
would have been completely removed before
the water should cover the ground.
Fifty
eight persons and corporations, holding one
hundred and eleven parcels of land, will be
in order to clear the land for
dispossessed
the two lakes and the dams, roads, and
safety borders.“——Umtury.

The ‘Walled Lakm—One of the
wonders of the United States, is the walled
Lake, in Iowa. It covers a surface of 2,800
acres, with a depth of twenty-ﬁve feet of
water. It is from two to three feet higher
than the surrounding country, and is en
closed by a wall ten feet high, ﬁfteen feet
wide, at the bottom, and sloping up to ﬁve
feet wide at the top.
The stones of which
the wall is built, vary in size from one
weighing one hundred pounds to those
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weighing three tons. Around the entire
lake is a belt of trees, half a mile in width;
with this exception, the country in which
the lake is located, is a rolling prairie.
When, how, or by whom this wall was
constructed, or these trees set out, is a
mystery.

The Bible and Egyptology—The
points of con act between the Bible and
Egyptology on which recent excavations
have thrown light are (l) the arrival of
Abraham in Egypt, (2) the rise of Joseph,
(3) the stay of the Israelites in the country,
It is generally agreed that
(4) the Exodus.
the arrival of Abraham and the settlement of
the Israelites occurred at a time when Egypt
was governed not by native Pharaohs but
It is highly probably that
by the Hyksos.
their invasion of Egypt in connection with
the conquest of Lower Mesopotamia by the
Elamitcs. The name of Apepi, Joseph's
king, is repeatedly found on the monu
His statues have been found at
ments.
Bubastis, which was doubtless an important
“Goshcn ” has been
Hyksos settlement.
located in the immediate vicinity.
Apepi
became involved in war with the native
prince, the result of which, not appearing,
however, in his reign, was the expulsion of
the Hyksos. Rarneses ll. was the oppressor
of the Hebrews. His reign is known very
fully to us. Pithom, his store city, has been
discovered. Rameses remains unknown.
At Naukratis granaries, probably similar to
those in these cities, have been discovered.
We are still doubtfulabout the place of the
Exodus. The name “Rameses,” whence
they started, must be regarded as describing
a district.
The view of Ebers and Dawson
makes the lsraelites pass south of the Bitter
Lakes. The objection is that then they
would have had to cross a range of moun
ains.
Theview of Lesseps is better, that
the passage was north of these lakes. The
slightly undulating desert, which has all the
appearance of an ancient sea, witnessed that
deliverance.

Cost of Education and Drink
lug Salool|B.—The following table fur
nishes

a

temperance

lecture, and one

to
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which no whiskey apologists can object.
Let it be written upon every black-board of
every school-room in the State,and explained
to the boys and girls. It is a table from the
Voice, showing the expenditure for schools
and salons in the States named:
Sc/wols.

Ala.

Ark

Ga.

Ky.

.
.
.
.
.

La.
Miss.
N. C.
S. C.

Tenn.
Va. .
Cal. .

Salaam.

.55 2.74
.92 2.57
.42 4.89
.89 7.64
.44 18.09
.67

348

.44

4.38
3.06
4.00

.39
.61
.87

.
554
. 3.50 40.16

Schools.

Conn

. 2.67
Ill. . .
. 3.09
In. . . . . . 2.53
Mass. . . 8.68
. 2.26
Mich.
. 2.12
Minn
. 1.89
N.
. 2.49
N.
O. . . . . . 2.78
Penn
. 2.12
Wis.
. 2.33

J

Y

Salaam‘.

15.88
12.41
10.54
14.74
11.41

13.03
21.47
22.78
17.81

14.78
14.47

From this table it will be seen that New
York spends over nine times as much money
for saloons as she does for schools, and yet
there are those who keep perpetually com

plaining about the cost of schools.

Standards of Llgllt.—It is a delicate
matter to obtain an accurate standard of
Candles are still more relied upon
light.
for the tests of comparison, but it is obvious
that they are susceptible of great variations
in the intensity of the light they afford.
Still, if made according to fixed rules. and
their burning similarity regulated, they will
give a fair approach to accuracy. Various
English acts prescribe a sperm candle, of six
to the pound, and burning at the rate of one
hundred and twenty grains per hour; also
that the tip of the wick shall be glowing
and slightly bent.
Gas examiners are not
always as particular in the matter as they
ought to be, and, by allowing the wick to
remain upright, they obtain a result indi
eating a gas of slightly more value than it
really has. The German Gas and Water
Society recommend an amyl acetate lamp,
which is not quite as intense as a candle,
and is objected to by Mr.W. J. Dibdin as be
ing unsuitable in the color of its light. Dr.
Werner Siemens has devised a selenium
photometer, the electric resistance of which
is exactly dependent
on the light falling
upon it. The pentane lamp, and the Meth
ven screen, in which a coal-gas light is ad
mitted through an aperture of ﬁxed dimen
sions are favored by many persons; ahd a
standard afforded by a melting or a solidi
fying platinum wire is well spoken of.
Defects

in the Signal System.—

LApr.

General Greeley. chief signal oﬂicer of the
army, says that signal instruction in the
army is at the lowest ebb it has ever been.
He recommends, therefore, either that in
struction in the art of military signalizing
be abandoned or ample material and moral
support be given the chief so that he may
raise it to a high standard
of eﬂiciency.
Speaking of weather forecasts, Gen. Greeley
calls attention to the fact that under present
conditions the forecast oﬂicer can devote
barely half a minute to all the predictions
for any particular State or district. The
demand for weather forecasts is continually
increasing and they are appreciating in value
in the estimation of the public.

All 0Id 0bserver.—I

have

been

interested in the science of Phrenology and
health, and have lectured a number of times
on these subjects. I have taken the onmur.
most of this time, and am more interested
now at the age of sixty years than ever be
fore.
Oflate years I have inclined to be
lieve that the organ of Spirituality lies about
where the soft spot is in infants; that the
Organ dOtB not take an active part in the
congress of the organs until later in life,
than most of the other organs; that it often
has a wonderful growth from twenty-ﬁve to
forty years of age, and illustrates the scrip
tural statement, “your young men shall
dream dreams and your old men shall see
visions." 'l‘hat Spirituality can show us
things that hearing, seeing, feeling cannot
take cognizance of; that its leading use is in
old age when the sight and hearing are
L. SALLIBS
growing feeble.

J

+

MAKE LIFE HAPPY.
MAKE this life beautiful while you may,
For we have not sunshine ever day.
There comes a time when mirtii 's profane,
For every life has sorrow and pain;
Unto others be as kind and true
As you would that they should be to you;
Try to make all things work for the best,
And Love Divine will see to the rest.
The winter’s cold and summer's rain
Each will reduce a needed sin;

50 let the lundcrs, care, an strife
You meet with in this busy life,
Give wisdom, love, and strength to thee
To feel for others more tenderly;
And make them happier while you may,
For we have not sunshine every day.
A. P. BEEBE.
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and after a

temperament,

time comes for the candy, and is met

with

a

“Oh,

A

little Alice with

time” she goes out.

April,

AT

a

of criminal heredity

the evening took
development
was not so

the ground that the

of active crime in society
much due to inheritance of

a special disposition

lawless

conduct

toward wicked and

as it was to

improper

home training and vicious social

inﬂu'

In many homes of comfort

ences.
seeming

respectability

while she is

mother

for the street without

The leading speaker of

was discussed.

and

the very atmos

going

“Mamma,

asks

to

take

“I

answered

single word to

And when, at last, she

the eager child.

tearfully

a

do it today, child.

can’t

Next time.”
We have known
made

to send
kitchen,

her

little one

down to the

or into the back yard, on some

ﬂimsy errand,

so that she

could slip out

of the house unperceived.

And

training this!

yet,

Fine moral

if

we were to

ease—seeking

nence and misrepresentation.

and

glib—

becoming,

we should

be taxed

in arts of duplicity and cunning. Un
less their later
teaching
contained

of viciousness, that

wholesome

cases so imputed

development

bias of

was naturally toward

level of mental perversion

ful in

the

that

that is fruit

making promises to their restless little
ones that they do not think of keeping l

If

Freddy will

be a good

cases

of

are

attributed

to

heredity, nay, that the great majority of
can

be

shown

history to

be

by scientiﬁc authority,
by inquiry into their
due

ﬁrst

to

improper

treatment, or the lack of judicious moral

arts of vice and crime.

Take any community, for example,
how many mothers are in the habit of

“

with gross imperti

with their varying degrees

ere old enough to attend school, skilful

checks,

as these,

‘Va believe that thousands of
misconduct,

moral

of

to show the real character

attempt

such conduct to such mothers

attendants,

who had

a mother

promises of this kind repeatedly

The little children of those homes
were fairly nursed in lies by fashion abl
mothers,

sharply

is

phere teemed with deceit and prevarica

selﬁsh

you

aren’t

me ?" she

tion.

tongued,

girl

So the little

But mamma is all ready

to be dressed.

1890.

in which we partici

meeting

“the

her

to

next

dressing and waits eagerly for her turn

HOME TRAINING VS. HEREDITY.
pated the subject

watches

closely

NEW >YORK,

haven’t

mother has a call to

She has already promised

make.
take

I

go away, child,

any for you.”

boy and not

training in early childhood.

Heredity

may be held responsible for a suilicient

proportion‘ of the deformities
and physical

mental

aﬁlict society,

but

that proportion on candid analysis

will,

that

make so much noise mamma will give

we think, shrink greatly below the size

him some candy.”

it holds in common

to keep quiet,

Freddy tries his

best

and does really well for

estimation.

\Ve have given an instance or two of
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conduct on the part of mothers

that

effect upon the young

has a perverting

The subject
known

[Apia

of heredity was not un

in Pope's day, and he was cer

We could point to the conduct
of fathers, very respectable men as so
ciety goes, that is equally reprehensible.

tainly philosopher enough to consider

Of course

pertinency

minds.

bright, ambitious boy
looks up admiringly to his father, and
in his simple ignorance thinks papa's
the

vices of manner and habit great things,
and resolves to adopt them too when he
is big enough.

its bearing on human character,

Just

An

The close observer
number

who contributes

ure

portrait of

a

gentleman,

in scientiﬁc
of such

sorption

old saw, indeed, and of late seem

M

AND CRIME.

PHYSIOGNOHY

A French

observer in lines of anthro'

pology, M. Tarde,

the sketches from Lavater draws in one

mind,

as the twig is bent the tree‘s inclined."

ingly become unfashionable to quote.

of short clothes learns to smoke and to
drink, to play games for money, and to

tured

:

“ "I‘is education forms the common

So the boy not yet out

use language that suggests evil.

yet he

wrote, and we think with most truthful

has published a vol

ume lately, in which he gives the results

of

a

study of

criminal

He deduces one

physiognomy.

principle

that should

a reﬁned and cul
who employs his leis

be noted, viz.,

study, and in the ab

larity of form and feature is the chief

study

is

harsh

and

that ugliness or irregu

of the head and

physical characteristic

As it

unjust to his little children, carelessly
sowing germs of distrust and disrespect
in their innocent minds, that later a

face of the criminal.

favoring environment will nourish into

ver can obtain thus a clear view of the

dangerous

When

in all

European prisons

and face of offenders

head

of

effect

ﬂower.

is customary
to shave the

moral

an obser
fur

as

expression

young man has been detected
in some penal act, do his parents think
of the extent to which they may be re

nished by the contours of the cranium

sponsible for his offence‘?

imony.

a

On the con
“
trary, as a rule, they
wonder what
could have gotten into him to do such a
thing

1"

or they

attribute

his

“that club,” or “that young

fall to
man,

Jones, with whom he was

so intimate.’
They bestow little thought upon their
own inconsistencies, not to say abuses,

of treatment when he was a child. Per
haps they were too busy with their own
personal affairs to give him the care he
should have received and
made

to this,

if

reference be

they plaintively

protest

and of the features.

Prof. Garofalo of

Naples, is quoted as bearing similar test

He says: “The wicked expres

sion of the fac
common

a,

the evil mien which is by
called patibulary,

consent

is

It

is rare to

finda criminal with regular

features

very common

in prisons.

and gentle expression.
ness, ugliness that

Extreme ugli

is repulsive, is ex

tremely common among the women."
Other authors are quoted also by M.
Tarde whose views are much the
To

be sure the

same.

criminal of low origin,

little intellectual training and debauched
habits,

wherever

met, is an ugly,

arule;

that he would do as be pleased, and they

pulsive person

“couldn't help it."

seen men, and women

as

re

but we have

too,

whose per
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sonal

was attractive

appearance
but

handsome,

whose

even

character

Well

notoriously disreputable.

was
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BAD ENOUGH BUT MUCH THE LES
SEB EVIL.
We

dressed

lately in the papers

seen

have

and good looking knaves abound in city

some bitter denunciations of the Louis

society.

iana lottery company,

“ Sweet looking” women are

the managers of

which are seeking to obtain

a

renewal

known to detectives for their perversity
in shop-lifting and other practices of a

of their charter which will soon expire

darker complexion. We can not always

by

tell the rogue off hand by his face, but
shave his head and then we have a clue

scheme that

in the bare poll that guides to the truth

like those of any successful

Some excellent people are plain even

prived of it.

do not attract us at ﬁrst by

Interested

their faces, but let us have
contour and

the head

survey of

of

ﬁnd in its

no

a

we

markings of brain development,

the in

timations of faculty that impart excel
lence of character.

It

as

don't

sympathy

or

chartered

been a great

"trust" or

care to be

de

we are in the welfare

American

the

making

money

of course its managers,

and

success,

a

lottery has

“combination,’

of the organization.
to ugliness,

As

limitation.

people,

for

any

we

have

undertaking,

unchartered

erts a corrupting inﬂuence,

that

0X

or robs the

No argument is required

masses.

to

the

show the demoralizing effect of lotteries

have a

—for public sentiment in most of the

value in our estimation of character, it

States, North and South is against them,

eyes,

must

be admitted

nose, mouth

that while
chin

and

is the shape of the brain case that

has

more to do in determining opinion with
regard to character.

an

considered

Should we ask one

expert

lines of vice and mental
a face to

in

reading the

irregularity in

give us an estimate of

whose head had been carefully

a man

covered

and the growth of this sentiment

has

led to their gradual suppression.

But we feel

concerned

about

a

far

greater evil than the lottery, and when
we note the strong terms of censure with

which the religious and secular

press

attack the sale of chances for the draw

fortune from the hollow cylin

above the eyes, he would most probably

ing of

complain of the .method. and assign to
predications made under such circum

der, we wonder that

stances, much of the character of guess

the universal dram shop, the corrupting

ing.

effects of which on body and soul are

It

is to be noted that most

of the ob

servers who give dignity to the so-called

criminalistic

school

in

anthropology,

say comparatively little that
about the common

has value

features of the face,

but devote most of their analysis to the

form

and

vault,_and

structure of the

cranial

the, corresponding develop

ment of the brain.

a

seems forgotten.

in

every

way.

like many games of

owes its existence

chance,

evil

Of course we refer to

unspeakably unhappy
Then the lottery,

the greater

nance

for the most part,

shop.

Is

or mainte
to the dram

there not in the attitude

is shown in dealing with lotteries

that

much

of that spirit which was the subject of
quoted in the New

certain comments
Testament?

The reader will remember
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how certain people were said to “ strain
at a gnat and swallow a camel."

M

Our enterprising women who rise to
an understanding of the work and duty
demanded

by

the age,

are constantly

ﬁnding some fresh sphere for the exer
cise of their active heads and ready
We know of ayoung lady who

hands.

has lately found remunerative
employ
ment in replenishing and cleaning oil
lamps used in the homes of well-to-do
people. Three or four times a. week she

visits the houses of her patrons, and
performs this service for the household.

A

mean service by no means, when we
consider the elegance and elaborate con

struction of the modern parlor lamp. A
lady who owns such a lamp is loth to
intrust it for cleaning and reﬁlling to
the ordinary kitchen maid, and may
not feel herself altogether competent
to
perform the work perfectly, so that

the

a lady

proportions, giving here.

really com

fortable monthly return.

Here in New York there area few
women who are “ making a good thing"
of the work of

a collector,

and

there is

ample room we know for more operators

in that line.
invited by
to

pay

“escaped

The moral effect of being

a bright-eyed

bill

a

”

that

attention

young woman
has

somehow

is excellent

_upon

most men, and while the demand of the

typical male dunner would

be politely
or otherwise evaded, the good natured
and expectant lady dunner would be

irresistible,

f

especially with gentlemen of

comparatively youthful years.
I
The tailor, the shoemaker, the jeweler
as well as the grocer and the butcher,

would do well in engaging a neat, brisk
woman to look after tardy debtors, and
of course pay her the same commission

that is allowed the trousered collector.

if

full name and address plain
use a pseudonym or initials, write your
name and address also.

ALWAYS write your

If you

W1: on: N01‘ UNDERTAKI! TO RETURN UNAVAILABLI
contributions unless the necessary postage is pro.

vided by the writers. IN ALL cAsas, persons who
communicate with us through the post-0mm should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or
what in better, a prepaid envelope, with their ﬁtll
address.
Personal and private matters addressed
to the Editor in the professional capacity of a phy
atcian will also receive his early attention.

if

@[ur

an

tlorrespnndenta.

pounded,
a correspondent shall expect us to give
him the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

full

of

illenturial iguana.

QUESTIONS or "Grammar. Ix'mnns'r" ONLY WILL
be answered in this department.
But one question
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro

lv.

started

suggestion

friend, and it has grown to respectable

i

(lilur

.

intelligent and careful assistance for the

at the

This

accepted.

professional lamp cleaner
business

FOR WOMEN.

readily

is

purpose

[Apia

T.
open

M.——The columns of this magazine are
to all who are interested
in the sub

jects that come within its range.
Those
who have anything to say—no matter what
their sphere—with regard to the science of
mind study, anything of practical bearing
and which can be useful to others, are wel
coined by the editor. Nothing would please
a

A GOOD BUSINESS
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him more than to count among his chief
contributors one hundred men and women
with ears and eyes open to the phenomena
of mind and ready to note down whatever
is interesting and send it to the New York
oﬂice of the PHRENOLOGIOAL JOURNAL.
Your comparison of this magazine with a
trade paper is not fair, because nearly all
the subscribers to a trade paper like the
)[etal Worker, or the Boot and Shoe Weekly,
or Hatter’s Gazette, etc., are persons who
get their living in the trade such papers
represent, and are therefore actively inter
ested in the information given therein.
But an exceedingly small proportion of
the readers of the PHRRNOLOGIOAL are pro
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We do not re
posited in the skin tissue.
gard them as having any special psycholog
ical indication.
SALIVARY

Excaarron—J. R.--The trou

ble you experience may be due to your diet
containing too much of saline elements, or
substance that excites the glands to over se
cretion. Do you drink a great deal, espec
ially at night? Again the trouble may be
due to medical treatment that you have had
It would be impossible to ad
at some time.
vise you without a full examination. Some
times the organism is at fault in a constitu
tional way, and then the case is very
diﬁlcult to manage.

WHISKEY POISONINGL—G. A. M.—Your
experiments are in keeping with the obser
The healthy organism
vations of others.
unaccustomed to alcohol experiences
the
poisonous effects of the spirit, and is de
In your case the nerve centres
pressed.
very promptly respond to the toxic impres
sion of the agent, and are thrown out of
“ Nnnvo-Bluons ” ORGANIZATION—DIET.
balance,
losing control of the muscles.
are
You
certainly convinced by these ex
are
must
be
W. G.—One constituted as you
that it is the part of wisdom to let
periments
if
and
the
employment
actively employed,
affords a good degree of out-of-door life, it alcoholic liquor alone.
As for tobacco
the narcotic property
is well. Your food should have a large
a similarnervous condition, the same
effects
proportion of those elements that contribute
to the formation of brain and muscle—as loss of muscular control, with perhaps the
your activity causes a rapid consumption of additional effect of disturbing the digestion.
The ordinary ﬁne ﬂour Essentially the nicotine of tobacco is more
such elements.
bread. tea biscuit and griddle cakes do not poisonous than alcohol.
supply those elements in sufficient propor
tion; while whole-meal bread and biscuit
do ; so also do oat meal and barley meal.
Of course you can ﬁnd the requisites in
An active
lean mutton, beef, and game.
3Communications are invited on any topic of inter
out-of-door life requires a good supply of est ,' the writer‘! personal views and
facts from his
carbonaceous matter; just as the engine
upen'cnce bearing on our subjects being preferred
that is kept running needs a constant sup
Tun PHRENOLOGIOAL JOURNAL of New
And for your
ply of oil for lubrication.
York, grows with each number and is,
purposes this oil is found in the albuminous
foods, and in the vegetable juices. Olive without doubt, one of the most liberal and
oil, fresh cream, good butter lightly salted,
publications in this ﬁeld.—
progressive
In the Journal of Inebriely.
may be eaten with your bread.
I grains boiled and eaten with milk there is
Tms monthly, Tris PHRENOLOGICAL ons
usually sufficient carbon for the needs of NAL AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH, is well styled
most workers.
an “Illustrated
Magazine of Human Na

phrenologists, or even systematic
observers of character, the great majority
reading it much as'they would a literary
periodical, taking what they ﬁnd of good in
it and using it or not in their daily life with
out thought of personal remark that may
reach the editorial sanctuum.
fessional

5

are e2

e2-

‘ed

J

Moms—A. S.--'I‘hese unpleasant
skin
marks are due to local disturbances in the
nutritive supply of the skin by which an
excess of capillary tissue is accumulated in
certain places, and coloring matter is de

ture.” In its numerous departments
are
found articles on health, hygiene,
child
culture and science, which cannot fail to
instruct and be a beneﬁt to the reader.—
Printers Circular.
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PERSONAL.
Joann“ Hows, one of the survivors of the
famous charge of “the six hundred ” at Ba
aklava lives in Hartford Conn. Heis an
ornamental plasterer, and carries the marks
of the battle on his face and neck, which
were badly cut by pieces of shell. Although
Howe came to the United States twenty
ﬁve

years ago, he has

never become

a

full

American citizen.
Lmoom, the only son of Rob
United States Minister to Eng
land, dicd in London on the morning of
March 5, at the age of seventeen.
He was
a bright and manly boy, ﬁrst in studies and
first in sports, and always called "Jack"
by his family and friends. as an affectionate
His death was due to blood pois
saubriquet.
oning. the result of an unskillful operation
performed on a carbuncle by a French sur
geon at Versailles, where the lad was at
school, last October.
ABRAHAM

ert Lincoln,

Lavr Slmrsos ELI’lIlOK, a very well
known character in San Francisco, is eighty
four years old. He says of himself: “I was
born in Yorkshire, Eng, in 1805.
Twice
married; raised and educated two families,
good and dutiful children all. For ﬁfty
years I have not eaten ﬂesh 0r fowl, and
during many years have not tasted ﬁsh,
pastries or condiments of any kind, not even
salt.
Iﬁnd that good health pays, and try
to live in accordance with my ideas of the
laws of life. I take my food in its natural
state.
I choose a variety of fruits, olives,
nuts and occasionally a piece of graham
bread or a glass of milk, but not often.
I
do not drink while eating, and am careful
not to eat too much. and that very slowly,
and sit from half an hour to an hour at
table." One of his peculiarities is to go
about without a hat.

—-—Q.-o-.¢—
WISDOM.
“ Thou must be true thyself,
If thou the truth would teach."

Cnaanrnmass enables nature to recruit
its strength; whereas worry and discontent
debilitate, with their constant wear and tear.
No one can ask honestly or hopefully to

J 0 URNAL
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be delivered from temptation unless he has
himself honestly and ﬁrmly determined to
do the best he can to keep out of it.--Rua
kin.
“ Purasuua is very seldom found where

it is sought; our brightest blazes

of glad

ness are commonly kindled by unexpected

sparks.’ -—Jolmaon.
Tna better a woman is, the more she be
other women to be both good and
kind, aphenomenon not hitherto explained,
'
though frequently observed.
lieves

Tna little things which you may do for
about you will fall back upon your
heart as the summer dews fall upon the
vineyards. What if it is nothing but a
kind word to a school boy crying in the
street;
it dries his tears, and the grieved
heart grows light and glad again.
those

Our it short,—since life is ﬂeeting,
Barely time for nod or greeting,
Harp not much on any string,
Touch and go, and on the wing
Stay not long in one resort,
Cut it short.
Amaos'r all men believe that right shall
ultimately triumph, but why do they not
act up to their convictions? Because either
selfishness or thoughtlessness controls them.

—-——0+0——

MIRTH.
“ A little nonsense now and than
Is relished by the wisest men.‘

mint)—“Ah, now I know,
think you as good as gold."
He—“O, get out!“ She—"No; but you
are, really. You are pressed for money,
you know."
Sun (at the

Harry, why

1

PHYSIOLOGIBTS say that the oldera man
grows the smaller his brain becomes. This
explains why the old man knows nothing
and the young one knows everything.

Dooroa—Well,

my ﬁne little fellow, you

I

have got quite well again!
was sure that
the pills I left foryou would cure you. How

did you take them, in water or in cake?
Patient—Oh, I used them in my blow gun.
“ Pam,” said a
boy much given to read
have often seen the phrase, ‘all
ing,
right thinking people,’ in the papers. What

“I
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”

portant a subject as spinal concussion de
In this era of railways and of fre
mands.
in their operating, the
quent accidents
has
itself upon the attention
forced
subject
Mmma—“ I hear that you are going to
of
the
with
result of more or less
experts
Mamie—“The
enter
the lecture ﬁeld."
of
In fact, the literature
diversity
opinion.
idea!
I am engaged to be married. Minnie
—“Well, I knew it was something of the of spinal concussion has been increasing to
an unwieldy shape for the general student,
sort.
and Dr. Clevenger, after taking up the
Krronrm Bnoou—“Hair Brush will you
study of it and pursuing it for ﬁve years,
allow me to present my friend, Stove Pipe?"
has in this work arranged and reviewed all
Hair Brush—“No, thanks; he doesn‘t carry
that has been done by observers since the
himself straight enough to suit me." Stove
days of Erichsen and those who preceded
a thing that wears
Pipe (scornfully)—"For
him. It is not known to the majority of
bristles, you are very fastidious."
medical practitioners how extensive has been
Elixir.—Moses—Isaac,
RESULTS of the
the ﬁeld of controversy regarding the nature
mine son, go down to the glinic und ask de of the spinal disturbances incident to the
doctor for a dose of dot lamb elixir. It will disease, especially abroad.
Dr. Clevenger
goat noddings, und you will grow a ﬁne all
supplies an epitome of the views taken by
wool suit of clodings. Isaac—No, fadder,
leading surgeons, drawing from Erichsen,
it would ruin my gabacity for pisness.
Page Oppenheim, Erb, Westphal, Aber
Beeples would bull the wool over the eyes
crombie, Sir Astley Cooper, Boyer, Char
of your son. Moses (reﬂectively and aside)
cot, Leyden,
Rigler,
Spitzka, Putman,
—Dot poy vas smarter as his fadder.
Knapp, Dana, and other European and
American students of the subject.
The
small. but important,',work of Oppenheim,
of the Berlin University, is fully translated,
and constitutes a chapter of Dr. Clcvenger’s
book, and reference is made wherever dis
In this department we qiw short reviews of such
cussions occurredlin American medico-legal
N" Boots as publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these

kind of people are right-thinking people ?
“ They are the sort of people," said the
father, “ who think as we do.”

reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis~
factor-i111 and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such infonnation as shall enable them to form
on opinion of the desirability of any particular vob
ume/orpersonal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
We can usually
mental and physiological science.
supply any 0/’ those noticed.

A

SPINAL CONOUSBION: surgically considered
as a cause of Spinal Injury, and neurolog
ically restricted to a certain symptom
group, for which is suggested the desig
nation Ericsen‘s Disease, as one form of
the Traumatic Neuroses.
By S. V. Clev
enger, M. D., Consulting Physician in the
Reese and Alexian Hospitals, &c., author
of " Comparative Physiology and Psy
chology,“ etc., etc. 8V0, pp. 359. Price,
F. A. Davis, Publisher,
Cloth, 82.50.
Philadelphia and London.
Recognizing in this author a careful 0b
aerver, we are naturally disposed to give
his latest volume that attention that so im

societies.

The chapter'ititles are: I. Historical In
troduction; II. Erichsen on Spinal Concus
sion; III. Page on Injuries of the Spine
and Spinal Cord; IV. Recent Discussions
of Spinal Concussion; V. Oppenheim on
Traumatic Neuroses; VI. Illustrative Cases
from Original and all other Sources; VII.
Traumatic Insanity; VIII. The Spinal Col
umn; IX. Symptoms; X. Diagnosis; XI.
Pathology; XII. Treatment; XIII. Medico
legal Consideration.
A descrlption of the modern methods of
determining nerve lesions by electricity is
given, a discussion of the nature of hysteria,
in which the author takes new ground with
regard to the inﬂuence of the sympathetic
0! nervous diseases no other pre
system.
sents so wide and interesting a ﬁeld of ob
servation as this of “ railway spine."
Srnm'.
By Richard Saltcrs
Storrs, D. D., LL.D. An oration deliv
ered before the Congregational Club in
Tremont Temple. Boston, Dec. 18, 1889.

'I‘na PURITAN
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Published by the Congregational Sunday
School and Publishing Soc’y, Boston and
Chicago.
Who

worthy

more

to discuss a large

theme like this than the veteran preacher
of the Church of the Puritans, Brooklyn,
N. Y. It goes, therefore, mm dire that the
whole treatment of the Puritan character is
masterly, and the grand elements of that
“ an intense sense of the author
character.
ity of righteousness,” is most vividly set
forth. The publishers have done well to
put the address into such neat form in re
sponse to the demand for it that immediate
ly arose after its delivery. An excellent
portrait on steel forms the frontispiece, and
a picture of the Puritan statue by St. Gau
dens is inserted in the current of the vol
Price, 75 cents.
ume.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
Pnoossnrsos AT A Oonrnman'rmv Dnsnrm,
given to Dr. Joseph Parrish, of Burling
ton, N. J. By the American Association
for the Study and Cure of Inebriety with
a sketch of his life, by Paul R. Shipman,
etc., etc.

reprinted from the Jour
Inebri'ety, is a condensed review of
one of the most important enterprises in
modern science, the reformation of inebri
ates.
On its face a compliment most de
served to an eminent and gifted physician,
it sets forth a most interesting record of
systematic benevolence in behalf of alarge
class of unfortnnates. began but a few years
ago by a few thoughtful, zealous men.
This pamphlet,

Ml of

SKETOII or THE LATE Da. J. EDWARD TUB
mm, the founder of Inebriate Asylums.

By T. D. Crothers, M. D., of Hartford,
Conn.

A worthy tribute

to a pioneer philanthro
By a co-worker, and able physician.
An excellent portrait of Dr. Turner serves
for frontispiece.
pist.

TRANSACTIONS

Twaxrr-Fms-r

or

THE

TWENTXETH

AND

Maniacs or run Kassas

Aoamnuv

OF SCIENCE,

1887-88. with

the

Reports of the Secretary.
Contains several interesting papers, es eci
. S.
E.
ally relating to American botany.
Bailey, Secretary, State University, Law
rence, Kan.
ROTHERMAL—A story of Lost Identity. By
12mo., pp. 281,
Louis Reeves Harrison.
New York : American News Company.
or a Cosmos-Sass:
Wrrnon'r Danes.
Walter, M. D., Reading, Pa.

OITTLINES

TREATMENT

SYSTEM

By

or

Ro‘ix-rt

In this brief pamphlet the author sets
forth a scheme of treatment based lljﬁn
hygiene and physiology, which. so far as
the exposition goes, can not be said to differ
from that advocated
by other advanced
hygienic practitioners.

——§-.§_—

R. RIS, of

Kloten, Switzerland,

says The British Medical Jour
_nal, emphatically recommends pea-soup
for invalids, oonvalescents, and more
especially for patients suffering from
cancer of the stomach, or diabetes mel
litus. Take peas, water, and sufficient
amount of some vegetable suitable for
soup, and one-half per cent. of car
bonate of soda, and boil the whole until
the peas are completely disintegrated;
then let the soup stand until sedimenta
tion is complete, and decant the fairly
clear, thin ﬂuid above the deposit. The
product is stated to resemble a good meat
soup in its taste, to be at least equally
digestible, and at the same time to sur
pass the very best meat soup in nutritive
value. The latter statement may appear
surprising to those not ac uainted with
ut it is true
comparative food values,
that peas (as well as beans or lentils,
either of which may be used instead of
eas) contain a considerable portion of
e umen; that is, a vegetable albumen
w ich is easily soluble in a faintly alka
line water, is not coagulated by heat
(while ﬂesh albumen is—hence the small
nutritive vvalue of beef tea), is easily ab
sorbed, and equal to the albumen of eggs
in its nutritiousness.
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site of destruction the airy homes that
so frequently, in their insecurity, make
Better
the word advance a misnomer.
the heavy beams and rafters of our
‘forefathers, their low ceilings and deep
embrasures that protected life, than
many of the ﬂimsy structures that
menace it to-day. On some of these old

timers lichens have painted their pecu
green, and the light gains admission
panes,
through tiny diamond-shaped
that carry one to Padua, or some time
worn city in the green shires of Eng
A space be
land or bonny Scotland.
old coun
Oxmead,
the
is
the
city
yond
to
one of
name
which
gave
estate
try
country drives
in.
the handsomest
America. This drive, passing by villas,
farm houses. wooded dells and forests,
joins one which takes us to Lorillard’s,
where some of the famous kings of the

liar

turf have resided.
With all its modern

touches, Burling
ton, until within the last few years, was
In peram
accounted a ﬁnished city.
bulating her streets one would ﬁnd an

it,

King George’s troops marched before
they were whipped from the soil by our
All around this
sturdy progenitors.
spot we hear the old Dutch and Hessian
"an Kirk,
names, Van Rensselaer,

and
Vansciver, Wigan,
Schuyler,
others
names, some of which repre
sented the rank and ﬁle of men who
gave their blood in freedom’s cause, and
also names, which by grit and worth
have scaled the heights of fame.
In this historical atmosphere the name
of Joseph Parrish shines resplendent.
Although born in Philadelphia the 11th
of November. 1818, much of his ma
turer life has been spent in Burlington,
and the associations
of his boyhood
cluster about the old Oxmead estate, the
in Burling
home of his ancestors. It
ton, too, that he now rests on his oars.
In this age, when everything has a ten
dency to resolve itself into science, or,
at least, be viewed from that standpoint,
may not be irrelevant to mention, en
passant, the grandfather of Dr. Parrish,
for nothing else to illustrate the law
is

style is represented among them.
But walk with me in some of the an
tiquated parts where the iconoclast of
advance has not despoiled the old, and
with trowel and hammer built on the

if

it boasts some of the latest inventions
of progress. A railroad threads its prin
pal thoroughfare, and electricity has
succeeded the dimmer age of gas in il
luminating its highways. Crafts of
many kinds dot the blue river on whose
banks it rests queen of all, at least by
right of age. Yet it contains an indi
viduality wholly its own. and in some
respects resembles a city of mediaeval
mould set down in the midst of the
We might
bustle of the New World.
Fronting
of
the
it
a
ages.
call
meeting
the water are houses, constructed in all
the fashions of modern architecture,
albeit the Renaissance in Queen Anne

absence of that haste and worry gener
ally depicted on the faces of America’s
A Rip‘Van-Winkleism, if I
citizens.
hovered over all. The
may so express
ladies and gentlemen sauntered non
chalantly, as
they had stepped out of
the year 1590, instead of breathing in
this dashing, surprising nineteenth cen
tury. \Vithin the past few years, how
ever, the lethargy has been broken, and
a spirit of enterprise awakened.
New
houses, and whole blocks and streets of
houses have sprung up, and trade re
ceived afresh impetus. Scattered among
the new are still a few old landmarks,
noteworthy among which are J. Fenni
more Cooper's birthplace, and coming
down the years to our own times, stands
the home that sheltered General Grant’s
family during our great conﬂict. The
railroad, which leaves Burlington on its
way to Philadelphia, runs for some dis
tance parallel to the road once known
as the King's highway, and over which

;

AT one of the broadest parts of our
noble Dela ware sits the quaint old city
of Burlington. Like all American cities

[May
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could hold the interest and close atten
tion of his congregation for much more
than half an hour. His sermons and
prayers were alike short, but his acts of
philanthropy and kindness were un
He had an evening school in
ceasing.
winter for his farm boys and hired
people, as well as for such of his bound
He was
people who might be there.

l

heredity, showing how closely the
son has followed in the footsteps of his
honored isire. John Cox, the founder
of Oxmead, an estate, which in its most
ﬂourishing days numbered eight hun
dred acres, and was kept on the scale of
was the
English country mansions,
maternal grandfather of Dr. Parrish,
and a Quaker of the old-fashioned or

ll

of
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HOUSE IN WHICH

thodox
presence,

type.

J.

FENSIMQRE

He was a man of ﬁne

full of suavity,

a

is

and that famed
hospitality, which, sad to say,
becom
ing, amid the complexity of the domes
tic problems agitating the world of to
(lay, a rare virtue. He was a minister
of the Society of Friends, and frequently
said he did not know
preacher who

COOPER WAS BORN.

fond of children and often look part in
tFéi? games, and not only assisted in
unraveling their riddles and conun—
drums, but originated many for'their
amusement.
So deep was his attach—
ment for the little ones that in the last
hours of his life, in his 93rd year, he

unconsciously indulged

in rehearsing
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their conversations and entertainments.
The following furnishes an example of
his quaint and kindly way of admonish
ing.

One

summer

afternoon

he was

sitting quietly on his piazza, while in
front of him on the lawn were some
boys playing, among whom was his lit—
tle grandson Joseph Parrish. Some
thing occurring which aroused the in
dignation of the youthful Joseph, he
proceeded to administer condign pun
ishment to the offending playmate in

[May

historical value bearing on the death
John Randolph of Roanoke, in
which Dr. Parrish the elder played a
conspicuous part. The paper has been
kindly furnished me by the present Dr.
Parrish.
“From the Deposition of Dr. Joseph
Parrish in John Randolph's case.
“The morning of the day that John
Randolph died I received an early and
urgent message to visit him. Several
persons were in the room, but left it,
scene of

'i
ii.""imllllliiu"!“:j'iI"
Mill]
| llllllllii

HOUEI

IN WHICH GENERAL OIANT'B

the shape of a hearty kick, whereupon
his grandfather, who from his coigne of
vantage witnessed the assault, called
him to the piazza and said: “Joseph,
saw thee kick one of thy playfellows,

I

but it was not properly done; next time
thee has occasion to kick anybody thee
must do it with both thy feet at once."
Before leaving the ancestry of my
subject I can not forbear giving to the
public some statements from a paper of

FAIILY LIVED.

except his servant John, who appeared
affected at the situation of his dying
master.
remarked to John that I had
seen his master very low several times
before and he had revived, and perhaps
he would again; the patient directly
said, ‘John knows better than that.’

I

The interview of the morning was par
ticularly impressive.
I had not been
long with him before he looked at me
with great intensity and said in a very

1890.]
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earnest and distinct voice: ‘I conﬁrm
every disposition in my will, especially
that respecting my slaves, whom I have
manumitted and for whom I have made
provision.’ This declaration to me was
altogether unexpected;
it involved a
subject which in our previous interviews

205

continue with the party and never lose
sight of him until he is gone or dead.
You are a good witness for John. You
see the propriety and importance
of
your remaining with me. Your patients
must make allowance for the force 0f
your situation.’ I saw and I felt the
had never been touched.
It was one I force of the appeal.
“The interest of the scene increased
should not have introduced. I assured
I was now locked in
him that I was rejoiced to hear such a every moment.
declaration from him 3 he appeared the chamber with a dying statesman of
anxious to impress it on my mind. Soon no common order, one whose command
after this I proposed to go for a short ing talents,‘ elevated political station,
combined with great eccentricity of char
time, to attend an urgent message re
ceived just before I left home, assuring acter, had spread his fame not only
through his native land, but over Eu
my patient that I would return as speed
ily as possible. He positively objected rope. He then said, ‘ John told me this
to my leaving him. ‘ You must not go, morning, “Master, you are dying; " ’ I
you can not, you shall not leave me.’ made no attempt to conceal my views;
He called to his servant John to take on the contrary I assured him I would
care that the Doctor did not leave the speak to him with entire candor on the
room, and John accordingly locked the occasion, and told him it had been rath
door, and soon reported: ‘Master, I er a subject of surprise that he had con
have locked the door and put the key in tinued so long.
He now made his
my pocket; the Doctor can’t go now.’ preparations to die. Between him and
My proposal to leave him for a short his faithful servant there appeared to be
time, even on a promise of return, evi
He directed
a complete understanding.
dently irritated him for a moment.
John to bring him his father‘s breast
“It may show the situation of his button, which was immediately pro
mind when I state that in the moment duced.
He then directed him to place
of excitement to which I referred he it in the bosom of his shirt. It was an
‘
said, If you do go you need not return.’ old fashioned large sized gold stud. John
I appealed to him as to the propriety of placed it in the button-hole of the shirt
such an order, inasmuch as I was only bosom, but to ﬁx it completely required
desirous of discharging my duty toward a hole on the opposite side, when this
another patient who might stand in need was announced to his master, he quickly
of assistance.
His manner instantly said, ‘ Get a knife and cut one.’
“ I handed my penknife to John, who
changed and he said, ‘ I retract that ex
I told him I thought I un cut the hole and fixed the valued relic to
pression.’
the satisfaction of the dying patient.
derstood him distinctly on the subject
A
he had communicated,
napkin was also called for and was
and I presumed
the will would explain itself fully. He placed by John upon the breast of the
For a short time he lay per
replied in his peculiar way: ‘No, you patient.
don’t understand, I know you don’t. fectly quiet, his eyes were closed and I
Our laws are extremely particular on concluded he was disposed to sleep. He
the subject of slaves ; a will may manu
suddenly roused from this state with the
‘
mit them, but provision for their subse
Remorse,
word,
remorse.’
It was
twice repeated; at the last time at the
quent support requires that a declaration
be made in the presence of a white wit
Evidently with great
top of his voice.
ness, and it is requisite that the witness
agitation he cried out, ‘Let me see the
No reply followed, having
word.’
after hearing the declaration
should
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learned enough of the character of my
did not
patient to ascertain that when
know exactly what to say it was best to
say nothing. He then exclaimed, ‘Get
a dictionary, let me see the wordl’
cast my eyes around me and told him
believed there was none in the room.
‘
Write it down then ; let me see the

;

be

I

an upright mind, and give a coloring to
words and facts which to others diﬂ’er
ently educated might be viewed in
another light.
“ Under these views
introduced the
subject of calling in some additional
witnesses, and suggested sending down
stairs for Edmund Badger, whose atten
tions were very great to him. He re

‘

I

‘I

I

have obtained pardon.‘
hope
‘
then said, Now let John take your
pencil and draw a line under the word,7
which was accordingly done.
“ inquired what was to be done with

it

is

a

I

it

I

it

a

period was
serious and embarassing, locked in the
chamber of a patient and solemnly called
witness, conﬁrming a will
upon as
already made for the liberation and sup
port of his slaves when the only human
ear that heard these declarations except
myself and the testator was one of the
very slaves included in the bequest;

some circumstances that had come to my
had reason to believe that
knowledge
Captain James ‘Vest was a favorite with
the patient.
Before the door was un
locked he pointed to a bureau and re
should take from
quested that
remuneration for my services. To this
promptly objected, informing him that
should feel as though
were acting
indelicately to comply. He then waived
the subject by saying in England
is
always customary.
“The witnesses were now sent for and

I I

hope beyond the grave.
“ My situation,‘ at this

‘

I
a

it,

the card; he replied, ‘Put it in your
and when
pocket and take care of
am dead look at it.‘ This was an im
pressive scene, all the plans of ambition,
the honors, the wealth of this world had
He
vanished as bubbles on the water.
knew and he felt that his very moments
were few and even they were numbered.
It aﬁ'orded his physician an opportunity
without being intrusive of offering to
and
Him-'a lfew,v serious observations.
pointing the! expiring statesman to

until his death, but with his concurrence
would send for two young physicians
who should remain and never lose sight
of him until he was dead, and to whom
he could make the declaration.
My son,
Dr. Isaac Parish, and my friend and late
pupil, Dr. Frances West, were proposed
to him.
He quickly asked, ‘Captain
West of the Packet?’ On receiving an
affirmative reply he said, Send for him,
he
the man—I’ll have him.’ From

I

I

it

I

plied:
have already communicated
that to him.’
stated
was my inten
tion to be with him as steadily as possible

I

I

especially

was found he
Religious So

the testimony the force of early impres
sions and the bias of education might be
supposed to imperceptibly inﬂuence even

Remorse I You
period—he
repeated,
idea
it
can form no
you
is,
what
have no
it
has
contributed
whatever;
of
it
idea
to bring me to my present situation, but
have looked to the Lord Jesus Christ

He

unknown,

added to this
member of the

ciety of Friends, who had long since
washed their hands from the stain of
slavery, and whose sentiments on that
saw
subject were universally known.
that under a. charitable construction of

word.’ I picked up one of his cards
from the table, ‘ Randolph of Roanoke,’
and inquired whether I should write on
‘
Yes, nothing more proper.’ Then
that.
He
with my pencil I wrote ‘remorse.’
took the card in his hand in a hurried
manner and fastened his eye on it with
‘
Write it on the back l’
great intensity,
I did so and handed it to
he exclaimed.
him again.
“ He was excessively agitated at this

I

personally

when
was

it

I
I

and

[May.

required no unusual foresight to antici
pate the construction which might be
put upon such testimony
perhaps in a
distant court where the witness might

I

a
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soon

arrived.

The dying

SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
was

man

propped up in bed with pillows, nearly
erect. Those only who know his form
and singular physioguomy can form an
idea of his appearance at this moment.
Being extremely sensitive to cold, he had
a blanket over his head and shoulders,
and he directed John to place his hat on
over the blanket.
The hat bore evident
marks of age and was probably the one
exposed to the peltings of the storm
during the discomforts on the day of his

arrival.

"With

a countenance full of sorrow,
stood close to the bedside of his
dying master. The four witnesses, viz.:

John

Edmund Badger, Dr. Francis West, my
son, Dr. Isaac Parrish, and myself were
placed in a semi circle in full view. It
was evidently an awfully interesting
moment to the patient.
He rallied all
the expiring enei gies of mind and body
to this last effort; his whole soul seemed
concentrated in the act; his eyes ﬂashed
feeling and intelligence. Pointing to
ward us with his long index ﬁnger, he
thus addressed us:
conﬁrm all the

I

my
directions in my will respecting
slaves, and direct them to be enforced
particularly in regard to a provision for
their support ;’ and then raising his
arm as high as he could, he brought it
down with his open hand on the shoul

der of his favorite John, adding these
words,
At
‘especially for this man.’
the close of this exhausting effort
re
marked to my fellow witnesses that my
patient a short time before informed me,
in private, that according to the laws of
Virginia a will might manumit slaves,
yet in order for their subsequent sup

I

port it was necessary that a declaration
should be made in the presence of one
or more white witnesses, who after re
ceiving it from the party should remain
and never lose sight of him until he was
dead.
then appealed to the dying man
to know whether
had stated it cor
rectly: he replied, ‘ Yes,‘ and grace
fully waving his hand as a token of our
‘
dismission, he said, The young gentle

I

I

men
leave

will

with me.’
remain
with an assurance that
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I

I

took

would

return as speedily as possible and remain
with him.
“After an absence of perhaps an hour
or more, and about ﬁfty minutes before
his decease, I returned to his sick room
—-but now the scene was changed; his
keen, penetrating eye had lost its ex
pression ; his powerful mind had given
way, and he appeared totally incapable

of giving any correct directions relative
to his worldly concerns. To record what
took place may not be required, further
than to say that almost to the last mo
ment some of his eccentricities could be
seen lingering about him.
“ He had entered within the dark val
ley of the shadow of death, and what
was passing in his chamber was like the
distant voice of words which fell with
confusion on the ear: the further this
master—spirit receded from human view,
the sounds became less distinct, until
they were ﬁnally lost in the deep recesses
of the valley, and all that was mortal of
Randolph of Roanoke was hushed in
death.

“

In conclusion perhaps it may be
proper for me clearly and distinctly to
state that at the time he made the declar
ation in my presence relative to his will
he was capable of correctly discrimina
ting between thing and thing, and he
also possessed tenacity of memory; hence
give it as my decided belief that he was
of sound, disposing mind and memory.
Early on the afternoon of the day on
which John Randolph died it was con
cluded by the four witnesses to commit
to writing the declaration which he had
made according to their understanding
of them.
This did in a room contigu
ous to the one wherein he died, and
where his corpse was then lying, and
the original paper is now in my pos

I

I

session.

'

“The paper hereto annexed, marked
and subscribed with my name, is a copy
of the same.
JOSEPH PARRISH."
(Signed)
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Dr. Joseph Parrish, the second bearer
of that illustrious name, has had a
checkered career and one of interest in
Early in
both public and private life.
his

professional

career

he started

the

New Jersey Medical Reporter, and
while editing it attended also to his
We ﬁnd him in the ﬂower of
practice.
manhood at Rome, the once proud mis
tress of the world, interviewing princes
of the church, and reaching with suc
cess the Papal Throne itself in his im—
petuous desire to reform abuses which
he found so startling in the asylums and
Again he is on
hospitals of that city.
his native soil, amid the smoke and car
nage of battle, having during the Rebel
lion entered the Sanitary Commission,
and although by education and religion
he morally condemned war, ﬁlled with
pity for the wounded and dying, he
thrust aside all personal feeling of ob—
jection and was found among the suf—
fering humanity that ﬁlled the camps
and bloody ﬁelds, as he had been about
the peaceful couches of the rich and
poor.
So great was the trust of our own

Government in Dr. Parrish, that later
he was appointed by President Grant
to negotiate a treaty with the hostile
Indians in the territory north of Texas.
He, however, was obliged to decline on
account of the illness of his wife, but his
brother, Edward Parrish, undertook the
commission, and after successfully set—
tling the difficulties of the Red Men, died

in their

midst.

Subsequently

these war—

like tribes sent a delegation of their
Chiefs to Washington, and after confer
ring with the Great Father there they
paid a visit of respect to Dr. Parrish,
during which by means of pantomime
they gave him a description of his broth
So vivid and touching was
er‘s death.
the portrayal of these poor, rude children
of the forest, that nothing was wanting
to convey the full details of the sad
death of their pale-faced friend. The
tribes of the Kiowas, Comanches, Arra
pahoes, Caddoes. Delawares, and others,
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were represented by their Chiefs, upon
whom Dr. Parrish bestowed a kind hos
pitality, feasting them not only on
viands for the grosser man, but reaching
their higher emotions through music.
He also delivered a speech which for
simplicity and clearness may take rank
with those delivered by his kinsman
William Penn, when under the spread
ing woods which once covered the place
where his city now stands, he made his
amicable treaties with the Red Skins,
and taught mankind that peace is better
than war.
The fame of Dr. Parrish spreading
abroad, he was summoned to appear be
fore the English Parliament, and the
testimony there taken in regard to ine
briety as a disease, was published by the
British government.
Some years sub
sequently he was again sent as a dele
gate from the American Association for
the Study and Cure of Inebriety to the

International and Colonial Congress
held in Westminster Hall, London.
Among the ﬁrst to organize sanitariums
for the cure of inebriety, he has lived to
see them multiply at home and abroad.
Fifty houses, public and private, have
been established in America alone, and
so valuable was his testimony in London
that it led to the enactment of laws by
Parliament for the establishment of re
treats throughout Great Britain.
If inebriety is a symptom of disease,
will not
prison bars and strait-jackets
cure it. True, by such discipline it may
be temporarily lessened or removed, but
when occasion offers, .it will return in
aggravated form. He condemned these
severe methods with all the vehemence
of his nature, and protested against their
The inebriate members of
illegality.
the community he insisted must be cared
for in retreats as diseased brothers, and
restored as valuable citizens. In the ad
vocacy of this theory it was inevitable
that he should come into collision with

Nothing daunted, with the
opponents.
energy of a strong nature he pursued
the path marked out for himself.
From
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the make of his mind, as well as his
moral seriousness, he had a true sense
of the eternal ﬁtness of things, and he
saw if there is any approach to a hap
pier life the advance must be made on
the lines already indicated.
Dr. Parrish does not treat the subject
of inebriety entirely from an ethical
point, but believing it to be a physical
malady, as such is to be attacked from
the physician's standpoint; moral re
sponsibility must be considered, but
holds a secondary rather than a primary
Under this con
place in the treatment.
viction prohibitory laws do not prohibit,
nor do acts of state legislatures or Con
gress extinguish disease, or for that mat
ter make humanity moral. No ! legisla
tion alone can not suppress inebriety;
it is for benevolent persons, or voluntary
organizations, or individual men and
women who feel their kinship to the
unfortunate, to undertake the work for
which the state is inadequate.
It is the
function of the state to accomplish by
legislation the general elevation of hu
man life and the improvement of the
material condition of the people, but to
minister to a body diseased it can not,
save by indirect methods, such as char
tering retreats in which these subjects
may obtain proper care and attention.
Necessarily restoration depends much
upon their own efforts, the remedy being
rather than objective, and
subjective
does not therefore come within the do
main of penal law, which exists for the
punishment of evil-doers and the pro
tection of man’s rights, not for the cure
of nervous maladies. Nor can law alone
raise the standard of existence.
Part of
its duty is to discriminate between crimes,
and minister accordingly.
By treating
inebriety as adisease, and not as a crime
the subjects thereof are encouraged to
healthy eﬂ’ort, and manhood is strength,
ened and reinstated.
Prohibition is a
scheme of reform, it is claimed by Dr.
Parrish and those like him. To beof
real value it should strike at the root of
the evil, and this can best be attained by
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reaching the ethical nature of man. In
the majority of cases moral suasion is
in its results than
more satisfactory
force, and to reach dipsomania there is,
so far as we now know, but one method—
attack it as a physical disease—a morbid
condition of the nerves through heredity
transmission, or other abnormal neuro—
logical causes, in which the will is in
volved to such an extent as prevents
free action.

The scope of this paper does not admit
of debating the matter fully here ; suﬁice
it for the present to say that Dr. Parrish
has taken a step which is of vast import
ance in solving one of the most moment
He may be
ous problems in sociology.
called the father of the American Asso
sociation for the Study and Cure of
Inebriety. To his faculty of organiza
tion the society owes much of its success,
and what at ﬁrst appeared an untenable

theory became an actual realization, and
it now stands upon a firm basis. The
work indeed has been steadily widening
and deepening until most obstacles which
impeded its progress have disappeared.
Dr. Parrish has marked gifts of many
kinds, a largeness of intellect in hand
ling the subject he discusses, a masculine
sagacity, and not only that “touch of
nature” that makes the world akin, his
active benevolence has been the result

in part of his organization, and in part
the manners
of that remarkable
spiritual society in which he was born.
His place in the medical life of his
country is unique. It is not merely as
an eminent physician, neurologist and
writer that his name will live, but as a
philanthropist. As a writer he possesses
versatility. In his simple exposition of
the subject of inebriety he is always
felicitous, and whether as editor, lecturer
or writer he invariably arrests and holds
the attention.
As editor, he created the
New Jersey Medical Reporter, which
later on merging into the Philadelphia
Medical and Surgical Reporter, has
lived half a century. He also edited
The Probe and Medical Mirror.
I
of
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can not perhaps better illustrate his man
ner of speech than by quoting from an
address he delivered on education.
He
said: “Money spent in education is
money invested ‘with the most reliable
security,

and yields

the most

tangible

interest; money spent in philanthropic
effort is money invested with security
equally valid, and a return of per cent
Look
age that can not be counted.
abroad for a few moments upon the
claimants who are asking for protection
in our midst. There are hundreds of
thousands of bright children asking the
State for money to build school-houses
Her ear is open, her
and pay teachers.
great heart throbs; for a. moment her
generous hand trembles, and then is
opened ; for her children have cried, and
she can not turn from the cry of her
children.
School-houses are built;
teachers are paid. The people are edu
cated, and she gets back in the shape of

mind, and the product of minds in the
shape of morals, and the fruits of mor
ality, ten fold more than she gave.
Look again. There are her speechless
children, mute and deaf. They stand

in

silent, touching dignity, and look at
the great purse of the commonwealth,
while their hearts throb in earnest
appeal for houses and teachers to give
what is needed for this class of inﬁrmity,
and while they stand, and look, and
yearn the treasure is given, and the
good mother of these unfortunates takes
back from them abundant rewards that
are more valuable than the gold she
gave; and she is all the better and
nobler for her giving.
Dr. Parrish's wiitings embrace a wide
ﬁeld, and have attracted attention at
home and abroad ; among them may be
mentioned
ance

“Philosophy

;” “ Classiﬁcation

of Intemper

and Treatment
“Intemperance as a

Inebriates;”
“Opium Intoxicatiom” “The
Pathology of Intoxication; ” “ Alcoholic
Inebriety; ” besides numerous br. chures
and lectures delivered on important oc
But he has not written merely
casions.

of

Disease;”

[May

in the silence of his study, he has, as we
have seen, created activities that shall
go on when his generation and succeed
ing ones are mouldering in the dust.
i of medium
The teacher-physician
height, inclined to stoutness, and al
though his three-score years and ten
have been reached, he has all the spirit
and playfulness of a boy. With a dark,
twinkling now and
eye,
penetrating
again with merriment, and a ﬂowing
white heard, this combination of youth
and age is very attractive, Simple in
of
tastes and habits he has something
reticence akin to reserve, but this latter
is in reality the outcome of a native
modesty which, as is always the case in
true merit, knows not its own high
worth. Withal he is one of the most
independent of men, contented that right
prevail, though the heavens fall. Pos‘
sessing abundant humor, with which
there is a perfect blending of pathos and
imagination, he can draw with admira
ble verve upon a store of anecdotes and
reminiscences ranging from grave to
gay.

In assisting the down-trodden, the
inebriate, the idiot, the weak of our
race, the dominating desire of his life is
realized, crowning his years with that
halo of benevolence, which quality stood
Abou Ben Adhem in such good stead.

Its evening is passing tranquilly, sur
rounded by those who revere and love
Alasl those “nearer and dearer
him.
still," the beloved wife and children,
await him in that mysterious hereafter;
but there are still left to brighten his
days a little grandaughter, his sisters,
Upon one of the
nieces and nephews.
latter, Dr. Wm. Parrish, has fallen his
His youngest brother, Mr.
mantle.
Samuel Parrish, lives near him, and is
known in private circles as a Shake
I should not omit to
spearian scholar.
mention, as belonging to the family en
vironment, Col. Robert A. Parrish, a
favorite cousin of the doctor's, and one
of the most accomplished minds of our
He is also an elegant and delight
time.
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his published account of a
famous case against the French Gov
originated and prosecuted
ernment,
the
Second empire, being as fas
under

ful writer,
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Thus surround
as a romance.
we leave Dr. Parrish reaping in
peace the good seed he has sown.
ALICE D. SHIPMAN.

cinating
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STUDIES

FROM

anatomists say there are thirty
six pairs and two single muscles in
the face alone,and in the entire body more
than ﬁve hundred. All eminent actors,
singers, musicians, and sculptors are

OME

largely endowed with

a ﬁne

quality of

LAVATEIL—B.

conceptions, in natural science,
Dr.
and the ﬁne arts.
mechanism,

“bold

Johnson, Burns, Franklin,Shakspeare
were all physically strong.”
The osseous or bony form gives ﬁrm
Men
ness and tangibility of character.

THE XUSCULAR TYPE

muscle.
“These professions require
a perfect control of the muscular sense.
These faces show the muscular system
pro-eminent in their organisms with a
suitable brain system added. Great au
thors who are at the same time strong
in muscular proportions will have

with this form are often, though not
always tall, but they have large bones
in proportion to other parts of the
They often have sallow or dark
body.
long limbs and ﬁngers,
complexions,
square shoulders, prominent nose, high
cheek bones, hollow cheeks and temples,
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and straight hair. The predominance
the lower part of the forehead pro
jecting over and beyond, the eyes, the
prominent chin, and often height, indi
cate
the
bone
build.
prevailing
“Wrists, knuckles, nose, cheeks, and
foreheads stand out plainly as if to say
here I am, you can depend upon me in
case of emergency.
In all the portraits
of Lincoln the bones jut out all over
his face, and his honesty has marked
the [pages ‘of history as it did his fea

of

BONY FORI—
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the development of this bony structure.
“The very constituents of bone, lime,
phosphate, magnesia, soda, etc., give
stability, integrity, and ﬁrmness to the

organization

in

which

they

largely

abound.”

Where the square-boned form pres
dominates, the man acts on the square
and goes straight and clear at his object.
“Built upon straight principles, the
bones forming right angles to each
other, the character accords with its up—

Id" "1! TIMPERAIENT.

Wel
tures with indistructible glory.
more
bone
than
lington was made of
and
a
crown
of
other
material,
.any
honor encircles his name. The horse
and the ox, most useful servants to man,
have large bones. The camel carrying
human beings so safely through path
less deserts is an animal of large
bones.” Large bones areas much an evi
dence of trustworthiness in men as in
animals. Sunlight and exercise tend to

right and downright architectural for—
mation." The most conscientious men
have this square, bony structure. ‘Ve see
it plainly in the face of William Tyn
dale, a translator of the Bible and a mar
tyr for the same. These bone structured
men may be awkward, ungraceful, or
slow, yet they are unselﬁsh, enduring,
loyal, peace-loving, yet full of moral
courage. How often we see a man great
in his towerningness and towering in
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“like a tall pine among the external adapts itself to the indi
oaks," with large bone form, and large
viduality of the internal.
When the
brain form. Lincoln, Lafayette, and soul is in motion it shines through the
Holman are all noble examples of these body as the moon through the ghosts of
bony structured men.
Ossian.‘ From East to West envy every
The brain and nerve form is the most where looks like envy, and patience
important of all. To the rest it sustains like patience, so every other passion is
the relation of master. Herbert Spenser
everywhere expressed by the same signs.
is a ﬁne example of this brain form of Joy and pain have each their peculiar
face shown in the breadth, fulness, and expression, acting upon peculiar mus
This brain and cles and nerves, till the oft-repeated
height of the forehead.
nerve form requires food suited for its passion plows deeper furrows in the
face, ” and adds Lavater, “If joy and
healthy and nervous action, suitable
grief have each their peculiar expres
recreation
after hard work, and suf
ﬁcient and refreshing sleep. The brain sions, so will the state of rest, the medi
is the seat of sensation,
and by its um between joy and grief, have its pe—
Had man for cen—
culiar expression.
“beautiful, diversiﬁed system of nerves,
related to all parts of the body, what
ever organ is damaged the brain suﬂ'ers
with it. An appropriate education and
living may so modify the relative de—
velopments of all these forms so as to
bring them all into that harmonious
proportion, the condition of the highest
mental and physical health.” With all
this classiﬁcation of forms there is still
left a degree of individuality.
Says
Lavater, “ We are assured that the ac
tivity of nature wholly changes the
body within a year, yet are we sensible
of no change of mind, although our

his greatness,

body has been subjected to the greatest
changes of meat, drink, and other acci
dents, difference of air and manner of
life does not change the temperament.

The foundation of character lies deeper,
and it is, in a certain measure, inde
It is probably
pendent of all accidents.
the spiritual and immortal texture into
which all that is visible, corruptible,
and transitory is interwoven. The statu
ary may carve a block of wood into
whatever form he pleases, may make it
an Eros or an Antinous, but he will
never change the inherent nature of the
wood." Says Mr. Sturtz, a celebrated
savant, extensively quoted and admired
by Lavater, “The outline of the soul
forms itself in the arching of its veil
and its motion in the folds of its gar
Each arching, each sinuosity of
ment.

BRAIN FORI—KENTAL TEIPERAIKNT

turies past examined the human form,
and arrayed
studied and compared
features,
characteristic
expressions,
lines, and inﬂections, and proportions,
the alphabet
of the race of man
might now be complete, we might only
open it to ﬁnd the interpretation of any
countenance.
We may yet obtain a
'
physiognomical language. so rich‘ and
complete that an accurate description of
the mind shall give an outline of the
body.” We need only to devote a single
day to comparing and examining a col
lection of characters either in nature or
in well painted portraits to ﬁnd the
clearly revealed lines of understanding,
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the marks of poetical genius, or the
curves of Wit. Place side by side the
pictures of the greatest musicians and
see the striking resemblances in the lines
and curves of the mouth and ear. See
the high degree of harmony in the faces
of Jenny Lind, Parepa Rosa, and
Lucca, and other best singers of the
I have shown the photographs of
age.
friends of mine, utterly unknown to
him, to one of the best physiognomists
in New York, and he has given a strik
ing description of their temperament,
and physical and mental peculiarities.
FACES AND FOREHEADS.

As through the mists the sun bursts
forth, bathing with golden tide the
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and the raging wind. The home-com
ing and departing of our dearest faces
are inseparably associated with sunrise
or sunset, nightly gloom or noonday
glow. More than ﬁre, or lamp, or crys
the
tal, than all art or all adornment,
most palatial home needs the noble, ten
der human face, to smile upon its weari
ness, to look out of the windows for our
The face hallows and conse
coming.
crates all. At the door of every fortu
nate life has shone some loving face.
In the long procession of faces in the
crowded street, some challenge and
charm us; some are lowering or bright
ening, others sensitive, stupid, deﬁcient,
cold,
harsh,
cruel, repellant.
Most
we pass and forget, but like the blue
violets in the open windows, whose
sweet breath goes with us as we pass
them, so the sympathetic sweetness of
some faces seems to follow us and abide

with us. In church, on Sabbath morn
ing, how the faces here and there, like
lights along a shore, rest and refresh.
“Lit up with the glow of sainthood,
shining with the love and worship of the
Highest, a heavenly nobility, they are in
regal contrast to other heartless or earth
bound thoughtless faces. One I see with

HABHONIOUS FACE.

dreariest

landscape,

so

the innermost

soul ﬂashes forth its rising or regnant
light, irradiating and ennobling the
plainest features. So we see the twilight
of hope, the dawn of faith, the light
ning of purpose, the blaze of enthusiasm,
or the glare of passion. This smiling,
sorrowing human face arrests and at
tracts us more than than all earth's va
rying skies or shores. Nature is cheer
less and lonely till the human face
‘shines or smiles upon it.

It is because poet, painter, and sculp
tor, and all the world beside, have given
to sky and sun and wind and wave the
expressions of human feeling that they
are so friendly and beautiful to us. Mir
rors of our own face are the smiling
sun, the weeping sky, the restless sea,

the plainest of bonnets and quaintest of
shawls, but the star of Heaven’s Legion
of Honor gleams on her breast, and if
ever ascending soul climbs the “ delecta
ble mountains,” hers will, and
know

I

it only by her face. In the shaded, si
lent chapel of our souls these sublime
faces all the week are with us looking
choirward still.
Street faces, and church faces, and
home faces. \Ve gather brightness or
darkness or dullness from all.
The at
mosphere of our soul is chillingor glow
ing very much according to the faces
nearest us. Some faces seem to freeze
us. After being with these we are dis
contented with ourselves and every one

we wish some good soul would
come in and clear and cheer the air.
“A sublime face,” says Lavater, “can
neither be painted nor described, that by
else,
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which it is distinguished from all others
It not only moves, it
can only be felt.
exalts the spectator.
\Ve must at once
feel ourselves greater or less in its pres
ence than in the presence of all others.”
“ Nourish the mind with the
presence

of

a great countenance, its emanations
shall attract and exalt thee." Persons

who are very much together often grow
to resemble each other.
We see this of
ten in husband and wife who have lived
together for years harmoniously. Among
the church faces
have seen two whose

I

lines of expression
are marvelously
alike. Both are thought worn and toil
worn, but both serene and benevolent;
you can see, as the old hymn says, their
fears, their hopes, their aims are one,
their comforts and their cares.
Lavatergives proﬁles of a very ordinary
married couple who had come to resem
ble each other. There are certain precious
moments he says for the correct obser
vation of the face, moments of unex
pected meeting, of welcome and farewell,
of emotion and‘anger, of tranquillity or
passion—moments

when a man is entire

ly himself, or entirely forgets himself.
Triﬂes. he says, show much of the real
character. The smallest of‘ﬁce well done
shows the power of doing something
The few moments at the be
greater.
ginning of a ﬁrst visit may reveal more
of true character than many hours
Each man has his favorite
thereafter.
which
might decipher his whole
gesture
character, might he be observed with suf
ﬁcient accuracy to be drawn in that pre
cise position. Much of a man's under
standing and power may be shown by his
manner of listening and paying atten
tion.
The rarest of all gifts is the gift of
attention.
unaffected, critical, patient
In
Such an one is an eloquent listener.
sleep the features and outlines, particu
larly the disposition of the body, are
very signiﬁcant. These are very distinct
in sleeping children. In the form of the
countenance

harmony will

and position a wonderful
be discovered. Each coun
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tenance has its peculiar disposition of
body and of arms.
In the settled features of the dead this
harmony is still more discoverable.
Death leaves at times asublime, peaceful
expression on a truly noble face, and
sometimes sixteen, eighteen or twenty
four hours afterdeath, the features seem
more beautiful, better deﬁned, more har
monious, more noble, more exalted than

during life.
As says Lavater,
there not be in all men an origi
nal physiognomy subject to be disturbed
by the ebb and ﬂow of accident and pas
sion, and is not this restored by the calm
of death like as troubled waters being
again left at rest become clear 7 ”
I have seen the face of the dead shine
as if illumined with an expression inﬁ
nitel y more radiant than ever brightened
the living face.
Someone has said the
ﬁrst act of a living babe is a cry of pain,
the ﬁrst expression of a dead face is a
smile.
A face, says Lavater, to be accu
rately observed should be seen in full, in
three fourths, in seven—eighths, in pro
ﬁle, and from top to bottom.
There are two lines on the face from
which the key to the character of the
even

"may

countenance
is to be obtained.
These
lines are that formed by the mouth
when the lips are closed or open, and
that described by the eyelid over the pn
pil. To understand these is to under
stand the countenance.
Lavater main
tains that these two lineaments can de
ﬁne the mind and heart of any man.

The very soul of resemblance in every
portrait depends upon a strict adherence
to these lineaments.
They are so ﬁnely
arched, so movable, that an exceedingly
experienced
eye is requisite to deﬁne
them with precision.
One should study
also the line of descent of the forehead
to the nose, and that of the nose to the
month. These two almost unchangeable
parts of the proﬁle as compared with
the before mentioned two movable lines,
will teach us that they have a most im
mediate relation to each other, so that
the one will be immediately denoted by
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from the fact that this line crossing
the straight line that divides the face
perpendicularly, forms thus a genuine
cross—a symbol from which they obtain
strange sympathies and wondrous re

the other, and experience will teach us
in time having the one given to produce
the other.

“

“When,”

J

we ﬁnd the
says Lavater,
following features distinctly marked
and proportionally combined, we have
a face almost preternaturally perfect.
A striking symmetry between the three
principal features, the forehead, nose,

lations." In many a far away log house
we ﬁnd corncob dollies with their white
cloth faces marked with a cross inclosin g
two circles for eyes; but yet in real faces
these eye-lines are not always quite hori
zontal. Painters tell us that in most faces
one eye stands a little above or below the
straight line, a serious deviation that is
really disfigurement, but a slight differ
ence of elevation is found in all distin
guished men of thought or genius. One
side of the face is most always alittle un
like the other.
We all have our best

and chin; aforehead ending horizontally,
consequently eyebrows nearly horizon—
tal, bold and compressed; eyes of a clear
blue, or a clear brown, that at a little dis
tance appear black, with the upper eyelid
covering about a fourth or ﬁfth part of the
pupil; the ridge of the nose broad, almost
straight, somewhat bent; a mouth in its
general form horizontal, the upper lip
of which and the middle line in the cen
ter are gently but somewhat
deeply
sunken; the under lip not larger
than the upper; a round, projecting
chin; short, dark brown curly hair in
large divisions." This is Lavater‘s idea
of a perfectly formed face:
“In man
alone we ﬁnd the eyes are horizontal.
The Mystics derive no small satisfaction

side.

How often I have seen a lady arrange
re arrange her hair, adjust and
re-adjust her bonnet, trying to make
both sides suit, but she could not make
them look equally well.
The proﬁle of
the face taken from the right side will
always look differently from one taken
from the left.
L. M. MILLARD.
and
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GEORGE VON CAPRIVI,

The New Chancellor

HE

of

retirement of Prince Bismarck
from the Chancellorship of Ger
many surprised the political world. He
had now and then threatened to resign
his eminent position at the head of af
fairs, when the Reichstagdid not appear
inclined ‘to vote for measures that he
considered essential to the integrity of
the Empire, and it was thought that in
this last case he had merely attempted to
show his disapprobation
of recent suc
cesses of the liberals and socialists in re
turning delegates to the Reichstag. But
the people were not to be intimidated by
any declarations on the part of imperi
alism and “ strong " government, as the
elections this year in Berlin and else
where have shown, and they have sent

the German Empire.
a larger body of men than ever before
to represent their demand for a proper
consideration of the wants of the
masses.

This is one view of the withdrawal of
the man who may be said to have con
trolled the destinies of Germany for over
twenty years. Another view is that
the young and ambitious
man who
wears the imperial purple has opinions
of his own, and desires to bear a more
conspicuous part in the management of
the nation, and thinks that he can get
along without the supervision of the
man who had grown old in the service

of his grandfather.

Taking this view of

the event, of whose real nature we con
fess ourselves ignorant, we are reminded
1

AND
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of

the relations between Louis XV. and
Richelieu, but we trust that Wilhelm

II. will

prove a more capable sovereign

than the pleasure-loving king of the
French.
Of General von Caprivi, the new
Chancellor, the reader naturally expects
us to say a word or two, and in connec
tion with the portrait herewith given
we submit remarks by Professor Sizer.

GKN- GEO. VON CAPRIVL

“ \Ve infer,"

says he, “that the original
is a man of large frame, good stature,
ample vital power, and that he has a
The
brain.
large and well-balanced
front head shows abundant intellectual
and power of analysis and
sagacity,
criticism, the ability to gather knowl
edge accurately and to keep it ready for
use. Then he has large Comparison
and Causality, which enable him to
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analyze subjects, and to theorize soundly
and wisely upon the facts that he ac
.
quires.
“ He is exceedingly broad in the region
of the temples,which indicates inventive,
creative ingenuity. ability to compre
hend affairs en masse or in detail, to
appreciate the relations of forces to re
sults, of things to their uses, and to un
derstand complications without confu

GERIAN CHASCELLOR.

sion; just as a skilful weaver will look
at a piece of complicated textile fabric,
and at once see how he can reproduce
it in the loom. He has also large Ideal
ity, which is connected with Construct
iveness in its action; hence be has inven
tion, power to create resources from
given conditions;—and if he shall not
prove to be a master in diplomacy, as he
is doubtless a master in the evolution of
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and control of troops, we shall be dis
appointed.

“ We infer
from the development that
General von Oaprivi has excellent ﬁ
nancial capability, and would show skill
in managing the revenues of a nation,
making what is drawn from the people
in the way of taxation subserve the pub
public interest. As a business man
he would conduct manufactures
and
workshops in such a way as to make
good articles at as small expenditure
of capital and labor as any other man
in such lines of business.
“He is a man of wonderful order;
systemizes everything and makes all
work togetherlike clockwork. We judge
that he has reﬁnement and good taste, a
ready sympathy for those in trouble,
and a strong tendency to spirituality
and religious feeling. He ought to be a
thoroughly good talkerso far as ﬂuency
is concerned, but especially an accurate
talker so far as deﬁniteness, clearness
and vigor of style are required.
“ The head is
decidedly broad in the

central region and

it is likely so in

the posterior region,
so that we should
credit him with force, courage and en
terprise, and at the same time give him
a good degree of Secretiveness.
In af
fairs of state he would be able to act

with proper reticence and concealment
when it was necessary.
“ If we had a side view of the head,
showing the back part, we could judge
better of his social and aspiring dispo

As it is, from the attitude and
expression, we are inclined to regard
him as a man of ambitious and digniﬁed
tendencies, aiming to keep himself clean,
upright, and moral in his work and de
He seems to be hopeful, ﬁrm,
meanor.
honest and thorough. There is less of

sition.

the sternness of expression, and of that
which may be called roughness and
hardness of feature than have been at
tributed to his great predecessor."
Little has been known of George von
Caprivi on the American side of the At
lantic, so that not a little curiosity was
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awakened among Americans on the an
nouncement of his name in so promi
nent a. relation to the German govern
ment.
From a sketch furnished the
London Times our details of his career
are obtained.
George von Gaprivi de Caprera de
Montecucculi was born at Berlin on Feb.
24, 1831,and descended from an illustrious
Italian family. His father was a high le
gal functionary in the service of the Prus
sian State. Entering a general regiment
in his eighteenth year, he won rapid pro
motion, and served with distinction in the
In 1870 he
campaigns of 1864 and 1866.
acted as chief of the stall‘ to the Tenth
Corps, of which he is now the commander, and won laurels in all the bat
tles on the Loire. Swiftly ascending the
military ladder, he was appointed in 1883
to the command of the Thirtieth Division
at Metz, and next year, passing at a sin
gle bound from the army to the navy.
he succeeded Herr von Stosch, on the
latter's retirement from the head of the

Admiralty.

In a short time naval men by profes
sion were amazed at the mastery of their
art and the perception of their interests
which were displayed by a mere lands
man and soldier like von Caprivi, and
his administration conclusively proved
at least that here was a man with power
to adapt himself to new modes and lines
of activity.

Soon after the present Em
peror’s accession, on the death of Count
the navy, the
Monts, he reorganized
command of the imperial ﬂeet being in
vested in Admiral von der Goltz, while
something like a Ministry of Marine was
created under Rear Admiral von Heus
ner; and it was on this occasion that Gen.
von Caprivi, sharing in the redistribu
tion of military commands, was reward
ed for his naval services with the Tenth
or Hanoverian Army Corps,which is one
of the ﬁnest in the whole army.
During the manoeuvres of last Au
tumn, when the Hanoverians and West
met in mimic warfare, with
phalians
smokeless powder and other innovations

,

_
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on their trial, the Emperor had oppor
tunity to study this General's character
and ability, and he must have been
fairly convinced of their high degree,
otherwise he would never have asked
him to assume the great burden of re
sponsibility which Prince Bismarck has
now laid down. It was not without
grave scruples that Gen. von Caprivi
listened to the ﬂattering proposals of the
his Majesty, as it is said,
Emperor;
ﬁnally decided to have a soldier for his
new Chancellor, thinking, as he does,

with Frederick the Great, thata General
must be the surest conductor of a foreign
policy, as knowing best how far he can
go with the army behind him.
The new German Chancellor looks a
typical Teuton of the most impressive
He might very well pass for a
type.
brother of Prince Bismarck himself, the
personal likeness between the two men

In point, indeed,
being remarkable.
of stature and breadth of shoulders Gen.
von Caprivi even has the advantage of
the man he is going to succeed, but
otherwise he is characterized by the same
massive jaw, heavy gray mustache, and
bushy eyebrows, thick neck, solid square
head, shrewd, penetrating glance, and
general air of blood and iron, tempered
with the polished suavity of a nineteenth
century statesman.
A difference in the character of the
two men might ‘by some be discerned
in their walk, for, while Prince Bis—

marck treads sharply and heavily, like a
trooper, the gait of Gen. von Caprivi
has something in it of deliberation and
leisurely elegance, while not lacking
He is a good enough speaker
emphasis.
but a brief one, and when at the head of
the Admiralty he never failed. from his
place on the Federal Council bench in
to put his case clearly
the Reichstag,
and well. Indeed, it may be said that it
was his tenure of office at the Admiralty
which enabled him to become fairl;7
acquainted with the internal machinery
of the Imperial Government.
EDITOR.

OF HEALTH.
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SONNET.

A FESTlVAL

or

SONG.

Obedient to the early robin‘s call,

And to the blucbird's soft and tender note,
On wings of many colors came aﬂoat

The airy choir, to their own festival,
Within the horizon’s hospitable hall
And each guest wore his daintiest
Fastened

Wllh

plumes

about

;

dress—coat,

his

songful

throat.

It was a feast of song and free to all.
The oriole was a most gorgeous guest,
Attired

in richest hues, all trimmed with goldI

The boblink sang sweeter than the rest,
His notes were blossoms written on the mold,
But who can ﬁnd the tuneful rhythmic

words,

Fit to interpret music of the birds?

M—

GEORGE w. BUNGAY.

WISHING.
There's lots of time that people spend
Wishing.
In seeking some desired end
They seem

to

By wishing.
think, without doubt,

That anything they've ﬁgured out
Can in some way be brought about

By wishing.
They plan! themselves upon a chair
Wishing.
The hour for working ﬁnds them there
\Vishing,
They ﬁnd that labors gall and irk,
They have no love for any work,
And so they sit around and shirk,
Wishing.
if you've a wish you would fulﬁll
Wishing,

Just bear in mind you never will
Wishing.

To

make the highest wish come true

You've got

a lot

You’ll never

of work to do.

be successful through

Wishing.
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PRACTICAL PH REN OLOGY.
[CONDUCTL‘ED

BY PROF. NELSON SIZER.]
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opments.
Base ball players, although
they expect to get pay, the inspiration
which praise gives them through Appro

HEAD.

a

it

is

bativeness, the honor which
bestowed
upon those who are counted successful,
will lead men to do marvels of energy
and effort in the accomplishment of skill
and success in their work.
Really,
can’t be
very pleasant or comfortable
a

a

thing for man, in order to reach base,
to fall for ward on his breast and arms,
and slide ten feet on the ground, to
avoid being touched by the ball and put
out, or to get to that base quicker in that
way than he could reach

is

is

it

we ﬁnd Approbative
Occassionally,
ness elevated high up
works with
Self esteem, Firmness, and Conscien
tiousness, as
were too elevated in its
notions to consort with fear, force, and
it

will
the praise and distinction he gets,
be found that his Combativeness and Ap
probativeness draw together in their de
works
velopment.
Approbativeness
downward toward Oombativeness, and
Combativeness developes upward toward
at
Approbativeness’, and the fullness
the region which divides the two devel—

activity of Secretiveness in working out
some sly trick that will furnish the food
for Approbativeness.
His pleasure
comes from the exercise of Approbative
ness in conjunction with Secretiveness,
which sometimes stretches a point, or
strains the truth, or thins
out so as to
make
too tenuous to‘be strong, and
produce mutual gratiﬁcation in all that
group of faculties.
;

it it,

the same time in harmony, they incline
to concentrate, as it were to ﬂow to
gether, tolean toward each other. Some
of the best inferences, or what people
call "hits," are made by the study of
A person who is
these combinations.
accustomed to work his Combal-iveness,
and struggle against time, distance, and
for
opposition for the glory there is in

animal propensities, toward secretive
ness and Acquisitiveness, as well as to
ward Combativeness. and then we ex
pect that the Acquisitiveness,
or the

it

faculties act habitually to
gether they make a common
The parts of the brain
development.
which constitute two organs, or four
organs, if they are habitually worked at

if

HEN

it

MENTAL MECHANISDL—NO. 9.
now FACULTIES-WORK TOGETHER.

it

in any other
Approbativeness
inspires
Combativeness to make the achievement,
and an acre of men will shout his praise.
We often notice that Approbativeness
sagged down, and developed toward the

His

way-

appetite, and the other lower organs.
There are persons who crave recogni
tion, reputation, and praise through Ap
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but the channels are all
low. The faculty seems to consort with
the propensities, and not with the higher
sentiments.
Again, this upward reach
ing of Approbativeness which takes in
probativeness,
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“ruling passion,” Combative—
“ strong in
ness and Approbativeness,
death.”
That was “ﬁghting to the
called the

ﬁnish."

——:o=—

,PIIBENOLOGY EASILY APPLIED.
Firmness, and Conscien'
tiousness hasamore moral and supe
E often hear it stated that Phre
rior ﬁeld of activity. It works with
nology is not practicable, or in
It talks of honor. It other words, that only those make char
higher company.
acter reading a business can derive any
sues a man for slander, or libel, and
or who can beneﬁt those
then offers the money, which the ver
beneﬁt from
dict gives to some religious, or charitable whose characters they read.
The writer does not claim to be a
object, as much as to say,—“I am toodig
niﬁed, I am too high toned to seek pe
phrenologist, other than any one may
cuniary proﬁt as a redress for being become by reading the PHRENOLOGICAL
I will not touch the ﬁlthy JOURNAL, few other books, and the
scandalized.
I will use it only as a means of study of ;the phrenological charts and
lucre.
sweating the wicked libeller, and making models, as he has done.
A few years ago, while staying a
it as a plenary punishment for his slan
derous tongue and libellous pen, and month or two at a private boarding
then, I will devote the money not to house in
small town in Nebraska,
late number of
myself, but to some object of charity took from my pocket
which needs it.” ‘We confess to a liking the JOURNAL, when the lady of the
was ac
for this sort of clean-handed ambition house eagerly asked me
answered
and dignity that will punish the scandal
quainted with Phrenology.
monger and libeller, and yet devote the that was to limited extent only. This
got
fruits of the verdict to high and holy proved to be a rash assertion, for
no rest of body or mind until the whole
purposes.
The marvelous inﬂuence which Ap
family had an examination, including
probativeness wields in its exercise with four college students and the hired girl
other faculties furnishes a rich study, the victim in each case receiving such
“ told you so i” from
and one of the aids to the following of exclamations as,
The examination seemed to
the inﬂuence of Approbativeness, is, that the othersit has its signiﬁcant signs and tokens, its be satisfactory to the recipients, and the
hits made were almost as much of a
natural language, its open face, in
cluding the attitudes and walk of the in surprise to myself as to the others.
As had been there several days pre—
dividual. We recently read of a conﬂict
between a game cock and a hawk. The vious to this time, and had, of course, be
game cock struck with his spurs at the come somewhat acquainted, so in order
head of the hawk, which brought his to prove to them that from this alone that
had been enabled to read their charac
breast in contact with the hawk's beak,
his
beak to the ters to such an extent as to surprise
and the hawk fastened
and ripped
them,
requested that they have an
breast of his antagonist,
neck,
laying bare the examination given to any of their
the skin from the
inﬂicting
a death friends who might stop with them over
crop and breast, thus
wound, but the cock made one ﬁnal eﬂ’ort night, and of whom
could have had
the
hawk
with
his
and
knowledge.
no previous
spurs,
and brained
A few evenings after this, on entering
then, half raising himself, too weak to
met
the
house
he
crowed
three
times
in
tri
gentleman whom
stand,
of; when the
or
heard
seen
fell
over
in
death,
had
never
but
the
and
umph,
That must be lady of the house said, “With your
hawk was dead ﬁrst.

I

a

I

I

I

I

I

I

;

I

I

a

I ifI

a

a

I

a

it,

Self-esteem,
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consent and
tleman, we

the permssion of this gen
have you give hima

will

phrenological

examination";

and

I

proceeded to do so.

Among other things I told him that
he had a good organization, with the
Vital, Motive, and Mentaljtemperaments
almost equal, and a head measuring
inches in circumference
twenty-three
and well balanced, and, therefore, he
ought to succeed in almost anything in
which he should engage, more especially

in a mechanical line, as the organs of
were very large.
Constructiveness
He
then asked what particular trade he
would do the best in. I replied. “As you
have strength as well as activity, you
should

be a good house builder, and do
the stone work for the foundation, do
the brick work, the carpentry and the

Now which, if any, of these trades
do you follow?" He said, “ I work at
all the trades you have mentioned,

I

and

ﬂatter myself
am reasonably
good at each of them."
These people who had known him for
thirty years, told me afterwards that
“ he was accounted the best all-around
mechanic in the West.”
after
this, a very different
Soon
was
subject
presented for examination.
He was a low, heavy set man, with very
heavy gray beard and hair. He looked
mild as a sheep, and very much like
soon discovered that he was
one, but
“ a wolf in sheep’s clothing.” His head
was very large in circumference, heavy
at the base, broad between the ears,
as

I

strong in animal propensity and selfish
feeling, large in the organs of percep
tion and fair in Constructiveness, there
was a sharp, bony ridge running from
front to rear, the back part the higher
and sloping away like a roof on each
side, showing meager moral develop
I described him as adapted to
ment.
heavy work as afarmer or mechanic,
that he had a strong appetite for food
and drink, and especially a strong sex

[May

I

wished
ual tendency, and this was all
to say at that time.
The people asked me afterwards why
I did not say more about him. replied
that the organ of Cautiousness in me
feared
was large in my brain, and

I

I

I

They said he
might go too far.
was one of the worst characters in the
country—that he had just left his fourth
Wife, and that there was nothing too bad
for him to do. I have since heard that
his last wife died soon after he left
her, and it is suspected he was the cause
of it.
I could give more instances of like
but these are sufficient to
character.
show that by the aid of this science al
most any one may read character to an
extent impossible without it.
M. B. NICHOLS.

and all kinds of work in that

plastering,
line.
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A MISTAKE.
CUSTOMER writes us from Iowa,
March 18th, saying he had met and
been examined by a man who called himself

Prof. Eaton.
Thinking the examination
very incorrect, he asked the “Prof." if he
had a diploma, and he replied “No, Con
gress would not permit a diploma on Phre
nology.” He said he was with us for six
years.

We beg to say that no person of that name
was ever a day with this house as student
or employe, and we are not aware that such
a person ever crossed our threshold.
"
The “American Institute of Phrenology
was incorporated by the legislature of the
State of New York in 1865, and every year
since then it has taught classes of students,
and given them its diploma, and that its
diploma was recognized in a law court in
the State of Pennsylvania and recently in a
court in Alabama as giving its holder lawful
authority for the practice of Phrenology as
a profession. State Legislatures incorporate
colleges and confer authority to grant di
plomas.
Not a few persons successfully and ably
practice Phrenology who have never taken
a course of instruction in the “American
Institute of Phrenology," but it is very com
mon for quacks and ignorant pretenders to

SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

,Va., March 22, 1890.
ROF. SIZER :—Your delineation of the

J. H.

I

it

character of the lady from Photo
graphs, including the adaptation to me, etc.’
was received in due time. The lady regards
the description as very true, and says she
will accept your advice as to health, habits,
in practice.
and pursuits, and put
also
shall ever feel deeply obligated to you for
timely advice.
***
Thankfully yours,

:0:——
THOMAS, graduate of the American

it

is

is

in the class cir
Institute of Phrenology,
cular erroneously made to reside in Illinois
when
should be Ohio. His address
Navarre, Stark 00.. Ohio.
.

that they can not visit us,
desiring to avail theselvcs of our profes
sional services, have written to us inclosing
photographs, requesting our opinion of the
character, talents, and proper pursuits of
the originals.
These requests becoming very numerous,
and the likenesses generally being taken in
a manner not adapted to the purpose, we
deemed
necessary to prepares circular
giving full instructions how likenesses
should be taken for examination also rules
for the measurement of head and body, and
such other points of information as would
form basis of judgment in regard to tem
perament. constitution. and health.
called “ Mirror of the
This circular,
a

;

it

distance

a

Many people are broken down in health
and constitution, and need plain advice as
to the proper means of recovery. Their
physicians do not always tell them how to
escape from their morbid conditions, be
cause not employed to explain the case, but
We aim to
to treat and cure the patient.
instruct the applicant, when necessary, as to
the right mode of living to get rid of morbid
conditions, and how to retain health and
The words of
vigor by normal means.
thanks which come to us from those who
are beneﬁted make working for mankind
pleasure.

a

CHARACTER FROM PHOTDGRAPHS.
ANY persons who reside at so great

successful.

a

_—ZO:—

a

MISTAKE.

We have received likenesses for exami
nation from English settlers at the Cape of
Good Hope in South Africa, from New
Zealand and Australia, from apan,the West
Indies, from England, Scotland, Canada,
Mexico, and scores of them from Oregon,
California, and the Rocky Mountain settle
ments, as well as many from persons at
shorter distances, yet so far that the cost of
coming to New York would be far more
than the cost of our professional services.
The circular, “Mirror of the Mind,"
alluded to before. explains terms, etc., and
will be sent promptly to all who request it.
We have numerous letters testifying to
the accuracy of these delineations, and the
great practical beneﬁt derived from the
advice and instruction imparted.

J

A

—:02-—

NOT

Mind,"
illustrated by engravings showing
the forms of many heads, with full direc
tions for those desiring descriptions of
character.
Thousands have availed themselves of
this method of learning their true character,
and to what profession, trade, or occupation
few have been
they are adapted; and not
saved from bad habits and wrong pursuits,
as well as from unfavorable, social and
domestic alliances, by sending the portraits
of persons of whose real characters they
desired to know more than they had the
time and opportunity to learn in the ordi
nary way.
Parents consult us in regard to the choice
of pursuits for sons, whether educational,
or for daugh
mechanical, or agricultural
ters who must make their own way in the
world, and who would know whether in
trade, art, or teaching they would be most
;

a

a

if

it,

claim that they have been through the “In
stitute,” or that they have been employed
by us in our office and to lecture in public
or go from house to house to make exam
inations, who may be utterly unknown to
us.
All persons who have been graduated
by the Instiiute can show a diploma. Just
ask them to show
and
they fail to do
so you may be sure you have met
lineal
descendant
of “Annanias and Sapphira."
Every year the Institute issues
circular
containing the names of all who have grad
uated, which will be sent by mail to any
person who may write for it.
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G. SPURZHEIM.—C'0nclud6d.

SPURZHEIM found in Paris ary

every facility for prosecuting his
studies and opportunities to teach his
doctrines to students from every part of
These considera
the civilized world.
tions decided him to make that his per
Here he published sev
manent home.
eral works, in the French language, en

titled Sur la Folie; Sur la Phrenologie ,'
and Essai Philosophique sur la Nature
Morale et Intellectuelle de l‘Homme;
besides his medical dissertation Du Cer
veau sous les rapports Anatomiques.
In 1821 the degree of Doctor of Medi
cine was conferred on him by the Un
versity of Paris.
In 1818* Dr. Spurzheim married a
widow—a French lady—who was in ev
ery way well suited to him, and with
whom he had long been acquainted, and
he felt her loss most deeply after her
It has
death in the winter of 1829-30.
been thought by some that America
would not have been blessed with his
presence and his lectures had he not
met with this sad deprivation. A short
time previous to his own departure from
this life, in speaking of her, he said:
“ She possessed a mind of an uncommon
character,” and “that he had never
found one superior to her.” “One of
“ which inﬂuenced
the reasons,"he said,
him in choosing her for his wife was the
knowledge that she had undergone great
suffering, which he thought essential to
Thus
the perfection of human nature.”
said Dr. Follen.
In 1825 they went to London, where
he commenced a course of lectures at
the Crown and Anchor Tavern, March
15th, at 8 P. M., and another course in
the west end of the city at 3 P. M., be
ginning April 7th.
He now lectured to crowded audiences
instead of a small number as in 1815,
and the notices from the press and in
the medical magazines were compliment
'=See page 2'59,vol. 8, Edinburgh Phren.

Jour.

and advised an attendance on his
The London Lancet reported
lectures.
the initiatory lecture in full, and said:
“ We never listened to the addresses of
any lecturer whose language was so
characteristic of candor and truth; in
deed we are perfectly satisﬁed, and
here we are sure we shall be joined by
all those who have had the pleasure of

hearing him.’
The Globe gave the following
of his dissection of the brain :

notice

“ Dr. Spurzheim, on Wednesday, dissect
ed the brain, in the presence of several of
who attend his lectures.
the gentlemen
Whatever difference of opinion there may
be as to Phrenology, there can be no doubt,
we think, as to the superiority of the mode
of dissection which Drs. Gall and Spurzheim
have recourse to, over that which has been
hitherto practiced in the anatomical schools.
According to the old plan of dissecting the
brain, the operation is commenced by slicing
of‘I‘ horizontally a portion equal to about half
its bulk, and containing the most material
part of its organization. This may be very
well when the object is merely to discover
whether there is effusion in the ventricles;
but it is quite obvious that neither this nor
any plan of slicing a soft structure with a
sharp instrument can show the organization
Dr. Spurzheim follows the
satisfactorily.
more rational plan that has been adopted in
the case of all other parts of the body. namely,
tracing the course of the ﬁbers. He showed,
in the most satisfactory manner, the ﬁbrous
structure of the brain, commencing at the
base, the dccussation of the ﬁbers, and their
divergence from the base to the several up
per and exterior parts. which he considers
as the several organs of propensities, senti
ments, and intellect.
By a comparison of
two brains, he showed the diversity in the
size of the folds or organs of the brain exter
nally, and the identity of their general
and direction in both cases.
arrangement
By a dilatation of the lateral ventricles, he
showed the manner in which, in hydroceph
alic heads, the brain might be distended
without any destruction of its parts. He
attempted, we think, with perfect success,
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to show the frivolousness of the objections,
drawn from the anatomy of the brain, to

sations on Phrenology, with an exam

the foundations of the system

In January. 1828, he re visited Edin
burgh, where he delivered a popular
course of lectures on Phrenology which
was attended by a large number of
ladies and gentlemen, also a. separate

of Phrenol
ogy. It appears that the ﬁbers which diverge
from the base are continued from the outer‘
most parts of the brain, but that in their
course new ﬁbers are added.
Where this
addition takes place there is uniformly ob
served gray or cineritious matter.
In this
way the difference is accounted for, observ
able in the color of the brain, according to
the direction in which it is cut, whether
across the ﬁbers or in the direction of them.”
The students of the different hospitals
subscribed a handsome sum, and paid it
as a fee to Dr. Spurzheim to teach them

his method of dissecting the brain.
In 1826 he had published several works
in English, in London. “ Phrenology in
connexion with the study of Physiog
nomy :" “ Phrenology, or the Doctrine
of Mental Phenomena ;” “Philosophi
cal Principles of Phrenology ;” “Philo
sophical Catechism of the Natural Laws
of Man ;” "Anatomy of the Brain, with
a general view of the Nervous System;"
“ Outlines of Phrenology ; ” “ Element
ary Principles of Education.”
During‘ that year he visited Cambridge
and was received in that seat of exact
learning with honors seldom bestowed.
An eminent scholar of Cambridge says:
“ He was feasted in the college halls
every day he was here. Our anatomi
cal, and, I believe, our medical profess
ors, are among those most favorably
disposed to his science.”
Early in 1827 he lectured in Bath and
Bristol to crowded houses. The interest
increased with each lecture, and the last
lecture was the most numerously at
tended at both placesThat year he
took a house in Gower street, London,
where he had a large collection of phre
nological specimens which were open

for inspection every Thursday, from 2
to 4 o’clock ; at which, time he answered
any question or objection concerning
the science.
He also lectured at his own house ;
and on the evenings of Mondays and
Thursdays he had practical conver

ination of his auditors.

course on the anatomy, physiology, and
pathology of the brain, to eighty medical
gentlemen, four-ﬁfths of whom were
By solicitation, he repeated
students.
his popular lectures, which were listened
to with the deepest interest.
A great
change had occurred in the minds of
the people of Edinburgh since his visit

in

1815.

Sir William

Hamilton

still

opposed Phrenology, and Dr. Spurzheim
challenged him to a public discussion of
its truths and beneﬁts, but could not

enlist him in a public defense of his
views.

On Friday, January 25th, 1828, the
Phrenological Society of Edinburgh,
which was formed February 22d, 1820,
by George Combe

and

others,

gave a

dinner in honor of Dr. Spurzheim.
As
chairman, Mr. Combe made a felicitous
speech in which occurs the following
testimony expressive of his love and ap—
preciation of the science and of Dr.
as its advocate,
Spurzheim
by whose
teachings he had fallen in love with,
and himself became a teacher of its doc

trines:

“It

is eleven

this

very month,
Brownlee, I
was ﬁrst introduced to Dr. Spurzheim ; and
I speak literally, and in sincerity, when I
say, that, were I at this moment offered the
v'vealth of India on condition of Phrenology
being blotted from my mind forever, 1
would scorn the gift; nay, were everything
I possessed in the world placed in one hand,
and Phrenology in the other, and orders
issued for me to choose one, Phrenology,
without a moment’s hesitation, would be
preferred.” Mr. Combe’s toast at the close
of his speech contained this sentiment:
“Long life, health, and prosperity to Dr.
"
Sourzheim!
In Dr. Spurzheim’s response to this
years

since, by the kindness of Mr.

toast occurs the following sentence

:
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“This day is for me a day of joy which
never hoped to see. My joy would be com
plete were Dr. Gall amongst us.
The ideas
crowd upon me, and I scarcely know what
to say.
I heartily thank you in the name of

Dr. Gall and in mine, for the honor you
have done us.
Dr. Gal] and myself often
conversed together about the future admis
sion of our doctrines. Though we relied
with conﬁdence on the invariable laws of
the Creator, we, however, never expected
to see them in our lifetime admitted to such
a degree as they usually are."
Seven months from that memorable
day of January 22d, 1828, in Edinburgh,
was the day we mourn as the day when
the founder of Phrenology, Dr. Gall,
breathed his last at Paris, on the 22d of
August, 1828, at the age of 70 years.
During his stay in Edinburgh he vis
ited many places and institutions where
he saw persons with peculiarities
of
character that were conﬁrmatory of the
doctrines he taught, and accumulated
facts for future use in his writings and
Having been invited to re
lectures.
visit England and Ireland, he spent the

ﬁrst part of that year in lecturing to
large and enthusiastic audiences in vari
ous cities of the United Kingdom before
leaving for Paris, where he continued to
lecture and teach.
It was in Paris that
he lost his wife in the latter part of 1829.
To that loss he attributed the disease of
his heart when he said his pulse had in
termitted ever since her death.

In March, 1830, he accepted an invi
tation to re-visit Dublin, where he added
many converts to the science and re
ceived new honors from the most intelli
gent classes of society. By invitation
he then visited Belfast, where all the
medical men of note, all the literary
characters of Belfast and the leading
divines attended his‘ lectures.
In June

he returned to London, and
where, during July, August
and September he witnessed the revolu
tion which placed Philippe on the throne
of the French.
In November he lectured in Liver
to Paris,
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pool, and in January, 1831, he gave a
course at the Literary Institution in
Bath. In April, 1831, the Phrenological
Society of Dublin were gratiﬁed by his
acceding to their request tovisit them
He gave them two courses, the
again.
later course being conﬁned to the brain,
its anatomy, pathology and physiology,
and enthused all who listened to the
outpouring-s from his vast store house of
the knowledge he had gained, and now
imparted to them._
Soon after his return to Paris from
Dublin, Dr. Spurzheim received press
ing invitations from the United States
to visit and lecture in the principal cities
of America, and having long desired to

study its people, laws and institutions,
he at
its Indians and its geography,
length concluded to attempt the tedious
journey.
A full history of Phrenology in Amer
ica could not be given without including
He left Havre
the labors of Spurzheim.
for America on a sailing vessel, June
20th, 1832, and arrived at New York
August 4th, after a tedious voyage last—
ing six weeks. Cholera was prevailing
fearfully in New York at that time,
making it dangerous for him to remain
here, hence his stay lasted but a few
days, when he went to New Haven,
Conn.
Commencement week at Yale
began on the 11th, and he attended the
whole of their exercises, at the close of
which he went to Hartford on the 16th.
There he visited—in company with the
men of the place—the
most learned

State‘s prison. the Retreat for the Insane,
the Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb,
putting the science to the severest test,
constantly learning, while he was also
.
giving valuable instruction.
Dr. Amariah Brigham, superintendent
of the Retreat was among those who ac
companied him on these visits, and was
exceedingly interested with what he
heard and saw, for he, too, loved Phre
nology and said it was of great beneﬁt
to him in his treatment of the insane.
Spurzheim arrived in Boston August

AND
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days after
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he reached

New York, and, having kept ‘himself
busy from the time of ,this landing, of
course, had not rested after his fatiguing
voyage.

His arrival in Boston was heralded by
the press, and then began another round
of visiting and visitors, for the literati
of Boston paid him deference, and he
was besieged by invitations to break
fasts, dinners and suppers. Being inter
ested in educational efforts, he visited
the schools whenever he heard of any
method of teaching that was‘out of the
usual course. He also wished to listen
to those preachers of whose fame he had
“ lost" no time in
heard, and therefore
resting, as would have been wisdom for

him to do. He had great conﬁdence in
his power of physical endurance, and
therefore overtaxed it before he had be
come accustomed to the Autumn climate
and the east winds of that region.
On the 17th of September (less than
one month from his arrival in Boston,
Angus 20th) he began his ﬁrst course of
—18——lectures in Atheneum Hall, which
was too small to admit all who wished

him;
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though always cheerful, and
playful, he seldom indulged in
remarks upon triﬂes without giving instruc
tion. Soon after his arrivalI called upon
him. I had a desire to become acquainted
with his philosophy.
I sought him as a
" " * From this time forth we
teacher.
were together more or less every day.
“ He gave me control of his business af
fairs, and placed in my hands from time to
time all his money, and without counting.
One day. when in his room, he remarked to
me,
believe I have some money in my
trunk. Please take care of it.‘ I found
nearly ﬁve hundred dollars in gold on the
bottom of the trunk, but I could not per
suade him to count it.
The receipts from
his lectures were frequently handed to him
tied up ina paper by his business agent. and
he would pass them to me unopened, with
the simple remark, ‘ Please take care of this
When he died, all his property,
money.’
and
money were in my hands."
papers,
and,

sometimes

‘I

Soon after the beginning of his lec—
tures in Boston he began another course
at Cambridge, where his lectures lasted
Those in Atheneum Hall
two hours.
lasted an hour and a half. Besides these
he delivered a course of ﬁve lectures in

to attend, and he therefore engaged the
Hall of the Masonic Temple, afterwards
used as the United States Court House.
Dr. Nahum Capen, in his “ Reminis

the afternoon of every other day before
the Medical Faculty and other profes
sional gentlemen of Boston and its vicin
ity on the Anatomy of the Brain.

cences of Spurzheim says :
“ It would be diﬁlcult to describe his
An interview with
person and presence.
him was indeed ‘A feasting presence full of
light.’ His cordial greeting. his inimitable
smile, and digniﬁed suavity were irresistibly
In him there was
captivating.
‘A combination, and a form, indeed,
Where every god did seem to set his seal,

Thus we see he was lecturing six
evenings in the week and three times
during the days. He became warm and

"

To

give the world

assurance of a man.’

“ He was tall—about six feet in height—
and well proportioned, the picture of vigor
and good health, and had a countenance
beaming with superior intelligence. He was
slow and graceful in his walk, and, without
the air of uneducated curiosity, he ap
peared to see everything that was peculiar
or had a meaning.
" It was my privilege to meet him almost
daily, to converse, to walk, or to ride with

exhausted at an evening lecture, and on
leaving the hall became chilled and con
tracted a cold that caused fever, from
which he did not take time to rest and
thus recuperate.
He would not consent
to take any kind of medicine until he
had evidently become too feeble to
longer resist, when he took some simple
drinks. Feeling convinced that he could

not live he expressed himself as willing
Several physicians were con—
stantly with him, day and night, and
everything was done for him that love
or duty could suggest, but the end came
November 10th, at eleven o’clock at
night, and on the 17th, just two months
to go.
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from the opening of his ﬁrst lecture in
Boston — September 17th— his funeral
was solemnized in the Old South Church
on \Vashington street.

In

his

Reminiscences

of Spurzheim

Dr. Capen says :
“The solemn funeral

rites were paid to
of Dr. Spurzheim. at the ap
pointed time and place.
The body of the
deceased was removed
from the Medical
College to the Church at 12 o‘clock, accom
panied by the Boston Medical Association.
The bells of the city were tolled from two to
three o'clock.

the remains

“The

services were

commenced

at three

o'clock, by a dirge on the organ by Zeuner.
The Rev. Dr. Tuckerman addressed the
throne of grace in a most fervent prayer.
An able and eloquent oration was then de
livered by Prof. Follen, of Harvard Univer
sity. The following beautiful Ode, by Rev.
John Picrpont, was then sung with great
effect by the Handel and Haydn Society:
Stranger,

there is bending o'er thee

Many an eye with sorrow wet:

All

our stricken hearts deplore thee;

Who, that knew thee, can forget?
Who forget what thou hast spoken?
Who thine eye—thy noble frame?
But that golden bowl is broken,
In the greatness of thy fame.

Autumn's leaves shall fall and perish
On the spot where thou shalt rest,

"H5 in love we bear thee thither

To

thy mourning

mother's

breast.

For the stores of science brought us,
For the charm thy goodness gave,
To the lessons thou hast taught us,
Can we give thee but a grave P

Nature’s priest, how true and fervent
Was thy worship at her shrine !
Friend of man, of God the servant,
Advocate of truths divine,—
Taught and charmed as by no other,
We have been, and hope to be;
But while waiting round thee, Brother,
For thy light—'tis dark with thee !

Dark with thee

! no; thy Creator,
whose creatures and whose laws
Thou didst love shall give thee greater
Light than earth's, as earth withdraws.
To thy God thy god-like spirit
Back we give, in ﬁlial trust;
Thy cold clay—we grieve to bear it
To its chamber—but we must.

All
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“ On the evening
(Nov. 17th) of the fune
ral several of his friends met and agreed to
meet again and organize a society to be
called the Boston Phrenological Society. at
the next recurrence of Spurzheim's b‘rth
day, Dec. 31st. It was formed according to
appointment, and in three months numbered
90 members, more than half of whom were
professional men. They are all, now, num
bered with the dead, and the society did not
arrange for its perpetuation.
“ Casts of the head and brain were taken.
and several sketches made by different art
ists, among whom was Audubon, our Amer
His body was examined
ican ornithologist.
after death by the Medical Society and em
balmed, and deposited in the receiving vault
of Mount Auburn Cemetery, under Park
Street Church, so that, if his relatives de
In
sired, he might be removed to them.
those days several weeks necessarily elapsed
before word could be obtained from them.
and his remains were ﬁnally deposited in
Mount Auburn, and were the first deposited
there with the exception of a little girl, and
Hannah Adams, author of a History of the

Jews.
“ A subscription was

started

at once to

procure and erect a suitable monument and
several hundred dollars subscribed, when, a
few weeks later, Hon. William Sturgis pro
cured an appropriate Italian monument—the
ﬁrst erected at Mount Auburn—and placed
it over his grave.
The name of the illustri
ous occupant alone— Sronzmma— is en
Mr. Sturgis paid its entire
graved thereon.
cost, and received from the Boston Phreno
logical Society a vote of thanks, and a dona
tion of a bust of Spurzheim from the artistic
hand of Belly, giving the accurate outlines
of the original."
Thus we see that although we owe
much to Dr. Gall, the discoverer of
Phrenology, we also owe much to Dr.

Spurzheim for popularizing it and for
discoveries of his own, as well as im
provements in its nomenclature and in
arranging and harmonizing what was
yet unﬁnished when be commenced its
study and dissemination.
The following is copied from the Edin—

burgh Phrenological

Journal:

“ When Dr. Spurzheim last visited Edin—
burgh, Mr. Lawrence Macdonald executed
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Amativeness, full, or rather large,
Philoprogenitiveness. large,
Concentrativeness, rather small,
Adhesiveness, rather large,
Combativeness, rather full.
Destructiveness. very large.

20

'i'.

Secretiveness,

18

8.

Acquisitiveness, rather large,
“
“
Constructiveners,
Self-Esteem,
Approbativeness, large. or very large,
Cautiousness. rather large. or large,
Benevolence,
very large.
“
“
Veneration,
“
“
Firmness,

6.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

12

large.

_

Conscientiousness, rather large,

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
28.
27.
28.

16
18
19
17
20
20
20

or

large,
17.

16

17

13
Hope, rather full, or full,
Wonder — Marvelousness — full, or
rather large,
15
Ideality, rather large,
16
Wit—Mirthfulness—ruther
large, or
17
large,
Imitation, rather large, or large.
16
Individuality, large,
13
Form, rather large. or large,
7
Size, large.
18
14
Weight, full.
Coloring. rather full, or full,
13

Locality, large,
Number — Calculation
or full,

18

-rather

35.
See

Mr. Capen
gence of the
family, and
Britain, and

communicated

14
18
18
17
20
20

the intelli—

of Spurzheim to his
also to his friends in Great
received from Mr. Combe a
statement that he had often been heard
to say he hoped his skull would not be
“ It will
buried ; saying,
prove what my
dispositions were and afford the best
answer to my calumniators.” Measures
were therefore taken to preserve
the brain. heirt, and lungs.‘

it,

decease

and

I

In 1843 saw his skull and brain, in
the custody of Dr. Flagg, in Boston. The
brain was preserved in alcohol. Since
then
has perished, having become dis
solved.
Later the Boston Phrenological
Society placed them with his collection
of busts in the Warren Medical Museum
connected with Harvard Medical School
at Cambridge,
a suburb of Boston,
where
very diﬂicult to obtain ac
cess to them.
It was my wish to obtain those pre—
cious relics for the beneﬁt of the Ameri—
can Phrenological Institute; and during
the life of Dr. Nahum Capen, who was
the only member of the B. P. S. left to
say anything concerning their disposi—
tion
made every effort that could be
suggested for that purpose, even pro
member of the Soci—
posing to become
ety and induce other residents of New
York to do so, in order to have the power
to say something as to their disposal,
and also wrote him that in my opinion,

full,
13

could Spurzheim himself be consulted
in the matter, he would prefer to have
them in our Cabinet, where they could
speak for themselves, rather than be
stored away where
was
“Sabbath
day’s journey" to obtain the privilege
a

5.

8
16

34.

it

4.

18

33.

16

a

3.

15

32.

‘See copy of Cape-n‘s letter to George Combe
Edinburgh Phi-en. Jour,

p. 125, vol

8.

2.

31.

Order, rather large.
Evcntuality, full,
Time, large.
Tune. “
Language, rather large. or large,
Comparison, vt-ry large,
“
“
Causality,
p. 140, vol. 8, Edinburgh Phren. Jour.

I

1.

30.

is

The following development and meas—
urements of Dr Spurzheim‘s head were,
on 3d March, 1828, taken by Mr. Combe
and Mr. Walter Tod. They are on a
scale of from 1 to 20, as adopted by the
Edinburgh Phreuological Society and
described in Oombe's System :

29.
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it

an admirable bust of him, exactly the eize
of life, and combining the most perfect like
ness with the majesty and grace of an an
tique. It is by far the best which we have
seen. and the mind of. the philosopher is
portrayed in it in all its strength and sim
This bust is now a classical relic
plicity.
of a man whom posterity will unquestion
ably revcrence and admire. The portrait,
this
of which an engraving accompanies
article, was painted by Mr. William Stewart
Watson. 8 member of the Phrenologival So
has kindly permit
ciety—Edinburgh—who
ted us to take impressions from the plate."

it
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to look at them.
His ﬁnal reply was
that they could not be had. Soon after
that, Mr. Capen passed away to the bet—
ter land.
This sketch is necessarily limited, al
though the temptation to lengthen it is
very strong—not, however, to eulogize
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the man merely, but to credit him for
the great good be accomplished in the
56 years of his life in this world.

That

he may be a model for those who
him
as advocates of our heaven—
follow
born science is the prayer of
o. F. w.

—-b.-o-.4—

is

a

a

further, and at last found the lost treas
It had been kicked in turn by
every one who came into the office, and
when found was untied and completely
ure.

it

a

a

a

a

They visited
and slushy under foot.
the postofﬁce, and going to the spot
where the man had been standing they
found two or three bits of torn news
It was the same. They looked
paper.

it

it

;

He
was wrapped up in
newspaper.
friend of his loss, and the friend
told
made him describe all the ground he
had been over since he had the money.
The last place mentioned was the post
The night was wet overhead
ofﬁce.

with water. It was all there,
however, and the friends returned to
the hotel and spent several hours in
cleaning and drying it. The gentleman
was so grateful for the sensible advice
which had saved him from serious loss
that he took out his friend and bought
him the handsomest gold watch chain
that he could ﬁnd in the city.
A still more remarkable incident re
lated of the ﬁnding of $130,000, lost by
M. Pages in the Northern Railway sta~
tion in Paris some ten years ago. As
one Ezelot,
French soldier, was walk
ing with two comrades through the sta—
tion, they noticed on the 'ﬂoor a small
package wrapped in a newspaper. They
kicked
along before them for some
distance, and when Ezelot was getting
into the train, going home on short
leave, one of his comrades, picking up
the package, thrust
into the canvas
forage bag slung at his side, Ezelot go
ing on his way without having per
Arriving
ceived the little pleasantry.
at Neuilly, where his parents lived, Eze
lot‘s mother, emptying the forage bag,
discovered the bundle, but, thinking
roll of old newspapers, put on a table
in the kitchen. There
remained for
four or ﬁve days, till a married sister,
calling in and seeing the package, was
moved by an unwonted curiosity. Open
ing she discovered documents repre
senting £26,000, the loss of which M.
Pages had advertised throughout Eu
The soldier and his parents,
rope.
however, had not seen the avertisement,
soaked

it

a

it,

if

she
parcel.
bit of paper on the chair beyant,” said
“ perhaps that’s it," which proved
she
to be, and the gentleman returned
wiser man.
happier and
roll of
A man in the same city lost
bills amounting to $10,000, which also

MONEY.

it

are cer

LOST

a

incidents

tainly interesting as they con
cerned very large amounts of money :
The paymaster of a railroad company,
having its headquarters in Boston, went
out on one occasion with $30,000 to pay
off its employes.
The money was car
ried under his arm, wrapped up in an old
He stopped at a little way
newspaper.
side eating-house
for dinner, and on
going away in a ﬁt of absent'minded
ness, left the money lying on a chair.
He had not gone many miles from the
and his dis
place before he missed
may on discovering its loss can well be
Almost desparing of recov
imagined.
ering the package left in so public
place, he hurried back, and, with trem—
bling voice, asked the woman in charge
“ There‘s a
had seen the

OF

it

HE following

RECOVERIES

it

STRANGE

and not knowing what else to do, had
recourse to the maire.
That function
ar-y,

communicating with Paris, speedily
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ment to the narrative if we could have
a record of the feelings of the soldier

brought down M. Pages, who, gladly
paying the promised reward of £1,000,
went off with his oddly recovered treas

who thrust this unexpected

ure.

tune

It would

be

an interesting

upon Ezelot, when
sequel of his little joke.

supple—

good for
he heard the

o.¢——
PARENTS

ANY

MISTAKES.

for falling upon the sidewalk and soil
ing her new cloak.
The poor child has lost by the fall a
visit to her dearest aunt, is housed up
for the rest of the day and then must
natures were like bean-vines climbing
up just as far and high alike. So far as enjoy in addition to her misfortune the
“good " whipping. Once again in the
the mother knows their real needs and
he comes down from his
gifts, they might as well be so many afternoon,
bean-vines.
Papa John spends his perch of contemplation in another rage
leisure when away from the bank in his to punish Harry for picking a grass
blade from the newly mown lawn.
room upstairs, comparing and classify
He
ing insects—a fourth type of the animal saw this fearful breach of the paternal
kingdom. He is deeplyinterested in the code while examining another member
diptera, particularly the sulicidae the of the diptera family at the window.
Eva’s and Harry's ideas of right and
flea family. He ﬁnds the ﬂea has more
muscular strength than any known wrong are getting rather mixed.
They
animal, leaping to a distance of two have learned through the paternal phy
hundred times its own length, dragging siognomy that it must be a sin to pick a
grass—blade or to fall down.
after it a chain ahundred times heavier
Eva
than itself, and eating ten times its own thinks it must be a greater crime than to
tell a little story. Lucy is oTder and has
weight of provision in a day. He great
ly admires through the microscope its a ﬁne perception of color. She likes blue
dresses and blue bonnet ribbons, and
clean, bright shelly armor, and its agil
ity and elegance. While thinking over she looks well in blue, with her golden
hair and clear blue eyes and lovely
the transformations in its development,
but mamma John prefers
he forgets that his boy John down stairs complexion,
brown dresses with great ugly brick
might do ten times more than he is do
ing and be a hundred times happier, if colored plaids and bonnets to match,
his energies were turned in the right so Lucy wears the brown dresses. She
direction with one-tenth the skill and thinks them so unbecoming that she
patience Mr. Borerick of London has walks in the back streets to hide from
shown in drillinga single ﬂea to drive observations and goes around often to
its four wheeled
He see Mary and try. on her blue dresses to
ivory chaise.
thinks the possibilities of the Imago see how pretty they are. When she is
family wonderful. He only leaves his old enough to earn them, she will have
blue dresses for herself.
absorbing study twice in all the after
Young John
It is a holiday, and from the has a ﬁne ear and taste for music. Papa
noon.
window where he has been looking at John thinks music “nonsense” in a
his last arrived beetle to get a better boy, so John goes around the corner
light, he sees his little Eva fall down on when he can keep it from his father and
the sidewalk, and in a great fury he plays on Edward‘s violin. He improves
Edward's father would
descends to the nursery to insist upon wonderfully.
Mrs. John’s giving hera good whipping be delighted if his own boy had ohn’s
never

understand
mothers
.L
their children. Poles are set up
in family discipline and regimen of the
same size and heights for all, as if their

J
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musical ability. So papa John and
Mrs. John are trying to press these
round children into their square holes;
meantime. everything shines in the
house, not a grass blade is missing out
side. The bees and beetles in the glass
cases are increasing in number and va
Little Eva is quite adroit in im
riety.
provising stories to keep all annoying
falls or mistakes from papa John. He
is such a piece of dynamite when he
gets roused. Papa ohn's frown bounds
the horizon of the children's joys; they
do not think much of whatis good or
noble in itself ; they steer their lives so
as to keep papa from getting mad.
When they play papa in the nursery,
they shout at their dolls as if they would
take their innocent heads off, imitating
his vociferous example, often violently
beating their helpless hands and enthus

J
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ears.
iastically boxing their waxen
Meanwhile papa John tries hard and
succeeds very well in fastening all the
bees and beetles in their cases so asto
look perfectly natural as if at rest in
their native element.
Could he look into Lucy’s starry eyes
and see the brow arching over, then he
might discover her artistic gift and en
He might see in John‘s
courage it.
“ round ear, round nose, round muscu
lar body” the boy’s musical gift and
have his rare talent cultivated.
He
might leave his beetles awhile and help
expand the folded wings in his boy's
soul, that the transformations therein
might be developed into
incomplete,
strength and beauty, and lay up for
himself in his children's hearts a golden
wealth of memories.
L. M. M.

——o.¢
HANNAH

AS

HEN Hannah's child

came, she
considered it a part of her re
ligious duty to take care of it. Instead,
therefore, of going up to Shiloh to at
tend all the great feasts, as she had done
before, she staid at home for some time,
to give personal attention to the little
one that God had given her, and that
was still too young to be taken with
safety and comfort on such long your
neys. No doubt she supposed she was
worshipping God just as acceptably in
doing this, as if she had gone up to all

And who will say
the great meetings.
that ‘she was not right? A mother's ﬁrst
obligations are to her children. She can
have no holier or more sacred duties
No
than those which relate to them.
amount of public religious service will
She may
atone for neglect of these.
missionary
and
meet
run to temperance
in
of
all
kinds
charit
abound
ings, and
able activities, and may do very much
good among the poor, carrying blessings
to many other homes, and Leing a bless
ing (0 other people's children, through
or Mission-school;
the Sunday-school

A

MOTHER.

if she fails meanwhile to care for her
own children. she can scarcely be com
mended as a faithful Christian mother.

but

She has overlooked her ﬁrst and most
sacred duties, to give her hand and heart
to those that are but secondary to her.

Hannah's way evidently was the true

one. A mother had better be missed in
the church, and at the public meetings,
than be missed in her own household.
Some things must be crowded out of
every earnest life; but the last thing to
be crowded out of a mother's life should
be the faithful and loving care of her
children. The preacher may urge that
every one should do something in the
general work of the church, and the
superintendent may appeal for teachers
for the Sabbath-school; but the mother
herself must decide whether the Master
really wants her to take up any religious
work outside her own home. For the
work there she surely is responsible; for
that outside she is not responsible until
the other is well done.
Another thing about Hannah was,
that she looked after her own baby. She
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did the nursing herself.
She did not go
to an intelligence oﬂice and hire a for
eign woman at so much a week, and
then commit her tender child to her
care, that she herself might have “a
free foot” for parties and calls and
operas, and social and religious duties.
She was old-fashioned enough to prefer
to nurse her own child. She does not
seem to have felt it any great personal
deprivation to be kept at home rather
closely for a year or two on this ac
count.
She even appears to have thought
it a big honor and distinguished privi
lege to be a mother. and to do. with
her own hands, a mother’s duties.
And
when we think what this child became
in after years, what the outcome was of
all her pains and toils, it certainly looks
as if Hannah was right.
It is not likely
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she ever regretted, when she saw her
son in the prime and splendor of his
power and usefulness,
that she had
missed a few parties and other social
privileges in nursing and caringfor him
in his tender infancy. If anything,
even half so good, comes ordinarily out

of faithful mothering, there are certainly
few occupations open to women, even in
these advanced nineteenth century days,
which will yield such satisfactory results
in the end as the wise and true bringing
up of children.
Many women are sigh—
ing for distinctions in the professions, or
as authors,
or artists, or singers; but,
after all, is there any distinction so noble,
so honorable, so worthy, and so endear
ing as that which a true woman wins
when she has brought up a son who
takes his place in the ranks of good and
true men i—S. S. Times.

M—

HE

SAVINGS

subject of the general intro
duction of School Saving Banks
into the public schools of the United
States is being discussed by the thought
ful in various localities.
The system
has reformatory and economic advant
ages no philanthropic mind can ignore.
The Saving School System has been
in use in Europe since 1834, and is under
the fostering care of the governments in
France, England, Austria. Germany,
Belgium, and Italy. They have found
it satisfactory and advantageous.
American growth and development
has been unexampled
during the past
century. Our “country is so big,” as
an Englishman in London lately said
apologetically to me after introducing
Mr. Morris, of Sydney, as a gentleman
from my city. “so big we get the cities
confused.”
We acknowledge the size,
and though we do not cover Australia,
“ big."
we are
Instruction in the daily use, growth,
and decay of money, inasmuch as it is
the one acknowledged medium of earthly
trade, is man‘s primal want. The alpha

BANKS.

bet introduces us to the world of letters
and proper economy of pennies should
acquaint us with the ﬁgures whereby we
could early solve the problem of our
bodily needs. Parents in some cases are
able to administer this practical instruc
tion. Apportion your child at birth any
given sum, even $10, if you are poor.
Put it on compound interest for him.
When he is able to reason, show him
the note for
and teach him the laws
of earning and accumulation. Keep this
economic training of your child in view,
and when he reaches manhood,
with
your aid, he will have a nice little in
come, bond or mortgage, and what is
it,

SCHOOL

more
ideas

valuable,

practical, independent
and money’s worth.
Girls need this nucleus and training even
more than boys, as custom makes their

of money

opportunities for earning in after life
less, while their demands are equal.
Individual educators may exercise like

The Savings Bank System has
in successful operation in the In
dian Industrial School at Oarlisle, Pa.,
since 1880. Capt. R. H. Pratt said he
care.
been
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on

cold world, and the public revenue

is

it

regular

Savings

is

a

Bank.
The teacher has no power to withdraw
or manipulate amounts, the child hav
ing in little time the banking rights of
an adult depositor.
Instructors have ample opportunity
while collecting the pupils‘ savings to
inculcate lessons of thrift and encourage
often the outgrowth
generosity, which
of economy.
Much of the money now wasted on
sweetmeats, cigarettes, and other need
will be
less and hurtful indulgences,
put to better use, and we shall have in

MORNING.”

;

" Good-morning,
world l" On the :window
seat
She balanced her two little timid feet
hands, and
She clung with her dimpled
stood
Framed in like a picture of babyhood.

The clambering vines hung low and green
’Round the sunmest curls that e'er were
seen.

As she stood with

beauty and light im
pearlcd,
And bade "Good-morning " to all the world.

“ Good - morning, world !” and the great
world heard,
Each rustling tree and each singing bird.

The dancing ﬂowers and the ﬁelds of grass
Nodded and waved at the little lass
And the far-off hills and the sky overhead‘
Listened and beamed as the word was said

the old sun lifted his head and smiled—
“ {\nd
world 3" u Goommoming'
(,ogdl-dm'orning,
.
’

in

2
’

N—

“ GO0D

c
l

kept

a

is

a

is

is

money

‘

tributed
If not, some other fam
boy
ily has had to give more than its share.
Are you satisﬁed, voting to keep the
saloon open to grind up boys, and then
doing nothing to keep up the supply

it

on the
to their teacher, who credits
deposit slip which the pupil holds. Each
bank book when
l'hlld
provided with
50 cents, and
he has accumulated
an
interest receiver when he has $3. The

ing to pay your taxes and kindly electing
public oﬂicials for you. Have you con

;

is

this season.
The care of administration
compar
atively light. The children bring their
pennies on Monday morning only, and
in answering to roll-call, take the money

VVanted—-2,000,000
boys,’
the notice.
One family out of every
ﬁve must contribute a boy to keep up
the supply.
Will you help? Which of
your boys will
be? Have you given
your share to keep up the supply for
help
this great public institution that

a

it

authorities are falling into line. The
subject has been agitated by educators
in Eastern Pennsylvania, and the sys
tem will be adopted in several districts

is

it

it it

a

:

“BoYs WANTED."—In the following
vein, a contemporary serves up one of the
greatest social “institutions " of the era
“
Have you boy to spare t—The saloon
must have boys or
must shut up shop.
a great
Can‘t you furnish
one? It
can get 2,000,000
factory and unless
boys from each generation for raw ma
terial, some of these factories must close
out, and its operatives must be thrown

is

schools
in
seven different
states
and territories
are now using
with expressed satisfaction.
§58,000
have been collected and stand to the
credit of 9,700 pupils.
Other school

Sixty

and more

SARA LOUISA OBERHOLTZER.

will dwindle.

excellent.

[May

time a purer, wiser, happier,

a

is

URNAL

O

provident nation.

it,

it,

could not teach the Indians the use of
so he instituted
money without having
a system of paying the students small
amounts for their works and taught
them to husband
until they have
large bank accounts; having now to
their credit $5,500.
To reach the greatest number and ac
complish general good we must enter
the public schools.
Mr. J. H. King, a
French educator and ex-school commis
sioner of Long Island City, N. Y., has
devoted time and thought to the accom
modation of the best features of foreign
Saving School Systems to our use. His
plan as perfected
simple, practical, and

J

i
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SECOND
DR.

Jonnsou's

OPINION—CASES

HYPNOTIC

or

HEN

TRANCE--THE
EMANUEL

in

Swsoassoao’s

the great (and good) Samuel

attracts

ironf

Why

an egg

chicken by heat? Why a
produces
tree grows upwards, when the natural
tendency of all things is downward?
Sir, it depends upon the degree of evi—
dence that you have.” “Young Mr.
M‘Kinnon,“ continues Boswell, “ men
tioned one M‘Kenzie, who is still alive,
who had often fainted in his presence,
mentioned
and when he recovered
visions which had been presented to
a

him.”’r
In the Isle of Ulva, at one M‘Quar—
rie's house, M‘Quarrie told them a
strong instance of the second sightt
He had gone to Edinburgh, he said,
and taken a man servant along with

' On

IN THE

1773

CLAIRVOYANT

Johnson was roaming among
the Hebrides more than a hundred years
*
ago, he inquired if there were any re
mains of the second sight. Mr. Macpher
son, Minister of State, said he was re
solved not to believe it because it was
JOHNSON.—
founded on no principle.
“ There are many things then which we
are sure are true, that you will not be
What principle is there why a
lieve.
loadstone

SIGHT.

Tuesday, September 7. 1111;,at Sky.
1*Boswell‘s Life of Johnson, vol. li., chap. xv.
1 1b., chap. xx.

HEBRIDES—THE Paorounn

FACULTY—KANT‘S

CLAIRVOYANCE

Aocous'r

IN 1767.

him.
An old woman, who was in the
house, said one day, “M‘Quarrie will
be at home to-morrow, and will bring
two gentlemen with him ;" and she said
she saw his servant in red and green.
He did come home next day. He had
two gentlemen with him, and his serv

ant had a new red and green livery,
which M‘Quarrie had bought for him at
Edinburgh, upon a sudden thought, not
having the least intention when he left
home to put his servant in livery; so
that the old woman could not have heard
any previous mention of it. This he
assured them was a true story.
The “fainting ﬁt ” of M‘Kenzie will
be recognized
as the deep hypnotic
Artiﬁcially induced this is a
trance.
beautful phenomenon.
Two observed
instances may be worth recording as
showing the condition of the patient in
this state as tested by the hand, the eye,
and the ear. Both men were young,
healthy, and in good condition, and had
never been deeply hypnotized before.
One subject (noted in my ﬁeld book
as C B 33 ; a ﬁgure given here for con~
venience of reference) after passing
through a stage of “delusions ” (a stage
of hypnotism when one is made to think
that whatever is suggested is true and

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

I

triangle.
The reader can easily judge each of
these examples, trivial enough as an ex

is,

is

it

One, while in the partially complete
stage was tested in the usual way for
clairvoyance. A pen he named a pen
cil; a writing pad, a collar or a cuﬂ’;
a bit of elastic—he did not know.
On a piece of paper, the second sub
ject was required to draw a ﬁgure like
the ﬁgure drew, his face being turned
from me. He drew what I drew—a

bevery striking and remarkable. Again,
in partial stages, the exalted senses—of
have more than
hearing or of seeing.
once known subjects to name letters at
a. long distance who were of ordinary
normal eyesight, everything tending to
show a large increase of perceptive
ability along the line of test applied.
This, accentuated, readily accounts for
some phenomena well known, without
regarding imperceptible suggestions of
the operator,
factor have purposely
left out of view.
If we are not sure that
certain
remarkable apprehensiveness related of
Emanuel Swedenborg falls into the line
of second sight, we can easy ﬁnd
similar to second sight.
Immanuel
Kant, the celebrated transcendental
a

him.

the quiescent
centuated—as
regards
surface of the skin; his passive help
lessness; his characteristically exalted
sensibility; the strange horizontal out
line of the eyelid the diﬂ’use or almost
imperceptible respiration, so gentle as to

I

At

quality itself in the objects presented;
and in the second case, how sharpened
wits can work by assuming that the ﬁrst
ﬁgure one would be likely to draw or
guess at random would be, if not a cir
cle, a triangle. Any of us, would, per
haps, guess one of these ﬁgures if re
quired to venture a guess upon what
ﬁgure another would ﬁrst draw. Per
haps, however, as showing the dawnings
of a sense not incapable of development
these examples are of some value.
These awkwardly-cited cases serve to
throw light upon the condition of the
“sensitive " when he has reached the
He
profound stage of hypnotism.
indeed, in a greatly different state from
his ordinary condition in several re
as regards
pulsation—which,
spects
differently ac
both calmer and freer,

I

that he did not dream.
another time afterward a second
in my memoran
subject (distinguished
da by C B 61) having revived from a
deep trance said he had had a beautiful
dream.
His countenance during this
sleep was sweetly irradiated, and he
confessed on awaking that he deeply
enjoyed the trance; a stage of this phe
to
nomenon
which was quite, new
awakened,

I

;

free; altogether
tionally
automatic,
a
brook.
A
later
somewhat
rippling
like
experiment was made when, the eye
fast closed, the eyelids assumed a char
acteristic horizontal margin ; and on the
lids being with some difﬁculty parted,
the eyeballs (as would be natural in re
pose) were found turned upward and
backward, by the pulling up of one
muscle and the relaxation of the other ;
but while the eyes were handled, the
pupil of one eye (and of the other as
well) came slowly down into view, one
more completely than the other, as they
were relinquished. He said, on being

periment in clairvoyance; and there
As far
was very little, indeed, elicited.
know, neither was a pronounced
as
clairvoyant. But the little found out
goes to show, in the ﬁrst case, how keen
the ear must have been to judge the

a

act accordingly), passed gradually into
a profound hypnotic trance. His breath
ing was gentle and general ; his pulsa
tion delicate though regular, the second
ary or systemic throb as heard at the
heart being, as contrary to the normal
beat, sharper and louder, even at the
apex of the heart, than the primary
throb.
The throb at the wrist was felt to be
ﬁrm, regular, and normal, perhaps at
the rate of 72. It is recollected of some
other experiments that this was excep
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philosopher, is the ‘historian of an 0c—
currence that took place in 1759.
“On Saturday, at 4 o'clock P. M.”
" when Swedenborg arrived at
he says,
Gottenburg from England,* Mr. Wm.
Castle invited him to his house, together
with a party of ﬁfteen persons. About
six o'clock, Swedenborg went out, and
after a short interval returned to the
He
company quite pale and alarmed.
ﬁre had just
said that a dangerous
broken out in Stockholm, at the Suder
mahn (Gottenburg is 300 miles from
Stockholm), and that it was spreading
very fast. He was restless, and went
out again. He said that the house of one
of his friends, whom he named, was
already in ashes, and that his own was
in danger.
At eight o'clock. after he
had been out again, he joyfully ex—
claimed,

‘Thank Godl

tinguished
This
house.’

the

third
news

the ﬁre

is ex

door from my
occasioned

great

consternation through the whole city,
and particularly the company in which
It was announced to the gov
he was.
On the Sun
ernor the same evening.
day morning Swedenborg was sent for
by ‘the governor, who questioned him
concerning the disaster. Swedenborg
described the ﬁre precisely, how it had
begun, in what manner it had ceased,
and how long it had continued. On the
same day the news was spread through
the city, and, as the governor had
thought it worthy of attention the con
sternation was considerably increased ;
because many were in trouble on ac
count of their friends and property that
might have been involved in the dis
aster. On the Monday evening a mes
senger arrived at Gottenburg, who was
dispatched during the time of the ﬁre.
In the letters brought by him the ﬁre
was described precisely in the manner
On the Tuesday
stated by Swedenborg.
morning the royal courier arrived at
the governor’s with the melancholy
intelligence of the ﬁre, of the loss it had
‘He returned there July

19, 1759.
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occasioned, and of the houses it had
damaged and ruined, not in the least
diﬂ’ering from that which Swedenborg
had given immediately it had ceased;
for the ﬁre was extinguished at eight
o‘clock." *

Though
remarkable

I

have read of two or three
instances of Swedenborg’s

ability to apprehend far away events as
well as secret matters by means entirely
unexplainable by any present knowl
edge that we have in general, I do not
remember ever to have seen of them
an v scientiﬁc explananation going so far
into the region of the mysterious.
himself is understood to
Swedenborg
have thought little of such examples of
his ability as a seer. We know what
his ordinary testimony to the means of
obtaining such knowledge seems to be,
iand if we are not willing to to admit
his theory (which I do not entertain
myself, I may say in parenthesis) we
must ﬁnd some explanation which bet
ter suits our prevailing notions of these
things or remain in the same mind of
our good and wise Doctor ohnson,who
said to Mrs. Williams one day when at
“ he
tea, in company with Boswell, that

J

‘Life and Writings
Boston, 1860.

of Emanuel Swedenborg.

+Some oi’ Emanuel Swedenborg‘s
ideas concern
ing second
(it that is a good name) may be
t is said ‘of him that when
noted here. sight
the
Queen of Sweden asked whether his spiritual in
tercourse wasa science or art that could be com
municated to others, he said, “ No, that it was a
gift of the Lord,“ “ Can you then," said she,
"a
k with every one deceased or only with
certain persons?“ He answered, " I can not con
verse with all, but with such as I have known in
this world, with all royal and princely persons,
with all renowned heroes, or great and learned
men, whom I have known either personally or
from their actions or writings ; consequently with
all of whom I could form an idea; for it may be
rson whom I never knew. and
supposed that a
oi’ whom I could orm no idea, I neither could nor
would wish to speak with.“ Life and Writings of
Emanuel Swedenborg p. 10!.
One day when a person 0 jected to something
he had said. and argued the polnt in his own way,
Swedenhorg is said to have replied " I receive in
l'Ib. p.
' formation from angels upon such things.“
109.] He admits upon one occasion man ' months
after he had spoken with spirits be perceived that
ii‘ he were remitted into his former state, he
ml ht still fall back into theo inion that all he
seen was fantasy. [1b. p. 10;]
h
He informed one man that “every man has
either his good or his bad spirit, who is not con
stantlv with him, but sometimes a. little removed
lm, and appears in the world of
from
spirits.
this the man living knows nothing.‘
[Ib.
p. i
Butﬁo]!
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should be glad to have some instances
A pretty phenomenon, an account of
which I have once introduced in the
of the faculty well authenticated.“
I think, however, that at present rough draft of this article, is that
there are people now living who can faculty, which two persons—both " mag
say as much as this and more ; for I am netic”—have told me about.
They see
ready to add further, that I should be interiorly a face and a form of a person
willing to know myself also what kind whom they know, and they say that it
of well-known principles are sufficient so often happens that the person soon
for explanation of such phenomena of meets them that when the vision is seen
second sight as are already well attested; the person is expected to be met, and
and to say that Mr. Swedenborg's belief generally the suggestion is entirely in
upon those matters, notwithstanding voluntary.
A few weeks ago a bold bank robbery
his great familiarity with their phe
nomena, does not in the least explain happened in the city where I dwell. One
them, but rather puzzles me more than of the persons just referred to told me
that some time before it occurred, he
ever. since he brings in the aid of spirits,
about which, as far as I understand,
being present at the counter of the bank,
very little is deﬁnitely known. Eastern saw (by a suggestion of the possibility
of such an event) the occurrence very
magic, if not so creditable, is a greatdeal
more intelligible, Madame Blavatsky’s much the same way in which it after
theories not excluded : who asserts, if I ward happened, in an imaginary line of
recollect correctly, that what are known acts ; in his own mind. He did not then
there as apparitions are manifestations : speak of this imaginary scene, but of
course thought of it afterward.
not real things seen, not even so deﬁ
This would not be remarkable in a
nitely identiﬁed as a man's “double,”
of things person who is not so “sensitive ;” since
but simply representations
in another it would go no farther than
which may be interiorly viewed.
So far I have written as near as I the simple suggestion of the possibility
could about our present knowledge of of such an event. but in him the sug
such things ; as I understand it to be : gestion at once spread out into a mental
supposing that clairvoyance and second scene, when the actors did what he
sight; hypnotism and trance ; the skill thought they might do. Perhaps such
of the seer, the apprehension of the may be the kind of origin for the vision
“magnetic sensitive" to be ruled by of a “seer," whose mind takes up the
laws having a common character to train of thought suggested and carries
it unconsciously as well as involuntary
each other.
on.

DRUG

ADULTEBATION

HE indictment

HENRY

-—-_-M
that

AND

hygienists

bring against the practice of medi
cine as commonly pursued, viz., that it
and uncertain in re
is experimental,
sults, especially in cases of serious dis
ease, is strong enough in itself, and its
force is recognized by all candid physi
cians in proportion to the extent of their
Of the four or ﬁve hun
experience.
dred substances having place in the ma

UNCEBTAIN

PRESCRIBIN

CLARK.

G.

teria medica of the three leading schools
that use drugs, scarcely a dozen possess
well deﬁned characteristics that may be

in favorable conditions
of administration,
0., when the selec
tion of the drug can be said to be ap
propriate, and the drug itself of normal
The physician
strength.
often dis
appointed by the phenomena that followr
his administration of such well known
depended upon

is

vol. ii., chap. iv.

11.

I"Boswell,

AND soznzvcn
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drugs as quinine, belladonna, aconite,
opium, or digitalis, and it his conﬁdence
in their essential virtues remains he
must ascribe the failure of his treat
ment to adulteration, or to variation in
strength that may be attributed to dif
ferent
tion.

methods

of chemical

prepara

Systematic examination of the tinc—
tures, and extracts, and powders, etc.,
supplied by druggists, have shown great
As
variations in quality and strength.
Dietz, of Toledo, said not long
Dr. C.
“ If any one doubts for
ago in a paper,
a moment that the remedies placed at
our command in the retail drug store

J.

are unreliable and ununiform, let him
consider the reports of the New York
Association’s
State
Pharmaceutical
Committee on Adulteration for the years
These reports cover
1888 and 1889.”
many of the ‘ remedies’ in common
use, and show variations in the quality
and medicinal value of all, in some
cases even the identity of a drug could
not be determined except from the label
placed upon the package by the dealer."
Tests made at different times, and by
reliable experts, show that the tinctures
of aconite, belladonna, digitalis, hyos—

cyamus, gelsemium, etc., obtainable at
the retail pharmacies varied in strength
as 1 is to 8.
Granting that the physician had made

correct diagnosis, and had ,“exhibited’
the proper remedy, with such a fact in
view could his medicine be trusted ? or
in the language of the committee:
“What earthly chance would a doctor
have in trying to save the life of a
with such an article 7"
patient
Dr. Dietz illustrates in a forcible style
the unhappy situation of a conscientious
physician who is at the same time with

a

his patient, although in a different way,
victim of this vicious state of affairs

a

pharmaceutical.
“Take the article tincture of digitalis
for example, and suppose that you have
a patient, suffering from some heart
lesion, under a digitalis treatment.

You
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have worked up to a 30—drops dose of a
tincture represented by one in the scale
as 1 is to 8.
The patient is doing nicely
until the prescription is exhausted ; then,
following the ordinary custom, the bot—
tle is sent to be refilled.
The druggist
has in the mean time, obtained a new
bottle of tincture digitalis from the same
or another wholesaler, or he has made
some from a F. E. or another specimen
of drug purchased for the purpose. The
druggist, well knowing, possibly, the
nature of digitalis, does not hesitate to
reﬁll the prescription.
This sample
happens to be a good one, and ranks
about 8 in the scale. The patient takes
the dom, getting really about eight times
as much action as before.
The doctor is
called in, but can do nothing, and he is
the only one blamed for the death in
that family.
“ Take the
opposite position in which
the stronger preparation was ﬁrst ob—
tained. and the dose required was only
3 or 4 drops.
The reﬁlling was from
the weaker sample.
“ Patient
says after a few days’ use of
it: ‘ Medicine does no good—did do
good at ﬁrst, but does not any more.
Guess I will try Dr. X. and see if he
can not do good for a longer time than

Dr. A. has.’ Doctor gets all the blame,
druggist none. And why should he?
The doctor has not demanded more than
the druggist has supplied.
The drug—
gist, being no practictioner, is not sup
posed to know how a medicine acts,
excepting from the testimony of the
’

physician."
Who can wonder that the sick public
are dissatisﬁed with the doctors, and are
disposed to throw them and their physio
to the dogs, or that so many resort to
“ metaphysical” curers, and the
the
multi—named faith healers ‘i
That other effect of drug adultera
tion exhibited in the growing disuse of
drugs by many physicians is the more
healthful, and receives the approval of
the advanced hygienist and sanitarian.
H. s. D.
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there is greater skill in conducting the
other lines of treatment in all that relates
to temperature, rest, food, etc., than there
can be in mere medication.
The greatest mortiﬁcation and embar
rassment to the hygienist of the present

is

it,

day is that so many think that sanitation
means skill in ﬁnding a nuisance, rather
than deep knowledge of causes which
He is the
prevent their occurrence.
modern physician who, ﬁnding results
in the form of sickness, knows how to
deal with them in full knowledge of the
curative resources of the sanitary or real
medical art. The time has really come
when every family that can afford
should put itself under the care of the
physician, with the expectation that he
will guide the life in particulars in which
every one cannot be expected to have
and so secure vigor, and
knowledge,
ward off disease.
It now more prac
ticable to get more service out of your
medical adviser by his investigations of
states of health and means of vigor, than
to depend upon him merely when
sickness has arrived.

-—M——

!

A HYoEmo SUBSTITUTE FOR QUINIA
—Dr.Alois Fenykovy communicates to
Vienna medical journal an account of
some observations made on the treatment
of intermittent fever by means of friction
of the back along the spine. Many years
ago, as stated in the Lancet, while at

Nisch with his regiment, th'ere occurred
so many cases of intermittent fever that
the stock of quinine was becoming ex
hausted. and, in order that the patients
might not be entirely without some sort of
treatment,

was ordered that they should
day along the spine
with simple ointment.
The day after
this order had been given
appeared that
the usual attack had not come on.
Ac
cordingl y, since that time Dr. Fenykovy
has very frequently employed this treat
ment. and usually with marked success.
Indeed, he says that three-fourths of his

it

twice

,

be rubbed

a

labored and hoped

many years in the reform
atory sphere of hygiene are beginning to
see results of a most practical character
in the general walks of medical practice.
The truths that they have preached and
taught are being absorbed into the new
physiology of the day, and a recent
writer thus describes how hygienic prin
ciples are affecting the practice and art
of medicine:
The great study now is to know what
are the precise preservative and curative
powers of the human system and of
each particular person, and how far and
in what way they are most available.
Also, how they can be aided by natural
methods, such as by air, food, water,
Hence it is that hygiene
exercise, etc.
is no longer a thing to be patronized. It
is radical and essential to the practice of
medicine. Many a practitioner past ﬁfty
years of age has become a poor practi
tioner because he practices just as he
was taught, and knows more about Ma
teria Medica than he does about the
Materia Natura. The prof oundest ques
tions now before the medical mind are
those of nutrition, of tissue repair, of
or renovation by natural
preservation,
Flint and Gross signalized
processes.
their latest works by insisting upon the
Weir Mitchell opens his insti—
change.
for
restorative treatment mostly
tution
of sanitary and dietetic
the
lines
along
attempts both pre
Sargent
methods.
and
cure
resort to the legiti—
by
vention
mate ways of body building as Nature
conducts it. These are but specimens of
hundreds who have caught the advanc
ing light. They know how important,
and yet how narrow, a sphere drugs
have on the one hand, and also how
superﬁcial on the other are many of the
plans of alimentation through pepsin
and baby foods, etc. Sir Wm. Gull does
not feel his profession compromised when
he states that the prince of Wales, when
sick with typhoid fever, took only two
doses of medicine, because he knows that
so

it

for

is

HOSE who have
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cases have done very well without any
quinine at all. What is this but a form
of massage with associated suggestion of
which the nervous system takes account?

-—w_—

Ssoonsamr. A POISON.—Recent
re
searches show that saccharine, the sweet
est of all sweets, like all the other deriv
ations from coal tar, is a poison, and
may produce the most serious results

NOTES

when habitually used even in minute
It is made in Germany, and
quantities.
is sold for about ﬁfteen dollars a pound.
Its sweetening properties are about three
hundred times as great as those of cane
sugar, hence it is used in some manufac
torics as a substitute for ordinary sugar.
its poisonous quality, the
R=cognizing
importation of saccharine has been for
bidden by France, Spain, and Portu
gal.

IN SCIENCE

Great Longevity in a Japanese

'l“amlIy.—“ A

years in one
household” (ikka sen-nan) is an old Japanese
saying, employed with reference to an event
which, in respect of extreme rarity, may be
classed with the sight of a dead donkey or a
‘tinker’s funeral. The Hocht' Shimlnm says
that an instance may be found in the house
hold of a merchant called Mizuma Gensukc.
"who resides at Kanazawa, in the Saitama
The family consists of
district of Sado.
the following members : Great-great-great
grandpapa Gengo, aged 130; Great-great,
great-grandmamma Tomi, aged 132 ; Great
,great-grandpapa Gembei, aged 101 ; Great
great-grandmamma Miyo, aged 99; Great
great-grandaunt Yoshi, aged 105; Great
grandpapa Gensuke, aged 81 ; Great-grand
mamma Kimi, aged 79; Grandpapa Gem
pachi, aged 61; Grandmamma Toyo, aged
60; Papa Genkichi, aged 40 ; Mamma Tomo,
Uncle Genroku, aged 35 ; Son
aged 38:
Genshichi, aged 14; Daughter Toki, aged
5. The united ages of the fourteen amounted
at the close of last year to 980, and conse
quently became 994 on the ﬁrst day of this
year, according to the Japanese method of
Next New Year’s Day, sup
calculation.
intervened
posing that death had not
meanwhile, the aggregate ages would be
1,008, and as 994 is nearer 1,000 than 1.008,
the family have resolved to celebrate their
ikka sen-Mn this spring by a visit to the
shrine of Ise, and afterward to Koyto,
where the whole fourteen, from the little
tot of 5 to the grayhead-if he still has any
hair—of180.will go sightseeing in company.
thousand
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Who Invented the Steamboat

‘r
to be a favorite policy of the
local press throughout the country to occa

—It

seems

sionally print an account of some one who,
as has just been discovered, is the true and
original inventor of some great invention
now in practical use for these great many
An instance of this kind is the story
years.
now aﬂoat to the eﬁect that to a New
Hampshire man. Captain Morey, belongs
the credit of having invented the steam
boat.
It is stated that fully fourteen years
previous to Fulton's famous experiment
with the Clermont, Morey had built a small
boat, and in the test on the Connecticut
River, it attained a speed of four miles per
hour against the current. It is said that
after this experiment Morey went to New
York with his models and had several inter
views with Fulton, who suggested some
improvements, and as it is claimed that
Fulton in this manner obtained the idea of the
The story, we think, lacks the
steamboat.
of truthfulness, containing too
elements
much more “ tradition."

Professor Wlnchell’s Paste.—

Professor

Alex.

Winchell

will stick anything.

uses

a

cement

The recipe is:
Take two ounces of clear gum arabic, one
ounce and a half of ﬁne starch, and one
Pulverize the
half ounce of white sugar.
gum arabic, and dissolve it in as much
water as the laundress would use for the
quantity of starch indicated. Dissolve the
starch and sugar in the gum solution. Then
cook the mixture in a vessel suspended in
boiling water, until the starch becomes
that
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The cement should be as thick as
tar, and kept so. It can be kept from spoil
ing by dropping in a lumpof gum-camphor,
or a little oil of cloves or sassafras.
This
cement is very strong indeed, and will stick
perfectly to glazed surfaces, and is good to
repair broken glass, rocks, minerals, or
fossils.
clear.

How to Determine the Earth‘s
Size—Tm: method of determining the size
of the earth
described

that is theoretically simple, is

by a scientiﬁc journal as follows :

It

is a well-known fact that the farther west
one travels the later the sun rises, and that

by traveling completely around the world
in a westerly direction we can make the
sun fall behindhand an entire day.
The
same is true of the stars and other heavenly
bodies
and since it is more usual to use
the stars in the process of measuring the
earth than to use the sun, we shall conﬁne
First, we must un
our attention to them.
derstand that owing to the fact that the stars
rise 3m. 56s. earlier each night, the sidereal
day is only 22h. 56m. 4s. long instead of
24h.
Any one can satisfy himself of this
by noting that, owing to the revolution of
the earth around the sun, any given star
will rise 366 times in a year, while the sun
The stars will therefore
rises 365 times.
gain 1-366th ofgaday each day, which is
Now let us imagine to
2365. or 3m. 56s.
ourselves, A and B on the earth's equator,
to one another.
and diametrically opposite
By means of a telegraph wire they can set
their clocks exactly alike, and after they
have done so it is plain thatB will see Sirius
rise exactly twelve hours later than A. Now
suppose B moves his observation eastward
till he is only a quarter of the earth's cir
cumferance away from A, then it is plain
that he will see Sirius rise six hours later
If B moves eastward again until
than A.
he is only an eighth of the circumference
away from A, he will see Sirius rise three
hours later thanA: :.nd so on. Suppose,
now, that the two observers are only thirty
or forty miles apart, and that by careful
observing it is found out that B sees the star
precisely 2m. 14.7s. later than A; and let
us further suppose that when the distance
is carefully measured with a steel tape it is
found to be thirty-eight miles, 1,622 yards.
Then as the difference in time is to an entire

[My

day, so is this distance to the circumference
of the earth.
Thus the circumference is
ﬁgured out as 24,897 miles, and the diame
ter 7,925 miles.

0nr Climate

Not Changing.—

Mr. Cleveland Abbe, of the Meterological
Building at Washington, who is the real
founder of our weather service. takes up in
the Forum the popular idea that our climate
is changing.
After showing in an interest
ing way how changes, if any occur, are cal
culated from meteorological tables, he
shows that rational climatology gives no
basis for the much-talked-of inﬂuence upon
the climate of a country produced by the
growth or destruction of forests, the build
ing of railroads or telegraphs, and the cul
tivation of crops over a wide extent of
prairie. " Any opinion as to the meteoro
logical effect of a man's activity," he says,
“ must be based either upon the records of
observations or on a-prz'ori theoretical reas~
oning. Now the records of experience are
exceedingly diverse in various parts of the
world, and lead to no uniform conclusion.
The palteontological evidences of the for
mer existence of animals and plants where
they can not now thrive, show clearly that
great changes have taken place during geo
logical ages, perhaps 50,000 years distant;
but no important climatic change has yet
since the human history
began."

been demonstrated

What Man

is Made 0f.—Dr.

Lancaster. a London physician and surgeon,
recently analyzed a man and gave the re
sults to his class in chemistry. The body
operated upon weighed 154.4 pounds. The
lecturer exhibited upon the platform 23.1
pounds of carbon, 2.2 pounds of lime, 22.3
and about ‘one ounce
ounces phosphorous,
each of sodium, iron, potassium, magnesi
um, and silicon.
Besides this solid residue
Dr. Lancaster estimated that there were
5,595 cubic feet of oxygen, weighing 121
pounds; 105,900 cubic feet of hydrogen.
weighing 15.4 pounds, and 52 cubic feet of
nitrogen in the man’s body. All of these
elements combined in the following: One
hundred and twenty'one pounds of water,
16.5 pounds gelatine, 1.32 pounds fat, 8.8
pounds ﬁbrin and albumen, and 7.7_ pounds
of phosphate of lime and other minerals.
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Now according to our view of
the subject the prime essential is to un
derstand character, and the next facility

teacher.

The dignity,

in imparting instruction.

ﬁrmness and tact that would make one
good

a

NEW YORK,

that Arnold of Rugby was distinguished

and makes

the

strong assertion that no one should teach
who has not “ a call" for such work. By
we infer that the writer

this statement

means that he who would

teach

feels

himself specially adapted to the sphere
of guiding

the young

mental development.

in the lines of
The “ essential ”

qualiﬁcation, we are told by this organ,
“power

is

of control”

or

“govern

ment," but we are not told the nature of
this

"power

woman

of control.”

may

possess

A

that

man

or

poise

of

character that will enable them to bear
themselves with dignity and ﬁrmness in
and to maintain a good

a school-room,

degree of order.
it

“

Thus they may exhib
" and
yet they may

power of control

fail to

be good teachers

of the term.
portance

in the true

sense~

Discipline is of high im

in school management,

but it

in his relations to his famous boy pu
pils but was always kind and affectionate;
an amiable teacher in strong contrast to
a

And yet what a
How grateful the tributes of

rigid disciplinarian.

teacher!

Tom Brown
who

A

sat

the hundred others

and

under his instruction!

graduate

of Williams College told
of the late

me one day of the attitude

the young men

Mark Hopkins toward

It

who came under his care.

was always

gentle and kind, yet there was a mastery
about it that every

He

seemed

student recognized.

to know the nature of every

youth, and was rich
to each case.

For

in counsel suited

this reason

no stu

dent could stay long at Williams with

out learning to

esteem

and to take pleasure

Dr. Hopkins,

in winning his ap

proval.
We remember well

a

teacher of

our

college days who was no disciplinarian,

far from

and

a

organ, in a

has an article on the qual

iﬁcations of teachers,

of severity or rigid method

by qualities

it,

PROMINENT educational

in the

We do not ﬁnd

elements of discipline.

T0 TEACH OR NOT TO TEACH.

A

master are most valuable

able teachers who were lacking

May, 1890.

late number,

drill

adjuvants in school, and conduce to the
best success, but there have been admir

man, too, who made

no display of scholarship in the class

is far from covering the majority of the

room, and yet there was no other man

essentials.

in the faculty to whom we
is the other of the

“two prime qualiﬁcations for
er."

But manifestly

high scholarship
1

a man

and

yet

a

teach

may have
be

a poor

went at recitation

promptly

time, and

in whose

room there were fewer incidents of dis
order or mischief making. That teacher
was John William Draper, the eminent
chemist

and discoverer.

I

We are also told by the same organ
that “scholarship”

so

trow every
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student who enjoyed his instructions
during the long professorship that was

fy the propriety of someeexpression

his in connection

he appreciates the kindness.

University, recalls his name with rever
manner,

simple

in

the same conduct in

he invited

that this

not

who ignore
we

assume,

grateful emotion.

They

inclined to think,

are

special privilege

that they are

entitled

ducting experiments made the lesson of
his hour clear to the dullest perception.

is

his pupils, and his inimitable way of
explaining scientiﬁc principles and con

We suppose, however,

the view taken of benevolent acts bythose

;

Always kind, frank.

ence.

to show that
is

the part of the beneﬁted

a

with the New York

on

a
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Of his scholarship

the world outside
our college walls knew far more than

things that are after all, commonplace.

we boys who sat daily under his lips.

day on the street who stand with head

But later

bent to one side, eyes pathetically up

was his

of nature‘s

mastery

secrets,

and how profound his erudition.
They who would be successful

with

“to

need

is

There

make

of beggars met every

a class

lifted, and a hand
palm.

extended with open

Whatever one drops into that
received with very slight

open palm
movement

of the eyelids or

children must have the “call” to teach;

the lip, while the attitude

in

changed.

other

they should love the

words,

vocation for itself,
those elements

and

should

have

of personal constitution

fuss" about

a

a

tremor of

remains

un

These beggars appeal by their

very posture to the benevolent, and
into the hand

coin dropped

is

simple, easy methods meant, how broad

no

is

in life we learned what his

to what they get from others, and there

the

but a re

the children put under

artistically depicted in face and form.
But your average ingrate, as met in
society, makes no appeal in this im

place

is greatly defective, and sure to

GBA'I‘ITUDE

AN

ESSENTIAL.

WOULD not the world

It

the giver who should feel grateful

be

brighter if

seems to be consid

of cheer
cerely and

has something in

to both sides, and when sin

frankly

whole mental

It

accepted.

does not appear to be under

stood that gratitude

more expression were given to the feel

ing of gratitude?

received with an air of condescension.

Really,

_—.++__

in the

It

that his kindness

fail of high attainment.

his expectation

demand, and often the gift

it

is so complex that the system of peda

gogics that does not give it a prominent

ported fashion

nature of

is

Indeed,

it

it

is no simple matter.

is

knowledge

a

prerequisite of this adaptation, and such

is

Knowledge of the child mind is the

is

their training.

is

sponse to the expression of urgent need

;

that enable them to adapt themselves to

expressed warms the

being of the beneﬁciary.

really one of the most wholesome

of human

digniﬁed to show by look and word that

children its joy-giving

one is indebted to another for anything.

in

A kind

act may be interpreted as a mere

nizes its relation to sunny, cheerful char

matter

of personal

duty on the part of

acter knows how its repression conduces

him who does

it,

ered in some circles unnecessary or un

but that does not

nulli

As expressed by
inﬂuence
seen

a marked degree, and

is

emotions.

whoever recog

to frigid, taciturn mannerisms.
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Then let us keep alive the mental
that enter into gratitude.

ele

It

ments

not the manifestation

is

of a single faculty,

but of several in combination,

and those
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people, or at least the race that inhabited

Western Europe, were far from restrict
ed
be

in forms of diet, for there appeared to
bits of wheat

husk,

and

vegetable

in the higher range of human sentiment.

fruit cells, particles

No man or woman is

bone, barblets of feathers and other food

casion

so situated that oc

does not offer

daily for the ex

All

indications.

of ﬁsh and animal

these things point to

pression of gratitude, and its lack in any

the conclusion that our prehistoric an

one can be taken as signiﬁcant of defec

cestors who lived so long ago that we

tive culture in things that concern

can not deﬁnitely fix the date, and to

true

whom some archaeologists have imputed

happiness.

a low mental condition, were intelligent

§
PBEHISTOBIC HAN AN EPICURE.
AN English microscopist
amining the teeth of

has been ex

a prehistoric

skull,

and his ﬁndings are interesting because
of their fresh contribution toour knowl
the cement like deposit surrounding some
revealed

minute relics of food in such variety
that those early

that we must conclude

@pr

égﬁur

It would appear,

ed.

too, that they were

suﬂ'lciently advanced to cultivate the soil,

and to

be able to exercise a taste

erence for certain

or

kinds of food.

pref—
Cer—

the man we can design from a

in this fashion is much removed
from the ape as we know him, or from
tooth

-ﬁ

the supposititiousdryopithecoid improve

ment of the mioceue strata.

ilicnturinl 1111mm
to the Editor in the professional capacity of a phy—
lician will also receive his early attention.

ﬂurrespnndents.

-

or 'rns Fsos.——Questz'on.—I
wouldlike to know very much some things
bun
about the face; In fact there about
dred questions want to ask about human
am going to ask‘is
nature, but the one
What good or intellectual faculties
this:
narrow face?
are lacking in
MRS. w. u.
are several books that
Anmer.—There
you might read with good result. On the
Wells Company
catalogue of the Fowler
list of treatises on both physi
you will ﬁnd
A perusal of
ognomy and phrenology.
some of them would furnish the answers to
A narrow face
many of your questions.
usually intimates that the intellectual facul
Ksowuznos

him the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

Anwsrs write yourfull name and address plain
If you use apseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.
lg.

WI on

so!‘

mun-“xx

'ro

ls'nms

UNAVAILABLI

contributions unless the necessary postaqe is pro,
In ALL cssu, persons who
aided by the writers.
communicate with us through the post-oﬂlce should,
if they expect a reply, inelose the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
Personal and private matters addressed
address.

&

wns.

I

mus-r" on“

a

"Gmiur.

a

Qum'noss or

But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
shall expect ustogive
pounded,ifacmrespondent

I

a

mu

of nutritious elements that nature afford

In tainly

edge of the life of stoneage man.
of these teeth the microscope

enough to recognize the bountiful supply
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it

if

is

Saxon. Isoos'rmsrloa—W. ltL—It seems
consider
to us that you do not suﬁlciently
your part in the sad state of your domestic
due
you did realize how much
life, for
be
reason
would
but
conduct
own
to your
able to expect that you would so act as to

it

a

if

is

it

if

?

a

is

a

If

asked by some reader for
an apology
plain talk indulged in the above, we
now, but at the same time must ex
make
press our sense of the injury done to our
manhood by the weak confession of so
life,
many for habitual sinning in domestic
I
“ can’t help it."

the

or

CAusAu'rY.-—Question.—
be called one of the
noblest faculties, and yet when marked
very large the word “Restrain” follows
M. B. v.
the description of the organ
faculty may in a given
Amman—Any
be too strong to produce harmo
case
ny of character; and also any faculty may
A faculty much
some times be too weak.
person
too strong for the others will make
be Causality
warped and unbalanced. If
he may be too speculative and impractical
IMPORTANCE

Why should Causality

a

,'

more accurate.

home.

?

carefully practiced

is

if

is

is

is

agood one. A water
placement of water
tight box. ten inches in length, breadth,
In this water to
and height may be made.
then the
poured
inches
of
ﬁve
the depth
skulls with sutures carefully sealed, so as
to admit no water to their interiors, are
pressed into the water, crowns down, until
sunk to the ear and super orbitar level.
The height to which the water has risen is
marked and the diﬁerence in inches between
that mark and the ﬁve inch level shows the
capacity of the brain pan, including, of
course, the bone covering. A more con
that of ﬁlling the skull to
venient method
be measured with small shot, through the
large basal opening, but the water method,

it

a point about an inch above the ears, and
posteriorly at the junction of the occipital,
In estimating
temporal and parietal bones.
method
by the dis
the
skulls
of
capacity
the

is

it
is

it

;

of‘

manner there is a lack of perfect accuracy.
For ordinary comparison we use measure
ments with tape line; for circumference, over
the head from ear opening to ear opening;
the nose
over the head from the root
around the
to the occipital prominence
centre of the forehead from the tragus of
one ear to the tragus ol' the other, and also
around the centre of the occipital region
Also the
from ear opening to ear opening.
length, breadth and height of the head by
caliper measurement. In taking the breadth
at three
well to measure
of the head,
regions—between the temples, centrally at

it if

R.—Observers

if

Hun—P.

have used several methods for determining
the size of the head in life,but whatever the

is

Msssumse Tm;

if

narrow head and face, and we expect to
ﬁnd also amiability of disposition if the
forehead is high, and the crown well
rounded.

avoid the consequences that bring to your
wife so much of suffering and to your grow
ng family so much of discomfort and trial.
A distinguished doctor once said to lady
who complained that every time she moved
“ Don't moved
her arm
pained greatly,
have
but to repeat the
We
then, madam."
like advice to you. A man who professes
very incon
to be kind to wife and family
he keeps
not something worse,
sistent,
doing things that make them miserable.
he bewails his ill luck, and
Then, too,
makes him wretched to see
that
protests
their sutfcrihg, he must be mentally disor
not quite insane to -persist in con
dered
duct that injures himself as well as them.
Why not restrain your animal nature, and
You should do your
be more of the man
Be continent.
simple duty in this matter.
the feelings and wishes of your
Respect
The
wife. Her rights are equal to yours.
man who does not believe this social prin
worthy
not ﬁt to be the husband of
ciple
woman.
In marriage he likely to deteri
crate morally, and to drag wife and family
brutish level.
By the
downward toward
culture of your higher nature, and the re
pressing of your passions and selﬁsh pro
pensities by an earnest, sympathetic inter
est in the growth and welfare of your chil
dren, you will show yourself the true man,
You must do
and so rise in self respect.
this
you would secure the end a man
commonly wants in his maturity—a happy

it

ties are somewhat limited in their range of
action, are speciﬁc rather than general, and
do their best work when devoted to simple
There may be sharpness of dis
purposes.
cernment and a ready intuition with the

[May

I

'
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then it should be restrained and not
allowed to master every other quality.

and

arm
Tonaooo
CA'rsaRm—Questiom—I
have known doctors to advise people to
smoke who had catarrhal trouble, alleging
that the tobacco smoke dried up the exces
What do you think
sive mucous secretion.
of such advice for me? 1 am a victim of
catarrh.

Amman—We have known of such ad
vice, but are not ready to sanction it. To
bacco has a poisonous effect upon the sys
tem.
Experiments by diﬂ'erent physiolo
gists have proved that smoking affects di
gestion, the action of the heart and the
nervous system.
It is a nerve depressant,
or paralysantwthus reducing the tone of the
functions generally. Catarrh, as a rule is a
functional trouble—at least in its early
stages—and due to a reduced nervous state.
Everybody who knows anything about to
baceo pathologically will tell you that it has
great power as a laxative of muscular ii
bre, and this effect
alone can
explain
much of the heart disturbance of regular
smokers, and also explain why smoking
will cause throat and nose trouble. Dr.
Morell Mackenzie, the throat specialist,
so well known in the case of the late Em
peror Frederick, says that " the baleful ef
fects of immoderate
smoking" can be seen
“ writ large on nearly every part of the mu
of the throat.”
The use
cous membrane
of tobacco is in very many cases at the bot
tom of nose, throat, and eye aﬂections that
are ascribed to almost every thing else.

PERSONAL.

Vrsoous'r Hsmrnss, an ex-Speaker of the
House of Commons, has gone into trade as a
retail dealer in provisions. He carries on a
dairy farm on strict business principles, and
every egg is said to be marked, and every
pat of butter stamped with a coronet and a
letter H. No doubt this stamp makes his
goods sell readily.

EARLY,

of La.

fame, has given $1,000 toward

lottery

the expenses

of the exercises at the unveiling of the Lee
monument which is to take place at Rich
mond, Va., on May 29. No doubt the lot
tcry business will be helped by this sagaeious

___M_-_

act.

WISDOM.
" Thou must be true thyself,

If

thou the truth would teach.”

RionNsss of mind will hide the poverty of
the poor.
NARROW minds think nothing right that is
above their own capacity.—Roehejbumuld.
DiSORBTION is the perfection of reason,
and aguide in all the duties of life—Addison.

Here

is like the sun, which, as we

jour

ney toward it, casts the shadow of our bur
den behind us.
WORK within the lines of your strength,
Do not imagine that you are nothing be
cause you are not everything.

Tm: cheerful are the busy. When trouble
knocks at your door, or rings the bell, he
will generally retire if you send him word
you are engaged.
H1; is happy

whose circumstances suit his

temper; but he is the more excellent who can
suit his temper to any circumstances.-—Hume

__..-.-.e_—_
MIRTH.

_____§.¢—_
Dn. Jossrn Hunronn, of Ohio, is one of
the many illustrations of longevity among
practicing phrenologists. He is now over
eighty years of age, and promises to live
A sketch of him will
many years longer.
appear in an early number of this journal.

J UBAL

German.
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“ A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."

"

I ssr, doctor, you who know medicine
from A to Izzard, what do you do yourself
when you have a bad cold?” Phvsician (who
does not believe in giving advice gratis)
“ Cough.”
Tsims- are two reasons why some people
don't mind their own business.
One is, that
they haven’t any mind ; the other, that they
haven't any business.

“ We must have a class of men
between
the laity and the ministry," said Mr. Moody,
recently. “Sure, we have them already,”
was the comment of a witty Irishman.
“ They are the women, God bless
them."
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BIRTHRIGHT.

these truths to be self-evident:
I. That the earth is capable of sup
living upon
porting the population
it, and that the American Continent is cap
many times
able of supportinga population
greater than the number of persons now‘ living
on our soil.
industrious
2. That our people are a frugal,
people, proliﬁc in thought
and enterprising
willing to work with their hands; skilled
in the application of every kind of mechanical
device to the assistance of labor, and that they
largely
do produce every useful commodity,
in excess of their own requirements, even if
every person on the continent were provided
with abundance.
3. That it is not possible for the American
people to consume what they produce, even
at the present rate of production, while by
employing labor production might be many
times increased.
factor in the
4. That the only important
great problem, how the people are to live in
this countryis the RATIO between consump
tion and production.
If this ratio is merely subsistence, then they
have a'right to subsist. If it is abundance,
If it is lux
then they have a right to plenty.
ury, they have a right to live luxuriously.
We claim that we the people, have a right
to all that we can create. That we own this
continent, and are not very largely in debt for
it; that the limit of our right to enjoy is the
limit of the soil to produce, and the willing
ness of our hands to labor.
That our claim to the wealth of this country
of
is not limited to the simple possibilities
what our hands can earn working for some
kind of a task master to be paid wages, and to
buy in an artiﬁcial market simply what the
wage money will pay for; but we claim the
inalienable right of every American citizen to
an equal share of the undivided wealth of this
country, and we disclaim entirely the right of a
few to usurplownership and to keep in perpetu
citizens,
a1 vassalage any class of American
every individual of whom is born in a condi
We
tion of freedom, fraternity, and equality.
claim also, that if any citizen be without patri
mony he is not free and equal, but must
necessarily become the subject of some other
Then freedom is not universal, but‘
citizen.
only belongs to the dominant class.
The dominant class in any community is
Then it
he classs who own the property.
necessarily follows that any class not owning
property is a serf, or subject class. But it is
not according to the genius of American in

stitutions that there shall be a class of serfs in
this country, but the person who is compelled
to work for a subsistence, and pay rent for a
place to dwell in, is necessarily a slave and
a dependent.
A person who does not own a foot of ground
whereon he may stand, that some other per
son may not come along and drive him off, can
not properly be called a citizen.
Now which
shall be sacriﬁced, the citizen or our feudal
systems?
Citizenship means rights which other citi
zens are bound to respect. The pauper class
have not an earthly right except to breathe.
They may be driven anywhere, and herded
like cattle, and fully four millions of people
are in this condition in the United States to
day. Is this the best possible outcome of the
great battle for freedom that was fought by
the fathers of the Republic? The question is
very pertinent. Were their labors, and sacriﬁ
ces, and achievements really a failure, and has
the battle of freedom yet to be fought? If so,
the sooner we get about it the better.
The people of the Colonies iought their own
They
battles, and gained their own victories.
did not wait for some other people to show
them how, or to stand in their stead at the
cannon’s mouth.
They simply made up their
minds what they wanted, and pressed their
demands with an energy not to be denied_
Can it be possible that after the growth of
one hundred years we are less capable of
knowing what we want, or how to get it, than
the early settlers of a new country? No, we
do not believe it.
1. We want a place whereon to dwell. This
is the ﬁrst want and the ﬁrst right of every
human being—a right so self-evident
that
even six thousand years ago it was provided
foras a birth-right. If progress means drift
ing away from every thing practical, let us go
back to the Mosaic law for precedent (rather
than to the laws of the Goths and Picts.) The
ﬁrst law of our being is that the human body
occupies space; therefore the ﬁrst right of a
citizen is a place whereon to dwell. The birth
right is the ﬁrst right ever talked about.
Esau bartered his birth-right for a mess of
The American people have given
pottage.
theirs away for nothing.
The fathers of the
Revolution fought the battles of freedom, and
gained the victory, so far as Great Britain was
concerned, that they might leave the Ameri
can continent, as an inheritance, to their pa:
terity farmer. And they did leave it with»
out debt or incumbrance of any kind. title
undisputed, and indisputable.
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But we were imbecile enough to nurse such
a progeny as the slave power till it destroyed
the family unity, arrayed part against pan,
brought us into sectional strife, then into civil
war, and worst of all found us so wanting in
common understanding as to mortgage our
continent.
Next to the error of perpetuating
slavery for a hundred years we never have
committed so unpardonable a blunder-as that
of bonding our inheritance.
But that is a subject too voluminous to be
treated in a paragraph, and the writer hardly
knows how to do the reader better justice
than to refer him to the various works on P0
litical Economy that have been published by
the new school of teachers on that subject.
Notably on that list may be mentioned " The
Money Question," by Wm. A. Berkey.
Leaving the ﬁnancial question in the money
sense for the time being, we conﬁne our at
tention in this article to the rights of the
American citizen to an inheritance in land,
and by an inheritance in [and we mean a por
tion of land, and not merely some kind of
talk about it. We have had a great deal of
4th of July buncome about the inheritance of
the free born American, and yet he is just as
landless; and homeless, and helpless, if any
kind of calamity befalls him, as any child of
monarchy that ever was born.
To be sure, as a whole people, we own a
continent, but as individuals we own little or
Now it is the province of a true re
nothing.
public to see to it that her individual citizens
are provided for. Life is mainly an individ
ual affair. We are born individually, we live
individually, we die individually, and rights to
to us
be worth any thing must be guaranteed
individually. To be sure we have certain
community interests, and where we have we
claim community rights. These include every
kind of public thoroughfare, the water courses,
the common schools, the public mails, and
should include artiﬁcial lights and every kind
of travel by rail, horse cars not excepted, and
the transmission of news by the electric tele
graph.
Instead of having the property all controlled
by the State we propose that the people shall
own as individuals, all the wealth of the con
tinent that is not included in community rights.
And we also propose to see to it that the in
dividual citizen shall be guaranteed his or her
individual rights, and that these be held as
sacred and inviolate as the community rights.
As things now stand no person or combina
tion of persons dare to obstruct the public
thoroughfares, the water courses, the admin
istration of government. or anything that be
longs to the public.
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It will only require a little education and a
little legislation to make it impossible for any
power whatever to interfere with the rights of
the citizen, and ﬁrst of all rights we claim
emphatically the right of a place whereon to
dwell; a right so sacred that we inherit it by
our birth; and that no human being can be
justly deprived of it; and that we have no
right to call ourselvesa republic while we
drive our people about from stall to stall, like
cattle in the market place, and more than
three—fourths of our number have no more
settled abode than a tribe of wandering
gypsies.
How we are to obtain this land—or rather
possession of our individual portion of it—is
the question that will naturally arise in the
mind of the reader. We will discuss that part
of this subject in a future number.
In fact we can tell you now in a sentence,
Remember that LAW, in this country is the
express will of the people.
Make up your
minds what you want, and then contrive a
plan for working harmoniously till you get it.
The Old Homestead act came from some
one raising the campaign cry, vote yourself a
home.
Let the labor organizations through
out the land send up the cry, Vote yourself a
110m! and a thousand dollar: ta g0 will! it.
Don’t be afraid to ask for what you want.
The land is yours and the money also. In
the mean time, let the school-boys debate this
subject at every cross roads school house. Let
the family talk it over at the ﬁreside, and let
the voter discuss at the town meeting the im
portant question.
Has the American citizen
a right to a foothold upon the soil, and if so,
have we, the people of this generation,en0ugh
of character and enterprise to assert that
right ?
canouna A. BLODGETT.
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.nElhEIlKEllD:

In this department we give short review: of such
NEW BOOKS as publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satia

factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol.»
tune for personal use. It is our u'ish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science.
We can usually
supply any of those noticed.

&

In

By Annette L. Noble,
author of “ M iss Janet’s Old House.” 16m0,
pp. 385. Cloth.
$1.25. New York: Na.
A COUNTRY

TowN.
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tional Temperance
House.
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“

Miss janet's Old House” was a well con
ceived and neatly wrought out story of youth
ful life, and they who have read it will receive
this new book from the same author with a
rea .y good nature. The seaside picture that
greets us on opening the book is a promise in
itself of an interesting story, which is really the
case. The author describes well a little country
village and avariety of people who live in it.
The moral lesson is derived mainly from a
sad incident of opium intemperance, which is
neatly and unobtrusively woven into the cur
rent of talk and narrative that ﬁll the volume.
The book is an accession to the list of the
Temperance Society's that is above the aver
age in quality.
PRAcTIcAL

IN MEDICINE AND
ELECTRICITY
By G. A. Liebig, jr., Ph. D.,
Lecturer on Medical Electricity, College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore, etc.,
and George H. Rohe, M. D., Professor of
Obstetrics and Hygiene. College of Physi
cians and Surgeons, Baltimore, etc. Illus
trated. ‘8vo, pp. 383. F. A. Davis, Phila
SURGERY.

delphia and London.
The importance of Electricity in Therapeu

tics has become established, and from a once
small, empirical beginning a system of treat
ment has been formulated that involves exten
sive study and much practice for its mastery.
The literature of medical electricity has been
growing meanwhile. Thirty years ago scarcely
one educated physician in a thousand paid any
attention to the then innovation, and he who
did incurred the risk of censure for tampering
with absurd and quackish devices. To-day a
library could be formed of the books and
theses written by careful observers and practi
tioners, and in Europe and America physi
clans and surgeons of the highest character
advocate the use of the galvanic battery in
nerve diseases and certain forms of tissue
change.
An examination of the treatise before us
shows it to be a carefully prepared digest of
the subject indicated by its title. The purpose
of its author has been to furnish the medical
profession with a treatise in which the theory
and practice of electrical therapeusis should
be presented in a systematic and scientiﬁc
form, and at the same time be so clear and in~

(May

telligible that the average physician could
employ it as a trustworthy guide in his prac
tice. We think that this purpose has been well
accomplished, and a work of high value has
been given to the medical profession.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
A Language for the World.
SouND ENcLIsI-I.
By Austin Knuﬂach, author of “ German
Simpliﬁed," etc., etc. G. E. Stechert, Pub
lisher, New York.
A brochure of sixty pages that suggests a
well considered method for the phonetic rep
resentation of the English language.
The
author as a teacher of languages writes from
the point of view of experience rather than of
theory and so offers points that the advocates
of spelling reform may examine to advantage.
PROCEEDINGS or THE DEPARTMENT
or Su
PERINTENDENCE or THE NATIONAL EDUCA
TIoN AssocIATIoN at its meeting in Wash
ington, March 6-8, I889.
Acknowledging the courtesy of the Com
missioner of Education, Mr. N. H. R. Dawson,
for this and other documents, we would say
that we ﬁnd this pamphlet of 300 pages an
interesting review of the status of American
schools, as concerns especially the following
subjects: The Training of Teachers, Manual
Examina
Training, City Superintendents,
tions. Higher Education,and Education in the
South.
Of these, Manual Training occupies
the larger space, as it properly does in the
discussions of to-day’s school methods.

THE ADVENTURES or A SKELETON.
By Bee
cher W. Waltermire. No. 2 of the “ Peer
Published by J. S. Ogilvie,
less Series.”
New York.

A singular story of a. very attenuated man
who slips into the bowels of the earth through
a bore for natural gas. A sort of Imitation of
Poe without Poe’s genius and culture.
or FEDERAL AND STATE AID
To HIGHER EDUCATION in the United States.
By Frank W. Blackman, Ph. D. No. 9 of
"Contributions to American Educational
History," and No. I of the Circulars of In
formation, issued by the Bureau of Educa
tion in 1890.
In this essay of 340 pages the writer dis
cusses the subject comprehensively and with
much force.
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PHYSIOLOGY IN

NEW FORM.

a

a

THERE was recently published
Physiology, which presents the matter in
new form, making this subject the most attractive and the
easiest to teach of any
on the course of study.
This Physiology

is

called “The MAN WON
House BEAUTIFUL," and
an
allegory,~ teaching the principles of Physiology’
and Hygiene, and the effects of Stimulants and
Narcotics, and
to this subject what Pilgrim's
to religious thought and teaching.
Progress
The House
the Body, in which the Founda
tions are the Bones, the Walls are Muscles, the
Skin and Hair the Siding and Shingles, the
Head an Observatory
which are found a pair
of Telescopes, and radiating from
are the
Nerves which are compared to
Telegraph,
while communications are kept up with
the
~
Kitchen, Dining-room, Pantry, Laundry, etc.
The House
heated with
Furnace, supplied with Telephone and Telegraph
Appointments and Wonderful Phonograph. There are also Mysterious
Chambers.
and the whole
protected by
Burglar Alarm.
In this charming story we learn
all about how we Grow, how we See, Hear, Feel, and
Smell, and Talk; how food
made
part of our bodies.
In studying the inhabitant of the House, the “ Man
Wonderful,” we learn of his growth, development, and habits of the
guests whom
he introduces.
He ﬁnds that some of them are friends, others are doubtful
ac
and some decidedly wicked.
quaintances,
Under this form, we ascertain the
effects of Food and Drink, Narcotics and Stimulants.

l

a

A

IT IS

WONDERFUL BOOK,

>

in
a

if

which
placed in the hands of children will lead them to the truths of
Physiology
and Hygiene, and the Laws of Life and Health
way they will never forget.

USE

IT WITH “THE MAN WONDERFUL MANIKIN"

in

is

and wonderful success
sure.
By the use of the Manikin the parts referred to as
the House, Foundation, Walls, Kitchen, Pump,
etc., etc., can be examined and
the exact location and relative sizes noticed.
By the use of these two publications
the "Science
Story” has been presented in
wonderfully attractive

it

is

a

it

is

a

a

form.
This allegory will teach how to avoid violation of the
Laws of Health, and
many causes of disease.
It meets the requirements of the laws, and in
those
departments where only
few minutes per day can be devoted to this
subjectI
so attractive that
easily remembered, while in higher grades we
have our
whole subject based on
never~to-be-forgotten allegory.
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HURFORD.

ADVOCATE

JOSEPH HURFORD was born
and raised in Harrison County,
Ohio; he is now eighty years of age.
He was of the Friends’ persuasion and of
English descent. When quite young be
commenced the practice of dentistry,
R.

which was then in its infancy in this
country, no plate work being done at
that time, and became a very successful
operator. making from ten to thirty dol
lars a day. At this vocation he con
tinued to practice for several years.
Being very tall, 6 feet 4 inches, he found
the stooping and conﬁnement of an of
ﬁce wearisome and exhaustive, so that
he felt compelled to abandon the busi
ness. He then gave all his time to the
study of Law, reading all day, and night
often till late. The effect was hard on
his eyes, but he persevered and ﬁnished
the course, and was admitted to practice
at the bar. But the painful result of his
unremitting study was the discovery
that he had incurred an attack of am
aurosis, which compelled him togive up
the use of the eyes for nearly a year be
fore he dared to read or write, and
knowing that to practice law success
fully it would require constant reading
and writing, he procured the best works
on the eyes in print, and was very care
ful how he used them. It was not long
are he became well informed as to the
treatment of both the eye and ear. Fol
lowing this line of study he also read
About that
and medicine.
anatomy
time he happened to meet with Combe's

“ Constitution

of Man."
He purchased
a copy and found it an invaluable book.
He loaned it to many different persons,
until it was quite worn out ; then he pro
cured another copy and sent that on its
round among his acquaintances.
He
keeps up this practice today, having
for years taken six copies of the PERE
NOLOGICAL for the special purpose of
distributing them among his neighbors.
He also read Combe's Treatise on Phre

or

PHRENOLOGY.

nology, and other books relating to that.
science, and took the PHRENOLOGICAL
Becoming as well posted as
JOURNAL.
any one could be in those days by read
ing, he procured nearly a dozen skulls,
Indian and others, among them an Es
quimo and that of Catachee, the celebra—
ted Indian chief who divided the Black
Hawk Tribe. He obtained busts and
casts of the brain of different types, tak
ing some himself, and so pursued his
study and observations until he felt cer
tain that he was well informed with
regard toPhrenology; then in company
with Dr. Jesse B. Thomas, of Philadel
phia, he started out on a lecturing tour.
Dr. Thomas had an excellent magic
lantern and many very ﬁne English
astronomical views.
This combination
proved successful for Hurford, as his
charts and examinations were much in
demand, and he easily cleared from 25
to 40 dollars a day after getting fairly to

work.

The lantern entertainment drew
good audiences on free tickets, but gave
Thomas very little to do as he was not a
phrenologist, and nobody wanted his
charts, so Thomas with
astronomical
drew.
Hurford continued, and made it
Many professional
people
pay well.
attended his lectures, and complimented
him for his methods and accuracy as an
He was about thirty years
examiner.
oldat this time. Later he married a

highly accomplished lady of Western
Pennsylvania who did not wish him to
travel and lecture, asshe could not ac
company him, so he reluctantly settled
on a farm, and remained there for a
number of years.
Meanwhile he lost
not a particle of interest in the science
of Phrenology, and found occasional
opportunity to lecture on it; and even
now, at eighty years of age, he is the
old advocate, doing all he can in the
way of urging people to study its prin
ciples and apply them in their lives.
After spending some years in travel,

1890.]
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was induced to go to a
in Pittsburgh and engage in
the practice of hydropathy.
There he
remained but one year.
Afterward he
settled in Salem, Ohio, where he devoted
himself to the treatment of the eye and
ear, and with remarkable success. Se
curing a competency he retired from
business and settled in New Brighton,
Pa., where he has lived since, enjoying
the highest regard of his fellow towns—

There can be no doubt that if
he had devoted himself to a pursuit re
quiring the exercise of the mechanical
elements of mind in association with
those that impart grace, symmetry, and
beauty to work, he would have reached
a very creditable
For instance
place.
he would have excelled in architectural

people. Mrs. Hurford died about ﬁve
years ago.
\Vhile engaged in the study of Phre
nology before his marriage, he discov
ered a composition
of which he made
casts of the brain and other parts of the
body.
This proved so valuable that his

nipulation, as in the ﬁner departments
of surgery.
He has ability to under
stand details in their relation to the out
working of a definite object, His judg
ment should be quickly drawn, and he
should be inclined to rather prompt ac
tion. The nose shows strength of will
and a penetrating view of matters. His

Dr. Hurford

water-cure

brother John, who died in January last
at an advanced age, manufactured and
sold in one summer six thousand dollars’
worth of such casts, and for a while a
very lucrative business was conducted
in this way.
The above brief sketch is supplied by
Mrs. Henry Craig, of New Brighton,who
has known its subject for many years.
The portrait indicates a ﬁne organiza
tion, mentally, with physical powers
The general
unusually well preserved.
tone of the make-up is elevated, and at
the same time there is a decided practi
The fullness
cal vein in the character.
of the forehead and the marked projec
tion of the orbitar ridge show strength
in observation, power to criticise, power
tocombine, arrange, and devise. The
mechanical faculty is indicated to a
very unusual degree by the swelling
temporal region, and associated with it
is that taste and desire for harmony that

design, and constructive engineering.
He has the organization that adapts one
to a pursuit requiring delicacy of ma

self-esteem, however, is but moderate,
and has not helped him much in the
furtherance of his purposes, because he
has always been disinclined to any

thing partaking of assumption or pre
tense, but on the other hand has been
modest and reserved, sensitive and def
way to others even
where valuable personal interests suf
fered loss by such lack of self assertion.
Probably, too, his consideration for the
rights of others has been somewhat ex
cessive, and led him to overlook his own

erential—giving

are essential to the creation of successful

side of right and privilege.
It is altogether likely that with an or
ganization and temperament so well
adapted to a pursuit that relates to hu
man nature on either its physical or
mental side he would have attained con
spicuous eminence as a phrenologist had
he remained in the lecture ﬁeld. The
success that was so early achieved was
but the promise of further and better

designs.

rewards.
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STUDIES FROM

LAVATER—B.

THE FOREHEAD LINE.

THINK

as we try to recollecta face
the forehead is the first remembered
and last forgotten. Though years may
have passed since our dearest ones left

the earth, I think the forehead is most
Lavater says an
vividlv remembered.
experienced eye contemplating a multi
tude from a window would, from this
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outline alone, read the character of
each individual.
He begins his study
of the face with the forehead.
The
muscle of the forehead is the instru
ment most important to the abstract
thinker; for which reason we always
seek for abstract thoughtin the forehead,
rather near and between the eyebrows.
Notice any particular moment when the
thinker is listening or preparing an
acute answer.
From the forehead one
may learn best what a man is by nature,
and what he may become according to
his
intellectual nature.
According
to Lavater the general form, proportion,

arching. obliquity, and position of the
bones of the forehead denote the degree
of thought, the sensibility, the mental

J0 URNAL
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across the brow—furrows that can never
When the mind is riveted
be etfaced.”
for a time upon one subject the brow
at the top of the nose is naturally drawn
together by the contraction of the mus
cles, and if this action be often inde
pendently prolonged the brows will re

main ﬁxed in the position so often as—
sumed, with a wrinkle or two of a ver
tical kind directing the series. We see
these deep, well marked lines in faces of
all our most illustrious thinkers. You
see these lines of thought in the face of
Cyrus W. Field, as deep laid and en—

,Q
A

during as the cable lines beneath the
In the face of Professor Morse
wave.
see
these deep, perpendicular
you
the vertical wrinkles
wrinkles and

m

/"-'____~
_/_-—'-_

/-—_'_
,H-__ /

/
1. Arched Symmetrical.

I‘ORIBEAD

vigor, and the dispositions of man. The
covering or skin of the forehead, by its
color, tension, or wrinkles, denotes the
passions and present state of the mind.
The bones give the internal quantity,
and their covering the application of
The wrinkling varies accord
power.
ing to the forms of the bones, though
the bones remain unaltered.
A degree
of ﬂatness of the bones produces certain
wrinkles, a certain arching is attended
by certain other wrinkles.
Certain
foreheads have perpendicular,
others
horizontal, others curved, others con
fused and mixed wrinkles. Smooth, cor
nerless foreheads, when in motion, com
monly have the simplest, least perplexed

wrinkles.
No great thinker ever had a smooth
face. “Slowly but surely the plough
share of thought turns up the furrows

IBM

2.

8.

a

Broken Straight.

Double

Arched.

very clearly.
Before
the telegraph
lines crossed the country from city to
of his
city, they crossed the plane
face clear and deep as they had long
crossed the realm of his thought. Al
ways in his place at church, how often
when a girl, from my pew so near, have
looked at his strong face, with its
towering nose and deep lines so vivid
in memory still, that were I an artist I
could sketch it well.
There is a gran
deur in a rugged face you never ﬁnd in

I

simply beautiful.
So during the
ﬁrst weary weeks of the overwhelming
cares of his presidentship how deep and
deeper grew, the furrows of intense
a face

thought ‘in the patient brow of Abra~
ham Lincoln.
Deep lines of thought
are seen in the faces of every great in
ventor and discoverer.
In the deep lines and wrinkles of the

1890.]
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of Aristotle may be read his two
greatest qualities, aptitude for observa
tion, and logical method.
Many “short, ﬁne wrinkles all over
the face, saving one peculiar, strong,
rounding wrinkle under the eye, form
ing a complete semi-circle, are sure evi
When the
dence of penuriousness.
wrinkles are very deep, they reveal the
We see
miserly habits of a lifetime.
these wrinkles in the face of misers,
face

half starved for lack of food, and nearly

255‘

ceding forehead and prominent nose of
Peter Cooper.
The most beautiful and noble fore
head, says Lavater, is in exact propor
tion to other parts of the countenance.
It must equal the nose or the under
part of the face in length, that is one
third. In breadth it must be oval at
the top (like the forehead of most of the
great men of England) or nearly square.
The skin must be free from great un-_
evenness, and wrinkled only when the

PROP- 8. F. B. MORSE.

frozen for want of ﬁre, who have died
unloved and uncared for, leaving be
hind them hidden bowls ﬁlled with
guineas, and old chairs stuffed with
bank notes.
these miserly
Compare
faces with the faces of Wilberforce and
Dr. Muhlenburg, founding hospitals for
the aged, and retreats for the destitute.
In the miser’s face self is regnant su
preme, in the others love and sympathy
for humanity. We see this generosity
and nobility also on the long face, re

mind

is roused

to just indignation, or

deeply immersed in thought, and during
the paroxysms of pain ; the upper part
must recede, and the lower project;
the eye'bones must be horizontal and
present a perfect curve upon being ob—
served from above; an intersecting
cavity should divide the forehead into

four distinct parts, but with that slight
effect as to be only visible with a clear,
descending light. The four lines should
be so harmonious that when the section

THE PHRENOLOGICAL
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of gone-thirdjzonlyltis observed, one can
hardlv decide whether thev are circular
To complete this portrait
or straight.
of a transcendent forehead, the skin
must

be

more

transparent

and of

a

ﬁner tint than the remainder of the
face. We see a few faces with such
faultless foreheads, serene, noble, beau—
“All great and excellent men
tiful.
have their eye-bones ﬁrmly arched and
.well deﬁned. Men with square fore

J 0 URNAL
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forehead, gently arched at the top, is an
evidence of cool and profound thought.
A deep indenting of the bones of the fore
head, between the eyebrows,- and ex
tending in a perpendicular direction, is

an evidence of ability and thought. A
high, open forehead, with large, promi
nent eyes, denote natural power of
attractiveness.
Such men have the
most polite and winning manners. Full,
long, arching eyebrows, lowered down
close to the eyes, shows great capacity of

in Charles Darwin.
the lower brow, with a
nose divided at the point into aright
and left part, shows great signs of dis
crimination, as we see in the pictures of
celebrated naturalists, and very plainly
in the face of Linnaeus, the Swedish
naturalist. A very wide upper forehead,
in comparison with the rest of the face,
shows great powers of imitating the
intellectual eﬂ’orts of others. It shows
great powers of receiving vivid impres
sions of thought. Fullness of the fore
head, immediately above the top of the
nose, with the head carried well forward
from the body, shows great desire and
power to follow after and persistently
observation,

as

A fullness of

IIBIRLY.

heads and spacious temples, and these
have great
eyebrows
ﬁrmly arched
those with
and
stability;
circumspection

perpendicular natural wrinkles express
The
power of mind and application.
more straight lines a forehead has the
less capacious and more contracted it
must be. The more it is arched the
As we fre—
more it must be roomy.
quently live more conveniently in a
small, well-contrived chamber than in
large, magniﬁcent apartments, so we
ﬁnd in many small, short foreheads, the
A blue
wise mind resides at its ease.
vena frontalis in the form of a Y, situa—
ted in an arched, smooth forehead is
only seen in men of extraordinary tal
ent, and of an ardent and generous
Lavater divides foreheads
character.
the perpendicular,
classes,
into three
each of these
and
retreating,
projecting,
number
of
variations,
a
possessing
“half round, half rectilinear, ﬂowing
into each other; half round, half rec
tilinear interrupted; curve—lined, sim
; the curve-lined, double and triple."
indicates
The projecting forehead
stupidity and mental weaknesss, the

ple

retreating,

strength.

brightness

The

and

mental

nearly perpendicular

bl,
his
FAG! OUTLXNIB IN PROFILE.

This we see also in
pursue any object.
animals, as in the hunting leopard of
India and Africa.
“This projecting
carriage of the head,

as near as possible
to the desired goal, a modern physiog
nomist has called Huntativeness.
Per—
sons gifted with great, piercing range
of vision have eyes strongly reinforced

1890.]
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by this fullness in the immediately over
of the forehead. Fullness
in the center of the forehead, face, and
every bone of the whole frame indicates
a playful nature; this fullness we see in
the squirrel. When the frontal bone
attains its greatest fullness in its center
there is great muscular activity, the in
dex of a playful or sportive character.
When we ﬁnd all the bones of the nose

lying portion
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indent
we see this deep
the forehead of horses we can never
trust them; we find the elephant ex
ceedingly retaliative, never forgetting
When

in

or forgiving an injury, revenging it
twenty years after.
The most intellectual, ferocious, and
stupid of the animal creation, says a
keen observer of animals, show a level
between the eye and the forehead,

WASHINGTON ALLSTON, THE PAINTER.

and lower part of the forehead very
prominent relatively as compared with
other portions of the face, we ﬁnd great
power of perceiving and judging tints,
hues, and colors. We see this promi
nence of the bones in the face of Cor
regio and other distinguished painters.
A hollow in the center of the forehead
is a sign of inﬂexible resistance to wrong
—of returning good for good and evil
for evil. (See Washington Allston.)

while the ox, on the contrary, with
greater capacity than these, more no
bility and docility, displays a depression
across the head just above the eyes, and
exhibits rather prominent eye bones.
These marks, so emblematic of intelli
gence in the ox, are invariably found in
the most intelligent of men. Observ
ing these marks more closely we might
more highly prize, more carefully con
sider our animal friends and helpers.

THE PHRENOLOGIUAL JOURNAL
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FACES.
UNCOMMON
every public gathering, at every
street crossing, in every town, under
every cope of Heaven,” says Lavater,
“ we can always ﬁnd noble faces uncor
rupted by fame and adulation, for in all

“

In

countries on earth wherein a hundred
common men are assembled, one not
common may be found—ten out of every
know,” he says, “these noble
thousand.
faces by the proportionate, gentle inter
mingling of the different lines, by the

I

A PROFILI.

AXIABLE‘

upper outline of the wrinkless, com
pressed, yet open forehead, the basis of
the nose and the mouth so comformable
to each other, so parallel and horizontal,
By the powerful
at the ﬁrst glance.
eyebrows, the easily discerned, easily
delineated space between the eyebrows
which extends itself to the back of the
nose, like the great street from the mar
ket place to the chief gate of a city, by
the closed but freely breathing mouth,
the

chin neither

haggard

nor

fleshy,

[J une

and the deep and shining attraction of
the eye. The well-proportioned proﬁle
The
is equal in length and breadth,
head of this man neither projects for
In the best
ward nor sinks backward.
drawn
line
formed heads a horizontal
of
the
back
from the tip of the nose to
the
to
head
is
the bald
generally equal

perpendicular line from the highest point
of the top of the head to where the chin
This noble man
and neck separate.
walks with a free, ﬁrm, even step, looks

REFINED,

AND STRONG

little about him, neither carrying his
head aloft, nor contemplating his legs
and feet.

“In

superb form
this magniﬁcent,
how much is there contained of the
study of God, the genius of God, the
* * " As the most
poetry of God!
translucent water ﬂowing over a surface
on which grows beauteous ﬂowers whose
bloom, though beneath, is seen through
the pellucid waves, even so is it with
the fair ﬂower of the soul, planted in a

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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beauteous body, through which its beau
teous bloom is seen.”
Lavater tells us that .when preaching,
one single face before him might rob

him of all ardor, or inspire him with
enthusiasm.
Whenever he preached
he selected the noblest countenance be
fore him and ﬁxed his mind on that
one on which he endeavored to act.
Sometimes he selected six representative

259‘

faces attracting, winning, irresistible,
spiritually
—amusing faces—superior,
beautiful faces, a noble countenance,
exalted above us without possibility of‘
envy, a. great countenance in grand
divisions without wrinkles, a sublime
countenance that can neither be painted‘
nor described, it not only moves but ex
alts us." These last three must be good.
faces to preach to.

Besides all these there are faces we
or characteristic faces and ﬁxed them in
his memory, speaking thus to one, thus call insigniﬁcant, with very small fea

'

//

AJIIII'LI'I h

I

MICRAEL

ANGELO BUONAROTTI.

and in such a manner to a
third, accommodating himself to each.
Having six or seven of these character
to another,

countenances
before him, whose
“ I have
capacity he knew, he says:
nearly my whole audience, I do not
speak to the wind. 80 every preacher
istic

may classify his hearers and act upon
the best of men by the best of means.”
With these often used adjectives Lava
“A
ter classiﬁes a majority of faces :
regular face, a beautiful face, a pleasant
face, a

gracious face,

a

charming face,

tures, in persons that are apt to be1led
The kind of face we see on
by others.

the sheep, whose head, says Lavater, is
rounded at the top,and it is incapable of
any acuteness or penetration, how in
how patiently
active,
stupid! None
but the shepherd can tell one sheep from
another.
“There is no such close re
semblance in any other domestic animal,
and none follows its leader more im

plicitly, and apparently stupidly,
it durst not think for itself.

as

L. M. MILLARD.

if

_
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NOTABLE

PEOPLE

OF

MAJOR-GENERAL

HE

'

sudden death of General Crook
at Chicago, on the 21st of March,
reminds us that the number of our dis
tinguished veteran oﬂicers is being re
duced to a handful. The man who from
the beginning of his military career
never faltered, and in the late Civil W'ar
and in the frontier operations won honor

by his skill and courage, died in a Chi
cago hotel with all the calmness that
had characterized him on the ﬁeld of
battle.

Looking at his portrait, one would say
that he possessed an organization in
which there was more than common
and the expression denotes a
of the faculties.
The
temperament was active and susceptible
to inﬂuences that tend to arouse feeling
and. stimulate
He was evi
purpose.
dently a man of expedients; with his
ready, intuitive grasp of the meaning of
circumstances, his power to arrange and
plan was in close relationship. Hence
in an emergency his brain was thor
oughly alive and worked promptly, con
ceiving measures that, in the great ma
jority of cases, were efficient. He had
the ambition that prompts a man to
work earnestly and steadily for success,
but enough of caution and circumspec
symmetry,

fair co-ordination

tion to prevent him from attempting
rash, headstrong things. The expression
of the eyes is that of a close, calculating
observer—one accustomed to weigh con
siderations, and not to make up his
mind at one view. Yet the forehead
shows the tendency to quick judgment.
Such a man can review a rather wide
ﬁeld of data relating to things that
come within his experience in a very
short time, and so appear to others to
make up his mind on the instant. There
isa squareness of contour to the head
and a clear cut to the face that intimate
strength of character; we scarcely need
a record of his life to satisfy us that he
was possessed of indomitable
courage,

JOURNAL
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GEORGE CROOK.

for the shape of the head imports a
higher degree of courage than of the
element that gives thoroughness of exe
cution or “ destructiveness."
His sense
of duty was strong. and that associating
with his courage led him forward in car
rying out what he deemed necessary,
but there was no bitterness or cruelty in
his method.
In the fashion of the sol
dier he might retaliate upon the enemy
for damages or wrong done, but the
retaliation had to him the nature of de
served punishment: it was not revenge.
General Crook was a thoroughbred sol
dier, but a generous one ; when circum
stances admitted kindness toward his
As a rule
enemy, kindness was shown.
he could not be vindictive toward a
conquered foe, and malice was no part
of his nature or policy.
General George Crook was born near
Dayton, Ohio, on the 8th of September,
1828.
At the age of twenty-four he was
graduated from the United States Mili
tary Academy, and appointed to service
in California. In the Red River and
Pitt River expeditions he participated,
and when the war between North and
South opened he came East and was ap
Dur
pointed Colonel of the 36th Ohio.
ing the war he performed an active and
important part, as those familiar with
the history of the four years’ struggle
know.
In West Virginia, Northern
Virginia, and Maryland he won praise
and promotion, was breveted Lieutenant
Colonel of the U. S. Army for his hero
ism at Antietam, and later Brigadier
General and Major General, for brilliant
cavalry service in the Army of the
Potomac.
Mustered out of the volunteer service
in January, 1866, he received the com
of the
mission of Lieutenant-Colonel
23d U. S. Infantry, and was assigned to
the district of Boise, Idaho. Now began
the second chapter of his military life,

which is scarcely

less

interesting

than
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the ﬁrst.
Quoting from a writer in this
regard, “It would be misieading to say
that General Crook ﬁrst earned his repu
tation as an Indian ﬁghter in the course
of his command in Idaho, but it is cer
tain that his splendid record caused his
assignment to the disturbed and difﬁcult
District of Arizona. No post could have
been more uninviting.
For years South
western warfare had been conducted on
the simple principle of

killing Indians,
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of animals at bay. Such were the con
ditions which confronted General Crook
when he entered Arizona in 1872. His
ﬁrst step was to teach the hostile Apaches
the necessity of obedience, and they
learned it after an overwhelming defeat
in their stronghold in the Tonto Basin.
Then the Apaches learned that this great
warrior, the invincible ‘Gray Eagle,’ as
they termed him, always kept his word.
It was a cardinal principle with General

IAJOB OINIRAL GEORGE CROOK.

good or
General
ance of
ing the

In 1869
bad, wherever found.
Ord reported that the mainten
troops on that frontier was cost~

Government $3,000,000 a year.
He himself said that he ‘hunted the
Apaches as though they were wild ani

mals,‘ and the Apaches. seeing
selves hunted down, robbed by
and traders, and even massacred
at peace, as happened near Fort

in

1871,

them
agents
when

Grant
fought with all the desperation

Crook that the truth was the same for
the red man and for the white.
If he
had succeeded in carrying out his own
plans for the Chiricahuas who were
placed upon a separate reservation

con

veniently near the Mexican frontier, we
should have heard less of Southwestern
Indian troubles in subsequent years.
The same principles guided his North
western campaigns against the powerful
Sioux and the Cheyennes from 1875 to
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The activity, energy, and brilliant
generalship of the campaigns which sub
dued the Northwestern tribes have made
them memorable in the history of our
Indian wars.
“ General Crook's second command in
Arizona will be recognized by history as
illustrating not only heroic bravery, but
also a spirit of justice, and a worthy
purpose to make these Indians sell’
supporting and self-respecting beings.
When he returned to Arizona in 1882
he found the lands of the Apaches over
run with squatters, and the Indians
themselves living in abject idleness, and
1877.

harassed by treachery, deceit, and abuse.

He secured for them their rights. When,
in 1883, the Chiricahuas broke out from
unwise] y chosen for
the reservation
them near the frontier, General Crook
followed them into the fastnesses of the
Sierra Madre, and secured the surrender
of the band. This campaign will remain
one of the most brilliant exploits in the
records of our Indian wars. ‘When
these Indians had been taught that they
must yield, General Crook proved to
them that his word was good, and that
They
their Welfare was his concern.
were encouraged in a practical way to
occupy themselves with agriculture, and
in the two years of General Crook's
complete control his constructive policy
proved as successful as his policy of
swift and certain punisnment of wrong
doing. We need not dwell upon the
causes of the outbreak of 1885. It is
enough to say that most of the hostile
Indians were recaptured by General
Crook in the early spring of 1886. Con
sidering the peculiar difficulties which
he encountered in his Southwestern ex

periences and the injustice of criticisms,
often interested, which were made upon
his work, it is not strange that he should
have desired a change to less exacting
and less ungracious duty.
“But his record can not be dimmed.
It is the record of one who as a soldier
was always ready to punish hostile In
dians, while as a citizen he was always
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just, truthful, and anxious to build upv
rather than to destroy. To General
Crook the Indian was not a reptile to be
crushed, but a human being capable,
with the exercise of patience, justice,
and honesty, of ﬁnal development into
self-supporting independence and citi
zenship."
THOMAS

The

DIXON, JR.

Baptist ()rator.

NEW

star has recently risen in
intellectual ﬁrmament of
New York that in brilliancy promises
to equal the most celebrated in the con
stellation of great divines of that city.
This new luminary ﬂashes across the
literary ﬁrmament, 1n the person of
the young man named above, and of
whom the following delineation was.
made recently by a well known phreno
logical examiner.‘
the

You have a head measuring twenty
two and ﬁve-eighth inches in circumfer
ence, and your head from ear to ear
over the top, measures ﬁfteen and a
quarter inches, and that is about an inch
more from ear to ear than the circum
ference calls for. Therefore the head is
larger, by being taller, than the hat.
for a balance.
measurement
requires
This indicates that the organs in the
top part of the head are more inﬂuential
in the counsels of the mind, and in the
forces of the character than the other
organs which are reached by a circum
ference measurement.
Occasionally we ﬁnd a man with a
low, broad head, and he is “ of the
He seeks his good
earth, earthy.”
things here and gets them. A man with
a high, narrow head, lives more in the
realm of moral sentiment and intelli
gence and ociability; not so much in
the realm of the selﬁsh and sordid. You
*The description oi’ character is from a dicta,
tion by Prof. Nelson Sizer, who did not know until‘
afterward, the name or profession of the gentle
man under his hand.
The engraving is kindly
furnished by the publishers of The Christian In»
quirer of New York.
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really ought to weigh 170 pounds, if you
were not more than ﬁve feet, eight
inches, but being six feet, three, you
might weigh a few pounds more than
that on that account, because you have
more room to put the weight.
You ought to be known as a thinker,
a very sharp thinker; you observe ev
erything that is worth seeing. There
are few men that see as much and see it
so closely as you do ; no matter whether
\it belougswithinfthe
purview of your

TBOIAB

-dailylife,orfnot everything that interests
the human race and requires thought
challenges your attention ; and you like
to know something about it ; and there
fore you are likely to know about a
great many things that you have no
daily use for, but which may come in
play sometimes with wonderful service.
The line from the root of the nose, drawn
over the top of your head to the back of
the neck, is the long line of your mental
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development, and the organs lying in
that range are ruling. The power of ob
servation is ﬁrst, the ability to remember
and retain comes next, and the power
of analysis and criticism makes you ex
ceedingly sharp to know the difference
between one thing be it thought or senti
ment, and another.
Then you read
character, understand mind and motive.
Your ﬁrst judgments of strangers are
clear -cut and rarely need
generally
modifying or revising, and therefore

DIXON, JR.

you have the power to study men, and
adapt yourself to them. We do not re
gard you as a particularly pliable, adapt—
able man ; you are more likely to lead
off and expect others to follow in your
path—as the military man who says,
“Forward march,” and does not look
back—than you are to cater to the pub
It is more likely that you are a.
master of men, and a leader of thought,
and a molder of the public manners,

lic.
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a

a

if

;

courteous in society, and among ladies
who are intellectual and cultivated you
but you are not what the
are welcome
scan
world calls “a ladies’ man,”and
dal were started at your expense not
one man in ﬁfty that knows you would
word of it.
believe

a

a

it

;

is

if

;

it

the faculties which are required to obtain
and to classify
knowledge, to organize
and operate it. As a thinker you
would be very deﬁnite, and rather con

You might

have

a

cise.

great

many

for discussion

is

in a discourse
or in an essay, but each point would be
as distinct from everything else as one
picket on
fence
distinct from the

points

is

they co-operate
other pickets—although
in producing what
called fence, but
were in
each part
by itself, and as
dependent of the rest—and so you would
in writing or talking make each point
stand on its own merits, deﬁne
and
leave it, and take the next.
If you were a preacher you would
have several heads, and a good many
sub—heads, and discuss each point, by
itself, and make
co—operate with the
rest, as tier after tier of shingles on a
house co-operate with the rest to pro—
duce complete results.
You ought to be able to remember
it

a

;

in your employment you would manage
to sift out all that you could not train
into active conformity to the duties of
the situation.
Your love for home makes you patri
otic your fondness for children makes
you welcome where they are: you are

sponsible, and thus get ﬁrst-rate service.
You have constructive talent which gives
you the power of coordinating affairs
that are under your control, and thus
bringing many people to work in har
mony with the general plan. You have

it

if

if

it,

could attend to miscellaneous affairs and
take your mind from one thing and put
it on another, and serve th at, and change
to another without loss of time or pa
tience. Stupidity and dullness in people,
obduracy and blind stubbornness, annoy
and vex you to impatience, but you are
not vexed and annoyed by a multiplicity
of cares that you can control, but to
be hindered, to have people in the way,
and they not know
and to be frus—
trated in the accomplishment
of your
purposes by the stupidity and ignorance
or obstinacy of people, makes you nerv
ous, and
you had the right to com—
mand, you would try to straighten out
things, and train people to know what
they were about; and
you had persons

place good men in the proper poitions,
and put the responsibility on each man
of his department, and in that way you
would get brain so assigned, where brain
was required, as to secure success and
save yourself the trouble of superin—
tending in detail you would instruct a
man for his position, and hold him re

it

to be, and that enables you to
from one thought or care or
effort to another without delay. You

change

with. For example,
you had a large
establishment to conduct you would

a

it ought

have
great deal of energy, and
not wasted on divergencies, but ap—
plied in the direct line of effort and suc
cess.
You are not very fond of compli—
cations or mixed- up affairs you would
try to organize business so that would
not be onerous and bothersome to deal

is

give you respect for all that is great or
sacred.
You have Flrmness enough to
be accounted headstrong and obstinate,
and to feel pretty comfortable when you
are balanced on your own center. Your
Self-esteem is large enough to make you
feel that your center is central, and
therefore it does not occur to you that
you need to change places to get a good
one. Continuity is not quite as large as

You

it

rather than an imitator or conformist to
the ways and usages of society.
You have Benevolence enough to
make you sorry for three-quarters of
the human race, for one reason or an—
other.
You have Veneration enough to

[June

it
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If you were a law
great deal clearly.
yer you would not carry many books
into court. You might take a paper
with references, for the beneﬁt of the op

1890. ]
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posing counsel and the court, but you
would carry the matter in your head. If
you were in the editorial world you
could go into a room with a ream of pa
per and a bottle of ink, and from your
memory edit a paper without a text-book
to look at; you would get the facts you
wanted to discuss nearly enough correct
to satisfy the public necessity, and yet
with books of reference you would be
critically accurate ; but you could talk
or write on a general subject and bring
in nearly everything that was necessary
for the consideration of a subject, with
out anything but your memory to assist.
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in short everything that
life holds dear hung in an uncertain

possessions,
balance.

Mr. Dixon's father is a clergyman
of the Baptist persuasion, and one of the
most noted of the State. Mr. Dixon’s
mother, it should be said, was keenly
alive to the great issues of her time,
and as the wife of a leading cler
gyman of his State she naturally held
a conspicuous position in all the move
ments of her sex.
It is well known
that the Southern women were far more

earnest and enthusiastic over the issues
of the war than the women of the North.
You ought to be a controlling spirit This, however, being only in accord with
the natural ﬁre of the Southern tempera
somewhere ; you have brain enough,
ment, and the fact that the devastations of
and it is so developed, and in such posi
tion, as to show
authority, self—reli‘ war were on their own territory, with the‘
ance, criticism, memory, discrimination, march of armies, the ﬁring of artillery,
knowledge of character, and the power to the burning of camp ﬁres about their
dominate men pleasantly. yet absolutely
very doors, would be apt to stir the soul
If, for instance, you to its very depths.
and persistently.
Thomas entered Wake Forest College,
were the principal of a school the school
would revolve around you, the pupils‘ North Carolina, in September, 1879,
where he soon became a marked man
and the teachers would seek to conciliate
among
professors and students. He was
you
what
desired
and
knowing
you,
adapting themselves to it. You can re— graduated with the highest honors in
prove people that do wrong with fewer June, 1883, and at once entered Johns.
words and less venom and rudeness than Hopkins University in Baltimore. Here
is common, and yet you get the results he took a post-graduate course of one
you seek, conformity to your requests. year. He then spent one winter in New
As a preacher you would go straight to York, studying dramatic art and ora
the points you wished to make; your tory. He returned to North Carolina,
style would have nerve and ﬁre and and was elected to the Legislature of the
State before he was twenty-one years of
force, and be masterful in inﬂuence. _
for his ora
age, and gained reputation
The Rev. Thomas Dixon is of South
tory and skill in political affairs.
Im
ern birth, and combines in his nature
all the ﬁre and enthusiasm so peculiar mediately after this he studied law and
was admitted to the bar ; but becoming
to his climate, with a very marked ad
mixture of the cool, calculating force persuaded that it was his duty to preach
the gospel he became a minister and
and energy of the northern character.
Mr. Dixon was born in Cleveland Co., ﬁlled pastorates in Goldsboro and Ral—
North Carolina, January 11, 1864, near eigh, N. 0., doing excellent work in
He was then invited to the pulpit
both.
the close of the late fratricidal struggle,
Dudley
of
the
Street Church, in Boston,
all
question
bears
many
and beyond
marks of the highly wrought mental going there in January, 1888. In Boston
Mr. Dixon soon became known as a
and nervous activity which so peculi
arly 'characterized the people of the pulpit orator, and crowds ﬂocked to hear
In eighteen months he added
him.
South during that critical period.'.'."A
more than 200 to the membership, and
p_e;i‘5dvwhen life, liberty, home, worldly
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exerted

a

widespread

and

wholesome

[June

with the belief that the smallest sin

de

serves unmitigated

inﬂuence.

When the call came from the Twenty
third Street Church, New York, believ—
ing this city to be the strategic point of
America, especially in its possibilities for
wide and aggressive Christian work,
'Mr. Dixon was constrained to leave the
large congregation he had gathered
about him in Boston for the purpose of
doing a cosmopolitan work and of car
rying into effect some plans which he
was ﬁrmly convinced should be put in
operation in this city.
Mr. Dixon evidently proves the say
‘ing, that orators, like poets, are born,
not made. A young man, scarcely at
the full measure of physical develop
ment, evidently not of the full breadth of
shoulders and depth of chest that will
come with a few more years of bearing
of a
the responsibility of leadership
intellectu
spiritually,
society,
growing
ally, and politically, he has already
outranked most other clergymen of his
day in the result of having in one year
developed
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a

small,

almost

lifeless,

church into a congregation that forms

the largest Sabbath audience that as
‘sembles regularly in New York City.
After-a pastorate of six months in the
vTwenty—Third street Baptist Church, he
was compelled to move into one of the

large halls of the city to accommodate
his ever-increasing audience, and the
preliminary steps have already been
taken for the erection of a new church
ediﬁce that shall afford greater seating
-capacity than any auditorium now in
the city, either religious or secular.
Politically, Mr. Dixon is fully in sym
pathy with the common people, even to
the extent of declaring himself in favor
This shows
'of Christian Socialism.
that his heart is in the right place, what
'ever may be thought of the wisdom of
such a choice. It is far easier to correct
;a mistake of the judgment, when the
heart beats high and quick for humanity,
than to change the errors of heart and
'brai it when an austere orthodoxy petrifies

punishment.
style of oratory Mr. Dixon more
nearly resembles Patrick Henry, we
think, than any man of the century. His
style is suited to great subjects and great

In

occasions, while theological hair~split
He
ting does not suit his capacity.
the
op
and
effort,
was born for larger
That
portunity before him is ample.
he may be faithful to the highest possi
bilities of his endowments and the press
ing demands of the age in which he
lives, is the anxious thought of many

who have watched this phenomenal
character with close attention.

—<~+~>—
WHAT THE OLD MAN SAID.
Coma hither child.
am an old, old man,
Yet once like thee I had a sunny brow,
And curls of gold, and I was fair as thou,
With gentle voice and spirit undcﬁled.

I

And so i grew
Into a merry youth.
And saw the ﬁner side of all delights;
My days were joyous all, and blest my nights,
And love was mine and innocence and
truth.
One hour there came
A tempter to my side.
He held the ruby glass close to my lip,
And I, unwary, took the fatal sip,
And all my better nature cruciﬁed.

For day by day
The tcmptcr came again,
Until the poison grew a nectar sweet,
And nothing to my vision seemed complete
Without its honeyed guile, its Witching

-

pain.

,

My boy believe
Thou never can’st be safe,
If once that lurking poison ﬁres thy veins;
Ask God to keep thee from its awful pains,
And be not then a drunken, aimless waif.
And boy, believe
Even though at the last
His wondrous love has dashed the cup
aside, .
And given repentance, better I had died
A child, uncurscd by memories of the past.
MARY A. DENISO N.

,
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hardly anything with which a society
person feels so pleased as an extend
ed acquaintance with smart and respect
We hear a person say,
able peopleI was
have visited at their house.
introduced to them at such a watering

H EAD.

“I

place, or such a lady's party."
In the South this extending of ac
quaintance seems to be a matter of am
bition.
A young man of twenty-ﬁve
years of age, if he hears the name men

MENTAL MECHANISLL—NO.

10.

now FACULTIES WORK TOGETHER.
OMETIMEt'lI Approbativeness

works

It
the social faculties.
the
social
feelings
works downward and
seem to work upward to meet it. Then,
it rejoices in cultivating acquaintance, in
knowing everybody, keeping up corres
The old fashion of visiting
pondence.
everybody on New Year‘s. and even ex
towards

tending the visits beyond one’s personal
acquaintance by going with those who
will introduce one to new families.
Thus, one man will take two friends
and introduce them to forty families,
and thus broaden the ﬁeld of mutual ac
quaintance, and each one reciprocating

For instance, a carriage will
the favor.
“ visiting
take four men, each having a
list,” each introducing his three friends
to his own acquaintances. ' _Of course
the social feelings are gratiﬁed, but the
ambition to have a wide social list, and
widen one’s acquaintances is largely the
There is
work of Approbativeness.

tioned of a person that lives in his coun
ty, or in an adjoining county, that is
not familiar to him, he seems puzzled.
In the South each person seems to know
everybody else within forty miles, and
there, intimate
is easy.
acquaintance
“ I
don’t think that
One man will say,
man lives in such a county.
I have
never heard his name."
In the thickly
settled portions of the country there is a
social center, and one scarcely knows
anybody five miles from his home, out
side of his own town, but, when people
live in the rural, agricultural, or plant
ing districts, and the county seat is the
only center, and gentlemen make it their
business to ride on horseback to the
Court House every market day, or every
Saturday, and then to go a considerable
distance on Sunday to a church, that
perhaps stands alone. because it is cen
tral to the region in which it stands,

furnishes another

opportunity for peo
ple to congregate from long distances.
In the thickly settled portions of the
North, where people are huddled in
villages, and can walk to church in ﬁf
teen minutes, where the farmers that
live a mile or two out drive in, and a
place ﬁve miles square constitutes the
township and the village within it,—
the focal point of religious, social, and

I’
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commercial intercourse, it has a tenden
cy to make a few hundred people well
acquainted with each other, and not well
acquainted with people in another town.
Moreover, in the North, nearly every
person is daily occupied in something.
He has no leisure to travel and visit and

hunt and ﬁsh, and extend his acquaint
ance.
People who have leisure thus to
do, seem to be more social and hospita
ble than those who are engaged in stir
ring occupations which occupy every
hour, and, therefore, have little time to
spend in social converse, except in the
intimate associations of the store, work
and home, and the
shop, household

church and the school.

In

sections of the country,
Ohio,
for instance, the town
Northern
laid
out
ﬁve miles square, and
ships are
the roads lead from town to town right
through the center of each township,and
these are the main roads, running at
right angles through every township,
and the people from the outskirts of
these townships work towards the center
for trade, for society, for church, and
for schools. They will have a high
school in the center, and other schools
As soon as the
in the outer sections.
people get leisure, on Sundays, or holi
days, they begin to group themselves
towards the center, and, of course, that
segregates them from the other towns.
Men whose farms lie together on the
outer edges of their townships will
dress themselves on Sundays and holi
days, and travel away from each other
to the center of their own township.
In the South, there is a county town,
and people from all over the county will
go to that common center, and in doing
so, they will know everybody on the
road from the outer edge to the center.
There they will meet everybody else at
one time, or another, and be introduced,
and we fancy that Self Esteem and Ap
probativeness work more strongly in
In the
the South than in the North.
North, we think Approbativeness works
more toward the economic, the intellec
some

[June

tual and the moral.

It has a more quiet
and complex manifestation. In the South
a man does not care so much about his
appearance, his style, his dress, but, he
clamors for what he calls " personal
honor," and will ﬁght to the death to
keep his reputation intact.
Approbativeness and Combativeness lie
pretty near together, each touching the
social group.
We think the ,‘duelling
and
code was born of Approbativeness
Self Esteem in connection with the social
faculties, Approbativeness coming to the
rescue of social honor, or honor among
associates. Where that code does not ob
tain, we do not see this special spirit of
ambition and social feeling combined to
The feeling,
protect one‘s reputation.
however, will take a different manifes
tation and show itself in the desire for
ﬁnancial success, for artistic, or mechan
ical excellence, and for intellectual and
scholastic culture and knowledge, espe

cially among religious people in regard
to their religious standing and reputa
tion.

_

Public sentiment becomes codiﬁed and
solidiﬁed, or crystallized around certain
other elements—in the South personal so
ciability with the manifestation of Com
bativeness and Destructiveness as protec
tors of personal honor. There is many
a Northern boy who has not much so
cial standing,—he belongs to nobody and
nobody belongs to him,—yet, he wants
public esteem, and the desire to make
himself of some consequence will cause
him to pore over his books, and he will
work at his trade, or profession, and
hope for the time when his name shall
ring through the land as a distinguished
man, and yet, he may be almost as silent
as a sphynx so far as sociability is con—
‘

He has not been cultivated so~
cially, but he has ambition to make peo
ple note his power and skill, and honor
his name, though they do it at a distance.
Under another type of civilization the
same spirit would lead a person to excel
in all those social relationships which
make a man personally interesting to

cerned.
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his friends—in politeness, in dancing, in
horsemanship, in military achievement,
in public oratory, or politics.
Character is a wonderful complexity.
It melts and modiﬁes itself according to

The environment does
circumstances.
much to incite and urge the activity of
certain faculties, and to curb and dimin
ish the force of others. If we go among
the lowest dregs of human existence, we
ﬁnd in any group of ragged urchins who
have no culture, except that of the
pavement, or the huddled crib where
they sleep ; they even will have their
public sentiment,—who can beat at mar
bles, who can ﬁght and master the other
boys, who can steal and not be found
out, who can pilfer the most from the

I have
groceries and peanut stands.
met a group or wrangling boys, dirty,
perverted, unkempt, and unwashed, and
am
one would stand up and say,
have heard' the
better than you.”
lathers of such boys say, " I am a better
man than he,” that is to say, am a bet
The word “ better ”
ter man in a ﬁght.
is a pretty poor one in such company,
and so. ambition, Approbativeness
and
Self Esteem work through low channels,
with perverted faculties, and work with

“I

I

I

an earnestness worthy of a better cause,
and a better destiny.
-——:0:——

A STUDENTS LETTER.
ROM a sprightly letter written in
March last by a member of the In
stitute Class of ’89, the following is
taken.
It is dated at Marion, Va.:
It hardly seems ﬁve months since the
closing exercises of the Institute of
Phrenology took place. Time ﬂies ; and
this season passed swiftly in an almost
vernal and even summer-like climate.
Shakspeare, “the myriad-minded,” has
“ Midsummer-night’s
described,
in
Dream,” just such a season as we have
had, although the writers of to-day seem
unequal to the task:
"Therefore the winds, piping to us in vain,
“As in revenge, have suck’d up from the sea.
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" Contagious fogs; which falling in the land
" Have every pelting river made so proud,

“ That they have overborne their continents;
“ Therefore,
the moon, governess of the
ﬂoods,
“
Pale in her anger, washes all the air,
" That rheumatic diseases do abound;
“And through this distemperature we see
“ The seasons alter, hoary-headed frosts
“ Fall in the fresh lap of the crimson rose;
“And old l-lyein's thin and icy crown,
“An odorons chaplet of sweet summer buds

“ ls

The spring,the
as in mockery, set.
summer,
“ The chiding autumn, angry winter, change
“Their unwanted liverics; and the mazed
world,

“ By their

increase

now

knows

which is

which."

Savea slight snow at Thanksgiving,
has been none here this winter,
until recently, when for an hour or two
at a time the air would be ﬁlled with
But
large ﬂakes of the falling ﬂeece.
the snow did not remain long, the earth
being too warm to retain it. Spring
seemed surely to have come the ﬁrst of
February when, for a few weeks, South
ern strawberries had been a novelty at
The trailing arbutus, cle
the North.
matis, and other spring ﬂowers were in
bud, and the blue-grass threw up its
stalks ; the blackberry, peach, Japan
quince, and other plants were in bloom,
and summer ﬂowers gave promise of
coming fragrance.
But the late cold wave dashed its
snowy cap over the premature summer
" the season for
solstice, and “set back
the
blossoming
plants,
a. time, damaging
the coming peach crop, etc. As I write,
a “confounded concert” is being con
tinually carried on, in the meadow be
low, by an army of frogs of all denom
ination, age, color and “previous con
dition of servitude." It isjdeafening, in
fact.
So, if this communication is
slightly mixed and fragmentary, please
attribute to environments l
Of course this enterprising “ New
South" was not to be outdone by the
“
fol
rest of the civilized world, and we
lowed the fashion ”—-taking hold of La
Grippe with great gusto, and it returned
there
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the compliment with equal hospitality.
Few cases were followed by such seri
ous results as were so many in colder
In fact, many felt that as the
climates.
French word grippe means “a whim,"
it was merely what old Virginians called
When a fellow was (as
a “whimsy.”

“all broken up,”

though noth
matter with him,
“ whimaies.”
they called it having the
I have not paid much attention to
we say)

ing much

was the

Phrenology since I came here; espec
ially as soon after my arrival, my family
was increased by one, said by “the na
tives and neighbors” to be the best and
brightest baby ever seen in these parts—
I
presumably a young Phrenologistl
of
‘89,
of
the
Class
thought
have often
A. I of P., and of the agreement as well
” for each to con
as class “resolution
“
tribute articles and items to our cor
"
of the JOURNAL.
So I have writ
ner
“ sticks " of matter, partly
ten these few
personal, for the eyes of the friends,
forms
students, and professors—whose
and faces, as well as hands, became so
familiar to my mind in the time spent
in the Lecture Hall, while studying the
great science of “Ourselves and Oth
ers ;” or while in the Cabinet of Casts
“ place of skulls "—the headquarters
and
for heads and the interpretation there
of.

iVhere are the students of that session t
Scattered to the four corners of the globe
whence they came; but with many a
lesson learned in Human Science, and
for human good. May eachone, in his
sphere, put in practice, and teach the
same to his fellows 1
Leaving New York, by steamer, on
the 12th of Oct.. six of the class of ‘89
Heitzman, of Indi
sailed southward:
Grammer,
Duval, of Ar
of
Texas,
ana,
kansas, Asbell, of Kansas, myself, and
last, not least, Hendrikson, of Minn.
The latter was presented to the col
lected passengers by our fellow-student,
" Duval, in a few appropri.
“Professor
ate remarks introductory of the subject
(Phrenology), and then the other sub

J

O
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ject (a passenger) was thoroughly
“shown up " by Prof. Hendrikson, who
did “the cause,” himself, his instructors
and fellow pupils much honor by his de
lineation. Success to Hendrikson ; best
wishes to all, phrenologically and in all
other respects.
I shall stop about Marion, Va., and
vicinity another month or so, and then
return to my residence in Maine.
EUGENE H. JUDKINS.
has, during the
N. B.—Hendrikson
last winter, justiiied the good opinion
entertained of him by his fellow-stu—
dents in several prosperous courses of
lectures

in Minnesota.

—;o:__

A——, MINN, April

ED.

14, 1890.

Fownsa & Wanrs 00.:
HE April number of the PHRENO

Masses.

LOGICAL JOURNAL received ; also
No.13 of the Human Nature Library,
containing matter concerning the ses
sion of the Institute of Phrenology.
Many thanks.
Perhaps it may interest you to learn
“ ﬁeld " as I
why I did not go into the
Well—-“ Man pro
intended last fall.
poses, butGod disposes,"—at the earnest
request of the people, I took charge of
the school here, and have just closed
I have not whipped
a successful term.
or punished a scholar ; and some pupils
who have before attended solely for
the purpose of making mischief. and
having “ fun," worked hard and earn

estly, and they expressed great regret
that the school was closed.
do not tell you this to show off my
abilities, but it is to show what can be

I

by applying the princi
accomplished
ples of Phrenology to teaching.
I may be rather severe in my criti
cism, but—having read recently some
which the
exploded idea
have arrived at the conclusion that
there are only two classes of people that
First,
oppose and deride Phrenology.

comments on
writer called

thosejwho

Phrenology

“an

"-I

know nothing about the sci
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N. Y., April

20, 1890.

Paor. NELSON SiznR—Dear Sir :—
Have received my examination and am
much pleased with it. It has settled a
question I have long wished settled. I
shall now proceed upon my life-work in
the manner suggested, viz., to study
shorthand, and enter a lawyer's oﬁice,
and, ultimately, become a lawyer.
I, as well asmy mother and brother,had
for some time decided that I was adapted
or the law. The decision was the re

I

is

top.

Enclosed ﬁnd
please send me,

cents,

25

“How

for which

to Succeed as a

or Typewriter,” by Arthur
M. Baker.
Hoping to hear from you soon,
re

I

Stenographer

Your

main.

obedient servant,
H. L. N.

——:0:——
ADDRESS OF B.

J.

C.

0F

MEYER. CLASS

’88.

Tnoanas AND CLABSMATES.—Ti.le
ﬁnal
day has come for us to say farewell. As
some of you have said much regarding this
science of the human mind, or mental phil
shall only heartily endorse your
osophy,
statements, and add, that
was raked in by
single lecture on Phrenology about four
years ago, and have studied
ever since.
If was saved by single lecture, how
many others may be saved by several, and
thus become healthy, wealthy, wise, and
happy, as all men, women, and children
should be, by being trained what to do, and
why, and who may and who may not marry,
and why!
would heartily advise every one to
come to the American Institute of Phre
course of instruction. It
nology, and take
would enable them to read their fellow
beings, and thus know whom to trust, and
whom not; whom to employ; and how to
place every one in his right position.
It
not necessary that every one should
follow Phrenology as
profession because
he has received instruction; but all would
receive beneﬁt, and feel thankful for the
opportunity to learn its truths.

I

it

a

the description of char
from my photographs sent
by you this morning, and was highly
pleased with it. My mind has always
been in a muddle as to what to do, but I
can see my way clear now, thanks to
you. I think you are right when you say
I would make a good salesman ; I have
the reputation of being a very ﬂuent
talker. But I would like to be a physi—
cian better than to be a salesman.
As I told you, I am going to follow
your directions out, and from time to
time, I will report to you.
I will do all
I can to get business orders for you,
and, if I get any, I will take my com
mission in books published by your
ﬁrm.
Your description of the person I
ought to marry ﬁts exactly my concep
tion of a “beau ideal," but, before I
wed, I will send her pictures to you for
examination.
You may expect to hear from me
soon.
Sincerely yours,
H. R.
acter

a

:

RECEIVED

a

Dear Sirs

19,-1890.

& Wants 00.—

a

0., April

it,

CLEVELAND,

Masses. Fownna

I

__;o;_.

G-—-.

is

D———

a

whether in palace or college.

I

and practice) that they hate the science
that impartially shows what they are—

sult of reading Phrenology. My exam
ination was the truest to nature of any
I have yet seen. All the leading traits,
I think, but one—Cautiousness—were
nicely pictured ; Continuity is mysmall
est organ in development—I have no
ticed it for some time, there being quite
a depression in my skull at that point.
I have also noticed its manifestations in
every-day life—mostly to my inconven-'
ience. I shall now endeavor to culti
and my other faculties as well.
vate
Is there
greater supply of stenogra
demand for?
saw
phers than there
an article in a leading newspaper to that
But there's always room at the
effect.

I

ence; and second, those whose organi
zations are so low and (also their life
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GEORGE COMBE.

EORGE COMBEwas

born in Edin

burgh, Scotland,0ctober 21.1788,
and aftera busy life of earnest endeavor
to beneﬁt humanity he closed his eyes in
their ﬁnal sleep on the 14th of August,
1858, at the ripe age of 69 years and 9
months'. Few men have closed a life of
seventy years of whom it could so truth
fully be said, “\Vell done, good and faith
ful servant.” He had made a glorious
record in the world's history and left an
inﬂuence that will never die, but will
continue during the ages of time with
undiminished beneﬁts. He was said to
have been a healthy babe, but his birth
place was far from being conducive to
the bodily well being of those who re~
His own description of
mained there.
the place and its environments, as given
in his “ Outline of my Life,” pictures it
as very undesirable for a residence; being
“at Livingston's Yards, close under the
southwest bank and rock of the castle of
The locality was low; to the
Edinburgh.
cast a Scotch acre of ground was a ﬁlthy
swamp in winter, and covered with ﬁlth
All round, to the east
heaps in summer.

persons, but they describe the
causes of many ueatns in me ramily, and of
much had health in those who survived.
to many

and of a degree of feebleness in my own
constitution, which, although not congeni
suffering, and
tal, occasioned considerable
was with difficulty only partially removed
when the laws of health were discovered
and obeyed.

“ My father was George Combe. He was
stature, and proportion
6 feet 2
inches in
ally well formed in the trunk and limbs.
His temperament was bilious, nervous, and
He was
sanguine, and his head was large.
in his forty-third year when I was born.
“My mother was a short, well-formed
woman, with a highly nervous and bilious
temperament, a dark, tine skin, dark eyes,
and ﬁne dark hair, and an energetic step.
Her brain was of average dimensions and
remarkably well proportioned, conscien
tiousness and ﬁrmness predominating among
She had a quiet manner,
the sentiments.
combined with decision of character, and
intuitive good sense. Her knowing organs
were rather larger than the reﬂecting or
She was in her thirty-ﬁrst year when
gans.
I was born."

From the foregoing we can see in part
“ start in the world " with which
If, with
Combe‘s life began.
ditches with small declivity. The public George
these surroundings, he could go through
drain, charged with the soil of the Grass—
market and Westport, two humble localities it and accomplish what he did, with
what encouragement might other boys
of Edinburgh. ran past the dwelling-house
was
at
itself
with better opportunities look forward
uncovered; and the house
He was sent
brewery.
the
to greater achievements.
tached to
“ The house consisted of two stories, with to Mr. Waugh’s parish school at 6 or 7
only two rooms. a kitchen, and a bed-closet
years of age, but it was so crowded and
on the lower, and three rooms and a very so ill ventilated in the heat of the sum
small bed-closet on the upper ﬂoor. About mer, that, although he could see to read
the year 1797 or 1798 an additional room from 9 to 12, in the afternoon he was so
The family,
and bed-closet were built.
completely overcome by the bad air and
about the year 1800, included our parents,
the heat that he could not distinguish
thirteen children, and servants, all crowded one letter from another, and was taken
into these few rooms of small dimensions,
from school and put to sea-bathing.
and the laws of health, depending on venti—
His next school was Mr. Campbell‘s,
exercise, were wholly
and south, were tan-works

and a magnesia

work, which poured their refuse into open

lation, ablation, and
unknown. The mind was regarded as inde
pendent of the body, and every one acted
. on this hypothesis.
" These details may appear uninteresting

the

where he learned
“ to read and spell after the fashion of those
days, i. 0., I spelled and pronounced the
words with a broad Scotch accent, with no

1890 .]
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regard to stops or intonation; and without
that the words had a meaning.
discovery that English words in a

once dreaming

The
printed book were signs of feelings and ideas
did not dawn upon me till several years
afterwards. One reason of this was that
the only signiﬁcant speech Iknew was broad
Edinburgh Scotch; and it never occurred
to any one to explain the meaning of Eng
lish words to us children in this dialect.’

An English book was as unintelligible to me
after I could pronounce and spell the words
of it as was a Latin book before I had
learned the rudiments of that language.
“ I was regularly taken to church in those
days, but never understood one word of the
This gave rise to a habit of inat
sermon.
tention to spoken as well as to printed lan
The preacher appeared to me to
guage.

273

live and speak in a sphere so far above my
condition and comprehension thatI never
to follow him, but at once re
attempted
treated within my own consciousness
and
there made entertainment
for myself; or
felliaslecp, the refreshment of which was
the only solid advantage I derived from my
church attendance in those days.”
He was less than eight years old when
these experiences of his life occurred,

and perhaps it was in those moments of
solitary thoughtfulness and self com
munings in church that his mind took
on the bias which made him the philos
opher of later years.
Incidents and a
few words from servants were never for
gotten by him, and inﬂuenced and gave
tone to some of his books. One day one
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of his mother‘s servants said to him,
“0, laddie. you should _ never marry.”

Young

its ﬁrst shock, and I
God did not govern the world
in the mannerwhich the nursery maid rep

hend

resented.”

the

world

feared

as he was he seemed to compre
her meaning, in a measure, and
subsequent studies enforced the idea

received

that

He gives other simple incidents and
perplexities
of his boyhood, all of which
conveyed, and doubtless was a
he
gave
says
intensity to his subsequent
ation stone” to the structure entitled
“ Constitution of
desires
to
assist
in introducing a better
Man.”
“
state
of
things.
In the introduction to Science and
'
The parents of George Combe were
Religion ” he thus refers to another innot educated in book knowledge, and
cident:
“An event so common and trivial as al feeling keenly the lack thereof they
resolved to give their s ‘M the advant
most to appear ludicrous when introduced
ages of which they had been deprived,
into a grave discourse, but which is real,
and sent them to various masters for
gave rise to the train of thought which is
developed in this work.
When a child of the beneﬁt to be derived in different
six or seven years of age, I got from some
studies, but George‘s mental needs and
benevolent friend a lump of sugar candy.
peculiarities, and his physical capabili
The nursery maid desired me to give a ties were not understood by his teachers,
share of it to my younger brothers and sis
and his progress was very slow. At
ters, and 1 presented it to her to be disposed
last, however, accident put him in the
of as she recommended.
She gave each of right situation, and in 1804, at
the age
them a portion, and when she returned the
of sixteen, he entered the ofﬁce of Hig
remainder to me she said, ‘That's a good
gins and Dallas, where he began the
boy; God will reward you for this.’ These
'
study of the legal profession, to which
words were uttered by her as a mere form
he devoted six years, and at twenty-two,
of pious speech, proper to be addressed to
in 1810, commenced the practice of his
a child ; but they conveyed to my mind an
profession on his own account.
The
idea. They suggested intelligibly and prac
following year, 18“, toward the end of
tically, for the ﬁrst time, the conception of
he began to keep a diary, among the
a divine reward for a kind action. and I
ﬁrst
entries in which he wrote
‘
instantly put the question to her, [law will
“ A desire
for fame may be one mark of
God reward me ?’ ‘ He will send you ev
mind that deserves it.
have taken the
erything that is good.’ ‘ What do you mean
imagination that
have powers of mind
by ‘good ?’—will he send me more sugar
candy?’ ‘ Yes, certainly he will if you are sufficient to write some useful book on
‘
a good boy.’
Will he make this piece of human nature, and especially on the educa
tion and intellectual state of the middle
sugar- candy grow bigger?’
‘Yes, God
rank of society; but ever and anon
am
always rewards those who are kind hearted.‘
I could not rest contented with words, but troubled with misgivings, and make com
parison of my own powers with those of
at once proceeded to the veriﬁcation of the
others—my
companions, who do not con
assurance by experiment and observation.
I forthwith examined minutely all the edges ceive such design, and authors who have
executed
such
purpose—and
feel the
of the remaining portion of sugar-candy;
. conclusion always against
myself.”
took an account of its dimensions, and

a

;

:

His biographer says of him “ Earn;
estness was the keynote of his char‘
acter
life and its duties were always
serious subjects to him. He was earnest
in triﬂes as well as in matters of import
ance, for duty was to him
religion and

law.
Whatever he ought to do, that
he would do, no matter how much he

a

then, wrapping it carefully in paper, put it
into a drawer and waited with anxiety for
its increase. I left it in the drawer all night,
and next morning examined it with eager
curiosity. I could discover no trace of al
teration in its size, either of increase or de
crease.
I was greatly disappointed; my
faith in the reward of virtue by the ruler of

I

a

I

I

I

a

:

it,

“ found
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might sacriﬁce his own ﬂesh or that of
his friends.” His own tastes were very
simple; and he adopted a system of
vegetable diet with beneﬁt to his health.
He took “ porridge for breakfast; broth
and bread, and an egg, or rice and milk
for dinner; tea, and buttermilk and
bread for supper.”
The thought of
death was often in his mind; but the
prospect of the immortality of the soul
brightened the thought and relieved it
of all terrors.
The philosophy of the mind was ever
an interesting study to Mr. Combe and
led him to read the writings of various
authors, but he was not satisﬁed by their
At length, hoping
metaphysical views.
to learn something of the mind by the
study of the functions and structure of
the body, he became apupil to Dr. John
Barclay, who explained anatomy and
physiology with the uses of the different
parts of the frame ; all of which deeply
interested the pupil, and although not
satisﬁed, he still hoped for light when
the dissection of the brain was reached ;
but after giving the keenest attention to
the lecture for four hours. and saw one
portion after another of the brain cut
off and laid away after being named
and exhibited to the listeners but no
explanation of its functions given, he
was disappointed.
At its conclusion Dr.

Barclay frankly acknowledged that it
all amounted to nothing as far as the
functions of the brain and the mind
were
concerned.
Mr.
Combe
then
abandoned the study of the mind in de
spair ; supposing it to be too profound a
mystery to be penetrated by any human
philosophy.
About that time, 1815, the June No.
of the Edinburgh Review contained a
long article on the Doctrines of Gall
and Spurzheim, ridiculing their philoso
phy, calling the authors modern peri—
patetics; and their teachings thorough
quackery, and heaped upon them epi
thets, without stint or favor. The writer
of the article, Dr. John Gordon, was a
lecturer

on anatomy

and

philosophy,
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and editor of the Review, and had pub
lished a work on the Structure of the

Brain a few years previously; and in
the Edinburgh Review of April, 1803,
he had an article ridiculing Dr. Gall’s
new theory of the brain as the immedi
ate organ of the intellectual and moral
faculties.
This time he put on all his
force to forever extinguish this “man
of skulls” by the use of satire and
coarse invectives, and, being well known
in Edinburgh as a teacher and writer,
his inﬂuence was very great, and George
he was a reliable
Combe, supposing
leader, followed his lead and joined in
the ridicule, and laughed at the jokes
heaped upon the “pretenders."
Dr. Spurzheim was then lecturing in
Dublin. and. as soon as he read the
onslaught, hastened to Edinburgh to
meet his censor, face to face, or at least
to lecture on his enemy‘s ground.
Combe was so prejudiced against the
claims _of Gall and Spurzheim that he
would not go to hear the lectures, and
had not even seen the man when his
ﬁrst course of lectures had closed, when,

coming out of the court of sessions one
day he was accosted by a friend, a bar—
rister, named Brownlee, who said:
“Would you like to see Dr. Spurzheim
“ Yes,
dissect a brain 1” His reply was :
“
Then come to my house
very much.”
at one o‘clock.” Combe went, and saw
Dr. Spurzheim for the ﬁrst time, and
his faith in Dr. Gordon's Review was
shaken when he saw Dr. Spurzheim
unfold the brain by following its struc
ture, not by slicing; demonstrated his
anatomical views by beginning at the
medulla oblongata and gradually un
folding the whole brain, and so com—
pletely refuting the assertions of the
reviewer.
From this time Combe was
an interested listener when Dr. Spurz
heim lectured, and followed the excel
lent advice there given, namely, that
the conviction that diﬁ'erent faculties of
the mind were manifested by particular
portions of the brain could be obtained
solely by extensive personal observation.

-
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This advice he put in practice by pro
curing from London casts of heads il
lustrative of the different organs.
Mr. Combe relates his experience with
them as follows:
“ When they arrived in two large sugar
puncheons, were. brought forth. and ar
ranged on my drawing room ﬂoor1 they
looked all so white, and so exactly alike,
that I felt ashamed of my own folly; and in
the belief that the distinctions
between
them were too minute for my limited powers
of observation even to discriminate, I would
have hid them if I could. But the fact of
their arrival had got abroad among my friends
and they came in troops to see them. I was
forced to tell them allI knew about the casts
——and that at ﬁrst was very little ; but to my
own surprise I discovered that each succeed
ing explanation which I attempted, the sub
ject grew upon myself. I saw clear and obvi
ous distinctions between casts, which on a
hasty and
impatient
had ap
glance
peared'exsctly to resemble each other; and
by reading and conversation I acquired a
greatly extended and much more accurate
acquaintance with the mental talents and
dispositions of the individuals, the casts of
whose

heads

I

had before

me,

thanI

pre

viously possessed. I also examined the heads
of many living persons whose characters I
knew, and at the end of three years’ study I
became convinced that Phrenology was
true.

In proportion to the increase of knowl
edge in my own mind was the interest of my
expositions heightened, until at length the
applications for an account of my casts be
came so numerous that I was forced to de
vote certain dsys and hours to gratify the
public curiosity.
Time rolled on, and my
expectation that the general interest in the
subject would cease. was never realized.
On the contrary, I was entreated to announce
public expositions of Phrenology as the only
method of doing justice to the subject, to
the inquirers after, and to myself.
Thus
became a phrenologist and a lecturer on
Phrenology by a concatenation of circum
stances which were not foreseen by myself,
and the ultimate consequences of which I
never contemplated when I began the
study."

J0 URNAL
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In 18l7, in the April number of the
Scots Magazine, Combe published his
ﬁrst article on Phrenology, entitled “An
Explanation of the Physiognomical Sys
tem of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim.
At the close of 1818 Combe had gained
many new disciples, and to all inquirers
he gave this leading precept which was
given him by Dr. Spurzheim: “Ob—
for yourselves, and prove
by your own repeated observations the
truth or falsehood of Phrenology.
On account of the death of Oombe‘s
mother in May, 1819, he was obliged to
abandon the idea of lecturing before
November, or perhaps still later, but he
collected his essays into a book and sent
serve nature

them to the press. In a letter to his
brother Andrew, Nov. 4, 1819, he says:
“ So great was

the prejudice against the
book, that no bookseller
tried, would
here or in London, whom
purchase it even at prime cost; and when
Bell & Bradfute, as is the custom of the
trade, carried it around after publication to
the booksellers, only one of them would at
tempt to sell it, and he took but two copies.
It was advertised to be found in Bell & Brad
fute‘s alone. and from the ﬁrst the sale began
fair, and is going gradually but steadily on."
system

and

the

I

The Essays created so great an in
terest that Bell & Bradfute offered to
Those
take one-third of the edition.
booksellers who at ﬁrst refused to have
anything to do with the book at length
called for copies, and its sale, though
much
slow, was steady, and proved
more extensive than was expected by
the author, and congratulations came
even from many who had previously
expressed their contempt for the system.
They admired the man and his manner
of treating both his subject or philos
Thus his
ophy, and also its opponents.
ﬁrst book was launched upon the tide of
acception and rejection while its author
was fully convinced in his own mind
that the system was true and that truth

would ultimately prevail. On receipt
early
copy of
an
the book
Paris,
wrote
from
Dr.
Spurzheim

of
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“There is no doubt
29, 1819 :
my mind that your book is the
most able defence of the doctrine in the
British Empire. It must make a sensa
tion in those who like truth. I am glad
you have attacked the adversaries in
front and on their own ground. They
Oct.

in

will

be obliged

to

conceal

themselves

from view, to be silent, or they may think
of a retreat. We have nothing to do
but to stand with nature 'and to pro
claim her laws."
0. F. w.
(To be continued.)

—b.-o-.Q-——-—-—
BRIDAL TROUSSEAUS.
T may

all well enough for people
who have only to order their bridal
outﬁts from Worth, to have extensive
ones, but for those who have to do the
work themselves, to prepare elaborate
outﬁts, so they can show and tell they
have more and nicer than some one
else within their set is utter foolishness ;
yea, it is worse, it is suicidal. We know
“ I have always
one lady who said :
had weak eyes since I did so much em
broidery at night upon my bridal outﬁt.
I would have as much and as nicely
made as others ; and consequently I ex
pect to pay for it by not seeing well the
rest of my life.”
A relative told me that his wife for a
week or more before her marriage did
not undress entirely at night but would
work as long as she could, and then
throw herself upon a couch for a few
hours.
This lady to-day is a miserable
invalid, while the beautiful garments she
fashioned
are lying away in bureau
drawers probably to beneﬁt another.
Plethoric bridal outﬁts will have their
day, among a certain class, we expect,
like the button string and stamp craze,
yet we hope it will soon pass over and
a more sensible type of young women
come to the front to show that it is un
necessary to have a. different costume
for every day in the calendar.
There
are many reasons why a woman should
enter the marriage state well poised, and
be
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with strong nerve force, and most of
these are so obvious, on reﬂection, that
they need no mention.
One great cause for the many un
happy homes to-day is because of the
W'e
exhausted nerve force of the wife.
do not assume that bridal outﬁts are
the only cause of this by any means,
but that in many cases they are an im
mediate cause, and that as such they
should to acertain extent be limited.
We hold that a woman who is con
templating so serious a thing asmar
riage, should endeavor to enter it at her
very best, physically, morally, and in

tellectually, and in order to do this she
should not in any sense be overworked.
Each of the parties entering the mar—
riage relation has a right to expect the
other to come to that state at their very
best, and if they fail to do so they are
defrauding another, aswell as being
miserable themselves.
MRS.

0‘.

s. R. SILL.

"OLETS.
Twined by loving hands 15ml a Silvery Hair.
Oh ! show me

l'll

grow

the bed where

these violets

;

wake not the gold that may slumber below,

Nor the silver whose threads around them

I

en

twine :
seek something richer than misers e’er mine

Love looks from those delicate violets’ eyes,
mixture of earthly and heavenly dyes;
The red of the heart-blood and blue of the

A

skies.

Their

embosomed within the green
,
so (rootlets
Drink fragrance divine; there cherubs have
I!’

.

From the City of Love where angels

ﬂowers,
The sweetest love tokens in Paradise

paint

bowers.

And loan them to lovers their passion to tell,
Akin to the rapture of cherubs that dwell
In those blissful abodes beyond mortal ken,
But seen in the visions of all loving men.
Then show me the spot where these ‘violets
grow,

That I ma ' thereon in deep reverence bow,
As at an a tar where heaven and earth meet.
And lovers in heaven the earth lovers greet.
Los Angeles, Cal.

0.
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CHHJ DCULTURE.
BEING
BY JENNIE CHAPPELL,
ABOUT
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AUTHOR OF “AN AUNTIE'S NOTIONS
CHILDREN," ETQ, ETC.

N

the realm of the invisible, in the
domain of what we call Nature,
instances of a comparatively worthless
product closely resembling one of value,

or of a noxious growth counterfeiting,
as it were, the appearance of a harmless
or beneﬁcial species all well known to
science, the oft-times fatal similarity
between poisonous and edible fungi is,
But
perhaps, the most ready example.
as it has been truly assented that every
created object is the type of some cor
respondingr fact in the spiritual world,
the existence of true and false virtue,
altogether apart from what is commonly
known as hypocrisy, can scarcely be
doubted.
It is here that those of us most gen—
uinely desirous of fulﬁlling our duty
purely, need to be scrupulously watch

ful against self-deception; and of all
misleading illusions that wherein love
of being in the right is mistaken for
simple love of right is one of the most
subtle._
Those persons in whom considerable
is united to desire for
conscientiousness
approbation and great self-esteem are
liable to fall into this error from early

childhood, and the peculiar nature of
the fault renders it extremely diiﬁcult of
The sentiments and con
correction.
duct which are most generally approved
infallibly take the place with
right,
them of absolute heart-chosen
and they are soon quite unable to dis
tinguish the moral diﬁ‘erence. On the
whole they will lead virtuous, reputable
lives, because the contrary are univer
sally condemned, but their motive is in
ferior and unreliable, and may betray
If we closely
them intoserious wrongs.
almost

THE RIGHT.

observe even young children we can not
but see that some of apparently the best,
because the least troublesome of them
are those whom pride and self-import
ance inspire with a desire to copy their
elders.
A dear little boy I once knew,

who had an intense desire to accelerate
the process of growing up, behaved on
the occasion of his ﬁrst attendance at a
place of worship in a most exemplary
manner.—kneeling at prayer, rising at
hymn, and sitting motionless with fold
ed arms throughout the sermon.
This
almost preternatural propriety was ex
plained afterwards by his naive confes
“ ‘cause the other
sion that he did it all
men did!“
Exactly so. It was very
to
and very convenient for
see,
pretty
the relative who had charge of him, but
there was little or no goodness, properly
so called, in it.
The desire of being in
"
the right, of being'like “the other men
was at the bottom.
We have all known
older children whose manners
were
faultless from a decorous point of view,
and yet were not wholly lovely, because
obviously far more the outcome of an
ambition to act unexceptionally accord
ing to the fashion of the adults with
whom they mingled than of a naturally

Gently, but unfail
sweet disposition.
ingly should such be taught that a love
of goodness because it is lovely is an in
ﬁnitely better motive than this self
glorifying endeavor to be correct. Good
is. always of God: propriety is
ness
sometimes adisguise of Satan himself,
and when practised consciously, and
with a sense of self-elevation, can not
fail to be akin to the most dangerous of
all sins—spiritual pride. The fact that
little people do so frequently base their

AND wLENCE OF HEALTH

proach

to its

ideal

thereby

hastened.

An

it

it,

Love of being in the right is naturally
most resentful of being shown in the
wrong, and impatiently tries to preserve
its coveted position of honor even at the
expense of veracity—of right itself. One
of our greatest Christian philosophers
“ We are so stupid that confes.
has said,
sion seems to ﬁx the wrong upon us in
does, into the
as
stead of throwing
depths of the sea." Few realize this.
estimable person once remarked that
thought one of the saddest things in
the world was to hear anyone say he
she

-

it

is

it,

it

if

is

it

is

it

to come any
experience how hard
where near perfection: love of being in
the right prides itself on what
con
siders its own pre eminent rectitude, and

is

with an air of conscious superiority em
braces every opportunity of instructing
and correcting others.
Being right
a
matter of conscience, and means har
a

is

mony with Righteousness
Incarnate:
being in the right
generally
matter
of external conformity to approved
usage, and may even induce its devotee
“ follow
to
multitude to do evil.”
As love of right
essentially love of
truth, and‘ can not coexist with tolera
is

dangerous, because more insiduous, than
vice itself ?
A good test for ourselves of whether
we are tainted by this treacherous moral
disease is the temper in which we take
reproof.
Love of right is thankful to
to have its fault pointed out, that the
ugly thing may be destroyed, and ap

eous condemnation, sustained by enthu
siasm for the beauty, not of itself,
but of its ideal. Love of right
humble
and gentle, glad to learn from those
more advanced than itself, knowing by

tion of any form of falsity, so loveof
the source of much
being in the right
of the insincerity in the world. Those
their life object either fol
who make
chosen
leader without the ex
low their
of
individual
ercise
any
judgment what
ever, or just go with the stream; their
leader, or the dictates of generally re‘
ceived opinion, determining what shall
They would not
be the right for them.
to
from a widely
disagree
openly
dare
regarded oracle, though his utterances
is

the furtherance of, at least, the
appearance of good, that the cynical La
Rochefoucauld observes: “Virtue would
not go far if vanity did not bear her
company.” But what has this virtue
which is so closely allied to vanity to do
with the goodness that alone is worth
having—that of the “ kingdom of God
and His righteousness” ? Is it not more
and

Love of being in the right pursues
fashion: love of right
often, on prin
Love of being in
ciple, unfashionable.
the right courts popularity: love of
right cleaves to the right even when
most unpopular.
Love of being in
the right thirsts for praise,—or appre
ciation, as is-euphemistically termed~
and can not exist without
being re
duced to the manners of self-approbation
for support
the plaudits of others fail:
love of right can endure even unright

a

for the passion for being in the right, is
so powerful a motive in human nature
for the restraint of exhibitions of evil

views.

it

atio ns and deformities exhibited by those
of her beloved model!
Conceit, which is only another name

was sorry! He who loves being in the
right feels like that, and consequently
rarely amends. If he does amend he
hypocritically pretends that the altered
opinion was entertained by him from the
ﬁrst, and ﬂatly disowns
his former

is

notions of what is proper upon the con
duct of their elders, should make us
grown up folks more constantly careful
that in imitating us they shall really be
right. An amusing, yet almost touching
instance of childish admiration for even
the defects of a grown-up person was
afforded me by a lady, who related how,
as a little girl, she was greatly attached
to a teacher who happened to be aﬁiicted
with very bad front teeth, and actually
remembers standing before a glass and
stufﬁng bits of paper between her own
pearly incisors to resemble the discolor
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may contradict their own private views;
neither would they under any circum
stances have the courage to adhere to
one whose

teachings,

were they those

of a St. Paul himself, ran counter to the
decision of the majority. Whether the
subject of discussion be a picture or a
play. an orator, a social custom, or a
theological tenet, they must at all haz
“ in the right." If popularly
ards be in
approved, they must needs profess the
greatest admiration, the warmest alle

giance

;

if

[June

condemned by the multitude,

justly or otherwise, is immaterial ; they
must join their voices to the chorus of
disapproval.
While those who wholly yearn for
right, even at the expense of havingto

forfeit fellowships of acknowledged
worth, the commendations
of some
who are called wise, or the favorable
opinions of others whom they earnestly
admire, will, by proving all things, find
and hold fast that which is good.

————¢e¢

NATURAL TRAINING.

WRITER

on Kindergarten meth
ods says :
It is not yet generally recognized that
the younger a child is, the more import
ant is the training which he receives.
Froebel realized this fully, and wisely
applied himself to working out in detail

see at every point evidence of their chil
dren‘s progress. This natural but incon
venient wish has prevented the kinder

garten system from coming more gene
rally into use, and unless parents can be
induced to place more conﬁdence in the
capacity and judgment of teachers, it is
to be feared that it will also prevent the
a good system of training for very young
children. In our time a system of whole introduction of improved systems of
some training for children between seven training for older children. In inspect
and fourteen is still urgently needed. It ing schools for young children an ex
aminer should make it his business to
is beyond the scope of the present paper
ﬁnd out whether they are being taught
to enter into detail as to what this train
ing must or must not be. But some in the right way, not whether they have
points may be mentioned.
(1) There reached a high standard of book knowl
The latter is of little or no im
must be the regular performance of some edge.
kind of useful work suited to the age portance, the former is all-important.
We should not hear so many protests
and capacity of the child. (2) Book
in
the
case
of
against examinations if examiners knew
learning must be given up
At pres
any child to whom it cannot be made how to do their work rightly.
ent examiners think it is their business
pleasurable.
(3) Prizes must not be
given for success in school-work, nor to ﬁnd out what the children know, and
punishment for failure. (4) The natural so long as that is the case examinations
will not be satisfactory.
Are the chil
love that children have for games must
dren’s
minds
in
a
state
so
as
to
cause
a
of,
and are
healthy
advantage
be taken
their faculties being drawn out in the
healthy development of the moral na
right way? These are the questions that
ture, the physical powers, the imagina
tion, etc. (5) The'energies of the child need attention. An examination should
must be fully as well as harmoniously be so conducted as to avoid developing
developed, and the child’s growth must self-consciousness and other morbid ten
not be stunted by too easy work. (6) A dencies. More freedom is needed both
for teachers and children.
love of nature and of all forms of beauty
Perhaps it
may not be thought safe to grant the
must be stimulated and encouraged.
The difﬁculty of establishing a natural freedom ; that has often been the casein
history, and yet the grant of freedom has
system of education is much increased
by the anxiety on the part of parents to been generally justified by its results.
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SCIENCE
CHILDREN

HE children of all
esting.

lands are inter
To one who makes hu

man nature something of a study the
young people of the old races always
invite attention and comparison with
the “ rising ” generation of the new and
We are all children of
western nations.

O

0!‘
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ARABIA.

great and powerful, having a civilization
that gave many a valuable bequest to
the science and art of later times, and

in the organization and physiognomy
of the young people of the desert and
hills we can trace much of the ancient
As a type
spirit and mental capacity.

A GROUP OF ARABIAN CHILDREN.

the old, yet western civilization has im
parted aspecial character to the very
young of modern Teutonic and Celtic.
Arabian children have characteristics
that impress
travelers in the Orient.
They are descendants of a people once

of nervous organization the Arabian is
high, being prompt in discernment and
more responsive to intellectual culture
than other Oriental races.
The little group shows the Arab boys
as they are at home, in their simple cos

J
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tume of blue gowns and the ever worn
turban.
Of the poorer class, they are
allowed to lead a very careless life. But
the Arabian children of high rank lead
they are
quite a different existence;
usually brought up according to all the

ancient customs of their race. The lady
who tells her own story in the “Me
moirs of an Arabian Princess," says that
a royal baby’s ﬁrst toilet in Arabia con
sists in winding a bandage about its
body, after it has been bathed and per
The little creature is then
fumed.
placed on its back, its arms and feet are

0 URNAL

[J one

for relatives.

On the fortieth day the
shaved,
aoeremony which
baby’s head is
could scarcely be performed in our own
country where thick hair is usually of
a later growth . This operation is con—
sidered a very important one, and thirty
for
or forty persons are witnesses of
the performance of certain rites. The
it,
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a

is

it

is

;

a

a

is

;

it

a

it

a

it is

;

regarded as
disposal of the ﬁrst hair
must not be
very weighty matter
burned or carelessly thrown away, but
buried, thrown into the sea, or hidden
in some crevice of a wall.
The fortieth day marks a turning point
has
Heretofore
‘straightened, and the entire body is in the child's life.
swathed to the shoulders.
only been seen by its parents, the slaves
few intimate friends of
In this position it remains motionless on duty, and
'
now,
but
the
is
the
rehowever,
may be
family
for forty days,
bandage
seen
and
twice
a
that
the
child
moved
by anybody,
regarded as
day
may
have a bath. The Arabs believe that fairly launched on the tide of existence.
this process will make the body straight
Several charms are attached to its body
for life. Under such circumstances it for protection against the "evil eye," boys
seems fortunate that babyhood is not a
wearing them to certain age, and girls
a period which can be remembered in still longer. The favorite charm consists
after years, for no one would choose to of
gold or silver locket worn on
suffer such days of misery again, even chain.
If the child be a girl,
The small children among the well to
in recollection.
on the seventh day after her birth holes, do Arabians are strongly perfumed
usually six in number, are pricked in everything they use, from their clothing
to articles of the toilet,
covered at
her ears, and when she is two months
old heavy gold rings are attached to night with jessamine, and before
them, to be worn throughout her life— used fumigated with amber and musk,
time, except during periods of mourning
and sprinkled with attar of roses.

__.~.4_—

be

;

it

;

is

natural support of the
father in his old age.
The man whose
savings-bank
in his own children
the thriftiest of men. Tuition bills pay
better interest on the capital invested
than any other investment.
The parent
not his child’s best teacher.
Few pa
rents have the time, the knowledge, the
skill. Division of labor
the law of
the century
the condition of prog
ress.
Tolstoi writes novels well, but he
cobbles shoes badly.
We employ a

is

is

is

reap bountifully. Give, and
given unto you good meas
ure, pressed down and shaken together
and running over, shall your children

shall

bosom.
The father in
the natural support of
youth the child in his

is

tifully will

give into your
his maturity
the child in his
the
maturity

it

is

in the Christian Union
a while ago thus spoke of the
wisdom shown by parents in giving their
children good educational advantages:
“ The best provision a father can make
a good
for himself or wife in old ‘age
education given to his children. He who
has three or four children well equipped
in mind, strong in will, rich in love, has
the best annuity and the best life insur
ance. The father who has sown boun

IN VESTMENT.

is

‘VRITER

AN

;

AS

is

EDUCATION
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gardener for our ﬂowers, a groom for
our horses; why not a teacher for our
children? He who is Jack-at-all-trade
is master of none; and the well-educated

child

is educated

Jack.

by a master,

not by

a.

Even the professional teacher
does well to iutrust his children to some
other teacher, as a professional physician
his children, when sick, to another phy
sician.
The father and mother ought to
know what their children are studying;
ought to share their intellectual life
with them ; but ought not to attempt to
furnish it. Your child will get educa
tion from you unconsciously; send him
to some one else for his purposeful
studies.
John Stuart Mill would have
been a broader

man

if

he had been edu- -
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cated away from home. Home is agood
place for study; interruptions come too
easily. Even the minister and the writer
ﬁnd it diiﬁcult to study systematically
at home.
It is too much to expect sys
tematic study of a child. Three other

things remain to be said, with emphasis,
The best school
but without elaboration.
is the cheapest school ; we can not afford
to stint in providing for our children’s
education.
The school that builds the
best character is the school that gives the
best education ; for education is charac
ter building.
No school gives a good
education unless it is pervaded by a
spirit of deep, earnest, and practical re

ligion."

—-—M—_——
LITTLE STOMACHS.
ITTLE children

are not like pigs,
to
eat
anything and every
ready
of
their
tastes. Isuﬂ’ered
regardless
thing
a good deal in childhood from this very
should say.
thought,or thoughtlessness
A little tot was once sitting in her

I

high chair at the table ; she was ahead
tiful child of three years; her clothing
was ﬁnely wrought, a glad smile was on
her face, but you should have seen that
joy suddenly fade, as she beheld on her
dainty plate a mess of tripe! Now, Lu
lu didn't love tripe.
Her features were
a

study

as

she cast

those blue

eyes

around the table, as if to see how "the
rest liked the horrid stuff." But she
saw the rest partake, and then with a
little sigh, turned her attention to her
plate, and eating the preparation there
on took an early and cruel lesson in

self-denial 1 Do not set a child in sight
of an array of dainties and then forbid
him to eat anything but a cracker l I
have seen this wicked performance, and
it reminded me of poor Tantalus, whom
they placed beside the silver lake of clear
crystal water, but chained him so that
he could not get one drop between his
parched and fevered lips. How mothers
can thus treat their darlings is a mys

tery to me. Having decided that a little
one shall not partake of your abundant
table, let nurse or some one take her
and her hard cracker on the lawn until
you have quite disposed of the meal.
Now. am not a foolish old grandma
that believes in feeding a child on cake
and sweetmeats.
It is not so much what
the little ones eat as the quantity that
Here lies the mischief—this
they take.
constant denial of children in the food
line makes them lean, nervous, and ill,
often’.
I have reared ﬁve, and my way
was to gratify the little taste by just a
crumb, and then divert the child’s mind.
A little one was really tortured once at
a nice tea party. Her mother loved her,

I

dressed her beautifully, but denied her
many simple requests of appetite. Chil
dren have minds as well as their par
ents, and these minds are greatly im
proved or-retarded as the children enjoy
the various and to them beautiful pres
entations of life.
My heart used to ache for the children
of the poor, but now it aches often for
the children of the rich! We demand
of them sacriﬁces that, even in our ma—
ture years, we would ﬁnd it hard to
make-

‘MRS. L. DE w.

CONDITIONS

OF

LONGEVITY.

has been written at various in a simple and interesting form, and
concerning the subject of ‘the summer and autumn are good sea
but little of this has real sons of the year to study it. Of course
longevity,
Not every one is born into the it requires a microscope with about 500
value.
world ﬁtted for a long life and perfect magnifying power and good powers of
Go to any stagnant pool
Indeed, this ﬁtness depends observation.
health.
very largely on a rich endowment of in which grasses and weeds grow, and
certain characteristics of body and mind pull up some of them, squeezing the
and surroundings of which Nature at water from their sides into a dish. In
Let it
the present time is not very lavish to her this way collect a pint or more.
settle
and
in
the
near
or
dis
off
the
pour
Whether
upper part, re—
children.
taut future children will be so born and serving the settlings for observations;
environed as to be capable of living to or, with a long glass tube you can draw
old age, is a question which no one can up the bottom layer without pouring oﬂ’
any of it. Place a drop of this water
answer.
It is my purpose in this paper to set on the slide of your microscope and
hunt for a minute mass of living matter,
forth some of the conditions of Ion
In the ﬁrst place it is important slowly moving about by projecting por
gevity.
that the person have a constitution tions of itself In any or all directions
richly endowed with living matter. in a most irregular way. It has neither
limbs nor organs of any kind. There
Some one, however, may ask the ques
To will be seen a nucleus in or near the
tion, “what is living matter?”
which the answer is given that living center. Sometimes the mass will be
matter is that part of the body which is highly andbeautifully colored ; at other
alive ; that part which acts, which feels, times not. This may be called the unit
The muscles, for in
of animal life before any of it has been
moves, thinks.
times
MUCH

stance, are mainly composed of living
matter. The nerve and brain cells are liv
ing matter. The glands, or organs of se
cretion or excretion, are mainly living
matter. I use the term living matter here
because it is better understood, but a more

general name for it would be proto
We study it best in any living
plasm.
organism, but in the Amoeba we ﬁnd it

or before there has been
any division of labor in its parts. Every
portion digests, moves,. is sensitive, and
does any and all kinds of work that it may
be required to do.
The vital properties
or functions of this little speck of liv
ing matter are contractility, irritability,
automatism, the power toreceive and
differentiated,

assimilate

food,

secretion,

excretion,

Sim

as

any ulceration, as in an

abscess

or

a

I

I

is

I

I

a

I

it,

they will look bright, plump, and
full, and as handsome as a silver dollar
just from the mint. remember once ex
amining by the aid of microscope
pa
tient whom found to have Bright’s dis
ease of the kidneys, or nephritis, but the
pus ccrpuscles were full of protonlasm,
and
told him he would live on for
years, perhaps recover.
alive to’
He
day, and remember another, not much
worse than this one except the living
matter was very scanty, and
predicted
an early death, which indeed took place
of

_in

month.

it

is

it

Not only does the living matter of the
body gradually waste away, but as age
advances
becomes clogged up with the
broken down debris of the system. The
not able
excretory force of the body
to remove all of it. A little remains in
the form of minute specks and lodges in
the protoplasm, there to stay till death
comes.
People who smoke much retain
a little of the minute particles of the
carbon in the lungs, and
gives the
parts black color. In persons who have
lived long in malarious regions and
had for months or years malaria, and
ﬁnally died,
have seen the liver cells
pigmented and dark colored from the
matter lodged in them.
After a certain
age the brain cells grow dark by the ac
cumulation of a pigment-like matter,
and as result the brain activity
di
It also diminished by the
minished.
loss of protoplasm, which takes place
as age advances.
From both causes
combined we have the explanation of
the less vigorous memory, and the ina
bility of the old to think as quickly
and as easily as in early life.
is

I

also no doubt

a

is

a

is

There

difference

it

it
is

in the quality of the living matter in
different persons.
Some of
solid,
hard, and resists more than others the
inﬂuences which go to wear
out. The
protoplasm in those with soft, tender
less tenacious of life than that
flesh,
is

‘out faster than replaced, and this consti
tutes the ﬁrst beginning of old age.
This
deﬁciency of living matter may be ob
served by studying the blood, the epi
thelia that are shed off from the various
organs and parts, or the} bronchi, the
kidneys, the bladder, and better still by
(observing the pus corpuscles in pus form
edon any inﬂamed surface,
in a cold,
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boil. Ifthere is little living matter,the pus
corpuscles look pale, watery and deﬂ
cient in protoplasm.
If there is much

a

and most important of all,
reproduction by division.
Not all parts of the body are, strictly
speaking, living. The mineral matter of
the bones is not. The connective tissue is
not, or if so is only slightly endowed.
The fat is not. Fat is not alive. The
Neither is the hair, except
water is not.
‘in its root; nor the nails; nor is the ex
ternal layer of the skin, the epidermis.
As I said before, the secret of longev
ity lies in great part in a rich endow
ment of this living matter as a. basis.
If a man has a great abundance of it he
is very much alive, very full of energy.
Healthy children manifest it in a high
degree ; you can not keep them still.
They want to be on the go all the day
long. The living matter of their bodies
demands movement, activity. In adult
life it takes the form of enterprise. energy
.
and work.
with
All men
powerful or enduring
constitutions are abundantly supplied
with this material.
It is difficult to kill
them.
They live through dangerous dis:
They are
eases when others would die.
millionaires of the living principle.
There are some animals richly endowed
with it. The elephant, the tiger, the
It
cat, the grizzly bear, are examples.
is hard to kill them. Others have little.
The rabbitis one such. It dies with aslight
blow. As age advances the living matter
of the body diminishesand ﬁnally almost
Life stops when there is not
disappears.
enough left to carry on its operations,
whether the person is young or old.
Usually after the fortieth year, often
earlier, except in persons with the best
constitutions, the living matter is worn
respiration,

OF HEAL TB.
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it
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science becomes better established and
part of the life of the people.
This journal and afew others may
well be proud that
has been an earn

advocate of sanitary reform since
this science has taken its place among
the sciences.
In conclusion, let me repeat that the
est

it

is

physical bankruptcy.
The pathway of medical science or
non-science
strewn with the wrecks
was
of numberless discoveries which
conﬁdently hoped would be of great

youth and strength
for a long time and longevity
by ra
tional living, by an orderly, well-regu—
lated life by such a knowledge and use
of hygienic laws as are known to be
beneﬁcial, and by the avoidance of such
agencies as are known to be evil. Even
with the best of care age and its inﬁr—
But
mities and death will come at last.
those who have lived reasonably, used
their talents rightly, loved God and their
fellow men, will not ﬁnd them so un
welcome, but will be ready ﬁnally to go
best way to retain

is

richly

great
abuse they live to old age. These per
sons have herculean constitutions, and
possess within themselves great power
of producing living matter.
They are
our millionaires in vital force, examples
of what all should be. Their bodily in
come
enormous, and they can hardly
Only
as fast as
spend
produced.
a great age
able to reduce them to

it is

tains over 000, 000 people.
During the reign of Queen Victoria,
the average length of life in England
has been increased about nine years,
and that, too, mainly by sanitation.
Now an epidemic of any kind can be
stamped out there with less than one
could have been
fourth the loss of life
half a century ago. In France there
has been nearly as great progress, and
in the United States we ﬁnd also greatly
improved life expectancy as sanitary

;

creased.
Sometimes we meet persons so
endowed
that notwithstanding

done by sanitation during the past 200
So long ago as that the death
years.
rate in London, then a small city. was 80‘
per 1,000, yearly. This rate would have
depopulated the city in about ten years
had there been no additions.
Now the
con
23 per 1,000, though
death rate

a

a

it,

tain his youth more perfectly, and his
health and happiness will be augmented.
This is the common belief of thought
ful people and science conﬁrms it.
Now and then a person whose endow
ments of living matter are only moder
ate. so husbands his resources as to live
much longer than those more richly
endowed, and this may seem to be an
argument against what has been stated,
but it is not. As the possessor of a for
tune can, by riotous living, quickly
and as a very moderate income
spend
longer way, so a
may be made to go
large supply of living matter may be
quickly dissipated, and a small amount,
by care and wise living, can be even in

and personal hy
giene, the true promoters of longevity.
Already that almost new science has
\Ve have abund
accomplished much.
ant evidence of this in what has been

it

The result is, that
every possible way.
he will probably live longer, be will re

ﬁrm basis sanitation

4, is

living matter lasts longer and
is more perfectly repaired, and it re
mains longer free from those deposits of
debris or broken down, waste material
than if he is a spendthrift of his bodily
wealth, lives fast. and abuses himself in

eases, his

service in curing disease and prolonging
life so will ever be. The human mind,
buoyed by hope and desire, can not help
grasping after the greatest and the best
that
can conceive. \Ve would be more
we could establish on
successful
it

those with solid, hard ﬁesh. Slender,
tough,
wiry men have good living
matter ; fat, lymphatic ones, the reverse;
they seem to have no staying qualities.
The relations of these facts to lon
gevity s evident. If a man so conducts
his life as to avoid extremes, lives mod—
erately well, but is not excessively
nourished, and escapes dangerous dis

;

in
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on to that life which the hopes of the
of all races of men believe to be

best

grander and better.
M. L. HOLBROOK,

—M—_

NOW

AND

UST

across the street, in full view
from the window at which I am
writing, stands a physician’s "turn
out,” a fine coupe with a ﬁne pair of
horses caparisoned in rich gold trimmed
harness, all in charge of a driver in liv
of
ery, and attracting the attention
The physician is making a
passers.
professional call at the house in front of
which his carriage is standing; this in
one of_ the cities adjacent to New York.
There is a little country town in the
Connecticut river valley to which I often
betake myself when the dog star rages,
It is one of the
for rest and recreation.
oldest in the State, and there one who is
revel
can
to such things inclined,
among the relics of the past stored in
vast garrets, and feel almost as if he had
come in direct communion with other
During a late
times and other peoples.
visit, while exploring the long-neglected
corners of one of these repositories of
things ancient, I found a manuscript
that seemed to me quite a curiosity, and
which the sight of the equipage above
It
recalled to memory.
mentioned
was a statement of account rendered by
the village doctor to one of the leading
families of the place (father, mother
and four children) for medical attend
ance, medicine, etc., for ﬁve years. An
examination of the items may serve to
show in some degree the difference be
’
Item ﬁrst:
tween now and then.
April 15, 1826.—0ne Emetic. Cal. and
Rhel,

3 oh. and

pills for son

April 26.—To Eye Water ................ ..
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THEN.

in

store by every family, but there was
no other family in Zthe town, as I am
told, the patronage was undivided. This
was before the days of the “patliies,”

and also before malaria and a host of
other ills that flesh is now heir to were
so well known, or at least so much talked
about.
The next year there is but a sin
gle item :

April

2, 1827.—T0
2 visits and 1 emetic
for wife .......................... ... ........... .. .50

As the regular charge for visits was 25
cents, we may infer that the emetic was

“thrown in"

as well as thrown up.
The science of dentistry in those days
had not attained its present position, and
the country doctor was expected to do
all that was to be done in that line, which
was mainly conﬁned to the removal of
aching molars and an occasional clean
ing of the teeth, i. e., removing the ac-_
The account for
cumulation of tartar.
1822 read as follows :

March 7.—Extracting

April 1.—To_Epsom
May 22.—To Rhei,

'2 teeth

1 oz

.................... ..

.10

.............
oz ........

.20

June 8.—To Laudanum,

July

4.—To

for Betsy... .17

Salts, 1 oz .......... .. .10

Sal. Epsom,

1 oz
1

..

.10

.50

The charge of seventeen cents for ex
tracting teeth looks something like the
absurd prices made now in many stores,
but many will know this was the value
of the old New England shilling or, to
be exact, it was 16 2-3 cents—one sixth
of a dollar. In comparison Epsom salts,
a favorite remedy, sold high in those

.06

days

These are all the items for that year.
Fifty-six cents a year for medicines can
Very
not be considered a large sum.
likely there were some other expendi
tures for common household remedies
usually kept on hand, but doubtless
were the
most that were administered
ever ready roots and herbs always kept

In

item

July

1823 there was

but one medicinal

:

11.—'l‘o

Sal. Saturni, 1 oz .......

.12

This is what is now generally known
as sugar of lead, and we can hardly sup
pose an ounce of it was used as a medi
More likely it was used as a wash
cine.
for a poison like that of poison ivy.

It was apparently a healthy time in
the village, for after attending to the
duties of his profession it seems that our
doctor had time that he could otherwise
employ, for the next item in the account
is:
Nov.

13.

—To

4 1-2 days

work at well

2

Nov

O

URNAL

19.-—2

and

11

[June

visits for Mrs. R., 1 emetic
pills—pill camph. and pill

Rhei, 12 ...................................... ..
Nov. 20.——To 1 Visit ........................ ..

The account closes thus

days ................................... ..$5.00

Why

this difference in price for the
different days we do not understand—
whether as the depth increased the labor
of digging was more tiresome and un—
pleasant, or whether part of the time
was employed in digging and the rest in
laying the stone. We can certify the
work was well done, for it has lasted un
til the present time. It furnishes the
best water in the neighborhood,
and
often has the writer quaﬂ’ed it from the
old oaken bucket, poised on the curb.
In 1824 there were no items. Then
follows:
June 8, 1825.—To Rhei .................... .. .08
June 20.-—To Emetic ...................... .. .10
July 1.—'I‘o Sal. Epsom. 102., Jalap
and Ca]. Rhei and 1 visit and emetic
for Decatur .................................. .. .42
July 19 to 28 —Services and Medicines. 5.40
“ 80.—-To services for Betsy ........ .. .50
Aug. 9.—T0 occasional call for Betsy
and Griﬂlth's Mixture ................. .. .50
Aug. 20'—'I‘0 Ess. p.mint, 1 oz ......... .. .06
"
.17
28.—-T0 Griffith's Mixture, 12 oz.
Nov. 2 to 17-—17 visits and Medicine
for Tryphena ............................ .. 4.00

.50
.25

:

Feb 5, 1826.—-To Obstet. Services
;

$1.00 per day for 2 1-2 days and $1.50

for

J
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2.00

Not an exorbitant charge, even in
those days, for assisting at the advent of
In this charge the
a fellow creature.
writer has perhaps more interest than
others, for it serves to fix the date of his
appearance in this life, and to show that
if he has never amounted to much be
cost but little.
We can gather

a small idea of the
opinions possessed by this old-tinie phy
sician from the remedies he used. He
evidently believed in clearing out the
system; hence his emetics and gentle pur
gatives of Epsom salts and rhubarb—
with an occasional dose of calouiel. This
done, nature was to do the rest. Griﬂith's
mixture, a preparation of iron, was a fa
vorite tonic.
In fact his line of practice was
almost as safe as that of another old
time practitioner in an adjoining town,
whose usual prescription was said to be,
"Take a little bitter orange peel, and
little Peruvian bark, and steep them to
Take a
gether in a half a pint of water.
tablespoonful before going to bed. and if
it does you any good you will feel better
in the morning."
L. A. R.

-9
“

APPLES

AS

E

do not know why a common
fruit like apples, or indeed any
fruit should be talked of as medicine
any more than bread and butter, unless
it is the fact that people have not been
in the habit eating enough fruit to meet
the want of the digestive function for
natural or organic acids. That apples
contain elements that also enter into
leading drugs is true.
Chemically the apple is composed of
vegetable ﬁber,

albumen,

sugar,

gum,

MEDICINE."
chlorophyll, malic acid, gallic acid, lime,
Furthermore, the
and much water.
German analysts say that the apple
contains a larger percentage of phos
phorus than any other fruit or vegetable.
This phosphorus is admirably adapted
for renewing the essential nervous mat
ter, lethicin, of the brain and spinal cord.
It is. perhaps, for the same reason,
rudely understood that old ‘Scandina
vian traditions represent the apple as
the food of the gods, who, when they

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH,
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is

is

;

is

generated by eating too much
is also the fact that such fresh
fruit as the apple, the pear, and the plum,
when taken ripe and without sugar,
diminish the acidity in the stomach
rather than provoke it. Their vegetable
salts and juices are converted into alka
line carbonates, which tend to counter—
act acidity.
A good ripe, raw apple is
one of the easiest of vegetable substan—
ces for the stomach to deal with, the

matter
meat.

whole process of its digestion being
completed in eighty—ﬁve minutes.
found that the “pulp of
Gerard
roasted apples mixed in a wine quart of
faire water, and labored together until
comes to be as apple and ale—which
we call lambswool—never faileth in cer
tain diseases of the raines, which myself
hath often proved, and gained thereby
both crownes and credit." “The paring
of an apple. cut somewhat thick, and the
laid to hot, burning, or
inside thereby
running eyes at night, when the party
tied, or bound to the
goes to bed and
very
same,
doth help the trouble
speedily, and contrary to expectation—
A poultice made
an excellent secret."
of very common use
of rotten apples
in Lincolnshire for the cure of weak or
Likwise, in the Hotel
rheumatic eyes.
des Invalides, at Paris, an apple poul
tice
commonly used for inﬂamed eyes,
the apple being roasted and its pulp
applied over the eyes without an inter
vening substance. A modern maxim
teaches that—To eat an apple going to
bed, the doctor then will beg his bread.
is

felt themselves to be growing feeble and
inﬁrm, resorted to this fruit for renew
ing their powers of mind and body.
The acids of the apple are of use for
men of sedentary habits whose lives are
sluggish in action ; these acids serving
to eliminate from the body noxious mat
ters which, if retained, would make the
brains heavy and dull, or bring about
jaundice or skin eruptions and other
allied troubles.
Some such an experi
ence must have led to our custom of
making apple-sauce with roast pork,
rich goose, and like dishes. The malic
acid of ripe apples, either raw or cooked,
will neutralize any excess of chalky

289
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AN UNSAVORY

SKETCH.

41 per centi oh,—that was eaten up. It
reasons the Children
of Israel were commanded never was diseased, doubtless, and caused
thousands of cases of erysipelas, diph
to eat swine's ﬂesh. The hog_was unclean
theria, consumption, scrofula: but then
by ritual law, and was an object of ab
suited the people’s taste.
The Israel
horrence to them. The prodigal‘s occu
was
pation in a far country implies the most ites would not eat hog when
if
abject degradation; and it would seem sound, but we will give thanks for
killed
even the hog’s very appearance was we can barely manage to have
before
succumbs to the ravages of hog
proof of its unworthiness of admission
said that Dr.
It
into polite society, and quite suﬂicient fever or cholera.
reason for barring it from our tables Adam Clark, when called upon to say

is

it

it

it

it

it

OR sanitary

grace

at a

barbecue, bowed

his head

if

reverently and uttered these words:
Thou canst bless under
"Oh Lord,
the gospel what Thou didst curse under
the law, do Thou bless this pig.”
omniverous; by nature
The hog
a scavenger.

It

is

and practice he

is

is

is

it,

but we who pride ourselves on reﬁne
ment and learning never hesitate to de
even while reading of sudden
vour
It
and tragic deaths from trichinosis.
remembered
fact,
well
that
not
long
a
since the German and Austrian mark
ets were closed to American pork, and
that of the twenty million dollars’
worth of hogs in the United States in
The remaining
1877, 59 per cent. died.

a

that his mission is, not to be
eaten, but to eat up all that better,

plain

case

cleaner creatures scorn to touch.
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Two years ago this very “ hog-killing
time," I happened to be in Western
Maryland.
An enterprising farmer
there butchered his hogs earlier than he
intended because thirty one of his herd
of seventy had died. As they were still
dying he proposed to kill and sell the
sick.
I was requested by his wife to
diagnose the case of some livers. They
were covered with ulcers, and I told her
that “ they were one conglomeration of
parasites and trichinae, and the animals
could not have lived many days." I
begged that the livers, which were the
quintessence of disease and death in
process of elimination, should be buried
deep to prevent the pet dog from ﬁnd
ing them. Those livers were salted and
cooked for the children, who were soon
Their
made too sick to attend school.
throats and stomachs were swollen, and
The young
they suﬂ'ered intensely.
doctor made forty-ﬁve dollais—and, oh,
yes—the little dog who had been gener
ously feed was so swollen, and suffered
so much that for three weeks his life
was dispaired of.
This quadruped, whose characteris
am discussing, even when in
tics
health possesses too many bad qualities
ever to be brought on the table, and yet
there is scarcely a family where hog is
not eaten—head, feet, brains, and liver.
Little thought is paid to the cause of so

I

many glandular and eruptive diseases
from impure blood directly traceable to
to the diet of swine’s ﬂesh. One can
ﬁnd authority for moderate wine drink
ing in the Bible. also for total absti

nence, and for believing in witch-craft ;
but there is no authority for eating hog.
might ask, “can any one eat it and
believe in the Bible i" If he can, he
must have Hudibras’ metaphysical scis
sors that could “sever a hair from west
to northwest side.” Of course when
we endeavor to settle an argument by
Scripture we generally ﬁnd ourselves in

I

ﬁeld, lost in a fog with no
Even Satan
prospect of getting out.
tempted Christ by quoting Scripture.

a boundless

[June

What we need in an argument is a ﬁrm
basis on the world and the times as they
are, in the light of the nineteenth cen
tury.’

We want something just as satis
factory to the Mohammedan as to the
Christian, to the Jew as to the Gentile ;
and as convincing to the skeptic as to
the devout churchman. We should not
refrain from eating hog-meat because
the Hebrews did, but because it is un
hygienic diet. It is better to follow
reason and judgment, founded on ex
perience and observation, than to be
lead around by the nose by the mere
letter of the law. The horizon of a
is not
country woman’s observation
restricted,
and
necessarily
extremely
this is what
continually:

I

have seen and _am seeing
who have become
reconciled to their lack of health, who
have made up their minds that it was
intended for them to “ enjoy poor
health," when it was very plain that
sanitary living would cause them to be
see housekeepers sell
perfectly well.
ing chickens, butter, and eggs to buy
cured bacon, and farmers selling decent,
people

I

clean'feeding mutton to purchase fat
hog meat. When all the family are sick
with sore throats, ague, and fever, and
coughs, they buy bitters and pills, and
with the coolest audacity transfer every
particle of the blame for these spells to
“Providence.”
“An All-wise Father
saw ﬁt to aftlict my son with a cough,
he can not recover.
The Lord’s will be
done I” It is to be hoped that people
will not always permit the hog to play
so important a part in their every pie
and loaf, and will not forever suﬁ’er
many things of the salt ham where
withall they feel depressed and utterly
good for nothing. Indeed, with us, hog
meat is not so generally used in the
quantities it once was, but truly, as it
retreats into shadowy insigniﬁcance, it
leaves innumerable Parthian stings and
tortures in the lungs and livers of the
present age.
PATTY SPARKLE.
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that the millions of the

mous assertion

British people were mostly fools, he had
this thought in mind: that their self
knowledge was

limited.

That

severe

probably had no better opinion

satirist

of other peoples.
Most of the mistakes made by any of
us are due to self forgetfulness or want

NEW YORK.

of self-knowledge, and in the analysis
of conduct its diﬁerent phases and ex
pressions show whether or not a man

June, 1890.

has that masterful hold upon his thought

enonsnwosx 0!‘ DEVELOPMENT.
IT
cal,

is said by a writer of things mysti

that Apollonius

philosopher,

when

Tyana,

of
he

visited

themselves

We know all things simply because we
This is the ﬁrst
ﬁrst know ourselves.
which no one can
circle.”
ognized

ploits may be,

beyond this concep

A

man

a coat or pair of
size

who would

shoes without

of his chest or the

‘length of his feet, would be ridiculed for

his folly, yet such conduct

1s

no more

absurd than his who attempts to do
something intellectual or industrial with
out having previously learned his men
We can pre
tal and physical capacity.
'sume that when

Carlyle made the fa

itto

the advertiser

how

or pointless the scheme he ex

into our

know ourselves, and then we can make
sure of our knowledge _concerning

knowing the

what matters

be admitted

tion of what constitutes the foundation
of human intelligence? First, we must

buy

THE advertising devices of the day are
often of a preposterous complexion. I But
absurd

common ground with him. Can we
say that with all our modern progress

external.

WOMAN AS AN ADVERTISING
FACTOR.

without

edge, found that the Indian sages held

things

~

knowledge,

Thus the wise Greek, who rec
the importance of self-knowl

we have advanced

of self-organization.

-_§.-0-.Q——-‘

the

conferred with the famous Brahmin sages, asked them if they knew
“ We do.
and was answered,

elementary

examination

India

and

and

and feeling that comes of a systematic

brings to his

if it
till

current value.

attracts attention and
numerous

One

shekels of

of the latest out

comes of this sort of enterprise is the
sending of two young women on a ﬂy
ing trip around the world—one of these
young women being backed by a New

York

newspaper, the other by a maga

zine.

\Ve doubt

not that ﬁve hundred

young women would have jumped at the
chance to swing around the terrestrial
circle as fast as steam engines could
take them, whatever might be the pur
pose,

for what will not the American

woman

of to-day dare attempt?

If

we

were going on an expedition that
would require boldness and fortitude,
we think that we could easily ﬁnd a
body guard of women who would be
every way equal to the demands of the
service.

The achievements

Wortley

of Lady

Tinne, or

or Alexandrina

Montague,
more

J 0 URNAL
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lately of Madam Le Ray, would

be creditable

the two ﬁrst

to any man, especially as
mentioned traveled

in the

[June

minds of many public oﬂicials that kill
ing a man for murder does not attain‘
the object for which it was anciently or

of the crime of'

dered—the suppression

and therefore it is an inexpedi

murder,

In

East and in Africa when there were few
of the aids to transportation known to

ent, inoperative

day and the dangers were far greater.

alty is practically

We should not

some of the United States it has been ab
rogated, and the reasons that determined

forget in this connection

the many devoted

who have

women

braved every risk in remote lands and
among strange
sionaries.

races as Christian mis

Some of these have stories to

thrilling

as any of Stanley’s, al
though without the sanguinary hue of

tell as

certain of his adventures.

The woman

missionary does not carry a gun into
her work of benevolence.
The days of
heroism are not past, and what there is
of noble, self-sacriﬁcin g endeavor in this
era, is shared largely by women.
For
our part we are glad to give them due

the European countries

York

In

Assembly.
late years the utility of capital pun

ishment

has been made

study by penologists.

obtain

a subject

of‘

They have viewed

it from the standpoints

of expediency,

economy and sentiment.

Especially have‘

its failure in certainty

they considered

thinking,

will

letter, and in

the same as those presented in the New

breaker

they

the death pen

a dead

vine authority, because sanctioned by the
the old Levitical law, are substantially

of application,

doubtless,

most of‘

their special governments in this depart
ure from the spirit of a code deemed of di

for what they accomplish, al
though we must protest against the ac
tion of some who are lowering their
womanhood
by lending themselves to
of
and cheap novelty,
claptrap
sfilemes
credit

procedure.

factor in the

the prime

of any measure that concerns

efficiency

human interests.

Indeed,

if

we exam

ine a little the records of criminal courts
we ﬁnd that today

there

is no law

who is more likely to escape

thereby an easy distinction, besides good

punishment than

pay in the national currency.

statistics of murders in the United States

—M_-—

from

THE DEATH PENALTY OU'IGROWN
Howsvsa the legislature of the State
of New York may be constituted the re

the murderer.

1884 to 1889——six years-—show

The
this

result, that the number of

remarkable

legal executions is not four per cent. of
If we take the years 1888
the number.
and 1889, with their number of murders

of its Assembly,

in passing

respectively,

by a vote of 74 to 30 the bill

to abolish

penalty was judicially carried out in but

cent action

capital punishment,

is signiﬁcant of the

growth of public opinion with
to the death

penalty.

regard

The discussions

87

and

2184 and

98 times

and

less

than three per cent.

Excluding

tricity

cases as homicides

a substitute

for the gallows have

for those years

ticularly, or about four per cent. in

of the past two years on making elec
no doubt hastened the conviction in the

3567, the death

should

a

in

par
1888
1889.

large proportion of these

for which the gallows
not have been the penalty we

AND wIENCE OF HEALTH.
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have, nevertheless, a very forcible show

ing of the inability of the State authori
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Commentinglon these: facts the New

ties to meet the requisitions of the crim

York Sun aptly remarks :
"The reason of the uncertainty of

nal courts.

application

The

most

obstinate

advocate

of

of capital

the

punishment

therefore not hard to ﬁnd.

It

is

lies in the

punishment knows to his dis
gust how many technical and imperti
nent obstructions are put in the way of

human nature of juries ; and because of
it the chances of convicting murderers

the execution

of

capital

been most

of a senwnce, after it has

from jury

slowly extorted

In England the situation is
very much the same as with us, as a dis
tinguished crown officer has said, ‘ ‘ there
and judge.

is nothing more diﬂicult than to obtain a

verdict of guilty from a jury where the
charge is murder.” Frequently, as he
said further, when an English
that

it can not

ease

jury

ﬁnds

its conscience

so much

become
other

in

less than

Even

crimes.

cases

Eng

in

land, whither we are told to look for
swifter justice, there J

more certain and

are only 49 convictions out of 100 com

mittals for murder, and of the 49 aboutv
14, on an average, are found to be in
sane. In cases of crime other than cap
ital the proportionate nunber of convic
tions is 76.”
The fear of some that to cancel the

by

bringing in a verdict of manslaughter,

death penalty will stimulate crime is not,

it

sustained

lets the prisoner go free. On the other

by recent

hand, and as explanatory of the reluct

judicial

ance of the jury, we have the conclu
sion of Sir James Mackintosh, a cool

have abrogated
istence

and careful observer,

to have stimulated

“

taking a
long period of time one innocent man
is hanged in every three years." The late
that,

Chief Baron Kelly ﬁgured up that from
1802 to to 1840 no fewer than 22 inno

Qua-nous
be answered

at a time,

,

@111’

an

@ur

cent men were sentenced to death, and 7
of the number actually executed.”

J"ifawnr

"lahall

,‘uetopive

him the beneﬁt of an early wndderatio'n.

Auuvs write uourfull

name and addreu

plain

States

that.

Indeed, its very ex
to murder,

"because

of the uncertainty and inequality of
its‘.
An all around view of the

execution.”
matter

seems

legislative

to

us

to approve

that

%
L

action as wise that annuls

a

provision for which the people have no.
respect.

ly.

or "Oman. Lanna-r“ on! mm.
In this department.
But one question
and that clearly atated, must be pro

it.

from the‘

upon the statute books appear

ﬁltlllm‘lﬂl ﬁureau.

gnrrespnndtnts.

statistics

of those

records

lfyou

V

76*

use apeeudonvm or initials, write your

full name and address also.
WI can non- mlann 'ro muss muvnmn

contributions unless the neceuarypoltaqe is pro
vided by the writers. bl ALL mu, peraona who
communicate with us through the poai-oﬂloe should,
if they expect a reply, indoee the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full‘
addreu. Personal and private matters addreued
to the Editor in the profeuional capacity of a phy
eician will also receive his early attention.
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CLAiRvo\'ANci-:.——S. V. L.-We should not
consider your experiences as narrated as be
longing to clairvoyancc. We all have impres
sions regarding occurrences of an every day
character ; they are but the natural expression
of mental habits and memories, constantly
exercised.
As for your dreams, they may be
explained by revivals of impressions made
upon the mind at some time, and which ap
pear when you are in that half-awake state
that occurs just before full sleep. Our most
vivid dreams usually occur in the morning
when the mind is in a transition state between
sleep and awake, and mostly owe their occur
rence to a simple suggestion—a noise or call
in the street, a passing wagon, a bell, a knock
Then, too, in this half
on the door, etc., etc.
awake state, the eye may get strange impres
sions from familiar objects.
Students of
tell remarkable
stories of the
psychology
visions seen by people when under the inﬂu
ence of narcotics. or when the mind is ex
cited by fever, or depressed by exhaustion.

M. D.—Most of
SOUL AND REASON.—T.
the writers associate soul with reason, thus
making it to enter into the intellectual as well
as into the moral faculties of man. Shak
between these
speare appears to distinguish
clearly and ascribes soul to the moral and
He says, for in
emotional feelings merely.
stance,
“ Hear my soul speak :
The very instant that
I saw you, did
My heart ﬂy to your
service."
Other writers designate the soul as the vital
This appears in the writings of
principle.
St. Paul, where he speaks of body, soul. and
spirit. We are of opinion that the soul has
this vitalizing, animating character, and so
enters into the general action of the brain
and mind.
It is not the intcllectprr :0, nor
yet the affections, sentiments, emotions, but
an underlying element, stimulating, inspir
ing them all. To say that the soul is the
mind is to divide it into numerous faculties,
and give it a similar office with mind. You will
ﬁnd by reference to the physiological treatises
on mind that the intellectual faculties are as
signed to the anterior or frontal lobes of the
Reason, therefore, as an intellectual
brain.
product must be related to the function of
the anterior lobes.
FACTORS Nor DEPENDENT
INTELLECTUAL
M.-Some physiologists
ON EYESlGHT.-—I.
assert that the centers of memory are in the
occipital lobes of the brain, and found their
opinion on certain experiments having re

[June

ference to the relations of the optic nerve
We should discriminate between the center of
optic innervation and the centers of ideation,
or where the images formed on the retina are
collated
into a psychic
idea or objective
A person who is blind can form
thought.
ideas of size, form, color, number, etc.,ac
cording to the activity of the organic center
that functions such ideas. in Laura Bridgman
capacity to recognize the qualities of objects
was astonishing, and the development of the
Vidal,
forehead was superior to the average.
the blind sculptor of Paris, is another re
markablc instance of the activity of intellect
ual functions that many philosophers
think
are dependent upon sight.
To be a sculptor
it is generally supposed that one must “have
the “ mechanical eye " and the artist's taste
and pcrspicuity.
The latter faculties Vidal
has to an exceptional degree—even
more
acute, he believes. than if the former were not
lost to him forever.
By slowly pressing his
hands over an object, he notes its external
proportions, and imitates them in clay in a
manner which strikes the beholder dumb with
A dog, horse. human face, or any
surprise.
thing alive or dead, he models with as much
ease as any of the dozens of Parisian sculp
tors who still retain the faculty of sight.
We may suppose that the impression thata
blind person obtains of the color, for instance,
of objects, differs from that of a person who
can see, yet, as in Laura Bridgman’s case, the
distinction of one from another may be even
more accurately made by the blind merely by
touch. 50, too, in Vidal’s case he appears to
realize more vividly than his seeing brother
sculptor's differences of form and proportion.
Does not this show the independence of the
intellectual centers so far as eyesight is con
ccrncd ?

Paoor READER.-—F. K.—To be a good
proof reader one should not only be well ac
quainted with the technicology of the printing
office but also possess a. general knowledge of
affairs, since he is not only expected to cor
rect errors of spelling and grammar, but even
to point out errors of statement.
Hence the
proof reader should have a good intellect
and good eyesight.
A skiiful man draws fair
pay—better, as a rule, than the typesetter. The
duties are severe and conﬁning
where one
has much to do, as in a large oﬁice, especially
that of a morning newspaper.

Escusn HYGIENIC HOTEL.—S.—At No. 40
Strand, London, you will ﬁnd a vegetarian
hotel which seems to be liberally patronized.
Shall give a sample of its menu soon.
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the comparative grades of life as by
mathematical scale or basis, letting the
lowest forms of life be represented by one
point or part, while we represent the high
Commum'catt'ons are invited on any topic of inter
est types of moral and intellectual man
est ,' the writer's personal views and facts from his
hood by, say a million points or parts. Such
experience bearing on our mbjects being preferred
a scale, if represented
by a diagram, will
A Law-Abiding MﬂIL—The valu be much like the outline showing the topo
able opinion entitled “ Sexual Incontinence ”
graphy of the earth's surface, from the
contained in your May No. p. 246, should be
plain at sea-level to the summit of the high
reprinted in every number with the largest
The lowest forms of life
est mountain.
types. instead of venturing an apology for
would be represented by slight elevations ;
such excellent advice. such instruction should
the highest grade of animals, the dog and
be made a prominent
issue.
Nine-tenths of
horse, for example, would be represented
our marriage failures are based solely upon
by more prominent elevations, yet far be
"legalized " marital abuse, from which as big
low that of man. As we approach the lower
a percentage of our women to-dey suﬂ'er all
of man the line would abruptly
grades
sorts of female troubles, and ﬁll early graves.
In every pulpit, upon every rostrum, our pub
shoot up to a much higher level, but would
lic teachers should unceasingly instruct the
not reach its maximum until we attain the
sexual rela
public with the law governing
highest types of manhood represented by
tions in order to improve the human family.
the million mark.
Our ministers should also present in scien
Animals, which we term the instinct class
tiﬁc, clear. and proper language the divine
or order, have a very contracted sphere of
laws implanted in the human system, and urge
action. What they can do they do very
our
which will promote
their ‘obedience,
as bees in the process of making
nicely,
writer,
The
who
has
en
earthly happiness.
But these lower types can not act
honey.
deavored to obey strictly these laws, enjoys
or foreign to this faculty or
of
of
independently
practice
the
fruits
the
self-con
to-day
trol, in having no use for medicine, and cer
law implanted within them ; it is their only
tainly not for physicians.
sphere of action. They can not depart from
LEWIS J. K—-——.
it; nor can any of them rise above their
IllstincL—The term “ Ins'rmor " is actions and survey them from an external
the name given to designate a natural apti
view. They may use considerable ingenuity
in their special branch of labor in order to
tude or faculty by which animals are di
exist, but after all it is only in one line, and
rected to do whatever is necessary for their
toward one point. The higher the grade of
preservation. It may be of a very low type,
like the action of the oyster in opening and animal the more it will depart from this
shutting its shell; or of a higher type. like narrow sphere.
Among the lower orders
the work of the bee; or the still higher
there is probably no class of animals that
type of intelligence as shown by the beaver; have such adaptability to circumstances as
or the intelligent and varied order of the
the crow. Nothing so marks his superiority
crow. So far as we are able to see, this as the ability to take advantage of his sur
faculty has no power to analyze itself. The roundings, and t01vary his actions in ac
power to critically survey its own acts and cordance with the necessity of the case.
the acts of other creatures is peculiar to the
Other bird species have certain instincts
highest type or man.
which they follow, and apparently do not
The lower orders of creation, even the
depart from. The eagle. the hawk, the buz
lower grades of man, act independently of zard. for example, each follow their own
line of getting a living. But while the crow
any ability to survey their own actions, and
for grain he is not at all
has a preference
are indifferent to such powers on the part
When the grain
of others. It is only the higher types of conﬁned to it as his food.
civilized man who seem to be interested in ﬁelds are not suﬂiciently abundant to sup
ply him, he seeks the shores. or bays, and
the problems of life, and who become stu
rivers, and gets a good living on shell-ﬁsh,
of
in
this
department.
observation
dents
In his manner of attack he
even oysters.
Probablyin no way can we so well under

me» the
~_/

stand

tan

a
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is as ingenious as man himself. Indeed,
‘under his conditions, man could not be
more ingenious. Yet this faculty in the
crow, directed to whatever is necessary for
his preservation, is called instinct. It would
seem that the crow should be graded higher.
‘The manner in which he reaches and ob
tains the oyster and other shell-ﬁsh is most
ingenious. He will manage to pick one up
and ﬂy with it ﬁfty feet or more in the air,
and let it drop on some hard place, stones,
This, of course, breaks the
there be any.

if

shell,

and the crow, at his leisure, devours
At other times

the wounded animal within.
he will attack an oyster in

quite another
way, fully as ingenious. He will pick up
a pebble with his bill, ﬂy to where the
oyster is, catch him when feeding with his
shell open, and drop the pebble into the
The oyster is caught by strata
open shell.
gem; he can not close his shell on the crow's
‘bill. So Mr. Crow, at his leisure, devours
he oyster.
When one ﬁeld no longer produces a sup

‘ply for him the crow does not starve, or
even emigrate. but holds his ground against
If carrlon is plenty he will par
all others.
‘take with the buzzard of his feast. If grain,
shell-ﬁsh, and carrlon are unable to be ob
tained he is ready to become a bird of prey,
and rival the hen-hawk. or the ﬁsh-hawk,
It is amusing to see
as most convenient.
in the air, in company
him circling
with the seagulls, and with them diving
for, and catching ﬁsh in the same manner.
Most animals have an instinct for a certain
kind of food, whether animal or cereal,
and they conﬁne themselves to the class of
food which nature seems to have ordained
for them ; but the crow was not organized
on a narrow plan.
He is not particular,
except as to having something ; and he will
not starve, nor even emigrate if food of any
kind is to be obtained within his region.
In the spring he moves northward, possibly
on account of the temperature ; but wher
ever he is he is evidently acreature of a
higher order than the types that are near in
the scale to him. So while what we term
instinct is of a low type, it is not always
conﬁned to a narrow range. In some of the
lower types we see beautiful and instruc
tive work, but it is all after one pattern.
‘The lower the type the more mechanical or

J
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stereotyped

it is

;
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while the higher the ani

mal. or type, the more this primary faculty

is varied, and the more does it resemble the
higher intellect of man.
We frequently hear the common work of
the lower orders of creation spoken of as
something wonderful, and as though it re
quired talent superior even to man to ac
complish it. People who make such re
marks don‘t seem to comprehend the works
of the Great Creator of the Universe, or
the powers that he has given to each crea
ture. Man has no need to compete with
the lower animals.
His powers are far
more varied ; and herein is the rule of crea
tion. The lower the type the more conﬁned
it is to one channel the more stereotyped
in its nature; while the higher the grade
the more varied the natural powers. Man
may be surpassed by some very low order
of creation in some one branch, as the su
perior man may be surpassed in some physi
cal or even mental branch by some interior
But this is all the little inferior
person.
animals or persons can do, while the su
perior man can, if necessary, even compete
with the lower animal in his own little
sphere, and not only compete with one of
them, but with all of them; enlarge their
contrivances to a mammoth scale, and do
such works as all the combined animals to
gether could not thiukof imitating. The lower
animal has, as it were, one talent, and often
times this one talent is a superior one, but
he can go no further.
His one talent de
seenda from generation to generation ; the
variety is ever the same as the original type
itself. They are like a machine built upon
one plan, to turn 011’ just such work, and
no other.
No variety can be introduced.
There is no demand; their lines are within
a narrow compass ; and there is no need for
a variety.
What they do they do well ; it
absorbs all their time and talent, and all de
clare the glory of their Creator. The high
est type of Creation, man, even though he
has power as an imitator, has no power
over creation itself; and it man has no
power in this respect much less has the
ower creations which are governed by in
stinct. By this low grade power they work
out their salvation. Let us not think that
there is no plan or object in this, and that
the creatures 0! this lower power have no

AND wENCE OF HEALTH.
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CHARLES
Lowsu. HANCOCK, who died at
the City Hospital, Boston, Mass., April 22,
was
grandson of John Hancock of revolu
tion fame.
He lived in Chicago, Ill., and
was over eighty years of age. Charles L.
Hancock was born in Boston, and was gradu
ated at Harvard College in 1829, his class
mates including Oliver Wendell Holmes, the
Rev. Samuel F. Smith, the author of Amm'm;
the Rev. Samuel May, the Rev. james Free
man Clarke, judge George T. Bigelow, Judge
Benjamin R. Curtis, and George T. Davis.
Of the ﬁfty-nine members of his class, only
nine are now living.

it

it

is

in

Bauuo GANSEL, of Chicago,has the sleigh
which Napoleon made his ﬂight from Russia in
181 2.
It an ancient and worm-eaten affair,
little care having been bestowed on
of late
years, and attached to
are three little silver
bells. Napoleon rode in this vehicle to a little
Silesiah town,where he exchanged
with Gan
sel's father for a light traveling coach. Gansel
has documents attesting the genuinencss of
the sleigh.
it

It

it

;

a

;

it,

inﬂuence for good upon the destiny of crea
tion. They are, each and every one, mak
‘ing their little contributions toward the per
lection of the whole ; and while the grand
purpose of creation itself is an unknown
power, it would seem, nevertheless, to be
within our sphere to grasp the spirit of
and to see wherein all these minor works of
the inferior orders, governed
by what we
term instinct, are valuable in their relation
to the general welfare of the world.
In the plan of creation the primary con
ditions were evidently rude
perhaps they
could have been ordered after higher type
at ﬁrst but such does not seem to have
been the fact. Had
been, there would
have been no such opportunity for growth
and development.
Instinct was necessarily
a primary faculty and factor.
has been
wonderful power in the wonderful handi
work of creation, and has led up to higher
were
things; being as
necessary founda
tion on which more important things could
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ISAAC P. NOYES.

"rest.

Washington, D. C.

The Summer School of Chris
Philosophy. — That excellent

than

of such
In these

reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular [50,;
umc for personal use. It is our Irish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science.
We can usually
supply any of those noticed.

A

LIBRARY.

It

&

:

HUMAN LIFE; or, "The Course of Time,”
as seen in the Open Light.
By Caleb S.
Weeks. r6mo, pp. 359. New York
Samuel
C. W. Byington,
Co.
not common in this era of rapid evo
lutions for even the lover of literary art to set
for himself
task that
likely to consume
years, hence we rarely have awork of the
epic _form or ethical form such as the best
verse writers of a hundred years or more ago
were ambitions to bequeath to posterity.
It
matter for surprise, then, to take up a con
siderble volume like this under our hand and
to ﬁnd its 350 pages devoted to single pur
pose,a newer reading of human history, to
show the formative laws in their relation to
our race and how they unfold humanity into
is

a

it

reported to be worth about $50,000,000, and
of whom we have heard
said that she was a
niggard in personal expenditure, has certainly
a good record for benevolence, having en
dowed over one hundred churches and estab
lished ﬁfty schools.
Benevolent objects ab
sorb a large portion of her income.

we give short reviews
see ﬁt to send us.

is

is

PERSONAL.
Mas. HATTIE GREEN, of Brooklyn, who

this department

a

—_Q<_‘_>’__

In

Nsw Books as publishers

is

-4

6,

a

scheme which the Rev. Dr. 0. H. Deems, of
New York, inaugurated several years ago,
of holding
summer school under the au
spices of the American Institute of Christian
Philosophy will be repeated this year, for
the fourteenth time. Avon-by-the-Sea, on
the charming ocean bank of New Jersey,
will be the place of assembly—the date.of
and the service will con
opening, August
tinue eight days. Several leading writers
and preachers have been engaged to con
duct the discussions occurring from day to
For information with regard to the
day.
matter, address Mr. C. M. Davis, Secretary,
Winthrop Place N. Y. City; or the Editor
of Christian Thought, New York.
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true life and happiness.”
In some marked
"
respects the “ plot
resembles that of Pol
lock’s celebrated poem, and the style of treat
ment is not unlike every line intimating care
in the expression of the thought it conveys.
A marked devotional spirit pervades the verse,
but there is a broad and liberal feeling dis—
tinctly manifest that is intolerant of religious
dogma and church arrogations.
Mr. Weeks
has evidently designed his book for no special
phase of credal belief, except that he exalts
the great principle of God’s fatherhood and
beneﬁccnce in the vast area of creation.
He
accepts the philosophy of a gradual human
evolution, and locates the period of his narra
tive at that time in the undcsignated future
when man has attained a high, even harmoni—
ous, symmetrical, and perfect state, individu
ally and socially.
The poem is divided among seven books,
with the following titles : r. Manhood's'Days
;
2. Infancy and Truth ; 3. Advancing Truth ;
Ycarnings, Strifes, and Social
4. Human
Hells : 5. The Daystar and the Dawn ; 6. The
A
Deepening Dawn; 7. The Opening Day.

brief extract from the last book must suffice
to give the reader some notion of the author's
management of the metre, and his method of
treating his large subject.

"

Man saw himself a true embodiment
Of all the laws the universe contains. 4
And that this world was perfect for his use.
He saw his God the innermost of all
The moving spirit of the universe ;
That man was son and daughter of our God,
The equal children ; thus that all their
powers
Should ever serve the human family :
That man and everything of life has rights
lnalienable, sacred evermorc,
Which c’cn our-God can never disrespect ;
He {saw the ‘ Word of God‘ was well re
vealed
In all, but clearest in the human soul ;
That worship most divine was true regard
For all requirements of his natures‘ needs;
‘
That duty ' self-denial ne'er required .
That nature's true demands are God's com
mandtiI

The only ones His wisdom ever gave ;
'
That ‘ sins were saviors, blundering mis
takes,
Ft'bt
Whose ' penalties’ were kindly ministers :
To aid in teaching God and nature's laws."

PUBLICATIONS

RECEIVED.

it Destructive or Con—
structive ? A symposium contributed to by
twenty of the leading men and women who
are (advocates of the right of freedom of

FREE THOUGHT.—ls

J

O URNAL
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opinion in matters of religion. etc.
lished by the Truth Seeker Company,

Pub—

New

York.
The present attitude of "free thought"
seems to be destructive ; were there more in
and less of
it of the spirit of construction,
virulent antagonism it would command more
respect from the fair minded.
Tm; CAMDEN Mouu'rams, " The Norway of
is the
America" with sixty illustrations,
title of a little brochure from
Lee 8: Shepard, of Boston.

the press of

The coast of Maine has many points of at
traction to the lovers of the grand.and one of
the most noteworthy is the Camden region.
These mountains, over i,4oo feet hi h, rise
along
directly from the sea level, and extcn
the shore for miles, while inland, correspond—
ing ranges of lofty hills stretch away as far as
the eye can reach. Lovely lakes, sequestered
valleys, and broad mountain slopes, broken
here and there into abrupt prccipices, give a
combination
of landscape beauty unequalled
on the Atlantic coast. While other resorts.
rise of
by excessive advertising and the cnte
transportation companies, have absor ed the
Camden
share of public attention,
greater
as had a more healthy development, by at
tractin
the cultured and ap reciative few.
Men 0 wealth and taste, c armed by the
place, have built beautiful summer homes and
made it their ermanent summer home. The
drawings of
r. Wm. Goodrich are faithful
representations of the scenery, and render the
little book a true artistic souvenir.
THE RELATION or HoMozra'ritv T0 GYNAE—
COLOGY, or Scctarianism in Medicine.
By
Prof. Mary A. Brinkman, M. D. A paper
written for the Alumni Association of the
New York Medical College and Hospital
for Women. Dec. 18, 1889.
A reasonable plea for the association of the
law of similars to the mechanical and surgical
duties of the physican in the treatment of
woman's diseases.
BULLETIN
or THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERI
MENT STATION. Agriculturaldivision, Cor
nell University, No. XVI. Growing Corn
for Fodder and Ensilage.
This pamphlet
details results of experiments
made las
year, with varieties of corn used for cnsilage

Tm:

PREFERABLE CLIMATE
TION. By Charles Denison,

roa Consum
A. M., M. D.

Speaking from his cyrie at the University of
Denver, the author seeks to consider the topic
of his essav impartially, comparin
climatic
conditions in vheir hygrometrtc an sea level
relations, inland locations with seaside, moun
With a map of the
tain with plain, etc.
United States.

Tris

BLUNT CURETTE IN Ursama Hsstokal
HAGE. By Thomas W. Kay, M. D., Scran
ton, Pa.

_ An argument in behalf of a method of treat
ing inter-uterine affections that has excellent
grounds in reason and practice.

O.

F. WELLS,

H.

NELSON SIZER,

VicePresident.

President.

FOWLER

S. DRAYTON,

Secretary.

5’

ALBERT Toma, '
Treas. and Bus. Manager.

PVELLS

CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER &- WELLS CO. was incorporated un~
der the laws of the State of New ‘ork as a Joint Stock Company, for the prose
cution of the business heretofore carried on by the ﬁrm of F0 WLER & WELLS.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management.
All remittances should be made pay
able to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
The rlubsc riptl on knee of the rnnsxowoxcn.
Jonas“. Asp Samson or HEALTH is $1.50 a year,
payable in advance, or $1.66 when premium of
fered are sent to subscribers.
Money, when sent by mail, should be in theform
of Money Orders, Postal Notes, Erpress Money
OrdersﬂDrafta on New York, or Registered Letters.

All Postmasters are required

to Register letters

whenever requested to do so.

Silver or other coin should not be sent
it is almost sure to wear a hole in the

as

can be made by

giving the old as well as the new address, but not
Notice should

be re

ceived the ﬁrst of thepreceding month.

Letters of Inquiry

requesting

an

Joumun from

$2.00 to $1.50 a

year, in consideration of the fact that it is our
desire to secure as large a. circulation of it as
possible,

and also of the fact that the larger the

number printed the less in the cost for each. In
doing this the size of the Jovnzux. will not be
materially changed, and it is our purpose to im
price should certainly place it within the reach

always be sent in sheets,‘ that is, not torn apart.

this information.

the Pnnnxowoxcu.

prove the quality in every way possible.

parts of a dollar.
they should never be stuck to the letters, and should

without

TERMS.

by Pnail,

will be received for fractional
The larger stamps are preferred,‘

Change of post-oﬂicefaddress

REDUCED

envelope

and be lost.
Postage-Stamps

OUR

We have decided on a reduction in the price of

answer

The new‘

of all who would like to read it, and we will be
disappointed it this change does not result in a
largely increased subscription list. We shall con
tinue the oﬂer oi the Bust or Chart premium to new
subscnbers as botore, that is, to all who will send
15 cents extra with each subscription for boxing
and packing the large bust, which is sent by ex
press

at the

expense

0! the subscriber, or for

postage on the chart or small bust, which is sent
prepaid.

A Call For Help—We feel justified in
calling upon the friends of Phrenology and friends
full
of the PHRLNOLOGIOLL Jounrul. to render us a. lit
write.
tle assistance at the present time. We have re
All Letters should be addressed to Fowler_d‘ duced the price of the JOURNAL tor the purpose of
Wells Co., and not to any person connected with increasing its circulation, and in this way a. knowl
the oﬂ‘lce. In this way only can prompt and careful
edge of Phrenology. We can not 01' course pre
attention be secured.
sent the JOURNAL and its claims to every one; we
Any Book, Periodical Chart, etc, may be shall advertise itlargelynnd send out 8.great many
Ordered from this oﬁlce at publishers‘ prices.
specimen copies, but this is not likely to be suﬂl
Wanted for the PHRENOLOGXCAL cient to accomplish our purpose iully, and for
Agents
this reason we take the liberty of calling upon
and our Book Publications. to whom
JOURNAL
our friends for their cooperation. At $1 a. year-—
liberal terms will be given.
and this is our club rate—we believe a club can be
Our premium List, giving complete descrip
made up in every neighborhood by a, person sum
tions of the Premiums ojYered to subscribers, sent
ciently interested to introduce the Jounusn. and
on application.
in towns and cities, of course many clubs could be
Our Descriptive Catalogues or our new List made, one by almost every person who would try,
“
"
of Books for Women will be sent to any address and will not our friends make a. timely eil'ort and
on receipt of stamps for postage.
give the Jounusn s. new‘start?
should

inclose

stamp

for return

sure and give name and

postage,

and be

address every time you
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A Choice of Occupation.—Tbere is prob
ably no subject of greater importance than that
of Choosing an Occupation for life. Much, in
deed, we might almost say everything depends on
this. We have a number of publications relating
to the subject, to which we wish to call attention.
“The CHOICE or Puasvrrs, or What to Do, and
Why,“ by Prof. Sizer, [Price, $2.00] is a large,
handsomely illustrated volume, setting forth the
requirements demanded by more than 75 trades
and
and professions, showing what temperaments
talents will succeed best in a given pursuit. Then
we have “ Ready For Business," or Choosing an
Occupation, by (300. J. Manson, presenting the
same subject, but in a different way. In this the
author shows to the young man what is required
in order to achieve success in any given line, how
much of an education, where and how it can be
obtained, and what are the probable chances for
remuneration, in the lading trades and profes
“ Quotes of
sions, etc. Price of this is 75 cents.
OCCUPATION, or, MY Rlon'r PLACE in Life, and How
to Find it," by Prof. Sizer, is No. 4 of Human-Na
ture Library, price, only 10 cents. This will be
found suggesstive and useful, and should be read
by every young man and woman, as well as by
parents.
Believing that if properly understood, Phrenol_
ogy would be consulted even more generally than
it is, we have published two handsomely printed
pamphlets, showing the advantages to be ob
tained in this way, one for parents, “That Boy
of Mine, and What to Do With Him," the other,
“My Cow Boy Brother, and What He Led us
Into," designed for the young themselves to read.
Wishing to call the attention of our readers to
the subject, we will send this free to any one who
may be interested or benefited by reading it. We
would like to receive from our readers the names
of young men and women who are undecided as to
the choice of occupation, also the parents of
young children to whom we can mail these
pamphlets.

The

Man

Wonderful

Manikin.—For

class use by Teachers, or for home study, or for
Office use by Physicians, there has been nothing
made that will compare at all favorably in the
matter of price or convenience to this. The large
Manikins costing from $25 to $50 each, are so un
wieldly as to be to a certain extent quite useless,
except in a large lecture room, for which they are
intended. The price of our Manikin is but $5.00,
placing it within the reach of all, and to those
who send .50cents extra, we send with it prepaid,
the book “ Man Wonderful in the House Beauti
ful,” the best work on Physiology as a premium;
or for $6.00, we will send the PHRENODOGICAL
Jormui. to 4 subscribers and the Manikin as a
premium; or we will send the JOURNAL for 4 years
with the Manikin. Let parents obtain this that
their children may become more interested in
the subject of the Laws of Life and Health, and
Teachers should certainly have it. Of course we
do not need to call the attention of Physicians
to the desirability of something of this kind as
an oﬂlce adjunct.

The Human-Nature

,

Library—There

has

been some delay in the publication of recent num
bers of this series, but numbers 12 and 13 are now
'
ready, an! will be mailed to subscribers. Some
of the numbers have met with extended sales,
,and have done much to attract attention to the

subject.

or Ssur-Es'rssl as an
No. ion SsLr-RsLusc-s
element of human character would set many a
man or woman
in much better relations with
themselves and to society than they now are.
While it is true there are men and women who
over-estimate their own talents. there are a large
number whose efforts are greatly lessened by the
lack of a proper appreciation of what they are
able to do, and the reading of this will help to a
better understanding of the subjects.
No.2. PHRENOLOGY, I'rs Pamcirsss and Paooasss,
is a brief statement of the subject, and is espec
ially valuable to place in the hands of those who
have not time or are not inclined to read larger
works.
No. 3. PHYSICAL FACTORS in Cnmacrsa, or the
Influence of Temperament, by Dr. H. S. Drayton,
is practical and will give a good understanding in
a brief way of this important subject.
No. 4. Orioles of OCCUPATION, by Prof. Sizer;
this number has already been distributed to the
extent of nearly 100,(IJO copies, and still there are
thousands more who should read it.
No. 5. The Ssavucr Qults'rlos, the reading of
this would help many housekeepers
to establish
better relations between themselves and their
employees by knowing them better, and therefore
how to manage them. All who employ servants
should read this.
No. 6. luvmivs Gnnus, or Constructiveness
the basis of Civilization and Progress, by Prof.
Sizer, givesa proper estimate of the great im
portance of the active manifestation of this fac
ulty.
No. 7. Ix'rsoarrr or conscientiousness should
be read especially by clergymen, teachers, and
parents, and all who would attain to perfection of
.
character.
No. 8. W50 SHOULD HARRY, is p)pular, and in
great demand, but not too much so. Let the
young people have their attention cal'ed to proper
marriage relations before it is too late.
No. 9. A Dssa'rs Axose the Mann. FACULTIES
will help to a much clearer understanding of the
principles of Phrenology in a pleasant and attrac
tive manner.
No.10.
Tas WILL. its NATURE and Encca'riox.
by John W. Shull, isa thoughtful consideration
of the subject, which will be read with interest by
thoughtful people.
No. 11. AIBITION or Arraosnivsssss, is an in
teresting number in which the inﬂuence of the de
sire to please is considered in its relation to near
ly every other phase of character.
No. 12. Tm: CoIPLa'rs Mas, by Dr. H. S. Dray
ton, is another of these valuable papers which
should be read especially by those \\ ho are inter
ested in the education. either of themselves or
others.
No. 13,,c0n tains the closing Anoasssss at the last
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session of the LIIBICAN Iss'ri'rurl'ofjPhrenolog y.
with other information'_ relating to the Institute,
.and should be read by all interested in the study
of Phrenology. whether contemplating attending
the Institute or not.
The price of this series of numbers is but l0
cents each. or any 4 will be sent for 30 cents. We
have no doubt but that each of our readers will
be interested in some of these numbers.

Like an Old Violin—Please do not think
I am a little late that I have deserted the

It

old Psassonooicn.
JOURNAL. almost any
number of which is worth the entire price ofa
year's subscription. Your last number is espec
ially good. The JOURNAL is like a choice old Vio
lin the older it grows the better it gets. Inclosed
find $1.50. for which please send another year.
The practical application of its principles in my
stock breeding is of great value. not to mention
its great beneﬂtsas applied to man. Wishing you
all the success that your efforts in behalf of hu
manity entitles you. and that you may long con
»tinue to prosecute the good work. I am. yours for
progression,
A. P. R.

The Illustrated

Americana—This

is the

name of a new weekly magazine. the ﬁrst number
of which reaches us on Washington's birthday. It
is a large quarto the size of the illustrated news

papers, and if the merits of the first number are
sustained. it will certainly achieve great success.
The illustrations are made by the new process.
being produced direct from the photograph with.
out engraving. We note one feature that com
mendsit. strongly to our favor. that. is, that the
advertising pages will not only be limited in num
ber. but all patent medicines and other objection.
able advertisements will be excluded.
The sub
scription price is $10.00 per annum. or 2.5cents a
copy. Address Morris M. Minturn. general man
ager. Bible House. New York.

Kansas Clty.—We have received from
Fred. W. Perkins, a graduate of the last session
of the American Institute of Phrenology. and
Vice~Presldent
of the Winner Investment 00..
Kansas City. Mo..a copy of the Kansas City Globe.
of Feb. 10th. being,I an anniversary souvenir num
ber consisting of 32 newspaper pages with a hand
some illuminated cover. setting forth the growth
and advantages of this city as a place of residence
and a point for business enterprise. 1 It contains
a number of portraits and is the manifestation of
a great deal of enterprise.
This number is published at 15 cents. and is well
worth a careful examination by those interested
in the West. either with a view of locating or as
to its growth and enterprise. The Winner Invest~
ment 00.. with which Mr. Perkins is connected, is
a great corporation for the investment of money
and the purchasing and holding of real estate and
building improvements.
Among other enter
prises is that. of building a great Bridge and Ter
minal Railway. Parties interested in such enter
prises. will obtain mmphiets and information by
addressing Fred. W. Perkins. 718 Delaware si rset.
Kansas City, Mo.

is not to'o late now to subscribe

to the

JOURNAL for the present year. We
furnish the back numbers to the first of

PHRENOLOGlCAL

can still
January. and the back numbers are sent to all
subscribers unless otherwise ordered. We there
fore hope that our friends who have been inter
ested in making up clubs for the JOURNAL.
will
continue their efforts and send on additional
It is believed th st before the year clches
names.
it will have a largely increased list of subscribers.

because
good
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House

Warming—The

question

of how

it

is best to warm our dwelling houses. is a very
important one, whether considered from the
standpoint of cost. or of health and convenience.

For many years large buildings have been heated
with steam. but it is comparatively recently that
an apparatus has been manufactured for the eco
nomicnl heating of ordinary dwelling houses in
this way. but this is now done very successfully.
and at reasonable cost. There is an entire ab
sence of dust which is found from the use of
stoves or hot-air furnaces. The heat can be car
ried readily over every part of the house. and the
advantages of properly warmed air that is not
burned out in passing through the hot-air cham
ber of a furnace is secured.
We wish to call the
attention to an advertisement in this number of
the JOURNAL. of the Dsrtsx S'rsAI-Hu'rm 00..
an apparatus we have had occasion to test, and
ﬁnd it possesses very many advantages. especial
ly in its simplicity, and we could recommend our
readers toread the advertisement and write to
the manufacturers for illustrated catalogues.
which are sent free.

“ For Girls.”—This grand work is hav
ingacontinued and steady sale which has now
reached 25.” copies. which certainly speaks well
for the merits of the book and the interest the
people have in the subject. It is safe to say that
no young woman should be without it. and moth
ers and married women would ﬁnd much in it
that might be read with profit. The price has
been made low that it may be within the reach of
all. and it is sent by mail postpaid for only $1.00.
Heads and Faces—We are now going to

press with another edition of Hasns AND Faces.
making {0.000 in all. the demand for it steadily in

creasing. These books are being sold wherever
the English language is spoken. Large numbers
are sent to Mr. L. N. Fowler. our London agent.
and agood demand is found for it in Australia.
India. and other parts of the world. It certainly
may be taken as an evidence that the subject is
receiving attention.

Brain and Mind—We frequently have
inquiries as to the best text-book on Phrenology.
and we reply that for a careful. systematic study
in its modern phases. including the questions re
lating to Physiology of the Brain. we recommend
Brain and Mind. This book is useful and practi~
caLfand should be read especially by those who
are seeking to know what is claimed
for Phrenols
'
ogy. Price. $1.50.
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The

Health

Food

C0.—The

DEPARTMENT.

uuvlring

manager of this Company is as zealous as ever in
his eil'orts to prepare food for the use of those
who suffer from various diseases as well as for
those who wish to live to be well. There are many
kinds of food prepared and put on the market by
merchants who simply-have an idea of trade be
fore them, and often times simply give a name
which might imply a special virtue or value of
some kind, while in fact it is only in name. Any of
our readers who will either call upon or place them
selves in correspondence with the Health Food
00.. will find intelligence as well as business in
this concern. Our readers should write for their
descriptive matter which will be sent to any ad
dress free, by sending to No. 74 Fourth avenue.

Our New Portraits—We wish to call
the attention again to the ﬁne new list of litho
graphic portraits which we are oﬁ'ering for sale.
A number of lecturers have ordered from this list
and are‘ delighted with the pictures.
One of
them (Prof. Morris) says he would be glad to pay
us $1,(I)0 for 1,000 ditferent portraits as good as
these. Not only should every lecturer have them,
but some of these should be in every home. The
portraits of Washington, Franklin, and Garﬁeld,
and others that might be named, should certainly
prove an inspiration to the best of eﬂ‘orts;
Fickett’s Adjustable Head-Rest.—I.n the
lastnumberot' the JOURNAL we published an ad
vertisement and 'description of this article which
should be found in every home where there are
invalids. It is simple, convenient, and valuable,
and wherever it has been used it has been appre
ciated.
Our Phrenological Cabinet—We wish
to extend an invitation to our readers and friends
to visit our office and inspect our large collection
of casts, bustsﬁportraits, and sketches, whenever
an opportunity presents itself. Our rooms are a!
ways open and free to visitors, 'and we will cor
dially answer any [and all questions that may be
asked in relation to the subject.

Fowler's Self- Instructor injl’lirenology.
—So large a number of copies of this book have
been published, that the plates became worn out,
and it was absolutely necessary that a new edition
This was taken up before the last edi
be made.
tion was exhausted, and we hoped to have had it
ready by the time the new books were needed
but the many delays in'cident to getting out a new
book prevented this, and when the book was
ready, by a mistake on the part of the printer the

work was not satisfactorily done, except for the
tilling of orders of lung standing, we were not
willing to send it out. We have now printed the
book a second time, and have an edition of which
It is on ﬁne paper, the new
we are justly proud.
were especially prepared
for the
illustrations
book, and they are well printed. As the book has
been increased in size, we have found it necessary
to increase the price, and this will now be $1.00
in cloth binding. The paper edition remains the
same, 50 cents.

A New Illustrated and Descriptive Cata

In this number of the Jonas“. will be
found a sample page of a new Illustrative and De
scriptive catalogue we have in preparation. In it
will be given portraits of Drs. Gall Spurzheim,
(fombe, O. S. & L. N. Fowler, Samuel R. Wells,
Mrs. Wells, Prof. Sizer, Dr. Drayton, Dr. Trail
Sylvester Graham, Rev. Dr. Aikman, and others,
with fac-simile engravings showing styles of bind
ing of many of the books.
This will be by far the
most complete and the handsomest catalogue we
have ever published. It will be printed on ﬁne
paper, and will be sent to any of our readers on
receipt of 6 cents in stamps.

logue.

How

to Keep Storm—There

are some
never learn except from their own
experience, or from their own failures as it were‘,
others are ready and anxious to learn from the
experience of others, and for this class we pub
lish How TO Kxar S'roan, setting forth the exper
ience of more than 30 years of merchandisiig
by a practical store-keeper. It considers almost
every question that can possibly arise with a
store-keeper relatingr to the purchase and sale of
goods; the employment 01’clerks; the location of
a business: how to establish and how to dispose
of it; if for sale. It is worth many times its
price, $1.50, to every one interested in the
subject.
men

who

A Phrenological Farmer.—Mr. H. S
Bartholomew, one of the graduates of the Instip
tute, is President of the Elkhart Co. Farmers‘
Institute, and at a recent session discussed the
Qualiﬁcations for the Successful Farmer, no doubt
to the advantage of his fellow menr'ers.
The Cosmopolitan

for February

sustains

the reputation of this bright magazine. Among
the attractive features is an illustrated article on
Horace Greeley by Murat Halstead. It will be
that this magazine is published at
remembered
$2.40 a year, and clubbed with the Jonas“. a year
at $2.75. Address this oillce.

About Pearlille.—Every one knows about
Pearline, almost every one uses Pearline, but we
wonder if all the housekeepers who use it know
half that can be done with it. We wonder if they
all know what some of the bright ones have dis
covered, that those mountains of dishwashing
the greasy pan and kettle-may be reduced to
mole-hills of the smallest size by the judicious use
of l’earline. Fill the roasting-pan, as soon as the
gravy is poured from it, with cold water, shake in
a little Peariine and set on the stove. By the
time the rest of the dishes are washed, all the
grease is dissolved and the pan can be washed as
easily as a plate. Treat the kettle in which any—
thing greasy has been boiled in the same way, and
beside clean utensils you will have a clean sink.
the use of the Peal-line rendering it safe to pour
such dishwatcr into it. Sinks regularly treated to
a bath of Pearline and scalding water will seldom
need the services of a plumber.—From lVafchmun,
Boston.
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Carpet Sweepers—0n another page in
thisjnumber of the JOURNAL will be found a special
offer of Carpet Sweepers which will certainly at
tract the attention of our readers. A Sweeper has
now come to be an almost indispensable article in
outfit, desirable in every way,
the housekeeper's
With the latest improvements they are a great
saving on carpets, in fact a broom and dust-pan
combined, and so inclosed that no dust is raised to
settle again on the carpet or furniture.
The
Grand Rapids is the best Sweeper made ; it could
not be improved except by plating with gold or
silver‘, or ﬁnished in some extravagant or orna
mental way.
It is said that the manufacturers spent nearly
$10,000 in experimenting in making the brush
For those
alone which is used in this sweeper.
wishing to procure something less costly, but
serviceable, we can recommend the improved
Crown Jewel. Read our advertisements and note
our special offers.
A Chance for Glrla—The
Journal of Philadelphia proposes

Ladies‘ Home
to give to the

girl of 16 years and over, who will send between
now and Jan. lst, 1891, the largest number of
yearly subscribers to that journal, a complete
education at Vassar or any other American Col
lege she may select, including every branch of
This is certainly a gen
study and all expenses.
erous offer, and it will probably stimulate an in
terest which will largely increase their list of
subscribers.

F A. B. Keith, of the class—of ’77,'hss

sold

out his Iowa newspaper interest and has located
at Helena, Mont, where he is planning to estab
lish the publication of a weekly family paper, in
which he proposes to have a phrenological depart
ment.
Mr. Keith isa stirring man, and there is
no doubt of his success in the enterprise.

“ The

Home

J onrnal."-'l‘his

publica

tion, now in its 45th'l‘year, comes out in a new
dress.
The size of the pages are reduced and in
creased in number, making it much more conven
ientfor reading and preserving. It is published
at $2 ayear or 5 cents a copy, by Morris Phillips,
240 Broadway, New York.

The Galaxy of Music.

We have received
of the Galaxy of Music, and
will say of this that it is one of the best of musicr‘
in the last
Journal-l that come to this oiﬂca.
number, “ Winsome Grace " lsa beautiful Schot
tisch, by one of Boston's well-known teachers,
Prof. Howe. it is published at 10 cents a number
'or $1.00 a year. Published by F. 'i‘rifet, 408 Wash
ington St., Boston, Mass.
the February number

Phrenoiogicai

Examinations by Mail.

—Weare frequently asked as to whether we can
make Phrenological Examinations by mail, and in
reply would say that this is done very success
fully, when we have the properly taken pictures~
and the proper measurements given. For full par_
ticulars' in regard to this. send for "Mirror of
theIMind."
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BUSINESS CA BIDS.

The Hnmmam, a Family Hotel, with Turkish

Baths, 61 and 83 Columbia Heichts, Brooklyn. N.
Y. Three minutes‘ walk from ‘Fulton Ferry.

Susanna
M.D.,H
St. Lou
treated

W. Doddn,
gicuio

s, Mo.

MJL,

and Mary Dodds,

Ave,
Phlysioiauamwashington
A diseases, acute and chronic

without medicine.

Send for circular.

York Medical

College and Hospital
thic Dispensary for
For: Woman, and Homeo
and Children. 21 West 54th Street, New

The New
xyolilell
0!‘ .

Mn.

Campbell,

M.D.,

153 W.

lilh‘th St.,

New York.

OUR HEALTHFUL HOME

is pleasantly located
Send ten cents in stamps,
on Reading Heights.
Address,
for our Book Circular, with Portrait.

A. Smith, M.D., Reading, Pa.

I

ADVERTISEM BNTS.

SPECIAL NOTICE—Readers will oblige the Pub
lichen if M . will state, when writing toonu of our
advertisers, hat the advertisement was M‘PTLin fire
PBBKNULOGICAL

Jocmun.

READY

FOR BUSINESS,
for

Boys

m...

and

a book

Young

..

cupation, describes the trades and professions,
price 75 cents. Free to you the story of “My
Cow-Boy Brother. and what he led us into."
To fathers free, “ That Boy of Mine,“ what to
do with him. Send address on a postal to Fowler
& Wells (‘.0., 775 Broadway, New York.

This WOMANS’ NEWS.

Devoted
Newspaper.
A Wcekly‘lndrpendent
News, Work and Interests of Women.

to

Containing Special Features,

Serial Stories, Fashions, Fancy Work, Family Phy
sician, Children's Department, S. 8. Lessons, etc.
Price, Si 00 Per Year.
Subscription
Send for Sample Cop . Free to any Address.
HITE, Mans er,
FRANCES E.
Spring eld, Ohio.
53 South Mechanic St.,

PIERRE
is the coming large city of the Upper Missouri
Valley.
Who are the wealthy men of Kansas City,
Omaha, and Sioux City, to-day? They are the
men who went to those cities a few years ago,
when they were younganvd just starting, as Pierre
is to-day.
Fortunes can be made from small investments.
Splendid openings for all kinds of business.
If you are ambitious come to Pierre. For any
information desired write to

CHAS. L. HYDE,
investment

Broker,

PIERRE SOUTH DAKOTA.
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our Cabinet—All visitors to our city are
anxious to see the curiosities. art treasures. mam
moth buildings. monuments. wonderful machinery,
and grand institutions of learning and charity. as
well as to hear our great preachers, singers, and
actors. They endeavor to crowd into their visit a
glimpse of everything that is worth seeing and
worth remembering.
This sightsseeing is not com
plete until the visitor hall inspected the Phreno
loglcal Cabinet, at 775 Broadway. New York‘
where casts of renowned people of allages.
nations
and lands ; artists. authors, inventors, teachers
reformers. orators. and poets, stand side by side’
shelf-full on shelf-full, until they number up into
the hundreds.
Abnormal mentality is represented by casts of
idiots, maniacs, murderers, pirates. and all grades
of the guilds of crime. Portraits in oil, crayon,
and outline pencil sketches; skulls of animals and
men; in fact every facility for the accurate study
of Human Nature is there oﬂ'ered. Many items of
interest may be gathered during the brief stay of
a casual visitor, as an accomplished and courteous
guide is in constant attendance, to answer ques
tions and explain the exhibits. Fowler & Wells
Co. “ keep open house." Visitors are welcome at
all hours. of the week days. from B A. M. to 6 P. M.,
welcome to remain as long as they please. study
ing and comparing the heads in this wonderful
collection.
Practical Typew riiing.-—W. N. Ferris,
of the Ferris Industrial School of Penmanship and
Typewriting. says: UI have examined Bates Tor
rey‘s Typewriting Manual with interest: it is a
gem. If the book could be brought to the notice
of learners, typewriting would be revolutionized.
I have on hand several copies of other manuals,
and I shall be a little while in getting to use the
book regularly."

The Chautauqua—This

The Back Numbers—We can still fur
nish the back numbers of the .loumur. to the ﬂrt
of January. and all subscriptions are ‘dated from
this number unless we receive instructions to the
contrary; in this way the volurres are complete
and the readers have the numbers containing the
serial articles of this year.

The Manlkim—In the last number of the
Jovarur. was published a large illustration of the
“ Man Wonderful Manikin," to which we would
call the attention of our readers, and remind them
this is offered with the PHBEIOLOGICAL
Jonas“.
for only $5.50, or for this sum the Manikin and the
Man Wonderful in the House Beautiful will be sent.

Pierre—By a mistake on the part of the
printers the advertisement headed Pierre was
omitted from the April number of the JOURNAL
It will be found by referring to our advertising
column in this number.

BUSIN ESQ CA RUS

The Hammnm a Family Hotel. with Turkish
Baths. s1 and a Columbia Hei hts. Brooklyn. N.
1. Three minutes‘ walk from i‘ulton Ferry.

Susanna W. Dodds, M.D., and Mary Dodds,
M.D..llygienic Ph sicians, 2m Washington Ave.,
St. LOUlSKMO.
Al diseases, acute and chronic
treated without medicine.
Send for circular.
The New York Medical College and Hospital‘.
FOR Woman, and Horace
thic Dispensary for
Women and Children. 21 West 54th Street, New

"ork.

Mrs.

A Correction—In

the article by Mrs.
Wells in the February number of the PnnanoLoob
CAL Joumut. by a typographical error, the birth
of Dr. Gall is given as March 7th ; it should have
been March 9th. As some of our readers have no~
ted an inconsistency between this and other biog
raphies we wish to call attention to the matter in
this way.

“ Memory."—We have received a letter
from a teacher who had procured Fowler on
“ Memory and Intellectual
Improvement." in
which he says, " Your book lsa gem and should be
in the hands of every teacher in the country. and
parent. too.“ There is no doubt but that the
work of the training of children would be very
greatly increased in its effectiveness if those who
had to do it had a more general knowledge of the
subject and what constitutes intellectual improve

J.

'1‘. Campbell,

New York.

M.D.,

163 W.

128th St.’

OUR HEALTHFUL

HOME. lnvalids wishing.r
real home comforts and superior methods of
treatment. should visit our sanitarium.
For
address. A. Smith. M. D.. West Read»
ing. a.
tZlPCtilﬂl'B

Monthly Mag

azine in its newlform must prove very attractive
to all the members of this great Society, and it
certainly is of interest to the casual reader: is
published at the low price of $2.0050.year, single
copies 20 cents. Address Dr. Flood. Meadville, Pa.

ment.
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SPECIAL NOTICE—Readers will oblige the Pub~
lichen
th . will state. when writing to any of our
hat the advertisement was seen in the
advertisers.
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PIERRE

ivsaﬁieey'coming

large city of the Upper Missouri’

Who are the wealthy man of Kansas City.
Omaha, and Sioux City, to-dayl They are the
men who went to those cities afew years ago.
when they were young and just starting, as Pierre

is to-day.
Fortunes can be made from small investments.
Splendid openings for all kinds of business.
If you are ambitious come to Pierre. For any
information desired write to

CHAS. L. HYDE.
Invel
tment Broker,

PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA.

C. F. WELLs,

H.

NELSON SIZER,

President.

Vice-President.

FOWLER

ALBERT TURNER,

S. DRAYTON,

Treas. and Bus. Manager.

Secretary.

5‘

PVELLS C0.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER &: WELLS G0. was incorporated un
der the-laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prose
cution of the business heretofore carried on by the ﬁrm of F0 WLER & lVELLS.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
All remittances should be made pay
business, or in its general management.
able to the order of
FOWLER 8: WELLS CO
The Subucrlption knee of
AND Scumcl:

JOUBNAL
payable

in advance,

the YnmznowmcAL

is $1.50 a year,

or HEALTH

fered are sent to subscribers.
Money, when sent by mail, should be in the form
of Money Orders, Postal Notes, Express Money
Orders,'Drafts on New York, or Registered

Letters.

to Register letters

All Postmasters are required
whenever requested to do so.

Silver or

it is almost
and be lost.

not be sent by mail,

sure to wear a hole in the envelope

will be'received for fractional
Postage-Stamps
parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred,‘
they should never be stuck to the letters, and should
always be sent in sheets,‘ that is, not torn apart.
Change

of

post-oﬂ'lce ‘address

can be made by

giving the old as well as the new address, but not
without

this information.

Notice

should

be re

of the preceding month.
Inquiry requesting an answer
of
Letters
should inclose stamp for return postage, and be
sure and give name and full address every time you

-ceived the ﬁrst

-write.

All Letters

should

be addressed

to

Fowlerft

Wells 00., and not to any person connected with
the oﬂice. In this way only can prompt and careful
attention be secured.
Any Book, Periodical, Chart, etc., may bg
ordered from this oﬂice at Publishers‘ prices.
Wanted for the Pnnnxonoowsx.
Agents
Journal. and our Book Publications, to whom
liberal terms will be given.
Our premium List, giving complete dwcrip
tions of the Premiums oﬂ'ered‘ to subscribers, sent
on application.
Our Descriptive Catalogues or our new Last
" will be sent to any address
"
of Booksfor Women

on

receipt

Good

Time.—The present is always

a good time to do a. good

now is

of stamps for postage.

thing so that

a good time to subscribe

for the

JOURNAL if you

PHRENOLOGICAL

not already a reader of it.

arev

Some times

others for some things,

are better than

other coin should

as

A

or $1.65 when premiums of

and this perhaps is the best time to take
up the work of canvassing

lications, therefore

for our Pub

we ask

for agents

who will take

subscriptions

PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL and push the

sale of

for

the

“NEW PnYsloGNomY," “Cow
OFA New Lure,” “Tan:
“ CHOICE or

AN’s Samson:

Dmono'rr,”
“
HEADS
PURSUITS,"
EMPHATIC

GIRLS," in

m FAoEs,"

fact.

are available,

“ FOR

all of our Publications

some agents do well with

one, and some with another

book, but

there can always be found something

for everyone

to sell to advantage,

the employment

may be

and proﬁtable," and liberal terms
be

made

known

every neighborhood

and

made “ pleasant

on application.

will

In

somebody can sell

some books to advantage, and we want
to extendlounagencies until the whole
ﬁeldfis covered.

P UBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.

Phrenologioal Magazine. Monthly. Journal pro
motive of Scientillc Education and Self-Culture.
L. N. Nowler. London. Eng.
Canada Educational Monthly. and School Maga
zine. Archibald MacMurchy. Editor. Toronto.
Bolton Musical Herald. Monthly. Devoted to the
New England Conservatory.
ﬁggwUniversai.
n.

alar

Science Monthly. May. Has a graphic
s etch of the late editor. Dr. E. L. Younians. by
Prof. John Fiske. besides a good list. of other

"The
of Spiders and their
Wpers.
; “Scenes on the planet
Strenfth
ebs" is illustrate
"
Mercury.“
Wallace on ‘ Darwinism.“ “Cats
and their Friendships.“ a biographical account
of Henry R. Schoolcrai't. are specimens.
1)
Appleton & Company. New York.
ThefEclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature.
Science and Art.
Well selected
contents.
Monthly. New York.

La

Monthly. A
Gazette Medicale de Montreal.
medical eclectic for French physicians in Amer
ica.
Montreal.

J

North American Practitioner.
ournal of the Post
Graduate Medical School of Chicago. Monthly.
Popular Science News.
ols.
Boston.

Monthly.

James R. Nich

Book Talk. Contains notes and extracts on recent
publications. etc. Monthly. St. Paul. Minn.
Harper‘a Ma az’ne. May. Some Modern French
Painters. 0 d New York Taverns. Through Bush
and Fern. English Lyrics under the First Charles.
furnish the writers and artists with good sub
jects. Aime Morat‘s painting. “ Charge of the
is very
Cuirassiers at the Battle of
ing‘s en raving
re resented by E. Reﬁmville.“
S.
sgiritedly
t at forms t e frontispiece. Some good its oc
in the “ Drawer." Harper & Brothers, New
i'ur
ork.
Century for may opens with an article on
Washington's
and followin is a con
tinuation of t gortraits.
e interest in “Some
ew Wash
ington Relics." and " Ori inal Portraits of
Washington." Ten Views of
arie Bachkirtselr.
Chickens for Use and Beauty. The Fighting Par~
son. "Blocked Out.‘ another censorious con
licy. in the Kennan style;
ment on Russian
enou h of it; the Women of
Methinks we've h
the French Salons; Th
ore O‘Hara. the poet:
Travis and Major Jonathan Wilby. For the most
part quite an "American" number. Century
00.. New York.

The

Therapeutic Analyst.
Monthly.
Draws its
reports from every source. and is an exponent of
the world's progress in Therapeutics. Edward
P. Brewer. M. D.. Editor. Norwich. Conn.

The

America. Devoted to Honest Politics and Good
Weekly. Slason. Thompson & (30..
Literature.
Chicago.
Brooklyn Medical Journal. Monthly.
Medical
Society of County of Kings. Brooklyn.
Kindergarten. For Teachers and Parents. Monthly.
Alice B. Stockham & Co. Chicago.

A

t01.

North Carolina University Magazine. Published
by Students of the University. Chapel Hill. N.
creditable publication for this old institu
on.

Journal 01H geio-Them

t

L

e

. Devoted to Scientiﬁc
Methods 0 Treating
Sick Without the Use
of Drugs. T. V. Giﬂ’ord & Oo. Kokomo. Ind.
Herald 0] Health. Monthly.
New York.
Old
and useful pioneer in hygienic medication. M.
Holbrook. Editor.

Fruits

and How to Use Them.

new and practical

This

Manual is receiving
warm words of commendation from the press and
the people. The work is certainly very unique.
being the only one of the kind published. and it
should have its place in every household library.
We publish below a few of the many favorable no
tices that have been given the work by the press.
household

It interferes with the ﬁeld of no other book; but
what the author has not gathered about the prep
aration oi‘ all kinds of fruits is not worth the men
tion.
The book is exhaustive. and leaves little to
be wished for. and is an indispensable
companion
to the common cook-book.
It is surprising how
many rare and appetizing dishes may he made
from the common fruits. 1f the diet of Americans
was more largely of the fruits. of which there is
such an abundance. there would be less need of
medicines and a far higher average of health and
length of life—Progressive Thinker.
A practical manual which we can cordially com
mend to housekeepers—New York Sun.
book that promises to do more for the happi
ness of mankind than anything written in recent

years. It comes nearer to the want of humanity
than any other treatise we have yet seen. Every
young wife should have one. it she truly values
her husband's hQElthJ—NGWJ. Passaic. N. J.
This dlliers from the ordinary cook-book. in that

it deals exclusively with fruits and utilizes each
fruit known toour modern civilization in a most:
pleasing manner. The book is one to be highly
valued by all housekeepera—Ploughman. Boston,
Mass.
That altogether too little fruit is used in the
family. admits of no doubt, whatever.
Every
physician and other person who has studied the
subject concurs in this conclusion. The use of
fruit promotes health. This being so. the more
varied and appetizing the preparations of fruit
are. the more of them will be eaten.and the pleas
ure in the eating will be enhanced—both of which
objects it is very desirable to accomplish. This
volume. therefore, steps directly into this useful
domain of cookery—a domain to which no other
book is exclusively devoted. and gathers from ev
ery cuisine at home and abroad. hundreds of the
best methods of presenting fruits of all kinds at
the table—the apple. the most valuable of alb
fruits’having not less than a hundred dilrerent.v
ways of preparing it. As we have already stated.
amid the swarm of cook-books. this is the only one
devoted exclusively to the preparation of fruits.
It should be in every household—Eastern Argus.
Portland. Me.
The book is a mighty convenience to such cooks
as have fruit to prepare. and one can merely by
reading the receipts. afterallttle while rise up
from their perusal with a feeling akin to that he
experienced when a boy after a raid upon a peach.
orchard—Tribune. Salt Lake City.
We hardly feel capable of noticing this book. but
the wife. who is an adept in the matter of fruita
and their uses. has looked
over and says itis
just the thing. and supplies a much needed want
it

CURRENT Excnhsohs.
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It is

not a cookery book in the ordinary sense. In
fact it is just what it says it is, a book on fruits
and their uses—Ill. Christ. Weekly.
In few households is there command of an ade
quate variety of modes of preparing fruit for the
table, though the supply itself may be, as the au
thor points out, superabundnnL—Evening Post
New York.
The use of fruits for health, which is being
urged more and more by sanitarians, demands
just such a large and varied collection of receipts
to show the many appetizing forms in which
fruits may be prepared—Boston Globe.
We cheerfully commend the work to general at
tention.—Cultivator and Country Gentleman.
It will prove a valuable acquisition to the house
wife'a

library—En glewood

Times.

The Health Food Company that has been
located for many years in our neighborhood, 74
4th avenue. have moved into fine new quarters at
61 E. 13th street. cor. 5th avenue, where they 0c
cupy a very fine set of offices with full appoint
ments for testing and selling the best of their food
preparations. With these increased facilities they
will undoubtedly largely increase their business,
in which they have our best wishes. We presume
there are many of our readers who have not tested
all their food producls, many of which we are
glad to commend specially. and we might refer to
their Wheatena, which is the best breakfast food
known, also to their Pecled Wheat Flour, and the
Peeled Wheat Crackers: these at least should be
found in every well regulated household.
For de
scriptive circulars and price list address asabove.

0n!‘ Catalogue—The Printers and Art
ists are still at work on our Catalogue, which is
becoming much more elaborate than we at first
We regret the delay in sending to the
proposed.
persons who have remitted 0 cents in stamps for
it, but these orders will be Illled as soon as pos
sibie.

Ear-Postmaster Gen. James, after exam
ining a copy of “ Ready for Business,“ says to the
author :
“My Dear Sir-l am in receipt of your letter of
the 25th nit , and have since received acopy of the
work published by Fowler & _ Wells 00., entitled
‘Ready for Business, or Choosing an Occupation.
it is a good, healthy book, brimful of information
and sound sense, and presented in a most attract
ive form. It can be read not only by boys, but
older heads, with pleasure and proﬁt.
Sincerely yours,
Taoius L. Jana."

That Boy of Mine and lily Cow-Boy
Brothen—Tnsss two Pamphlets issued for the
purpose of explaining the benefits to be derived
from Phrenoiogical Examinations, are being very
greatly prized by those to whom they have been
sent, and we wish simply to say that wherever
there are boys or girls to train, the suggestions
given will be found of great service. A copy of
either or both will be sent on application.
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A Special (“fen—There havezbeen for a
number of years large life~size Manikins of the
human body made, selling from $25.00 t0$50.00
each. Ashort time ago we prepared and published
a small Manikin about one-third life size, a capital
work and one which has proved popular, but still
there is a demand :for something between this
small size and the full size, and also for some
thing more comprehensive in plan and detail as
well as size. The need of this has led to the de
signing and publishing of the Nnw Monet Ass
TOIICAL MANIIIN. This contains some features
not found even in those higher priced, and in Ana
tomical detail it is undoubtedly the most accu
rate that has ever been made at any price, hav
ing been prepared byaskillful artist and anato
mist, from the most reliable sources, who is thor
oughly competent to do this class of work. having
been engaged in it for us for twenty years or
more.
On another page we publish a brief, con
densed description.
We make a special oﬂ’er to
the1readers of the Punsxomoicsi. Jonas“. who
order it in advance of publication. The price has
been put at $12.00, and it will be sent to those or
dering before August 1st for $8.00. Persons not
new subscribers to the JOURNAL can take advant
age of this offer by sending the subscription price
for the Jonas“. with the order as above.

All ﬁlls

True—The Sunday

is
Tribune _
of Minneapolis says : “ ‘ Practical Typewriting,
by Bates Torrey, is one of the most, if not the
only, sensible and practical manual of instruction
for the typewriter yet published. containing all
that is necessary to perfect the learner in the use
of the machine, and at the same time eliminating
all useless information. The ‘all-linger‘ method
taught by Mr. Torrey is that used by F. E. Mc
Gurrin, who has made such an extraordinary rec
ord for typewriting speed. The method is pre
sented in a lucid manner, and attention is called
to a few of the more natural and important devel
opments from it. The book contains a great deal
of valuable general advice, expedients and infor
mation relating to allied subjects, including a
dozen pages of fac-simile forms and curious orna
mental combinations of typewriter characters,
Mr. Torrey is an expert in the use of the writing
machine, and his book gives the learner the bene
fit of years of experience."
Good Summer Books.—While we do not
publish a long list of novels and light literature,
we do have many books in our Catalogue that will
be found pleasant and profitable reading for the
summer months. There is no better opportunity
for the study of Human Nature in its various
phases than is presented
to a person away from
vacation, or wherever
home and on a summer
people gather, and therefore you should procure a
copy of Hubs sun Faczs and some of our other
books, and so be prepared to observe and study
We would also command to
people intelligently.
the attention of our readers our valuable list of
books on Health, a matter which should certainly
claim the attention of the people in the summer
time.
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The Dry Steam Bath—The virtues and
utility of bathing with apparatus fltly applied

need no commendation to-day. The world is be
coming well informed on the subject and accepts
eagerly every fresh improvement in methods de
signed to meet the wants of the invalid or healthy
With the advent of the Turkish Bath and
man.
the Russian Bath, many forms of apparatus have
been devised so that people in their homes can
enjoy the luxury and hygienic eﬂects of them.
One of the latest and best Outcomes of inven
tion in this line is the Dry Steam Bath or Oxygen
Bath, which for convenience in the home has no
superior. The apparatus consists, as shown by
the illustration, ofa cabinet or box, in which the
bather places himself or herself, and remains as
long as may be thought sumcient for the desired
effect.
The special features of this Cabinet are its sim
plicity of arrangement, its lightness and adjusta
bility. After the bath has been taken it can be
folded together and set aside in a corner so that it
is quite out of the way. The size of the Cabinet is
three feet by two, and folds to four inches by three
feet. Another feature is the Generator, a well
made vessel of copper, nickel'plated, having a
valve, also a cup at the top into which solutions
may be placed if the vapor is to be medicated.
This generator can be used with gas or alcohol, a
proper stand being supplied for the purpose. It is
set outside the Cabinet, as shown, not inside. The
unpleasant eifects of the heating vessel, which is
usually set within a box used for ordinary domes
tic purposes, are thus avoided, and a soft, mellow
heat is obtained which is perfectly agreeable to
the patient and produces perspiration in a few
minutes after the generator is in full operation.
A ventilating shaft is let into the interior so
that there is a constant movement of the atmos
phere within the Cabinet and its full ventilation
is maintained. This in itself stimulates the skin
and is productive of excellent results. The ex
treme heat of both the Turkish and Russian Bath
are avoided. The head of the bather being out of
the Cabinet, his respiration of course is not affect‘
The arrows in the
ed by the heat of the interior.
illustration show the direction of the current of
vaporized air, and one whose skin is loaded with
impurities may be made sensible of it by a whiff
of the current, as the action of the bath relaxes
and stimulates the glands and skin.
One can adjust the bath for himself, and enjoy
its luxury and healthful properties in private.
For lung troubles, catarrh, bronchitis, threat
ening pneumonia, this treatment is excellent. We
know of nothing better to prevent or abort colds;
Such a steaming as this Cabinet will afford is far
better than the ordinary hot bath, lacking as it is
in the effect of the shock which sensitive people
especially sustain by such treatment unless great
care is exercised.
For all sanitariums and hospitals; whether of a
general or special character. for eleciriciaus and
massage operators, this Cabinet is recommended
as a part of their equipment, which has only to be
1‘
known to be considered indispensable.
The Generator is fitted with a vaporized medl

'

"l

cator, and an inhaler, so that it will serve other
purposes than those of a Vapor Bath merely. The
Cabinet is covered with maroon water-proof cloth
ﬁnished with oak trimmings, nickel-plated screws,
rubber joints, etc., and though light, it is strong
and durable.
We have thoroughly investigated the merits
of this new Bathing Apparatus, and have arrang
ed for the exclusive agency of it, and will send it
by Express carefully boxed for shipment to any
address, on receipt of price $40.00. Liberal commis
sions are allowed toagents who will take hold of it
It should be sold to every family. For any addition
al information, Address: Fowler 8'. Wells Com
pany, 775 Broadway, New York.

Enchantment as s Premium—This is
the name of a new out-door and lawn game which
has many attractive features about it. The play
ing of it is very graceful, and gives good exercise
and can be entered into by children or adults, and
always with interest. The illustration on another
page will give an idea of how it is played, and
having tested this, and appreciating its elements
of popularity, we have arranged for offering it as
a premium to the subscribers of the Paranormal
CAL JOURNAL on the most favorable terms. We
will send it for two subscribers at $1.50 each, or
to any of our subscribers on receipt of $2.00. To
those not now subscribers both will be sent for
$3.00. This is much less than the manufacturer's
price of the game, and it is believed in this way a
large number will be sent out. We offer it as a
special summer premium, and we certainly trust
that many of our readers will take advantage of
the liberal offers we have made.
About Pesrllne.-—Every one knows about
Pearline, almost every one uses Pearline, but we
wonder if all the housekeepers who use it know
hall’ that can be done with it. We wonder if they
all know what some of the bright ones have dis
covered, that those mountains of dishwashing—
the greasy pan and kettle—may be reduced to
mole hills of the smallest size by the judicious use
of Pearline. Fill the roasting pan, as soon as the
gravy is poured from it, with cold water, shake in
a little Pearline, and set on the stove. By the
time the rest of the dishes are washed, all the
grease is dissolved and the pan can be washed as
easily as a plate. Treat the kettle in which any
thing greasy has been boiled in the same way, and
beside clean utensils you will haveaclean sin k,the
use of ihe Pearllne rendering it safe to pour such
dishwater into. Sinks regularly treated to such a
bath of Pearllne and scalding water will seldom
need the services of a. plumben—From Watchman,
Boston, Mass.
"Nlavousslss. “——We have jut issued a new
edition of Dr. Dravton‘s excellent work on “Ner
vousness,
its Nature, Causes, Symptoms, and
Treatment," which was out of print for a few
it is a practical work, and the reading of
weeks.
it will prevent much suffering by indicating meth
ods of relief. Price. only 25 cents.
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To Teachers—We would like to call the
J. W. D. An
attention of teachers who desire employment dur
of Hubs AND Faces in The
ing the summer months to the opportunities for
Fireside, Factory, and Farm, says :
“ Probably no two men in the United States are
making money by taking an agency for our publi
the services of
better qualiﬁed to speak upon the subject of cations. Especially do we want
“ Nlw
agents in the introduction and sale of our
Phrenology and physiognomy than the joint au
on an
described
Mssnus“
ANATOXICAL
Moon.
the
of
thors of this work. Mr. Sizer is president
other page. Full particulars as to our special
American Institute of Phrenology. and has written
terms to agents will be sent on application.
half-a-dozen strong works covering different parts
— This
of his chosen field, and to say that Dr. Drayton is
The Man Wonderful Maniklu.
Jousxui. is to ac
editor of the PHREIOLOOICAL
continues to attract attention and to prove satis
knowledge the eminence in h s profession towhich
factory to teachers, parents, and others who are
he has attained. To any one who is interested in
interested in teaching and studying the subject of
the subjects discussed, “ Hssns AND Faces" will Physiology. A correspondent acknowledges the
come as a welcome supporter of his views, and we
receipt of one sent her as follows :
do not see how any unprejudiced person could
"All received in good condition, and i must say
carefully study these'pages and not become con
I am very much pleased with all, and the Manikin
vinced of the practicality of scientific character
I would not take $20.00
exceeds my expectation.
reading, and the great benefit to be attained
for it, if I could not procure another like it. Many
thereby. We give a few of the points discussed:
l. o. A.“
thanks for the premium Bust sent.
The Face, The Head, Outlines of Phrenology,
who
those
Every-Day Blography.-—'I‘o
Bu'mpology Explained and Exploded (showing that
it, we
studied
and
up
this
book
taken
have
not
Phrenology is not based, as is commonly supposed,
wish to commend it as one of special interest.
but upon the
upon the size of the “bumps,“
There is a certain kind of fascination in reading
length of the brain fibers from the medulla ob
brief biographies of people born the same day of
iongata to the surface where the organ is located),
the year, and in this book are grouped for each
Faculties,
Brain and Mind, Plurality of the Mental
day four or ﬁve people who have become noted or
Partial idiocy, Insanity Cured by Phrenology,
of special serv
Brain Substance, Brain Growth and Weight, How notorious. The book will be found
be in every family
teachers,
should
and
it
ice
to
Marriage.
in
Combine,
Adaptation
the Faculties
where there are young people. Agents are wanted
The work is embellished by 245 cuts, extremely
to introduce this, to whom liberal terms will be
valuable because of their illustration of physlqg
.
given.
Several years‘ practical experience in the
nomy.
school-room and a personal knowledge of the hen
Practical Typewritlng.—This book, un
eﬂts attained from Phrenology, convince the ed
doubtediy the best ever published on Typewriting,
itor that all who attempt to be teachers should is increasing in popularity from the general com
If mendation which it receives, and large sales are
make themselves familiar with its principiea
a copy of “ HEADS AID Faces “ were placed in the being made. The author, Bates Torrey, whose
hands of every school teacher in the country. and
home is in Portland, Me., called on us on his re—
if, at the end of six months he were required to turn from an extended Western trip. He is enthu
pass an examination upon it, the beneﬁt to our
siastic in his faith in the All-Finger method and
school system would be incalculable."
In cities where there are a
writing by touch.
This work well sustains the above good opinion;
number of typewriters employed. agents can do
that this opinion is shared by many others is well in the introduction of this.
shown by the many copies that are being sold.
We are now selling out the 40th thousand. and it
is likely will have to print a new edition soon. By
mail, on receipt of price, 40 cents, in paper; $1.00
The Hammam. a Family Hotel with Turkish
for the extra edition in cloth. Address this oﬂlce.
Baths. 81 and 83 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N.
Y. Three minutes‘ walk from Fulton Ferry.
Appreciative—The Rev.

derson in a review

M
BUSINESS CARDS.

A teacher in renewing his subscription to

the PHBENOLOGICAL Jonas“. says: “I receive
quite a number of educational papers, but I get
more practical information from the PHRINODOGI
on. Jonssn. than from any other, and it is by far
the best. I wish you had one million subscribers.
i think Phrenology’ taught by the right kind of
men is the greatest power for good in the world.
God speed the day when it shall be universally
s. A. a."
used and practiced.

Wide Awake for May contains

a

The New York Medical College and Hospital

ros. Woman. and Homeopathic Dispensary for
Women and Children. 213 West 54th Street,
New York.

In.

1‘. Campbell,

M.D.,

15'’! W.

128th St...

OUR HEALTHFUL

HOME. Invalids wishin
real home comforts and superior methods 0
For
treatment, should visit our sanitarium.
address, A. Smith, M. D., West Read
ng.
fll'tiurl&l‘s
a.

ADVERTISEM ns'rs.

portrait

“ Heir of
of Miss C. M. Young, the author of the
This closes the 30th volume of this
Red-Clyde."
well gotten up magazine for young people, pub
lished by D. Lothrop & 00., Boston.

1.

New York.

SPECIAL NOTICE—Reade" will

i/ the
advertisers,
lishcrs

oblige the Pub
will state. when writing to am] of our
hat the advertisement was seen in the

Psnssowotcst Jonas“.
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Urlginsted over 80 years ago by James
Jackson, H. D.

Prepared from the famous Genesee-Valley Winter Wheat, containi
all the phosphates and nutri
tious elements oi’ that 'ruin. and is the heat food for iiivalids and ohil reii. It is s. TWXCECOOKED
ready for IMMLDlATE TABLE USB, and yet will keep in a. dry place for years unaltered in
FO(l)_D,
ity.
qua
Especially adapted to cases of failing nutrition. with involvement of nervous structures.
Many people are sick and die nowadays because of starved nerves, lor the reason that they do not get
sulﬂcieiit nourishment out of the
of grains and vegetables. or because, in tr ing
to make up this loss. they resort toordi'msryrprepnrations
forms 0 food and drink which are more stimulating than uourls ing
'
over-excitation,
still further impair nervous force.
and so, by
A neceiwity exists, tliertore, for a. food which. while it is a concentrated preparation of all the best
elements iieedful for nutrition. and especially adapted to building up nervous structures, shall at the
same time po>sess body enough to act as a. natural aperient. Urmmla is this food, thoroughly tested b
its inventor. a physician of large experience, lor years before it was offered to the public. Bear in min ,
Grsn'ilu. is hot. n. chemically made preparation, but a, concentration, by natural means, of all the elements
at the best Wni'rii: Wis-rim WHEAT.
AS A FOOD FOR CHILDRN 11‘ IS UNSURPASSED.
TRIAL BOX, by mull, 3Q cents.
For FREE pamphlet, address
N. Y.
OUR HOME GRANULA COMPANY, 501'

Jilin-Hun",

DANSVILLE.

(Mention this Journal when you write.)

Where is the Man
that does not like

Good Things T0 Eat?
He likes to have that which comes to the table attractive to the e e, and he wants
He should wish it to be healthful as we] as palatable; but
it to be pleasant to the taste.
if it is attractive and tastes good he may eat things that are not best for him. The ob‘ect
of a. good cook is to prepare GOOD THINGS so that people will desire to eat them, nd
pleasure in so doing, and have comtort after the repast.
But many ex
it IS an uncontrovcrted fact that FRUIT is one of the BEST of FOODS.
rienced house-keepers do not know the best ways of preparing it. and there are some
Ffuits used but little that should be used much more; then one may grow tired of good
things, served often in one way, who would enjoy them it presented in a new and
attractive form.

FRUITS AND HOW TO USE THEM,

it

is

It.

Is a practical manual on the sub'ect, containing nearly seven hundred recipes for whole
some preparations of Foreign an Domestic Fruits. It was written by Mrs. Hester M,
It tells how _to put fruit on the table,
Poole, a woman who understands well her subJect.
how to prepare it in various forms—baked, ‘stewed, canned, Jcllied, preserved, etc—and
It acquaints one not only
how to use it in puddin 5. pics, sauces, cakes,_ice creams, etc.
with new ways of coo ing well known fruits, but brings to one's notice manv fruits
an a_id to the temperance cause, as
hitherto unknown or deemed of little value.
instructs how to prepare fruit dishes_ which will nourish without intiaming the stomach,
and thereby creating an appetite for stimulants.

is

is

It

IT

published on the subject.
It is
well indexed, thus
thorough and complete in all particulars.
It willprovc a great help
enabling one to ﬁnd any recipe quickly.
to all cooks, and especially during the summer season when fruits
are always in demand and the house-keeper
constantly called on
to think of some new way in which to prepare them.
Send for a copy.
Address,

Cloth,

i:

m0., 242 pages.

Price, postpaid

$1.00.

FOWLER & WELLS 00.,

PUBLISHERS,

775

Broadway, New York.

AD VER TISEMEN T8.

READY JULY

1

1st, 1890

THE NEW MODEL

ANATOMICAL MANIKIN.
We have inlpreparation and nearly completed

a new

Manikin, which will be in

It contains more
many ways the most complete work of the kind ever published.
than 100 diﬂ'erent views of the Anatomical Structure of the Human Body, present
ing the entire Anatomy, showing with many details the Osseous or bony Structure,the

Muscular organ’ization, the Brain, the Nervous System, the Heart, Lungs and
the Abdominal Viscera, embracing the organs of Digestion and
Assimilation, also the Eyes, Ears, Hands, Feet, etc., and all presented with their
proper relation to each other, carefully dissected and surpassing in Anatomical
It is arranged
accuracy any work of its class that has hitherto been published.
on a new and original plan, and the combinations are such as to be of the greatest
This will be accompanied by a Manual which will not only be a
possible value.
key of the parts, but a general explanation of their physiological functions. The
Teachers
price of this complete, including Key, has been put at only $12.00.
will
be
ﬁlled
and others wanted to act as agents for it.
Orders for copies
promptly
Blood-vessels,

on publication,

and may be addressed to

FOWLER & WELLS (30., Publishers, 775 Broadway, New York

HUMAN MAGNETISM.
lts

TheTServant

Nature, Physiology, and Psychology.

Its uses as a remedial agent, in moral and intel
etc., by H. S. Drayton,
lectual improvement,
LL.B., MD. Author of “ Brain and Mind,“ “ Ner
vousness," etc.: Fellow of the N. Y. Academy of
Anthropology ; Member 01’ the New York Medical
Society, etc. Illustrated. 12mo, 168 pages.
In the realm of human psychology nothing has
attracted grater interest lately than the phenom
cues of animal magnetism, or “hypnotism." In
Europe careful investigations have been going on
for some years. and that on the part oi’ observers
of high reputation.
The aim of the author, who is himself a careful
observer, in preparing this volume is to furnish
the general reader with a summary of principles
and facts bearing upon the subject, and to furnish
them in a manner as free as possible from pre
judice or partiality. The reader will find that all
the more important and interesting features re
lating to magnetism are considered, and that es
pecially as regards their practical applications.
This work is the latest book on the subject. it
should be in the hands of all who are interested in
it. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price,
75 cents.
Address

FOWLER & WELLS 00.. Publishers,“
yysisitoa'nwn ,‘NT Y‘.
‘V

Question.

Hints on the choosing and
Management of SIBVANTB, bas
ed upon their peculiarities as
shown
in their Harms
and
FAols. A good, sound, sensi
ble talk. 0! interest and im
portance to every Housi
KEIPIR, fully illustrated with
portraits of good and bad ser
vants, telling all about them
_ and how to know them. Price,
only 10 cts.

At

First Lady.

who will send us the names oi‘
25 or more intelligent reading women who would
be likely to appreciate our list of “Books for
Women,"including works on Health and Hygiene,
each post-office,

Maternity, Heredity, Cookery, Household AlTairs,
Care of Children, etc., We will send free a copy of
Address at once,
the above.
Fowler &: Wells 00., Publishers,
775 Broadway, New York.

THOUGHTS ON DOMESTIC

LIFE;

MABRIAGI VisnicA-rsn sun Fuss Lou: Ex
Posrn. By Nassau Sizsa. 121110. Paper,25cents
This work contains a. sharp analysis of the
social nature. By malLpostpaid. Address

0a,

Fowum & WILLs (Jo-Rubs, 776 Broadway. N. Y,
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new work
'a Practical Painter. Designed
for the use of arrrers. Tradesmen. Mechanics.
Merchants and as a guide to the Professional
Painter. Containing a plain, common-sense statio
by pointers to pro
ment of the
. methods
employed
duce _ul'lvmcml'y "5"
ts in Plain and Fancy
Painting of every
Makes “Every
Man his Own Painter.“descriatiion.
$1. .

A manual of horse hygiene. Invaluable for the
vetern or the novice. pointing out the. causes of
“Molar-in." “Glanders," “Plnk Eye‘ " “Distem
per “eta. and how to Prevent and Counteract
thein.
. 12 m0, paper, 50 cents extra cloth.
150
75 cents.
A dress.
Fowum & Watts 0.0.. 775 Broadway, N. Y.
p

._

J.

N. Y.

m ‘80,000.00.
-New

..

A. tl. Hut-ear. Pmldent
Onions. l0 Purina.

RAILINGS AIIII FENCES
Fcl Lawns,
ocuirrenlee.
HOTELS,
onsva Lora.
OOTTAOEI.
onuaonca.
asaxs.
eonoou.
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The exact size ot the Adding Machine is shown in the above cut;
being made small and of convenient
form for carrying in the pocket. where
always ready for use.
substantially manufactured in nickel, and
with
uaa will last a life-time. Full and plain directions lor 0 rating are sent with each machine.
ordinag y, nderwood's Bank Reporter aayai “ Stephenson‘a Ad ing Machine
Editnri
a practical Machine for
beautifully made, and adds any column of ﬁgures with marvelous rapidity and accuracy.
res. It
adding mild be in every bank and countin -room. It will pay tor itself in one day.”
One
“ cannot say too much in praise of Stephenaon‘s Adding
S. N. Armstrong, of San Francisco,
al.. sa
Machine.
Besides being perfectly accurate in a1 cases, does its work much faster than the ordinay account
in a strai ht line in 12 seconds. Mysalea in this city amount to over Lilli) machines
ant, as can add 30
of teatimon'
We have hundr
aking in raise of the machine, but consider the above indoraemeutl
all we claim
to be.
all that
neoessar to convince one not iiieniiliar wit its use that
'This Ad ing Machine MUST nor as. com'ounnen wiru o'riiitas which have been placed on the mar
ht, or while others are mere toys or mathematical curiosities, this
an article of practical use in which the
longest columns of ﬁgures are quicklyadded without requiring the least mental work. Besides Its enabling ex
to add twice as rapidly as they did before its use. and with the certainty of getting the correct result at the
gg‘tscomputation.“ ll/ucss BXPER'I'Sor THUS! vmocouu: Nevin: ssroas Mas-ran osnmlurv ADDITION. In short.
the only machine, thus far devised, that makes the work of adding lighter. more rapid and perfectly accurate.
We will send one of these machines by maiLpost aid,-to any 0! our readers on receipt at only “.15,
or we will send
as premium for two subscribers tot
JOURNAL at $1.50 each. Address‘

and Ma
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a

a

a
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Russell T.
M. D., was born in Vernon, Conn..
1812.
An invalid in his boyhood, and failing to obtain
Aug.
relief from medical treatment. he determined to study his own
ailments and their cure.
He studied medicine for three years
with a physician, then graduated at
medical college and com‘
menced practice.
His investigations satisﬁed him that the
whole system of medication, as commonly practiced, was in
opposition to nature and contrary to common sense. He be
lieved that the only true remedial agents were those bearing
normal relation to the vital organism, as air, light, water, food,
exercise, sleep, electricity, etc.
He came to New York in 1840,
established
water cure in 1844, obtained
charter for school
of Hygiene in 1852, and died at Florence Heights. N. ., where
he had conducted an institution for twelve years, Sept. 23, 1877.

The Hydropathic Encyclopedia.
,_

A

system of Hydropathy and Hy iene. Designed as a guide to fam
ilies and students, and a text-boo for physicians. 12 mo. Two vol
umes in one.
Cloth, $4.00. Library
966 pp., 461 Illustrations.

Edition,

$4.50.

This work

is

a

;

treats the subject under eight distinct heads, embracing Outlines of Anatomy;
Physiology of the Human Body; Hygienic Agencies, and the Preservation of Health Diet
etics and Hydropathic Cookery; Theory and Practic of Water-Treatment; Special Pathol
ogy and Hydro-Therapeutics, including the Nature, Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment of
all known Diseases; Application of Hydropathy to Midwifery and the Nursery.
It con
tains Glossary, Table of Contents, and complete Index. In the general plan and arrange
ment of the work, the wants and necessities of the people have been kept steadily in view.
Whilst almost every topic of interest in the departments of Anatomy, Physiology, Pathol
ogy, Hygiene, and Therapeutics, is brieﬂy presented, those of practical utility are always
put prominently forward. The theories and hypotheses upon which the popular drug
practice
predicated are controversed, and the why and wherefore of their fallacy clearly

The Family Gymnasium

Containing the most improvedimethodslof applying Gymnastic, Ca
listhenic, Kinesipathic and Vocal Exercises to the Development of
the Bodily Organs, the invigoration of their functions, the preserva
tion-of Health, and the Cure of Disease and Deformities. 12 mo, 215
Cloth, $1.25. Library Edition, $1.50.
pp., 42 Illustrations.

is

is

In this excellent work the author has aimed to select the very best material from all ac
cessible sources.
It
designed for men and women, boys and girls, sick and well, the
whole family, and for everybody. It will render the expense and the necessity of joining
a gymnasium unnecessary.
It specially important to persons of sedentary habits, and to
all who have not an abundance of out-door exercise.

is

is

a

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.

isfull of illustrations, both as to good
and bad positions and exercises, and whilst
teaches what is right, exposes what
wrong in all positions of body. at labor or at
rest.
profusely illustra
Bodily exercise
It is well written and
ted by
engravings.
hiladelphia Dispatch.
philosophical.—
book

it

We have never seen anything of the kind
to it. It ought to be in every famil
and school room.
the mother wi
By
learn how to hold and dandle her babe upon
her knees, and the father how to make
strong man of his boy. We are lad to see
this ancient Greek necessity revived. The
equal

it

‘a?

.

1

p.
\w
w

;

demonstrated.

Address,

775

Broadway,

New York.
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Popular Physiology.
A Familiar Exposition of the Structures. Functions, and Relations of
the Human System and their Application to the Preservation
Health. 12 mo, 223 pp., .191 Illustrations. Cloth, $1.00.

This is the only work on Physiology adapted to the use of schools. or as
families, which is written from a well-establislird Hygienic standpoint.

Sexual

a

of

text book in

Physiology

12
And Hygiene; or, The Mysteries of Man. Revised Edition.
Cloth, $2.00.
344 pp. Portrait of Author and 111 Illustrations.

mo,

This is considered the most perfect book of its kind published, and the fact that over
50,000 copies have been sold attests its popularity.
The style of the work is adapted to the
Its sole object is to instruct the masses of
popular rather than to the professional reader.
the people on those subjects which have hitherto been to them, in great part, a sealed book.

Uterine Diseases and Displacements.
A practical Treatise on the various diseases, malpositions, and struc'
tural derangements of the uterus and its appenda es. 12 mo, 162
Clot 1, $5.00.
pp. Illustrated with ﬁfty-three colored plates.
This book should

be in the hands of all who would understand the subjects ,to which it is
The colored plates are the best found in any work, and add very much to the
value of the work as well as the cost.

devoted.

Anatomical and Physiological Plates.
Plates arranged expressly for Lectures on Health, Physiology, etc,
representing the normal position and life size of all the internal vis
cera, magniﬁed illustrations of the organs of the special senses, and a
view of the principal nerves, arteries, veins, muscles, etc. A set of
six colored and mounted on rollers. $20 net, by express.

The H ydropathic Cook-Book,
With Recipes for Cooking on Hygienic Principles.
98

Illustrations.

Cloth,

12 mo, 226 pp.,

$1.00.

This work. in addition to the recipes, contains a Philosophical Exposition of the Relations
of Food to Health; the Chemical Elements and Proximate Constitution of Alimentary
Principles; the Nutritive Properties of all kinds of Aliments; the Relative Value of Vege
table and Animal Substances; the Selection and Preservation of Dietetic Material, etc.

The True Healing Art;
Or, Hygienic vs. Dru
Smithsonian Institute,

Medication.
ashington.

An address delivered in the
mo, 102 pp. Cloth, 50 cents;

12

paper, 25 cents.

This is a grand statement of
will be enjoyed by all who

and

the principles of Hygiene as opposed

to Drug Medication,

read it.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.

Address

775 Broadway,

New York.
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The Hygienic Hand- Book;
Intended as a practical guide to the Sick Room. Arranged alphabet
ically.
With an appendix, illustrative of the Hygeio-therapentic
Cloth, $1.25.
movements.
12 mo, 300 pp., 49 Illustrations.
This book was written by Dr. Trall after twenty-ﬁve years of practice, and is a book of
for all who would know how to care for themselves or others.

ready reference

Digestion

and Dyspepsia.

Acomplete Ex lanation of the Physiology of the Digestive Processes,
with the Symp oms and Treatment of Dyspe sin. and other Disorders
of the Digestive Organs. 12 mo, 160 pp., 51 Il ustrations. Cloth, $1.00.
This book is the best work published on the subject.
Its illustrations show, in all possi
ble fullness, every process of digestion. All the causes of dyspepsia are given with full
directions for home treatment.
Dyspepsia is a disorder which, in various forms, is the

It

cause of nearly all the diseases from which the human race is suffering.

is important to

know how to treat it, and this book conveys the necessary information.
Would prove of immense value to thou
sands of sufferers from this terrible disease.
—-Huntingdon Journal.
A work of great value to the victims of
dyspepsia as well as to the general public,
and Will be found invaluable in every fam
ily where the laws of health are properly
regarded.— Vermonter.
We have read it carefully, and earnestly
recommend
it to the perusal of every one.
How to avoid dyspepsia, if you have it not.
or how to cure it if you have it; and that,

too, by the simplest means within the reach
of all, is information that we hail as the
harbinger of a new era wherein dwellelh
knowledge. —-Partnnouth Chronicle.

The author talks in

a

straightforward,

sensible manner on these sub ects. divested
estern Rural.
of all medical technicalities.—

Dr. Trail, the author, has for years en
a wide reputation as a writer upon
'igyed
y iene as well as upon health topics gen
era 1y.
He is a clear, forcible, and thor
oughly informed writer.—Inter-Ocean.

The Mother’s Hygienic Hand—Book
For the Normal Development and Trainin
and the Treatment of their Diseases with
186 pp.
Cloth, $1.00.

of Women and Children,
ygienic Agencies. 12 1110,

The great experience and ability of the author enabled him to give just that practical ad
vice which mothers need so often all through their lives, and this will he found by far the
best work on the subject yet published. It covers the whole ground, and, if it be carefully
read,

will

“ Enlightened Motherhood.”
go far toward giving us an

The work is written from the experience
of more than thirty years of hygienic prac
tice, in which the author claims so great a
degree of success as to entitle his sugges
'
tions to considerable attention from all who
look u on thera
utics as a p r0 g ressive
scienceP—The Tn'gfnc.
The author is well qualiﬁed by experience
to give practical advice on the important
His treatise covers
subject of the work.
the whole ground, and gives the information
but delicately expressed—The Meth
s‘liearly,
£01.

A

Tan Moraaa‘s Hroramo Harm-Boon con
tains, in small compass, a larger amount of
valuable and intelligently imparted informa
tion for young mothers, nurses, and those
expecting to bear children or have the care
of them. All such persons should have re
course to some book of this class, written
by a ph sician, rather than to the doubtful
knowle ge which is imparted by neighbor
ing oracles and even by tender-hearted per
sons of limited experience—The Christian
Union.

Health Catechism.
12

mo, 35 pp

, 6

Illustrations.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.

Paper,

10

cents.

Address 775 Broadway,

New York.
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The Hygean Home Cook-Book;

.

Or, Healthful and Palatable Food without condiments,
Cloth, 50 cents ; paper, 25 cents.

12

mo, 72

pp.

This is a recipe book founded on Dr. Trall's experience in preparing foods for his health
institution without the use of yeast, acids, grease. or condiments.
As such it is of value to
those who “ eat to live."

The True Temperance

Platform.

An Exposition of the Fallacy of Alcoholic Medication.

Being the

concert rooms and
substance of addresses delivered in the
Exeter Hall, London. 16 mo, 162 pp. gueen's
aper, 50 cents.

This is a masterly work and should be in the hands 0! all who appreciate
good arguments ‘in behalf of temperance.

the value

1n

of

The Alcoholic Controversy;
A Review of the Westminster Review on the Physiological Errors of
Teetotalism.
12 mo, 114 pp.
Paper, 50 cents.
The writer holds that alcohol, employed as a medicine or a beverage, is always and un
der all circumstances an abuse, and substantiates his views by his experiences and observ
ations.

The Human Voice;
Its Anatomy, Ph siology, Pathology, Therapeutics, and Training;
with Rules of Or er for Lyceums, etc. 12 mo, 110 pp., 43 Illustra
tions.

Cloth,

75

cents; paper,

50 cents.

The Scientiﬁc Basis of Vegetarianism.
12

mo,

pp.

36

Paper,

25

cents.

The best statement of the case ever made, and the reading of it will certainly lessen the
use of meat.

The 'Bath

:

Its History and Uses in Health and Disease.
trations.

Water-Cure

Cloth,

50 cents:

12

mo,

77

paper, 25 cents.

pp., 25

Illus

Paper,

150.

for the Million.

The processes of Water-Cure explained.

mo, 44 pp.

12

This work exposes popular errors, contrasts Hygienic and Drug Medication, gives rules
for Bathing, Dieting, Exercising, etc., and practical directions for home ‘treatment.

Diseases of the Throat and Lungs:
Consumption, Diptheria, Pneumonia, etc., and their proper treatment.
12 mo, 39 pp.
Paper, 25 cents.
Sent by mail postpaid on receipt of price.

Address,

775

Broadway, New York.
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THE WOMAN’S TRIBUNE;
___.-.*___
PUBLISHED

lN WASHINGTON,

NOVEMBER TO MAY,

D. C.,

AND BEATRICE, NEB., MAY TO NOVEMBER.
CLARA BEWI’CK COLBY, Editor

and

Publisher.

THE WOMAN'S TRIBUNE was founded in 1883. It is a weekly, eight-page paper,
and the cheapest periodical devoted to the interests of women.
Its publication in Washington, D. (3., during the sessions of Congress, enables
it to represent all States and all National legislation which touches the domestic,
industrial, and
litical condition of women. In the summer from the western
location with w ich it has so long been identiﬁed, it will continue to represent
the West, to which the eyes of the world are turned with expectancy.
particularly
t is in the middle West that the greatest gains have been made and where the
battles must be fought for woman’s freedom.
Tun Womss‘s TRIBUNE thus occupies a unique place among the periodicals of
the day, and is indispensable to all who wish to be informed upon the progress and
“ Woman movement.”
scope of the

[THE REMINISCENCES

0F

ELIZABETH CADY STANTON
Are published only in THE WOMAN'S TRIBUNE.

ail-e

is

Back numbers can be furnished to
new subscribers.
Mrs. Stanton is the founder of the organized movement for woman’s emanci
pation, and her Reminiscences, while charming and ingenious as a ﬁre-side chat,
of great historic value.
Everybody who reads the TRIBUNE
delighted with
em

a

is

is

is

THE Woman's TRIBUNE
the only suffrage paper to which Mrs. Stanton
a
regular contributor.
During her absence in England she will communicate with
the friends of woman suﬂ’rage in this country through its columns.
She will also
write on other subjects that engage the popular thought in England and America.
Able contributors in England, France, and Ital add much to the scope of the
TRIBUNE, and among its home writers on social, in ustrial, and literary topics, are
many of recognized merit.
Under Correspondence and Reports are grouped many
valuable suggestions and
record of whatever
connected with the “Woman's
movement."

‘TERMS.

One Dollar Per Annum.

Five Sample Copies, Ten Cents.

Files of THE DAILY WOMAN'S TRIBUNE, giving full reports of the International
Price, ﬁfty cents.
Council of Women, can still be had on ap lication.
THE \VOMAN‘S TRIBUNE at publisher's

Valuable premiums offered for clubs.

Secure sample copies to learn of special

books

and

periodicals

_

throug

Order
prices.

_

offers.

't‘I

consider Tas Wolm‘s Tamils: the beat woman
8‘ an on."

suﬂrage paper published—Elizabeth Cody

The Health Food

Company of New York

Diarrhma,
Diabetes, Bri ht‘s
all who suffer from Dyspepsia, Consumption,
Addresses
Disease, and otherwastmgconditions, as well asall Physicians, Nurses, Parents, and 0t ers
having the care of such patients, and begs them to keep ever in mind these three utterances of
wise men:

“The Blood is the Life.” " From Food alone is Blood Created.”
“ Only from Perfect Food can Perfect Blood and Perfect Life be Secured.”
The intention of the HEALTH FOOD COMPANY is, and has been for sixteen years,

.

is

Y

all

to
provide readil digestible foods for each and every diseased or enfeebled state of the body; and,
to the healthy man, woman, and child such nutritive substances
not only this, ut also to
the aily wear and tear, and waste, of body and brain in the adult, and
as will su pl and rebuild supplfy
elements of growth in the young, so that a sound constitution, and high mental and
provide
the lot of all who
by its labors.
physical powers
mﬁbe
TH F001) COMPA ﬁroﬁthas marked out new paths, in untrodden ﬁelds,
That the HE
evident. Thousands of watchful physicians have acknowledged the great assistance derived by
tients from the use of these unequaled nutrients, one of the greatest among them, Prof .Austin
lint, having onceleclared that by their aid patients often recovered whose condition he would
less, while hundreds of thousands_ of non-professional
otherwise have considered ho
persons
have borne testimony in speec and in writing to the beneﬁts resulting from the use of these up—
I“. Clymer, as found in a
m hlet on “ Food
The strong words of Rev.
building substances.
,

it

is
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or
Messrs. Fowler
may be con
and Morals,” published
Broadway, New
ells_,
77? ent investigator who, after years of
ver heart of a most inteli
sidered as coming from
found at last peace an
strength and power to 0 his important life-work through the
suﬂ‘erin
foods to the virtues of which he thus bears cordial and earnest testimon
aid of
" A dyspeptic
myself, a member of a dyspeptic family, and observing much 0 that kind of
have been com elled to study the
misery and wealtness which arises from digestive feebleness,
urin many years;
subject of food in its relation to bodily and mental and moral well-being,
not less a pleasure than a duty to say that an intimate acquaintance with
e researches
and
of the Health Food Co. and its products has convinced me that this organization is the center
of
dietetics;
and source
the best information obtainable in any land on the subject of
that the
foods which
from cereal grains, are the best in the
pre ares from many substances.
world; and that al who seek to live wisely andespecially
well, al who are strong and would continue so,
all who are feeble and would fain be strong, all in whom the spirit to lead noble and useful lives
weak—owe
to themselves and to all whom they have
willing, but in whom the ﬂesh, alas!
the great work of this company."
power to inﬂuence, to learn all that can be learned concernin
Here isa partial list of the HEALTH F001) COIIPA
’s preparations,with brief state
ments of some of the conditions in which they are sure to prove very beneﬁcial:
Peeled Wheat Flour.—An ideal "Whole Wheat Flour," producing a darkish bread, ver
rich in nitrogenous phosphatic elements; a wonderful builder-up.
$9.00 per bbL; $4.75 per ha
bbl.;
c.
pound.
substance, making the best
last Extra Flown—A very superior bread-makin
COId
1-2 c. per pound.
light-colored bread in the world. $10.00 per bbL; $5.25 per hal bbl.;
Whole wheat GlutelL—Used advantageously in diabetes, Bright's disease, over-fatness,
In boxes, 25c.
and in all conditions in which starch proves harmful.
Cereal Coffee-A valuable fattening nutrient substitute for tea, coffee, and cocoa. In
boxes, 30c.
WheateniL—The very best breakfast food known to man; quickly cooked, deliciously
flavored, easil digested. and very nourishing.
In boxes, 25c.
Universe. F00d.—A great builder-up in all feeble conditions; aperfect food for dyspeptics.
In boxes, 50c.
Infants‘ Universal FOUL—Considered superior to all other artiﬁcial foods, securing solid
ﬂesh, ros complexions, good bones, teeth, and hair. In boxes, 50c.
Lactic W8ferS.———Relieve all stomach and bowel troubles in babies and‘ young children. In
boxes, 50c.
MlcmML—A ver valuable stomachic for use in dyspepsia and headaches, and in all
choleraic or diarrhcra states. In bottles, $1.00.
owers.
It has proved very
vit8|iiie.—The best restorer of wasted nerves, and wanin
. 1n bottles, $1.00.
useful in Diabetes, BRIGHT’S DISEASE and CONSUMPTI
Gluten Suppositories—A local nutrient of great value in constipation and piles. In boxes.
Free by mail on receipt of price.
50c.
_
‘
~
In addition to the eleven articles in the above list, we constantly prepare ‘thirty-eight others,
health,
in
all
persons
which may be advantageously eaten by
and many of_which possess curative
our circulars and pamphlets,
power in various forms of disease. All these foods are described
We mail our interesting
nnted mat
lainly set forth.
and their ada tation to diseased states
ter freely to a who send address. We a so cheerfully impart advice as to_ diet an regimen to
For special cases
all who wriie in behalf of the sick, and describe the conditions seeking relief.
'
of sickness, we prepare special foods adapted to the condition.

THE HEALTH F001) COMPANY,

01

5th Ave“ New YQI'k, N. Y.
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That’swhere your delicate handkerchiefs come
to be “more hole-y than righteous"—certainly
not in the show-like service required of them
—more or less true of all things washed.
'

Glve two

e uall

02..."...

delicate

eq nal service

handkerchieis

(or

with soap—usual waywthe other with Pearl/‘11¢with
out ruMmg, as directed on each package—wash
the
one you value most with Peurline—it will be is! the
'
'
best at the end 01 the year.

The old-fashioned way of rub, rub, rub, is slow

work, poor work, slow death to women—quick
death to ﬁne things, and renders coarse things
Pcarlz‘ne does
useless long before their time.
away with all this. Costs but ﬁve cents to tryit;
directions for easy washing on every
Wick-age;
6 am’!
easy for you, easy on t/u'lzgs was/Lea’.
make you try Pearlz'ne—you would t/zank us if we
could. Millions are grateful forits help. Envi
ous soap makers try to imitate it—borrowed
brains are cheap—and so are their productions.

, .

'

Peddlers and some unscrupulous grocers will tell you, “ this is as
"
good as or “the same as Pearline.”
IT'S FALSE—Pearline is
never peddled, and if your groer sends you somethin in place oi
JAMES PYLE, 'ew York.
Pearline, do the honest thing—50111 it {me};
:74

flﬂf/(Hf
HAVE YOU SEEN

DETECTIVE

VIEW

CAMERA.

CAMERA.

THE NEW

AUTOMATIC
CAMERA.

.1890

MODEL

MAGAZINE

I

ALL

CAMERA.

1N

ONE,

Friar,
full description and sam le picture.
11’not, send at once for the Hawk-Eye Booklet, containing
100 Pictures wit out reloadin . See
$15 to $50. The perfection of Instantaneous Photo raphic Apparatus.
arpar.
Thos. Stevens‘ experience with the Hawk-Eye in A rica, as given in the May Century, Strl'drltr. and
When so desired, we will/{o lb! dez'zlvpingand linr'slu'n . THE BLAIR CAMERA CO. Manufacturers,
and
Lenses,
nglish Compact, and other Cameras,
makers of the Celebrated Blair Reversible Back,
aAho
cccssones.
Factories: 47!, 473, 475. 477, and 48 TREMONTES'L, Boston. Mass. Branches: :08 STAT! S-r.,
a. Alrv .rold by Dealer: in Photo. Good: nwryrvlurv.
Chicago, Ill.; 9x8 Ascﬂ S'r., Philadelphia,
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in
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‘775Broadway, New York,
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Box 157, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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WALTER’S PARK SANITARIUM,

WEBNEBSVILLE,

arm

cc.

u.

‘

0

R
.

The Great Health Resort of Pennsylvania.
On the Mountain Side, r,ece Feet Above Tide Water.
Two hours from Philadelphia. four hours i'rom New York. five hours from Washington: on the
Lebanon Valley Branch of P. &
Eighteen trains
R. B
Air. water‘ and scener unsu
in America. Orchards. gardens. vineyard. livery,
OVE
dell?
BA H 8, MASSAGE, SWB [SH
MENTS, ELECTRICITY. Horseback and carriagedalrg'.
The
rl ing. Excellent table.
pen all the ear.
success of its methods unquestioned.
EEK.
Who has not. heard of it? TERMS, $|o TO Q: PER
"
The
Low rates for guests more or less
giving
full
in
ormation.
Send for circular
Outlines of Common Sense System." 75 pages, 25 cents.
Nutritive-Cure." 75 pages for 25 cents. Permanent.

RoBERT WALTER,

Address,

M. D.,

as Above

WEBSTER’S

unasmncsn Simplest and Best.
Automatic, Economical and Durable.

ANCIENT EDITION.

Skllle‘dRLabor

a

Z,

A

Unabridged
" is
to the public
Dictio
beinqroiiered
he body oi the book,
at avery ow rice.
cheap reprint,
to
irom
go for
wasin
age, oi the edition M1847, whic
valuable book, but in the pre
is day
ress language tor over I‘Oil'l'i‘ YEARS,
been com letely an
is
eded.
broken
now reprodu
errors and
all, by
isprinted
photo-lithoqrﬁihiﬁgocess
ally bound.
paper an
on cheap
by page, between
briei comparison
paqg test and enlarged
the reprint and the
edition, will show the great superiority
oi the latter. These re rints are as out
date as last car's
ac. No hou
allow the buyer oi such
orable dealer
to sup
se that he is eitinq the Webster
which 0-day ls accep ed as the Standard
ESL—every copy oi which
and THE
bears our imprint as given below.
persona who have been induced to
" Ancient Edition" by any
purchase the
will advise us oi the
misrepresentations
iacts, we will undertake to see that the
seller is punished as he deserves.

oi

Coal.

e,

igenan

A

,

it

Hard or Soil

the

trade wanted
everywhere.

a

oi

required

Burnielther

a

A

llo Engineer

" Webster's

is

so-called

Manufactured
under

Fiske‘s Patents.
Illustrated
Catalogue,
References
and Estimates
furnished

ll

8‘

G. & C.

MERRIAM & CO.

srmsorrmnn,

mass.

’

“

Steam

~

._

free.

Heater Co.,
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Dr. F. Wilson Hurd’s Highland Hygiean Home.
THE WESLEY WATER-CURE,
GAP.
AT DELAWARE

WATER
EXPERIMENT MILLS P.

Address

0., Pa.

Situated in a most beautiful and healthful locality, no malaria: consumption rare. We recewa
“Rectal diseases a s cia ity. Treatment very successful by Dr.
cases ever month in the year.
No cutting or incision.“
Brinkerho s new method, with little or no pain or delay rom business.

Can We Cure You? No!
Can You Get Well? Yes!
Varied scenery of wooded hills, fertile valleys, charm
ing drives.
A home awaits you on the beautiful
Geneaee River.
Rest and recreation while getting well
by proper use of air, light, heat, food, water, electricit ,
magnetism, and mental culture. We reach you how
keep well after you leave us. You have doctored? In
well? Exactly!
the old way? Used
Didn't
ARGITZ, Riv
For circulars address,druglaé
I)
I’. get

J,

erside Sanitarium, Wellsvllle, N. Y.

Pocket Magnifiers
With

TYPEWRITER.”

“HAMMOND

Lenses folding within
Protective Casings.

Awarded the First Prize, GOLD MEDAL,
Paris Exposition, 1889.
At a grand concourl
of
in Paris,.
by several pro
calltygewriters
m i n e n t scientists of
France at Mayoralty
Hall. Second Arrondis

sement, the HAM

MOND made a record of
no words per minute,
but the others, although.
present, declined to
Tna Brian or run “Hnnlonr‘ meas
coyote.
ur
not in words, but in correct linger move
ments, is 15 per cent. greater than that of any.‘
other typewriter.

THE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER 00..

447-449 E- 5111St .

77 Nassau

NEW YORK.
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These will be found very useful in many ways.
order by number, and we will send, on receipt of
price, post paid. Address

FOWLER

80

WELLS CQ, Publishers,

775 Broadway,

When

THE

you

New York.

write to advertisers

Jllilill-

I

ALL THIS for

$|,50

All loo Cream Freezer, (tho beat in the world.)
Mixer (for mak
w pp ng croum
on
re ,etc.,eic.Bella;n Koy‘ztonboSalinory
3! etc.,
on?! a tl‘i‘ousandother things.) A 50.. 0305 ‘00k.

PAINE, DIEHL

8L

CO..

PHILAD'A, PA.

Order from your Dealer.

'

WANTED for
AGENTS
Fowler & Wells,
.___
always

.1

nalms'isiiiéiliéittim
- CHICAGO. lLL

‘m b 925 West Madison-Street,

o

ll

1,

aind

‘5

u
“

‘A
‘L

liH‘tvu-l-“i,‘Jul,

"i‘

Size of Glasses.
Price.
and 1} in. diam.$0.40
Rubber Case,

‘A

No.
51.
57.
6369.
7579.

a

(la-page Weekly—.1 .00 a Year.
8 the Olde
Larsest and Cheapest WEEKLY
BEEPAPE in the World. SAMPLE FREE.

mention

the

books,
Address
775 Broadway, it.

Phrenological

WONDERFUL?

Y.

Jonrnal..

mum.

Thirty-two dissections, showing more than ﬁfty views of the body. Colored true to nature. Price
with complete manual, prepaid. only $5.00. We do not sell this manlkin to the trade or through.
Address all orders to FOWLER & WELL! 00., Publishers, 775 Broadway, N .Y.
agents.
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Children of the Bible—I have lately
chanced to get into my possession a little
book called “Children of the Bible" which
I have read from beginning to end,
and I can truthfully say that it is the
best book of the kind I have ever read
do not like to ﬂatter any one, yet I can not
but express my gratitude to the author of it,
for I know no one could prepare such a
beautiful volume without being guided by
the spirit of the Almighty.
It was stories
of which I was more or less acquainted, yet.
when I read them it seemed to me that I
heard them for the ﬁrst time—Ola Nelson.

NEW KODAKS
“__-.’§£J

“

the

Italian,

I

A

Youprers

we do the rest.”
80cc»

J's-a Myles

and She:
ALL nosnsn wrra

Tran-yarns!

I“...

"

For Sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY‘,
ROCHESTER,

Send for Catalogue.

Pain! Worl/z Knowing.
It may not be known that a

N.

Y

personal interview is not necessary in order to
secure a written description of one‘s character.
Phrenological Examinations giving advice as to Choice of Pursuits, Matri
monial Adaptations, Training of Children, Self Culture, etc., can be made from
properly taken pictures and measurements.
..‘A circular called the “ Alirrar of Me Alina’, " giving full particulars as to cost,
etc., will be sent free.
Address,
FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers, 775 Broadway, New York.
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The

in

Without

ls

To Live

ll;

Read and Believe!
Live Behind

Age.

A MONTHLY SEMI-MILITARY
HOUSEHOLD O U R N A L
DEVOTED
ALIKE TO THE!

J

at

F

O

WELFARE
VETERANS
AND THE CREATION OF A
DEMAND FOR ALL THAT IS
GOOD AND USEFUL IN OUR
HOMES AND COUNTRY.
[Established, 1886.]
Issued at 96-98 Maiden Lane,

York
KAY, Pususnsa.

, New

.108. W.

isarr-sumoIt!
rm M104

nest

,~(.

*Subscrlption

only $1.00 per year.

.4 deerlin‘ng Term: giant 0::
Means Something.”
Application.
a circulation of
Besides being in its nrra year, and still climbing, it alread
enloys
annum,
because as the Vsrrnun‘s Fmssn and the cop es‘ Paper it is taken
326,000 per
into the Hearts and Homes of all. See its lists of bargains and premiums. It is an ex
cellent advertising medium for Land Improvement and new bownshi
Corporations,
ovelty Makers,
Insurance Companies, Real Estate Agencies, Manufacturing Companies,
Medical Corporations. Seedsmen, Stockmen, Farm Implement Constructors, Dry Goods
and other ﬁrms. A Country Store is one of its rominent features.
e National Provident Union, the Grand
T‘DO you belong to a. Veteran Association,
Army of the Republic, or to the Union Veteran Legion? Then subscribe for the above
popular monthly and kee posted.
country? Then
Are you a good houseg caper—patriotic mother or daughter—of
rother or friend.
see to it. that Holt AND Cous'rar is subscribed for by the husband, your
a, farmer, mechanic, or in the public service? Then subscribe for this pub
- Are
llcation youyou believe in honoring the patriotic dead and lendln a generous helping
ousehold magazine
hand to the gallant living. Hons: sun Conner is n. patrlotic and
combined; full of interesting information.
Address,
Sample copies and advertising terms on application.

f

I

t

‘

“ Fraternity

HOME & COUNTRY,

96-98 MAIDEN LANE.

NEW YORK CITY.
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$100

A COURSE OF LESSONS IN

The Pitman System is the
_ best. Moran‘sSelfInstructor
.
the simplest and easiest text
book ever published.
Price, 25 cents.
Send
stamps.
Trial Lessons by mail, free. Largest
shorthand School in America. Address
THE MORAN SHORTHAND (30., 81. L008, Mo.

THE REPORTING STYLE

sHoRiHAND

By Ecnox Mosul.
Formerly Principal Iowa State University.
School of shorthand.
The new edition of this book, the tenth, is the
very latest and best text-book extant. It is sell
faster than any other shorthand text-book in
pr nt. Its great merit is in havin the subject of
shorthand
tained so
anyone can
completely
understand It. The book
a so contains lessons on
Amanuonsls, Speech and Court Reportin .
Snub FOR
Price, postpaid, $1.50.
Corr.
Address, S. A. MORAN, Arm Anson, Mich.

TYPE

Difﬁcult

THE PRACTICAL

P Eiséégus
A8
b ORNAMENTAL
TVPEWRITIN
.

Indispensable to beginners, teachers,
0122133913.
everybody.
An epitome of Writing Machine pos
oibi'lt'ty.
I‘The best work on Typevvriting extant. "-Prof.
ALraIo Dav.
"It is the most practical treatise on the subject 1
ever seen. "-8. STIWART Dunnar, Pres. Canadian
gave
H.
let .
"There will be great improvement in writing without
looking at the keys in the next two or three years. You
have made a great hit. "-8. G. Gasititwoon, Prin.
Greenwood’s Finishing School, Boston.
"It surely has no competitor and to the ambitious
typewriter must he of great value. "—H. A. Picnanmo,
Reporter,
Court
" i think the Boston.
arranmnent is excellent. "-WI. S.
Hnrnsn, Stenogrnpher. Omaha.
"The chapter in fac simile ls slm ly a revelation ”—
W, S. BOYD. Patent Attorney, Wa inpzton, D. 0.
WHY SOORTHAND

hill

of

nautical

FOWLER

l8 DIFFICULT TO READ.

to itaportm and Students.

:15 Cents
&

775

Price only

WELIS C0,, Publishers,
BROADWAY. New York City.

Read

P

ABOUT

BY BATES TORREY.

Let every shorthand writer and every
student in phonography send for this.

It will

pay as

Price, only
FOWLER

it
is

HE ALL-FINGER
8U

A THOUSAND

in the new era of Typewritlng
by “ Touch. "
ETH D IN A NEW DRESS.

Itgo

WHY SHORTHAND

BY BAT ES TOREV.

full of

15 cents.
&

liiilllliil if l’liilil'liill. lil’iwlil'lllli

The pioneer Textbook

S. A. MORAN,
ANN ARBOR, MlCH.

Address,

A

JUST PUBLlSHED.

Do You Ever Expect To Learn Shorthnnd?
Are You Already Studying Snortnand?
Are You A Young Reporter?
'
Are You A Teacher Of shorthand?
so,
If
you should send for “Our Husniwo VALu.
Ann: SUGGESTION! T0 SRon'rnsND S'runim'rsz“
A
bound in cloth.
new book, 130
Arranged for
pg.
ecommenddi'l
All 8 Items.
by 400 teachers.
Malled’io any address for $1.00

t

$2.00

SHORTHAND

t

l

uired satiafac ion guaran
81%!“
ed.
s 155 *ronnzv, Portland, Me.

e

A coUnsE 0F LESSONS IN

ii

d).

further instructions
Address with stamp,

ONLY. $2.00.

ONLY

l
sesame.tinnitus.

and effective for writers and workers. Trial lessons
FIIEE; COMPLETE COURSE (Pitmm S stems).
-

Thousands of young people wish to learn Short
hand ; but do not know whether they are adapted
to the study. Take our course of ten lessons by
mail for $2.00 and from your work on these les
sons we can give you an intelligent answer as to
whether you can make a success of it. If it is
evident you cannot do well at it we will candidly
tell you so. You may thus save many a hard
earned dollar. If
work shows that you are
suited to it, we wi your
ladvise you how best to go to
work at it and how to save money in learning
Shorthaud,and how to secure a position when you
have learned it. It will pay on to write us and
send $2.00 for the ﬁrst ten essons.
Text-book
$1.50 extra. Thus for three and one-half dollars
you can satisfy yourself whether it will pay you
to spend a much larger amount in taking the full
course.
This is the most sensible stop an young
person can take.
The lessons are given
y a re
porter and teacher of ion experience, a graduate
of the University of Mic igan and an author of
Several ver popular works on Shorthand. As to
the reiiabil
the Stenographic Institute we
refer to anytyrof
ofeesor in the University of Michi
gan. Address all orders to
THE STENOGRAPHIO INSTITUTE,
Aim Anson, MICE.

$2.00

BY

in

SHORTHAND!

SHORTHAND

23

ing

$200

TS.

WELLS
775

suggestions.
Address

(10., Publishers,
BROADWAY, N. Y.

NEW BOOK

WOMAN AND HEALTH.
By M. Agusta Fail-child. M. D. Price. $2.50. More A nts
Address, Healthery, 53';Broadway, Qu cy.
Hpnted.
We have examined "Woman and Health " by at.
Augusta Fairohild M. D., Quincy, Ill., and declare it A 1.
Practical Hygiene.

School of Vital Science,

Pa.

VictorPhiladelgléil,
ncipal.
B. Hall,
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Men and Women

_

The BUSINESS
'

WOMAN’S

I

'1/

T

JOURNAL

Ditier

in

FOR APRIL.
CONTAINS

Character

as they do in looks, you can easily learn to read
them as you would a book.

IF

I'm!
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“Quiconque a une trop haute idée de la force et de la justesse
raisonne
et mille fols
nulle
une experience
mens pour se croire oblige de les soumettre
r'épétée ne perfectionnera

jamais la physiologie du cerveau.”—-GALL.

“

I

regard Phrenology as the only system of mental philosophy which can be
said to indicate with anything like clearness and precision, man’s mixed moral and
intellectual nature, and as the only guide short of revelation for educating him in
harmony with his faculties, as a being of power; with his wants, as a creature of
necessity; and with his duties, as an agent responsible to his Maker and amen
able to the laws declared by the all-wise Providence.”—JOHN BELL, M. D.
-

a

“To Phrenology may be justly conceded the grand merit of having forced the
inductive method of inquiry into mental ‘philosophy, and thus laid the permanent
Britannica, 8th Edition.
foundations of true mental science.”-Encyclopwdia
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McKINLEY, JR.

HE

man who has become recently
one of the most conspicuous ﬁg
ures in our national politics is William
McKinley, of Ohio, Chairman of the

lic men as a speaker of more than
common ability, and on this occasion he
more than met the expectations of his
political friends, as witnessed by the

Committee of Ways and Means in the
House of Representatives.
For many
months, as the reader doubtless knows,
this committee had been engaged in a

frequent applause
that marked
the
course of his remarks, and the whole
sale congratulations that were showered
upon him at his close. The report that
it became the ch'airman‘s duty to intro
duce in this way did not by any means
carry with it the unanimous approval of
the committee,
for a few members,
among them Mr. Mills, who has been
in Congress for eighteen years, offered
the protest of the minority against the
ﬁndings of the report which favors the
continuance of the “ protective " policy,
Mr. McKinley and those on his side
declared that a revision of the tariff was
demanded by the people, and that their
revision should be along the line, and
in full recognition of the principle and
purposes, of protection.
People had

course of investigations with reference
to the effect of the existing system of

spoken and asked this Congress to regis
ter their will and embody their verdict
into public law. The bill presented by
the Committee on Ways and Means to
the House was a thorough answer to
that demand. It was in full recognition

of the principle and policy of the pro
tective tariff. The bill has not abolished
the Internal Revenue tax, as the Repub
lican party had pledged itself to do in
case that abolition was necessary to pre
serve the protective system ; because the
committee had found the abolition of
IR- ICKINLEY

ADDRESSING HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.

taxing imports, and all who are inter
in the industrial enterprises of the
nation have been waiting with more or
This re
less eagerness for the result.
sult materialized on the 7th of May in

ested

the report presented by the chairman in
a speech that occupied nearly two hours.
Mr. or "Major” McKinley as he is com
monly designated, has for years com
manded the respectful attention of pub

the one was not necessary to the preser
vation of the other.
The bill, in brief, recommends the

abolition of all special taxes, and the re
duction of the tax on tobacco and snuff ;
and it removed the restrictions upon the
growers of tobacco. With these excep
tions, the Internal Revenue law should
stand as at present.
If these recom
mendations
were agreed. to, internal
taxation would be reduced to little over

$10,000,000.
It was also recommended
that a provision be made requiring alli

AND MIENCE OF HEALTH.

1890.]

imported articles to bear a stamp or
mark indicating the country in which
such articles are manufactured, for the
reason that it had beccme common
among some countries to copy some of
our best known brands and sell them in
competition with our home-made pro
ducts.

From views taken by Mr. Hamilton for
Leslie’s Illustrated Weekly, showing
the attitude and manner of the orator

IR. ICKINLEY

ADDRESSING HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.

at different stages of his speech, we have
adapted two that give excellent views of
Mr. McKinley’s head and physique.
From the picture before us, having
never seen the original, we infer that
Mr. McKinley is a solid, well-built,
He
rather hardy and enduring man.
has a broad,deep chest and ample abdom
inal development which indicate vital
power of a very high degree, sutﬁcient

7

to maintain his bodily strength and to
support his large brain not for a single
eﬁ'ort merely or the labor of a day, but
for a long stretch of effort and in try
ing emergencies. The base of the brain
is large enough to preside over the or
gans in general that have to do with the
manufacture of vital force, and, at the
same time. it shows a demand on the
part of the nervous economy for a large

amount of nutrition.
Such an organization is adapted to the
superintendence
of large affairs; it
adapts him to the management of men
in large numbers, as in manufacturing,
and extensive business enterprises, etc.
Combativeness
and
Destructiveness,
which lie just upward and backward of
the ear, seem to be ample in develop
ment ; evidently, too, there is large Con
structiveness which plans for the guid
ance of ‘his forces. The lower part of
the forehead, in which reside the prac
tical elements of the forehead, is well
developed, showing that he is good in
the appreciation
of details and can
business
that involves
comprehend
a_
much variety. He can gather knowl
edge of every sort that shall be an aid
in the formation of sound judgment.
As a lawyer his mind would be full of
cases and precedents; he would not be
satisﬁed with a moderate fund of infor
mation, facts, etc., when it was his pur
pose to sustain some important view or
His forehead in the upper
proposition.
part is massive, showing capacity for
the solid and for logical principles.
He
should be able to master truth in its
broad relations.
In a large railroad or
in commercial matters or anything that
may be complicated he would be a mas
He would be able to under
ter spirit.
stand the reports that would be made
by agents and factors; he has, indeed,
a judicial mind, that can gather mate
rial, and so discriminate and work out
its meaning and application.
The height of his head, which seems
considerable,
indicates
ﬁrmness
and
determination, dignity, self-reliance and
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He

to lead
has power
and also to please people at
We should say that Veneration
large.
and Benevolence were large, and Spir
ituality rather strong, giving him a high
Take the
sense of moral obligation.

ambition.
and guide,

head as a whole it is uncommonly large,
but in
not only in its circumference,
length and depth as well as height.
Measuring it from one ear opening to
the other, over the top of the head, it
would show a length very unusual, and
it is of good breadth. He appears to
have the logical strength of Webster,
talent of
the breadth and massiveness of
the head and strength of ﬁrmness
shown in the features remind us of

with much of the practical

Clay;

Douglas.

He seems to have the courage
of his convictions, and is natu
rally inclined to discussion and contro
His faculties generally are mas
versy.
terful in their action. He looks as if he
could move among men of might and be
:the peer of any, and commanding the
respect of all. His face in repose indi
cates social characteristics; we should not
wonder if he were a man of a really
wonderful social‘ magnetism, at once
inviting the cordial respect of all with
whom he comes in contact, whether in
political or social life. There are evi—
dences of much critical acumen in the
face. He understands character, and so
should be capable of controlling others
He
by the power of his adaptation.
TH

E
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shows much facility in introducing illus
trations with his statements, and so can
make his points clear, and clinch his arI
\Vherever he may be, he
guments.

should

be known for force and power, a
readiness to understand and to master
not only the current relations of his po
sition, but also the contingent and un

expected.

Mr. McKinley is a comparatively
young man, having been born Feb.
26, 1844.
He was but seventeen when
the war opened, and soon after enlisted
as a private soldier in the Twenty-third
He re
_Regiment of Ohio Volunteers.
mained in the army until September,
1865, having passed through several
grades of official rank, in his old regi
ment, until mustered out as captain,
and brevet major. Taking up law he
found ready acceptance, and a few years
later was elected Prosecuting Attorney
for Stark County. His growing capacity
as a speaker gained for him wide notice
and led him to take an active part in
political ail-‘airs, on the side of the Repub—
lican party. Here his advancement was
rapid, and while scarcely thirty he re—
ceived the nomination of his district as
to the Forty—ﬁfth
Representative
Con
gress and was elected. Three times suc

+

GENESIS

HE Mosaic

account of the Crea
tion is a marvelous one to the
merely literary, scientiﬁc, and Christian
The more the antiquity of the
student.
record is examined, the more does the
earth, from its buried mounds, where
ﬂourishing cities once stood, and old
stone records are exhumed, conﬁrm it.

It is in keeping with astronomical sci—
ence, the facts of botany, zoology, and
ethnology, as well as with the cosmogo

cessively he was re-elected, but lost his
seat in the election for the Forty-ninth;
to recover it, however in the election

for the present term, when he received
two thousand votes more than his oppo
nent.

0F HUMANITY.
nies of all nations as far as they come
to us through a genuine tradition. The
order of the Creation is found remark
ably accordant with the best researches
of science, and is the last that would
come to us from a rude people reveling
in the mere conjectures of a primitive
and lively fancy.
The material creation, with all the
outcomes of vegetable and animal life.

is declared

to be the result of a Sov

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH

abundantly.” “ Let the earth bring
forth abundantly, the living creature
after his kind, cattle and creeping things
and beasts of the earth after his kind.”
The earth is made germinative only
through the fact of the creative spirit.
Matter is seen to have no mind ; nothing
comes from nothing; earth is the result
of earth, and mind only originates wiih
mind ; just as life can only spring from
life.
The law of development works
here, but only as under Divine control.
So far we have only the record of an
earth-producing power beneath an Al
mighty energy. Only animal lil'e is thus
Next we come to the
far apparent.
human and mental.
A vast chasm has
to be passed from the mere material to
the intellectual. New forces must now

and call that science which
never has or can be proved, let him take
what intellectualism he can out of it;
for ourselves we get neither reason nor

dogma,

stimulus from it.
Another thought presents itself ; this
creation of the masculine was in the
outside world, not in the inside Eden.
Adam's eyes were not opened upon Para
dise, but in the large world of his sub
sequent wanderings.
Soon after Eden
is planted and the man is put into
what follows reads as very natural. He
alone in his garden of beauty. We
need not read the statement with sur—
A garden-solitude would soon
prise.

it,

ereign mind; the earth brings forth
because tho creative voice commands,
“Let the earth bring forth grass, the
herb yielding seed —whose seed is in it
self.”
“Let the waters bring forth

9
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become a Siberian-desert
to social, hu-'
man nature.
Adam was then with but
half his being; one half of a ﬁrst hu
manity.
He might have talked to the
trees, the streams, the bills, the animals,
but he could get no intelligent reply.
A mildly pleasing solitude of unbroken
continuance would in turn become a
peopled latitude of sighs and complain
ing echoes. Hence the Lord, to teach
moral lesson to all the race, said, “ It
not good that man should be alone;
will make him
helpmeet for him."
Now woman appears in the scene.
“ Earth was
wilderness, the garden
was
wild. And man, the hermit,

is

;

it

is

a

a

a

a

a

a

I

is a

be brought into operation.
A seeming
consultation is held in the palace of
omnipotence. “ And God said let us
make man in our image, after our like
ness."
What the earth could only pro
duce according to God‘s will; now the
Creator must begin to work as with his
own hands. Mere animal natures must
sighed till woman smiled.”
have an animal origin, but not thus
Here we
lesson of development worth
with a mental and spiritual being. So have
Woman was made in
God creates the physical of man from consideration.
the dust of the ground, and the spiritual Eden, man in the outside world. There
being, the inner man, from his own was to be a ﬁtting place for her coming,
and that was
God-planted garden. It
The words are remarkable,
nature.
was
to
serve
as
in
our
and
symbol of woman's
“Make man
image
like
”
responsibilityto make home and the
make him a being of divine as
ness ;
of all
pirations; a creature of reason, hope, family the paradise attraction
and immortality.
The time. Made in the Eden of the new
accountability,
Divine essence is breathed into him made world,
her ofﬁce to make the
“ a living soul," never sociables of
and he becomes
existence the means of im
to know annihilation or mental death. provement and happiness.
The two
There is not the shade of an idea that oldest institutions of time are, the Sab
bath ﬁrst, and marriage next; and the
God took an ape or a gorilla, and, im
proving his shape or cranial develop
one may be always depended upon to
sustain the other.
Home
to be the
ments. gave to the world an improved
simious quadrumana,
saying, “Behold
sanctuary of the affections
the mother
If any choose to believe this the maker of home, and the wife the
a man i"
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enter of its attraction. There is another
thought in this genesis of humanity
which has been generally overlooked.
The gift of woman required not only a
better location for her reception, but

an improved order for her formation.
Man, as we have seen, was created in
the outside world; woman in Eden;
man was fashioned from the soil he trod
upon, woman was made out of man;
made out of ﬂesh and blood; made
from sympathetic nature to feel tenderly
The
for the sufferings of her race.
feminine was, for many reasons, de
signed to be an improvement upon the
Man may excel in reason,
masculine.
but woman is his superior in conscience;
he may claim supremacy in the intel
lectual, but she will generally be the
uppermost in the moral and devotional,
The
the merciful and the forgiving.
Her
Nature,“
pren
of
says
Scotch poet
tice hand she tried on man, and then
she made the lasses ;" and he was not

erroneous in his ideal. It is nota preju
dice to affirm that women should be
more moral and religious than men.
The Bible narrative of her formation
would lead us to conﬁdently expect it.

It would

be

strangely disappointing if

we did not ﬁnd more women in our
Strange indeed,
churches than men.
if the woman's seed is to bruise the
serpent’s head, if she, the original, were
not the patroness of piety. If wisdom
and valor make the dignity of manhood,
should goodness and devotion
then
be the crown of womanhood. There have
been martyrs for the truth, but not
more grandly than have been women.
“First, that which is natural then
that which is spiritual.” \Vomen are the
last and the better outcome of men;
and we believe that in the coming fu

ture, she that was “last at the cross and
earliest at the tomb,” has, under the
leadership of Him who sitteth ‘on the
throne to make all things new, a vastcr
work to do for the redemption of the
world than we have as yet seen. Where
we have had one Deborah, we have got

[July

to see a hundred: W'here one Huldah,
time will present to us a thousand;
where one Dorcas has been a minister
of Mercy, ten thousand are waiting to
come in; and
Phillip have

four daughters of
prophesied, great is the
multitude of the female preachers of
righteousness already at the door. If wo
man, as we have seen, is of Eden make,
where

and the outcome of the better part of
man; and if there have been different
dispensations for the reformation of the
world, who shall deny that another is
now opening in answer to the Divine
prophesy—“And it shall come to pass
in the last days that will pour out my
spirit upon all ﬂesh, and on my hand
maidens
will pour out of my spirit,
and they shall prophesy.”
God himself
is the interpreter of His word, and He
is now giving the prophesy a practical
fulﬁllment of its meaning. Women are

I

I

entering into all

the professions, of
medicine, law, and theology. If they give
proof of their ability to honor them, who
shall say they shall not labor in them?
If a woman can plead for Morality, Tem
perance, and Religion, who shall dare to
forbid her? If she multiplies converts
to holiness, who shall have the temerity
to withstand the Master who sent her,
and whose indorsement her work ex
hibits to the world? It is within the
memory of this generation
that Miss
Fanny Wright ﬁlled our largest halls
and theatres to hear her eloquent out

pourings against revealed religion ; and
who shall forbid the educated women of
Christianity, with better heads, hearts,
tongues, and more enlarged
culture
than the last age could give, on grander
platforms than Miss Wright ever had,
to inspire the people with the living
thoughts of God ? The curriculums have
measurably had their day, and the time
has come when the theories of men
must give way to the order of Nature
and God.
It was a legend of the Dark
Ages, that when an image of the Virgin
saluted Bernard as he entered the
church, “Good morning, Bernard ;" he
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“Your ladyship has forgotten
It is not lawful for women to
herself.
Yet in this the
speak in the church.”
saint was just where many, in" these
more
times, who should
enlightened
have learned better, are not ashamed to
utter their folly.
Truth has no sex in
which it is under obligation to make
known its essential teachings.
“In
Jesus Christ,” who is embodied Reality,
“there is neither male nor female.”

replied,

Wherever there

is a

has anything to communicate
for the
salvation of a suffering world, he is
under the highest obligation, believing,
to make it known.
What he has seen
and heard in this great temple of the
universe, needful to beknown, he would

+
be

apostate to righteousness

PEOPLE

OF

GEN. OLIVER

to

keep

under lock and key in the sanctuary of
his soul.
If it were not so, the genesis
of humanity would have been differ
ently ordered.

human being who

NOTABLE

T
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38.

O. HOWARD.

tain. Rowland B. Howard, the father
prominent military-officer in of the General, married Eliza, daughter
of Oliver Otis, of Scituate, Mass, from
meetings devoted to religious and re
formatory affairs. But when such a whom he derives his ﬁrst names.
After acquiring the rudiments of edu
voice is heard and we know that it
comes from a man whose interest is not cation at the district school he was sent
but to the Academy at Hallowell, residing
sentiment,
by passing
prompted
in the house of his uncle, the Hon. John
based upon earnest conviction ‘and de
sire to do his part, we can not wonder at Otis, then a member of Congress. Sub
the respectful attention that he receives. sequently, he studied at Monmouth and
Yarmouth Academies, until he was
General Howard is sometimes mentioned
as the Havelock of America because of ready to enter Bowdoin College, from
he was
in 1850.
graduated
his active Christian life, in the midst of which
a soldier’s duties. Trained as he was in Thence he went to West Point graduat
youth for the career of the soldier, he ing from there in 1854.
Strong temperance principles charac
has shown with rare consistency that a
terized him in those days.
In his ﬁrst
man may be true to the Christian pro
term he declined to join a. companion
Indeed,
fession in so hard a vocation.
the army of every civilized nation needs on some festive occasion in a bottle of
to be well salted with sincere religious wine, and being reminded that great
officers and men, for the life of the men had always had a liking for intoxi
cants, replied that if it were necessary
soldier in camp and ﬁeldis most try
to drink to be a great man, he would
moral
Would
there
integrity.
ing to
rather
never be great.
In those days it
of
the
moral
of
our
many
were
stamp
was
deemed
to tip the glass,
of
Jackson,
and
Stonewall
the
respectable
subject
l
military
men.
leader
especially
among
Hence
Confederate
Oliver Otis Howard was born at Leeds, he had no easy task in adhering to his
Maine, in 1830, and is now therefore temperance resolutions, yet he did so
throughout his career at West Point.
sixty years of age. He is descend
His ﬁrst position after leaving West
family which
ed from an English
settled at Bridgewater, Mass, where for Point was at \Vatervliet, N. Y. Shortly
several generations the name held an after attaining the rank of second lieu
His great-grandfather, tenant he secured a twenty days’ leave
honored place.
of absence, and running down to Maine
Seth Howard, fought in the Revolution
he was married to a lady whom he had
ary War and attained the rank of Cap
is not often that one hears the voice

of

a
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Ayear later
known in his boyhood.
the young husband and wife were sep
arated by the call to military service.
Mrs. Howard went home to her friends,
and her husband went to Florida to
During
serve against the Seminoles.
that conﬂict the gentleness and human
ity which have distinguished his later
years were ﬁrst observed, and were
united with daring and valor. At the
close of the Seminole war he received
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and the guests raised their bumpers of
wine to drink it. The Colonel duly re
sponded, but his glass was ﬁlled with
water.‘ “The true beverage of a sol
dier,” he said, “is cold water, and in
this I pledge you.” Every glass was
lowered and his health was drank in
water. The regiment marched to Wash
ington, and shortly afterward—in Sep—
tember, 1861, Colonel Howard received
his star. and became Brigadier General

GEN. O. O. HOWARD.

of mathematical
the appointment
in
structor at the military academv, and
husband and wife were again united.
Shortly after the opening of the Civil
War Howard received the appointment
of Colonel to the Third Maine Regiment
of volunteers, and resigned his commis
sion in the regular army to accept it. At
the dinner given at the Astor House,New
York, to the oﬁicers of the regiment,
the health of the Colonel was proposed,

of volunteers.

He took part in the ﬁrst
battle of Bull Run, and after that disas
ter to the Union arms went into camp
near Alexandria, Va., to drill and in
struct his men.

At the battle of Fair Oaks he lost his
right arm, it having been struck twice
by the enemy's shot.
He was with Me
Clellan in the celebrated Peninsular
and occupied
Campaign,
prominent
places

in

that

disastrous

experience.
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ﬁlls the land with
We love the
joyous beauty.
natural, and pity him who does not.
We approve all endeavor to extend the
inﬂuence of the natural, especially in
its association with the beautiful. One
of the Tennessee, he led the right wing of the movements that has done very
“ vil
of Sherman’s army from Atlanta to Sa
much for the people
that called
vannah, and thence northward in the lage improvement." It has converted
march which terminated in the surren
many
bare and dusty country town
der of Johnson.
into
leafy, shady retreat that the
After the war he served as Commis chance visitor would pronounce charm
Bureau, a ing. It has introduced new thoughts
sioner of the Freedmen‘s
and employments
into many a dull
place that involved large responsibilities
and great labor. Since that time he community, and so aroused into most
has been in charge of operations
in agreeable activity elements of social
the West and on the Paciﬁc Coast sympathy that were not supposed to ex
At present he is in ist there. The name that stands at the
against the Indians.
head of this paragraph
recognized by
charge of a post on the Atlantic border.
Wherever he
Gen. Howard's fervent many as entitled to much respect in this
connection, as the man
religious spirit and interest in philan
designates has
thropic works show themselves, and he given so much of his talent and time to
in frequent demand as
Not only has he
lecturer on village improvement.
to
make two blades of grass
topics relating to social morality and sought
reform.
grow where before there was only one,
The engraving that
given resembles but he has caused trees to be planted in
General Howard but does not convey the districts where there were none, or some
full expression of his kind face. Who
scraggy, misshapen wood growth em
ever has been in his society must have phasized the popular neglect of their
felt the genial and amiable spirit of the surroundings.
man, for there
Dr. Northrup was born and bred on a
nothing of the hauteur
and severe reserve that most military farm, and although beset with hardship
men of high station indicate among
and privation in youth, he never lost
He assumes nothing, but his love for the country. Determined
strangers.
aims to be friendly and gentle toward to secure
good education, he worked
all. In his relations with the world he his way along until Yale gave him a
earnest and bold as regards one thing, diploma and he was accepted as the pas
the assertion of the need of Christian tor of a church in Massachusetts.
Be—
truth to all, and he
an undaunted
lieving most heartily in free education,
champion of that truth in any circle he gave of his time to the advocacy of
that may challenge his utterance.
that belief, and in a few years had drawn
the attention of New England educators.
B. G. NORTHRUP, LL.D.
The Massachusetts Board of Education
IT
appropriate in these delightful appointed him Agent, and for ten years
days of advanced spring-time to have a he served in that capacity.
Then he
word to say on topics that relate to rural was made Secretary of the Connecticut
The unfolded leaves, with their Board of Education. This position he
life.
fresh green, speak to us of life’s renewal
held for sixteen years, during which, in
and suggest to the townsman desires the face of an opposition which would
and yearnings that can have their real
have daunted any less determined advo
ization only in the country, where na
cate, he was the leading agent in mak
not artiﬁce,

ture,

simple.

is

is

is

a

is

'

is

a

is

it

is,

is

a

a
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Later he was conspicuous at Gettysburg,
and bore a worthy part before Chatta
nooga.
He was placed in command of
the Fourth Corps shortly afterward, and
made the campaign from Chattanooga
to Atlanta.
As commander of the army
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ing the schools of Connecticut by law
free to all.
In 1867 the Massachusetts Board
of Education expressed “much regret
at his resignation of the office he
has ﬁlled with great ability and accept
ance, and their high appreciation
of
his ﬁdelity and devotion to his duties,
and the good he has accomplished for
the schools of Massachusetts." Similarly,
the Report of the Connecticut Board of
Education, issued in January, 1883,

DR. H.

contains

a

very complimentary review

of his

labors during the sixteen years of
“ which produced
his administration,
lasting and important results of great
One of the
beneﬁt to the entire State.”

many forms in which this inﬂuence was
exerted is shown by the following state
“ Mr.
ment, also from the Report :
Northrup’s efforts to suppress the sale of
injurious reading, to disseminate infor
mation concerning good books, toarouse
interest in wholesome and proﬁtable
literature, and to promote the establish
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ment of town and district libraries, have
been of great value to the State."
During the past ﬁve or six years Dr.
Northrup‘s old love for the beautiful in
nature has been mainly inﬂuential in his
active life, and has made him well known
in many of the States. He has traveled
and lectured in behalf of “Village Im
provement Societies" with unremitting
earnestness, and hundreds of these prac
tical sources of aesthetic development
have been organized by him. The re

NORTBRUP.

sults so obtained could not but command
general approval. The N. Y. Evening
Post said: “There are very few men
capable of working as Mr. Northrup has
done for many years in a systematic
effort to arouse enthusiasm
for rural
improvements, in which his apostleship
has long been a beneﬁcent inﬂuence.”
His scheme for planting “ Centennial

Trees" in

1876, a suggestion then see—
onded by the press of Connecticut and
transmitted across the continent; his
“ to
offer of a dollar prize
every boy and

SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

girl who should plant or

cause to be
planted ﬁve Centennial trees ” (an offer
which met with an unexpected response
over the State); the gift of 5.000 trees to
the town of his residence, and numerous
prizes in money to stimulate tree-plant—
ing, all betoken his regard for the

timber interests of the country, the tre
mendous value of which to our people
now and in the future is beyond ques

combines also elements of the business
Dr. Northrup could not be
manager.

SKETCHES

IN

satisﬁed with a simple routine, a voca
or
effort
tion that would restrict
thought. He has aggressive principles
in his mental constitution that incline
him to a broad ﬁeld of action and to
novel enterprises.
He has much of
philosophy in his way of considering
things, but rarely loses sight of the
practical side. Hence he should be ex
The law, we
cellent as an adviser.
think, would have secured a rare jurist
had he devoted himself to its pursuit;
but in the line of his effort as it is the
community has lost nothing, but rather

+

tion.
Such an organization as that shown
by the portrait “speaks for itself.” It
is the head and face of the teacher, and

gained much.

'
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it,

grateful thanks to Mr. Combe for abook
which explained this to her was a de- light to him to think that Phrenology
could thus relieve sorrow.
The more he studied the moral bear
ings of Phrenology, the more thorough
ly did he become convinced that it‘
might confer a great blessing on human
ity by directing the education of indi
viduals; and also reduce crime by the
discovery of propensities that would
but might be obvi
naturally lead to
ated by self-control, and the training of
nobler faculties.
The Phrenological
which
Society,
started with six members in February,
1820, increased to thirty-three members
in 1821. They were admitted on pay
ment of a guinea each.
Many persons

and

his insistence upon its

a

it

became willing to investigate the system
and believe
based on
they found
scientiﬁc and philosophical principles.
Dr. Chalmers called upon Combe to see
the casts. He had but half an hour to
half,
spare, but spent an hour and
having read the Essays on Phrenology
with pleasure; he became much'inter
ested, and discussed the new theories
among his friends.
“
was Combe‘s persistent advocacy of

It

Dr. Andrew Combe returned to Edin
burgh the following December, when
the brothers entered earnestly into the
work of propagating Phrenology, and in
February, 1820, they, with the Rev.
David Welsh, Mr. Brownlee, advocate,
Mr. William Waddell, W. S., and Mr.
Lindsey Mackersey, accountant, estab
lished the Phrenological Society, which
rapidly grew in members and inﬂuence,
so that in December, 1823, the Edin
burgh Phrenological
Journal was
started, soon after which several influ
ential serial publications opened their
columns to the discussion of the merits
of Phrenology, and of Oombe's Essays.
One incident resulting from the publi
cation of his essays gave him much
pleasure.
A lady wrote to him express
ing, deep gratitude for the consolation
afforded her by the reading of it. A
brother to whom she was greatly at
tached had committed suicide and she
was made very sad for fear his soul
would be lost, and could ﬁnd no relief
from her misery.
After suffering thus
for ﬁve years she had the good fortune
to read Combe's article on Cautiousness,
which explained to her that her brother
was a sufferer from disease which had
caused him to commit that act; and her
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truth which, at length, on the appearance of
his ‘Essays’ obtained for the system a pa
tient and
Crowds
respectful hearing.
gathered
round him, and the demand for
admission to see his Casts became so great
that he was unable to accommodate all. A
Mr. Neil] established a shop for the sale of
casts, and the demand for them was so
great that it occupied his whole time to the
exclusion of other business."

As was to be expected the opponents
were not idle.
In the Glasgow Medical
Society Combe‘s Essays were excluded
from the library. Ministers preached
against Phrenology, claiming that it
tended to materialism, and of course to

In

the Edinburgh Medical
Society a member read an essay in its
favor, which led to a debate pursued
with so much energy that it lasted till 2

infidelity.

.

o‘clock in the morning, and the crowd
was so great that Mr. Combe himself
could not gain admittance.
And thus the excitement grew in
various places and showed that the
interest in the study of the mind, and
the organs through which it is mani
fested, was not to be quenched.
Even
the “Turnip Hoax” failed to bring the
reproach upon Mr. Combe as the leading
British representative of Phrenology,
which its perpetrators hoped and ex
pected, although they attempted several
years later to make the world believe
the effort was successful.
The story is
too good not to be recorded here, and is
as follows :
“ In April, 1821, an attempt was made to
play of! a hoax on Combe, which, even if
it had succeeded, would not have justified
the observations
made
Christopher
by
North in the ‘ Noctes’ two years afterward.
There the hoax is represented as having
been successful, and the phrenologists as
utterly confounded and condemned out of
their own mouths. But the following is the
true story of the turnip hoax : A medical
gentleman in Edinburgh (a relative of Dr.
Gordon, the author of the Edinburgh Re.
view article) with the help of a friend who
was a painter, modeled a turnip into the
A cast was taken
shape of a human head.
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this model, and was forwarded to
with the request that he would favor
the sender with his observations on the
talents
and dispositions indicated by the
head.
It was added that the cast was from
the skull of a person of uncommon char
acter.
Combe instantly detected the trick,
and got Abram—his brother—who had some
reputation in his private circle as a verse
maker, to write a parody on the ‘Man of
Thessaly,’ which was pasted on the brow of
the cast, and then it was returned.
from

Combe

‘

There was a man in Edinburgh,
And he was wondrous wise,
He went into a turnip ﬁeld
And cast about his eyes.
And when he cast his eyes about,
He saw the turnips ﬁne;
‘
How many are there here,’ be said,
‘
That likeness bear to mine.’
‘

So very like they are, indeed,

No sage I'm sure could know,
This turnip head which I have on
From those which here do grow!
He pulled a turnip from the ground;
A cast from it was thrown :
He sent it to a Spurzheimite,
And passed it for his own.
And so, indeed, it truly was
His own in every sense:
For cast and joke alike were made,
All at his own expense.’

“The author of

the hoax called on the
day and assured Mr. Combe that
he meant no offense, and intmded only a
joke. Mr. Combe replied that he treated
the matter entirely as such; and that if the
author of it was satisﬁed with his part of
the wit, no feeling of uneasiness remained
on the other side.” Two years later, namely,
May, 1823, Blaokwood’a Magnum contained
the garbled or false statement of this oc

following

currence.

In the following December Mr.
Combe and others started the Quarterly
called the Edinburgh
Phrenologfcal
Journal, and Miscellany, and in the
ﬁrst number he gave the foregoing ac
count, adding the following remarks:
“A

human skull is an object which it is
and if, in the instance in
question, or in any other instance, the imi

possible to imitate;
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morning,* when it- was adjourned
tation had been perfect, a cast from the fac
simile would have been just as completely to seven o’clock of the evening of No
indicative of natural talents and dispositions vember 25, at which time the discussion
as a cast rrom the original skull itself, sup
re-commenced
and continued without
posing Phrenology to have a foundation in interruption till nearly four o‘clock the
There ,was a lack, therefore, not the next morning.
nature.
The negative was
wit,
of
but of judgment in the very
only
supported chieﬂy by the members of the
conception of the trick. If the imitation
society, and the ad vocates of Phrenology
was complete, no difference could exist be
were the visitors. The society refused
twixt a cast from a turnip, and a cast from
to allow the Phrenolog'ical Journal to
the skull which it was made exactly to
report the arguments, but the members
resemble; if it was imperfect, the author of
afterward
claimed to have “completely
the joke, by its very departure from nature,
refuted
and put it down for
Phrenology
encountered an evident risk of his design
ever,"
was no vote of the
though
there
himself,
the
being detected. and becoming
The Editor of
on
the
to
society
question.
he
meant
which
of
ridicule
butt
the very
direct against the phrenologist. This has the Phrenological Journal was served
been the actual result. The imitation was with an application to the Court of Ses
execrably bad, and the cast smelt so sion for an injunction to restrain him
strongly of turnip, that a cow could from publishing the debate, copious notes
An experienced of which he had obtained—until farther
have discovered its origin.
phrenologist was the last person on whom orders from Court. These legal steps
the deception could pass ; but all heads are
being taken by the society created so
alike—all turnips are heads. and all heads
great an inquiry, that it was in reality
are turnips on the very showing of the anti
better for the cause than any report in
phreuologists."
the Journal could be, for their efforts
Thus we see that Mr Combe was able
to turn their wit against themselves;
and not only on this, but on several
later occasions, notably the “Letter of
the Emperor of China to Dr. Thomas
Sewall on the merits of Phrenology,”
written by Mr. Combe, while he was in
America in 1839.
The Medical Society of Edinburgh
“ Does Phrenol
gave out the question,
ogy afford a satisfactory explanation of
the moral and intellectual faculties of
”
man ‘i as asubject of an essay by one of
The duty to write upon it
its members.
was transferred by arrangement to Mr.
Andrew Combe, and the evening of
November 21, 1823, was ﬁxed for hear
ing the paper, and discussing its merits.
The paper was read by the president in
At its con
the chair for the evening.
clusion the president invited the mem‘
bers to express their sentiments, and
added a request that the visitors would
themselves members for the
consider
This debate was animated,
evening.
and continued till two o’clock in the

at repression of the report could not
repress the public curiosity thus aroused.
It gave an unexpected impetus to inves
tigation, and the editor’s courtesy and
honest endeavor to look at the opinions

of

opponents

from

their

standpoint

gained for him and the cause personal
friends, while it turned the shafts of
opposition from many who had pre

viously classed themselves with those
who were disbelievers.
Notwithstanding Mr. Combe’s zeal
and enthusiasm

he was calm and sys

tematic in his manner of teaching and
of studying. His “Essays on Phre
nology " sold better than he had expect
ed, and in preparing for a new edition
he caused the book to be bound in two
volumes, with alternate blank leaves for
emendations and additions, which en
abled him to extend his Essays into a
He also
"System of Phrenology.”
gained admission for articles on the sub

_

* Mr. Combe, without preparatiomspoke for two
hours in defense of the system.
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ject into various magazines and news
papers, and his reputation extended from
his native burgh even to France and
America, from which directions he be
gan to receive letters of thanks and con

gratulations and of inquiry.
Early in 1822 he became impressed
with a desire to acquire the art of dis
secting the brain according to the prac
tice of Dr. Spurzheim in his lectures in
Edinburgh and elsewhere, and in the
course of little more than a year he had
When
mastered the chief difficulties.
he was in America in 1838, 1839, and
1840 he could dissect the brain perfectly
and gained the admiration of many
prominent physicians.
In Februray, 1822, Combe announced
his ﬁrst course of lectures, to begin May
14 and end in July, to the Phrenologi
cal Society, in their hall in Clyde street,
members to be admitted gratis, and
non-members for two guineas for the
He felt that he had a vocation
course.
to speak in public, and had regretted that
fate had not placed him at the bar in
He was also very
stead of at the desk.
desirous

to see the science

stand

so

before the
public as to
popularly
turn the tide against the malignity ex
pressed by the attacks of Prof. Wilson
and others.
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willingly do anything to bring it into
He wrote to Dr. Elliotson,
disrepute.
who was one of those who had invited
him,
am by no means a popular
lecturer here. This is my ﬁrst public
course. therefore do not deceive yourself
as to what I am able to perform. No
vow populi would accompany me to

“I

London to excite curiosity or command
respect there.
Therefore, consider that
a failure would be truly a serious mat
ter.”
Mr. Combe was often solicitedto ex
amine the heads of men who afterward
became celebrated for some peculiarity
of talent, and being very careful in his.
delineations he seldom erred in his esti
mates. Of his ability in this direction
he said :
“ The chances of
error are numerous, and.
my skill is positively small.
Errors and
every misconception are visited ﬁrst on my.
head and then on the science, and no argu
ment is listened to in explanation of the
supposed mistake.”

Mr. Combe and his co-adjutors felt the
necessity of a medium through which
to reply to the many misstatements and‘
witticisms—so called—aimed
against
Phrenology, and gaining confidence
from the success and sale of his books,
and encouraged by followers who were

it,

Dr. Andrew Combe returned to Edin as enthusiastic as himself, he obtained
'
burgh in season to render important (in May, 1823,) estimates for the printing
assistance to his brother in his ﬁrst of a quarterly Phrenological Journal,
course of lectures, by dissecting the the ﬁrst number beingissued the follow
brain of an ox or animal of some kind ing December, in the Introductory
at ﬁrst, and later the human brain. Statement to which Mr. Combe took oc
casion to let opponents see how they
These lectures were so well appreciated
would be exhibited for their false state
another
that Mr. Combo announced
course to begin in November, and added ments and ridicule—a course which he
many new disciples to the ranks of could not pursue while he had no jour
Phrenology, and not only that but the nal through which he might defend him
friends of the science in London became self and the science.
That was the first phrenologioal serial
so interested in them as to invite him
to lecture,
which invitation ever issued, and it was continued
there,
he declined on the ground that he did twenty years, costing much time and
not consider himself qualiﬁed to present labor to those connected with
for they
the subject in the metropolis, as he all worked gratuitously, and the ﬁnan
would wish it to be presented; for he cial success was barely sufficient for its
felt the importance of it and would not expenses. Mr. Combe did not expect to
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make pounds, shillings and pence by
the Journal, but “counted only upon
its inﬂuence in diffusing a knowledge of
the science which he believed to be of
much importance to humanity, and
he never expressed a regret for the time

delivered two lectures to the Phrenolog
ical Society and made very influential
converts.
He wrote to Spurzheim urg
ing him to return to London and lecture,
which he did in 1825.

The responsibility
and money it cost."
and expense of the publication were
shared with him by Dr. Combe, Dr. R.
Poole, Mr. William Scott, W. S., and
Mr. James Simpson, and later by Mr.

from inﬂuential citizens of

In

October, 1824, Combe, by invitation

Glasgow,
made his ﬁrst appearance there as a lec
turer to a large audience, among whom
were two private lecturers on anatomy,
who soon began to teach the principles
of Phrenology to their pupils.
Previous to his visit to Glasgow he
delivered a popular course in Edinburgh
to which ladies were invited, and the re
sult was so satisfactory that he repeat

Dr.
Robert Cox, Mr. Combe's nephew.
Poole was its editor the ﬁrst year.
Oombe's mind and pen did not cease
their efforts with the closing of the Jour
nal, however, but book succeeded book
until he published “A System of Phre—
ed the experiment the next winter with
nology,” "The Elements of Phrenol
equal success.
“ Outlines
Phrenology,"
of
ogy,”
His perseverance, patience under try
"Moral Philosophy,” “Notes on the ing circumstances,
gentlemanl y con
United States of North America,” duct, wisdom, earnestness, and all those
“Phrenology Applied to Painting and characteristics which at length win suc
commanded
the admiration of
Sculpture," .“ The Life and Correspond
cess,
“ The Princi
ence of Andrew Oombe,"
many who doubted the truth of the
science, and also of such as hither
ples of Criminal Legislation and Prison
“ Lectures on
to had altogether repudiated it. This
Discipline Investigated,”
“ What Should
state of feeling toward Mr. Combe and
Popular Education,”
“ Re
his efforts toward popularizin g the cause
Secular Education Embrace?"
marks on National Education." “On were so fully appreciated by the mem
Capital Punishment," “The Constitu
bers of the Phrenological Society that
tion of Man,” “An Answer to the At
they gave tangible expression thereof on
tack on the ‘Constitution of Man,”
Dec. 22, 1824, in the following manner 2
Between
the “Relation
Science and
“ Mr. Combe was invited to dinner in
Religion,” and many sketches and mag
Oman’s Hotel, and there, Mr. Simpson. as
azine articles in defence or descriptive of chairman, presented him with a massive
Phrenology and the beneﬁts to be de
silver goblet bearing this inscription : ‘From
rived from its application in every-day the Phrenological Society to George Combe,
life.
Esquire, its founder, as a mark of respect
In 1824, although but thirty-six years and gratitude.’ In acknowledging the com
old, his hair turned white and helped to pliment paid to him Oombe mentioned two
make him look much older than he was. facts of interest to the Society, viz., that the
His Self-Esteem was large, and in his ﬁrst suggestion of the institution proceeded
from the Rev. David Welsh, then present,
respect for himself he gained the re
and
that it was Mr. James Brownelee who
spect of those with whom he came in
had ﬁrst introduced Combe to Spurzheim.”

contact.

In April of

that year his professional
him to London, where,
being obliged to wait a few days, he
made himself acquainted with the stand
ing of the science there, gave instruc
tions in the examination of heads, and
duties

called

In 1825 the second edition of Combe's
system of Phrenology was issued, and
in making a mention of the fact the
Phrenological Journal improves the
opportunity thus afforded, to speak of
and gave
some of his characteristics,
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those religious doubts that germinated
in his childhood, and, by the aid of
Phrenology, were wrought out, and in
this manner he solved the problem to
his own satisfaction of the reconcilia
tion of Divine grace with the condi

tion of man.
His ﬁrst public declaration of his
theories in this direction was given in
an essay read to the Phrenological So

Feb. 2, 1826, entitled, “Human
Responsibility as aifected by Phrenol
ogy.” This essay was received with in
terest, and the author was requested to

ciety,

it,

but its discussion was postponed
the next meeting, two weeks later,
when doubts regarding the principles
advanced were expressed by some, and
fears, bewilderment, horror and indig
nation took possession of some who
evidently did not comprehend his philos

print

till

a

it

should prove
ophy, and feared lest
of both Phrenology and
subversive
In a letter written to Rev.
Christianity.
little insight as
Dr. Welsh he gives
and the process
to its conception
its production. He says:

of

a

it

it

was the spirit of in
“Right or wrong,
poured
spiration that produced it, for
forth in torrents from the pen at the rate of
{our and half of my close manuscript pages

a

I

I

I

a

if

I

I

Mr. Combe received such strenuous
opposition from Mr. Scott, one of the
assistant editors of the ﬁrst ﬁve volumes
of the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, and
for whose opinion Mr. Combe had the
profoundest respect, and who appealed
for the withdrawal of the essay from
circulation, that he agreed to withdraw
for six months, at the end of which
out, expanded
time he would bring
and applied, in his own name and on
his own responsibility, unless more co
gent objections appeared than had yet
been brought forward. Other members
of the Society, among whom were seve
ral clergymen, believed that the essay
it

“ Constitutionv of
production of the
Man,” an outcome in great part from

aﬁ’orded strong testimony in favor of
Christianity. Mr. Combe‘s convictions
were unchanged, and the ﬁrst draft of
his “ Essay on the Constitution of Man
and its Relations to External Objects”
formed the substance of the concluding
lectures of the course he delivered in
the winter of 1826-1827, and created still
greater excitement than the previous
was elaborated into
one, inasmuch as
system. He was urged on the one
hand to publish his views because they
were calculated to beneﬁt society; and
on the other hand to suppress them, be
cause they were dantrerous to the inter
ests of society, to Phrenology, and to

it

ridicule and abuse once heaped upon it
is now removed, and we have the sat‘
isfaction of hearing even our enemies
allow that the subject is one that de‘
serves attention.”
Mr. Combe was in 1825 revolving
those thoughts that culminated in the

I

those to be beneﬁted he had succeeded
beyond the warmest hopes and antici
pations of its friends, and added, “the
speedy prevalence of the science is now
no longer a matter of doubt, the load of

it

persever
unostentatious, indefatigable;
ing in his endeavor to disseminate a
knowledge of the doctrines of Gall and
Spurzheim, and by adapting the appli
cation of those doctrines to the needs of

per hour, without premeditation, and almost
word of alteration in
without requiring
the style.
see an immense ﬁeld of practi
cal application of the principles before me,
and feel convinced that my philosophic
life and health remain, are only
labors,
beginning; and now all fear and doubt and
have got
hesitation are removed.
hold
of the principle of the Divine administra
tion, and most holy, perfect. and admirable
Now can say for the ﬁrst time
appears.
in my life that
love God with my whole
see
heart and soul and mind, because now
Him as an object altogether gratifying to
Veneration, Hope, ldeality,
Benevolence,
Comparison, and Caus
Oonscientiousness.
write this be
ality. * " ' To you
cause you like to know the workings of the
inner man, and have kindred feelings.”

it

him credit for being judicious, zealous,
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his own reputation.
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TOGETHER.

It

is interesting to study the moral and
of man. Veneration
“ Center”
was called by one person the
faculty. Those who manifest the quali
ties of. the devotee in religion are likely
to have Veneration larger than any
Located, as
other of the moral group.
it is, in the center of the tophead, and
surrounded by moral organs, there is a

religious nature

ﬁtness in calling it the center faculty.
Sometimes, when that is very active, it
assumes supremacy over the co-ordinate
We have seen
faculties in that group.
a. likeness of Bishop Ives, of North Car
olina, in which the organ of_Veneration
was enormously developed, and Benev
Conscien
olence, Spirituality, Hope,
tiousness, and Firmness seemed to be
drawn up toward it like the abuttresses
around a church, as if they had a spe
cial errand in giving particular support
to that organ ; or like the swollen ele

vation of the tide on the bosom of the
ocean, under the inﬂuence of the moon,
or of the sun and moon together.
If
one could imagine the top of the head
covered with a tight India rubber cap,
and there were a fastening where Ven
eration comes, and it were gently lifted
up three-fourths of an inch, it would
manifest the appearance of the head un
der consideration, and the parts around
this centerpiece would bedrawn up and
serve as a support to the center, just as
a small hill in the center of a rolling
lawn maybe graded oil‘ at the top a little
and ﬁlled 1D around so as to make a
handsome central knoll in the middle of
the ﬁeld. If Veneration be exceedingly
active, and the other moral and religious
organs are also active, such a develop
ment would be the most natural thing
in the world, since honoring and wor
shiping the Deity is the highest function

of the religious nature.
It would be
natural for the other faculties tosupple
ment and sustain the center faculty, and
the injunction,
“Fear God and keep
his commandments” would seem to be
the ﬁt and appropriate exercise of these
faculties.
Benevolence in front of Veneration
has the natural function of kindness,
gentleness, and tenderness, whose office

in the religious life is to look after the
“ lost sheep of the house of Israel,” and
bring the lambs, the weak and ignorant
“little ones ” toward duty and right—
eousness. The man of Samaria, who
has left an immortal memory, without
leaving his name, exercised Benevo
lence, perhaps without much thought of
God or other duty than that which he
owed to an aﬂiicted stranger. Certainly
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“ went by on
the priest and Levite, who
the other side,” and would not come in
contact with the stranger who had fallen
among thieves, might have had an active
condition of Veneration, being a priest
and a Levitc, they doubtless were sacer
“ These
dotal in their culture and duties.
things they ought to have done and not

J
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hopeful, or fearful side, and would aim
to pull stocks down are called bears, as
if with their claws, they would reach up
and pull‘that down which they wish to
have depressed.
The outward develop
ment of Hope seems to give its possessor
a tendency to expect secular advantages
and temporal beneﬁt—“a good day to
morrow," when a journey is to be made

left the other undone.” Those that fear
or a picnic attended. While a. man like
God and work righteousness, and mani
Job, ignoring lands and cattle and pos
fest sympathy, Veneration and Benevo
sessions,
trusts in the ever living and
lence work in harmony, that is to say,
immortal
verities, and says, " Though
all the moral faculties work together.
work
He
slay
me,
yet will I trust in Him,”
Occasionally we ﬁnd Spirituality
Veneration,
Bishop
in
that
toward
as
manifests
religious, up-reaching
ing up
Ives, and then we conclude that the Hope that takes hold of everlasting
manifestation
of the faculty is simply things.
We sometimes ﬁnd men who are re
and purely religious. Occasionally Spir
ituality, or faith, seems to work outward, markable for their religious steadfast
and co-operate with Ideality ; then we _ ness, and who refer everything to Prov
“ I will reach home at
consider that it has a leaning toward
idence, and say,
invention, and the discovery of the the end of the month, God willing,” or
“ I will raise a crop of corn, please God,
hitherto unknown,
and
mysterious
while, as we have before said in these on such a ﬁeld," or
will achieve
Such a
articles, Ideality that is inspired by faith such a result, God helping,"
and the man's Firmness will be found developed
works with Constructiveness
toward Veneration, the anterior part of
intellect to develop the hitherto un
.
the organ. On the contrary, if we ﬁnd
known.
Hope working toward Veneration Firmness working backward toward
and Approbativeness,
we
gives a tendency toward religious hope, Self-esteem
and leans toward that which is future, will ﬁnd a man who is resolute, head
immortal, and invisible. Job showed strong, contrary, self-willed, and in
wonderful veneration and trust in God, clined to say, when he has secured
when in the depth of his trouble he cried success, “Mine own hand hath gotten
out, "Though he slay me, yet will I me this." He does not say, with the
trust in Him." The world would call blessing of God I have achieved fortune
him a fanatic in faith and hope, a fanatic and fame. A man with anterior Firm
in devotion and trust in God.
ness will show persistency,
as if he
When Hope works outward toward followed the injunction which says,
Sublimity and Ideality, its function is of “Trust ye in the Lord, forever, for
a less exalted sort. It works toward the in the Lord Jehovah is everlasting
Perhaps strength." That kind of Firmness is
prospect of secular beneﬁt.
that class of brokers who are called bulls persistent. Job probably had it as well
have that sort of Hope; at least, their as Hope.
He took hold of God by Hope
Hope takes a secular turn, and they seek and by determination,
as well as by
to lift, to buoy, and to boom the stocks faith.
The organ of Conscientiousness,bound
they wish to have rise, and the newspa
per artist sometimes depicts those brokers ed within by Firmness, forward by Hope,
as a row of bulls tossing something on outward by Caution, backward by Ap
their horns. While those who would probativeness and Self-esteem, will work
work upon the pessimistic side, or un
in every direction.
When it works

“I
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Firmness, the organs seem to
play together in pairs.
Conscientious
ness seeks to do and endure according
to the right, and having done all that is
toward

righteous,

to stand ﬁrmly.
:0:

LETTERS,

AND POST OFFICE
PEOPLE.

ETTERS

in their passage from
to receivers have many
queer incidents.
Considering the care
lessness and ignorance evinced by some
writers in addressing letters, it appears
marvelous how so many letters badly
addressed ever get to their destination.
Instead of complaining of the Postal
Service it would seem that it deserved
great praise for its tact, patience and
skill in hunting out the owners of let
ters which are imperfectly addressed.
Before us is an envelope of a letter re
cently received by us addressed :
writers

“ To Mr.

No. 308 Broadway,

New York,
N. Y.”
The writer was commendably careful
to put the No., the street, the city and
the State, but failed to give any name of
person.

The postal service visited the street
No., 308 Broadway, with the letter, and
learned the name of the occupants since
we left it in 1864, and ﬁnally indorsed
on its face

“Try 775, care of Fowler & Wells.”
On opening the letter we found it was
addressed to us, ordering merchandise.
But why did he send it to 308 Broadway ?
Because he had a book in his house with
the imprint 308 Broadway, which was
some time during the ten
published
years we occupied
1854 and 1864.

store, between

that
‘

Another fact may help to explain it.
This house has been doing business in
New York for ﬁfty-ﬁve years, some days
receiving hundreds of letters, and send
ing out every month tons of mail matter
in the shape of books, JOURNALS, and
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sometimes more than a hundred letters
in aday, and though there are many
thousand ﬁrms in New York doing the
same thing or ﬁfty times as much, the
letter carriers and clerks seem to know
every name that receives much mail
service.
Besides, publishers of books,
though they may move once in ten
years, as we have done in following the
changing relations of the book trade,
have books all over the country bearing
on the title page the name and location
of the ﬁrm, wherever it might have re
sided. Correspondents who forget our
removals, or are not aware of them, go
to a book of ours they have in their li
brary, and post their letters from that;
hence, not long since, in one day we re
ceived a letter addressed “131 Nassau
St,” another 308 Broadway, one or two
389 Broad way, one 737 Broadway, two
or three 753 Broadway, and the balance
775 Broadway, and the ofﬁcials managed
among them to remember the facts in
regard to our-location, and where we
had been located, and all the letters
came to our hands, and not one of
them appeared to have been hindered
for a single day after it reached the
city.

We therefore praise the tact, memory,
patience and faithfulness of the Post
Ofﬁce department.
More than this, several persons who
have been connected with our office as
assistants for a dozen years, and may
have received perhaps one letter a week
addressed to our street number, occa
sionally

“A-—-

receive

B—,

a

letter

addressed

New York,” and the offi
cials remember the name and its relation
to our house and street number, and it
“ Try Fowler & Wells,‘
comes indorsed
775 Broadway.”
Some years ago a letter started from
“ Fowler &
the Northwest addressed
Wells, Milwaukee, “Us,” and some
person connected with the mail service,
thinking the address was a mistake,
erased “Milwaukee, Wis,” and inserted

“New York."

It

reached

us

;

we
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opened the letter and saw that it was in
relation to the purchase of wheat and
belonged to a ﬁrm, "Fowler 8: Wells,”
in Milwaukee ; and we wrote an explan
ation and inclosed their letter.
But our
letter met with another man who knew
that Fowler &Wells lived in New York,
and he erased “Milwaukee" and in

serted New York, and we were obliged
to inclose it to the Post Master of Mil
waukee with a note, and he knew the
new ﬁrm in his town.
And since then
several letters came to us that belonged
to them which we returned to the right
ful owners.
One man Wrote us from England,

“ Fowler & Wells, Broadway, Amer
ica,” and it lost no time in reaching

us.

Another wrote from Europe, '.“Mr.
Phrenologist, America,” and its con
tents showed that it was for us.
If all letters could be properly ad
dressed and in a. clear and readable hand,
postal work would then have enough of
perplexity, but when the chirography is
unreadable to the average eye, and the
address is mixed and erroneous, it re
quires much sagacity and tact to read
and ﬁnd out the destination of many of
the letters which are sent.
Of course there must be many letters
which reach the dead letter office, since

foreigners knowing nothing of our geog
raphy may write to a friend “A——

B—,

Penn,” or “ C-—
Mass," or
“'eaver,

Stone Mason,

D—-—,

Carpet
E—— F——, W'ailer, Boston, America,"

or “G
Every

H—-,

Miner, Colorado.”

letter
should be distinctly
where
it is mailed, so that it can
stamped
always be read, for the Post Master's
stamp is often the only clew we have as
to the State the letter came from, as there
may be many post offices of the same
name, and if that only appears in the
letter, and hundreds forget to name the
State or County, and if the stamp of
the Post Master does not show the State,
the receiver of the letter, with perhaps
$5

in it ordering goods, feels that he may

[J 111:’

a swindler if he cannot
promptly respond.
We find by opening the Post Office
Directory that there are in the United
States, Post Offices named Jones 18,
Jonesville 15, Joppa 6, Jordan 18, June—
tion 49, Junction City 8, Johnson 19,
Johnson's 21, Jackson 4, Rome 24,
Shady Grove 9, Pleasant Grove 17, Sid
ney 25, Smithville 25, Oakhill 21, Smyr
na 20, and,. to cap the climax, Sum-~
I
mit 122.
We once wrote ﬁfteen letters to a cor
"
respondent at
(in as many
different States), and ﬁnally found him.
,” May 14, 1888, but
He wrote
put no name of State or County, and
the Post Master’s stamp was too faint to
indicate the State. Sometimes we infer
by the date of the mailing and reception,
that it must come from a place within
500 miles. and then we hunt to see how
many Jordans there are within such a
be considered

“J

“J

radius.

Dear friends, please always head your
letter with the full address and date be
fore you proceed to tell us what you
want, and at the close write your name
so plainly that there can be no mistake
in reading it. When none of our ﬁf
teen people can tell what a writer‘s
name is we imitate the name as near as
we can and hope his post master will
recognize who is its owner.
:0:

PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF A SKULL.
Em'roa PHRENOLOGIOAL JOURNAL.
DEAR Sun—It was in the height of
the inﬂuenza epidemic in January last
that
had an engagement to lecture at
Bethany, Ont., where, notwithstanding
it is a small place with a population of
not more than one thousand,
found

I

I

the people above the average in general
intelligence and‘ very appreciative of
lectures of a didactic nature, especially
on Phrenology.
The morning found

me severely ill with the grippe at Lind
say, twenty miles distant by rail.
Con
fident, however, of a large attendance,

AND
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I resolved to_meet the people and show
due respect to them and to my appoint
ment, even if I should not be able to
address them at any length. 80 taking
my grippe with me, I boarded the train
which carried me in due time to the vil
legs, and at the hour appointed I was
in the lecture room.
I found alarge
I

had intended merely to
apologize, but the eager interest notice
able in the countenances of so many
caused me for the time to become insen
sible to my physical condition, and so
apologized during more than one hour
and a half.
When had ﬁnished, the leading phy
sician of the town, Dr. Brereton, him
self well read in Phrenology, presented
for examination the skull of aperson
whom he had often seen in life and

attendance.

I

I

The
character he knew well.
was in two parts, divided by the
saw near the line of the temporal ridge.
It'was so thick and heavy that it might
readily be mistaken fora negro’s, but

whose

skull

certain signs known only, so far as I
can ascertain, to Phrenologists of the
American school, marked it as the cra
nium of a Caucasian but not of superior
Though very strong and I might
‘type.
say masculine in appearance, yet a cer
tain roundness and smoothness of the
frontal bone together with a great full
ness in the region of the social feelings
led me to express the opinion that it was
The frontal bone
the skull of awoman.
was nearly half an inch in average
thickness, the anterior fossa short and
narrow; the frontal lobes of the brain
could not, therefore, have been largely
The basilar and occipital
developed.
parts were relatively very large and the
coronal region below the average.
Firmness, Combativeness and Destruc
tiveness were all large, and Benevolence,
Ideality and Causality small. I had no
hesitancy, therefore, in stating that the
intellect had been obtuse and mental
culture wanting, that impulse and pas
sion had ruled and not judgment or

moral sense.

I

described the disposition
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vindictive and pugnacious, yet aﬂ'ec
tionate, obstinate, wilful, etc.

as

The Jaws were large, broad, regularly
curved and symmetrical, the mental em
inence prominent.
All this indicated,
of course, a large and well formed chin.
Hence it was inferred that the thoracic
region had been of ample capacity.

I

described the temperament as in a high
degree Sanguine and Bilious, to use the
old nomenclature.
Now, being of the same opinion that
it was a Hibernian cranium, and having
generally found coarse reddish-brown
hair to be one of the usual marks of this

particular temperamental combination,
especially with the people of northern
Europe, I ventured to describe the hair
accordingly. The person was described
as large and stout, for the osseous sub
stance was evidently very abundant,
and its dense, compact texture and the
strong. ﬁrmly—set teeth indicated a vig
The Vital Mo
orous nutritive system.
tive temperament has been greatly de
veloped with very little of the Mental.
The age at the time of death was ap
proximately given as “Well up in years
but not very old."
The doctor gave the

I

I

can recollect, at 65.
age, as near as
based my opinion on this point not on
the condition of the teeth or the appear
ance of the lower jaw, but on certain
marks about the base of the skull.
The doctor, in corroboration of what
had been said, cited certain incidents in
the life of the subject and testified to the
correctness of the description in every

particular.
Much interest was manifest on the
part of the audience, and it was evi
dent that few, if any, present were dis
posed to doubt the soundness of Phren
ological doctrines or the ability of the
Phrenologist to read character from
the crania of the deadas well as the

living

head.
D. H. CAMPBELL, Lecturer.
The following letter from Dr. Brere
ton in veriﬁcation will be read with in
terest.

THE‘ PERENOLOGIUAL

TOKENS 0F APPBQVAL.

14, 1890.

Having myself in
tifying as correct.
the past given a little attention to Phre
nology, and believing it to be every use
ful science, I was much pleased to ﬁnd
the result in this test so very satisfactory.
CHAS. H. BRERETON, M. D.

I

is

I

I

RECEIVED

I I

the analysis of the pho
sent you in
tographs of myself
January, and must say was surprised

which you de
could not have

I I

at the accuracy with
scribed my character.
done so well myself.
you another set soon.

intend

Yours respectfully,

FOWLER

to send

o. A. a.

NEW YORK, April
& WELLS 00.:

11, 1890.

ﬁnished reading “ Heads
and Faces,” and am delighted with
it. Prof. Sizer examined my head and
gave me a written chart of the same
many years ago, and even to this day
cannot understand how he could tell so
many things which know to be true,
and yet he never saw me before that day
when he examined me.

I

I

HAVE just

EAR SIR

R. D.
2,

Yours truly,
HOLLAND, Minn., June
NELSON Slzsa.

1890.

received the phreno—

logical description of my charac
ter from you some time ago, and must
return you my heartfelt thanks for the

Yours truly,

B. H.

a

let
good advice given me therein.
and they
number of my friends see
all say the descri tion entirely correct.
your advice with re
Having follow
ﬁnd that my health
gard to diet, etc.,
has already much improved during the
Hoping that your institu—
last month.
tion may live to bless many thousands
remain
in years to come,

I

I

25, 1890.

it,

and sex of the subject, and ventured so
far as to give his opinion as to the
quality of the hair, what had likely
been its color, the complexion, etc., to
had much pleasure in tes
all of which

Saomaw, Mich., Feb.
6r Wsus 00.:

Fowum

is

should be pleased at any time to give a
Phrenological opinion of the character
from an examination of theskull before a
public audience, and desired me to give
him no hint whatever that might assist
him in the least to a successfuldelinea
tion, as he preferred to try his skill unaid
ed. This request was unnecessary, as I
took care not to give him any infor
mation respecting the person, being my
self much interested in the matter as a
genuine test, and desirousto see to what
extent a phrenologist of experience can
read character from the osseous struct
Prof. Campbell proceeded
urev alone.
at once to give the large audience pres
ent an account of the mental capacity:
the general character, the early life and
education, even the bodily constitution

work. Some months ago
picked out
of rubbish pile two numbers of your
became so in
journal. My wife and
terested in them that we have been buy
am be
ing regularly every month.
the
ginning to think Phrenology
0. s. E.
Most truly yours,
thing.

I

whose character I had some knowledge,
the person having lived in our neigh
011 men
borhood a number of years.
tioning the matter to Prof. Campbell he
expressed himself to the effect that he

I

I

I

Monday evening, the 27th ult.
l have in my possession the skull of
of
a person of peculiar organization,

I

I

I

COLUMBUS, Ohio, May 11, 1890.
FOWLER 8r. WELLS Co.,
ENTS: Please send me the circu
“ Mirror of the
1ar called the
Mind.” I am working at a trade that
am not entirely satisﬁed with, and still
can ﬁnd-none that suits me better.
health, brought on by my
also have

I

PHRENOLOGIOAL JOURNAL.
DEAR SIR :—-In justiceto Phrenology,
the scientiﬁc claims and practical value
of which are disputed by some people
who may be otherwise well informed,
think it proper to give through the
JOURNAL to those who may be interested
a brief report of a practical test of this
science made on the occasion of one of
Prof. Hugo Campbell's lectures, deliv
ered in the Town Hall of this place on

:

Emma

Very respectfully yours,

[July

ill

Bn'rassv, Our, Feb.
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CHILD CULTURE.
HELEN

KELLER

ANY of our

readers
the very interesting

remember
sketch of
the little girl, Helen Keller, in the
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL a year or two
We described her wonderful
ago.
grasp of knowledge under improved
methods of teaching,
although deaf,
dumb and blind, and the promise of a
useful future despite physical defects

Now
once regarded insurmountable.
it is announced that after a season
‘of instruction at the Perkins insti
tute, Boston, Helen is actually able to
speak.

Knowing for a long time that speech
is the common property of people, she
had been most desirous to learn to talk
herself, and appeared to think that she
could overcome the obstacles that na
It came to
ture had put in her way.
child
that
a
too,
knowledge,
her
in Norway, who, like herself, was deaf,
to
learned
and blind, had
dumb,
talk, and she felt sure that she
She began to make
could learn.
sounds, but they were quite unpleas
ant, and did not really constitute talk.
Miss Fuller, principal of the Horace
Mann School, and Miss Annie M. Sul
livan, who has been Helen's instructor
the past few years, went to work to see
if they could not help her to do it.
Miss Sullivan explained by the sign
how the little one should
‘language
place her tongue‘ so as to produce certain
“ Papa"
sounds which formed words.
” were the ﬁrst words she
and “mamma
She would place her hand
learned.
over her teacher‘s mouth, and in that
way became acquainted with the lip
Then she learned the
movements.
“ is” and “ it,” and in those four
words
words she had the sounds of m, p, a, i,

TALKS.

which she could combine into
many letters.
She was lately visited by a Boston
Journal reporter, and for the ﬁrst time
in her life talked with a stranger. Her
ﬁrst question, addressed to her teacher,
was: “Who is your company 1” To
be sure, the tone was a triﬂe guttural,
and there was a slight pause after each
word, but the tone was not especially
disagreeable, and the enunciation was
sufficiently distinct to be understood.
“Where does he live?” was the next
question, and this, too, was very intelli
As the conversation progressed
gible.
Helen seemed to speak with more ease
and conﬁdence.
Occasionally, if she
found difficulty in enunciating a word
or syllable, she would touch her teach
er's throat and lips with her ﬁngers to
get the motion, and then the difficulty
would disappear.
Some of the sen
tences which she uttered with surpris
“I am
ing clearness were these:
learning to speak.”
“Can you un

s, and t,
a great

“My mother will
“
to hear me speak.”
am going tolearn to make my voice
“ I am going home in
sweet."
June.”
“That will be very soon.”
shall
talk to my dear little sister, and my
parents and brothers and all.”
The sample sentences coming from
Helen Kellar's mouth are evidences of
one of the greatest of modern miracles.
derstand

mel”

I

be so surprised

“I

—-—-M—

T0 “ CURE " A BOY. —- You can’t
straighten a boy’s moral nature by cas
Find out the home life of the
tigations.
boy ; discover if you can What has
caused this twist in his nature, and seek
for a remedy.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL
INHABITANTS

UR

knowledge of ocean life is
very limited, yet we can see
enough of its varied forms to enable
us to understand clearly, that in the
watery world is found the wonder
The fauna of the
land of creation.
coasts, and island
sea, its tributaries,
bounds, reveal the fact that some of
the loveliest of created forms, enshrine
the lowest orders of animal life.
For a long time the Zoophytic tribes
clung to rock and shell on the shores,
or in their near vicinity, and were re
garded as vegetable productions belong
ing to the drifting Algae, or sea-weeds.
As the lamp of Science penetrates far
ther into the watery realms, new re
vealments are continually made, and
new lessons learned concerning the

OF
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THE OCEAN WORLD.

living wonders. _ The rocks and stones,
and often sea-weeds found on shores
subject to tidal action, teem with strange
life. Born on shell and pebble they
often detach
themselves from their
and drift along
rough foster-parent
upon the moving tide. Living in such
strange unsystematic
ways, attaching
themselves not only to rock and shell
but also to the weeds and the unwary
crustaceans,
no marvel that these
is

STRANGE

JOURNAL
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creatures were long regarded as vege
table parasites.
Grotesque forms and
vivid coloring are often distinguishing

Often
strange creatures hidden there.
the rude oyster dredge will bring some
of these marvels of Nature's handiwork
to view, and again the ships which
have rounded
the far capes of the

will

bear

home

lated, and perhaps will ever remain so.
(Illustration No. 1.)
Evolution
declares
that in these
ﬂower-like creatures we
grasp the
connecting link between the two great
kingdoms of animate and inanimate
life, but rejecting the weird philosophy
which ignores the Divine Author of
all being, we look upon the beautiful
as a distinctive creation, and
leaving the mysteries involved in the
“when,”
“why,” will search
and
along the coastline for some of its

zoophyte

BIIPLK ZOOPHYTE.

traits of these inhabitants of the watery
world.
(Illustration No. 2.)
Long study and close observation at

length revealed the fact that a higher
life than that of the vegetable was
nurtured there. Yet they pouess no
nerve centers, and are reproduced by
division,—a small piece of the creature
soon developing into a perfect organism.
The flower-like organs, or tentacles,
gather up the oxygen of the water
nurture the simple life of the creature
of which they form
part.
Compara
tively few human footsteps have pene
trated even to the border land of the
Zoophytic world.
The pearl ﬁsher who makes his way

to

Continent

a

Eastern

strange creatures on their barnacle
laden keels. Parasitic creatures nestle
in every conceivable
ocean retreat,
sometimes even ﬁnding a home on the
ﬂukes of the roving whale.
The polyzoa peering out from their
twisted calcareous tubes, challenge the
scientist
to tell their story.
These
fairy-like creatures adorn some of the
most wonderfully illustrated pages of
nature, the text of which is untrans

1890 1

4ND

bULENUE

through “the coral grove, where the.
purple mullet and gold ﬁsh rove,” has
indeed told wonderful tales of sub-ma
rine life, which have often been re
ceived as the result of a magniﬁed im

OF HEALTH’.
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themselves in their ocean tomb, and
manya verdant tropic isle, on a coralline
foundation, forms
a.
superstructure
more beautiful and enduring than obe
lisk or pyramid.
Scientists declare that a vast conti
nent'once existed where now the Pa
ciﬁc
Ocean
bears
only
innum
erable small
islands
on
its
wide
expanse, and
that
these
islands, —
some of them containing lofty mount
ains and volcanoes, are the summits of
mountain ranges of this submerged
land of prehistoric time.
About these
islands are fertile ﬁelds for the coral
polyp, as their slanting bases are foot
hills which this creature knows well
how to climb.
The creature, itself a minute zoophyte,
can only work a limited distance be
low the surface of the sea. It forms
its cell from a calcareous
secretion of
its tiny body, which soon hardens and
holds the builder in a tomb its own
body supplied materials for. Compound
in organization, little buds appearing on
the

parent

and

developing,

and

re

maining permanently there, in process
of time the beautiful branches of coral
are formed. - When the coral reef nears
the surface, the annelid‘s work is done,
IIRCUS NATAXS—PARABITIC

LUCERNAR‘A .

agination. But the life and
this coral worker is stranger
ﬁction woven of imaginary
under the sea.
Too far down in the ocean

home of
than any
journeys

depthsto

inﬂuences, or
even the deep footprints of the icebergs
in their shoreless wanderings, these mi
nute ocean toilers help to bear up the
be disturbed

by surface

cables which hold the nations
companionship and present
The continents clasp hands
sympathy.
over the graves of the coral workers,
and the 'voice of ‘many peoples sounds
through the mausolea where they were
enshrined in the long ago, and still
these busy creatures continue to seal
deep-laid
in close

CLUSTER OI’ BIRPULAE.

and the foundation of the outer boun
dary of the lagoon around the ocean
isle is laid, and often by these agen
cies the devastation of the dreaded tidal
waves is averted.
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The well-known sponge, a piece of
which forms a part of the possessions
of every school boy, and which is also
the scavenger of surgery, besides per
menial
forming innumerable other
oﬂices for mankind, is the home of a
Zoophytic tribe. After the divers have
secured their harvest the masses
of
to a peculiar
sponge are subjected
cleansing process, to entirely eliminate
the tiny occupants before the sponge is
marketable
The Mediterranean Sea is
a favorite habitat of sponges and corals
of many hues.
Sometimes a ﬁsherman will bring up
on his hook, or gather into his seine,

[July

and also far
into the temperate zones. (Illustration
No. 3.)
The Portuguese man-of-war, or nau
tilus, but not the “chambered nautilus
in its ﬂuted balls,” is a brisk zoophyte
which spreads a purple sail, and roves
over all the warmer Atlantic, even occa
sionally venturing into New England
waters, since the nearer trend of the
Gulf Stream toward the coast has given
to this section of the country milder
waters of both continents,

winters, and hence modiﬁed the temper
ature of the waters.
A delicate inﬂated
membrane serves as a sail, and the
thread like tentacles beneath guide and
help propel the living

craft They also cap
ture prey, and gather
up and carry water
to sustain the creat
ure, which by some
unknown means is
enabled to consume
the oxygen and dis
charge the residuum.

From

'

ACTXIIA—SBA

AIIIONI.

clump of apparently no
distinctive form or character, yet closer
observation discloses an assemblage of
a weed-laden

twisted

fully

and contorted tubes.

If

care~

beautiful
placed in sea-water
ﬂower-like laminae soon expand from
of the tiny tubes,—
the openings
the breathing apparatus of the little
The creature
is
also
inhabitant.
furnished with a muscle the end of
which can expand at will into a close
fltting cover to the mouth of the tube,
into which the inhabitant retreats at the
approach of danger, and with this ex
panded muscle securely shuts itself in.
This zoophytic family is found in the

the

micro

scopic diatom, piling
about
embankments
the South Pole, to
the huge
Octopus,
whose long and
powerful arms carry
down to its ocean
retreat the island
its appalled occupants, the
tribes make up a world of

proa and
Zoophytic
All
their own, replete with mystery.
the ordinary laws of being seem held
in abeyance as regards these creatures,
yet they live their lives and build

monuments as enduring as the ocean
isle on their summits.
The Actinia, or sea-anemone is a
fragile and unprotected inhabitant of

this

fairy world of wonders.
The
chosen habitat of the creature is in rock
crevices, where fresh water courses ﬂow
into bays and arms of the sea. Having
no protection of shell, membrane, or
even a borrowed covering, it seeks a

SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

In

the equatorial seas, and on the coast

lines of the warmer temperate zones,
these creatures are found in the greatest

M

MOTHERS

rectly.

Another thing which always amuses

it,

it

By and bye the child
you may fancy.
some
will want to do likewise. Give
paper and a dull pair of scissors and let
try. Encourage and help it; guide
the little ﬁngers.
You will be surprised
to ﬁnd out how soon
will be able to
make quite respectable imitations of
beneﬁcial as
your handiwork. This
teaches the
well as amusing, and
child to grasp shapes and measure dis
tances. This amusement may last for
months, perhaps years, for as the child
may learn to draw ﬁg
grows older
ures of people, horses, cows, and the
like, and then cut them out.
know a mother in limited circum
stances who has several little tots to
care for, besides numerous household
duties to attend to, and who succeeds
with her tasks so well that was always
constant source of wonderment to
made a morning call.
me.
One day
thought the babies must be asleep, as all
was so still about the house, but when
entered the dining room in response to
found
the “Come right out here,”
mamma cutting out some little gar
ments for her darlings, while the three
tots themselves sat or lounged onthe
it

it is

it

nothing but zigzag lines, but after a little
while they will want to produce shape
from the chaos. Then is the time for
the mother to make little objects for the
child to copy. Begin with something
very simple. Make a few circles, a
ﬂight of steps, a tea box, or any other
thing that will be readily grasped by the
little one. Let it copy them ; do not be
if you ﬁnd it slow work.
discouraged
Unless a child is unusually backward it
will be interested and before long will
be able to do fairly well.
Name what
ever object you make, and while learn
ing to draw and hold the pencil cor
rectly it will also learn the names of
A slate may take the place of
things.
a paper, if you prefer, but the baby is
apt to be more fond of rubbing things
out than in trying to copy them cor

OCCUPATIQN.

the tots is to make paper dolls for them.
Take a piece of paper—bright colored
paper is best, as children always like
bright things ; but not glazed paper, as
it is likely to be poisonous; double
and with the scissors cut out ﬁgures—
men, women, girls, boys, or whatever

it

they are willing to sit and scribble to
their heart’s content, making, perhaps,

CHILD

it

N observer of child life writes in
an exchange, of simple ways to
interest and train very young children.
As soon as a child begins to “take
notice " we should try to ﬁnd means of
interesting it. A rattle, a rubber ring,
or a tiny doll will do at ﬁrst, but the
baby soon tires of these. Just here is
the place for a mother to exert her “in
ventive” ability. We have found a pen
cil and a piece of paper invaluable
where children are concerned.
At ﬁrst

0N

I

T0

a

SUGGESTIONS

I

ﬂower-like lamina, and gathers for its
nutriment the oxygen of the water.
Though differing somewhat in form
and coloring the habits of this family
are essentially the same. (Illustration
‘
No. 4.)

abundance and beauty.
Devoid of the
senses which produce pain or pleasure
in the higher orders, they live their ap
parently useless lives. But we know
that Creative Power is never exerted or
expended in vain, and there is a niche
in the completed universe for the Zoo
phyte to ﬁll. It is enough that in unison
with the suns and worlds of other realms
the microscopic monads can exclaim,
“ The Hand that made us is Divine.”
ANNIE E. COLE.

I

sheltered nook on rock or pebble, and
basks in the warm, sun-lit water. From
its rude shelter it throws out delicate

31
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ﬂoor still

They looked up to
greet me, but turned back to their occu
pation at once. They each had a copy
of a newspaper spread out on the ﬂoor
before them, and I wondered what they
could be doing, for I knew they were
too young to read. Mamma noticing
my puzzled look, said :
"They are helping me with
my
work.”
“ How i ”
queried I.
“ By
being good little girls and letting
me have time to do it myself,” laughed
as mice.

she.

“ Yes,"
replied

I, still wondering,

" but
what are they doing

'l"

of

the

mother's

a newspaper and show them the letter
A for instance, then give them each a
They are to stick a hole (or punch
pin.
an eye out, as I tell them) in every A on
the whole page. When they get through
I go over it with them and see how
many they have missed. It seems to
have a great fascination for them, and
then, besides, it keeps them quiet so
that
can do my work and also teach
them their letters, for we take a new

I

letter each morning.”

-—-e.-¢-.e—

ONLY A
“ ONLY
“
a child,”
Only a baby,”
many will say as the funeral cortege
passes, and from the hearse it is indicated
that a child is being borne to its burial.
But not so, not thus speaks the mother.
Ah! the host of mothers, who have known
what it is to see the little, blithesome,
happy child, who made sunshine in the
home, who brought joy and peace and
comfort to all hearts. sicken and suffer,
and die.
\Vhat desolation
then takes pos
session

“ You see," she replied, “I haveto
invent all sorts of ways to keep them
busy and out of mischief also, and I
ﬁnd this best of all. I give them each

heart

; _ oh,

what a vacancy there is in the home !
How the presence of the older children

CHILD.
nothing compared 'to the ab
sence of that one of which the mother
is everywhere
conscious.
How their

seems as

voices grate harshly on the
mother’s sensitive heart, and how soon
all the world and its attractions seem to
dwindle into utter insigniﬁcance, when

mirthful

the child of her love, which nestled in
her bosom, which opened her laughing
eyes in the cradle by her side to gladden
every morning with their beams, whose
merry laugh was music to her ear, the
patter of whose tiny footsteps heralded
a joyful welcome, has gone away from
her forever.

——§>0<4——
THE BOY AND THE BIRD.
“ Go weed in the
garden till after ten,”
" I'll not speak
Rob's mother said, sharply.
again.”

" See here, little boy," said the robin to Rob,
“ Though
you think I am idle I'm planning

"

" Four

Dear me," said Rob, sighing,

"I wish

1 could

job.
nestlings to care tor—such

gry things

be

a

.

great, hun

!

The robin that's singing up there in the tree.

There isn't much rest for a father-bird's

“ Birds never weed gardens—they never bring
wood.
They do as I’d like to, and would if I could.

"The

" They've nothing

“ Be content as God made us—as birds, boy.
or man,
And do what needs doing the best way we

to trouble them, only to
sing,
And rock on the branch when they're not on
the wing."

wings.

cats try to catch us—the boys are as bad.
Birds have work, wants and worries like
others, my lad.

can."

'

AND

VAGARIES 0F MESHERISTS.

what power, then,was it?

Iam inclined

a

will?

I

a

a

a

it

is

1

if

tion would that be which would be open
tosuchapower: well mightan ignorant
person cry Witch
But
not witch
craft, what
'l—an aura?
spell?
superior intellectual power? stronger
believe

neither.

Once

there

may have been people who would think
so, but inasmuch as we now do not hold
that either intelligence or superior wis
dom operates a current of electricity,
why should we say that any exterior

it

2

a

man to be mesmerized,
agent causes
hypnotized, magnetized
put into a mes
meric trance?
Would
not be better
to ask what forces we know something
about can do these marvelous things?
do not myself believe that can by any
means known to me possess
human
a

I

body other than my own, driving out
the soul of my friend by a series of
so that presently
“passes,”
he who
stood before me in his own intelligent,

is

'a

is

it

;

I

well-known form, lies passive and still
at my feet, spell-bound. unable to move
hand or foot or toopen his eyes. In a
highly ﬁgurative sort of speech
have
entranced, in
hypnotized him he
mesmeric sleep. But
putting the

very medieval light to say
matter in
that have so hypnotized or entranced
him, or that
have “castaspell" over
It
him.
looks so, truly, as if
have

I

it

I

matter?
am aware that some curious ques—
tions may be asked me: If
was not
the friend who mesmerized the man,

to think that it is not what is supposed~
the unconscious inﬂuence of an uncon—
scious agent
What
wretched situa—

I

I

a

a

if

l

a

a

I

is,

an aura surrounds a mesmerist
believe, by many admitted.
Some think that an inﬂuence emanates
from him which controls and to
certain extent possesses a subject.
Is not
this explanation of a wonderful phenomenon startlingly suggestive of the
daemon that among the Greeks and Romans controlled whom he "possessed”?
And are we not as well reminded of that
long-time exploded belief in witchcraft
which greatly confused our New England ancestors, some of whom thought
witch could even casta spell upon an
absent enemy at will? Strangely out of
order with our modern notions
Queer
there should be such a mysenough,
terious power residing in a friend that
innocently stroking the hand of a man
he was chatting with could result after
a little in paralyzing the arm and rendering the hand insensible to pretty
knife.
sharp prick of the point of
Could this state of affairs have sprung
from the unconcious inﬂuence of the
friend?
have reason to know that he
neither knew nor thought of anything
in connection with the hand till the
queer result was declared by the subject.
Did the friend have much to do with the

a

HAT
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done so.
And while I do not distinctly
understand everything relating to this
beautiful phenomenon—while my friend
lies still and helpless before me, appar
ently so from my gently stroking his
body a few minutes—I will not attribute
to myself a power to call away his soul
and establish myself in its place in his
body.
Do we often see in other lives such
things done ‘i If we should find a man
lying by the way in a torpor or a dream,
of things around him,
unconscious
would we not say on general principles
that some force within him has co
operated with some force without him
to bring about such a state? We do not
"
him. No,
say some one has “obsessed
we ﬁrst ask whether he is not ill from a
sunstroke, or paralyzed by a shock, or is
drunk, or has been taking opium, or has
fallen asleep from weariness. We do
not say, as men might two hundred
years ago have said, a wizard has med—
dled with him.
It may be epilepsy or
hysteria or apoplexy ; it may be drunk
enness or opium-narcosis—some
state
certainly partly accounted for by the
man‘s own act or his functional activity.
He has invited the condition, has met it
half-way. And so it would be in a mes
doubt not a
meric sleep. Part, and
large part, of such a sleep is the result
of the man’s own act, unconscious, in

I

voluntary, functional, or automatic.
If
I were to guess without knowing, I
should guess ﬁrst that he was the prin—
cipal motor in the case.
I once saw a person prostrate from
heat.‘ He was overcome in a place

' Curious to know whether as be said the sur
face of his body was hot and dry, I placed my
open hand by the man's consent on his chest;
as well as mine, the
when, to his apprehension
ﬂesh at once felt cooler and more natural, and so
it seemed whenever I laid my hand there. By
this sign I understood that I was handling a. “sen
sitive“, who, presently’ restored, appeared very
grateful for the result. This man, an out-of-door
laborer, married, of evident Irish blood,appu.rently
upward of 40 years old, tolerably well-built though
not very muscular; since he proved to my own
oution to be a " sensitive; " developed a. suscepti
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where other men could work with com—
He was predisposed to
parative safety.
such attacks.
It is very much so in the
case of some “sensitives”: they succumb
when others do not to suggestions, and
so enter
into any state, capable of
being assumed by them,_when they en—
tertain the idea in that direction.
Undoubtedly many things exist in the

world—light, heat, and electricity, for
which we know almost
example—of
nothing except what we see of their op
We do not know ‘much about
eration.
the nature of ﬁre ; it is as mysterious an
agent as the agency of mesmerism ; but

I

we do not invoke it as our ancestors may
have done in the age of stone, nor do
we, believe whoever uses ﬁre is possessed
of extraordinary powers- VVe ascribe
the result of ﬁre to the ﬁre itself. \Ve
do not now believe that Mesmer magne—
tized the sun, and, so doing, caused a
mesmerizable person to be mesmerized
If any one,
by the sun through him:

should say he thinks I can
“ magnetize"any one, this may be said,
that perhaps I may seem to him, and to
some others who do not really know_
much about the matter, to do something
therefore,

at the same time the magnetized person
passes into a hypnotic state, which ap—
pears to cause such a result as he sees,
but I am inclined to dispute any state
ment of his to the effect that by any
exercise
powerful inﬂuence which
am capable of doing any such thing as
I think do very little;
he sees done.
that almost all the ‘vital force that is
active is the subgject’s own, and is of his

I

I

I

impulse.

What do

I do?

bilityto my own " aura," an ability to entertain
my suggestion (which was true) that my hand ap
plied to his ﬂesh made him cooler—an example
of suggestion of any kind made by me, and enter
trained by a subject.
Other cases (such asproduclnga warm spot over
the region touched by the palm, causing con
traction of muscles, curing a back-ache by a
touch, and a score of kindred instances could be
mentioned), but all may be no doubt referred to
the same general principles, or something like
them. There is no hocua-pocua in the matter, I am
sure.

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

periment made. on the same subject
about two months before, after fail
ing to elicit any sign of hypnotized con

just

for the time he remained susceptible of
hearing, as that susceptibility declared.
There are many evidences outside of
actual experiment
on this line which
tend to indicate the principles I have
hinted at. And among all the principles
declared I think this one, that mesmer—
izers do not supply either will, force or
miraculous impulses, can be shown as
true ; at the same time that they do not
in any sense subtract either energy,will,
force, or impulse from the patient, or in
any sense “ obsess " him and possess his
own soul as well as theirs. That
the
soul of the patient
not gone out of his
body and in the possession of the mes
merizer, nor does the soul of the mes
is,

To illustrate may be better than to give
an answer.
Such phenomena as I am
about to refer to have actually occurred,
and in another instance even more
distinctly.
A rather “ nervous ” though very in
telligent young man is extremely hard
of hearing.
He hears with much diffi
culty when one shouts to him; hears
with tolerable case only by means of an
or in some
instances
ear—trumpet
through a long tube or pipe. By his
consent (it was a second experiment in
in this line) I induce a more easy hear
ing, so that we carry on conversation
together in a tone on my part not extra
ordinary except a little more distinct and
slower than usual, during something
like half an hour. On a previous ex
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merizer go there.
Although we may not yet have ar
rived at a satisfactory explanation of
some subtle phenomena which may de

a

;

is

is

I

I

‘l

a

is

is

a

begin

is

I suggest to him (as
that I make him

I

clare everything, we may still, think,
to divest ourselves of medieval
a test of the
We may not say all we
hear better‘ superstition.
state)
than usual. He will not say that I wish we could in answer to
hasty
question, yet perhaps we may believe
spoke thereafter more distinctly or loud
er, but partly confesses that when he we see clearly enough to say that we
pays strict attention he occasionally will no longer be bewildered by ﬂoating
Aura inﬂuence, neverthe
hears more readily, and furthermore, vagaries.
less there may be, for what after all ex
admits that a humming noise heard con
stantly in his ears subsides for a time cept a suggestion from one whose opin~
venerated can so start a notion in
during the experiment.
Afterward be ion
the mind of a subject that what forces
lapses into his usual state.
Now I do not suppose any one will heowns may rush pell-mell to the place
and so
directed,
think I caused this man to hear. The where attention
“sensitive,")
explanation of the phenomenon need (should the subject be
only go so far as to presume that all I bring on such wondrous phenomena as
could do was to suggest ; he carried out. puzzle us by their mystery
But
will not say willingly that
I do not for a moment suppose that I
a particle of control over think “aura"
all. Let alone the en
possessed
him, through my handling him, or that tertaining of the idea suggested of the
he had delegated to me any prerogative
mesmerist in the
mind of the mesmer
no action, no phe
whatever, for the time, by reason of my
ized; then there
will being any way superior or in any nomenon but let a welcome idea be en
subject already in close
way stronger than his. I do not now tertained by
know that I then exercised any “ will contact with the mesmerizer, and we do
power,”or that I had even a wish in the not know what will be done by the mar
case. It was only a trial for results. He velous functions of the mesmerized—I
could not, as far as usual tests could believe done all unconsciously to the
show, be hypnotized, yet he might, after mesmerized person in some instances,
all,have been hypnotized very effectually
who
ready therefore—is he not? to

dition,

_
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ascribe all his queer sensations and odd
motions entirely to the superior will.
We have seen a “sensitive” who is
wrought upon by the master-mind of a
revered “mesmerist,” made to believe
things true which are false, and to act
as if what was suggested to him was his
own :—not suspending his own iden
tity, but unconsciously acting out the
thought of another—a thought will
ingly welcomed and heartily enter
tained.
We ought, however, in this
age to repudiate such ridiculous and
exceptional notions as some enthusiastic
mesmerizers have held with more perti—

We are
nacity than common—sense.
not dwelling now in the age of Savon
arola,
beyond
fathers.
we hold

and

It may

have

advanced

a

step

fore
our witch-persecuting
Shall we stand on the ground
?

be useful to formulate

Perhaps one person may be more sensi
tive than some others, which is to say
that he is considerably more susceptible
FOOD

long pendulum—a good way. Then sup
pose some strong consideration be over—
Is
poweringly applied to such a man.
it not evident that whatever he does
will-be emphasized ? He swings at good
way; by our simile.
Quick to catch, swift to act, precipi~
characteristics
of a
tate, are perhaps
make—up‘suited to strong hypnotic phe
nomena ; a little analagous to the condi
tion of a ﬁne horse, a lawn of tender
grass, or a delicate watch, in responsive
character.

If_things I have half explained have
been heretofore bewildering,
am satis
ﬁed to have made them plainer and to
have shown more distinctly what is

regard to
food preparations sold in packages
and used extensively were made last
year at the instance of the Board of
Health of New Jersey, and resulted in
showing a state of things that every
The adul
housekeeper should know.
to which canned goods, espe
cially fruits, are subject, is great, not
only with respect to methods of cheap
ening, but also as concerns the use of
materials that are very dangerous to
teration

An abstract of the report made
health.
the
committee
having the matter in
by
charge includes the following revela
hundred and seven samples of
imported canned goods were examined,
of which 88 were found to be adulter
These latter were
ated or not standard.
of 4 samples of beans and 86
2 out
out of 96 samples of peas. The chief
adulterant found in these articles was

I

easily understood.
'

ADULTERATION.

NVESTIGATIONS with

tions.
One

to the inﬂuence of an opinion he deems
trustworthy ; while at the same time his
peculiarly sensitive make—up renders
what inﬂuence is brought to bear on him
more active and marked in such lines as
he is swayed into ; he swings like a

+

a theory.
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copper, which was added to give a
No
green color to the vegetables.
adulteration or harmful ingredient were
found in American canned goods. This
is encouraging in the fruit line, but
the next article has quite a different

Fifty samples of ground
complexion.
coffee were examined, of which ten
were pure and forty adulterated.
The

adulterating materials were roasted and
ground peas, beans, rye, wheat, bread,
These preparations are
and chicory.
very widely sold in the city and town
groceries, and bear the names of well
known manufacturers.
Eleven samples of teas were examined,
all of which were pure.
Small wonder, considering the low
Yet we cannot on this
price of tea.
account commend the I use of tea to our
nervous countrymen.
Six hundred and forty-nine samples
of ground spices were examined, of

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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which

343 were standard
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or pure, and

adulterated or not standard.
noticed were of the
same character as outlined in former re
It is to be remarked in this con
ports.
nection, that a ground spice may not

Peach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Blackberly
Cranberry .............
..
Cherry ..... ..
Grape .
Lemon. .
..

contain any added material or adulter
ant, and yet be of such poor quality as
to be as fraudulent as the sophisticated
In many instances the spice
article.
has been packed for so long a time as to
have lost all ﬂavor. Such debased arti
cles should be classed among those not

Total ................. .. . 192
33
159
Many of the samples did not contain
a particle of the fruit named’, on the la
bel, and in most cases the fraud was
most easily detected. The articles used

306 were

The adulterants

standard.
Store honey was found to be griev
One hundred and eleven
ousl y falsiﬁed.
samples were examined, of which twen
ty-eight were pure and eighty-three were
The adulterant was either
adulterated.
glucose or cane-sugar syrup.
Twenty-four samples of sugar were
analyzed, of which twelve: were pure
and twelve adulterated with molasses or
Sixty-four samples of mo
cane sugar.
analyzed, of which twenty
six were pure and thirty-eight adulter
ated. The chief adulterant was glucose.
Some samples had been bleached by the
use of sulphurous acid, and some con
Thirty-seven samples of
tained tin.

lasses were

of which
examined,
to the stand
equal
ard of 4.50 per cent. acetic acid, and
twenty-one were not up to the standard.
One hundred and ninety~two samples
of fruit preserves were examined, of
which thirty-three were pure and 159
The preserves were either
adulterated.
vinegar

sixteen

were

were

in the form of jelly or jam. The fol
lowing table gives the names of the
fruits and the number of samples exam
ined

:

Raspberry...... .... .
Red Currant ........... ..
..
Quince.......
Apple .................... ..

Orange...................

Strawberry .
A ple Butter ........... ..

..

Grab Apple............
Pineapple . . . . . . . . . . ..

ear

as.
28
71
16

4
8

4
6
1
4

24
65
15
0

25
3
8
1

0
4
2
2
1

3
21
1
6

4

0

4

0

Unknown..........

2

4
2
9

3

0

1

i 2
1

8

1
0

l

7
1
2
7
0
0
3

in the manufacture of adulterated fruit
preserves are apple pomace, apple juice,
starch, glue, gelatine,
Japanese isin
glass ; these to give substance.
Apple, inferior or spoiled fruit juice,
artiﬁcial ﬂavors and the compound
ethers, acetic acid are used as ﬂavors.
As coloring matter z-Aniline dyes, eo
sine, fuchsine, Bismarck brown, garnet
red, ruby red, and various carmines.
Statements of this sort should be suf
ﬁcient to put people on their guard, and
suspect the causes of many cases of ill
ness.
One of the most interesting features
of deception that came under notice re
lates to the manufacture of bologna
sausage. Twelve samples of bologna
and smoked sausage having a suspicious
character were examined with the result
of showing that some dye, probably one
of the anilines, was used to color the ma

terial, in order that some defect might
be hidden or the article made to appear
better than it really was ; also that some
substance had been applied to the exte
rior of the sausage similar to varnish.
Further analysis revealed the presence
of Bismarck brown as a color for the
“ casing" was coated
meat. The skin or

with a varnish containing shellac. The
sausage in question was found to be
prepared in the following way: After
the meat was chopped and put into the
casings, the sausage was boiled in a
bath containing the following coloring
agent: Bismarck brown, 14 parts ; gar
net red, 2 parts; water 1 1-2 pints. This
When
gave the sausage a brown color.
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this process was complete the sausages
were coated with a varnish composed of
shellac, resin, oil, and alcohol.
The Board of Health at once instituted
measures to suppress the sale of this com

O
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0F SELF-DENIAL.

here will illumi
fulness accomplished
nate and enhance the value of our
reward hereafter, we have our incentive
to take up the trivial, menial task of
domestic life, or the great effort of a
public career, with zeal and enthusiasm,
knowing that the burden, though heavy,
is only for a time, while the fullness of
To live
the reward is for all eternity.

long—that can be answered. To live
well—that is not so easily answered, as
it is interpreted differently by different
If to live well is to live to the
minds.
satisfaction of the ﬂesh and of the carnal
mind, that is easily done; but if to live
well is to accomplish the greatest good
for body and mind, that is also easily
done, IF—there is a desire on the part of
the individual to do so. But what does
this sort of living well demand! It de
mands the continual exercise of that
corner-stone principle of all manly and
character,
Self ‘denial.
God—serving
What shall we say ? Self-denial of mind
and body is the only rule by which to
square our lives to the requirements of
In these
living well in the true sense.
us
around
are
many
clamoring
days
loudly that mind rules all physical con
“ Think you are well, and you
ditions.
“ Flesh
can not have disease,” say they.
Food
is senseless, spirit alone has life.

is nothing." Ver
ily, in one sense this is the doctrine,
“Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow
we die ;" but if we take the man who is
suffering from severe racking head
ache, or the pangs of dyspepsia, he will
hardly subscribe to the whole of this
impractical theory, which is not; founded
Let us turn from
on common-sense.
such strange reasoning to hear the testi
mony of Jesus, the son of Sirach, a.
Hebrew sage, who lived after the resto
ration from the Babylonian captivity.
He says, “A cheerful and good heart
will have a care of his meat and diet.”
What does that indicate? It means that
such a man has been careful and mode‘
rate in his meats and drinks, and does
not indulge unduly in pleasures of ﬂesh
“ Envy and wrath,"
and sense.
says
the sage, again, “shorten the life ;" so
envy and wrath have no place in the
character of a man of that cheerful and
good heart. And one way to obtain and
cultivate a cheerful and good heart is to
let rich eating and stimulating drinking
ﬁnd no place in one's life. Remember
the words of Jesus the son of Sirach,
“ If thou sit at a bountiful table,
be not
and say not ‘There is
greedy upon
much meat on it.’ A very little
suffi
cient for a man well nurtured, and he
fetcheth not his wind short upon his bed.
Sound sleep cometh of moderate eating;
he riseth early and his wits are with
him; but the pain of watching (or
wakefulness) and choler and pangs of
the belly are with an insatiable man.
My son, hear me and despise me not,
and at the last thou shalt ﬁnd as
told
thee."
Modern hygiene
not more for
cible in its maxims and teachings than
this sound and sensible lore of the
is

opportunity! grand responsibility! And
when we think that every deed of use

in quantity or quality

I

i Let us dwell on the
words, penetrate their meaning,
Or, as we can
and digest the thought.
not comprehend its meaning, let us ﬁnd
out what life means to each one of us.
Taken in the individual sense, life, re
stricting our idea to this world, is the
capacity to live long, to live well, and,
we will assume, to live usefully. Grand

is

IFE, life, life

it,

THE RULE
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position, and none too soon, we might
say, for the bologna sausage in its best
estate deserves the reprobation of every
lover of proper food

is
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possible value and usefulness
out of our lives, extend by precept and
practice the golden maxims of hygienic
living for the beneﬁt of our own and
greatest

a

if

future generations.
Nine persons out
of ten who suffer from annoying indis
positions
arising from dyspepsia, in
varied forms, would be sound and vig
orous
few simple
they understood
principles of how to establish and main—
tain good health.
But wrong habits,
persevered in for years, induce at last an
attack of acute illness which in ﬁve cases
out of ten result in achronic invalidism,
if the patient does not die. And why?
Prin' ipally because of the medicine
taken when the acute attack sets in,
which relieves the distressing symptoms
but does not cure the disease, thus

thwarting the effort of nature to cleanse
and purify the body and laying upv
trouble for many years to come; and
because the old habits are
secondly,
returned to and persevered in as soon as

With
attack has subsided.
the co-operation of rest, careful diet,
and a little fasting, Nature in most cases
would bring her patient through with
more skill and success than many phy—
sicians could do, especially those who
But the
practice with drug treatment.
secret of good health for all persons of
the acute

average constitution is, Deny thyself
those pleasures and satisfactions which
dissipate the strength and power of body
and mind, and thou shalt have health,
wealth, and be strong for all
which
the burdens of life and strong to enjoy

all its legitimate pleasures, and gain that
“cheerful and good heart” which
the
is

it,

ancient wise man. The abstemious hab—
its of the Eastern sages are proverbial.
Simple food, and not an excess of
prolonged their lives and preserved them
from illness. And why should not we
Americans who are anxious to get the
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of a clear conscience before
man, and the evidence of a
peaceful and healthful condition of mind
and body.
M. A. .uoo'r.

testimony
God and

M—
FEET.

ANCIBNT

of their

feet.

We

a

is

forms of living persons. Unquestiona
bly the human foot, as represented by
these old sculptors, was larger than the
modern one, and, in fact, the primitive
foot of all people of whom we have any
record, either in painting or statuary,
larger than the restricted foot of modern

it

is, is

size

consequence what size sandals he wore,
but vhe would require to have
modern
shoe of at least 10} for minimum ﬁt or
No. 11 for real comfort.
For women,
allowing for the difference in the relative
size of the two sexes, which was about
the same then as now, a woman of ﬁve
feet three inches in height would have
had
foot ten inches long requiring a
a

proportionate

moderns are apt to pronounce them too
large, particularly those of the women.
It will be found, however, that for sym
metrical perfection these feet could not
be better.
A Greek sculptor would not
think of such
thing as putting a nine
inch foot on a ﬁve and one-half foot
woman. Their types for these classical
marble ﬁgures were taken from the best

a

is

museums of art, and supposed to repre
sent the perfect ﬁgures of ancient men
the apparently dis
and women,

The masculine foot, forming an
approximate average of four different
countries, was about twelve incheslong'.
This would require at least a No. 12 or
comfortably. The
125 shoe to cover
average masculine foot to-day
easily
ﬁtted with a No. 8§ shoe. and
there
fore, not above ten and seven-sixteenths
of an inch. Now, by'the old scriptural
rule of proportion,
man ﬁve feet nine
inches
in height should have a foot
eleven and one-half inches long, or one
sixth his height.
It was of no great
a

writer in the Shoe and Leather
Reporter, about the statues found in our

times.

a

a.

a

NOTICEABLE thing, remarks

modern shoe—it ought to be spoken only

TH
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in a whisper—No. 6 as the most comfort
able for that foot, or a No. 5% as the limit
of torture.
The reason for the diﬁ’er

J
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ence between the old classical foot and
the modern one is obvious.
Restriction
is what has done it.

———<O>——
DRUGS

FOR

E

are having great discussions
over new drugs that are pre—
scribed for what seems to be becoming
a bane of modern life, insomnia. There
are chloral, cocaine, caﬂ’eine, phenace
tine, sulphonal, chloralamide, etc. etc.,
and as each new composition comes out
it has a ﬂock of advocates. But how
ever lauded a hypnotic is at ﬁrst, we
soon ﬁnd that it has bad points; it is
A
productive of injury in some wayprominent physician aptly says in this

regard:

I

have recently met with several cases
of insomnia due to over—taxation of the
American nervous system, and have
been requested to prescribe some drug
that would be effective to procure sleep,
No
and be at the same time harmless.
such drug exists. There is no medicine

SLEEP.

capable of quieting to sleep voluntary
life that has been working ten hours at

high pressure, except it be more or less
poisonous.
Consumption of chloral,
bromide in some form, or opium, has
increased in this country to an incredi—
ble extent, is still growing, and a large
number of Americans go to bed every
night more or less under the inﬂuence
of poison.
Sleep thus obtained is not
restful or restorative, and nature sternly
exacts her penalties for violated law,
more severely in these cases than in
most others.
suffers ﬁrst;
Digestion
one is rarely hungry for breakfast, and
loss of morning appetite is a certain

Increasing nervous
sign of ill health.
ness follows until days become burdens,
and poisoned nights the only comfort—
able parts of life.

_—‘0._—

A

VEGETARIAN

BILL 0!‘ FA RE.

HE following

Exrsa VEGETABLES.—CnuliﬂOWeI',
menu comes to us
Spin
ach, Artichokes, Parsnips, Potatoes Baked,
from the Charing Cross Vegeta
rian Restaurant, London. As a sam— Potatoes Mashed, Potatoes Plain, Haricots,
ple of what maybe supplied to those Tomatoes, Macaroni, Rice : 2d., cacli.
Swsar Hummus—Plum Pudding. Baked
who are inclined to change from a flesh
Rice
Boiled
Pudding,
Pudding,
diet, it will certainly compare well in Fig
variety with the menus of our better Jam Roll, Apple Pudding, Bread and
American restaurants, with their array Butter Pudding. Swiss Cocoanut Pudding:
of steaks and chops. The reader need 3d..cach.
S'rswsn Fauna—Figs, Dates, French
not be reminded that an English penny
Plums.
Apples. Pears, Damsons, Gooseber
is worth about; two cents in American
rics,
Rhubarb,
Apricots: 3d., each.
money :
'

SoUrs—Consomme a laIGardiniere, Len
til Soup, Rice, Milk: 3d. (Bread extra.)
Posmnoss.—0atmeal,
Wheaten. Maize
Mush, Anglo-Scotch (with Sugar or Syrup):
3d., each.
Cutlet and Tomato
Sln'oaias—Lentil
Sauce, Macaroni au Gratin, Forcemeat Om
elette, Haricot Pie and Apple Sauce, Mush
room Pudding, Stewed Celery, Curried
Eggs, Onionsa la Banville, Tomato Farcies:

4d,

each.

PAsrRin—Applc

Tart, Apricot Tart, Rhu

barb Tart, Gooseberry Tart, Damson Tart:
3d.. each.

Srmnmas—Tea (fresh made for each
Chocolate, Cocoa, Coﬂee, Mineral

person),

Waters. Soda and Milk: 8d. Milk. Cheese,
Cake: 2d. Serviette: 1d., each

Thus a hungry man in London can
obtain a good meal of nourishing food
at very moderate cost.
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All Anclellt Greek Race.—A
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AND INDUSTRY.

cor- quency which is alarming.
We lately
of one of the Pittsburgh news
learned from an inspector that he had found
a battery of boilers, every safety valve upon
papers writes:
“ In the little essays sent to the State De
which was wedged down by a pine plug,
“to keep them from leaklng,” and now
partment, the Consuls of the United States
come the particulars of an explosion in this
occasonally leave the beaten track of com
mercial statistics and give us alittle ethnical State, reciting that one Arthur Leavitt, an
Consul Jewett, in discussing the noyed because the escaping steam from the
study.
Turkish province of Trebizond, refers to safety valve of his boiler made his horses
restless, fastened the valve down with a
the existence of a peculiar colony of people
residing in this region who have a claim heavy weight. The natural consequence
upon the attention of every student of the ensued, and, although swift retribution was
He says: Some forty miles south meted out to the offender, he carried into
classics.
of Trebizond there is a community which is eternity another and innocent man, while as
highly interesting to the student of history a result of his criminal set two men are suf
When the ‘Ten Thou
fering serious injuries, a pair of valuable
and of sociology.
horses and a large factory are destroyed,
sand,’ on the famous retreat by Xenophon,
passed through this country, a portion of and a prosperous business seriously inter
rupted.
the army was cut off from the main body
The man who will deliberately tamper
and left behind. They were well treated by
with a safety valve of a steam boiler is a
the surrounding tribes, intermarried with
them, and settled down permanently in a ﬁrst-class rascal, and he should be placed
community of their own. The people now in the same category as the man who would
living in the district referred to, included in put a fuse to a powder magazine or lay the
train to start a contlagration.
some nine villages, claim to be the direct
descendants of those soldiers of Xenophon.
‘Why they D0 It.—Every one, who
Their language is Greek and they profess knows anything of town life, must have
the Christian religion, though under the
noticed that builders, as soon as they put in
pressure of the Moslem conquest they nomi
the glass, especially in the lower story of a
Thirty
nally adopted Mohammedanism.
large structure, daub a quantity of whiting
years ago they formally declared themselves
upon the inner side of the glass. By most
Christians, but, on the other hand, many of
observers the act is no doubt regarded as
them beur Mohammedan names and in every a
very silly thing, but such is not the
As Christian
village there is a mosque.
case.
subjects in the Ottoman empire they are ex
A Chicago reporter recently interviewed a
empt from military service, paying a head
contractor on this point and received the
“ We have to mark
tax instead, and the anomalous position
following explanation :
these people hold frequently causes diﬂicul
them that way or they'd be smashed in no
Their local cus
ties with the authorities.
You see, the workmen around a
time.
toms, dialects, traditions, and mixed religion
new building get in the habit of shoving
offer an interesting ﬁeld for investigation lumber, etc., through the open sash before
and study."
the glass is put in. They would continue to
Fastening the Safety "salve.— do it even after the glass is in if we didn‘t
to attract their attention.
Power and Steam is reasonably severe on do something
the
reason
That's
a
you always see new win
walk
to
boiler
up
who
would
the engineer
with
daubcd
dows
its
glaring white marks.
safety
steam
through
discharging
whichis
Even if a careless workman does start to
valve, and deliberately close that only ave
shove a stick of timber through a costly
nue through which the surplus steam might
escape to prevent a dangerous over-pressure. plate of glass, he will stop short when his
eye catches the danger sign."
And yet this thing is done with a fre
respondent
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Subsldlzhlg Braln.—-We

btlieve in

a community taking care of its citizens who
show high powers for intellectual research.

A

writer in the New York Nation says, in
pleading for "the endowment of private
research." that no one can doubt that
“mental power is a great endowment.
Huxley has well said that any country
would ﬁnd it greatly to its proﬁt to spend a
hundred thousand dollars in ﬁrst ﬁnding a
Faraday, and then putting him in a position
in which he could do the greatest possible
amount of work. A man of genius is so
valuable a product that he ought to be se
cured at all cost; to be kept like a queen
bee in a hot house, fed upon happiness and
stimulated in every way to the greatest
activity. To expose him to the
possible
same harsh treatment which is good for the
hod carrier and the bricklayer is to indulge
in a reckless waste of the means of a coun
try's greatness."
Again he says, “The
waste of water-power at Niagara is as noth
with the waste of brain
ing compared
power, which results from compelling a man
of exceptional qualiﬁcations to earn his own

living."

The " Star of BethlehemF-The

story is current in some channels that “the
star of Bethlehem is to be visible this year,
being its seventh appearance since the birth
Prof. Pickering, of Harvard
of Christ.
University, says :
“ I can scarcely believe that this story
emanated from the astronomers at Vienna,
for had there been the slightest intimation
of the appearance of this star it would have
been cabled to us at once, as is always done
in the case of astronomical news gathered
in Europe. The report is probably the un
authorized revival of an old rumor that this
star, erroneously called the ‘star of Bethle'
hem.’ was to make its appearance, but as
this statement has been made several times
since 1884, when the star was looked for by
some astronomers, there is doubless nothing
in it. The star referred to was the one dis
covered by Tycho Brahe in 1572 and was
named for him. It appeared quite suddenly
in the constellation of Cassiopia, and had a
brilliancy greater than that of any of the
planets so much so that it was visible in the
It was be
day time for certain seconds.
lieved by some some that this star had ap
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peared in the same position 812 years before
this interval of
or in 1260, and, assuming
appearance to be correct, it would have. been
visible about the time of the Christian era,
and it was thus termed the star of Bethle
hem.

“ If its return was after 312 years. the time
of its reappearance would have been in 1884,
but nothing has yet been seen of it, although
watched for it at that
many observers
time.
Such a phenomenon at the present
day would have the highest value to astro
nomical science, for by the use of modern
instruments observations could be taken and
information gathered that would be of the
greatest assistance in a series of experiments
now in progress.
There is, however, so
much doubt in the matter that it is of but
little use to surmise as to the star's reap
pearance.“

An African “ Plgmy "’ Race.—

Henry M. Stanley says that one of his most
interesting experiences was his meeting with
the dwarf tribe of the forest, which is the old
est known aristocracy, with institutions dat
ing back ﬁfty centuries. Their Queen was
very kind to the explorer, and consented to
accompany him to Europe, but became so
exhausted
by the hardships of the journey
that she had to be sent back. These dwarfs
are olive-lined, very intelligent, ﬁne crafts
men in iron and ivory, and probably the only
African race that does not practice polyg
amy.

The Erectness of Man as Com—
pared Wlth ApeS.—Pr0fessor Cunning

ham, in speaking recently before the British

Association on “ The Proportion of Bone to
Cartilage in the Lumbar Section of the Ver
tebral Column in the Apes and Different
Races of Men," said he desired to point out
some modiﬁcations which showed the result
of the erect posture of man, and in look
ing at the vertical column, because it wasin
that he especially looked for these modiﬁca
tions, and there was no other part in which
they wouid expect to ﬁnd such modiﬁcations
more marked than in the lumbar region—
the region of the loins—because it was upon
this a great part of the weight of the limbs
and trunk fell. If they examined the bodies
of the lumbar vertebrae in a number of ani
mals, they found that in quadrupeds these
bodies were long. narrow, and rod-likev
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placed one in front of the other, whereas in
man they found thatlthe bodies were short,
broad, and disk-like, so as to widen the pil
lar of support. But the point of interest in
this was that the gradations between these
rod-like vertebrae and the disk-like body of
vertebra: could be traced step by step as they
After consid
passed up through the apes.
ering'lthese facts, he began to think it possi
ble that similar distinctions might be de
noted in some of the lower races.

The Slot Machine In Egypt.—

The saying that “ there is nothing new under
" receives fresh conﬁrmation in
the sun

43

recent discovery that a “ nickel and
slot” machine was in use in the ancient
There " holy water "
Egyptian temples.
was offered to the faithful, but it was not
free to all, but was kept in a closed vessel.
When the sum of ﬁve drachmm was dropped
into the top a valve opened and allowed a
small quntity of the sacred liquid to ﬂow
out, after which it automatically closed to
await the arrival of the next customer. This
device was ﬁrst referred to in the “ Spirit
"
alia of Hiero, published in the seventeenth
century, and there is no doubt that such an
apparatus was actually used in ancient time s
the

spirit which was supposed to direct the
various propensities of man," and sub
stitutes for that one soul “ a multiplicity
of spectral souls," and so “peoples the
whole brain with spectres."
This is an interpretation of phreno
logical doctrine that is no more war

“<6 -

ranted

NEW YORK,
July,

good writers who accept

1890.

the leading modern

The spirit of the essay

is at once negative and speculative,with
the manner of the metaphysician,

not

A page or two of

space

the physiologist.

on

Gallian

the

system than it is by the statements of

A RECENT CRITICISM REVIEWED.
IN a late number of the National
Review Mr. W. L. Courtenay discusses
the question “Can there be a Science
of Character?"

by the Review‘s reasoning

psychologists

who

go as far in recognizing the indepen
dency of faculties in the domains of in
tellect, emotion,

and sentiment

as

phre

nologists do.

Witness

the

definitions

of

ﬂew

art, Bain, McCosh, Mahan, Calderwood,

Parker, etc.
Mr. Courtenay

to take

it for

that the mere symbolism

that a

seems

is given to a rather curt examination of

granted

the claims of Phrenology in relation

writer of Phrenology has here and there

the subject of the article,
of which he pronounces
classiﬁcation

of the

in the course
the Spurzheim

mental

faculties

and their connection with special

ganic centres
mental

as

a

phenomena

to

or—

way of regarding
that moves in

“a

most fanciful and shadowy region.“ He
that the phrenologit

tells

his readers

has

“a dislike of

the one soul

and

his illustration

indulged in, to render

of the activity or function of
more distinct,

implies

a

faculty

a personiﬁcation

of that faculty—which is far from the
truth. Yet such a specimen of analyz
ing

a

gives,

simple

if

mental

procedure

as he

accepted as phrenological,

certainly to be regarded
showing how different

as effective

faculties

is

in

partici

-
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pate in the consideration

of every-day

incidents.

But

seems to perceive

the

bearing of his

statement and to apologize for it !—“ of

he goes too far in saying that

course

such

an observation

is purely

“each organ is practically supposed to
think, feel, will, and act for itself,”

He goes on, however, to
discuss this type of head development

is not claimed by any.
“
“ bad”
Furthermore,
bad bumps" or

as possessing a direct

because

this

are not recognized by any edu

organs

_
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empirical."

relation to certain

mental vcharacteristics, and

is, for the

most part, correct in his remarks.

But

cated phrenologist, as entering into the

here he has quite “given himself away,”

brain congeries; the “badness” comes

for

from

a

of faculty and its

perversion

abusive

in the

exercise

economy

of

he is discussing

Granting,

as this

writer

does, that the

principles
answer

claiming that in any phase of thinking

matter and

is

entirety

mind acts

because

the

he challenges

the

exercised,

as a whole,

related questions—Why the variations,

of mental

deﬁciencies, and differences
expression
and

as the reader

of localization.

brain is the organ of the mind and then
its

shown by different persons,

Why

by the same person?

does

not a man show the same power in the
action of his different facultiesi
is be strong even

Why

to excess and abuse

de

that is also one set forth by

velopment

the phrenologists,

well, and can only be explained

character.

of

a special type

knows
on the

It will

not

Mr. Courtenay to hedge in this
“
betake yourself to
tempera

ments” to ﬁnd a groundwork for char—
The locus of
acter diﬂ’erentiations.
controversy may

be changed somewhat,

principle remains

but the
pendence

of mental
Given

organism.

a

of the

expression

de

upon

type of tempera

ment and you at once discover a special

constitution of brain that is
to it as form of body.

as peculiar

The fact that one brain is wider than

in one, and deficient even to its entire
apparent absence in another? Again,

another, or that it has a distinctive en

if

largement

he be supposed to reply that a man

that may involve the struct

faculty

ure of the temporal convolutions only,

by nature—and we grant the fact—then

or the lower convolutions of the parie
tal lobe, and the lateral convolutions

may

be deﬁcient

in respect to

a

there must be some incompleteness

of

mind, and the mind’s organ, the brain,

of

is correspondingly defective

special constitution has a relation to the
known character of the possessor of the

somehow.

But a little further on this Review
writer evidently forgets the point he
has attempted to makein denying locali
zation of organs in correspondence to
faculty, for he says in these very words,
“ As a rule it may be observed that en
ergetic

people

have

a

considerable

breadth of head and brain, especially in
the posterior

crown,

part on each side of the

though of

course ”—here

he

the

anterior

lobe,

and that

this

brain, logically stamps the part or parts

of the brain so enlarged with a pecu
liar functional property. Calling the in
" does not affect its
ference “empirical
practical and reasonable application to
the doctrines of localization.

Mr. Courtenay reasons in the manner
metaphysicans, and we do

of the older

not ﬁnd him inclined to that liberality
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quiry that forms the title of the essay

Bain, and Ladd exhibit in their discus—

modern physiology in its special connec

and rest the case, but
very recent edi
tion of the London Saturday Review,
viz., that of April 26 last, has an article
with the heading, “The Revival of

tion with brain function. We think our

Phrenology,"

sions of mental functions.

with the great advance of

selves warranted

in so thinking, because

he makes no reference

If

to this advance.

with

he be acquainted

it,

be acquainted

then

he

must ignore its overwhelming testimony
on the side of centres or organs in the

prove

which

in

itself would

ﬁtting reply to Mr. Courtenay.

A paragraph or

two of this article must

serve our purpose

writer says

at this

The

time.

:

He may not

a

as

a

Calderwood,

that such psychologists

would

of the mind have distinct

impair his strong asser

brain,

for the whole—acting mind.

ally determined;

views of the temperaments are de

rived from the old books rather than the
enough, show that
peraments

were there room

the system

he has taken up

best, because

of its pathological

tions. Thus the most intense centres for
movements

nature,

been proved

to another point in

this criticism of his essay, we

will

declaration

on this very

subject of the essay in these words

:

who has made

“All

also

psychologist of Aberdeen,
a

quote

the

theorists previous to Phrenology

could not prove their principles by ap
peals to observed facts; they could not
show

a relationship existing

ac

not the

Mr. Courtenay has quoted Prof. Bain,
before passing

have in many cases established the phy~

of tem

for modern speculative observation.
and

in the

siological correlative of,psychological

between

of the facial muscles have
to bethe brain area,

in

which Gall located his organ of mimicry
or imitation; the gustatory centre in
the same region as the so—called
tiveness of the phrenologists.

gusta
The mo

tor area for the concentration of atten
tion,

as assumed by some

physiologists,

found to correspond with the localiza

tion of

concentrativeneas

Voisin’s theory of exaltation
mony with

and

;

we might,

is

and

new,

seats

few of which have been actu

and that recent re
searches in psychology and pathology

is

His

a

tion of oneness for the brain as agent

is

be to

;

Of course, to quotea

is

single prominent observer in this line

“It
now ﬁnally agreed that all
mind manifestations are dependent on
brain matter that the various elements

brain structure.

Combe’s

George

in barspecu

Mr. Herbert Spencer,

lations.

Dr.

once

a

defender of Phrenology, made an appar

elementary powers they had analyzed in

ently successful

their own consciousness.

posed faculty of reviviscence, for which
much pathological evidence;
there
and the so-called

only science of character."—“ Study of
Character.”
We might offer this statement, coming

blindness

as

it

ing this, but she became the ﬁrst and

est

does from an authority of the high

eminence,

as an

answer

to the in

centre

sup—

as localized

for psychical

by Munk

sponds with Gall‘s observations.
“All that Phrenology asserts

with the assistance
elements—such

as

corre—

is

capable of do

localization of

is

not only showed herself

Phrenology

a

cerebral organs and the functions of the

that,

of certain known
physical

tempera
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surroundings—

and

char

as to psychical

erywhere a considerable number of wily,
tricksters who practice un
show of authority legally or fraud

mendacious

acter can be drawn from the conﬁgura

der a

tion of the skull; and in the light of

ulently obtained.
The fact, as we have generally stated
it,

the present condition of physiological
science this claim can surely be consid

nor extravagant.

ered neither illogical

by society for

has been recognized

and now and then meas

generations,

community

here and there for the protection

ized, to be of such immense value to edu

people against

cation, that it must be admitted
least

of

effort

It may

with indifferent success.

in

of

able publication

a

admitted

toleave the case to

content

the judgment of our candid

good measure by its excessive ex

pression—the

meanwhile prompted

by humane senti

ment to take the part of the men against

readers.

We note the

CAPACITY AND PUBLIC ACCEPT

sentiment

in

reference

to the practice

he knows what he professes to teach, he

whenever

commands

its

He may

respect.

an

a

schools

regard askance or

certain

learned and scientiﬁc
even ridicule, yet

if

to

he 'is prepared

sustain his views by evidence and candid

argument

the world is not likely

permit him to

of contumely

be crushed

to

under a wall

and disgrace, especially

if

of popular

the state legislatures with

of medicine,

such legislation would make

discrimination

nounce principles and practices that the

directed.

operation

world that

ANCE.
a man shows to the

large being

at

people

whom the class hostility

WHEN

and new

toward new doctrines

methods, which often defeats the object

of

very respect

critical class, we

a

tism

is

source, and

a scientiﬁc

are quite

it appears,

as

due to the hos—

classes

or

or accord

to

between

of therapeutics,
classes special

privileges.

imposture and quackery
by all reasonable
protection

could

ner that will

be

persons,

recognized

and

be obtained

in a man

with care and sadness.

in being freed from the thousand

fulness

of

number

of

a

calling

impostors.

seems

use—

to be the

So a profession

that appears per se to confer

respecta

bility upon its followers has almost

ev—

ras

cally manipulators and venders of pills
and extracts.
A_ few months

ago

we published

trial forced upon‘ a lecturer
while pursuing his vocation in a South—

report of

ern state, the outcome

being

a

soci~

physicians the community would rejoice

a

in every calling known to

ety, and according to the essential

and

its

intelligent

effect upon all honest

charlatans and

such

fair and equable in

what he offers has in it much of solace
and help to men and women burdened
are impostors,

The

need of state or county protection against
is

coming,

as this,

is

such strong and comprehensive

tility of class prejudice and conserva

to a prominent place

quacks

be

success in such cases

With

There

rule

investigation.”

language
from

worth the

well

of the

but as

imposture:

offered as one reason that the lack of

a

is at
serious

that it

ures have been taken by

a

The theory itself presents such varied
interest, and promises, if properly util

a

education

if

ment,

positive conclusion
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judicial

vindication of the truth and majesty of
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science against enmity and detraction.

plain in its characterization

The lecturer being a gentleman of edu
cation and well versed by study and
practice in the subject of his lectures,

sons, and especially of “those high oﬂi

speedily won the respect of the people,

agents.

and in the proceedings
room

soon

of the

court

court and jury

convinced

of the two

great evils, and in its censure of all per

cials who aid and abet ” these destructive

In

the recent

National Temperance

that followed the Synod, cer

Congress,

that he was far from being the pretender

tain speakers referred in emphatic terms

and charlatan his envious accusers al

to the coolness of the church at large to

leged.

ward the saloon question.
it

So

has

been

in

the

of

case

every educated and trained phrenologist
whose

work has been interrupted

by

persons blind to its virtue and beneﬁt,

during the twenty years that the writer
has

to survey the

been able

ﬁeld of

Certainly it is high time that men who
claim to
men

be leaders

who by their very position

teachers

and

ceased to be

moralities,
the people.

“'e

translated,

for

brightening
lecturers,

will

the times are

earnest

and

capable

and that the demand for them
increase with the growth

steadily

of public intelligence concerning

the

functions of the nervous system

examples

the most destructive

phrenological practice in this country.
are conﬁdent that

in Christian work,
of the

are

higher

lukewarm toward
“ institutions” of

This very lukewarmness
it may reasonably be, into

as

indifference,

has been a very powerful aid

to the growth of intemperance

among us,

and the resultant crime thatdisgraces

civilization. There are upward

our

of 100,000

in the coun

ministers and missionaries

try, each one pledged to do his part in

-———<H+~+-_

teaching men how to live honestly,

AN EXAMPLE.

If

cently, purely, and nobly.

de

thirty

THE Synod of the Reformed Presbyte
rian Church, recently sitting in New

thousand

York,

would be'brought about in the drinking

has put itself on record in a way

of these “devoted” men lived

well up to their pledge, what

a change

that must commend it in the estimation

and smoking habits of the people

of all advocates of decency and purity.

a crusade

How?
a

By voting with a good majority

report condemning the use of intoxi

eating drinks and tobacco.

Heretofore

there

would

be

I

What

against

the

Not only
vice and crime of society!
would each clergyman or missionary
cast away the dangerous

stimulant and

the larger bodies of the Christian minis

ﬁlthy narcotic, but every lay member of

try have shown fear or lukewarmness

the Church Christian would be ashamed

in attempted

discussions

of the drink

and tobacco habits of society.

So many

to touch either.

We await the effect of this most com
of the Reformed

indeed of American clergymen are given

mendable

to these habits that they are minded

that

Presbyterian, in the hope that other
churches will show a like courage in

would tend to divorce them from their

denouncing the arch enemies of religious

oppose

in

the start any measure

darling sins.

The Synod’s language

to

is

movement

and moral development.
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Answer—It

go

tlorrespundants.

QM

" ONLY WILL
QUESTXON! or "GENERAL ls'rsass'r
But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
shall expect us to give
po'unded, if correspondents
tiem the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

ALwAvs write your full name and address plain
lu. If you use a pseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.

W: can so'r mam-Ass 'ro naruas UNAVAILABLI
contributions unless the necessary postage is pro
IN ALL cases, persons who
aided by the writers.
communicate
with us through the post-oﬂice should,
if they expect a reply, induce the return postage, or
whatia better, aprepaid envelope, with their full
address.
Penonal and private matters addressed
to the Editor in the professional capacity of a phy
tician will also receive his early attention.

“MY Nicus
Your

m

Lirs."—Mas.

J. L. B.—

of the sort that an
editor likes to receive.
A few of our read
ers can say like yourself that they read the
But you
PHRENOLOGIOAL forty years ago.
were then a mere child, it seems, and must
Why
have been one of the reading kind.
have you not found your “niche in life?”
Has not the sphere of home revealed many
a useful part that you could “act well,”
and have you not done for family and
friends many things that helped them in
mind, body and estate?
Or have you in
dulged ambitions that seemed to be hin
dered and nulliﬁed by necessities that you
endure only in common with thousands of
the best women of the land.
Perhaps you
know not that you are ﬁlling a noble sphere,
and doing a grand work.
Hundreds are in
this situation and do not realize it. Just
where you are opportunities are not few to
serve humanity, and in serving humanity
according to the occasion that offers, no
matter how humble the performance, you
are serving the God and Father of human
ity. No service is small that is done kindly
and willingly for others.
pleasant letter is

VEGETARIAN Dia'a—Que-stiom—lf we give
r. a.
up “ meat,” what shall we eat?

seems

to be the

notion of

many people brought up on and accustomed
to a flesh diet, that if they attempt to give
up their beef, mutton, veal, etc., with the
sauces and trimmings, they will ﬁnd them
A most un
selves in danger of starvation.
warranted idea, that a little thought he

stowed upon the reserves of Mother Nature
In the Science of Health de
dissipate.
partment you will ﬁnd a bill of fare such as
is supplied in a well known London restau
rant, changes being made, however, accord

will

Certainly
ing to the season and markets.
there is no fear of starvation in sucn a list
of palatable and wholesome foods.
Sr'nnss

Astana—F.

Sums, Jsaxs,
W. C.-—Sleep

Ere, Waits
restores

vigor

and tone to the brain and nervous system,
and while one is asleep the muscles and tis
sues

The spasmodic
relaxed.
are due to nervous reaction for

become

movements

It is sympathetic sensations
for the most part that cause the jumps and
jerks that awaken when the person is just
Often external causes,
falling into slumber.
of the bed
a noise, a touch, the pressure
clothing will produce such effects through
Generally people
the sympathetic nerves.
whose nerves are very active during the
these not always pleas
day experience
They receive impressions,
ant sensatious.
consciously or unconsciously, that somehow
may revive in the 'early stage of slumber,
and the sleeper catches a glimpse of a
dream, in which he seems to be falling or
exposed to vague danger, and an instinctive
impulse to save himself is expressed in the
jump or jerk that arouses to full conscious
the most part.

ness.
PHBENOLOGY

AND

IMMORTALITY.——B.

Q.

—-You are right in your inference that phren
“ teach " a doctrine
ological science does not
of human immortality, but it differs from
other sciences in its recognition of brain
centres or organs that have a fore-looking
quality in their functions. For instance,
the faculties of Veneration, Hope, and
Faith not only have an application to the

1890 1

AND

SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

experiences of every-day life, but there is a
decided
spiritual application that every
man with a well-developed moral constitu
tion recognizes clearly. In discussing the
higher exercise of the moral faculties in
“ Heads and Faces,” we have said :
“ It is Veneration that recognizes self
consecration to God, and stimulates rever
that im
It is Conscientiousness
ence.
presses one with the feeling of duty. indebt
It
edness, obligation for beneﬁts received.
is Faith or Spirituality that opens the inner
vision to the appreciation of a power super
nal. It is Hope that reaches beyond the
present to a joyful existence alter this mor
The intellect eu
tal sphere has passed.
it
ters into the expression of worship ;
may, by its conclusions born of reason,
strengthen the sense of right and duty, con
ﬁrming one’s impression that sacriﬁce,
prayer and praise to the Creator are consist
ent and proper.”
This exalted action of the moral faculties
forms the religious side of human character,
and gives a certain kind of evidence that
cannot be reasonably ignored. Still it does
not prove man to be immortal by nature. It
is the work of religion to show whether or.
not man ,will pass after death into a new
state of life, and how he can attain unto it.

% Q's“ QM

Communications are invited on any topic of inter
eat,‘ the writer's personal views and fuels front his
experience bearing on our subjects being prefer-red

From a Student—On my return
from the Phrenological Institute (Class of ’89)
I entered “ Shenandoah Institute, Dayton,
Va., and becoming a member of the “Pla
mnian Literary Society," Lwas invited to
give three public lectures on Phrenology for
I accepted the
the beneﬁt of said society.
After the ﬁrst lecture
invitation cheerfully.
about ﬁve of the students proposed that a
class he organized. In a short time there
were twelve of the boys ready to study
Phrenology.
I supplied them with copies of “How to
Read Character” as a text book. The stu
dents express delight in its study and are
much interested.
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Our venerable Professors, J. N. Fries and
G. P. Holt, throw themselves open to con
viction to every thing that they deem bene
ﬁcial to mankind.
Hence, they have given
due respect to the science of Phrenology,
and really advocate it.
I must confess I was bountifully re
warded in attending the New York Insti
tute, and heartily recommend its advantages
to all who desire the most that is attainable
in life. In my opinion no education is
complete without a knowledge of Phrenol
ogy, and I heartily wish the JOURNAL and
all related to the science of mind much
success.
E.

'ofa

Y- IIILDEBRAXD.

The Mastery
SOIlL—There is
nothing, it seems to us, so intensely interest
ing as the struggling of a human soul against
passion and pride, vain ambition and appetite,
maliciousness or crime, and all the baser in
clinations,
and with all its latent energies
aroused to their full extent determined
to
gain the mastery over its baser nature,and
rise to a higher plane of rational life. What
what
pain, what anguish, what struggling,
hope, what despair, what deep misery, what
bright rays of joy in alternation, exhilarate
the soul with radiant bliss, or tear it with the
deep fangs of bitter grief and oft-repeated
disappointment! And to see it emerge at
last from all this furious ﬁght, this storm and
calm, this sunshine, this watchfnlness,and
sur
prise, into the clear sunlight and gloamig
shadows of a heavenly calm, with a perennial
joy ebbing and ﬂowing
and exhilarating
through the soul, is a wonder, a charm, a fas
cination, superior to anything that ﬁction can
The re
ever devise, in its palmiest hours.
ality adds an intensity to the charm, and gives
substantial food and hope for other struggling
souls. See the soul now, in the calm serenity
of a celestial atmosphere, standing with its
feet crushing passion, pride, vain ambition,
low lust, and appetite, love of gain, malignity,
and every baser passion, with its pure hand
on the helm, its intelligent eye on the goal,
making all the wheels of human nature turn
subservient to a nobler life, looking down the
fearful chasm from which it has escaped, this
is a wonderful picture! Look at the fright
ful form then as it emerged from the sullicd
pool of generation, and now at the radiant
ﬁgure in its day of triumph ! What can add
Dull,
to the picture, or enhance the charm?
indeed, is the soul that ﬁnds nothing here to
admire, nothing to emulate.
IVAN VON ZESTONE.

J 0 URNAL

TH‘ PHRENOLOGICAL
PERSONAL.

What men call luck

had been expended

it

it,

?"

is

it

“You press the trigger and we do the
rest,” as the revolver said to‘ the fool who
“ didn’t know
was loaded.”
“ WaLL,

Misther

M’Phelim,

how’d ye

schlape last night?"
_
“ Ah, bhad, Denny, bhad!
Unconscious
good dale av the tolme."—Harper'a Baea-r.

a

“ WHY do you call the
phonograph
‘she’ " asked the horse editor of Western
“ For two rea»
paper of the snake editor.
sons,” was the reply—“ ﬁrst,
talks back;
second,
always has the last word.”
it

skilfull

est, but he that prevents it is the safest physi

a

a

I

A Lsoar. PaassonTlon.—Witlow-—“
hear
Jones has been arrested for keeping cow."
Bitso—“ For keeping
cow
What an
“ Yes, she belonged to another
outrage l“
man.”
The
(reﬁectively) —“ H’ml
think, that will yield to mild
stimulant. Let me see your tongue, madam,
you please." Husband of patient (hastily)
—“ Doctor, her tongue doesn't need any
stimulating."
PHYSICIAN

case

one,

a

SILENCE as to a man and his deeds will do
more to extinguish him than columns of abuse.

Full”.

Now.

City Girl (pointing to the starry sky)—
“ That cluster
of stars
the dipper.”
Coun
t'ry Cousin—" Is that so?
Which cluster
the pail?

I

mahogany;
the
man is only veneer.—j. G. Hol

LET prayer be the key of the morning and
the bolt in the evening—Mall/zew Henry.

cian.— T.

little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men.‘

“ We
say mouse, and we ‘say mice.
why isn't the plural of spouse spice

is

solid

a. disease may be the

“

it

" Thou mustbe true thyself,
If thou the truth wouldQteach."

HE who cures

MIRTH.

is

WISDOM.

fashionable
land.

9.4“—

?

---__»-.-.4_

is

Conscience is likeasun dial.
If you let
truth shine upon it, it will point you right,
but you may cover it over so that no truth
can fall upon
and then
will lead you
astray
you follow its guidance.

a

Ma. Rtonaan Vaux, of Philadelphia, suc
in Congress of the late Samuel J.
Randall, is a handsome old gentleman.
Summer and winter he wears rufﬁed shirts,
low patent leather shoes, and silk stockings.
In 1838 he was for a little time a brilliant
young attache of the American Legation in
London. The story goes that he fell in love
with the pretty girl Queen, who smiled so
graciously upon him that Lord Melbourne
requested his recall.
cessor

THE gentleman

KEEP up hope in bad times. We have the
same sun and sky and stans ; the same God
and heaven and truth; the same duties and
the same helpers. Hope thou in God—Dr.
Goadzll.

if

timej£1,233,845

for land and buildings.

AGE makes us more fondly hug and retain
the good things of this life, when we have the
least prospect of enjoying
thcm.—Allrrl>ur)'.

if

Gsonoa PEABODY, the rich banker and
philanthropist, set apart £2,500,000 for buy
ing wretched tenements in the London
slums, clearing them off, and building in
their stead pleasant and healthy homes for
the poor. The trustees of the fund have
performed their duties wisely and faithfully.
They now, after twenty-ﬁve years, have
eighteen groups of houses scattered over
the city, which shelter 20,374 people, and
before long they will be able to buy land
The fund on De
and build another group.
cember 31. amounted to £994,789, and up

Is the prerogative of valiant souls.
The fealty life pays its rightful kings.
-—_/amr: RUM?” Lowell.

A

Don PaDRo's HOSPITAL—D1’. Stellwa g, of
Vienna, tells the story that Dom Pedro de
siring to establish a hospital in Brazil seve
ral years ago, offered to ennoble any citizen
who would contribute a certain sum to the
hospital fund. Half of Rio Janeiro was
found to desire a title, and money poured
in.
When the hospital was ﬁnished, the
Emperor ordered to be sculptured above its
" Vanitas Humans Miserize Humante"
gates,
(Human vanity to human misery).

to that

[July
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AND wLENCE

In this department we give short reviews 0] such
NEW Boots as publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such in/onnatimt as shall enable them to form

an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
umeforpersomll use. It is our Irish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science.
We can usually
supply any of those noticed.

A

TALKS AT ‘rm: CLUB.
Reported by Amos K.
Fiske. 16mo, vellum cloth, gilt top. New
York. Fords, Howard & Hulbert, pub
lishers.

This
series

is a neat little volume, comprising a
of papers contributed to the New

York Times, and they are well worthy of
reproduction ‘in permanent form; for the
matter and the manner are decidedly supe
rior to the average of newspaper writing
The conversations purport to have been held
in a quiet room of the Orphodel Club, Sat
urday night, by a party of four, and con_
siderable pains are taken to preserve as far
as possible the characteristic peculiarities of
each member of the little party.
The topics
are of an elevating character; and there is
no want of sprightliness and wit.
There is
very little of the cheap,second-hand,sketchy
anecdote discoverable, but the matter as a
whole is treated in a decidedly fresh and
original style. The topics themselves show,
author; for
instance: The Shepherd's Lost Sheep; The
Irish American; More about Ancient Scrip
ture; On the Power of Personality; Words
of Comfort.
A really good book.
as topics may, the spirit of the

Tan List: or Giro. H. Sruaa'r, written by
himself and edited by Robt. Ellis Thomp
12mo, pp. 383. Cloth. J. M.
son. D. D.
Stoddart 8c Co.,Publishers, Philadelphia.
When a man sets about writing his own
life it is supposed that the product of his
pen will be in every sense authentic, albeit
he is intelligent and cultured enough to
write with a ready pen. No one will ques
tion Mr. Stuart's capacity in this regard,
and it is but small praise to say that the
work has a superior claim to consideration

OF HEALTH.
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viewed as an autobiography. The life of
Mr. Stuart was one of much more than
If one reason that occurs
passing interest.
to mind be given, which will be accepted
at once by the reader as quite suﬁicicnt, that
reason is that .\lr. Stuart had been related
socially, and we may say professionally, to
some of the most distinguished men of the
past generation.
During the late war he
had occasion to come in close contact with
those great men who were concerned in the
administration of our government. Letters
that were written to him by President Lin
coln, Gen. Burnside and Gen. Grant, repro
duced in fae-simils, are given among the il
lustrutions. Some exceedingly ﬁne portraits
also appear.
Mr. Stuart was prominent in
affairs of general philanthropy.
It will
be remembered by the reader who is at all
familiar with the history of the war, that he
contributed much toward the organization of
the Christian Commission, and also toward
other serviceable
philanthropic enterprises
that came in vogue for the beneﬁt of the
soldier in the camp and in the ﬁeld. A most
worthy and noble life is this, and its conclu
sion, written by his son in three brief pages,
describes his recent death at the sanitarium
of Clifton Springs.

PUBLICATIONS

RECElVEI'):

Caissa's Guosr.—A choice selection of 100
chess problems by the best composers,
arranged by G. A. W. Cumming.

A little amphlet published by the Graphic
80., of Kirksville, 1910., at 35 cts.,
Printin
which s ows that in the West there is a
growing interest in this noble game.
Omomar. PAcxaoaa—Decision
of the Su
preme Court of the United States, to
gether with dissenting opinions.
The National Temperance Society has is
sued this amphlet for the purpose of show
ing the spirit that pervades our national ju
diciary with regard to the sale of intoxi
cating liquors. We think that the dissent—
ing opinions show more clearly the spirit of
western sentiment than the ruling opinion. It
seems to us thatourcourt of hi hest resort has
made a mistake in thus intru ing into what
is usually considered a specal province of
the States, and its decision, we think, will
force a larger discussion of temperance
uestions than has ever been the case before.
hat the States have a special jurisdiction
must be admitted with regard to matters
that affect the moral and physical condition
of their population, and when one has de
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cided upon any course for the improvement
of its internal aﬁairs for the United States
Government in any way to interfere, and as
it were to cancel the obligations of the peo
ple toward their own State-administration,
is a departure fraught with serious results.
10 cents. A. N. Stcarns. agent, New
1Price,
'ork.
4MB ANNUAL REPORT or TaE PROTESTANT
Soola'rr
EPISOOPAL Cannon Missiomizv
r012 SBAMEN.

We are glad to know that there is so much
active work going on for the instruction of
sailors who come to the New York ports.
This mission is certainly a worthy one. The
Corresponding Secretary of the Society is
Mr. Henry Royers.
Nassau LITERARY MAGAZINE, conducted by
the Senior Class of Princeton College.

An old publication, now in its

ume.
Few colle e magazines
such a career as t is.

46th vol
can boast of

TERAPEUTIOA, della catra
mina Bertelli Nelle Tuberculosi Locali ed
esplicitazi Morbose Aﬁini osservazioni
cliniche del cav. Ulf. Dott. Fernando
Franzolin, Milano.
Tip Stefani, corso
Porta Romano 336.

SULLA EFFIOAOIA

Tna INFLUENCE or SEWERAGE AND \VATER
POLLUTION on the Prevalence and Severity
of Diphtheria.
Asrrsavrw Ons'rx'rmcs. Reprinted from the
Transactions of the State Medical Society
of Illinois.
CIRRHOSXS

or

‘m1: PANCREAS ;

or. Pancreatic

Anaemia.
INFANT FEEDING-

Reprinted from the

J our

nal of the American Medical Association,

August 4,

1888.

The above papers are by Dr. Chas. War
rington Earle, Professor in the Colle e of
Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago.
hey

contain suggestions
practitioner.
THE
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of practical value to the

Baooxtrn HEALTH Exmnrrron.

A

of the apparatus, foods, pro
catalogue
cesses, etc., etc., on view at the meeting
of the Am. Public Health Association in
October last.
Reprinted from the Sam'
tarian.

A PERFECT MEMORY: How to Attain It,
is the title of a small, compact volume of
about ﬁfty pages just published b Mr. John
A. Shedd, the author of “ Shed ‘s Natural
The book is a new edi
Memory Method."
tion. with such modiﬁcations as shall adapt
it to American readers of the monograph
published in England by Charles Hartley.
It contains what people who are interested
in memory improvement usually wish to
know. viz.: Something of the history and
growth of mnemonic systems, and also sup
plies hints of positive value for strengthen
As Mr. Shedd has de
1ng the memory.
voted some years to this line of study, his
comments and additions are a material ad
dition to the work of Hartley, and while not
intended
to furnish a “system' of mne
monics. it does supply information that is
essential to be known by any teacher. viz.,
that concerning the fundamental principles,
physical and mental, of memory. Price, in
cloth, 30 cents.
Muscat or 'rrrE STATUTE
Laws or THE STATES AND TEnm'romEs in
the United States, and the Provinces of
Canada. Compiled by E. E. Knott, Bur
lington, Vt.

READY REFERENCE

An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages.
This is a brief, clear synopsis of the laws in
common use ; those things of which every
day people should be acquainted with. For
instance, we ﬁnd in it substance of laws re
lating to the collection of debts, exemption.
and limitation, commercial paper, arrest and
imprisonment for debt, naturalization, part
nership, marriage, wills, etc. The Constitu
tion of the United States is one of its an
nexes, and there is a series of biographies of
the presidents.
Published by the Inter
national Pub. Company, Burlington,Vt.
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ENCHANTMENT.

WELLS

(10.,

Publishers,

75 Broadway, New
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This is the appropriate name of a new and most fascinating Lawn
Game. The illustration above gives somethin of an idea of what it
the tossing and catching of rings with wan s. Can be played by
two, three, or four or more persons, on any piece of ground, say
ﬁfteen feet by forty feet, or even less, and
requires no special pre
'
preferable.
paration, but grass lawn
It affords constant opportunity for the active exercise of all the
so devoid of any boisterous element that
muscles of the body and yet
with perfect comfort.
In
lady in full dress may participate in
Croquet the ositions and movements of the players are exceedingly
awkward; w ile in Enchantment the acts of casting and catching the
hoops develop the most graceful movements and positions of the ﬁg
ure, giving healthful exercise to the arms and chest aud thereby de
veloping and strengthening the lungs.
The implements of this ame consist of eight light plaited hoo
wands,‘ eight boundary posts with eig
bright colors, four guard
colored ﬂags to be inserted in the tops of the posts the’ whole packed
in a neat box._
Having tried this and appreciating its merits, we have arranged
for oﬂfering
on most favorable terms as a premium in connection
with the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. It will be sent to any person who
will send us two subscribers at $1.50 each, or to those who are sub
scribers we will send
for $2.00. To those who are not subscribers
we will sendkit and the JOURNAL a year, $3.00. It
manufactured
at much less than the regular
at a very low price and we are oﬂering
price. The games are all sent by express direct from the manufacturers
at Springﬁeld, Mass. The offer
only for a limited number and orders
should be sent soon, and addressed to
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Portrait and Illustration.

Simeon Pease Cheney.

U.

A Leaf of Personal

History.

III.

Abdul Hamid.

IV.

Studies from Lavater.

.89...

Marie Merrick.

Sultan of Turkey.

Editor.

.

The mouth and Chin. Illustrated.
Sketches of Phrenological Biography. George Combe, 3

VI.

Practical Phrenology.
Mental Mechanism No.
Sizer.

-

12

.

.

.

Lydia M. Millard.
C. F.

Prof. Nelson

Firmness and Its Relations.
.

.

W.

.

3-283

V.

.

Allen Pringle.
eases:

i.

FOR AUGUST,

VIII.

‘Essa:

Jacob H. Schnarrenberger. Portrait.
Child Culture.
Training in Self-Contol.
Baby's Rights. Earnest.
.
Moral Impressions in Common Life.
Courtesy Necessary.

VII.

Science of Health.
.
'

.

.

gasses

Medical Science in China. Prof. E. P. Thwing, M. D.
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SIM EON

“WHY, Mr.

Cheney‘s vigorous style
writer gave me the impression that
”
he was a young man !
Thus exclaimed
alady on learning that the subject of
this sketch had attained the venerable
age of three score and ten when his pa
person Bird Music were written. These
appeared last year in the Century Mag
azine, and as they attracted much at
tention both in this country and in Eng
land, some information concerning their
author may be of interest to the many
who read them.
The writer had the privilege and pleas
ure of meeting Professor Cheney last
summer at Lexington, Mass, and of
hearing him lecture before the Normal
Music School then in session there.
Mr. Cheney was tall, erect, and of
majestic bearing. Indeed, time had been
wonderfully lenient with him; for al

though his abundant hair and long
beard were snowy white there were but
few lines on his fresh countenance, and
no quavers in his strong, resonant voice.
A broad, full forehead, overhanging
brows, piercing blue eyes and an aqu
line nose indicated the strength and
power of his nature. Yet that the stern
ness which seemed to dominate in his
features was equalled by a vein of sym
pathy deep and tender was evident from
the enthusiasm and indignation with
which he espoused the cause of the
birds.
In truth it was partly from a de
sire to arouse an interestin nature‘s frail,
sweet musicians which mightbe a means
of preventing their wholesale slaughter,
that his papers on their songs were

written.
Professor Cheney was born in Mere
dith, New Hampshire, in 1818. His
birthplace
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PEASE CHENEY.

as a

was close by that beautiful
He had a right to
and strong char
from genuine old

lake Winnipisauke.
his stalwart physique
acter, having come
New England stock.
scendant of Hannah
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He was a lineal de
Dunstan, that he
roic woman famous in history for hav

ing killed and scalped the ten Indians
who had captured her and her baby two
weeks old, murdering the latter at her
own door.
His father, Elder Moses Cheney, a
Baptist minister, was a prominent and
popular preacher in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Massachusetts for half a.
century. He was throughout his life
noted equally for his rare natural gifts
as an orator,

His wife

and his fine tenor voice.
was also a sweet singer, and

every one of their nine children sang al
most from the cradle. Mr. Cheney says :
“My father and mother with their ﬁve
boys and four girls formed a. sublime
choir, such as
have never heard
since."
Four of the brothers and one sister be
came teachers of music.
In the fall 0F
1845 they appeared in the City of New
York as the “ Cheney Family ” of con—
cert singers.
The four brothers formed,
an admirablequartette, of which Simeon
was the leader.
He and his sister while
preparing in New York for concert sing—
ing twice sustained important parts in
The “ Cheney Family" trav
oratorio.
eled through New York State and New
England, and wherever they appeared
were well received.
At the end of a.
year, however they disbanded and re
turned to music teaching.
Within the next two years, while con
ducting singing schools in Western New‘
York, Mr. Cheney met the lady who
afterwards became his wife.
In 1847
they went to Vermont and settled in.

I

Bennington County.
In 1860 Mrs. Cheney died, leaving her
husband
with two sons—John Vance
and Albert Baker. The former is now
Librarian of the Free Public Library of
San Francisco.
He is a popular verse
writer and has published two volumes of
poems—“Thistle Drift” and “Wood
Blossoms."
Albert Baker Cheney is a
popular and successful teacher of the
voice and pianoforte in Rutland, Vt.
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This unique work will
of birdsinging.
cordial welcome
undoubtedly receive
from all lovers of birds and their music,
likely to awaken an interest in
while
many who have heretofore paid little or
will
no attention to the subject. That
treat the matter in an attractive manner
those who have read Prof. Cheney‘s pa
pers or have heard him lecture are as
sured, as his style of imparting informa—
tion IS crisp, terse, original and attrac

sin.

bird-singing

it

is

it

it

is

is

it

is

it

y

ﬂ

if

it

,

is

Even able critics, he
important point.
continues, are in doubt as to what stuff
bird-music
made of; while the Rev.
H. R. Haweis, M. A of England, in
his book, "Music and Morals," says,
no music in nature, neither
“There
“ If,” affirms
melody nor harmony.”
“
succession of
Mr. Cheney,
melody
in
differing
sounds
pitch and length,”
and harmony
combination of melo
dies, bird songs must be music, or where
shall we ﬁnd it? They are condensed,
boiled down melodies, but hold all we
a

is

a

is

is

it

of

Some
its musical num—
published.
bers are compositions by Mr. Cheney,
which entitle him to no mean rank
among our native composers.
Although always interested in bird
music Mr. Cheney did not begin to make
a special study until ﬁve or six years
ago. He found the subject so interest—
ing that be conceived the idea of copy—
ing the songs of all the New England
singing birds, an idea which he was able
to carry successfully out. The fruits of
his labors in this ﬁeld, in which he
the pioneer, will soon be given to the
public in asmall volume treating of the
music of nature and making a specialty

is

it

it

it,

came impressed that the time had come
for him to make a singing book. He
had a vision, as it were, of the style and
which he immediately
set
form of
about materializing. He never relaxed
his labors day nor night until his book
was published
was completed, when
by White, Smith & Co., of Boston.
Besides being an admirable collection
of songs, quartettes and choruses, sacred
contains more biographi—
and secular,
cal matter and general information upon
the rise and progress of sacred music
in America than all other singing books

season
brief. In May and
at its height.
In July the
music begins to dwindle and in August
Then, too, in no
almost unheard.
one locality are all the singers to be
found and when one long sought for
discovered
may not sing, or may the
next moment
from sight and hearing.
he warble his song, many repe
Even
titions of
may be required to produce
the songster be heard
accuracy, for
his lay may differ
to
morrow
again
widely from the one he sang before.
Mr. Cheney said that in all his toil he
received no assistance from ornitholo
gists. So far as he knew, none of them,
except the late Wilson Flagg, while
treating of birds otherwise with thor
oughness and accuracy, touch upon this

June

;

be

Few men of Mr. Cheney’s years would
have attempted this arduous undertak—
ing, even with the assistance of so able
and patient co laborer as the present Mrsr
Cheney has proved herself to be. The
were numerous
difficulties attending
and perplexing.
In the ﬁrst place our‘

if

in California Mr. Cheney

tive.

is

While

a

Dr. C. \V. Emerson, President of the
Monroe College of Oratory, who is con—
sidered high authority in such matters,
boldly declares him to be “without an
equal in this country as a vocal teach
er."
“My life," said the subject of this
“ has been that ofacountry sing
paper,
He taughtsinging schools
ing master.”
forty-eight years, the greater part of
the time in Vermont and New Hamp
shire, although he spent several yearsin
\Vestern New York and three in Cali
fornia. In the last mentioned State he
taught classes in twenty different towns,
in every one of which he found one, and
in some places two or three of his East
He also taught one year in
ern pupils.
Milwaukee and other towns in W'iscon

know of melody, and more, too, in the
most exquisite forms.
Mice, frogs, and
toads sing, and the grass is full of little
musicians.
So far from there being no
music in nature, “ its songs never cease.’7
Dr. Emerson says, “ ‘Music is the cen
tral idea of creation."’ Prof. Cheney,
to quote from his lecture, held that “all
animated beings have some ability, vocal

and

‘

_~

-——

inanimate

things,

forced

them

through her grand music crucible, and
gave the essence to the birds.”
After great research and extensive
observation
Prof. Chehey concluded
“ bird-music is very largely a mat
that
ter of education, and it is by no means
certain that it has yet reached its perfec

e!
cincwmx‘s

Silo
(‘s—A
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of all the monsters of both land and
water, the voices of all animated beings,

or instrumental, for making sounds,”

L
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Uslru. sorta.

' t ‘fr:

XHPROYISATION OF CHEWINK

RKBEHBLING “ROCK OI‘ AGES.“

He believed that “birds were evolved,
being ﬁrst immense uncouth bodies,
perched on two long, striding legs, with

voices to match those of many waters,
or the roar of tempests;" that “they
were supposed to have had different
notes, and to have learned from one
another; that “nature, it would seem,
finally gathered all of the hoarse thun
derings of the elements, the bellowing

tion." Bird—songs, he asserted, are not,
as generally supposed, stereotyped, and
cites the songs of various birds as proof.
“Who," asked Mr. Cheney, and with
truth, “can listen to any singing bird
.half a minute without hearing some
thing inimitable and indescribable?
Who would dare attempt a description
of those delicate tremors that occur in
the song of the meadow lark and some

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
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other birds, the graceful slidings, shad
ings, and tremblings of the tones of the
thrushes?
But these are not the sum
and substance of bird—music.
These

truly superhuman ornaments are not in
the way of our comprehending what
they do sing that is common with our
own music.
The songs of many of the birds
may be detected by a quick ear as
readily as the melodies of Ortonville or
Rock of Ages."
Mr. Cheney
was
convinced
that
“all the intervals of, the musical
scales now in vogue are to be found
in the bird music.”
As his theo
ries and conclusions are the result of
close Investigation,
they would seem to
be worthy of serious attention.
He cer
tainly proved the fact that he set out to
establish; namely, “that birds, which
are acknowledged

to be the most won

derful creatures of nature, are more
wonderful as musicians than in any
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up of the same intervals that we use of
both major and minor scales.”
It is to be hoped that the interesting,
nay, fascinating vein of knowledge dis
covered by Mr. Cheney will not soon be
abandoned.
Copies of a few bird songs, kindly
furnished by Professor Cheney, are
given to illustrate the character of his
study.
‘I’

‘I’

‘it’

MARIE MERRICK.

_W————

HEN I

LEAF

OF

PERSONAL

14 or
travelling phrenologist
made his appearance in the neighbor;
hood and lectured in the rural school
house nights, while by day he “felt”
the people‘s heads at his lodgings for so
much per caput. Unlike many itiner
ants of those days, this man was of gen
uine quality, being thoroughly versed
in mental science, so far as it was then
practically a science, expert in discern
ing and delineating character, and well
read in cognate subjects.
For a country boy on a farm the wri
ter was a studious and thoughtful speci
men; but being naturally skeptical he
took no stock in the nhrenologist’s sys
tem, then commonly termed, “bump
ology.”._ So, while the rest of the family
15,

was a lad of about

a

went to hear the lecture, and maybe get
their “ heads felt," he stayed at home to
keep the house. But they leturned full
of interest and even enthusiasm, es

*

Shortly after the above was written
the author received the sad intelligence
of Prof. Cheney's death. “ My dear
husband,” writes Mrs. Cheney, “passed
from this life May 10, after a short ill
ness. The purest and best of men, he
died very peacefully at last.”
“ His MS. for his book on
Bird-Music
is in the hands of the publisher, and will
be published soon with illustrations.
I
am glad that this work, to which he has
given so much of his heart and brain, is
to be given to the world.”

other sense, and that their music is made
A

I

HISTORY.

pecially my mother, who, by the way,
was a woman of breadth and strength of

mind, and a natural physiognomist,
having a rare insight into human nature
in general and individual character in
particular. The phrenologist had exam
ined publicly the heads of neigbors well
known to her, and described their pecu
liarities and prominent traits so accu
rately as to carry conviction and estab
lish his ability either as a “fortune
teller” or “bumpologist,” just as the
countryman looked at the
average
At any rate the verdict of our
matter.
folks was that there was truth in that
new science, and as 1 had the fullest
conﬁdence in my mother's judgment I
found my incredulity giving way before

such facts and testimony.
I decided,
however, to investigate for myself, and,
accordingly, proceeded to interview the
Of course, like nearly
phrenologist.
everybody

else,

I

knew myself “like

a.

it,

perceived
good friend, the phrenologist,
all this and fortunately supplemented
his remarkably accurate delineation—
both physical and mental—with certain
invaluable advice, to which I to day
probably owe my health, strength, and
Among other things he said :
even life.
“You are so much inclined to use up
your strength and vitality faster than
the vital system can supply
except
under very favorable conditions, that
you will probably never reach adult age,
unless you live hygienically, follow an
outdoor occupation, and generally obey

I
it,

I

I

I

a

I

a

tional predispositions, managed to pre
serve and maintain uniformly
good
health up to the present period of life,
with the exception of illness on two oc—
casions brought on by over work and
deﬁcient sleep. In these—one of which
was very serious—I was my own physi
cian, or rather Nature, kindly assisted,
was my physician, and
fully recovered
without
particle of medicine which
have let entirely and severely alone for
upward of 30 years. For the past 25
have taken but two meals per
years
day without nibbling, or lunches of any
kind between them. While would not
advise everybody to adopt the two meal
do think that
system,
large number
of people—especially those of sedentary
and indoor occupations—would be much
better off physically and mentally on
two meals than three or more. Bad eat

I

I

I

I

thank‘ fortune—or fate—or what
had sense
ever governs the world,’_that
enough to take that advice, and resolu
tion enough to follow it. My ﬁrst ques
take to
tion was, “ \Vhat course shall
that end.”
In reply to this he wrote on
the back of the chart, or summary, he
had given me, the titles of a few books
and said “Get these and read them,
and then you will know for yourself
what to do." Two of those books were,

I

a

the laws of health.”

I

the

I

exhaust

a

and

I

overdo

I

to

nervous and vital energies; and the con
sequence was a very unsatisfactory de
My
velopment of health and strength.

read these books carefully, and sub
sequently went through Graham, Trall
and others.
altered my habits of life
all through, where the conditions of
health required
and got myself as
nearly as possible in accord with the in
exorable requirements of Nature. But
must confess this was up hill work.
Some of my so‘called “noiions" were
laughed at, and the neighbors said
was
surely “ little off” in my mind.
But
there was evidently
“method in the
madness,” for very soon began to im
prove in health and grow in strength.
Even at home
had opposition to the
“new tangled notions,” but my good
mother was on my side, and she was
tower of moral strength to me. -My
brothers all died prematurely,
and
alone survived, though inferior in con
stitution or vital stamina to most of
them.
By the knowledge thus gained in
have, in the face of constitu
youth,

I

turning point—young as I was. With a
mental-motive temperament, and a con
stitution not strong, there was a constant

New York.

a

viz.: that either by science or some occult
power this man was able to divine hu
man parts and expose both the weakness
and strength of the subject before him.
That day was, perhaps, the most im
portant of my life. It was an epoch—a

George Combe's “Constitution of Man,"
and Dr. Andrew Combe‘s “Principles
of Physiology.’I
sought the books in
vain here, but ﬁnally obtained them by
sending to the store of Fowler 8: Wells,

I

boy, and profoundly impressed with the
fact that there were indeed more things
in heaven and earth than had ever been
dreamed of in my juvenile philosophy.
1 was convinced cf one wonderful fact,

[Aug

I

book," and naturally thought if his
science was true and the claims made
for him well founded, he, too, would
read me like a book.
Well, he did read me, even to the
“true inwardness", and I came away
from his presence a wiser (not man, but)

tendency
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ing, both in quantity and quality, is the
cause of very much sickness and misery
—of very much mental weakness and
moral perversity.
This is an age of agitation, of unrest,
vof reforms—projected
and actual—moral
reforms and social reforms.
But they
are mostly worked from the wrong end,
and hence the failures. True and suc
cessful reformation must begin with the
‘individual. It has its roots in the eating,
and drinking, and dressing, and sleep
ing, and working, of every-day life.
Teach the embryo citizen how to live

59

aright and then you have rightly begun
the great work of moral and social re
formation and regeneration.
First, “know thyself.” Then know
the conditions of physical health, of
mental and moral health, and adjust
yourself as well as may be to that en'
vironment of nature and circumstances
with which you ﬁnd yourself surround
ed.
This knowledge, and this action, of
adjustment on the part of the individ
ual, are at the root of all genuine re‘
form—of all enduring progress.
ALLEN ransom.
Selby, Ont.

0-0

NOTABLE

PEOPLE

OF

THE

ABDUL HAMID—SULTAN

A LITTLE talk about matters Oriental
‘comes easy in warm weather, and we
are not aware that our interest, however
lively it may be, renders the action of
the sudiparous glands ,‘any more liberal
The psychologist will
common.
probably say that when our attention is
fully occupied by an interesting subject
we are not likely to notice so simple a
state
as a little additional
cutaneous
which
the collateral sugges
perspiration
tion of a warmer climate might have in
At any rate, it is not out of
duced.
vthan

place to glance across the ocean and
across Europe to that country which for
so many years has held the key cf the

Eastern question.

If

we were to believe half that is told
Abdul Hamid, Sultan of Turkey, we
should ﬁgure to ourselves a man of re
markable virtues and an exceptional
A very model, indeed. ﬁt for the
‘mind.
imitation of most Christian sovereigns
and rulers. We are told by one writer
that his life has little or nothing of that
romantic setting we are so fond of at
triLuting to the Oriental prince, and
doubtless when most of us come to con
sider it in detail we will confess to dis
appointment and really regret that the
cold civilization of Western Europe has
made such changes with social and po
litical affairs in the East. Abdul has

-of

OF‘

DAY.—No.

84.

TURKEY.

four legal wives, “to none of
whom does he show special favor." He
is bound, however, by the law and cus
tom of his race to take care of 300 other
wives, each of whom has four eunuchs
and six female servants to wait upon
her, besides a full establishment
of
horses, carriages and grooms.
We are
told that if the Sultan were to cashier
his whole female establishment he would
He
certainly be deposed or murdered.
has to keep on marrying in order to
save his life. Six thousand persons are
fed daily at the Dolma Bagtche Palace,
twenty men are keptconstantly buying
ﬁsh for the Palace, and forty others have
to carry in the ﬁsh that are bought. Ten
tons of ﬁsh a week are eaten, and nearly
nine tons of bread aday, one ton of rice,
600 pounds of sugar and other things in
proportion. Think of such a “domes
"
tic establishment !
Abdul Hamid gets up early. His toilet
does not detain him long; indeed, it
might detain him longer according to
European codes. When dressed he at
once devotes himself to recite the pre
scribed prayers, after which he drinks a
cup of black coﬁ"ee, and soon after
that begins to smoke cigarettes, a pas
time that he continues all day almost
without intermission, for he is an ardent
smoker.
Breakfast ended, he arranges
only

60
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family affairs when these require his at
always the case
with so large a family, and of such
varied ages and needs. This done he
quits the harem and goes into the selam
lik. Here he receives the reports con
Toward ten
cerning Court aﬁ'airs.
o'clock his Court secretary and chief
dignitaries appear, bearing the day‘s
despatches and reports. These handed
in, the Sultan seats himself on a sofa
tention,

as is almost

with these documents on his right, on
his let'ta pile of Turkish newspapers and
extracts from the European press, trans
lated into Turkish for his beneﬁt by a
translation bureau specially appointed
to that end. His lunch, which follows
the despatch of this business, is most
simple—a little meat, a fair amount of
The meal ended, he takes
vegetables.
a walk in the park or rows in a little
boat upon one of the lakes it incloses,
always accompanied by a chamberlain

JOURNAL
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or some high dignitary.
After taking
two hours exercise in the air he returns
to his sitting-rooms, where he holds an
open reception, or else presides over
some committee meeting.
An hour or
two before sunset he once more goes out
to walk. His dinner is as simple as his
His favorite food is pillaﬁ‘e,
lunch.
sweets, and a very little meat. He never
touches spirituous: liquors, in due obe
dience to the commands of the Prophet,

but he drinks large quantities of sherbet
and eats a great deal of ice cream.
Din
ner and digestion over he receives com
pany in the selamlik, or he retires into
the harem, where his daughters play
and sing to him.
He himself on these
occasions will often seat himself at the
piano, an instrument he plays fairly
well. , For painting—for the ﬁne arts in
His women,
general, be has no taste.
too, ﬁnd him very cold, but he is de
voted to his children, and also much at.
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tached to all the members of his family.
Thus we see that for a Sultan,Abdul’s
life “ breaks the record" completely of
his long ancestral line, and were it not

for the cigarettes would indeed be quite,
There is much of the
commendable.
racial type of mentality shown in the
face and form. He looks a little apa
thetic, probably because of the narcotic
effect of the tobacco he is almost con
stantly burning. The perceptive intel
lect is marked, and he should be known
for good capacity in observation, and
good practical judgment. The fullness
apparent in the centre of the forehead
shows power of attention and memory
of details.
His constitutional vigor does
not appear to be of a high grade, as
there are suggestions of digestive weak
oxidation of the
ness, and incompetent
We
should
not
wonder if there
blood.
were symptoms of heart disturbance
pointing to his inveterate tobacco habit
as a

In

leading cause.

appearance he is of medium height,
His beard,cut intoa
well proportioned.
slightpoint, is black. so are his hair and
eyes- The latter are tender in expression,
but also penetrating, and he looks his
visitors full in the face with a scrutiny
that seems to read their thoughts.
What
destroys the pleasant ﬁrst impression
made by these eyes is the constant look
of uneasiness in them, and the fact is
the Sultan experiences the truth of the
“ Uneasylies the head that
old proverb,
wears the crown."
EDITOR.

———M——

WHILE WE ONLY SEEK FOR
FLOWERS.
WE'LL ﬁnd no fruits substantial while we only
seek for ﬂowers,
This truth did struggle to me long ago in
youthful hours,
1 thoughtlessly
would wander
ﬁelds of joy and light,
Only taking blossoms with me when
ing home at night.
Fruits substantial hung above me, just
'
my careless hand,
But the strength required to pluck
could never quite command,

When

o'er the
return
beyond
them

I
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But l’d turn my head in rapture to the ﬂowers
that lay below,
Handfuls of them would (gather, and away
would laughing go.
Fruits of knowledge, such as grammar,
l would
'
never strive to win,

I would ne'er the
‘
task begin;
Fruits of history and language grew upon a
tree too high,
l’d admire them from a distance, but to reach
them wouldn’t try.
Others I would see uptoi1ing,—smiling,
happy
as they went ;
0ft it grieved me that I lingered in asluggard’s
base content.
Then I’d turn to dreams and fancies that
would lead me far away
Through the ﬁelds of joy and laughter, ﬁelds
of never ending play;
Till the passing years informed me, with a
crushing pain for once,
That I slept within the regions of the pitied,
hopeless dunce.
Then this truth came strong upon me, and
aroused my sleeping powers:
We will ﬁnd no fruits substantial while we
only seek tor ﬂowers.
Toiling up to mathematics

—M—_

lanes NOELJOHNSON.

New LEADERS are rising still in art,
science and medicine everywhere.
A
brilliant'and popular editor sits in his
chair sending forth to the masses, the
thought of today and the thought of
yesterday, pages that every evening sees
die, and every morning sees revive.
Fire, wind, and water multiply and
town to
spread them abroad—from
town, from kingdom to kingdom. So
far may shine one man‘s soul, beaming
in one man‘s face; with his own torch
rekindled he may lead to
everywhere
revolution in censorship. custom houses,
police, and outreach the
power of royalty itself.
The world wants to see the pictured
faces of its great men, and everywhere
we buy them and borrow them, and
treasure them, and frame them, and
how far we go to see the real living,
How often we bend over
noble face.
the casket to look upon its sublimity in
prisons,
majesty

death.

and
and

it.
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STUDIES FROM LAVATER.
THE mourn AND cam.

muscle,

opens

and

wreathes

the

lips

with mirth.
The Orbicularis muscle
ﬁrmly or gently closes the lips, its tracing

a

I

is

is,

when you wish to know what a man
actually
look at the motionless closed
month.” Most that makes one man’s
face nobler or uglier than another,
and most of the expres
expression,
sional muscles centre or concentre in
the mouth.
The Risorius, or laughing

nose. but character, care and culture
change and improve the mouth and
Every
give
beauty and expression.
mouth
history.
A noble life will reveal itself in the
mouth.
A worthless life will show
lines and
itself in the truth-telling
curves of the never to be mistaken lips.
We all can and do change the expression
of the mouth. How much the silent
It can cheer, inspire,
mouth can say.
repress, depress, dishearten. The mouth
keeps pace with the mind growth. Year
by year of toils, struggles, triumphs,
gives added ﬁrmness, dignity and sweet
More than every
ness to the mouth.
think, the mouth
feature,
other
expresses serenity, endurance and the

-will

it

mouth most and best expresses
“ l-Iow
the emotions of the mind.
full of character is the mouth.” says
Lavater, “whether at rest or speak—
ing, by its inﬁnite motions I Who can
express its eloquence even when silent?
The forehead shows what a man is by
nature or what he may become, but

is

HE

.\
TYPES OF MOUTH AND CHIN.

wonderfully

is

working muscles of the
mouth give to the lips their curving a'nd
caressing, their pouting and pursing,
their primming and pretending, their
praying and pleading, their questioning
and quivering.
the chief seat of
The mouth
courage and cowardice, strength and
weakness, magnanimity and meanness.
Here first are seen triumph and tribu—
We can
lation. terror and temptation.
not change the form or curve of eye or

FORMS.

I

most beautiful of all traits—resignation.
Years of devotion to others‘ happi
ness will .give the mouth a growing
beauty and nobility of expression.
have seen in a face outlasting nearly
century of time with a brow seamed with
sorrow and eyes faded with tears, a still
beautiful and expressive mouth.
N0
face can be beautiful or agreeable with
an ugly mouth; no face can be very
plain with a beautiful or well-propor—
tioned mouth.
We associate some idea
of beauty with the face of every eloquent
man who has spoken to us words of
cheer or inspiration.
“The wisest and best men," says
“ have well-proportioned under
Lavater,

a

ﬁbres surrounding the mouth and giving
delicate fullness or sensual grossness to
this most expressive feature of the face.
The Triangularis and Levator, the Quad
ratus and Buccinnator, with the other

HIGHER
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the
contemptuous
glance, we notice
oblique depressions of the ends of the
lips. When the under lip and teeth
project horizontally, we ﬁnd stupidity,
rudeness, malignity or avarice, always
one of the traits, often all."
Perhaps, unconsciously, we judge of
character more by the mouth than all of

it,

a

harmonious surroundings.
The courtesy and cordiality of greeting
shown ﬁrst in the welcoming, genial,
is

silent mouth.
Before a word
spoken
the soul rallies and centers there. When
the tongue prevaricates, dissimulates, the

silent lips, when unobserved, may tell
the truth.
“A collection of the motions
of single countenance, particularly the
mouth,” says Lavater, “ would provide

it

/

\
VICIOL'B.

XIBECILI.

history of the human heart and demon—
strate what an
arrogant thing the
unformed heart is, and the perfection
capable of from the efforts of reason and
The portrait of one face
experience."
to
taken every year from babyhood
mature age would be a gallery of most

is

it

ﬁrmly we see the lips close. A mouth
slightly open shows a frank, outspoken
We see this in some very
nature.”
noble, lovable faces, like that of Queen
Victoria. “A straightmiddle line of the
mouth is a sign of strength and hardness.
Lips very thin, a little more than a line,
show coldness and quiet, yet industry,
These very thin
precision and order.
at
the end show
drawn
upward
lips
vanity, pretension, aﬁ'ectation, and often
deliberate malice."
“When the ends of the lips sink con
spicuously and obliquely downward
there is little love in the heart and no
reverence on the lips. In every scornful,

smiles above
the mouth smiles beneath
it.
How many faces we see and admire
with beautiful eyes and mouth, and
rugged nose between, whose quaint
individuality we really like in its

i

large and proportionate
lips,
line of which is equally
‘the middle
serpentine on both sides and easy to be
drawn, are never seen in a bad or
common countenance.”
There are many good persons with
projecting under lips, but thev have
more of a cold ﬁdelity to goodness than
an ardent love for it. A naturally
closed mouth, not sharpened, nor af
fected, denotes courage and fortitude.
'The open mouth always closes where cour
age is indispensable. “In moments when
is required, how
great determination
defiued,

eyes and mouth

expressive pictures, showing the growth
or determination of character most seen
in the mouth.
Lips show reﬁnement or coarseness of
“ The sense of touch
taste.
represented
in the human face chieﬂy by the lips.
They touch the food before communi
cated by the teeth and tasted by the
is

unconstrained mouth with well propor
tioned lips, with a mild, tender, easily
movable, ﬁnely lined, not too sharply
pointed forehead, should be revered as
A mild, overhanging upper lip
sacred.
Well
generally signiﬁes goodness.

features—but

is

a gross, sensual, and sometimes a stupid
or wicked person. A calm, uncontracted,

the other

in harmonious faces match each other
and sometimes make a very plain or
peculiar nose appear very well. The eye

a

and upper lips evenly developed and
full. Every eloquent man has lips at
least moderately
full. Large mouths
indicate
more character
than
small
ones, but very large lips always denote

63
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The mouth in inferior animals
tongue.
takes the place of our ﬁngers and seems
We see
to be the sole organ of touch.
little, and grown, people, too, smacking
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the lips with great delight in the appre
ciation of some delicious morsel, some
The lips are the repre
delicate ﬂavor.
sentatives of taste, perceiving the sweet
or bitter, the rough or smooth, before
the tongue touches or decides upon it.
The French have a very sensitive and
reﬁned taste for delicacies, and they

We ﬁnd that great
views of things.
painters have a length of upper lip just
below the opening of the nostrils: this
shows a power of application, of patient
In the length or
and continuous labor.
fullness of different parts of the lower
lip we ﬁnd the love of traveling, the love
of home, the love of country, the love

have very fine lips, many or them.
Physiognomisls tell us that lips gently
held in or drawn backward toward the
angles give an expression of coolness,
This shows
self-control, and precision.
of speech,
correctness and precision

of man, or philanthropy.
This last
trait was seen in the fullness of the
lower lip at the angle of the mouth in
Washington‘s face.
There is a great deal of expression in
the lower lip. In the faces of weltborn,
happy, bright children we often see
months with faultless beauty—lines,
curves, and expression perfect. A few
months through life seem to keep this
winning charm.
They are almost as
rare as a star in the storm.
“Certain faces," says Lavater, “ have
certain keys of voices, one principal
tone by which the others are governed,
and in which the man always speaks
when unimpassioned; so we learn by
comparing many "oices and faces to ﬁnd
from the silent face, what its natural key
or tone may be." Some voices sound as
if they come up from some deep, dark
dungeon, others as if they come down
from some celestial height, others like a
stream over rough, intercepting pebbles.
And the key of the voice is in the face.
Each man has his way of saying yes or
no. Some say no, as if they would
throw a stone at you, and another's re
gretful, courteous no is better than a
harsh man’s yes.
The voice will always acquire the
good or bad properties of the character.
A mouth with the curves slightly drawn
down will say yes, with seriousness and
We see this gravity in the
gravity.
mouth of eﬂ’erson. When the corners
of the mouth are depressed alittle more,
we have a gloomy, melancholy face,
and a sad, joyless nature, and the yes
will sound gloomily. Such mouths seem
“ Well, it can’t be
to say,
The
helped.
world is full of trouble." We see in the
upward curving of the corners of the

manner,

and business transactions.

‘Ve

.

‘ i

‘XE

STEPHEN A. DOUGLAS.
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grammarians and lexicograplr
HThere are,”
often in teachers.
says Dr. Redﬁeld, “eight distinct signs
in the breadth of the
of character
round muscles surrounding the mouth,
and giving perpendicular length to the
lips. The length of the white part of the

see this in
ers,

upper lip in the centre shows concen
tration," and the power of observing
minutely and persistently life's least little
In Lavater’s own face we see
things.
very plainly this sign of power; the
length of the upper lip, on each side of
this central white part shows compre
hension, the power of taking broad

J
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In our bravest soldiers we see a square
upper face, a prominence of the cheek
bone under the outer angle of the eye,
and a little higher yet in the lateral pro

mouth in other faces the disposition to
bright in everything, to ﬁnd and
to give all the pleasure in life, and to en
“ It will all come
joy fun everywhere.
out right,” the lips say. Our greatest
\Vhen
humorists
have these months.
highly amused every month for the
time laughs into these upward curves;
Cervantes, Rabelais, Sterne, and Joseph
see the

jection of the molar bone we see the sign
of the ability to conquer difficulties, to
attack enemies.
Such a nature loves
the storm of war, loves the din of battle
and the roar of thunder.
Great warriors

C. Neale have these signs of mirthful

not only, but great surgeons who carve
their way through disease and deform—
ity, have thi form of the molar bone.
The boy with
ﬁrst at the ﬁre or in
the crowd the man with
likes to rule
the storm on land or sea.
In different
conformation or projection of the cheek
bone “you ﬁnd the signs of the love of
graceful motion, of watchfulness, or of
;

it,

it,
is

_

is

the love of rest.” Persons who have
great perpendicular breadth or down
ward projection of the cheek bone like
rocking chairs and lounges and cush
ions.
Lavater says the presence or ab
sence of strength in man
often signi
ﬁed by the chin. The projecting chin
ever denotes something positive; the
retreating, something negative.
Sharp
indentings in the middle of the chin are
found only in men of good understand

A SENSITIVE

IOL'TH.

Lavater says, “that the charac
ter of benevolence is sometimes only
visible in the form, position, and color
of the teeth, that long teeth are certain
signs of weakness and pusillanimity,
that white. clean, well-arranged teeth,
visible as soon as the mouth opens, but
not projecting, nor always entirely seen,

ness.

with in adults, except
in good, honest, candid, faithful men.
There are exceptions of good persons
with uneven or ugly teeth in cases of
sickness or some mental imperfection.
“ Persons whose gums show greatly in
talking or laughing are usually very
commonplace
people and inclined to
some form of scrofula." Whenever the
upper gum is very visible at the ﬁrst
opening of the lips, the man is generally
he has never met

-

Prominent cheek bones show an ener
getic, strongly-marked character; clearly
curved cheeks, but not full or round,
show iutellectuality and culture.

is

craft, yet the best dramatic poets have
often this sort of chin. The soft, fat,
double chin generally points out the
epicure.

The angular chin

is

THE CHEEKS.

a

cold and phlegmatic.

A TESTY FELLOW.

The pointed chin
generally
sign of acuteness and
thought to be
ing.

found only with
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discreet, well disposed men. Flatness of
chin speaks the cold and dry; smallness,

fear; and roundness with a dimple, be
Along, broad, thick chin—I
nevolence.
speak of the bony chin—is found in rude,
harsh, proud, and violent persons.
Great length downward of the chin
shows self- control, self-will.

Length of

the lower jaw downward back of the
perseverance.
chin shows resolution,
executiveness, and the ability to control
\Ve see this in Caesar, Napo
others.

_

[Aug

loving nature, often willing to love a
plain, unattractive object. The broad,
square chin shows a passionate, jealous,
distrustful, violent love.
The broad,
round chin shows great ardor, patience,
endurance, or affection.
“The length of the lower jaw shows
great tenacity of purpose, stability, per
severance, and decision.
A retreating
chin shows the lack of all these. The
undeveloped races of men have all nar
row,
chins."
retreating
Those with

AN ANARC}!181'.

A large fullness under
leon, Jackson.
the chin, a double chin, as it is called,
The affectional na—
indicates economy.
ture is very often determined with con
siderable accuracy by the form of the
chin.

A

pointed, narrow, round chin shows
capable of congenial love.
Persons with indented chins greatly prize
love and admiration.
The narrow, square chin shows a very
a character

wide, long chins are said to be conscien
tious and heroic.
We see the nobility
and beauty and decision of the chin in
the face of Elizabeth Ney, the German
In the face of Anna Dickin
sculptor.
son, also, we see in the long, well formed
chin great decision and resolution and
We see this
perseverance of character.
chin in the faces of most all of our great
men.
“The chin is the seat of heroic
character."

1890.]
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I have never seen a face with a beau
With
tiful chin that I did not admire.
ﬁnd
a
social,
sunny,
chin
you
a dimpled
When one striking
and loving nature.
dimple is seen the tendency of the sys
tem is apt to partake of the same char
acter.
Persons of a dimpled nature will be
You see the
extremely musical in soul.
deep indentations in the beautiful chins
of Mozart, Beethoven , Bach, Von \Veber‘,

Handel, and also a central fullness and
There is a
graceful curving of the lips.
striking resemblance in all these faces

‘C

SKETCHES

0F

in the indentation above the center of
the upper lip. By the form and mobility
of the mouth we may measure the power

“ These
of imitating sounds.
powers of
imitation are seated in and around the
mouth." One might hide all the face
but the mouth and chin in the pictures
of great musicians the mouth especially
would tell their musical storv.
Of all.
personal beauty I think a tender, thought
ful, resolute, noble mouth, with its almost.
always the accompanying harmonious.
chin, most desirable, most attractive.
LYDIA M. MILLARD.

PHRENOIAIGICAL
oaoaoa comes,

About that time also Sir William
Hamilton came out as an opponent to
Phrenology in an address delivered be—
fore the Royal Society of Edinburgh, in
1826, and repeated it in 1827 before the
same Society, but the rules of the Society
did not admit of a reply to his argu
ments, and therefore the phrenologists
solicited a publication of the address, in
order that they might have a fair oppor
tunity to test it and reply, but were un
successful in every endeavor to meet Sir

The discussion—chieﬂy by
correspondence-~was extensive and earn
est, but can not be detailed here; and
a conviction
neither side acknowledged

William.

of error.
Combe’s theories of nature made him
tolerantof all human weaknesses. Apart
from Phrenology, he was remarkably
well balanced mentally ; earnest, eager,
to see the right and to do the right, and
to secure happiness in this world and
fer
the next for his fellow-creatures,
vently believing in an all-powerful and
benevolent Creator, and fervently be
lieving himself to be an humble apostle
of Christianity at the time when he was
most loudly accused of inﬁdelity.
Owing to the controversy with Sir
William Hamilton and the discussions
regarding the natural laws of the Con
stitution of Man, Phrenology occupied a

6?‘

3.

BIOGRAPHY.
‘

more prominent position in Edinburgh
than ever before, and it was about this
time that Combe was presented with a
pair of silver calipers by a number of
ladies as a token of their appreciation of
him as the ﬁrst lecturer on a serious
subject who had admitted women to his.
classes. He had a few staunch friends,
but by others he was socially ostracised
because of what were supposed to be his

religious views. Their moral eyes were
not like his, and therefore could not see
the harmony between nature’s laws and
the laws of their God.
Whatever hu
manitarian project was advocated by
him was suspected of being a phreno
logical and therefore an inﬁdel scheme,
and of course to be avoided ; hence if he
desired its success he had to withhold his
interest and let others accomplish the
object.

“ The evangelical

party regard

him as a dangerous inﬁdel, and
would not be associated with him in
anything, however good the object.”
He did not even profess to assist his dear
friend Dr. Welsh when he was called to
Edinburgh, lest he might thereby be an
injury instead of a beneﬁt. It was in
June, 1828, that 1500 copies of his “Essay
on the Constitution of Man " were pub
lished by Anderson, of Edinburgh, and
Longman, of London, Combe having
omitted—in deference to the evangelical
ed
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party—portions on human responsibility
and that relating to the lower animals,
yet he could not understand how his
ideas on those topics could in any way

in eternity, and
those who called them heresy to
tell him everything that he recommend
ed them to do, which, according totheir
religious views, ought not to be done,
be opposed to a belief

“ asked

and also to tell him what he had advised
them not to do which they thought
Mr. Combe con
should be performed.”
sidered that the fundamental principles
of the doctrines presented by him were
demonstrated by Jonathan Edwards and

eminent and orthodox philoso
phers and divin'es, and the objections of
his opponents did not convince him that
he was in error; therefore he did not
swerve from the position he had as
Thus discussions went on, and
sumed.
of course everybody wanted to see the
book about which so much was said pro
and con, and thus its sale was enhanced.
Spurzheim resided in Great Britain at
that time, lecturing in the larger towns
of England, Scotland, and Ireland, be—
fore large audiences of intelligent and
It was in August, the
erudite persons.
22d, that Dr. Gall‘s fatal illness termi
other

Immediately upon hearing of
nated.
Gall‘s danger Spurzheim hastened from
England to see him, for Gall had ex
pressed a desire to see him ; but he was
too ill, on Spurzheim‘s arrival, to see
any one except his physician, therefore
the two coadjutors of the early days of
Phrenology did not meet again in earth
life.

In April,

1829,

Combe

accepted the

invitation of ﬁfty inhabitants of Dublin
and delivered sixteen lectures to audi
ences averaging one hundred and ﬁfty
in number, including clergymen, physi
cians, barristers, Fellows of Trinity, and
He was gratiﬁed by the atten
ladies.
tion of his audiences, and his receptions,
socially and publicly, which were most
cordial. He visited the public institu
tions of Dublin, and put his science to
test by examinations of heads of patients

JOURNAL
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had previously been
written down by their physician, and
contrasted the two delineations.
The
cases thus
agreement in twenty-three
contrasted in the lunatic asylum was
deemed very striking. One important
result from this visit to Dublin was the
establishment of a phrenological society
there, numbering among its officers
whose peculiarities

members of the legal, medical, and cler
By his influence, also,
Spurzheim was induced to lecture there
the following spring, attracting large
audiences and creating a still greater
interest in the science, which became

ical professions.

very popular.

In 1829 Combe was maturing the plan
for his work on moral philosophy; but
it was not till the winter of 1835-36 that
he formulated his ideas on moral philos
ophy into a system, by a series of lectures
to the working classes.
He thought
much on this subject, and made copious
notes on the great problems of religion
and life.
In 1828, when writing of Calvin and
Socinus, he made this observation : “ In
my humble opinion, a new translation
and a new interpretation
of the Bible
will take place in halfa century, and it
will then be received in reference to the
actual nature of man in general, and
not in reference to any individual, how
His ideas of
ever great his talents.”
religion had now assumed deﬁnite form,
but were not published till several years
later, when they were more matured and
he felt that what he wrote would be use
ful to mankind. He gave frequent ex—
pression to the thoughts evolved from
“
his new philospophy,
proclaimed Phre
nology to be the philosophy of Chris
tianity, the true expositor of God’s will
and man’s duty.” He said: “In point
of fact I feel myself to be animated by a
pure love of God and of truth, and to be
pleading the cause of religion and of
human nature against venerable error
and mental bondage.”
In the winter of 1831-32 a lull took
place in the public mind in Edinburgh

1890.]
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regarding Phrenology, and Combe did
not give his annual course of lectures
there, but in other directions the science
and his pen was not idle.
ﬂourished,
“ It was in 1831 that he wrote an article
for the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL en
titled ‘On Human Capability of Im—
the theory of which was,
provement,’
that despite the teaching of ministers
that man was all bad and incapable of
good, he had been endowed with certain
faculties by his Maker, which, if prop—
erly used, would result in beneﬁt to
himself and to his fellows.” These ideas
were too strong and new for some of his
followers, and in his defense of them he
said

“I

:

announce what appears to me to be
truth of greatest value, yet by piecemeal
and at long intervals; yet I can not, undera
sense of moral duty, keep it all back from
the world until they shall be disposed of
their own accord to coincide with it. This
would never be the case if nobody advanced
new and unpopular ideas."
“Phre
nology appears to me to be a stupendous
discovery in relation to the moral world,
and destined to be the fountain of a thou
sand blessings." “ It is impossible that such
a discovery can fail to be important in rec
tifying error and carrying mankind forward
to unattained good, operating on ancient
‘I
opinions and opening up new views."
would rather die a martyr to bold truth than
" Other
perish of timidity to announce it.’
phrenologists have gone in the face of every
thing I proposed in the way of moral appli
cation of the science, and so far as they are
concerned I am left without a guide; but
the long day will settle all.
I lately heard
Sir William Hamilton say in company that
he was now satisﬁed that ‘Phrenology, if
true, was the most important discovery
that ever had been made since man was
created.’

Would such a conviction have been pro
duced if no views of its application, such as
I have advocated, had been given?”

From the above extracts it is evident
that Mr. Combe struggled against strong
opposition to his deepest convictions.
To Dr. Welsh he wrote on this point as
’
follows:

69

“ I refrain from stating many ideas that
appear

to me true and useful out of defer

ence to evangelical
conscience

My

opinions, although my

often upbraids me for doing so.

by my friends much
I fear

hands are restrained

more than

by my own inclinations.

when I come to die the forbearance
which I practice on this subject will lie
heavy on my conscience.”
Having a clear and receptive mind,
he saw the true philosophical bearings
of the science, while but few besides him
and his immediate family, especially his
brother Andrew, were able to keep pace
with him. Between them there was an
understanding and similarity of ideas,
and when, in 1831, Andrew expected to
survive but ashort time because of de
consumption of the lungs,
veloped
George gave expression to intense regret
at the prospect before them, saying, in a
“ You have been half
letter to Andrew :
of my intellect, and more than half of
feel that without
my affections, and
you would not be a quarter of what
have been.
Before this day twelve
months I may be as you are now. Let
us ﬁnd resources in God, and in His
laws, of which our philosophy is a tran
that

I

I

I

script."
Notwithstanding

the “lull” in the
expressed interest in Phrenology in Ed
inburgh. the accounts with the JOURNAL
showed that never before 'had its receipts
exceeded its expenses for paper and
printing, as there were “thirty shillings”
over between the ﬁrst of July, 1830, and
the same date for 1831; but Andrew's
condition had a depressing inﬂuence,
and Mr. Combe said that he did not see
how they could get along without him,
but he yet ﬁrmly believed that the cause
did not depend on either of them, or on

any individual. Although Dr. Combe’s
health was so low that recovery seemed
impossible, he gave implicit obedience to
those laws of health which he in 1832
gave to the world in his “Principles of
Physiology applied to the Preservation
of Health," and thereby continued to
improve in health from 1832 till 1841,
after which it was not so good, but he
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lived till August 9th, 1847, having aided
that 1832, in November, Dr. Spur-zheim
his brother in diffusing a knowledge of passed to the next life, only four years
Phrenology and Physiology in many later than Dr. Gall‘s transition. It was
ways by the writing of essays and books.
a great blow to Combe, for it was from
As this is a sketch of George and not Spurzheim that he learned the great
Andrew Combe, the above must sutﬁce
truths of Phrenology, and to him he
for the present, but only with the un
for assistance in his advance
looked
derstanding that Phrenology owes much
ment.
Now “Combe was left as the
to the efforts of Dr. Andrew Combe.
sole chief of Phrenology, or, as one
The year 1832 was an important one
might say, the last of its three first apos
to Mr. Combe.
In that year his “Con
ties. He now stood alone as a leader of
stitution of Man ” was being translated
the new philosophy, and as the chief
into French, and completed in May of
discoverer of its application to the af
1833.
In April he, by request, gave six fairs of life.”
lectures on the treatment of the insane
Dr. Capen wrote to Mr. Combe an
to the large class of Dr. Macintosh, a .nouncing the death of Dr. Spurzheim,
teacher of the theory and practice of
and his American friends urged him to
medicine in Edinburgh.
In May he come at once and continue the work so
began, by request, a course of lectures to
auspicious] y begun in America by Spur!
heim, but he declined, feeling that at that
shopkeepers, mechanics, and clerks, two
evenings of each week, from May 7 to
time it was impossible for him to accept,
af
under the then state of his
.July 26. It was at these lectures that
business
fairs; and later he received other invi
the trustees of the Henderson Bequest
tations from America, for his name was
took the ﬁrst active steps in fulﬁllment
-of their trust by supplying the students
kept constantly before the American
with two hundred copies of the ‘Con
'people by an increasing sale of his books,
of
which were read extensively and exert
stitution of Man” at a reduction
ing great inﬂuence.
forty-ﬁve per cent. from its price.‘
" In 1831 Mr. Combe wrote for the
On Nov. 6 he began lecturing in the
afternoon, and repeated it in the evening
Scotsman an appreciative review of Dr.
“ Lectures on Politi
to the same class to whom he lectured
Richard Whately’s
from May to July. Among his after
cal Economy,” which led to an extended
be
noon
auditors was Miss Cecilia Siddons,
correspondence
and very interesting
a
of the famous queen of the
to
ﬁnally
“daughter
personal
tween them, and
her
about
the
time
To
Mr. Combe was mar
was
stage."
This
acquaintance.
to
the
ried
on
the
25th
of September, 1833.
elevated
was
Whately
Dr.
that
They had become acquainted in 1831. In
archbishopric of Dublin.
1830 Mr. Combe wrote a congratulatory
Perhaps my readers will remember
‘Mr. William Ramsay Hendersondied May 29,
1832. leaving a bequest to the care of trustees for
the more extensive diffusion and cultivation of
" declar
phrenology and its practical application,
ing that if I had less conﬁdence in my trustees
would make it imperative on them to print and
publish one or more editions of an ‘Essay on

I

the Constitution of Man Considered in Relation to
Eternal Objects, by George Combe'-—in a cheap
form, so as to be easily purchased by the more
intelligent individuals of the poorer classes, and
mechanical institutions, etc."
The trustees nominated in Mr. Henderson‘s deed
oi’ settlement were James L. Amy, George Combe
and Andrew Combe, M. D., to which were added
James Simpson and William Waddell.

On the 15th of April, 1836, the trust all'airs and
accounts were examined by an expert who re—
ported the residue of the funds after deducting
speciﬁed legacies and the expenses of administra
tion to be£5,645 Os.9d., subjec t to annuities amount
ing to £135 per annum. The total amount of the
funds used for thead vancement of the science from
1832to 1840was £466 12s., leaving a balance of the
amount applicable to the purpose of £196 17s. 7d.
For supporting the Pnmnsonoolcn. Jonas“. one
year the sum of £50was used, and for reducing the
price of the Constitution of Man, £359 1.5:. 234d.
The remaining part of the funds were applied,
mostly, to the support and increase of the Phreno
logical Museum of the Edinburgh Phrenological
Society, which has an interesting history.

.
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letter to his friend the Rev. Dr. Welsh,
In this
on his approaching marriage.
letter occurred the following sentence.
trust you have got a. lady with a
This is the grand
large coronal region.
A woman
element, in my estimation.
with large, moral sentiments, ﬁne intel
lect, and big adhesiveness is a perfect
treasure, and is a companion meet for

“I

the best of men.”
From this we would infer that Mr.
Combe would select one with such a
shaped head for himself, and from what
he writes of her to his friends, this ap
His biographer
pears to be the case.
says, respecting this, “He had married
a lady of whom he was able to say,

‘Our feelings and perceptions are‘so
truly in harmony that one would think
we had been bred together during life.
This is the result of similarity of com
bination of brain. The anterior lobe of
hers is large; her benevolence, consci
entiousness,

ﬁrmness,

self-esteem,

and

love of approbation are also amply de
and wonder
veloped ; while veneration
(or spirituality) are equally moderate
have a full conviction
with my own.

I

that our happiness will be permanent,
and I reckon myself to have set a prac
tical example of my philosophy in mar
” rying such a woman.‘
In 1828 Mr. Combe obtained Dr.
advice in regard to mar
Spurzheim‘s
“ Select
riage, which was to this effect :
one whose higher faculties will act with
your own.” In a letter to his brother
Andrew—the doctor—he says: "Every
step that I have advanced gives me in
conﬁdence and
satisfaction.
creasing
She possesses that admirable soundness
both of judgment and feeling, that ren
der her ever interesting to my faculties ;
also an excellent balance between intel
lect and sentiment."
Mrs. Combe had literary aspirations,
wrote some, and was successful as a
painter of portraits. As a. writer “ her
cleverest performance was a conversa
tional explanation of the principles of
Phrenology, intended for theguse of
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children at home and in schools ;‘,but it
was not completed."
His great admira
tion of her, and their strong and una
bated attachment continued through the
twenty-ﬁve years of their happy life
together.
Mr. and Mrs. Combe entered into
minute details in regard to their domes
tic and ﬁnancial arrangements.
Her

fortune, which consisted of , £15,000,
was so arranged by him that the whole
sum was settled upon her, and its control
rested in her hands.
One of his arrangements
was of a
character to strike those who did not
know the man, with wonder.
He de
sired that in the event of his wife sur
viving him, she would permit his skull
to be given to the Phrenological Society,
remarking that “It will do me justice
hereafter, should any curiosity exist
regarding my qualities.”
In charities he gave all that he could
afford to those in need, allotting ten per
cent. of his income to charitable pur
poses, and sometimes exceeded that pro
portion when his judgment saw ﬁt to
do so.

This year of Mr.'00mbe‘s marriage,
namely 1833, was one of the happiest of
his life, aside from that circumstance,
for Phrenology made rapid strides in the
estimation
of the public, not only in
Great Britain, but also in France, Swe
den, Germany, and America.
“ The French consul had applied for in
formation to enable him to report to his
government as to its progress; and there
was somcprospect of a professorship of the
science being established in the University of
Paris; many of the private teachers of anat
omy in Glasgow and Dublin, and several in
now introduced it into their
Edinburgh,
courses as the true physiology of the brain."
The sale of Combe‘s chief work—“ The
Constitution of Man "-since its transla
tions into those languages, indicated the
large in fluence it was exerting.
In 1834 Mr. Combe had become so
popular that from all parts of the king
dom he was requested to lecture.
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In the Autumn of 1835 Combe lec
tured acceptably in New Castle‘omTyne,
for the New Castle Literary and Philo
sophical Society. The Society paid him
$500 for sixteen lectures of an hour
and a half each, delivered
on four
of the week, which was
evenings
double the amount they had ever be
fore paid, and they did not meet with
aloss, and the society itself increased
in numbers.
In the Winter of 1835-36 he gave his
course of lectures on moral philosophy
to large audiences in his native city,
in the large Waterloo
Edinburgh,
Room. He was again requested to lec
ture in Glasgow, which he did with
great acceptance in April, 1836 to an au
dience of about ﬁve hundred, and “for
which he received in money as the clear
proﬁts, £258, the net drawings from
fees for the course at ten shillings six
pence each, and payment at the doors
having been £298.”
In October of the same year he deliv
ered an equally successful course in Ab
erdeen.

Among the numerous invitations to
lecture received by Mr. Combe about this
time was one from Manchester, England,
written by Mr. Richard Cobden, who
drew up a. requisition, to which be ob—
tained the signatures of a large number
of professional men and merchants, ask
ing for a course of lectures on phrenol
ogy, and invited Mr. and Mrs. Combe
to be his guests during their visit to Man
chester, and stated that the diﬂiculty
they would have to overcome would not
be to induce people to attend the lectures,
but to ﬁnd accommodation for all who
would come. The lectures were given
in April, 1837. Mr. Cobden and Mr.
Combe being equally desirous to beneﬁt
their fellow creatures, were animated by
a similarity of principles, and thus were
so drawn to each other that they formed
a lifelong friendship.
Before lecturing
in Manchester Mr. Combe gave a course
in Dr. Mackintosh's class room, Argyle
Thus we see he
Square, Edinburgh.
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was fairly launched upon the lecture
ﬁeld, and at very remunerating terms.
Of his qualiﬁcations for this position
he thus writes to Mr. Cobden :
“ One other
point it is proper to explain.
I was not educated for lecturing or public
speaking, and I have a very broad Scotch
accent, witha total absence of grace and
eloquence. My qualities are clearness (when
my dialect is understood), force of reasoning,
and earnestness ; and I have hitherto found
these overcome all the disadvantages
of my
defects (of which I am painfully sensible),
and render my courses of lectures, on the
whole, successful."I

—_W—~——

I

WORTIIY OF IT.
I

MAY not reach the heights

My untried

seek ;

may fail me:
Or, half way up the mountain peak,
Fierce tempests may assail me.
But, though that place I never gain,
Herein lies comfort for my pain:
I will be worthy of it.
strength

I may

not triumph in success,
Despite my earnest labor;
I may not grasp results that bless
The efforts of my neighbor.
But though my goal I never see,
This thought shall always dwell with me:
I will be worthy of it.

The golden glory of Love‘s light
May never fall on my way ;
My path may always lead through night,
Like some deserted byway.
But though Life's dearest joy I miss
There lies a nameless strength in this:
I will be worthy of it.

W4—wanna.
ELLA

A DROPPED STITCH.
One small life in God’s great plan ;
How futile it seems as the ages roll,
Do what it may or strive what it can
To alter the sweep of the inﬁnite whole.
A single stitch in an endless web,
A drop in the ocean's ﬂow and ebb.
But the pattern is rent where the stitch is lost.
Or marred where the tangled threads have
crossed,
And each life that fails of the true intent
Mars the perfect plan that its Master meant.
SUSAN

coouDGE.
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PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.
[cosouo'ran BY PROF.

slzsa]

NELSON

_..._

“FAD.

hand hath gotten me this.”
Self-esteem
will mingle with determination, he will
work in the pride of his strength, full of
deﬁant lordliness, that makes some rich
men, sometimes, appear pitiable and

a

PHRKNULHGIPAL

If, however, we want a
contemptible.
man to be master of his situation, to
stand his ground with dignity and de
termination, we want him to have Self—
and Firmness large, and then
like to have them work together.
If
we would soften and modify their action
we would give a man large Secretiveness
esteem
we

it

I

I

it

it

is

or

if

a

With large Combativeness and Appro
man will shout across a yard
bativeness
he has a friend
or 'ﬁeld, especially
standing by him, to listen to his great
authority and power, and say, “John,
come here,
want to send
hey, John
you to Springﬁeld," or to some town

a

I

a

is

It
noisy way of
dozen miles away.
showing one’s power and authority. A
moderate degree of Com
man with
bativeness and not so much Approbat
iveness would beckon to his man at a.
distance to come to him. If he were
talking with neighbor or a friend, and
his man approached, he would beg
to be excused and step aside, and quietly
say to John that he might feed the
horses, and go into the house and ask
them to get lunch ready for him, and
he needed to, and
change his clothes
if

a

out their results.
When
Firmness
works
forward
toward Veneration, the man puts in the
“the Lord will." When
proviso,
works backward toward Self-esteem, he
“ will pull down my barns, and
says,
build greater, and there will bestow all
my fruits and my goods,” and when he
done he says, “The might of my
,gets

best to do thus,

that he intends to do so.

1

it

it,

working together; they work in pairs
,and lean toward each other, as spirited
horses, engaged in drawing
heavy
load or making a tough pull, will lean
toward each other and combine to work

or that he thinks

a

the examination of heads, we
sometimes ﬁnd Firmness crawling
back as it were, toward Self-esteem, and
we are puzzled occasionally to know
whether to call
what to call
Self—
upward, or Firmness
‘esteem elevated
drawn backward, and on closer inspec
tion, we conclude that the organs are

N

is

it,

MENTAL MECHANISM, No. 12.
now FACULTIES WORK TOGETHER

a

I

if

it

is

;

and not very large Combativeness
such
a man will resolve what he will do, and
determined not to retreat one inch,
he
but to cling to his purpose until
he has occa
fully accomplished, and
he will quietly say
sion to talk about
that he hopes to be able to do so and so,

attend to his duty promptly; will
hurry the crowd, and insist, and be im
perative, and perhaps rough. Such men,
they are in the military service, will
snarl out their orders as
they had a
special relish in showing their authority
in a rough and tantalizing way. Such

he wanted

man

if

if

if

men,
they can have good sense, and
enough Secretiveness and politeness, are
the ones to take charge of a gang of
men who are to be urged and pushed in
the work, but
there
too much Com

if

other.

\Vhen conscience nestles up under the
wing of Firmness, it gives a moral sanc
tion to determination ; it seems as it

and not much Benevolence,
nor Friendship, the man’s orders are
like the snarling of an angry dog, or the
outbursts of tyrannical power, and occa
sionally workingmen ﬁnish such a boss
when they can ‘get the chance to do
without imminent danger to their own
bativeness

upward

a

is

union so that they are obliged to “ go
out " when ordered, and then they will

coercive measures;
instead of sugges
instead of quietly
saying “ would like to have you do
thus and so.”
man with Self-esteem
well developed, but downward, makes a
good boss; he will go into a crowd of
men who are working and make each
a

is

tendencyto
gives orders
tions, he commands

A

I

a man

it

;

it

a

send
deputation to the employer, and
“ We do
say,
not strike because we want
to, but we belong to the association, and
insisted on, and therefore we must
we hope you will not remember
against us, we have nothing to object to
in your treatment of us, or as to wages;
"
we are satisﬁed
And so they have mu
tual good understandings,
and as soon
as the strike
over, the men come back

'

like so many chickens to the coop, hap
Some men are natural tyrants, be
py.
sides being rough and unjust. Some are
natural masters, and people are willing
to be dominated by them, because the
government
fatherly and just, and
honorable and kind. lsome lack not
only the governing powers but they

lack self-government.
They seek
master-guide and ruler, and have too
little self-hood for their own use.

a

it

if

is

if

it,

necks.
A man with Self-esteem developedv
toward the moral sentiments, will have
men who will obey every motion of his
hand and are willing to obey every word
he utters and they stand by him through
thick and thin, and avoid “striking”
against such
boss, unless the working
men are co-ordinated by some labor

is

works

is

esteem

and
conscience
it
Firmness,
seems to give stability to dignity as well
and a man
as integrity to
silent; he
stands straight and walks with his head
up. He does not stop to notice frivolous
affairs, does not deign to mingle with
common talk among common men about
If men were arguing
common topics.
and disputing, and he were to be passing
where they were and one would politely
ask his attention, he would listen with
dignity and respond to the question as
what he said was “the end of thelaw for
righteousness," but that he had no par
ticular desire to enforce his opinions or
to insist on their being adopted.
If
somebody began to clamor against his
opinion, he would lift his hat, and say,
“ Gentlemen, you asked me for
my
opinion, you did not ask me to contro
vert the matter,” and he would pass on.
If, however, Self~esteem
developed
downward,
the lower half of
seems
to be large, and the upper half less so,
toward

is

Self

it

were, to stand at a man’s elbow, and
“ That is right, that is the
whisper,
way,
walk ye in it.‘'

When

[Aug.

is

then he would tell him what

him to do in the town where he was go
ing to send him. But Combativeness
and Approbativeness
backing up Firm
ness and Self-esteem, says, “ I want to
send you.” The man that is quiet about
it. and does not show oﬁ’, sends him all
the same, he obeys his will, he makes the
journey, fulﬁlls the work, as well, and
at the same time, so that authority really
is as efﬁcient in the one case as in the

there
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JACOB

H.

75

SCHNARRENBERGER.

ENIUS

seems to take delight in
bursting its fetters, and in spite
of difficulties and limitations marching
to the front, and easily leading the rest
of mankind. Talent follows the lines
of precedent and makes progress ac
cording to the rule. Genius, like the
ﬂight of the eagle, does not follow grad
ed roads or respect the fences of preced
ordinary
ent that guide and restrain

candidates for fortune. Ericsson stepped
into new and untried ground and revo
lutionized maritime commerce
by the
invention of the screw propeller, which
is now the rule on every ocean, and ma
rine warfare by the invention of the
Monitor. The name of Edison reminds
“ revolutionary ” in
us of his numerous
ventions, and awakens the wonder what
his next forty years may do for mankind.

He

to be the offspring of the old
invention, andjtheltrecognized
father of the new. The world_will learn
that its inventors are its greatlmen, and
most deserving its cordial recognition
and honor. Ducal titles pale before the
gifts which genius displays in the world
of invention.
Jacob
H.
Schnarrenberger, ‘l of
Springﬁeld, Ohio, a long and. difﬁcult
seems

era of

name, is destined to become a household
as
the name
word, as
unforgetable
“
" in

Philoprogenitiveness

Phrenology

is, which has [made itself remembered
by the public, when the other forty-one
faculties are but partially remembered

or mispronounced.
Some years ago we wrote out the char
acter of Mr- Schnarrenberger,
from
photographs, in _the line of our daily

THE PHRENOLOGICAL
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business, but of course lost sight of the
fact and forgot him, until recently a
business correspondence brought him to
our notice in the following pleasant

way:

i

Premium.

I

have sent you $21.65 for books, etc.,
and I must say it has been the very best
I could not in
investment of my life.
one day tell half the good that your
works have done for me.
can now
and
the
curtain
aside
see
things as
draw
in
have
but
reality.
are
little
they
education, but you have placed me on
the right road, and it will only require
a short time now to obtain the education
so much desire.
Outside of relatives, I consider Nelson
Sizer, who wrote out my character from
photos some years ago, the dearest friend
will be in New
have on this earth.
York some time this summer and will
call and see you.
hand you time card of our road, and
if you wish me to send any advertising
matter to our agents or others living at
the towns named on the card, I will be
pleased to do so free of charge.
will send copies of the JOURNAL or
any advertising matter that you may
send me to our agents and others on the
line, and you can command me to do
anything in my power for the good

I

I

I

I

I

I

work of Phrenology.
If I can only do some poor soul half
the good that you have done for me, I
will consider myself well paid for any
thing that I can do. I don’t want
I Want a few rich rewards like
money.
the many that I feel sure have been
placed to your credit on the books kept

in

heaven.

Pardon me for writing you so much,
but my soul is running over with thanks
to you for what your good works have
done for me.

[Auga

Refer any one you choose to me or
command me to do anything to help
the good cause along.

Yours with kindest regards,

J.

-

SPRINGFIELD, 0., May 12, 1890.
Fownna 8: WELLS 00.,
GaNTLEmEN: Inclosed ﬁnd $1.65, for
which please send me the PHRENOLOGI
CAL JOURNAL for one year, and the Chart

I

JOURNAL

ALBERT TURNER,
Wells 00.,

H. Scnsmassasaona.
May 17, 1890.
Treasurer Fowler

&.

DEAR SIR: Your letter of the 15th inst.
is before me. Of the printed matter
can use to a good advantage ﬁfty each of
the following: “That Boy of Mine” and

I

“ My Cowboy Brother.”
Should you
send more, I assure you they will be used
to the very best advantage.
I grant you permission, as you re
quest, to use parts of my letter of May
12th about which you ask, with or with
out my name, as you may choose.
I see you are advertising an “Adding
Machine.” I send you a clipping from
one of our Springﬁeld, Ohio, daily pa
of the
pers giving you a description
“Adding Machine" I invented recently.
Yours with kindest regards,
J. H. SCHNARRENBERGER.
J.

H. scassnsasnsacnu‘s ADDING MACHINE.
“ A wonderful invention,
which manipu
lates ﬁgures
like a lightning calculator.
Such is the adding machine for which let

ters-patent

were issued.

During the last half century invention has
lightened, by at least one-half, the labor of
those who work with their hands, while at
the same time the production has been in
creased in a still greater ratio.
The hours
of labor have been shortened, products are
cheaper, and there has thus been created a
demand for the comforts and luxuries of
life, with those by whom a bare subsistence
was formerly all that could be hoped for.
But not until the adding-machine came to
enable the accountant to perform the tedious
computations of the counting-room by the
mere operation of keys, had anything of
importance been devised to perform brain
work by machinery. The adding-machine,
patented
by Springﬁeld, Ohio’s young in
ventor, is complete in every detail.
It performs addition, subtraction, multi
plication, and division, not only in whole

1890.]
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and decimal numbers, but also in common
perform multiplication, division, discount,
etc., quicker than an expert accountant can
fractions. It is therefore evident that all
in the old way; and this, too, with entire
mathematical computations can be per
relief from mental exertion.
formed by its use. It is neat and compact,
For those who have never seen this mar
weighs eight pounds, is twelve inches in
vel of mechanical genius used by a compe
length, eight inches in width, and seven
inches high, and is an ornament to any oﬁice.
tent operator in practical work, it is diﬁicult
The machine is made of hard rubber and
to realize its value to those whose vocation
ﬁne steel, and hardened at all points which
requires that they perform the tedious and
are subject to wear, the greatest degree of
mind-destroying work of computing num
durability being thus insured.
bers, which from long service destroys their
All the mechanical difficulties which have
nervous system and impairs their future
heretofore been considered insurmountable
business.
The adding-machine never has
in the construction of a practical mathe
the headache, never was known to have an
’
matical machine have been overcome in the
off’ day, or to get ' rattled ‘ in drawing off
a balance."
adding-machine.
The adding-machine is the ﬁrst and only
:0:
machine ever invented which will perform
A LADY’S LETTER.
or square root by
multiplication,division,
FOWLER & WELLS 00.:
With a little
the simple operation of keys.
intelligent multiplication, the results which
1865, in compliance with your cir
can be obtained from it are astonishing to
cular, “Mirror of the Mind,”
those who have never seen the adding-ma.
sent photographs and measurements of
chine operated by one who is familiar with
myself and also those of a young man,
its use. With it addition can be performed
for phrenological investigation and com
simply by touching a key bearing the num
In 1868
parison (relative to marriage).
ber to be added and standing in the proper
sent the pictures of another young
column or order, all the columns being
man, to whom I was married near the
added at one time.
It is only necessary to
The charts were
close of that year.
observe the rapidity with which keys can
Sizer, and I may here
Nelson
written
by
5be struck on the typewriter and notice that
say, after twenty-two years, that I prize
the keys on the adding-machine are so ar
the charts highly and have never re
ranged that one can learn to operate it much
gretted the union. We have two girls
easier and faster than the typewriter, for
and two boys, who are a real blessing to
one to realize the time saved by its use in
Yours gratefully,
us.
addition, to say nothing of the entire relief
from mental strain, which is even more im
May 20, 1890.
portant than the speed, because it leaves
102
the nerves relaxed and the mind clear to
A sussomssn from Nebraska writes :
apply to other work. The methods of per
“Please ﬁnd inclosed the money for
forming multiplication, division, and sub
traction, and applying them to computa
I would rather
‘this year‘s subscription.
tions, such as interest, exchange, percentage,
go hungry than do without the JOURNAL.
etc., though somewhat difficult to illustrate
My highest ambition is to some day
‘in type, are nevertheless
very simple in
attend the Institute of Phrenology."
connection with the machine.
A few days’
:0:
practice will enable one to perform the fol
THE AMERICAN Ins'rrru'rn OF PHRE
lowing examples by its use in the time indi
NOLOGY opens its usual annual session
cated:
the ﬁrst Tuesday in September, and all
54732 multiplied by 493 ; eleven seconds.
earnest and worthy persons who wish
17325 divided by 67; six seconds.
to learn Phrenology as a science and an
What is the value of a bill of $463.23
art, may send for “Institute Extra.”
which is discounted at 16 per cent.? Seven
Address,
for terms and full particulars.
seconds. In fact, by its use a novice can
775 Broadway, New York.
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CHILD CULTURE.
IN SELF CONTROL.

,

will exhaust himself in aimless exertion,
and will increase his own discomfort by
the very means of its ‘exhibit.
A control
of himself at this point is possible to a
child at an age while he is yet unable to
speak, or to understand what is spoken
to him. If a parent realized that the

it,

is

:

is

a

is

it

is

it

so as repress his cries, and to moderate

his

exhibit of disturbed feeling. A childcan
exercise self- control under such circum
His mother can enable him to
stances.
It
better for both child and
do so.

a

mother that he should have her help ac—
cordingly. Because of the lack of help
child
suﬁ‘erer
just here many
through life in his inability to control
himself- under physical pain. And be
cause of this inability many person has
actually lost his life at a time when
calmness of mind was essential to that
endurance of physical suffering which.
was the only hope of prolonged exist
a

A child's ﬁrst struggles with himself
ought to be in the direction of controll
ing his impulse to give full play to his
lungs and his muscles at the prompting
of his nerves. As soon as the nerves‘
make themselves felt they prompt a child
to cry, to thrash his arms, to kick and to
twist his body on every side, at the
slightest provocation—or at none.
Un
less this prompting be checked the child

is

manhood.

shrink from blaming him just then for
indulging in this but the mother has an
unmistakable duty of helping her child to
measure of control over himself,
gain
;

value for his own developing of charac
ter. Yet at that time a child has no such
sense of his need in this direction as is
sure to be his in maturer years; hence it
is that it rests with the parent to decide,
while the child is still a child, whether
the child shall be a slave to himself;
whether his life, so far, shall be worthy
or unworthy of_his high possibilities of

help for all the following struggles.
As soon as child able to understand
what
said to him he ought to be taught
and trained to control his impulse to cry
and writhe under the pressure of physi
cal pain.
\Vhen a child has fallen and
hurt himself, or has cut hislﬁnger, or has
burned his hand, or has been hit by an
ill-directed missile,
natural for him
to shriek.with pain and fright, and
natural for his tender-hearted mother to

a

be given to him, and then it’is of greatest

prehend the meaning of his parent‘s
words as words. To leave a child to him
self
to put him at a sad disadvantage
in all the future combats of his life‘s
warfare while to give him wise help in
these earliest struggles
to give him

is

himself. It {is in a child's earlier strug
gles with himself that help can easiest

child must be induced to control himself,
and seeks in loving ﬁrmness to cause the
child to realize that same truth, the child
will feel the parent's conviction, and will
yield to
even though he cannot com

is

observer writes
on this subject :
A child who is trained to self-control
—as a child may be—is already a true
man in his ﬁtness for manly self-mas—
A man who was not trained in
tery.
childhood, to self-control, is helplessly a
child in his combat with himself, and he
can never regain the vantage ground
which his childhood gave to him, in the
battle which then opened before him,
and in the thick of which he still ﬁnds

is

THOUGHTFUL

a

TRAINING

ence.
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Coaxing and rewarding a child into
quiet at such a time is not what is need
ed; but it is the encouraging a child into
an intelligent control of himself that is
to be aimed at by the wise parent.
It is
only a choice between evils that substi—
tutes a candy-paid silence for a noisy in

dulgence of feeling on a child’s part. A
good illustration of the unwise way of in
ducing children to seem to have control
of themselves is given in the familiar
story of the little fellow throwing himself
on the floor and kicking and yelling and
“ Grandma, grandma,
then crying out,
I want to be paciﬁed. Where are your
”
sugar plums 2 Dr. Bushnell, protesting
against this method of coaxing a child

79‘

out of a state of irritation, in a ﬁt of ill
nature,
by “dainties that please the
“ It must be a
taste,” says, forcefully,
very dull child that will not cry and fret
a great deal, when it is so pleasantly re
warded. Trained in this manner, to play
ill-nature for sensation’s sake, it will go
on rapidly in the course of double at
tainment, and will be very soon perfect
ed in the double character of an ill-na—
tured, morbid sensualist, and a feigning
By what methods or
cheat besides."
means can the great themes of God and
religion ,‘get hold of a soul that has
learned to be governed only by rewards

of sensation, paid to aﬂ‘ectations of grief
and deliberate actingslof ill nature?

-—-§.¢-.<—
BABY’S

0

well born is the right of every
child, and for this let the heart of
man plead until, in the court of justice
and humanity, the good cause be won.
Surely there is no subject which should
be put before the public in plainer or
more forcible words, and none, I some
times think, which this same public
would more utterly taboo. Much learn
ing and wisdom isdevoted to the im
provement of all domestic animals, but
the baby—“ Oh, well, its coming belongs
to Providence ! Who shall dare meddle
there 7" Who shall not dare? I say.
Does “Providence", even, work with
out the help of man ? To-day I read
" Providence is not divine until we have
added a human factor," and following
it was this great, true thought:
“Not
be

even God himself can make man's best
without best men to help Him,” and
where can Humanity better work with
God than for the good of the little ones ‘i
If we are watchful and careful about the
lesser matter, shall we not be much
more so about the greater one 7 Should
“ chance ma
there be such a thing as a
Should this ofﬁce that is so
ternity?"
high and holy be thrust upon any one ?

Should any child be born “ under pro
test” as so many children plainly are?

RIGHTS.
Chadwick, in a brave sermon on “ Gifts
for the Children," says : “ There ought
to be a special providence in the birth of
a child, a special human providence, or
foresight, of the place and room which
the new life will have to grow in, and
orb itself into full symmetry of use and
joy "—to which let every heart say
“Amen !" and every will, every intellect
be trained to put it into practical use.
Is it any wonder the child is born
and
with low, degrading
instincts
passions when the mother's heart is in
Is it
hot rebellion over its coming?
strange that they come to us weak and
ailing, when all the waiting time is one
long protest of the mother's outraged
nature? Strange that they are oftimes
cross and deﬁcient, unlovely in face and

their pre-natal
in disposition, when
growth is only tolerated, because it must
be? No choice, no love, no glad fulﬁll
ing of woman’s most sacred right in the
beginning of the new life—only a stum—
bling along in a blind, passionate way,
the
conse
then—“suffering
and
”
No thought of whether it
quences l
be best that another child should come
into the home, no choice of time or cir
cumstances, no planning for the holy
baptism of motherhood ! Oh, is it right
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that this should be? Can our children
“ well born,” can
be
they come to the
fullness of love and joy which should be
the heritage of every child,until men and
women arouse themselves to an earnest
‘consideration of these high things, and
.see to it that there is a special prov
idence, human and divine, in the birth
of each little one ? There are few women
who, happily wedded, would choose to
remain childless, but no one likes to
have -“ honors thrust upon her," even of

this kind. No one likes to be so bur—
dened with children that she must miss
the glory and joyousness of motherhood,
as‘many do. To the wife whose rights
are cherished and respected, enshrined
in the unselﬁsh love of her husband,
motherhood
comes as the crowning
blessing of life.
The months of waiting
-and preparation are a hallowed time in
which she feels herself to be working
with God in creating an immortal soul,
and all that is best and purest within
her awakens to meet the needs of her
child. She lives as in the very presence
of God, her whole being having entered
into that “holy of holies," where the
secrets of love are made known. She
“
thinks God’s thoughts after Him,” and
every day brings a fresh baptism to her
0+
MORAL

IMPRESSIONS

‘

N the Union Signal a practical writer
speaks of the inﬂuence of sur—
roundings on the young people, in such
terms as the following 2
The child does not, as a general thing
hear the same anxiety expressed with re
gard to the truth of an idea as to the sty
lishness of an outﬁt, nor does it hear the
wonders of scientiﬁc discovery spoken of
as enthusiastically as are the wonders of
In the common
a display of millinery.
conversation it is likely to hear eager
discussions over fashion plates; a great
‘deal of gossip and of unfriendly criti
cism.
It will see far greater leniency
shown to a neglect of the Golden Rule
:than to a neglect of the Observances of

J‘O

URNAL
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“ For the joy that is set before
her,” she bears all pain and discomfort
uncomplainingly, and when, at last, her
babe lies in her arms, she sees Love's
imprint upon its little face, she traces
the clear shining of purity and peace
there, and all her heart melts in thanks
giving that “ unto me a child is
born.” And this, this is the right of
How do we dare deny it to
every babe.
them ?
How do we dare call them into
the world with less than this? Oh, let
us have a world—wide reform in the way
our children are born, and there will be
less need of reform afterward.
Let men
and women be earnest and true here,
and it shall greatly help the world to
move to “higher levels" of thought and
life. My soul stirs with “ righteous in—
dignation” when I think of the wrongs
which are heaped upon the defenceless
children at the very threshold of life, and
I am constrained to cry out against it
with all my might. Men, women, every
where, will you not join me in this cru
A “ noble
Baby’s rights !
sade for
few" are working in this line now, but
it is a work in which all must join if we
would have the victory complete, and I
call upon you each one to “fall in " and
EARNEST.
do your part.
soul.

IN

COMMON

LIFE.

society, far greater leniency shown to a
gossipy defamation of character than to
the wearing of a dress or gloves differ
ent from what society prescribes for the
occasion.
It will observe that the
of the family are centered
thoughts
chieﬂy, perhaps wholly, upon their own
interests.
In regard to outward distinc
tions the child will see that persons
placed by social position above its own
family, are, on account of that position,
held in respect; that their example is
copied ; their notice desired and courted
and boasted of; their opinions quoted.
This would be particularly noticeable in
case of relatives who had attained to
such position, while relatives in corre
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spondingly inferior position would be
regarded with indifference.
If its own
family is in genteel circumstances, the
child learns to look down upon “working
people,” and to consider labor as in a
measure disgraceful.
Beginning at the top of the social scale
and proceeding downward we see that a.
child is ‘,likely to learn, in the family,
that appearing is more than being, that
money—worth is more than character
worth, that wealth and social position
are the objects chieﬂy to be striven for,
and that success in life means success in
The emphasis is put in
gaining these.
the wrong place, in a great many wrong
places, as if in reading an important

8!.

paragraph the small words were empha
sized—the ofs. and ands, and thee, and
tos. What, then, can we expect other
than that the child’s mature life will be
based on these unworthy ideas of values
which are causing blight and ruin, and
which :are inbreathed, as we may say,
from the home atmosphere.
This home
atmosphere is what the young and form
ing character feeds upon and grows
from.
Every expression of opinion,
every chance remark upon people, every
subject talked about, every motive ap
pealed to, reﬁnement or its opposite as
expressed in spech, and manner, every
one of these, as well as each word, look
and tone, does its work on character.

W

COURTESY

TREAT him

as

well

as he treats me,”

said Hal.
His mother had just reproached him
because he did not attempt to amuse or
entertain a boy friend who had gone

NECESSARY.
added: “Remember this, my boy: you
lower your own self every time you are
guilty of an unworthy action because
some one else is. Be true to your bestv
self, and no boy can drag you down.”

home.

“

often go in there, and he doesn’t
notice me," said Hal again.
“ Do you enjoy that l”
“ Oh,
don’t mind i I don‘t stay

I

long."
“ I should call myself a very selﬁsh
person if friends came to see me and I
should pay no attention to them.”
“ Well, that's different ; you’re grown
up."
“ Then, you really think politeness
and

-—--—Q.-0-‘Q

I

courtesy

are

not

needed among

boys 2”

Hal, thus pressed, said he didn't mean
that; but his father, who had listened,
now spoke :
“ A boy or a man who measures his
treatment of others by their treatment
of him, has no character of his own.
He will never be kind, or generous, or
Christian. If he is ever to be a gentle
man he will be so in spite of the boor
ishness of others.
If he is to be noble,
no other boy's meanness will change his
nature.”
And very earnestly the father

DREAMS 0F CHILDHOOD.
OH, why am I gloomy to-night
While dreaming of days that are gone,
Ot childhood so happy and bright
And joys that forever are ﬂown ?
I'm dreaming of hopes that are dead—
Hopcs gone with the fast ﬂeeting years ;.
And I pillow my weary head—
To weep bitter heart burning tears.

Dear mother, l’m thinking of thee
And those happy days without care,
As morning and eve at thy knee
1 would offer my simple

prayer.

They have laid her away to rest
Where the long weeping willows wave—
And my hopes and joys which were best
Lie buried within her lone grave.
The child is no longer a child,
Though the seasons seem still the same—
And to-night, with heart passion wild,
'
l yearn for my childhood again—
Then give me, oh, give me to-night,

If

only a dream of those years—

Which promised a future so bright—
A future I ﬁnd full of tears.
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MEDICAL SCIENCE
A PAPER READ BEFORE THE N.

Y. ACADEMY

HE aim of this paper is to give
some of the Chinese ideas of the
nature of disease and theory of treat
ment, rather than to sketch brieﬂy the
changes wrought in the past ﬁfty years
by the introduction of western medical
and surgical science.
This empire has been ﬁtly compared
to Lot‘s wife, ever looking backward,
waided to the past. Confucius taught
the nation that its work was not to cre—
The
ate but to conserve and transmit.
usages

of

centuries

have

JOURNAL

crystalized

into unvarying forms. Life and thought
move on through ancestral grooves, and
that which is inquisitive, inventive, pro
gressive, is viewed with suspicion, if not

In its ex
at once rebuked as seditious.
act, comprehensive
sense. science has
no existence here. Theories, specula
tions,
traditions and
superstitions
abound, as seen in astrology, geomancy,
and medicine ; but that cautious, candid,
thorough investigation of facts, which
We call scientiﬁc study, does not ﬁnd an
ally in the Chinese mind. The people
are, moreover, fettered by a language
pronounced by Prof. Williams to be
“the most meagre fand tedious of all
Though the most ancient, it
tongues.”
of
is probably the most inatractable
spoken languages, making the Chinese
scholar indifferent to other tongues be—

IN
or

CHINA.
ANTHROPOLOGY, APRIL, 1890.

it is impossible to study them
through the medium of his own.
All the terminology of chemistry, medi
cine, and natural history remains in
Greek and Latin, but how to adapt
cause

technical western science to the genius
of this language is not easy to decide.
Prof. \Villiams also points out the in—
distinctness by which time is expressed ;
the confusion of common and proper
names; the absence of punctuation, para
graphs, sentences, capital letters and
other helpful signs of speech which
native
conceit forbids and ridicules.
Prejudice and ignorance, however, are
greater obstacles than linguistic diﬁicul
ties to the spread of modern science.
This will be seen as we turn to the sub
ject of medicine.
The literature, such as it is, is very

During my residence in Can
copious.
ton Hospital I have had access not only
to libraries. but to other sources of in
formation as to native medicine.
One
is amazed at the patience and industry
of Chinese scholars in collecting obser
vations in various departments of re
search.
One work on Materia Medica and
Therapeutics“ appears in 40 volumes,
and 756 other authors are quoted on the
same themes. Another work on the
medical and agricultural uses of plants
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Dissection of the body being forbidden,
the most absurd notions have prevailed
Food is
as to anatomy and physiology.
supposed to pass from the spleen into
The larynx leads into the
the stomach.
heart.
The soul is in the liver, and the
pit of the stomach the seat of breath,
the source of joy—perhaps true in some
cases! The skull is one bone. Sois
The right kid
the arm and the pelvis.
of
life.
Each organ is
the
gate
ney is
related to one of the ﬁve “elements,”
Fire
earth, air, metals, ﬁre, Water.
rules the heart, metals, the lungs, water,
the kidney, and so on. There is not a
square inch of the body which is name
less. Applications to each district are
made according to the guiding dual
theory, action and reaction of yin and
yang. Heat and moisture are the vital
The blood and spirits are
principles.
There are twelve chan
their vehicles.
nels of distribution. The study of the
pulse is the most important part of the
In the
physical diagnosis of disease.

Museum you will see a
model of a man pierced with
many holes, and marked -with the
There are three
names of the pulse.
24
kinds
of pulse at
and
wrist points
wrist,
so
that
the na
each
each point of
tiue doctor has 144 pulses to study, by
which the condition of body and even
the sex of the unborn child are said to
Of the 24 varieties there
be determined.
are the slow and rapid pulses, the rough,
the soft, the strong, the weak, the vi
brating, the hidden, and the impeded. If
you ﬁnd the latter at the ﬁrst point of

Pekin Medical

copper

the left wrist you may expect sudden
If at the second point of the
death.
right wrist, water in the stomach is indi
cated.
Seven cautions are given to the
practitioner as to his own quiet breath

ing and presence of mind as well as to
Barrow, the
George
manipulation.
traveler, was taken ill with cholera mor
The Celestial Aesculapius was
bus.
called. Solemn, as an undertaker,he ﬁxed

his eyes on the ceiling. Beginning at
the wrist he proceeded to the elbow,
pressing hard with one ﬁnger, lightly
with the other as one‘plays a viol. After
ten minutes’ ﬁngering he pronounced
the trouble to be gastric and caused by
mJudicious diet; a' pretty good guess. In
taking the temperature of the body I
noticed that a native physician, whom
accompanied last week through the wards
of his elegant hospital at Hong Kong,
laid the back of his hand, as we do, on
the cheek or carotid.
He also showed
me the method of preparing the decoc
tions used internally and externally.
Every ﬁre pot where the liquids simmer
is marked, so also scores of wooden box
es, into which the dregs of the mixture
are put for inspection, whether from the
animal, mineral, or vegetable kingdom.
In one standard work there are 78 from
the former and 314 substances from the
latter, mentioned.
Mercury and arsenic
are used in speciﬁc diseases.
Ginseng
is greatly prized. It is held as a govern
mental monopoly and gathered by de
tachments of soldiers. Opium, camphor
rhubarb, and other medicines used by
us are found in the Chinese pharmaco
There are inert substances used.
paeia.
One author commends 132 kinds from
metals and stone; 99 from reptiles, shell
ﬁsh, and the like ; of parts of the human
body and its exuviae, a great number of
things, the mention of which would be
indelicate.
The entire catalogue num
bers 1,012.
The land is overridden with

I

quacks.

show

The extravagant street signs
on which the adventurer an

nounces himself as
“physician and
surgeon by descent for several genera
tions.” Necromancy and fortune telling
are combined with medicine.
have
seen many of these imposters sitting out
doors at their divining tables and their
credulous
dupes around them.
It
also believed that the spirits sniff the
refuse grounds of the decoctions refer
red to, and so these are exposed in the
street. Good food and fruit are also
spread on tables indoors to appease: the

is

en—

I

gravings.
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same, and mirrors are set to
Burnt charms are
them away.
troubles, and
for
cardiac
tea
water for ulcers and all fevers.
healing and casting lots in a

frighten
taken in
in pure
Prayer
bamboo

tube with 100 sticks; rubbing the part
of an idol corresponding to the part af
fectedﬂand a multitude of other methods
of treating disease can not here be de
At the hour of death, the Chi
scribed.
nese, like the ancient Egyptians, believe
that good and evil spirits seek the deL
parting soul. I heard an attendant call
ing by the hour to a dying girl in a ward
opposite my room in the hospital, a few
weeks since, and was told that it repre—
sented the pathetic appeal to the depart
ing spirit to come back. The heating of
gongs is common in Chinese homes
when death is near. So is it at ﬁres.
have had evidence of this in two large
conﬁagrations near us. The din was

I

something fearful.
Anybody can be

If you
a doctor.
read the books prescribed by the college
at Pekin and follow the pulse points of
“
their copper model you are a regular.”
If not, you are an irregular practitioner
of homicide if
and may be convicted

If you prolong or ag
gravate the disease to increase your fee,
the law says that the money was stolen,
and if you lose your patient you must
also your head. I saw a pile of bloody
heads Ion the execution grounds the
other day, but did not identify any as
belonging to doctors. Indeed the law
is dead, and thousands of mischievous
heads remain on medical shoulders.
Stranger still, the Chinese race increases,
in spite of irrational medicine, and the
utter absence of those sanitary condi
tions on which we predicate health. The
oldest nation on the earth shows no
signs of physical decay.
As to surgery there is none. Acu
puncture may be an exception and also
practiced in
the _terrible emasculation
Pekin, with fatal results, in connection
with the imperial harem, described in
the North China Asiatic Society.
Sur

you patient dies.
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gery is opposed by the superstitious no
tion that dismemberment or mutilation
here will remain in the other life a per
Furthermore,
manent disﬁgurement.
the rarity of drunkenness, the absence
of railways and machinery diminish
That there is
cases requiring surgery.

no national inability on the part of the
Chinese to become ﬁrst class surgeons is
Dr.
a fact shown by notable examples.
Wong, a classmate of mine forty years
ago, was the first Chinese on whom a
foreign medical diploma had been con
ferred.
He was a graduate in medicine
at Edinburgh University, twenty years
a successful practitioner, in charge of
this hospital a part of the time, and died
in 1878. Dr. Ato, a colleague, was the
ﬁrst Chinese at home to acquire a knowl
of western medicine.
He per
edge
formed. in 1847, in this hospital, the first
operation with ether, and soon after,
with wonderful dexterity and success,
removed an enormous tumor, three feet
in circumference '_from the back; also
another tumor from the axilla which
was as large as the patient’s head.
This
involved careful dissection and the ty
ing of three arteries. The whole was
ﬁnished in a few minutes 1 He wasam
bidextrous, excelled as an oculist, ac‘
quired a large fortune, and was a man
of commanding influence.
The changes wrought the past half
century by western medical and surgical
science are marvelous and constitute a
powerful argument in behalf of medical
Dr. Peter Parker opened here
missions
in 1835 the first medical mission hospi
tal in China.
It has been remarked of
him that “ he opened the gates of China

with a lancet when western cannon
could not heave a single bar I "
Thou
sands of patients flocked to him from
seventeen provinces, some consuming
months in the journey, and going home
with the voice of gratitude uttering his
From the beggar in rags to the
praise.
household,
these patients
Emperor‘s
were found in all classes. The popu
larity of this institution was a guarantee
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its safety in time of war, so that a
British consul said that he would regard
himself securer in this house, where I
am now writing, than on a gunboat on
the river.
Dr. J. G. Kerr, nowin charge of Can—
ton hospital, has seen 35 years of toilful
service and stands at the head of the
profession here. He instructs a medical
class, male and female, who pay $20
tuition annually, and study three years.
The instruction is wholly in Chinese.
He has published many original medical
works and reprints of foreign authors.
We are together working now for the
establishment of an asylum for the in
sane, something unknown in China.
Dr. Swan and Dr. Mary Niles are
physicians here, the latter serving over
a thousand of her sex yearly. There is
an unlimited ﬁeld for women physicians,
for Chinese females will endure pro
longed suﬂ’erings rather than to be at—
tended by men.
I have visited the medical school con
nected with the Alice Memorial Hospital.
Hong Kong, and heard Dr. Thomson
At Formosa there
lecture in English.
is another, where English is a condition
That has a four years’
-on entrance.

There is a great deal of dispen
sary work and has been ever since
Drs. Robert Morrison and Livingstone
‘opened in Macao seventy years ago a
Drs. Colledge
dispensary for the poor.
and Bradford, of Philadelphia, should

~00111‘BO.

also
also

be

mentioned

as

pioneers,

Dr. Pearson, surgeon of the East
India Company, at Canton, 1805, who
introduced vaccination into the Empire,
an unspeakable
blessing in arresting
here what had before been an annual
epidemic of a most loathsome and fatal
Asiatic cholera has been an
character.
other fearful scourge, more than 100
deaths a day occurring in asingle town,
Amoy, for nearly two months in 1842.
Thousands of lives have been saved by
The expressions of
the missionaries.
.gratitude to Christian doctors by their
,patients are novel and often pathetic.
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Not only the Kow Kow, prostration and
bumping the head on the earth, but
other acts, as at Foochow, when Dr.
Kate Woodhull, a successful operator for
some months ago a
handsome memorial tablet, hung up
amid the explosion
of ﬁre crackers.
The inscription read, “ She has given
her whole heart.”
One of Dr. Parker's
cataract,

received

patients requested leave to send a painter
to get a portrait that he might daily bow
to it. His pecuniary gifts were liberal—

for he was an oflicial secretary—and he
also composed an eloquent poem in
praise of the medical missionary.
A sufferer from lupus at Kiangsi, who
had spent her all on native doctors and
Buddhist priests, seeing the disease
spreading over face and neck, went to
the temple and told them that they and
their gods were a fraud. The priests
appeared horror stricken and frightened
her into the payment of 10,000 cash,
$7.50 in gold, to get which she sold a
few remaining personal effects. The
failure of their incantations exhausted
the last ounce of patience she had. She
and her husband went to the temple
and cursed the gods and the Buddhists

On their way
to their heart‘s content.
home they fell in with aformer patient
of Dr. Douthwaite, whose body and soul
had been saved by this kind physician.
Three days by wheelbarrow brought
them to Dr. D., who not only prayed
and read the gospel to them, but gave
iodide of potassium internally and iodine
ointment outside. The disease was ar
rested, and in a month cured.
They
returned home, renounced idolatry and
led many of their villagers to do the
same. A Christian teacher was sent for;
many threw away their idols; a church
was organized; the true God daily wor
shipped, and they in turn became mis<
sionaries, sending out from their own
an evangelist to preach the
gospel which had done so much good
for their own village, to regions beyond
membership

their borders.
There about

60

mission hospitals and 80
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foreign physicians connected with them
in this empire, besides clergymen and
assistants, who have acquired a practi
cal acquaintance with medicine after
years of service in far-away isolated dis
tricts in the country, where a. knowl
edge of simple remedies in sickness and
emergencies will save many lives and
invest a man with supernatural inﬂuence
in the eyes of the priest'ridden and

of 1843, went with Her Majesty‘s lega
tion to Pekin, at the close of the sec
ond war, till now, princes of the palace
and officers of highest rank have been
applicants for relief at the hands of these
"foreign devils ”—as we have hitherto

quack-deluded,

system was so popular which he found
ed it continued one thousand years.
have ventured to give you an ounce
dose, or less, this time, promising more
at another time, in reference to the work
specially on my hands,the establishment,
if possible, of an asylum for the insane.
No such institution is to be found in the
empire. Such a humane and beneﬁcent
enterprise would ﬁtly crown the history
of western medical science which the
last half century has made so illustrious
in this vast empire of the Oriental

world.
PROF. E. P. THWING, M. D.

-—M——

it

is,

a

is

it

good sign of health when

evi

dently signiﬁes rapid recovery from
Again,
usually denotes
fatigue.
rule, of good
strong will, the gift, as
physical constitution, or at least the
safeguard of average bodily strength.
it

a

Late risers are generally either invalids
or persons of bad habits, idlers who are
never free from other vices besides idle
ness. The nervous exhaustion which
man wakeful throughout the
keeps
small hours .produces sleep late in the
morning. This exhaustion
invariably
due to one of several life'shortening in
ﬂuences, especially anxiety or indiscrtr
tion in diet or drink. Early rising
thus rather one effect of certain favor
able inﬂuences, another result of which
longevity, than a cause of longevity.
To turn weakly man out of bed every
morning at seven o'clock will not pro
long his life. It will be noted that by
“good sleeping ” Professor Humphrey
signiﬁes quick sleeping, “that is, the»
is

is

re

LONGEVITY.

a

HUMPHREY‘S

Collective Investigation Re
port on Aged Perso'ns contains some
very positive evidence on a matter
which has already engaged the attention
“ The
of moralists as well as physicians.
opportunity for nutrition to do its resto
rative work was in nearly all provided
by the faculty ofv ‘good sleeping,’ to
which was commonly added its appro
priate attendant, the habit of ‘early
rising.’ ” Thus there is a relation be
No
tween early rising and longevity.
doubt many people will hastily seize
upon the sentence ﬁrst quoted and em
ploy it in edifying lectures or essays for
the perusal of ‘youth, or embody it'in
popular medical works. Important qual
iﬁcations follow in Dr. Humphrey’s re
port, but they are likely to be over
looked.
Doubtless the habit of early
in itself, healthy; most of all,
rising
cent

AND

a

ROFESSOR

RISING

is

EARLY

a

more conservative Chinese are slower
to welcome us with our western ideas,
but the leaven is surely working Ever
since Dr. Lockhart, who was a pioneer

I

a

people.

Shanghai, which I hope to visit short
ly, and many other large cities and
towns have hospitals, and natives are
Dr. El
being taught western science.
dridge, under imperial patronage, has
sent out over 30 Japanese practitioners,
and said to me, when in Yokohama,
that in nothing had the recent intellec
tual advance been more satisfactory
than in medical science in Japan.
The

been regarded.
The Chinese Hippocrates of the second
century, contemporary of Galen, gave
medicine by the pound dose, and the

AIND SCIENCE OF

MOUTH

purpose that can be fully understood
only after much study. It were only
necessary for nature to provide an inlet
to the lungsample enough, one might
say, to admit all the air that is required
If this
for full circulation of the blood.

it:

were all, the mouth would be a sufﬁcient
opening both for the purposes of nutri
tion and respiration; but no, letaperson
make
a habit to ‘,breathe through the
mouth and are long he ﬁnds himself suf
fering from affections of the mouth and
fauces that become'more established the
he persists in such breathing. The
mucus membrane of the mouth differs
in some quality from the membrane of
from sustain
the nose that precludes

it

longer

ing without injuring the movement of
the air in and out, and its superﬁcial
distribution differs much in the two

a

is

1

organs.
A glance at the interior of the nose
tortuous
reveals very irregular and
passages, totally unlike the large free
view of
cavity of the mouth. Fig.
nose
and
of
both
the general structure

BREATHING.

mouth as they appear by vertical section,
the left side of each being thus exposed.
The irregular folds of the nasal cavity
are due to the projection of the turbin
ated bones from the exterior wall into the
middle and posterior parts of the cavity,
and to folds of membrane that envelop
the cartilage anteriorly. Fig.
aview
of the left side of the nose showing
somewhat more in detail the relations
of its structure with particular reference
to the distribution of the nasal nerve.
The Schneiderian or pituitary mem
closely
brane, as
variously called,
is

the human nose is
Its openings
by no means simple.
considered as the natural channels of
respiration have an adaptation to that

1

HE structure of

again—British

Medical Journal.

adherent to the bones and cartilages,
and thickest over the turbinated bones.
In its relations to smell anatomists have
found that only that region bounded by
the superior turbinated bone receives
the ﬁlaments of the olfactory nerve,
which extend from the cribriform plate
of the ethmoid bone down less than an

inch. Hence.
plates of impermeable
substance were inserted so as to cut off
entirely the lower half or more of the
nasal fossae from communication with
the upper, and odorous
substances be
then introduced, no odor would be ex

if

AND

CATARRH

have an honest appetite

is

‘Q

in long life histories with short'sleep
ing, which means rapid recovery from
a sign
of bodily strength.
fatigue,
These scientiﬁc facts in no .wise contra
dict the alleged value of early rising as
a practice to be cultivated
by all per
sons in good health.
It is excellent as
moral discipline, and eminently healthy
as a matter of fact.
Most persons will
eat three meals daily. When a man gets
up late those meals will probably follow
each other at too short intervals to be
wholesome.
When he is an early riser
He can
it will probably be otherwise.
enjoy a good breakfast, and by the time
for his lunch or mid-day dinner he will

Thus
that in affections
perienced.
of the nose attended with much accu
it
is

more than four or ﬁve hours
nightly would not cause him to live
long, but would rather tend to shorten
his life. Equally important are Profes
sor Humphrey’s
which
observations
show that by “ early " he does not en
tirely mean the time by the clock. The
Word “has a relative signiﬁcance with
reference to the time of going to bed. A
person who retires to bed four hours
after midnight and gets up at 10 A.M.
may be strictly regarded as an ‘early
riser.’ ”
Thus early rising is synonymous
sleeping

87

is

reparative work which has to been done
in sleep, is done briskly and well.”
Here, again, we have an effect of a cause;
but preventing a weakly subject from

HEALTH

it
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mulation of excretion in the upper part
of the cavity that the sense of smell is
In old cases of
often lost for a time.
catarrh the nerve bearing membrane
may be so altered as to destroy olfaction
entirely.
Fig. 2 is a cross view of the nasal cav
ities at about the middle, and gives us an
idea of their appearance as seen from
the rear or throat end. The straight
central partition is the thin blade of bone
known as the vmner, which is continu
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hairs, in front, and farther back innu
merable delicate ﬁlaments or cilia, all of
which have an oﬂlce in the process of
respiration.
The air that enters the nose must pass
through a very irregular channel on
either side, as we have seen, a channel,
too, much broken up by processes of
The hair and
bone and membrane.
cilize ﬁlter and sweep it of dust and in
jurious substance, the warm membrane
and so ﬁtted the better to
tempers
it,

'
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nasal spine; anneal bone
frontal sinus;
Showing distribution of nerves.
sphenoidal sinus 11,14,15_ partsol
rooi’ of right orbit
crista galli
l6,
emng
eustachian tube temp
bone
18
o
occipital
parts
of
10,
bone;
13
12.
oral
18,
20 superior, middle an inferior turbinated bones
parts of sphenoid
roots;
cc
three
nerve
olfactory
cartilaginous section of nose A bulb of
alts
spheno
distribution tomucous membrane D branch of ophthalmic nerve; 14'.

enters the
meet the want of nature
trachea and ﬁnally the lung cells, there
to yield its oxygen to the blood.
In cold weather the amount of air
going into the trachea via the nose re—
ceives many degrees of warmth before
reaches the sensitive lobules of the
lungs, a very essential matter, as cold
air admitted too freely, as by the mouth,

ible tip, and so lengthen the passages
Growing from the membrane
greatly.
and projecting in every direction are

rapidly lowers the temperature of the
lung tissue, and by the consequent con
traction of the vessels the economy of
much embarrassed.
So,
respiration

0

is

on each side, extend the nose (see ﬁg.
from the nasal bones proper to the ﬂex

it

ous with the cartilaginous partition that
divides the nasal opening in front. The
upper, middle, and inferior turbinated
bones (the upper not being clearly shown
in the illustration) divide the cavities
into three parts, called respectively the
superior, middle, and inferior meatus or
opening. The cartilages, numbering ﬁve

it

1)

pals-tine nerve.
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We meet with children who have this
habit of mouth breathing, and they suf
for in an analogous fashion to the old
mouth breathers.
It is useless for physician or patient to
hope for improvement in treating nasal
or pharyngeal catarrh while such a
habit is persisted in. Its relinquishment

too, in circumstances of exposure to hot
air nasal breathing is a protection in
that it reduces the temperature of the
air to a degree that nature may tolerate.
An old mouth breather usually suffers
from a “ dry catarrh ;” you look at his
throat and larynx and you ﬁnd a state
of chronic redness and inﬂammation,
the glands of the vault of the pharynx
are enlarged, and the Eustachian open

should

If

be a

preliminary condition.

the nasal

passages are obstructed
by any growth or deformity, this must
ﬁrst be relieved by operation.
The pa
tient should endeavor to refrain from
breathing through the mouth by day,
and this, though not always easily done,
can be accomplished by careful atten
tion. During sleep the mouth in such
cases will open involuntarily, and this
tendency should be corrected by mechan
ical means. A bandage or strap is the
common resource, but it is not by any

Lately a friend of
means comfortable.
ours has introduced a simple method
which he found serviceable in his own
case.
It is merely an ellipse-shaped
piece of sheet celluloid, that may be cut
to ﬁt between the lips and teeth, thus‘
closing the mouth effectually if the
lips become separated. After wearing
it in the mouth afew times the patient
becomes accustomed to
and having
established the habit of nose breathing,
the use of the instrument may be sus

2. CROSS SECTION IIDDLB PART OF NAEAL CAVITIEB
Showing: 8 middle turbinated bones ; 9 superior
nasal cavities ; 10 inferior turbinated ; 11 vomer ;
12 upper jaw; 13 middle meatus; 14 inferior me
atus; 17 palate process of upper jaw; 18 roof of

mouth,etc.

it,

ings are contracted by the pressure, so
that his hearing is somewhat impaired.
The unused nasal canals are narrowed
by overgrowth of mucous tissue. The
follicles in the back wall of the throat
are enlarged and rough. A degree of
irritation is experienced all the time, so
that there is a harsh, hacking cough
that he can not control.

pended.
S. D.

\
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0F ANTIPYRINE.

The

Doctor:

had been fre
against
quent before the inﬂuenza, but the pub
did
liking for
lic had conceived
relieve pain wonderfully in some cases,
under head
and when a popular craze
or
but
calamity,
great
way nothing
ever
stop
large amount of ridicule can

it

a

a

is

a

it,

it

Warnings

It was getting into as common use
with those who suffered from headaches
as camphor or smelling salts.
For this
was regarded as
ailment
speciﬁc,
for
and men and women prescribed
themselves or their families as heed
lessly as they would say, “take
little
quinine.”
An “ antipyrine habit“ was becoming
it.

it

a

a

it

a

new proprietary medicine. anti
thorough trial dur
pyrine had
ing the late inﬂuenza epidemic, and
was found in many instances a danger
As writer says in
ous prescription.

a

HE

it

THE DANGER

recognized among the medical profes
sion, and another brain destroyer and
nerve-shatterer
was added to that al—
and
list that em
long
disgraceful
ready
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braces every form of alcohol, or opium,
and other narcotic poisons.
The worst of it was that the doctor
was altogether too likely to say “it is
perfectly harmless; as good as mor
phine, but with none of the bad effects
of that drug ;" so the poor patient sought
relief from pain in antipyrine, and took
his frequent doses of it with‘ as little
thought as if he were swallowing cara
mels.

In malarial regions the antipy
rine pellet was ubiquitous, and robbed
such places of half their terrors.
For
the man of convivial habits, antipyrine
took the place of a Turkish bath, extra
soda, a gin fizz, and bromide of potash,
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and the idea was growing that it was
possible to guzzle with impunity so
long as the supply of antipyrine held
out.
_
While cases were frequently coming
to the doctor’s notice in which death
was produced by heart failure, due to
the taking of antipyrine, the warnings
had made no impression upon the pub
lic. It took the epidemic of inﬂuenza,
during which the sales of antipyrine
were enormous, to force everybody into
a realization
of the fact that triﬂing
with antipyrine was like inexpert play
ing with a loaded pistol. Every once in
a while the thing went oil’ and some
body was killed.

-—>o-o<4———
AN

INTERNATIONAL

FORMAL invitation

CONGRESS

to a general

meeting of the advocates of veg
etarianism has been received accompa—
nied with the following letter :

June

27, 1890.

Tm; EDITOR "PHRENOLOGIOALJOURNAL,"
New
YonK.
DEAR SIR :-—I beg to inform you that an
International Vegetarian Congress will be
held on the 11th, 12th and 13th of September
next, in the Memorial Hall as above, when it
is hoped that a goodly gathering of leading
vegetarians will be present from all parts of
Vegetarianism has now become
the world.
of the day, and it has
one of the questions
that
its representatives
been thought good
should meet together in conference as to
the best mode of advancing the cause, etc.
I am instructed by the Council to invite
the assistance and presence at the confer.
and sympathizers
ence of all vegetarians
with our cause, and I shall be pleased to
with pro
send formal invitation cards,
gramme of proceedings to anyone applying
for the same. I am, yours faithfully,

R. E.

O'CALLAGHAN,

Hon. Sec’y.

The programme of exercises, etc., in
cludes conferences in the Hall, a tour of
London, excursions on the Thames, sev
eral lunches and dinners, of course in
the most advanced styles of vegetarian
cookery, and special entertainments fur

0F VEGETARIANS.

by prominent members of the
English Society. A very interesting
and enticing array, indeed, of features
nished

will

be enjoyed by the guests.

———o.-o<4—

Dns'rns UNDER Fivs Yssaa—The
following facts, which we quote on
good authority, certainly show the ne
cessity for sanitary missionary work as
a life saving means in the principal civ
“ In Norway
ilized nations of the globe :
the proportion of children dying under
ﬁve years of age is 204.5 per 1,000 born ;
while in England it is 330 per 1,000, and
In ﬁfty-one
in Italy it is 567 per 1,000.
“ healthy districts " of England
so called
and Wales, the mortality under ﬁve is
175 per 1,000 born, while in the Liver
pool district, representing the most un
favorable sanitary conditions, it is 460
In the State of "ermont,
per 1,000.
which contains no large cities, the num
of deaths under ﬁve, for the year 1883,
was 23.8 per cent. of the whole number
of deaths ; in the State of Massachusetts,
in which there are several large cities,
for the twelve years ending in 1884, it
was 34.74 per cent; and in the City of
New York alone, for the seven years
ending in 1873, it was exactly 50 per cent.
of the entire mortality.
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NOTES

lN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.

Electrlclty in Illumination.—
According to the Electric World, the increase
"in the use of electric lights and electric mo
tors is shown to be even greater during the
past few years than most people probably
imagine. The number of electric lighting
companies in the United States and Canada
operating central stations at the beginning
of 1886 was 450. This number had increased
at the beginning of 1887 to 750, at the be
ginning of 1889 to nearly 1,200. and at the
beginning of 1890 to 1,277, including 25 in
Meantime
Mexico and Central America.
in electric
~266 gas companies had engaged
lighting, so that the total number of com
panies engaged in electric lighting at pres
ent is 1,543. The number of isolated, or
private, incandescent and are light plants
at the beginning of 1887 was about 1,000
‘each.
Now there are 3,925 private plants
in the United States, 175 in Canada, and 200
in Mexico and Central America, making
4,300 in all.
The number of arc lamps in
use in 1882 was 6,000. This number doubled
each year for four years and has since grown
rapidly until there are now 235,000 are
lamps in use. The number of incandescent
lights has increased from 525,000 in Novem
ber, ‘1886, to 3,000,000 at present. The num
1ber of electric motors now in operation in
the country is estimated at 15,000, many of
them from 15 to 50 horse power. There are
nearly 200 electrlc railways in over 125
towns and cities, and these have in operation
or under contract 1,884 cars on 1,260 miles
of track. These motors ﬁnd their greatest
application in connection with electric light
plants. Electricians, however, look for a
great development of electric motors for
railroads of all kinds during the next two
Electric light and electric power for
years.
mining is a new development of consider
“able promise. The electric tramway and
electric power for pumping, drilling, cut
ting, etc., have already been adopted to
.some extent with good results.

The Projected Siberian Rall

way—Tbs

91

Russian Gazette states that the
special commission has just drawn up its
report on the most practicable way of con

Ac
structing the great Siberian railway.
cording to this report the work should be
accomplished step by step, but with the
result that the whole line should be com
pleted in 1000.
The cost of construction
would
not exceed
250,000,000 roubles,
spread over ten years, so that

the

treasury

would have to advance but 25,000,000 rou
bles a year.
udicious economy would re—
duce this sum by 50,000,000 roubles, so that
the cost per verst would not exceed from
25,000 to 28,000 roubles.
The line would
be as narrow as possible; conduits excepted,
all the work would be in wood; and large
stations would only be established
at the
most important points. At the beginning
also, there would be a
of the enterprise,
minimum of rolling stock. For this reason
engines of eight wheels would be employed,
except in the steppes, where engines of six
Another sugges
wheels might be adopted.
tion is, that those sections most promising of
revenue should be begun ﬁrst.

J

Meteorlc Matter Entering the
Earth's Allllospllere.—Observations
oi.’ falling- stars have been used to determine
roughly the average number of meteorites
which attempt to pierce the earth's atmos
Dr.
phere during each twenty-four hours.
Schmidt, of Athens, from observations made
during seventeen years, found that the mean
hourly number of luminous meteors visible
on a clear moonless night by one observer
was fourteen, taking the time of observation
from midnight to 1 A. M.
It has been further experimentally shown
that a large group of observers who might
include the whole horizon in their observa
tions would see about six times as many as
Prof. H. A. New
are visible to one eye.
ton and others have calculated that making
all proper corrections, the number which
might be visible over the whole earth would
be a little greater than 10.000 times as many
From this
as could be seen at one place.
we gather that not less than 20,000,000
luminous meteors fall upon our planet daily,
each of which in a dark clear night would
present us with the well‘known phenomenon
of a shooting-star.
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This number, however, by

no means rep

resents the total number of minute meteorites

that enter our atmosphere, because many
entirely invisible to the naked eye are often
seen in telescopes.
It has been calculated
that the number of meteorites, if these were
included, would be increased at least twenty
fold ; this would give us 400,000,000 of
meteorites_falling in the earth's atmosphere
daily.

A Lady Explorer.—One of the most
intrepid explorers of the day is a Parisian
lady, Madam 1e Bay, mother of the Duc d’
Abrantes, who has been for several months
After having
engaged in Eastern travel.
,visited Babylon and Nineveh, she traversed
the Persian deserts, amid terrible privations,
in order to reach India.
For ﬁve days and
ﬁve nights her little caravan had to encamp
in the wilds without meeting a living soul,
or even discovering the slightest trace of a
human being.
During all this time the cold was so in
tense that Madame le Ray’s ﬁngers were
frostbitten, and her guides became seriously
ill.
She managed at last to reach the Per
for India.
sian Gulf. where she embarked
An account of her adventurous journey will
be given by M. Bonvalot and Prince Henri
d’ Orleans on their return from Thibet.
Romance
sldel'etL—There

Figuratively Con
is an English

literary

man who at the end of each year penetrates
into the published ﬁction and extracts there

from very often some exceedingly interest
The results of his researches
ing ﬁgures.
into last year's ﬁction are entertaining : Of
the heroines portrayed in novels, he ﬁnds
372 were described
as blondes, while 190
were brunettes.
Of the 562 heroines, 437
were beautiful, 274 were married to the man
of their choice. while 30 were unfortunate
enough to be bound in wedlock to the
The heroines of ﬁction, this
wrong man.
literary statistician claims, are greatly lm
proving in health, and do not die as early as
in previous years, although consumption is
still in the lead among fatal maladies to
which they succumb.
Early marriages,
however, are on the increase.
The personal
charms of the heroines included 980 “ex
pressive eyes” and 792 “shell-like ears.”
Of the eyes, 543 had a dreamy look, 390
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ﬁre, while the remainder had no
special attributes. Eyes of brown and blue
are in the ascendant.
There was found to
be a large increase in the number of heroines
who possessed dimples.
502 were blessed
In 47
with sisters, and 842 had brothers.
cases, mothers ﬁgured as heroines, with 112
children between them.
Of these. 71 child
ren were rescued from watery graves. Eigh
teen of the husbands of these married hero
ines were discovered to be bigamists, while
seven husbands had notes found in their
And
pockets that exposed “everything.”
thus is the romance of a year reduced to
ﬂashed

ﬁgures.

Africa Yet Much Unknown.—
Sir Francis de Winton, late Governor of the
Congo State, says in spite of the scores of
explorers who have been traversing Africa
in all directions since Livingstone began his
travels, the larger part of the many millions
of natives have never yet seen a white man
As we trace the routes of explorers on the
map we see that their tracks make merely a
network over Africa, and that there are en-_
normous unvisited spapes between the lines.
As yet we can only infer what large regions
and the people who live in them are like
from the reports of perhaps a single traveler
who has hurriedly passed through the
country.

Washington’s Appearance in

lS36-—William

Burgess, Who is laying the
foundation of the Confederate monument to
be erected at Alexandria, is one of the few
‘men now living who has looked upon the
face of General George Washington.
“ It was in 1836,” he
says, “when I was.
an apprentice employed in building the new
tomb now at Mount Vernon, which so many
visitors now come to see. I was a lad then,
and I remember this was about my ﬁrst
\‘Vhcn the vault was com
piece of work.
pleted I assisted in moving the bodies from
the old tomb to their present resting place.
It was decided to open Washington's coﬂin,
and when it had been conveyed to the tomb
the lid was raised.
A number of people
were present and stood in breathless silence
while the workmen extracted the rusty
screws.
When the top of the coﬁin had
been lifted I looked in.
The body was ap
parently perfectly preserved, the features of
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and there was noth
ing to indicate the length of time which he
had been dead.
The exposure to the air,
In a
however, had its immediate effect.
minute or two the body suddenly collapsed,
and shrunk into an almost unrecognizable
form.
Other than this my recollections are
very indistinct. I do not remember how
the body was dressed or anything further
about it. The features, as I recollect them,
were like the pictures I have seen."
the face were complete,

A Simple Incandescent Lamp.
—An ingenious contrivance for obtaining a
light without matches, is in use by the

93

watchmen of Paris, in all magazines where
or inﬂammable materials are
stored.
They put a piece of phosphorus the
size of a pea, into an oblong vial of clear
glass, and pour some pure olive-oil, heated
explosive

to the boiling point, upon it, leaving the
bottle about one-third full; it is then corked
To obtain the light they remove
tightly.
the cork, let the air enter, and then recork.
The entire empty space in the bottle then
becomes luminous, giving a strong, clear
light. To increase the light if it grows dim,
one has but to uncork the bottle for a
moment and admit a fresh supply of air.

hold upon their attention.

Their inter

drawn {more and more to the
consideration
of the affairs of others,
est was

and to the need of the individual and

of society for improvement.
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of men

to

who

in the ﬁeld of

phrenological teaching must have been
struck by

a common

benevolence

or

Spurzheim,

the

characteristic,

philanthropy.
Combes,

with fate and pes

notions is manifest in the open,

of

they are ministers

ONE who has given much attention
have won high reputation

ttlC

common

viz.,
Gall,

Elliottson,

than pessimism.

optimism

human improvement and
progress, and ever 10th to set any bounds
to the betterment of mind and character.
vocates

A

of

system that could so broaden

elements of sellhood

that the man is led

di Soler,

consideration

many others of

Europe or America were not dominated
by feelings of personal aggrandizementor
selﬁshness.
ots,

they

Like

the old Scottish patri

“fought

not

for honor or

proﬁt” but for the good of their fellows.
Their fondness for scientiﬁc investigation
grew with attainment of knowledge con
cerning human nature, the most fasci
nating of studies, and with that growth
merely personal

affairs

seemed

to lose

the

nature of its apostles, so soften the hard

Broussais, Fossati, Caldwell, Dean, Cubi
and

rather

They are sanguine ad

to forget his own concerns

Bridges,

have

doctrines

cheerful conduct of eminent phrenolog
One and all
ical writers and lecturers.
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of the careers

noting in
sin.

ITS PERSONAL RETURN.
the study

phrenological

in his active

for others, must have very

much of essential good in its constitu
tion, much, indeed, of that divine gospel
that leads its disciples to.do for others

what love and sympathy would inspire.
No man who has carefully studied the
philosophy of the doctrines
maintained

so earnestly

by George Combe against all

the array that prejudice and conserva
tism in Church and State could mus—
ter,

can wonder at the enthusiasm

of
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that

vestigation

the case

of phrenological principles,

of their value in
resolving what had been hitherto dark
and mysterious in the operations of the
the more he learned

the ancient philos

Like

human mind.

not withhold a glad
truth after truth dawned

he could

opher

“Eureka”

as

As with Combe,
clearly on his vision.
so it has been with every honest seeker

FW—

in the same rich ﬁeld.

OUR SISTER IN THE DRUG STORE.
to the subject of occupa

RECURRING

which has occupied

tions for women,

occasional space in this part of the
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with many girls; it is also, we know,

The deeper his in

gifted mind.
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with some

falsely

ambitious

young men, but we are sure that the
young woman who is in earnest would
willing to work her way up the coarse
steps of the business, knowing thatsuch
be

experience is useful.

But there are some drug stores
aged by women, and successfully.

man—

This

fact we know, and it settles the question

of their competency for a line of useful
ness that is likely to last many years
longer. The common method of drug
prescribing for illness may gradually
decline, but the use of chemicals for san
itary purposes, anodynes, washes, lotions
mineral spring
for local application,

NAL, we would say a word concerning a

waters, toilette

sphere that has somehow escaped atten
tion. To put it squarely, we ask the

ances, bath conveniences, and a thousand

question why will not woman make a
good druggist? She has quickness of
discernment, is skillful in the use of her

civilized society and make the pharmacy
We should advise
a permanent feature.

ﬁngers, and light in movement.

These

up and doing for herself, and who feels

to the analyst

deterred from trying this or that because

are important qualities

In

and compounder.

of domestic service,
kitchen, they
much

especially

in the

come into play just as

as they do

In

pharmacist.

the many details

in the laboratory of the
fact, one who would

be competent as a cook

would, we think,
is

surgical appli

will always

be needed

in

the bright young woman who would be

there

are so many of

already,

to try

her sex in it

pharmacy.

The good

drug clerk is not “a drug in the market,”
but there are places always open, judg—

for a large family

ing by the advertisements in every day’!
newspapers, for the industrious and ca

a

pahle woman as well as for the competent

be

competent

as

man.

‘druggist.

It

other things,

articles,

uggested that a

girl of the neces

sary intelligence and education is not
willing to pass through the ordeal of
that every boy does‘ who
preparation
She
aims to be a dispensing pharmacist.
does not incline to the bottle washing,

___‘,.~___
BE CHEERFUL.
the battle of life,” says

“HALF of

a

writer, “ consists in keeping up a cheer
ful spirit.” How true ! They who com

case polishing, and lamp cleaning fea

and
plain of ills and disappointments
assert that “life is not worth living,"

tures of the shop, but wants to be gradu

are lacking seriously in cheerfulness.

ated at once

into the higher branches of

the profession.

Perhaps this is the case

They have not learned one of the most
important lessons—that life has a char
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ill, according

acter for good or
habit of viewing

it.

ago

Some years

on Sun

we attended a religious service

day in

to our

church near our residence but

a

to which we rarely went.
course that was delivered

ginning to end.
yet

It

of our misfor

by the aged
be

the thought and

The subject was Thankful
dwelling upon the

the speaker

ness,

heart the horrid corpse

away from the ills and sorrows,

earnest comment that proceed from long
experience.

and hugging, as it were, closely to our

tunei

was not a brilliant

full of

degree of desperation, does it pay to
cultivate misery by brooding upon them,

But the dis

minister interested us deeply, from
discourse,
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sees some

thing to inspire thankfulness in every
event of life. Aday or two later we

is to turn
and

with an upward, cheerful face energet
ically address ourselves

to the duties of

our station.

That dyspeptic,

01d Scotsman,

irascible

Carlyle, could appreciate

the value of this princely virtue—for he
says in his inimitable manner

:

“ Wondrous is the strength of cheer

healthful, comforting inﬂuence of that
cheerful habit of mind that

No, the wise course

fulness

:

its power

altogether

past calculation

of endurance.

is

Efforts to be

learned that the aged minister had left

permanently useful, must be uniformly
joyous—a spirit all sunshine—graceful

the dying bed of a daughter

from very gladness, beautiful because

that very

morning to perform the duties of his
ministry, and when the service was con
‘cluded,

What help can

a depressed,

Probably he had before his

mind's eye when he wrote this, his much
tried, yet always calm, and good natured

he hastened back to her side.

choly spirit afford?

bright."

melan

wife!

It

How unreasonable

the heart is kept cheerful and bright

to expect anything at all beneﬁcial from

no experience of evil fortune can daunt

a tone of mind that is desponding,

its courage and its hope, and in time the

mor

The simplest, practi

bid and gloomy?

clouds that seem

to threaten overthrow

and ruin break before it and disclose the

of such a temper. Admitted that cir
cumstances are unfavorable even to the

sun of success and joy shining in the
peaceful heaven.

ﬁenturial
1

(Bur

cal wisdom warns against the indulgence

tlnrrrspundtnts.

or “Gnu-Jul. ls-rxus'r" en“

mi.

in this department.
But one question
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro~
pounded,” correspondents shall expect us to give
item the beneﬁt of an early consideration.
be answered

ALVA" write yourﬁdl

name and address

plain

l/you

use a pseudonym or initials,
name and address also.

write your

W1: CAN so'r mnn'uxs 'ro ns'runs muvnuaa:
contributions unless the necessary postage is pro.
vided by the writers. IN ALL cAsss, persons who
communicate with us through the post-oﬂlce should,
they expect a reply, inclose the retum postage, or
what is better, aprepaid envelope, with their full
address.
Personal and private matters addressed
to the Editor in the professional capacity of a phy
lician will also receive his early attention.

if

Qua-nous

QM

go

ly.

full

1511mm.
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IMPRESSIONS CouPAaa'rrvm—Questiom—If
repetition of a thing deepens the impression

mind, why is it that a child when
and told to repeat the
name of the thing it is going for will often
forget it when the time comes for it to ask
for it ; is there a limit to the practical?
W. P. C.
on the

sent on an errand,

Answer.—Impressions depend upon some
thing besides mere repetition, especially at
tention.
A child who is given an errand in
which he has little or no personal interest,
acts automatically.
He may start out with
a correct idea of his errand, but on the way
his attention is drawn to this and that object,
and fresh and strong impressions absorb his
mental faculties, to the modiﬁcation or utter
rout of the formula that constituted his er
rand.
Self control, so essential to mental
poise and steadiness of purpose, is weak in
the average child. and hence a matter that
is not. perfectly intelligible to him may be

eifaced or blurred in a short time by his con
sideration of things that excite his interest.

V. L.—We are not
explain Clairvoyance on any other
basis than that of a remarkable cxaltation of
the senses of a subject which enables him to
absorb or obtain from the agent or person an
rapport with him, or from others, by a pecu
liar mental telegraphy, impressions new or
old that have been made upon their minds
Then, too, it has a subjective form in which
the person who shows the clairvoyant power
or state, sees or hears impressions that have
been made in the course of his life upon his
own mind. According to incident circum
stances these impressions are unconsciously
revived. They may have been forgotten in
the ever onward course of human experi
ence.
What you may see in the half-awake
condition of returning consciousness after a
night’s sleep, has its origin in old and prob
We are
ably quite forgotten impressions.
of opinion this singular state of the mind
can be cultivated, and made available to
scientiﬁc observation.
CLAIRVOYANOIL—S

able

to

MANAGING Tna BABY.——P. C.—If the child
is of naturally good organization, its ill
nesses are largely due to improper manage
ment.
One of the most common elements
of mismanagement is over-feeding, and this
especially in the case of artiﬁcially fed in

JOURNAL
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fants. “ How we fed the baby” is a little
book of much value to inexperienced moth
ers. In summer time many babies suffer much
from intestinal pain, not due to actual inﬂam
mation, but rather to gaseous accumulation...
Heat seems to afford more relief than any
thing else that can be easily tried. A small‘
rubber hot-water bag, ﬁlled with water, not
too hot, and laid on the stomach is a good.
means of applying it. Putting the feet in hot
water sometimes eases the pain. Two or
three drops of essence of peppermint in hot
water, with a little sugar, or a few teapoon
fuls of lightly sweetened hot water, will
sometimes drive out the enemy. Never give
a young baby soothing syrup or patent
medicine of any description.
Srnouo Cnsaao'ran AND FACIAL Exraas
C.-—As a general rule a man
of force and power is not possessed of
and symmetri
that harmonious, smooth
cal outline of face that we call beautiful.
One of strong feelings and high purpose,
may have a grand face, an expression
You
that wins notice and reverence.
may expect the good manjto have a kind
expression, and as the years go on this kind
expression will deepen with, the growth of
the goodness in his character. An even,
harmonious association of the organic
centres of thought and feeling conduces to
symmetry of feature and beauty, but in
persons so constituted there is but a small‘
with their
of force associated
degree
They live quietly, passively,
amiability.
with an agreeable environment, pursuing a
routine that calls for no display of energy,
and makes no trying demand upon intellect
or integrity.
Discipline and trial develop
and the face of such a one
greatness,
carries the marks of struggle.
SION.—P-

a

@115 the 5e1-

%

Communications are invited on any topic of inter.
est ,' the writer‘s personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects being preferred.

ON 'rnx SYLLOGIBhb—WheIl
ﬁrst initiated
into the mysteries of the syllogism we are
irresistibly led to admire the wonderful sini-v
plicity and beauty of reasoning :
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All M are P ;
All S are M;
Ergo, All 8 are P.
Admirablei How easy to discover truth

i

Newton, Locke, Aristotle, and all the rest,
-even Sir William Hamilton himself, could
We feel a thrill of
have done no better.
conﬁdence in our own genius, and impa
tiently look forward to future greatness,
when it occurs to us to substitute some
general notion for the above abstract sym
bola and renew the test.
Books are angels of provocation ;
Eikon Basilike and Magnalia Christi are
books;
And, ergo, angels of provocation.
Admirable again i
Abundantly convinc
Mather
ing to both Royalist and Puritan l
himself could not, in his calmest moments.
have drawn a more logical conclusion, and
we half marvel at the controversies of the
learned.
Why should Socrates drain the
cup of hemlock? Why should Jesus suffer
Why should Galilei kneel to
on Calvary?
abjure his opinion before the Council of In
quisitors? Why should Scotus and Aquinas
exhaust their dialects in vexed theological
‘questions? Why should all Europe waste
her treasures and spill the blood of her kings
and queens? All for differences of opinion,
when all might so easily have been avoided
had our Edenic primogenitor only applied
the syllogism and come forth armed with all
the sciences possible to man, each replete to
the utmost with transcendent truths?
But our admiration for this department of
logic receives a terrible shock in the next
test.

Man is a feather-less, apterous biped;
The anthropoid apes are featherless, ap
terous bipeds ;
And, ergo, the anthropoids apes are men.
But the
Syilogistic precision again!
evolutionist assures us we are mistaken.
There is a slight difference between them
which amounts to an ordinal distinction,
though science concedes a very near rela
tion. Piqued at the result and conﬁdent of
precision in inference we examine the major
and minor, and lo, the error!
Conducting
the investigation with a rare discrimination
the whole truth ﬂashes upon us at once like
an intuition.
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The truth of the conclusion. even when
justly drawn, depends upon the truth of the
premises, and the real source of error and
diﬁerence of opinion lies largely in the
These latter are generalizations
premises.
from observed facts, whose formation re
quire the most analytic and discriminating
A mere child. by being careful to
genius.
observe a few precautions, ought to make
inferences
with precision, when premises
are once formed; but formation of premises
must be done by induction from facts, which
We also see that the
is not child’s play.
major premise must be greater than the
minor.
We must have learned ﬁrst that all
books are angels of provocation before we
Knowl
can infer that any given book is.
edge of truth is not extended in the least.
If man had known only the syllogism he
would still be quite infantile in knowledge,
and would ﬁnd serious scientiﬁc rivals in
It is worth
the commonesﬂbarnyard fowl.
simply nothing except in applying general
principles to special cases. It makes no ad
Conse
vance in the discovery of principles.
quently the chief business of intellect lies
outside of the syllogism.
Inductive logic is not a part of our sub
ject, but, since false premises make false
inferences, we must call attention to a few
errors in induction which destroy whatever
of value belongs to syllogistic deduction.
Incomplete observation, imperfect analysis,
and careless statement, are the chief faults
in fair minds, but a greater defect is pre
judice, which throws in a few false precon
Whenever
ceptions as unquestioned facts.
a conclusion, justly drawn from well-ascer
tained facts, seems to contradict a belief or
opinion sanctioned by majorities or vener
able with antiquity, most men immediately
suspect error in their premises, and add a
prejudice or two, until the conclusion is in
harmony with their previous opinion.
In conclusion what is more appropriate
than to ask, Who will wholly conﬁde in the
syllogism ? Who will not attempt to be fair
and discriminating in induction, and follow
truth despite preconception and popularity?
JOHN w. BHULL.

__..—..
A

soos'o

weaknesses
I

mind ﬁnds no pleasure in the
of others—F. A. Kemble.
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sky—Ruskin.
Tns chief secret of comfortjies in not

much, and tight lacing."

“ Thou mustbe true thyself,
If thou the truth would teach."
desires the good and takes sides
a

Wrroavar:

magnet to attract good.

it,

Wnas

is

is

one sees life as man makes
there
nothing left to do but thank God for hav
ing made death—Dumas, ﬁts, corrected.

IT

at our own

will whether

we

see in

;

?

MIRTH.

“ A llttle nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wlsest men."

I

Ha (despairingly)—“I
wish
could ﬁnd
something to take up my mind.” She_(soft
ly)—“ Try blotting paper."

A oooo many people are coming to look
upon original sin and original packages as
synonymous.
Monnnn CHXVALRY.—Awkwﬂl'd Misstwith
l" Polite gen
tleman—“ Don’t mention it.
have another
eye left.”
Fras'r MESSENGER Bov—-“ say, yer there,
wat fur yer runnin' down the street just
now?” Second Messenger Boy—“ Ah. com
off. Some bloke guv me push an’ started
me
runnin’ an’
wuz too lazy to stop.

I

I

an umbrella)—“ Beg pardon

See ?”

Par (who
being lowered into
well)—
“ Stop, will ye, Murphy!
Oi want to coom
up again.”
Murphy (still letting him down)—“Phat
for?"
Pat—“ Oi'll show ye. At‘ ye don’t sthop
lettiu‘ me doon 0i’ll cut ther rope!"
EPITAPH

a

on A QuAox.

He advertised to cure all ills
That make us blue
Disease decamped before his pills,
And life went, too.
:

WISDOM.

with it, becomes

+

is

——m>—————

it

Wax-r
Is
not one
gentleman
Honestly eating the bread he has won
Walking in uprightness, fearing his God,
Leaving no stain on the path he has trod.
Caring not whether his coat may be old,
Prizing sincerity far above gold,
Reeking not whether his hand may be hard,
Stretching
boldly to grasp its reward?

a

is

a

is

is

a

is

the ﬁrst woman
Miss Amos. B. Saxons
clerk in the White
ever employed as
an expert stenographer
and
House. She
about twenty_two
or
type-writer. She
blonde.
She
twenty-three years old, and
writes all the President’s personal letters,
secure in his conﬁdence, having been
and
his stenographer for over two years»),1

criticism upon

I

is

is

Tm; longest-graduated college alumnus in
Rev. Dr. Herman Halsey, of
this country
East Wilson, Niagara County, New York.
He was graduated from Williams in 1811,
ninety~seven years old.
and

is
a

'I‘ons'roi’s new comedy

the childish pursuits of society, “Such as
drumming on the piano all day, eating too

a

yachts.

suf

fering triﬂes to vex us, and in prudently
cultivating our undergrowth of small pleas
ures, since very few great ones are let on
long leases.

it,

of Bristol,
Mn. JOHN B. Ilarmasuorr,
Rhode island, is the head of a large ship
building ﬁrm. He lost his sight when but
ﬁfteen years old, and for forty-ﬁve years has
been an active business man despite his in
ﬁrmity. He superintends hundreds of work
men. visits every corner of the shipyards,
orders
understands a model by feeling
alterations and improvements in construc
tion, and has built some famous American

[Aug_

the despised stream the refuse of the street,.
or looking deep enough, the image of the‘

a

explorations
in Africa opened the way to followers like
Stanley, is reported very dangerously ill,
and alone, in London lodgings.
neglected
His romantic pilgrimage to Mecca and Blake
dinah in the disguise of a Moslem devotee,
his journey through Berberah to the Sacred
City of Harah, where no other inﬁdel foot
has ever trodden, were but preliminaries to
the great achievement of his life, the dis
novery of Lake Tanganyika. Thisdiscovery
paved the way for all that has since been
done in Central Africa, and but for the
failure of his resources Capt. Burton would
undoubtedly have reaped much of the honor
which has gone to others.

it

PERSONAL.
SIR Rronsan BURTON, whose
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ANGER

is the most impotent

passion

that accompanies the mind of man; it
effects nothing it goes about, and hurts

the man who is possessed by it more than
any other against whom it is directed.—
Clarendon.
SMALL BoY—“ Papa, what does ‘mo
Father, wearily~
notonous’ mean ?
“Wait till your mother begins to talk
dress with your aunt, my boy ; then you'll
realize the full meaning of the word."
MRS. H.—“Maggie, where do you sup
pose you will go if you tell such false
”
don’t
hoods ‘P Maggie—“ Sure, ma’am,
have friends in ayther place.”
care ;
BRowN—“ You don’t look well lately,
can’t
Robinson.”
Robinson—“ N o.
sleep well on account of lung trouble.”
Brown—-“ Nonsense ! Your lungs are all
”
R0binson—-“ Yes, mine are ; the
right !
trouble is with the baby's.”

I

I

I

No Use For: Tnnm—Countryman—
“(Jan I sell you a wagon load of apples
”
Proprietor—“ N o, sir."
this morning ‘P
Countryman—" Why, I supposed this was
Proprietor (angrily)—
a cider factory.”
“That’s what it is. Jacobs, show this
man out.”
LOVELY DAUGHTER—“ Papa, why do
you object to Mr. De Poor ? Is it not
better to live in a cottage with one you
love than to dwell in a palace with one
you hate ?” “ Yes, my dear—very much
better; but he hasn't the cottage."

_(

gihmry.

)0

In this department we give short reviews of such
Nszw BOOKS as publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form

an opinion of the desirability of any particular vols
umefor personal use. It is our uish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to fa ror the Editor with recent

publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science. We can usually
‘
supply any of those noticed.

Woman sun Hsuxrn: A Mother’s Hygienic
Hand Book, etc.
By M. Augusta Fair
child, M. D.
8vo, pp. 384.
Price in
cloth, $2.50.
Published by the author,
Quincy, Ill.
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The spirit that pervades “For Girls" and
“ How to be Well,"
by the same author,
The motive
appears in this larger work.
expressed in the statement inscribed in the
title, “ Guide to the Attainment of True
Womanhood through Obedience to the Di
vine Laws of Woman Nature," evidently
was the inspiration of the book.
The plan
adapted is that of a conversation between a
young woman intelligent and eager to know
more, named Viola, and a liberal, kindly,
mannered
Doctor who willingly answers
every question asked as fully as his exper
ience and observation permit.
The book is adapted to the study of young
women, and it is in their hands it should come
To be sure, such a book
before marriage.
can be a source of help unspeakable to
a woman in wedlock, but its purpose is pre
vention rather than cure of troubles that are
on the common ignorance of
consequent
physiology and hygiene that married folks
show. “ Every woman who acquaints her
self with the truths founded in nature, who
learns and lives the lesson of a high and
beautiful life, becomes a divinely appointed
teacher and liberator of the imprisoned and
oppressed."
This sentiment from the preface we readily
indorse, and are only too sorry that the
number to which it applies of women in the
more privileged ranks of society are so few.
rm: Dissssss or Women.—
Massey, M. D., Physician
to the Gynecological
Department of
Howard Hospital, etc.
Second Edition.
Revised and Enlarged.
Illustrated, pp.
233.
F. S. Davis, Publisher, Philadelphia
and London.
The advancement
made during the past
five years in the application of electricity to
the treatment
of woman's diseases has
broken down most of’ the opposition and
prejudice that many eminent surgeons and
physicians exhibited toward the galvanic
electrode.
Practical results show for them
selves and when they are found to be of a
beneﬁcial nature the most obstinate opinion
When, as cases reported in
must yield.
this book prove, relief and cure may be
obtained without resort to the knife and
its dreadful accompaniments, to say noth
ing of the manipulation and exposure, it is
that the electric battery is
demonstrated
ELBOTBIOITY

1N

By G. Betton
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life of
view of society,
r. Williams
of it.
the working members especiallgithe
analyzes the causes of the vice and crime
and discontent that are so conspicuous
everywhere, and emphasizes the truth re
garding popular greed, lntemperance, ex
travagance, jealousy, ignorance and obsti
Bein a workingman the author dis
nacy
cusses the iﬂerent questions that he takes
up from a workingman’s point of view, yet
his statements are remarkably free from the
prejudice and invidiousness that becloud
He is
the vision of the average mechanic.
more earnest in his demand for honesty and
upright dealing in all_departments, than de
sirous of any privileges or l‘rights," and
shows how the troubles of the laborin clas
due to to their own in iscre
see are largel
illiams is no doctrinnaire; his
tions. Mr.
little book is a practical exhortation.

Tm;

or THE TEMPERANOE REFORM.
By T. Dewitt Talmage, D. D.
KEYNOTE

An

address that should appeal to the good
The “keynote” seems to
every class.
be united endeavor on the part of all our best
people to sup ress the use of the liquid poi
son that pro uces such wide-spread ruin
in the land. It is moral suasion that must
to Dr. Talmage,
do the work, aceordin
backed by the best peop 0. Yes, the main
reason, as we have urged, a hundred times,
for the prevalence of the drink evil is the
indifference 01' our best people to its rava es.
ew
Price, 5 cents. J. N. Stearns, agent,

of

York.

MEDICAL DIRECTORY OF 'rua CITY or Nsw
YORK. Published under the auspices of
the Medical Society of the County of New
York. No. 5.
Object to supply the profession and public
the legall
ualiﬂed
or
City;
physicians practicing in New

withacomplete list of

" The Two Invitations” comprise “The
Gospel” and “The Saloon,” in 16 octavo
paves, containing responsive
readings, reci
tations, part pieces, and several selections of
music, both words and notes being given.
It is specially suited for Sunday-school or
church service, and also for any temperance
organization. Price 5 cents ; 60 cents per
dozen.
J. N. Steams, Agent, New York.
Wno Mans ma New Tsar-mar? The Re
jected Books. The Council of Nice. The
Canon of Scripture. By B. L. Hastings,
Editor of The Christian, Boston.
No. 9
Anti-Inﬁdel Library.

A pamphlet 0t‘ 31 pages, in which are
summarized the leading points of Christian
doctrine as relating specially to the three
categories named in the title. The Anti-In
ﬂdel Library is designed to present Christian
evidence in readable and inexpensive form
adapted to the masses, and the numbers so
published have obtained wide circu
mu.

REMARKS

on HYPERTROPHY

Tissuir.
By G. Frank
Chicago.

or
M. D.,

AND ATROPHY

Lydston,

A brief consideration of the physiological
and pathological causes of these conditions.
The author carefully vdeﬁnes these causes
and
to be credited with ditferential clear
ness of exposition.
Mas. PARTINGTON'B New GRIP Saox. Filled
with Fresh Things.
By Mrs. Partington
(B. P. Shillaber). No. 85 of the Red Cover
Series.
Published by J. S. Ogilvie, New

York.
To read somewhat more of

the wise or
otherwise sayings of the long ago highly
distinguished old lady, and to meet the
frisky Ike again will be welcome to many
who had the pleasure of an earl acquain
tance with the inseparable pair.
he author
view of the verbiferous old lady
gives us
in the unex ected character of
traveler,
and outdoes
arcus Twainus in the unique
peculiarities of her humor. Aside, we won
der that we have not heard from this quaint
author the past ten years. Does such humor
easily exhaust the imagination?
a

A

Tun Two INVITATIONS.
A Temperance Con
cert Exercise.
By Thos. K. Thompson.

'

Tim NAKED TRUTH. By William Williams.
New York. Pages 64.

besides other information
to hospi
tals, medical regulations, relating
medica colleges,
etc., etc.

a

RECEIVED.
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boon to which the qualifying term prooﬁ
dential many grateful women are ready to
add.
Dr. Masson’s book is an excellentcompen
Its explanations of
dium of the subject.
the apparatus employed, the eﬂectsot' weak
and strong currents, the methods of treat
ment, etc., are condensed but clear, so that
as a handbook for the busy practitioner it
has no superior in print.

a
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SCRAMBLING FOR

IT.

if

is

it

L'k‘i’ni

1

__

it

it

it

is

a good-natured tussle for a cake of Pears’ Soap, which only illustrates
becomes to all people who have once tried
how necessary
and discovered its
have to contend for
in a more serious way, and that
merits. Some who ask for
too in drug stores, where all sorts of vile and inferior soaps, represented as "just
But there
as good," are urged upon them as substitutes.
nothing "just as
good," and they can always get the genuine Pears’ Soap
they will be as persist~
ent as are these urchins.

Here
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GREEN B. RAUM.

Commissioner of Pensions.
IN thousands of American houses
General Raum is considered the personi
The
ﬁcation of national generosity.
vast aggregate of money that has been
by Congress toward the
appropriated
to men who served
pensions
payment of
in the army of the Union at some period
of the late war between North and
South, has made the Commissioner of
Pensions an object of marked promi
nence. In organization he is an observ
ing man. His features, as indicated by
the portrait, have in them the character
of strength, and emphasis imparted by the
motive temperament, while at the same
time there is the evident inﬂuence of a
fine inherited quality, probably derived
from his mother‘s side of the family.
The pose of the head and general ex
pression show power of attention, capa
bility to ﬁx the mind upon a subject
quickly, and to scrutinize it in detail.
Few other men see as much of a thing
in a given time asGeneral Raum. When
interested in any matter he is “all eyes
”
and ears for it. His practical ability
should be very unusual, and adapt him
to management and direction.
Especial
ly does this appear because associated
with a practical intellect he has a very
strong will and can stand calmly to his
convictions
of duly and expediency.
His command of detail should be a gen
erally recognized talent. He can carry
in memory a large array of data, and it
is easy for him to levy on his store of
facts for what he may need to meet a
given contingency.
He should be a clear, direct, convinc
ing speaker, in argument promptly de
tecting incongruities of statement in the
assertion of an opponent, and incompe
tence in his evidence.
\Ve judge him to be critically true in
his discrimination, as a good microscop
ist is in his reading of the minute object

under his glass, and to make mistakes
even when his observation is but olf
hand annoys him much.
He aims to be
accurate, and in planning work, takes
into account not only the essential but

many features that another of similar
experience would omit as of little or no
value.
He appears to possess a large,
constitution,
well-developed’ physical
which contributes balance to his nctive,ir
repressible mental faculties, and enables
him to feel at ease in the midst of a pres
sure of duties, and so to command the
best service of his intellect.
Green B. Raum was born at Golconda,
Pope County, Illinois, on the 3d of De
cember, 1829.
He attended the public
school of his native home, studied law,
and was admitted to the bar in 1853.
.Three years later he removed with his
It was in the midst
family to Kansas.
of the great struggle on the part of the
South for the extension of the rights of
the slaveholder into the new territory of
the West, and Raum‘s inﬂuence was at
once thrown on the side of the Free
State party. Such action was dangerous,
and for his family's sake he moved back
to Illinois in 1857, settling at Harrisburg.
At this time, and until 1861, Mr. Raum
But he
professed himself a Democrat.
was heartily for the Union, and when
the war broke out he enlisted, and was
the F‘ifty‘sixth
Major in
appointed
In the campaign of
Illinois Regiment.
1862 he served under Gen. Rosecrans in
Mississippi, and at the battle of Corinth
distinguished himself by leading an ef
He was with General
fective charge.
Grant during the siege of Vicksburg.
and later on went to Chattanooga.
At
the battle of Mission Ridge he received a
wound, but soon recovered sufﬁciently
to continue in the service, and during
the Atlanta campaign
was intrusted
with important commands,
such as
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on the rolls, who, once there, will have
something to keep the wolf from the
door, and increases and new claims must
take
back seat, and can not outrank
those in waiting for years.”
JL'LES VERNE.
One glimpse at this portrait should
the average observer of physi
ognomy that the original
a man of
is

satisfy

lively

a

is

a

it

is

susceptibilities,
intuitive
and
He
prompt.
what people commonly
term nervous, and shows
by
disposi
tion to restlessness and impatience when
his surroundings are disagreeable.
He
has the power of application—when in
the pursuit of some end. One might say
that his nose shows him to be persistent
in following up
purpose.
Yet few
men dislike more whatever
monoto
nous or tedious. He has unusual ability
in the understanding of character and
in quickness of judgment. He concludes
ﬁrst and thinks
out afterward.
it

is

The temperament and side head con
tribute to fertility of imagination.
Few
men are so ready in plan and expedient
as he.
The fullness of the side head in
dicates
strong esthetic spirit. He
at
home in the circle of art, and had he de
voted himself to some branch of art
work, would have shown superior capa
He has much pride and indepen
city.
dence, a marked sense of personal worth
His Approbativeness,
and capacity.
not weak—so that the good
however,
opinion of friends and the world
by
no means lightly esteemed.
Taken al~
is

Since 1883 General Raum has been
practicing law, principally in revenue
cases, in Washington.
He is the author
of “The Existing Conﬂict between Re
publican Government and Southern
Oligarchy," abook whose title sufficient
ly indicates his opinion on Southern
He was appointed Commis
question.
sioner of Pensions in the autumn of last
year, succeeding James Tanner, whose
management of the intricate business
of the department became so unsat
isfactory as to couple his name with un
desirable mistrust, and render it neces
sary that he should withdraw.
It must be admitted that the Commis
sioner of Pensions occupies a place of
great responsibility; and at the present
time, when so wide a difference of opin
ion exists among the people with respect
to the wisdom of the pension bills re
cently passed by Congress, and when
there is so much of rival heat among
pension agents it is to be expected that
he will be especially subject to criticism
and aspersions, however straightforward
and conscientious his conduct.
One who is observant of affairs at the

\Vhere the law, and not the king, is
no man dare infringe
and
the ﬁrst duty of the soldier.
He
desirous of taking up and adjudi
cating at once pending claims found
complete in order to place old claimants

sovereign,
obedience

is

Congress, and served one term.
In
1876, he was elected president of the
State Republican Convention, and made
a delegate to the National Convention
that nominated Mr. Hayes.
He was ap
pointed Commissioner of Internal Rev
enue August 2, 1876, and served nearly
seven years.
He proved here an ef
ficient officer, and did a great deal to
break up the “moonshiners"
in the
South, and to simplify the work of his
bureau.
During his term of office
$850,000,000 were collected for the gov
ernment,
and $30,000,000
disbursed.
His official repcrts were regarded as
models of their kind.

is

of Brigadier-General.
In 1866 General Raum was elected to

Nation's Capital, says of General Raum,
that “he has student-like, quietly gone
to work and mastered the laws which he
is required
to administer; he is devoid
of gush, but is uniformly just, and
throws his official discretion, all things
being equal, into the veteran’s claim.

is

When he resigned his commission he
had risen from the post of Major to that
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keeping open the line of communication
between Dalton and Rome, and defend
ing Resaca against Hood's assault.

a
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together, M.
man of ﬁne
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Jules Verne

is a gentle
nervous grain, intense,
critical, mettlesome, possessing that
temperamental condition which renders
his brain active, elastic, and alert; and
in circumstances that stimulate there is
a tendency to overaction.
The reader is familiar with those books
that bear the titles “Around the World
in Eighty Days" and “Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea”—books that
have circulated widely in this country,

JULEB

and excited the wonder of many a youth
ful mind. The type of semi-scientiﬁc ﬁc
tion which they exhibit has been M.
Verne‘s specialty and won for him great
His books suggest the old
popularity.
tales of wonderful adventure as illus
trated by the voyages of Sinbad ; but
while he adopts a highly romantic vein,
much of his science is not to be relegated
to the sphere of the preposterous—but to
be regarded as really teaching what is

[Sept

true to-day or what will be a probable
outcome of invention and discovery ac<
tively in the future.
Jules Verne was born at Nantes,
France, February 8, 1828, and is the
youngest of three brothers, the eldest of
whom died a little over a year ago at the
remarkable age of one hundred and ten.
He was educated at. his native town and
at. Paris, where he studied law.
He ﬁrst
came before the public in 1850 asadram
atist, with a comedy in verse, “Broken

VERSE.

Straws," but in 1863 struck his vein of
literary production with “ Five Weeks
in a. Balloon," which he has since pur
“ Around the
sued with great success.
World in Eighty Days“ was dramatized
in 1874, and is, probably, the most pop
ular of all his books.
Of his writings he says: “I am now
at my seventy-fourth novel, and 1 hope
to write as many more before I lay down
my pen for the last time. I write two
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novels

every year,

and

have done

his own statement shows thatbehind the
smoothness of the phrase is the method
ical industry of the critical and solicitous
author.
_
He is a steady reader of scientiﬁc liter
ature, and until he received a severe
injury to a leg, was accustomed to
spend much time in travel.

so

regularly for the last twenty seven years.
I do so much every morning, never
missing a day, and get through my
yearly task with the greatest ease. I am
very severe on myself, and in writing I
The function of
correct and correct.
Whetstone was never more rigorously
performed by any author on his works
I will show you
than by me on mine.
one of my manuscripts, and you will see
that in every line there are numerous
Then I copy and correct
erasures.

His family is said to be of Polish origin,
and his real name Olchewitz. Fora pen
name be translated the initial syllables
of his family name (which in English
“ beech
means
") into its French equiva
lent Verne. He has been decorated with
the Legion of Honor.
Besides the two books mentioned,
others that have obtained notice in
America are “ A Journey to the Centre
of the Earth,” "Hector Servadac,"
“ From the Earth to the Moon,"
“The

I

re copy. I often copy
again, and then
six or seven times before sending my
copy to the printer, and then when the
proofs come in I always ﬁnd a quantity
more of corrections to be made. I don‘t
don’t
believe in dashing off work, and
believe that work that is dashed off is

I

ever worth very much."
His style intimates great’ facility, but

Mysterious

Q‘

REMlNISCENCES
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AND

VERYBODY knows

that John
Neal was a poet, an orator, and
one of the handsomest of men. He was a
Woman‘s Rights advocate before Lu
cretia Mott or any of the leaders, and
made a convert of me in the early flush

Mr. Neal had been for
several years in England domesticated
in the house of Jeremy Bentham, the
founder of the philosophy of Utility,
“the greatest good of the greatest num
ber." Mr. Neal abhorred expletives—he
had force enough in his diction to cover
He was in
his ground by a paragraph.

of womanhood.

one sense a dangerous man—dangerous
to the lover of truth and the enthusiast
for the good and the beautilul, which
he so well represented, in spite of his
hasty temper.
I went to school to his mother and
sister when eight years old, and must
have been a somewhat capable child,
for I remember I went to Mrs. Neal
with the stocking I- was knitting, and
asked her to “Please show me how to
”
slip and bind off the heel of it.

Island,” and “Michael Stro

goff."
REFLECTIONS.

She was out of temper, for in a pot
over the fire some turnips were boiling
with an unsavory aroma, and my keen
sense of smell had so rebelled, that had
rushed from the room in disgust, but
returned with the unlucky heel of the
stocking to be aided in its way to stock

I

ingdom.

Taking my arm with some

haste she exclaimed

:

“Thee knows how to do it.
Go to
thee‘s seat and bind off that heel,” and I

did as she commanded, being to this day
ignorant of how I did it; it must have
been an inspiration born of necessity,
for'I was not used to rough treatment,
But I am far from my line of thought,
if it be thinking.
I was talking with John Neal about
some incident that had excited my indig
nation, when he suddenly drew me to a
halt by saying, “Child, never trot out
an elephant to crack a louse.“
The illustration was signiﬁcent, even
in its revolting odiousness, and it often
comes to my mind in reading the mar
velous absorption of grandiloquent ad
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In the State of North Carolina no
sooner
man married than he
called the Old Man.
rather like this
as leaving room for the young, and giv
ing a dignity to the mature man. Lately
our minister to Brazil, Mr. Jarvis, from
North Carolina, in writing a pleasant
letter to his constituents, remarks, “ The
old woman learns the language quicker
do," which was sure to touch
than
soft spot in a North Carolina heart.

a

You will

perceive by this that the
old State of North Carolina has
nearly taken the initiative in the term
which
recommend be given to some
worthy of the honor. just as
given
to the Gladstone kind, whose eﬂ’orts
0d

is

it

I

term? Can they so divest themselves of
conventional dullness and sexual van
ity, as to be called now and then the
grand old woman 2 It would be no mis
application of terms to call Elizabeth
Peabody, the founder of kindergartens
in this country and the friend of Allston,
Emerson, Alcott and Parker, still bright
and useful, the Grand Old \Voman.
Another thing to be considered, it
would help on the principle of equality
and help on the non-sexual idea of
Ann Lee,
Christianity and Democracy.
who was a grand old woman, struck
at the pith of equality when she founded
her Republic irrespective of sex. and re
jected marriage, for the marriage re
lation at once interposes with, checks
and hinders equality; and maternity,
naturally in early life, creates a barrier
There is
not felt by the other sex.
something sweet and decorous in the se
clusion of this period in the social scale,
and the battling of women for political

Old Woman

have been steadily devoted to a great
Let, then, women have a like
purpose.
with its signiﬁcance of
designation
power, utility and devotion to great ob
jects; let us learn to call such when we
speak of them in the way we speak of
Gladstone, and call her the Grand Old
move that we call Susan
Woman.
Anthony the Grand Old Woman.
ELIZABETH OAKES SMlTH.

I

I

a

especially the former, treated those who
did represent them with supreme con
I have seen pretty girls who
tempt.
were afraid of her; and Fanny Fern
once ﬂippantly turned her back upon
Kate Fields, although backed by the
wealth of her millionaire relatives.
always read with interest the brief
est word anent the Grand. Old Man,
Gladstone ; would women accept such a

I

Margaret Fuller and Maria. Mitchell
could never be supposed to represent
either grace or beauty, and accordingly,

stakes or opinions while this period is
her experience has something
monstrous about it.
When woman remains “in maiden
meditation fancy free,” or nears the dig
nity of ﬁfty summers, the field in any
human endeavor is, and should be open
to her, involving as it does no detriment
to the family relation. Gladstone's wife
doubtless helped to make him the Grand
Old Man that he
and why should
not
generous,
appreciative husband
help to establish his wife as the Grand

rife in

g

in describing
inﬁnitesimal
jectives
nouns in the journals of the day.
It is
a waste of republican English, and indi
cates poverty of imagination.
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THE ILLUMINATED
those who have been

it

offended by any one sometimes
feel at liberty to express their dislike in
as effective as
return, and to make
possible by pointing out, often with un
disguised malice, the unpleasant and
weak parts of the offender‘s character.

But when the object and cause of such
expressed dislike
gathered to the great
silent majority there are few who do not
suspend the exhibition of their animosi
ty, and, at least, keep silence,while others
is

URING life

SKULLS.

tell what good they know of the depart
In the presence of death malice re

ed.
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improve themselves; and it
longer necessary to clothe
tion of any bias of character
ous terms for the purpose

becomes no
the descrip
in ambigu

of avoiding

the appearance of malice.

There is a limit to the amount of blood
which is supplied to any region in our
bodies by the blood vessels, and when
this limit is reached a continually in
demand
for nourishment,
creasing
made by some special part, can only be
met by depriving the surrounding parts
of their share. In the head, where there
is little ﬂesh or muscle on which they

Fla.

We have before us several human
skulls, which, with others, came into
the hands of the writer as specimens in
which he could have no other interest
than that of scientiﬁc illustrations, and
to these let us now address ourselves.

it

it

a

is

1

from
photograph of the
child having a ﬁne mental
Notice the small face
temperament.
and the delicacy of the lines around the
features.
Note the ﬁne, chalky appear
ance of the whole skull, and the width of
the head across the middle of the fore
head, while
comparatively narrow on
the centers of the eyes.
crossing
line
The distance from the root of the nose
to the top of the head
considerably
greater than the distance from the same
point to the roots of the front upper
proportionately high
teeth and shows
it
is

a

is

a

judice.

Figure
skull of

head.

shown the skull of a man
In ﬁg.
having the motive temperament very
Why should this skull be
strong.
is

His analysis would be
own character.
expected to be founded upon intellectual
perception, which is imperative in all
accurate scientiﬁc work, and not be a
result of feeling which conduces to pre

neighborhood.

2

then, if ever, is a person expected to be
an impartial judge, certainly as far as it
is possible with the composition of his

feed,
the nerves (brain) want an extra
not sup
supply of nutrition, and
plied by the vessels in sufficient quanti
ties, they must rob the bone, which
therefore becomes thin in the immediate

a

The historian may become so inter
in a country or character as to
write a book which is very plainly and
decidedly biased ; or he may do so from
family reasons. But, when the actual
“ foot-prints on the sands of time”
made by any person are brought and
laid before the eye of one who has never
before known him or his surroundings,
ested

is

ceives a check which is usually lasting.
However, as time passes on, the charac
ter of the deceased is very properly
made a study by those who may wish to

107
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shaped so diﬂereutly from the former?
See how large the features are, and how
The difference
coarse their outlines.
between these skulls must mean some
thing more than accident. The bone is
so hard and metallic

as to have

become

lsept.

neck because he was a murderer.
If he
had a wider top head, like that of ﬁg. 1,
his strength and energy would, no
doubt, have been directed to a better pur
And if ﬁg. 1 could have had the
pose.
width between the ears which is shown
in ﬁg. 2 the child would have lived
long enough to be of some use to the

world.
Brains that are not adapted to their
work are worse than useless in exact
proportion to their misproportion, and
brains that are very badly balanced
either wear themselves out quickly as
was the case with the brain of the child
with its narrow base, or they con
tribute to harm,as did the brain housed
in a skull like that of the murderer.
Such a man, in ancient times, might
have been a common soldier, if not
Fm. 3.

Its surface is rough, and looks
as if in life it had been covered with
leather rather than human ﬂesh. The
widest part of the head, just over the
ears, is on a level with the eyes.
This man did not die easily; he was
like a cat, very wide between the
“ nine
ears, and had the endurance of
lives.” The child’s head was like
the rabbit’s, narrow between the ears,
and itdied young. Notice how com
paratively narrow the head of ﬁg. 2
is across the middle of the forehead.
Measure it on paper and compare
with ﬁgs. 1, and 5. Thedistance from
the root of the nose to the top of the
shiny.

head is less than the distance to the
roots of the teeth; and this is not
found by holding the skull out of the
This head is
horizontal position.
low, positively low, as seen in the full
face; and the man’s brain was also
short in proportion to its width;
small in proportion to his strong body.
His body did not give out and he
go to an insane asylum, because of
exhaustion.
No ; his physi
nerve
cal state was rather the other extreme.
He was killed with a rope around his

altogether
would have
whole day in
order came to

too

insubordinate,

and

delighted in spending a.
ﬁghting; and when the
plunder and destroy the
vanquished city, it would have caused
him to forget his fatigue and rush madly

Fin. 4.

on. Under the Spartan law the expos
ure of their infants to all the inclemen
cies of the weather would give a consti

tution like that of ﬁg.
chance for life.

It

I

absolutely

no

is impossible to produce by engrav~

‘
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ings an effect equal to the real skull
when lighted from the inside.
The best
possible plates, especially prepared for

photographing yellow and red colors,
were used in making the studies here It produced; but even so, the
gradations of light and shade
are not fully what could be
desired, as the color of some parts
of the skull is that which is most
How
difficult to photograph.
ever, the illustrations will show
very well the difference most
desired for the present purpose.
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expect to ﬁnd that these are extremes.
They probably are. in having so many

dissimilar characteristics.
In ﬁg. 4 by far the larger part appears
so dark that little dynamical activity of
the underlying brain could have been
possible and yet leave enough material
in the contiguous blood vessels to sup
ply the thickness of bone shown. The
only very light spot is near the forehead
and is very small. The brain at this re
gion must have been continually active,
and the man probably did a great deal
of whistling, or perhaps could burn but
About
one tune and that to perfection.
half way between the ear (marked e)
and this very light spot is seen a much
larger irregular light place, not so light
as the other, but still showing fair dy
considerable
namical activity, and
strength of the instinct of acquisitive
Nearly over the ear, a little back.
ness.
is seen a rather small triangular shaped
light place. It‘ is at the part of the
brain called destructiveness, and is the
Having, pro
widest part of this skull.
portionally, so much physical energy
or destructiveness, it would have given

It is unnecessary to compare
ﬁg. 3 carefully with ﬁg. 4, as
such a contrast, even greater
than that of the front faces, if
such a thing were possible, would
be noticed by the most superﬁcial
The differences are
observer.

graphed,

the

hearer

would

naturally

FIG. 6.

2, it,

this man much pleasure to exercise
but the front view, as shown in ﬁg.
discloses so narrow, pointed, and low
top head as renders him somewhatin

a

more forcibly impressed
the beholder of the real
skulls as they are illuminated,
And when one is told
side by side.
that the same strength of light was
used inside both skulls when photo
even
upon
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different to good deeds, per se; the arm
of justice hanged him before his de
structiveness had acquired much dynami
cal perversion in killing.
But justice
dould not restrain him from whistling,
a disposition that was very active in him,
especially as it did not require much ex
ertion, and he could do it while loung
ing around and looking for an opportu
The high
nity to steal something.
place in the top of this man's head,
ﬁrmness and self-esteem, as shown in
ﬁg. 2, and a little back of directly over
the ear in ﬁg. 4, gave him a supreme
disregard for other people. and a desire

[Sept.

tance backward from the ear is dispropor
tionally large, even for a child, and
caused strong attachments to friends,
dolls, or any other pets which might be
at hand.

Figures 5 and 6 represent a skull
which is very different in its proportions
from the two former; and it is also
greater in circumference.
This head is
much wider (nearly one-half of an inch)
across the eyes (in the photograph it ap
pears across the eyes, but in reality it is
measured across the head just above the
ears) than the murderers, and there

As a contrast, in almost every respect
to the above, ﬁgure 3 is most extraordi
nary. This child‘s head was highest at
the point slightly in front of a line

must have been much more inherent
recuperative power, which was kept in
a very high state of activity, as shown
The
by the markings of the side view.
distance from the ear (marked e) to the
top of the head is as great as in ﬁg. 4,
but here the resemblance ceases.
There
is no wedged-shaped appearance of the
top head as seen from the front, nor
does the forehead, as seen in the side

drawn up from the ear and in exactly

view, slant off like

to please himself, whatever the cost to
them.
All the meaning, except great
ness, which it is possible to imply by the
epithet “great bear,” applies to such a
man.

the same place where ﬁg. 4 shows a
marked depression.
Respect and con
sideration for others were strong in the
child and kept it continually active for
their beneﬁt, even when its strength
This may be
was greatly overtaxed.
seen by the large extent of the very
light places over the ear. These organs
were small, yet kept in such a state of
dynamical activity as to actually use up
the child‘s strength.
The front view shows that portion of
the top head which appears directlyover
the outermost part of the eye-socketsto
be much better developed than in ﬁg. 2.
This is the locality assigned to the per
and
is invariably
faculties
festive
larger in civilized races, as a whole, than
in savages. It is the deﬁciency here
which makes the murderers head ap
pear wedge-shaped (ﬁg. 2), and he was
very deﬁcient as far as regards faith,
hope, and charity, all of which were
very strong guiding stars for the child.

In ﬁg. 3 notice the pronounced exten—
sion of the lower back head. The die

a sand bank.
The
head is much more ﬂat on top.
The middlelobe was large in this man,
and almost the whole of the side head
was very active.
A circle surrounding
all of the light parts of ﬁg. 6 would in
close nearly half of the head. All that
would be inclosed in this circle is not
middle lobe, but the small parts of the
anterior and posterior lobes which are
included_'_so closely relate to the mid
dle lobe as to act often with it for the
It is
personal beneﬁt of the owner.
the smallness of this part of the head
which makes the child‘s skull look so
much lower and longer from the face to
the back of the head than does the skull
now under consideration, which has the
appearance in the side view of being
massed or piled up over the middle.
From these instances are we not war
ranted in thinking that by unearthing
the skulls of the chief actors in the
drama of past life the Phrenological
historian would have at his command
material aid of the most valuable nature?
R.

1.

BROWN.
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FEMININE
THE QUESTION

OF THE DAY.

WOMAN‘B

FACTS.
BEAUTY.

STRONG-MIND!!!)

WOMEN

OF

THE PAST.

N

the ﬁrst number of a leading
“woman’s organ” published not
long ago in New York City, occurs this
sentence

:

woman was only wel
the man wanted her, and if he
no longer wanted her she was again
cast out."
Is this affirmation true in the aggre
gate of all the women who have lived,

“Heretofore

come

if

and who—outside of the affections the
kinship or the fellowship with man——
have blessed. or proportionately afflict
ed, the human race?
The annals of the

world say not. From the fabulous days
of antiquity to the beneﬁcent changes
which civilization and Christianity have
wrought, history and tradition show
that the inanity of woman’s past is a
mythical supposition.
It has been too
long an accepted dogma that woman‘s
chief excellence was her physical beauty;
from this has been deducted all the
mawkish sentimentality of man’s favorit
ism or his indifference, in the ratio as a
woman’s charms were more or less.
This sentiment was and is deftly culti
vated by man, and it was, and still is,
echoed by woman's mistaken vanity.
Mistaken for that her personal attrac
tions are greater, is a point which has
been sometimes
controverted.
Beauty
is a thing so apart from reason, that
what pleases the eye is not looked
into for greater excellence.
Woman’s
softer virtues of kindness, of compassion,
of adaptability to please, have aﬂ’ected
the world more with a sense of her love
liness than her conformity to standard
physical models.
Burke deﬁnes beauty “as some quali
ty in bodies acting mechanically upon
the human mind by the intervention of
the senses.” Hence the reason why
woman’s smallness,
and smoothness,
and delicacy have gained for her the
credit of greater beauty.
We do not

need the assertion of Darwin, that the
male of every genus is more beautiful
than the female.
The hart-is more beautiful than the
hind, the lion than the lioness, the male
red bird, the cook, the gobbler, the pea
cock, are all more beautiful than their
mates. Nor do we need that medimval
or modern artists should tell us that the
Apollo Belvedere is more beautiful than
the Venus de Medici, and that the per
fect male form in the human species is
more attractive than the perfect female

form.

Why the reverse opinion should have
obtained it is hard to say. Possibly be
cause the Oriental idea concerning W01
man gained prevalence even outside of
Oriental customs; the inceptive taint
that woman was created only to be the
ornamental adjunct of man; his toy,
his doll, dearer perhaps than all his
other pretty possessions, but without
other, or innate personality.
Upon
higher grounds it may have been that
the subtle reﬁnement of woman‘s beauty
was, and is, the beauty of the ﬁner spirit;

from man’s
unconsciously absorbing
homage its own element, and endowing
her in his eyes with a higher physical
and mystical
Whatever
attraction.
these corporal causations, certainly this
delicacy of spiritual being has rendered
woman peculiarly susceptive of reﬁning,
and especially of Christian inﬂuences.
It was the recognition of this diviner
spiritual touch which haloed her with
the speciﬁc and protecting friendship of
Christ; when the great Teacher, going
from city to village, from the coastsof Gal
ilee to the plains about Jordan, gathered
around him a band of women, and
preaching the religion that rests on a
philosophy of love, found its deepest
truths rooted in the female heart. No
evidence that we have more fully con
ﬁrms woman’s early status than her free
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dom to form religious opinions, and hold
to their observances; and her conse
quent activity in the primal church.
“ These all
continued in prayer and sup
plication with the women and Mary
‘
the mother of Jesus."
Signal mention is made of the women
of the Bible by the same writers
It was
Lydia of Thyatira-“ If ye have judged
me faithful ”-—that entertained
Paul.
The household of Chloe believed, and the
“four daughters of Philip,” at Cesarea;
and Dorcas, and Priscilla, Tryphena,
and Tryphosa, and Ur bane, Euodias,
and Claudia the “elect lady," and the
“ many honorable women" of Bera.
Reverentially be it said it was upon
women the Christian Church rested
then as it rests now, and there is not a
page of religious h story that is not a
record of her vitalizing inﬂuence.
\Vhile in theory the old conception of
woman‘s inherent inferiority to man is
being rapidly repudiated, it has not been
left solely for this age to point her indi
viduality. From the time that Semira
mis, the Assyrian slave woman, built

have ruled courts and kings, and swayed
the destines of empires —with and with
out the aﬂ‘iliations of man—contest with
forceful proof the charge of woman‘s
Men rule by strength—the
nihility.
strength
of physical
powers -- the
strength of mental achievements.
But
more dominant than all other passions,
the supreme motive power of all his
is man’s ambition.
self-aggrandizement,
The “lust” which Otway says “is
never quenched,” and of which Milton
avows, “To reign is worth ambition—

Babylon in a single year, energetic
and powerful women have asserted their
Even in the far East many
supremacy.
notable women rose from the chaos of
their degradation and became important
factors in the quotient of its ancient
greatness.
As when Athalia reigned,
and Cassandana, who "ruled Persia as
she would ”—when Dido founded Car
thage and Noor ehan, the “Light of the
World," had her name stamped upon
the coins of India.
A corruscation in the “midnight ves
tibule" of the dark ages is Kadijah, and
of greater light is that other Moham
medan woman who was made Judge of

Ethically it has been woman’s prov~
“ welcome" or otherwise,
ince, whether
to save human society from disintegra
If, in this light, her co-existence
tion.
would seem to have been only of nega
has also been the
force, she
tive
unrecognized inspirer of many great
enterprises, and the practical executor
The
of most of human benevolences.
world is said to stand at the threshold of
several great changes. Most prominent,
and daily assuming the most eminence
is the coming question of woman‘s posi
No one disputes the significant
tion.
(one might almost say the aggressive).
importance of this problem ; but it will
not detract from the laudableness of
woman’s equal rights or equal privi
legesto admit that she has enjoyeda
few immunities hereto'ore. No thought
ful reﬂector on woman's history in the
past can doubt her coalescence with
many of its greatest events, or den'y that
she has often an invincible staying

J

the people, and to whom the Pasha com
manded obedience should be rendered :
“That what she required must be done,
though it be through ﬁre and water and
stone.”
Of more modern women the lives of
Roland and Catherine and Isabella of
Spain, and Elizabeth, and the many who

though in hell.”
Ambition, as a commendable impulse,
has been often descried. Brutus charged
it against Czesarasa crime that he was
“ambitious ;” and \Voolsey says, “By
that sin fell the angels!” Who can
doubt that the restraining influence of
woman

has not been as the centripetal

tothe centrifugal of man's selﬁshness
(that for which ambition is only another
name), or that without her controlling
moral force man, in pursuit of power,
would not have ﬂown off in a tangent of
self-destruction.

AZND
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power, whether “the man wanted her
or not.” That she has accomplished so
much in the face of man's continual
efforts to “throw her out," as the
the
man’s
Cycle intimates—given
stronger ambition and a free road——
seems prescient of fateful results for the

the

;

a

a

it,

book was compiled should be recognized

George Combe the appointment afforded
indicated that
special pleasure, for

lNDA BARTON HAYS.
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phrenology, whether acknowledged or
not as an important science, was at any
rate no barrier to the highest honors
to which a professional man could attain.
In April, 181-6, the professor of logic
in the Edinburgh University signiﬁed
to the town coui cil his desire for them
to elect another to take his place, and
Mr. Combe offered himself for election.
He procured testimonials from all quar
ters of the globe, chieﬂy from doctors
of medicine and clergymen in his favor,
and of phrenology as the true science of
mind.
These testimonials
he printed
and circulated extensively.
From the
ﬁrst
was evident that Sir William
Hamilton would be the successful can
didate, but since
afforded an oppor
tunity to secure an intense discussion of
phrenology, its chief representative, Mr.
Combe, did not hesitate to throw himself

into the crucible and be scattied from
April to the 15th of July. Had he suc
ceeded in being elected,
would have
great thing for phrenology at
been
that time, but ﬁnancially a loss to Mr.
Combe, for his business brought him
more than the salary he could obtain
from the professorship of logic.
In October of this year (1836) Mr.
Combe was forty-eight years of age,
and having been successful in the legal
profession, and the sale of his books
it

prepared

in subsequent editions, which was done.
In another work, his “Lectures on
”
Popular Education were paraphrased;
thus showing that his writings were
bearing fruit; and yet he had had but
few outside of his own family to en
courage him, to be his Aaron and Hur,
to hold up his hands and speak to him
words of kindness.
The year 1836 was ﬁlled with topics
and occurrences of exciting interest to
By the advice of Dr.
the Combefamily.
Clark, Dr. An
Sir
James)
(afterward
drew Ccmbe was appointed resident
physician to Leopold 1., King of the
Prince Albert of Saxe-Co
Belgians.
burg (the later Prince Consort) was un
der his care, and in various ways mani
of his skill.
tested
To
appreciation
it

woe.

it

that

is

it

John

for future editions, so that the
number sold between March, 1835, and
April, 1836, exceeded 19,000. Mr. Rob
ert Chambers became much interested
“
in
and published a People’s Edition"
for less than forty cents a copy. One of
the signs of its inﬂuence was the publi»
“ The
cation in London of book called
Art of Being Happy," which was clear
plagiarism of the Constitution, contain
ing whole pages of the original without
Combe did not try
acknowledgment.
to suppress the plagiarism he only in
sisted that the source from which the

one that touches woman

moral—and of vital effect for weal or

comma—No.

THE ﬁrst edition of "The Constitu
tion of Man," 1,500 copies of which were
issued in June, 1828, sold slowly, but
were the

sense. this

0F PHREXOIDGIGAL
GEO.

they
way

However that my be, it is a
thought pregnant with grave interest,
that while other changes may affect
humanity in a political or an economic
future.

-—M-_-_

SKETC HES
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being greater than before, his lectures
also being much more remunerative, he
resolved to take the step he had so long
desired and to which he had been
urgently advised, namely, to put his
businessin the hands of a competent per
son and devote the rest of his life to the

THE PHRENOLOG'ICAL JO URNAL

a

a

it,

He received recogni
human nature.
tion and congratulations from men who
labored for the advancement in educa

a

them said

“It

appears

to

me never

to have

been

alive there. Drs. Gall and Spurzheim de
few oral instructions at
livered
time
when the doctrine was very far from being
matured,
They made no practlcal pupils;
that is, they taught nobody to observe.
They published no works in German which
could enable their disciples to advance in
the doctrine, and the interest which they
excited was merely temporary.”
a

He thought that with care and obedi
ence to nature‘s laws he might look for
ward to ten or ﬁfteen more years of use
fulness, being free from all ailments,
happy, active, comparatively vigorous,
and with the consciousness of having
his foot more ﬁrmly planted on the
green turf of life than at any previous
time. He lived more than twenty years
after he had left his law practice and de
voted himself to phrenology.
The new year of 1837 broughta new
Since the middle of
era to Mr. Combe
April or early in May, 1804, he had been
faithful and untiring in his calling. He
was sixteen when as apprentice he en
tered the law office of Higgins & Dallas,
writers to The Signet, and twenty-two
and now, after more
when he left
than thirty years, and when nearly
ﬁfty, he left this steady occupation in
public capacity and applied himself to
the study of anatomy, physiology, chem
istry and the German language, hoping
to ﬁt himself for some higher sphere of
In
usefulness than he had yet ﬁlled.
Edinburgh, his native city, he was de
nounced from the pulpit as the writer of
" direct emanation
book which was a
from Satan." These persecutions served
“ Constitu
to increase the sale of the
"
tion
to an enormous extent, for a book
of its kind, and all his other books en
jJyed such a degree of public favor as to
assure him he had not written them
against the common sense or morality of

He thought of making himself suffi
ciently proﬁcient in the German lan
guage to lecture, but the urgent solici
tations, with promises of a satisfactory
remuneration, from America ﬁnally de
cided him to visit this part of the world
where so greats number of his books
were read. The time ﬁxed upon to sail
for New York was in the autumn of
1838, and to remain in the United States
till May, 1840. He accordingly wrote
to his American publisher, Nahum
Capen, of Boston, to Dr. Caldwell, of
Kentucky, and others of his cis-atlan
tic correspondents, asking about balls
and their expenses, etc., in various places,
in order to arrange his course of action.
In the mean while, having declined the
invitation to lecture on phrenology
before
the Association
for Popular
Lectures in Edinburgh in the winter of
he prepared
1837-38,
translation of
Gall’s work on the “Functions of the
a

1836.

tion and morals of the people.
He was
invited to lecture in Manchester, and did
so in April with great acceptance.
His
stay in that city was
constant jubilee,
and he won many zealous converts to the
new science. The committee
handed
him as the proceeds of the course £264,
after deducting all expenses. his hotel
included.
In May, Mr. and Mrs. Combe went to
Germany and spent three months visit
ing the principal towns and institutions
and forming many acquaintances
with
persons of eminence for wealth and
talent.
While in Rotterdam he wrote
his opinion of the reasons why phrenol
ogy was dead in Germany, and among
:

promulgation of his beloved science. As
one of the trustees of the Henderson be
quest, Mr. Combe had devoted a part of
his time this year, and there was in his
no valid reason why he
estimation
should not follow his inclination. He
consulted with his dearest friends and
with his own family, and with their
approval, having made all necessary
he ceased to be a practi
arrangements
tioner of the law at the close of the year

[Sept .

a
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ical Society called without delay to give
him a hearty welcome, assure him of
complete success, and arrange for a
course of lectures in November to be held
in Clinton Hall. Mr. John J. Palmer,
manager of the Merchants’ Bank, took

Cerebellum,“ to which he added the
views of Vimont and Broussais, and an
swers

to the objections

urged

against

phrenology by Drs. Boget, Rudolphi,
In the phy s
Prichard and Tiedeman.
iological portions he was assisted by
Dr. Andrew Combe, who wrote the re

charge of his ﬁnances.
After spending three days in New
York, they sailed up the Hudson to visit
Mr. Combe’s brother William, at Albany,
where he was visited by Mayor Tennis
Van Vechten, and other men of note,
who knew him only through his works,
and he became still more sure of success.

to the above-named opponents.
Mr. Combe also added to this work a
plies

translation by himself of Dr. Gail's peti
tion against an order by Francis 1.. Em
peror of Austria, prohibiting him from
lecturing on the functions of the brain
without special permission asked and

From Albany Mr.and Mrs.Combe trav

obtained.

In March,
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eled in a hired

1838, Combe gave a double

received great appreciation.
On July 3d, a few days after the coro
nation of Queen "ictoria, Mr. and Mrs.
Combe were at the opera in London and
occupied a box almost directly opposite
hers, which afforded him a good obser
vation of her head, and upon which he
made a long memorandum.
During July and August they made

their ﬁnal preparations for spending two
in the United States, notwith
standing Mrs. Combe‘s fears for their
safety in New England, on which Dr.
Channing remarked:
years

“I beg you to assure her there is not the
In
slightest ground for her apprehensions.
truth I could not read them without a smile.
We look on New England as the safest spot
on earth.
Our cities have hardly the show
of a police, so much do we rely on the hab
its of order in the people.
A city in Europe
of the size of Boston, with no more force
for its defense, would be in imminent
peril."
Mr. and Mrs. Combe left Edinburgh
Sept. 1, for Bristol, where they em
barked on the steamer Great Western,
for New York, on the 8th, and on the
25th arrived at the end of their voyage,
after what was then considered a quick
passage.
Members of the New

York Phrenolog

carriage‘ to \Vorcester.

Leaving Albany Tuesday morning, Oct.
2, they arrived at Worcester Saturday,
the 6th, in season to take the railroad
train at 4 P. M., and arrived at Boston at
7. taking ﬁve days from Albany instead
of but a few hours, by rail, as now.
Comparing his description of what he
saw of America, its cities, citizens, and
their manners and customs then and
now, it seems almost as if a century at
least had passed instead of only half a
century.
In Boston he found himself surrounded
by men of bright minds, .and of the at

course of lectures in Bath, England,
and in May and June he gave a course
in Birmingham, for both of which he

tendance at his lectures he wrote :
“ My eyes never rested on such a collec
“ They are the
tion of excellent brains."
moral, intellectual, enlight
biggest-headed.
ened. civilized and energetic Pilgrims.”

Here he saw the brain and skull of
Spurzheim,

and

visited

his

grave

at

Auburn Cemetery.
He also
formed life-long attachments with men
of mental and moral inﬂuence, among
whom were Rev. Dr. William Ellery
Channing, Samuel George Howe, Man
ager of the Perkins Institution for the
Blind, and the Hon. Horace Mann, Sec
retary to the State Board of Education,
and President of the Senate of Massa
chusetts for two years.
Mr. Combe‘s first appearance in pub
lie in America was at the commence
ment of his lecture course in the Ma
Mount

.

sonic

Temple,

Boston,

Oct.

10,

1838.
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to a greeting on enter
also at times dur
lecture-room;
ing the
its close; while
and
at
discourse
ing the
with
silence and
treated
he
was
here
lectures
were
His
attention.
profound
given three evenings of each week, and
also a series of practical lessons in the
how to distinguish
daytime, teaching
the temperaments, and the mode of tak
been accustomed

ing measurements

At. the close of his lecture on how we
might successfully investigate the men
tal powers by means of the organization,
he referred to the cry of materialism
which had been raised against Phrenol
ogy, and had frightened many people
who would otherwise be students of the
He. confessed himself unable
science.
to discover of what essence mind is com
posed; but said he knew there was no
manifestation of mind without brains.
,On Saturday, November 16, Mr. and
Mrs. Combe arrived at New York. His
ﬁrst course of lectures began at Clinton
Hall—then at the southwest corner of

Beekman and Nassau streets—November
December 24.
The
19, and concluded
attendance
throughout the
average
course was 365 persons.
“ 1n the presence of a number of medical
men and others, Mr. Combe,

by request, de

the unfolding of the brain ac
cording to the method of Gall and Spurzheim;
showed the ﬁbrous character of the brain, the
monstrated

decussation of the ﬁbers of the corpora pyr
amidalia, their passage through the pons va
rolii, and their ultimate expansion into the
anterior and middle lobes. He traced the
fibers which rise from the corpora oliva

ria and corpora restiformia to their respec
tive expansions, traced the optic nerves to
the anterior pair of the corpora quadrigem
ina, showed the various commissures of the
brain, and the manner of unfolding its con
volutions.”

Dr. Boardman says, in his report of
the dissection

:

“ There

was a general expression of satis
faction and gratiﬁcation; and an acknowl
edgment from all present, I believe. that
they had seen some things which they had
never before had the opportunity of wit‘
nessing.”

Mr. Combe overtaxed his strength
while lecturing three evenings each
week, and each lecture two hours in
length, beside his classes in the day
time from two to three hours each, vis
iting places of interest, and attending
to many social visits and callers; but
taking warning from the fate of Spurz
heim, his teacher and friend, he gave
himself a little more time for rest after
concluding his lectures in New York
before commencing them in Philadel
phia than he did between those of Bos
ton and New York.
He commenced his course of lectures
in Philadelphia, January 4th, 1839. His
average number of hearers in Boston
had been 303 ; in New York, 365 ; while
in Philadelphia it was 520. At the close
of this course, Feb. 8, he was so earn
estly importuned to repeat it that he
consented; and after a respite of three
weeks he opened the second course on
the 2d of March, and had an average
attendance of 357 persons, which he
considered a large number at a second
course.
He had never before attempted
to give a second so soon after aﬁrst
course, and had been advised by Spurs
heim not to attempt
but nothing oc
curred to cause him to regret his effort.
The present writer was then living in
Philadelphia with the family of her
eldest brother—O. S. Fowler—and all of
us attended both courses of lectures.
Mr. Combe’s broad Scotch accent was so
difﬁcult to be understood that
required

it

This course consisted of sixteen lectures
of two hours each. An intermission of
ﬁve minutes was given at the end of the
ﬁrst hour, when the windows were
opened for the admittance of fresh air,
as well as to give opportunity for a
change of position and rest for his lis
His terms were $5 for each
teners.
This plan was
ticket for the course.
followed whenever he gave a full course
of sixteen lectures, and closed the course
Nov. 14. At home, in Britain, he had
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very close attention, and therefore was
very interesting as well as fatiguing.
Those who could not give their whole
minds to the subject were not interested.
While in Philadelphia Mr. Combe met
and saw many persons and occurrences
that gave him valuable facts for future
use ; among which, perhaps, none more
so than a surgical case under the hands
of Dr. George McClellan, father of Gen.

B. McClellan, probably the
George
greatest surgeon that ever lived ; but his
life was too brief to acquire for him the
which his deeds deserved.
reputation
The case was the removal of a bony
tumor from the head of Thomas Rich
ardson, at the region occupied by Firm
and
ness, Self-esteem. Approbativeness,
on the left side.
a part of Cautiousness
It was supposed by all the surgeons who
had examined it previously to be merely
external. After the scalp had been dis
sected from the tumor and the surround
ing skull, with a long, narrow saw held
in a tangent to that portion of the cir
cumference of the cranium, the doctor
cut off the entire tumor, apparently at
From the movements of the
its base.
sa’w, the doctor suspected that it was not
On examination it
merely an exostosis.
was found to be spina ventosa of the
skull, which had been removed from the
sunface of the dura-mater beneath. The
tumor extended inwardly much deeper
below the inner table than its outer sur
face had risen above the external table
of the skull. The whole mass of the
tumor was circumscribed by the circu
lar edge of a small Hays saw, and the
mass pried out in successive fragments
by an elevator, occasionally aided by
The
the bone nippers and forceps.
whole morbid mass was ﬁnally removed,
and exposed the dura-mater, which was
be thin and livid in appear
ance at the bottom of a cavity, judged
capable of holding four and a half
Although the circu
ounces of water.
lation was strong and full, there were no
Some small spicula
pulsations visible.
adhering
to the dura-mater
of bone

found to

M7

by the aid of forceps.
the last of these, which
appeared to penetrate the dura‘mater, a.
prodigious gush of venous blood issued,
after which the patient fell into a ‘con’
vulsive syncope.
The hemorrhage was
were extracted

In extracting

supposed to proceed from the longitudi
nal sinus, and was arrested by gradu
ated compresses and a bandage.
The
wound was also dressed and conﬁnrd
On the twelfth day after
by bandages.
the operation, the cavity below the bone
was diminished,
and every day after
that it continued to decrease, until, in
the fourth week, the surface of the
brain, covered by the granulating dura
mater, had risen up to the level of the
inner table. The natural pulsations did
not appear until the cavity was nearly
ﬁlled; and in the mean time, forcible
pressure could be made on the surface

of the brain without exciting any stupor
or inconvenience on the part of the
But as soon as the pulsations
patient.
began, every kind of pressure proved
irritating to the brain, and at the same
time a remarkable change took place
in the character and bearing of the
At the time of the operation,
patient.
and until the pulsations of the exposed
portion of the brain returned, he was
remarkable for his resolution and ﬁrm
ness of mind. He sat upright in a
chair without any conﬁnement until the
blood-vessel gave way at the close of the
operation; and during its performance

he repeatedly asked of the bystanders if
it was the brain that was coming out
under the surgeon‘s eﬁ‘orts. Now he
became exceedingly timid and irresolute.
He could not even go down to the
room where we took a cast of his head
without a sense of faintness and sink
ing; and this was after his complete re
When he
covery from the wounds.
saw me approach to look at his healed
head, he trembled all over and could
hardly catch his breath; and the tak
ing of the cast of his head in plaster

nearly prostrated all the functions of his
Instead of maintain
mind and body.
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of the American Phrenological
but being annoyed in some
places he visited by itinerant phreno
logical quacks, he was careful not to give

ing his usual erect posture and bearing,
he sunk his head and shoulders into an
awkward stoop, and looked anxiously
forward, as if fearful of striking his head
After a year his
against a door'post.
former courage and ﬁrmness returned.
This surgical operation took place
early in December, 1838. during Mr.
Combe's ﬁrst course of lectures, and one
of the surgeons who witnessed it in
formed Mr. Combe that both the organs
of Fnrmness had been lost or destroyed,

a notice

and that the patient had maintained his
mental vigor and erect posture.
Mr. Combe read the letter to his class,
and explained to us that the tumor must
have been posterior to the organ of Firm

to his medical college students—to Dr.
Thomas Sewall, who had delivered and
the
two lectures
against
published
‘science.
Dr. Sewall treated Mr. Combe
took him to the W'hite
courteously,
House, and introduced him to the then
President, Martin Van Buren, made a
large party for him at his own house, to
which were invited senators, members
of the Legislature and other persons of
note, and where he had much pleasant

Phrenology was on trial in Phila
delphia at that time, and people waited
almost breathlessly for a decision from
Mr. Combe, whose opinion was adverse
to that of my brother, 0. S. Fowler,
who said no brain had been lost, but
merely pressed upon by the tumor and

ness.

misplaced, and that when the pressure
was removed, the misplaced organs col
lapsed, comparing it to the removal of
the band from the waist of the laborer.
At length Mr. Combe came to say to my
brother that he was convinced he had
been mistaken in his former opinion
and came to acknowledge it ; for he had
seen the young man in April, 1840, re
covered and with nearly his former
Mr. Combe was ever ready to
ﬁrmness.
acknowledge an error, and to give credit
where it was due ; and after he had been
long enough in Philadelphia to learn
more about him, also in what esteem
Mr. Fowler was held by professional
men and others there, he showed his
by allowing us to make
good will
molds over his plaster casts, and allowed
me to copy for my brother's use sev
eral of his drawings illustrative of vari
ous portions of the physical anatomy.
While he was lecturing in New York
he visited the phrenological office and
cabinet of my brother, L. N. Fowler,
and wrote to Edinburgh a description of
some specimens he saw there, and also

Journal,

undeserved praise.
During the interval between his two
courses of lectures in Philadelphia Mr.
Combe visited Washington, D. C., taking
with him a letter of introduction from
Dr. McClellan—who was formerly not
only an unbeliever in phrenology, but
also lectured against it and ridiculed it

conversation.
During the evening one
of the gentlemen brought Mr. Combe
and Dr. Sewall face to face, and said,
“ Now we have got phrenology and anti
phrenology fairly before us ; let us hear
you ﬁght it out." Mr. Combe replied that
there was really nothing between them
to ﬁght about ; that if'the views to which
Dr. Sewall had given the name in his
work were really phrenolog'y, he would
be altogether on his side; but that Dr.
Sewall had, in truth, erected a phantom,
called it phrenology, and then knocked
it down, but that no phrenologist took
any interest in such a feat. Dr. Sewall
asked if Combe said this seriously, to
which he replied in the affirmative.

“I

“Then," said Dr. Sewall,
supposeI
must revise my opinions, which are not
unalterable, like the laws of the Medes
and the Persians.” Dr. Sewall‘s oppo
sition to phrenology grew out of a per
sonal pique against Dr. Charles Oald well
regarding a money transaction.‘ 012w.

(To

' See

be

continued.)

Phrenology, Proved. Illustrated and Ap
plied. p. 285, published in 1836 : also the AIEBICAN
PBRINOLOGICAL Joumut, Vol. II.
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PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.
[CONDUCTED

BY PROF. NELSON
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twenty-one inch brain, or a head that
measures twenty-one inches in circum
In such a case the head is not
ference.
adequately sustained.
The body gen
crates vitality for its own support and
also for the sustenance of the brain, and
if the brain be too large for the body there
is not vital power enough, or as an en
gineer would say, steam enough to run
the engine.
Such persons may be wise
and clear headed and highly moral, and
have all the elements of culture and af
fection,
but not have bodily power
to keep the brain working
enough
Therefore, the
strongly and steadily.
character is manifested in an impulsive
We sometimes illustrate it by a
way.
grist-mill situated on a small stream, not
half large enough to run the mill, but
there is a mill dam, and when the pond
gets full over night the mill can be
started, and for an hour or two it will
do good work, but when the reservoir is
empty the mill is obliged to wait till the
We know many
pond ﬁlls up again.
persons who must do all their writing,
all their working, in the early part of the
day, when the rest of sleep and recuper
ation which comes by sleep shall have
wound up the brain and body to the per
formance of its best efforts.
These men
a

HEAD AND BODY.
THEIR PROPER BALANCE.

N

the study of heads which come
under the hands of phrenological
inspection, the first point is to ascertain
how much there is of brain: how large a
head is.
We put a tape line around the
middle of the forehead and the most
prominent part in the back-head. and
draw the tape line tightly. If the head
measures twenty-two inches, and the
person is thirty-ﬁve or forty years of
age, he ought to weigh 150 pounds if he
is well balanced in body; and from the
opening of one ear to that of the other
over the top of the head, it should
measure fourteen inches. Thus we have
a full-sized head and a full-sized body.
and we are satisﬁed that the head and
body are so related as to work together
easily and naturally.
Sometimes we meet with a person
having a twenty-four inch head, and

with large heads and small bodies are
unbalanced as between head and body.
A man that weighs 125 pounds and has
a twenty four inch brain, may be well
balanced in body, but his head demands
more of such a body than it can give,
since it needs more nutrition than such
a body can render.
Such a brain will
plan and comprehend more work and
duty than such a body is able to execute.

ascertain that his common weight is 125
pounds, which weight is about right for

So there may be
mute, inglorious Mil
tons,” or men who can plan campaigns

“

_
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of war or business wisely, but not have
the power to carry them out.
Some
men with large heads and small bodies,
having a ﬁne temperament, will quietly
plan business for other peopletoexecute,
and so secure success in life.
We remember one twenty-four inch
head with a 125-pound body calling on
us for an examination, and an hourlater
the same day a man came in that had a
twenty-four and a quarter inch head,
and he was as healthy and vigorous a
man as we ever saw, and he weighed
305 pounds.
He was by profession a
lawyer, and we saw in him a Niagara of
power, sufficient to carry his brain to the
top of its capacity, and keep doing with
out exhaustion.
We remarked to him
that if he were a lawyer he would work
a week on a case, struggling with six
well-paid opponents, men of caliber and
character, and when he came to his sum
ming up, he would speak for three or
four hours unﬁaggingly, ready by rep
artee to respond to interjected inter
ruption from the other parties, and
when he had mastered his eﬂ’ort and won
his case he could go with his opponents
to the dinner table. and be the central
ﬁgure, and keep the table in a roar, and
not be tired ; and then he added “ and go
to the opera in the evening and enjoy
it." The ﬁrst man had as good a brain
as the second, but he lacked the vitality,
the vital power to give his brain ability
to work continuously.
Occasionally
one of these large-headed persons, with
a ﬁne organization and slender health,
will write immortal poems, will make
wonderful inventions, will write books
that command admiration and perpetual
regard, and yet they write but little.
Fitz-Greene Halleck, who wrote one of
the best, if not the best American poem,
“Marco Bozarris," was once criticised
ina literaryjournal by an eminentman,
by saying that the worst thing that could
be said about Halleck as a poet was that
he wrote too little.
The late Thomas H. Benton had not
a very large head, but he had a wonder
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ful body, was the most solid and healthy
and vigorous man of his age and time.
His style of talent was statistical; he
was a kind of cyclopedia of facts, and
in the Senate, if Mr. Benton made a
statement of fact, it was generally ac
cepted. His logical power was not so
great, but he was scholarly and critical.
We have watched him in the Senate
when he was pushing some cause, and
he was ﬁerce and earnest in his manner,
and one of the bravest of men, and per
haps half a dozen Senators would be
cross-questioning him, and he would
turn from one to another, and give a
vigorous and manly answer as to day
and date and circumstances, and go on
unweariedly to the end of his speech.
He was thirty years in the Senate, and
generally in some struggle, but his brain
was admirably sustained by a strong,
healthy body. In fact, if his head had
‘been twenty-four inches instead of twen
ty-two and a half, his body would have
sustained it amply, and then he would
have been a great man.
Calhoun, on the contrary,'had a large
head and a susceptible temperament, but
a slight body ; he was tall but slim, and
he spoke but seldom. The Senators with
large bodies were the ones to be able to
labor and struggle against opposition,
and sustain a favorite measure.
When, however, there is a head under
our hands, of a given measurement, and
a body of such size and weight as to give
adequate support to the brain, we say the
man is well balanced between head and
body, and then we have reached one
point.
The next point to be considered is
whether the head itself is well balanced;
whether there is enough development
in the forehead for such a sized brain;
whether there is enough in the top head
to give strong moral sentiments; whether
the side head is equal to the other parts,
and therefore energy and force may be
predicted ; whether the back head is full
and well rounded, and equal in size to
the other parts, and then we say the
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If all
head is well balanced in itself.
the groups of organs are equally devel
oped it is a well-balanced head, whether
it is large or small, and the size of the
organs in such a case would be consid
ered about equal, and would be regis
tered the same asthe size of the head.
If the head is well balanced, all the or
gans should be of equal size, and if the
adult head measure twenty-two inches
and its size is called ﬁve, on a scale of
seven, then the organs should average
ﬁve; but a head may be twenty-two
inches, and be related to a person of
light body, or a young person, and
therefore the head may be called six or
large, considering the age and size of
body, and the organs be marked accord
ingly.
:0:

CORRESPONDENCE.
Ont., June 24,

GORRIE,
TO MY FELLOW

STUDENTS
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much about and yet knew so little of.
My
Phrenology ﬁlled these wants.
whole being became enlisted in the cause
of Phrenology.
I secured some books
from the Fowler & Wells Co. and con
tin ued the study.
The more I knew of it
the more I wanted to know. I learned to
have charity for the shortcomings of
my fellow man. I saw in Phrenology
basis for church unity. I saw the causes
of theft, lying, murder, etc. \Vhen Sep
tember.’89 came I could not refrain from
going to New York and taking a course
in the Institute of Phrenology. Since
we parted I have been doing what I
could in the good cause, and I may say
that I have succeeded in awakening in
terest on the subject, advising the way
ward, throwing light on many myste
ries, dispelling “ bump theories,” and in
short, using the science as a lever to
uplift the race. So far as ﬁnancial suc
cess is concerned. I have done as well as

I

expected, and

I

hope to do better dur~

Bro. Judkin’s
noticed
letter in the JOURNAL, and re—
our promise to write up
membering
feel as if I was neglecting
something,
my duty did I not contribute a few lines

ing the coming season. I believe that
Phrenology is the science destined to re
deem mankind. Of course some reli
gious journals ridicule Gall and Spurz

describing my phrenological experience.
In the spring of ‘88 I accidentally fell in
with a work on Phrenology, and seeing
in it the solution of some religious prob
lems which had always been a puzzle to
me, I determined to investigate further.
The same friend also loaned me the book
where
I
called “ Human Science,”

“new Phrenology”

I

saw fact upon fact by the score to con
vince me of the truth of Phrenology,
and also to teach me some of its lessons.
Then and there a ﬂood of light burst

upon my intellectual vision. I under
stood then the difference between mo<
rality and religion, and learned how to
understand certain dishonest religious
saw what would prove the
persons.

I

I saw, ﬁrst, what
the teacher wanted : a knowledge of the
Second,
primitive powers of the mind.
what the clergy wanted : a knowledge of
the human soul which they talked so

salvation of the race.

heim’s doctrines,

and

recommend the
of the experiment~
ists.
It is more than amusing to notice
the displays of ignorance manifested by
opponents of the science.
When they
know better they will write more to
solid ediﬁcation.
Hoping to hear from some of the
other students through the JOURNAL.
remain,
Fraternally yours,
W. D. LAMB.

I

-——:0:—
SIOUX CITY, lows, June 16, 1890.
MY DEAR Pnorasson Sizim :
LEARN that you have just completed
your seventy-eighth year. Allow me
to congratulate you, and may you live many
Yours, surely,
years yet to bless mankind.
has been a long and useful public service,
and the grand and noble results of your
labor are seen in all parts of the world. It
can most truly be said of you when life‘s
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journey is reached: “ Well done, good and
faithful servant."
In the fall of 1885 I stepped into your ex
amination room, a stranger to you, and asked
for a full written delineation of character.
I was astonished at its accuracy, and also by
“ hit"
the ease and rapidity in which you
off each characteristic. I treasure that chart,
for it has been a great blessing to me in cul
tivating and restraining some organs. I was
perusing it to-day, and can most certainly de
clare that not a single point in my make-up

You have said that I would do well
physician, and hence I am pleased.
Thanking you for your kind favor, I re
main.
Very truly yours,
ance.

as a

0

Please do not use this in print with my
name or initials aﬂlxed. But you are wel
come to use the letter, and if any one wishes
to

know the author, then give them

I have

———:0:—

W—,

added one new lecture to my course,

—;O._

June 14,
Paor. Nansen Sizes—My Dear Sir:
, OHIO,

OUR

delineation

this A. M.

I

fully, as has also J. A. Rafferty, the gentle
man who advised me to send to you, and
who is a ﬁrm believer in Phrenology, having
read several of your books through. We both
came to the conclusion, and were not long
at it either, that if any man ever read an
other, you surely have read me, and to say
that it is wonderful is but putting it mildly.
The law and medicine have always been my
favorites, and I have often thought of the
stage, also, but owing to the fact that my
parents would oppose such a step, I have
To
never seriously considered the subject.
be a physician has been my highest ambition,
and I firmly believe that I would like it as
well as anything. For a physician is almost
a member of the family of his patients.
If
he is good and successful

RECEIVED

he is admired

and

looked up to, and what is better than allevi
ating the sufferings of humanity? He also
has a chance to become professor of some
branch of medicine in a medical college, and
there surely be can use his power of utter

21, 1890.

my pictures and character

I

am very well pleased
yesterday, and
with them, as you have told me the truth,both

in my favor and against me : you described
me exactly.
I think you will hear from an
other in this family (since mine is so cor
rect), and from me again when Ishall desire
to select a companion.
Yours truly,

—:0:—-—
SPRINGFIELD,

of my character came

Come, June

Paor. N. Sizes—Dear Sir:

1890.

have read it over care

my

name.

was omitted.

upon the all-absorbing topic of Temperance
There is much to be done here, and it can
not be done too quickly, and I really believe
it to be the duty of every lecturer upon
Phrenology to add one on the subject of
“ Temperance." I shall continue to lecture
upon it the rest of my life. May I have the
privilege of meeting you again this side of
the grave is the fervent wish of your old
DR. r. w. ouvan.
pupil,

|Sept.

Mass, June

24, 1890.

HE

phrenological character of myself,
and also that of my young lady
friend, from photographs, were received a
few days ago, and I am a ﬁrmer believer in
Physiognomy and Phrenology than ever.
As far as I know the characters of both my
self and the young woman, you have given
a perfect
mental photograph of both of us,
and every statement you have made is borne
out by fact. When I sent the pictures to
you,I did not expect you would tell me
much more than I knew already, but I
wished to have my knowledge of the young
woman corroborated in a scientiﬁc way.
I
shall do my best to win, feeling that senti
ment and science
are both with me, and
that God's blessing will be on my eﬂ’orts.
Respectfully,
P. S.—I am willing that you should use
testimonial if you wish it, providing
you withhold my name.
this

—:01_

Tm: brain is absolute master of man. and
by proper habits it should be kept healthy.
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CHILD CULTURE.
AND

LAW.

a

do so many hold the heresy that Divine
love has provided us with ameans of
escape from Divine law, instead of
is

new and better way of fulﬁlling it?
Law
apparently regarded by the ma
jority of persons, both old and young,

a

;

more or less in the light of tyranny
interference with
—an un warrantable
anything
the liberty of the individual
in the shape of rule which happens to
clash with their selﬁsh desires stirs up
and
unceasing rebellion.
immediate
“ Visitors are requested
How the notice
"
to keep off the grass arouses in many
vulgar minds (and in some who would
be indignant at the imputation of vul

if

is

!

a

a

if

it

is

if

is

evaporates, the smiles give place to
frowns and, ceasing to credit her with
toward
any kindliness or affection
them. her erstwhile caressing pupils are
to) ready to dub her “a disagreeableold
thing." Even grown persons appear to
cling to the same mistaken idea, or why

is

;

improper tendency calls for restraint, or
but
neglected duty has to be enforced
only let her feel compelled to administer
correction or insist upon obedience to
some just rule, and the love speedily

it

a

is

is

it

is

error
nowadays widespread.
almost
Children seem to fall into
from their ﬁrst dawn of intelligence.
Mother “ kind " when she will let them
“ cross " when she
do as they like, and
"
“
dear
so long as no
She
can not.

with regard to the “ greatest pleasure to
tbegreatestnumber.” Turf, unguarded
by such prohibitions is, in the neighbor
hood of large towns at least, soon trod
den into the yellowness of hay,
the
not eventually worn
ground
covered
quite bare. As another evidence of this
instinctive revolt against law, we re
member noticing how many persons de
liberately disregard those prominently
“
placed injunctions
Keep to the right,”
“
and
Keep to the left" in the subter
ranean passage to the Exhibition grounds
at South Kensington afew showing. by
their remarks, that they felt something
resembling annoyance at being thus en.
joined not considering that
solely
for the greater comfort and convenience
of passengers that the notice
dis
played.

That numerous offensive laws have
no one can deny, which
fact has no doubt done its share in pro
ducing the disastrous impressions above
mentioned.
But law originally was the
outcome of love, and the great ma
1th public
jority of existing legislation,
and private,
undoubtedly framed for
the good of the community at large.
That children should be early imbued
with this view of the matter, would
surely tend to the development of law
abiding citizens. With this object we
strongly deprecate the enforcement of
many rules, or of blind obedience. Reg
been enacted

b

the

is

Certainly

;

until the present.

it

it

tion

feeling of resentment and pos
sible deﬁance
They do not reﬂect that
in parks and places frequented by many
feet such
restriction
essential,
the
to preserve any of that delicious
grass
verdure so grateful to the eye;
isa
rule made,
not in positive love, yet
garity)

;

is

'1‘

difﬁcult to say how or by whom

was ﬁrst originated the notion that
love and law must necessarily be op
to one
posed, or at least unsympathetic
another.
was whispered by
Perhaps
the serpent of Eden into the ear of Eve,
and so descended through each genera

ABOUT CHILDREN."

is

LOVE

BY THE AUTHOR OF “AN AUNTIE‘S NOTIONS
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ulations should be few, reasonable, and
really prompted by a desire for the bene
ﬁt of those ruled.
Selﬁshly imposed
restraints can not but be detected and
Much
justly resented by the victims.
harm is done, we cannot but fear, by
persons in au thoi ity forgetting that law,

whether temporary or abiding, should
be rooted in love, and placing upon those
beneath them the gelling yoke of com
not good in
pulsions and restrictions
themselves, but only insisted upon for
the display of power or to save trouble.
“ Now, you sit down on that chair and
if you move again I’ll punish you i"
an unthinking nurse or elder sister may
say toarestless child, who simply wants
more freedom to exercise its healthful
limbs rather than arbitrary restraint;
when possibly her only excuse for so
severe an imposition is that she wants
to read a book or trim a hat instead of
romping with the child or taking him
out. This is not the way to gain cheer
No command should
ful compliance.
be issued, unless under pressing neces
sity, which is naturally burdensome or
very diﬂicult of fulﬁllment, for revolt
and disturbance will only be encouraged
But essential laws should be
thereby.
ﬁrmly and constantly insisted upon ;
their observance and a sense of respect
for authority in general will be resisted
if the reason for their existence be ex

[Sept

even childish rebellion against the com
mand of those older and wiser a subject

for mirth or a source of amusement.
Too many and too popular are the tales,
especially for boys, which captivate by
school and other rules,
representing
even the law of the land, as despotic,
and to be evaded on any occasion and
“ Fun," according to
by any means.
the writers of such stories, consists in
disobeying the powers that be, and the
greatest hero is he who sets them at de
ﬁance as often and as successfully as
This is nothing less than in
possible.
citing to anarchy on a small scale.
Another and extremely subtle mistake
is that of expressing love by the relaxa
“ Early to bed,” for
tion of good laws.
instance, is a wise rule ; it is instituted,
or should be, not in “order that the
children may be got out of the way,”
but because early sleep and plenty of it
is needful for them to grow healthy, and
cheerful and well; this being so, it is
weakening to their respect for beneﬁ—
cent devices ifcaresses and coaxing and
an awakening of maternal tenderness are
allowed to result in the wise rule being
It seems to justify
carelessly set aside.
the supposition that love, if it could al
ways be thus broughtinto play, would al
ways supersede not thatregulation only,
but all others which may be in any way
distasteful to thoughtless childhood. To

reward little folks, moreover, for good
behavior, by excusing the performance
of necessary duty must also convey the
idea that duty is a sort of imposition
from which escape is desirable.
It is only by making our charges fully

plained and the resultant beneﬁt pointed
out.
We should never assume that rebel
lion is inherent in the young, and ap
pear therefore to expect it. This is an
error that youthful mothers and teach
Some
ers seem very readily to commit.
even issue injunctions in the challenging
tone of those who take it for granted that
all authority is distasteful, and will be re
“ You had better not let me see
sented.
”
you do so-and-so, is another erroneous

for their highest welfare, that we are
likely to be successful in impressing upon
them a realization of the fact that their

form of prohibition, inferring, though
of course nothing of the sort is meant,
is quite to be
that secret transgression
Here, also. we can not but
anticipated.
express regret that any one should make

professions of love to us are compara—
valueless if unaccompanied
by
obedient endeavors.
And unless we
can accomplish this teaching as regards
ourselves and what are called the secu

to understand that the precepts to which
we require their submission are the out
come of love and of an earnest desire

tively
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lar obligations of life, we are scarcely
likely to instill into their minds the
corresponding, but inﬁnitely more ex
alted truths of our relationship and
duty toward our Heavenly Master and
the injunctions which He has left for
our perfecting in Divine grace truths
that often seem strangely ignored even
by those who call themselves after His
Name.

“If

ye love me," Jesus said, “keep
commandments;
commandments
my
that are themselves an expression of
His love to us; to which the Apostle
adds: "Love is the fulﬁlling of the
Jssmn: CHAPPELL.
law.“

—-—->.-o-.0—_
Snsu. OUR Lrr'rna
TABLE wrrn Us ?—In

ONES Cons: T0
number of the
PHRENOLOGXCAL published a few months
since, a writer commented on the treat
The
ment of children at the table.
following from the Homemaker on the
a

similar in tone and
correspondent asks the
opinion of the editor with regard to
little children associating with the elders
at the table and remarks :
“ With many this may seem to be a
decided advantage; the child learns pa
tience, self control, and it is to be hoped,
good manners, although it is a difficult
thing to keep a youngchild from becom
ing self'conscious in the midst of an ap
preciative home circle.
“ But, at the best,does he not hear facts
stated which leave a false and often
same subject

is

A

suggestive.

At most tables
related, arguments
(often
fervid ones) are carried on, and sarcastic
remarks or jokes are made, which all
understand except the baby, who com
prehends just enough to have conveyed
the wrong idea into the little retentive
harmful

stories

A

mind.

impression?

are

“ Of course, on the other hand, great
good may be gained if a little explana
tion is given—but in most families there
is no time to do this, so that it is not until
we hear some startling quotation which
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‘

mamma said,’ or ‘papa said,‘ that we
‘
realize the full meaning of the misun
derstood."
“ It is asking a
great deal to have the
conversation of a large or small family
restricted for the youngest members, yet
there is so much to be said on each side
of this question that it becomes quite

puzzling.”
The editor's answer is :
HThe question is a hard one to an
One is not willing to permit a
to
eat his meals only in the society
child
of a nurse, who is unable to give him
needed instructions as to his table man
ners, etc. In addition to this, the habits
of self-restraint and of waiting upon the
convenience of others, that a child must
learn who eats with the rest of the fam
ily, are of incalculable benefit to him.

swer.

“ Still, there is force in the remark that
it is hard tosubject older people to the
constraint a child‘s presence frequently
Perhaps the best method of
imposes.
settling the matter is by a compromise.
permitting the children to eat with their
parents at breakfast, and making the
lunch time of the elders the little ones’
dinner hour. An early nursery tea may
then be given the children, and at the
late dinner the older members of the
may be unhampered in the
household
enjoyment of free speech.

“ Inthis fashion theway maybegradu
ally paved for the time when the jun
iors will have so far outgrown leading
strings that it will be impossible, follow
ing our American mode, to keep them
longer in the nursery.”

-——»o-.(—-

A Sousa

BODY

FIRST.

—The full

limbed
and chubby faced baby, who
squalls and kicks with vigor and
eats enormously, as it performs gym
nastics on its mother's lap, is the
picture of physical health ; but its feeble
and semi-ﬂuid brain grows slowly, as it
is needed but little at this stage of auto
matic life. The brain gets behind in the
race of life until the muscular system
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develops somewhat and thinking is need
for self-preservation.
This conserva
tion of brain force is a wise provision
when taken in conjunction with com
parative growth and decay. It enables
us to possess vigorous brains and strong
minds long after our knees are becoming
weak, our hands showingsigns of shaki
ness, our shoulders having a stoop in
them. and we begin to gravitate bpdily
toward the earth from whence we
As age creeps on, waste is
sprang.
In work
getting the better of repair.
there is not only a holding of the fort,
but also an extension of its defenses,
hence the greater demand for building
ed

lSept.

up material. The boy has to grow.
Mental overstrain in youth and man
hood is becomingaperil
to the more
civilized races. This malign inﬂuence
of undue mind friction, and which be‘
gins in our schools, will have its full
friction in national deterioration
and
decay.
Vice, lust and moral corruption
are largely found among the mentally
defective classes.
The nervous, over
strung, over-tense brain in one genera
tion means low mentality or ill-balanced
minds in the next. This is nature‘s in
exorable law. The only hope there is

+

lies in the fact that the weakest goes to
the walL—Dam'el Clark, M. D.

A GIRL’S LETTER T0 KING LEOPOLD.

N

the Philadelphia Inquirer of a
month or so ago was an interesting
account of alittle girl’s intervention in
behalf of an imprisoned relative which it
is a pleasure to repeat

:

Six years ago, Frank S. Moore, of that
town, was asailor on board the “Rhine
land " steamship plying between Phila
delphia and Antwerp.
A letter from
home informed him that his favorite
sister was dying and wanted to see him.
He took it to his captain and asked leave
of absence.
The captain said “ No."
Then Moore, watching his chance, de
serted.

He reached home in time.
After
his sister’s death he changed his name
and shipped on the “Waesland," asteam
ship of the same line. All went well un
til he and a shipmate of his fell in love
simultaneously with a pretty girl, an or
Then his ri
phan, living at Antwerp.
val, who had known all along who he
was, denounced him to their captain,
who put him in irons and at the ﬁrst op
portunity turned him over to the Ant
He was taken into
werp authorities.
court, where he didn‘t understand a word
that was said, even when the bailiff
made him stand up and the judge ad
dressed him from the bench.
After
ward

he was

told

that

he had

been

sentenced to imprisonment for seven
months in the city jail.
The pretty Antwerp girl learned in
some way of his misfortune, got a permit
to visit him, and by paying weekly out
of her own pocket the equivalent of
three dollars of our money succeeded in
getting him transferred to a less comfort
less cell, supplied with more palatable
food, and allowed to exercise an hour a
day in the open air.
She also smuggled
little notes to him in rolls of bread, and
one day mustered up courage to obtain
an audience with the king and intercede
for his release. But his majesty told her
he could n‘t interfere.
Meanwhile one of Moore's shipmates
had looked up his people and told them
what had happened. The very nextday
the following letter was written and
mailed to Leopold 11., King of Belgium:
You):

Muss":

years old, and

I

I am

a little girl thirteen
will pardon me

hope you

for writing to you when you hear all.
My uncle. Frank S. Moore, is now in the
Belgium prison for desertion from the Rhine
land over six years ago.
He was sailing on
the Rhincland and my aunt was very sick.
Her only prayer was to see Uncle Frank be
fore she died. We sent word to him that she
was dying.
He showed the letter to the
captain of the Rhineland, but he refused
to let him leave the steamer.
The sailors
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I
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I

I

I

I

I

is

it

But "

I

a

Won’t," with'
dark and angry
frown
Goes sauntering down the street,
And sullenly idles the time_away
Till he thinks his task complete.
At school, “I Will" learns his lessons allwell,
And
seldom absent or late;
Can't" ﬁnds the lessons all too hard,
" Won't " hates book and slate.

"I

little vain of my hands.
always been
am going to Kitty Merrill‘s party

d ',

So the seasons come and the seasons go,
In their never ceasing race,
And each little b0 now a stalwart man,
In the busy wor
ﬁnds his place.
“
Will." with a courage undaunted, toils,
And with high and resolute aim.
better because he lives,
And the world
And he gains both honor and fame.
is

"

Can’t” ﬁnds life an up-hill road;
He faints in adversity,
And spends his life unloved and unknown
In hopeless poverty.
“
Won’t" opposes all projects and plans
And scoffs at what others have wrought.
And so in his selﬁsh idleness wrapped
He dies and
soon forgot.
is

I

I

l

I

I

was tempted to do
ened. Guess what
the other day
was washing thedishes
for mamma, and when
got to the tins
and kettles
was discouraged.
They
looked so greasy and black, and I've
a

lay must cease, and a warning voice
Ca
out from the open door:
" Come, boys, here's a task for your nimble
hands.
We must have done by four.’
" Will" speeds away at his mother's com
mand
With a cheerful and sunny face,
And “I Can’t " follows on with murmur and
groan
At a weary and lagging pace.
ls

:

it

"I

But

I

is

how

of
herself
“ I’ve
begun to ﬁnd such little, mean
streaks in myself that I‘m quite fright

“I

Will.

I

——>.-o-.o—-——
she told

Won’t and

is

Secretary.

Keim, at Philadelphia.

A GIRL‘s Tatirm'rion—This

Can’t,

THREE little boys in a rollicking mood
Out in the snow at play;
Their hearts are light. for the sun
bright,
On this glorious winter day.
Three little boys with shouts of glee
Slide down a snowy hill,
And the names of the rollickin little boys
Will,
Are " Can’t, “I Won't," and

I

BOMMEBHBIM,

sneak
To be willing to have whiter
hands than your mother! Aren‘t you
ashamed
was ashamed, and washed
the kettles pretty humbly, can tell you.
felt as
they weren't half so black as
have watched all my
Since then
shall grow so wicked
for
fear
thoughts,
mamma won‘tknow me.
have learned
thoroughly what the minister means
when he talks about the little foxes that
spoil the grapes ol aﬁne character."

I

i

Manuisz—I have the honor of informing
you that the king has read your letter and
taken action upon the request therein con
tained, by which you solicit that he remit
your uncle's imprisonment.
By his Majesty's command an order to
that effect has been transmitted to the
minister of justice, out of compliment to
his mnjesty’s little friend.
For the king,
To Madame Bessie

want to keep my hands
these for mamma;
won’t make any difference with her
hands, because she can't keep them nice.
“Then something seemed to say to me,
Oh, you little coward.
Oh, you little

l’ll leave

'

is

it,

it

A'r 'riis PALACE, Biursssts,
CAnixit'r or 'riiit KING-
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I

Bessie waited as patiently and hope
as she could, and she didn't have
to wait very long. One happy day
a letter came from her uncle himself, an
nouncing his release‘, and right On its
heels another big letter with a big
such as Bessie had never
stamp on
seen before.
This scond letter was in
French, so she had to get somebody to
for her, and this
translate
what the
translator made of

fully

to-night, and
nice for that.

I.

advized Uncle Frank to run away and he
did.
Aunt Debbie lived about a week after
ward. After she died Uncle Frank found
that his vessel had sailed, so he sailed on
" under the name of Frank
the “ Waesland
That has been over six years
S. Walker.
ago, and he has just arrived‘in Antwerp, as
you can see by the newspaper slip that I
send in‘my letter.
Your Majesty, if you had been in his
place would you not have done the same?
Hoping you will pardon Uncle Frank for
deserting, and me for writing to you, I am
Yours, respectfully,
nsssis irsm.

I
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FOOD

HYGIENE.

frankly written article by Helen
in the Paciﬁc Health.
Journal, we ﬁnd statements of this
sort:
There could not be a greater mistake
a

IN Dunsmore

than to suppose that there are persons
who manage to get on. comfortably or
otherwise, eating stimulating and rich
foods who could not possibly live with

out such foods.

Not very many years
it was the universal opinion, not
only of lay people but of physicians and
scientists as well, that alcohol is an in
Thousands
dispensable aid to illness.
and thousands of sufferers have had a1
coholic stimulants in the form of brandy,
wine, or beer administered to them, and
have seemed to be greatly beneﬁted.
Nevertheless, there is a large force of
ago

scientiﬁc physicans in the world to-day
who have demonstrated, beyond the
possibility of a doubt, that all patients
suffering from the various conditions of
weakness and prostration can be better
helped by mild and natural remedies
than by the administration of alcohol in
any of its forms.
There are very many persons who
have become addicted to the use of al
coholic stimulants to whom this poison

A man who
to be a necessity.
his
is
ﬁnds that
digestion
improved by a
cocktail before breakfast, and not only
takes wine with his meals but gradually
ﬁnds himself taking more and more of

seems

this seductive stimulant throughout the
day, ﬁnds himself at last injured in
health, his nerves shattered, his voice
and hands trembling, and confronted
with the prospect of an absolute break
down. He consults his physician, who
tells him that to stop drinking is the only
way to prevent complete ruin. If this
alcoholic victim obeys his physician, he
will ﬁnd that he loses his appetite, is
despondent, and daily grows weaker;
and he will have incontestable evidence
that the water he is now taking does
not agree with him as well as the whisky
which he took before. But it fortunately
happens that not only his physician but
his friends and neighbors
are well
aware that, whatever the seeming, it is
better for the alcoholic victim to abstain

from his accustomed stimulant ; that his
present weakness and prostration are
results, not of the water that he is now
taking, but of the poisonous stimulant
to which he had been accustomed.
_
No real headway will ever be made in
hygienic and dietetic reform until the
old saying "What is one man's meat
may be another‘s poison" is discovered
to be an absurdity.
Law governs the
universe, and it will one day be seen
that the law of physiology is as unerring
and undeviating as the law of gravita
tion.
It does not matter what the pe
culiarity of the patient, what difference
there may be in temperament—if
one_
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I

walks off the roof of the house and falls
to the pavement the damage to one is
It will some day he tbund that
certain.
whosoever resorts to stimulants of any
kind is certain to suﬂ’er from the trans
gresslon of a very plain physiological
law.
In the fall from a housetop the
amount of damage depends upon the dis
tance and the more or less unfavorable

have never been able to take milk." I
explained to her, in reply, that if nature
had been able to sustain her under all
those abuses, it would be quite able to
do so when freed from them.
I ex

conditions of the fall ; in the use of
stimulants, either in food or drink, the
amount of damage depends upon the
amount of stimulant used and the con‘
stitutional energy of the person to with

For a stimulant prescribed hot water,
to be taken before meals am: at any
time when she felt the need of one, to
be taken as hot as could beused.
I
shall not soon forget the mournful ex
pression of her face as she said to her

stand such abuse.
’
I well remember one of the ﬁrst cases
that applied to me after I began the di
etetic treatment.
It was a lady of
years of age, who was a
victim of vertigo to such an extent that
she had not been out of her house with
She
out an attendant for three years.
was liable, without any warning, to fall
in fits of unconsciousness wherever she
might be. She could eat but very little
seventy-two

food, was exceedingly dyspeptic, emacia
\Vhen I explained to
ted, and weak.
her that I would take all her stimulants
away from her, and put her on a plain
diet of brown bread and milk, she was
“Why! " she said,
have
appalled.

“I

taken coffee every morning of my life
for sixty years. I have to take a spoon
ful of whisky before every meal, and
without it [do not believe that digestion
would go forward; and unless I have my
beefsteak

I think Icould

not live

and

plained also that if at ﬁrst she had no
appetite for the plain food, she was not
to tempt it by dainties, but simply to ab
stain until her appetite came to her.

I

“I

her:
daughter, who accompanied
would rather die than take such a treat
ment; but I am afraid I cannot
die, and
shall try this method for

I

relief."
On an exclusive diet of brown bread
and milk, with no other food for a year,
taken three times a day in such quanti
ties only as she thoroughly relished,
this lady, after a few weeks of weak
ness supervemng on the stoppage of her
stimulants, began rapidly to gain in ap
petite, and,
proved

vigor.

consequent

upon

her im

nourishment, in health and
At the end of one year she had

gained eighteen pounds in weight, and
in two years, having removed from the
city, she wrote me that she was the only
well member of her household, that her

grand-daughter and son-in
continued the usual diet of
civilization, were all invalids.

daughter,
law. who

-—_M——
;

DISCR EET LIVING.
“
ercise, and there is perhaps none which
Discern of the com
ACON says :
This is
ing on of years, and think not to leads him into so many pitfalls.
particularly the case with the brain
do the same things still, for age will not
Half the secret of life, we workers. The man who labors his brain
be deﬁed.“
must spare his body.
He can not burn
are persuaded, is to know when we are
the candle at both ends, and the attempt
grown old ; and itis the half most hardly
learned.
It is more hardly learned, to do so will almost inevitably result in
his lighting it in the middle to boot; the
moreover, in the matter of exercise than
waste of tissue will be so great that he
in the matter of diet. There is no advice
will be tempted to repair it by the use of
so commonly given to the ailing man of
a too generous diet.
middle age as the advice to take more ex
Most men who use
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their brains must soon learn for them
selves that the sense of physical exalta
tion, the glow of exuberant health which
comes from a body strung to its full
powers by continuous and severe exercise
The exercise
is not favorable to study.
such men need is the exercise that rests,
not that which tires. They need to wash
their brains with the fresh air of heaven,
to bring into gentle play the muscles that
have been lying idle while the head
Nor is it only to this class of
worked.
laboring humanity that the advice to

The
take exercise needs reservations.
soon
violent
delights
passes, and
time of
its natural
it
to
beyond
protract
effort
the
it
is
ridiculous.
as
is
as
dangerous
span
Some men, through nature or the acci
dent of fortune, will of course be able to
keep touch of it longer than others; but
when once the touch has been lost, the
struggle to regain it can add but sorrow
to the labor.
In the same line of thought Sir Andrew
Clark has pointed outthe aid physiology
has rendered to the physician in a hun
dred ways—notably in respect to the in
ﬂuence of our modern undue work and
worry in depriving the stomach of its
rightful share of nerve force, and so
Dr. An
causing it to fail in its duty.
drew Combe, by application of the prin
ciples of physiology, showed how mental
stimulus inﬂuences muscular action, and
ndicated the inﬂuence which the higher

[Sept

feelings, after they have the ascendency,
exert in promoting the general health.
He has explained how the lower feelings,
when unrestrained, how the mind op
pressed with grief, anxiety, or remorse,
have a direct tendency to produce bad
We believed all this before on
health.
the authority of philosophers and theo

The physiological physician
logians.
gives us scientiﬁc reason for our faith.
But he goes further. As we are not all
‘Intellect we must not concentrate our vi
tal action in the brain, or we shall de
prive stomach and other organs of their
requisite nervous stimulus.
Literary
men, by a disregard of this axiom of the
physiological physician, often become
hypochondriacal dyspeptics, and blame
the art of medicine for not curing by
drugs what is the outcome of their own
violence to physiology. As we turn the
pages of this book we meet, in a score of
pregnant passages, the warnings of wise
“ wear
physicians against the lives of
and tear" led by so many, Englishmen
especially—the restless activity of mind,
ever directed to one end, and that not
the highest.
Physiology has pointed
the moral, and doctors have preached the
gospel, of serenity; but too often they
have been as voices crying in the wil
derness, for no man regardeth them, and
the reproach of the almost certain result
of the disregard of their teaching is laid
at the door of medicine.

—+—

A

GROUP

OF

NOVEL

H ERE

is a prevalent opinion among
modern physiologists that diseases
largely are caused by germs floating
in the air called microbes, bacteria,
These minute organisms constitute
etc.
the malaria that therapeutics is engaged

in destroying.
The “ Hygeia Protective

Company”

of this city has published an abridged
edition of Mr. George Catlin’s famous
book, “ Shut- Your - Mouth - and - Save
Your Life,” with many of his illustra
tions showing the evil results of breath

HYGIENIC

APPLIANCES.

Mr. Catlin
ing through the mouth.
came from England an infirm young
man, and spent thirty-four years among
the Indians of North and South Amer
ica, studying their character and habits
and painting their portraits and cus
toms. Many of his works are now
among the art treasures in the National
Gallery at Washington.
He published
his observations in several volumes, the
last being that named above.
He said
he would spend $1,000,000 if he had it to
ditfuse the book throughout the world.
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Mr. Catlin, contrasting the vigorous
health of the primitive Indians with the
diseased condition of the civilized whites,
sought the cause of the difference and
found one very important cause to be
the ditferent manner of breathing prac
ticed by most white people. The Indians,
like animals in general, breathe through
the nose, which prepares air for the
lungs as does the mouth food for the

[31

upon the

heated body. Care is generally
taken to properly cover the body under
such circumstances, while the most deli
cate organs, the throat and thelungs, are

exposed unprotected.
Catarrhal affections and toothache
are induced or aggravated by the dry

Flo. l.

stomach.
The nostrils are lined with
minute hairs and a mucous coating that
catches and holds particles of dust and
other impurities inhaled, which, when
drawn through the mouth, pass into the
throat, lungs and blood and cause dis
ease. It is now held by the highestmed
ical authorities that breathing through
the mouth is exceedingly unwholesome.
and mainly the cause of throat, lung
and bronchial aﬁ'ections.
Diseases are often
traced directly to
impurities in the
air inhaled, which,

Flu.

Ill.

ing of the mucous in breathing through
the mouth. and dyspepsia by depriving
the stomach of healthy saliva so essential
to digestion.
Snoring, too, that curse of
social and domestic life, is caused by
breathing through the month while
sleeping, and the annoyingguttural vi

being infected with
microbis or other

Flo. II.

impurities, would
have been puriﬁed
or ﬁltered by pass
ing through the

nostrils.

Doctors

and nurses are careful to keep their
mouths closed as much as possible
while in infected rooms.
Mr. Catlin
asserts that one may breathe mephitic
vapors in a well through his nostrils,
but is likely to fall as soon as he opens
his mouth to call for help.
'
The inhalation of cold air through the
mouth, especially in going from a heat
ed room is more injurious to the throat
and lungs than a douche of cold water

Fm. IV.

brations of the bronchial cords weaken
them, render the voice strident and rrake
them subject to various affections.
During the waking hours one can, by
careful attention, keep the mouth closed,
but when he lies down at night to rest
from the fatigue of the day, and yields
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his system and all of its energies to
the repose of sleep, his volition and all
his powers of resistance give way to its
If he gradually
quieting inﬂuences.
opens his mouth he lets in the enemy
that chills his lungs, racks the brain,
paralyzes the stomach, and gives him the

[Sept.

and perpendicular between the lips and
the teeth, where it is held automatically
and thus prevents breathing through
the mouth (see Figs. 1., IL, III.).

The novelty of usingit soon wears off,
does not disturb the repose, and secures
to the wearer tired nature’s sweet re
storer, balmy sleep. One of the most

popular humorists of the age writes :
“It does certainly put an effectual
clamp upon one’s snoring apparatus,
and stops the music, and so one more
impossibility achieved has been added
to the world's gain.
I thank you grate—
fully for letting me be a partaker of your
excellent discovery.”
Another, a clear
headed New York millionaire, says: “ It
is the greatest little thing out; a boon
to humanity. Thirty millions of our
sixty millions of population ought to
use it. It would prevent most of the
throat and lung diseases now so com

which one rarely suffers
who sleeps with his mouth closed. De~
structive irritation of the nervous sys
tem and inﬂammation of the lungs, with
their consequences, are the immediate
results of this unnatural habit, and
nightmare,

continued,

its more

remote effects are

consumption of the lungs and death.
All of these evils are graphically de
scribed by Mr. Catlin, and shown to be
a leading cause of the difference in
health between the whites and the primi
tive Indians.
The “Throat and Lung Protector"
made by the company named above is
and simple remedial device
for these evils by preventing and curing
the unnatural habit of breathingthrough
the mouth, which should neverbe opened
except for speaking and eating.
It con
sists principally of a thin, ﬂexible piece
of ivoroid or other non-absorbent mate
rial, shaped so as tobe placed lengthwise

a positive

I

mon.
used to rise several times nightly
to moisten my parched mouth and th: oat.
Now, by the use of the Protector, they
remain moist all night.
would not take
a hundred dollars for it if could notre

I

place it."

If,

A New

I

RESPIRATOR.
shown, diseases are

as has been
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largely caused by impurities inhaled,
then it is but reasonable that the antidote
should follow the same channel. Hence
medication by inhalation has become
popular, as the medicine is passed directly
to the lungs and the blood without pass
ing through and deranging the stomach,
do most medicines
as
when
taken
through the mouth.
The celebrated
Dr. John F. Gray said:

"I

am very

people see the air they breathe, especially
in crowded rooms, they would turn from
as a vile decoction.
It not strange
that physicians trace to
diseases like
typhus, typhoid and intermittent fevers,
biliousness, and ill health generally.
While each person consumes about two
or three pounds daily of food and drink,
he consumes and corrupts thirty pounds
of air, vitiating eleven cubic feet of per

it

it

remedial
agents
could be applied
to all the ramiﬁ
cations of the

lungs, including
the terminal cells,
a

great step would
taken toward
the cure of con

it

be

minute with poisonous excretions.
The
ﬂames of gas, oil, burning ﬂuids and per
fuming lamps vitiate air many times more
rapidly than breathing does. To those
corrupting agencies must be added ex

sumption.” Medi

ati‘on

by inhal~
recom
is

cation

mended for all
diseases that can

haled at every breath. One may sleep
with the Respirator so placed and enjoy
the pine groves of Georgia or mountain
ozone without leaving the kindly care
and associations of home to enjoy a more
healthful locality and the soothing,
healing atmosphere of a far-off climate.
The medicamentmust of course be suited
to the disease and administered under
medical advice.
As AUTOMATIC Am Pumriaa.
Pure air
the elixir of life, and could
is

it‘

conﬁdent that
means could be
devised whereby
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Flo. VII.

from

halations

is

reaching ‘the blood, which
the life, as all parts of the body are
secreted from it.
Provisions have been made for treat
ing various diseases by charging sick
rooms with medicated vapors for the
patient to breathe, or by elaborate de
vices to generate and supply them tem
porarily directly to the organs of breath~
ing, all to be commended as working in
“ Hygeia Res
the right direction. The
the
about
simplest device for
pirator"
the purpose of inhalation we know, and
be affected by

the streets, sew
ers,ditches, cess

s

t
h
a
e t

r
is

a
i

from without

Fro. V111.

many

as

s
s

l

i
l

k

d

so unwholesome
an
0

air in

is

close rooms that
has been breathed and not puriﬁed.
The air especially in crowded cities and
dwellings and miasrnatic localities
charged with invisible unwholesome par
ticles that breed all manner of diseases.
Dr. Hall said that the invisible per
spiration of one sleeper of itself enough
to taint the air of one large room, and
is

is

and the breathing being entirely through
the nose, the particles of the medicated
vapor as they rise in the wicks are in

e

p
i
0

death by their
own breath. No
ommon

is

is

consists of a peculiar glass pocket or
phial to contain the medicaments, and
held under the nose by alight band
passing around the head (Fig. IV.).
In the phial the liquid medicament
placed and an absorbent with its two ends
like wicks projecting one under each
nostril, so that, the mouth being closed

d

r

a

s

r
k

pools, etc.
Dr. Leeds re
m a
thousands
o
on
to
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it is almost impossible for the sleeper
within the four walls of any private
house to get a single breath of really
pure air in the whole night, which makes
the night the usual time for attacks of
violent ailments."

Dr. Brown-Sequard is reported to
have lately informed the French Acad
emy of Sciences that by condensing the
watery vapor coming from the human
lungs he obtained a poisonous liquid
capable of producing immediate death.
The poison is an alkaloid and not a mi
crobe or a series of microbes.
He also
states that air expired contains a volatile
element more dangerous than carbonic
acid, which is one of its constituents.
Even with judicious care, the air of
living rooms becomes vitiated.
The
choicest furniture and upholstery con
stantly decay and load the air with un~
wholesome particles and gases.
Bed
clothing and wearing apparel absorb
exhalations from the body, and should
carefully puriﬁed.
The Hygeia Automatic Air Puriﬁer
has been devised as an antidote for these
evils.
It consists (Figs. V. and VI.)
of a closed jar or vessel (1) of glass, pot
tery or other material of any suitable
size or form, with a top opening
for
be

receiving the ﬂuid and another near the
bottom for its outﬂow.
On its side is a
small receptacle or niche (4) opening
into the interior of the jar with its outer
edge or lip a little higher than the open
ing into the jar. Toweling or evaporat
ing cloths (3) ﬂat or circular and plaited
and of unlimited surface are suspended
before or around the jar.
The jar being placed on a small plat
form or bracket (2) and ﬁlled with water
or a purifying ﬂuid and stoppered air
tight at the top, a little of the ﬂuid will
ﬂow into the niche (4) until its opening
into the jar is covered or sealed.
An
absorbent of wicking or darning cotton
enters the jar at this niche with its
other end or ends hanging out, and
draws off, by capillary attraction, the
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ﬂuid, so that the holeis uncovered.
Air
then passes into the jar and rises as a
bubble and a few drops of the ﬂuid ﬂow
into the niche and seal the hole again.
When this supply is drawn oﬂ’ more ﬂows
out, and thus the supply and exhaust are
continued automatically until the jar is
emptied. The ﬂow is conducted by the
absorbent (5) to the suspended evapo
rators, and thence diﬂ’used through the
room, and the ﬂuid being a disinfectant
the air is puriﬁed.
Pure water itself is
a puriﬁer, as it will absorb 780 times its
bulk of gas, but more powerful disinfect
Fairly pure
ing ﬂuids are furnished.
water may be had by boiling and strain
ing or ﬁltering it.
The ﬂow of the ﬂuid from the jar de
pends upon the size of the absorbent (5),
and it may be graduated to one drop or
a hundred drops or more per minute ac
cording to the evaporating surface of the
cloths or the amount of vapor required.
This process of disinfecting is analo
gous to the common practice of hanging
in sick-rooms towels or sheets dipped in
a disinfecting ﬂuid.
The cloths may be
tastefully draped, the vessel a handsome
vase, and the whole purifying apparatus
made artistic and ornamental.
It is ll;
a novel and curious scientiﬁc ap
pliance, and its operation interesting to
watch.
It should be found in every
sick, sleeping, or living room, parlor,
work or school room, and wherever
malarious conditions exist.
It would
prevent the lassitude one feels on sitting
in a close, stuffy or crowded room.
From a bed in a room thus puriﬁed one
would arise in the morning refreshed
and without the tired feeling now so
common.
This jar is useful for surgeons to sup
ply a constant drip to moisten or purify
bandages on wounds and fractures or for
charging rooms with agreeable and
wholesome odors.
That odors of perv
fuming oils is healthful may be inferred
from the health of perfume manufac—
turers.
deed
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THE AUTOMATIC PERFUMER
is another device designed more espe
cially for perfuming. If a bottle of per
fume is left open, the essential oil quickly
escapes and leaves a vapid residuum.
To preserve a regular flow of the odor, a
perfume bottle 1 (Fig. VII.) is provided
with a dishing and channeled stopper,
so that when the bottle is inverted (Fig.
VIII.) the ﬂuid will ﬂow into it until it
In this dish (2) is an
becomes sealed.
evaporator (3), which being saturated by
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the ﬂow, the perfume is diffused through
the room The ﬂow and the evaporation
are continued automatically of uniform
strength a week or a month until the
bottle is exhausted.
The perfumer is ornamental,
and
may be placed upon the daintiest toi
let table or in the most reﬁned bou
doir and thus secure a constant and
It may be covered
agreeable odor.
with artiﬁcial ﬂowers to correspond
with the odor.
o.

*0’—

munity

:

is

it

ing articleto the Scientiﬁc American,
will be seen that he predicted
in which
now a
the very state of things that
subject of complaint on the part of our
sanitary ofﬁcers and the business com

I

a

I

have been a reader of your valuable
still
paper for several years, and for
longer period have been interested in
practical arrangements for the use of
steam for many purposes; for power,
for the warming and ventilation of
am, there
buildings, for cooking, etc.
fore, prepared to look favorably upon
plans for such extension of its use as the
interest, convenience, or necessities of
men may suggest or dictate.

it
a

is

is

it,

and dread. Several explosions have oc
curred to the damage of much valuable
property, and even loss of life has fol
lowed a sudden outbreak from a rup
Several years ago when
tured main.
the project was announced of laying iron
pipes from a distributing center for the
purpose of furnishing steam heat and
a
power to those who might want
in
medical
and
well-known
gentleman
scientiﬁc circles, contributed the follow

In accordance with this feeling, my
attention was arrested by the earliest
movement in favor of the project, as
was then properly called, to lay wrought
iron pipes underground, for the trans
mission of steam for various practical
objects.
have, however, regarded the
project as quite impracticable, and now
have so tong delayed
regret that
statement of facts and an expression of
my views in regard to it.
The subject
has three interesting and important as
The ﬁrst
that of the cost of the
pects.
original “plant,” and for repairs after
ward to projectors and owners; the
second, that of utility and convenience
to parties who use the steam for what
ever purpose; and third, the effect on
the public convenience, in having the
surface of streets and sidewalks pierced,
in ﬁrst laying and afterward in the re
pair and renewal of the ﬁxtures, when
they are damaged and become leaky.
Apparently, the parties concerned in
placing these ﬁxtures are doing what
they can, and perhaps all that
possible,
to protect the exterior of the pipes from
injury from rust and other causes, and
to prevent undue condensation of steam

I

is now passing

through a series of disastrous ex
periences in connection with the steam
The pipes
power and heating systems.
of the companies that supply the steam
lie in the busiest streets down town, and
by bursting or leakage keep some neigh
borhoods in a state of constant anxiety

PIPES.

I

EW YORK CITY

STEAM

in passing through them.
They, how
ever, appear to ignore the fact that the
serious wear of wrought iron pipes used
for steam, and their early failure, result
from scale and corrosion of the internal
surface.
This arises from the fact that
the iron
laminated, and subject, under
is

UNDERGROUXD
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the inﬂuence of varying tempeiature, to
lose or throw off minute scales, which.
of course, diminishes the thickness of
the pipes and causes an uneven surface,
which is followed by more rapid wear
from the corroding and cutting influence
of the steam than when perfectly smooth.
The same kind of wear also occurs at the
joints where two pieces are coupled to
The thickness of
gether by sockets.
by
pipes at these points is diminished
having a thread of screw cut upon them
exteriorly, while the uneven surface
within renders the steam more effective
in cutting away what remains of the
thickness of the iron.
From these and
perhaps from some other causes (the
natural imperfections
of the internal
surface of the iron among them), the de
terioration from within is rapid, and the
durability of the pipe in the most favor
able circumstances
is often limited to
from four to six years.
When a fault occurs it must receive
early attention to prevent a rapid increase
and consequent loss of steam by leakage.
When pipes are situated so as to admit of
constant or frequent inspection and so as
to be easily accessible for repairs or re
moval, the work is easy and inexpensive,
and the use of wrought iron pipe for
conducting and condensing steam is a
But, if
thoroughly practicable matter.
or
four
the leaky pipe is situated three
feet below the surface of frozen ground,
and that ground a public thoroughfare
of a great city, the cost to the owner of
making repairs or renewal would be very
great, the inconvenience to the user of
having the supply of steam cut off for a
day, or even a few hours, will be of still
greater importance, while the frequent
an l more or less prolonged disorder and
disuse, partial or general, of streets, will
be, to the public, an embarrassment
and eventually, as scores and hundreds
of miles of pipes become honeycombed
and leaky, an intolerable nuisance.
To show how certainly the end is fore
seen and predicted in the way described,
1 send for your inspection
samples of

[SI pt.

wrought iron pipe, of various sizes and
in various stages of impairment, from
the causes named, and that have oc~
cured within from four to five and six
years’ use.
Specimens of this kind can
be multiplied indeﬁnitely from the stock
of any large establishment using steam
pipes; but of course, it is unnecessary
for me to do this to convince the prac
tical men of your house of the truth and
importance of my statements
Although much has already been done
and a large expense incurredto inau
gurate the system, yet it may not even
now be thought too late to present the
subject for individual and public con
sideration.
That the system will, in the
end, prove a blank and disastrous failure
1

am perfectly sure.
H. A. B.

‘O
ANOTHER
“Ot'na" FOR OBESITY.—
This time it is more in accordance with
nature and hygiene, and more worthy,
we think. of consideration.
In the Jour
nalde la Sante it is attributed to a medical
officer in the French army. Thanks to
this means, a colonel who was threat
ened with retirement because he was so
heavy that it required two men to lift
him into his saddle, became thin in a
few weeks. The means consisted simply
in never eating more than one dish at
each meal, no matter what that dish may
be, and one is permitted

to consume as
bear, and
satisfy the appetite without the least re
serve. Nothing but the one dish should
be taken; no condiments, or soups, or
supplementary desserts are allowed. This
system was recommended later to a lady
who was slightly obese, and who put it
into practice with the best results. The
lady observed that she suffered no in
convenience
whatever from this diet,
and the result obtained by the medical
officer may be well understood, as she
found by her own experience that the
partaking of only one dish, brought on
a sense of satiety, much sooner than
if she had partaken of a variety of dishes.
much

as

the

stomach

will
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The Scotch 'l‘errler.—Our illus
tration may be taken to represt nt a true ex
ample of the lively spirited little dog of the
highlands so much fancied by dog faneiers.
A writer in the Cultivator and Country Gen
tleman writes of his history and qualities as
follows :
Every new breed or new aspirant for public
favor has to iun the gauntlet of a scorching
criticism ere it is ﬁnally accepted, but the
Scotch, or Scottish. terrier has had to hear
more than a usual share.
Around it ﬁerce
controversies raged for many years. and it
was not until after a great struggle that the

pluck and determination. He is also most
intelligent. which we can understand when
we consider his origin.
Bred away in lone
ly places, perhaps for days the sole com
panion of his owner, these circumstances
develop to an unusual degree whatever there
may be of intelligence in the dog.
So far as records go, there has always
been a breed of some kind or another known
as the Scotch terrier, but these ditfer con
At
siderably from those accepted to-day.
one time the dog largely bred in the Low
lands of Scotland was commonly accepted
in England under this name.
This was a

type was determined, and the breed as we
now see it acknowledged. To the perse
verance of the breeders north of the Tweed
is this due, and but for their determination
and pluck it is probable that the result
Fortun
would never have been achieved.
ately there were a number of breeders who
knew the type which they regarded as the
true one and most ﬁtted to bear the national
name, and to them all the credit must be
given for the settlement of the vexed ques
tion. As it is, the breed is growing in favor,
both for appearance and courage. for this
dog is capable of doing anything that needs

leggier dog, more nearly allied to the Irish
terrier type as now bred. Youatt speaks of
"'
a similar dog:
There is reason to believe
that this dog (the Scotch terrier) is far older
than the English terrier. There are three
varieties: First, the common Scotch ter
rier. 12 or 18 inches high ; his body muscu
lar and compact, considerable breadth across
the loins; the legs shorter and stouter than
those of the English terriers.
The head is
large in proportion to the size of the body,
*
"
the muzzle small and pointed. "
The hair is long and tough, and extending
over the whole of the frame.
In color they
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black or fawn; the white, yellow

or

pied are always deﬁcient in purity of blood.
Anotherspecieshas nearly the same conform

ation, but is covered with longer, more
curly and stouter hair; the legs being ap
This
parently, but not actually, shorter.
kind of dog prevails in the greater part of
Highlands of Scotland, and
the western
where the hair has obtained
them,
of
some
are much admired.
its full development.
* * " A third species of terrier is of con
siderably larger bulk, and three or four
The
inches taller than either of the others.
hair is shorter than that of the other breeds,
and is hard and wiry."
The Scottish terrier is the original High
land or Cairn terrier, for which we are in
debted to the old tod-hunters, whose duty it
was, and for which they were paid by the
district in which they lived, to keep down
the foxes and other vermin. These men
were largely found in the Highlands of Scot
to hunt
land. and they were accustomed
The remu
their game by dogs in packs.
neration for their services was paid accord
ing to results, and thus it was essential that
they have an effective dog to assist in the
work. I have not space here to give an ac
count of the operations of these tod-hunt
ers as they deserve, but to them the credit
must be given for the production of a dog
which has well deserved the name given to
it of “die-hard."
It is told that George,
Earl of Dumbarton, had a famous pack of
Scottish terriers, which were so noted for
their pluck and determination that they
were termed die-herds. and that his regi
ment, the Royal Scots. were named after
his favorites, “ Dumbarton‘s Die-bards."
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clipped oﬂ' with shears, leaving only such
stems as would produce plump and perfect
seed.
As soon as the pods and panicles
were brown, the entire stems were cut off
close to the ground and laid on a sheet or
large paper, in some room. where birds and
mice would not destroy the seeds.
After
they had become dry and thoroughly cured.
the seeds were put in small sacks of muslin,
nothing would damage
or destroy them. Every seed was fully ma
tured and plump, and would not fail to pro
duce a large bulb. or root. I did not raise
such small and half-matured seeds as we
frequently purchase at seed stores. which
are no more ﬁt for seed than the grain on
the smallest and half ripe nubbins of Indian
The small beet~seeds and little bits of
corn.
turnip seed that are sold to tillers of the soil.
if they germinate at all, will produce only
little nubbinl, scarcely worth harvesting.
It will take just as much ground and just as
much labor to raise a little nub of a beet, or
any other root, as to cultivate one that will
Tillers of the soil
weigh several pounds.
seldom realize how much they lose, in labor,
and in dollars and cents, by planting inferior
only a large garden), our supply of seeds
has been purchased
On account of worth
and hung up where

less seed, we have not

been able

to

raise a

parsnip for six years.
The past
spring I purchased parsnip seed at four dif
ferent places and planted, at different times.
in excellent soil. But not one plant appeared.
Some of the seeds were tested by placing
them between folds of wet cloth, and putting
the cloth in a pan and covering it lightly
with a little ﬁne and mellow soil. kept moist
and warm. But not a single seed germina
single

Seeds.—l§lany

Seeds that I used to raise, when tested.
as stated, would all germinate in a few days.

kinds of farm and garden products. I did
this every season. Seeds that were more
planted.
than one year old were never
The result of such a practice was that every
seed germinated. and grew as readily as a
Only the best and most perfect
potato.
One or two beets, one or
seeds were saved.
two parsnips, carrots.turnips and other vege.
tables were set out in the spring. and culti
vated for seed. When they were in blossom,
all the small flowers, or panicles.
were

Failure to germinate showed conclusively
that there was no vitality in such seeds.
Hereafter I intend to sow my own seeds.
The ﬁrst mature ears of sweet corn are des~
ignated as seed-ears, by tying a narrow strip
of red cloth around each ear, and are allowed
to become dead ripe before they are broken
from the stalks. The ears are then lutng up.
without being husked or sbucked, in some
dry and airy apartment, where they will be
securely kept until the next season.
When
I owned a farm all my seed-corn was saved
and secured in the foregoing manner.

Saw:

Your 0wn

ted.

years agoI when I managed a farm of my
own, it was my practice to save seeds of all
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The seeds of melons are saved in large
quantilies at market-stands, by spreading
them in the sun to dry. As such seeds
should be cured gradually, before they are
dried, a large portion become literally baked
in the hot sunshine. Consequently, the vi
tality of every baked seed will be destroyed.
The seeds of pumpkins, squashes, melons
and cucumbers should never be spread out
in the sun to dry.
Domestics frequently de
stroy the vitality of seeds by spreading them
on plates and placing them in ovens to dry.
It will require but little heat to bake the
tender germs of seeds, so that not one
will germinate.
Every one who has only a
garden should sow a supply of good seed,
that will not disappoint him after the soil
has been prepared and the seed planted.
ass a. ‘ran.
Orange, N. J.

The Superior Race 'I—Thc

great

lesson driven in upon us by the irrefragable

conclusion of modern ethnography is the
lesson of the folly and futility of all race
rivalries and race animosities.
Not only is
it true that God has made of one blood all
the nations upon earth, but it is also true
that the blood of all nations is so mixed and
so blended that no pure race now exists
anywhere in civilized Europe. Asia, or
America.
Nor has it ever been clearly
shown that any one stock, in Europe at
least, is intellectually or morally superior to
For years. for example, it has
any other.
been usual to regard the fair-haired and blue
eyed tyre as the true Aryans and as the
of European
cult
highest embodiment
But the most recent
ure.
historian
of the Aryans, Canon
Isaac
Taylor,
reasons
for doubting
has shown grave
this supposed pedigree. and has pointed
out that culture belongs historically rathrr
to the smaller and darker people of Central
Europe than to the big-bodied and fair
The
haired Scandinavian mountaineers.
tall, blue-eyed race has in Europe formed
by conquest for several centuries the dom
inant aristocracy; but the men of thought.
the men of art, the men of leading and the
men of letters have belonged, if anything,
rather to the smaller and conquered than to
the larger, fairer and conquering type.
On
a balance of all good qualities, mental and
bodily, no one race can be shown to possess
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any marked superioril y all round to another;

but if energy and activity of ‘a military sort
the so-called Teutonic type has the best of
it, in brain and eye the so-callecl Celt seems
on the other hand to have shown pretty con
clusively that English poetry and English
art have been mainly Celtic, while English
engineering and English politics have been
mainly Teutonic.

‘Weather Plinth—According

to

an

English botanical authority. that remarkable
world, the
of the vegetable
specimen
" weather plant,” continues to excite con
siderable interest abroad.
Men of science,
who on its ﬁrst discovery were unwilling to
express an opinion in regard to its prognos
ticating virtues, now agree, after extensive
experiments. that the shrub is in truth pro
Thirty-two thousand trials made
phetic.
during some three years past tend to prove
The plant itself is a legume,
its infallibility.
commonly called the “ Paternoster Pea,”
but known in botany as the Abrus Pcregz'nua.
It is a native of Corsica and Tunis. Its leaf
and twig strongly resemble those of the
The more delicate leaves of its
acacia.
upper branches fortell the state of the
weather forty-eight hours in advance, while
its lower and hardier leaves indicate all
atmospheric changes three days before
The indications consist in a change
hand.
in the position of the leaves and in the rise
and fall of the twigs and branches.

A Census

of Psychlcal Experi

‘Villiarn James, of Har
vard University, is conducting an inquiry,
or private “ census,” in regard to the prev
alence of hallucinations, and puts the fol
“Have you ever, when
lowing question :
completely awake, had a vivid impression of
seeing or being touched by a living being or
inanimate object, or of hearing a voice;
which impression, so far as you could die
cover, was not due to any external physical
For the purely statistical inquiry,
cause?"
the answer “ No" is as important as the an
swer “ Yes."
But in case the answer is
Yes, the circumstances
of the phenomenon
should be detailed with as much deﬁniteness
The editor of the PHRENOLOG
as possible.
roar. JOURNAL is also interested in the inquiry
as a matter of candid psychological investiga
tion, and will be pleased to receive from any
eIl(!e.-——Professor
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reader of this magazine communications on
the subject, hoping in this way to promote
the purpose

of the Cambridge professor.

The Needle and Thread Tree.—

Imngine, writes one in the St. Louis Repub
lic, the luxury of such a tree and the delight
of going out to your needle and thread or
chard and picking a needle threaded and
Odd as it may seem to
ready for business.
us, there is, on the Mexican plains, just
such a forest growth. The tree partakes of
and has
the nature of a gigantic asparagus,
leaves,
one of
reminding
thick,
ﬂesh
large,
the cactus, the one popularly known as the

The “ needles” of this
needle and thread tree are set along the edges
In order to get one
of these thick leaves.
it is only neces
for
sewing,
equipped
sary to push the thorn or “needle” gently
backward into its ﬂeshy sheath ; this is to
loosen it from the tough outside covering
of the leaf, and then pull it from the socket.
A hundred ﬁne ﬁbers adhere to the thorn
like spider webs. By twisting the “needle "
during the drawing operation this fiber can
can be drawn out to almost indeﬁnite length.

“prickly pear.”

The action of the atmosphere toughens these
minute threads to such a degree as to make
a thread twisted from it not larger than com
mon No. 40, capable of sustaining a weight
of five pounds, about three times the tensile
"
strength of common “six cord thread. The

scientiﬁc name

ISept.

of this

wonder

forest

is

Temyana. mucam'na.

Antiquity of Steam Heating.—
That

heating with steam is not new, says
Valve, appears
from remarks
made by George H. Babcock before
the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
some time ago.
Mr. Babcock cited the fact
that when at Pompeii he found that the old
Roman baths there were heated by steam,
and heated in a better and more scientiﬁc
manner than is practiced at the present
time. The walls were double, and the steam,
of course not above atmospheric pressure,
was carried up through these walls all
round the room.
The walls were thus
heated to a temperature approximating to
that of the steam, and the occupants of the
room were exposed to a radiation from all
This, Mr. Babcock held. is
directions.
the true theory of healing, and the system
of steam heating by indirect radiation, or
heating the enveloping air only, is unscien
tiﬂc, expensive and uncomfortable. It is of
interest to add here that the late Joseph
Harrison, Jr.. of Philadelphia, in delivering
a lecture before the Franklin Institute several
The

Safety

years ago, said that he had seen in the mu
seum at Naples a boiler substantially of the
as the modern vertical,
tubular boiler. This boiler was found at
Pompeii, and was made of copper.

same construction

writer who deals with subjects of prac
tical interest

to

by so doing he

speak

out.

Perhaps

will accomplish

some

thing of good for the people, although
the speaking out were prompted only
by indignation at the
discretion

invested

authority, and not with any

NE

September,

injustice or in

of the men

1

890.

but

barest hope that his

utterances

conduce

course

to a

wiser

with

on

the

would
their

Everybody who reads the news
papers is aware of the indeﬁnitely pro
part.

IN BEHALF OF THE PEOPLE.
WE

do not often have a word to say

in criticism of the measures of our law
makers at Washington, but there are
times when it 18 the duty of every

longed

discussions

gard to the Tariff
the

surplus

customs

funds

taxation.

in Congress with
and

re

the disposal of

arising
These

from the
discussions
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have

been going on

for years,

have

[41

tax on food or fuel, and on the

every

been transferred

from one administra

materials

tion to another,

and are still

process of domestic industry. could now

up

kept

with apparently as little prospect of
conclusion satisfactory

a

to the country

at large as there was ten years ago.
have obtained

Measures
deed that,

wholly

according to some plain econ

in the

The taxes which

removed.

would then

remain—and which would

to meet the entire cost of govern

suffice

in

sanction

be

which are necessary

ment, national,

State

and

municipal,

at ten dollars per head—would

be the

omists, will make deep inroads into the

State taxes, levied as they now are on

surplus without reducing the tax bur

real

the producing classes at

den upon
and
have

some of these measures
that

seem

vicious and likely to

is

to

of sheer political in

stamp

trigue which

all;

be

productive of serious I Aembarrassments
in the near future.

Looking at the Tariff question
we must

confess to a great

wonder at the calmness

itself,

degree of

with which

the people have for so many years en
of taxes that
dured the imposition
have rendered
sity,

many articles

of neces

among them food and fuel, more
than they should

expensive

be.

The

(f

inﬂation days have survived
till now, and only, as it would appear,
that money should accumulate in the
rates

to be a rock of stumbling to

treasury,

politicians whose ten

many inﬂuential
dencies toward
greater

jobbery and boodle are

than their patriotism.

In

say

ing this, we speak without reference to
More attention is really paid
party.
to questionable

and wasteful

methods

which

burden,

bears

which remain in force,
laces

embroideries; on

and

the

ﬁne

ion and fancy

rather than utility for
their sale; on furs, fancy goods and a
few other
wholly

articles

which

of voluntary

are

almost

rather than of

use."

necessary

We know that the adjustment

of the

taxes on imports is a very grave

mat

ter, and not to be handled

except with

utmost intelligence and care.

two

great parties

Yet

the

have treated it as a

shuttle cock, each throwing it upon the
other and coward
themselves

meantime

demand

of

be

like trying to divest

of the responsibility of any

change,

relieved

the

ignoring
million

the

workers

from an unnecesary

just
to
bur—

Certainly this attitude is fraught
with danger to national interests, how

den.

ever we may view it.

It

must not be ignored

that there are

some far-sighted and independent
the ,National

lars per head, making an aggregate of

enough

to declare

the wholesale

Mr. Edward Atkinson, who is credited

im

be

textile fabrics which depend upon fash

at

a year.

would

posed on whiskey, beer, tobacco, wines,

upon the people at the rate of two dol
say $180,000,000

incomes

property,

and licenses; while the national taxes,

of disposing of the surplus than of re

ducing the tax

personal

estate,

capital

men

who are bold

their opposition

to

action of the majority,

and to maintain earnestly

that the in

with being

one of our most impartial

terests of the people as a whole are not

economists,

says:

taken into account.

applied

to

the

“If

this sum

reduction

were

of taxation,

Senator Plumb, for

instance, is one, and in his proposition
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of

a tax

luxuries and pro

injurious

rates on

hibiting

monopolistic combina

those

“trusts”

tions called

increasing the

incomes,

on

keeps

The young

he voices the senti

or young woman

man

who early sets his mental house in order

-0

the habit of regularity,

by establishing

REGULARITY.
this

and

that occurs then,
balance un
the mental

the friction

broken

ment of the fair-minded and loyal.

BY

reduces

[Sept.

lays

term we mean, of course, a

a good

career.

foundation for

a successful

Wherever he may

he or she

mode oflife that is characterized by habits

will

of order and respect for moral obligation.
In its eﬂ'ect regularity is conservative of

woman, despite the gifts that may

health and conducive

theirs, becomes an annoyance

to comfort.

And

be sure to obtain the notice and con

ﬁdence of others.

The irregular man or
be

ultimately

resultantly, he who practices it renders

in

their circle.

his vocation and social connections effi

be

trusted.

cient means of personal

out saying” that this should be the case.

advancement.

Regularity is of great importance

to

the busy man, for it enables him to ac
complish

He

of work.

a vast amount

may not have the talent or brilliancy of
his neighbor,

if

but

spasmodic

is a great mistake

they can

“ it

goes

not

with

for one to think

that regularity limits capacity by restrict

ing the exercise of the faculties.

On the

contrary, it is

that neighbor is han

a mental discipline that,
like exercise to the muscles, expands and

to irregular,

strengthens capacity through the orderly

dicapped by the disposition
effort,

It

because

Indeed,

and works

method, the former’s regularity

without

exercise and control of faculty. Further,

will

as a timersaver

en

able him to achieve much more of use

occupation

ful and precious

creation

service.

Steady, sys

it conduces to diversity of

and consequent

+

of faculty.

rest and

The

re

mind that

tematic doing in any line of honorable

works according to physiological law

labor is sure to give a man or woman
a creditable
place in the community.
“ Seest thou a man that is diligent about

gards law, and regularity is a prime ele

“ he shall
his business," says the prophet,
stand before

We are not told

kings.“
of

of the nature

tl.e

calling that

is

more eﬁicient than the mind

is

that disre

ment in the observance of nervous law.
BUREAU —

Mnemonun
DRUMMER.—NO

Losa LY

doubt there is a laudable

likely to lead to the prefeiment implied,

propriety in the endeavor

but left to infer that it may be anything

social and domestic

in which

a man

can honestly

sionally advising people with reference

\Ve

today

so much

hear

engage.

of nervous

to marriage,

to promote

harmony by profes

but we are not prepared at

overstrain; is it not due mainly to the

present to organize an office for the pur~

confusion that men allow to creep into

pose

their employments?
mental tension

;

prevents worry.

Regularity relieves

it is a labor-saver,

It trains

and

the brain and

mind to work with ease and efficiency,

an! even in unexpected

emergencies

it

of receiving and considering prop
ositions of marriage.
There have been

and are such enterprises,

but what suc

cers they have achieved we are not able

The points “Lonely Drum~
mer" makes are for the most part well
to report.
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taken, and we are ready to concurin his

in the particular line of his inquiry, and

statement that there are many men and

be

women

in the country who would

be

able to ﬁnd

a

companion

suitable

without the intervention of others.

If

will

thankful for aid that would place them
in congenial wedlock — having failed

the principles of mental

to ﬁnd

physiology, we are conﬁdent that he will

mates

in

the

conventional

manner.

It seems to us that while “ drumming

around, our correspondent

should

then
”

ﬁnd

have

no

trouble

;

science

and

for doubtless

%

miliar has women fully his equals in ca
pacity for domestic happiness.

jliienlnrial igureau.

Using his own
corners of handkerchief.
language
“ For some reason my dreams were
:

@ur

10

but acquaint himself with

every, community with which he is fa

a

@ur

admirable opportunities for observation

he

(lorrcspnndents.

most uncomfortable
over embankments;
head by maraudeis;
fever. and, in bewil
was, woke up. All
derment as to where
from
so
different
my usual quietude
thiswas
of slumber,
rubbed my eyes and said,
The
the matter?’
‘What in the world
had got one of the kncts of my
fact was,
night-cap in the wrong p‘acc. and the press
ure of
against my temple had caused this
dislocation of things."
Can this experience he explained on the
6.
brain-center theory?
by any the
can.
Amman—We think
Dr. Tal
cry or system known to science.
mage evidently possesses much cutaneous
sensibility, and the play of the rough knot
upon his temple, where the skin may be
mere shell, no doubt set
thin and the bone
up degree of excitement that was reﬂected
to the convolutions of the brain beneath,
and aroused
degree of functional activity
that was sufficient to develop the incoherent
Ideality,
mesh of visionary experiences.
Cautiousness, Sublimity, and other contig~
uous centers of the side head were evidently
in
state of irrregular excitement that ac
companies an unbalanced circulation.

of the

is

is

a

BRAIN IRRITATION

—In

ANDDREAlS.—Q1l988i07l.
an article by the Rev. Mr. Talmage. of

Brooklyn, published lately, he relates how
his sleep was disturbed one night by an ex
temporized night-cap, made by knotting the

I

I

I

is

1

if

it

a

it

is

PHRENOLOGY-—RL. N.—Your
SPECIAL
scarcely one that may be dis
question
To give any
cussed in this department.
thing like satisfactory consideration would
allotted to corre
occupy more space than
We refer you, therefore to text
spondents.
books on physiology. such as Dalton‘s,Yeo‘s,
to be
Landcis'. etc., for information that
relied upon.

a

W: can nor tmnna-nll 'm arrUaN Uruvnuau
contributions unless the necessary poataqc in pro.
In ALL cssss, persoru who
aided by the writers.
with us through the post-oﬂlce should,
communicate
if they expect a reply, I'nclose thz return postage, or
what is better, ap'rcpal'd envelope, with their full
Pnsonal and private matters addressed
address.
to the Editor in the professional capacity of a phy
sician will also receive his early attention.

I

Apvuvs write yourfull name and address plani
ly. I] you use a pseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.

it

t

if

cm the beneﬁt of an early cmm'deration.

I

on“ mu.

a

ls-rlazs'r"

a

Quart-loss or "Gasnutt.

But one question
>eanswered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
shall expect us to give
poundcd,
correspondents

roughest and
was falling
was knocked on the
Iwas dying of brain

sort.

Tm: EAR AND PROPENSITY, arc—l. T.—
The views of Mr. Bridges were discussed in
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this country twenty~ﬁve or more years ago.
While it was evident that there was a point
or two of value for observers of brain devel
opment, the lack of scientiﬁc data for his con
clusions did not then give much currercy to
them.
In recent times the exnmination of
brain and cranial development in relation to
biometry or longevity has made it clear, I
think, that the depression of the ear opening
below the line drawn between the exterior
angle of the super-orbital ridge and ' the oc
cipital spine has a close relation to physical
vigor and long life. Of course the develop
ment of the middle lobes of the brain enters
into the matter, and we can determine much
that is signiﬁcant concerning the character
by the situation of the ear meatus.
Many
instruments have been devised for crani
metrical purposes, but none have as yet
met the need of the observer perfectly.
We
are chieﬂy dependent
still upon the tape
and the calliper.
It must be understood
that scientiﬁc accuracy demands an instru
ment that can be adjusted so that its rend
ings will furnish information concerning the
capacity of the brain case with the smallest
margin of error, and not mislead by includ
ing parts below the brain border.
There
are machines of elaborate design that with
skillful management give excellent results,
but they are too costly and complicated for
general use. The phrenological and anthro
pological profession needs something light,
simple and easily operated.

Communimtfona are invited on any topic of in ter
.' the Irrifcr‘spersonal views and facts from It!)
urperience bearing on our lubiecta being
)Jrvferrnl

at

__/7

Cl'ﬂllIoIL—Apostle Paul says, " How
beit, that was not ﬁrst which is spiritual
but thatwhich is naturalz'and afterwards
that which is spiritual" (1 Cor. xv: 46). This
is said in reference to man. and is only true
in nature or creation; for God, the Creator,
" is a Spirit," who
was before the things
made by Him.
But it is even only the
appearance

in

created

natural is ﬁrst.

things

that

the

The laws which govern
matter, and the vitality in the seed, are not
material,

but

spiritual;

and

these

had

to

JO URNAL

ISept.

be before matter. and before plant or living
could be formed in nature.

creature

Every person in this age clearly sees how
absolutely deceptive is the appearance of
things in our solar system as seen from the
side of nature or effects; while that taken
from the side of Cause furnishes a rational
ground for all phenomena here, and causes
yonder. Might not a view of the Creation
taken from the other side also shed light
upon many things that from a merely nat
ural standpoint appear
dark and mys
terious ?
But how can such a view be
obtained.
One thing is certain, that what
is, is not nothing, and had therefore to come
from Him who Is, Tm: I AM. A grand pur
pose is stamped upon everything that exists;
an inﬁnite purpose.
Innulnerableas are the
changes which constantly take place in nat
ure, nothing is annihilated or cast off as
useless; everything continues to subserve
an important purpose. Is not, therefore. the
Divine Purpose the SOUHG of all creation ?
If there are still persons whose philosophy
teaches them that "out of nothing some
thing comes.” is not this worthy of tteir
most earnest attention, that the Divine Pur
pose is a grand reality ?
The ﬁrst that is found on the side of Cause
is the Inﬁnite 1 AM; for there must be an
Inﬁnite from whom all ﬁnite things are.
Consequently nothing can be added to. nor
taken from what He is and does.
Here is
no increase or time, but an inﬁnite Com
pleteness and eternal Now.
But there is no
eternal ﬁxity; for the attributes of God. the
Creator, arc Life itself, which is perpetual
activity constantly exercised in elevating
and purifying new things out of that which
Is; and this we call Creation. The forces
in this Divine activity are, ﬁrst, inﬁnite
Love—“ God is love," then inﬁnite Wisdom
or Omniscience, and these constitute inﬁnIte
Power or omnipotence. The plans of the
Divine Mind are therefore all inﬁnite. em
bracing everything from beginning t0 end ;
“
declaring the end from the beginning."
Man, in the image and likeness of God,
must have the ﬁrst place in the Divine Pur
pose, and be capable of partaking of every
thing in the Divine. Consequently he is
the perfection of ﬁnite beings; and every
thing else in Creation partakes of so much
of his nature that it can be made of some

1890.]
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His authority is to “ have
dominion over the ﬁshes of the sea, and
over the fowls of the air, and over the
cattle, and over all the earth, and over every
creeping thing that ereepeth
upon the
earth," and to “replenish the earth and
use

to him.

it." (Gen. i:
All creative forces

subdue

26, 28.)
are living, being an ex
tension from God who is “The Life." The

forces in nature are not creative; they are
but mediums or channels through which the
living forces from the I AM act. Of all ex
istence. matter is evidently the lowest and
most remote from God. maintained through
the natural forces called the laws of nature.
It is the lower limit which God has set to
life's action ; therefore all activity in nature
tends upward toward and into life.
Persons who have always regarded matter
as a developing force and element, and have
from these premises
reasoned
till they
seemed to see it evolve plants, and ﬁnally
man, are apt to ﬁnd it difiicult to pause so
as to take a view from the (‘ause side of
Creation, which is sure utterly to destroy
their cherished theory of evolution by the
lower into the higher, and to convince them
that all evolution from the lower is by the
higher and purer.
lf they ignored the
Creator, and have not hitherto even recog
nized in nature and the Divine Word the
inﬁnite love, wisdom and power of the
Eternal Jehovah, they must refrain from
taking this view, or else be convinced. even
from natural science, that the universe of
nature has had a living Creator, who also is
its support and life.
Matter being the lower limit of vital ten
all that is higher rests upon it.
Crystallization is the most advanced evi
dence of action bya living force that is
conﬁned to dead matter.
In vegetation
every leaf and twig, petal and seed, shows
that the living forces set their own limits
from within. By these living forces life
lifts this vegetable matter into the animal
kingdom, in which the conscious degree of
life enters the realm of nature.
The char
acter of animals shows that all the purposes
of their life are here fully met, and that
this world is therefore the extent of the
But not so with man.
sphere of their being.
He. not only continually reaches forth for
new uses and better accommodations in
dencies.

H5

nature, but the more nature rewards his un
ceasing labors the greater efforts he makes
for still tnore. The cravings of his soul
for something far better than this world can
give do not cease while he is housed in
“ this mortal coil."
Man starts at the bottom of life on the
material level, with not even the instincts of
the young animal; consequently his only
course is continually upward.
But how
could he rise if there were not. an open and
free communication with things above 1' He
is indeed “of the earth earthy," wrapped
with the elements of the mineral, vegetable
and animal kingdoms; but he has also in
"
hint “ the breath of life from Above, which
makes him “a living soul." While the
whole creation is for his use, it is also a
glorious truth that “Man doth not live by
bread only; but by every word that pro
ceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord doth
man live."
(Dent. viii: 3.) J. it. HOFFER.

How Can “'omen

Earn Money?

—-With the women of to-day. one of the most
important questionsis: " What can we do to
earn money?"
With each succeeding year
the vast army of women who have to earn
their own living grows larger, until one who
thoughtfully considers the outlook realizes
that it is becoming a question of very much
seriousness.

With the varied avenues which have re
cently been opened to women through phil
anthropic and reformatory measures, from
the ministerial, medical and the legal, down
to clerking, millint-ry and dress-making. all
save the higher professional and seemingly
unattainable for the many, are crowded, save
one of the most vital importance—housekeep
ing—which seems to be passed over without
bestowing upon it much thought as to the
necessary preparation for it as a means of
wage-earning.
We are well aware that to many, house
keeping seems complicated; and. perhaps,
it is for one who would

follow it out in all
However, we advocate the
of a young woman's carefu‘ly pre
herself for some one particular
of housekeeping—say cookery, as
most importance—when she can al

of its details.

theory
paring
branch
that of

ways eommand good wages.
The greatest need of to-day is more
lightened cookery.

on
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What more pitiful tableau could be im
agined than that of an ineﬂlcient cook going
to an incompetent mistress for directions,
while the mistress stands help essly twisting
her jeweled fingers, unable to give them?
There are many who can make soggy
muddy coﬂee, offer you watery‘
bread.
potatoes, with a scorched steak thrown in ;
yet such cooks are likely to be very expen
sive, especially in preparing the way for
large doctor's bills, besides making one very
uncomfortable. Meanwhile, the larger cities
are making a more thorough work of pro
curing more competent cooks than small
towns. However. it is in the country where
the greatest need is felt, where the farmers’
wives are struggling through the sultry days

of summer with barely life enough to place
food upon the table—letting alone the cook
ing—with, perhaps, not a girl one could hire
within a dozen miles.
Men's labor has been simpliﬁed, through
machinery, until they ride through their
ﬁelds like the squires of England on a fox
huut ; but who ever saw horse-power make
loaves of bread on a country kitchen, or the
turning of a crank fashion cake or pastry ‘r
There will yet have to be many new in
ventions before people can get along without
cooks; so it is perfectly safe for one to be
gin learning the tine art.
Not far away from my residence is a
family containing six daughters who tried

—he having chosen this young lady because
she will make a thoroughly
capable mistress of that home.
No, young women, housekeeping does
not lower you in the minds of the really
he is assured

sensible.

SILL.

Mtouanx. LINO, the hero of a hundred bat
ties, and probably the last survivor of Na

“grand army," lives at Reggie,
Italy. He is one hundred and ﬁve years
old. and was taken a prisoner by the Rus
sians at Moscow.
After suffering many
privations for ten years,he joined the Russian
army and passed through the campaign of
the Caucasus in 1829.
Then he. married and
settled down in Russia.
His wife and chil
dren being dead. he has returned to spi-nd
his last days in his native land.
poleon’s

Sta JULIAN Pauxosro'ra. the present British
minister. is about sixty years old, of sturdy
build. slightly above medium height, with a
full face which.though marked with the lines
of thought, is yet expressive of good humor.
He has a ﬁrm mouth above a rather square
though not massive chin, a straight nose and
a pair of clear gray eyes.

H1

WISDOM.

clerking, dress-making. music and
painting. as a means of livelihood, but all
finally settling down upon housekeeping as

would not exchange the knowledge she had
for any other knowledge
of housekeeping
she could think of.
“ In teaching." she said, “ I had so many
people to please it was wearing, and clerk
ing keeps one on her feet most of the time.
I think I can maintain my dignity and be a
cook as well as in any of the lines of work I
It is only a matter of ca
have followed.
pacity. Then, too, I consider myself as be
ing quite capable of presiding over the home
to which I shall soon go, and my knowledge
will be worth so much to me."
The home to which the young lady al
luded is one of the best the town affords—
and its owner one of our most wealthy men

MRS. s. ROSALIE

PERSONAL.

teaching,

most agreeable.
The other day one of these girls told she

[Sept.

“Thou must be true thyself.
It’ thou the truth would teach.“

IT is more trouble to revenge a wrong than
to bear it.

He who observes the faults of his neigh
bor is too much occupied to see his own
faults.
Osn of the greatest causes of trouble in
this world is the habit people have of talking
faster than they think.
Forgive us all.’
Some rise by sin, and some by virtue fa‘l!
-—Shulcespeure.

One may be better than his reputation or
his conduct, but never better than his prin~
ciples.—Latena.
Amos in the station appointed of God, and
though it be not on the highest hill which
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ﬁrst catches the morning light, yet God will
not leave you without visita ion and succor
and comfort —P(|rker.
'l‘na best receipt for going through the
world is to feel that everybody, no matter
how rich or how poor, needs all the kindness
he can get from others, and it is repre
hensible to fail to be as good and great as
Every man
one is naturally qualiﬁed to be.
he
should be
which
by
has his own pattern.
guided.

—.-—.-->——
MIRTH.

“A little

nonsense now and then
Is relished by the best. of men.“

A uovmo sight—a wagon
hold eﬂ'ects.

load of house

“ How do you like your beau, Jennie ?"
“ He’s a fellow after my own heart."
“ I nuts to git somepody advice, but when
advises me.

somepody

I

feel dot

he should

mind his own peesness."

A sxau. Boston girl of three, after
to the country, remarked wisttully
wish we had a house out-of-doors."

"You

Baows:

a
:

visit
“ I

always act likea fool,

Jones."

Jones: “ Well, my dear fellow,
follow your advice."

I

always

Sna: "It will be a pleasure for me to
your troubles and anxieties." He:
“ ButI haven't any.” She: " Oh, you will

share

have when we are married !”

Fall: olm.(instructing her country cousin):
“Always sip soup from the side of the
spoon.”

“ Yes

:

but

(desperately):
Country cousin
I can't git it in sideways.”

“I suppose this little joke
HUMORIST:
"
Edi
will go at regular rates, if accepted?
“Yes, I guess so. It is too old to
tor:
travel for halt-fare any longer.”
“

Ah,I

you have your son with you in
This must make it very pleasant
for you.” “ Yes, it does. There is nothing
like it. He can take a few days oﬂ at any
time, and the business runs right along, as
usual.”
business.

see

In this department we give short reviews 0/ such
NEW Booas as publishers see fit to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satia
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them toform
on opl'm'r n of the dam-ability of any particular vol.
umefor personal use. It is our Irish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we

invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science.
We can usually
supply any of those noticed.

THEY ARE NOT Daan. Restoration by the
"Heat Method” of Those Drowned or
Otherwise suffocated. By '1‘. S. Lambert,
A. M., M. D., LL. D.
At this warm season when a roll in the
crested wave is so inviting that thousands
for that purpose.
resorts
go to seaside
advice of the kind given by Dr. Lambert is
of high value.
It goes without saying that
many persons have lost their lives through
sinking in the water as a ﬁrst cause, and
through imperfect or ignorant efforts for
restoration as a second.
Dr. Lambert is not
satisﬁed to furnish simple directions for the
application of heat, whether by dry or wet
means, but he goes into the physiology of
the subject rather deeply and seeks to prove
by logic and illustrative cases how efﬂcient
heat may be in restoring drowned or suffo
cated persons even when the indications of
death could be accepted as undoubted.
Upon the basis of the importance of
awakening nerve function, the author has
built an interesting treatise relating to nerve
structure, and the changes it undergoes in
shock, yet without
disease and
losing
sight of the object of his book. He has
endeavored to cover the ﬁeld of the subject,
and it must be acknowledged that he has
done so and incidentally woven in a good
deal of useful hygienic information. N umer
ous illustrations are given, and if we ﬁnd
have been in
that a few advertisements
serted by the publisher we can not say that
they affect the useful quality of the book,
because we need not look at one of them
unless we choose.
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Sam-mar asn ECONOMIC Cooxmo. Adapted
to Persons of Moderate and Small Means
By Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. Published

14s
by the American
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Public

Health Associa

tion.
Having received a copy of this essay,
which was awarded the Lamb prize of $500,
from the Secretary of the P. H. A., Dr.
Irving A. Watson, we can say that it adds a
valuable number to the best of prize essays
already published by the Association. As a
cookery book, it contains in a space of 190
pages not only a considerable number of ex
cellent recipes, the larger percentage
be
ing an approximation to the hygienic in
composition, but also plain information con
cerning the instructive elements of the food
articles in general use among Americans.
Mrs. Abel, author, has wrestled like Dr.
Dodd, of “Hygienic Cookery,” with the diﬂl
culttask of making clear to the average house
keeper scientiﬁc principles involved in the
preparation of healthful food, and has cer
We are quite sure that if
tainly succeeded.
the advice given be carefully followed, the
average cost of maintaining the table in most
families would be considerably reduced.
AND How To Us]: 'I‘uam.
A Prac
tical Manual for Housekecpers, Containing
Nearly 700 Recipes for the Wholesome
Preparation of Foreign and Domestic
By lllrallesterltLPoole;
Fruits.
12mo,
Price, $1.00. Fowler 8:
pp. 242, cloth.
Wells C0., Publishers, 7'75 Broadway,
New Y

Fem-rs

Mrs. Poole, appreciative of the want of a
late work in this special line that would
meet the public need of a real Kitchen
Guide,bas earnestly set to work and carefully
the book under notice.
prepared
Awell
written introduction considers the value of
tfrnits in their relation to human diet, and
hen the department
of recipes is opened.
We are taken through along series, inclusive
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of the fruit products of the temperate and
tropical zones, the tamarind being the last.
Even the puckery persimmon is not for
Hun ireds of delicious desserts
gotten.
are

that in the mere reading
the old‘fashioned crusty and heavy

described

make

contrivances that are deemed so essential to
the completeness of a meal appear unnatural
and dyspepsia-breeding.
There is indeed
a reﬁnement in fruit eating that responds to
the taste of those who would be free from
the habits of the past, but there are few peo
ple comparatively who are not fond of fruit
and their use of it expands with their knowl
edge of its adaptation.
The volume is neat and compact in form
and in style, and the arrangement shows the
hand of an experienced writer on topics
aﬁecting the home and family.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
HIS Fnnn'rmo Inssr. : A Romance of Baﬁied
Hypnotism, is a unique
volume pub
lished by J. S. Ogilvie, of New York.
Its " uniquity” consists in being the joint
work of twelve writers of most widely
different styles and capacity in writing.
As a success it certainly must “ take the
”
cake
in the line of absurdity.

A S'roar

: Damon AND Pv'rmas.
to the Knights of Pythias of

A

A

Souvenir

the World.

Brewing Company's Compliment to an
Old Fraternity.
Whether or not there is anything of
scheme for spare shekels in this device or
not, it must be confessed thatjhe souvenir is
neatly gotten up. Mr. Morrison tells the
story, and several well-engraved views of
ancient Syracusan scenery, that have a rela
tion to the event, Dionysius' Castle, Judg
ment Seat, Tomb, Altar, etc., are inter
eating.
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CARDINAL NEWMAN.

HIS

man, in the language of the
day a Prince of the Church, has
just died. He was indeed a prince, nay,
aking‘among men ; for few men in the
past ﬁfty years have exerted as great an

inﬂuence upon European society, espe
Possessed
cial] y in affairs of religion.
he
inheritance,
of a ﬁne organization by
appears to have neglected few oppor
tunities in early life for its development
and culture, and early attained a credit
'
able position in the ranks of scholarship
Looking at him as he
and authorship.
appeared in advanced life, we note the
evidences of a powerful body and vig
orous mind.
His will was exceptionally
strong, and associated with ambition to
He aimed to be
rise and take the lead.
and whatever
among the foremost,
might have been. his place in life, he

The
would have won distinction.
breadth of the head and the depth of the
middle or temporal lobes of the brain
show organic sources of energy and in
dustry to which a nervous, sanguine tem
perament furnished stimulus and sup
He was eminent for power of
port.
observation, that giving to his mental

operation acuteness of discrimination
How strong
and critical resource.
that nose I If physiognomy mean any the
thing, he must have possessed
courage of the lion and the tenacity of
the game fowl. With him, to advocate
a cause was to be its earnest supporter.
He should, with that head, have been
a ﬁrm friend to those to whom he felt
drawn by ties of interest and affection;
and he must have clung to his social
attachments to the last. That 15 the face
of a man who has lived through a long
season of trying experiences that involve

the convictions of an earnest soul. Few
cares concerning mere food, clothing
and physical comfort were his, but he
struggled in his spirit concerning the
things that make for the eternal destiny
of man, and his sympathies made hi

struggle a matter of universal concern.
the
No Englishman who understood
man, whatever his politics or religion,
seems to have any doubt of the Cardi
nal‘s sincerity of purpose, or his great
heart sympathy for the whole round of
human nature.
John Henry Newman was the son of
a London banker, and born February
21, 1801.
His studies preparatory to en
terin g the university were conducted at
Dr. Nicholas’ school in Ealing. As a
boy be attracted attention by his schol
arly habits. In I817 he entered Trinity
College, Oxford, and the following year
He was made a
gained a scholarship.
Fellow of Oriel College, in 1822, and two
years later was ordained a priest of the
Church of England. He received aca~
demic honors and appointmentsin rapid

In 1828 he became Vicar of
St. Mary‘s, at Oxford, a place that he
held until 1843, when be surrendered it.
In 1830 he was appointed one the
select preachers to the University.
The
sermons which he delivered during the
years of his service aroused profound
and widespread interest, and placed the
young preacher in the front rank of the
theologians of his time. Those who read
the sermons to-day note the drift of his
thought toward Romanism, although
this characteristic was not recognized
at the time, and Newman himself seems
to have been unconscious of it. In 1829
he opposed the re-election of Sir Robert
Peel as amemberof Parliament for Os
ford, because that statesman had advo
succession.

cated Roman Catholic emancipation.
While he was one of the preachers of
the University he began, in association
with Hugh Rose, a history called “The
Church of the Fathers.” A volume
“ Arians of the Fourth Century,“
called
in 1833, shows that his
published

thought was advancing along the line
that led inevitably to Romanism.
About this time certain liberal ideas

'
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found encouragement by some in the
Church of England, and Newman was
of
one of the strongest
opponents
them.
The great tractarian period
followed, in which he was the leader,
and founder of the
views
known
as
Dr.
was
“Puseyism."
Pusey
one of Newman’s colleagues in tract
_writing. The tendency of the pamphlets
was more and more toward strict forms
and observances.
Tract writers who
sought to controvert Newman’s views
declared them to be rank Romanism. This
the Puseyites vigorously denied, and the
contest continued until Newman wrote
Tract No. 90, in which he proceeded to
demonstrate that belief in the thirty
nine articles was consistent with ac
knowledgment of the decrees of the Coun
cil of Trent. This tract the Church au
thorities ordered Newman to withdraw,
but he refused.
Meantime the vicar had written other
articles for British magazines, among
which the most important was his
“ Essay on Justification," in opposition
to the Lutheran doctrine on that subject.
Finally, in 1843, he resigned his living
and oﬁice as a clergyman and retired to
his own house at Littlemore, and thirty
men who were in sympathy with his
There theylived
views went with him.
together in strict seclusion, and English
Churchmen at once raised the cry that
this was a revival of monasticism. New
man and his comrades found occupation
in translating the writings of Athanasius
“ Lives of En
and preparing a series of

glish Saints.”
These efforts resulted in the publica—
tion of some valuable works.
While at
Littlemore Newman published a retrac
tion of certain violent utterances against
the Roman Church. Next in 1845 he be
gan an essay on “The Development of
Doctrine,” and on October 9 of the same
year he was received into the Roman
Catholic Church. Then he spent a part
of three years at Rome, where he was
ordained a priest, and when he returned
to England in 1848 he established there

15l

two houses of the Oratory of St. Philip
Neri, one at Brompton and the other at
Birmingham. He became the superior
of the latter, and remained in that capa
city there till his death. After entering
the Roman Church he made up fully for
his early attacks on Romanism by assail
ing Protestantism with great vigor. In
one of his essays on “The Present Posi
tion of Catholics in England,” he made
some statements about Dr. Achilli, an
Italian priest, who had turned Protestant.
A libel suit followed, which resulted in
a verdict against Newman for damages,
with costs amounting to $46,000.
Con
tributions to meet this‘ judgment came to
Newman from all over the world, until
After set
the amount reached $64,000.
tling the suit, the balance of the fund
was divided between two Roman Catho
lic institutions.
In 1854 the Pope appointed him rector
of the Catholic University of Dublin.
While there he wrote one of the most
Canon
important works of his life.
Kingsley published an essay in Macmil
lan’s Magazine, in which he accused
Newman and the Roman Catholic priests
generally of lax ideas concerning vera
A public correspondence ensued,
city.
which Newman brought to a close in
“ Apologia pro sua
his celebrated essay
Vita," published in 1864.
Newman took part also in the discus
sion concerning the infallibility of the
Pope, a doctrine to which be adhered,
and yet which he thought it unwise on
the part of the ultramontane party to
urge factiously.
He occupied two rooms in the house
of the order at Edgebaston—one a plain
chamber, uncarpeted.
Adjoiningit was
his private library—a room lined from
ﬂoor to ceiling with books. There he
wrote most of his essays. The library
of the oratory, containing 30,000 vol
umes, was in a room near by, and he
was familar apparently with its con
tents.
It was his habit to rise at 4:30
every morning and occupy himself with
his devotions until 7:30.
At 7 o'clock
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he recited mass in a small apartment
At 8
partitioned off from his library.
o'clock he went to breakfast in the
spacious refectory, where he received his
correspondence. After breakfast be per
formed personally the housework of his
apartment, even to making up his bed,
according to the rules of the order, and
This
then sat down toanswer letters.
usually took him until luncheon at 1 P.
M., though sometimes he worked upon
‘
his writings for publication.
in
the
habit
of
After luncheon he was
taking out—of-door recreation, and if the

students were engaged in football or
cricket he was pretty certain to be found
watching them, for he kept a lively in
terest in physical sports to the last.
After that he worked on his manuscripts
Following the
until dinner at 5:30.
dinner there was always a discussion of

[Oct.

theological problems and a considera
tion of any questions relating to the
order.
After this Newman spent his
time until 9 o'clock in private devotion,
when he retired for the night.
Newman was made a Cardinal on May
12, 1879.
His elevation made no differ
ence in his demeanor.
In public, as in
recognition of the forms of the Church,
he was a Cardinal bedecked in splendid
robes, all of which were presented to
him by wealthy admirers; but in private
he wore the simplest insignia of his 0f
ﬁce, and had the faculty of making
the humblest caller feel perfectly at
case.

Of late years he hardly ever appeared
in public but lived the life of a recluse,
breaking his silence only at rare inter
vals by essays written for the magazines
and newspapers.
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STUDIES

LAVATER.

FROM

THE BAND.

is

have

if

would produce the same symptoms (only
taken internally.
a milder form) as
He has often found persons sufﬁciently
sensitive to read the character of another
person or persons from an object they

in

handled, especially

which they have written.

from

a letter

Bayard Tay

a

meteor, and give
correct answer
before any ordinary eye can even see
the ﬁgures to read them, can form some
idea of the quickness with which the
hand registers the amazing velocity of
mental action.
The feet, like faithful
servants, may bear us to the post of duty
a

is

is

sympathizing servant and friend. The
hand throbs with the heart‘s joy and
not only ser
trembles at its grief. It
One touch of the
vant, but sentinel.
ﬁnger will convey to the brain at the
same instant three distinct impressions,
too wet,
will tell us that something
too hard, or too hot for our grasping.
These three impressions have different
paths to the brain, but one touch leads
them all. Dr. Buchanan tells us that
he has known many cases of persons
where drugs, merely held in the hand,

lor speaks of an artist he knew who,
with bandaged eyes, would describe the
character of the writer of a letter in
blank envelope placed between his two
hands.
In one case, one of his own let
ters was thus given him, and the result
was such an astonishing revelation of
himself, his own faults and weaknesses
that the experimenter hastily removed
the letter, feeling that he had committed
wrong. Not only are “the lower
animal, but the ﬁner psychic forces are
put more or less into action by manipu
lation from some warm, magnetic
hand." Those who have seen a “ light
ning calculator,” in the process of ad
dition, sweep immense columns of
ﬁgures on a black-board from top to bot
tom almost as swiftly as the shooting of
a

as

a

it

‘is

many varieties of
and each hand
faces,
hands as of
what wonders
and
itself,
wonder in
brain with
the
What
may perform!
messen
ever-willing
and
swift
out this
this
without
heart
the
or
helper,
ger and
are

a

HERE
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or labor, but the hand is the brain‘s
treasurer.
prime minister,
secretary,
It begins life‘s ﬁrst work,
executor.
and its trembling. tender clasp is the
soul’s last farewell to earth. Says Lava
“ No change takes place in the soul
ter :
without a corresponding movement of
body; no passion arises without the
instant appearance of some bodily mo
tion, and the hand often moves ﬁrst;
it pleads, urges, soothes, reproves, re
monstrates, represses, commands, con
soles, caresses.“ Professor Dondess, of
Utrecht, who has made some experiv
ments with two very delicate instru
ments, in regard to the rapidity of
thought,
says: “ It takes the brain
67-1000 of a second to elaborate a single
idea, and that for an eye to receive an

J

WHO, IOSY HAND.

SHORT, PUDGY HAND.

head."
Does not this make it probable
that in.“most normal cases, if not all,
one side of the brain (the left side in

right-handed persons)

chieﬂy controls

language, gesture, and thought, while
the other side controls chieﬂy the emo
tion and the nutritive requirements of
the body 2” Each person has his own
peculiar movements of the hand in con
If we watch our friends, we
versation.
will ﬁnd certain movements of the bands
will accompany certain intentions and
Sometimes we see two strangers
plans.
talking in a car, although we can not
hear the words we can see in the move
ments of the eloquent hands pleasure,

First, with their
surprise, impatience.
hands they talk of some great bargain
or heavy loss, and then, perhaps, of a

3;»_

l../Ji/ll
;.J\\ \ l'\"
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VITAL TEMPERAIENT.

impression requires 79-1000 of a second,
and for the ear to appreciate a sound,
149-1000 of a second is all that is neces
sary, showing that the eye acts with
nearly double the rapidity of the ear.
We all know how very quickly the
hand acts from the impressions of sight
and hearing. How it beats time with
all music, claps with pleasure at the
sight of some imposing sce e, or some
friendly coming, or waves its adieu at
How, in some
the moment of parting.
effort of memory, some concentration
of thought, the hand is pressed to the
side of the face; I think, in most cases,
of some attempted recollection or a con
centration of thought, the left hand will
press the left side of the face or the fore

NERVOUN HAND.

The head and hands
dinner.
everywhere are helping‘ each other, and
with certain heads and faces certain
kinds of bands will always be found.
In almost every country the hands
are used to express aﬂ’ection and saluta—
tion. There is none more graceful than‘
the custom prevailing in Syria.
“The
hand is raised with a quick, gentle mo
tion to the heart, to the lips, and to the
forehead, to intimate that the person
saluting you is willing to serve you, to
think for you, to speak for you, and to
In New Guinea they
act for you.v
place upon their hands the leaves of
trees as symbols of peace and friend~
We have all seen angry hands,
ship.“
indignant hands, ﬁdgetty hands, nerv
good

h
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ous hands.
Hands are playful, ﬁrm,
weak, strong, steady, stiff, shaky, frag
ile and delicate, tough and tender. There
are whirling, fumbling, stealthy, liberal.

stingy, beautiful, horny, awkward and
graceful hands.
The hand indicates the
natural ability and disposition.
Physiognomists give us three grand
classes including all these varieties of
hands. The long, bony hand, the short,
ﬂeshy hand, and the small, slender
hand : the long hand is connected with
the predominant osseous and muscular
system, the motive temperament and the

tall body.
Julius Caesar,
Cromwell, Lord Brougham,
Andrew Jackson and Patrick
Henry had hands of this form.
The hands of Caesar were re
markable. Lavater gives sev
eral portraits

of Caesar,

says, the nose, considered

155

Dr. Holmes has a hand of this sort.
This is the “literary, the poetic and ar
tistic hand," courteous to all, friendly to
a few, and devotedly

attached toione.
There is a great deal of eloquence and
at times in the foreﬁnger.
emphasis
“ Remember what
tell you, May,”
says my friend, as she raises her hand
and elevates the foreﬁnger, impressively
stroking it; “now don’t go off the block,"
and little May as emphatically shakes
hers as she elevates her hand and gives
the 'same command to her ﬁaxen-haired

I

dolly.

“ Do you understand?"

says the

and
sep

arately, announces more cour
resolution and native
age,
dignity than 10,000 other
With the Ca-sar nose
faces.
and forehead you ﬁnd this
long hand. The long, bony
hand not only shows courage
and dignity, butis often, when
well supplied with muscles, a
clue to a mechanical and in
ventive mind.
It shows an
active, strong, firm, reliable
character, loyal in love and
friendship. In art, music, and
it indicates more
sculpture
originality and boldness than beauty of
ﬁnish.” It is the hand of “ action and of
The short, thick hand. with
power.”

“ round, soft palm and
plump, tapering
ﬁngers, shows versatility and vivacity,"
reveals, sometimes, artistic and literary
abilities, with love of ease, pleasure and
Irving and Brown
social peculiarities.
ing furnish examples of this kind of hand.

The small, slender hand indicates the
nervous system and men
predominant
and is often found
tal
temperament
with a conical or pyriform face, expres
sive features, slight and graceful form.

&a? v
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THE nun-r.

EMBARRASSMBNT AND DISGUST.

father, stroking his hand emphatically
and bringing it down quickly, perhaps,
on the child‘s shoulder, and of course
dolly has to understand too. When he
“
I want you to understand I mean
says,
what I say," then comes a very quick,
violent shake of the hand. “ Remem
her, my dear,“ says the mother, and she
gives a very gentle, affectionate wave of
the hand, ‘.‘be sure and come in before
dark," and bending over she gives the
child a light, caressive touch with the
hand on the shoulder. In great sorrow,

though

a word may

not

be spoken, how
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less fortunate

than

yourself,

you

may

lighten a burden and inspire hope.
There is one clergyman, beloved and
he
wherever
whose
goes,
honored
hearty How ARE you, and firm, whole
“ God
souled, friendly hand shake, is a
I always like to
bless you i” in itself.
The thousands who have
meet him.
taken his hand on both sides the sea will
never forget it.
Another friend’s exhilarating How do
you do? and earnest hand-shakeis worth
walking a mile to gain. There is a great
More
deal of soul in a hand shake.
than all his gifts this cordial grasp of
for Bayard Taylor
the
hand won

deeds, with eloquent words,
do we remember the simple story of
Henry Ward Beecher’s walking out that
last night from his church with his arm
around the stranger boy’s shoulder, and
Longfellow's writing his name in the
little boy’s book—whose father worked
in the college—writing his name and
then drawing the lad toward him, affec
tionately patting his head and kissing
his cheek in sign of adieu, is one of the
most pleasant memories of the past. If
the boy is living now, the memory of
that hand upon his head will neverbe
forgotten.
There is one, now departed,
who, to my childish eye, was the noblest,
greatest of all men; whose hand was

once so kindly laid upon my head, with
some cheering words of commendation.
Through all the years he has been gone
the memory of the pressure of his hand
and his kindly words has given me in
tense pleasure every time it comes to

it,

me. I, a child, was so grateful for
so proud of it.
It now like
star in
my memory that never sets.
wonder not that in the twilight years
for so many centuries the Supreme
Eternal One was represented by hand
extended from the clouds, a halo en
circling the ﬁngers ralsed in blessing.
The hand everywhere
the world's
symbol of protection and benediction.
It the heart‘s high priest. It lifts the
curtain of sorrow, rings the bells of joy,
lights the tire of comfort, and Waves the
censer of gratitude.
a

a

is

character.
Some handshakes thrill us, cheer us,
animate us. A hearty hand-shake costs
nothing. Give it to one poorer, sadder,

illustrious

is

and will make some
mercenary,
if he can. A cool,
of
out
you
thing
formal shake hands shows a cool, formal

and

There are good
myriads of friends.
men, and well-educated
men that are
never popular for want of this cordiality
of manner.
More tenderly than many of his more

I

much sympathy the hand can show !
When depressed or discouraged, a kind,
cordial, warm-hearted hand-shake will
sometimes cheer and help one all day.
Lavater says the shake hands of greet
ing is a truer test of friendship and real
character than the parting shake hands.
A cold, formal hand-shake is only an
“All affecta
aﬁ’ectation of cordiality.
tion," says Lavater, “is vain and ridicu
lous; it is the attempt of poverty to ap
pear rich.” The giving one ﬁnger in
shaking hands is a great rudeness. A
“quick shake and sudden letting go the
hand indicates a high temper and a cold
heart.“ Some hand clasps are chilling,
When the tips of the fingers
repelling.
only are given it shows cold indiffer
ence. When one gives you a warm,
cordial, hearty grasp, looks you straight
in the face with a pleasant, open, smile,
and shakes your hand up and down,
withdrawing his after a gentle, earnest
pressure, you will ﬁnd such a man an
But if
honest, earnest, true friend.”
one gives you the “wagging, horizon
tal shake, and drops your hand as if it
were slippery,” he is probably selfish,

[Oct.

is
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LYDIA

M.

MILLARD.

_—-—vo»<e—-—
IF

thou dost bid thy friend farewell,

But for one night though that farewell

may be.

Press thou his hand in thine.

How canst thou tell how far from thee
Fate or capricc may lead his steps ere that 10
morrow comes?

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
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A

BIT

“LITTLE

0r coxvsnss'rlos.

PITCHERS HAVE BIG EARS.”

a little pitcher, but I had
ears
and
big
they were always hear
One evening they were
ing something.
listening to pleasing music and to some
If I
conversation
agreeable to hear.
were a phonograph I would delight you
with repeating the music I heard, but
cannot do that. But to tell some of the
conversation may be just as good as the

WASN’T

I

musical sounds.
An eminent musician was playing on
a sweet-toned piano in such a masterly
manner that when his voice united in
song with the notes of the instrument,
the people assembled in the parlor arose
to their feet and gathered closer about

The players body swayed with
the sounds he made; the spirit of music
seemed to have entered the man, using
A
his voice and playing in his ﬁngers.
little tot of a girl, who stood near, looked
up at him in a wondering way and said,
“ 00 plays all over, doesn’t oo '1"
In the background of the room stood
a girlish-looking seamstress; she spoke
to a white-haired woman near by.
would rather sing and play like that
than have ﬁfty thousand dollars. or even
him.

“I

with a grim little
million.“
smile she added, “and you know I
haven't a dollar in the world except as I
earn it. But such a world of joy there
is in ﬁne music.”
“
The old lady smiled in reply, Your
sensitive nature is overwrought tonight,
But do you sing
my little music lover.
or play none at all l’ ”
“ None at all," was the answer with a
“ I suppose
pathetic shake of the head.
I am lacking in the musical faculty, or
my voice would have gone out in full
utterance of song naturally like a bird.
But it seems to me that I have always
been more like a caged bird, so sad and
broken that any small element of song
was kept crushed down within me. Per
haps I might have learned to sing and
play a few simple airs; but now—a bird
a

Then

[57

with clipped wings need not try to ﬂy.”
“And is there nothing else in the
world you would desire so much as
music or a million of money ?” inquired
the old lady.
“Yes, oh. yes; there is much that is
far more desirable than either; some
things within one’s individual self. I
would rather have nobility of character;
or kindliness of disposition: a soul that
is true, without taint of falsity is better
than outward possession of gold. To be
able to keep one’s heart in an atmos
phere of sunshiny happiness with feel
ings of charity and good toward all, is
of highest value."
“ You dear
girl!" exclaimed the white
haired woman.
“You know the secret
of all that is of real worth in life, and if
you are courageous and strong enough
in spirit to live as you know how, a
treasure more than music, and a richer
gift than money, is yours.
A cheerful,
sunny disposition is of untold wealth to
any one, and a cultivated, sweet-toned,
gentle voice, that speaks the kindliness
of the heart, may be continually uttering
words that refresh

the hearts about us

with bright sprays of gladness; words
are such beautiful little triﬂes that may
be made sparkling joys, chinking in and
gleaming all along the golden sum of
life.”
The girl looked up with ahappy smile.
“ I would like to tell you a little secret,"

“my

heart‘s biggest, greatest
some wonderful fairy or gem
would come to grant me whatever I most
wanted, I would ask for the power of
making others happy and to do some
good to every person I met, and-and to
make people love me.”
A queer expression was on the old
lady’s face, a sparkle of tears it might
have been in her eyes, but she only put
her arm around the girl, and lightly
kissed her forehead.
I saw that the white-haired old lady

she said;

wish.

If

-

'
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engaged in lively conversation; but I
had been eavesdropperin only one corner
of the room.
LISSA B.

had fallen in love with the little seam
stress The musician had ceased playing,
and the crowd had broken up into little
companies

here

and

there,

and

[Oct_
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MARGARET

E.

SANGSTER.

RS. SANGSTER was born in
New Rochelle, N. Y. During
her childhood her parents moved to Pat
erson. N. J. In that city and Brooklyn,
where her family afterward removed,
Mrs. Sangster spent her girlhood and
attended school, receiving a substantial

written much prose that has been help
ful to thousands in her day and genera
tion, we venture to predict that her
poetry will prove the basis of her most
enduring fame.
As an editor, she has for many years

education.

ity she has been known through Hearth
and Home, The Christian at Work,
The Christian Intelligence’); Harper's
Young People, and Harper’s Bazar.
Mrs. Sangster’s personal appearance is
She has gray hair, soft
prepossessing.
brown eyes, a fair complexion, and feat
ures irregular but pleasing; she is tall
and well proportioned. her ﬁne physique
and fresh color giving the impression of
superb health, which she does, indeed,
as a rule, enjoy.
Her possession of this
boon she attributes to the constantmain
tenance of regular habits of living, par
ticularly to her custom of retiring very
“ I can work hard all day,“ she
early.
says, “but my strength seems to leave
me all at once, early in the evening."
She also takes abundant exercise in
the open air, to which, with an ample
amount of sleep, she undoubtedly owes
the remarkable preservation
in texture
and coloring of her skin. This and an
expression of singular purity and sweet
ness seem, despite her silvery hair, to
invest Mrs. Sangster with much of the
charm and freshness of early youth.
Her face always recalls to mind that de
lightful period as certain Autumn days
ﬁll us with thoughts of new verdure,
bird-songs, and apple-blooms; while in

Her early life seems to have been
comparatively uneventful. One of her
schoolmates says: “All that I can re‘
member of Maggie Munson is that she
was an unusually quiet, studious girl."
While still a child she began writing,
and many of her youthful productions
appeared in print.
She did not, however, enter upon a
distinctively literary career until many
years later.
Her ﬁrst work then was
done for the Christian Intelligencer, of
which the late Rev. Dr. E. S. Porter was
at that time editor.
He was also Mrs.
Sangster’s pastor, and strongly encour
aged her literary efforts. Another warm
friend in those days of struggle that
come to many new writers was George

Cary Eggleston.
Mrs.

Sangster‘s poems, stories and
however, soon gained popular
favor, which always means favor event
ually with editors. She has ever been a
hard worker, and the honors and re
wards that have come to her must be
considered the result of her patient and
persevering labor, as well as of her ﬁne
abilities.
She has, indeed, justly earned
the rank she now occupies as a leading
woman-editor of our country.
Special mention of Mrs. Sangster’s
essays,

literary work seems scarcely necessary,
so long and favorably has it been known
to the public. She is a very proliﬁc
writer, with a style characterized
by
grace and simplicity. While she has

been greatly in demand.

In

this capac

both face and day there is the added
beauty of a peace and calm that youth
and Spring have not.
In her speech and action Mrs. Sang
ster also combines the same characteris
tics to a marked degree.
Her manner

'
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and bearing

are easy and as uuatl‘ecled
child, and she frequently
expresses herself with a winsome, child
like naivete, while at the same time a
gentle dignity pervades all that she says
and does.
Her intercourse with every
one is distinguished by a true Christian
courtesy, while to those she particularly
cares for her demeanor is tender and
Her atmosphere is restful
caressing.
and genial.
As one of her friends once
as those

of

a
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sound and wholesome.
In her is found
that happy combination of the ideal and
the practical which furnishes society with
its most useful members. It is this com
bination that enables her to write poetry
that appeals so strongly to the hearts of
the people, and prose that appeals with
sense ;
equal power to their common
that makes her at once the true poet and
eﬁicient editor.
As one of the composi
“ Mrs.
tors at Harper‘s aptly put
it,

1890.]
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MARGARET E. BANGSTRR

by no means a nature devoid of firm
and ﬁre. These qualities,
however, are admirably balanced and
broad
tempered by her benevolence,
charity, and sweetness of disposition.
One cad not be much with Mrs. Sang
ster and not feel her absolute purity of
motive and purpose. Indeed, her entire
personality impresses one as peculiarly

Her knowledge of human nature and
its needs and her quick, strong sympa
thies. constitute her the trusted conﬁ
dante, adviser and helper of
large
circle, composed of strangers as well as
relatives and friends.
She
deeply
religious, but with no ascetic piety, how
ever;
the warm, sunny religion of

I

a

is

is

it

ness. strength

is

the best all-around woman
Sangster
ever knew."

is

remarked, “she always seems to bring
sunshine with her." Yet Mrs. Sangster's

love that brightens her own life and the
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loot.

lives of all with whom she comes in
contact.
She has been for many years
very active in church and Sunday
school work, and was for a long time
corresponding secretary of the \Voman’s
Board of Foreign Missions and editor of
the Manual of Missions of the Re
formed Church in America, to which
denomination she belongs.
Mrs. Sangster's great tact enables her
to be sincere with every one and yet give
no offense. It also makes her an admir
able hostess, as all who have enjoyed
her graceful hospitality will unhesitat
ingly admit. Her evenings at home are
among the pleasantest memories of those
who have enjoyed them, I am sure. On
these occasions Mrs Sangster devotes
herself so impartially to each guest that
no one can ever complain of having
Then, too, she
been slighted by her.
has the happy faculty of bringing to

sense of the word, and they have been
to her as son and daughter, replacing
the children who have left her to estab
lish homes of their own. She has sev
eral grandchildren, who, like all grand
children, are, of course, the delight of
their grandma's heart.
Perhaps a few of her poems will form
an appropriate ending to this sketch,
illustrating as they do much that has
been written of her.

gether those having tastes and sympa
thies in common, so that when she leaves
one guestto attend to another, she al
ways, as it were, provides an agreeable
substitute to ﬁll her place.
Her home, like her personal attire,
indicates the simplicity of her tastes.
It is characterized by an air of comfort,

The bit of heartsome counsel
You were hurried too much to say;
The loving touch of the hand, clear,
The gentle and Winsome tone
That you had no time nor thought for,
with troubles enough of your own.

Mrs. Sangster
pictures and music.
of Beethoven,
Various compositions
Chopin and Mendelssohn are great fa
vorites with her, although she is partial
toany music of a soft, rippling, soothing
culture and refinement.
is very

fond

of

order.
the writer first knew Mrs.
Sangster, she was at the head of a large
household, consisting of her mother, a
widowed sister, two children of the lat
ter, an uncle, her son, and a step-daugh
ter. Mrs. Sangster was her mother's right
hand and housekeeper, and between the
two subsisted the tenderest affection.
Within a few years, however, death and
marriage have diminished the family
until only the niece and nephew are
Since the
now left to Mrs. Sangster.
death of her sister she has been to these
young people a mother in the fullest

\Vhen

THE SIN OF OMISSION.

IT isn’t the thing you do, dear,
It's the thing you leave undone,
Which gives you a bit of a heartache
At the setting of the sun.
The tender word forgotten.
The letter you did not write,
The ﬂower you might have sent, dear,
Are your haunting ghosts to-night .
The stone you might have lifted
Out of a brother's

way;

These little acts of kindness.
So easily out of mind,
These chances to be angels
which even mortals ﬁnd—
They come in night and silence,
Each chill, reproachful wraith,
When hope is faint and ﬂagging,
And a blight has dropped on faith.

For life is all too short, dear,
And sorrow is all too great,

To

suffer our slow compassion

That tarries until too late.
And it's not the thing you do, dear,
It's the thing you leave undone,
Which gives you the bitter heartache
At the setting of the sun.
OL'T 0F SIGHT.

\VHEN the hillsides are ﬂushed with the pink
of the laurel,
And green are the meadows where lambs
are at play,
'Mid snow-drifts of clover, and blush-blooms
of sorrel,
'l'here’s beauty broadcast
mer day.

on the fair sum
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To climb to the heights where the morning
is born,

To rest, like a pilgrim at ease, in the portal
Ajar for the lark soaring up from the corn.
There, swinging their censers, and lighting
the altars
.
ln gloom or in grandeur, built only for God,
Where winds are the minstrels, and mountains
the psalters,
Sweet, sweet are the ﬂowers which sprinkle
the sod.
There, facing the sky when the tempest is
over,

And strong with resistance to whirl and to
shock,

The pine to the sun lifts the look of a lover,
With head heaven-tossing, and roots in the
rock.
Brave beauty, alone for the Lord and his
angels;—
How quiet and soothing the lesson it brings!

A

heart-chord struck out from the best of
evangels,
A strain for the soul which in solitude sings.
No child of the Father should ever be dreary.
Nor slip from the blessing, the gladness, the
light,
For God and the angels will never grow weary
Of guarding and keeping what blooms out
of sight.
MARIE MERRICK.

___M_—

WHERE HAST THOU GLEANED?
O, WEARY worker in life’s harvest ﬁeld,
Where hast thou gleaned to-day?
Mid golden heads of ripened grain,
Where sweet and clear the soft refrain
From labor’s song of calm content,
With note of thrush and goldﬁnch blent,
There hast thou gleaned to-day

‘_I

But alway, my heart in the midst of the splen
dor,
Goes roving afar from the beauty I see,
And thought, with aﬂ'ection ineﬂ'ably tender,
Flits swiftcr than pinion of bird or of bee,
To pause in the clefts never trodden by mor
tal,

161

?

hoary ;
And nearer the valleys are sweet in the sun,
Each turns a new leaf in the brilliant old
story,
\Vhich ever is telling, and never is done.

Ah, no; quite lone the harvest ﬁeld
Where

I

In the distance the mountains are purple and

have gleaned to-day.

No golden grain repaid my care,

But thorns and cruel briers were there.

No happy song-bird cheered my way,
But pain and bitter grief held sway
Where

I
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have gleaned to-day.

0,

patient worker in life's harvest ﬁeld,
Thou hast done well to-day!
Though tired of limb and weak of heart,
Most nobly thou hast done thy part,
And doubtless He who gives the yield,

Will

bless thy labor in the ﬁeld
Where thou hast gleaned to-day.
SUSIE

E. KENNED".

——a.-o_4—
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Ching, Emperor of China, in whichthe
assertions of the writers of the testimo
nials that they did not understand the
subject, but were quite satisﬁed that the
submitted to them was
successful, were exaggerated and bur

refutation of

lesqued.
The letter was extensively published
in the newspapers and in the Ameri

Journal, but
can Phrenological
now out of print.
Below
copy
made from Combe’s
"Tour in the
United States," published in 1841.

is

is

Phrenology,
who did not understand
among whom were John Quincy Adams
and Daniel Webster; but their testi
to
monials were rather compliments
Dr. Sewall than effective condemna
tion of Phrenology.
Mr. Webster said,
“If your premises be well founded, the
conclusive.”
argument
Mr. Combe took rather comic view
of the matter, and published in the New
1839, a
York Evening Post, Sept.

letter—supposed to be addressed to Dr.
Sewall, but which was received too late
for insertion in his work—by Whan H0

a

IN the following August (1839) Mr.
Combe learned that Dr. Sewall had re
“ Errors
printed his two lectures entitled
of Phrenology Exposed," and included
testimonials from several noted men,

cones—5.

is

GEORGE

BIOGRAPHY.

it

SKETCHES
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“LETTER or run EMPEROR 0F onuva r0 DR.
THOMAS SEWALL, 0:: run mum-s or PURE—
NOLOGY.

“ Since the second edition of Dr. Sewall’s
work, ‘ Errors of Phrenology Exposed,’ was
published. the following letter has been re
It came too late to be printed along
ceived.
with the letters from Mr. John Quincy
Adams, Dr. Reuel Keith, and other distin
guished men, preﬁxed to the volume itself.
The Ew'u'ng Post is, therefore, requested to
It is proper
give it a place in its columns.
to observe that in the Chinese language the
word ‘ Barbarian,’ which occurs frequently
in the letter, has a signiﬁcation very much
’
‘
resembling the word foreigner in English.
of
the
Celestial
All who are not subjects
Empire are ‘ Barbarians’ in the court
language of China; and the term is not in
tended to be offensively applied.
“We, Whang-Ho-Ching, Brother to the
Sun and Moon, Cousin to the Stars, Grand
father to the Comets and Meteors, Supreme
Ruler of the Celestial Empire, and only
Fountain of Universal Truth—To the learned
Barbarian Thomas Sewall, M. D., Professor
of Anatomy and Physiology in the city of
Washington, District of Columbia, in the
United States of America, greeting :
“Thou hast done well, 0 learned Barba
rian, to lay at our feet thy production en
titled ‘An Examination of Phrenology: in
two Lectures,’ for we are the fountain of all
Thou askest our judgment on thy
science.
the brain is a unit.’
proposition—‘
grand
We condescend to inform thee that we have
never inquired into the dark mysteries of
the human skull, but in virtue of our high
relationship to the Sun and Moon, it belongs
to us to know all things without study; and
also, in matters rccondite and strange, to
judge infallible judgment even without
knowledge. Learn, then, that in the Celes
tial Empire, men distinguished for their
stupendous wisdom have no brains at all.
It is only in the desolate outskirts of the
universe, in regions far removed from the
dazzling glories of the Celestial Kingdom,
that brains are known to exist, and there
they darken the sublime and immaterial
spirit. We, and our treasurers and sub
treasurers; our postmasters and collectors;
our mandarins and judges. district and
supreme. men of surpassing wisdom, our

[Och

wives and concubines, and the ten thousand
millions of subjects who live on the breath
of our celestial nostrils, are all brainless.
Hence the greatness and glory of the Celes
tial Empire. Know, then, that the great
sun of science, Confucius, before whom all
barbarian sages are ignorant as unborn babes.
hath written, ‘A hen’s head to a wise man,
a big head to a fool.
Small heads shall be
exalted, because they are light; large heads
shall be abused, because they are heavy and
full of brains.’ In the Empire which encir
cles the universe, and is endless as time, we
cut off all heads that are large, because they
are troublesome.
Hence our everlasting
peace.

“

But, 0 most learned Barbarian. we
chide the presumption of thy friends. Know
that it belongs to us alone, in virtue of our
high prerogative, to judge infallible judg
ment without knowledge.
To Barbarians
this is not vouchsafed; yet a certain Barba
rian, who in thy pages indicates his exist
ence by the hieroglyphic marks ‘ J. Q.
Adams‘ speaketh as one possessing wisdom,
concerning the uses of the brain; neverthe
less this Barbarian saith, ‘ I have never been
able to prevail on myself to think of it as a
serious speculation! ’ We, the great “Wang
Ho-Ching, rebuke the barbarian Adams. It
belongs to us ALONE to judge infalliblejudg
ment without knowledge.
“ We rebuke, also, the Barbarian whose
marks are ‘John McLean,’ who useth these
words : ‘ I am, in a great measure, unac
quainted with the anatomy of the parts
involved in the question; but I have always
supposed that there was a tenancy in com
mon in the brain.’ Make known to this
Barbarian that he insults our Celestial Maj
esty by his presumption, and surely, in his
brain wisdom has no tenancy.
It belongeth
to the brother of the sun and moon alone to
judge righteous judgment without knowl
Thou stylest this Barbarian ‘Judge
edge.
of the Supreme Court of the United States.’
Truly hath heaven-eyed Confucius written.
‘
Darkness envelopeth the Barbarian.‘ How.
otherwise, could a Barbarian judge pretend
to judge without knowledge.
" We rebuke also those who are known
Barbarians by the hieroglyphic
among
marks ‘John Sargeant,’ ‘H. L. Pinckney,’
‘
S. Chapin,’ ‘ Justin Edwards,’ and ‘ Reuel
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Keith.’
Touching the brain they have
all usurped the Celestial prerogative,
which belongs to us alone—they have pre
tended to judge without knowledge. Verily
Barbarian brains obscure wisdom and en
gender presumption.
“ We commend the Barbarian whose
.
marks are ‘Daniel \Vebster.’ He judgeth
cautious judgment as behooveth all Barba
rians. He saith, ‘ Of the value of the physi
cal and anatomical facts which you state, I
am no competent
judge; but if your pre
mises be well founded, the argument is con
clusive.’ Our great interpreter of the Bar
barian tongue, Hungi-Fuski-Chnng, read to
us lately, forth of a Barbarian book, these
words—‘A second Daniel come to judgment.‘
We condescend to greet this ‘Second Daniel.’
His wisdom is worthy of a mandarin of the
‘
Celestial Empire.
If the brain be good for
nothing, then good for nothing is the brain.‘
Has not this Barbarian read the pages of the
sublime Confucius?
Only from the deep
fountains of his inspired volumes could such
discreet wisdom penetrate the mind of a
Barbarian obscured by a brain.
" We instruct our interpreter, Hungi‘
Fuski-Chang, to render this our epistle into
thy Barbarian speech, lest our celestial wis
dom, radiating with too intense a brightness,
should extinguish thy feeble and Barbarian
mind, clouded by that unit styled by thee a
brain.
“ Given at our Palace of the Moon, in the
year of the Celestial Empire the seven hun
dred and ﬁfty-four thousandth; and of our
reign the 399th year.

(Signed)
Seal of

A

nouns.

wnmo-no-onrxo.

the

large man with a
small head, sitting on
a white cloud, the sun
beneath his right arm,
the moon beneath his
left, a team of comets
around his head, and
a ﬁrmament of stars
beneath his feet.
His
countenance is radiant
with self- complacency,
and fool
good-nature
ishness.

Celestial Empire.

“A correct translation.
(Signed)

HUNGI-FUBKI-OHANG,

Interpreter of Barbarian tongues.”
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Mr. Combe lectured in several other
cities, on education, or on some special
of the science, and was
department
well received.
At Boston and New
York his classes presented him with
pieces of plate, accompanying them with

resolutions expressive of high appreciation.
At the close of lectures in other
places, he was always complimented by
such resolutions.
His dissections of

brains before medical men and others in
nearly every place where he lectured,
gave great satisfaction.
He gave two
full courses, consisting of sixteen lect
ures, in Philadelphia and New York.
From May 24 to July 18, 1839, Mr.
and Mrs. Combe spent in visiting various
places in the State of New York, to
Kingston, Canada, to the White Mount
sins in New Hampshire, and to Port
land,

Maine, where they rested several
weeks before proceeding, on the 18th of
September, on their way to Hartford,
where a course of twelve lectures com

menced

the 27th and

closed

Oct.

25.

His second course (of twelve lectures) in

Boston began November 1 and closed the
27th, after which he gave a few special
lectures in several towns near.

On January 9, 1840, they “sleighed”
from Springﬁeld, Mass, and arrived at
Albany, N. Y., the 10th, where his course
of twelve lectures closed Feb. 7. His
thirteen lectures at New Haven, Conn.,
closed March 15, 1840. An interesting
circumstance, worthy of record, occurred
at New Haven.
At the close of his
twelfth and closing lecture of his course,
by the request of Professor Silliman and
others, he appointed an extra lecture,
which formed his farewell address to the
American people, and the proceeds of the
lecture were used to purchase the casts
he had used to illustrate his lectures, and
as this was the close of his professional
tour, he had no further use for them, and
they were left in New Haven for the use
of those who desired to pursue the study

of Phrenology.

At the close of the ﬁrst hour of his
lecture on Education, in New Haven,

I
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Mr. Combe suddenly lost memory and
clear conception, but was able to pro
On
ceed after a pause of ten minutes.
the 25th they left New York to visit Ohio
and Kentucky via the Philadelphia and
Baltimore Railway, the National Road
to Wheeling, and down the Ohio River
by steamboat, reaching CincinnatiApril
8. From there they visited Gen.VVm. H.
Harrison, then Whig candidate for the
Presidency,and of whom Mr. Combe gives
April 15, they
an interesting history.
reached Louisville, Ky , where they vis
ited Dr. Charles Caldwell, our greatest
advocate of Phrenology, with whom Mr.
Combe had been in correspondence more
than twenty years. They reached New
York May 1, and on the 1st of June
“ British
sailed on board the steamer
"'
for London, where they arrived
Queen

and
on the 17th, after a prosperous
He wrote:
agreeable voyage.
“ Here ends my visit to America, which I

effort of studying the language, of pre
paring lectures in that tongue, and then
reading them to his class, and all the at
tending excitement and pain proved
too great for his strength, and when
1843 rolled round he was forced to post
pone, and finally to entirely abandon
the idea.
They reached Edinburgh
Oct. 31, 1842.
During the succeeding
winter his health remained so good that
he contemplated and almost determined
to repeat his German lectures; but Dr.

Andrew Combe and other physicians
forbade the attempt, and he reluctantly
submitted to their decision.
In April
he had undergone an operation by Pro
fessor Syme, but found diﬂiculty in
regulating or controlling his mental
labor.
During this year he gave some atten
tion to the investigation of Mestneric
Phrenology, but had no great interest
in it as an aid to Phrenology, but said:
“

look back to with great satisfaction."

He looked upon the American people
with a critical eye, yet with an intense
interest, and was pained on his return
to Britain to observe the dilferences
among them.
When again settled in his home, Mr.
Combe devoted his time to the revision
“ Moral Phi;
and issuing of his book on
losophy," and the preparation for publi
“ Combe’s Tour in the United
cation of
many other
States,” not neglecting
duties, and on May 19, 1841, started
on a long-anticipated visit to Germany,
with the hope of acquiring the language
sufficiently to revive an interest in Phre
nology in the land of its discovery, but
he found it a diﬂicult task at his age.
With patient perseverance, however,
he succeeded in preparing them, and
com
they were given at Heidelberg,
mencing May 11, 1842. He succeeded,
though under great bodily suffering, in
delivering the course of twenty-two lect
ures, closing on July 22. From Heidel
berg he sent his casts to Dresden, where
they intended tospend the next summer,
and, if able, to lecture there; but the

lOct.

1 must

admit
nomena.”
or

either reject all human testimony.
there is truth in these phe

He attended experiments and was un.
able to account for what he saw and
heard, but did not become enthusiastic,
yet he added a section on Mesmeric
Phrenology to the ﬁfth edition of
“Combe‘s System,” which was issued in
two volumes, in April, 1843. That his
lectures in Heidelberg had effected much
good he was often convinced, and this
assurance afforded him consolation, not
withstanding it had broken down his
health, and was, literally, the close of
his lecturing career, though he gave an
occasional
lecture
later, and
made
Had
speeches on reformatory subjects.
it not been for the encouragement and
aid of Gustave Von Struve, a young
advocate of Manheim, who had read the
“System" and " Constititution of Man,"
it is quite probable that last course of
lectures would never have been given,
for the eﬁ'ort exhausted him more than
many courses in his own tongue.
The Combes visited Italy, France or
Germany every summer, and during his
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1845, the measurements of
his head were taken by Von Struve, and
by Mr. Combe were considered quite
accurate.
At a meeting of the Trustees of the
Henderson bequest, a motion was sec

visit in Sept.,

onded and carried endowing a chair of
Phrenology in the Andersonian Univer
sity at Glasgow with the sum of £50
annually, and on the 24th of November
Dr. William Weir was appointed the
lecturer.
Mr. Combe was much elated
by that event, and regarded it a remark
able one in the history of the science,
being the ﬁrst admission into a char
tered university, and where many of its
students were in the medical classes.
This lectureship was fairly tried for
two sessions, but opposition was strong
and the number of students was so small
that the Henderson trustees withdrew
the bequest.
In April, 1846, the Combes visited
London, and enjoyed meeting many
persons of distinction, visited Buck
to
were introduced
ingham Palace,

Prince Albert and examined the heads
of the Princess Royal, then about six
years of age, Prince Albert, four and a
half, Princess Alice and Prince Alfred.
In later years he was called upon to
repeat the examination, and give prac
tical advice regarding their training, their
education and their instructors.
In September, on a visit to Ireland,

Mr. Combe met Archbishop Whately for
the ﬁrst time, though they had been cor
In anu
respondents for ﬁfteen years.
ary, 1847, Dean Ramsay brought the
Duchess of Buccleugh with her four sons
to George and Andrew Combe for advice
regarding their education and physical

J

treatment. Another lady (a marchioness)
desired to have the heads of her sons
examined, but Combe declined to make
any except for friends whom he knew to
be actuated by serious motives.
On the 25th of June Mr. and Mrs.Oombe
started for the Continent, where, on the
17th of August, he heard of the death of
his brother, Dr. Andrew Combe, at mid
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night, August 9. There had ever beena
strong attachment between the brothers,
and the shock was very severe.
In July, he had journeyed to Treves
and endeavored to learn something of the
Spurzheim family, several members of
whom had died, and the others had
moved to other places and were lost
'

sight of.

They visited Paris, and in “Pere la.
Chaise” found the grave of Gall, situ
ated behind the monument
of Casimir
Perier. On a freestone pedestal stood a
marble bust of the founder of Phre
nology—“a speaking likeness and a
On the front of the
good work of art.”
pedestal was the single word “Gall,”
and on the back and sides sections of a
phrenological bust, with organs num
bered, and the names indicated by the
numbers were given below.

At Passy Combe spent a day with Dr.
Vimont, and learned that “ the plates of
‘
his great work on Human and Compar
’
ative Phrenology cost £3,000. Vimont
also gave lessons in Phrenology to the
late Duke of Orleans, heir apparent to
the throne of France, and, if he had
lived, Dr. Vimont would have been
appointed professor of Phrenology in the
School of Medicine of Paris. Vimont
presented to Combe a lock of Gail's hair.
At the house of Dr. Fossati a number of
French phrenologists gathered to meet
Combe; among them was Dr. Voisin,
whom he visited a few days afterward at
his school for the education of idiots at
Bicetre.”
Much more of interest to
phrenologists occurred while he was in
Paris, but which can not be inserted here
0. F. W.
for want of space.
(To be continued.)

+

VVnA'r‘s IN A MUSTAOHE.—Ther8
is a
great deal of character in the mustache,
As the
says the Northwest Magazine.
form of the upper lip and in the regions
has largely to deal with the
about
feelings, pride. self-reliance, manliness,
vanity and other qualities that give self‘
it,

1890. 1
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control, the mustache is more particu
larly connected with the expressions of
When
those qualities or the reverse.
the mustache is ragged and straggling,
there is a lack of proper self-control.
When it is straight and orderly, the
reverse .is the case, other things, of
If there is
course, taken into account.
a tendency to curl at the outer ends of

0F

ALCOHOLISM,

CONDENSED

statement in the
Medical Record has some strik

ing points.
The time must soon come when the
question of the proper method of deal
ing with the alcohol question will be
come one for statesmen, rather than, as
now, for fanatics and politicians to con
The facts and statistics recently
sider.
brought out at the Congress of Alcohol
ism in Paris illustrate this very well.
One of the topics for discussion was the
relation of alcoholism to crime. Every
one knows that excessive alcoholic in
dulgences leads to crime, but the attempt
was made to show a direct relation be
tween the two.
In
The following tables were given.
France the average amount of alcohol
consumed per capita was in
1873-77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..

1878-82 . . . . . . . . . . .

.. 3.53
.. 3.83

. .

1883-87 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.72 liters.

“
“

The increase of crime was lrom 172,
of insanity
In Belgium the
from 37,000 to 52,000.

000 to 195,000 ; the increase

ﬁgures were

:

Beer.

Alcohol.

Wine.

2.00 lit.
5.87 lit.,
lit.
“
“
“
3.55
7.66
1871 ...159
“
"
“
3.75
9.75
1881....170
There was, during this period, almost
a doubling in crime, suicide, etc.
In Italy a similar increase of alco
holism, crime, and insanity was shown.
In Norway, since 1844, the amount of
alcohol consumed has gradually been
reduced from ten liters per inhabitant to

1851..

. .138

bition, vanity or display.
When the
curl turns upward there is geniality,
combined with a love of approbation;
when the inclination isdownward thereis
a more sedate turn of mind.
It is worthy
of remark that good-natured men, in
playing with the mustache, give it an
cross
upward inclination, whereas
grained or morose men are disposed to
pull it obliquely downward.

+

the mustache, there is a tendency to am

REVELATIONS

[Cc-t.

CRIME, AND INSANITY.

four liters (in 1876), with a correspond‘
ing decrease of crime.
The above ﬁgures are certainly very
striking, and it is particularly instruc
tive to learn that the decrease of crime
and alcoholism in Norway has been due,
not to Prohibition, but to lessening the
number of licenses, increasing the tax
on spirits, and the temporary depression
in business.
lt will not do, however, to trace all
the increase of crime and insanity to
alcohol. In Berne, for example, where
there are only 4
saloons
to 1,000
inhabitants. crimes were more numer
ous than in Zurich, where the ratio is
12 to 1,000.
Professor Vauderoy, of
the increase of the
tax on spirits in Belgium has had but a
slight result; and Dr. Icovesco, of Rou
mania, asserted that in a district in his
country where a large number of saloons
were closed alcoholism increased.
Such exceptions must be borne in
Liege,

asserts that

mind, but on the whole it seems to be
quite certain that a high tax or license,
and a reduction in the number of ss
loons and total amount of alcohol con
sumed, is followed by a diminution in
The statistics of some of our own
crime.
cities carry out this view.
Prohibition can only come in with
the growth of an improved moral tone
in society.
Repressive measures must
be gradual, and steady helping by their
nature to educate the people with regard
to the depraving
habits.

inﬂuence of liquor
D.

1890.]
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PRACTICAL PH RENOLOGY.
[CONDUCTED

PHRENOLOGICAL

BY PROF‘.

HEAD.

NELSON

SlZER.]

part is devoted to force, and another to
affection; one part is devoted to skill,
and another to strength, the size of the
hat merely, or the measurement of the
brain as a whole, does not determine
the question of intellect.
If the reader will study the length of
the head from the opening of the ear
forward, from the opening of the ear
backward, from the opening of the ear
upward, and then the width of the head
from

side

to side—the

broadness—-and

will bear in mind that the intellectual
organs are located in the forehead—and
that the length of the brain forward from
the ear has quite as much to do with
SHAPES 0F HEADS.
N the examination of heads, and in
the study of character therefrom,
something has to be considered beside
how large the brain is as a whole, and
how well adapted the size of the brain is
We
to the size and health of the body.
hear men who are not acquainted
enough with Phrenology to do it or
themselves justice in talking about it
say that such a man wears a hat of the
same size as such another man wears,
and one of them is a brilliant thinker
and writer, and the other is a stupid
bully ; and they therefore object to the

truth of Phrenology because, as they
look at it, the size of the brain does not
seem to have any inﬂuence in determin
ing the amount of intellect a man has.
If the whole brain were devoted to in
tellect, that argument would be worthy
of consideration ; but as one part of the
I

brain is devoted to intellect, and another

intellect as the height of the forehead
even more—he will get a correct idea of
the phrenological development.
Force, acquisitiveness and policy and
appetite are related to the side-head, and
those in whom these developments are
strong have executiveness and selﬁsh
Those in whom the head is narrow
ness.
and ﬂattened at the sides are frank, often
wanting in the craving desire for prop
erty, and. they may have activity but
they lack force; while those that have a
long back-head, broad and plump and

lov
are sociable, companionable,
and loving, and the tall head is
expected to be ﬁrm, honest, reverent.
sympathetical and imaginative.
In the outlines of the heads on the next
page the reader can see that the dotted
out-line head would take a hat of the
same size that the solid-line head would
take. Where the hat comes, the size of
brain is about the same, but the lines
from the opening of the ear will be seen
to be much longer to the front and top
full,

able
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head in the complete-line head than in
the dotted-line head ;. but the dotted line
head is much the larger in'the back
portion. If the intellectual and moral
characteristics depend upon the ampli
tude of the anterior and top development
of the head, then the one is highly en
dowed with intellectual and
moral
power, and the other, with the dotted
line, is weak in these humane regions
and strong in the animal regions.

[Oct.

able circumstances and with tendencies
and dispositions to train their children

morally, intellectually, decently; and
when these boys from families brought
under such opposite inﬂuences meet on
the way to school—if one of them ever
goes to school—the diﬂ’erence will be
seen instantly in the appearance and
manifestation.
The head that is high in
front and at the top will sheer off, hurry
away, and get out of reach of the one
with the head like the dotted-line.
The latter, as they get old enough to
be characterized, will be called “roughs,“
“toughs.” They belong tothe “gangs"'
in our great cities. Nine-tenths of all
the police expenditure
and
criminal
jurisprudence, the prisons and the poor

'1 LESSON 1N DIVEIDPIENT,

The dotted-line head would be broader
in the region of the ears, which would
make but a triﬂe of difference in the
size of the hat.
We have such heads under our hands
A man with a head like
alternately.
the dotted-line comes to us, and we are
compelled to recognize him as a low,
animal, coarse, unaspiring, and, in a
He
certain degree, detestable character.
belongs to the criminal class—to those
whose culture has not been intellectual
and moral, but the reverse.
Young men that from infancy are

tricky and dishonest, who
squabble and quarrel in the nursery and
on the street, and form the agencies of
midnight brawls and the inmates of
trained to

be

institutions,-—their
the lower faculties
and depresses and perverts the higher
Within three hundred yards
qualities.
where such as the dotted-line represents
are bred and trained and contaminated,
prisons

and

penal

training cultivates

there may be raised a family in favor

houses, are devoted to the watching,
the restraint, and the punishment of these
undeveloped, or improperly developed,
people.
The truth is, human beings deserve the
right training and culture and treat—
Achild brought into life with
ment.
out his consent or responsibility deserves
to be tenderly and properly cared for,
and led in the path of righteousness and
truth until he is old enough to take the
responsibility on himself. In the large
cities perhaps four-ﬁfths, if not nine
teen-twentieths, of the pauperism
and
crime, the imperfect development of the
children, and their consequentimperfect
character, may be traced to the sale and
use of alcoholic liquors.
Hundreds of good men and women
are perverted by the use of liquors, and
their children are neglected and become
The children of such pa
vagabonds.
rents, to be sure, will have better heads
and be less bad in character than the
children of those that have been per
verted for three generations before them.
Then the low development
becomes
chronic and constant, and it would take
some time to civilize those that have
been a good while running down, and get
them back to the normal standard.
Mental culture develops
brain as
culture develops body; and
physical
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the injunction to this culture is very old.
We read in the Bible the command to
the Jewish people to train their children
and teach them the laws of righteous
'

ness:

“Keep thy soul diligently lest thou
forget the things which thine eyes have
and lest they depart from thy
seen,
heart all the days of thy life; and teach
them to thy sons and thy. sons‘ sons, that
may learn to fear me all the days
they shall live upon the earth, and
they may teach their children:”
“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, with all thy soul,
and with all thy might; and these

they
that
that
and,

that I command thee this day
shall be in thy heart, and thou shalt
teach them diligently unto thy children,
and shalt talk of them when thou sittest
in thy house, and when thou walkest
by the way, and when thou liest down,
and when thou risest up."
Thus, children have a right to intel
lectual and moral education ; they have
a right to proper guidance and culture.
We talk about well-trained and well
bred animals, and sometimes forget that
useful to chil
training is equally
'
dren.

not prompted by questions or observa
tions.

He went his way, and on the twenty—
sixth of
October.
ﬁfty-eight
days
afterward, a gentleman came in and in
quired, “Do you know me?" Isaid:
“ I know your face. I remember
having

you before, but I don‘t remember
the name or the circumstances." He
was here ﬁfty-seven days
replied,
ago, and had my head examined, and
seen

"I

I

have now called to thank you over and
over," and he made this statement :
“For years I have been engaged in a
business which taxed my thought and
had become
energies severely, and
overworked and run down.
I had gone
from 184 pounds to 121 pounds;
was
troubled with dyspepsia, kidney difﬁ

I

I

culty, general
and found
weakness,
myself unable to sleep.
Meantime I
had been consulting physicans and tak
ing their prescriptions for two and a
half years, at an expense of $970.
I
ﬁnally called on the president of the
company with which I was connected,
and said, ‘I must resign the position, or
take my chances between death and the
insane asylum.’
He urged me to take a
vacation and rest, I insisted on the resig
nation, and he accepted
and then
drew
check payable to my order for
$3,000, and told me to go home and rest,
it,

words
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a

10:

return when
felt able.
From
to August
rested, but
did not
happened to hear a friend
improve.
remark that he had been greatly bene
ﬁted by some advice he obtained in a.
examination,
and
phreiiological
would
call and‘ see what
thought
would be said to me.
did so, and the
result has been this.
am entirely re
covered from my dyspepsia and kidney
trouble,
sleep like an infant, and eat
heartily, but
eat the food which you
recommended.
have tried to follow
implicitly your advice in regard to diet,

I

and

I

I

April

I

I I

I

and habits, and regimen, and am happy
to say that
have gained twelve pounds
in ﬁftyseven days, and feel well enough
to go to work."

I

good will it do me to have
phrenological examination 7”
is a question often asked, and it is an
awkward one to answer, because there
are so many conditions in human life
that one may be greatly beneﬁted by a
statement of truth, and another will be
so organized, and so selﬁsh or careless
as not to be beneﬁted by the truth,
I am re
though utterai by an oracle.
the
of
that
on
twenty-ninth
minded
August, one 'year ago, a stranger came
into the ofﬁce, looking sober and care
worn, and simply asked for an exami
nation, and at the close of it gave his
name.
He asked no question, he gave
no statement of his history or conditions.
The examination or any part of it was
a

I

OF IT?

I

HAT

H001)

I

IS THE

I

WHAT

I

“
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About three weeks since

he came

into

the oﬁice, but as I happened to be en
gaged in'examinations, he said to the
“
people in the store,
Say to the professor
that
am getting along nicely; I came
in to thank him some more. Since I
went to work, I have made twenty
thousand dollars; I have not resumed my
old place on a salary, and life to me
shines brightly.”
He left his respects
and departed.

I

Some people get beneﬁt in other ways;
one man is directed to the right business
and turns over a new leaf, greatly to his
advantage, and there are very few men
who are sufficiently perfect in health,
and in their habits and usages, or in the
selection of their business, so that a good

analysis of their mental and physical
make-up would not be of some service
to them.
\Vhen we ﬁnd a man so per
fect that he does not need any advice,
we tell him that the amount he has paid
he may regard as a thank-offering for
his good fortune in a proper organiza
tion, and in a wise selection of pursuit,
and that he can afford to contribute so
much to the good of the cause, which
saves so many from wrong pursuits and

unfortunate habits.
Some who are beneﬁted by examina
tions never return to reveal the fact, or
In this case we have the
give thanks.
consolation
of feeling that that one
hour‘s work, a year ago today, has bene
ﬁted the individual referred to as much
as my whole year's work has cost the
public, and all the good which the other
thousands have received is clear proﬁt
to the community.
:0:
'

‘

WORDS 0F ENCOURAGEIIENT.

,Mass., August 2.1, 1890.
Paor. Nansen Sizes—Dear Sir :
RECEIVED the phrenological charac
Thanks.
ter of myself the other day.
I supposed the book you gave me was all I
This may be useful to me
was to receive.
I consider the
some time in the future.
amount I gave you for the examination well
spent; had I only known and visited you

[Oct.

when I was younger, my life might have
been happier and more useful. It seems to
me you must have done, and are now doing,

of good. If only our young peo
ple knew more about themselves and what
a great deal

they were best adapted for, our world might
be better.
I told you I thought of attend

ing your phrenological school some time. I
am very much interested in the study, and
if I thought I would be successful, I would
buy a set of books. and devote all the time
I could to the study.
Respectfully yours,

——:O:-—
Pa., Aug. 30th, 1890.
00.:
OUR letter is at hand, also the pict
ures and the description of charac
ter, and you have told me the truth. I thank
you heartily for the advice you have given
me.
I shall try to proﬁt by it. Have always
thought I would like to be a doctor.
Five years ago Iwas married to one of
my choice, who was devoted to me. I was
But six
his idol, and we were very happy.
.

FOWLER

& WELLS

months ago, he said “Farewell," and went
on before to the land of rest, leaving me to
follow after.
My people are living. yet
desire to be independent of them.
There
fore I am going to try to earn my own liv
ing. I shall always be glad I sought your
advice in regard to occupation. I should
have gone on at dressmaking, perhaps, and
as you said, in a few years would be con
sidered not stylish.

I

Yours, gratefully,

—:0:—

‘Via, Aug. 21st, 1890.
Co.:
HAVE received your description of
character from the photographs that I
sent you. The description, I think, is true.
and I am very much pleased with it. but if
I am not intruding too much on your time,
I would ask one more question. and that is,
“ Do you think I would become a success
ful minister of the Gospel. or should I ive
in something e se?
it up and engage
Will you please give me a word in answer
to that effect.“
Thanking you for the favor you have con
,

FowLsn

8: WELLS

ferred upon me.
I remain,

Very truly yours,

*With

ceed.

the proper culture, you would suc
N. S
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CHIL_D CULTURE.
TH

E

CH [LDREX’S

F I, Hetty

BE D-TIME.

whether from the household, society, or
the church,- interfere with its sacred
duties.
To see a child going to bed un
in
tears, left, perhaps, to wail
happy,
itself to sleep, or consigned to the un
sympathetic care of a paid nurse, gives

in
which when lisped by infant lips
voluntarily bow my head In this case,
was followed by
drama
however,
which caused quite opposite emotions.
The child was perfectly healthy, and so
He had no
was full of fun and frolic.
brothers or sisters to romp with till tired

the nearest of

woman

But!

what can ever compensate a
a home like this

for the loss of

'1’

ness—~oh,

I

I

a

it,

a

it

I

I

a

I

a

a

produce, and come

through these perfunctory duties. The
boy. left to himself with the gas burning
brightly, would begin at once series of
own,
gymnastic performances which,
longed to be aspectator of. My ears
told me that the pillows suffered
woeful drubbing, and his merry laugh
ter was softly echoed by the listener.
while the tumult would cease,
After
then there was
patter of feet past my
door and down the stairs. Soon
sharp
command from the parlor would send
him ﬂying and panting up the stairs in
When this had been re
high glee.
peated three or four or half a dozen
times, as the interest of the novel was
greater or less, the mother would spring
upon the little rebel at the stair foot, drag
him up by the arm, dash into the bed
room, threw him on the_bed and chas
tise him roundly with the back of the
hair brush.
a

can

anything in the wide world to making
me renounce my spinsterhood at once
and forever. Then,when all are ready for
bed, the little prayers or hymns, the few
serious sweet words from mother lips,
the cradle song for baby-~till, ﬁnally,
the children
glide into the beauti
with mother’s voice,
ful sleep-land
mother‘s kiss, mother‘s brooding love,
the last thing in their waking conscious

natu re demanded the sweet restorer sleep.
He was as ready for play at bed-time as
The
he had been early in the morning
mother, instead of uooiug sleep with
song or story, gave him a hurried kiss
and hastened to the parlor to resume the
novel she had reluctantly left to go

a

me a heartache that will return for days
afterward when thoughtrecalls the scene.
:- But the happy, laughing, chattering
group at the mother's knee, some undo
ing their own buttons and straps, or
helping their brothers; some breaking
away for a race round the nursery till
recalled to the business of the hour ; the
mother, guiding, assisting, answering
questions, half joining the play, yet
keeping order in the ranks, while the
baby sprawls on her lap half naked, his
winning
dimpled legs and shoulders
kisses from all—these make the sweetest
picture the domestic, or any other circle,

I

I

a

I

At one time my room adjoined that
young mother and her
occupied by
son.
Every night was the unwilling
witness of
should like
little—-comedy
to call
only for its serious aspects.
The boy was put to bed with the sweet
old “Now lay me down to sleep,” to

Deane, spinster, were the
mother of children, the hour of
their bed-time should be the happiest.
the most loving, the most religious—I
use that word in its highestsense—of all
the twenty-four.
should look forward
to_it as the holy time of my day, and
would let no demand on my attention,
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Then there was weeping and wailing
in one room and the gnashing of an old
maid’s teeth in impotent rage in another
room.
The gas was then turned off, as
it ought to have been in the ﬁrst place,
the child was left to sob himself to sleep,

[Oet.

while the mather’s tears were ‘saved for
woes of her lovelorn heroine.
The mother is to be pitied who neg
lects or is indiﬁ'erent to the hallowed
inﬂuences of the children’s bed-time.
SARAH E. BURTON.

——M——

CHARLES

LORING

BBACE.

FOUNDER OF THE CHILDREN‘S AID SOCIETY.

NE

of New York’s best-known citi
for over thirty
years illustrated in a most practical way
one of the most useful departments of
philanthropy, has just died, in the midst,
or rather at the height, of his work. We
may say it with little probability of ob
jection, that the death of no other man
in the United States at the present time
would awaken tender and grateful re
“constitu
grets in a larger, personal
" than the sudden
passing away of
ency
Mr. Charles L. Brace has awakened.
He, indeed, had won the high title “the
children’s friend," as no other man we
can recall has won it.
Mr. Brace was born in Connecticut in
1826, studied at Yale, later at Union
Theological Seminary, and in 1850 made
zens, a man who has

pedestrian tour in Europe, spending
the winter of 1850-51 in Berlin in study.
Later, while traveling in Hungary, he
“ political agent," and
was arrested as a
The son of a
imprisoned for a month.
teacher, he was naturally interested in
educational matters, and studied school
and prison management in Switzerland
and Italy.
Returning to the United States in
1853, he very soon set about the organ
izing of what became so well known as
the Children’s Aid Society.
As the
secretary of this enterprise, he was the
manager of its important work, and
continued to be its recognized execu
tive ofﬁcer until his sudden death at
Camfer, Switzerland, whither he had
gone for change and rest.
Shortly after the foundation of this
society the necessity of a newsboys’
lodging-house became apparent, and Mr.
a

Brace was instrumental in the establish
ment of the present New York institu
tion—the only one of its kind in the

world.

In

Mr. Brace went abroad again,
International Con
vention for Children‘s Charities in Lon
don ; and in 1872 he was a delegate to
the International Prison Congress
in
London. That same year he revisited
Hungary, and was received there in a.
very different manner from that which
characterized his first visit ; indeed, with
distinction. He went abroad, also‘, in
1865 to carry on a special sanitary in~
vcstigation into the cities of Great Brit
as

1856

a delegate to the

ain.

New York City and other cities and
towns of the country have felt the ef
fects of his beneﬁcent activity. The
Childrens' Aid Society has helped thou
sands of destitute and friendless boys
and girls to a better life.
Since its or
the society has placed in
ganization
good homes no fewer than 70,000 chil
dren.
In the lodging-houses, more or
less closely associated with the society’
more than 200,000 boys and girls have
found shelter.
About seventeen years ago Mr. Brace
started, under the auspices of the Chil
dren's Aid Society, the “Fresh Air"
movement for small children, which has
since become a feature in the summer
life of New York and other cities.
At ﬁrst only excursions were planned,
but very soon a permanent
summer
home for children was established, of
which the present “ home" at Bath
Beach, and another down on the Jersey
coast, are the outcome.
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“The vital principle of all Mr. Brace's
etforts was to help others by enabling
them to help themselves.
The sense of
self-respect was never degraded by his
efforts.
To his sensible and practical
application of this principle his marvel
ous success was mainly due.“
Mr. Brace was a frequent writer for
the press, ﬁnding leisure also, amid his
cares, to write a number of
pressing
books dealing with the topics in which
he took especial interest.
Among these

173

ciate life on its physical sides. He could
find on the great level of common
humanity abundant scope for intellect
ual and moral effort. His sympathies
were strong, and his temperament of
that ready sort that inclined him to act
promptly in response to sympathy.
His
back-head was largely developed, and
especially so in the region allotted by
the phonological classiﬁcation to home
and the interests that center in home.
He must have closely resembled his

(‘BAR LES LURING BRACE

may be mentioned Hungary in 1851,
Home Life in Germany, The New West,
Short Sermons for Newsboys, The
Dangerous Classes of New York, etc.
The organization of Mr. Brace was that

mother in mentality, for his head has
so much of the feminine in its confor
mation as regards the social and moral
D.
qualities.

of

man, as one
a practical
may
see at once by the portrait. He was not
a dreamer or an idealist, but a close ob
server of the actual world around him.
The head was broad and strong in the
base, inclining him to study and appre

THE
LITTLE HIGH CHAIR—There
was an auction at one of the down town
auction houses recently.
A plain, sad
l'aced woman, in a plain, calico gown,
stood in a crowd.
The loud-voiced auc
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tioneer ﬁnally came to a lot of plain and
and somewhat worn furniture. It had
belonged to the plain woman, and was
being sold to satisfy the mortgage on it.
One by one the articles were sold—the
old bureau to one, the easy rocker to
another, and a bedstead to a third.
Finallv, the auctioneer hauled out a
child‘s high chair. It was old and rick
ety, and as the auctioneer held it up
everybody laughed—everybody
except
the pale faced woman.
A tear trickled
down her cheek.
The auctioneer saw
it, and somehow a lump seemed to come
up his throat, and his gruﬂ' voice grew
soft.
He remembered a little high chair
at home, and how it had once ﬁlled his
life with sunshine.
It was empty now. The baby laugh,
the two little hands that were once held
out to greet “papa’” from that high
chair were gone forever.
He saw the
pale-faced woman‘s piteous looks, and
knew what it meant; knew that in her
eye the little, rickety high chair was
more precious than if it had been made
of gold and studded with diamonds. In
imagination he could see the little.

NEEI)

dimpled cherub which it once held ;
could see the chubby, little ﬁst grasping
the tin rattle box and pounding the
chair full of nicks; could see the little
feet which had rubbed the paint off the
legs ; could hear the crowing and laugh
ing in glee—and now the little high
chair was empty.
He knew there was an aching void in
the pale faced woman’s
heart; there
was in his own. Somehow the day may
come and go. but you never get over it.
There is no one to dress in the morning,
no one to put to bed at night.
"Don‘t laugh,” said the auctioneer,
softly, as somebody facetiously offered
ten cents ; "many of you have little,
empty high chairs at home with which
money would not tempt you to part."
Then he handed the clerk a bill out of
his own pocket and remarked, “ Sold to
the lady right there," and as the pale
faced woman walked out with the little,
high-chair clasped in her arms, and
tears streaming down her cheeks, the
crowd stood back respectfully. and there
was a suspicious moisture in the eyes of
the man who had bid ten cents.

—H—

0F COMPANIONSHIP

N only child is naturally at a dis
advantage in his own home be
cause he is an only child. He lacks the
lessons which playmates there would give
him; the impulses and inspiration which
he would receive from their fellowship,
the demands on his better nature, and
calls on his self-control and self‘denial,
which would come from their require
ments.
Parents who have but one child
ought to see to it that the lack in this re
gard is, in measure, supplied by the com
panionships of children from other
homes. It is, indeed, a mistake for any
parent to attempt the training of his
child without the help of his child com
No child can be inspir
panionships.
ingly and symmetrically trained without
as with these. Even where there are half
a dozen or more children in one family,

1Oct.

T0

CHILDREN.

there is still a need of outside companions
for each child; for it is not possible for
any person to bring himself into the
same relations with a child as can be en
tered into by a child of his own years
and requirements.
Because a child‘s companionships are
so inﬂuential, it is the more important
that they be closely watched and care’
fully guided by the child's parents. In
choosing a neighborhood—for a resi
dence or for a Summer vacation; in
choosing a week-day school; in choosing

Sunday-school—wherea choice is open
to the parents, the companionships thus
secured to their child ought to have
prominence in the minds of the parents.
And when in the neighborhood a week~
day school and Sunday-school are ﬁnally
ﬁxed upon, the responsibility is still
a
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to gain this knowledge, and a parent
must give his sympathy to his child in
order to be able to use his knowledge
It may be necessary to keep an
wisely.

upon the parent to see to it that the best
available companionships there are cul
tivated and the most undesirable ones
are shunned by the child. Neglect or
carelessness at this point may be a means
of harm to the child for his lifetime.
Attention just here may do more for

open house for these companions, and
an open heart and hand to them person
ally, as it surely is necessary to keep an
open ear to the child's conﬁdences con
cerning their sayings and doings, if the
parent would know all about them that
he needs to know. There are parents
who do all this for and with their chil
dren, asan effective means of guiding
those children in their companionships.
It is a pity that there are not more who
in view of all that
are willing to do
may be a means of accomplishing.
a. s. MINER.
it,

him than were possible through any
other agency.
It is a parent‘s duty to know who are
his child's companions, and to know the
character and course of conduct and in
ﬂuence upon his child of every one of
Here is
these companions separately.
where the parent's chief work is called for
in the matter of guiding and controlling

A parent
his child’s companionships.
must have his child's sympathy in order

it
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is

ﬁdentially said little girl to me once.
“ It just full of
petunias and larkspurs
that no one else will have.
Mamma has
beds and beds full of geraniums
and
gladiolus, lilies and roses, and
haven't
just hate my old bed 1" Don't
one.
be afraid to give the children a few gladi
olus or geraniums.
They often take
more pains than grown-ups with some
extra choice, as
plant they think
have reason to know. One child, now
is

a

is

a

one-hundredths of the men and women
who manifest this indifference
never
had their tastes cultivated in this direc
tion while young. It
freely admitted
that there
reﬁning, elevating inﬂu

all children possess, grow dissatisﬁed
with annuals alone and long for share
of the rarer ﬂowers that their elders
“ don’t like my bed at all,” con
have.
a

a

is

I

majority of our girls grow up into
ﬂower-loving women. On the contrary,
in many homes, the boys are madeto
feel that the love of ﬂowers
“girlish,”
and twit our modern boy for wanting
“ mannish !” So our
at all times to be
boys smother their natural liking with
forced indifference,
which later, alas,
becomes
second nature.
Ninety-nine

Among the best sorts for children are
balsams, nasturtiums, portulacca, phlox,
pinks and sweet peas. These good, old
fashioned ﬂowers grow easily, last long
in bloom, and are amongour brightest
and best ﬂowers.
rule these bright, easily grown
As
ﬂowers please the children well; some
times children whose parents pay much
attention to ﬂowers, and have many
rare sorts, with the keen sense of justice
a

a

what he says on this subject, but few
parents are wise enough to carry into
effect what he says.
Most persons are born with a natural
love for ﬂowers.
never yet saw
toddler whose eyes did not light up with
pleasure at the sight of bright blossoms,
and whose ﬁngers did not itch to hold
in their grasp “ the pitty ﬂowers,” and
small boys show fullyas much liking
consid
It
therefor as their sisters.
ered the proper thing for our girlsto
wear ﬂowers, to love them and care for
‘them, and so encouraged and trained the

ence about ﬂowers; why, then, should
not parents feel
duty to encourage
the love of the beautiful in bud and
*
*
bloom.

I

of us will agree with writer
in Vick's Magazine as regards

081.‘

FLOWERS.

is

LOVE

I

THE
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nine years old, has for two years raised
the best dahlias and gladiolus grown on
the place. Her little hoe is forever stir
ring the soil around them, and she is

A

AN

“ LOOKER ON

1.\'

illustrates a rep
rehensible
habit, by no means
unusual among teachers, in the follow
ing incident communicated to the Jour

nal of Education :
A lady who was visitinga city

always ready to supply needed water or
mulch. Divide with the children—they
ought to have a share of the good things
am sure.

I

DISCREET

”

school

recently spoke to a teacher concerning
a child who had done remarkably good
work. Her words of approval. were
spoken in an undertone, but the teacher
replied in tones so loud that all the chil
dren could easily hear, “Oh, Annie is a
very smart child. She knows more than
her big sister does already, and is in the
same class with her.”
Poor
The visitor made no comment.
woful
Annie! to hear such
praise. Poor
sister! to be goaded or embittered by
such comparisons.
Poor teacher! to
know so little of child nature, and to

The
work such harm so recklessly.
vanity and self-complacency with which
little Annie was learning the habit of
looking down from her little pinnacle
upon the lesser attainments of the older
sister, are sad accompaniments
of her
growth in knowledge of the three R5.
The pain, the jealousy, or the indiﬂ'er
ence which in the older sisters life
marked the result of the unwise deal
ing are features too serious to be ig»
nored, or even measured, beside the prog
ress in the nominal work of the grade.

Why this mistake '1 Because the teach
er lacked ﬁne instincts-—and was not
sensitive herself, perhaps.
Because she
had not the happy power to put herself
in a child's place. Because her ideals
were not high. the number of words
spelled or problems solved counting for
more, in her eyes, than the growth in
gentleness and meekness and truth. She
herself needed to grow.
But because she was not ﬁne, her sen

[Och

TEACHER.

sitive pupils were hurt. Because she
did not understand, she wrought posi
tive harm. Because her ideals were low,
she failed to lift her children to a higher
plane.
Except as she was noble and
womanly, her pupils must suffer at her
hands.
Her case is not unique.
This teacher
is unfortunately one of many.
For the
sake of the children, for the
sake
of the profession, for their own sakes,
too, may they grow into deeper insight
and fashion higher ideals !

_‘.>_ﬁ

THE SKEPTIC’S REVERIE.
I

SAT with my child one evening

At the close ofa summer’s day,
And she looked at me and questioned.
“ How far is Heaven away?”
" I can not tell, my darling,”
Was all that my lips could say.

While I

sat and thought and wondered,
“ How far is Heaven away?" '
_

“

Why, you ought to know, dear father,

You were never puzzled before."
But I could not respond, for her question
Made my doubting

heart feel

sore.
Night’s dreamy light was shining
And casting on the ﬂoor
The spectral shade of the poplar
And the spreading sycamore.
The harmony of the evening
And the little maiden’s creed
Filled my thirsting soul with longing
For my nature's greatest need.
And I kissed my sweet child's visage,

-Full of innocence and mirth,
And thought if all were like her,
Then Heaven would be on earth.
CHILO STEVENS
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WHAT

TIIE LIVER

\VRITER in Hall's Journal

de

scribes in a clear style the multi
farious work of this organ.
The liver is the largest gland of the
body; it is located at the right, above
the lower border of the ribs; reaching
over to the left side, and lying close to
the heart, overlapping the stomach.
It carries on several separate and dis
tinct lines of work; has probably more
functions than any other organ of an
imal life. We are best acquainted with
its work of making bile, which is largely,
if not entirely, made up of waste ele
Bile is a
ments taken from the blood.
ﬂuid ; but when
-yellowish
golden
vomited from the stomach it is green,
and many people suppose that this is its
natural color. The change is due to the
action of the gastric juice.
It is an excretory and digestive ﬂuid,
converting fats which are not acted
upon in the stomach, but in the small
Bile also
intestine, into an emulsion.
surfaces,
stimulat
mucous
the
acts upon

ing the absorption

of food after it is

digested.
The digestive ﬂuid of the stomach is
acid, the bile is alkaline, and the two
being poured into the small intestine
simultaneously with the food, prevent
an irritating action of the gastric juice.
Pure gastric juice is so strong an acid
that it will irritate the hand if it is
placed upon it. Were not the stomach

DOES.

protected in a peculiar manner, it would
itself be digested with the food, as often
happens in cases of sudden death after a.
person has just eaten a hearty meal.
Bile stimulates peristaltic action, by
which means the food is moved along
through the entire length of the intes
tines.
It is an antiseptic, and preserves
the food from fermentation and decay in
its slow progress through the twenty
ﬁve feet of ailmentary canal.
This is
one of its most important uses.
With
the food is always taken a quantity of
germs, and they would surely induce
fermentation
but for this preventive
About fourteen hours are re
agent.

quired for the complete process of
digestion from the time food enters the
stomach until it is entirely absorbed. If
a single one of these several otﬁces be
absent or interfered with, it seriously
affects the health of the individual.
The liver itself is a digestive agent.
All the digested food, with the exception
of a small portion of the fat, is absorbed
and carried by the portal vein to the
The heart pumps blood directly
liver.
into the general circulation, but all of it
which goes to the stomach, spleen, and
other

abdominal viscera is carried to
the liver before it is allowed to go into
the general circulation.
Thus the liver
acts as a ﬁlter for the blood received
through the portal circulation, and com
pletes the work of digestion.
The
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stomach is only the ante-chamber where
the process of digestion is commenced.
There are twenty-ﬁve feet of intestines,
and the work of these upon the food is
vastly more important than that of the
stomach. When the stomach and intes
tines have done all that they can do to
the food, its nourishment is expended,
and it is carried off as waste matter by
The liver acts upon all its
the kidneys.
elements, which no other organ does.
Starch constitutes one-half to two thirds
of all our food. \Vhen we take it into
the mouth, the saliva. begins to change it
It furnishes heat for the
into sugar.
body, and muscular and brain force;
hence we need a large amount of it. In
the process of digestion, a large amount
If all this
of sugar is manufactured.
circulation,
into
at
once
the
were poured
it would thicken the blood and render it
so sluggish that the blood corpuscles'
would all be destroyed, and it would
have to be hurried out of the system to
save the person’s

life;

OW

much of illness is due to the
advertisements and circulars of
the patent medicine venders it would be
impossible to estimate, but fora certainty
The mat
the percentage must be large.
ter is somewhat amusingly set forth by
Mr. J. K. Jerome in his book “Three
Men in a Boat,” as follows:

I

[Oct

immediately to work to change the sugar
back into liver starch, and stores it up in
its tissues.
Then it begins slowly to
change the starch back into sugar again,
and doles it out for use as needed for
for force, heat, etc.
The liver is also a sort of rendering
It takes what would
establishment.
otherwise be offensive and dangerous
elements, and utilizes them, just as the
rendering establishments of large cities
take the dead animals and offensive
The
garbage and make them of value.
liver takes all the broken-down tissues,
the millions of dead blood corpuscles,
and works them over and changes them
into material of which corpuscles can be
made.
The coloring matter found in
these corpuscles is worked
over into
material which furnishes coloring matter
for the eyes and hair, as well as furnish
ing color to the bile.
Nature shows
wonderful economy in thus taking old,
wornout material
and converting it
into such a variety of new uses.

+

so the liver goes

IMAGINED
'
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had just been reading a patent liver
pill circular, in which were detailed the
various symptoms by which a man could
I
tell when his liver was out of order.
had them all.
It is a most extraordinary thing, but I
never read a patent medicine advertise
ment without being impelled to the con
clusion that I am suffering from the
peculiar disease therein dealt with in its
The diagnosis
most virulent form.
seems in every case to correspond ex.
actly with all the sensations that I have
ever felt. I remember going to the British
Museum one day to read up the treat—

AILMENTS.

I

ment for some slight ailment of which
had a touch—hay-fever,
fancy it was.

I

I got down the book, and read all I came
to read; and then, in an unthinking
moment, I idly turned the leaves, and
began to indolently study diseases gener

I forget which was the ﬁrst dis
temper
plunged into—some fearful de
vastating scourge,
know—and before I
had glanced half down the list of “ pre
monitory symptoms,” it was borne in
upon me that I had fairly got it.
sat for awhile frozen with horror,
and then in the listlessness of despair I
ally.

I

I

I

again turned over the pages. I came to
typhoid fever—read the symptoms—dis
covered that I had typhoid fever, must
have had it for months without knowing
it—wondered what else I had got; turned
up St. Vitus’s Dance—found, as I ex
that I had that too,—began to get
interested in my case, and determined to
sift it to the bottom, and so started alpha

pected,
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in its most malignant stage,
would appear, had seized me without
my being aware of it; and zymosis had
evidently been suffering with from boy
hood. There were no more diseases

I

it

‘

I

a

concluded there was
after zymosis, so
nothing else the matter with me.

I

I

I

had every

knee.
Gout,

I

I

I

reﬂected that

I

I

prevailed.

other known malady in the pharmacol
ogy (sic). and
grew less selﬁsh, and
determined to do without housemaid's

seemed

housemaid’s knee.
felt rather hurt about this at ﬁrst;
sort of slight.
seemed somehow to be

?

a

it,

Why

to have been born with.
conscientiously
through the
plodded
twenty-six letters, and the only malady
had not got was
could conclude

theria

I79

got housemaid‘s knee?
Why hadn't
this invidious reservation
After
while, however, less grasping feelings

betically—read up ague, and learned that
I was sickening for and that the acute
stage would commence in about another
was re—
fortnight. Bright‘s disease,
modiﬁed
had only in
lieved to ﬁnd,
form, and, so far as that was concerned,
had,
might live for years. Cholera
and diph
with severe complications,

I
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uneasy, excitable manner, restless eyes
re
with the pupils usually dilated,
laxed state of the muscles, yet the re
sponses of the reﬂexes to localirritation

a

a

a

a

rule
are abnormal or exaggerated. As
the mind shows
correspondence with
the general nervous tone, being highly
excitable and spasmodic in expression.
The skin exhibits vascular change, want
of complete nutritive support, the color
being sallow, patchy, or dark, and sug
One
sluggish circulation.
gestive of
can not help thinking of liver dis
skin, and
turbance on observing such
examination usually elicits the fact of

simultaneous

‘Dr. Brockway.

a

is

is

action

of the sympathetic, causing an increased
ﬂow of blood toward the brain, or that
may reduce the-arterial pressure in the

tinue their functions automatically.
Meynert suggests that those cases in
variety of sensory
which there
phenomena show the effect of variable
blood pressure in the convolutional
think that with the facts of
areas.
localization in mind, few will take issue
on this point.
One arterial trunk being

I

that may produce

a

:

In discussing the probable state of the
brain that precedes the epileptic convul
an
“There
sion, one authority“ says
centre for_ the
important vaso-motor
brain vessels in the region between the
optic thalamus and subthalamic region
above, and the pyramidal decussation
The pupils though the irrita
below.
bility of this center, undergo contraction
and immediately afterward they relax.”
An excitement of peripheral nerves

;

is

biliary derangement.

cerebral vessels, will throw the clrcula
tion in the convolutions, in the district
supplied by those vessels, out of balance
and unconsciousness
with the epileptic
clonus immediately ensues. The attack
doubtless precipitated in most cases by
uncompensated blood-pressure, the area
in which the brain lesion exists being
rendered hyperesthazsic, and out of con
trol. Obstruction of the venous blood
of
consequent upon the disturbance
the arterial circulation and the accumu
lation of the former in the capillaries of
of the medulla
indicated by the reﬂex
contraction of the cervical muscles.
Meynert ventures the opinion that
some change in the chemical constitution
the excitant of
of the venous blood
the symptoms observed in the post-con
vulsive act. In petit mal the patient
may haveabrief acces with unconscious
ness for a moment and not fall the ar
terial disturbance
being in such cases
conﬁned to the cortex, while the basal
ganglia are unaffected and able to con
is

chronic epilepsy the patient shows
There
an
want of vital tone.

a

EPILEPSY.

is

ON

is

NOTE
is

IN

A

-—-—.Q-.
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engorged

-

by the sudden afﬁux, and its

district of supply rendered hyperaemic,
the sensory centers in that area will,
as ‘a consequent effect of the abnormal
stimulus, manifest their function to the
consciousness for a time. For instance,
if it be the region of visual perception,
the patient will see a play of color or
luminous objects, apparitions, etc. If it
be the olfactory district, odor of one sort
The speech
or another will be noted.
center indicates excitement by phrases,
exclamations, snatches of song may be
mentally heard, and so on. Thus, on
most rational grounds we have an ex
planation of the peculiar “aura” that

,

this or that epileptic may experience;
and this aura, while not identical with
the sense function of the diseased part of
the brain, if disease exist, will, as a rule,
help toward the diagnosis.
It should be remarked further that the
multiplied researches of neurologists
with regard to the etiology of epilepsy
show that the great majority of its causes
are extra cerebral, and the spasm is due
to the reﬂex irritability of an unstable
The small minority
vaso-motor center.

of

[Oct,

in which the cause is a brain
for
have little encouragement
medical treatment aside from possible
sedation. Surgery has a record of many
Of
excellent diagnoses, but few cures.
the reﬂex class, however, we can speak
hopefully, and claim that even old cases
may be greatly relieved by careful man
cases

lesion,

massage,
agement in which hygiene,
or hypnotism are factors.
magnetism
Intelligent massage of the head for the
purpose of promoting the balance of the
circulation, and so reducing abnormal
with its tendency
to
blood-pressure
congestion in any region of the hemi
hold to be of high value, and
sphere
much of my success in treating the cases
that have come under my care,
feel
assured, has been due mainly to man
ipulations 0s the head, at the time, of an
expected crisis. The mental reaction that
may be induced throughsuggestion is
not to be overlooked as a factor in the
procedure of relief ; for doubtless at times
its inﬂuence in abating neural excitement
exceeds that of any mechanical
treatment.
H. s. D.

I

I

in N. Y. Medical Journal.
0

“ HYPNOTISM.”
DITOR

of the AMERICAN
OLOGICAL JOURNAL:

PHREN

The word “Hypnotism” as applied of
‘late to the experiments in what has been
called animal magnetism, is supposed by
many to be a new name given to an old
fact or science by certain observers, as a
sort of blinder, to produce the impression
that they had recently discovered a new
science. But even the name is by no
means new. Webster says: “Hypnotic,
Having the quality of producing
sleep.
sleep; tending to produce sleep; soporiﬁc.
A medicine that produces or tends to
produce sleep; an opiate; a soporiﬁc.”
As usually understood, sleep is not
always produced, nor required, in order
to effect the reputed cures by hypnotism.
‘And, besides, the name as applied to
mesmeric or magnetic experiments, is old,
i.

article hereafter cop
Manchester,
England,

as evidenced by an
ied

from

the

Courier, of September 6, 1847, which you
may think interesting enough to publish:
“ JENNY’ Lmn AND EYPNOTISM.
“ On Friday, the 3d instant,

Jenny Lind,

Mlle.

accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Schwabe and a few of their friends,
attended a seance at Mr. Braid‘s for the
purpose of witnessing some of the

extraordinary phenomena of hypnotism.
After showing his mode of inducing the
sleep, and many of the ordinary phe
nomena
of mesmerism,
Mr.
Braid
illustrated his views of the nature and
cause of the manifestations called Phre
no-mesmerism.
He neither touched the
head, nor gave any vocal enunciation of
the ideas he meant to excite in the minds
of the patients, but excited into action

'
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those muscles in the face, or other parts
of the frame, which, in the waking state,
of
give active physical manifestation
such passions or emotions, and instantly
the corresponding ideas were excited in
the minds of the patients.
‘
‘But now came the most extraordinary
part of the exhibition. There were two
girls who work in a warehouse, and who
had just come in their working attire.
Having thrown them into the sleep, Mr.
Braid sat down to the piano, and the
moment he began playing both somnam
bulists arose and approached the instru
ment, when they joined him in singing
Having awoke one of the girls,
a trio.
Braid
made what appeared a most
Mr.
startling announcement regarding the
one who was still in the sleep. He said,
although she was ignorant of the gram
mar of her own language when awake,
that when in the sleep she would prove
any
herself competent to accompany
one in the room in singing songs in any
language, giving both notes and words
correctly—a feat which she was quite
incompetent to perform in the waking
condition. Of course all were most
incredulous on this point, but the result
proved that Mr. Braid had not exagger
He
ated the powers of his subject.
requestedany one in the room to put her
to the test; when Mr. Schwabe sat down
to the instrument and played and sang a
German song, in which she accompa
nied him correctly, giving both notes
and words simultaneously with Mr.
Schwabe. Another gentleman then tried
her with one in Swedish, in which she
Next, the queen -of
also succeeded.
Jenny Lind, sat
song, the far—famed
down to the instrument, and played and
sang most beautifuliy a slow air, with
Swedish words, which the somnambulist
accompanied her in, in the most perfect
manner, both as regarded words and
music. Jenny now seemed resolved to
test the power of the somnambulist to the
utmost by a continued strain of the most
difficult roulades and cadenzas for which
she is so famous, including some of her
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sostenulo notes, with all their inﬂec
tions from pianissimo to forte crescendo,
again diminished to thread-like
pianissimo; but in all these fantastic
tricks and displays of genius by the Swe
dish Nightingale, even to the shake, she

and

was so closely and accurately tracked by
the somnambulist,
that several in the
room occasionally could not have told,
merely by hearing, that there were two

individuals singing—so instantaneously
did she catch the notes, and so perfectly
did their voices blend and accord. . Next,
Jenny, having been told by Mr. Braid
that she might be tested in some other
language, this charming songstress com
‘
menced ‘Caste Diva,” in which the ﬁdel
ity of the somnambulistic performance,
both in words and music, was most per
fect, and fully justified all Mr. Braid had
Indeed,
alleged regarding her powers.
he said, he had never known this patient
fail in such feats. The girl has naturally
a good voice, and has had a little musi

“

cal instruction in some of the Music for
the Million” classes, but is quite incapable
of doing any such feat in her waking

condition, either as Jegards singing the
notes or speaking the words with the
accuracy she did when in the somnambu

listic state. She was also tested by Mlle.
Lind in merely imitating language,
when she gave most exact imitations; and
Mr. Schwabe also tried her by some most
difficult combinations of sound, which
he said he knew no one was capable of
imitating correctly without much prac
tice; but the somnambulist imitated them
correctly at once, and that whether
When the
spoken slowly or quickly.
girl was aroused, she had no recollection
of anything which had been done by
her, or that she had afforded such high
gratiﬁcation to all present by proving
the wonderful powers of imitation which
are acquired by some patients during a
state of artiﬁcial somnambulism; she said
she merely felt somewhat out of b'reath,
as if she had been running.
Mr. Braid
attributes all this merely to the extraor
din ary exaltation of the sense of hearing
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and the muscular sense, atacertain state
the sleep, together with the abstracted
state of the mind, which enables the

of

patients

to concentrate

JOURNAL

says it is no gift of intuition, as they do
not understand
the meaning of the
words they utter, but it is a wonderful
example of the extraordinary powers of
imitating sounds, at a certain stage of

their undivided

attention on the subject in hand,together
with entire conﬁdence in their own
powers.
By this means, he says, they
can appreciate nice shades in sound,
which would wholly escape their obser
vation in the ordinary condition, and
the vocal organs are correspondingly
under control, owing to the exalted state
of the muscular sense, and the concen
trated attention and conﬁdence in their
own powers with which he endeavors to
inspire them enables them to turn these
exalted senses to the best advantage. He

And wonderful enough
somnambulisrn.
it most assuredly is, that by human art
an individual, such as that referred to,
should by such a simple process and in a
few minutes, too, be invested with such
extraordinary powers as above described,
by which she could instantaneously
catch the exact sound of both words and
music, so as to accompany the others as
if she had previously been perfectly famil
iar with both.

.—_M_—

COFFEE

w.

INEBRIETY.

R. MENDEL, of Berlin, Prussia,
a clinical
has lately published
study of this neurosis, which is growing
rapidly in this country. His observa
tions were conﬁned to the women of the
working population in and about Essen.
He found large numbers of women con
sumed over a pound a week, and some
men drank considerable more, besides
The leading symptoms
beer and wine.
were profound depression of spirits and
A
‘frequent headaches, with insomnia.
strong dose of coffee would relieve this

for a time, then it would return. The
muscles would become weak and trem
bling, and the hands would tremble
when at rest. An increasing aversion
to labor and any steady work was notice
The heart’s action was rapid, ir
able.
regular, and palpitations and a heavy
feeling in the precordial region were
present. Dyspepsia of an extreme nerv
Acute rosa
ous type was also present.
cea was common in these cases. These
symptoms constantly grow worse, and
are only relieved by large quantities of
In
coffee, generally of the infusion.
some cases the tincture was used. The
victims suffer so seriously that they dare

not abandon it for fear of death. When
brandy is taken, only temporary relief

[Oct

follows. The face becomes sallow, and
the hands and feet cold, and an expres
sion of dread and agony settles over the
countenance,
only relieved by using
strong doses of coffee. In all these cases,
acute inflammations are likely to appear

any time. An injury to any part of the
body is the starting point for inﬂamma
tions of an erysipelatous character. Mel

ancholy and hysteria are present in all
cases.
In this country the coffee
drinker, after a time, turns to alcohol
and becomes a constant drinker.
In
other cases, opium is taken as a substi
tute. Coffee inebriates are more common
among the neurasthenics, and are more
concealed because the effects of exces
sive doses of coffee are obscure
and
largely unknown. Many opium and
alcoholic cases have an early history of
excessive use of coffee, and are always
more degenerate and difficult to treat.
A very wide ﬁeld for future study opens
up in this direction.
'1‘. D. CROTHERS, M. D.
and not extravagant descrip
tion of the eﬁ’ects of coffee when taken
in excess. We have frequent occasions
to warn the users of it because of the in
dications of cardiac disturbances that we
ﬁnd, especially in the young. EDITOR.

A vivid
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Iceland as an Interesting
Place to Visit—There is no other coun
try in the known world where volcanic erup
have been so numerous as in Iceland,
or have been spread over so large a surface.
No part of the isle is wholly free from the
marks of volcanic agency, and it maybe
truly called the abode of subterranean heat.
Vesuvius is dwarfed into insigniﬂcance by
the twenty volcanoes of Iceland, all of them
The lava ﬂood at the last eruption
larger.
in Iceland, in 1875, has been computed to
contain 31,000,000,000 cubic feet, while the
largest eruption of Vesuvius on record, that
of 1794, threw out 730,000.000 cubic feet
Some of the Icelandic lakes are
of lava.
studded with volcanic isles, miniature quies
cent Strombolis, whose craters rise from
bases green with a proliﬁc growth of angel
ica and grasses. Even in the bosom of the
sea, of! the coast, there are hidden volcanoes.
About the end of January, 1782, ﬂames were
observed rising 6from the sea about thirty
They lasted
miles of! Cape Reykjanes.
several months until a terrible eruption
commenced 200 miles away in the interior,
A few years ago
when they disappeared.
rocks and islets emerged from the sea in this
place. Another volcanic feature is the Sol
fatara valleys, plains studded with a num
ber of low, cone-shapedhillocks,from whose
In other places
tops jets of steam ascend.
boiling water issues from the ground six to
eight feet into the air, as in New Zealand.
Standing on the feeble crest where literally
ﬁre and brimstone are in incessant actiony
having before your eyes terrible proofs of
what is going on beneath you, enveloped in
vapors, your ears stunned with noises, is a
strange sensation, and of remarkable in
tions

terest.

Bnstlcss II‘OIL—The

rustless process,

which

has been until lately~ an experiment,
has now demonstrated that great economy

can be realized not only in water pipes,
but in every article where iron is used. In
the past year over 2,000,000 kettles have
been subjected to this process in Pittsburgh.
‘The method is very peculiar. After the ar
ticle is made, it is put into a furnace about

high, 15 feet long, and 8 feet broad
The furnace is made in an oval shape, air
tight. After the iron has been in the fur
nace for two hours, and has attained almost
a white heat, the air that comes through the
regenerators and air valves is shut securely
off, and the furnace is made air-tight.
After the air has been shut 05, the super
heater, which is located in the combustion
chamber at the rear of the furnace, and at
right angles from the air valves, is opened,
and the furnace is ﬁlled with steam and
kept in this condition for eight hours. At
short intervals a small valve is opened, so
as to allow an escape of steam in the fur
nace, permitting fresh steam to be intro
duced.
When the articles have been ten
hourslin the furnace there has been accom
plished the formation of magnetic oxide upon
the iron surface.
They are then put into an
acid well, which is the last treatment.

3} feet

To Cure Consnmption.—-The

bac

teriologist, Robert Koch, now Professor of
Hygiene in the University of Berlin, has
been making experiments in inoculation,
which have resulted in producing absolute
immunity of guinea-pigs from phthisis
(these animals being peculiarly susceptible
to this terrible disease), and it seems also to
reveal the means of arresting the growth
and development of the tuberculous bacilli
If similar results fol
wherever they exist.
low from experiments on men, as he be
lieves, consumption will become both our
able and preventable, and Dr. Koch will be
held a greater benefactor to the race than
Celsus,
or Hunter. or Harvey, or Morton,
or Simpson.

Emigration
glanlL—Some

Statistics of

En

ﬁgures by Robert
Git‘fen, the English statistician. conﬁrm the
received opinion that emigration affords no
sufficient check upon the population of the
Great Britain has lost
United Kingdom.
9,000,000 by emigration since 1853 ; of this
number 7,000,000 were of British or Irish
origin, and this is an average of 243,000 a
year, yet the population of Great Britain
has grown to about 38,000,000, a gain of
about 10,000,000 in the same time. In the
recent
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years the excess of births over
1,763,000, while the excess of
was
deaths
immigration over emigration is only 685,
There has been a gain, therefore, of a
000.
last four

little over 4,000,000 in the population of
Great Britain since 1885.

A Stave Ma('hine.—We

are told that

a Michigan man has perfected a machine by
which he can cut staves for seventeen bar
rels, completely chined, crozed and equal

By this method there
ized in ﬁfty seconds.
are just two staves to a barrel, each stave
being a perfect half section of a barrel.
The machine increases the capacity of 1,000
feet of log measure greatly, and as a labor
saving invention represents an advance of
The inventor
60 per cent. on old methods.
has been working twenty years on the ma
chine.

Hellgoland Disappearing—The

island of Heligoland, which the British
Government bartered away to purchase the
recognition of its territorial claims in West
ern Africa, may be a thing of beauty to the
eye of rock-admiring travelers and German
strategists, but can hardly be hoped to prove
Two centuries ago the Un
a joy forever.
terland, or coast plain below the rock, com
prised 22 square miles, and there are his
torical records in support of the tradition
that A. D. 950 the island contained. three
cities and several dozen villages, with an
Its
of
100,000.
population
aggregate
less
to
dwindled
has
present population
than 3,000, and the remaining portions of
the old table-land crumble away at a rate
that makes its safe to predict that within
another century the “German Gibraltar”
will have shrunk to a small reef with a
scant fringe of sand bars.

A writer

in the Examiner quotes a let
who was the recipient
this summer of a D.D., from a Baptist col
lege, which has not sent out a single gradu
ate. In this letter the spelling is original
“ reformed "
and certainly is not of the
are taken
words
variety. The following
from it:
ter

from

a preacher

Menchin, persude, metheods, perminant,
aranged,resorces, cas, acording, menchiued,
prepair, buisness, onely, increse, increas,
begming, hardely, wer, strenth, indebtness,

[OuL

remaning, arrisen, easely. suﬂicent, vacant,
possibilites, guarenty, safty, soal, comunity,
pararie, slue, kneed,
disgussing, opinon,
enterd, famiely, enroled, vlgerous, planing,
realy, convenshion, bed.
We could furnish parallels of this received
from “professional” gentlemen at different
times.

The Milk Industry of the Uni

ted

$2.000,500,000
in this coun
Think of
try, says a Rhode Island paper.
it—two billions of dollars!
That amount is almost double the money
invested in banking and commercial indus
tries.
It is estimated that it requires 15,
000,000 cows to supply the demand for milk
and its products in the United States. To feed
these cows 60,000,000 acres of land are under
and dairy
The agricultural
cultivation.
machinery and implements are worth $200,
The men employed in the business
000 000.
number 750,000, and the horses over 1,000,
There are over 12,000,000 of horses,
000.
all told. The cows and horses consume
annually 30,000,000 tons of hay and nearly
90,000,000 bushels of cornmeal, about the
same amount of oatmeal, 275,000,000 bush
els of oats, 2,000,000 bushels of bran, and
30,000,000 bushels of corn, to say nothing of
the brewery grains, sprouts, and other ques
tionable feed of various kinds that are used to
It costs $450,000,000 to feed
a great extent.
The average price
these cows and horses.
paid to the laborer necessary in the dairy bus
iness is probably 820 per month, amounting
The average cow
to $180,000,000 a year.
yields about 450 gallons of milk a year,
which gives a total product of 6,750,000,000.
Twelve cents a gallon is a fair price to estimate
the value of the milk at a total return to the
dairy farmers of $810,000,000, if they sold
all their milk as milk. But 60 per cent. of
It
the milk is made into cheese and butter.
takes 27 pounds of milk to make one pound
of butter, and about 10 pounds to make one
pound of cheese. There is the same amount
of nutritive albuminoids in 8Q pounds of
milk that there is in one pound of beef. A
fat steer furnishes 50 per cent. of boneless
beef, but it would require 24,000,000 steers,
weighing 1,500 pounds each, to produce the
same amount of nutrition as the annual milk

Stntes.—There

invested

are

in the dairy business

product does.
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An Ancient City—Professor Hors
ford, of Harvard University, in researches
made some ﬁve years since, discovered the
remains of vFort Norembegs, occupied by
the Bretons some four hundred years ago.
This was also occupied by the Northmen.
This fort was located near the junction of
Stony brook with the Charles river, and its
site is now marked by a monument or tower
erected by the American Geographical Soci
ety. To the town around this fort the sec
tion called Vinland, extending from Rhode
Island to the St. Lawrence river was subject.
The country was ﬁrst seen by Bjarni Ilerjulf
son, 985 A. D. This region was occupied
by the Breton French in the 15th. 16th, and
17th centuries.
The Charles river was dis
covered by Lief Erikson, 1000 A. D.

“'onderful

Mechanlsm.-Prob

ably the most delicate and sensitive piece of
mechanism in the country, says the Age of
Steel. St. Louis, is that which has just been
added to the equipment of the United States
Assay Oﬁlce. in that city. The device in
question is an assay or button balance, made
by Henry Troemner, of Philadelphia, spe
cialist in this kind of work. Its interesting
points were kindly explained to an Age of
Steel representative
by Mr. Eliot C. Jewett,
assayer in charge of the St. Louis oﬁlce, but
are only barely outlined in what follows.
In this new balance the needle deviates 65
divisions on the‘scale for one milogram. The
sensitiveness
which this bespeaks may be
inferred when it is stated that one division
on the scale means about the two-millionth
part of an ounce.
The construction [of this machine is, of
course, wonderfully minute and nice. The
middle bearing is an agate knife edge on an
The end bearings are agate
agate plane.
planes supported by agate needle points.
The beam is aluminum, in skeleton form.
There are double levels, and a double
arrangement for riders. Everything is gold
plated except the beam, and the whole rests
on a handsome plate-glass bottom.
The
cost was $175.
Another decidedly interesting object in the
assay ofﬁce is the large bullion scales, which,
in connection with the balance just referred
to, cover the whole range of beam balances.
These scales have a capacity for weighing
5,000 ounces,
and yet they are so nicely

exact that

if two
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heavy men could ﬁnd room

together in one of the pans to be weighed,
the removal of a pin from the coat collar of
one of them would

be shown by the scales

in the loss of weight.

The Hebrews and Higher Ed

ucatlom—A

Berlin reportigives these sta
tistics: Of every 100 Protestant youth in
Prussia 91.63 per cent. attended the elemen
tary, 4.87 per cent. the middle, 3.25 per cent.
the high schools, and 0.25 per cent. the uni
verslties.
Of every 100 Catholics there were
97.21 per cent. in elementary, 1.18 per cent.
in middle, 1.48 per cent. in high schools. and
Of every 100
0.13 per cent. in universities.
Jewish youth there were 52.71 per cent. in
the elementary, 24.40 per cent. in the mid
dle, 21.26 per cent. in the high schools, and
1.68 per cent. in the universities.
Tabulated :
_
Protestants.
91.03

Catholics.
97.21

Jews.

53.71

1.18

24.40

3.25

1.48

21.20

0.25 I

0.13

1.69

100.00

100.00

4. 87

100.00

Moving these numbers closer together, we
ﬁnd that of each 100 Christian children about
10, of the Jewish children about 47, aspire
to an education which goes beyond the ele
There is a volume of ser
mentary school
mons in these three school columns. A
similar tendency in American Jewish life is
notable.

Poudrette.—Some years ago I read in
THE Jonas“. an article on the deﬁlement of
our streams by washings from vaults and
cesspools in our cities. Since then it has
The dictionary
been a subject of thought.
“ a manure made from
says that paudrette is
the contents of privies, with charcoal, gyp
sum." etc. This is the thought I wish
to impress and expand in this article.
Every village, town and city should have a
system of vats,or reservoir for all their refuse.
Here it should ,be mixed with absorhents
and disinfectants, thoroughly disinfected, by
heat, if necessary, to destroy germs of dis
ease, and then sold as a fertilizer.
This
ﬁlth should never be emptied in our streams
of water., Vast wealth is thus lost
Disease
is brcd. The attention of the legislatures in
all the States should be called to this ques
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tion, and laws provided to meet the case.
Health oﬂicers should be required to see to
it that the provisions of these acts be car
ried out. Such poison as ﬂoats in our
streams should not be permitted in a civil
ized country. There is no excuse for it,
seeing it may be utilized so as to add wealth
Privies
to the nation in enriching the soil.
should never be built with pits, but with
drawers, so that all eﬂ'ete matter may be dis
infected and frequently removed by the
and

scavenger

deposited

in

JOURNAL

All barn

manure,

houses,

etc., could

connection,

IOct.

and the offal of slaughter
be rotted in the same

so that the compost would

be

It

occurs to us that a
of men, with an ample capital,
company
having for its object the manufacture of city
compost, would do a good business in the
country, and render an excellent service to
Who
society from a hygienic standpoint.
will form a trust on the city compost busi
come very valuable.

ness P

was

the cesspool.

v. ro-rrs.

thoroughly intelligible to the pupils, it
is

to be presumed

deeply

he or she

that

in such study,

interested

is

and

enjoys the work that is thus imposed.

This is practical teaching, and to be
serviceable to an entire class, it must not.

only apply to one study but to all.

YORK,

or chemistry,
reason

that

or geology,

is no good

he or she should exercise

special care to give thorough and
A TEACHER’S

A

WRITER

Be

cause a teacher is interested in botany,

WORK.
in one of our scientiﬁc

illus~

trated instructions in bot-any, or chemis

try, or geology,

and

indifferent

be

to

monthlies mentions a prominent engi
neer as having been fortunate when a

other and more important lessons.

school-boy in receiving the instructions

er‘s favorite study while engaged

of a teacher who was a careful observer

it may, for the most part, a year or two
later, lose their interest in it, and take

and

student

of physical phenomena,

and by his example and interesting
periments

at school

stimulated

to

work in similar lines on

his own account.

The result was that

the boy rapidly developed

physical studies

in

taste

for

and capacity for their

mastery.

Such

exception

to the general

are few who

ex

the school~boy was

a teacher

is, today, an
rule, for there

are disposed to take the

trouble to illustrate the principles and
methods
teacher

of the text-books.
WVhere
a
take the trouble to make

does

experiments

and present examples

the purpose

of

for

making the textbook

children who show

a taste

The
for the teach
upon

up something else with even more earn

Nature attracts

estness.

the

average

child, and he goes from one feature of it
to another in easy successions.
It is
right that he should
regard

to what

will

instructed with
of use to him in

be

be

cidentally in the common
life, but to make
for

a

whole

a special

channel of
object of study

class some sciences

probably but one

will

prosecute

that

to any

determinate end in later life is not wise.

It

is the teacher's duty to teach every

thing in such
the pupils

a way that the

under instruction

faculties of
generally
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shall

be awakened

and stimulated to a

population
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at those centers

is, especially

good degree of activity and the whole

where

mind developed, so that the school time
shall be a season of sowing facts and

sistent,

counsel that may bear good fruit in ma

tellectually and morally?

ture life. The good teacher makes mind

is that affairs go on so well.

a most

careful study, and observes each

pupil with close attention, to
learn what

of particular

be able

aptitude

lated,

numbers

great

will

evolve

are

accumu

a homogeneous,

con—

harmonious order of life, in

the tariff problem!

The wonder

What

Consider
of

a variety

to

private and public interests it involves

or

The doctrinnaires who discuss its issues,

l

talent he or she has, and having learned

removed

this the best work is done that sets the

or selﬁsh relations to them, are much at

pupil in the direction of using to ad

variance in opinion

that nature has

vantage the endowment
bestowed.
of the

day

psychology and

make

physiology prominent subjects of study
by teachers is a happy
ises

thing, and prom

N.—

tistics,”

has been flung in the face of

proposition
a given

by an appeal to facts.

Such

may have the effect of wit
instance, but it is usually a

or piece of shallowness on
the part of him who supports the weak
side of a discussion.
“Facts are stub
subterfuge

born things“ and must have their weight
We hear

in all serious thought.

a great

deal of oppression and injustice suffered
by the working classes, and the tendency

wonder

at the late showing made by the savings

York :
of depasitors January

banks of the State of New
The number

of the entire
sta—

many a speaker who would establish his
an assertion

matters are going from bad to worse,

1,

one in four

1890, was 1,420,997—almost

THE EARNINGS OF INDUSTRY.
can prove anything by

in

If

as many writers have decided, we

well for the schools of the future.

“YOU

this

as to the effect of

or that change.

We think that the tendency
to

from personal

as they may be

population of the State,

young and old—and the average amoum

In

for each deposit was

$387.10.

the total

in the New York

on

deposit

State savings

banks

1840,

was $432,576

in

$5,431,966;

1820

1890,

;

in

$550,066,657.

Thus there was a growth in twenty years
of over
years

in thelast ﬁfty

12 per cent., and

1,

The total

of over 100 per cent.

surplus reported by these
was

1890,

ban ks

while their

$94,601,800,

January

total deposits

January

1,

1861,

were

$67 ,440, 397.

Savings banks were originally started

of the poor to become poorer and the
rich richer, so that a great chasm is

and the depositors are in the vast aggre

forming between those who are com

gate chieﬁy mechanics, clerks, etc., men

pelled to work for their subsistence and

and women

those who are

tainly this indication, furnished in the

There are many

not.

for the beneﬁt of the working classes,

employed

by others.

Cer‘

wrongs in our civil, social and industrial
affairs, it must be admitted, but do they

substantial

form of over half a billion

of dollars,

is

not grow out of the very constitution of

improving.

American society?

Is

that so heterogeneous

it to be expected
a

mixture

as

our

Here
both

the

is

that

food
man

their condition
for

who

reflection
may

boast

is

for
of
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his

large

and

capital

in

its power

securing whatever he may demand, and
for the working man who may think
his part of

that he is not getting

the

We’ll

scarcely a mechanic

warrant

been

properly of the world.”

Precisely, and

it

be

added, in

view of the incoming ﬂood

of “new

immense

asked to venture

a

guess as to the amount of money that

remedies,” it would be wise to omit it

in

a short

sitions

of a simple,

banks, maintained

almost

rule.

Further, the

probability that coal-tar

the

all

products and

will

those

in hygienic methods

growing interest

toilers in this State. Then, too, there
are the thousand building associations
with their millions of share-holders, like
savings

will crowd

now in use to the wall.
suggests

with better

time something

lay in the banks to the credit of fellow

the

might

antipyretic qualities

affairs would

have guessed a tenth of this

sum had he

that

or clerk not con

with monetary

versant

be free and the

altogether, for it is next to certain that

results of enterprise and labor.
$550,000,000.

[Oct.

be

other chemical compo

laid aside, and treatment
natural character

be

With our knowledge of

the

the re

sults obtained in hospitals and in private
practice,

through the use of hygienic

entirely by wage earners—whose money
Verily industry
aggregate is immense.

appliances and a careful diet. we should

and economy have their reward.

the

—<o>———

VALE

A

variously-styled

years

a dozen

will

refrigerants

have been proven unnecessary.

——40.—

ANTIPYBETICS.

PHARMACAL

in less than

expect that

NOT

exchange has an item

REPRESENTED.

A coaassrouoanr

in which reference is made to the dispo
sition of the editors engaged in a re

tone of surprise,

vision of the British Pharmacopoeia

ports of the late meeting of the American

devise a word that shall

of “Antipyrin.”

to

take the place

The exchange

editor

seems a pity

to waste all this in

genuity in such vain endeavor.

Anti

pyrin is a copyrighted
product and process are patented;

name, and the

substitute
fore,

be

product

no

or name can, there

legally adopted, and it plans

looking thereto are persistently pursued,
the patentees will quickly step in with
injunctions.

But why should anyone

to us, in a
re

at Indianapolis do not show

that Phrenology was represented
discussions, and asks why.

remarks:

“It

Association

writes

that the published

must be that we do not know.

important section

in

the

Our answer
The most

in the
distribution of general subjects that en
gage the attention of the members of the
intrinsically

Association is Anthropology, and to that
belong naturally the departments
of
Phrenology and Craniometry.
Yet we
have noticed that this section is by no
means as full as other

sections.

Re

to subjects

like

continue to squirm under the supposed
imposition? ‘Why not allow the inventor

searches that

to enjoy the beneﬁts of his lucky inven

istry,

tion for the brief

etc., appearto command more attention

term

of

years for

which his patents yet hold good. In
less than a dozen years antipyrine will

pertain

physics, chemistry,

biology,

geology and chem

economics,

electricity,
;

matters extra human are to the majority
more

interesting than

matters

infra
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The great problems

human.

that vex

society, industrial relations, moral edu
cation, civil reform, crime, penology,
receive

scant

attention,

if any at all,

while Indian life and American
ology are accorded
To
-by

a

archae
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opinion, and we do not claim the right
to demand of them the reason why they
have not stood up in the meeting
declared their sentiments.

and

That is their

own aﬂ’air.
Over in England the very respectable

leading place.

be sure we have noted papers, read

title and given places in the list of

Society of Anthropology and the British
the platform to

Institute have yielded

contributions, that had some reference to

the Phrenological essayist, and this fact

the relation of brain to body or of mind

should stimulate the learned American

to physical organism, yet because of no

phrenologists

printed abstracts of their contents

we

and insist upon a hearing on the broad

could not determine

or

platform of the American institution.

their bearing

Why

value.

There are among the members of the
American Association those

to overcome

the disciple of Gall and Spurzheim

does not ﬁgure in the annual meeting of
the savants is due to his own dissimula

who are
strong advocates of Phrenological prin
This we know, just as there are
ciples.

tion or negligence.

in the British Association men of similar

speak as anybody else.

‘

to

hear

him

-

1311mm.
\.

a

(Inrrrspnndents.

Phrenology oﬁ’ers testimony, in the structure
of the brain and its mental correspondences,
demonstration
that approaches nearer to
future existence than can be found log
of
ically in any other ﬁeld. You are but one
sim
of uncounted millions who entertain
ilar hope, and in proportion to the develop
ment and strength of the moral sentiments
that hope usually earnest and controlling.
hope implies the
The existence of such
probability of second state. Without such
hope, how degenerate human nature would

can uo'r

manna:

'ro IBTURN

UNAVAILABLI
is

if

s

A

o

a

Imuoa'rsu'rr
DaMous-rmran—S
'ros.—-0ut of the realm of faith, or, as some
would say,religion, human immortalitylacks
conﬁrmation.
To be sure. of the sciences

become

COMBATIVBNESS AND DESTRUCTIVENESS.—
— Missouri Student. — Have you
Question.
head that was largely Com
met
with
ever
bative but not developed in the region of

Destructiveness't

In other words,

not

dependent upon Destructive
case as large Com
Is there such

Combativeness
ness?

bativeness

and very small Destructiveness

often find Combat
Answer—We
larger than Destruct, and the reverse.

?

WI

pro.
eontributiom unless the necessary postaqe
In ALL cssns, persons who
vided by the writers.
communicate with us through the post-oﬂlce should,
they expect a reply, tnclose the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
address.
Personal and private matters addressed
to the Editor in the professional capacity of a phy
sician will also receive his earlu attention.

is

Auvns write yourfull name and address plain
lfyou use a pseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.
ly.

a

if

them the benefit of an early consideration.

a

WILL

a

5

on!

a

hrrsaas'r “

!

or “GmRAL

is

Qvm'rons

But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
shall expect as to give
pmmded,
correspondents

a

a

a”

$1"

I

l

iﬂmturiaI

Learned and edu

are as ready

cated men

Pf

@ur

their reserve

much
They
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work together.
Watts says, “ Let dogs de
light to bark and bite." Some bark furi
Others bite quietly
ously but seldom bite.
but severely and do not bark. Others bark
and bite equally, thus using both faculties.
Combativeness
threatens

brags

or

“barks,"

and often fails to do more.

structiveness

bears

and

forbears

and
De

until too

much annoyed, and then executes vengeance
or “bites.”
Benevolence
pities and helps
but may not have the loving patience of
friendship, and many a person is friendly
but not generous or pitiful.
Each faculty
does its own work, but they often “ hunt in
pairs” and aid each other. as Approbativc
ness and Self Esteen1,{or Cautiousness and
or Constructiveness and
Secretiveness,
Ideality.
STUDY OF PnRaxoLooY.-—Queatiom—Will
you send me a catalogue of your phrenologi
cal works and the annual announcement of
the American
Institute of Phrenology i’
Can any one master the art thoroughly by
the aid of your works?
Anmer.—Yes.
A man can “ master the
"
art
by the aid of our books, with time and
"
practice
to become an “ artist in
science.

the
enough
If one desires to know the subject

at once through positive training by those
who have read all the works on the. subject
and have
spent nearly a lifetime in its
practice, a course of instruction in the in
stitute would save ﬁfteen years’ time and
much doubt and uncertainty in the matter.
It is easier to study a map than to make an
original survey—to study Stanley's descrip
tions of his travels than to wallow through
the rank undergrowths and muddy lagoons
“ Dark Continent."
of the

“ GALL'B Srs'rsu AND PHRRNOLOGY."——
SEEKElL—Thli article and the others
from the pen of the same author have been
published to show the drift of physiology,
as illustrated by that class of observers who
make the brain their specialty.
It is a fact
that Gall’s attitude was quite different from
the position of many prominent phrenolo
He discussed the external
gists to-day.
manifestations of mental faculty as physiog
nomical for the most part, and while he
sought to conﬁrm in the structure of the
brain itself his impressions of head conﬁg
uration, his method was very different from
TRUTH

that of the

cerebralists

lander leans rather to the

[Oct.
Mr. Hol
to-day.
side of the latter,

although he avows himself a phrenologist
and very desirous
of the establishment of
the science upon grounds that will be ac
ceptable to scientific men generally.
Tun

DEATIL—s.

CANARY'S

I.—It

may

spoil a good story, but we have the opinion
that the pining and drooping of the bird

after the death of the person, and its sub
death, were due to disease con
sequent
tracted in the sick-room, where its cage
was daily hung. Birds and animals are
subject to diseases that human beings suf
fer from, and they are found to be easily in
fected by the common
germ diseases like
measles, scarlet fever, etc., and will even
contract consumption when much exposed
to it. Canaries are delicate,
and require
good air as well as good food if they are
expected to’ thrive.
WOULD BE
can

I

find

A

Basnnn—Questiom—How
a clerk in a
I should like to be a

the way to become

banking-house.
banker.
Amman—To

answer your question we
than to quote from Mr.
Manson’s “ Ready for Business.” He says:
“A boy may enter an oﬂice that does nothing
but a strictly banking business.
After he
has thoroughly familiarized himself with his
boy‘s work, and has shown himself to be
quick and accurate with ﬁgures, and has
mastered the elements of bookkeeping. he
will probably be promoted from time to
time
to positions of increasing responsi
bility, until eventually he may become
cashier. ‘The position of cashier in a bank
He re
ing-house is a very important one.
ceives and pays out all the money, and has
Ayoung man
charge of all the accounts.
has about the same chance of becoming a
real banker as he has of becoming a broker
—to be either, he must, as a rule, have
money or inﬂuence; though there are not a
few instances where men by their own in
dividual efforts have advanced themselves."
This means, get a place and do your best
We must refer you to the
to get ahead.
book for other good suggestions, and also
to that well-known volume, Sizer’s “ Choice
of Pursuits," that deals more with personal
qualiﬁcations.
may not do

better

1890.]
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Communications are invited on an 11fopic of inter
est ,' the um'ter‘s personal views and facts from his
a'perience bearing on our subjects being preferred.

5/

Plato and PauL—In

reference

to

article in the PHRENOLOGIOAL JOURNAL,
N0. 4, Vol. 89, by J. W. Lowber. Ph.D.,
permit me to say, I greatly doubt that in the
estimation of the world at large Paul is
superior to Plato. 1 am not able to make a
fair outline of the mental capacity of either,
or, perhaps, what constitutes true greatness.
But aside from religious belief, a prominent
factorinthe comparison made by the writer,
I can not see that “ Paul towers above Plato
as a great mountain towers above the sea.”
I repeat, outside the enunciation of Christ's
charitable doings, he could aspire to no
greater prominence than a disciple of Ga
maliel, at one time an able lawyer. With
advanced thinkers the Platonian stream lies
above the episodes relating to Paul‘s experi
ence in his journey to Damascus, etc. Plato
is denominated
the "divine philosopher,”
inasmuch as his soul was absorbed in divine
things, including, like his teacher, Socrates,
a belief in immortality.
The pure teachings of Christianity, as
enunciated by the benevolent and charity
loving Christ, stand upon an equal platform,
I think, with true philosophy: both conduce
to happiness.
Paul taught his belief in the
Way to spiritual life.
Philosophy and sci
ence teach the way to demonstrate
truth as
revealed in God's works.
Inquirers after
truth must possess noble faculties of mind
Paul evidently had veneration, ideality, a
spice of wonder and firmness large.
The
Christian philosopher and scientist may
possess all these, and in addition he must
possess the breadth of intellectuality that
places man in the noble position of a rational,
thinking being, nay, more, the world’s re
the

generator.

Far be it from me to belittle Paul’s teach
But in the face
ings toward righteousness.
of true research, the stream of‘ truth as a
sunbeam

will surely tower

as a mountain

towers above the sea ; and at last spread a

higher knowledge of God’s

greatness,

as

manifest in our world and in the immeusities

191

of the universe as revealed by the telescope
or spectrum analysis around us.
In conclusion, let me say, whoever has
seen the magniﬁcent head of Plato, as rep
resented, can not fail to discern great men
tal power and superiority. reminding one of
the God-like form of the Apollo Belvederc.
The aspect is noble, truthful, far removed
above the frivolities of ignorance and de
basing superstition.
JOHN B. mt'rnnsn.

Natural ReIigion.—The cry is raised
‘that a tide of skepticism is sweeping over
our land as it swept over France in past
A careful research into the nature
time.
of this skepticism reveals it to be in most
cases an indifference toward the accepted
theology, or an opposition to church
dogmas, rather than any real want of re
\Vhether man was created
ligious feeling.
in his present form and with his present
mentality, or brought to perfection through
the slow process of evolution, requiring ages
for his development, we may fairly assume
that the ﬁrst man, or a culminating type of
humanity, possessed the same mental fac
ulties that we do now.
He looked about
him.
Nature’s mysterious forces were
everywhere producing phenomena which he
curiously observed.
Many things were en
tirely beyond his comprehension. yet his
causality demanded a reason for all. He
was thus early led to recognize a power
He observed that in
higher than himself.
animal and vegetable life individuals came
into existence, lived, died, and were suc
ceeded by others
of the same species.
Looking backward his mind would dwell
wonderingly upon the primogenitor of each
race. Whence came it? Here was acreative
power also incomprehensible. Recognizing
himself as the only being who could intelli~
gently exert power to: produce a desired re
sult, the only creature having inventive or
formative ability, what was more natural
than that his spirituality, ever delighting in
these un
the marvelous, should ascribe
known forces to the activity of a being like
himself, but inﬁnitely more powerful?
Omnipotence is withoutfdoubt the} ﬁrst
attribute man {ascribed
to the Creator.
Finding the same forces in operation wher
ever he might wander, be next assigned the
attribute of omnipresenee. In course of time,
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“ Christian

Omniacience soon came

direct act, and placed

to be associated

the entire

universe

control. As a Deity
he was the subject of intense veneration,
feared by all, accredited with stern justice,
This
yet showing mercy to the penitent.
religious feeling naturally found expression
in some form of worship, and in rites or
ceremonies supposed to propitiate the Deity
and secure his divine favor, simply through
fear that in his displeasure he might bring
evil upon them.
In all probability this was the original
feeling of mankind, destined to progress as
he himself progressed, to decline as be de
clined; but not many ages had passed be
fore rites and ceremonies came to be a most
important part of divine worship. Religion
became formal, its
among many people
in ceremony,
substance almost forgotten
and instead of acceptable heart service it
degenerated to a great extent into ritualistic
under

his immediate

mannerisms.

Such was the condition of the religious
world when, more than eighteen centuries
ago, a most remarkable attempt was made
to re-establish true worship and to introduce
a religion of love instead of fear, mercy in
stead of “law."
Its promulgator was de
nounced by his own people as a false teacher,
a blasphemer,
an insurrectionist, and was,
no doubt, regarded by them much as we
would .regard an inﬁdel; yet be secured
a small number of zealous adherents (and
laid the foundation of what is known as the

”

After eighteen hun
religion.
dred years of teaching, nearly one-third of
the world's population is numbered
with

when it was discovered that these forces
always acted in the same way and were
working together in harmony. wisdom and
unchangaabih‘ty came to be attributes also.
Thus does the idea of a Creator progress in
Veneration, naturally
the human mind.
seeking something to deify and worship, ac
cepted this Creator as its proper object, and
the religion at the beginning was simple,
because perfectly natural.
with wisdom ,' justice with unchangaability.
Cautiousness inspired man with fear as he
beheld the mighty energies of nature, and,
after veneration, his most natural impulse
was to “fear God."
It seems that the original idea of a
Supreme Being gave him inﬁnite knowl
every
edge, wisdom and power, made
natural phenomenon, however trivial, his

[Oct.

'

the Christian nations; but of these a large
proportion have made no religious “ profes
“
sion
whatever.
More than three-fourths
of human kind is thus “ outside ” of ‘Chris
tianity; yet who will presume to say that
these have no religion?
Who shall cry
down the religion of Mohammed or Buddha
unworthy?
Who can deny
as altogether
that even the most barbarous pagan has a
religion of his own?
In all these instances the religious senti
ment is precisely the same, being the exer
cise of identical faculties ; expression only is
different. In a natural system of religion
the ignorant savage and the most enlight
ened Christian are brothers and experience
the same feelings of reverence, faith, hope,
perhaps different in degree yet always the
The peculiar manifestation of relig
same.
ious feeling by the savage is entirely due to
his mental state. which is also equally true
of enlightened Christians, who have been
divided and subdivided into many sects
simply through educational inﬂuence.
The natural
History has repeated itself.
religion of mankind is lost in sectarianism,
and have we not again reached a condition
when he that woul d:promul gate a doctrine of
primeval simplicity and universality would
be denounced as a fanatic or an impostor.
All mankind should be united into one uni
versal Christain brotherhood, but facts show
it to be so farotherwise that great-minded men
and women who yearn for a higher degree
of perfection may well be forgiven if they
doubt the genuineness of nineteenth-cen
tury religion.
The writer does not wish to be understood
as favoring inﬁdelity or skepticism, but de
siring to call attention to the fact that much
of the skepticism heard of is merely a break
ing away from fetters of dogmatism and a
partial return to natural religion, which
may be deﬁned as the activity and exercise
of those faculties classiﬁed by phrenolog
We
ists as the “ Moral and Religious.”
have found the origin of religion to be within
the mind itself; the idea of God to be per
fectly natural to mankind; but the at
tributes assigned Him vary as the mind of
man varies. The human race has made vast

-
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since its ﬁrst appearance
upon the
earth ; what seemed marvelous then, is now

progress

commonplace;

and our ideas of a Creator

are so changed that a return to natural re
ligion now would be to advocate a faith far
different from that of the ﬁrst man. In God
we recognize the Author of all natural laws,
that of themselves and among themselves
that are
produce all natural phenomena
not
harmonious.
We
do
necessarily
imagine Him connected with every act as
a puppet showman might cause his images
With this
to move or perform his will.
grander conception of Deity, the attributes
of ommipotence,
omniscience and omni
presence are not so strongly impressed upon
the mind. We rather regard the Creator as
in a state of rest, while His eternal laws are
producing their legitimate effect in nature.
A knowledge of these laws has enabled us
to place ourselves in harmony with them,
and even make them subserve our will to a
great extent, so that fear is no longer an
element in our religion.
Propitiatory rites
are also found to be unnecessary, since a
strict observance of natural laws will bring
us every desired blessing. We behold in
ﬁnite wisdom in the creation of these laws,
and, recognizing their very immutability as
one of our choicest blessings. we feel more
of gratitude and love toward the “ Father "
than we would experience were we igno
rant as our ﬁrst parents.
Natural religion
preaches the gospel of love and the brother
s. r. sauna.
hood of man.

The September number of the Phreno
logicul Journal and Science of Health, is a
most interesting publication.
The contents
are both instructive and entertaining, “a
sound mind in a sound body" being the
Al
underlying principle of each article.
though it is doubtful whether we shall ever
be able to predict with certainty the par
ticular sphere of life in which a given indi
vidual would be most successful, the subject
is a mighty interesting one, and parents will
ﬁnd the hints on child culture and kindred
topics in the Phrmological Journal of
much service—Philadelphia
Com. List.

+
PERSONAL.

WILLIAM Wa'raamau, who died at Grand
Rapids, Mich, Friday, October 18, deserves
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an item here, as he was 114 years old at his

He was married twice. His ﬁrst
wife lived to the age of 75 years.
He mar
ried his second wife in his 100th year.
She
died a few years ago. He was temperate in.
his habits ; while he used liquor to some ex
tent it was never to excess.

'death.

MISS HARRIET Hosmm, the most eminent
woman sculptor, is about to return to
Rome. She has completed the model for the
Orerar Lincoln Memorial, on which she has
been engaged since last December.
{On the
way she will stop a few days in London, to

through the British Museum for
of costuming in the time of Queen
Isabella. She hopes to return some time
next winter with a wax model of her statue
of Queen Isabella, which, it is expected,
will be one of her greatest works. She will
be represented
at the World’s Fair by this
statue and a pair of bronze doors;
search
ideas

THE Empress Eugenie, in whom the
world does not lose interest, is now a white
haired and pallid woman of sixty-four, with
few traces of her former beauty.
She lives
the life of a recluse, dividing) her time be
tween her; devotions and the writing of a
memorial of Napoleon III. and the Prince
Imperial, which will contain their private
letters, and the proceeds of whose sales she
will give to the fund for the relief of the
widows and orphans of the war of 1870.
Tm: Czar of Russia is abig fellow, and
very strong, yet they say he lives “frugal
ly." An English newspaper notes that his
Majesty breakfasts at nine upon boiled eggs,
ham, roast beef, omelette, and tea, while at
noon he takes a luncheon of chicken broth
with an egg in it, cutlets, cold fowl, game,
river ﬁsh, vegetables and cake.
At two he
He
consumes a dish of rice boiled in milk.
drinks a great deal of champagne at and
after dinner, but at the midday meal be con
tents himself with a bottle of either Bordeaux
or. Rhine wine. Very “frugal "l

+
W ISDOM.

“ Thou must. be true th self,
If thou the truth wou d teach."
BOMB
people sponge on their friends so
much that they absorb all their proﬁts.
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THE BRAVEST 0F BATTLES.

covet secrets as
spendthrift covets money—for the purpose
of circulation.

a

+

AFTER you have weighed your neighbor
nickel of fairness in
drop
the slot of self-examination and ascertain
your own moral avoirdupois.

MIR'I‘H.

But deep in a walled—up woman's heart—
Of woman that would not yield,
But bravely, silently bore her part—
Lo ! there is the battle—ﬁeld.

“A little

nonsense now and then
Is relished by the best of men."

But oh, these battles ! they last so long—
From the babyhood to the grave !

ONE

a

evil join.
is

is

one of the easiest things in the world
one of the hard
to get into debt, but debt
est masters to serve, and one of the most

diﬂlcult to escape.
How can we ask others to think as we do
to-morrow we probably shall think
differently ourselves.
when

it

Nona are so fond of secrets as those who
will generally
do not mean to keep them;

a

”

a

if

;

" Wnr don’t you get married, Uncle
Peter?" asked an acquaintance of
bitch.
elor negro.
“ Why, bress yer soul, I‘se got an old
mudder, an’
has to do f0‘ her, sah, an’
don’t buy her shoes an’stockin’s, she don't
git none. Now,
was ter git married, I'd
hab to buy ’em fo’ my wife, an’ dat’d be
takin' de shoes an stockin’s right out o' my
mudder’s mouth."

if

:

not to the utmost bounds of
VENTURE
the limits of good and
even lawful pleasure

Maxine up lost time—Mrs. Youngthing—
“ How long have these eggs been
boiling,
Bridget?"
Bridget—“ Eighteen minutes, mum.”
Mrs. Youngthing—“ Why,
told you to
boil them only three minutes!”
Bridget—“ Oi know that, mum but the
kitchen clock
minutes slow,
[ﬁfteen
mum.”
a

ANY fool may meet with good fortune, but
the wise man only will proﬁt by it.

the lady buy anything?" asked the
jeweler of his new boy, as the lady in ques
tion left the store, apparently in
temper.
“ She did not. She asked me for an old gold
she took this store
breastpin, and asked
for
junk shop. Then she went out I”

I

!

;

A

it

shall be
Face like my face that receives thee a Man
like to me.
Thou shalt love and be loved by, forever; a
Hand like this hand‘
Shall throw open the gates of new life to
See the Christ stand
thee
ROBERT BROWNING.

" Dm

is

Saul,

I

0

“ Humphl
said the youngster, who was
sawing away, “can't I? I've cut up quite
as tough meat as this at home."

I

!

I

I

I

I

cry for

!

;

the strong

est shall stand the most weak.
’Tis the weakness in strength, that
my ﬂesh that seek
seek and ﬁnd it.
In'the Godhead

AT the table—His hostess anxiously —
“ Charley, can you cut your own meat ?"

I

!

of being

a

it,

be proved

Thy power, that exists with and for

LITTLE Country Girl (pointing to tender
little dude)—“ Mamma. what's that ‘P"
\Vise Mother—“That's what comes of
livin’ in ﬂats."

I

IT is by no breath,
Turn of eye, wave of hand, that salvation
joins issue with death !
As the love is discovered almighty, almighty

i

failure

pecanse der wife married for a home
und der husband vanted
servant.

vhas

SUPPORTED.

I1‘

reason vhy marriage vhas

a

An old saw newly set—What can't be en
dured must be caricatured.

No marshaling troop. no bivouac song,
No banner to gleam and wave !

Beloved

a

in the balance.

Nay, not'with cannon or battle shot,
With sword or nobler pen;
Nay, not with eloquent word or thought
From mouth of wonderful men.

He who did most, shall bear most

IOct.

be found that such persons

The bravest battle that ‘ever was fought,!
Shall 1 tell you where, and when?
On the maps of the world you'll ﬁnd it no
’Twas fought by the mothers of men.

if
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‘1
ln this department we give short reviews of mwh
NEW Books as publishers sec ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily andjustly, and alna to furnish our readers
with mch information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular rol
umeforpermal use. It is our uixh to notice the
better clms of books issuing from "191N888, and we

invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in. any way to
We can usually
mental and physiological science.
'
rupply any of thmuI noticed.
A.

Forms AND Laws for the Organization and
Succesful Management of Boards of
Trade, Village Improvement Societies.
Business Men’s Associations, and Cham
bers of Commerce.

A

convenient manual, by F. Nowell Gil
0t Binghamton, N. Y.
So much ac
tivity is shown now in almost every Ameri
can town that claims representation in-the
ranks of enterprise for the organization of
societies
having in view community im
provements, that such a manual is a neces
sity. The author has compiled it with
much care, and made it suitable for use in
He says only
all the States and Canada.
what is patent to the economic observer,
or town
that “every village or hamlet
which has a railroad or water-power, or
natural resources of any kind worth develop
ing, or which desires manufactories needing
capital and enterprise to develop them and
make them successful, should have a village
improvement society, a board of trade, or
chamber of commerce." This means only
the bringing together of men and women
having common interests and sympathies
for the discussion and ordering of measures
for the public weltare—palpably a most
proper thing and everywhere desirable.
bert.

THE NEW MomrL ANATOMIOAL MANIKIN:
New York. Fowler & Wells 00., Pub
lishers, 775 Broadway.
Price, $12.00.
This is a combination of charts of portions
of the human body, hinged so as to lay over
one another and to be opened or dissected.
exhibiting the general anatomy in all its
parts, and their relation to each other, and
mounted on a base 18 x 86 inches. The ﬁgure
represents the adult human form on the scale

195

of one-halfthc size of life, the entire work
being done in brilliant colors by the most
improved chromo-lithograph processes, on
ﬁne cloth-lined material, highly ﬁnished,
being strong and durable- as well as hand
some,
of one hun
presenting upward
dred
views
of various
of the
parts
body, giving the entire anatomy, showing
with many details
the Osseous or Bony
Structure, the Muscular Organism, the
Brain, Nervous SystemI the Heart, Lungs,
Viscera,
Blood Vessels,
the Abdominal
embracing the organs of digestion and as
similation, etc.
In addition to the dissec
tions of the body, there are a number of
special charts of various parts, including
the Eye, Ear, Heart, Stomach, Liver, Kid
neys, Teeth, Tongue, Throat, etc., mounted
on the margins of the chart, some of them
much larger than lite, including illustra
tions of the effects of stimulants and nar
cotics on the digestive organs, the throat,
the brain and nervous system.
These are so hinged as to fold together in
their proper places, or to open or dissect.
When not in use the manikin folds
together like a book, and when closed is
18 inches square.
The manual accompanying this is not only
akey, but acomprchcnsive work on the phy
siological functions of all the parts, and adds
much to its value, the two constituting a
text book, that can be used independently
of any other work.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
Bulletin XIX. of the Agricultural Experi
ment Station, at Cornell University, is a
report upon the condition of Fruit Grow
ing in western New York, and prints the
chief reasons for the melancholy failure
this year of our favorite fruits, especially
and
peaches,
raspberries.
pears and
Published by the
Neatly illustrated.
University.

Tun Nam SnvLoox:

A critical examina
tion of the character in the Merchant of
Venice. A reprint from the Religio-Pht'lo
sophical

Journal.

cabalistic subscription, El Seyonpi,
we suspect to be an invention of a certain
Washington writer, for turnin it backward
we read I. P. Noyes, Lc.
hatever he
means by the el or Is in En lish he must ex
plain, although we are inc ined to think it a
The
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Literary W'orld.-Fortnightiy.
Boston.
,

bluff. In the essay of nearly 14 pages we
ﬁnd an eﬁort to paint the famous character
of the Jew in better colors than he is usu
ally represented on the boards, and a good

Weekly.

New England Publis ing Co.

Bu rat—Weekly.
Discusses movements
in society n facetious vein.

Boston

PEN AND PENCIL; or Pictures, Puzzles, and
Short Stories lor Boys and Girls. By Ed
ward Carswell. Large 8vo, 80 pages.
Sixty Wood Engravings. Price, only 25
cents, paper cover; 50 cents board cover.

In

the September
No. of The Century California
topics occup 'considerable space. vlz.: “Feat
ures of the
oposed Yosemite National Park,"
ﬁnely illustrated, and " How California Came
Into the Union,“ ‘Commander Goodrich de
scribes “Our New Naval Guns," "The Social
Problems of Church Unity.“ an "Artist's Let,
ters from Japan," “ The Women of the French
Salons,“ "Topics of the Times," are among
others that are valuable.

This new volume of that ever- active tem
perance worker will please the children. It
is a collection of stories, pictures, puzzles
and shadow drawings, nicely printed and
bound. The nine shadow pictures are en
titled, The True Friend, Seeing Double, Far
mer Barleycorn‘s Dream, The White Ele
hant, Chain the Beast, The Hawk and the
ghadow, Hogs’ Hollow, How to Fight the
Beast, A Great Destroyer.
J. N. Stearns. Publishing Agent, New
'

In The Treasury for Pasfor and People, Septem
ber, Dr. R. S. Storrs contributes a ﬁne sermon.
and so do Dr. Meyer and Dr. Hart.
The Prayer
Meeting Topics and International Lessons have
their usual good features. The editorialsare on
ed Misre resents.
“The Lon’ Prayer,“ "
tions,“
Fas ons,“ an
"lbapricious
“Great
Preaching.“ New York: E. B. Treat.
America—Devoted to Honest Politics, Patriotic
Interests, Literature, etc.
Weekly.
Slason,
Thompson & 00., Chicago.

York.

OHIO: Ad
dress of 001. George E. Waring, Jr. at
Board of Trade Auditorium, Columbus,
0., June 23, 1890, and discussion follow
ing. From Secretary of Columbus Board
of Trade.
Snwnmiea

C. H. Barnes & C0.‘

Journal of Education.—New En land and National.

case is made out.

Tna

[Oct

or

COLUMBUS,

The Western

Rural

For the Farm, Field

Chicago.

and American Sfockmam—
and Fireside. Milton George.

humorous illustrated
The Jury.—A
ten up in Rochester, N. Y.

Weekly ' g ot

ver.

Harper’s Magazine for September, opens with a
ﬁnely illustrated paper on the South American
quite realistic
Andes. Daudet‘s grotesque yet
tale of French adventures at “ Port Tarascon "
continues with its piquant ﬁgure sketches.
Other illustrated features are: RecentDisoover
ies of Painted Greek Sculpture, several of the
engravings re resenting faithfully the exquisite
contours of t a original fl ures. The Social
Side of Yachting, The Wild
ardeu. Other de
as well tilled, as usual.
Harper
gartments
rothers, New York.

going to have their way.

Hahneman m'nn Month ly.—Drs-Van Lennef and Van
Editors, Philadelphia.
Old organ of the

FIRST Rsronr or‘ run NATIONAL Exscu'rivn
SILVER Commune, appointed at the St.
Louis Convention, November, 1889.

An argument for the free coinage of all
It seems, by the position of silver in the
l‘silver men” are
market, that these
CirOzona : In Chemistry and Medicine.
Manufacturing
culated by the Ozone
Company.

A commercial treatise on the antiseptic
preparation of ozonized oxygen or other de

~ composed

New York.

substances

CURRENT

that

evolve

ozone.

EXCHANGES.

Notes on New Remediea—Monthly. New additions
to conteln raryTherapy, etc. noted. Lehn &

Fink, New

ork.

Archiiecfure and Building.-Weekly.
stock, New York.

W. T. Com

'

Baluml
so
too .

Sanitary Era, or Progressive Health JournaL—Dis
of interest
cusses
and rivate
topics
life, diet
ncluded. Monthly.to‘gnblic
illiam C. onant,
New York.
New York Obaerver.—Weekly.
Church organ.

Old representative

Canada Educational Monthly and School M
zine.—Toronto. An excellent publication
teacher and parent.

a

or

Cincinnati Medical Newa—Monthly. Dr. J. A.
Thacker. The only American medical we know
that keeps up a microscopical department.
Louis and Canadian Phofogra hen—Illus
trated Monthly. Devoted to theE ovation and
Improvement of the Art, and well sustained.
Mrs. Fitzgibbon Clark, St. Louis.

St.
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SCRAMBLING

FOR

IT.

if

it

it

it

it

is

a good-natured tussle for a cake of Pears‘ Soap, which only illustrates
becomes to all people who have once tried
how necessary
and discovered its
have to contend for
in a more serious way, and that
merits. Some who ask for
“ just
too in drug stores, where all sorts of vile and inferior soaps, represented as
But there is nothing "just as
as good," are urged upon them as substitutes.
good," and they can always get the genuine Pears’ Soap
they will be as persist
enl- 35 are these urchmsSlum misrtﬂrexentationr.

Here
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A MAMMIITII

lllllilSTMAS BllX
(sent out to introduce our goods)

contains too (.akes (full size) “Sweet Home" Soa ,
enough to last an average family one year, ﬁnest ma e
for all household purposes; also five boxes—3 cakes each
—exquisite toilet soap, six boxes boraxine, perfumery,
sachet powder, toilet requisites, and a large assortment of
useful articles adapted’ for Christmas Presents; also toys,
Playthings. etc., etc., for the babies and many valuable
and amusing things for older folks.

The price of entire box complete is six dollars,
payable after 30 days’ trial; (only one box sold
to a family). If not satisfactory, we take goods

back and _make no charge for what you have
used. \Ve sell only directfrom factory to family.
(No middlemen.) \Ne are reliable, ask your
banker. Order now, you run no risk.

Some people prefer to send cash with order—we do not ask it but if readers of this
paper remit in advance we will place in the box in addition to all the other extras
in set SIX SOLID SILVER TEA
pattern such as your grandmother
SPOUNS—plain
a li e time. This s cial offer 15made with
used ——veryrich and clegant—willlast
‘
the understanding that you will recommend "Sweet Home
Soap to three or more
friends (provided the goods prove all we claim) these spoons are only given to you
because we believe your influence and future trade will be especially valuable to us
(one box shown by our customer: has often sold twenty olhels; to secure your per
manent trade and recommendation to others in our behalf, we can well nﬁorcl to
Persona remitting in advance mm hat-w
lose money on ﬁrst box we sell you).
the boar do" not
their mmu't refunded without argument or comment,
aspect.
prov. all t

if
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s. REED,

Speaker of the House of Representatives.
gentleman has been a. very con
i‘spicnous ﬁgure in national politics since
the opening of Congress last winter.
"His election to the speakership of the
House of Representatives gave him what
a western speculator is in the habit of
calling a “boom," as it proved the op
portunity which his capabilities in par
liamentary procedure only needed to

Tats

project him as a strong element in legis
Mr. Reed, when once
lative aﬁ’airs.
of authority, showed
chair
the
in
seated
himself no passive or plastic official, as
too many prove to be, but an energetic
administrator of the affairs coming be

fore the House.
Many of those sitting under his gavel
appear to have found his discipline too
very
protested
have
severe, and
re
newspaper
earnestly, according to
ports.

appearance this gentleman from
Maine has a marked character for energy
We should con
and determination.
and
thoroughgoing
him
positive,
sider
emphatic in everything that pertains to

In

business

transactions—a.

man

prompt

and up to the mark, believing in doing
business on business principles,

and ap

plying rules, where rules are in order,
according to their practical meaning.
He has a great reservoir of vitality, so
that his brain is thoroughly vitalized, and
he has no occasion to weaken or break
in carrying out his purposes. He can
stand up ﬁrmly against strains and op
position that would annihilate ordinary
men. An interesting view of the speaker
comes to us from a frequent Washington
Mr. I. P. Noyes, who
correspondent,
writes

from

personal

observation

as

follows:
There are many men with large mental
faculties who have the power to obtain
knowledge, with little or no power to use
They are like a
what they have obtained.
kit of
expensive
an
with
learned carpenter

tools, and who prides himself on that kit of
tools, as many a college man prides himself
on his diploma and library. For any regular
work that has been done a thousand times
before, the superﬁcially learned man with
his ﬁne kit of tools may be fairly competent.
but as a pioneer he is wanting.
Mr. Reed is the ready man with an ex~
cellent outﬁt ; and not only ready. but able
He
to cope with the best men of the day.
is thoroughly acquainted with the details of
parliamentary law, including all the details
of legislation. This, it must be understood,
like other branches of human knowledge,
has advanced with the progress of the time.
Mr. Reed we believe to be an honest man ;
and surely no more modest man ever held
an exalted position before the American
His opponents, of course, endeavor
people.
to break the inﬂuence of his work by repre
senting him to be a typical Czar; and when
the contest is ended and the great American
people have settled down into the calm of
quiet ways, even his present opponents will
admit his sterling qualities, and that it re
quired no mean ability to hold day after day
the scepter of power in the trying circum
stances of his late experience.
By the term dignity I would not mislead the
reader. What one man understands by this
While
term may not be the ideal of another.
Mr. Reed is a most digniﬁed man, he is not
in this respect after the type of the old
school, which was of a rather stiﬁ order.
Mr. Reed is a genial, pleasant-looking man,
devoid of those schoolboy airs which young
and verdant people are apt to think the em
bodiment of greatness. His bearing is more
that of a practical business man who is
equal

to all emergencies,

and

rises

as the

The desire for quiet se
clusion is one of the types of the man. After
the exciting scenes of the'day in the great
political arena, it is not uncommon to see Mr.
Reed quietly wending his way through the
more retired walks of the Capitol grounds,
rather than through the common thorough
fares where the throngs leaving the great
building go.
By his ready, timely and able articles in
occasion

demands.

1890.]
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one of the great magazines of the day, Mr.
Reed has shown himself to he as ready and
able with the pen as with his tongue.

The lines of his head are of the round
than of the square type, and it is
round lines that make the ready man. They
rather

do not seem to be so imposing as the other
type, for dignity, as a rule, goes with the
square rather than with the circular lines.

If
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He studied for the law, interrupting his
study in that behalf to serveas acting
assistant paymaster in the United States
Navy from April 19, 1864 to November
4, 1865.
Returning to Portland he was
enrolled as a practitioner at the bar, and
commenced
his career as a lawyer.
Becoming actively interested in the
politics of his city and State, he rose
rapidly in the esteem of the people, and
in 1868 was elected a member of the
Maine House of Representatives; re
elected the following year, and in 1870

mere digniﬁed looks would always carry
with them superior qualities, then we might
accept the square lines as our criterion; but
merely looking at the head from an artistic
point of view is not what we are after.
It
is the mental grasp, the width at the base,
sent to the Senate.
For three years,
the large occiput and perceptives,
1870, ’71 and ’72, he served as Attorney
all of
which add power to the subject and give
General of the State, and from 1874 to
soundness of outline to the whole head.
We
1877 was City Solicitor of Portland.
must not, however, be misled by the mere
Accepting the nomination to represent
roundness of outline, but must notice from
his district in Congress, he was elected
whence the roundness proceeds ; whether it
for the Forty-ﬁfth, and has been returned
is from the massive lines at the base, which
at every successive election since.
rise as the bastions of a fortress, or whether
CHARLOTTE MARY YONGE,
merely from the lack of strength in the cent
ral lines of the work.
The head may be
The English Author.
‘round and yet wanting in all that would
THEN a boy attending Sunday
give power to the subject.
The human
sch 701 there were certain books
brain is made up of two great parts, the so
in
the
that we scholars were per
library
called "purely intellectual,” and the “ani
mitted to borrow for our weekly reading
mal." The “purely intellectual " is of little
that seemed‘bo me eminently worthy of
value unless there is some " animal” to
drive it. It is like the ﬁre engine without
respect, and among them HThe Daisy
suﬂicient boiler power. The boiler power
Chain," “Lances of Lynwood,” and
is all important. These well-balanced round
“Heir of Redclyﬂ’e” stood well up in
lines are what makes Mr. Reed the able
the scale;
I did not bother my young
and ready man he is. He is a knight with a
head about the author, but her name, if
keen Damascus blade, ready to meet his op
saw it on the title-page of a book, was
ponents on all occasions. whether it be in
sufficient to convince me that it would
the uproar of the contending factions of the
pay well for the time taken to read it.
House, or in the quiet of the study. The
From that time to the present, over
word character well deﬁnes the man. He is
thirty-two years, Miss Yonge has con
the embodiment of sterling character ; char
tinued to write books mainly for young
acter that has stood many a trying ordeal,
and few writers of her class can
people,
and has never been found wanting in those
claim
a
wider popularity and greater
elements that mark the typical American of
usefulness
to society as an author. To
our day.
give a full list of her books would
Mr. Reed has had an active life in
occupy two or three “sticks"—as a.
political affairs almost from the time be printer would say—of space. The fol
commenced the practice of law in 1865,
lowing, besides those already mentioned,
being then about twenty-six years old.
are certainly very well known on both
He was born in Portland, Met, and after
sides of the deep sea:

I

careful preparation
entered Bowdoin
College, where he was graduated in 1860.

“Abbey Church; or, Self Control and
Self Conceit ;” “Book of Golden Deeds
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of all Times and all Lands,” “Book of
Worthies,” “ Cameos from English His
tory,” “ Love in the Eagle's Nest,”
“Heartsease; or, The Brother’s Wife,"
“History of Christian Names," " Kings
of England; A History for Young Chil
dren,” Landmarks of History," “ Prince
“ The Chaplet of Pearls,“
and the Page,”
“ Pillars of the House,” “ The Two Sides
of the Shield.”

CHABLOTTI

"The Victorian Half Century"

was
the
written in 1887, at the time
Queen‘s Jubilee in England, and was
“ Life of the Prince Con
followed by a
sort,” in 1889.
She has also written aseriesof “Young
Folks’ Histories ” of Greece, Rome,

of

Germany, England, France, etc. “More
Bywords" is announced for early publi
cation; and a story entitled “The Slaves

[Now

of Sabinus," the scene of which is laid
in the time of Vespasian.
Miss Yonge was born at Otterbourne,
at Hants, England,in 1823, and published
her ﬁrst work, “Abbey Church," in
1844. She is the most industrious and in

teresting of living English writers, quite
tall and somewhat stout, with white hair_
She speaks of herself as one of the happy
women with no history, having always

I-

YONGE.

lived at Otterbourne, the only move of
her life having been from her brother’s
house, near at hand, to her present
home, "Elderﬁeld,” a number of years
ago.

Although a writer of tales and sketches
of social life, she can not be styled a
novelist, as the leading object has been
to illustrate the best phases of moral and
religious conduct, and to teach homely
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truths in a practical yet attractive man
ner.
She in most of these shows the
spirit of the devout churchwoman, and
that scru pulous care to avoid any offense
to the highest ethical principles that is
inspired by religious ﬁdelity.
Her biog
raphies and histories, like her stories,
are adapted to the tastes of young
readers.

The portrait is that of a well-developed
woman, physically and mentally, with a
temperament largely partaking of mas
culine elements. She probably shows
characteristics of intellect and disposi
tion that are much like those of her
father.
The expression
has a strong
vein of independence; both nose and
mouth intimate will, decision, stanch
ness, self poise.
The head is doubtless
well elevated in the crown and promi
nent at the lower part of the forehead,
while there is breadth between the ears.
Altogether, as inferred from this front
view, Miss Yonge should be known for
energy, spirit, aspiration, industry, sys
tematic application, and natural consti
tutional vigor.
RACHEL
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erty of her parents, in which is also re
corded the marriage of Stephen and
Mary Acker a few years before.
The Acker family remained on the
farm near Tarrytown until 1796, in
which year they removed to a house in
Stone street, near Broad, New York City.
On February 14, [811, when in her
twenty-sixth year, Rachel Acker married
David Stillwaggon, a carpenter, with
whom she lived in Stone street until his
death in 1826. She has had seven chil
dren, four girls and three boys, of whom
but three are living— George, David and
Katharine—the latter the wife of a Mr.
\Villetts now living in Denver, (301., a

STILLWAGGON.

Hundred and Five Years Old.
HAT inveterate skeptic Thoms, who

One

refused to believe in the centen
would have been compelled to
" own up” or sit with locked lips had he
been present at a certain gathering in
Flushing on the 18th of September last,
for it was the anniversary of the birth
of a lady who was born one hundred
and five years before, and her relatives
and friends made the occasion one of
special respect to her. The evidence of
her great longevity, we may say, were
there in the shape of her descendents—
some of them well on in years.
Rachel Stillwaggon, whose portrait is
given, was born in the family of Stephen
Acker, who lived in 1785 near the old
village of Tarrytown, Westchester
The date of her birth, Septem
county.
ber 18, 1785, is down in the record of
the old family Bible formerly the prop
arian,

RACHEL B'l‘lLL'AGGON.

the age of seventy ﬁve.
She has many
grand and great grandchildren. She is
somewhat below medium height, with a
pleasant though much wrinkled face.
has caused her much
Rheumatism
trouble of late, and when she moves
around the house it is with the aid of a
stout cane.
She always enjoyed vigor
ous health until her ninety-sixth year.
Since then she has suffered from rheum
atism; however, the services of a phy
sician have been required but seldom
since she passed her one hundredth
Her mental faculties are good,
year.
though for the past three years her sight
and hearing have failed perceptibly.
She can, however, still carry on a spark
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ling

and her well-told
conversation,
stories of incidents in her younger days
shows that her memory has not become
much impaired.
Mrs. Stillwaggon always was a very
active woman in housework until she
She now goes to bed
was ninety-six.
between nine and ten o’clock in the
evening and rises between six and seven
in the morning. Until recently she has
been in the habit of spending most of her
time in a comfortable old rocking-chair,

knitting socks for her great‘grand
children.
In conversation with a news reporter
" I was
lately Mrs. Stillwaggon said :
four years old when General Wash
ington was inaugurated as President in
I did not see him then, though I
1789.
did on other occasions, but it is so long
I re
ago I can not describe his looks.
member when the ﬁrst post ofﬁce in New
York City was established, in a small
room in a building at the corner of

William

and Garden streets, and the ﬁrst
was a. woman, but I can not
I do, however,
her name.
Henry Bedlow and Sebastian
when they were postmasters
and postage was a shilling for

postmaster
remember
remember
Beaumont
of the city

[Novr

each letter.
There was only one mail
each week, arriving by coach on Sun‘
days.
remember going to see what was
called a ‘ bone procession ’ to the VValla
bout, near the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
where the bodies of a great many
Americans taken from the British prison
ships had been buried and their bones
were removed in thirteen coﬁi'ns and
several hogsheads for burial in a ceme
I also recollect the yellow fever
tery.
and cholera scourges, and the great
ﬁre of New York.
went down with
some of the Vanderbilt family to meet
the Marquis de Lafayette when he visited
this country as its honored guest, and I
knew him very well.
know
am
growing feeble every day, but
expect
to live to see another birthday yet.”
The face, as furnished us in the por
trait, is that of a well-preserved woman.
She evidently still possesses a good de‘
gree of vital capacity, and will compare
for good looks with the majority of
elderly folks twenty years herjunior. In
her youth she must have possessed more
than the average of womanly comeli

“I

I

I

I

'

ness.

M

I

EDITOR.

PRACTICAL HONOR.
ONOR
-

is something we hear very
much - about, and
something

was formerly regarded much
A per
more than at the present time.
son’s "word of honor” was once re
garded as even more binding than an
But of late years the claims of
oath.
honor seem to have lost their power in a
Nowadays we think
great measure.
more of having “notes of hand” and
oaths in a justice‘s court than of a
person’s word.
Honor is a combination of qualities ;
to be honorable one must be truthful,
just, kind, chaste and strictly honest.
No one can be considered honorable un
less he or she can show all these qual
A poet has said:
ities in their character.

which

" Honor and shame from no condition rise ;
Act well your part; there all the honor lies."

An honorable person will always wish
to keep himself free from any direct as
sociation with evil people, and will wish
to keep himself unsoiled by gross and
mean sins.
He will never seek to be
come rich by dishonest
methods, by

gambling, or “making corners” in the
necessaries of life. or by watering stock,
or in any other doubtful ways.
If he
gains wealth it is by some honest em
ployment, not by robbing orphans, or
stealing church funds, or embezzling
from a bank.
The honorable boy never says mean
words to girls, never cheats at marbles

or in games of any kind, never

keeps
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any other boys’ books, pencils or knives,
never tells lies to his father or mother,
or teacher, never does anything to
annoy any older persons, nor his own
companions ; returns everything he has
borrowed in good condition; pays his
debts. and ﬁnally grows up into an hon
orable man, a man that is an ornament
to his family, a blessing to community
and country.‘
It is better to be an honorable man
than to be an emperor or king. A mean
man is more despised upon a throne than
he would be if he were a low servant in
a garret.
Many men will pretend to
honor the mean rich man in an inﬂuen
tial position, because they wish to share
his “loaves and ﬁshes,” yet all the time
they despise him, and talk against him
behind his back, and perhaps while pre
tending to be his friends are scheming to

turn him out of his position or destroy
his life.

There is so much dishonorable deceit
in the world that men and women are
obliged to be very careful whom they
trust and whom they associate with, for
every one is marked by the company he
keeps, and if that company be bad in
any way, all who join it will be regarded
as of the same character.
The ways of
the world are various, and many of them
are exceedingly crooked ; the best test of
what you are thinking to do to others,
as to whether
it be right or not, is to
think, “ Would I like that done to me 2 ”
That will always settle any question, for
what one would not like done to one’s
self, should never be done to another.
It is truly a golden rule, “Do to
others as you would they should do to
It is an absolute test whether
you.”
the contemplated act be right and kind,
if you are willing the same should be
done to yourself.

__m4q_-—

PHRENOLOGY

THE KEY

TO

an easy chair, where I
had thrown myself perplexed and
wearied with a never-ending round of
the fulﬁlling of which
uncongenial'tasks,
brought most unsatisfactory results, fell
were following the
to wondering if
was best ﬁtted.
life work for which

EATED in

I

I

I

Wondered, too, if some of my neigh
bors had not mistaken their sphere. The
clock ticked drowsily on; all was still,
and sleep overcame me, whereupon
dreamed a dream.
Methought was suddenly transferred
to a distant planet, where there was
much that was new and strange ; but the

I

I

strangest of all things were the attempts
of various birds, beasts and reptiles to
tasks for which they were
accomplish
m st manifestly unﬁtted. An eagle had
harnessed himself to a plow and was
vainly trying to turn a successful fur
row, while a draft horse stood by, his
eyes ﬁxed on the sun, endeavoring to

plume himself for ﬂight. A community
of snails was congregated about a race
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THE MYSTERY

A. VERONICA PETlT.

OF

LIFE.

course whereon a few of their number
were making a trial of speed, with the
intention, I was told, of cultivating in
the young snails a fondness for racing
and a proﬁciency in the same. A few
rods distant some ﬁne specimens of
horseﬂesh, of the Flora Temple variety,
disdained to exercise their ﬂeet and vigor
ous limbs, but were busily at work build
ing shells for themselves, into which
they might retire and pass the time in
masterly inactivity.
A donkey, fancying himself possessed
of the powers and attributes of a lion,

lay in wait for the coming of a ﬂock of
sheep which he sighted from afar, in
tending to make a stealthy spring upon
With lion
‘one of them and devour it.
like ambition, he scorned to select some
feeble ewe lamb, but took, instead, the
The pow
champion buck of the ﬂock.
erful horns and well-devoloped ﬁghting
qualities of his anticipated prey proved
too great for assinine ferocity, and the
would-be lion was forced to make a
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it

is

it

it,

I

I

I

I

nor how to obtain
myself
bethought
been the earthly
beings that now

appeared before me.
“ The eagle trying to turn a furrow,”
said he, “ was a man of poetic tempera
ment, a born orator, who might have
made his name immortal with his verse,
nation with his eloquence,
or stirred
had he ever discovered his own talents.
“Thedraft-horse that stood beside him.
'pluming himself for ﬂight, was a man
millions, and whose
whose inherited
wife’s ambition pushed him into promi~
nence with a view to securing
seat in
the Senate. The as was a conceited fel
low, who edited a small, country paper.
He should have been ditch-digger, or
an ox-driver, but fancied himself a veri
table lion in journalism
and in his
vanity attacked
overweening
every
opponent as you saw him do to-day. He
only continuing his earthly career in
.
modiﬁed form.
“The lion was a man of grand, un
selﬁsh nature, who should have been
leader, a king among men, but believ
ing that to labor for others was his sole
duty, did not stop to learn how he could
work lothe best advantage, and wore out
his life allowing his interiors to load
him with burdens and harness him to
tasks that a donkey could have done
a

a

I

not knowing where
Suddenly
light.
to ask him what had
of the
occupations

;

Methought that suddenly there stood
before me one,' whose appearance was
more than human, and, as I shrank
from him in awe, he said : “Fear not;
am come to explain what thou seest.
These are but transmigrated souls that,
when they occupied human bodies, at
tempted deeds no more in keeping with
their powers than those they now strive
to perform.
Thou hast seen butafew
of these misguided creatures ; their num
her is as the sands of the seashore ; they
come from that planet called the earth,
where, doubtless, you have seen some of
Indeed, you have been
them before.
permitted to visit this place, and will be
allowed to return to earth again, that
you may aid in helping blinded mortals
to ﬁnd the work for which Providence
has fitted them, and thereby decrease
the number of unhappy souls that come
hither, because forsooth, having, when
on earth, become habituated
to at
tempting what was to them impossible,
they must needs, in their transmigra
tion. continue in the same fashion.”
“A'as!" I said, “and what is to be
the cure for all this misery, and how
shall each human being be made to un
derstand his own powers and possibili
ties’l" Why did not the All Father

those about him."
As he spoke,
recalled a few such
had
fallen
under
my own observa
that
tion, and
as
thought of the
sighed
multitude that still groped in darkness,

a

sibility.

yet there be few that study diligently to
the key
understand
although
given by kind Providence whereby men
may unlock the mysteries of life. Here
and there one has done so, thereby ﬁnd
with
ing his own niche and ﬁlling
pleasure to himself and beneﬁt to all

a

sing a song, the like of which mortal
ears had never heard, and which so
grated on my sensibilities that I could not
resist stoning the creature, ﬁrst indig
nantly asking why and wherefore she
had quitted her native element to be
take herself to the performance of that
which was to her such a manifest impos

endow us with instinct and with reason?
I see no way out of this darkness."
“ Nay, say not so," said he. “There
is a science, which men call Phrenology.
that teaches all this.
’Tis true, that as

is

In his mad
most inglorious retreat.
"ﬂight he ran upon a genuine lion, mak
ing a dreary meal of thistles, his shoul
ders, galled by ill-ﬁtting harness, and
himself emaciated by pulling loads of
garbage in a donkey cart.
A nightingale was in imminent dan
ger of drowning as she tried to swim in
a duck-pond, while the natural occu
pant, having laboriously ﬂuttered to the
top of a neighboring shrub, essayed to

[Nov.
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better. The nightingale ﬂuttering mis
erably in the duck-pond was a gifted,
but mistaken mother, who sacriﬁced her
tastes and talents to uncongenial drudg
ery that her duck of a daughter might
soar to heights for which she had no
natural ﬁtness.
The race-horses that
were about to retire into shells were
persons who started out in the occupa
tions for which nature designed them,
but because of envious and adverse
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criticism dropped out of the race early
and allowed their natural gifts to perish
from inactivity.
The snails on the racecourse were
those very conservative people who
once sneered at Phrenology, but later
eagerly availed themselves of all that it
has given the world, and while coolly
feeding on its fruits, put their heads out
of their shells long enough to say, ‘I
"
onus LAWRENCE.
told you so.’

-——o.o.e—

CONVER'I‘ING

EV.

ABNER SIMPSON

SOULS

IN EASTERN

was, by

unanimous consent, voted the
ablest wielder of the gospel club that
ever battered Satan's head at Mount
Zion church house in Eastern Kentucky.
He was able in more ways than one.
Physically speaking, he was the ablcst
man
that ever lifted a handspike, or
thumped an obstinate sinner in McGof
ﬁn County.
At a log-rolling he was
always placed in charge of a gang, and
the man who had been boasting of his
powers to outlift anybody, always be
modest and reserved after he
came
crossed handspikes with Parson Simpson.
Mentally, he never found any one in
the controversial arena that could stand
before him two rounds. As an expound
er of the doctrines of baptism, he was a.
and to dispute
walking commentary,
one of his dogmatical premises was a
perilous feat that no one had the hardi
hood to attempt the second time.
To show how effectually he could dis
pose of an opponent, I will cite one
incident. He had been challenged to
debate, in an adjoining county, by Rev.
Gabriel Summers, on the efficacy and
absolute necessity of infant baptism. On
the ﬁgurative “teetering board” they
occupied opposite seats, Rev. Simpson
sitting squarely on the necessity end.
An exciting time was anticipated, for
both men were great debaters, as well as

When the controversy
physical giants.
was concluded, Rev. Simpson returned
with the ﬂag of victory streaming over

KENTUCKY.

his head. The ﬁrst man he met on his
arrival was Deacon Peters.
“ Did you
get away with your oppo
nent?” asked the deacon, in a tone of
fear and hope.
“ You bet 1” returned the minister,

in

atone of triumph. “ I eouged his left
eye nearly out, if you call that gittin’
away with him 1"
At the time of which I write, Simpson
had been holding a two weeks’ revival
at Mount Zion, and his success had
been remarkable.
Abe Martin, one of
the most notorious sinners of the county,
who had run a moonshine still for ten
years, had been converted, and offered
the sale of his still at half price, and the

“good-will” thrown in for

good meas

ure.

Amos Goodrig, a veteran horse-swap
per, who had not even hesitated to cheat
the preacher himself in a trade, had
joined the church and vowed to swap
With this impetus,
and sin no more.
the revival wave swept over the whole
communily, and some of the ablest and
most active disciples of Satan to be
found anywhere were converted.
But with all the delight Rev. Simpson
experienced in capturing these satanic
freebooters, it was not to be compared
to the thrilling ecstacies that ﬂooded his
soul when, one evening, after a most
telling revival song had been sung,
Miss Maggie Rankine, one of the pret
tiest girls in the county, who had long
maintained an air of seeming indiffer

2)6
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ence. suddenly succumbed to the spirit
ual melody and the persuasion of the
preacher, and marched forward to the
mourner's bench.
Oh, the shouts that went up and made
the loose boards rattle on the roof when
Maggie, the proud and digniﬁed, the
hope of so many hearts, and the despair
of all, was thus seen- to lay aside her
vain pride, and fall limply down, and,
like the any other humble heart, plead
for the blessings of forgiveness i
This act was no less a tribute to
the eloquence of the preacher than a
wild joy to his heart of hearts, for he
had loved Maggie long, and had hoped
and prayed for the day when the ,proud
beauty would be the daughter of holi
ness and the wife of himself.
Hereto
fore she had been distant and cold; now
she would be near and warm.
She
had refused to listen to his pleadings be
fore ; now she would bend her ear with
attentive interest.
But the smoothest sky must, at times,
be scarred by a cloud. The prettiest ﬁeld
often has a black stump in it. The tri
umph of Parson Simpson was not to be
wholly free from dark streaks. Maggie
had not been at the mourner‘s bench
more than one hour, when her father, a
tall, double-jointed,
rugged specimen,
entered the house, strode slowly to the
mouraer’s bench, took his daughter by
the hand, and without a word led her
toward the door.
Rev. Simpson, who
was engaged at the time with some other
mourners, did not notice this high-hand
ed proceeding.
Rankins had got on the
outside with his daughter, and was pro
ceeding to his wagon, when Sister Man
ners crept to the side of the preacher,
and in a hurried whisper informed him
of what had taken place.
“ The nation he did !“ exclaimed the
preacher, in reply to the quiet informa
tion, “I’ll see about that right now.
We've beat the devil on his own
grounds during this meetin’, and I’m
willin’ ter take an oath that none of his
subordinates ain’t goin’ ter beat me.”

[Nova

His eyes had lost their spiritual ex
pression and were now blazing like dis
tant headlights. His mighty form shook
with the terrible wrath that ﬂooded his
He made a rush for the door,
system.
the crowd falling back to give him free
passage. When he leaped beyond the
threshold, Jim Rankins was in the act
of lifting his daughter into the wagon.
“Hold on thar, Jim 1" shouted the
preacher, in tones of suppressed power.
“I’m goin’ home," returned Jim,
quietly but ﬁrmly.
The preacher was making rapid strides
tov. ard him.

“You’ll not go home jist yit, I reckon,“
said the preacher, ominously; “at least
if you do, you’ll leave the gel.”
“I’ll not leave the gal, neither,” re
“ She’s ben but
‘replied Jim, doggedly.
too long now, fer a gal what wants ter
be respectable.
I tell you, Parson, I
don’t hev my gal wallerin’ around on
benches in public, and makin’ a fool of
herself.
didn’t never think she’d come
to what she has to-day, or I’d kep her at
home.”
“ You’ll be
kep at home yourself with
disabilities for three months if you don’t
let Maggie right out of that wag )D. I’m
ﬁghtin‘ for the Lord, and I’m ready to
I don‘t
ﬁght any way he wants me to.
propose to let no great, big malunix like
you step in an‘ spile my work. I‘ll spile
your face when you undertake it.”
don’t want to stop your work. If
you want to make fools outen people
you’ve got a houseful in lhar to work
on. Jest go ahead. As for me an‘ mine,
I’ll try to boss when it comes to us. Jest
keep your hands off.“
“ Jim Rankins,” roared
the preacher,
“git outen that wagon. I must answer
a fool accordin’ to his folly.
Thar ain't.
no use to scatter spiritual pearls before
the devil’s swine.
Thar ain‘t no use to
You are
preach to men of your stamp.
the kind that has to be whipped into

I

“I

right

thinkin'; you ain’t got sense
for any reason to impress you.
But your face can be impressed, and

enough
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done."

on the Lord to help

:

Jim Rankins
Rankins.
He

rejoicing,

bringing in

is is

——M_—

THE LAST

BULLETIN.

if

said,

it

Is the rose, whose prayer of bloom

;1

is

tied?
Dead, when its fragrant soul
The song through the air will endless ring
The scent of the rose to its name will clingr
Dead
Speak not that word of lost and dread
It puts no stop to a life like this.
T he victory over, death his.
Say not that he was. He is! He

;v

!

is

is

is

is

led,
The ﬂock by its Shepherd still
And shall not his hand yet break the bread
fed?
Of the truth by which he now
He lives for the race. We shall not miss
The grace of this latest blessedness.
ANNIE L. Muzzsr.

———O.-O-.Q———
Tm: knees of man are an index, to some
they have
extent, of his character; that is,
A strong character
not been injured.
strong walk. A weak
accompanied with
shown in the weak knees, and
character
If one
the shilly-shallying, scraping walk.
deed
of
should desire the performance
which requires nerve and perseverance, he
man who drags his
to
would never trust
they were made of lend, or
legs about as
man’s
half asleep. If you want to measure
character, and have not the time to scrutin
ize and analyze his features, and through
them the soul, study his nether extremities
You will get from
and how he uses them.
his legs in action, and sometimes from his
legs in repose, the general outline of his

“Amenl God bless you, Jim l God
bless you
fervently spoke the preach
er, with tears in his eyes.

is

if

a

a

do it; praise his holy
name!
He’ll help yon, and bless you,
and protect you, and forgive you, and
make a good man of you, and take you
home to glory if you'll let him."
“Well, I let him. Let me up, and
I‘ll go in and ask him to save me.”

it

X"

he’ll

7

is

!

DEAD
dead
What do you mean when you say he
sense not the message that you bring,
Is the robin, carolling in the spring,
he cease to sing?
Dead to our hearts

if

Yes’ yes

the‘

now Rev. James N.
the father-in-law of
Rev. Simpson, and will never forget to
bless the day when his son-in-law con
vtnced him of the error of his ways.
JAS. NEAL JOHNSON.

a

you i"

“Then

we come
sheaves."

a

1”

“Are you callin’
it

went

is

me

"Thus

preacher,

blow; “he’s Lord of all,
and can’t be conquered."
“
But I give up, indeed I do. Help
with another

Jim

as

ahead toward the mourners’ bench, with
his daughter and the preacher in the
rear, the people, as by one impulse,
started up the grand old song

a

“Great God 1” said Jim.
“Yes, he’s great," said the

They all went in, and

!

der the horse‘s heels.
Quick as a ﬂash the preacher seized on
one of his legs, jerked him out and ad
ministered three terrible kicks.
“For the Lord’s sake, quitl"yelled Jim.
“ It’s for the Lord’s sake that I’ll keep
right on,” returned the preacher, giving
him another punch.
“I'll let the gal go back," pleaded
Jim; “let me go.”
“ I‘ll not let you
go, neither, until the
Lord gets through with you. He’s got
a ﬁght to make with you when I’m

!’7

_

I’m goin" to beat salvation into you, if
I’ve got strength enough to do it."
“If you tackle me," returned Jim,
“ if you’ve got any salvation in you, I’ll
knock it all out."
Jim had got out of the wagon and
braced himself.
The preacher made a
spring for him. Jim dodged a left
hander aimed at his face, but the preach
er‘s right caught him just below the
Jim was a powerful man,
spare ribs.
and
recovering himself landed one
against the preacher's jaw. Instead of
knocking him down, it only infuriated
him to stronger action, and, making a
spring, hurling the whole weight of his
body at the same time, he struck Jim
under the left eye and knocked him un
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GEORGE Gonna—Concluded.

WING

to the death of Dr. A.
Combe and the advanced age of
George Combe,with his uncertain health,
together with other attendant circum
stances, it was deemed best to suspend
the publication of the Edinburgh Phren
ological Journal, which closed with the
October number, 1847, at the end of the
twentieth volume.
But Combe‘s active
mind could not keep quiet.
He took
in the condition
great
interest
of
the Irish, and August 15, 1848, wrote to
Richard Cobden and Lord Dunfermline
of ascheme he had suggested to Car

michael:
"Adivision

of the House of Commons
into three parts, embracing in each English,
Irish and Scotch members; that one section
should sit two or three months annually in
Dublin, one in Edinburgh, and one in Lon
don, to pass bills aﬁecting exclusively these
respective countries; that they should meet
at 10 A. M. and sit till 6 r. M., if necessary,
but not in the evening; that the whole sec
tions should meet as one house in London
for three months, and discuss all questions
and pass all laws aﬁecting the United King'
dom generally, as taxes, expense of ﬂeets
and armies, colonies, foreign relations, etc.;
and that the House of Peers should sit in
London during the whole time, and receive
bills from all the sections. and pass, reject,
or modify them, as they do now. This
would secure harmony in their legislation.
The diminution of members would render
them all more eﬁlclent; meetings in the
morning would give a character of business
to the House; and their localization in the
countries for which they were to legislate
would render them more earnest and alive
to the interests of the people and subject
them more to the inﬂuence of public opin
ion.
It would tend, also, by bringing them
more directly into contact with men of the
middle classes, to break that exclusive aris
tocratic spirit which prevails in Parliament,
and produces
a wonderful want of sym
pathy between the House of Commons and
the nation."

\Vliile

in Dublin he was introduced to

Lord and Lady Clarendon and Lord and
Lady John Russell, and others of note,
and by request of Lady Russell exam
ined the heads of their daughter and son.
At that time he prophesied that Lord
Clarendon would be the future Prime
During 1848
Minister of England.
on
the
Combe was enrolled
Commission
of Peace—a minor incident of his life.
While writing the biography of his
brother Andrew, wishing to show the
effect on ‘the lives and health of the
family of their surroundings and circum
stances where they dwelt, in Living—
ston’s Yards, Mr. Combe met with objec
tions from some of their relatives, who
thought the revelations unnecessary, but
be regarded them as the key to a true
understanding of his brother's character,
and a cause of the devotion of his
thoughts to the conditions for health.
e submitted proofs of the early part of
the work to Cobden—and others—from
“ In
whom he received thissuggestion.
interesting
my judgment the most
part of biography is that of autobiog
raphy ; and next to that is the plan of
allowing the subject to speak for himself
or
letters
conversations."
through
Combe desired to live to write three
works, after completing the biography
of his brother—a work on Natural and
Revealed Religion; the Philosophy of Art,
Painting and Sculpture,and his own life,
He completed the two ﬁrst named and be
gan the third. In December,1849,he took
a severe cold, which produced an irrita
tion of the mucous membrane of the
lungs, and from this date was subject to
similar attacks which required much care
to avert fatal effects. With this care,how
ever, he managed to perform considerable
mental as well as physical labor, speak
ing in public and writing articles on his
favorite reformatory topics, the educa
tion of the rising generation being the
last which took him to the platform. at
Edinburgh, on January 21; Glasgow.
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April

18; Aberdeen,

April

25;

Paisley,

September
Edinburgh, again,
November 25, 1851. What he pleaded
for was
educa
that
only secular
tion should be taught in schools, leaving
lessons in religious tenets for the parents
and the clergy. Combe was but one of
29, and

several speakers at these gatherings
under the Association for National Pub
lic School Education in England and

Wales, advocating free schools.
Arrangements were made for a great
demonstration to take place in the Man
chester Corn Exchange, December 1,
1851, and here he made what was prac
tically his last public speech. The pro
ceedings lasted from seven o’clock until
midnight. The next day he was obliged
to keep his bed. because of exhaustion
and a severe cold, and the excitement of
the occasion.
His illnesses were becom
more
frequent and prostrating, and
ing
effects
more enduring, but his
their
interest for free schools was strong, and

when unable to attend public meetings
and speak, his pen was active or else he
dictated for other pens to record his
thoughts.

“ The

soundness and value of Combe’s
educational views, and of his judgment as to
the kind of education adapted to children
found large
of different temperaments,
appreciation even among those who dissented
from the phrenological principles on which
he founded his counsel. Among others who
consulted him regarding the education of
their children were the Duchess of Suther
land, the Cobdens, Lady John Russell, and
He also had several inter
Lady Romilly.
views with Prince Albert and Baron Stock
mar; and in 1850 had an opportunity,at Buck
ingham Palace, of explaining to the Queen
his theorles of education, based on the phys
iological development of the royal children.
Her Majesty was less inclined toward his
theories than the Prince and Baron, but his
observations and the various reports which
he prepared by Her Majesty's command
were treated with consideration. He had
consultations with the tutors of the Princes,
and he was most anxious to induce them to
study physiology, in order that they might
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be qualiﬁed to carry out the system of edu
cation which he was convinced would be
most advantageous
to their Royal High~
nesses.
Dr. Ernst Becker, a young German
and a friend of Liebig, who was appointed

German secretary to Prince Albert, and to
take charge of the Prince of Wales in his
hours of recreation, spent three months in
Edinburgh in the winter of 1850-51, and
studied Phrenology under Mr. Combe. The
esteem with which Prince Albert regarded
Combe was evinced in the following auto
graph letter, and in the gifts which accom
panied

it:

“ ‘MY DEAR Ma. (Jonas; You have been
several tzmes so good as to give me a por
trait of the phrenological conformation of our
children; 1 take the liberty to-day of send
ing you Winterhalter‘s view of their physi
May you, in looking on them
ognomies.
sometimes, remember that their parents are
very sensible of the kind interest you have
taken in their welfare.
“ ‘ I likewise send you an illustrated cat
alogue of the Exhibition, knowing that you
have taken a lively interest in that child of
We have attempted to give the
mine also.
work as much as possible a scientiﬁc char
acter; the shortness of time allowed for the
completion has, however, been a great
drawback.
“ ' You will be pleased to hear that the
importance of Science to all industries and
commercial pursuits is beginning to make
itself strongly and generally felt, and may
be soon publicly recognized by the establish
ment of institutions for its connections with
those pursuits.
Hoping that you are quite
well, believe me always,
“' ‘
Yours truly,
“ALBERT.
“ ‘Windsor Castle, October 29, 1851.’ "

In 1852, May 18, the Combes went to
London and, visited Sir James Clark,
dined with Lord Ashburton, where they
met Lords Lansdowne and Granville,
Thomas Carlyle and wife, and others,
whom he describes in his diary. From
London they traveled leisurely in the
south of England, by advice of his medi
cal advisers, making occasional trips to
London, in order that they might notice
the rapidity with which his diseased left

2H)
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In September
they reported that the whole of the right
and the greater part of the left were'
sound, and life might go on for years
with only a gradual diminution of
lung was being absorbed.

strength.
They reached

home September 22,
at his book and
where he worked
occasional
entertained
guests, among
whom was Miss Evans—George Eliot—
who spent two weeks with them. She
was at this time assistant editor of the
Westminster Review.
In May, 1853, he ﬁnished his “In
quiry into Natural Religion, its Founda
tion, Nature and Applications,” and
printed 100 copies, of which about one
half were sent in sealed wrappers, accom
panied by a conﬁdential letter, tospecial
friends, for their scrutiny and criticisms
or advice for emendations.
(The result
of these communications :was that in
the book with addi
‘.1857 he published
tional matter, and the original text re
modeled, and in great part re-written,
under the title of “The Relation between
Science and Religion”)
In the summer of 1853 the Combes
spent a month in London, and July 10
sailed for the Continent, where they
enjoyed two months revisiting places in
Germany and Switzerland, and returned
with improved health, bodily, but with
In April, 1854, was
a less active mind.
published in the Westminster Review
This
an article on prison discipline.
article, with additions, was issued in
pamphlet form in May, under the title of
"The Principles of Criminal Legislation
and the Practice of Prison Discipline In
vestigated.” This pamphlet was appre
'
ciated by the best judges.
The winter of 1853—1854 found Combe
conﬁned to the house with asevere cold,
July and
but with an active pen.
August were spent on the Continent,
where, in the neighborhood of Lucerne,
their carriage was overturned, but Mr.
Combe was fortunate enough to be able
to resume his travels on the second day
after the occurrence of the accident.
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An extract from his daily record
dated Zurich, August 8th, says:
“ In comparison with what I was and
could do thirty years ago, I am more than
half dead. My head is bald, my teeth are
mostly gone, I am a good deal deaf, my
sight is available for reading only by the aid
of spectacles, my digestive and breathing
powers are diminished by one-half; on many
days I desire only to sit and look outwardly
or talk lightlyv
I can read very little with
out falling asleep, write but little at a time
without being fatigued. walk only about
two miles in a day, and sleep enormously.
All this is partial death," etc.
And yet his interest in all public
topics continued, and in May, 1855, he
his work
on Phrenology
completed
applied to Painting and Sculpture, which
was published June 1.
It contained 158
pages. He traveled on the Continent
again, visited the Paris Exhibition, wrote
for the Scotsman a series of his most
vivid sketches of the highways and
byways of France, Switzerland and Ger
to Edinburgh in
many, and returned
the Autumn, “feeble,
but otherwise
well.“ His series of articles on the
“
Currency Question” were completed in
February, 1856, and reached the seventh
edition within a few months.
Mr. M. B. Simpson, for many years
City editor of the London Times, with
whom he became acquainted in Phila
delphia in 1838, when Mr. S. was there
on business for the Bank of England—
spoke highly of the pamphlet.
Mr.
Combe’s experience while writer for the
Signet had qualiﬁed him for the effort
on this subject.
He was attacked with a severe illness
in December, 1855, from which he par
tially recovered.
But January 31, 1856,
was prostrated with pain so that from.
the 1st to the 3d of February he was
thought to be dying.
On the 8th he
underwent a severe operation (without
chloroform, as the state of heart and
lungs would not allow its use). There
were moments when his heart ceased to
beat and the end seemed to have come,
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when he had passed through all the con
scious stages of dying ; but his recovery
was so rapid as to surprise himself and
others; and in March he was able to
write long letters, and also to receive
'friends and discuss various questions
with them.
On April 30 he attended a
lecture of Kossuth’s,
who breakfasted
with him a few weeks later.
In June, July and August, 1856, Mr.
and Mrs. Combe went, as usual, to the
in
after a month
-continent
spent
London.
He found the journeys too
‘fatiguing in France and Germany, and
was glad they were not to be repeated.
pathetic resignation he was taking
his last look at the scenes which had af
‘forded him so much interest in former
years. About the middle of August he

'With

‘returned to England, and after spending
few days at Moor Park, Farnham, a
water-cure establishment, under the care
‘of his friend, Dr. Edward W. Lane, he
from the fatigue of his
recovered

a

to Edinburgh
among
other
distinguished visitors he received, was
Miss Florence Nightingale, who gave
him a description of the sanitary deﬁ

journeys, and returned

September

17,

where,

ciences at Scutari and the Crimea. He
also kept up an extensive correspond
ence. A Mr. Breed, formerly a mer
chant in Liverpool, often expressed his
obligations to Combe for the help de
He now sent
rived from his.works.
£50 for the distribution of cheap copies
of the “ Constitution of Man,“ and £50

contribution toward the expenses of
a cheap edition of the new work on
He died in
“Science and Religion.”
1857 and left Combe a legacy of £2,000,
one-half to promote the circulation of
his works, and the other half as a mark
of personal esteem and admiration.

as a

In

essay

September, 1857, Combe wrote his
“On Teaching Physiology and its

Applications in Common Schools.”

In

and
December,
October,
November
articles for the Scotsman on “The

In January, 1858,
Crisis in Banking."
his autobiography.
In Feb

he began
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ruary the Scotsman contained his cor
respondence with Mr. Richard William
Young on “ Our Rule in India.”
His last contributions to the press were

a leader on the past and present condi
tion of farming, and a sketch of the prog
ress of the Irish National schools, in
the Scotsman for May, and “Why is a

Free Government Preferable to a Des
potism or an Oligarchy," written for the
Manchester Examiner on June 5.
His excursions in the summer of 1857
were few, being a month at Moor Park,
and a fortnight at Charlton, a week at
Manchester, in visiting the Art Treas
urer‘s Exhibition, and a visit to Belfast.

The
passed

following winter, 1857-58, was
with comparative freedom from

illness, and he paid a few visits and re
ceived a few friends on whom be con
ferred hospitalities.
Among them was

Charles Sumner, of Washington, and
Dr. J. G. Holland.
In May he took
Dr. Struthers and Robert Cox to the
Phrenological Museum and there gave
them instruction forthe post-mortem
examination of his brain in regard to the
comparison with his brother Andrew’s
brain where they differed mentally, and
“ I have in this paid my last tribute
said,
to truth.” June, 1858, was spent mostly
in Londun, where he received many
visitors. John Bright, Richard Cobden,
Dr. Lyon Playfair, Mr. Robert Tait,
H. T. Buckle, author of “History of
Civilization,”
Sir James Clark and
others.
Of bir James he said : “I draw
to him than to any
more completely
other man alive.
We are of the same
age ; both born in 1788.”
July 8, he lunched with the Prince of
Wales and enjoyed the visit much.
July 10 the Combes arrived at Moor
Park, where they were to remain a
month.
The 25th was Mrs. Combe’s
65th birthday, and they walked in the
glade and he found shelter from the
wind under high ferns and sat on the
ground.
From the 26th he felt low and sleepy
to the end of the month ; but on the 2d
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of August he visited a school, and on
the 3d drove through the grounds of
Waverley Abbey.

On the 4th he had
conversation
with visitors and,
during the night felt uneasiness in the
chest, and in the morning had a violent
He went to bed apparently well
cough.
on the evening of the 7th, but on the
morning of the 8th was prostrate, pulse
84, and the stomach rejecting all food.
In his diary of the 10th he wrote: “Pulse
all night and day 80; nausea continues;
no appetite ; to-day I have been hot and
thirsty and drank cold water. Not un
have slight rest
easy till to-day, when
lessness, and the power of sleep is di
minishing.
Expectoration three times
the normal quantity.
No pain in any
vital organ; only heat and fuss in the
- head."
This was his last entry in his diary
with his own hand, but be dictated to
Mrs. Combe to write for him the 11th
12th and 13th. She wrote:
“ At a quarter past seven of the 14th
much

I

he
said; ‘ From my present sensations
should
was dying—and am glad of it. Be
say
fore Dr. Cox left he had two hours of most

I

I

'

distressing struggle for breath, the respira
tion becoming more labored every minute.
Dr. Lane raised him to drink, and, while he
was in that position, he opened his eyes
widely, looked upward, as if in adoration
and with longing for half a minute, then
sank back, closed his eyes, grew marble
white, the respiration became gradually
slower, and in eight or nine minutes ceased,
after two contractions of the jaws.
Dr.
Lane said, ‘It is over.’ In a few minutes the
took on a peaceful, happy ex
countenance
pression, the wrinkles vanished, the blood
returned to the surface.
“ At 3 P. M. Abram and Robert Coir
came.
They had no idea of the rapid change.
We
Dr. Cox went to London
arranged plans.
to try to get some one to take a cast,
Robert to Farnham to make other arrange
The funeral to be on Friday.
ments.
All
his wishes and directions will be fully
carried out. The malady has been an attack
of pleuro-pneumonia.”

He was buried

in

Dean

Cemetery,

[Nov.~

Edinburgh.
A simple head-stone with
medallion portrait of Combe marks the
grave, and a granite tablet bears this
inscription :
a

IN MEMORY OF

GEORGE COMBE,
Author of “The Constitution of Man."
Born, 21st October, 1788.
Died, 14th
August, 1858 ;
And of

CECILIA SIDDONS,
His Wife.
Born, 25th

July,

1794.

ruary,

Died, 19th

Feb—

1868.

It is a source of regret to the present
writer that many things of very great in
terest could not ﬁnd room in this sketch
of Mr. Combe’s biography, and which
possess an intrinsic value for students
and
readers aside from their connection with
him.
Meager as it seems to the writer,
she submits it for their perusal and as
sures them that they can not enjoy the
reading hereof as highly as she has en
joyed the writing of it.

+

CHARLOTTE FOWLER:WELLS.

UNDIBECI‘ED.

W-z work without a purpose,
We pray without

a God,

And then we curse the pathway
Our untrained feet have trod.
We love, and loving blindly

Our love is lost in sin;
We woo, and woo so fondly,

Our wooings never win.
The tears that start unbidden,
Flow back from whence they came;
We love, we pray, we murmur,
And yet go on the same.
’Tis work without a purpose,
And toil without an aim,
That makes the poor man poorer
And brings great thoughts to shame.
L. n.
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PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.
BY PROF. NELSON SIZER]

[CONDUCTED

HEAD.

taught by those who understand
from the beginning till now.
By caliper measurement some heads
are an inch and a half wider than others
through the region of the ears, or higher
up, which heads measure the same in
length from front to rear. The side views
we gave last month do not show the
width of the heads, only the proﬁle or
outline of the heads.
The anterior sec
tion of one
much longer or larger,
and the supel ior or upper section
much the larger in the solid-line head;
while in the dotted-line picture the back
head
much larger than that of the
been so

is

is

is

it,

PHRENOLOGICAL

SHAPES 0F HEADS—No.

2.

N

the October number the subject was
illustrated by two outlined heads,
showing the side view, and also showing
that the size and form of heads should
be studied from the center of the brain
where it unites with the spinal cord; and
that center is soughtand found by draw

other ﬁgure.
Some heads are strong in the side
development, while others in the same
region are narrow, and therefore weak;
some heads, as we have said, being an
inch and a half wider than others, which
are of the same length, fore and aft.
These wide heads are frequently very

a line through the head from the
opening of one ear to that of the other;
and radial lines drawn from that center
to any part of the surface of the head,

ing

BROAD HEAD.

NA RROW H BAD.

short from front to rear, and, therefore,
are nearly round, and
hat of ordinary
shape when pulled on their heads, will
buckle the rim out of shape by the great
side pressure.
In walking the streets,
the common observer will instantly see
a

forward, upward, backward, or sidewise,
become the true measure of the size of
the head in different sections, and there
fore of the size of the organs in those
sections.
If the head be as smooth as a
billiard ball, it suits the phrenologist
better than to have some parts much
larger and others much less; he does not
look for hills and hollows and what are
called bumps, though somehow the pub
lic insists upon it that the phrenologist
judges of the head by bumps; it has not
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the great difference in the form of the
narrow and broad head.
Persons having the broad side-head
are apt to be severe and cruel in their
they are aggressive; they
dispositions;
are strong in appetite; they are strong
in the desire for property; they are secre
tive, crafty, and sly, and often very

The organs in this region of
cautious.
the head are called the selﬁsh propen
and
representing
sities, the faculties
manifesting qualities that minister to
selfhood and crave gratiﬁcation. The
better head in the last month's illustra
tion shows a predominance of the intel
lectual and moral regions; these superior
developments lift a man above that which
is merely selﬁsh and sordid, and give a
tendency for the public good; and the

difference between the round head, full
'on the sides and lacking in upward and
‘forward development, is about as broad
as difference can be made to appear; yet
the size of the hat or the number of
inches which would measure the circum
ference of the head might be thd same

even as it was in last month’s illustration
and in the round head which we are
now describing, and the character would
be as distinct as that of any three men
who would ever be found together.
:0:

TEACHERS

I

AND TEACH lNG.

is not the whole of education to
and guide the intellect.
Teachers are very apt to start with the
thought that they are expected to de
to store the
velop the understanding,
facts,
and to
memory of the pupil with
is
course
of
This
train him to think.
and
teacher,
the
of
the ostensible sphere
if children had intellect only, or accord
ing to old mental philosophy, PERCEP

T

inform

TlON, mnmoav and JUDGMENT, education
would be a comparatively simple task;
but when it is considered that the pupil
has propensities and passions, affections,
aspirations, sentiments, imagination and
moral qualities, as well as intellect, to
be dealt with, the problem of education

[Nov.

We often hear
becomes complicated.
the statementfrom those who are guided
in their ideas of mind by the old-school
mental philosophy, that there is an edu
cation of the heart as well as of the
By this we suppose they mean
intellect.
the same that we do when we say the
sentiments, affections and propensities
need be educated as well as the intellect.

ACTIVITY.
There are two ways of training and
educating the emotional nature. One
may be called the normal and the other
the abnormal. We learn bad habits;
The imagina
we acquire good ones.
tion, for instance, may be diverted from
its legitimate action, and led into the
realm of wild and romantic fantasy
until the mind loses its just balance.
The faculties wh‘ch give energy, cour
age. industry and force, are frequently
perverted by training so as to act in the
form of low and quarrelsome disposi
tions. Prudence, arising from Cautious
ness, may be diverted to fear and timid
ity; ambition, arising from Approbative
ness, may be perverted to vanity; and
pride, which originates in Self-Esteem,
and which gives a just self estimation
may be so
and dignity of character,
warped as to exhibit austerity, haughti
Alimentiveness, or
ness and egotism.
the faculty which lies at the foundation
of appetite, instead of being guided and
regulated in its action towards objects
and proper, in the use of
legitimate
nutritious and wholesome articles. may
be so trained as to crave noxious drink,
stimulants and narcotics, and what is
true of the propensities here named, is
true of every mental power; especially
is this true of everything but the in
TWO MODES OF EMOTIONAL

tellect.

The old style of mental philosophy is
nearly correct in respect to the
intellectual faculties than in respect to
the affective faculties or feelings, out of
which character proceeds. One writer
more

teaches us that man has conscience, and
another that he is induced by the love
of praise to do that which is approved
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is

is

stood and
excitement

accepted, namely, that the
and exercise of a given
faculty on the part of the teacher or
parent tends directly to excite the cor
responding faculty in the child or pupil;
more common than for
yet nothing
gritty and fractions in his
boy who
temper, to be treated with severity and
annoyed with provoking threats by the
teacher. There seems to be an erroneous
general idea that we must meet might

a
a

a

with might, severity with severity,
with
corresponding
quarrelsomeness
state of mind; and most teachers, when
they come into the presence of a. boy of
rough temper, feel that they must put
on a stiff face, and a ﬁrm voice, and
rigid form of statement,

just as they
would hold
headstrong horse with a
stiff bit. If Combativeness and Destruc
tiveness are the leading qualities of
the true philosophy
ohild’s mind,

a

is

‘charge any higher or clearer views, and

LIKE EXOXTES LIKE.
There
one law of mental action
which needs but to be stated to be under

it

subject of right living and right feeding
should be so simpliﬁed that children ten
years of age can understand it as well
as they can a game of marbles or check
ers. It certainly would not be diﬂicult
to inform an intelligent child that while
it would be his duty 'and privilege to
nourish the body, the entire system may
be debased by the over-indulgence of
appetite. (‘If teachers would learn, in
their own experience, how to nourish
the body so as to insure health, and the
highest order of physical and mental
development, it would not be a difficult
task for them to train the young in such
a way that appetite will be kept in its
normal channel. As perfect health is
the ﬁrst condition of human happiness,
if this can be attained, one-half the task
of training normal propensities is accom
A fever of the brain or of the
plished.
body causes a favored state of all the
mental functions, and especially of the
lower feelings.
So long as the teacher supposes that
the whole mind is engaged in each of
the emotional feelings, he will not be
likely to impart to those under his

is

study to know what are the elements of
the mind, and then we can impress the
young learner in regard to obedience to
the laws of his body, his disposition and
his intellect.
Every school should teach
physiology. By this we do not mean a
long list of hard technicalities, but the

mind to know that he is under the in
ﬂuence of perhaps a single faculty—
Combativeness—his
inclination to sub
mit to its sway will be modified; but so
long as he believes that his whole mental
nature is invaded, that he is suffering
indignity and insult, and that every
power of his mind should be engaged to
he will of course lose his self
repel
moral
control, and be impelled, as by
necessity, to act, for the time being, the
It
not difficult to
part of a maniac.
teach an intelligent boy or girl ten
but the
years old that this feeling
perversion of a single faculty or pro
pensity, and that an effort should be made
through other faculties to repress it.

is

RIGHT VIEWS OF MIND NECESSARY.
Until the true philosophy of the mind
can be understood and applied, there
will be no system of instruction which
shall be fully adapted to the wants of
the human race. In imitation of the
lessons which nature teaches, let us

is

ligious sentiments, and so of_nearly all
the emotional elements of the mind.

be quite natural for one of his
pupils, when indulging the feeling of
anger, and when under its domination,
to suppose that he is really outraged, and
He
grossly and maliciously wronged.
feels that he is doing the right thing to
chastise the object of his displeasure.
When, however, he shall be instructed
sufﬁciently in the philosophy of the

it will

a

just and proper by the community.
Some believe that man has by nature a
Others teach that
spirit of devotion.
man reverences according as he is in
structed to reverence, and that his reli
gious training is the mother of his re
as
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not to awaken these feelings, but to talk
The boy may have
to something else.
the sentiments of honor, justice, kind
ness, aﬂ’ection, any one of which quali
ties may be easily awakened by a kindly
address, and his Combativeness will
subside. We have seen a party of angry
men ready to commit violence in the
destruction of property, and possibly in
the shedding of blood, who were quieted
by some wise and well-balanced person.
The men would have resisted bludgeons
and blunderbusses

bravely,

EIGHTEEN

lNov.

benevolent man with a calm face calls
them “friends" or “gentlemen,” and
as a friend, to com
asks permission,
municate to them some thoughts that
might seem true to them, they listen,
and in ﬁve minutes are ready to defend
and protect with their lives that which
they had just been plotting to overcome
and destroy.*

'

“How to Teach ; or, Phrenology in the School
room and the Family,“ bv Nelson Sizer, pp. 331.
Fowler & Wells 60., publishers. $1.50.

-_-_M—

but when

a

HUNDRED

0

N the evening of the 9th of October
the students of the American In
stitute of Phrenology, members of the
Board of Trustees, several of the gradu
ates and invited guests, numbering in
all about sixty, sat down to a well-ap
pointed table. Prof. Nelson Sizer, Presi
dent of the Institute, acted as master of
ceremonies.

Dr. H. A. Buttolph, of Short Hills,
J., and Mr. L. A. Roberts, of the
trustees, wrote of their regret in not be,
ing ableto be present. Mr. E. W. Austin,
at one timelecturer, sent his “best wishes
for the success and fame of the Class in
the promulgation of a science that lies
at the foundation of human elevation
and culture.”
Mr. Howell B. Parker, of Georgia,
terms of the
in enthusiastic
wrote
Dr. A. H. Laid
Institute‘s work.
law, compelled to decline on account of
inﬁrm health, wrote of his cordial sym
pathy, as did also Dr. R. Shultz, and
Prof. S. S. Packard, previous engage
ments making it impossible for them to
N.

be present.

After the excellent service of eatables

had been made, and the company were
discussing the fruity accompaniments of
the dessert, the President rapped for
order, and during the silence that fol
lowed the Rev. Samuel K. Heebner
offered an appropriate invocation, after
which President Sizer said :

AND

NINETY’S

SUPPER.

The American Institute of Phrenology
was incorporated in 1865. In the month
of January, 1866, the first class under
this charter was taught in New York.
That class consisted of six members. The
second class, that of 1867, had fourteen
students, several of whom were con
nected with professional work in other
departments, such as teaching and liter
ature. One of the students of that second
class has become widely known as a suc
cessful lecturer on Phrenology in the
western country, and has made in his
rofession a handsome fortune.
The
nstitute graduated in its ﬁrst 25 years
487 students, an average of 19% per year.
In looking over the history of Yale
College from its commencement in 1701
up to 1874, a term of 173 years, we ﬁnd
that during its ﬁrst twenty-four years it
graduated 141 students, or an average of
less than 6 per year, and we, durin our
twenty-ﬁve years, have graduate
487
tudents, or over 19 a year. If our Insti
tute could have the fostering assistance
of the general public, and rich endow
ments to enlarge its ﬁeld of culture in any
measure approximating to that which
has fostered Yale College, our Institute
might become as prosperous and quite as
proliﬁc of good results as Yale.
When the public come toconsider that
man is the greatest factor in the created
universe, that a knowledge of mind and
character, and the culture of the human
race in all that belongs to self-knowledge
and selfimprovement must be thejirst
and highest line of human inquiry,
schools that are established for the ro—
mulgation of such knowledge will t en
be endowed and sustained; will be fos
tered and encouraged as liberally, and
we trust more successfully, than the
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institutions of learning with
which the world is to-day blessed.
Four years more and we shall cele
brate the centennial of Dr. Gall’s ﬁrst
public lectures on Phrenology. In
August last, the sixty‘second anniver
sary of his death occurred; in one
month from to-morrow we shall cele
brate the translation to a brighter sphere
of Dr. Gall‘s ﬁrst beloved disciple, Dr.
Spurzheim, whose body Boston laid, as
the ﬁrst occupant in Mount Auburn,
her beautiful city of the dead, in the
year 1832—liftyeight years ago. These
were the founders of Phrenology. The
best
citizens of Paris and of Boston
famed

and
respectively gave the strangers
benefactors
peculiar honors at their
graves, regardinlt them as among “the
few, the immortal names that were not
born to die."
We-are makin history. Monday, the
6th of October, t is Association of the
Alumni of the American Institute of
We are the
Phrenology was formed.
May our honored
constituent membersv
successors cherish the pleasant work
and ﬁeld we now open to them.
We trust that our successors shall
celebrate the Centennial of this Insti
tute in this Imperial City—and that its
Alumni will be numbered by thousands,
and grace every eminent position in the
world of letters. law, divinity, science
The study and culture of
and business.
man, in mind and morals, are the ob
jects of our effort, and time and truth
shall reward it.

The Secretary then read several letters
of regret and congratulation, after which
Mrs. Charlotte Fowler Wells responded
to the toast, “For the Future."
Our president

says that he wishes me
to speak something of the future; of
I
course he must mean a prophecy.
that Phrenology is to
be
prophesy
known the world over; that it will be
taught in all schools ; that children will
have their heads examined early and be
put in the rightdirection, and when they
start right they will not deviate from
Phrenology is bound to sue
that path.
ceed, for it is true. and truth must pre
vail ; it is one of God’struths. We may
not live to see the bright star that will
come eventually. but we can see the
forerunner of the star. You may think
it is a long time coming, for Phrenology
was made when the world was made,
when man and animals were made.
Even animals understand
character.

217

Perhaps they precede man a little some
times; they know whom they like and
whom they dislike.
One man in a mill
ion can control any horse, any dog, and
control most wild animals better than
other men; soI suppose they have a
little more of animal nature, that is, the
human nature that animals have, for if
so far they are
they have intellect,
human.
Mr. Sizer has been telling us
how long it is since Gall began to
lecture on the fact that the brain

is an

indication of the mind. Dr. Gall was
born in 1758, and in 1767, when nine
years of age, he began to study charac
ter, from the face. we might say, for he

As the face
began to study the eyes.
of the clock is the indication of what is
inside, the works of the clock, so is the
face of man an indication of what his
head makes him. Therefore, ifhe studies
the face, he thereby studies Phrenology.
Trees of slow growth last longer than
those that grow quickly.
The oak is an
example; so perhaps the slow growth
of Phrenology indicates that it is to last
as long as man lasts.
congratulate
the Alumni Association of the American
Institute of Phrenology that has just
been organized, and I prophesy for it
greater attainments and hope it may do
wonders.
There is a great deal for you
all to do. I wish to express to you my
I would if I could, but I
thankfulness
have not the power to express to you
how thankful I am for the relief you
have given me in the stand you have
taken, the efforts made and the promise
given to work for the prosperity of the
American Institute of Phrenology, and
securing of a building of its own in
which to do its work and care for its
valuable cabinet of busts, casts, crania
portraits, library and illustrations.
had a load upon my
have felt that
shoulders; you have removed it. I felt
that when the home for Phrenology was
obtained
could die easily.
Now I feel
and see the beginning of the end. The
Alumni have taken from my shoulders
what
had felt that I must do myself,
and
thank them for it, and hope they
may do more than they expect.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

The next toast was “The Alumni As
sociation," to which Mr. George Mc
Donald, of Albany, said :
MR. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLE
MEN: It gives me great ‘pleasure to
listen to the sentiments expressed. I
to address you
feel my incompetence
with regard to the work laid out by the
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rier, Bozeman, Dak., to respond to the
Alumni; it is work of the greatest im
portance to this Institute and to the
toast, “Our Graduates.” Mr. Alderson
world at large. We have stated in our
said
new constitution that we shall gather
Mr. PRESIDENT, Lamas AND Gamma
funds for the purpose of building a
feel that
no small honor to
home for Phrenology.
We have here
MEN:
tofore, as phrenologists,
speak for the former students of this in
been empty
stitution. Professor Sizer has called your
handed, so tos eak, with regard to a
attention to the fact that they number
depository for a l the precious relics of
nearly ﬁve hundred, and
think that
Phrenolo
Our honored “mother,”
there are few institutions that have been
Mrs. Wel s, has had her heart set on that
attended by individuals from parts of
subject for many years, and I trust she
the world so far distant.
remember,
will live tosee the day when the founda
took me
tion stone of the universal home of when attended in 1875 that
traveled
Phrenology will be laid. While I was about thirty days to get here.
and there
sitting here the story of King Robert about three thousand miles
Bruce occurred to me. When Bruce were students from Canada.
At other
sessions, there have been students here
had fought and driven the English from
from the Old World, from Australia,
Scottish soil, he wanted to go to Pales
and
believe there are some present
tine, and there build a shrine on Cal
vary. But his hands were so full of now from the Old World.
The students of this institution, so far
home duty that he never could accom
as my knowledge extends,
lish
and when he was old and dy
certainly
stand well before any and every com
Ing he called one of his chiefs to him,
munity. It has seldom been my privi
the young Lord Douglas,
and said,
“ Douglas, the desire of my heart in all
lege to associate with men who have
my work has been to go to Palestine been of better habits. Some of those
who are resent to-night may be a little
and build a shrine and there to worship,
but now
surprise
can not 0. When
die,
perhaps, that among so many
that have graduated at such an institu
take my heart out an put
in
casket
and carry
and bury
in the shrine tion, so few have been actively engaged
in phrenological work. Now, a word or
on Calvar .” Our noble “mother in
Israel”
like Bruce, and we to her are two from me, in explanation of this,
may not. be amiss.
like the Douglas. Douglas took the heart
Many who have at
tended the institution have attended
in acasket which he sus
and placed
solely for the purpose of acquiring in
pended by a chain from his neck, and
formation concerning human nature,
with few followers started for Pales
In passing through Spain he was not for the purpose of practicing the sci
tine.
ence as
attacked by the Moors and there received
Those who have
profession.
mortal wound, and as he was dying on
entered the ﬁeld, at least many of them,
have been,
his saddle he took off the casket, handed
too easily discour
itto one of his followers and said “On
aged with gerhaps,
obstacles that have beset
ward,
onward, noble heart! Douglas
them. Some have been ill prepared for
will follow thee.” If we fall by the way the work. Most of ‘the students, too,
without accomplishing our object, let us have been persons who have made their
own way in the world, self-made men,
take the sentiment of Douglas and cry
“ Onward onward
While we are here as you may say. They have come to
New York City with little means, the
to-night, my friends, let us resolve that
we will not leave a stone unturned until .means that they have accumulated by
we have laid the foundation stone, and
hard labor, and expended
for knowl
ccsta million dollars we shall carry edge herev Some of them have entered
the ﬁeld without experience in lecturing,
through. We have the material here,
and with little experience in delineating
we have the will here, we have got the
intellect here, we have got the power to character. expecting to make a success
of
inﬂuence others to come in, and ﬁll the
in the start. They went into the
fund that will raise a monumentto those ﬁeld, perhaps, with more enthusiasm
who have worked for the good of the
than reserve power, and they
drifted
human race. My friends, let us pledge
back to the business in which they
had
ourselves as men and women to accom
been
able to make a living, perhaps
plish this object.
easily, forgetting the fact that that had
taken them
long time, that they had
The President then called on Mr. Matt served long
apprenticeship in the occu
Alderson, late editor of the Avant Cour
pations where they made their money
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The succeeding toa~t was “The Trus
tees," and Dr. Drayton, Secretary of the
Board was invited to speak on their be
half, which he did as follows:
MY FRIENDS: You will reco nize one
resi cut
a
thing, that our worthy
capital marksman; when 1e sees a head,
he generally hits it; somewhat unlike
the dude that
heard of. who attempted
to commitsuicide and failed.
Somebody
asked a friend of his why he had failed,
and he said, “Oh Charley was not ac
customed to ﬁring at small targets."
Now, as one of the trustees,
am ex
pected to be able tosay
word in re
sponse to the toast just pro
unded.
There are ﬁve of us; two are
sent to
night; the president of the board sits on
my immediate right. The vice-president of
the board sits also on my right, next the
Dr. H. A. Buttolph
also
president.
a trustee. a gentleman of wide experi
ence,
specialist in medicine for the in
sane, unable to be here tonight, but
always expressing himself as most warm
in co operation with us. Mr. L. A.
Roberts, from whom we have heard by
‘
letter,
the other trustee
From the very beginning, so far as
know, this board has been actuated by
but one purpose, and that
to make the
Institute of Phrenology a working, ed
ucational, useful or anization.
re
member ii: the early ays of my connec
tion with the Institute that the classes
that assembled were not remarkable for
numbers,
nor were the lectures re
markable for numbers, and yet the
student fee of one hundred dollars
a course was deemed by no means
excessive.
Those
who came paid
the money freely, and went
away
perfectly satisﬁed with what they re
believe that
score or
ceived for it.
so of lectures were delivered at the ﬁrst,
and the, number was gradually increased.
There were but
brace of lecturers at
ﬁrst (if am wrong,the gentleman on my
right warranted to interfere), and those
lectures were mainly delivered by Mr.
Samuel R. Wells. then a trustee, and
Prof. Nelson Sizer.
The trustees have not been backward
in making use of their opportunities and
the cash that fell into their treasury,
and therefore no large fund has been
Perhaps the trustees have
accumulated.
been unwise in the management;
per
haps they should have economized more,
this
and should not have extended
course into its one hundred and twenty
ﬁve or more leclures, or added year by
is
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before they were able to do well therein.
If they had worked as long at Phre
nology they would have made a success
of it. Henry Ward Beecher once re
marked "that no man ever knows how
to do a thing until he has forgotten how
he ever learned.”
In other words, it
He does his
becomes automatic to him.
work without stopping to think how he
does
and
takes a man years, per
able to read character
haps, before he
as easily as he will do some other things.
There
another reason, perhaps, why
as a pro
the practice of Phrenolog
fession has not encouragedy many, and
The
especially so in the last few years.
Many profes
lecture ﬁeld
overdone.
sional men have seen in
chance to
increase their remunerations, and have
until there has been too
stepped into
many in it. And then again, the news
a different thing from
paper of today
what
was forty years ago. The weekly
newspaper was the one that was most
extensively read. To-day nearly every
daily paper, and goes to it
man reads
for the news and such information as he
may need. Then the multiplicity of
and easily obtained,
books, cheaply
stands in the way of the necessity for
public instruction from the rostrum.
But there is, perhaps, another reason
why some of the most capable men have
not followed the profession of Phre
The
nology in the ﬁeld for a lifetime.
majority of men that are the best men
in the community get married before
they pass the meridian of life, and after
married, and especially after
man
there are children in the family, he does
not take so kindly to an itinerant life,
and prefers to settle down somewhere;
but notwithstanding the fact that there
are not a great many practicing phre
think that
nologists in the ﬁeld,
would be the unanimous voice of all
persons who have attended the American
Institute of Phrenology that the infor
mation they obtained there has been in
They ﬁnd
valuable to them ever since.
use for a knowledge of human nature
in every walk of life, and whether they
use
as
profession or not, they make
in the editor’s chair, on the
use of
bench, in business offices, at home,
am pleased to meet so
everywhere.
many representative people at a gather
a
certainly think
ing of this kind.
creditable gathe ng, and all here should
mak
go out satisﬁed that Phrenology
ing rapid advance in the opinion of the
world, and
being now generally ac
cepted.
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am sure
zealously promised,
go on and do grander things.

we can

was then announced,
and Mr. Frank Mannion rose to reply
:

“Our Class"

is

is

is

;

;
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am sorry that an abler person has
not been selected to speak for the class,
for feel unequal to the task, but with
the inspiration from so many fair women
and brave men,
may hope to say a
word or twoin behalf of the class.
may
say that those before me have ou'lined
our work. Our president has told us
Do we
that we are making history.
realize that?
Can we say to our presi
dent that we do here realize that we are
making history in the sense that we
representthe phrenological world. There
are many diﬁ’erent kinds of worlds now
the world of science, the world of ethics,
the religious world, and so on—so that
this school and this place fairly repre
sent the phrenological world. The eyes
of the phrenological world, we may say,
are upon us as truly as the eyes of
Europe were on the army of Napoleon
Great things are ex
ninety years ago.
placed on
pected of us a great charge
our hands as a part of the Alumni. It
to be
the erection of the building that
the memorial of the work that has been
done in the past, and a foundation for
the great work before us in the future.
We realize this, Mr. President, and are
fully impressed with the great impor
tance of this work.
There are great
things for Phrenology to tell; there are
great truths to be spread abroad in this
world. There are dark continents of
humanity, as dark as that in which
Stanley has labored and explored, and
for us to explore, to civilize those.
We have dark prejudices to combat with,
many obstacles to meet. We are here
tonight, under these bright auspices.
happy and free, enjoying the pleasures
of this splendid society and of these
eﬁicient teachers who have so faithfully
labored for our advancement; but we
go forth to-morrow toﬁght great battles,
to ﬁght and to conquer.
At Thermopylse, when Leonidas with
his three hundred was urged by the
conquering horde of Asia to desist and
surrender, he replied that he would not.
Urgent again came the demands from
the king of the Persian host, but again
Again he was informed
he refused.
that unless he surrendered the Persian
army would make the sky dark with
arrows. He responded to this, “apar
tans can ﬁght in the dark." Remember,
brothers and sisters, that we must ﬁght
is
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ear additional instructors,
and so
roadened the curriculum.
Students
would not have been any the wiser for
and they could have come and re
ceived what was given them and gone
Who ever heard from
away satisﬁed.
an old student, say of twenty years ago,
without an expression of the highest es
teem for the Institute, and for the good
is doing?
have read you to
that
night a letter from one of the older stu~
dents.
With his growth in years, he
has grown in appreciation of the courses
he pursued here and of the Institute‘s
So the trustees—and
capacity for good.
speak without thought of personal
credit in the matter—have always worked
for the growth and beneﬁt of the stu—
Of
dents, not for the Institute merely.
course they have had their expectations;
they have thought a great deal all these
years, as one of them has intimated just
now, with regard to erecting a perma
nent building, the creation of some gran
ite block, that would ﬁtly represent
their aim, but theirs has been the spirit
of liberality for the student, not of econ
omy for the sake of creating a large
fund. There have been those that have
proffered ﬁnancial assistance, you must
know; we have been offered thousands
of dollars, but somehow or other, the
money has not come. There are prom
ises still in the air, and perhaps they will
be realized ere long, and with this grow
ing potentiality of an Alumni Associa
tion at hand, very likely the funds will
come along for
start of the structure
so warmly depicted by Mr. McDonald,
and then the Institute of Phrenology
will be established on solid basis, with
its own lecture halls, and its own mu
seum, and other facilities much needed to
erlect, in grand review, the system of
look
instruction. But even now, as
over this large company,
seems that
we might be strong enough to make
start in the direction of our purpose.
And then those statistics which you
have heard from the president; they are
It makes a trustee
very encouraging.
feel that he can go on; that he can spend
all the money that may be placed in the
and more will come. In
treasury,
twenty-ﬁve years, ﬁve hundred students!
Compare the record of Williams and
Yale and Princeton, and some other
collegts that are leading today; look
over their record of twenty-ﬁve years
from the beginnin . We have done well.
We expect to do better, and with your
co operation,
friends of the Alumni
Association, so kindly, so earnestly, so

it
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Ma. PRESIDENT, Lamas AND GENTLE
MEN: Owing to our
uileless friend,
brother Turner, and the adies, you are to
assure
suﬁ'er
present inﬂiction, but
you will be made very short, for two rea
sonszone is, the lateness of the hour, and
the other is, the ability of the speaker, the
one coming to the rescue of the other
very nicely. You remember. perhaps,
the villainous joke of the Turkish pasha,
there
that
any trouble, there
will not
woman at the bottom of it.
for might not get out of the
repeat
door soon enough.
Well, what should be said for the
am
ladies.
woman’s rights man,
believe
whatever the word implies.
in giving even a dog his rights, and
believe
woman
worth much more
than many dogs.
have been a teacher
great many years in public and private
schools; have tried to teach even those
hieroglyphics that our friend (referring
to the report)
putting down as utter
the words.
should like to relate something of
two incidents that illustrate the value
of a word droppedin season. A pupil
of mine, years ago, determined to study
under great
medicine.
She studied
First her pastor censured
diﬂiculties.
was not proper;
was
her, because
not modest for a woman to study medi
Then another friend said, “ Well,
cine.
you are going to study medicine, you
can walk on the other side of the street,”
a

I

am a
MR. PRESIDENT AND FRIENDS:
have not
nest here this evening.
en a student yet, but have been a
reader of the books for some thirty
years, and have taken great interest in
the subject all that time, as my business
would permit.
Some of the things
might have said, have been outlined
by the former speakers, and particularly
by the speaker for the former students.
I feel that the whole community is in
terested in this work, parents, teachers
I believe the world
and business men.
is interested, and the world has contrib
uted well to the classes of this Institute,
and I feel that from all quarters, if you
cast the seed, the growth will be more
Bacon has said that reading
rapid.
makes a full man. I have been a reader
of the books, but have hoped, at various
0 ening of the session that I could be
able to come into the class, but the op
portunity has not been given me. How
ever, I may send one of my children as
a substitute later, and then I shall be
just as well pleased. I feel that what
ever we can do for those that are about
us will do us as much good as if it were
done for ourselves, for our neighbors.
have often said that study in this
line must be a great beneﬁt to every edi
tor or reporter, to every minister of the

“ The Ladies" proved
sentimentthat
Prof. Charles E. Cady promptly rose to
greet, saying:

it

" found in Mr. W. H.’
Guests
Vanderbilt, of Brooklyn, an advocate,
and in speaking of them he said :

“Our

I

if

I

gospel, to every teacher in a school, and
certainly to every business man. You
see that
have reat faith in what comes
of
and yet
0 not feel at all expert
in the knowledge of
hope that the
ambition of the trustees will be fully
realized, and that they will haveapro
remem
place for the Institute.
reading years ago that that was an am
bition, and they still keep
in mind:
matter of solid business, and
yet
they may be disappointed from year to
will come.
am glad
year, but ﬁnally
to feel that the class express themselves
as readyto go out and work for the In
stitute, and in my reading of addresses
by former classes, the same sentiments
feel that the studen ts,
seemed to prevail.
coming from scattered portions, will
make that growth assured, and trust
the present trustees will live to see their
hopes realized.

a

we reciprocate the interest in you.
thank you in behalf of the class for
the privileges we have enjoyed. I thank
ou in behalf of the class for the prom
1ses of earnest interest in the future;
and we will work to build up this great
work that is before us, this great institu
tion.
We have signed our names to
the constitution that calls on us, as hon
orable men and women, and as class
mates, to work and labor in that behalf,
and we are pledged to the support of
that constitution. We are here to night
and perhaps will never all meet again, for
we can never again enjoy the pleasures
of to-night. Let usgo out as did those
from the Last Supper of history, to
preach the gospel of Phrenology to all
the world.
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in the dark sometimes, and let us prove
to our Alma Mater, prove to the world,
that we, as the Spartans did, can ﬁght in
the dark, can meet, resist and overcome
the armies of ignorance and prejudice
that oppose us. We thank you for the
interest you have manifested in us, and

if
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certainly have a better excuse than
Mr. Cady, or anybody else who pleaded
the lateness of the hour, and the fact
that others before them had said what
they might have said.
before the phrenolo
The ﬁeld that
good subject, perhaps, for me to
gist
consider.
stand on a high point in
this matter.
can view
from many
ways, and think
know as much about
as you are llkely to have a chance to
know. There IS scarcely a week that
we do not get letters from somebody
wantingalecturer, and every mail brings
letters asking for information on our
subject. The writers wanta list of books,
or want to know about examinations or
something else that
kindred. It not
always that which will bring us money,
not always business, but the people
want information, and expect answers
to their questions.
Now, that being the
case,
not fair to presume there
good ﬁeld for you, an open
ﬁeld?
Whether you go out for business, or
whether you go out for the purpose of
doing good,
does not make any diﬁ'er
ence which, you will ﬁnd openings.
The greatest thing in the world
love,
and the greatest opportunity for the ex
pression oflove
through this subject.
There
no broader ﬁeld for
there
no better op ortunity for it, no better
chance for oing good with full com
pensation, than this. The man that does
good in any other way expects to be
paid for it. The phrenologist who gives
advice for pay, does very much more
service than
paid for.
have studied
this ground carefully, and
have taken
very strongly, that there
no amount
of money that
possible for you to
collect from anybody who may consult
you that will form a full equivalent for
your advice.
Now then, you wantto make money,
you look upon this as a business en

it

I

it

a

is

I
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Mr. Albert Turner was called upon,
“ The
and spoke for
Field,” saying:

it

I

is

it,

I

I

I

I

it

I
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[Now

must
line, but that not being my topic,
will simpl say that
not touch on it.
hope that the classes, instea of being
asm class was, ﬁve years ago, com
of one woman and forty or ﬁfty
pos
men, the time will come when those con
ditions will be reversed. Not that do
think so
not want the men there, but
much of the business, occupation, pro
hope the time
fession for women, that
will come when the women shall out
number the men.

it

I

and a. word which dropped, she says,
her more than anything
encouraged
else to go on.
She is one of the smartest
women in that line I know. In this
city there is to-day one of the most
successful lady stenographers, whom I
am happy to call one of my pupils, who
and
now teaches
employing eight
or ten others to assist, and she hasa con
tract for doing some work that will
bring her a thousand dollars or more.
She left my school, went to work for an
employer, left him three or four times,
and at last said she had left him for
"Of course you have,” said;
good.
“you have done that three or four
times.
believe just exactly what you
“ No,
have left him entirely this
say.”
time, and have come to ask your advice
advised her
about opening an oﬁice."
to open an ofﬁce, and begin work, and
she has done it,.and won success.
Now,
was hardly
remember when
woman to do anything
respectable for
was
in the way of self-support unless
Why, the people would
school-teaching.
have looked with holy horror to see
women in the stores, business women,
The world has not
as we see them now.
exactly grown out of that idea yet.
One of my very best friends who
has two ﬁne daughters, smart as any
know, will not let them look
two girls
toward anything like self-support. Those
two girls will grow up.
In the natural
course of events, the father will be called
The mother has nothing
to his fathers.
by which to earn money, and the girls
likely—it would not be po
will be,
life to say beggars vbut they will be de
How many, many, many
pendants.
such there are! Phrenology opens a
good ﬁeld for one of the best paying
occupations that a woman can take up.
am delighted to see women studying
believe that they may
Phrenology.
than men.
make better examinations
They have the deftness of ﬁnger, the
delicacy of touch which should enable
them to examine better than most men
can.
If they have intuitions, as women
are credited with having, that should
Now,
help them in reading character.
ladies,
am delighted to see you in the
am sure there
study of mental science.
a great ﬁeld for you there.
As a
teacher and an observer and reader,
may say this, that there
great ﬁeld
for women in Phrenology, and am de
lighted to see so many engaged in that
study.
ought to compliment the phreno
doing in this
ogica school on what

if
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One thought in each man’s breast
Beauty
good, and gold
good,
the best.”
But true love

it

supper are to be congratulated for the
happy manner in which everything con
nected with
was carritd out._

:

:

They ﬁlled their cups in the spring again,
And they said right heartily
" Here's to the loving, faithful wife,
Wherever her home may be! "
And soon they took their different ways,

is

I

—-—~oo——
is

VICARIOUS PLEAsUaa—It
related‘
that Ira Trippe,a millionaire of Scranton,
Pa., has a peculiar habit. For many
years he smoked cigars until his physi
cian told him he must stop smoking or
die. Thereupon Trippe hired a negro to
smoke all day near him and blow the
smoke into his face. The negro did this
for years until he died, and his place
Mr. Trippe
was taken by a white man.
in perfect health.
His smoker uses
Trippe
about twelve ﬁne cigars a day.
seems to derive great enjoyment from
his second-hand method of indulging in
he not killing
tobacco.
Meanwhile.
his foolish smoking machines?
is

I

I

it

With the remarks of Mr. Turner ter
minated an occasion which will be re
membered long by the participants as
one of rare enjoyment. Those who were
.chieﬂy instrumental in organizing the

I

“
have a wife,
She
neither rich nor fair
She has not gold, nor gear, nor land,
Nor a wealth of nut-brown hair;
But oh, she loves me! and her love
Has stood through every test,
Beauty and gold are good, my friends,
best.
But we know that love

The third one said:

I

am more than pleased by the spirit
of the new Alumni Association, and
hope soon to see every graduate enrolled
and that there shall arise among them
the spirit of cordial union.
am glad
we have methere to night.
believe that
this has proved so happy an affair to all
here, that
will be but the ﬁrst of
the annual class dinners.

"Dream of a woman as bright as day,"
The second traveller said.
“ Dream
of form of perfect grace,
Of a noble face and head,
Of eyes that are as blue as Heaven,
Of ﬂowing nut-brown hair,
That
my wife, and, though not rich,
Oh lshe
wondrous fair."

is

along.

married the Lady 0' Logan Brae,”
Said one, with a lofty air;
“ There
na in a’ the North countree
A house with a better share
Of gold and gear, and hill and lock,
Of houses and farms to rent
There's many a man has envied me
And I'm mair than weel content.

is

a

it

it

if
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earnest, the people will pay you.
hope that this class will do their level
best to occupy the ﬁeld; not to fall back
and let
go, butdo somethin . If you
you
cannot lecture, examine hea s;
cannot examine heads, teach. What
ever you do, try to spread the light you
have.
Keep your light burning, and
spread the good news that you have to
for granted that you
carry. Take
know more than anybody else on the
subject that you come in contact with,
be
fel
as you assuredly do, unless
low phrenologist.
Tell whatyou know,
and be assured of another thing, that
you have the backing of the New York
oﬂice.
We are always glad to do for
those who are trying to help this cause

“

is

it

is

if

is

it,

if

if

THREE TRAVELERS.
THREE travelers met in Brander Pass.
By the bubbling Brander springs,
They shared their cake and their venison,
And they talked of many things—
Of books. of song and foreign lands,
Of strange and wandering lives,
And by and by, in softer tones,
They spoke of their homes and wives.

is

are prepared to do

is

andyou

you have the qualiﬁcations,
you
have the capital either in brain or bank
account, and will put yourself in the
right relation to the ublic, you can
make money.
Others have done it, and
many of them—l am speaking now, to
those who are planning to take up this
ﬁeld, to ﬁll
to do justice to it, to goin
withaspirit that will not be discouraged.
so
Some do not want to work. That
very largely with men who go into a
work; but we must work
professional
for success; we must not be lazy,
and
you do work, you can make
wide and broad, and
money. This ﬁeld
growing deeper and broader all the time.
The more you know, the larger the ﬁeld
will seem to you; the more you work,
the more you may be discouraged by the
all; and
fact that you cannot do
wherever you go, you will ﬁnd wider
opportunities for doing good, and being
paid for it. If you are honest, square,
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CHILD CULTURE.
A

FAMILY

HE following, from

the Congre
gationalist, hits off neatly cer
tain points in our domestic and civil re.
lations:
“I’m going to strike, mother,” said
Tom.
“ Strike what ?” asked mother.
“ Why, strike—strike work, you know.
Ned
Strikes are all the fashion now.
and I have been holding a caucus about
it, and we have made up our minds to
try one. Now, mother,” said Tom, impres
“ you’re to remember that if you
sively,
want us to do anything specially for
you, we’re ready to do it. This strike
doesn’t apply to anything of that sort.”
“You are very kind, I am sure,” said
mother.

“But,"

said Ned,

any wood brought,
cut,

“if Bridget wants
or any kindlings

she’s got to make

special

terms.

And if father wants the garden worked,
he must make special terms.”
understand,”
said mother.
dare say a strike is a very good thing
sometimes, and serves a very useful

“I

“I

purpose in showing how much people
depend on each other. \Vhen does the

strike begin 2?”
“ This
morning."

"Well, you must notify Bridget of
what is going on."
The boys skipped off to the kitchen
and informed the maid-of-all-work that
they hat “struck," and then rushed off
to school full of joy over the new state
of things.
An hour later mother re
ceived a note from father stating that he
had been suddenly called out of town,
and might not be able to return home
for two or three days.
“ Ah," she said, smiling, “this will
help out the strike very well.”

STRIKE.
She had a little talk with Bridget in
the kitchen, and then went to make a
few calls among her friends.
"Hurrah l" shouted Tom as he ran
into the house on his return from school
“ I’m hungry as a bear,
at noon.

mother.”
No answer came to his calls.
I‘What’s to pay ?" said Ned, who had
“ Bridget I Where
come in more slowly.
in the world is she ?"
But silence seemed to reign where the
clatter of pans and dishes usually made
music in the ears of hungry boys.
“ Well, well I” exclaimed Tom, as he
ﬂung open the kitchen door.
The shades were drawn down, the
stove cold, the table bare and clean, and
everything in apple-pie order.
“ Doesn’t look much like
dinner,"
said Tom, fretfully.
And as the noon hour wore away, and
neither mother, father nor Bridget ap
peared, the boys hunted for what they
could get to eat, and, feeling much
abused at the cold. comfortless lunch,
went back to school.
Mother sat in the window when they
returned home in the afternoon.
“Mother, here are Phil and Harry
Graham," said Tom, ushering two boys
into the room.
Mother gave them a
cordial greeting, after which Tom took
them out to see his rabbits, while Ned
lingered to talk a little.
“They‘re jolly, nice boys, that have
just moved here," he exclaimed, “ and
they’re going to stay for tea. But mother.
where‘s Bridget? There wasn’t a soul
here when we came home at noon," he
added, waxing a little indignant at the
remembrance of the injuries put upon
them.
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“0, when I told Bridget you were
going to strike, she said she thought it
would be a good time for her to strike,
too, so she's gone.”
“H’m,” said Ned, discontentedly,
don’t see why women want to strike.”
He went out to see his friends, and the
four had a merry time at play.
“Seems to me it ought to be supper
time,” said Tom, as the darkness began

I

toclose in. “Come in, boys. The tea
bell will ring in a minute, I know.”
But the bell did not ring, and before
long Tom made his way to the kitchen.
Darkness and quiet still reigned there.
“Dear me 1 I forgot all about the
strike,” he said, looking about him in
great dismay.
He went to his mother's room, to ﬁnd
Greatly
that she had again gone out.
mortiﬁed
at the inhospitable state of
things, Tom and Ned did their best to
ﬁt to set before their
ﬁnd something
But it was easy to see that
visitors.
no one had thought of setting a lunch,
and when the Graham boys at length
said “good-bye,” our strikers felt that

the visit had been a sad failure. They
groped around for a lamp, and went to
their room.
“ Is mother on a strike, too, I’d like to
know 2" said Tom, the next morning.
A heavy scowl settled on his face as,
going to her room, he saw that she had
been there during the night, but had
now gone outagain. No bell had aroused
them, and they had slept late. N0 pleas‘
ant warmth and stir in the kitchen gave
breakfast.
promise of a comfortable
Bread and butter and cold meat seemed
in the chill of the
most unappetizing

Spring morning.
"I say, Ned," said Tom, with energy,
“
don’t let‘s allow ourselves to be beaten
Let’s cook breakfast ourselves,
out so.
Let's
and have something comfortable.
and
They
are
an
omelet.
splendid,
make
nothing at all to make."
“ How do you do it?”
know how. I saw Bridget doing
it once, and it was just as easy l You

“I
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take the eggs and milk and ﬂour. You
make the ﬁre while I get the things.”
“ I’d like to see if we
can’t look out
for ourselves,” said Tom, his spirits
rising at the sound of the cheerful
crackle.
“ don’t see what makes
this ﬂour so
lumpy,” said Tom, as he stirred it into
“ But guess it will all come
the eggs.
right in the cooking. Now, Ned, bring
the spider.”
The two watched eagerly as the omelet
But the lumpy mixture
began to cook.
failed woefully intaking on the puffy

I

I

appearance always assumed by Bridget’s
omelets.
“ It’s time to turn it,” said
Ned.
“ It won’t turn," said Tom,
trying his
“ It’s all
best with knife and spoon.
stuck to the pan. O—I forgot to put
butter in it l ”
“Take it off and we'll eat it without

turning.”
“ Bah l

"

exclaimed Ned, in great dis
gust, as he took a liberal mouthful.
“ It's all burnt and
there’s something
else the matter with it.”
“ I
guess I forgot the salt," said Tom,
as he went out of doors to
meekly,
relieve himself of his ﬁrst taste of the
omelet.

“Look herel" said Ned, when Tom
“ I’m
came back.
getting tired of strikes.
I move we have another caucus and let
the strike go. I wish mother was here
so we could tell her.”
Tom felt like holding out a little
longer; but when at noon he stood again
by the kitchen table, he agreed that he
had had enough of it.
‘
“There’s mother,” said Ned joyfully,
as he heard an approaching step.
“ Where have you been all
these days,
"
mother '2 asked Ned.
“ Why, on the day your strike
began
chanced to call on Mrs. Alton, and
learned that her little Alice was very ill

I

with whooping cough and other troubles.
Mrs. Alton herself is not well; so she
thought it very neighborly when I told
her I would help her take care of Agnes.
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As you were on a strike and father
away, I knew I should not be wanted at
home.”
“Well,
“Not, eh?” grumbled Tom.
So I hope
mother, the strike’s over.
is
better.”
little Agnes
“ She is.” said mother, “but that need
I want
not interfere with your strike.
you to realize fully how important your
work is here. I don’t want you to do
anything but what you think you get
fair pay for."
HImportant——ho,

hol"

laughed

Ned.

“Mother, if you’ll get things running
again just as they used to, I’ll put my

l‘Nov.

work into the business, and never say
strike again."
“Then you are sure that things go a
little better when each member of the
family does his best to co-operate will
ingly and cheerfully in the work in
which all share the beneﬁt?”
“Yes, I’m sure,” said Tom. “ If only
you’ll come back and get Bridget
back, I’ll never grumble about chores
again.”
Bridget was there at supper time; the
kitchen was clean, a good supper cook
ing, and everthing running smoothly in
the old groove.

-—<ov-_

SECURING

NE young

mother, who had at the

start decided that it was so very
unnecessary to whip a child,
and
cruel
tells, in an exchange, in an interesting
manner, how she came to it at last, and
the result :
never punished a child before it
was two years old,” said a dear old lady
to me when my ﬁrst baby lay in my

“I

arms.

“

I

FROM

OBEDIENCE

I

don’t intend to punish at all,”
replied ; for, like most inexperienced
persons, I had ﬁne theories in regard to

bringing up children.
“ I hope you won’t need to; but ‘in
Adam’s fall we sinned all,’ you know,”
she said, with a hearty laugh; thinking,
no doubt, that a few years would teach
me many things.
While my baby was “in arms,” my
theories were delightful ; but, with
The things
creeping, trouble began.
that he ought not to touch were the
only attractive ones, and most fascinat
ing of all was the bookcase. Nothing
delighted him more than totug away till
the books tumbled out upon the ﬂoor.
and arguments were of no
Persuasion
avail. “N0, nol” and "baby naughtyl"
were greeted with bright smiles of utter
I began to fear that the
indiﬂ’erence.
child knew he was not doing right, and
that this knowledge added an element

THE BABY.

of mischievous pleasure. But what was
to be done?
I taxed my ingenuity, but
could not keep my child away from
the books.
Must I give _up to a baby of
a few months? I asked myself, ashamed
that my theories had failed in the crucial

I

test.

Suddenly common sense came to the
rescue. A dozen times
had carried the
little thing away from the scene of con
ﬂict, only to see him creep back, with
all speed, at the ﬁrst opportunity. Then
deliberately I threw my theories to the
winds, and gave the dear, chubby little
hand a smart slap. Such a look of sur
prise and distressl It nearly broke my
heart. Then a change came over the
face, and, with a deﬁant look that said,
will,” again he attacked the books.
Again I slapped the hand; then took
the sobbing baby on my knee, talked
with and quieted him. When I put him
down this time, the books were safe; he
would not touch them.
The victory is won,
thought, with a
sigh, for I was tired out with excite
It was a relief to conquer, but
ment.
the method was a trial. Then I remem
bered that our Heavenly Father teaches
obedience in ways quite as hard to us as
this had been to my child, and I was
comforted.
Whenever, after that, my baby crept

I

“I

I

I
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to the books, a decided “No l" or, at
most, “ Mamma punish l” was sufficient
‘to keep him out of mischief.
The battle had to be fought again in
regard to other things—the poker and
tongs, the album, piano; but in the
course of six weeks felt safe to take my

I

baby anywhere. In the midst of costly
bric-a-brac I had no fears, for my child
had learned the grand lesson of life—
obedience.

“How

.

you manage l” a friend
asked me, as we were preparing to leave
her house after a two days’ visit. “Much

I

as

do

wanted

to see you,

I will

confess

that I hesitated when I thought of the
child. My cousin’s little boy was here
a week, and I could'nt tell you how
'many things he ruined."
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“ Has your cousin ever punished her
child '0” I asked.
“Oh, no! Why he isn't three years
old yet.”
I smiled and did not Wonder
at her troubles.
_
There may be some mothers who can
spare the rod without spoiling the child;
there may be some children more easily
inﬂuenced than mine; but for the ma
jority I do believe some punishment is
necessary, and the earlier a mother be
gins, the less of it she will have to do.
“Wait until the child can understand,”
but who can tell how early a child can
understand the dilference between right
Experience has taught me
_ and wrong?
that if a baby learns to mind before he
learns to walk, by the time he is two
years old he will have settled into a habit.

——‘o>—-—
A

INDRED

to what

is told

BOY’S

in

the

foregoing is this little talk from
an English paper:
A boy is none the worse for possessing
a little swagger and self~assertiveness,
and any attempts on the part of parents
to break his temper is a step in the
It was said of the
wrong direction.
mother of the Wesleys that she tried to
crush the self-will of her son John, yet
any one who knows anything of the
history of John Wesley is ready to ad
mit that he was one of the most stub
born of men when once his opinion was
Properly de
formed upon a subject.
may
veloped. a boy's self-conﬁdence
blossom into a noble decision of charac
ter, which will be of inﬁnite service to
him in the struggle of life. In these
.

days of keen competition, when every
year makes the world's prizes harder to
get, the victories and rewards of life are
for those who, by indomitable pluck
and energy, are able to grasp and retain
their own. The child who grows to
manhood witha broken spirit, must in
I do not say
evitably go to the wall.
that a boy must be allowed all his own
way, and

have

the privilege of riding

TEMPER
roughshod
and

usages,

over

the

or that

household
rules
his tendencyr to

overbearing and rudeness should be en
By all means, give him a
couraged.
taste of the birch, when the power of
persuasion fails to bring him to reason,
Let him know that he is under govern
ment; that he has a place in the home
where he will find a welcome and shel
ter as long as the old nest remains ; that
his boyish exuberances and frolicksome—
ness will, to an extent, be tolerated ; but
so far and no further must he go with

out experiencing the weight of parental
The boy who has a fair
displeasure.
share of elbow room for himself, yet
knows that there are certain well deﬁned
bounds over which he must not pass, is
almost certain to thrive both in physique
and character.
But the one who is
constantly lectured for little oﬁ‘enses,
whipped when he hardly knows why,
and in various ways reminded of his
own unworthiness, will cherish a dis
like for his childhood‘s home, and will
leave it without a pang of regret.
Too
driven
many children are positively
away from home by unwise severity on
“ well-meaning”
the part of
parents.

GROW'I‘HS

N no otherdepartment

BACK

of surgery has

more

been
positive advancement
in
the
mouth
and
than
treating
made
nose. Defects of speech, of breathing,
of hearing, as well as of smelling, that
were formerly considered incurable now
easily yield to the skillful treatment of

therhinologist. Avery large proportion
of cures of chronic catarrh, so called,
are found in the examination of the part
of the throat and the post nares to be
nothing more than the necessary results
of obstructive growths of the mucus
these growths sometimes
membrane,
completely plugging the nasal passages
and Eustachian tube of one side, and
thus setting up a constant irritation in
both the nasal

and

aural

membranes.

Many children, whose wheezy breathing,
running noses, frequent coughing and
earaches are regarded by their parents as
merely going through experiences neces
sarily incidental to childhood, and which
will be “outgrown ” in time, are suffer
ing from disease of the nose that might be
cured by a little surgery in a few weeks.
and a lifetime of inconvenience if not
misery be averted.
In children it is by no means uncom
mon to ﬁnd soft tumors, adenoid growtns
polypi or vegetations in the front nasal
space that are the causeof many inﬁrmi
ties, mentally as well as physically. Dr.
in an excellent synopsis of
Delavan,
rhinological surgery, published some

OF

THE

NOSE.

months ago ll] the journal of the Amer
ican Medical Association, describes the
effects of abnormal growths in striking
terms, pointing, for instance, to easily
recognized anomalies like these : Want of
symmetry in the form of the face,
pinched nostrils, open mouth, project
ing teeth, arched palate, stupid expres
sion, anaemic surface, drooping eyelids.
stenosis or narrowing of one or both

nostrils, with constant catarrh and de
fective speaking, discharge from fthe
ears, loss of hearing, mental dullness,
deformity of the chest, and so forth. If
adenoid vegetations
in the post nasal
space are a prime cause of such evils
in children, it is full time that physicians
generally gave close attention to them,
treating them early in their development
and not waiting until so far advanced
that their removal must involve serious
cousequences.
The idea of outgrowing
these sequels of a malady that if let
alone will persist in its development is
monstrously
absurd, and should stamp
the physician who entertains it with
fossilism.
We wonder how many chil
dren and young people have lost their
hearing, for instance, by such ignorant
counsel.
As to the removal of these trouble
some growths, it can be said that the
procedure is simple, and may be under
taken by any physician who has some
capability in the use of his index ﬁnger

_,‘-_4*in|r
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or

In most children the
a curette.
growth is soft and easily detached by the
ﬁnger nail, and removed in a few min
utes, and if there be much bleedinga
nose douche of warm salt water usually

“The hospitals of the future will be
catarrh and
ice-houses.
Dyspepsia,
fevers of all kinds can be frozen out of
the system, not by letting the patient
shiver in the snow bank, but by giving

stops it.

extra allowance of warm bedclothing,
with the additional luxury of breathing
ice-cold air, which under such circum

H. Griﬂln’s Bellevue Hospital

experience

in this respect as conﬁrmatory of our
preference for the snare in nasal sur
gery.
OOLD

AIR APPLICATIONS.

Ordinary catarrhal disorders may be
relieved in the majority of cases by
breathing cold air. This reduces the
“ stuﬂiness ”
congestion and

consequent
of the head in two ways—by reducing
the capacity of the capillary vessels and
suppressing the development, if there be
a tendency of any germs or parasites in
the mucous membrane.
The cold air
operates as a puriﬁer and antipyretic.
An enthusiastic admirer of cold air as a
remedy says :

stances becomes as preferable to hot
miasma as cold spring water to warm
ditch water.
I have also found that the
best brain work can be done in a cold
room, and that stove heat has atendency
to stultify like a narcotic beverage.

Warm wraps

make ﬁres tolerably dis

pensable.”

An old physician, who advocates
breathing ice-cooled air as a most valu—
able curative agent for rheumatism, told
us a whilesince how hedisposed of along
existing tendency to rheumatic at
tacks whenever he was exposed to damp
ness or chilliness.
He procured a piece
of rubber tubing of small diameter,
coiled it closely at the bottom of a large
teapot, with one end projecting through
the spout.
The teapot was ﬁlled with
cracked ice. Then by placing the pro
jecting extremity of the tube into the
he ob
mouth and breathing through
tained the supply of cold air that was
it,

the
growth is extensive,
several attacks may be necessary before
all that should be removed can be taken
out. Dr. Behrens says that he has found
in most cases that the little patient ex
perienced so much relief after the ﬁrst
operation that be readily submitted to
the succeeding.
As in other operations
on the mucous surfaces of the nose and
throat, cocaine muriate is serviceable in
mitigating the pain of the operation, the
fear of which isthe chief bugbear in deal
ing with children. In someof these cases,
especially for polypi, we think that re
moval by the snare isdesirable,because in
the dextrous hand this method gives less
discomfort,
is cleaner
and
more
thorough. We would refer to Dr. E.

needed for his ailment.
Modifying this apparatus so that the
breathing could be done through the
nostrils, and the water from the melting
ice not be permitted to interfere with the
would prove ser
passage of cold air,
viceable, not only to the victim of
catarrh, but also, we are quite satisﬁed,
to those troubled with bronchial and
H. s. D.
pulmonary maladies.

it

Where

a

l

a

a duty?
ashamed
narrow chest or round shoulders, or how
A recent
to avoid each or all of these
writer has said that a mother ought to

blush for these defects quite as much or
more than she would
they did not
know how to read or write."
the day will ever dawn
wonder
when this mode of thought shall prevail.
If so, then there will be a generation of
beautiful women, of women able to bear

if

many mothers have taught
their daughters that health
How many are taught to be
backache, a
of
headache,

if

OW

is

u

DUTY

I

HEALTH

A
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their part in life, to
Creator designed.

be and do what

their

I heard a gentleman say that the only
way to bring about a temperance re
form was to begin with the children
by educating them up to a standard of
Though much may be done in
right.
this way, I can not believe that it is the
think that while this is in
only way.
much
may be accomplished by
progress
other methods, but in the matter of
bringing about an improvement in the
race, we must begin as near the root of

I

Our children
the trouble as possible.
were born with diseased bodies, the
result of broken health laws, these the
But now,

result of our own ignorance.

if our

eyes are opened, let us try to teach
our daughters that it is a woman’s duty to
be well. How else may she perform the
various duties assigned by her Creator !
“ Even God is hindered in his work
ings in a diseased body, for morbid con
ditions of the physical being bring cor
respondingly morbid states of the mental
and spiritual life."
There is less excuse for ignorance of
physiological laws now than there was
even a score of years ago. It is not now
considered immodest to be informed
Less than ten years
upon this subject.
was trying to impress upon the
ago
mind of a young lady the importance of
physiological study. She turned up her
pretty nose and declared thatshe did not
She
want to know about those things.
am glad
did not consider it proper.
of false
that such foolish notions
that
stale,
are
becoming
modesty
common sense is grounded in the minds
of young people. It is the duty of

I

I

mothers to foster their inclination by
every means in her power.
It can not be done wholly by precept.
If we talk to them of the necessity of
good health, and act as though every
thing else was of more importance, our
Be what you
teaching will not avail.
would have your child to he, touches a
parent's experience at every point. They
will be what you are whether you wish

[Nov.

it or not. One writer says: “ What you
would your child to be to you, be your
self to God. Is not this a grand thought.
and does it not make the way very plain?
Faith and Godliness are said to be the
best preservers
We must
of health.
teach them by practice and precept that
it should be their continual study to be
pure bodily and spiritually."
The prattling little creatures at our
knee are to be the mothers of the next
Do we covet for them such
generation.
an experience as this? ‘-‘ How many a
tired and overburdened mother has sent
her husband to the oﬁice or the store
and the children to school soured for the
and then
day by her irritable words,
alone with her God has wept tears of
anguish over what she could not seem
With dyspepsia and attendant
to help.
evils comes the loss of a weet dispo
sition. There is irritability, fretfulness,
impatience, often resulting in harsh, un
Now if
kind words and wrong acts.
she had been taught that health is her
ﬁrst duty, she would study to know the
and irrita~
causes of her nervousness
bility and abandon everything likely to
develop these conditions.
Then let us incite our daughters to
the study of the laws of health. Let us
strive to impress upon their minds that
it is a woman’s duty to be well, that
hygienic living is of the utmost impor
tance and thatadisregard of thesethings
is the cause of much of the world's
misery.

mas. SUSAN E. KENNEDY.

‘6EFFECTS OF QUlNlNHL—Dr. Barton, of
Mississippi, in the Memphis Journal of
the Medical Science last March, charged
that malarial hematuria. a disease pre
valent in the low river country of the
South, was really nothing but cinchon
ism. due to the "absurd and criminal
He stated
quantity” of quinine used.
that he is fresh from the teachings of
late authorities in medicine, but has had
to unlearn much about the use of qui
nine.
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WRITER in

the Home Magazine
speaks of this department of use
ful work as a domain for which women
have special aptitudes.
Thus if there is
any one department in the ﬁeld of human
occupation where the supply is far be
low the demand, it is found in the
matter of skilled attendants—female—
I have
upon the sick and the injured.
in mind a great city in one of the'Middle
States; a busy city full of great mills
and workshops; a. place from which
railways radiate like spokes from a
wheel’s hub.
To the restless energy of this city,
human life and limb pay constant
Not a day goes past that does
-tribute.
not send some maimed mortal to the
hospital. a helpless man dependent on
his doctor and his nurse for restoration
In
to active duty as a breadwinner.
the homes of the wealthy of that city
there are to be found invalids and suf
ferers—men and women and children—
do not arise from
whose disabilities

mangling in machinery or crushing be
tween cars, but from some of the ail
And from
ments that ﬂesh is heir to.
the hospitals and the humble homes, as
well as from the stately mansion where
the demon Pain holds sway, comes the
demand for women who know what to
do in a sick-room, and by the bedside of
suffering mortality.
As it is in that city so it i in all the
There is, as is
cities of this great land.
set forth in “Bingen on the Rhine” so
pathetically, “a lack of woman’s nurs
ing;” a dearth of womanly efforts that
so potently second the physician’s skill.
This lack is no new thing, but it is only
of late years that the ofﬁces of the skilled
and trained nurse have found general
recognition from one end of the country
to the other.
This has led to the estab
lishment of training schools attached
to the hospitals of the better grade, and
Graduates
independently.
operated
from such schools are in more active de
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NURSES.
mand than those from any of the fore
most colleges or seminaries of the world.

A young woman who has any aptitude
in this matter, who can deftly carry out
the family physician's instruction, who
has mastered the art of bandaging, and
the various details which arise from a
surgical case; who has her wits about
her and does not shrink or pale at the
sight of suffering—such ayoung woman
can usually step from the stage of the
graduating hall and receive from ﬁfteen
to twenty dollarsa week for her services.
Now, there are thousands of young
girls throughout the country who are
ﬁtted by nature to become trained
nurses.

_

In

themselves
they
possess the
material which a course at the training
school would render perfect for the lofty
calling of the trained nurse.
write
“lofty calling" advisedly, for there is
nothing nobler in life than the allevia
tion of suffering.

I

The trained nurse is the doctor’s right
hand.
The untrained nurse, even if
the deepest regard for the sufferer ﬁlls
her heart, is often the worst possible at
tendant upon that suﬂ’erer.
But the

young
deft‘handed,
steady-nerved
woman whose years at the school have
shown her just what to do and how to
do it is the one to increase the chances
of life for her patient, to keep grim
death at bay, and to win a place in the
aﬂ‘ections and esteem of her patient, and
his or her household, that no other form
of service can obtain. Good health, de~
termination, patience—these
ate the
great requisites, and with these and av
three years’ course at a training school,
thousands of young women now bewail—
ing their lack of occupation of mind and
body would ﬁnd themselves gaining in
dependence as well as lessening greatly
the sum of human pain and unhappi
This ﬁeld is now far from being
ﬁlled, and it is unlikely that it will be
crowded for many years.
ness.
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COMFORTABLE

LARGE proportion of the COldsig'l-(Ll

ailments of the respiratory organs
sulfered during this season of the year
are attributable to the want of proper
measures being taken by builders in lay
ing foundations and in executing the
basements of our houses.
Hundreds of
the houses let in the suburban districts
of London are built upon clay and
marshy ground, often of “ made earth "
and rubbish (and this is also the case in
the outskirts and suburbs of most Ameri
can cities). The present by-laws as to
foundations and building sites have been
in operation only a few years ; but pre
vious to that time houses were built upon
decaying matter deposited by dust con
tractors, the foundations of walls were
laid on the damp soil without concrete
or proper courses to prevent the rising
of damp in them, and damp earth was
allowed to extend above the basement
.ﬂoor level.
By the legislation of recent
years, these matters have been more
looked after by the district surveyor.
We maypoint now to a few of the causes
which contribute to cold and uncomfort
zable houses.
First and foremost is the
imperfect arrest of dampness from the

The only way of securing a
soil.
healthful house is to cut it off as much
as possible from the soil on which it
stands.
Ideally, one may imagine a
house standing on stilt or piers, having
a free current of air below, and a stair
up to the ﬂoor; but this would be un
attainable under existing arrangements.
The next best thing is to obtain a well
ventilated cellar; or, what is almostas
good, a sufficient air space between the
ground and the ﬂoor, this space being
well ventilated by bricks, and the ground
covered with asphalt or concrete.
Nei
ther of these essentials is found. There
is an air space below the ﬂoor; but it
is generally a rough and unleveled sur
face of rubbish, with the air bricks so
and they often
scantily introduced,
clogged up by earth or dirt, that the air is

[Nov.

HOMES.

in astate of stagnation, and the emana
tions from the soil are sucked up into the
house by the warmth and ﬁres. Another
danger is added if a disused cesspool or
a drain is beneath the house, and who
knows how many of our houses are
built over these receptacles of a past
civilization?
The many houses and
tenements built almost level with the
ground are particularly open to sus
A fast-decaying ﬂoor or a mil
picion.
dewed appearance of dampness, or a
musty smell under oilcloth or linoleum
in the hall or passage will reveal the
evil. On examination it is found, on
taking the rotten boards up. that the
joists are close to or rest on the ground,'
that the bond timber is rotten, or no
damp-proof course inserted.
Hundreds
of small houses are found yearly in this
condition of incipient decay, which
often begins under the passage ﬂoor,
near the staircase or back door.
The
only remedy is to excavate the soil, un
derpin the walls, and lay a damp course
over-soil, replacing the timber on sleeper
walls of proper construction. The want
of ventilation is usually found to be the
cause.
Houses having half basements
or parlors below the ground ﬂoor are
in the metropolis; but
very common
these as living rooms are highly objec
tionable, with the exception
of those
.which have not been excavated, and are
built up from a lower natural level in
the rear, in which case the lower story
becomes the ground ﬂoor story of the
house behind.
Then it becomes neces
sary to form a good area or retaining
wall in front to give light to the front
room, or, if there is no front room, to
well line the wall forming the back of the
room in the rear with some bituminous

It is better, perhaps, to
compound.
make it thick and hollow, ventilating
the space. And speaking of half base~
ments leads us to dwell on one or two
points connected with dry areas. A wall
built against earth ought to have an area
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formed along it of its whole height. On
the return side of semi-detached houses
the side wall must be built often without
any area, and in this case the space next
the wall fora foot or more should be ﬁlled
in with broken stone, and a drain be
placed at bottom just below the level of

footing.

'

Au

asphalt coat should invariably
on the outer face of wall
put
{be
returning in the joint at the ﬂoor level.
A more eﬁlcient protection would be an

area covered over next the outer wall,
called a “French intercepting drain,”
or a concealed area. Sometimes an im
tile facing has been placed
pervious
against the outer face of a wall so built;
but of all these plans the open ventilat
ed area is the best.
We have here re
ferred chieﬂy to foundation and base
ment measures; but the dry wall and
the well-protected roof are other neces
saries of warm and healthful dwelling

houses—Building

—-~-~M

A

COLD

IN THE

GENUINE cold is simply the clos
ing of the pores of the surface,
about seven millions in the human sys
tem, retaining a portion of the effete
of the ever-decaying
body,
particles
more or less poisonous, this retention
necessarily antagonizing good health;
‘the lungs—sustaining a very intimate
relation to the skin—usually are more
especially affected, performing some of
It is usual,
the labors of the surface.
however, for the weaker parts of the
system to take on diseased action, which
is but another name for recuperative
efforts, the efforts of nature, by appar
ently inimical means, pain-producing,
ordinarily—by which to remove a real
difficulty, not always observed by the
victim. Some of these efforts are re
garded by the masses as “colds in the
head,” while it is probable that not more
than one in ten of these supposed colds
have any connection with the closing of
the pores. Most, if not all, of the irrita
tion in the nasal passages, the inﬂamma
mation of the mucous surfaces, not only
of the nasal passages, but of the throat,
etc., with the sores about the nose and
on the lips, usually regarded as “cold
sores,” have their origin in a deranged
state of the stomach, the inner surface
of this organ having a similar appear
ance. As a result of improper dietetic
habits, taking- food very diﬂicult of di
gestion, too much of ordinary food, or
-at improper times, eating so rapidly that
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HEAD.

it is not half masticated, some have a
continuous “ head cold ” and are unable
to breathe with the mouth closed, thus

inducing additional disease. The appro
priate treatment of such supposed colds,
etc. , isthe adoption of simple habits, care
ful dieting, making the grains and fruits
more than usually prominent,eatin g ﬂesh
very sparingly—if at all—no pork, or
any of the products of the ﬁlthy scaven
gerl
In these modern, progressive
times there are so many excellent, nu
tritious.

delicate
easily-digested,
and
palatable preparations from the grains,
that none need select food of a doubtful
quality, these preparations being sold
for far less than the popular luxuries,
although they contain much more nour
These preparations may, with
ishment.
constitute a part of the
propriety,
great
morning meal or the dinner, while the
majority of all communities would be
beneﬁted by using them as the only
food taken at the latter meal.
Such a
course, with due care in all respects,
would soon remove that “all-gone feel
ing at the pit of the stomach,” with
other unpleasant sensations, when the
“ head colds” would also disappear.
will add that these supposed colds have
led many persons to take undue care of
the head, in contrast with the feet, which
demand a great deal more attention as
the means of warding off such dreaded
evils, such as wearing fur caps or close
hats, and in audiences covering the

I
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head when there may be the slightest

air stirring, etc., while those of res.
sonable intellect and a normal amount
of hair should have sufficient brain

INov.

activity to keep the head as warm as
it should be, under ordinary circum—
stances.
DR.

HANAFORD.
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a

it

region entered very extensively
was ﬁtly named " Corn Palace.” This
building itself was the principal feature
of the admirable show that was asso
ciated with
and naturally drew many
This year Ottumwa, a thriv
visitors.
ing town of Iowa, ventures into the ex
hibition line and symbolizes the import'
ance of its mining resources by the
character of the building used for the
and

purpose.
It constructed of large blocks of coal

COAL.

backed with a
The coal castle or
palace is 230 feet long and 130 feet wide,
and the height of its principal tower
The style of
200 feet from the ground.
architecture to which this novel build
has been ingeniously
ing material
combination of Gothic and
adapted
set

in

red mortar and

is‘

plank sheeting.

COAL PALACE.

lt contains an auditorium
Byzantine.
with
seating capacity of from 6,000 to
8,000, and on each side are two stories
devoted to the exhibition of mechanical,
agricultural and industrial products
and exhibits of various kinds. At the
rear of the building
an artiﬁcial water
fall forty feet high and thirty wide.
Below the building and reached by an
elevator isaminiature coal mine, in which
the visitor can see the miners with their
lamps and picks actually at work, while
is

among western cities
is productive of many exhibitions
of the special industry in which the
citizens of this or that one is chieﬂy en
A while ago the prosperous
gaged.
merchants of Sioux City built a large
structure into the fabric and decorations
of which the cereal productions of the

a

HE rivalry

is

0F

BUILDING

is

GREAT

a

A
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the mules drag away the cars laden with
the results of their labor.
The site of this unique building is the
Sunken Park, which was the bed of the
Des Moines river before it was turned
from its course by the embankment of
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy

Railroad.
The land so reclaimed was
not ﬁlled, in but was converted into a
beautiful
garden by its owner, Col.
P. G. Ballingall, and has since been
known as the Sunken Park.
On 300
piles driven into this park the coal
palace has been built.
The town of Ottumwa has about 17,000
inhabitants,
and is growing rapidly.
Having ﬁfty years of existence, its age
among western towns entitles it to be
considered venerable.
Of late it has de
veloped remarkable activityin coal min
ing. Over three million tons were taken
out of veins found in surrounding
counties—a fact of which the East prob
ably knows little.

NOTES

account of “ The
Ethnography of the \Vestern Tribe of Torres
Straits,” recently contributed to the Anthro
pnlogical Institute of Great Britain by Prof.
Alfred C. Haddon, reference is made to the
practice, by that tribe, of cranial deforma
tion.
During the ﬁrst few weeks after the
birth of a child the mother spends many
hours a day compressing its head in a cer
tain direction for the purpose of giving it a
conical shape. This is considered the beau
ideal of beauty, and Prof. Haddon states
that he has frequently noticed the hair of
young men “ so cut in front as to carry on,
as it were, the slant of the forehead, and
trimmed behind as to form a fairly straight
vertical line. thus emphasizing the local
The
conception of a good shaped head.”
mother applies one of her hands to the fore
head of the child and the other to the occi
put, both of which are thereby ﬂattenedmhile
the skull is rendered proportionately broader
an extensive

No PLACE FOR Doo'roRs—An old
book tells the following story of a French
doctor seeking a place to begin practice,
which points out a valuable hygienic
lesson:

“A French

doctor went to
Damascus to seek his fortune.
When
he saw the luxurious vegetation, he
said :
‘This is the place for me; plenty of
fever.’
And then on seeing the abund
ance of water he said, ‘More fever; no
place like Damascus!’
When be en
tered the town, he asked the people,
‘What is this buildingf’—‘A bath !’
‘
And what is this building 7’—‘ A bath l’
‘
And that other building t'—‘ A bath l’
‘
Curse on the baths l they take the bread
out of my mouth,’ said the doctor;
will get no practice here.’ So he turned
his back, went out of the gate again, and
hied himself elsewhere. It would be well
if every city were, in respect to baths,

‘I

like

Damascus,
bathers.”

and

all

the

people

IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.

Head Deformity by Manipula

tl0n.—In
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longer than it would naturally have
Prof. K. E. de Beer. of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg,
doubted the correctness of the observations
of Mr. Macgillwray, who ﬁrst drew attention
to what is supposed to be the only real ex
ample of cranial deformation by means of
manual pressure, but Baron de Miklonho
Maclay himself saw the operation performed
on many children.
It is now known that
cranial deformation of this character is
common in New Caledonia, New Hebrides,
the Solomon Islands and New Guinea. De
formed skulls have also come from Ten
imher, Timorlant
and Timor, so that it
appears to be general among the Papuan
Whether any or what mental
peoples.
effect is consequent upon the deformation is
not considered by Prof. Haddon, but con
sidering the comparatively high standard of
morality enforced on the young men during
their “initiation,” we may judge that it has
0. s. n.
no deteriorating effect.
and

been.
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Anthropological

Meeting—Tim

New York Academy of Anthropology re
sumed its meetings October 7, with a good
The President read, as his
attendance.
opening address, a summary of Mr. Stan
ley’s expedition to relieve Emin Pasha and
travels through the upper Congo country.
Ex-Judge C. P. Daly, president of the Geo
graphical Society, made some remarks in
to the subject, with his usually
reference
Public lectures, two
interesting manner.
each month, during the season of 1890-91
will be given, for which distinguished
scholars and observers have been listed.

Black Walnut Culture.—It

is an

undisputed fact that there are hundreds of
farms in the United States and Canada in
which. in theland-clearing process, suﬂ‘lcient
black walnut timber has been converted
into rails for fencing and cremated in log
“ to get rid of it,” which if it had
heaps
been permitted to stand would to-day be
sufficiently valuable to purchase several
farms with all the Improvements and stock,
and scattered trees, which were fortunately
spared from the wreck and destruction,
have been sold for from $100 to $400 on the
stump.

With these facts before the farmers of the
country, it seems almost incredible that so
few of them avail themselves of so apparent
True, it is a crop that re
an advantage.
quires ‘several years of waiting for return,
but any farmer who, when starting in as an
agriculturist, will. plant an acre of ground
to black walnut, and continue to plant one
acre yearly, in the ordinary course of nature
will live to reap yearly returns far in excess
of all the roots and cereals he can raise by
laborious and toilsome application to his
usual avocation as a tiller of the soil; and
providing he should fail to reap the reward,
himself, he has made provision for his family
that is as safe as Government bonds, and
more proﬁtable than life insurance, as the
planting of black walnut means the harvest
ing of a tree in twenty years the minimum
value of which shall be $20 and an increase
in value thereafter of at least $2 per year if
permitted to stand, and a ﬁnal value of
from $100 to $300 per tree when they reach
full maturity.
An experimental black walnut grove now
nearing fruition in Michigan is rapidly de
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veloping, from which the owner, in a
very few years, will reap the harvest of the
most proﬁtable crop ever planted in the
State, and the owner's greatest regret is that
he did not enter more extensively into the
business. He says if he had planted half his
farm with black walnuts, the standing timber
in twenty-ﬁve years would have been worth
three times the balance with all his stock,
buildings and other improvements.
The certainty of returns is the great feature
of the business. Black walnut is in demand
from one end of the country to the other.
and its scarcity is becoming more apparent
from year to year, dealers ﬁnding it more
difﬁcult to obtain. It is one of the most
valuable timbers capable of production. be
sides being hardy and thrifty ; hence the
farmer who devotes a small portion of his
time and opportunity to meet the unfailing
demand, makes an investment for the future
which willcertainly meet his most sanguine
'

expectations.

Soapstone

incorporated with oil. after

the manner of paint, is said to be superior to
any kind of paint as a preservative.

Soap

in an exceedingly ﬁne
powder, mixes readily with prepared oils for
tint use, covers well surfaces of iron, steel,
or stone, and is an effectual remedy against
rust.
It has been known to protect some
stone work. such as obelisks, in China for

stone

is to be had

ages‘past.

(Inc of the New

States.—Wyo

ming is a great State in size and revenues.
Without the Yellowstone Park she is larger
Her coal ﬁelds
than all of New England.
are twice as broad as those of Pennsylvania,
having an area of 30,000 square miles. The
oil regions cover a belt thirty miles wide and
two hundred miles long. Some large wells
are now plugged awaiting facilities for trans
portation. There are no navigable rivers.
and only about 1,000 miles of rail.
Water
power is unlimited, and the greater part of
The
the State is available for agriculture.
potato crop yields from 500 to 800 bushels
”
Not “ small potatoes!
Mining
per acre.
industries offer incalculable possibilities,
both in the noble metals and in chemical sub
stances. Building stone of the best qualities
abounds.
With good government, good
schools, unsurpassed
beauty of scenery, and
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healthful climate, Wyoming
ped for her new position.
-

is

fully equip

Distance of the Dog Stan—It is
diﬂicult to conceive that the beautiful dog
star is a globe much larger than our sun, yet
it is a fact that Sirius is a sun many times
larger than our own. This splendid star,
which even in our most powerful telescopes
appears as a mere point of light, is in reality
a globe emitting so enormous a quantity of
light and heat that were it to take the place
of our sun. every creature on this earth would
be consumed by its burning rays.
Sirius, shining with far greater luster than
any other star, it was natural that astrono
mers should have regarded him as being the
" stars; but recent
nearest of all the “ ﬁxed
investigation on the distances of the stars
has shown that the nearest to us is Alpha
Centauri, a star belonging to the Southern
latitude. though it is probable that Sirius is
about fourth on the list in order of distance.
For, though there are about ﬁfteen or twenty
stars whose distances have been conjectured,
the astronomer knows that in reality all of
them, save three or four, lie at distances too
great to be measured by any instruments we
have at present.

Astronomers agree in ﬁxing the distance
of the nearest star at 22,000.000,000,000
miles, and it is certain that the distance of
Sirius is more than three and less than six
times that of Alpha Centauri, most likely
about ﬁve times, so that we are probably not
far from the truth if we set the distance of
Sirius at about 100,000,000,000,000 of miles.
What a distance is this that separates us
from that bright star; words and ﬁgures
themselves fail to convey to our minds any
adequate idea of its true character.
To takea common example of illustrating
such enormous distances : It is calculated
that the ball from an Armstrong 100-pounder
quits the gun with the speed of about 400
yards per second. Now, if this velocity could
be kept up it would require no fewer than
100,000,000 years before the ball could reach
Sirius.

Economics in Japan.—Some

re

markable statements are made by Prof.
Rein, a scientist who has been investigating
the material resources of Japan.
They re
veal a national frugality and economy of a
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marvelous type. The area of Japan is less
Its cultivated land
than that of California.
is less than one-tenth of its total acreage, yet
its products support about 38,000,000 per
The United States has about 60,000,
sons.
000 population, and this allows over a square
mile of territory for the maintenance of every
two individuals. In Japan 2,560 persons sub
sist from‘each square mile of tilled land.
A
people existing under such circumstances
must from necessity of preservation be prov
ident; painstaking, hardworking, ingenious
and frugal.
The aps appear to deserve all
these adjectives. Agriculture with them is
literally market-gardening, because the soil
is required so produce more in proportion
than any other in the world.

J

A Terraced Mountain—A

south

ncwspaper describes a terraced
mountain in Mexico, located about ﬁfty
miles southwest of Magdalena. The moun
tain is circular in form, about three-quarters
of a mile in diameter and terraced from
The height of the terrace is
base to peak.
from ten to twelve feet, and in many places
is built of solid masonry.
At. many other
The
places it is cut out of the solid rock.
roadway is from ﬁfteen to twenty feet in
widthI starting at the base of the mountain
and coiling itself spiral-like to the peak,
which is not less than 1.200 feet higher than
The cost of the
the base of the mountain.
construction and cutting out of the solid
rock of this terraced road must have been
enormous, and the remarkable feature of
this wonder is the state of its preservation.
Here and there masonry has yielded to the
crumbling inﬂuences of time, but these are
western

exceptions.

At the base of this terraced mountain is a
mighty rock, which has the appearance of
having been hewn out of the solid mass, and
weighs 100 tons or more. It is placed at the
mouth of what appears to be the entrance to
this terraced mountain. Here anotherquery
is suggested : Does this door to the moun
tain open the way to mineral treasure or to
the shrine of ancient religious devotees?
Again, does the terraced road which coils
itself to the peak of the mountain lead to
the shrine of the ancient vestal virgin who
kept eternal watch on the sacred fire which
was never suﬁered to die?
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[Nov.
of the

upon the benevolence

sioners

That there is no vein of ex

public.

aggeration

in

this terrible statement

is

to be shown by merely pointing to the

increasing array of public

and

great

buildings used for the conﬁnement of
offenders

NEW YORK,
November,

1890.

THE PROPHYLAXIS
the basis of statistics accumu
with

by

to

regard

crime, pauperism, disease, insanity, vice,
are made of future and

etc., predictions

of the same

increasing developments

unfortunate conditions in our popula
tion, it being understood that the same
public and private

“institutions"

for

and maintenance of vice,

the production

crime and disease will continue to be
part of our social organization. The
calmly announces

economist

output of so many inebriates,
thieves

murderers,

many lunatics,

that
so

the

many

and-vagabonds, so

idiots,

and

imbeciles

paupers is to be expected

yearly, aside

from the additions incidental to the un
immigration of foreign pau

restricted

pers and outlaws.

In

dren enrolled.
the
750

will

all fully occupied in endeavor

meet

the demand

Of

of 150,000

these,

York
chil

saying that

coming from the haunts of the poor and
miserable.

When

scientiﬁc

investigation

has

reached that stage that it is competent
to assert that a future of woe awaits so

many young people now hopefully pur
suing their studies in the order pre
scribed by municipal authority, is it not

full

time that stern measures

causes at least

of the

degeneration

that

were set

of the salient

on foot for the removal

mental
leads

and moral

to vice

and

crime?
Science points with warning finger to
these causes and urges their immediate
restriction.

upon the far

She insists

reaching consequences of social indiﬂ’er
ence

and

delay.

She

appeals

of society—those

to the

intruswd

with the administration of law—to the
leaders of party, to the professed guardi
ans of religion, to the missionaries and

in

teachers ol virtue and morality, to the
fathers and mothers of the land, to rise

and

females

of the girls and

1,500

are equal

of the boys

develop into criminals of different

to a fair apprehension
to cast off

victims of alcohol or its congeners, and

corrupt

go through

of their duty to

themselves, the nation and posterity, and

types, while 3,500 or more will become

ebriety

to

for help constantly

it is to be expected that about

males

number,

eties

custodians

the public schools of New

city there are upward

public institutions

the

there are upward of 250 charitable soci

UPON

observers

of the

the subsistence

Besides

body.

OF CRIME.

lated

and

multitude of the diseased in mind or

the bonds that enslave

and

the various stages of in

millions of the people,
and harrass and block the advancement

Further,

of the nation in all the arts and reﬁne

to the last.

150

will

become insane, and 4,000 hopeless pen

so many

ments of true civilization.
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This is no longer

a matter

by the avowed

harangue

for platform
of

champion

reform who wraps about him the mantle
of prohibition, and for other rigid meas
ures of authority, but a matter demand
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inﬂuenced by physiognomical considera
tions akin to those of Phrenology.

Dr. Garson said that the great diﬂ'i
culy in the way of accepting the conclu
sions of Phrenology lay in the fact that
the exterior skull

sires happiness for themselves and their

did the brain in the interior.

children, and substantial'prosperity
the community.

might

ASSOCIATION.
of a precedent for taking

part in the discussions of American sci
entiﬁc

and

In reply
quoted

advocates of Phrenology desire the

encouragement

There
on the

depression

on the brain

surface.

REPRESENTED IN THE BRITISH

IF

considerably,

be an absolute prominence

outside

——o>-o-<o——

varied

did not vary in the same way as

a

for

but

it

ing the serious and practical consider~
ation of every man and woman who de

societies, they will ﬁnd it in the

to this the reader of the essay

authorities

like Flourens,

Bell,

Holden ‘and Brown, we presume, in sup
port of the general correspondence of the
cranial vault to the contour of the brain.

A lady

member,

Mrs.

Stopes

made

proceedings of the late meeting of the
British Association of Science, at Leeds.

some witty remarks that awakened much

According

there

Phrenology came in for

of that

city,

share of

a good

attention in the section for Anthropology

of Prof. Rudler.

under the presidency

The paper that led to the discussion was
by Mr. Hollander, in which the close’
of modern

ness of the results
ment

to

the localization of

phrenologists

in

many

experi

ferred

president
to

in

"the very

his

Phrenology, although all that had been
said about
might not be true. The
important discoveries
had been received

of Ferrier, which

as undoubted

physi

ological science, were really foreshad
owed in the works of the earlier phre
nologists.

Another participant in the criticism of
the paper informed the audience that he

1'6‘

manner”

had been

intro

“always selected his errand
phrenological plan.”
boy of this generation

is to be

this

“ The errand

has fallen upon

An abnormal

of the crown can not

on

boys

In his note on

statement the editor says

evil times.

duced.

The tenor of the discussion

in

true

was

remarks

scientiﬁc

in which the subject

something

the older

respects

pointed out with so much success that
the

be

a

Mercury

might

:

in the

report pub

interest, in the course of which she said

it

lished

to an extended

be

development

reconciled with

turn of the eyebrow may blast his pros
So, at least, the anthro
pects for life.

especially

those of the following:

'

Dr. W. Smith’said that as

a boy he was

and

a

a thoroughly placable disposition,

of those who participated in

it,

obtained from a summary of the remarks

pologists gathered, and though in cour
tesy they applauded the gentlemen who

was bound to admit that in dealing with

in this way, there was at bottom
considerable sympathy with the lot of the

persons in actual life he was a good deal

errand boy under the advance of science.”

phrenologist,
he

but as

lost his ardor.

a

student

Still, he

an ardent

of medicine

spoke
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So, too, we hear of much sympathy for

[Non

line, written August

1848,

15,

shows

Irish

the criminal whose career the science of

that a struggle on the part of the

heredity claims is largely predetermined
insist that a properly devised system of

people was going on then similar to that
in progress now, and the Scottish ob
server whose chief study and desire

training and good moral surroundings
will greatly modify the pernicious

his fellow men could

+

by birth, although we shall

inheritance.

GEOBGE COMBE

ON

to

continue

of the welfare of

were the promotion

offering

a suggestion

not refrain from

for the adjustment

of the trouble.

THE IRISH

In

the

of the biographical

course

QUESTION.
in Ireland have

sketch we are told that Mr. Combe was

awakened the most lively attention, and

Queen and Prince Albert, and many of
the leaders in civil and social affairs

RECENT occurrences

upon

In

the question

of Home Rule

the view in lines of deep

this number

color.

of the PHRENOLOGIOAL

beginning of
the Combe biography which should be
of interest to the reader who is watching

importance.

It

quotation

parliamentary
That paragraph,
from

a letter

contest

which is

on

what

a

his day, and, having been left unsolved

by Mr. Combe

till

to-day, has

become

perilous

to

Britain’s peace and honor.

maximal Email.
\.
I

@ur
@nf

views

in

Tm; DUuKnas.—Y.—-You have but to visit
Pa., to meet with members of
this peculiar religious sect. No more inter
esting people than these simple, straight
forward, industrious and thriving descend
ants of Dutch settlers, who came to Penn
century ago, can be found on
sylvania over
To know what they
our broad continent.
really are, one must visit them and see them
Lancaster,

llnrrzsponﬂenls.

Qumioss or “Guzman.

lmus'r " on“

with

if

But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
correspondents shall expect no to give
noundcd,
them the beneﬁt of an early consideration.
ALWAYS write your full name and address plain
U you use a pseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.
111.

Wu on" NOT UNDERTAKE 'ro na'russ UNAVAILABLE
contributions unless the necessary posfaqe is pro.
In ALL cAsas, persons who
vided by the writers.
communicate with us through the poat-oﬂive should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return ponlage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
Personal and private matters addressed
address.
to the Editor in the professional capacity 0] a phy
aician will also receive his early attention.

if

his

pertinent

would probably help toward a solution
of a national matter that was urgent in

Richard Cobden and Lord Dunferm

to

to

altogether

a

great

_

is therefore

refer

to

face to face.

Hienn
on

CULTIVATED.

Wana—Zar—The

YET can uo-r

Run

instance you refer to
the history of brain

unusual in
The lady’s defect
constitu
tional, and due, we think, to an arrest in
the development
of the centers relating to
visual perception.
She can not read because
the forms of the words are not registered in

is

the

adviser by the

on matters of high

sought his counsel

a paragraph occurs near the

Britain.

as an

very

derangcment.

is

projected

highly esteemed
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the brain. Although the eyes as mechani
cal instruments seem to] be perfect for writ
ten or printed language, they have no intel
The seen word has no
ligent function.

while everything heard is under
remarkable facility, and stowed
away in a memory that seems to be faultless.
It is a case of “ word blindness" combined
with “ agraphia,” that is, sensory in its
nature rather than motory.

meaning,

stood with

Moms—A. S.-May be the result of a
slight injury to the skin or a spontaneous
growth, the dark color being due to deposit
of the blood pigment or to the excessive vas
a bruise
Sometimes
cularity at the part.
will leave a permanent mark because the
of the skin do not
ruptured blood-vessels
Where
recover their previous condition.
they appear spontaneously there is defect in
the circulation of the blood, and the skin
lacks that perfect organization which is
for uniformity of texture and
necessary
color. We do not think the mental condi
tions may be said to be productive of moles,
-or that they indicate any particular charac
teristics of disposition, fortune-tellers and
charm workers to the contrary notwith
standing.
MOBALITY
AND
Rsuoron In CULTURE.—
Qmstiom—In reading an article in the Jous
NAL lately this question was suggested: Can
not the natural morality of a man be stimu
lated and developed without any appeal to
a power which is above the natural, and
belief in which is rather a matter of credu
lity or faith than of tangible substance?
S. B.

Amman—Some persons are so organized
that their moral forces, particularly those of
benevolence and justice, operate strongly in
their mental economy, and incline them to a
life that is characterized by kindness. sym
integrity,
pathy, and a thoroughgoing
while there is no marked expression of what
people call religious sentiment in their con
These people ﬁnd in the exhibition of
duct.
good-will ,'and in the exercise of strict hon
esty a hearty enjoyment, and thus do right
from the love of right. These are your
moral men; your pillars in society ; they
mingle in every phase of life, having none
‘of the scruples which religious sentiment
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suggests and fosters with

regard to special
I

associations.

On the other hand there are many whose
endowment of these faculties is weak by
nature, and to them it is a very diﬂicult
task to show convincingly the practicability
of generous actions, and the utility of per
forming certain things as a matter of duty.
Perverting associations easily lead men thus
weakly organized into vicious and criminal
practices,
and they are found to be quite
insensible to the ordinary methods of logical
Yet to such as these, in the
argument.
prison cell or in lawless freedom, the Chris
tian evangel may come and exert a power
for the awakening of the torpid moral sus
ceptibilities which is marvelous.
In hundreds and thousands of cases have
men and
women been reclaimed from evil
lives by the labor of missionaries, when all
secular means for their reformation had
failed. We have among us and in foreign
lands hard-working,
self-sacriﬁcing souls,
devoting their lives to the spread of the
Gospel of Jesus, who not many years ago
were slaves to vice, or habituated to deeds
of plunder and of violence.

@1329

gag.

%@

Communications are invited on any topic of inter
est ,' the writer's personal views and facfs from his
experience bearing on our subjects being preferred

q“.

Value of an Education on the
l'arm.—The farmer is worth more than
the

money

he makes, more

than

the

ﬁne

stock he raises, more than the land he owns.
While it is right and proper to strive for ex
cellence in his vocation, while it is right for
him to try to raise the most and the best of
every commodity which his farm is capable
of producing, while it is right for him to
improve his land in every way that is pos
sible, it is of far greater importance that he
improve himself.
Life means more than
simply gaining a livelihood.
Though the
farmer's calling is an honorable one, he should
not regard it asthe end and aim of living.
Though he supplies the world with food,
though on his labors depend the lives of all
mankind, he should makehis work contrib
ute to his own intellectual, social and moral
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as well as to the physical
His
of himself and others.
mental faculties were given him for exercise
He should remember that
and cultivation.
while he is a farmer he has also a man’s
duties and responsibilities resting upon him.
He should be ambitious to succeed in his
chosen vocation, but he should also cherish
the more laudable ambition to attain the full
measure of manhood.
The duty of educating himself, of storing
his mind with knowledge, and giving it the
discipline it needs, should not be looked
upon as something to be dreaded, and per
formed as an irksome task, but it should be
made a source of pleasure as well as of
profit. The right kind of an education will
enable him to see everything in its proper
relations and to understand many of the
phenomena of nature which would other
wise have no meaning to him. Every object
and every natural phenomenon which comes
within the range of his observation may be
made to contribute something to his fund of
knowledge. The rocks at his feet, the trees
of the forest. the flowersd the birds and the
beasts may all be made to teach him some
valuable lesson. He may, with a reasonable
of geology, or
effort,
know something
botany, or zoology, or etymology. The ma
ter als for the study of all these sciences are
everywhere about him. The great Book of
Nature lies open before him, and all that he
has to do is to open his eyes and read.
The educated man is able to derive
a great deal more pleasure, as well as proﬁt,
from the study of our literature than can
Nor
be gained by one who is uneducated.
is there any reason why the farmer should
not claim his share of the enjoyment which
The splen
is to be gained from this study.
did variety of human character, which has
been portrayed by Shakespeare in his match
less dramas; the pictures of men and wo
class
which
of every conceivable
men
Dickens has painted in his novels; the his
toric as well as the fanciful scenes which
advancement,
sustenance

Scott has given us in his ballads and his
romances, may well be studied and enjoyed
by the farmer as well as by the professional

or business man. Then there are the many
of history and biography and
volumes
enough of a variety to
poetry, presenting
satisfy the taste of everybody. Why should

[Nov.

not the farmer make each of them contrib
and his intel
lectual growth.
If education were ‘only for the farmer’s
own enjoyment, or if he were the only one
who would suﬂer for its neglect, its im
portance might not be deemed so great. But
his own welfare
there are reasons beside
which should induce him to educate him

ute something to his pleasure

self.

He

is

a

member of

the

social com

pact and a citizen of the commonwealth,
and he owes duties to society and to the
State which he should not seek to evade.
And- the better educated he is, the better
able he is to perform those duties. That he
has not educated himself is, in fact, the prin
cipal reason why the farmer has failed to
that he should, and to
exert the inﬂuence
secure the recognition he deserves from the
If any reform is to
people of other classes.
be brought about that will beneﬁt the ful’
mer, if he expects
to obtain any relief
through legislation, if he expects to advance
his own interests by means of agricultural
associations, it is not going to be or brought
about by the farmers who don't care to know
more than their grandfathers did, and who
are opposed to giving their sons and daugh
ters a liberal education ; but it will be done
by the educated farmerl; it will be the work
of those who have trained their minds to
think, and whose intellects are capable of
grappling with the perplexing questions
which demand solution.
When the farmers everywhere realize the
true value of an education, when they de
termine to avail themselves of every oppor
tunity to cultivate the faculties which they,
possess, when they conclude that it will pay
to educate their children who are to re
main on the farm, as well as those who ex
pect _to enter the professions when the far
mers’ sons and daughters are taught that it
requires as much intelligence to be a suc
cessfnl farmer as it does to succeed in any
other calling, then, and not till then. will
the farmers receive the recognition to which
they are justly entitled, and to be a success
ful cultivator of the soil will be deemed as
great an honor as to be successful at the bar
in the pulpit, at the desk or in the counting
room.

H.

S. BARTHOLOMEW.
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PERSONA L.
Tna oldest pensioner in the United States
is Mrs. Henry Bay, a colored woman, one
hundred and twelve years old, who lives
Her hus
near Glen Gardner, New Jersey.
band was an army cook during the war of
1812, and she draws a life pension of $12 a
She is in good health, but nearly
month.
blind. Pensioners are long lived as a rule.
Two young women, the Misses Kelly, of
West Fifty-second street, own and manage a
prosperous blacksmith and horseshoeing
On the death of their father, who
shop.
owned it, the eldest daughter took charge
of aﬂ’airs, engaged the best workmen, and
gradually established a reputation for good
work, reasonable prices, and prompt ac
counts, which gives her such patronage as
that of Robert Bonner, the Rockefellers,
and other owners of valuable horses.
Miss Mama Has'raa is United States mail
carrier over the route from Condar, Laurens
County, to Lothair| Montgomery County.
Georgia, a distance of forty miles through
settled region, and which she
a sparsely
She is punc
traverses three times a week.
tual as the sun at all seasons and in all
Besides transporting the mails,
weathers.
she manages a farm, gets out lumber, splits
fence rails, and contrives to support a wid
owed mother, two younger sisters and a
brother, while not yet twenty years of age.

-

0-.
MIRTH.
“ A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."

He: “

Oh ! whata charming plant!" Elder
Sister: “Yes, it belongs to the Begonia
family.” Smaller Sister: “No, it don't. It
belongs to the Brown family, who lent it to
us for this evening."

Ha (at breakfast) : “ I shall never ask you
again what you do with your pin money,
my dear'” She—“ Why not, Henry?“ He :

"I

have found out. I stepped on about
six hundred of the darned things when I
got home last night."

mit der
satisfied
der ily~screen man
ﬁrmly believes dot der winter vhas invented
shust to spoil his peesness und help der
woodman out.
No

man

weather.

is

For

entirely

instance,

In this department we give short reviews of such
NEW Books aspublishera see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
ﬁwtorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol.
umeforperaonal use. It is our u'ish, to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science.
We can usually
mpply any of those noticed.

A

The Great Teachers of Mankind
of Mind and the Laws of
Life. Lafayette Charles Loomis. 93 pp.
John B. Alden. New York.

MYSELF.

0n the Nature

Called from the masters of thought in all
arrayed in this neat
volume.
Having one common object, as
stated in the title, these sentiments form a
certain body of doctrine that has a striking
homogeneity. and the collator says with full
warrant: “ Whatever their religion or civili
zation, the supreme end of life with them
has ever been to learn the will of the Cre
ator of mankind and to walk in the way ap
pointed by him.” The book is convenient
for those who would have at hand in com
pact form the best thoughts of a goodly list
of great minds.
ages are the sentiments

Tl-ia STRUGGLE FOR BREAD.
A Discussion
of the Wrongs and Rights‘ of Capital and
Labor. By Leigh H. Irving, author of
“ The Iron Highway," etc. Third edition,
182 pages. John B. Alden, publisher, New

York
In this thoughtfully written essay the
author supplies many valuable statistics of
American industries, showing the growth
and relative changes during ﬁfty years or
more, and discusses the relative positions of
the employer—whether an individual or a
The treat
corporation—and the worker.
ment of the points involved is for the most
part clear, and while his conclusions show
that the worker of to-day gets more wages
than ever before, the capitalist's advantage
over him has advanced immensely beyond
what it was a while ago and is increasing.
The American railway system receives a
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good share of consideration, and properly.
He takes ground substantially with Prof.
Harris with regard to Henry George's errors
on land- use, and surveys in concise terms
A book for
the social status of our people.
both sides to con.

A Coons: or

Lao-runes on rue Gaowrn arm
Means OF TsarmNo 'rna MENTAL Fso
Delivered in the University of
nun‘.
Francis Warner. M. D.,
Cambridge.
Lond., F. R. C. P., etc. Macmillan &
00., New York.

This series of lectures embraces the views
of
a careful observer in the development
the mind, being specially intended for the
use of teachers who would, as true edu
cators, employ methods of exact observation
in the classifying of children. The rules in
formula: given are derived from the data
supplied by thousands of girls and boys,
and cover a broad variety of temperamental
or physical indications. The whole treat
Just asa natur
ment is eminently scientiﬁc.
alist would examine a plant, so should the
teacher examine the pupil, and note in de
tail the evidences furnished by the head and
body of the brain state and mental condition.
“A common type of low development,"
says the author, “is the child with a badly
made head; the forehead narrow laterally
and shallow, the skin may be dull with in
numerable ﬁne horizontal creases from re
current over action of the frontal muscles.”
Facial expression is rightly traced to central
The
innervation of the facial muscles.
author has much to say regarding the rela
tion of the muscles of face and hand to brain
condition, and rightly so, but the detail of
what constitutes a good or'bad head is too
brief and general in terms to be of much
The quotation above is a fair
service.
ample of the treatment of conﬂguration,s
but the critical reader would want an ex
planation of the terms shallow, narrow, etc.
Want of symmetry between the two sides of
the head and the structure of the ears, nose,
etc., is dwelt upon as an indication of possible
defect, and many admirable suggestions
for measurement and comparison.
given
The book, as a whole, is serviceable to
teachers who would be true educators of the
young.
of

[N ov.

EPrLePsY.
Its Pathology and Treatment.
By Hobart Amory Hare, M. D., B. So.
Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children
and Demonstrator of Therapeutics in the
University of Pennsylvania, etc. 12mo.
F. A. Davis, Publisher, Philadelphia and
London.
This number of the neat and compendious
series of volumes for physicians and students

published by Davis, is to be commended
for its thoroughness and condensation. The
author has marshaled the facts involved in
the pathology of epilepsy and deﬁned its
numerous phases, in language singularly
free from that intricacy of statement that
we ﬁnd in most medical books where an au
thor deals freely with technicalities.
That
the volume was selected as worthy of a prize
of 4,000 francs by the Royal Academy of
Medicine in Belgium stamps it with a
special merit, particularly when it is the
work of an American physician.
From our
own study of epilepsy, we feel warranted in
stating that the book is an excellent dis
cussion of this fearful disease and furnishes
the profession the material that is wanted
for a-practical understanding of a given case.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
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AND
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m'ras 1N Brsuon. Hrs'ronr arms 'rnl
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Ancients by the cube, square, circle, pyr.
amid, etc.

This is
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POLYPI 01'' run Nosa. By E. Harrison
Griﬁln, M. D., Attending Surgeon of
a
Throat and Nose Department, Bellevue
Hospital, New York. A Reprint from the
Medical Record.

A short monograph describing an im
proved method of removing these disagree
able and often obstinate growths.
It corn
mends itself to the rational physician be
cause of its simplicity and thoroughness.
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JUSTICE

SAMUEL

THE ﬁrst thing which attracts the
attention of the observer in the portrait
of this gentleman is the lines of strength
in the face.
There are evidences of
sturdiness that make him resemble a
veteran farmer more than a man of
intellect.
One looks in vain for evi
The high
dences of physical weakness.
‘cheek bones show superior lung power,
the width of face at the mouth, good
ability to assimilate food, and the large
chin, a strong circulatory system. The
short, thick-set neck is another evidence
of a superb physical organization. Such
a man might move deliberately, but it

He
be with strength.
easily manufacture vitality sufﬁ
cient to sustain his mind in prolonged
eﬂ’orts without feelings of exhaustion.
Next to the showing of strength, the

would always
could

countenance has something of the ap
This
pearance of a clerical gentleman.
is not wholly due to the kindly look in
the clean-shaven face, but is borne out
by the shape of the cranium; the head
is high for its width, and the organs on
the median line are large, while those of
the side head are less marked; the selﬁsh
nature of a person thus constituted
would be subordinate to higher impulses.
Physiognomically considered the nose,
though not of an aggressive type, ind?
cates positiveness and courage, and the
rounded fullness of the head above and
back of the upper part of the ear con
ﬁrms the opinion that Judge Miller was

The
not wanting in these qualities.
lines of self-control are shown in the
rather closely drawn upper lip and cor
respond with the organ of Firmness,
which seems quite prominent. While
the lips indicate subservience of the feel
ing-s to the judgment, they do not show
lack of geniality. With such a chin,
the red part of the lip somewhat rounded,
and the fullness of the head observable
in the region of Benevolence, one would
expect to ﬁnd the individual approach
able and sympathetic, rather than aus
tere and distant.

l‘Dec.

F. MILLER.

The head is long from the forehead to
the occiput, rather than broad from ear
to ear. The length from a center on a
line with the opening of the ears for
ward to the eyebrows is great, and this,
together with the width and height of
the forehead, indicate that the intel
lectual organs are large, especially the
faculties,
Eventuality and
The ﬁrst of these would
prompt the mind to a thorough knowl
edge of details and interest it in many
The next would give memory
things.
of occurrences and situations. The very
large Comparison shown at the center
of the forehead would confer power to
analyze and discriminate.
It would be expected that such a man
on the bench would take a decided in
terest in the facts that might be pre
sented by counsel on either side, and
would be able to judge intelligently of
their importance.
In reaching his con
clusions, facts would always form the
groundwork, reasons would come next,
and his large Veneration would prompt
to a proper respector of precedents.
His
elucidations would not be marked by
redundant expressions, but would be
clear and explicit, leaving no ground
for any misunderstanding of his mean
ing. His most useful place would be where
extensive knowledge and the ability to
elucidate and explain were a necessity.
Judge Samuel F. Miller was born in
Kentucky, April 5, 1816. His father was
a Pennsylvania German, his mother a
native of North Carolina.
He studied
medicine and was graduated from the
Transylvania University of Kentucky.
The wear of this profession upon his
nature was such that he
sympathetic
concluded he was not adapted to medi
cine, and when about thirty years of
age he began the study of law. In 1850,
having been admitted to the bar, he re
moved to Iowa and soon obtained a good
practice.
He was an emancipationist.
and the early friend of Lincoln, Chase,
Giddin gs and Thaddeus Stevens.
perceptive

Locality.
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Judge Miller was the oldest judge on
the bench, in point of service, having
been appointed by Lincoln in 1862. The
otlice he had creditably ﬁlled for twenty
eight years was the only one he ever
held, although at the time of his appoint
ment he was the leader of the bar of his

of the Clinton Bridge, he decided in
favor of the right of Congress to assume
the control and regulation of all railroad
traﬂic when it exceeds the bounds of a
single State. This was the ﬁrst declara
tion of the authority of Congress on this

State.

What is accepted as the most important
of Judge Miller’s decisions was his opin
ion in the slaughter-house cases, in Sep

Until within

two years Justice Miller‘
He
was an admirably preserved man.
weighed over 200 pounds, and yet it is
said of him that he walked to the Capitol
and back, from his residence on Massa
chusetts avenue, every fair day with the

quick, springy step of a boy of twenty.
He was ﬁve feet nine inches in height.
His face was always smoothly shaven.
His head was very large and somewhat
bald on top. At the time of his death
his hair, originally dark brown, was
slightly tinged with gray. His smile
was said to be peculiarly kind and win
ning. He had the credit of being a good
story teller and the life of a company.‘
Being markedly unselfish and sympa
thetic, he was very popular in private
life.
He was nntiring when at work, often
sitting at his desk for several hours with
out rising. He made a thorough study of
his cases before putting pen to paper,
and when he had accumulated his data,
he was rapid in writing his opinions.
He was identified with some of the most
important decisions ever made by the
He ﬁrst gained na
Supreme Court.
tional reputation in decisions of suits
brought from the West to enforce the
payment of bonds given by municipal
corporations in aid of the construction
of railroads. He led the minority of
the court at that time in adecision deny
ing the legality of these bonds. His
view has since prevailed in all the lead
ing courts of the country.
Another noted decision of his was in
the case of Lot vs. Hinton, in which he
decided that the Constitution forbids
each State from imposing taxes discrim
inating against the products of sister
In the case
States in favor of its own.

subject.

tember, 1872.

It

required an exposition

of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fif
teenth Amendments of the Constitution,
which amendments were before the
court for the ﬁrst time. The cases were
twice argued in the court and decision
was withheld for one year. In his opin
ion Judge Miller held that while these
amendments secured liberty, suffrage
and equality of civil and political rights
of the African race, and placed the protec
tion of these rights and others belonging
tocitizens of the United States under the
control of Congress,the rightof the States
in regard to the control of domestic and
unim
internal legislation remained
paired otherwise than as above expressed.
Justice Miller also contributed aid
with his professional skill and knowl
edge toward the perfection of the Legal
Tender Act. In the three causes before
the court Justice Miller upheld the
power of the United States to make paper
a legal tender for debts in time of war
and in time of peace, without regard to
the war power.

REAL ability is shown not in destroy
ing but in constructing. It does not re
quire much brains to be a destroying
critic. Small calibered men may point
out defects in the Iliad. An idiot can
manipulate the muscles of his face and
nose so as to manufacture a sneer ; but
he couldn’t look intelligent did he try
A tramp with his foul
ever so hard.
ﬁst could destroy a masterpiece in mar
ble statue that would require the genius
of a Phidias to replace.
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MENTAL

HERE

are three marked

must he succeeded by either

skepticism

or faith ; the last, if the process of men
the ﬁrst, if
tal evolution continues,;
The
from any cause it is suspended.
eras of which I speak are not marked
by the growth of the body as measured
by the calendar of time, as are the seven
ages of man given by Shakespeare.
These epochs of mental evolution are not
Were
limited to time, but to eternity.
of
the
the
large
majority
true,
not
this
race would fail of reaching the second
stage of development, and only a few
of the minority get beyond the mount
nine of doubt which surround the valley
of adolescence, and enter upon the rich
heritage of philosophic faith.
The thoughtful observer ﬁnds himself
surrounded -by middle-aged and even
gray-haired men, who are prattling of
toys that amused their childhood, and
repeating creeds and catechisms taught
them at their mother’s knee, in a way
to prove that they have not lost their
innocent interest in the one, or their

childlike credence in the other.

EVOLUTION.

epochs

in the mental life of man: the
the epoch of
epoch of Adolescence,
Puberty and the epoch of Maturity. The
ﬁrst is an epoch of credulity, the sec
ond of doubt, the last of faith. The child
the young man doubts; the
believes;
During the period of
knows.
old man
mind
accepts as history
the
adolescence
the traditions and as religion the creed
This is the eraof super
of its parents.
On reaching puberty, one ﬁnds
stition.
himself in an atmosphere of doubt which

And

others, middle-aged and old, who, while
they laugh at the infantile credulity
that once enthralled them, sneer at the
sublime faith that is founded on knowl
only to those who have
entered upon the epoch of ripening

edge, accessible

manhood.

Children are naturally and rightfully
credulous; hence, superstitious. Young
people are naturally and properly skep
tical; middle-aged people are naturally

[Dec.

.

and necessarily
philosophically relig
ious.
By this rule all are properly
judged as to their growth, and the
reader will ﬁnd it easy toclassify his
acquaintances under the heads of child
hood, youth and manhood.
“ It is mind that makes the man :
The want of it the fellow."

The approaches to manhood are mark
. ed by the development of the mental fac
ulties rather than by the growth of the
physical body. The body may, and in
many cases does, reach maturity, and,
expending its energies, pass through the
various stages of its existence, and die of
old age, while the mind makes but little
The body is
progress in development.
nourished
by physical substances, the
mind by intellectual food. This general
statement will meet with acceptance.
But when I assert that simple facts sus
tained by fable constitute
the proper
menial diet of childhood, scientiﬁc facts
and logical deductions, the natural men
tal pabulum of youth and early man
hood, and philosophic ideas the proper
food for the reﬂective stage of middle
life, objections will be presented to my
ﬁrst and ‘last propositions by the ag
nostic and the scientiﬁc skeptic, for both
of these are materialists, and all classes
of materialists sneer alike at the my thol
ogy of childhood and the philosophy of
manhood.
They have developed out of
mental adolescence, but for the timethey
are in a state of suspended
mental
evolution.
Awitty writer has said “All men are
idiots at birth, fools at twenty, and philo
sophers, if ever, at forty.” He should
have said “scientists, if ever, at forty,
and philosophers, if ever, at sixty.”
My statements are both scientiﬁc and
philosophical. They are sustained by
facts, logical deductions
phenomenal
and metaphysical reas ning. The newly
born infant possesses the full comple~
ment of mental organs, but it presents
no proof of mental action.
Very soon
the organs of observation show signs

1890.]
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of dawning activity; the child notices
things brought within the range of its
vision ; but it only sees things, it does
not reason about them, or even remem
ber them. It sees only one thing at a
time; the faculty of individuality is
evidently the ﬁrst to act. Then in regular
order the other faculties of observation
become aroused as the cerebral organs

corresponding to them increase in size
and strength.
The child sees ﬁrst the
thing, then the thing takes shape
or form, and then size, color, place,
The organs of weight (con
etc., etc.
trol of motion), locality, number and
speech one after another awake to
action.

The law of mental development now
its work On the faculties whose
organs lie immediately above those of
observation, and the child has at ﬁrst
faint, and afterward more distinct,
memory of things it has seen. After
and memory be
a while observation
come strong and active. Children want
to see new things, and delight in telling
others of what they have seen. The
child next manifests interest in events.
The historical faculty is aroused; it listens
with absorbing interest to stories and
believes them to be true record of events.
Fortunate would it be for the race if
children were never told anything which
is not true; nor allowed tosee any books
of ﬁction till their reasoning faculties
were sufficiently developed to enable
them to apprehend the truth that lies
hidden in allegories and fables. Boys
and girls would read history with inter
eat and proﬁt if books of romance were
kept from them. The historical faculties
demand food, and solid, healthful food,
not stimulating condiments, should be
furnished. Sunday-school novels and
children’s story papers divert the mind
of children from instructive books and
pervert their mental appetites, so that
they have no taste for history, science
or philosophy. The result is that men
tal dyspepsia is rapidly on the increase
among the more civilized people, and
begins

249

healthy, vigorous thought and practical
common sense dying out.
As the youth approaches physical ma—
turity the reasoning faculties become
active, and if the organs of comparison
and causality are large and healthy these

faculties will assert themselves so vigor
ously as to dominate, as they should,
the faculties whose organs lie below
them—the faculties of observation, mem
ory, etc. The young man is now de
veloping into the epoch of his career
in which, if ever, he is to be a scientist.
The reasoning faculties demand the
right to sit in judgment on all facts
which have been or may be presented to
the intellect to decide on their truth or
falsity, and if true, on their value and

relations. Memory protests against this
assumption, and caution and veneration
form an alliance with it for the protec
tion of its store of facts, legends, myths,
and fables, which have been received
without question as to their truth, and
many of which are regarded as sacred
or venerable through
by association
age.

If reason triumphs, theyoung man
comes a practical or a theoretical scien
tist. If reason is vanquished, he remains
an ignoramus.
His mental develop

ment is practically suspended, and he
passes through the stages of physical
existence and dies at last a gray-haired
child. He may have been a successful
business man, or politician, or a distin
guished defender of childish faiths and
illogical beliefs; or he may have achieved
fame and wealth as an orthodox quack
doctor, or a heterodox patent medicine
vender, for the higher faculties of man
are not necessary to success in such

relations as bring-success in these lines
of activity. Success in the popular
sense

is more often

achieved

by those

who stultify and starve their higher
faculties than by those who give those
faculties their fullest range of activity.
Popular success is measured by reputa
tion; true success by character.
'1‘.

A. BLAND.
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STUDIES

IN

PHYSIOGNOMY

FROM

LAVATER,

THE EYEBROWS AND THE EYES.

HE

eyebrow seems a deﬁning bor
der line between the higher dome
of the head above it and the lower
There is a
bounds of the face beneath.
sympathetic symmetry between the lines
and arches of the eyebrows above and

'

[Dec
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ington Irving we

see great harmony of
In the “full, long arch
proportion.
ing eyebrows, lowering down closely
over the eyes” of Charles Darwin, we
see great desire and strength and power
as if intense thought
of observation,
were walled in, and .the great
world, with the exception of
the one thing considered, shut
out.
In the faces of our
friends we ﬁnd no lines are
more distinctive, none more
deeply impressed upon our
memories, none more express
ive of mirth, vexation or
sadness than the eyebrows.
There are many forms of
eyebrows, of which Lavater
gives these twelve, and all
may accompany understand
ing; may, though 10 can with
difﬁculty, 11 less diﬁicultly,
9 more, 6 very diﬁicultly, 4
most.
1, 2 and 3, on the con
'.
trary,
can accompany
scarcely
'
folly; 12 is the form of un
'
der-standing
such
as can
scarcely be deceived.
“A clear, thick-roofed over
shadowing eyebrow, with no

wild, luxuriant
bushiness.
says Lavater, is a certain proof
of profound wisdom, true
and
perception,
a
manly,
mature understanding.
Horizontal eye
brows, rich and clear, always denote
understanding,
coldness of heart and

AUGUBTE BABTHOLDI.

the lines and curves of the face below.
The rising or drooping curves of the
smiling or sorrowing mouth are retraced
in the rising or drooping arches of the
eyebrows above. This mysterious sym
pathy of features is seen most in those
wonderful faces touched with the divin
ity of goodness, or crowned well the no
bility of genius. We see it clearly in
the faces of Tasso, Baptista, Boileau,
Bach, Bartholdi, Beethoven, Handel,
LOW, PRACTICAL.
Mozart,Von \Veber and Thalberg, and ELEVATED, CRKDULOUS
in all these the eyebrows are a most strik
capacity for framing plans.
Angular ,
ing characteristic.
In the face of Wash
strong,
interrupted
eyebrows
ever

f
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ter. Those who think profoundly and
those equally ﬁrm and prudent in their
conduct, never have high and weak

spirit and productive activity.
eyebrows are never found with a
mild, pliable character.
denote

Wild
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Eyebrows waving above the eyes,
short, thick, interrupted, not long or
broad, for the most part denote capa-
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they are signsof debility and
apathy. \Vhite eyebrows are demonstra
tive of weakness in the same degree
eyebrows;
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CHARLES

cious memory, and are found with in
genious, ﬂexile and good characters. The
nearer the eyebrows are to the eyes, the
more earnest, deep and ﬁrm the charac

J

.4;
DARWIA'.

that the dark brown are of ﬁrmness.
The ancients ascribed cunning to those
whose eyebrows meet across the nose,
but Lavater discovers them on the most
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Thick,
worthy and open countenances.
black, strong eyebrows declining down
ward, appearing to lie closely upon the
eye, shading deep, large eyes, accompa
nied by a sharp indented wrinkle in the
check, which on the slightest motion
manifests contempt, derision and dis
dain,

shows

a revengeful,

brutal

and

ARCHED.

[Dec

lime, beam forth through this glance of
the human eye.
How have we all seen
one man’s eloquent eye draw toitself the
eyes and hearts of a great, silent, spell
bound crowd. The eye rules and reigns.
It cheers and charms, comforts and ca
resses, and crowns the life it looks upon
with beauty and blessing.
How we
prize its loving greeting, its glad good
morning, its peaceful good-night ! How
we grieve over its silent farewell 1
Each great soul has its own peculiar
look of the eye; none other can imitate
or possess it. It is as much its own as
the violet’s perfume is its own ; no rose
or lily can borrow it. We can not
explain how the violet hidden in the
darkest corner of the darkest room can
breathe forth such matchless sweetness ;
nor how the soul within can ﬂash forth
such
The face
glowing tenderness.

These eyebrows have
selfish character.
above them usually a conspicuously
bony forehead.
EYES.

Beautiful or noble as the eyebrow
may be, it is only an archway over a ra
diant temple of beauty. Nowhere in the
universe is found in so small a space so

REFLECTIVE

AND KIND.

without the open, beaming eye would
be like asky without the sun, like the
green without the ﬂowers, like a bird
without the song. The beauty of the
eye depends not solely upon its size or
color, but upon its harmony with the
other features.

BKVIRI LND BHRIWD.
a variety of power, beauty and
A
expression as in the human eye.
clear, bright eye ennobles and iilumines
the plainest face. It receivesthe best
and brightest of all the world without,
forth all the be t,bright
and gives
of the world within.
dearest
est,
Heart, sou],
intellect,
love,
hope,
faith, all thoughts noble and sub

inﬁnite

Blue eyes in general, says Lavater,
signify eﬁ’eminacy and weakness; though
many eminent men have blue eyes, yet
strength and manhood more particularly
belong to the brown. Very large, ex
tremely clear blue eyes denote a ready
and great capacity, and extreme sensi

bility.
Small, black, sparkling eyes under
strong black eyebrows, deep sunken,
denote cunning penetration,
and artiﬁ
cial simulation. Men found with eyes
inclining to green, have ardor, spirit
People of phlegmatic
and courage.
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tinged with blue and shades of green,
and
orange
yellow.
According to
Buﬂ’on,says Larretes, the orange and
blue are most predominant, and those
colors often meet in the same eye; those
generally supposed to be black are not
really so, and may be found on atten
tive examination and with a proper dis
position of the light to consist of yellow,

adeep orange or brown, which being
violently opposed to the clear white of
mistaken
Shades of yellow, orange,
blue and green are visible in the same
eye, and when a blue, even of the lightest
invariably the pre
tint appears,
is

it

is

it

is

is

a

dominant color, and may be found in
rays dispersed throughout the iris. The
differently disposed; at a
orange
in
distance
from the pupil,
triﬂing
ﬂakes and round, but the blue so far
that the eye appearsto
overpowers
The ﬁre and
be wholly that color.
vivacity of the eye are never so power
ful in those of the lighter tints. In the
dark ones we look for the emotions of the
soul quiet and mildness and a certain
archness are the characteristics of the
;

it

is

;

ball, assumes a darkness

the

for black.

it,

blue.
is

for the
Some eyes are remarkable
faintly
absence of color, the iris
shaded with blue or gray—the tints of
orange so light they are hardly observ
able the black of the pupil appears too
alone visible at
conspicuous, and that
a little distance. and the person has a

'

+

is

habit have clear blue eyes which never
belong to those inclined to melancholy,
and rarely to the choleric. Benevolence,
tenderness, timidity are exhibited by the
perfectly semi-circular arch formed by
the under part of the upper eyelid.
Per
sons of acute and solid understand
ing have a generous and open eye,
a long and acute
composing
angle
with the nose. An eyelid forming a
horizontal line over the pupil is an indi
cation of a subtle, able and penetrating
mind.
Eyes showing the whole of the
are
pupil, and white below and above
found in restless, half-simple persons,
never with sound understanding."
Artists tell us that on most faces one
little above or below the
eye stands
straight line; thata slight ditference of
elevation
found in almost all men
distinguished by great intellect or genius.
A very large eye, like the eye of ani
mals, gives us an idea of brutal but not
intellectual strength.
In “birds of prey
the eye
larger than the whole brains;
in most of the larger mammalia ex
ceeds
by far the proportion of the
human eye."
Long, well-opened eyes,
with a great abundance of white and a
small, dark pupil in the center the paint
ers of the early days gave to all their
saints and angels, and such eyes still
convey to us an impression of great
To-day seven
delicacy and purity.
eighths of the world's inhabitants have
dark eyes.
The eyes of mankind are composed of
various shades of color the most com
mon are gray, mixed with while, gray
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The
ghastly and spiritless appearance.
iris in some very uncommon eyes issaid
L. M. MILLARD.

to be almost green.

NOTABLE PEOPLE OF THE DAY.-—N0.
'mn REV. JOHN LOUGHLIN, D.D.,

88.

Bishop of Brooklyn.
sentatives of the Roman Catholic Church
whose spheres of activity lie in other
parts of the country.
‘When Bishop Loughlin

began

his

work in Brooklyn thirty-seven years ago
that city did not number
quarter of its
present population, and the number of
a

,

N

aﬂ’air of much interest in church
circles was the late celebration in
Brooklyn, N. Y., of Bishop Loughlin’s
semi-centennial of work as a priest of
This oc
the Roman Catholic Church.
casion drew a large assembly, not only
of Brooklyn people, but also of repre
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churches there belonging to his denomi
nation was but thirteen.
A man of
vigorous physical constitution, of much
more than average executive capacity,
and thoroughly in earnest, he put him
self at once into the work of building
up into a more effective form the Roman
Catholic churches of Long Island. Their

‘Dec.

shows a man of unusual temperamental
harmony for one of seventy-four years.
His must be a very compact and closely
articulated constitution, nothing loose
or ﬂabby entering into its substance.
The physical basis of his mind being so
strong and enduring, he has been able to
sustain

an amount of work

much

he

REV. JOHN LOUGHLIN. D. D

rapid growth and the numerous addi
tions to their number, and the many in
stitutions connected with them of a
charitable, social and educational char
acter, attest the energy of this faithful
servant.

The portrait, which is said to be a good
of the Bishop’s features,

representation

yond the average of his ecclesiastical as
sociates and keep in good condition.
The fullness of the face, the clearly cut
features, the ﬁrm poise of the head,
the sharply alert expression, all intimate
a mind still capable of doing and wear
ing for an indeﬁnite time. There is no
suggestion of weariness or feebleness

1890.]
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in that face; it carries

a signal that the
well-equipped frigate on occasion may
display in distant waters, “Ready for
action.” The intellect intimates powers
of perception, criticism and practical
talent; capacity for organizing and ap
plying measures of utility. He has the
ability not too often found in the minis

2515

keep so close an eye to the results of
eﬁort, and who would accomplish as
much as the Bishop of Brooklyn with a
given amount of means.
According to one of our religious ex
changes, the Rev. Dr. John Loughlin
was born in Ireland in December, 1816 ;
the exact place does not appear to be

CATH A RINK BOOTH.

ter of religion to employ his resources
with nice economical judgment. Under
his‘ administration there has been com
parativelylittle waste orloss. Prodigality
and extravagance are among the sins
that come in for a share of his sharpest
There are few men among
reprobation.
the clergy of any denomination who

known, but some claim that it was the
parish Clanduﬁ’, County Down. His
father was a farmer, who emigrated to
America when John was about twelve,
and settled in Albany, N. Y. Showing
a preference early for the church minis
try, the boy was educated in that behalf
at Albany and in a Canadian boarding
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school, and later at Mount St. Mary's
College, Emmittsburg, Md.
After ﬁnishing his seminary course he
was ordained a priest at St. Patrick’s
Cathedral,
New York, in 1840; then
to Emmittsburg, where he
returned

for a while. In 1848 Bishop
Hughes appointed him pastor at St.
Patrick's, New York, and the next year
made him Vicar-General.
When the ﬁrst Plenary Council of
Baltimore was called in 1852, he accom
panied Bishop Hughes to the gathering.
One of the outcomes of the Council was
the suggestion to the Pope that several
taught

new dioceses should be formed, and the
choice of the assembled bishops fell on
Vicar-General Loughlin as the best
ﬁtted candidate for the proposed diocese
of Brooklyn.
Later Dr. Loughlin was consecrated
Bishop in St. Patrick’s Cathedral, New
York, on October 30, 1853, and entered
upon the work that had been laid out
for him, and in the prosecution of which,
during the time that has elapsed since
then, he has accomplished such large re
sults.
CATHARINE BOOTH,
The

" Mother

THEN

"

of

the Salvation Army.

Mrs. Booth, the “mother”
of the Salvation Army, as she
was popularly called, was in the United
States, she won the esteem of all who
met her, and her death, announced in
the beginning of October last, drew from
thousands of Christian people, irrespec
earnest
tive of sectarian connections,
She was what
expressions of regret.
the portrait well indicates, an earnest,de—
voted worker in the great ﬁeld of phi
lanthropy that the Salvation Army occu
pies. The importance of her relation to
the peculiar work of that great associa
tion of religious and moral reformers
was demonstrated in a most striking
manner during the time her lifeless
body lay in Congress Hall, London, and
at the funeral. A constant stream of
visitors for four days passed slowly by

[Dec.

the open casket, each eager for a mo
mentary glance at the peaceful face.
Not many years ago a plain, quiet
woman, the wife of a Methodist preacher,
moving in a very narrow circle—what
had she done to acquire a popularity so
extraordinarv ?
A writer answers the question thus:
“ She had
simply helped her husband in
an organized eﬂ‘ort to preach the Gospel to
the poor.
They who are disposed to sneer

The
love for Mrs. Booth which
the people who thronged to see that dead
face indicated was not the result of gifts,
for philanthropy was only incidental to her
work; all their emotions—they were deep
and sincere—sprang from the thought that
this woman had taken part in the work to
which they owed the salvation of their
at religion must wonder at that scene.
reverence

and

bodies and souls.

“ How much Mrs. Booth did to help her
in planning and executing the
movement which has grown to such enor
mous proportions, was not generally known
That she was always
until after her death.
at his side, shaping and directing operations
is now declared, and more than one person
familiar with the history of the movemtnt
has said that but for her the Salvation Army
could not have become what it is to-day. A
‘
prominent journalist remarks : To her ex
treme shrinking from publicity was added
her physical weakness. \ It seems almost in
credible to read what she accomplished
with such a constitution. To rear eight
children is in itself the work of a lifetime,
but she combined with this an inﬁnite
amount of labor and private counseling, of
Frequently after
which few have an idea.
she would spend
a great public meeting
hours laboring with penitents, and then go
home to writhe in agony from spasms of the
husband

heart.

Always active, but never giving way,
faint but pet-severing, she was a brilliant ex
ample of faith that laughs at impossibilitiel,
There was an in
and says It shall be done.
tense humanity about Mrs. Booth.
She
could smite and spare not the sinner. But
when once he showed signs of turning from
his evil ways, no one could be more com
"
passionate or tenderly kind.’
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PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.
[connucrnn BY PROF. NELSON SIZER]
___.
PHRENOLOGICAI. HEAD.

SHAPES

0F HEADS,

N0. 3.

E

now call attention to another
type of heads—that in which
the organs of aspiration, located about
the crown of the head, are strong or
weak.

?10.

I. SELF-EST!!!‘

LARGE

In taking a proﬁle view of heads, it
will be seen that some rise very high at
the crown, and that some, on the con

trary, are low. The distance from the
opening of the ear to the crown is‘ in
some cases, an inch or an inch and a
half more than it is in other heads of
the same general size.
The organ in the center of the crown,
or rather, on each side of the center line
of the head—the organs all being double,
and those that are located along the
middle line of the head really being two
organs lying side by side—the organ in
question is Self-Esteem, which gives the
feeling of personal character and conse
quence—a desire to be master of one’s
own nature and fortune.
Aman pos
sessing such a sentiment is a leader—not
that he knows more than others, but
whatever he does know he is willingto
put forth, and to impress it upon other
people’s consideration.
A proper development of this senti
ment gives a trait of character that enno
It commands re
bles the individual.

Fla. 2. SILI—EHT'EBI,

SMALL.

every
spect, and inspires conﬁdence
where.
Those that have the spirit of
self-trust are likely to be trusted; those
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that think they are able to achieve are
placed in the front rank, and much is
expected from them. When a task that
is difficult is to be undertaken in civil
life, or in military, those that have con
ﬁdence in themselves and feel that they
are able to achieve the desired result,
are the ones that are trusted and put
forward. If a man doubts his own abil
ity, it is generally left to chance or to
time to develop his capacity.
But those
that are born with a strong development
of Self-Esteem have a feeling that they
can do anything that man can do; and
they assume the position and endeavor
to ﬁll it. It has been acustom of mankind
to praise modesty, and ignore and try to
If the
lessen independence of feeling.

world understood the nature of Self
Esteem, there would not be such a ten
dency to curb and restrain that feeling
in its early manifestations.
\Vhen the great Von Moltke was a
boy twelve years old, we are informed
that he was chosen by his associates on
one occasion to lead one party of boys
against another party in mimic warfare.
Von Moltke had the leadership of the
weaker party, but he led them bravely;
and when he was compelled to retreat,
he did it in good order toward a little
lake, on the approach to which he gave
orders to his followers to cross a plank
that he had previously laid, and which
When
led to a little island in the lake.
he got his command over, be hauled in
the plank. Thus, by his strategy, he
avoided defeat, as, by mere strength, he
could not have won a victory.
He has been winning victories since,
and now, in his ninetieth year, the world
honors him as no other military man
living could be honored.
Where Self-Esteem is wanting, the
person undervalues his own capacities.
Other men may believe he has power
and talent, and may urge him to take
and hold a place of trust and responsi
bility, but, if he accepts, he goes about
it with misgivings, expecting to be de
feated or fail.

IDec.

The difference between two such per
sons as we have supposed is about equal
to that of two apprentice boys, whom we
later happened to know. \Vhen they
had fulﬁlled their indentures, they pro
posed to go into partnership for the con
duct of business.
Finally, one of them,
doubting his capacity to take such re
sponsibility, told his friend that if he
would start the business, he, the doubt
ful one, would work for him and do the
nice work. And when we knew them,
one of them had been for twenty-eight
years in the shop, and the other had
been behind the screen for the same pe
riod of time making ﬁne boots for the
best customers.
One had large Self
Esteem; the other small. Yet the man
without Self-Esteem had the best intel
lect; but he lacked push and pride; he
was satisﬁed just to get a living and run
no risk. The other pushed ahead, em
ployed ﬁfty men, and got rich.
Our great surgeons generally have
large Self-Esteem; our great engineers
are largely endowed
and contractors
with that feeling: the crown of the head
is highly and strongly developed.
Our
leaders in statesmanship are men that
believe in themselves;
our leaders in
large enterprises in business, such as
railroading, navigation, commerce, have
ample Self Esteem. They believe them
selves to be leaders, and dare undertake
to do, with very little money, that which
a diﬂident man with twenty times the
capital would not venture upon.

Another faculty which lies alongside
of Self-Esteem and helps to make up
the height, the fullness of the crown of
the head, is called Approbativeness. The
nature of the faculty is to give sensitive
regard for public sentiment.
It makes
one anxious to secure the praise of his
Its excess tends to pro
cotemporaries.
duce vanity, craving for praise and ﬂat
Men with it large are very apt to
tery.
praise themselves, and many people
erroneously suppose that a person has
large Self-Esteem because he shows his
talents and endowments and possessions.
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New World.
Inspired with the love of knowledge,
in the pursuit of which lives have been
lost and fortunes spent, we have come
together to add to our store of informa
“ Knowledge
tion.
power” and
learning has multiplied since Mother
Eve tasted the forbidden fruit in the
Garden of Eden till the present time.
And to-day we can only begin on
single course of the elaborate dinner of
knowledge set before us in one short
lifetime, while we see left enough to feed
millions for ages to come. As such
the case, will we take only thin soup or
something more satisfying?
Men choose differently. We will at—
tempt to take the advice of Solomon,
“ with all our getting, get
and
wisdom,“

is

a

is

a
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we have been discussing could behin
dered in their normal activity. It
onl the abuse of Self-Esteem and Ap
probativeness that people are invei hing
against; the normal use of these acul
ties ennoble men and women: hence,
their activity should not be discouraged,
but cherished, and therefore developed.
We praise
noble and self-sacriﬁcing
deed,
as, for instance,
when a man
presses through the crowd, rushes into
a burning ‘building and brings out the
injured victims; and when a man goes
to the rescue of the drowning; and when
an engineer on a railway train performs
some feat of masterly daring—takes his
life in his hand in order to save others,
and succeeds or parishes in the attempt.
we delight to honor them with enduring
We forget to ascertain that
memorials.
Self-Esteem, which gives the feeling of
personal capability, was
prime element
of the daring and of the success.
Interpreted properly,
Self-Esteem
can do what ought to be done,
says:
and can be done.
It does not say,
“Send by whom Thou wilt, Lord, but
send Thou not by me.” It does not hes
itate where manly duty begins, where,
may be. self-sacriﬁce
required.
:0:
ADDRESS BY U. G. HURLEY, OF IOWA.
a MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
or PHRENOLOGY, CLASS OF 1890.
Mr. President, Members of Faculty,
and Fellow Students.
Leaving behind us the pleasant asso
ciations of home and friends, we have
gathered from near and far, from almost
every part of the continent; we have
gravitated to this, the metropolis of the

as to what

is

t

if

d ,

if

a

is

a

it

a

is

is

the

calls attention to his achievements, and
is anxious to be elected to places and
positions of honor and respectability.
\Vhen the faculty of Approbativeness
is united in its action with the higher
feelings, its ambitions are elevated and
honorable; when combined with the
lower feelings, it seeks reputation in the
lower line of achievement.
One boy is
ambitious to get the best lessons, stand
hi best in his class; another boy wishes
to‘be the best runner, the best wrestler,
the best jumper, or the best ﬁghter.
Ambition does not lift him, but rather
leads him to a low line of effort; never
theless, it seeks praise and applause; it
seeks to win victory and stand at the
head somewhere.
Its activit extends through the ranks
of society;
general who is victorious
elated by the applause of his country
men; the artist who attracts attention
and wins admiration and fame rejoices
through this faculty. Persons on the
stage are generally well endowed with
an inspiration to effort and to
it. It
success, and persons that hang on pub
lic opinion crave applause as gratiﬁca
tion not only, but they use as means
of future success.
These feelings, especiall Self-Esteem,
ought to be cultivated.
oung people
should be taught to as ire to rank and
standing and power an inﬂuence; and
habit of self-reliance should be a mat
ter of assiduous trainin
and culture.
There
not enough 0 the spirit of
honor; men permit themselves to do
mean things, and are not ashamed of
them from the lack of these elements
of honor and aspiration.
Honor should be to man or woman as
the apple of the eye. Faithful
rform
ance of expected duty should
an in
spiration, and then every rank in life
could have the sense of honor and ex
emplify it, and thereby honor God and
command the respect of men.
Those that lack these feelings are
ignoble—are willing to take low place
and do mean things in order to secure
success and prosperity.
A man that has
he were offered
ambition and dignity,
success at the expense of honor would
“Is th servant a do
be led to sa
do this
that he shou
ing?" Thoug
we often hear tirades against pride and
vanity, which are, as we may say, nick
names for self<respect
and desire for
reputation, the world would be depre
ciated fifty per cent. in its tone of effort
the organs that
and in its aspiration,

it
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the best choice.
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see oursels as ithers see us!
wad free mony a blunder free us,
An’ foolish notion."

Phrenology shows the genius or frailty
in every case on which it passes judg
ment and measures each in proportion
to his natural endowments.
It points out the weak places and

it

ri

;

it

it

shows how they ma
be strengthened;
shows excesses an how they may be
restrained.
It uncovers hidden talents and gives
direction as to their employment.
In
teaches how to make the most
short,
of one’s self, rise in the world and make
life grand, enjoyable, useful and suc
comes with assurances to the
cessful
troubled and doubting parent;
shows
how to train the turbulent and guide
ht directions;
their energies in
dis

provestheadagez“ eathlovesashining
mark,” and by its advice saves the preco
narrow home beneath a
cious from
marble monument, with the inscription:
“ Whom the gods love, die young ” to
live lives of usefulness and success, and
erect their own monuments in the aﬂ'ec
tions of the people and at last go to their
rest full of years and good works.
It puts youth in the right pursuit, dis
covers talents and the channels in which
they should be employed, and brings
forth to the world hidden genius.
To the voyagers on the rough and
troubled ocean of single life, tired of the
excitement of their journey, and longing
for pleasant companionship,
the
chart and compass that will guide them
into the harbor of conjugal felicity.
it

is

it

is

It

a

is

To

is

a

is

is

0

it

it

is

it,

art, come with me to Rome, and there on
the time-stained walls of an antiquated
church hangs a canvas, painted by an
artist whose ashes have been moldering
in the grave for centuries.
Every year thousands ‘of men and
women from all parts of Christendom
make a pilgrimage to that shrine of art,
and as the monk draws aside the costly
covering that protects
reverentially
speaks the artist’s name, and says: “That
was his masterpiece.”
The artist himself was a work of art.
Man the crowning work of the Divine
Artist, the Creator’s masterpiece
A gold watch with its engraved or pol
only
ished case, pleases the eye, but
when
opened, exposingto view its
delicate wheels and machinery, that we
ap reciate its completeness.
man, though beautiful in form
“
” excites
and in the human face divine
new wonder when you go within the
outer temple and study the tissues, or
gene and apparatuses and their various
processes.
part of our study, but we
This
stop not here, though we exclaim,
“ Man
fearfully and wonderfully
.
made.”
We go to the brain, the temple of the
mind, and study there the master of the
man, from which comes every ﬂash of
genius, every scintillation of wit, every
sentiment of love or hatred, hope or
fear, of that most intricate and subtle
entity, the human mind.
Our subject has no equal in earth or
air or sky, nor in the secret chambers of
the vasty deep.
Let us stand before the world with a
full appreciation of the dignity of our
Let us teach the improvability
subject.
in
of man and be livi ‘g examples of
our lives; clear ourselves from the deep
ruts of the old way of vice and degrada
tion, of talents misapplied and energies
prostituted to mean purposes, and live
up to the highest standard of manhood
and womanhood.
With our course at the American In
but
stitute of Phrenology, our work
begun.
We must feed on the fertile
ﬁelds of experience. put in our spare
moments in the prosecution of the study
of man, not forgetting physiology and

hygiene, the physical states of man, and
the laws of health.
We should know and teach what the
should know and too often
physician
We should be able to
eeps to himself.
see predispositions of particular persons
to certain diseases and suggest the proper
measures for prevention, and so obviate
In fact, we
the necessity of a cure.
should be anthropologists in the widat
and best sense of the term.
Our aim should be the improvement
of mankind. Our science opens the
well-springs of human enjoyment by
showing the nature of happiness and
success and how to attain them.
By the aid of this science we can take
away the colored glasses by which we
look at our own characters and thechar
actors of others, and thus have the power
that Burns craved when he wrote:
“
wad some power lhe'giftie gie us

it

Some study the stars, the rocks, plants

or animals that inhabit the earth, and I
have read of a German
scientist who
of the
spent thirty years in the stud
structure of a single species 0 worm.
Others study art. If you are a lover of
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BEGGABS

OF

idea very generally prevails,

especially in the country, that
there must be a great amount of poverty
in large cities, and that New York, being
the largest city in the United States,
must have more poor people than any
If anything
other place in the Union.
is needed to conﬁrm this opinion, it is

A

GREAT
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CITY.

sight from a sickness and has three
small children to support," or “I am
paralyzed twelve years.

Please help me

occasional
by
supplied
newspaper
articles which picture in words calling

supportmy family.” Year in and year
out the man with the three small chil
dren—and there were several of him—
stood on some favorite corner; the chil
dren were always the same in number
and never increased in size.
The man
“ paralyzed” was indeed
who was
fre

unbounded sympathy the poverty
and suffering of some unfortunate. The
stranger visiting New York several years
ago would be confronted on manya
corner by some poor decrepit old wo
man squatted on the sidewalk, playing
a small hand-organ, or by a person
bearing the semblance of a man with a
“
large sign on his breast saying : Please
have pity on a poor man who lost his

quently found in that condition, but al
ways with drink.
Persons who gave but a superﬁcial
thought to the subject formed their
opinions of the poor from seeing these
creatures on the streets, from the beg
gars that appeared at their doors, and
from newspaper articles, often instigated
by persons who used the press as a means
of preying on the public. Others were

for
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inclined to criticise the city for not pro
viding places for its unfortunate, not
being aware that most of the beggars
were impostors who would refuse to
work, and who would not submit to the
regulations of well conducted institu
tions, choosing rather the excitement of
life on the streets with the opportunity
to get whiskey and to pamper their
passions.
The number of beggars was very
large, and people with tender hearts
looked on with pity at what they deemed
the outgrowth of nineteenth
century
life and the aggregation of enormous
wealth by the few.
Some gave liberally
0 these creatures whenever opportunity
offered, with the sincere desire to do
them good; others gave their pittances
to get rid of the beggars and their im
portunlties. Societies and churches emu
lated one another in the work of aiding
the poor, feeling happy if they had large
numbers ofapplications, and could show
at the end of the year that they had
aided many persons at small cost, un
mindful of the fact that the average
amount given each applicant, not ex
ceeding twentyﬁve or ﬁfty cents, would
Soup
be practically no help to him.
houses and coffee-houses were estab
lished where the poor could get a cup of
coffee or plate of soup, and tickets were
inclined at
sold to the benevolently
twenty-ﬁve tickets for twenty-ﬁve cents.
These tickets were given to beggars
The eating
when they asked for alms.
houses did a thriving business, and that
free meals and free lodgings were ap
preciated by the pretended poor, and
that they informed one another of such
kindly disposed persons was of ten shown
by the appearance of several in succes
sion at a house where tickets were given
away.

But the number of beggars increased.
How could it be otherwise when no dis
crimination was made between those
who would not work, those who could
not work, and those who would if they
were
generous,
Individuals
could?

[Dec

were anxious to do good, the
public authorities were disposed to aid
all who were reported as deserving.
Trades unions assisted members out of
work, and benevolent associations sought
for those who needed care and atten
tion.
Under these old systems many
impostors lived in luxury, and the poor
often suffered for the necessaries of life.
Men were paid for begging ; they were
persistent, because they got good returns
for their efforts; some of them were
members of several churches ; in other
instances different members of a family
were members of different churches and
got aid from them all ; the crippled and
churches

maimed increased ; if havinga deformed
helped to secure money from
others, it was easy to ﬁnd one or have
one made a cripple to order. Such a loose
system made it possible f1 r much wrong
to be perpetrated; often the city coal
failed to reach the needy, and if did, it
operated to make them dependent in
stead of self-supporting.
Impostors be—
came founders
of relief societies or
charitable associations, and while pre
tending to collect money for the poor,

child

A woman soli
pocketed it themselves.
cited money for a pretended hospital,
and even worked the drug stores for

medicines for those she represented as
in her charge; these she disposed of in
Brooklyn in lots that brought her from
forty to ﬁfty dollars at atime.
Even
Sisters of Charity were personated (and
this was a very successful role); failing
to get money, they would take any
thing—a hat, a pair of trousers, a pair of
that unless they
shoes—representing
came back with a liberal collection, they
would be most severely reprimanded by
the Sister Superior. The superﬂuities
thus gained were easily disposed of at
the pawnbrokers.
But it was only occasionally that much
originality was shown by this class in
their appeals to the public. A peculiar
ity of the business was that many had
practically the same story to tell. Thus,
when it seemed to have good eﬁect,
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many a woman would beg for money to
help bury a dead child. If there was a
semblance of originality about any of
the appeals, persons familiar with beg
gar life would generally recognize an
old story revamped and know what
was coming before the applicant was
through. It is not always true, but in
very many cases bluntness of intellect
accompanies bluntness of conscience,
and almost always there will be some

enough to convince any person that
some of those children would be old
enough to make their own living and
help take care of the old folks ; but the
generously disposed would see only occa
sion for pity, when, if the story were
really true, and the children only equal
to the average, the beggar might be
congratulated on having that number.
Such in brief is a picture of beggar
life as it was in New York city twelve or

thing in a story that will betray its
lack of genuineness.
Take the respect
ably dressed man who has lost his over
coat, and who represents that all the

to-day
streets.

It so
money he had was in its pockets.
happens that few persons are so foolish
as to carry money in their overcoat
pockets, so the story has an element of
improbability at its very commence
ment.
Again, take the beggar who is
“ twelve children.” A
the father of
seem to be
second’s thought would

fifteen years ago. The visitor to the city
will seldom see a beggar on the
If there is one, he keeps a sharp

lookout for oﬁicers of the law, and does
not attempt to have a permanent stand.
He will walk the streets as if he had
business and step occasionally into a
store to ask for alms, or he will have
a few lead-pencils or trinkets which he
makes a pretense of selling. On an ele
vated train he will have a cardboard on
his head displaying the word “ Blind"

_
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to the Charity Organization Society all
applicants for relief.” The supposition
that this society has effectively relieved
both the beggars and an importuned
public will not be amiss.
In 1881 the State Board of Charities,
in view of the fact that there were in
New York city a large number of inde
pendent societies engaged in relieving
the poor, with no system of co-operation
by which they could receive deﬁnite in
formation in regard to the work of one
another, and that without some such

it

_is

a

agencies in the city.
co-operation between

To foster harmonious
them, and

to check

the evils of the overlapping of relief.

To investigate thoroughly, and with
out charge, the cases of all applicants for
relief which are referred to the society for
inquiry, and to send the persons having a
legitimate interest in such cases full reports
of the results of investigation. To provide
visitors who shall personally attend cases
needing counsel and advice.
To obtain from the proper charities
and charitable individuals suitable and ade
quate relief for deserving cases.
4. To procure work for poor persons who
are capable of being wholly or partly self
supporting.
To repress mendicancy by the above
means and by the prosecution of impostors.
6. To promote the general welfare of the
poor by social and sanitary reforms, and by
the inculcation of habits of providence and
self-dependence.

The work of the organization
done
on the principle that charity must do ﬁve
things
is

they are surprisingly few in proportion
‘to the number of people and in compari
son with the number years ago. Oh
viously there must have been a very
eﬂ’ective handling of the beggar ques
tion of late years to have made so favor
able a change, and until one examines
into the causes that have brought this
result about, he will never know the
signiﬁcance of a sign which may fre
quently greet his eyes in prominent
“ This oﬂice refers
places of business :

between the various churches and charitable

:

wherever they go with the alcoholic
fumes in their breath and clothing.
But, notwithstanding the fact that
there are still a few beggars to be met in
a city of nearly two million population,

1.

the same old ex
obtained—always
cuses, worn threadbare by long usage,
and always for the same purpose—to get
something to drink; for men and women
are alike intemperate and taint the air

1be

2.

procuring delicacies for a sick child or
a man or woman will be just
out of the hospital and need a few cents
‘to buy something to eat until WOrK can

friend;

system it was impossible that much of
their work should not be wasted and
even do harm by encouraging pauperism
and imposture, appointed the Commis
sioners of the city a committee to in
augurate a system of co-operation. This
action resulted in the formation of the
Charity Organization Society. This so
ciety is not, as many might suppom. a
relief society. Its constitution prohibits
it from directly dispensing alms in any
also completely
form. Its work
severed from all questions of religious
belief, politics and nationality, and per
sons representing
the society in any
capacity are prohibited from using their
positions for the purpose of proselytism.
The objects of the society are stated as
by the
follows in a charter granted
State, May 10, 1882:
To be center of intercommunication

3.

next man.
At dusk, when they stand
less chance of being noticed, some will
go out on the streets, and often half a
dozen of them will call at a store in the
A man will want
course of an evening.
money to help get a night's lodging;
a woman will solicit aims to aid her in

[Dec.

5.

in big letters, and, after preying on the
sympathy of the travelers, he will put
“ Blind ” in his pocket, don his cap,
the
step oﬁ‘ the train, and go down to the
street with as clear seeing eyes as the

Act only upon knowledge got by thor
ough investigation.
2. Believe worthy need promptly. ﬁt
tingly, and tenderly.
1.
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Prevent unwise alms to the unworthy.
into independence every needy
person, where possible.
5. Make sure that no children grow up to
3.

4. Raise

be paupers.

With the advent of this society the
ﬁrst recognition was had of the actual
condition of applicants for aid. An in
vestigation

was made and a record kept

of each person soliciting help. If the
person proved needy, an inquiry was
made into the causes that produced the
unfortunate condition. This work has
continued until the society now has on
its records the names of 133,750 persons
living in 33,274 houses. If these houses
were on both sides of one street, side by
side on lots twenty-ﬁve feet in width, al
lowing for the usual streets, they would
make a street over 100 miles in length.
These investigations revealed peculiar
One beggar, for instance, who
had been on the streets for years, with a
sign on his breast “My dog leads me.
Blind," was found to have 818,000 in

things:

cash and bonds, and a wife and two
daughters who were each receiving $25
a week for making artiﬁcial ﬂowers, at
Others
which they were very skillful.
were found who made money every day
and squandered it at night in the lowest

of the city. In one instance a
ﬁrm who was contributing to twenty-one
charitable organizations was informed
that ten of them were fraudulent. The
surprising part of the investigations was
the small per cent. found who were ac
Over half
tually deserving of relief.
needed work more than anything else,
dives

needed to school themselves
an alms to such per
sons was productive of positive injury.
The society sought to understand the
physical and mental capacity of each
applicant. That was the ﬁrst step—a
step which plirenologists know to be of

and others

out of

bad habits;

importance in every phase of
life. Then study was made of the causes
which led to a condition of beggary.
Many of the persons were found to be
faint-hearted and needed simply encour

supreme
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and help into places where
they could make use of their native tal
ents and thus help themselves.
Some
were poor from having never learned
habits of providence; they did not know
the virtue of saving pennies in pros

agement

perity to tide over times of adversity.
The society found there were no savings
banks in the city to receive deposits of
less than one dollar, and to supplya
want the necessity for which was more
apparent to it than to others, it estab
lished a penny provident fund. The
aggregate deposits of this banking de
of the society's work ap
partment
proaches $5,000, and of the nearly 12,000
depositors, 472 increased their accumu
lations in 1889 to sums large enough to
open regular accounts in savings banks,
thus taking an important step towardin
the ne
dependence, and demonstrating
cessity of such institutions for the wage
earner.

The records of the society’s investiga
tions into the needs of applicants are
kept on cards, each card representing an
individual. The name, residence. etc.,
are on the face of the card, the society
investigations on the back.
Reports of
associations working in harmony with
it are received on cards and attached to
the society’s card bya rubber band. One
hundred and twenty drawers are re
They are
quired for these cards.
arranged alphabetically, and if request
is sent for information concerning a
beggar, it is but a moment's work to see

if he is on the list. If so, the story of
his situation is forthcoming; if he is a
new person, he receives immediate atten
tion. The organization furnished in
formation in 1889 to 1,000 private be
nevolent givers who wished to know
the merits and needs of applicants before
It also acts as a
bestowing their alms.
sort of clearance society for more than
three hundred organizations, which are
engaged, directly or indirectly, in reliev
ing the distressed, promptly informing
them who are reported to be deserving
and who are not.

It

had 342 applica
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tions from newspapers in 1889, and a
summary of reports furnished them
shows that nine out of ten were wholly
undeserving.
The society has sought, by throwingob
stacles in the pathway of mendicancy, to
make the life a hard one. Where warn
ings to desist were not effective, impos
tors have been arrested, and the work
of the organization has been conducted
so thoroughly that no person prosecuted
has ever questioned the testimony sub
mitted.
The public ofﬁcials respect the

organization by not releasing persons
who have been committed until their time
has expired, unless with the approval of
On the
the society’s representatives.
other hand, men who are committed by
justices for minor offenses are frequently
released regardless of their deservings,
especially if their votes are an object.
Generally speaking, statistics make

dry reading, but they tell a story with
Thus
an emphasis nothing else can.
it is interesting to know that with
increased facilities and dealing with
more persons, the Charity Organization
Society ﬁnds the number of street beg
gars constantly on the decrease. This
can not be made clear to the reader to
better advantage than by comparing
the work of 1886 with that of 1889 :
Cases investigated
etc . . . . . . . . . . .
Cases treated and
Times work was
Number of street

1886.

1889.

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,678
directed. . . . 4.280

1,528
5,604
1,338

for churches,

1,347
secured
beggars dealt
with.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,215

Of

313

these street beggars 74 per cent.

in

able bodied, while
in 1889 this was true of 44 per cent. only.
The table classifying the industry shows
that the business of the tramp has suf
fered the most extensively, although the
result in other respects is exceedingly
1886 were apparently

gratifying

:
1886.

1889.

Begging letter-writers . . . . . . . .
Sidewalk and house-to -house

54

4

beggars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

481
526
204

250
2
57

Tram s . . . . . . . . . . .
Misce laneous . . . . . . .

.. .. .. . .
.. ... .. . .
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It is a curious fact, and strangely at
variance with the popular opinion, that
Italy, the country credited with manu
facturing large quantities of beggars to
order, furnished but a little over three
per cent. of the street beggars in New
York, while the Irish and Germans, in
the years above mentioned, contributed
over ﬁfty per cent.
About half the beg
gars, in both years, made their homes
in common lodging houses. The result
of the two years is summed up as fol
lo we

:
1866.

Arrested and committed . . . . .
Arrested, but not prosecuted.
Counseled,

assisted,

.
.
etc . . . . . . .

662

1889.

93

21

11

442

209

Another curious fact in both years is
only six per cent. were deemed
worthy of continuous relief. And, in the
language of Mr. Chas. D. Kellogg, Gen
‘‘
eral Secretary of the organization, these
were simply almshouse cases, toward
whom no greater indiscretion or cruelty
could be exercised than to encourage or
compel them to lead a life of street beg
gary, and so keep them from the more
respectable and humane provision which
the public has provided for them.”
He also says: “ Experience has satis
ﬁed the Central Council that there is
ample provision in the public and pri
vate charities of the city, if properly
systematized and co-ordinated, to suit
ably relieve all who through helpless
ness, accident, or emergency are entitled
to it; and, therefore, that there is no ex
Mendicants on
cuse for street begging.
our th iroughfares should be directed to
our otﬁces, and this society will under~
take promptly to place any one of them
to whom its attention is called in charge
of whatever agency is best adapted to
the case. ‘Ve have had under ward 2,000

that

street beggars, but have not yet found
one case in which the alms of a stranger
would have been a humane gift, for the
reason that it would interfere with a
more adequate and effective provision
ready somewhere to be supplied.”
MATT.

w. ALDERSON.
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CHASTENING 0R REVENGE?
“
BY THE AUTHOR OF
AN atm'rnc’s No'noNs ABOUT CHILDREN,”

SUPPOSE

there scarcely exists the
wide world over a mother so ten'
der or so negligent that she does not, at
one time or another, punish her child.
It may be by means of the reluctant,

forewarned deprivation of some
pated treat, or, widely different!
hasty blow of irritated temper.
children do wrong, more or less,

267

antici
by the

But all
and all

parents, except, perhaps, the very small
est minority, inﬂict penalties in conse
The motive and spirit of such
quence.
correction is a subject of vital import
ance, no less to the parent than to the
child, so it can scarcely be superﬂuous

to offer

a few remarks thereupon.
has been well said, “You should
never punish a child while you are an

It

gry." The need for such an exhortation
is proved by the half-astonished air with
which many persons Wlll replyin effect :
“ Why, if I did not punish while I was
angry, I should not punish at all T’
‘Vhat does this reveal butthat such chas
tisement is not true chastening—or puri
fying—butmererevenge? Itsoundsvery
uglv to speak of any grown person as
being revenged upon a ‘little creature
not one-quarter her years or size, with
perhaps not one-tenth her knowledge
and experience; but if any mother will
honestly recall and examine the feelings
with which she administered the latest
whipping to her six-year-old or an impa
tient shake to her twenty-months’ baby,
she will probably ﬁnd that the truly cor
rective, the loving, yearning, teaching
spirit which should predominate in all
punishment was almost swallowed up in
unacknowledged feeling of retaliation.
Of course no one who reads this maga
zine would openly admit such a thing,

mo,

ETC.

but there it must be, or why should the
moments exasperation decide whether
or not the whipping or shake shall be
given? And mothers of the less restrain
ed classes frankly avow their sentiments
in such commonly heard phrases as,

I‘ll pay you when I get a hold of
you 1” “ Let me catch you doing that.
I'll make you sing for it. I’ll make you
smart!" Sorry, that is, for the pain of
the punishment, not for the wrong done;
this seems never to enter some people‘s
minds.
Granted that if the mother did
not punish when angry she would not
punish at all, then better not.
‘

But children cannot be allowed to go
on wholly unchecked, or in course of
time they would make their own and
other people’s lives unbearable, and mere
verbal remonstrance, couched in gentle
terms, is frequently insufficient.
Oc
casional castigation is a necessity to all.
But it should be castigation indeed, and
its sole end the betterment of the oﬁ’end
er. How words become distorted in our

imagination—how colored, or rather dis
colored, by ages of improper use! The
verb to castigate, which now has come
to mean little else in our ears than to
whip or beat, is actually a derivation of
the Latin castus, pure.
A real bodily
castigation, therefore, is not a ﬂogging,
but a bath ! A making clean, a purify
ing. A moral castigation, even if neces
sarily inﬂicted through the medium of
the senses, should be spiritual cleansing.
That is the Divine, the only worthy idea.
I do not think it exaggeration to say
that more than half the punishments
children receive do them positively more
harm than good, simply because this es
sential principle is forgotten.
Revenge

THE PHRENOLOGIC'AL JO URNAL

I

it,

it

it,
is

;

is

a

as a race, we have rendered ourselves
incapable of appreciating or
almost
beneﬁtting by the loving chastisement

;

of God. We think of Him as with frown
ing brow taking vengeance on our sins;
we believe in troubles sent in wrath in
aﬁiictions which are mere penalties hav
ing no natural connection either with
our transgressions or our character, and
Even as our
we grow hopeless or hard.
refusal to pardon the trespasses of others
morally impossible for us to
renders
receive the forgiveness of God—for this
nothing
a normal consequence, there
despotic in the Divine retribution—so
our habitual union of punishment with
the idea of retaliation, revenge and dis
love, has almost totally deprived us of
the capacity for rightly responding to
His holy rebukes. Could we but regard
is

should be proportionate and wholesome
even for him.
I knew a lady who, in one instance
at least, chastised in a perfect fashion
and with perfect results, though the
child corrected was under twelve months
old.
The baby had all a baby’s inex
perienced love for bright, hot things—
the ﬁre, the shining tea-pot, the lamp.
“ Burning—burning l”
and
“Baby
mustn’t l” were not enough, so baby was
allowed to touch the hot tea-pot with
the tips of those adventuresome rebel
lious little ﬁngers ; and it was sufficient.
What baby thought about
cannot
say, but never, as she grew older, was
she known to attempt that fatal play
with ﬁre or light which has costso many
a precious little life. More; she became
one of the most obedient of children,

it

own consequences, an inﬂiction which
could surely be sometimes permitted
without inconvenience to any but the
one in fault, and not more so than

with the intelligent, willing obedience
born of perfect conﬁdence in the reason
and rightness of the maternal laws.
With children who are of an age to
understand
“moral suasion " explan
ation,
clear and patientsetting forth of
the wrongness of the naughty deed
should surely ﬁrst be tried, and failing
that, to allow the evil which
persisted
in to bear its natural fruit must be the
most proper and efﬁcacious penalty only
when such methods are impracticable
should arbitrary inﬂictions be resorted
never without unmistakably
to, and
showing that an unmixed desire to cure
the erring tendency, and not. in the
slightest degree, a spirit of retaliation
for the annoyance caused by
your
only motive.
That taint of vindictiveness which
seems to have entered more or less into
all human punishment since the earliest
times has undoubtedly built up one of
the greatest of existing barriers between
the soul of man and his Maker. We
ﬁnite beings have for generations upon
ourselves
with
generations
avenged
bitterness in our hearts, calling
retri
punishment,
correction or
bution,
forabrief,
only
blind moment,
hating,
the creature that called
forth, until,

if

some promised pleasure dependentthere
on; for quarrelsomeness, temporary
separation from those quarrelled with;
for greed or unfairness, restitution, with
to the one wronged; for
“damages,”
sins of the tongue, a season of enforced
silence ; for disobedience—the fore-front
of most juvenile offending—simply its

[Dec.

it

in any form is terribly hardening both
to the inﬁictor and the victim. As a
mere deterrent it may succeed. There
But what loving
is little doubt of that.
mother would be satisﬁed to merely hold
her child back from wrong- doing by fear
of pain or loss while its heart remained
in estranged revolt?
No chastisement is so impressive as
that which is akin to the wrong done.
To whip or condemn to “durance vile,"
for any and every offense, is a clumsy,
uncivilized method of managing; and
parents, who, unlike school teachers,
have almost unbounded control over the
events of their children’s lives, should
surely be able to ﬁnd in most cases,
some less arbitrary and more eifectual
For unpunctuality, the loss of
plan.

is
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chastisement as being inevitable as a
crop of nettles from nettle seed, as bene‘
ﬁcial in intent as the nauseous fever
draught or the surgeon’s knife, we should
surely, with willing, docile, ay 1 and
grateful hearts, set ourselves to discover
and eradicate the evil cause. We should
read Solomon’s
injunction
"Chasten

269

thy son while there is hope" in the
heavenly radiance of “As many as I
love,

I

rebuke and chasten

;"

we should

punish Divinely,

sympathetically, and
we should, ourselves, repent like good
children ; and the next generation would
be eternally the better for it in every
way.

-_W—-—-_
BIT OF SUGGESTION.

I

is

she said

was
“Why, any one would think
the worst kind of sheet, just because
it.
a little blotted.
It isn't crumpled
or stained or dirty, as some paper is."
“ Ah, mother,
see what you mean,”
said Mark, laughing, as she gave ‘ him
another sheet. " I’ll have to look after

I

a

But in spite of his aims, and his being
usually ready to agree with his mother
on the question of small proprieties,
Mark's shortcomings in the matter of
well-brushed hair, clothes and shoes,
and of faultlessly clean collars, cuffs
and handkerchiefs, continued to be an
offense in many eyes.
“Will you give me a sheet of letter
paper, please?" he said, coming one
afternoon to the desk at which his
mother sat writing‘; As he held out his
hand she made
slight motion toward
his uncleaned nails.
“Oh," he said, a little impatiently,
“ any one would think
was the worst

a

my little blot."
_
He meant
but found,

as we all do,
that a bad habit once gained is thing
hard to lose. He was bright in school
a

a

a

aims to be.”

I

I

would say about
the part of boy, as well as a
that. It
man, to make the best of himself, even in
small matters, in order to make himself
It’s
acceptable to those about him.
great pity to just fall short of what one

it,

“ You know all
is

that.”
“ But you wouldn’t have me write a.
letter on this?”
She smiled at his look of surprise as
it

"

“That‘s onlya little spot,” she said.
“The whole of the sheet clean except

is

shoes

kind of a boy, just because I‘m alittle
careless.
don’t lie or
Why, mother,
cheat or disobey, or get storming mad,
as some boys do."
“ No, you do not," she said, handing
him the paper he had asked for.
“This won‘t do," hesaid. “See, there
a blot on it. Please hand me another
sheet."

and a favorite with his teachers. Kindly
and generous among his mates, he was
favorite with them. In short, he was
such a very satisfactory boy, asboys go,
that he failed to take to heart the break
ing up of his ugly little fault.
“We are to spend the evening with
the Morrows,” he announced with great
pleasure one morning.
It was a great thing to be invited to
the Morrows.
They were a family re
cently come to town, supposed to be all
that was nice among themselves, and

a

blacked

'I

;

I

it,

OU haven't blacked your shoes.
Mark P’
"No, mother. I’m in such a hurry.
They don’t look bad.”
“ Have you
”
changed your collar ?
“No; I forgot to; but this one will
do. I’m sure I look well enough."
“Well enough for what?”
“Oh, for a boy.”
“ For a
gentleman and a Christian?”
“Oh, you make such a serious thing
of
mother.”
" But you aim to be both, don’tyou 2”
“Yes,
really do,” said Mark, more
but do you think that has
soberly
much to do with clean collars and

:

‘‘

is

A
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ence attentive and appreciative.
Near the end of a second piece which
had been demanded, in one of his highest

ﬂights in an invocation to the sun, he
threw up his arm in a graceful gesture,
his eye following his hand.
There was a slight interruption in the
ﬂow of oratory.
The hand suddenly
closed and the arm dropped at his side.
The boys laughed good-humoredly, and

the older people politely repressed their
smiles.
The piece closed without the ﬁre and
enthusiasm required by its subject, and
Mark’s face flushed with a feeling other
than gratiﬁcation as his performance
was applauded. He kept his hand as far
as possible out of sight the remainder of
the evening, and when alone in his room
stood before the glass and made the ora
torical ﬂourish which had proved amus
ing to his friends.
His cheek tingled again at the sight
of the unwashed hand and the remem
brance of its display in the gaslight in
the Morrow‘s parlor. Could the people
upon whom he had so desired to make a
believe him to be a
good impression
gentleman '3 Would they ever forget it
of him i
“ sha’n’t forget it myself, very soon,"
he said, turning from the mirror in
“ Mother would say
great discontent.
it was a good lesson for me ; but I wish
had had sense enough to get along
without it. "-Uhristian Register.

I

I

.——-..-.-.4——
the Journal of Ped-'
discusses this topic, and
quotes Dr. Stanley Hall’s views in an
article published not long ago, entitled
agogy

“Cbildren’s Lies."
“ With mostchildren,
as with savages,
truthfulness is greatly affected by per
sonal likes and dislikes.
In many cases
they could hardly be brought to see
wrong in lies a parent or some kind
friend had wished them to tell. Often
suspected lies were long persisted in till
they were asked if they could have said
that to their mothers, when they at once
weakened.
No cases were more fre
quent than were, in answer to afriend’s
question, if some thing or act they did
not particularly admire, was not very
nice or pretty, they found it hard to
say no. and
of nice,’ or
if a strange

on ‘kind
compromised
‘pretty enough,’ when
pupil had asked they

CHILDREN.

would have had no trouble with their
consciences."
Dr. Hall also calls attention to certain
familiar palliatives for consciences more
Such
or less hurt by wrong doing.
words as “ really” and “truly," and
wish to drop dead
such phrases as
this minute if it is not so," solemnly re
peated, greatly reduplicates the validity
of the statement. "arious mental reser
“ in my mind it is not so,"
vations, as

“I

“

do not mean it,” fall into this cate~
Then the act is charged to the
instrument or agent, as, “my hand or
foot did
not I.”
Commenting on this, he says: It will
large majority of the lies
be seen that
here enumerated are told to reach some
avert evil or to obtain
direct object, as
It therefore becomes a capital
good.
observation that the child shall not be
allowed to succeed in reaching this end.
I

gory.

to

WRITER in

OF

a

THE MORALS

it,

‘

very particular in the choice of com
panions for their boys.
“ I’ve been telling father and mother
about your declamation,
Mark,” said
“ and they want to hear
George Morrow,
something from you.
They like things
of that sort.
Let us have thatlast piece
you spoke in school.”
Mark ﬁgured as quite an orator in his
school. He enjoyed anythingin the way
of recitation and declamation, and was
very anxious to do his best before the
Morrows.
He was in good voice and spirits,
found the large parlor an agreeable
place in which to speak, and his audi—
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The lie must not succeed. One of the
most marked characteristics of children
is, to live in the present, to sacriﬁce the
future, to merge the long run in the
short run;and care must be taken to
teach them to look before as well as
after.
Sometimes failure and conse
quent disappointment will be asuﬁicient
punishment; but in not infrequent cases
positive punishment of some sort will be
called for. The causal connection be
tween lying and its natural results must
be progressively
brought out. In due
time, the truth must be brought home to
the young consciousness, that whatso
ever a man sows, that shall he also reap.
Waltz draws attention to the evil
psychological results of the successful
lie.
Among other things it tends strong
ly tosilence the conscience. It is im
to imagine a worse course of
life forla child than one in which suc
cessful falsehood habitually covers up
It destroys the idea that
wrong-doing.
punishmentand wrong-doingarebound
together by a natural tie, it is a premium
on wrong-doing and falsehood. Accord
ingly, it is extremely important for the
parent or teacher to know whether the
child is lying or not. But this is a most
delicate and difficult kind of knowledge
to obtain.
Some useful hints bearing
on this point could be made, but the
most useful one would be that nothing
can take the place of good sense. practi
cal wisdom and intuitive insight. It is
hard to say which is the more dangerous

possible

mistake,

over-watohfulness

or

under

watchfulness; too little or too much con
ﬁdence; an excess or a deﬁciency
of
Nothing is so important as
over-sight.
sensible attention, unless it be sensible
negligence.

Certain sources of lying are numerous
in schools. These, teachers must closely
study, and as far as possible correct.
Care must be taken to prevent an excess
of emulation, and wisely to adjust all
form of rewards and penalties.
Remembering the ancient maxim in
relation to prevention
and cure, the
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writer has laid much stress on correct
ing the evils of lying at their origin.
But work on the positive side of the
character is equally as important. In
deed, such‘ work is essential to drying
up the fountains of the evil. Positive
ideas of right and wrong, of truth and
be developed.
The
falsehood, must
moral sense, or the conscience must be
The moral iudgment must be
trained.
sharpened, quickened and strenghtened.
All men who think the place of habit in
the moral life a large one, will agree

with Radestock :
“ Bad habits injure as much as good
ones beneﬁt.
Education should, there
fore, combine the positive requirements
of good habits and the negative work of
not practicing bad habits, and prevent
the spoiling of the child by not permit
ting its wishes and wants to be fulfilled
the moment they are expressed.”
The time has come for the discussion

of the whole subject of child morality in
a more positive and scientiﬁc
way than
The old-fashioned theolog
heretofore.
ical and
conscriptions
metaphysical
have done much harm.
Such inquiries
as those of Perez, Radestock and Hall,
that have furnished the material for the
present article, can be strongly recom
mended to all intelligent moralists.

-~—~M

MY LESSON.
I

TOLD a secret! It wasn’t much
For a little one to tell;
And 1 only told it softly and low,
To my intimate schoolmate, Belle.
But the silly secret grew and grew,
And all around it spread,
Until at last it was hard to ﬁnd
The thing I had really said.

And when I sat in mamma's lap,
With all my troubles told,
great" that grew
She said 'twas the “ matter
"
From the l‘little ﬁrc of old.
So l learned a lesson well that night
Before I went to bed,
And mamma gave me a rule to keep,
And this is what she said:
“ The only way is never to say
A word that can oﬁ'end;
Not even close to the listening ear
()f the dearest intimate friend!"
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THE

METHODS

OF

“

MEDICAL ” IMPOSTORS.
full of misery, make for a spittoon, and
cough, sneeze, shed tears, blow his nose,
gag, and expectorate to his heart's con
tent.
In about ten minutes later he
would again be called out and given a
few large bottles of medicine.
While enjoying these demonstrations,
the participants
in which were con

NE important duty of

a publication
that professes to have the welfare
of the community in view is to protect
its readers against the fraudulent prac
tices of advertising quacks, especially
Among these the
pretended specialists.

“ catarrh curers” are very conspicuous.
One of the writers on the Times and Reg
ister of Philadelphia lately made a visit
"
to the rooms of some “doctors in that
city for the purpose of learning their
methodv of treatment, and describes his
experience in a vivid and instructive
manner.
The Times and Register is
read chieﬂy by physicians, but the gen
eral population should have more need
of the benefit of what was discovered by
this inquirer after—humbug. He re
lates

'

and then our representative
gave the following symptomatology of
coryza‘:
"Doctor, whenever
take cold, my
head and nose get stopped up ; I sneeze
and my nose runs. At those times, if I
lie on my right side at night, my right
nostril will become stopped up, and if I
lie on my left side, it will get stopped
up. Then my head usually aches at the

rejoinder;

:

After having received

our representative
A" called by the
heard
"Letter
scarcely
attendant; but, stifling his emotions,
went out, and was ushered to the second
floor, where a physician with a smiling
face was awaiting him. After having
obtained a ﬁctitious name and address
and a correct age, the doctor asked
whether the trouble was in the throat
and nose.
“Possibly it was," was the
stantly increasing,

with
was shown into

a brass tag

the letter A stamped, he
the rear waiting-room, where about a
dozen sad-eyed men were already seated.
There were about thirty chairs in the
room, and a commodious spittoon al
Female
lowed for every two chairs.
voices coming from the front room sug
gested that this was reserved for women.
The class of patients was decidedly poor,
belonging mostly to the laboring class.
An attendant in the hall called out a
number every few minutes, and the un
fortunate victim would rise and answer
the summons.
In about ﬁfteen minutes
he would return with a ﬂushed face,

I

same time. Mind you, doctor, the
part of it is that I’m not troubled
time; but it’s only occasionally,
I take cold.”
This was delivered without a
and the “light of learning"
nodded his head.

funny
all the
when
smile,
wisely
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cure were possible.
don’t think there is a doubt of
sir,” said he, and then ﬁlled out
card
with hieroglyphics that deﬁed reading,
and gave
toour representative, urging
him not to wait, but to begin treatment
at once.
it

a

it,

“I

to

About two weeks later another call
the office. Again the same
was paid
doctor was seen.
The cost of the treat
ment was complained of and our repre
sentative‘s photograph
was oﬂ’ered in
lieu of compensation.
The doctor seemed
suspicious, and said this would be no
inducement.
“Why,
assure you that there are
of persons who come and
quantities
beg us to publish their photographs and
statements.”

I

at his side, and proceeded to insert a
large nasal speculum in our representa
tive‘s nostrils.
No head mirror was
used, and consequently no light was re
ﬁected into the nostrils.
Then the throat
was similarly examined without light,
by aid of a. tongue depressor, and the
tongue inspected.
" You are in a bad way,” said the doc
tor ; you have a bad catarrh of the head,
throat, and stomach, and your liver is
in a bad condition. It will take eight
months of our treatment for us to cure
you.
We will charge you $15 for the
ﬁrst month and $9 for each subsequent
month. For this we will supply you
with an inhaler and all necessary medi
cines.
I advise you not to delay treat
ment, as yours is a condition that will
go from bad to worse, and delay might
I should like you to take
prove serious.
a treatment now.
Every thing can be
gotten ready for it down stairs in ten
minutes.
If you have not the money
by you, I have blank checks right
here.”
It may as well be remarked here, that
our representative was enjoying perfect
health when examined; and that he
neither has, nor ever has had, catarrh.
At the time of examination both nares
were clean and clear, and his throat per

His tongue had been
fectly normal.
purposely slightly coated. His liver is
far from faulty. After recovering from
the shock of learning his moribund con
dition, he timidly asked the doctor if a

little further talk, his fears
to abate, and he said:
“Well,
you wish to, you can give
us your statement after you have taken
the treatment—and
your photograph;
and I’ll make the ﬁrst month 812 instead
of $15, and the subsequent months $7
instead of $9.”
A new card was then made out and
given the visitor.
After

a

Then the doctor turned up an Argand
burner on a student's lamp on the desk
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persons interested in the manufacture
and sale of these unrivaled panaceas
prompts them to use every available
means to call attention to the merits of
their respective drugs. Their zeal ﬁnds
a limit, not when the nostrum fails to
cure, but when the preparation and sale
ceases to pay.
of
They wish to secure
the conﬁdence of their patrons in order
topocket theircash and thus augment
their available assets in bank or else
where.
With them business success

primary consideration.

Beneﬁts

a

the age abounds

in ﬂattering testimonials to the
long
incomparable value of each of
Conﬁding
catalogue of blood puriﬁers.
in the competency and reliability of the
many who have been saved—or who
think they have been saved—from an
untimely grave, by any one of these
wonderful preparations, the conclusion
mustbe that there
not the slightest
necessity for the very general prevalence
of disease and of premature death now
witnessed in all parts of the hospitable
The gushing philanthropy of
world.

is

HE literature of

PURIFIERS.

it

BLOOD

con
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ferred are a minor matter, except so far
to the main object.
But is there no such thing as impure
blood? Certainly there is. Then is
as they contribute

there not a demand for its puriﬁcation 1
Yes, an imperative demand for it.
Does not every one know that im
purities in the blood are much likea
newly arrived rat in a. well stored kitchen
cellar? If left alone the rat will soon
So im
collect a large colony there.
purities neglected will form a nucleus
about which others will quickly concen
trate, hence it is inferred there is urgent
need to resort at once to the use of these
wonderful agents. Do you hesitate?
Why should you? Read again the for

Is it
midable array of testimonials.
possible that all or any of the writers
have given countenance to an unreli
able and unmeritorious agent? Don’t
look about for outside conﬁrmation.
You may discover that they who do
not use them fare quite as well as they
who rely upon them. Cases of blood
impurity do not appear to be at all di
minished in numbers or in gravity since
these nostrums have come into general
The cures of yesterday, last week,
use.
last
or
year, need to be made again to
This con
day, this week, or this year.
stant recurrence of morbid conditions is
the beauty of the thing. It keeps up
the demand and prevents the proﬁts
from being cut off. What a misfortune
that would be! and the burden of it
would fall on the few and not upon the
If the theory upon which so
many.

many people confidently rely, without
critical examination, could be harmon
it would
ized with nature’s indications,
be easy to account for the ready and
rapid sale found everywhere for this
But,
class of reputed remedial agents.
really, the mass of buyers and consum
ers trouble themselves very little about
They read. They conﬁde in
theories.
what they read. “ It was in the papers,
and I reckon they dassent print lies,”
said a simplehearted farmer, speaking
of an incredible sensational story in
\
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the public prints. Such credulity may
be laughed at. But is it any more worthy
of ridicule than the unquestioning con
ﬁdence of people in this class of medi
cines ?
J. s. GALLOWAY.

—-§
A CAROL 0F ('OOKERY.
My .face is sadly wan and-pale ;
My wasted checks are haggard ;
My trembling limbs their office fail,
And make me seem a laggard.
My wonted grace is gone indeed,
My smile is now sardonic;
In short, I seem in grievous need
Of some effective tonic.
My friends who in the days of old,
When I was stout and healthy
Admired me, now have all grown cold.
As if I were not wealthy.
You ask to what this change is due?

(A

very natural question )
a victim to
Most dreadful indigestion.

I answer, I'm

Some young acquaintances, you see.
Some homelyI some good-looking,
Have organized, quite recently,
A ladies’ school for cooking.
To cook well is their fondest wish,
And, as they are not wasteful,
They have me try each novel dish
To see if it is tasteful.

Their doughy cake, their pale puﬁ-paste,
And all suspicious viands,
Are not allowed to go to waste.

All

ﬁnd their way to my hands.

Ah, woe is me ! I've learned with pain,’
That when girls make a custard,
The useful egg they quite disdain,
But put in 10!: of mustard.

They’ve done their best to make of

A

me

useful kitchen ﬁxture,
I know the taste of wedding cake,
When ﬂavored with cough mixture.
There’s Charlotte, sprightliest of girls,
Whose cooking dress so spruce is ;
I’ve learned to ﬂee when she unfurls
Her subtle “ Charlotte" russes.

They’re always in a broil or stew,
When anything they bake ;
Their pounds have ounces thirty-two,
When they turn out pound cake.
Although I love without demur,
Each culinary fairy,

A

hotter place

I

would prefer

To this place cool an' airy.
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BARBARISMS OF
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FASHION.

(m YE 01mm rum.)

LTHOUGH

at the

time
“Fashion in Dress" appears to
tyrranize over woman more than over
her helpmate, man, history teaches us
that there have been long periods when
both sexes were alike subject to its sway.
In England, from the fourteenth to the
termination of the seventeenth century,
noblemen were not unfrequently beg
gared by the cost of their court dresses,
and the ridiculousness of their costumes
was generally equal to their extravagance
in price. John Rous, or Johannes Rossi,
as he latinizes his name, one of the most
present

eminent English historians of the ﬁf
teenth century, gives the following de
scriptions of the dresses worn by the
dandies of that period :
“Nowadays our beaux and ﬁne gen
tlemen cannot walk, until the points
of their shoes are fastened to their knees

with chains.”
This fashion was not conﬁned to Eng
land, but was general throughout Eu
rope. It was condemned by papal bulls,
and by the decrees of councils, yet it
prevailed for nearly three centuries. In
A. D. 1463, an act of parliament was
passed in England prohibiting the use
of boots or shoes with pikes exceeding
two inches in length, and forbidding
cordwainers (as shoemakers were then
called) to make shoes or boots with
longer pikes under severe penalties.
The same historian tells us that other
parts of the costumes of the dudes of
his time were equally ridiculous.
He
says:

“ On their heads they wear bonnets of
silk, cloth, or velvet, adorned with
pearls or precious stones.
Sometimes
their mantles are so short as to be quite
indecent, and sometimes so long that
their sleeves touch the ground as they
walk."
Occleve, a poet of that period, satirizes
the last mentioned fashion in the follow
ing quatrain:

“ Now hath our land
lyttell need of broomes
To sweepe ye fylthe out of ye streete ;
Sin syde sleeves of ye penilesse groomes
Will yette uplicke, be it dry or weete.”

Historians also tell us that when Henry
Prince of Wales waited on his father
Henry the Fourth to make his peace, be
was dressed in a mantle or gown of blue
satin, .full of small eyelet holes, with a
needle hanging at every hole by a silk
thread.
One fact will sufﬁce to show the ex
treme length to which the ladies carried
the adornment of their heads at that
time. When Isabel of Bavaria, wife of
Charles the Sixth, kept her court at
Vinbennes in the commencement of the
ﬁfteenth century, it was found requisite
to make all the doors of the palace there
both higher and wider to admit the head
dresses of the queen and her ladies.
To
support the same they had a kind of a
horn on each side of the head, bending
upward, on which ribbons and other
ornaments were suspended; the English
historian, Robert Henry, D. D., thus
describes the use of one of them :
“From the top of the horn on the
right side a streamer, of silk or some
other light fabric, was hung, which was
sometimes allowed to ﬂy loose, and some
times brought over the bosom and
wrapped around the left arm."
Such were some of the barbaris'ms of
fashion in the time of the dark ages.
We can well compare our modern styles
of dress, both for males and females,
with our more immediate progenitors
with advantage, but it will not answer
to measure our modern fashions with
those that were in use during the
In order to prove the cor
classic age.
rectness of that statement it is only nec
essary to point to the costumes of the
ancient Grecians and Romans, as de
picted by themselves, in marble, which
are indisputable evidences of our degen
eration in regard to our taste in dress.
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._ It is considered a very bold act now
for a sculptor to dare to chisel the statue
of a modern hero or philosopher in the
garments now usually worn, and one
intruding swallow-tailed coat or stove

pipe hat would
landscape in the
ment, therefore,
be given against
as the court and

destroy the beauty of a
.Judg~
eye of an artist.
in the latter case would
us, we ourselves sitting
rendering the decision.
SENEX.

‘.—

Puaa WATER Barren—Prof. Swing,
writing to the Chicago Journal, says:
“ ‘Bottled goods’ are dependent for
their existence upon the general ignor
ance of the human race as to the reason
Not all men,
and value of water.
women and boys would ask much happi
or proﬁt from bottled goods did
they know the goodness and absolute
Even ginger ale and
joy of water.
apollinaris are poor, false, painted creat
ures compared with good, pure water.
When the English, German and Ameri
ness

[Dec

can physical machinery has become
clogged with the sediment of all kinds of
alcoholic and diabolic drinks it is taken
to some natural springs to be washed
out.
Gallons of water will sometimes
wash clean all the human ﬁlters and
send back the machine to new life and
new happiness.
When the old lady in
the dimness of her eyesight oiled the
kitchen clock by means of a feather
dipped in the gum-arabic jug, the pen
dulum felt fresh for a time, but the false
oil soon closed in on the wheels and
to mark
the
the timepiece
ceased
hours.

When the old lady’s son, home from
college, learned all the facts of the case
he took down the machinery and soaked
it for two hours in a tub of warm water.
Thus men, half‘dead by means of ‘bottled
goods,’ can often have life extended by
means of most copious draughts of good
The water washes the soiled
water.
fabric of the ﬂesh."
His conclusion of
the whole matter is that “ Water is the
best

thing.”

.—_Me——

spices and condiments to hide defects.
Good cookery consists in increasing the
digestibility and improving the palatable
Bad cookery ignores the
ness of food.
natural flavors of foods and adds a va
riety of high seasonings which render
it still more indigestible than the un
skilled preparations would be without
them. The more serious reason why
high seasonings should lead to intem
perance is in the perversion of the sense
of taste. Certain senses are given us to

INTEMPERANCE.

add to our pleasure as well as for the
For in
practical use they are to us.
stance, the sense of sight is not only
useful but enables us to drink in beauty
without doing us any harm. The same
of music and other harmonies which
may come to us through the sense of
But the sense of taste was
hearing.
given to distinguish between wholesome
and unwholesome foods, and cannot be
used for merely sensuous
gratiﬁcation
without debasement and making it a
gross thing. An education which de
mands enjoyment or pleasure through
the sense of taste is wholly artiﬁcial; it
is coming down to the animal plane or
for the instinct of the brute
below
creation teaches
merely to eat to live.
How widespread
this habit of sen
suous gratiﬁcation through taste. We
call upon a neighbor and are oﬁered re
freshments, as though the greatest bless
is

N the Woman’s News this subject
receives attention in a practical style:
Spices and condiments in the season
ing of food also lead to intemperance in
the cultivation of an abnormal taste for
hot, smarting substances.
They create
a craving for more food than can be
Per
digested, and for liquors as well.
sons who do not know how to cook, seek
to make their cookery palatable by using

AND
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ings of life came from indulging the ap
petite. This evil is largelydue to wrong
education which begins in childhood.
When Johnnie sits down to the table
the mother says, “ Johnnie, what would
you like i " instead of putting plain,
wholesome food before him, expecting
him to eat it and be satisﬁed. It sets the
child to thinking that he must have
what he likes whether it is good for him
or not. It is not strange that an appe
tite pampered in this way in childhood
becomes uncontrollable at maturity, and
the step from gormandizing to intoxi
cants is much shorter than most people
imagine. The natural, unperverted taste
of a child will lead him to eat that
which is good for him. But how can
we expect the children to reform when

T COMFURTS

‘6

little old man

of

his dead wife,

COMFORTABLE

me,” said the bent
as he spoke

“it

comforts

tenderly
me

to

but she suited me jest as she was.
was a comfortable sort of woman
to have around. never frettin’ at a feller
or faultin’ him when things didn’t go
right. When feelin’ troubled she’d often
say. ‘ Father, believe I’ll lie down for
a few minutes ;’ then back she’d come
spry and chipper as a canary bird. Sally
didn’t drive and scold, but she wasn’t
lazy, an’ she brought up the youngsters
don’t see that drivin’
to do their part.
women get on one mite better than she
did. It does comfort me to know that
Sally would take her rest.”
A good many women who are over
working to do things which are not half
as necessary as a live mother is, might
well take a lesson from this “comfort
able sort of a woman” and “lie ‘down
for a few minutes,” and take their rest.
And if mothers would bring up “the
youngsters to do their part,” instead of
er,

I

I

drinking '1
The cultivation of a

taste for spices is
of the sense of taste.
degradation
Nature never designed that pleasure
should be divorced from use. The effects
of gratifying the sense of taste differs
materially from those of gratifying the
higher senses like sight and hearing.
What we see is gone, and the same is
true of the sweetest sounds which may
reach us through the ear. But what
we taste is swallowed into the stomach,
and what has thus given as brief pleas
ure through the gratiﬁcation of the
palate, must make work in the alimen
tary canal for fourteen hours before ‘it
'
is ﬁnally disposed of.

a

SORT

know that Sally would allus lie down
every afternoon an’ sleepa bit. Some
folks tho’t ‘twas a dretful lazy habit, and
’twa.s no wonder we didn’t get rich fast

Sally

the parents continually set them such
bad examples in the matter of eating and

+
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WOMAN.”

working themselves to death while sons
are lying in bed and daughters are play
ing the lady, we might have more
than we
healthy, cheery grandmothers
now have, and their children, when
arriving at the years of discretion,
would be thanking God for mothers who
taught them to work, instead of mourn
ing over the graves of mothers who
worked themselves to death instead of
laying a part of the burden on the shoul
ders of thoughtless children who were
much better able to bear it.

_4—40>—
LIFE

HISTORY IN THE HANDB.--We
forget that, artistically
never
speaking, the hands are really among
the most signiﬁcant and expressive in
dexes of human disposition and temper.
Even ﬁtful ﬂashes of feeling, and some
times the deepest wrestlings of emotional
delight or distress, will manifest their
force in the tremulous quiverings of the
Life evidences itself and per
ﬁngers.
petuates itself in these pliant members
of our bodies. Hands often proclaim a
biography, ﬁx an origin, exhibit a pedi
A Christian
gree, show an occupation.
must
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friend, while passing thecommon greet
ing with an old man the other day,
noticed that some of his ﬁngers were
quite out of curve, bent inward, and he
had not the power of straightening
them. He was on such familiar terms
as that he could allude to the peculiarity
without offense, and he asked how the
slight disﬁgurement came about. The
“ In
aged millionaire said frankly:
these crooked ﬁngers I think I could
ﬁnd a good text for a talk to children.
For more than a score of years I used
to drive a stage with four horses in hand
and over difficult hills, and such bent
joints prove the effect of youthful habits,
which ﬁx themselves in our bodies as
well as in our souls. The ﬁngers you

see are all awry because I held too tight
reins on others; perhaps other children's
ﬁngers are crooked because some mis
taken men keep holding too tight reins
Then the cheerful old
upon them.”
coach-driver went on his way chuckling
with gentle complacence tothink such a
witty thought had come to him when he
was driven for an answer; for it was a
good thought full of suggestion. Is it
not true that repeated acts become a
habit, and habit is our second nature?
Once acquired, a gait, a twitch, a turn
of the head, a cast of the eye, ﬁxes itself,
and so indexes a peculiarity of either
history or mental bias. Crooked ﬁngers
are only a sign, like crooked tempers of

men and women.

—w.4s——

THE INTEGRITY

OF

N his well

prepared and common
sense address before the Medical
Society of the State of New York, this
year, Dr. Daniel Lewis made the fol

lowing statement:
I hazard the opinion that you can ﬁnd
no other 80,000 men in America of any
class among whom occur so few scan
dals affecting their integrity. Doctors
are not found upon the scaffold, or in
our prisons, or sojourning in foreign
States, and yet we are constantly

tempted by such schemes as I have men
It should be our aim to place
tioned.
ourselves squarely
upon the dignity
which belongs to us, and teach the peo
ple that there is something in the pro
fession of medicine besides the pecuniary
In fact, it has
rewards which it brings.
always seemed to me that the most suc
cessful disciples in the science and art
of medicine were those who did not con
sider as in any sense important the
pecuniary or business part of the pro
It is commonly remarked that
fession.
we are not business men. I am glad of
it. Whenever we see a physician who
has the business faculty unduly culti
vated and exercised, we ﬁnd one whose
opinions are not always
professional

[Dec
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It is not easy, perhaps,
safe or reliable.
to give an opinion which carries with
it the refusal of a thousand dollar fee,
when a. contrary opinion would bring it
in, and the safety of the people against
such impositions rests largely upon the
fact that we are not business men. How
can we be? Devotion to ascientiﬁc calling
is not calculated to develop business tact.
We have never heard of Gallileo placing

any pecuniary price upon his knowl
neither did Galen give to the
world his splendid descriptions of the
anatomical constituents of the human
body for a price; nor have we heard that
Sir Isaac Newton kept his wonderful
discovery until he could ﬁnd what kind
of a dicker he could make with it in the
stock market. It is a satisfactory thought
that medicine has always had, and we
trust always will have, solid ranks of
men who are devoted to the science
itself, whose best endeavors are given to
its perfection in theory and application,
who consider a professional reputation
of more value than any other honor or
emolument, and so long as these ranks
are full, the profession of medicine will
receive the esteem which its position
rightfully commands.
edge;
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Electrical Devices for Medi
cal (‘2) Purposes.—The number of

electrical appliances for wearing upon the
human body are almost numberless.
There
are many people who believe that electrical

a

a

belts, brushes, combs, etc., have
strong
curative power. There are also found peo
ple who will carry
piece of potato in their
The latest
pocket asa cure for rheumatism.
fad in this line
to carry
bit of electric
arc-light carbon that some of the electricity
left over from last night's lighting may soak
a

it

if

it

a

a

determine.

is

a

'at

is is

a

is

a

it

is

It

it
is it

greatly to be desired, and there are scien
has already been dis
tists who think that
aluminium. Alumi
covered, and that
was dis
found in common clay.
nium
coveredjn 1827, but owing to the ditﬁculties
has
of its extraction and its high price
only been put to comparatively trivial uses,
such as the making of tubes for ﬁeld and
opera glasses, and similar objects requiring
only small quantity. Constant efforts have
been made by chemists for the last ﬁfty years
to ﬁnd processes that would cheapen its ex
traction, and alloys that would be of prac
One of these alloys
tical use in mechanics.
use
in
the United States
in
with bronze
navy '18 substitute for steel in the making
said to be much more
of screws, and
manufacture of alumi
durable. There
Frankfort in Germany, but the pro
nium
It was not until
cesses are kept secret.
twenty-seven years after its discovery that
a French chemist succeeded in producing
its present practical
in form that gives
value. Its price in Europe has never been
less than $3 kilogram (two pounds), but

is

a

is

if

a

It

of long and troublesome manipulation.
exists in deposits that we are wont to think
inexhaustible, but are not so. A man need
not be acontirmed pessimist to be convinced
that the time will come when iron will only
be had in insuﬂicient quantities and at
price that will practically exclude its gen
that were not to be
era. use. But even
the case metal that will supply its place

of extraction and working that will
to be sold for
few cents
pound
the discovery
destined to work an indus
trial revolution. Aluminium
credited with
the most surprising qualities.
Its weight
as related to silver
only 8.56. Its resistant
said to be equal to that of iron.
power
elastic, and therefore easily worked.
It
can be used for soldering with itself or with
cast or wrought iron.
does not oxidize,
and
not affected by water or by sulphuric
acid or sulphureted hydrogen.
only
slightly susceptible to the action of azotic
and hydrochloric acid, all of which means
that
practically indestructible. Used
in the form of thin plating protects other
metals from destruction, and
possible
would protect
ship's bottom from barns
cles, though that point
merely theoretical.
As clay
subslance universally dissem
inated over the surface of theglobe in de
posits of indeﬁnite extent and thickness,
which are constanlly and will forever be in
the process of formation, the supply of alu
minium
absolutely inexhaustible, even
were used as an ordinary building mate
rial and for the construction of ships. In cer
tain ways its lightness would be of the great
est advantage; in others, of doubtful util
ity. Houses built of
could not easily
resist
high wind unless securely anchored
to solid foundations, while a lofty structure
like the Eiffel Tower would seem to be en_
tirely impracticable. These are points, how
ever, which only practical experience can
enable

it
is

is

It

it

is

It

is

a

it

is

it

_is

used for everything, enters into
Iron
has
its disadvan
But
everything.
that demand
for
most
things
though,
tages,
strength and durability they are less serious
an organic
than those of wood. Wood
may resist for
substance, and though
long time the action of the atmosphere,
eventually perishes by exposure to water or
also per
Iron
to the attacks of insects.
easily oxidized, and its ele
ishable.
ments pass into the earth, air or water. In
returns to
the course of time, like wood,
difficult of extraction, heavy and
dust.

true that an American has discovered

method

a

age has been called
with good reason.

is

present
iron, and

it

Aluminium as the C om l n g

MetaL—The
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into their bodies and ease up on the pain a
triﬂe. All these notions have not the least
foundation; a person may stand between
the poles of the most powerful magnet yet
invented and strong enough to lift hundreds
of pounds of iron and never feel the slight
est magnetism, either for good or for ill. A
theory is in existence that the magnetism
attracts the iron in the blood and thus starts
up a better circulation. All the iron that
exists in the human system is combined with
hydrochloric (muriatic) acid, and is in the
form of the oxide of that metal and in this
‘form the magnet has no power over the oxide
-of iron. and if a person’s blood does not cir
'culate until it is started up by magnetic
eﬁect upon iron contained therein, it would
not circulate more than _once during the
coming century.
There is a great deal in the use and abuse
of imagination, and people who are taken
violently ill after riding a few blocks on the
electric cars are ready to be rated as ﬁrst
class cranks as far as imagination is con
A current of electricity passing
cerned.
through the body may beneﬁt by agitating
certain portions
and perhaps decomposing

JOURNAL
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adjunct to this muﬂled
Such has been the most commonly
theory, seemingly abetted by the
accepted
bird itself, from its singular preference for
a fallen log as the seat of the musical per
formance. Brewer claims that the bird
“ beats its sides and the log "simultane
ously ; a belief which is shared by Samuels
Against this I would
and many others.
an unprofessional but
of
witness
the
oppose
close observer—the writer, in truth—who
deposes and says that the bird does nothing
of the kind ; that inthe one instance, though
brief, when its movements were observed
by him, the clearly deﬁned limit of the visi
ble whirr of the wings seen from behind dem
that no feather of the bird’s
onstrated
wing touched the body, or the log upon
which the bird stood; while, upon the other
hand, the feathery halo almost merged over
the back, suggesting a new possibility in the
resonant source-Harpefa Monthly.

sided an necessary

roll.

Best Material for Banklng.—We

keep out cold by preventing the escape of
Of all non-conductors of heat, air
heat.
that is kept motionless is best. The mate

rials that contain a large amount of ﬁxed air
are classed as good non-conductors of heat
—such as down. fur, feathers, wool, etc.
” because
they
These are called “ warm
heat
from a warm
of
escape
prevent
" when they
of an
body; they might be "cold
use from one to ﬁve one-thousandths
of heat from external
passage
From two to four amperes passed
prevent
ampere.
A lump of
sources to a cold body within.
through the vital parts of the human body
>
so
stand
cannot
pillow
or
a
feather
may
tissues
in
fur
The
ice wrapped
is sure death.
“ Wrap up
the
of
resistance
The
from
melting.
for
be
days
kept
an
agitation.
violent
the baby to keep it warm : wrap up the ice
body is so great that hundreds and perhaps
For banking a building
volts pressure is necessary to
to keep it cold."
a thousand
the
through
of
current
that
will keep the largest
material
the
force'this amount
will serve best
of
air
motionless
amount
body.
will
be better than soil. be
and
hay
Straw
Rull'ed
of
the
Drumming
The
Grouse.—Mr. W. H. Gibson says: ‘in cause they hold more air in proportion to
“drumming” of the ruffed solid matter. Chat! and sawdust will be
the so-ealled
Whatever
better still, for the same reason.
which
grouse, that soft murmurous tatoo by
it is.
more
porous
the
used,
material
the
com
his
little
musters
his ardent lordship
the motion of air as wind
without
permitting
another
have
we
captives,
willing
of
pany
the better the protection afforded from cold.
familiar sound as yet as much wrapped in
”
“
If earth is used for banking it should con
the
of
night-hawk.
boom
mystery as the
tain a large amount of vegetable matter.
that
of
nature
and
What is the origin
"
Swamp muck is good for this purpose, be
the
puzzled
so
long
has
which
“drum
it is so loose and spongy. I have seen
cause
world ?
sand frozen four feet deep where
compact
loca
deﬁnitely
Many naturalists have
not freeze two inches, under the
did
muck
drum,
hollow
the
ted this mysterious
rm. a. snow.
same circumstances.
“drumming log" having long been con

of the tissue, but magnetism has no effect
A little
whatever upon the human system.
electricity goes a great way in this respect ;
physicians, in giving electrical treatment,
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Slips ol Tongue and Pen.—Do
not say ad-dress for ad-dress.
not say “ His antecedents are bad.”
not use appreciate for ‘value highly.
not say “ I am
it will be " for

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

not spell beneﬁted with two t’s.
not use banisfer for balusfer.

A Good Method 0! Copying.—

A correspondent of

is

a

if

a

a

a

is

it

it

it

it

High Meteorological Stations.—

the above.

a

The highest point at which regular meteoro
14,300
on
logical observations are made
foot peak of the Peruvian Andes. Harvard
College maintains an observatory in Col~
orado at an altitude of but ‘300 feet less than
is

is is

a

is

a

is’

ful and economical method of treating ores,
and the excellent promise given by magnetic
separators in this country seem to have
acted as an incentive to European inventors,
and a patent for the electrical treatment of
ore has just been taken out by Siemens 8:
Halske, of Berlin.
After being pulverized
the ore
poured into cylinders ﬁlled with
solution of sulphate of iron, which
kept
in constant motion and subjected to steam
heat.
Copper cylinders, partly placed in
mercury, are revolved in the well. an alka
line cyanide solution being in most cases
added to the electrolyte, and
current
passed through the whole. The metal
on these cylinders. After the
deposited
recovered
operation the dissolved copper
in the usual way. The process is said to be

if

a

Reduction of Ores by Elec
"deity—The immense value of a success

a

not speak of collecting a bill.
not use claim for assert.
not call one horse a team.
not use citizen for person.
not use couple for two.
not use embrace for comprise.
Do not follow else with but.
Do not use art-essu'relyj for areeedingly.
Do not use going to for about to.
Do not say hare got for hare.
Do not use grou' transitively.
\
Do not use inrcst without an object.
Do not use idea for opinion.
"
Do not use “ (f: in your correspondence.
Do not abbreviate names as “ Phila.,”
Balto.,” “ B’u'ay.”
Do not use lit for lighted.
Do not use at length for at last.
Do not use over and above for more than.
Do not use partially for partly.
Do not use persuaded for convinced.
Do not use remit for send.
Do not use m'H/r’ for pay.
Do not say later on.

is

the Writer advises:
Buy
piece of common factory or cheese
cloth, or as many pieces as may be neces
sary to make the desired number of copies,
each the size of the letter book page. When
about to take copies wet the cloth, or several
pieces
necessary, so thoroughly that there
shall be no dry spots. This done ring them
out as dry as possible with the hands. Now
place the oil sheet in the book and the cloth
thereon, and the leaf of the copy book on
this. Next lay the letter or manuscript on
this, and
another sheet
to be copied add
wet cloth, the tissue
another oil sheet,
leaf, and so for as many sheets as there are.
By this process as many as twenty
be copied
sheets may
successfully at
the same time, while the
most expert
with the brush, or any similar device for
moistcning the tissue leaves, will sometimes
fail on single copy. We retired our hair
and felt brushes to make place for the cheese
cloth
number of years ago. For type
writer work nothing excels the cloth. Clear
copies may be procured as long as there is
ribbon to make an im
enough ink left on
pression.
A Fact—There
very convenient,
strong and graceful bit of cabinet work
hanging by its two big screws on our wall.
We ﬁnd
so useful that we wonder there
are not more of the kind in the homes of our
express
neighbors. They who have seen
lively admiration and ask, as soon as cour
" Where did you get ?”
tesy will permit,
We answer promptly, “ From the Cortland
Desk Company, of Cortland, N. Y.." and
specialty that the company turns out.—
smrou P. J.

a

“

afraid

is

Do
Do
Do
Do

“ I
fear.”

applicable to the treatment of copper and
zinc ores, and that of precious metals.
The
now lying idle
amount of wealth which
on the surface of the earth in the shape of
huge mounds of imperfectly worked ore,
and which will soon be made available by
almost incredible.
means of electricity,
is

not use anticipate for ed‘Ik’Ct.
Do not use aggravate for irritate.
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practical economist would be likely

to attribute these

of mental
of birth, envi

differences

expression to differences

and read us a
homily on the necessity of disseminating

ronment and education,

a knowledge of the principles of physi
ology and hygiene among the masses, if

we

NEW YORK,

human

December, 1890.

a solid and steady
in all that appertains to

have

A healthy

affairs.

and

clean

body, says the sanitarian, conduces

CHARACTER AND EVOLUTION.
\VALKING through the streets of a large
we pass many places of common

city,

would

improvement

to

intellectual balance and moral sobriety.
The theologian and the economist are
in their views, one supple

both correct

and near some of them, perhaps over the

menting the other’s partial survey of the
wide ﬁeld. This muddle of inconsisten

way, we noticea police station or house

cles,

resort for drinking and low amusement,

of

modern

that
at

upon

cross
is

more,
ence

of

idea

The

detention.

itself

the mind

civilization

It

purposes.
instrumental
numerous

force

may

at such

time

a

working

is

nay

tolerates,
to,

the

exist

for

methods

production of evil and evil~doers,
supports

at enormous

the
and

cost institutions

whose province is the suppression of evil
and the punishment
a question comes—

of evil doers. Then

Can not one whose life

incongruities

and

antagonisms,

which we call civilized
variant manifestation

life is but the
of organization

and development according to their qual

ity and
asserts.

degree,

the

as

phrenologist

The laws of God are equal—the

vine bears grapes, thc thistle briers,
tree is ever known by its fruits ; and
better the soil and the more

nurture

the

skillful

larger the product and

the
the
the
the

higher the quality.

At

the present stage of human devel

is clean and pure regard the claim for a

opment there are phases of utility exhib

in any community

ited by vice, a utility which instructs the

high

civilization

where these

antagouisms

are presented

as unwarranted if not quite absurd

?

In

philanthropic

observer

answer to this a theologian might ad mon

among the wretched.

ish us with regard to the broad contrast

instrumentalities

of

high integrity and

capacity

great

with reckless vice and

mental

igno

and

him with needed material for

vice can not be

In

furnishes
his work

thus supplying

for its own repression
regarded in thelight ofan

unmixed evil,and theideaof the theolog

rance, that are seen wherever people are

ian ﬁnds thus a rational basis.

largely aggregated, and allege that it is
indicative of the inherent weakness of

witness a hasty growth in moral excell
ence that is substantial

human nature, and designed, in part, at

Character unfolds in accordance with

least, to check the tendency

presumption and excessive reliance upon

lawslwhich govern physical growth. That
which is stable, enduring, thoroughly

one’s personal ability.

sound

to

pride,

is of slow

We never

and permanent

development.

the

The
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WOMAN IN THE CHURCH.
\Va: are asked our opinion with re

yearly secretions of the oak, maple and
box are almost too small for notice, but

new ﬁber adds strength to the
trunk, and as time advances the tree rises

gard to the great question now discussed

in beauty and power.

not women shall

require
can

wood

He looks for the

rely?

grained

Does the builder
whose strength

upon

oak, or maple,

the coarse

he

dense

or ash-motto

or spongy cotton

hemlock

in

or

whether

admitted to equal

be

with men in the conven
tions or assemblies of that church, and
representation
so

take part

in its government?

reply we would say that

wood or poplar, woods of rapid growth.

that

Thoroughness in study demands

sideration

time.

Church

the Methodist

if

woman’s

it

each

In

to us

seems

title to an equal con-

with men were denied in
certainly should be

any other sphere

laboriously acquires the deep signiﬁcance

accorded

of principle after principle and mounts

great features of difference between the

transi

rapid

tion, but a matter of careful,

earnest,

and, sometimes, painful culture.

It is no
irreg

easy task to eradicate tendenciesto

ularity and impropriety of thought and
action, toweed out old habits born of
convention

and

indulgence.

sensual

The youth has enough

to do usually in

baneful characteristics

combating

inher

ited with his likeness to father or mother,
and does well
a closer

if

year by year he indicates

approach to a consistent

nobleintegrity. But

he who has

and

grown up

pagan religions and Christianity

In

status of woman.
occupies

very low plane; her admis

being

denied

the spiritual

by the tenets of

some—while in others

she obtains

right to immortality by most humilia
The position of women

ting services.

among the Mohammedans

one; they are not permitted
mosque when

to enter a

men are at their devo

and have but

tions,

a negative

little

inﬂuence

in religious affairs.

In

churches,

those of

especially

the Christian
the Re

in habits which mar both heart and body
ﬁnds the work of reform in himself one

formed or Protestant order, women

which at ﬁrst tries all his powers, and

service

His reward

seems

of incessant struggle.

is greater ﬁnally

;

for

as the

giant oak has become more deeply rooted

and

contributing

power.

We

are

their number and

the leading factor,

most

believe

growth

to
that

fourths of the churches would
it
it

whatever there is of improvement
the slow product

the

the pagan woman

sion to the privileges of

world

is

-

One of the

a

easy.

is

So, too,

his object.

moral growth is no

in the religious.

a

step by step toward

it

The well-grounded scholar is he who

three

be closed

were not for the women who attend

them.

Take New

York City,

we believe

We

men;

so

moral integrity

have no conﬁdence

it,

comes more steadfast by resisting trials.

inquiry
among the clergyman
would elicit the general answer, “We
could not get along without the W0

because of the storms that have shaken

year after year,

be

in quick “ con

that

their

zeal

and

ﬁdelity sustain

In all the departments of
church activity, the guilds, the missions,
the social, literary, musical societies,

declarations of penitence are the loudest.

etc.,

never more

is

if

versions.“ The backslider

is

than half won from his selﬁshness,
“ convert” whose
that, and he
the

our work.”

woman

predominates.

Many a

'
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church

boasting

would have but
in attendance

membership

a large
a

“

guard

corporal’s

”

ordinary Sunday

at its

[Dec

courage in opposing a great immorality.

notwithstanding

the

considerable

pe

Since

cuniary loss which must follow.

services were it not for the faithful wo

the enactment of the law forbidding the

men, a fact not over creditable

use of the

to the

masculines who arrogate to themselves
the authority of “ running" its affairs.

Men representing

religious bodies get

in their conventions and plan

together

measures of high importance
them to be carried

and expect

out by the women,

often quite ignoring the natural right of

mails for lottery purposes the
business of transporting the tickets, lists,

money,
seek

etc., of the ten thousand who

their fortune in the turn of a wheel

has fallen to the express companies, and

if

the good example of the United States

were generally followed the lottery peo
ple would be seriously embarrassed.

and

the latter in such cases to have somewhat

a great

to say concerning the way in which the

ignorant in diﬂ’erent parts of our coun
try would be spared the loss of dollars

measure should beexecuted. This should

The very spirit of religion means

not be.

if

equality,

The

anything.

it means

scriptural authority on which Christian
ity rests recognizes this. In the opening

number of the indiscreet and

that could be used for useful purposes.

Let the other public carriers follow the
United States Company in this matter.

of Genesis it is declared that
“God created man in his own image; in
chapter

THE HEADS 0F BOBESPIBRBE
AND MARAT

the image of God created be him; male

Expedi

and female created he them."

ency may have created distinctions

of a

civil or political character that it is well
for society to observe, but so far as re
institutions are concerned

ligious

part of women in their promotion

the
is so

large and creditable that they can claim
equal

privileges with men,

and

lose

nothing of their womanhood.

THOSE two

French

WE

Marat, at once the product and expres

Express

that

Company

that its agents

will

the

United

has

history of France, were strangely con
Their deeds were horrible,
most horribly brutal, yet sanctioned by
a great populace.
The cry was “ Heads,
stituted.

States

announced

or anything

pany in the prosecution

of its business.

This is very creditable

action

company,

in answer

to send

in

were

the Gi

rondists and the friends of the old mon

that will aid the Louisiana Lottery Com

part of the express

government

revolutionary

compelled

not receive money,

tickets, lists of drawings,

modern

heads—more heads !” and the chiefs

CREDITABLE STAND.

learn

and

Robespierre

sion of those dark days in the

the
A

of the

famous characters

Revolution,

on the
and we

heartily commend its managers for their

archy to the guillotine or become victims
themselves of the fanaticism of the time.

It

must be admitted, however, that by

they were apt instruments
of violence and disorder.
A writer in
the Contemporary Review speaks of the
indications of development as shown by
organization

the casts that were taken of their heads
after death thus:

“‘

In

both the cerebral
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development

is

particularly

poor,

the coronal region.

which goes up into a point,
pressed there on the brain.
cal development
taken

may

have

Phrenologi

or lack of development,

with facial traits,

balanced minds.

in

The skulls, each of

betokens

ill

Marat‘s face, in David’s

Indian
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physiognomy and furnishes

a

solution to the ferocious character of the
man

.

Both

he and Robespierre

had the
to

savage elements that are stimulated

action in the contests of reckless political
factions.

Such relics

most interesting

study

as

these offer a

to the phrenolo

portrait of him, is in all but complexion

gist and aid materially the student

that of a red Indian. ”

history in his effort to unravel some of

The conical structure of the skull in
Marat’s case consorted

well with his

=

records of France.

ﬁlenturial
e l
iﬁurmu.
u
The bishop blessed him, and predicting for
his return
great tempest and contrary
winds that should rise suddenly. gave him
pot of oil, saying “Remember that thou
cast into the sea this oyle that Igive you,
and anon. the winde being laide, comfort
able, faycr weather shall ensue on the sea,
which shall send you againe with as pleasant
The tem
passage as you have wished.”
when
the ship
and
pest came as predicted.
and all on board were about to be lost, the
thought of the bishop and his pot of oil
came to them, when Utta, taking the pot in
his hand, cast the oil into the sea, where
became quiet and
by magic,
upon, as
calm, and the ship was delivered. Bede de
from
very credible
clnres that he had
man,
priest, Cymmund by name, who
of Utta, the priest, by
said he had heard
whom the miracle was wrought.
:

a

it

a

Fans FOR PHRBNOLOGIOAL Anvioa—T. H.
—Certainly your services should be fairly
No one would consult a
compensated.
lawyer or physician or other professional
fee. A skil
man without expecting to pay
skilful only after much
ful phrenologist
in
study and experience, and his advice
ferior in value to that of no other counselor,
whatever his name. Your advice may be
worth thousands of dollars in its outcome to
In view of which, how petty the
man.
sum that he pays you at the close of an in
Don't be afraid to charge.
terview!
is

:

a

is

On. Uron ‘rm: Warns—O. H.—The say
to pouring oil upon
ing with reference
of quite ancient origin,
troubled waters
and shows that what science has been to
some pains to demonstrate latterly was rec
ognized as truth ages ago. The venerable
Bede in the eighth century gives an account
of an incident of the kind
A priest named Utta was sent into Kent
to fetch Eaufried, King Edwin's daughter,
who was to be married to King Oswin. He
was to go by land and return by sea. Before
his departure Utta visiti-d the bishop, Aidan,
and besought his prayers for a safe journey.

it

WI: CAN uo'r UN'DIRTAIE 'ro mum: muvumnl
contributions unless the necessary postaqe is pro
vided by the writers. Is ALL cssas, persons who
communicate with us through the post-oﬂ‘lce should,
if they ezpect a reply, inclose the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
address.
Personal and private matters addressed
to the Editor in thepro/essional capacity of a phy
Iician will also receive his early attention.

is

ALwAvs write your full name and address plain
ly. I] you use a pseudonym or initials, write your
full name and address also.

if

if

them the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

a

" may win.

a

lrmmm

a

" GINIML
Qlms'noss or

But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
shall expect us to give
pounded,
correspondents

it

(Inrrzspundsnls.

a

60

ur

the mystery in that sombre page in the

a

@111’

.

of
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or Fault—S.

T. —The

WISDOM.

seat of

the pain under the eye suggests tooth decay.
Have your teeth examined carefully. Some

of the
A few years ago we
long-borne face-ache.
were doing duty at a certain clinic in this
city when a woman came in complaining of
She had visited
neuralgia of the side-face.
several physicians and tried their remedies,
" Let us see
but the torment kept up.
your teeth," we said, and using a mouth
mirror soon found an upper back tooth in
an advanced state of decay and very sensi
tive. " Go to a dentist,” was our immediate
prescription.

PERSONAL.

ALPHONSE Kama, the novelist, died at St.
Raphael, on the Mediterranean, not long
since.
He was eighty-two, and for many
years an enthusiastic ﬂorist and horticul
turist. Over his door he had written, “ AL
”
PHONSE KARI—l, Gardener
Many of his expe
riences as a horticulturist were embodied in
his Voyage auteur de mon Jardin. M. Karr
retired to private life at Nice at the close of
the revolution of 1848 It was he who uttered
the celebrated cpigram on political history,
“ Plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose."
Mas. Assn: A. Di; BARB has received a
license as mechanical engineer from the Chi
cago Board of Engineers, after a year and

half of taking sole charge of the engine
and machinery in a large steam laundry.
Dressed in a neat uniform, she appears to
enjoy herself in her engine room.
Loan Tomxnsona, now over eighty years
and in bad health, has achieved a singular
fame for a nobleman.
His Cheshire estate,
26,000 acres in extent, supports practically
communities of
one of the most prosperous
agriculturists known in the British king
dom.
In the last sixty years he has evicted
nobody, has no vacant farm, and suﬂ’ered
All
no loss through non-payment of rents.
his tenants are prosperous and contented,
their exceptionally for
they owe
and
lot to the wise administration of
tunate
their landlord.
Mas. Bs'rsn Avasum, of New Milford.
Conn., is said to be the oldest pensioner on
the list. Hale and hearty at the age of one
hundred and three, she draws the pension
due her for services of her young husband
'
in the war of 1812.
a

If,
be true th
the truth wou d teach."

"Thou must

If thou

carious grinder may be at the bottom

+

(Dec.

IF you succeed well, and act well, and be
convinced what is God's interest, and prose
cute it, you will ﬁnd that you act for a very
great many who are God's own—Oliver
Cromwell.
IT is the surmounting of diﬂiculties that
makes heroes.—-Kossuth.

IF you wish
about

study the life
streets—Horace

to write well

you in the

public

Mann.
WHEN we see a special reformer we feel like
asking him, \Vhat right have you, sir. to
your own virtue? Is virtue piece-meal ?—
Emerson.

You can invent

a

falsehood, but

a

truth

never.
WHOM the heart of man shuts out straight
way the heart of God takes in.—Lmnell.

“ALL the nations of the earth praise
liberty, and still they seem to be uneasy
until they lose it.”
Tumor: is he armed that hath his quarrel
just, and he but naked, though locked up in
is corrupted.—
steel, whose
conscience
Shakespeare.

wrong-doing, carelessness,
thoughtlessness and ignorance can be more
or less guarded against and corrected, and
it’s every one's duty to grow out of such
INTENTIONAL

habits.

Waasxvan there is avictorywon, the ﬁrst
thought of the conqueror is that the reward
is not worth the struggle.
are born without
SIN and hedgehogs
spikes; but how they prick and wound
after birth we all know—Jean Paul Richter.
v

————‘O>———

MIRTH.
“ A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."
F‘nnmn—‘

your case?

”

What did the doctor say about.

Invalid—~“ He said he didn't know what
was the matter with me."
Friend—“ Indeed? You evidently went
to a very old and experienced physician."
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WHY is a hammer like a good general?
drives ahead and settles the point of at
tack (a tack).

It

AN Umrmn QUnsrrox.—Litewayte—“ It's
very disagreeable, don't you know, to asso
ciate with one’s interiors.“
Bronson—“ How in the world did you
ﬁnd that out? "-Life.

Miss Cass-ram‘ : “Is it true that your
marriage with Mr. Callowhill has been in
deﬁnitely postponed ?" Miss Walnut : “ Oh
no, not indeﬁnitely.
Poor, dear Fido, you
know, was attacked with la grippe and
died, and of course I couldn't think of mar
rying for a year.”

Marita: “Girls, we mustn't worry your
father about going away this summer.
His
finances
are extremely low, I know.
I
looked in his check book yesterday and saw
helhad only one check left."
Mas. Brass : “See herel Why are you un
loading all those shingles in front of my
door? We haven't ordered any."

DRIVER : “No, mum. They comes wid de
compliments of the neighbors. You see,
folks think from the way your boy acts that
you can’t afford to buy any.”

2':

.

.

_____

:

m

In this department uegive short reviews of such
NEW Books as publishers lee ﬁf to send 1L8. In these
reviews we seek to front author and publisher satis
facforily andjusily, and also in furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to
form
an opinion of the desirability of any purficular vol.
ume for personal use. If is our wish to notice the
better cltua of books imling from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications. especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science. lVe can usually
supply any of those noticed.

A

Tm: N aw Gmss'rrcs for Men, Women and
Children. By Dio Lewis, A. M., M. D.,
Author of “Our Girls," “Chastity," etc.,
12 mo,
pp. 286.
New York, Fowler
Wells Company, Publishers.
The book reviewers need not to
to introduce such an author as
at this time. He had won a high
as a reformer and teacher long

say a word

Dr. Lewis
reputation
before the

287

book that lies on our table was written, and
the book, like all the others
from his
facile pen, was the product of his own ob
servation and excellent judgment. As a
teacher, he early saw the need of systematic
physical exercise to the proper development
of the thousands of young people whose
parents being well-to-do feel no obligation
to work in the ordinary lines of manual in
dustry. As a physician, be appreciated the
want of physical training among the well
to-do, whether young or old, for the proper
development and maintenance of physiologi
cal function.
He sought in the system
that be devised to furnish a series of move
ments that would be simple and natural yet
thorough in their operation of the muscles
of the body, and “calculated not only to
impart strength of muscle, but to give ﬂexi
bleness, agility and grace.” In this manual
no ﬁxed
is suggested; light
apparatus
wooden dumbbells, or wooden rings, or a
wand. being all that is required—while most
of the exercises are performed with the
hands free.
This fact adapts the book to
the use of schools.
The movements are
carefully illustrated by diagrams so that the
trainer can easily follow them in the order
given.
For young people
and
fami
lies a large number of the exercises are
made appropriate as a means of entertain
ment, as well as of physical development,
where a number can join in a round of
movements

the

effect

will

be

enhanced.

Dr. Lewis understood the value of the social
element, and was one of the ﬁrst to put it
into a book on gymnastics, and no later
teacher has made any improvement on his
method.
The exercises in a school may be
done to the rhythm of a musical accompani
ment, which, of course, always adds to the
zest with which children enter into anything
r
they enjoy.
Especially in Dis
By John V. Shoe
maker, A. M., -M. D., second edition,
revised and enlarged.
No. 6 in the Physi
cians' and Students’
Ready Reference

Om'riuas'rs

AND OLEATES,

eases of the Skin.

series, 12 mo,

298 p'p.

$1.50, net.

F. A.

Davis. Publisher, Philadelphia.
This work offers as complete a survey as
we have met with anywhere of the manner
in which, and the purposes for which, fatty
substances are applied to the human body.
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It gives

the oﬂ'icinal

ointments

used in the

of the United States, Great
Britain, Germany,
France, Italy, Spain,
Mexico, and other countries.
The reader
thus has, in a compact form, a conspectus
of the whole subject of inunction as it exists
to-day in the civilized world. The improved
methods of preparation among experienced
chemists and pharmacists in this country
and abroad are described in detail, and the
physiological and therapeutical action of

medical

practice

the oleates
haustive

receive

due attention.

index makes the contents

An

ex

of the

work easily accessible.
EVELYN GRAY, or the Victims of Our West
ern Turks.
A tragedyin live acts. By
H. I. Stern. 236 pp. John B. Alden, Pub
lisher, New York.
A tale of the time of the Mountain Meadow
the worst phase of
Massacre, representing
Mormon life.
It pictures the Mormon
leaders
as
and
corrupt,
hypocritical
wicked, the religion as rotten and its
followers as degraded.
The blind infatua
tion of Mrs. Gray, who, with her husband,
has become a convert to this religion, leads
her to leave home, wealth and social posi
tion in England to join a party of fellow
proselytes for Utah. Fair Evelyn goes with
her mother in the hope of disenchanting
her, and is accompanied
by her lover and
his friend. The journey across the United
States is made overland in wagons and Mr.
Gray dies on the way from exposure and
privation. The story culminates in the fa
mous Mountain Meadow massacre, in which
Evelyn, her friends and some dissatisﬁed
for California
Mormons and
emigrants
meet a terrible fate.
The writer represents Mormonism and its
leaders at their worst, and it would be well
for the reader to bear this in mind as he pur
Mormonism, we are sure,
sues the recital.
has other sides that attract as much as this
side, as depicted by the author, repels.
Han MAD Lova. A Psychological Novel of
282 pp.
To-day. By Gerald Carlton.
J. S. Ogilvic, Publisher, New York.
This is a love story of a rather peculiar
plot, skillfully developed and embracing
several situations of exciting interest. The
moral elements are worthy some commen
dation, the lesson of wrong doing clearly in
dicated and not made a matter of immaterial

[Dec.

There is little to admire in
subject of “her mad love”; on the
contrary, one must sympathize with the
poor suﬂ’ering women who made him the
object of their aﬂections. Why they should
have done so is a psychological puzzle that
the author does not elucidate, but seems to
leave to the intelligence of the reader in this
age when hysterical phenomena and hypnotic
The
fascination are so much discussed.
book betrays the hand of an experienced
writer, and is much above the quality of
the novels commonly found on the news
connection.

the

man’s counter.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
Rasamnnanoa

It, is

Library.

It

'ro

Panama and How to Judge

the latest issue in the Human Nature

is a

By Prof. Nelson Sizer.

discussion in his always interesting

vein of a live topic in sociology, and the
numerous and ori inal illustrations make
practically applicable.
the text clear an
Price, 10 cents. Fowler & Wells 00., New

York

Ramaaxs on INSTITUTIONS r012 'rna Issues.
with special reference to the most natural
and satisfactory methods of serving food
Reprinted from the
to their inmates.
St. Louis.
By
Aliem'at and Neurologist.
H. A. Buttolph, M. D., LLD.
Coming as this paper does from one of
the most eminent of physicians to the in
sane, it speaks with authority on the sub
ject of feeding those unfortunates that
Dr. Buttolph
society places under bonds.
does not believe in mixing patients of all
kinds in a general dining-room, but would
An
have the several classes by themselves.
opinion we should incline to accept as at
once logical and humane.

XX.

of the Agricultural Experi
University, treats
of Cream Raising by Dilution and Varia
tions in Fat of Milk served to Customers
in Dipping from Cans.

BULLETIN

ment Station, Cornell

Worthy of notice by the milk trade and
the consumer of milk and butter.
Fooa'rn ANNUAL Raron'r of the Training
School for Nurses connected with the
Post Graduate Medical School and Hos
pital.
A pleasant document this—giving a re
port of the interestingcommeneement of the
late graduating class, and details concerning
the useful services these intelligent women
perform.

C. F.

Wnus,

President.

H.

NEIBON Sxzsn,
Vice-President.

FOWLER

ALBERT TURNER,

S. DRAY'I‘ON,

Treas. and Bus. Manager.

Secretary.
<9”

I/VELLS C0.

.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER d: WELLS CO. was incorporated un
der the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prose
cution of the business heretofore carried on by the ﬁrm of F0 WLER d’: WELLS.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of "the
All remittances should be made pay
business, or in its general management.
able to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
..__._'—

The Subscription knee of the PHRENOLOGICAL
Jonas“. no Sclsxcs: or HEALTH is $1.50 a year,
payable in advance, or $1.65 when premiums 0]
fered are sent to subscribers.
Money, when sent by mail, should be in the form
Orders, Postal Notes, Express Money
Orders,'Dra/ts on New York, or Registered Letters.
All Postmaster-s are required to Register letters

of Money

whenever

requested to do so.

Sllver or

other coin should

not be sent by mail,

[as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope

and be lost.
will be received for fractional
Postago-Qtampl
parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred,‘
they should never be stuck to the letters, and should
always be sent in sheets,‘ that is, not tom apart.
Change of post-oﬂlce :address can be made by
giving the old as well as the new address, but not
Notice should
this information.
ceived the ﬁrst of the preceding month.

without

be re

A

Good

Time.—The present is always
thing,

so that

a good time to subscribe

for the

a good time to do a good

now is

Pnansonoown. JOURNAL if you
not already

a reader

of it.

are

Some times

are better than others for some things,
and this perhaps is the best. time to take
up the work of canvassing for our Pub

lications, therefore
who will take

we ask

for agents

subscriptions for

J ommsn and push

PHRENOLOGIOAL

the
the

“NEW PHYsmGNoMY," “Cow
SCIENCE ors Nnw LIFE,” “Tan

sale of
AN‘S

EMPHATIO

“ CHOICE OF
Dmonorr,"
“ Hams AND Fsons,” “ Fon

PURsUI'rs,"
an answer
Letters of Inquiry requesting
GIRLS,”
in fact all of our Publications
should inclose stamp for return postage, and be
available, some agents do well with
sure and give name and full address every time you are
one, and some with another

write.

All

Letters

should

be addressed

to

Fowlerit

Wells 60., and not to any person connected unth
‘the oﬂice. In this way only can prompt and careful
attention be secured.
Any Book, Periodical Chart, etc., may be
ordered from this oﬂ‘lce at bublishers‘ prices.

Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAL
Agents
JOURNAL and our Book Publicatiom, to whom
‘liberal terms will be given.
Our premium List, giving complete descrip
tions of the Premiums offered to subscribers, sent
on application.
Our Duorlptlve Catalogues or our new List
"
of “ Books for Women will be sent to any address
on receipt of stamps for postage.

there can always

for everyone

be

book, but

found something

to sell to advantage,

the employment

and
may be made “ pleasant

and proﬁtable," and liberal terms
be

made

known

every neighborhood

on application.
somebody

will

In

can sell

some books to advantage, and we want.
to extend our agencies until the whole
ﬁeld is covered.

PUBLISHERS’

10
CURRENT

Medical Analeetic for July is well ﬁlled with brief
digests oi’ medical and surgical cases in depart
men ts of practice followed by the physician.
New York.
G. P. Putnam‘s Sons.
Monthly.
For Pastor and People.
Well furnished as usual with religious matter.
E. B. Treat. New York.

The Treasury.

“ Devoted to
America. A journal for Americans.
Honest Politics and Good Literature." Weekly.
Chicago.
Architecture and Building. Well illustrated and
Weekly. W. T. Comstock.
always handsome.
New York.
Popular Science Monthly. Among the articles an
nounced
for the August number are Thunder
Storms;A Queer Pet. by Miss E. W. Bellamy;
~The Uses of Animal color; Missions and Mission
Indians of California. not over complimentary to
the missionaries; Ancient and Modern Ideas of
Hell, and Centres of Ideation in the Brain. an
article that will surprise many readers of the
Popular Science Monthly. and please some. we
6’. Co. New York.
have no doubt. D. Appleton
Catholic American.

Week] y.

Semi-Centennial Announcement of Lectures and
Catalogue. Medical Department. University of
New York.
Monthly. Boston.
dent thought on all subjects.

The Arena.

Presents indepen

Le Devoir Resne des Questions Sociales. Monthly.
Madame Godin an Lamilistere. Guiset Aisne) still
maintains the rinciples of co-operation with

whichit

started).

to Art. Science,
Invention. Discovery. Engineering. and Indus
Manufacturing
interests.
trial and
Monthly.
0. J. Bailey 8: (30.. Cincinnati.

The li’orld‘s Progress.—Devoted

au
The Cultivator and Country Gentleman.—Old
thority for the Farm. the Garden. and the Fire
Weekly.
Luther
Tucker
Albany.
side.
Son.
Leisure
Chas.

IIours.—Literary
and Society monthly.
A. Dixon, Philadelphia.

The Saturday Globe—A
view.
New York.

Weekly Democratic Re

Youths‘ Companion.—Weekly.
& Co . Boston.

The

Perr y . )Ia Son

Lippinci'ltt‘s for July. has a story by Oscar Wilde.
and ten other names in its pages.
Mr. Heron
Aiien talks on Chiromancy. and Felix Oswald.
of the “Powers of the Air." in "Cvclonic“
'
terms. Philadelphia.
Century has Filippino
Madonna and St.
Bernard for a frontispiece; Joseph Fennell

The

illustrates a Provincal Pilgrimage. Kentucky
Blue Grass is also the subject for line illustra
tions. The Reign of Reason. The Vi-‘omen of the
French Salons. Littie Venice. Nathaniel Buem.
Patriot of 1676. A Yankee in Andersonviile. and
ltalian Old Masters. make the number a study
in esthetics. New York.

EXCHANGES.

Harper's Magazine for Jul continues Daudet‘s
serio-comic story of Port arascon, and 24 illus
trations help the reading A Famous Chapbook
Villain is a vivid sketch oi’ the notorious Jona
than Wilde. Texan Types and Contrasts. Social
Lite in Oxford. and Baltic Russia are also illus.
The combination of features
trated richly.
makes this number more than commonly invit
New York.
ing for a summer's day perusal.

Illustrated
The
New York.

DEPARTMENT.

Monthly.
The Brooklyn Medical Journal.
500.. C0. of King‘s. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Med.

Electic Review of Current
Monthly. New York.

The Literary Neva-=47!

Literature.

lllus.

Good Health —Journal of Hygiene. Monthly. \Ve
note a stronger emphasis on hygienic medicine
of late. Battle Creek. Mich.

Rural and America it Stock man .—‘
For the Farm. and Fireside. Milton
George. Chicago.

The ll'estern

Weekly.

'

On TriaL—A SPECIAL Oman—Being de
sirous of extending the subscription list of the
Pnsssonoorcsr. Jones“. as widely as possible. we
have decided to offer it on trial the last six
\\'e do this. be
months of the year at 50 cents
lieving that when it has been read for this length
of time it will not be ordered discontinued. Will
not our friends take advantage of this proposi
tion and make a special effort to induce others to
readers?
It would certainly seem as
become
though almost any person could make up a club
of ten subscribers to the JOL‘RNAL at 50 cents each.
As a special inducement to an
for six months.
effort of this kind we will give as a premium for a
list of ten “TRIAL TRIP " subscribers any $1.50
book we publish. or books selected from our cats
logue to this amount. For the sake of the JOUR
NAL as well as for the premium. will not many of
our readers take this matter up in earnest.

The New Model Anatomical

Manikin as

announced in our last number. has been somewhat
delayed in its publication on account of an imper
fection in a part of the stock which had to be re
turned to the mill. It is now printed and in the
hands of the binder to be mounted and put up

ready for delivery. and we are prepared to say.
from having seen the work completed. that it is
unquestionably the best aid for Anatomical study
ever devised.
It is scientiﬁcally correct. and ar
tist cally handsome. and will certainly meet with
approval. No teacher or physician can afford to
be without it. and it should also be in every pri
vate family where it can be referred to for a pro
per understanding of the anatomy of the human
The knowledge which is contained in the
body.
Manual explaining not only the Manikin. but the
physiological functions of all parts of the hu
man body. will certainly do very much to promote
the laws of life and health. The price of this is
not only moderate. but, very low. and this can only
be ail'orded by making a large edition and having
large sales. It will be sent prepaid on receipt of
price. $12. and to agents who are in a position to
canvas for this. we will make most liberal terms
See complete description on another page.

P UBLISHERS‘ DEPAR TMEN T.
Fruits—In a notice of Fruits and How to
Use them. the Milwaukee Sentinel says :
“ The day is long past when our only cook books
were ‘ The British Housewife.‘ whose placid direc
tions to ' take a salamander.’ or a ‘ handful‘ of
this. ‘ a spoonful‘ of that, unattainable or un
known ingredients. so tried poor Bella Wilfer‘s
temper and patience. or the somewhat ponderous.
but really valuable treatise upon cooking. of our
Catherine Beecher. so familiar in the kitchens of
our mother‘s time. Now. cook books are as num
erous as cooks. and no one need complain that she
fails to learn for want of teachers. It was left.
for Mrs. Poole to compile a series oi’
however.
recipes entirely devoted to the preparation of
fruits for table use. to preface her work with a
chapter upon fruits in general. their culture. their
and cura
valueas food. I! hygienic, temperance
tive agents. and to give a brief history of each
fruit in particular as an introduction to the reci
pes for preparing such fruit ; and she has acquit
ted herself of her self-imposed
task in a manner
to win praise and gratitude from the many sisters
who will find their perplexities lightened by her
thoughtful laborsin their behalf. The book con
tains nearly 1'00recipes. and many useful hints re
garding the appctlzing serving of uncooked fruits.
and will without doubt soon become a highly es
teemed
assistant in many a well - regulated
'
cuisine.“
The book should certainly be in every house
hold. and it will be sent by mail postpaid
on re
ceipt of price. $1.00. Address this oiiice.
The Americ ll] Institute of Phrenology.
—It is time now for those who anticipate attend
in: the coming session of the Institute to make

their plans. We have already heard from a suiti
cient number of students to indicate a large
class. Whether for the purpose of making Phre
nology a profession. or as an accomplishment. it
will certainly be found essential to personal suc
cess tohave received the instructions and the ad
vantages atforded by the Institute. The diploma.
will be an evidence of reliability and culture
and even those who have already been in the
field will find the course very proﬁtable and
that it will increase their success. As an accomp
lishment.what could be found more pleasant than
an ability to properly road and estimate charac
ter. There are many who have taken a course at
the Institute without any plan or intention of
making Phrenology a profession. who have felt
themselves amply paid. Circulars and announce
ments giving full particulars will be sent on ap
plication to this oiiice in person or by mail. The
session for 1890 opens on the 2d of September and
continues for about six weeks.

Phrenologlcal Examinations by Mail.
-We are frequently asked as to whether we can

make Phrenological Examinations by mail. and in
reply would say that this is done very success
fully. when we have the properly taken pictures
and the proper measurementsgiven. For full par
tlculars in regard to this. send for “Mirror of
the Mind.“
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BUSIN ESS CARDS.
The Hammmn. a Family Hotel with Turkish
Baths. 81 and 83 Columbia Heights. Brooklyn. N.
Y. Three minutes‘ walk from Fulton Ferry.
The New York Medical College and Hospital
Fon Woman. and Homeopathic Dispensary for
Women
and Children. 213 West 54th Street.
New York.

j. '1‘. Campbell,
New York.

M.D.,

Mrs.

153 W.

128th St...

OUR HEALTBFUL

HOME. Invalids wishing
real home comforts and superior methods of
For
treatment. should visit our sanitarium.
address. A. Smith. M. D.. West Read
flrcuriaf‘l
nz. a.

ADVERTISER] ENTS.
SPECIAL Noricn-R'e'mmniu obligezfhe Pub
fishers if the will state. when writing to any of our
hot the advertisement
was seen in flu!
advertisers.
Jociuun.

Panssonooicn.

c om ple tely
SANITAHIUM .quipp... and
running with a large patronage. for sale '
situated in a delightful region within 100 miles of
New York; a rareo portunity.
Price moderate
and terms accom “0t atinsz. Address.
H. DRAYTON, M. D.,
775 BROADWAY, New YORK.

A PRIVATE

now

Invested to yield a pres
ent income of from 6
per cent to 8 per
cent with one half
the proﬁts.
Semi for

Wu. H.

circulars

to

PARMI-JSTER.
of

General

MONEY

the

WINNER Agent
I. VESTMENT

to.

STATE
Mass.

Bos'rox,

S-rass'r,

A New Edition

of

FUR MOTHERS AND DAUBHTERS.
A BOOK FOR ALL WOMEN
no A courLm-a

Guide for the Household.
BY MRS. E. G. COOK. M. D.

with numerous plates. explanatory
the text.
Ono volume, 12mo.cloth. gilt. price. $1.50.

Illustrated

of

non StLB BY

Publihing (20.. 9x7 Broadway. N. Y.
Fowler & Wells (20.. 775 Broadway. N. Y.
John W. Lovell (20.. N. Y.

Hygienic

H. H. Otis, Chautauqua. N. Y.

85000 COPIES
HAVE BEEN SOLD.

Of what?

“Heads and Faces.“ a manual that

shows you how to read people

AS YOU IVOULD READ A BOOK,
and save many disappointments in social and busi~
ness life. 200 pages. 250
rtraits. 40 cents. post
In cloth. $1.00. A dress
paid.

FOWLER
775

&

WELLS 00.,

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.
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The New llodel Manlkim—This

ma Worms, and Homeopathic Dispensary for
Women and Children. 213 West Mth Street.
New York.

j. '1‘. Campbell,
New York.

now

commended
and
praised by those who have seen it. Schools that
are not already supplied with an article of this
kind should examine the claims of this before
taking any other, and in every health institution,
in every physician's ofﬂce, a copy should be found.

M.D.,

Mrs.

153 W.

128th St...

OUR HEALTHFUL

HOME. Invalids wishing
real home comforts and superior methods of
treatment, should visit our sanitarium.
For
circulars, address A. Smith, M. D., West Bend
ing, Pa.‘

ADVEBTISEM ENTS.
SPECIAL NOTICE—Reade" will oblige the Pub
. will state, when writing to any of our
lichen if

advertisers,
hat the advertisement was seen in (he
ociuun.
PEBINULOGIOAL

J

Illustrated.
PORTFOLIO.
Contains best helps for teaching
Instruction and amuse
young children!

MOTHERS’

400 pages.

ment combined in Kindergarten lessons, stories,
Agents can ﬁnd no better selling
games, etc.
PrepaimSQZ'i.
book. Circulars free.
slice 8. Stockilsm & 60.. 161 La Ellis St. Chicago.
Invested to yield a pres
ent income of from 8
per cent to 8 per
cent with one hall
the proﬁts.

IDLE
Send for circulars to
x. H. PARMENTER.
of the
General

MONEY

A§vnt
WINNERIfVESTWENT

(o, 50 $11 l'lZ Britain‘,
Butl'l‘us, Mass.

35
(D

The only condition for obtaining the above re
duction is that the person ordering shall snbscibe
for, or be asubscriber to the Pnnasonoowu. Joes
iul. AND Scrn'ca or Hlunrn; then any number of
the above publications may be ordered.
Make up
your list and send on the amount, saving time,
money, risk. and trouble. Agents can often offer
the above combination to advantage. Address
all orders to FowLsa
Wants Co. Publishers,
775 Broadway, N. Y.

fairly on the market, is being

The New York Medical College and Hospital

A New Edition

FOR

MOTHERS

01'

DAUGHTERS.
ALL WOMEN.

AND

A BOOK FOR

An) A COIPLETE

Guide for the Household.
BY MRS. E. G. COOK, M. D.
with numerous plates, explanatory

Illustrated

the text.
One volume, 12mo, cloth. gilt, price, ‘1.50.

of

ms sins sr
Hy ionic Publishing Co., 917 Broadway, N. Y.
owler
Wells Ca, 775 Broadway. N. Y.
John W. Lovell (20., N. Y.
H. H. Otis, Chautauqua, N. Y.
0.
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25
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00 Scottish American.
40 Ill. London News Am.
80,
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20‘ Frank Leslie's Pop
. ..2
75
ular Monthly
90 New England Mag..2
95 Outing
..2
25 Practical Farmer...
35 Spirit of the Times..4
80 Texas Siftings . . . . .3
75 Woman‘s Ill. World,
50,
with From . . . ..1
Farm and Fireside .
40 Current Literature
35 Short Stories.. ....2
l i

>-"-N:te~

Land“...

‘I ‘,

4

Baby

Peterson‘s Mag. ....1
North Am. Review..4
Tribune, Weekly. . . .
Times, Weekly . . . ..
“
. . . . ..
Sun. ..
“
World.
Country Gentleman
..._
llerald
Weekly‘; ‘kly
Illus. Chris'n
Weekly Witness
Poultr World.... .
Herai of Health...
N. E. Journal of Ed
ucation . . . . . . . . ..2
The School Journal
Christian Union. . . .2
Christian at. Work. .2
American Field. .. ..4
Good Housekeeping
Chicago inter-Ocean
Weekly
Mag. Am. History.
.
The Homestead.
0azine of Art.. ..3
.
Vic ‘s Mag.......
Pop. Educator .... . .
Youth's Companion

l

.
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.

. . . . . .5

N.Y. Evang‘iist. new.2 10
Homiletlc Review..2 50
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La vs of Life

‘ l l

Women . . . . . . . . . . ..

Our Little Ones.
..
Critic.
The 1n&25;§éi{ds'i§t..
Cassell's Fam. llla
Babyhood . . . ..
Scientiﬁc Am.... . . .2
Do
with Sup.5
Supiement . . . . . . . ..4
Phonographic Mag..l
The Forum . . . . . . . ..4
Observer, new sub. .2
Galaxy of Music new
Puck
Jud e . . . . . . . .. ..4
M
ern Priscil|a....
The Home Maker...l
Belford's Mag
.2
.. ..3
The Arena
Am. Teacher
Am. Bee Journal
Forest
Stream....3
Ladies‘ Home Com..
The Nation . . . . . ..2
New York Ledger ...1
YoungLadies'Jour..3
Isaac Pitman’s
Phonetic JournaLl
The Esoteric . . . . . . ..l

893834238”

Eclectic MagazlneJl 25
Atlantic Monthly. . .3 40
Lipplncott‘s Mag. 2 25
Harpers Monthly.
“
Weekly
“
Bazar.....3-'
“ YoungPeoolc-J 70
The Century Mag“ .3 60
St. Nicholas . . . . . . ..2 60
Popular Sci. Mon... .4 20
Godey‘sLady‘sBookJ 70
Arthur's Home Mag 1 35
Rural New Yorker. .l 60
Scribner‘: Mag .. . . .2 50
Cosmopolitan . . . . . ..2 l5
Demorest's Mag ....1 80
Home Journal .... ..1 60
Am. Agriculturist..l 10
Wide Awake . . . . . .
10
Our Little Man and

BUSIN ESQ CARDS.
The Hnmmam, a Family Hotel with Turkish
Baths, Bi and 88 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N.
1’. Three minutes‘ walk from Fulton Ferry.

S. S. Stewart's Celebrated Banjos, the leading
and best make. In use by more rofessional players
than an ' other. Also Banjo
usic and Instruc
tion 800 sin great varietv. Banjo music for one
banjo. for two banjos. for banjo and piano, etc.

THE BANJO AND GUITAR jOURNAL

the great stand-h for banjo players. The only
paper of the kin published.
Price 10 cents per

co y.
lEarge illustrated catalogue and price list, giving
detailed information about the Banjo and its
music, mailed on receipt of
cents in stamps.
Address. S. R. STE‘VART,
21
223 Church St., Phila, Pa.
5

Clubbing for 1890—9L—For the accom
modation of our readers and friends we have
made arrangements for the combination of other
publications with our popular and useful maga
zine as follows: The subscription price to the
Pnaanonoolcu. Jonmuu. Asp Sclancs or Hum-n
is $1.50, and any of the following may be included
with it at the prices given.
Names sent for the JOURNAL with either of these
will count on Premium List, and to agents the
same as though sent singly.

DEPARTMENT

it

PUBLISHERS’

12

C. F. WELLS,

Nnmon SIZER,

President.

H.

Vice-President.

FOWLER

S.

Danrron,

Amna'r TURNER,

Secretary.

&

Treas. and Bus. Manager.

PVELLS

CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER d: WELLS CO. was incorporated un
der the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prose
cution of the business heretofore carried on by the
F0
VVLER
&' l/VELLS
ﬁrm of
The change of name involves no change in the nature and
object of the
business, or in its general management.
All remittances should be made pay
able to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
___._/~

The subscription knee 0] the YIRI-XOUJGIOAL
Jonas“. AND Scnmcx or Hum-n is $1.50 a year,
payable in advance, or $1.66 when premiums of
fered are sent to subscribers.
Money, when sent by mail, should be in theform
of Money Orders, Postal Notes, Express Money
OrdersQDrafts on New York, or Registered Letters.
Postmasters
are required to Register letters

All

whenever

requested to do so.

Silver or

other coin should

not be sent by mail,

as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope
and be lost.
Postage-Stamps will be received for fractional
parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred;
they should never be stuck to the ldters, and should
always be sent in sheets,‘ that is, not torn apart.
Change of post-oﬂlce'address
can be made by
giving the old as well as the new address, but not
without

this information.

Notice

should

be re

ceived the ﬁrst of the preceding month.

Letters of Inquiry

requesting
an answer
inclme stamp for return postage, and be
sure and give name and full address every time you
should

0n TrlaL—We wish, for the coming
year, to introduce as widely as possible the
Pnnnnowolou. JOURNAL among new readers,
and for this purpose we have decided to
otfer it for the next three months on TRIAL
at specially low rates.
To new subscribers
we will send it from now to the lst'of Janu

ary,

1891,

J ommn.

at 25 cents,believing that when the
has been read for a season, renew

will follow.

We wish that our present
a special effort in the
direction of obtaining new subscribers.
We
ask this in the interest of a subject. that a
knowledge of it may be extended, believing
a little missionary work may reasonably be
asked for, and besides this, the larger the
circulation of the JOURNAL and the larger
als

readers would make

the income, the better the Jousmsz. can be
made, an we propose to expend liberally in

the making of it the money we receive
for it. As a special inducement to those
who will send to us subscribers on this

“ Trial Trip,"

we

will give any

one of our
sending only
write.
four “ Trial Trip
subscribers with $1.00 ;
All Letters should be addressed to Fowler_d' and we will send more
costly books for a
any
Wells 00., and not to
person connected with
proportionately
greater
number of names,
the oﬂlce. In this way only can prompt and careful
i.e., for sixteen subscribers we will send any
attention be secured.
Any Book, Periodical Chart, etc., may be $1.00 book from our list. This is simply
ordered from this oﬂlce at bublishers‘ prices.
an incentive to right doing, and not with a
Agents
Wanted for the Pnnnnowown.
view of paying specially tor etforts made,
and our Book Publications, to whom
JOURNAL
as of course at this price therein no margin
liberal terms will be given.
tor large commissions; but may we not
Our premium List, giving complete descrip
ask
our readers to call the attention of their
tions of the Premium oﬂered to subscribers, sent
friends to the JOURNAL, and strive with us to
on application.
Our Descriptive Catalogues or our new Dist more than double its circulation for the
of “ Booksfor Women “ will be sent to any address coming year? Let names be sent in at once,
on receipt of stamps for postage.
or at any time.
‘

25 cent

books

to any person
”

P UBLISHERS’ DEPAR7 MEN1.
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CURRENT EXCHANGES.
Architecture and Building.— Illustrative
tendency of modern design, New York.

Watch-Dial Portraits—As
of the

American Law Registen—Late numbers contain
full re rts of im rtant decisions recently de
liveredp—(fthe orig nal package case. etc.
Also
articles discussinglive issues in National and
State legislation. The D. B. Canﬂeld 00.. Phila
delphia.

The Popular Science Monthly for November has a
discussion of "The Lo ic of Free Trade and Pro
rection “ “School Li e in Relation to Health."
by Pro . Key. of Stockholm. Other articles of
value are “ The Origin of Music,“ h Herbert
dress on
S
near. and Prof. Mendenhall‘s
‘ he
Relations of Men of Science to the General
Public.“ etc. D. Appleton & Co.. New York.
Gentleman
Cultivator and Count
A bany. N. Y
as ever; weekly.

is as vigorous

The Globe.—A Weekly Saturday Democratic Re
in
Strongly political, yet independent
view.
much of its averments concerning civil affairs.
New York.

Boston Budget—A society weekly.

Boston.

Medical News and Clinical Brief and
News.
J. A. Bracken. A. ELM. D..
Editor; monthly. Chicago.

Cincinnati
Sanitary

The Kindergarten.—Improves

with age.

for November has an
Vick‘s Illustrated Monthly
instructive article on “
Trees." nicely
Wegﬁng
.
N.
illustrated. Rochester.
for November is more than com
Centu
monly of istorical dealing with events within
the last century from " Early ‘Victories of the
American Nav '.“ to “Life in the White House
in the Time of incoin." “0n the Andersonville
to Cali
Circuit." “ the “First Emigrant
“ TwoTrain
French Scul fornia." Luca Sivnorelli,”
“
:1
and
An
American
tures: Rodin andebalou.n
Thibet." are worthy of special mention also.
New York.

The

Quarterly Journal of Ilwbriety.—October number.
A thick number and well filled with matter
specially related to the topic which it is the
Awork
function of the periodical to discuss.
in the line of practical reform. Dr. '1‘. D. Cro
thers. Hartford, Conn.
Harper's Monthly for November has a variety of
drawn for
topics—the old and new worlds being
the material of type and pencil " Our Italy ’'
is a finely illustrated sketch of Southern Cali
fornia. “ Der Meiskotrunk.” the festival play of
Rothenburg. "Urban and Commercial Chili."
“Port Tarosccn: The Last Adventures of the
illustrious 'l‘artarin,” are attractive features.
Harper
and the three editors are in good form.
& Brothers. New York.
Medico-Legal Journal. The well sustained organ
of the Medico-Legal Societ discusses in the
isposition of the
late number "The Proper
Criminal Insane.and the Abolition of the Gor
oner's Oiﬂce," besides other current matters. A
Clark Bell. Esq.. Editor. New
fullknumber.
Yor .

The

Champion

of Progress.—This

is

title of aweekly newspaper published by G.
W. Dutton.:of the class of 1880. at Sioux City,
Iowa. in which hejhas commenced a series of arti
cles on Phrenology. He will in this way attract
the attention of the public to the subject on a.
right basis; we wish to thank him for taking ad
vantage of his opportunity in this way.
the

will

be seen

by referring to our advertising pages, we have
made a new premium offer for the coming year.
Mr. George McDonald. the inventor of this pro
cess. is a graduate of the American Institute of

Phrenology. thoroughly interested in Phrenology,
which he has made a study for many years. and
his love of the study of faces. undoubtedly led
him to these wonderful productions. His “ watch
dial portraits“ are perfect gems. and only need
tobe seen to be appreciated. Of course the out
which we present conveys a very poor idea of the
beauty and brilliancy of these portraits.
What
could be found more pleasing than to be able to
have on the face of your watch. a portrait of
those whom you love and wish to keep in remem
brance. In case the dial is plain. as many as three
portraits can be given. It should be understood
that these are sharp. clear pictures. and under a
magnifying glass appear perfect in all the details
We have arranged for the sending out of large
numbers of these. and Mr. MacDonald‘s facilities
are sufficient. so that there will be no delay in
ﬁlling orders. Our plan is to send to our friends
orders which they will transmit with the dials in
accordance with instructions. direct to Albany.
where the work is done. and it will be returned
direct.

The Portrait

Gallery.—We have been

selling for the past year a very fine new line of life
size Lithographic Portraits. In response to a num
ber of applications we have had the set substan
tially bound in a large volume.twenty by twen ty-six
inches in size. and containing sixty-four portraits.
which we are oifering for sale at twenty dollars.
We have decided to offer this free to anyone who
will make upa club of twenty subscribers to the
Pﬂsssotooicu. JOURNAL. sending us thirty dollars.
On another page of the Joumut. will be found a list
of the portraits contained in this volume.and it will
be seen that these will be attractive and a matter
of very great interest to whoever may own them‘
giving a desirable opportunity for studying char
acter. and there is not a reader of the Jocas'u.
who would not be greatly pleased in owning them.
In view of the fact that there may be some neigh
borhoods in which an agent would ﬁnd some diffi
culty in making up a list of twcnty_names.we have
decided to accept orders for our own publications.
equaling the same amount, and send the premium
in cases where the list of names cannot be made
up. if the books go by mail. then ten per cent. of
the retail price must be sent to pay for the mailing.
In this way the agent can oifer a choice. either a
year‘s subscription to the Jonmun. or books to the
‘same value. and it will count on the list for premi
ums.
We are confident this will prove very at
tractive. and we will prepare to send out a large
number of volumes.

Temperance Teaches—This is the title

of the new journal just started by our friend and
co-worker. Miss Julia Coleman, 47 Bible House.
devoted to educational phases of the temperance

work. It is published at 60 cents per annum. We
wish every one of our readers would send to the
address as above for sample copy.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
Lamp—We

have just ar

LAIPs asa premium for a club of subscribers to
the Pmuuomoicn. Joumun.
This is very desir
able. both on account of its usefulness, and an an

article of furniture, especially for use in connec
tion with the piano or organ. as it is of great value,
and also as a reading lamp, as it can be moved in
any part of the room, the same as a hand-lamp
and it will stand resting on the ﬂoor, therefore it
is not necessary that a. table or other support be
used.
An illuslration showing the lamp will be
found on another page of this number of the
Joemnt. It is made of brass, not cast-iron as so
many of the cheap lamps are, and has the cele
brated Rochester Burner. We offer it complete
as a premium for ten subscribers to the Joumuin,
or we will send it to any of our readers on receipt
of nine dollars, somewhat less than the manufac
tu rer‘s catalogue price. in order that we may
use a large number of these, we have decided to
accept orders for our publications from any who
are not successful in making up a club of subscrib
era necessary to secure it. For instance, you can
send eight subscribers and order three dollars
worth of books, and the lamp will be sent you by
express as a premium.
We prefer subscribers,
and the books, if ordered. must be those published
at this ollice, and if sent by mail 10 per cent. of the
retail price must he sent to pay for mailing.

our Clubbing Llst.—We publish again
in this number of the JuoRs'AL list of newspapers
and magazines for which we have made special
arrangements
for reduced prices, the belie
ﬂt of which we give to the readers of the
Pnnzsowown. Joonrut, who send their orders
through this office.
In nearly all intelligent
familiesanumber of periodicals are now taken,
and whereall are ordered together the price of our
journal can easily be saved in the reductions
allowed, making the JOURNAL free. Look over the
list, make up your orders, send all to this oifice
and save time. money and trouble. Allpublica
tions are sent directly from omce of publication
Our New Catalogue—After much delay
and a great deal of work on the part of engravers
and printers, the New Illustrated andZDescriptive
Catalogueis ready, and ithas been sent to all
who have ordered it, and it can now be sent
promptly to all who order it. It contains nearly

twenty

portraits and brief biographical sketches,
and Spurzheim, Combe, Lava
ter, 0. S. and L. N. Fowler, Mr. and Mrs. S. R.
Wells, Prof. Sizer, Dr. Drayton, Dr. Trail, Dr. Dio
Lewis, Sylvester Graham, Dr. Shew, Mesmer, Dr.
William Aikman, Dr. Geo. S. Weaver, etc., with
illustrations showing the style of covers of many
of the works, with full titles, descriptions and
notices of the press, and will be found of much
interest. It is printed on fine super-calendered
paper and handsome cover, and will be sent to
gay address on receipt of 6 cents in stamps.

including Drs. Gall

Our Manikina—We wish to call atten
tion againto the two manilrins which we are now
publishing. The Man Wonderful, issued two years
ago, is very complete and comprehensive, and un
questionably the very best that can be made for
this price, which is much less than any ever be
fore offered. To make it still more popular the
price has been reduced from ﬁve dollars to four.
We make a special club oﬂ'er, sending it with the
PHBINOLOGICAL JOURNAL at $4.50, or as a premium
for four subscribers to the Jovarua, or for six
dollars we will send the manikin and JOURNAL for
four years, This places it within the easy reach
of all of our readers.

is

The New Model Anatomical
just ready.—This is two-thirds

Msnikin
life

size,

being double
the size of the Man Wonderful.
and
presenting a much larger number
of

views

or charts
of parts oi’ the
human
than
is found
any other, more
in
than one hundred in all. It is, in some respects.
more comprehensive than the largest manikins
that are made, and sells at less than one half the
price, only twelve dollars. We will give this as a
premium for ten subscribers to the JOURNAL,
at
$1.50 each, or for ﬁfteen dollars we will send the
JOURNAL ten years and thehnanlkin as a premium.
On either of the above oﬂ'ers, if for any reason,
the necessary numb-r of subscribers cannot be
obtained, we will accept ordersfor our books at
the regular list prim-s to make up the balance;
that is, you may send tive subscribers, and order
$7.50 Worth of books and the manikin will be sent.
if the books are sent by mail, add ten per cent. of
the retail price to cover the cost of sending.
body

A Good Hotel—Among all the ﬁrst
class hotels in this city, there are none that in all
their appointments afford more of comfort, that
hotel, than the “St. Denis,"
which we want in
located so many years at the corner of Broadway
and 11th street, only one block from the oiﬁee of
the PHRINOLOOIOAL JOURNAL. It has just been en
larged and reﬁtted throughout, and the capacity
of the Dining Room doubled. It is a popular resort
for ladies out shopping.
19.

0ur Premium

ranged
with the Rochester Lamp
Company
of this city to offer one of their popular l’us'o

19

To Young Men—We ‘wish to call the
attention of young men and our readers who are
interested in young men to this new work by Dr.
George S. Weaver, which is now on press and will
be ready for delivery about the time this number
of the JOURNAL reaches our subscribers. It is a
grand book, and no young man who aims at the
highest degree of success can afford not to read it.
It will contribute in many ways to all that makes
in life. It is handsomely
up the best success
printed on fine paper, beautifully bound, and suit
able in every way as a gift-book. It is hoped the
class for whom it is intended may have the oppor
tunity of being beneﬁted by the reading of it
With this end in view the price hasbeen made but
one dollar, on receipt of which amount it will be
sent by mail, postpaid.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPAR

if I

express

.inspiration to read.
1 .cannot but feel that you are having admirable
success in rehearsing the story of Mr. Combe‘s
life.
Accept my thanks for my enjoyment of it.
Yours very truly,
olo. s. wlAvnn.

0ur Almanac—For

a

number of years

almanacs or annuals. and tnere
inquiry for them
has every year been more or less of
many of our friends having learned to look for
We have now in preparation the
and prize them.
which, in addi
Fowler it Wells Almanac for 1891.
calendars, has a rich
tion to the regular monthly
variety of interesting reading matter on various
Suggestions for each
includingp‘Timely

we have issued

topics,
Month," “ Talent and
Signs of Longevity.“
“ The Story
Happy,"
etc.,
liLStauley,“
H .
in'all. advertisingipages,
of interest. It will be
oeipt of price, 10 cents.

The Bust

and

Occupation,“ “Physical
“ How to Keep the Baby
of My Cow-Boy Brother."
etc., with a number of, 64
all of which will be found
sent tofany address on re

Chart Preminm.—We

2,

togive a choice,
shall continue for the coming year
the Phrenolo
or
Phrenological
bust.
either the
subscribers. We
gical chart, as a premium to new
really supple
continue these offers because they
to a
so necessary
are
JOURNAL,
and
the
ment
Of course
subject.
the
of
understanding
proper
these, but it is our de
no subscribers need two of
In each
sire that all shall be possessed of one.
to the sub
case fifteen cents extra in addition
of
ecription price must be sent to pay the cost
bust, which is sent
packing and boxing the large
subscriber: either
by express at the expense of the
the smaller bust, or the Phrenological
No.
These
chart, will be sent by mail, postpaid.
by agents
premiums are given to subscribers sent
regular price.
as well as those sent with the

96
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.2 75
i‘.rltic....
The lnde endent....2 60
m. Mag.l 25
Cassell’s
30
Babyhood ......
Scientiﬁc Am.......2 60
with Sup.5 75
Do
. . .4 2")
Supplement . . .
Phonographic Mag..1 35
The Forum... . . . . ..425
Observer new sub. .' 25
Galaxy of Music new so
Puck
Judge

Weekly Witness

Poultry World...... 90
Herald of Health . . . 8
N. B. Journal of Bd
ucation . . . . . . . . ..2
The School Jo'uriui 1
Christian Union. . . .
Christian at Work. ..
American Field.....4 10

80 Good Housekeeping

Am. Teacher ..
Am. Bee Journ
Stream. .
Forest
Ladies‘ Home Com..
The Nation.....
New York Ledger . . .l
Youn Ladies‘Jour..8
Issac itman‘s
Phonetic J0urnal.1
..1
The Esoteric.
Chicago Standard}
The Advance. . .
Our Day......
The Qu\ver.....
Pleasant Hours

so
40
85
15

40

W

885-‘

me

excuse

my very great, great pleasure in your bio
in the
graphical articles now being published
Combe
on George
Jounsnn.
PHRINOLOGIOAL
In my early days I admired all I knew of
him: read withjpleasure and proﬁt his “Con
stitution of Man " and his works on Phrenol
ogy, and have always counted him as one of the
great lights of Phrenology; but I have been left
till now to really know the man and learn to love
goodness and harmony
him for the greatness,
of his character and life.
And for this I am indebted to you. I count it
.as a treasure found when I ﬁnd a. man or woman
whom I can unreservedly honor and love. My
:life is enriched thereby.
The biographies of the truly noble have come to
great delight and
\b_e reading in which I have
proﬁt, and this delight and] proﬁt :are increasing
vwith my years.
A good life is a lived§poem, which it is'a joy; and

2

WELLS :
will
you

10

oInwr-Ocmn
Chic
Wee ly
History-.4 20
Am.
.
M
as
Ol Homestead
Magazine of Art... . . .3 00
Vick‘s bfag.......... H
Pup. Educator-... .. 90
Youth‘s Companion
new . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i 35
(I)
Scottish Amerimn.
Ill. London News,Am.
Edition...... . . . . ..3 50
Frank Lealie‘s Pop
ular Month-y . . . . . .2 60
New England Mag‘. .5‘.an
Outing......._.. . ..2 50
2

hope

Practical Farmer. . .
Spirit of the Times. .4
Texas Siftings .... ..3
Woman's Ill. World,

85
65
25

with Prem . . . . . . ..1 so
Farm and Fireside .
The Treasury.
50
Current Literature
Once a Week.
Short Stories . . . . . .3 10
The Housewif .
re
The only condition for obtaining the above
duction is that the person ordering shall subscribe
for, or be asnbscriber to the Psamlonooxcax. Jon‘
HKALTH; then any number of
NAL AND Science or
Make up
the above publications may be ordered.
time,
your list and send on the amount. saving
offer
often
can
Agents
trouble.
and
risk
money,
Address
the above combination to advantage.
WILLS 00., Publishers.
all orders to FowLan
2

I

Clubbing f0 1890—9L—F0r the accom
we have
modation of our readers and friends
of other
made arrangements for the combination
maga
publications with our popular and useful
to the
price
subscription
The
follows:
zine as
OF Hun-rs
PBBIROLOOXOAL JOURNAL mo Samson
following may be included
is $1.50, and any of the
with it at the prices given.
of these
Names sent for the Jonas“. with either
agents the
will count on Premium List, and to
same as though sent singly.
Forest..8 ‘25
Eclectic Magazine.“ 25 Garden and
World. . . . 45
Atlantic Monthly. . .3 ~10 Teachers‘ Herald. ...1 10
Lippincott's Mag.. ... 25 Christian Magazine.1 OI)
Harper's Monthly. . .8 10 St. Louis
“
Weekly. . . . 25 Leslie's Illustrated
Weekly.... . . . . . , ..3 40
“
Bazar . . . . .3 25
W
“ Young People-1 70 The Voice, new.....
Digest,
The Century Mag. . .3 60 Literary
-~'
6)
new. . .. . ........ .
8t. Nicholas........2 60
benturyml 75
Popular Sci. Mon. . . .4 20 Twentieth
Thursday. . . .2 15
Godey‘sLady‘sBook.1 70 Every
6
Arthur's Home Mag 1 35 TrueOommonwee-lth
.....
Rural New Yorker. .1 60 gagsEof
‘
..2?)
. . va Lita: new.
Scribner‘s Mag .....2 50 Homiletiggﬁevtiewuzl
50
B 15
Cosmopolitan. ..
.1 65
Gardem.
1 60 Am.
Demorest's Mag.
35
. .1 60 The Pans
Home Journal.
45
10 Baby Land......
Am. Agriculturist..1
6]
Mag.....1
Wide Awake.... . ...2 10 Peterson's
North Am. Review-"A
Our Little Men and
g’
Weekly....
85 Tribune

&

Dina Mas.

_

8

ter from the Rev. Geo. S. Weaver speaks for itself:

.

following let-

The Reminiscences.—The

TME'NTI.

&

20

7?") Broadway, N.

Y.
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P UBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
The Cottage lle \rth is a large thirty
two page illustrated magazine containing stories,
music, fancy work, fashions, recipes, puzzles,
etc., with frontispiece, published at $1.50a year.
By special arrangement we can furnish this and
the Psslsonoercn. Jonas“. together at two dol
lars a year, both at club rates. At this price the
two should be ordered from this office, but a
sample copyof the C)ttage Hearth will be sent to
any of our readers free who will address the Cot
tage Hearth 00., Boston, Mass.
The Home-maker.—This is an illustrated
monthly
magazine, edited by “ Jennie June "
(Mrs. J. C. Croley). This may be considered
a good guarantee of what may be expected.
As a
special feature it is the organ of the women's clubs
of America. and is devoted to all that contributes
to home-making.
It is published at two dollars a
year. By special arrangement we offer the Pnal
sowolcu. Jovasu. and the Home-maker a full
year at $2.26, which is but a little more than the
price of the one. Address all orders to this oﬂlce.
Boots and Sh0es.—A glance at this jour
nal, issued by M. T. Richardson, at one time con
nected with this oﬂlce, shows what can be done
in the way of trade journalism.
A large weekly,
containing more than one hundred pages, double
the size of the Pnasuoaoorcn. JOURNAL pages

every week, devoted exclusively to the interests
of the retail shoe dealers. With the enterpri: e that
Mr. Richardson has put back of this, it is not sur
prising that it is well suported. Our readers in
terested in this trade, should write to M. '1‘. Rich
ardson, 64 Reade street, New York, for sample
copy.

Heads and “teeth—We are again print
ing anew edition of this popular work, making
ninety-five thousand copies in all since its first
publication, less than five years ago. This is per
haps the best testimonial that can be given of its
value. The work has been carefully revised, the
few typographical errors and omissions corrected,
and some of the portraits have been improved.
To any who have not read it, and especially to our
new subscribers, we wish to commend it.

Removal —Prof.

J. Jay

Watson has re

moved his musical Conservatory to 255 West 48d
street. Prof. Watson is Well known as an accom
plished violinist, a successful teacher, and said to
be the only living pupil of the great Ole Bull. The
Prof. is very much interested in Phrenology, and
the study of human nature, and we take pleasure
in calling attention to his work.

For the Holidays—We will call the at.
tention of our readers again to our books as being
useful and acceptable holiday presents.
People
should choose that which is useful as wellas orna
mental and attractive, and in this connection
what can be better than a good book? Our new
descriptive catalogue, from which selections may
be made, will be sent to any address on appli
cation.

Cleveland

21

(0.) Institute of Phrenology

Psychology.-~It gives us pleasure to state
that this promising association is giving weekly
lectures which are to continue each Friday even.
ing until April 24th. The oﬂicers of the institute
are Prof. D. M. King, Instructor; .1. C. Goﬂ, Presi.
dent; 0. Bird Gould, Vice-President; Mrs. C. H.
Morgan, Secretary; Mrs. A. J. Symes, Corre
sponding Secretary ; T. A. Barker, Treasurer.
Prof. King is a most earnest advocate of the
science of man, was graduated from the American
Institute of Phrenology in New York in 1867,and
has. since then, been a successful worker in the
field.
We heartily wish every city in the land
had as good an institute and as faithful and eﬂl
cieut a leader.
and

Renew Pr0mptly.——We would call atten
tion to the fact that the term of subs'cription
of a large number of our readers expires with this
number of the JOURNAL, and we wish to urge
prompt renewals ; this greatly facilitates to mak
ing up of our lists for the coming year, and will
secure the reception of the onus“. regularly by
the subscribers. As an inducement to prompt
ness to all who send the amounts before the first of
January, with stamp for postage, we will send free
a copy of the Fowler lb Wells Almanac for 1891.

J

BUSINESS CARDS.
m. Augusta Fair-child, M, D., 721 West 18th
and Summit Streets. Kansas City, Missouri.

The Hnmmam. a Family Hotel with Turkish

Baths. 81 and 88 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N.

Y. Three minutes‘ w_alk from Fulton Ferry.
The New York Medical College and Hospital

FOR Worms, and Homeopathic Dispensary for
Women and Children. 218 West 54th Street,
New York.

Mrs. j. '1‘. Campbell,
New York.

M.D.,

158 W.

128th St...

OUR HEALTHFUL

HOME. Invalids wishiu
real home comforts and superior methods 0
treatment, should visit our sanitarium.
For
address A. Smith, M. D., West Read
circiilars,
ing,
a.

ADVERTISEM ENTS.

“

8T. IlENlS” HllTEL.
EUROPEAN PLAN.

Broadway and 11th

St,

op. Grace

Church, N. Y.

Enlarged by a new and handsome addition with
all the latest improvements. Reﬂtted and re
decorated. In connection with the Hotel is

Taylor’s Restaurant and Cafe,
To which has been added a lar e and new Dinin
pecially adap
Room.
Established 40 years.
for ladies shopping in the city. Within ten min
Only one block
utes of every place of amusement.
from the ofﬂce of the PBRINOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

WILLIAM TAYLOR.

AD VER TISEMENTS.
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G_i§ls.

IN 77::

BY HELEN Exm STARRETT,

FM.

“

Thousands who are now in shops and other organized
industries would really prefer work in homes, if only the
heavy, grimy, malodorous, clollu's-derlroyz'ng work of cook
ing and laundering were not required and expected of them.”

Well—if this is true there's a good
time coming for girls and the mistress too;
for women (by millions) are coming to
know, that Pear/int’ saves the clothes on
your back as Well as the clothes in the wash ;
the paint on your walls—the sheen of silver
“the lustre of glass and reduces the labor
—drudgery—health breaking—temper and
comfort wearing work of washing and
Besides
cleaning to almost nothing.
—the girl—the mistress—or both—
are better satisﬁed with the results. it
cleanses—restores
original colors—but hurts nothing, not even delicate
skin—luxurious for bathing—be among the bright ones and use Pearlz'm'.
“ this is as good as
Peddlers and some unscrupulous grocers will tell you,
IT’S FALSE—Pearline is never peddled,
or “the same as Pearline.”
and if your grocer sends you something in place of Pearline, do the hone:
JAMES PYLE, New York.
192
thing—send it back.

"
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In Attractive Bindings.

Gift
Best Holiday
;\

in

Write for invent or‘s Guide.

THE KINDERGARTEN.

A

monthly

The Authentic “ Unabridged,“ comprising i9

home and school, science
lessons,
stories, games, occupations, etc.
Inval
uable for primary teachers and mothers.
1.50 a. year.
On itrial.
months, 30 cts.
Alice B. Stockhamdz Co., 161 La Sllle St ,Chicngo.

Pues of 1864 '79 and ’84, (still copyrighted) is no.
Revised on Enlarged, and bears the name of
Webster's International Dicﬂo
.
Revision has been in progress for over 10
More than 100 editorial laborers employ?!
331M000expended before ﬁrst 00 v was Pnnmd
Critical examination invited.
‘t the
Sold byall Booksellers.
illustrated pamphlillﬁte~
G. C. NERRIAU
(10., Pub’rs, Springﬁeld,

MB

M
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"Joker’s Dictionary.”
A cyclopedia

of wit and humor containing
820
of Jokes. Stories, Droll Yarns and
policeits of repartee on every sub ect likely
clever
to come up in social intercourse. 0r or of your
newsdoaler; or sent post paid on receipt of
price. 25 cents.
Address Union Book Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
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AD VERTISEMENQS.

OUR NEW PREMIUM
A

FOR

1

l89l.

NEW DEPARTURE IN PORTRAITS.

MAG DONALD’S

GALORIG

PHOTOGRAPHS.

PURITY, BRILLIANCY, PERMANENCE.
‘:1

R. GEO. MAO DONALD, of the National
Academy, Albany, N. Y., has invented a
process by which miniature portraits can be pho
tographed on Watch Dials with all the deli
cate lights and shadows of the original copy pre
served with
minuteness of detail never before
obtained by any other method.
All other meth
ods have not only been expensive but disappoint
ing as to appearance of the watch dial, and in the
fading character of the work. By Mr. Mac Don
ald’s process, the chemical and caloric manipula
tions not only preserve the watch dial in its orig
and
but
to the portrait a richness of color and per
brilliancy,
imparts
inal purity
manence, which light nor time cannot efface.
_
The utility of this method will be readily appreciated by a glance at the cut.
It presents a charm which no other method of portraiture has, as a token of
It has been
affection, being constantly present without being made conspicuous.
means of identification in case of loss. It costs but ﬁve dollars,
found of service as
or two portraits on one dial, ten dollars.
We have arranged with Mr. Mac Donald to do this work for us to order, to
be offered as premiums for subscriptions to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
For any person sending us four subscribers to the JOURNAL, at $1.50 each,
or at $1.65 with premium, one portrait will be made; or for seven subscribers
If for any reason, the full number of
two portraits on one dial, or on two dials.
subscribers cannot be obtained, the balance of the order may be made up in our
own publications at list prices. Send in names as fast as obtained, and when the
complete we will send an order on Mr. Mac Donald, with full directions for
list
sending dials and photographs to him, and the work will be done promptly and
week.
returned with photographs within
It will be simply necessary to take the watch to any jeweller, and he will
box, which he always has on hand for the purpose,
in
remove the dial, pack
can be sent by mail. with perfect safety.
and
These can be made on dials of any size from the largest to the smallest.
being cleaned or put in order, the dial can be sent and the owner
While watch
surprised by ﬁnding this gem of a portrait permanently and beautifully impressed
What could constitute a better present? To those
upon the face of the watch.
not in a position to make up orders, the work will be done on receipt of price in

All

a

orders should be addressed to

FOWLER

&

cash.
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Qur Day

A Record and Review of Current
JOSEPH COOK,
WILLARD
JAMES, Pn.

Miss FRANCES E.
Pnor. EDMUND J.
PROF.

L.

'l‘.

ANTHONY

.

EDITOR
.

D.

.

TOWNSEND, D. D., PH. D.
COMS'I‘OCK

.

.

.

Rlv. CYRUS HAMLIN, D. D.
.
Ricv. WILBUR F. CRAFTS, D. D.

Reform

TEMI’ERANCB

LAnon REFORM
EDUCATION

.

SUPPRESSION oF

.

lilSSlﬂNS
Cuuucn \Vonx

.

Viol:

(DPINIGNS.
lread OL'R DAY regularly, and regard it as one of the most useful of the American magazines. It
represents as no other review does the serious side of Amerimn life. I usually ﬁnd in it matter which
1 am very glad to quote in the “ Pall Mall Gazette.“——W. T. S'rnn, Pall Mall Gazette (London).
One gets more out of this magazine for the money than from any other published in the country.
has a line of its own. It "3
With every new number the usefulness of this periodical is vindicated.
a magazine that no thinking
rson can afford to do without, and presents the subjects to which the
newspapers give scant attent on. It is edited from conviction—Boston Herald, June 25.

I have read Ovn DAY from the ﬁrst number to the present time, and have found it a most able and
welcome source of light upon the fundamental questions which concern human welfare. and especially
the leading topics of interest to the American people. I cannot think of a more useful periodical in the
country. and certainly there is none more able and brilliant—Hum W. Bum, U. s. sm¢¢_
built, abl oiﬂcered, and headed toward the
modeled,
The craft you have launched is wisel
stanchlg
Aaaas, D. D.,
niversity.
LL. ., Boston
right port. Ban voyage.—Prcs. W. F.
OUR DAY goes to the root of things : is radical in reforms, evan eiicai in the type of its Christianity,
and says the words which are the most diﬂicuit to say, namely, t e words of truth and soberness.—l‘res.
J. E. RAsxm, D. D., LL. D., Washington, D. C.
Ol'R DAv fills an important niche that was vacant. and it ﬁlls if. I wish the publication great suc
cesa-ltev. I. K. FUNK, D. D., Oﬂce of The Voice, New York.
Liberal without laxity, catholic yet conservative. radical and revolutionary yet free from fanlﬂcim
vivacious journal of the time.-—Rev. Ass-nun T. Pzsnsox, D. D.,

and vagaries. .. .the most vigorous and
Editor of the Missionary Review.

Alwa s welcomed to my table, because it has the courage of its convictiona—Rev.

D. D.,

I find

hicago.

Oun DAY earnest, progressive, helpful, and stiniulating.—H.

I look

Oun DAY is a feast of fat things.
Boone, D. D., New York.

L. HAs'rmos.

S. L. Wrrnnaow.

Boston.

for its coming as one watcheth for the morning—Rev.

W. H.

Own DAY, from a high moral position, is true to what its name indicates. it is filled with vigorous
discussions of current moral questions bv those specially interested in them and best able to cast light.
upon them.-Ex-Pres. Jonn BAscoI, Wiliiamatown, Mass.

Agents wanted to canvass Colleges, Chautauqua
Liberal Commission.
Price

$2.50.
Discounts

VOLUMES

iilergymen
of

I., II.,

15

and Students,

per cent, to Club:

III., IV.

AND

$2.00.

oi‘ 10 or more.

Assemblies, etc.

Single Copies,

V.. HANDSOMELY Boom) In CLOTH,

PREPAID.

Address all communications

25 cis.

Back Numbers Supplied.

COMPLETE SET, $9 00.

$2.00

EACH,

to

OUR DAY PUBLISHING CO.,

28 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

Rob’t H. Washburne, Business Agent.

AD VER 1 ISEMENTS.
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Our Portrait Gallery Premium.
Life Size Grayon Lithographs.
This is

a

large volume containing sixty—four life size

portraits, substantially bound in cloth.
about 21x24 inches,
made, and, as

one

The work is

of the largest

books evu‘

will

beIseen from the list below, the sub
jects are of great interest and will give the very best

opportunity for the study of character.

They are made

from approved§portraits by skillful artists.
sarouzox.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
18.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Beethoven.

Bach.
Blaine, J. G.
Brown, John.

ard, Gen. G. T.
Blair,
en. F. P.
Bryant. W. C. '
Burns, Robert.
Cleveland, Grover.
Cleveland, Mrs. Grover.
Columbus, Christopher.
Cortez.
Davis, eﬂferson.
Douglass, Fred.
Farragut, Admiral.
Foote, Commodore.
Franklin, Benjamin.
Frederick II.
Beaure

J

Goethe.

.

33.
34.
4 35.
1 36.
37.
'
88.
39.
i 40.
\‘ 41.

42.
‘
;
‘

43.
44.

45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.

51.

Johnston, Gen. J. E.
Kosciuszko. Gen.LThadeus.
Kearney. Gen. Philip
Liszt.
Lincoln, Abraham.
Longfellow, H. W.
La Fa otte, Gen.
Lee,
en. Robert E.
Longstreet, Gen. James.
Logan, Gen. John A.
Mary, Queen of Scots.
Mendelsohn.
Morton. Levi P.
Mozart.
Napoleon Bonaparte.
Osterhaus, Gen. P. J.
O'Connell, Daniel.
Oscar

II.

Parnell, Charles S.
Pulawski, Kazimierz.
Schiller.
Scott. Maj.-Gen. Winﬁeld.
Sheridan, Phil. H.

52.
Garﬁeld, James A.
53.
Grant, U. S.
54.
Gladstone, W. E.
55.
23. Gluck.
Stoneman, Gen. George.
56.
24. Goldsmith, Oliver.
57.
Sherman, Gen. W. T.
25. Harrison, Beu'amin.
58.
Weber.
26. Halleck, H. \ .
Wool, Gen. John E.
59.
27. Hayden.
60.
28.
Handel.
Wellington, Duke of.
61.
29. Hill, A. P.
Washington, Gen. George.‘
62.
30. Jeﬁerson, Thomas.
Washington, Martha.
31. Jackson, Andrew.
63.
Wagner.
64.
Whittier, J. G.
32. John, Frederick L.
The price of this volume is only $20.00 and it is offered as a premium to any person
sending a club of twenty subscribers to the PHRENOL’JGIOAL JOURNAL at $1.50 each.
In making up a club, orders for books for a part of the amount may be sent if desired.
That is, for an order of $30.00 worth of our publications, journals, or books, the Portrait
Gallo will be sent as a premium. the books and the premium to go b express at ex
The volume will be sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, 20.00, or single
pense 0 Agent.
These are suitable for framing, and many of them
portraits will be sent at 25 cents each.
have been sold for this purpose.
They are commended to Phrenological Lecturers who
wish to add to their sets of illustrations. They would make a gallery of portraits that the
people everywhere would be glad to see. and illustrate many traits of character. Mounted
on muslin in sets of tour with rings for hanging in hall, school-room, etc., at 50 cents each.
IAddress all orders to
F0 WLER & WELLS (30., Publishers, 775 Broadway, New York.

20.
21.
22.
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or stamps.)

(Silver

MAGAZINE,
CONDUCTED BY

MRS.

JOHN A. LOGAN,

It is full of good stories. Covers the
devoted to the sensible women and practical men of family.
household, from kitchen to parlor, from library to chamber. Trained writers conduct every depan~
Eminent authors, including
ment of home economy and home brightening.

J.

Bishop Vincent,
Emily Huntington lVliiler,
Amber,

Burdette,
Will Carleton,
Arlo Bates,

Robert

Josiah Allen's Wife,

Shirley Dare,
write for it regularly.

Mrs. Logan’s Reminiscences
of Washington

L ife.

A

series of papers by one who has experienced the inside society life of two \Vashingtonian epochsv
Pen pictures of the great Lincoln-Douglas Debates, and other stirring events in the modern histor}
of the country, witnessed by the writer personally.
Subsrnlpfz'on

acler in existence.

price, postage ﬁrtpaid,

jiffy unis

a year.

The

lmuuf-pria'd magusim-

THE BRODIX PUBLISHING

(f (liar

C0" Waehlngton,

D. C.

THE FAMlLY MAGAZINE OF THE WORLD.

i
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THE OVERLAND MONTHLY
FOR 1891.
E

5

MAGAZIN

THE

OF THE

MONTHLY

OVERLAND

PACIFIC

THE

IS

AMONG THE FEATURES FOR
I.

DESCRIPTIVE.
I.
2.

II.

2.
3.

Ill.

o

2.
3.

1891

COAST.

WILL BE

o

o

Illustrated articles presenting the picturesque natural features, and the growth
and possibilities of the different sections oi the Coast.
A series of articles on the social and industrial life of the Sandwich Islands.
o

o

o

o

Studies of disputed historical points in the history of the Coast, based upon
the reminiscences of survivors.
Personal reminiscences ot'life among the mines and on the frontier, preserving
the tone and spirit of that life.
Studies of the early Mexican and Indian lite.

SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL.
I.

IV.

o

HISTORICAL.
I.

E

o

Discussions of the peculiar social conditions of the Coast.
Descriptions of the various industrial interests.
Studies ofthe social and political problems ofthe day aﬁecting the Paciﬁc Coast.

FICTION.

o

o

o

o

0

Stories of early life on the frontier, and of contemporary Paciﬁc Coast life.

V.

TRAVELS
I.
2.
3.

VI.

AND ADVENTURES.

Records, chieﬂy from the adventurers themselves, of explorations in the re
mote regions of the Continent.
Sketches of hunting, prospecting and outing on the Paciﬁc Coast.
Accounts of miners’ and gold hunters‘ life, and of pioneer experiences.

INDIAN

SKETCHES.

O

O

0

Accounts of the Indian wars, customs, character, myths, and traditions.

VII.

CURRENT

THOUGHT.

o

0

Comment on current thought oi the day in editorials, and in articles commenting
on recently published books in the ﬁeld of education, history, science and
political research.

Subscription,

$4.00 a

Year.

Sample Copy, 20 Cents.

Overland‘ Monthly Publishing Company,
420 Montgomery

Street, San Francisco,

Cal.
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The Brightest National Weekly Published.

KATE FIELD’S WASHINGTDN,
$2.00

a

Year.

5 Cents

a

Copy.

PUBLISHED SIMULTANEOUSLY
115 EAST 230 STREET,

AT

39 CORCORAN BUILDING,
wasumo-ros, o. 0.

NEW YORK.

WHAT IS

FIGZLD’S‘ WASHIQG‘I-‘Qﬂ?

HRH-‘62

IT IS NOT

A “ Woman’s Rights"

or “Suﬁra ist" Organ, an Anti-Marriage Tract, A Missionary Cir
cular, a Local Newspaper, a ashion Journal, a Weekly Cook-Book, a Vent for
Fads and Isms. an Ascetic, a Dyspeptic, or a Misanthropic Sheet.

A

IT IS SIMPLY

Healthy, Human, Good-Tempered, Wide-Awake and Breezy National Review for Live
It speaks right out in meeting ; It calls a spade a spade;
Men and Womenl
It is Interested in Everything; It is Honest of Purpose, never
Sombre when Serious, or Vulgar when Merry.

IT CONTAINS
KATE FIELD'S LEADERS ON TIMELY TOPICS.
Telephone Talks with Noted People, Greenroom Chat by Prominent Actors, Pen Portraits
of Reigning Celebrities, Stories, Plays. Poems, Witticisms, Sketches of
Travel and Adventure, Correspondence and Criticism,
and all short, crisp and spicy.

What “Kate Field’s Washington’s ” Readers Write.
Your

paper is very taking—~type, paper, make-up—all are attractive, and show ex
As for the editorial matter, it is. of course, alive with your own
and jud ment.
wise vivacity, an the contributed departments promise good service and entertainment. _,
Edmund Clarence Stedman.
perience

-

Sparkling.

Jae. Russell Lowell.

I sincerely

Do not make it too
hope the paper will have the success it already deserves.
bright and beautiful to last, you can make it good enough and not half try. John Hay.

P. T.

It's alive.

I think “The Players" column an excellent idea.
immediate and lasting success.

You

Congratulations upon your appearance.

Barnum.

wishes for
,E'dwin Booth.

have my sincere
Lem’

P. Morton.

Every number I have taken up so far has interested me. I am sure to ﬁnd there some
Ma/ry Mapea Dodge.
thing that I like to know, and that I cannot ﬁnd in other papers.
May your WAsnnw-rou live long and prosper.

I/lm‘a Gilbert Calhoun.

Put me down as a subscriber. I have read the Comedietta in Vol. 1, No. 1, and con
sider that it squares the account, although I shall expect a continuance
breezy
ofg'our
Juatin
Morn'll.
paper.
Splendid manifesto!

I

Go in and win.

must tell you how pleased

I

Congratulations.

W.

J.

Florence.

am over the success of your little paper.

Stuart Robson.

a newspaper man not to admire the energy, courage and journalistic
_
‘I
instinct which your Wasnmo'ros displays.
George William Curtis.
am too good

.
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BETTER TIIAN EVER.
‘

At the Head_

'

of

Wlde Awake

.

A

IBQI.

7

FEW OF THE GOOD THINGS TO
COME.

Serial Stories likely to become
famous in Juvenile Literature.

Fom'

FIVE

L ITTLE

PEPPERS

GROWN UP. By MARGARET SIDNEY.

The story will have ﬁfty Illustrations.

MARIETTA’S GOOD TIMES. By
MAnIETTA AMBROSI.
The true story of
a little Italian peasant girl.
Her adven»
tures in her own words, from her own
manuscript.

CAB AND CABOOSE.
The Rise
of a Railroad Boy. By KIRK Moxnos.
Life behind the iron horse. Ca tivatin
and exhilaratin . strikingly il UStl'ﬁlBCE
MISS MAT LDA, ARCHAMBEAU

SI;7BSCRIBE NOW!
Cut out and send vrlth $2.4!) Io D. Lo'hroy
00.,ma receive onms'rms hUlIBl-Ill FREE.

V AN BORN,

(Little

Folks’ Serial.)

By ELIZABETH Commas.
3
SHORT STORIES in eat variety, beautifully illustrated.
INTERESTING AR ICLES, many of them elaborately pictorial.
31

Prlze Problems with Cash Awards;

Open to all

Subscribers.

The ﬁrst competition of the year, SOME PROBLEMS OF HOROLOGY.
will interest High School students, and will be in three sections, with three sets of
cash prizes. The problems have been prepared by Mr. E. H. Hawley of the Smith
sonian Institution.
FOUR FINE BALLADS, fully illustrated by GARRET, SANDHAM, and TAYLOR.
FIGURE DRAWING FOR CHILDREN . By CAROLINE RIMMER. Twelve
Illustrated Lessons, with rizes.
OUR GOVERNMENT.
y Hon. JOHN D. LONG. A series of papers for pre
citizenship.
paring boys (and irls) for
The ever popular
ays tointelligent
do hings, the School and Playground Stories,
Tangles, Post-Office, and Men and Things'will be continued.
lVide Awake is only $2.40 a year, post-paid,

D.

Enlarged

to

Every Number.

100 Pages

LOTHROP COMPANY, Publishers.
THE PANSY.

BABYLAND.

Helpful
to the

mother.

The one magazine for babies.

Dainty
1n
eaci
tures.

storieg,
num er.poelr‘nsiljirigles
u 0 picchildren one to six

yem'gO‘Lld'- a yearI

For
?loungest
__
Reade7‘s‘

—

For

I Lilli! ml

5 c‘ a

and

l‘I 0-

WOW}
magazine for little folks
beginning to read.
75 fullno end
page
pilcltures
of sma
er ones
(besiéles
urin g the
)
yea“
100. a No.
$1.00 a year.

A

Sunday
and
V

Week-

day
Read.

in“

Edited by PANSY__(MTS_

R, Alden)_
'-

G_
_

volts‘; llégstxtleggmfgxllégbérggl

eight to fourteen.
Serials by
I’ A NS Y and MARGARET

SIDNEY.

Impot'létgntitgiszJ
cmmec
l” .
.

geav‘gfigc‘eheiz

D

eartto
“s
thlose
‘n'

‘a? .
an“; 5“

‘g'Pecial mtg?“
m5 tepas
0
1111
maltySchools.
81.00 a year. 10 cents a No.

THE LOYHR 0P MA GAZINES- Specimgghoffanylgnev18mm“
0
our
cen
D. LO'I‘HROP COMPANY, BOSTON.
'

6

.
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LOTHROP COMPANY’S NEW BOOKS

For the Fall of 1890 are varied. attractive, and well worth the personal inspection of all book-buyers.
ers of Scaisxns's MAGAZINI will serve their own interests by using this page as an examining
and purchasing guide when making selections at their booksellers.
calculated to serve as hints toward manly
THE LATEST IN GIFT BOOKS.
living and manly doing. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Out of Doors with Tennyson.

Elbridge 8. Brooks. A welcome
Edited b
souvenir or every lover of the poems of En land's laureate. Selections from Tennyson
Pastoral Poems, fully illustrated and prefaced
by an appreciative introduction. Large quarto,

Cloth
urcharen of
Bulwer'l " Score?

_
ift books should also look“ a am of
clothes
Wordinvorth's
E illlbeﬂl Stuart Phelps'u “Lost
from Nature," andWop,"
W'i1i¢er"—nll delightful volumes.

THE LATEST IN FAMILY READING.
The Story of Wisconsin.

By Reuben Gold Thwaltee.

The Story of Kentucky.

By Emma M. Connell .
These latest issues in t egraphlc series of his
torical ictures known as the "Story of the States.“
are of nterest and im rtance to all Americans.
Each volume is an ii ustrated octavo, in cloth,
$1.50.

The Lion City of Africa.

In

.

the Riding School.
By Theo. Stephenson
Browne. A chatty
manual on horseback riding for ladies. New,
practical and reliable. 12mo, cloth. $1.00.

THE LATEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
A Real Robinson Crusoe.
Edited by J. A. Wilkinson, at the dictation of
the survivor of one of the most remarkable and
stirring of desert-island experiences. The
Crusoe of iictlonis here outdone by the real
Crusoe. 12mo, cloth, $1.25.

-

d

r

75 cents.

THE LATEST FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Chuck Purdy.

W. O. Stoddard. A capital stor of a New
ork boy. Honest, breezy, inspir ng. 121110,
cloth, $1.25.

Hermit Island.

By Katherine Lee Bates. Astory of girl life
on a New England island . A study of character
charmingly told. 12mo. cloth, $1.25.

The Dalzells of Daisydown.
By E. Vlnton Blake. A story of real girls

and

fun, and real prom tin
toward
manlinessand womanllness. 12mo,c oth,$1.50.
Five Little Pep rs Midway.
By Margaret kidney. A sequel to that most
of all children's books, " Five Little
popular
eppers," and
bright and bewltching.
12mo. cloth. $1.gates
Finding Blod ett.
A stirring story of
.Hamilton.
Bv George
e ort and pluck and how a. boy labored for jus
tics—and got it. i2mo. cloth. $1.25.
boys.

real

FOR THE

LITTLE FOLKS.

Dollikins and the Miser.
A

By Frances Eaton.
delightful story of a de
lightful little girl, told by the author of “A
Cloth,
Illustrated.
Queer Little Princess.“
$1.50.

Little He

d

and She.
A natural story of
By Grace Denio Lltchﬂeld.
two natural children, the trials the had and
they
unconsciously
did. 0
good
the
as well
as youn will find this story charming. 'Beau
tifully
lustrated. Cloth. 81.60.

How New England was Made.

By Frances A. Humphrey. History made en
tertalning for younger readers by one of the
brightest of historical story-tellers.
Boards,
$1.25.

A Sunday Album for Boys

and Girls.
By Rev. J. it. Simmons.
A welcome novelty
lor quiet Sundays.
Quarto. boards, $1.25.
Rhymes for Little Readers.
beautiful new “ color book." by Miss A. W.
Adams. A welcome addition to every nursery.
Boards, $1.00.
A

A unique collection of
By Malcolm Townsend.
the “curious" in United States history. A
12mo, cloth,
book for every American home.
$1.

of adventure
.

By Grant Allen. A thrilling stor
in the South Pacific. 12mo, clot

i

“ U. B."

;

1.75.

Wednesday the Tenth.

Lamb's Essays.

Edited with annota
A biographical sketch.
A
tions, by Elizabeth Dcering Hanscom.
unique and notable edition of best essays of the
ntle Elia. with copious explanations of the
eretofore not understood personal references.
12mo, cloth, $1.% ; full gilt, $1.50. _
Anne Bradstreet: Her Life and Times.
The life story of one of
By Helen Campbell.
America-‘s most remarkable woman, told by one
of America's most popular women writers. A
strong book. 12mo, cloth. $1.25.

,h

B

25'

Willis Boyd Allen. An absorbing story of
venture and ex [oration “in darkest Africa.“
Finely illustrate . Cloth, $2.25.
Around the World with the Blue Jackets.
Lleut. H. E. Rhoades, U. S. N. Life on the
. S. S. Iroquois. in her voyage to show the
flag in the out of the
places of the world.
s,
Profusel
illustrated was:l
‘ot
.
boa
3225

.

By Harriet Taylor Upton. An intensely inter
esting glim so of the family life of the White
House dur ng the administration of the six
“historic Presidents" from Washington to
Jackson. Profuseiy illustrated. Quarto, gold
cloth, $4.00 ; morocco, $8.00.

ret Sidney. Abrilliantstoryofforest
By Mar
life an home happenings, by one of the most
polar of American home story-tellers. Fully
llustrated. Cloth, $2.25 ; boards, $1.75.

y

Children.

An Adirondack Cabin.

lyly

Edited by Oscar Fay Adams. A sumptuous
presentation of poems on nature, selected from
famous poets and suited to the twelve months
01' the changing year. Profuse]
illustrated.
An oblong quarto, bound in gel cloth, ‘6.00;
in full morocco, $10.00.
Great Cities of the World.
Edited by Elbrldge 8. Brooks. An entertaining
and panoramic description of the world's larger
cities. Fully illustrated. Largequarto, cloth,
full gilt, $3.50.
_
_
Our Early Presidents, their Wives and

.

The Poet’s Year.

Baby’s Annual for

1891.

A collection of the best and brightest things
for little readersBoards. $1.25.
Bound volumes of WIDI Awsnr. Psssv, Oua
AND
Starting Points.
Li'rru: MIN
Wound and Bmvnsun, for
by Abby H. Fairﬂeld.
A collection
Compiled
1890. in brilliant covers. Perfect storehouses
of bright. apt, practical and helpful selections,
of good reading.
Send for the Illustrated Descriptive Holiday Catalogue of D. Loﬂirop C0. Free on Anplication.

D. LOTHROP CO., PUBLISHERS, BOSTON.
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ESTABLISHED BY

THE

1..

EDWARD

YOUMANS.

POPULAR SCIENCE
MONTHLY.
THE BEST MAGAZINE FOR THINKING PEOPLE.
continuing the well-known features that have
valued and respected for nearly a score of

I

1'

8

made

years,

will

it

W/zz'te

THE POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY
soon

of

the puolieatz‘on

6egz'n

a series

Qf im

portant articles on
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN INDUSTRIES SINCE THE
TIME OF COLUMBUS.
Each article will be prepared

by a. writer of long practical acquaintance with his subject, and

will

Among the early papers in this series will be The Development of the Cotton
Manufacture, by EDWARD Amxson; The Iron and Steel lnduatry, by W. F. Dunrxe; Woolens, by

be copiouslyillustrated.

S. N. D. Non-re, and Glass, by Prof. C. Hmrono

Agricultural

Machinery and Ship-building

Hon. DAVID A. Wanna on Taxation.

A

Hmmnasos.

Articles on the Silk, Paper, Pottery,

industries are among those in active preparation.
series of papers on The Principles

course of lectures given by Mr. Wells at the invitation

of Taxation,

based upon a

of the Faculty of Harvard University, will be

one of the features of the coming year.

Dr. ANDREW D. WHITE‘S

New Chapters in the Warfare

of Science will continue to appear from

time to time.

The other contents of the magazine will b: of the same general character and high order of
excellence

as heretofore.

With other illustrations, each number containea ﬁnely engraved Portrait of some eminent man of
science.

with a Biographical Sketch.

There

is hardly a question of the day upon which science

does not

throw

light,

a problem of human interest whose solution can not be best approached
method of scientiﬁc research.
The brightest minds have recognized that
the
by

hardly

furnishes the most eﬂicient guidance in ordering the lives and aﬂ'airs
No one who wishes to keep up with the knowledge of the time can aﬂ'ord
without The Popular Science Monthly.

Single Number, 50 cents.

COMPANY,

6

New York: D. APPLETON

1,

to

be

3
&

of

men.

is

science

Bond Street.

Yearly Subscription,

$5.00.

lI
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28

West

S.

WERNER,

23d Street, N.

Y.

HEADQUARTERS FOR VOCAL, ELOCUTIONARY
DRAMATIC LITERATURE.

AND

Some of my Publications.

WERNER’S VOICE MAGAZINE. A monthly

journal for those who read, who
speak and who sing.
A guide for the restorin , the cultivating and the preserving
of the voice for speech and for song, The leading specialists of the world its con
tributors. Indispensable to every professional user of the voice.
20 cents a num
ber: yearly..._ ........................................................................................ “$1.50

DELSA RTE RECITA'I‘ION BOOK.

Something
Edited by Elsie M. Wilbor.
unique in recitation books.
Original in design and unequalled in excellence.
Every piece has been either written, translated, arranged or adapted specially for
the book, which contains over 250 pa es of recitation
ems, not one but has its
raison d’etre, its
n the covers and between
reason forgbeing inserted.
them originality gustifying
s stamped, making it safe to sa that no such recitation book has
ever been issued, and that it marks an era in boo s of this class ................ "$1.25
SYSTEM OF EXPRESSION. By Genevieve Stebbins. A
for
book of msthetic physical training for all persons of culture, and
particularly
the elocutionist, orator. actor, public reader, lawyer, preacher, painter,
scu ptor,
A
and all others who wish to give expression to their bodies or to their work.
comprehensive, practicalexposition of the Delsarte philosophy. Illustrated...§2.00
SYSTEM OF ORATORY. By l‘Abbe Delaumosne and Mme
Arnaud, and the unpublished writings of Francois Delsarte.
A full presentation of
the Delsarte philosophy by Delsarte himself, and h
his personal pupils. Nearly
600pages, with many charts and illustrations, inc uding the famous “Chart of
Angels ” and “ Chart of Man,” printed in colors.
Net._ .......................... "$2.50

DELSARTE

DELSARTE

DELSARTE SOCIETY
AN

GYMNASTICS AND VOICE-CULTURE.

By Genevieve Stebbins. A Delsarte primer, specially adapted to elementary class
use, arranged in regular lessons with questions for pupils to answer and portions of
the text to be memorized.
Music to accompany the calisthenics. Net .... "$1.00
HOUR
DELSAR'I‘E. By Anna Morgan. A study of expression,
with 24 original full page illustrations.
Quarto, elegantly printed and bound, with
........ “$2.00
............
design of a Greek woman on cover... ..........................
METHOD OF SINGING. By Josephine Rand. A thorough
course of training, forming a plain, comprehensive
method and progressive course
for the cultivating of the voice.
With a carefully prepared set of vocal exer

WITH

PRACTICAL
cises

.........................................................

THE ART OF BREATHING

AS A

...................................... “$1.00

BASIS OI“ TONE-PRODUC

TION. By Leo Coﬂ’er. A book indispensable to all educators, preachers, law
yers, sin ers and elocutionists, and to every one desirous of having a good voice
and goo health. Numerous cuts and music illustrations.
Net ............... "$2.
GYMNASTICS OF
VOICE. B Oscar Guttman. A system of correct
and speaking,
base
upon ph siological laws designed for
breathing in singin
schools and for self-instruction.
Finely illustrated an bound .................. “$1.25
By J. M. W. Kitchen.
AND
FUNCTIONS.
A popular consideration of the diaphragm in its relations to respiration and
the production of voice. Flexible cloth.
Illustrated ........................... “$1.00
ELOCUTIONARY STUDIES AND NEW RECITATIONS. By Anna
Randall Diehl. Selections analyzed and explained A large variet of entirely new
and original pieces, suitable for all occasions.
Flexible cloth, 6 cents; paper,

THE

THE DIAPHRAGM

ITS

85 cents.

SOPRANO VOICE-TRAININ G EXERCISES.

By Emil Behnke and Charles
of progressive lessons for acquiring resonance, attack and
ﬂexibility for the whole compass of the voice. Net ................................ “Q .60
Full oﬂicial reports by the Ger
CASE OF
man physicians, and by Sir Morell Mackenzie.
This is the only edition giving in
.25
one book the unabridged reports, with all the illustrations..........................81

W. Pearce.

4.3 pages

EMPEROR FREDERICK

III.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.
ANY OF THESE BOOKS SENT POSTPAID,
RECEIPT OF PRICE. ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

ON
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THE AMERICAN ANALYST,
OFFICE,

-

-

-

-

-

,

I9 Park

Place,

NEW YORK.
H. LASSING, M. D.,
T. P. MCELRATH,
Editars.

AMERICAN ANALYST is a Popular Weekly Analysis for the
and Consumer of everything relating to man’s Physical Need and
Family
c
§IZHE
Comfort, and a Review of Industrial Progress, Sanitation, and the Chem
istry of Commercial Products.
It contains matters of interest for every family, physician, food producer,

It is preserved for permanent reference.
seller and CONSUMER.
The steadily growing favor which the AMERICAN ANALYST is constantly receiv
ing at the hands of both the reading and the business public is the best evidence
It was the pioneer
that could be afforded of the useful ﬁeld of effort it occupies.
journal in this country to take up the ﬁght against adulteration, and stands to
day, by public acknowledgment, the only competent exponent of the principles
To this end the realm of sophistication
involved in that momentous struggle.
and fraud has been thoroughly explored, and its corruptions, as far as practicable,
Charlatans, adulterators, and handlers of poisonous
exposed to the public view.
food have been summarily and uncompromisingly dealt with.
Humbugs seeking
to enrich themselves, through the sale ‘of high-sounding speciﬁcs for human ail
ments, have been subjected to the crucial test of thorough chemical analysis of
their goods, and where the latter, as too frequently occurred, proved to be utter
frauds in name, composition, and pretended effects upon the system, the real
facts have been placed before our readers in order to save the public from further
The veil of chemical mystery in which tricksters of this
unconscious imposition.
kind ostentatiously envelop their processes of manufacture, protects them as yet
from the criminal laws to which other conﬁdence operators are held amenable,
and the only method for counteracting their nefarious schemes is through public
In exposing this species of fraud, the AMERI
exposure by the newspaper press.
CAN ANALYST has conferred a beneﬁt upon the community, to which the latter is
giving grateful and substantial recognition.
In addition to the foregoing, the AMERICAN ANALYST is in constant co-opera
tion with the Boards of Health of this and other cities, in eﬁ‘orts to secure sani
tary and food reforms through organized methods, and while it is nobody’s mouth
piece, it is conceded to be the only popular medium through which those bodies
before the general public.
can bring their purposes and action intelligently
Reaching as it does all classes, manufacturers, merchants, physicians, chemists
and private families all over,the land, its inﬂuence is exerted over a vast radius,
producing results as visibly marked as they are wide-spreading.
Subscri p tion ’$ 1.00 p er y ear.

The American. Analyst,

ADDRESS

19

Park Place, New York.
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A GREAT LITERARY BARGAIN.
Five Famous Romances

of the American Forest.

THE LEATHERSTOCKING

TALES.

BY jAMES FENIMORE COOPER.

An entirely new edition of the Leather-stocking Tales has just been published in one
large and handsome volume of over three hundred
quarto pages, containing all of
largeridged, viz.:
these famous romances, complete, unchanged and vuna

THE DEERSLAYER, THE PATHFINDER, THE LAST OF THE MQHICAN
THE PIONEERS, THE PRAIRIE.

S,

This edition is printed on good paper from large
It is a delightful book and one
which should have a place inevery American home. type.
tcontains ﬁve of the most charming
romances that the mind of man has ever conceived. A whole Winter's reading is com
All who have not read Cooper's stories have in store for
prised in this mammoth volume.
themselves a rich literary treat.
Every member of the family circle will be delighted with
them.
We have made an arrangement with the publisher of this excellent edition of the
Leatherstocking Tales whereby we are enabled to oﬂ'er this large and beautiful book almost
as a free gift to our subscribers.
Such an offer as we make would not have been possible
a few years ago. but the lightning
rinting press, low pricepf pa er and great competition
in the book trade, have done won era for the reading public, an this is the most marvel‘
one of all.

WANT IN MY WEEKLY PAPER.
I want
I want
1 Want
I want
News.
I want Reliable Market Reports, Reliable quotations of Farm Products,
WHAT

I

a reliable paper that I can safe] take into my family.
a Weekly Sermon and Sunday-School Lesson.
a paper which re resents High Ideals and Sound Principles.
the Latest Home Flews, the Latest Foreign News, the Latest Political

Live Stock Markus. Financial and Commercial.
Editorials on Political, Social and Moral Questions.
best Editorials in New York and other daily
and weekly papers to let me know what they think of matters.
good reliable Farm and Garden Articles witten by Practical Men.
to know something of the Home Life of the American people and of their
Life, thoughts and experiences.
pleasant, moral stories for the Young People, that the children ma look
For the paper as they 0 for a friend.
Stories of Interest for Elders, for we, too, like our hours of leisure.

Sensible and Seasonable
I want the
cream of the

I want
I want
I Want
ILwant

I want

I don’t want,

THIS IS WHA I‘ I DON’T WANT:

padding doesn't add to the value,
And I haven't time to read them.
Editorials, written by special pleaders
Who can see nothing good in any side but their own.

long, padded News Articles

I don’t want Fierce,

one-sided

NOW, WIIAT

; the

PAPER WILL FILL THE BILL

?

WIANBWBRZ

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY WITNESS
ONLY

EVERY

81

TIME.

DOLLAR

A YEAR.

The Wrrsase is just the paper for Farmers, Farmers’ Wives, Farmers‘ Sons, Farmers’
Blacksmiths, Carpenters, Build
Dau hters. Country Merchants, Country Store-keepers,
ers, Stone Masons and all other laborers who form the backbone of our Country, and who
want to be thoroughly posted in what is going on in the World.
lists of any apcr in America.
‘l The IVITNESS oﬂ'ers one of the most valuable
prices.‘ Send for (1 rec copy.
Every Article guaranteed and away below retai [premium

Read our Great Premium Offer!

Send us $1.10 and you will receive the NEW YORK WEEKLY WITNESS one year,
NO VELS—all Postage Paid by us—which
and the above FIVE WORLD-RENOWNED
ought to be read in every Patriotic American Home. You will thus get at least 34 value

for

$1.10.

WEEKLY WITNESS,

New

York City.
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VOICE OF MASONRY
AND FAMILY MAGAZINE.

..
In
great

a

variety

of Masonic matter—40
Masonic question

Every important
and

cons

are

given.

If

indispensable.

to

Masonic periodical

other

no

you

‘Thousands
are not

or

much

receives

of

therein,

are

esteem

now

is

a

follows,

as

ﬁnd

so

Masonic information.

attention

Craftsmen

Craftsman

a

genuine

a subscriber

The terms of subscription

begin.

can

paper

the pros

and

the
good

magazine

payment

as

for you

time
to

be

in

advance:
One Month, 80 Cents;

8 Months,

90 (cuts;

6 Months,

$I.75; One Year, 88.00

STANDARD MASONIC WORKS.
WORSHIPFUI. MASTER'S ASSISTANT,
MASONIC PARLIAMENTARY LAW,

'
'

'

'

'

all orders

and

communications

-

[Mackey]

FREEMASON'S MONITOR,
‘
'
'
'
BOOK OF THE CHAPTER,
'
'
'
'
'
'
CRYPTIC MASONRY,
'
TEXT BOOK OF MASONIC JURISPRUDENCE,
'
°
'
'
SYMBOLISM OF FREEMASONRY,
'
'
'
'
'
‘
'
MASONIC MUSIC,
MANUAL OF THE LODGE,
GENERAL AHIMAN REZON AND FREEMASON‘S
‘
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
GUIDE,
FAMILIAR TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE OF MASONIC JURISPRUDENCE.
'
'
GUIDE TO THE ROYAL ARCH CHAPTER,

Address

[Macoy.]
[Sickels.]

[Mackey.]
[Mackey]

[Gould]

-

1.60

1.50

'

2.00
'

-

2.50
2.25

-

.25
2.00

-

[Sickels.]
[Simons.]

2.00

-

[Mackey.]

[Mackey.]
[Morgan]
[Mackey.]

$1.50
-

-

2.00

1.50
'

1.50

to

JOHN W. BROWN, Publisher,
I82 8:

184

SOUTH CLARK STREET,

Rooms

CHICAGO. ILL.
General and Local Agents Wanted.

:2 and

u.
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ECLECTIC MAGAZIN E
OF
Foreign

-

Literature,

-

Science

1891.—47th

YEAR.

-

and

-

Art.

The Foreign Magazines embody the best thoughts of the ablest writers
of Europe. It is the aim of the ECLECTIC MAGAZINE to select and reprint
The plan of the ECLECTIC includes Scimre, Essays, Reviews‘,
these articles.
Biograplziral Skate/res, JYistoriml Papers, Ar! Critirirm, Travels, Poetry, and
Short Stories from

THE ABLEST WRITERS IN THE WORLD.
The
articles

following are the names of some of the leading
appear in the pages of the Ecuzcrrc:

AUTHORS
Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
Alfred Tennyson.
Professor Huxley.
Professor T ndsll.
W. H. Illa look.
J. Norman Lockyer I". R. S.
E. A. Freeman,
C.
E. B. Tyler.
Prof. Max Muller.
Professor Owen.

I

Etc,

Eclectic

The
on the

enables

great questions

of

the

whose

I

James Anthon Fronds.
Thomas Hug es.
Al ernon C. Swinburne.
llliam Black.
Mrs. 01! liant.
Card nal Manning.
Miss Thackeray.
Thomas Hardy.
Robert Buchanan.
Henry Taine.
Etc.

American reader

the

authors

day throughout

to keep

the world,

himself informed
and no intelligent

American can afford to be without it.
The Eclectic comprises each year two large volumes of over 1,700
Each of these volumes contains a ﬁne steel engraving, which
pages.
adds

much

to the

attraction

of

the

magazine.

Teams—Single Copies, 45 cents; one copy, one year, $5; ﬁve copies,
Trial subscription for three months, $1. The Eclectic and any $4
$20.
magazine,

$8.

E. R. PELTON, Publisher,
25

Bond Street, New

York.
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THE HEALTH

EOOID

COMPANY

Diarrhoea,
Diabetes, Bright's
all who suffer from Dyspepsia, Consumption,
Addresses
Disease, and other wasting conditions, as well as all Physicians, Nurses, Parents, and others
having the care of such patients, and begs them to keep ever in mind these three utterances ot
wise men:

“The Blood is the Life." " From Food alone is Blood Created."
“ Only from Perfect Food can Perfect Blood and Perfect Life be Secured."
The intention of the HEALTH FOOD COMPANY is, and has been for sixteen years,

to
provide readil digestible foods for each and every diseased or enfeebled state of’the body; and,
to the healthy man, woman, and child such nutritive substances
not only this, ut also to
the aily wear and tear, and waste, of body and brain in_ the adult, and
as will su pl and rebuild supp‘?v
1 c ements of growth in the young, so that a sound constitution, and high mental and
provide
the lot of all who
by its labors.
physical powers
- That the "EA
Y has marked out new paths, in untroddcn ﬁelds,
TH FOOD COMPA profit
mailbe
is evident. Thousands of watchful physicians have acknowledged the great assistance derived by
aticnts from the use of these unequaled nutrients, one of the greatest among them, Prof. Austin
Flint, having once declared that by their aid patients often recovered whose condition he would
persons
otherwise have considered ho cless, while hundreds of thousands_ of non-professional
have borne testimony in speec and in writing to the beneﬁts resulting from the use of these up
mphlet on “ Food
building substances. The strong words of Rev. . F. Clymer, as found in a
ork, may be con
New
Broadway,
and Morals,” published b Messrs. Fowler 6:
oils,
77? ent investigator, who, after years of
sidered as coming from t e vcr heart of a most inteli
strength and power to 0 his important life-work through the
sufferin , found at last peace an
aid of l e foods to the virtues of which he thus bears cordial and earnest testimony:
" A dyspeptic myself, a member of a
dyspeptic family, and observing much of that kind of
misery and weakness which arises from digestive feebleness, I have been com cllcd to study the
urin
many years;
subject of food in its relation to bodily and mental and moral well-being,
and it is not less a pleasure than a duty to say that an intimate acquaintance with t e researches
of the Health Food Co. and its products has convinced me that this organization is the center
and source of the best information obtainable in any land on the subject of dictetics; that the
foods which it pre arcs from many substances cspeciall
from cereal grains, are the best in the
world; and that al .who seek to live wisely and well, al who are strong and would continue so,
all who are feeble and would fain be strong, all in whom the spirit to lead noble and useful lives
is willing, but in whom the flesh, alas! is weak—owe it to themselves and to all whom ll’l\_‘ have
the great work of this company."
power to inﬂuence. to learn all that can be learned concernin
Here isa partial list of the HEALTH FOOD COHPA
’S preparations,with brief state
ments of some of the conditions in which they are sure to prove very beneﬁcial:
Peeled Wheat F10llr.—An ideal "Whole Wheat Flour," producing a darkish bread, vcr '
rich in nitrogenous phosphatic elements; a wonderful builder-up.
$9.00 per bbl.; $4.75 per ha
bbl.; 5 c. per pound.
substance, making the best
Cold Blast Extra Floun-A very superior bread-makin
light-colored bread in the world.
$io.oo per bbl.; $5.25 per hal bbl.; 5 1-2 c. per pound.
Whole Wheat Gluten—Used advantageously in diabetes, Bright's disease, oval-fatness,
and in all conditions in which starch proves harmful.
In boxes, 25c.
Cereal Coffee—A valuable fattening nutrient substitute for tea, coﬂee, and cocoa. In
b oxes, 30c.
very best breakfast food known to man; quickly cooked, deliciously
wheatelllL—The
In boxes, 250.
ﬂavored, easil digested, and very nourishing.
Unlversa F00d.—A great builder-up in all feeble conditions; a perfect food for dyspeptics.
_
In boxes, 50c.
Infants’ Universal F00d.—Considered superior to all other artiﬁcial foods, securing solid
flesh, ros complexions, good bones, teeth, and hair. In boxes, 50c.
In
Lact c waferS.——Relicve all stomach and bowel troubles in babies and young children.
boxes, 50c.
Mlcmac.—A very valuable stomachic for use in dyspepsia and headaches, and in all
choleraic or diarrhozal states. In bottles, Snoo.
It has proved very
owers.
Vltallne.—Thc best restorer of wasted nerves, and wanin
useful in Diabetes, BRIGHT’S DISEASE and CONSUMPTI ) . 1n bottles, $1.00.
Gluten suppositories—A local nutrient of great value in constipation and piles. In boxes,
Free by mail on receipt of price.
_
_
_
50c.
In addition to the eleven articles in the above list, we constantly prepare ‘thirty-eight others,
health,
in
all
and
curative
by
persons
possess
eaten
which may be advantageously
many of'which
power in various forms of disease. All these foods are described in our circulars and pamphlets,
We mail our interesting
rinted inat
set forth.
and their ada tation to diseased states is
so cheerfully impart advice as to diet an regimen to
tcr freely to a 1 who send address. We a plainly
all who write in behalf of the sick, and describe the conditions seeking relief. For special cases
6,
of sickness, we prepare special foods adapted to the condition.

HEALTH

F001) COMPANY, 61

Fifth Ave,

Cor. 18th

St,

New York City.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

EQUIT—ABLE

MORTGAGE
CONDINSID

COMPANY.

Paid in (cash),
Surplus and undivided proﬁts,
Assets,

'

'

-

It you will send us the
name and address of any
baby born in 1885 or 1886
and a postage stamp, we
will mail that child a. sam
Our Little
ple copy of

'

Mortgage Company, we hereby certify that the
foregoing accounts and statement are in con
formity therewith, Ind we believe that the ac
counts fully and fairly represent the position of
the Company as on the 30th june, 189o.
Barrow, Wade, Guthrie & C0.
New York, 16th Oct., x890.
6 Per Cent. Bonds and Debentures.
4 [-1 and 5 Per Cent. Certiﬁcates, running three
months to two years.
All ﬁrst-class investment securities bought and
sold.

OFFICES:

New York, ms Broadway.
Phlls" ith and Chestnut st.
Boston, ll? Devonshlre St.

London. England.
Berlin, Germany.
Kansas City, Missouri.
Invested to yield s pres
ent income of from 8
per cent to 8 per
cent with one half

IDLE

the proﬁts.

circulsrs

(H , :‘Il FT\MZD11L!EIT.
I’mr-l'nN, )1A“~

MONEY

A New Edition

Hill MOTHERS
A BOOK FOR

and

the

Nurs

ery,” the most beautiful
magazine in the world (or
little people. Address
00., 365'1, BOSTON.

BBOW

317883114PUBLISHING

MILLER s

New York Cit , 39 West 26th St
AProhibitiou iome. l’atronized
H OTE Lby w.c.'r.u. and Y.M.C.A. work
ers visiting N. Y. Turkish, Electric and Roman
Charles H. Haynes, Prop‘r.
Baths. Address,
I

The

" House

Beautilul

is never complete without

"
a

beautiful lamp. But " The
Rochester" is not only beau.
tii'ul—it is a. GOOD lamp~a
lamp with the light of the
There are 2,000
morning.
artistic
varieties of
this
beautiful lamp.

ROCHESTER LADIP 00-,
42 Park Place, New York.

of

AND DAUGHTERS:
ALL WOMEN.

mm A COIPLETE

Guide for the Household.
BY MRS. 12.0. COOK, M. D.
with numerous
explanatory

illustrated

the tax plates,
.
One volume, i2mo. cloth, gilt, price, ‘1.50.

"B

Once

Look for this stamp—“Tm; Rocuzsrzn," and ask
for the written guarantee
If the lamp dealer hasn't
the genuine Rochester, and the style you want, send
to us for illustrated price~list, and we will send you any
lamp by express.

to

Wu. H. PABMENTER.
General A cut of the
“TYNEBI VFQTVENT

“

$2,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
396,716.85
[1,168,685.04

The well-known ﬁrm ofnccountants. Barrow, Wade,
Guthrie & Cm, of London, Manchester and New
York, upon auditing the accounts of the Company as
ublished June 30th, i890, appended thereto the fol
owing certiﬁcate:
Having examined the books of the Equitable

Hygienic

I'IUW 0|.D IS MY BABY?

STATEXENT, JUN! 30, 1890.

Capital subscribed,

Semi for

3

o!

BALI BY

Publishing Co., 97 Broodwny. N. Y.
Fowler & Wells Co., 775 Broadway, N. Y.
john W. Lovell (20., N. Y.
H. H.0tll, Chautauqua, N. Y.

AN 0PPORTUNI'I‘Y

is offered to purchase a ﬁnely equipped
Sanitarium or an interest in the same.
The institution is well known, its patron
age large and of the best character. Every
summer more applications for rooms and
treatment are made than can be accepted.
Location everything that can be desired.
Address, Editor of the PIIRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL for particulars.

S. S. Stewart’: Celebrated Banjos, the leading
and best make.
In use by more rofessionsl players
than an ' other. Also Banjo i usic sud Instruc
tion Boo sin great
Banjo music for one
banjo, for two banjos,
for snjo and piano, etc.
variotﬁ.

THE BANJO AND GUITAR jOURNAL

the great stand-by for banjo pin. are. The only
paper of the kind published.
Pr ca 10 cents per
00 y.
Ear e illustrated catalogue and pricelist, giving
detaied information ubout the Banjo and its
music, mailed on receipt of 6 cents in stamps
Address, 8. S. STEWART,
221 (k 223 Church St.. Phila.., Pa.

ILL ms

for

$|_5[|

An Ice Cream Freezer, (the belt in the world.)
A Keystone Culinary Boater Ind Mixer (for melt
ing cake, breed, etc., etc whippin
cream, 0g
etc.,
end a thousand other things.) A goo. Cook
00k.

PAINE, DlEHL 8‘ CO.,

PHILAD'A, PA
AGENTS WANTED.

AGENTS WANTED for Books. Address,
Fowler & Wells 00.. 775 Broadway, N, Y.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

24

Threeweehs
oenxs
8m. \
To convince everybody, before subscribing, ol' the high quality and interest of our Beau
journal in its new form, we will send to any address 3 number- for 10
cents.
These numbers contain the ﬁrst chapters of “Jophthah’s Daughter.” by Julia .‘lla
gruderq of “Reunited.” n. charming novel by u. Popular Southern Audion—Eight

tifully Illustrated

Hhort Itories

by

E. Barr, Ilarriet Prescott Spolford. Maurice Thompson

Amelia

character sketch of Henry “'oodtlu Grady. by Oliver Dyer, author of
“ Great Senators of the United states.” running through three numbers. with a. lite-like tull
Ten articles 0t world-wide interest and value by James Partau.
page portrait of Mr. Grady.
M. W. Ilazl'ltine nn'l others—Sparkling Editorials. Illustrated Poems, Ilrlra
Marshall North's chatty column and the vast quantity oi’ other delightful reading mutter ot
interest to all members of the household, no to make up the most pet-toot. National Family
Journal ever otl'ered to the American people. Send ten cents for these three numbers and
Judge tor yourself. The Christmas Number of the New York Lodger will contain Stories
by Margaret Del-nth "Josiah Alleu’s “'il'eﬂ’ Amelia E. Barr and Robert Grant.
Supplement. containing 11Poem by James Russell
Also, a Magaitlceatly Illustrated
Lowell. An Illustrated Article by George Bancroft, on “ The Battle of [lake Brier"
beside a multitude ot other interesting articles. A Superb Cover for the Christmas Number
‘\as been designed by Wilson De Mela. Subscription price, 8‘) a. year.
und

others—A

NEW YORK LEDGER,
ROBERT BONNEP’Q

QONQ.

260

\VILLIA“

Sr.

N. Y

FOR THE FAMILY.

TWENTY FOUR PAGES

.

It

has a circulation

of i

reach these ﬁgures
annum and from

to cents

to 5

cents

H.000.

have

and upwards earl: z'nut, printed
in two colors, and elabaralely
r'llustraled by eminent arlrlvls.
We want 250,000, and that we may

REDl‘CED THE PRICE

trom $4 to $2

per copy; Avn Tim 'roo wrrn LARGELY mere/men

per

moor.

Story of Adventure.
By HORATIO ALGl-IK, JR.
Spirited Railroad Story.
By MATTHEW WHITE, JR.

\Rfalter Sherwoodas PrObatiOn,A

The Young Flagman,

A

Treasure of Southlake Farm,“smr’éﬁfiifiiﬁi'gﬁm

o

ill send A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION OF THREE NUMBERS'
- m
1
chent‘ztining the above three su erb s i l
d t we others — the
all—together with n wealth of com plete matter. all choigely lllhlsllrgtgg.
Address FRANK A. MUNSEY. PUBLISHER. 81 \Vnrren Street, New York.

0|’

_

WE WILL CLUB

Send a postal, ll costs but a cent, write
Goon HOUSEKEBPING with any publication or publications
Name just as many publications as you
plain and don't for ct to put. down your town, street and number.
on will get the whole lot so cheap that
OUSIKBKPING, and if you take many others
want with Goon
You will‘ save paper, envelopes and stamps. not to
Goon Houssxezrmc. ma be had for virtually nothing.
Now, why do we do this. you ask. We
speak of the time you wi l waste in writing to diﬁerent publishers.
expect a lot of them, and while ordering yours we will order hundreds of others, and as we know so well how
many different things there are to do in every twenty-four hours, we will help you to secure your reading
matter at as little cost as possible.
The regular
Beginning with January, 189:, Goon HOL'SEKKBMNG will be published MONTHLY.
subscription prlce is $2.40 a year, $1.20 for six months, $1.00 for ﬁve months.
Twenty cents a number.
All newsdealers sell it. S.\urt.s COMES FREE.

CLARK W. BRYAN & CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Publishers,
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THE

WORDS

BHEAPEST!

!

MUSIC

8b

in Every Case, or Money Reiunded.
WHY PAY 30 CENTS FOR ONE SO“ WHEN YOU CAN GET THIS BOOKWilli 600 FOR THE SAME PRICE? (I,
v
'
m 1
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“'idow Malone
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My heart (run
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TBIFET, 408 Wash. St.

THE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER
NEW YORK.

00.,

77 Nassau Stu

D.,

M.

by

1b!

DARGITZ,

Manag'g Plnsic’n.

RK

LITERATURE

JOURNAL OF

OMAN’S
oomssrigi

C)

i

or ‘ran "Hnnlonn“ meas
ure not in words, but in correct ﬁnger move
ments, is :5 per cent. greater than that of any
other typewriter.

Y.

scuance.

AND

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ONLY 50 GIFTS
YEAR.
T/u Bat [Monthly Publirlud ﬁr Lars than $2.00’
trial numbers on receipt of only
We will send
10 cents and addresses of 10 married ladies.
Address, WOMAN'S WORK, A'rnsss, Gnonou.
A

Tn: Brno

MOND made a record of
170 words per minute.
but the othors, sl though
present, declined to

A

sement, the HAM

N.

Open nil the year.
Second year of successful
operation. Treats and cures sufferers of all kinds
Hygienic Hydropathic and Magnetic methods.
0 Dr
. 'l‘eaches by daily lectures how to keep
well after goin home. Christian home. Neither
a hotel nor a. capital.
Has already references
from Maine to Iowa. Many cases successfully
Magnetism. Terms the ver
treated at home
.
lowest.
Circulars ree. Correspondence sollcl

4

t

i

a

At a. grand conoourl
of
in Paris,
by several pro
calltygewriterl
m n n
scientists of
France at Mnyoralty
Hall. Second Arrondls

Sanitarium,

WELLSVILLE,

J.

MEDALI

Boston, Mass

Riverside

TYPEWBITER."

P.

F.

Awarded the First Prize, GOLD
Paris Exposition, x889.

447-449 E. 52d 81.,

y

I

I

D F_

l
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“HAMMOND

to.

-

The above book. containing the words and music
of all of almvn 600 Songs. fol-sale by all News. lluok
and Music lh'lliel'ﬂ, or sent by mail. postage paid,
on I'l'lfl'ipt of‘ 30 cents (stamps or silver) by

PAc Es

com

‘_

u

_
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0
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c

You like a. newspaper that is bright, fresh and clever; whose tone is morally
healthy; so full of 00d things that you hesitate to destroy a single copy. Such a. paper
thousands of
is Tn: Anvn‘cn, ofg'l‘oronto, Csnsd 8,. It has already won fame amon
armed himself
American readers, without n line of advertising, simply by one friend,
and herself with its contents, showln it toothers. In no sense is it local in its character—
every line as readable and fresh in Ca ifornia. where we have a. host of subscribers. or New
York or Brooklyn, where we have also large lists, as in the city where published. It is able,
suggestive, educative. and religious, without being sectarian.
Beautifully printed, 12 pages—size
page 10x14—publlshed every Wednesday—52
times a ear. now entering its fourth year, and subscrl tion
rate only $1.00 a. year. Balance 1890free to new sub scribers. Trial trip. months. to new subscri ers,
25 cents. The n pearance of this ad. in Phrenological Journal is an endorsement of the character
only reliability of the publishers. Remit
an
postage stamps, registered letter or postal order.
Address, CANADIAN AD ANCE CO 48 Yonge Street, Arcade, Toronto, Canada.

AD VER TISEMENTS.
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F. Wilson Hurd’s Highland Hygiean Home,
THE WESLEY WATER-CURE,

Dr.

AT DELAWARE WATER GAP

EXPERIMENT MILLS P. 0., Pa.

Address

Situated in a most beautiful and healthful locality, no malaria: consumption rare. We receive
cases every month in the year.
“Rectal diseases a. s ccinlty. Treatment very successful by Dr
No cutting or incision.”
Brinkerhnli‘s new method, with little or no pain or delay From business.

H. O. CANDEE, ELECTROPATHIC PHYSICIAN, FORM ERLY VICE-PRESIDENT
AND ACTUARY OF THE ELECTRIC AND VITAPATHIC INSTITUTE. AT WASH
INGTON. D. 0.. GRADUATE OF THE VITAPATHIC MEDICAL COLLEGE OF
CINCINNATI, O.- RESIDENCE AND RECEPTION PARLORS, NO. 22) WEST iZD
STREET, BETWEEN 7TH AND 8TH AVENUE-S. NEW YORK CITY. GALVANIC
AND FARADIC BATHS, ETC. No medicines are used. Electricityls used at my
ELECTRICAL INSTITUTE, where all Acute and Chronic Diseases are successfully
By this All-powerful Auent. we are enabled to remove
treated with Electricity.
Rheumatism, Malaria, Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Sciatica, Premature Decline,
Insanity, Deafness, Asthma, Prolspsus-Uteri, Scrofula, Spinal Diseases, Cancers,
Kidney and Liver Difficulties, Dropsy, Lumbago, White Swelling, Tumors, Bron
chitis, Noise in the Head, Hysteria. Nervousness. Sleeplessness, etc. Also Blood
Diseases of whatever name or nature or how long standing, thoroughly eradicated from the system.
Call or send for Circulars. Consultation free. Office, 229 West 42d Street.
‘

Interested men and women Wanted to take
publications, to whom we will make hberal terms.
8:

WELLS
775

“ Fraternity

Means

Something.“

HOME AND COUNTRY

ESTABLISHED I885.
J08. W. KAY,
.
.
Editor and Publisher.
A monthly for all the people.

GUARANTEED CBCULATION 350,000 ANNUALLY.
Devoted to Veterans of the Civil War, National
Guard, Woman's World, Home Hints, Farm and
Garden, Men and Brethren, and kindred topics of
general interest.
Subscription. $1.00 per year. Single copies, 10 c.
Silii’ii COPIESiii) lDl'illTlShG ltlliS 0i ll’l’iltlTION.

Address HOME
96-98 Maiden

AND COUNTRY,

Lane, New York City.

SOLDIER’S RECORD.

Every V'eteran of the Civil War and every
family ofu. deceased comrade should have one.
Ours is s beautiful Lithographic Engraving
(20 x24 inches), vividly representing war scenes
on land and sea. On the corners are life~like
Medallions of Lincoln, Grant, Sherman and
Sheridan. The Surrender at Ap omuttox is a
prominent feature.
Panels for ti ling in date of
enlistment and discharge, record of service and
battles, and one to be used when a. comrade has
been mustered out forewr, make it. complete.
Nothing like it for the money. Price 2% cents.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
For copies of this elegant engraving, address
or a pply to

J.

V. TAYLOR,

THE VERY BEST AND LATEST PIEOEB.

We beat the

AddressJ. W. ESSEX, Room I4,

Maiden Lane, New York City.
\

93

vention, Causes, Symptoms and Treatment of
Every Form of Lameness to which the horse is
sub'ect, and the proper treatment of Wound:
of very Descrlptlon.
100

PAGES.

35

ENGBAVINGS.

Price, 50 Cents.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Address
T’. TAYLOR,
88 a Maiden Lane, New York Olty.

J.

VETERANS, ATTENTION!
JUST PUBLISHED:

THE

HONORS

THE EMPIRE

STATE

IN THE

WAR

THE REBELLIUN.

BY THOMAS

S. TOWNSEND.

in Cloth,

Popular Sheet Music
for catalogue and prices.

LAMENESS lN THE HORSE.

Dr. Wood‘s book tells all that. is known on the
subject. It. is devoted exclusively to the Pre

One Vol., Large nmo, 416 pp., Beautifully

96a Malden Lane, New York City.

Semlid
W0!‘ .

CO., Publishers,
Broadwav. New York.

[IF

FOWLER

OF

address,

tor our
For particulars

orders

Bound

The Regular Price of the Book in $2 50.
We offer it, sent by mail, prepaid, combined with
HOIE AND CouN'rnY, one year, to any address for
$2.50.

Address, 8,

HOME AND COUNTRY,
96‘98 Maiden Lane. N.

Y.

ADVERYISEMENCZS.
New Temperance

Publications

The National Temperance Society has published
over
different publications upon every phase
of the question. 170 of which are for Sundayschool
Libraries. Over 250 ﬁrst-class writers have con
tributed to their publication. Among the latest
are the following :
‘.l‘ho

Temperance Rand-book for 8 other!

The

National

and Workers. 12mo. 178 pages. By uiia Coi
man. Paper cover. 50 cents; cloth. .. . ‘1.00
It consists of ten Temperance Scripture las
sons. ten Bible Readings. ten Outline Temperance
Sermons. ten Outline Scientiﬁc Lectures, quota
tions from ten Temperance Mayors. together with
a variety of suggestions and directions, important
and valuable for all temperance workers.

Tom ornnce Almanac and
k for 1881. By J. N.

YosrStesrns.................
'.I.‘oototl.lor's

Notes for the Tom crsnce Battle
Trumset
Piel . 192 octavo pages.
nper cover. 30
cents;

per hundred .25. Boards, 35 cents;
per hundred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
030.00
A new book of Standard Temperance Songs.
containing the choicest of old and many new ones
from some oi’ the best talent in the country. The
best book yet published.

For Sunday-School Libraries.

Eat. the

Coal Miner's Boy. By Rev. '1‘. L.
Baily . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . “01.50
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.00
The captain's Bargain. By J. McNair
Wright

I‘ru Dagmar’: Son. lly J. McNair Wright.
In a Country Town. By A. L. Noble . . . . ..
The Attic Tenant. By M. D. Che1lis..
..
Curly Read. By Elvirton Wrlght..... ..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.
ily Mrs. S. M. 1. Henry.
.
1.00

SEEMS,

Publishing Agent,

58 Reads Street. N.

I.

inquii ingr women

who want to know “ what this House

Weekly is. that we so often hear about."
it s onld be said. ﬁrst. that it is s bri
keefler‘l
ht. delight
iul. reliable little household WEEKL '—the only
WEEKLY oi’ the sort—beloved by women because
i; is the one household psper
that comes as often
as baking or ironing day. It is edited by
several
women. ﬁrst among whom is MARION
practical
iAliLANI). but it is largely irn'llr'n by its readers.
who are always invited to write for it. and always
I'AID when they write. lt‘s a peculiar pnper.—it
has s spice and ﬂavor all its own.
One odd thing it
about is that it is only a dollar a year.
No free sample copies are sent: but every
woman
who sends the addresses of TEN FRIENDS
xent women) and ‘L5cents (sliver. wrapped) (intelli
on; it
‘in trial for thirteen weeks. and a benutii'u shell
paper cuttendesk cnlendsrand blotting pads.
FREE.
it gives women a new sensation.
Try it. Address:

liUl'SEKEEPER‘H WEEKLY.
Si‘ "\

."n'l A ri'h ﬁts" T’hlladn.

.

Contains 72 pages of Statistics of
ence. Anecdotes. Stories, Puzzles. Choice
Intsmper
Il us
trations. Poet-oilice Address oi’ Oi'llcers of State
and National Bodies. a full Directory of all Tem
0r anizations in New York City and
gernnce
rooklyn. a Temperance Papers, etc., etc.
Sent by mail on receipt of price. Ten cents,
single copies : $1 per dozen ; $7 per hundred.
Concert Temperance Exercises. A collection
of Exercises. in which a number of children take
rt ; bright. taking. instructive. and entertain
ng. suitable for use on any occasion. It also
contains
special exercises for Christmas.
Day. New Year's, and other holi
Thanksgiving
days.
ompiled and edited by Miss L. Penney.
16mo. 160 pages. cloth bound. 50 cents; paper
covers...
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .. .25
Pin and Pencil ; or. Pictures, Puzzles. and
Short Stories ior Boys and Girls. By Edward
Carsweli.
Square ﬁve. 80 pages.
Paper. 25
cents;boa.rds . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
A handsome book well illustrated. most of the
being designed by Mr. (Jarswell, Just the
pictures
hing for a gift book
'.l.‘empormce Pint Bender. With 30 illustra
tions and choice reading lessons for young be
ginners. By Mrs. J. McNair Wright . . . . . . . .. .10
Blackboard Temperance Lessons, '0. 4. .10
Fourteen entertaining and instructive “chalk
talks." with numerous
blackboard designs.
By
Mrs. W. F. Crafts. Thos. R. Thompson. Edward
Carswell, and others.
Readings and Becitationl, Ho. 7. By Miss
L. Penney.
i2mo, 120 pages.
Cloth.600ents:
paper cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .95
Inﬂuence of Alcohol on the Human System.
By N. S. Davis, M.D.. LL. D.
12ino. 24 pp... .10

Victoria.
J’. H.

1 0 satisfy
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FOR ONLY

25 CENTS.

“ The DomesticMonthly" hr 8 Iollln Ind n Coupon
[nod
for my ii-Ct-ut “ Domestic" PaperPull-ru

A GREAT

TRIAL OFFER.

"The Domesticllcnth

iy" is one of the oldest
ins lines [or women,
In the " Dmncsilc "olv

per patterns are known
everywhere The mugs
line hls each month no
rulesand over 100illus
rutinnsoi newcostumes,
bonnets, novelties. etc .
and s inruo amount 01
reminbiomiscellanycnn
llﬂtlngof stories.skctcli
Fancy
Knlttimz. etc..etc. it is
a completein ulna inr
women. prsct all end
hsi in].
a r i I nrycsr 1 snb
lcripiiminprice is ‘£60 a
your, with ‘1.00Worth of
paper rstternq free to
every subscriber. 'i‘hm
lei-iii ~llllll l'stiorl (lou
ponfor I niv 25 unis.
Send by mull direct to

'

A ROMAN GILT

NECKLACE.

The St. Louis Magazine is much im
proved this year, contains
illustrated
stories, original papers on Health and
Hygiene, the Home, a Farmer's depart
ment, an illustrated Fashion article, Hu
mor, etc. Send 15 cents and receive a
sample copy and a gift of a beautiful
Roman Gilt bead Necklace, in either pink,
green, red, silver or gold color, to match
the costume.
Address St. Louis Maga
zine, 901 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo.
This
paper and St. Louis Magazine sent one
year for $2.00.

WEDLOCK; or,

the Right Relations of the
Disclosing the Laws of Con ugal Selec
Who May. and W 0 May Not
tions. and showin
Marry. $1.50 eac ; gilt. $2.00.
Sexes.

AD VERTISEMENTS.
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W53?“

MISS PARLOA

CHRISTMAS DINNER

——FOR_

Goon HOUSEKEEPING,
Fare, a valuable
Published at Springﬁeld, Mass" and will also furnish for its 1891 Bill of
series of papers, under the title of

“

TEN MORNINGS IN THE KITCHEN.”

Beginning with January, 1891, GOOD HOUSEKEEPING will be published MONTHLY.
The regular subscription price is $2.40 a year, 51.20 for six months, 51.00 for ﬁve
The price is the same whether you purchase sin le
Twenty cents a number.
months.
each _month of your newsdealer,
or whether you subscribe for a year from t e
copges
All newsdealers sell it. SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
pu lishers direct.
CLARK W. BRYAN & Co., Publishers,
SPRINGFIELD,

MASS.

S H 0 RT H A N D. nonsnsusesesreeea
U
out. t is cam-cs the;
pointing invaluable
“Malaria... "wanders," ..Pmk Eye... ..Diswm
manna-tho!
ort. e novice,
veteran

per, "etc., and how to Prevent and Counter-net
150 pp. 12 mo, paper, 50 cents ; extra cloth.
them.

STENUGRAPHIG INSTITUTE,
ANN ARBOR, HIGH.
When

you

write to advertisers

-

My Right Place in mm and How in Find

always

mention

in

Wedlock

MARRIAGE NOT A FAILURE.
BY NELSON

SIZER.

a

is

is

a failure only when the persons are
Marriage
likely to bethe case
not properly mated. and this
In this work Prof.
want 0t knowledge.
only by
Sizer tells who should marry and who should not.
giving portraits to illustrate the Temperaments and
The right age to marry,
the whole subject fully.
the marriage of cousins. and many other questions
Price only 10 cents, by
of interest are considered.

Address

FOWLER

&

mail, postpaid.

WELLS

(30.,

115 BROADWAY,

It.

This little work by Prof. Sizer is full 0: practical
Whit 6 it
sand slnuld bewidelyread.
8“ gg es
may be worth dollars, the price is only 10 cents.
WELLS 00.. 775 Broadway.
Address FOWLER

JUST PUBLISHED.

Right Selection

A

oedcupat'lon'

&

address.

tl

write
Particulars.

choice of
'

complete the
Do not delay the matter, but
at 011% It will Pay Yoll- For full

as soon as you thoroughly

-

.i'

‘Scents. Address,
\VnLLs (‘0. 775 Broadway. N.
Fowbsa

Employment Guaranteed
study.

for

horse hygiene.

A

Y

1 on can earn $75.00 per month as a
Lem-n at home,
shorthand writer,

N. v.

the

Phrenological

Journal.

Piano
Extension
Lamp.
The Piano Extension (or ﬂoor-stand) Lamp is
now the popular lamp. Such a lamp adds very
much to the furnishings of any handsome parlor.
Where there is a piano or an organ one of these
handsome lamps is almost a necessity; it is cer
Hitherto this style of
tainly a very useful luxury.
lamp has been so expensive, that only the more
A few cheap
wealthy families could afford it.
made ones, gotten up with iron pipe; and " speller"
(pewter) gilded, have been on the market, but even
those have been held at a price beyond the means
of most people.
And the most costly lamps of this
description have had cheap, ﬂat wick burners,
which ﬁlled the parlor with disagreeable odors and
often became a nuisance.

Lamp.

mx-se.

Journal

‘\é)$_”2$,_;3<?3)?9‘
.-

A Piano Lamp, above all things else,
needs

\\\\\Y\\\\
r

‘

Premium

J;

Phrenological

§\\\‘§\\\ks'\x

.

.

The
"

p
‘Q

0

central-draft

burner—the

This lamp we

\

'.~

good

have made especially to meet all
It is all solid brass,
requirements.
with brass relief ﬁnish—something no other manu
facturer has attempted to furnish in a lamp of this
price. The fount is the genuine Rochester Fount,
richly embossed—holding a full quart, enough to
burn two long evenings. The fount can be quickly
removed by unscrewing from the top of the stem
on standard; it is equally as ornamental, and
has the same burner as put on the richest and
most costly lamps. The lamp is 5 feet high
from ﬂoor to burner, when extended; and can
be lowered to 3 feet 8 inches from ﬂoor.
We send with the lamp the largest size
umbrella silk fringe shade, brass shade holder,
and two chimneys on receipt of price, $9.00, or
as a premium for ten subscribers to the PERE
NOLOGICAL JOURNAL at $i.50 each.
In case the entire number of subscribers
cannot be obtained, orders for our own book
publications to the same amount may be
sent for the balance; all orders must
amount to $15.00.
If books are sent by
mail remit to per cent. of the retail price
‘~
to pay for mailing.
Names may be sent as fast as
,_
obtained and will be placed to the
Address,
credit of the Agent.

the above

U3

-

I\

[‘

l

a

BEST, which is the “Rochester.”

i

FOWLER & WELLS 00.,
775

BROADWAY,

N.

Y.

AD VER TISEMENTS.
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We are now ﬁlling orders for the Celebrated Waterproof

"

S N A P"

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
Collar Button Attached to each Collar.
Sleeve Buttons Attached to each Pair of Cuﬁ‘s.
They Fasten with the Snap Button_
\1
i

‘Hummer

iillillih'tiii

.

ED ' SON

N

1ll)

GLADSTONE

_

“WAlizTllAléER

application of this Button does away withevery
WATERPROOF
COLLARS AND CUFFS, as"'they
of the Cuffs; they prevent the sleeve buttons from

We believe that

the

made

heretofore

objection

EWTON

prevent the RATTLE
SOILING the cuffs; they

do

to

with

away

the

button-hole.

WE HAVE FOUR STYLES OF COLLARS
Cum-‘s: from

made from
These goods
of the ﬁnest linen.
are

Can

always

Gents’ Collars,
Ladies’

“

25c.

6

ance

250.6

be

for

obtained
$1.20—$2.25

“

1.20-—

2.25

Pure Zylonite,
of

Free
doz.
“

Postage

Gents’ Cults,

[Ladies’

“

Remit by Postal Order, Check or Stamps.

7%,

to

11%.

and have the

appear

following prices:
for $240-$425 doz.
2.40- 4.25 “
500.6 “

at the
500.

6

12,

]

SIZES:

18.

7,

PER cu'rs).

(AS
12%, to

Address,

E. B. GRANNIS,

33

East 22d Street,

-

-

_

New York City.

THE NEW

ems:

MODEL

ANATUMIBAL

PARTIALLY

DESB‘CTINO-

MANIKIN.

0mm.

This is a combination 0! Charts oflportions of the human body hinged so as to lay over one another,
and m be evened 0!‘ dissected, exhibltin the eneral anatomy in all its parts and their relation to each
inc es.
other and mounted on a base 18 x
he ﬁgure represents the adult human form on the scale
oi’ one-hall’ the size or life. the entire work being done in brilliant colors by the most improved Chrome
Lithographic processes on ﬁne cloth-lined material. highly ﬁnished. being strong and durable as well
as handsome. and made expressly for this
purpose.
In workmanshi no expense has been spare
to make it better than anything of this kind ever pro
duced.
The wor has been done under ourspeciai direction by Mr. M. C. Tiers. an artist who has had
many years‘ experience in making anatomical drawings and made the original designs for this in con
and American authorities. and it is
sultation with eminent physicians of this city. and the best forei
moreaccurate anatomically, as well as more artistic. than any pu lication ever made. and in many ways
the most comprehensive.
In addition tothe dissections of the body there are a. number of s cial manikins of various parts
mounted on the margins of the chart. some 0i’ them much larger than ife. including illustrations oi the
elects oi’ stimulants and narcotics on the digestive organs. the throat. the brain. and the nervous
s ‘stem. fullyadapting the work to use for the purpose of meeting the requirements of recent legisla
t on on the subject.
When not in use. the manikin folds together likea book. and when closed is about eighteen inches
uare.
he Manual is not only a key, but a comprehensive work on the physiological functions of all the
parts, and adds much to its value. the two constituting a complete text-book. and can be used inde
pendentl oi’ any other work.
For Sc ools this covers the Whole ground. and contains nothing but what is proper to present tomixed
classes. It is abundantly large for class use and oi such size as to be convenient.
it is better for ofﬂce use than any other. it is amply large and not cumbersome or
FoirldPlhysiclnns
unw
e
y.
Students contemplating the study of medicine it is impossible that s nything should be equal to

t hlf'or
iS.
For Families it will be of interest. and will lead to the study of Physiology and the Laws of Health in
a most interestin manner.
Agents Wsnte . We desire the services of Agents in every town for the introduction and sale of
this Manillin. We offer liberal terms. and to men or women who are adapted to the work. here is an

opportunity for steady employment in a paying business. For full particulars and terms. write. giving
ex erience. The low price of the Manillin is suﬂlcient to secure its popularity. With manual complete.
.00. prepaid. Address
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In‘: preface tire author says :

In the autumn of 1849, forty years ago, the author of this little volume
wrote, at the suggestion of some young men he was teaching, a series of lectures
In
which were published by Fowler & Wells in 1850, entitled Mental Science.
the summer previous he wrote and gave as Sunday afternoon discourses to the
young people of his congregation, a series of discourses which were published two
years later by the same ﬁrm, under the title of Hopes and Helps for the Young.
Now, in 1889, he writes for the young again, to be read by the children and
grandchildren of those who read his ﬁrst books, and to be published by the same
A proﬁtable psychological study may be had by comparing this volume
ﬁrm.
.
with those written forty years earlier.
The young we have always with us, and work for them will always be in
They
order. The world’s improvement must be made largely through- them.
are the readiest to be instructed, the most susceptible to ennobling inﬂuences,
The hopes of the ages are
and least hindered by prepossessions and prejudices.
in them, and those who are in sympathy with them can help humanity through
The author acknowledges with pleasure that of all he has done in a
them.
many-sided life, that which he has done for the young has given him the best
They have helped him while he has endeavored to help them.
satisfaction.
They have renewed his youth and given him inspiration, and now he joins with
They are
them to give a grand exit to the greatest century the world has seen.
to be leaders in the great uplifts of the society that are to be. All hail to them
In the hope of joining with
and the centuries for which they are preparing.
them to keep step to the music of human improvement and joy, the author asks
G. s. w.
once again to be admitted to their company and conﬁdence.
To give something of an idea of the nature of this work, we publish the
following chapter headings from the

CON

TENTS

The Young Man and Hie Patrimony.
friends.
The Young Man and
The Needed Friends and How to Get and
Keep Them.
The Young Man and Hill Business.
Bulneee and Something More.
The Young Men and His Politics.
The Young Man and His Money.

It:

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

=

Young
Young
Young
Young
Young
Young
Young
Young

lie

Time.
Habit‘.
Man and Hill Pleasure‘.
Man and His AmbitionMan and

Inn

Man
Man
Men
Man

and.

It:

and Hie Beading.
and His Ropes.
and His Home.

and

lie

Religion.

It is printed on ﬁne paper, handsomely bound in ﬁne cloth, and
sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
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The late world-renowned Dermatologist,

Sir ERASMUS WILSON,

F.R.S._

The FIRST AND ONLY

President

of

Royal

the

College

of

Surgeons

who ever gave a public Testimonial, and the following is

THE ONLY TESTIMONIAL I21 EVER GAVE.
“If

it be well

to wash the skin—and we never heard

tioned—it is well also that we should

proposition ques
be familiar with the means by which that

purpose may be most eﬂiciently attained.
“ We once knew a. beautiful woman, with

the

a nice complexion, who had never

through; her means of polishing were, a
smear of grease or cold cream; then a wipe, and then a lick with rose water. Of
course we did not care to look too closely after such an avowal, but we pitied her,
washed her face with soap all her

life

for soap is the food of the skin.—

Sean is to the

skin
It

what Wine is to the

stomach,

the dirt, but the layer which carries
of the old cuticle to make way for the
Now turn we to Toilet Soaps,
new, to increase the activity of change in the skin‘.
and there we ﬁnd
a generous stimulant.
the

dirt;

and it promotes

not only removes
the displacement

a name engraven on the memory

of the

oldest inhabitant---PEARS.
PEARS’ SOAP!

an article of [be nicest and most eareful
manufacture, and the most refreshing and agreeable of balms
to the

skin."

Wlnsz'st

on having Pears’ Soap.

Substitutes are sometimes

recommended by druggz'sls and storelzeepers
making more proﬁt out of you.

f

or the sole purpose of

A MAMMOTH
CHRISTMAS BllX

El

(sent out to introduce our goods)

contains [00 Cakes (full size) “Sweet Home" Soap,
enough to last an average family one year, ﬁnest made
for all household purposes; also ﬁve boxes—3 cakes each
—exquisite toilet soap, six boxes boraxine, Perfumery,
sachet powder, toilet requisites, and a large assortment of
useful articles adapted for Christmas Presents; also toys,
Playthings, etc., etc., for the babies and many valuable
and amusing things for older folks.

The price of entire box complete is six dollars,
payable after 30 days’ trial; (only one box sold
to a family). If not satisfactory, we take goods
back and make no charge for what you have
used. We sell only directfrom factory to family.
(No middlemen.) We are reliable, ask your
banker.
Order now, you run no risk.

'

s

11'

Some people prefer to send cash with order—we do not ask it but if readers of this
paper remit in advance we will place in the box in addition to all the other extras
toset SIX SOLID SILVER TEA SPOONS— lain pattern such as your grandmother
used --very rich and elegant—will last a
e time. This
cial oﬂer 15made with
the understanding that you will recommend“Sweet Home
Soap to three or more
friends (provided the goods prove all we claim) these spoons are only given to you
because we believe your inﬂuence and future trade will be especially valuable to us
our customers has-often sold twenty others; to secure your pet
(one box shown
manent trade an recommendation to others in our behalf. we can well afford to
lose money on ﬁrst box we sell you).
Pawnee-emitting in advance can have
their money refunded without argument or comment,
‘he boa don not
prove all they coped.
b

if

D.

LARKIN
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co.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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9:,conBoxes sold in in»
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Factories: Seneca,Heacock,
und Carroll StreeLs,
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